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PREFACE

WHEN I first thought of writing the stoiy of the C.M.S.

during tlie years that have elapsed since the Cente-

nary, I had no idea of producing so large a work

as a fourth volume of the History published in 1899 must
necessarily be. I only contemplated a small book for popular

use. I had at first no intention of reporting on the several

Missions in order. My idea was a brief narrative of the Society's

proceedings at home. This would include its reception of

information from the field and of missionaries on furlough, so

that any events abroad of exceptional importance would in

this way be mentioned in the indirect form of news coming to

Salisbury Square. But the book would, in the main, be the

history of the Society, rather than of the Society's Missions,

during the period.

But this plan proved to be unworkable ; and it became
obvious that the Missions must be dealt with separately if

their story, however condensed, was to be intelligible. Still,

however, I proposed onl}' a small volume for general circula-

tion ; and I began writing on a very limited scale accordingl}-.

But when some portions of the MS. were submitted to the

Secretaries, they were not satisfied. They urged that India

and China, in particular, called for much fuller treatment.

Eventually it was decided by the Pubhcations Sub- Committee
that I should attempt a Fourth Volume of the History on a

scale similar to that of the previous three volumes.

One result of the change of plan has been the delay of over

a year in bringing out the work. My original idea was to stop

at the Declaration of War, August, 1914, and to have the book

out by Easter, 1915. The period I should treat would thus be

just fifteen years from the Centenary, which was kept in

April, 1899. As another year's work became necessary, it was
also necessary to bring the narrative down a year or so later,

and practically to produce a sixteen j^ears' history. But I had
already made a number of statistical and other comparisons

based on the idea of the " fifteen-year period "
; and it has not

been possible to alter all these. The book, therefore, contains
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a good many references to the "fifteen-year period," although

the events of the additional year and a half have been added.

In fact, the narrative, in certain particulars, runs even into the

early months of 1916, so that, in so far as those particulars

are concerned, the period covered is little short of seventeen

years. The result is that some slight inconsistencies may be

detected here and there ; but I do not think they are of any real

consequence. This explanation, however, should be borne in

mind.
In one respect this volume differs from its predecessors.

Their title was, " The History of the C.M.S. : its Environment,
its Men, and its Work "

; and many of the chapters practically

embodied a sketch of the history of the Church of England for

the hundred years reviewed,—a sketch which in fact gave
much general information not to be found in any other pub-
lished history. But in the present volume no attempt has
been made to continue this sketch. The " environment

"

described in these pages is the environment in the Asiatic and
African fields. The Church at home is only referred to so far

as the Society's own history requires, chiefly in the 52nd and
53rd chapters.

On the other hand, more space is given than before to the

development of the Society's own work at home. That
development has been one of the chief features of the period

reviewed, and many details are given to which there is but
little corresponding in the previous volumes. I can quite

anticipate that some of my friends in the mission-field may be
disposed to inquire why more space should be given to the

2)ersonnd of the home staff, to Salisbury Square methods and
proceedings, to Local Associations, Summer Schools, Publica;

tions, &:c., than to this or that important Mission. But I re-

member how Alexander Mackay wrote from Uganda begging for

more information in the periodicals about the home organization
and work. Such information, he pleaded, was to the mission-
aries in the field as interesting as missionary letters were to

readers at home. The result actually was that for several

years notices of local meetings, &c., were given three or four

pages in each issue of the old IntdUnencer. Mackay
would have appreciated the modern Gazette. He himself,

within five months of the announcement of the new Gleaners'
Union, in 1886, wrote from Uganda enthusiastically about
it, and sent home a remarkable diagram, which he called

* The letters " C.M.S." and " F.S.M." will be noticed. The latter refer to
the February Simultaneous Meetings of 1886, which also Mackay had noted
with interest.
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" The Gleaners' Union Chart of Main Statistics " " by a
Fellow Servant in the Mission." * It shows, on strict mathe-
matical lines, the Society's progress in missionaries, stations,
schools, converts, funds, &c. It was reproduced in the
Gleaner^ of July, 1887. Mackay evidently realized how much
the Firing Line depends upon the Home Base—a lesson we
have all been learning by hard experience in the present War.

Since the greater part of this book was in type. Canon
C H. Robinson's Hintorii of CJniHtian Missions has appeared.
I regret that although I have read every line of that valuable
work, I have not been able to make much use of it in my
pages. It was too late, in fact, to do so, though I have
gathered from it, and referred to it, here and there.

I have added, by way of Appendix, a long chapter on the
effects of the War upon the Missions, that is, sofai—for who can
tell how far it may further affect them '? We can but commit
them to the care and guidance of the Lord by Whose command
they are undertaken, and Who will assurelly overrule all

events to the accomplishment of His own wise and gracious
purposes.

To Him also I would humbly and reverently commit this
book, with all its imperfections, in deep thankfulness for the
high privilege, in old age, of recording the further history of
one of the agencies employed by Him and His Church for the
advancement of His Kingdom.

E. S.

April, 1916.
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PRELIMINARY CHAPTERS.





CHAPTER I.

The C.M.S. Centenary.

The 2nd Jubilee, Nov., 1898—The Centenary, April, 1899—A Week of

Meetings—Wednesday, the Centenary Day

—

The Times on the Cen-

tenary—Meetings in the Provinces—Meetings Abroad—The Centenary

Fund—The Centenary Volume.

IHE fashion of celebrating Centenaries," said Bishop P-^Rt i-

° John Wordsworth of Sahsbury in a sermon preached —
a few years ago, " is by no means new. A trace of it '^^^*^"''

may be found in the ancient Roman state when at tenaries.

the secular games, which occurred only at intervals

of a hundred and ten years, the voice of the herald proclaimed in

solemn words. Come and see Games which no one Uving hath, seen,

and irhidi no one Uvini) u:ill see again. You have here the germ of

the thought on which all observance of centuries rests, that such

a period generally exceeds the life of the longest-lived man, and
its passage offers a natural opportunity to look backwards over

the road traversed." And he remarked, " The thankful temper
w'hich is needed for true insight may be promoted by occasional

detailed retrospects of past history."

The Histori/ of the Charrli Mission ari/ Socidij did not include

an account of the Centenary Commemoration. In fact Vols. I. and
II. were published some weeks before it, and Vol. III. was in type,

but was delayed by the Index, which ran to 160 columns of small

type. The present volume, therefore, must begin with a brief

summary of the proceedings of the memorable Centenary Week.
But there must first be a reference to what was called the c.M.s.

Second Jubilee. The Society's First Jubilee had been held, not at jubilee,

the close, but in the middle, of the fiftieth year ; not in April, ^o^-- 1^^^-

1849, when the fifty years were completed, but on Nov. 1st and
2nd, 1848. It was thought well to repeat this plan at the

Centenary ; to observe the Second Jubilee in the midst of the

one hundredth year, while deferring the principal commemoration
to April, 1899, when the hundred years should be completed.

Accordingly, on Nov. 1st, 1898, there was a special service, with

Holy Communion, at St. Bride's Church. An occasion so full of

sacred memories of friends and fellow-w^orkers gone before could

not be more appropriately fixed than for x\ll Saints' Day. The
preacher was Bishop E. H. Bickersteth of Exeter, son of a former

B 2
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PART I- Secretary of the Society. That father, the first Edward Bickersteth,
Chapel, iiad himself preached one of the Jubilee Sermons, and had spoken

at the Jubilee Meeting ; and the Bishop had, as a young clergy-

man, been himself present at the meeting, and not only so, but

had been the author of a hymn specially written for that occasion,
" O brothers, lift your voices." Then in the afternoon, at Exeter
Hall, the place where the First Jubilee Meeting had been held in

1848, was held the Second Jubilee Meeting, the President, Sir

John Kennaway, taking the chair. In choosing the speakers, it

was felt to be appropriate that all should be men who had some
link with the First Jubilee. The President, indeed. Sir John
Kennaway, naturally took the chair, as. his predecessor, the Earl

of Chichester, had done in 1848 ; but all the others had some kind

of reminiscence of the fiftieth year. The Hon. T. H. W. Pelham
spoke as a son of Lord Chichester ; the Rev. Canon Henry Venn,
as a son of the great Honorary Secretary of those days ; the Rev.

Canon C. V. Childe, as a son of the Principal of the Church
Missionary College at the time ; the Revs. T. Y. Darling and R.

Pargiter, as missionaries who were actually then in the field, in

India and Ceylon respectively ; the Rev. W. Salter Price, as having

himself been present at the Jubilee Meeting, being then an IsHngton

student, and also as one of the first band of missionaries sent out

in the year following, to India (and afterwards in East Africa)

;

Bishop E. H. Bickersteth, the preacher of the sermon ; and the

Author of this present work, who also, as a boy of twelve, had been

present at the Jubilee Meeting. The meeting was opened with the

Jubilee hymn above mentioned, and closed with the grand one

whicli had closed the gathering of fifty years before, " All hail the

power of Jesus' Name."

I'liR cen- Five months passed away, and then came the Centenary. For
tenary, the Commemoration in London the whole inside of a week was set

apart—the week in which the middle day, Wednesday, was happily

April 12th, the one hundredth birthday of the Society. The pro-

gramme in outline was as follows :—
Monday.—Day for Thanksgiving and Prayer.

Tuesday.—Day for Review of C.M.S. Missions.

Wednesday.—Centenary Day.
Thursday.—Day for Review of Other Missions.

Friday.—Day for Looking Forward.

Saturday.—Day for the Children.

MoNUAY : On Monday morning, the Holy Communion was celebrated at

^-:f*;„ St. Bride's Church, when four hundred members and friends

gathered round the Table of the Lord. An address was given

l)y the Rev. Herbert 'James, Rector of Livermere, an old and

valued friend, who had been the preacher of the Annual Sermon

in 1890. His text was 1 Chron. xxix. 5, •' Who then is willing to

consecrate his service this day unto the Lord ? " In the afternoon

a prayer-meeting was held at Exeter Hall, which might have been

called a Veterans' Meeting, for the Chairman, Bishop Royston,

April, 1899.

Bride's.
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who bad been Hecretary at IMadras for the South India ^lissions Part i.

and also Acting Secretary in Sahsbury Square l^efore becoming -ll!

Bishop of Mauritius, was in his seventieth year, and both the

speakers. Archdeacon Eichardson of Southwark and Canon Samuel
Garratt of Ipswich, were over eighty. In the evening, a special ^'^^f^

service was held at St. Paul's Cathedral, attended by an immense
congregation. Archdeacon Sinclair officiated ; the President and
the Treasurer (Sir John Kennaway and Colonel Williams) read

the Lessons, Isa. xlix. and Eev. vii. 9-17 ; and the Archbishop of

Canterbury, Dr. Temple, preached the Sermon, his text being

Acts xiii. 2, " Separate Me Barnabas and Saul for the work
whereunto I have called them."
On the following five days there were fourteen great meetings. Bishops

eleven at Exeter Hall, one at the Queen's Hall, and two at the'"^''*®^"

Albert Hall. It was desired to include as many Bishops as

possible, and the following were invited to preside or speak, besides

the Primate :—Bishops Creighton of London, Westcott of Durham,
Eandall Davidson of Winchester, Bickersteth of Exeter, Kennion
of Bath and Wells, Glyn of Peterborough, Talbot of Eochester,

Bardsley of Carlisle, Eyle of Liverpool, Moorhouse of Manchester,
Jacob of Newcastle, Eden of Wakefield, Straton of Sodorand Man,
G. H. Wilkinson of St. Andrews ; Knox, Suffragan Bishop of

Coventry ; Tajdor Smith of Sierra Leone ; and Bishop Whipple
of Minnesota. It was a disappointment that Bishop Creighton

and Bishop Wilkinson could not be in London at the time ; and
Bishop Westcott, on the very day before he was expected, had to

telegraph that his doctor would not allow him to travel. The
others all duly appeared.

It should here be added that four Indian and two African Foreign

clergymen came from the mission field to attend the Centenary,
^'^'®8at*»3.

and all were allotted a part in the proceedings. The two Africans

were—the Eev. James Johnson of Lagos, who was already well

known in England, and who, only a few months later, before he
went back, was consecrated to be an Assistant Bishop in the

Diocese of W^estern Equatorial Africa ; and the Eev. Obadiah
Moore, Canon of Sierra Leone, and Principal of the Grammar
School there. The four Indians were—the Eev. William Seetal,

pastor at Agra, ordained in 1881—(he died in 1901, and was
called by Mr. (iill, afterwards Bishop of Travancoi'e, " the pillar

and leader of the Church in the N.-W\ Provinces ") ; the Eev.
Solomon Nihal Singh, B.A., of St. Paul's Divinity School, Allaha-
bad (now a Canon of Lucknow) ; the Eev. Ihsan Ullali, of the
Punjab (now Archdeacon of Delhi) ; and the Eev. W. D. Clarke,
B.A., Pastor of Zion Church, Madras.*
Tuesday was the Day for Eeview of C.M.S. Missions. The ttospay:

morning meeting was the one at which Bishop Westcott was to oi-^c'^r.H.

have presided. His letter, read at the meeting, said that he had ^' i'^'''""^-

* An interesting photographic group of these six men appears in the
Centenary Volume, facing p. 20G.
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Part I,

t!liap. Is

Missionary
Methods."

C.M.S. at
Home.

Wednes-
day: The
Breakfast.

" looked forward for months " to the occasion, and that lie had
intended to speak " on some points in the message of hope which
the advance of Foreign Missions in the century had brought to us
—a fresli vision of the heavenly order, an enlargement of sympathy,
a deepening of fellowship, an increase of spiritual knowledge, a
strengthening of faith, in a word a new revelation of life that is

truly life, a fulfilment of the closing word of the Lord's ministry—vevLK-rjKu—with the sure promise of a larger fulfilment." A
chairman having to be found on the spur of the moment, Lord
Kinnaird was invited, and kindly took the Bishop's place.

Archdeacon E. Long, Eector of Bishopwearmouth, formerly a
C.M.S. Secretary, gave the first address, on the principles that

had guided the Society in the past in its successive advances to

new fields of labour ; and then three pioneer missionaries in suc-

cession told of the beginnings of three of the latest new Missions,
viz.. Dr. Bruce of Persia, G. Ensor of Japan, and C, T. Wilson of

Uganda.
At the afternoon meeting the subject was Missionary Methods.

Bishop Eden of Wakefield presided, and in a very able speech
propounded tliree theses, viz., Method (1) is the economy of power,

(2) lays down orderly lines for organized bodies of persons, (3)
has to do with life rather than witli system. Eowland Bateman,
of the Punjab, then spoke on Evangelistic Work ; C. W. A. Clarke,
Principal of the Noble College, Masuhpatam, on Educational
Work; W. Banister, of Fukien (now Bishop of Kwangsi and
Hunan), on Women's Work ; Dr. Duncan Main, of Hangchow,
on Medical Work ; Dr. Weitbrecht, of the Punjab, on Literary

AVork ; and James Johnson of Lagos (now Assistant Bishop) on
Native Church Work.
At the evening meeting Bishop Davidson of Winchester (now

Archbishop of Canterbury) presided, and spoke in the most
enthusiastic way. The chief biisiness was a lecture on the Storj^

of the Society at Home, given by Canon Sutton, Vicar of Aston,
who had been Home Secretary of the Society for some 3'ears,

illustrated by lantern views, including many portraits of C.M.S.
men of the past. At its close the Eev. G. F. Head, Vicar of Clifton,

pointed the moral in an earnest address.

Wednesday, as before said, was Centenary Day, exactly one
hundred years since the memorable little meeting at the Castle

and Falcon Hotel on April 12th, 1799, at which the Society was
formed. The commemoration opened with a Breakfast at tlip vi'iij

same hotfil, not indeed in the same room, as the building had been
altered since then, and the original rooin had disappeared. After

breakfast, a few words were spoken by the Hon. Clerical Secretary,

Mr. Fox ; Bishop Whipple of Minnesota and Bishop Chadwick of

Derry, representing the American and L-ish Churches; Canon
Venn of Walmer, son of the foi'mer Hon. Secretary; and the

President, Sir John Kennaway.
For the gathei'ing wliich was par crccTlence the Centenary
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Commemoration two simultaneous meetings were avvanged. Up to I'arti^.

that time no Society had met in tlie Albert Hall. It was regarded ^f^
'

as too large for regular speeches, though suitable for demonstra-
^^J^^^y

"'

tions at which it might not matter whether they were properly Meeting,

heard or not. We have learned since then that a reasonably good

speaker can be heard even in that Hall, but this was not realized

at the time. Moreover, Exeter Hall had for nearly seventy years

])een the home of Christian enterprises, and no one would have

liked to hold a great official assembly anywhere else. But it was
clear that the chief Centenary Meeting would fill it twice over ; so

it was resolved to resort to the old original practice of the early

days of the century, and to admit men only, providing a simul-

taneous meeting elsewhere for their womenkind. Men, in fact,

did come from all parts of the country for this one occasion, and

at least 2500 assembled in Exeter Hall; one lady only being

present, the wife of Bishop Whipple ; while at the same time an

equal number of women, with a very few men, thronged the Queen's

Hall.

It was desired that the Exeter Hall gathering should not be in

any sense an ordinary missionary meeting, however good, but

rather an occasion for testimonies from eminent representatives of

different phases of the life of the nation. The Archbishop would

represent the Church at home, and Bishop Whipple the Church
abroad ; and the Marquis of Salisbury or the Earl of Halsbury, it

was hoped, the State ; Lord Wolseley or Lord EolDerts the Army,
and Admiral Sir E. Fremantle the Navy ; the Earl of Northbrook,

India, etc. However, although the Premier, the Lord Chancellor,

the two great Generals, and the Admiral, all replied sympatheti-

cally, all were from various causes prevented attending. But the

two prelates, the ex-Viceroy of India, the Premier's son, and a

leading representative of commerce and industry, did respond ; and
after the President had taken the chair, Mr. Fox read the letters

from the Premier and others, as well as telegrams of good wishes

from many parts of the world. He also presented a Motto Text

for the new Century :

—

" There hath not failed one word of all His good promise. . . . The
Lord our God be with ns, as He was with our fathers ; let Him not

leave us, nor forsake us. . . . That He may inclme our hearts unto

Him ... to keep His commandments. . . . That all the peoples of

the earth may laiow that the Lord, He is God ; there is none else
"

(1 Kings viii.'nO-tiO, R.V.).

After the President's opening address, the Archbishop of Canter- The

bury moved the first resolution. "With very deep emotion," he "^^^'^ ^^'

said that he rose ; and his speech deeply moved the meeting.

Then came Lord Northbrook. No one would call him a gifted

speaker ; but his plain words w^ere exactly what the hundreds of

plain laymen before him needed and would appreciate. He said

he had i-ead the fourteen chapters on India in the two volumes of
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Part I. tjie Society's Hisfcoi-y then lately published—(he had not seen the
—1

' eight in Vol. III.)—and entirely endorsed them, especially with
reference to Native Church policy. Bishop Whipple followed,

having crossed the iVtlantic expressly to attend the Commemora-
tion. " With a full heart," he said, " I bring to this venerable

Society the loving greetings of a sister Church." He pleaded with

intense earnestness for greater oneness of spirit among Christians.
" I have tried," he said, " for forty years to find the image of my
Master upon the faces of those from whom I differ, and God has

overpaid me a thousand-fold." Mr. (now Sir) C. E. Tritton next

spoke briefly as a representative both of the House of Commons
and of British business men ; and he was followed by another

M.P. who had come in unexpectedly. This was Lord Cranborne,

son of the Premier (and now Marquis of Salisbury). Sir E. Webster,
the Attorney-General (afterwards Lord Chief Justice), had been
coming to represent the Government, but at the last moment he
was prevented, and Lord Cranborne came instead. His few fervent

words will never be forgotten by those who heard them :

—

Lord Cran- " GentlemeD, we are proud of our Empire. . . . Sometimes we almost

AiipeaK tremble at the weight of responsibility which is upon us, and sometimes
we view with a certain shrinking the necessary bloodshed which the

expansion of the Empire involves. Can it be justified ? Can this burden
of responsibihty be defended '? Only upon one consideration : only

because we believe that by the genius of our people, and by the purity

of our religion, we are able to confer benefits upon those subject popula-

tions greater than it has been given by God to any other nation to be

able to afford ; and it is only because we know that in the train of the

British Government comes the preaching of the Church of Christ that

we are able to defend the Empire of which we are so proud. Therefore,

gentlemen, I ask you to pledge this meeting to the Christianity of the

British Empire. I do not care in what quarter of the globe it may be,

I do not care what may be the political exigencies of the moment, I do

not care what colleges of secular instruction you may establish ; but

unless, sooner or later, in due and proper time, you carry with those

institutions tlie definite teaclung of Christianity, you have done nothing

at all."

The last speech was by the Hon, Secretary himself, Mr. Fox

;

after which Bishop Jacob of Newcastle offered prayer, and Bishop
Whipple in a most solemn and touching form pronounced the

Benediction.
Queen's Meanwhile, the simultaneous meeting at the Queen's Hall was

Meeting. goi^g on. It had been hoped that the Bishop of London
(Dr. Creighton) would preside over it, but as already stat(;d he

was unable to come, and the Society's veteran friend Dr. J. C.

Eyle, Bishop of Liverpool, the oldest Bishop then on the Bench,

was the appropriate occupant of the chair. It was, as he said,

thirty-seven years since he had preached the Annual Sermon.
Needless to sa^^ bis welcome was a warm one ; and he natuially

laid stress on the Society's faithfulness to its evangelical and
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spiritual principles. The other speakers were Bishop Chadwick
(^j^Jj*

ol' Derry, representing the Church of Ireland all the more suitably —1
after having given his own daughter to the Uganda Mission ;

* Sir

T. Fowell Buxton, G.C.M.G., who had been the Society's Treasurer

until he was appointed Governor of South Australia ; the Dean of

Norwich, Dr. Lefroy, whose speech was probably the most eloquent

of that day, and perhaps of the whole week ; and Colonel E.

Wilhams, M.P., the Treasurer.

The Eveninc; Thanksgiviucf Meeting in tlie Albert Hall, which Thanks-

filled the vast building to the topmost gallery, was of an unique Meeting

character. The speeches were secondary, and were short. It
^^u^''^'^*

was a gathering rather for praise and prayer. The programme
was divided into five sections, viz. : (1) Thanksgiving for the

Foundation of the Society, (2) for Extension at Home and Abroad,

(3) for Labourers entered into Eest, and their Converts, (4) for the

Supply of Men and Means, (5) General Thanksgiving. The fii'st

section comprised the Old Hundredth, special thanksgivings, the

(Janiaie Domino, and a brief word from the President. The
second section comprised Mr. Fox's hymn, " O King of Glory,

God of Grace," the reading of Deut. viif. 11-18, a Missionary
Litany, and a short speech by the oldest member of the Com-
mittee, Mr. Sydney Gedge, M.P. The third section comprised Arch-
bishop Maclagan's hjmm, " The saints of God, their conflict past,"

the reading aloud of selected fragments of Scripture by three

Indian clergymen, the Eevs. Ihsan Ullah, W. Seetal, and W. D.
Clarke, a special thanksgiving offered by Mr. Fox, and a short

address by Archdeacon Eyre of Sheffield. The fourth comprised
Mr. Sheppard's hymn, " We scan the years swept from us," and
a speech by Mr. Henry Thornton, President of the Notts Associa-

tion, followed by the hymn, " God is working His purpose out."

And the fifth consisted of the Tp Jhinu (the most impressive
feature of the evening), a speech by Bishop Taylor Smith, the

General Thanksgiving repeated by the whole company, and " All

people that on earth do dweU."
The "overflow meeting" that same evening quite filled

Exeter Hall. Colonel Williams presided, and the speakers were
Bishop Jacob of Newcastle, Mr. C. E. Walsh, Hon. Secretary of

the New South Wales Association ; the Eev. James Johnson of

Lagos (now Bishop) ; Dr. Dina Nath Prithu Datta, Govex-nnient

Medical Oflicer in the Punjab ; and the Eev. E. A. Stuart, Vicar
of St. Matthew's, Bayswater, now Canon of Canterbury.

Thursday was again a day quite unique. The Society on that thuksday:

day " looked not on its own things," but on " the things of others." iMisslons,

It was the Day of Eeview of Other Missions : in the morning, Anglican,

other Missions of the Church of England; in the afternoon,

Scottish and Continental Missions ; in the evening. Missions of

English and American non-episcopal Societies.

At the morning meeting, the Bishop of Exeter, Dr. Bickersteth,

* And a son also, afterwards.
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pvesitled. The Bishop of Newcastle, Dv. Jacoh, who liad once
heen cliaplain to Bishop Mihiiati of Calcutta, spoke on Missions
in Asia, chiefly those of the S.P.G., and particularly those in

India. For Africa Bishop G. H. Wilkinson of St. Andrews had
heen invited, but, as he could not come, his place was taken by
the Bishop of Eochester, Dr. Talbot, now Bishop of Winchester,
who, after a brief notice of the S.P.G. Missions in South Africa,

gave more fully the story of the Universities' Mission to Central

Africa, of which he was chairman. Then, Missions in the Southern
Seas, in x\ustralia. New Zealand, Melanesia, and New Guinea,
were described by the Bishop of Bath and Wells, Dr. Kennion,
who himself had been Bishop of Adelaide. And lastly, Bishop
Whipple once more came forward, with an account of the

missionary work of the sister Church in the United States.

In the afternoon, the chairman was the Bishop of Manchester,
Dr. Moorhouse. For the Established Scottish Church, Dr.

Marshall Lang, an ex-Moderator of the General Assembly, and
brother of the C.M.S. Lay Secretary, spoke ; and for the Free, Dr.

George Smith, the brilliant author of the biographies of great Indian
missionaries, Carey, Martyn, Duff, &c., and formerly editor of a

leading Calcutta paper and Correspondent of the Timpx,—father,

it may well be added, of Dr. George Adam Smith. Then M.
Theodore Monod, the French pastor, described the work of the

Paris Missionary Society, and Herr Wiu'z that of the Basle
Society, of which he was Secretary. German Missions were to

have l)een represented by Count Andrew Bernstorff, but he was
prevented from coming as he had intended; and instead of them,
the Bible Society's work was briefly set forth by its Vice-Chair-

man, Mr. Henry Morris, a leading member also of the C.TM.S.

Committee.
The evening chairman was Bishop Straton of Sodor and Man.

Wesleyan Missions were eloquently described by the Eev. F. W.
Macdonald, Congregationalist Missions by Dr. Wardlaw Thompson
and Dr. Barrett of Norwich, and Baptist Missions by the Rev.
F. B. Meyer ; but the China Inland Mission and others of the

same type, and the great American Presbyterian, Congregational,

and Methodist Missions were left unrepresented.
As Tuesday and Thursday had been days of information,

Friday was to be a day of inspiration. " Looking forward " was
the theme. The morning was given to two Bible readings, one
by the Rev. Hubert Brooke on tlie Evangelization of the World,
based on the first chapter of Haggai, and tlio other by the Rev.
Evan Hopkins on the Second Coming of Christ, based on St. Matt,

xxiv. 14. The chairman was Dr. Barlow, Vicar of Islington,

afterwards Dean of Peterborough, who himself also gave in effect

a sliort Bible reading on St. Peter's speecli in the Council of

Acts XV.

The afternoon meeting was one of the fullest of the week, the

younger clergy gathering in great force to hear the Principal of
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Wycliffe Hall, Mr. Cb.avasse (now Bishop of Liverpool). The ^^'^\
Bishop of Carhsle, Dr. J. W. Bardsley, was the chairman. The !:!fl

suhject for this meeting was the Eegions Beyond. It was opened

hy tlie Eev. H. B. Macartney of Melbom-ne, who at the time was
Home Superintendent of the Bible Society. He asked, " What is

a Eegion Beyond ? " " Where are the Eegions Beyond ? " and

"Which of them shall the C.M.S. take up?" Then Dr. E. A.

Knox, Bishop Suffragan of Coventry (now Bishop of Man-
chester), spoke on " The Eegions Beyond : What are their

Needs?"—to which question he gave a four-fold answer, viz.,

(1) The discovery of the Truth, (2) Deliverance from the conse-

quences of the Past, (3) Faith in a Personal God, (4) Access to

God. Then some of the actual Eegions Beyond were described

in four ten-minute speeches, by Mr. A. B. Lloyd of Uganda, who
had lately traversed Stanley's Pygmy Forest, and three Indian

clergymen, the Eevs. W. D. Clarke, Ihsan Ullah, and Nihal Singh.

The hymn, " A cry as of pain," was then solemnly sung, followed

by a closing address by Mr. Chavasse on, " How shall we meet

their Needs ?
"—which question he answered in three phrases,

" A Partnership in Clirist's Work," " in His Methods," and " in

His Life,"—an address of exceeding impressiveness.

A dense crowd thronged the Hall on the last evening. The Solemn

subject was, "The Claims of Christ on His People." The chair- jieethfg.

man was Dr. Carr Glyn, Bishop of Peterborougli, whose opening

address showed his deep sense of the solemnity of the occasion.

The speakers were—the Eev. W. G. Peel, C.M.S. Secretary at

Bombay, who had just been summoned home to be consecrated

Bishop of Mombasa ; the Eev. S. i\. Selw^n, Vicar of St. John's,

Boscombe; and Prebendary Webb-Peploe. It will be noticed

how strongly " Keswick " was represented in the list of speakers

on this concluding day ; Mr. Huioert Brooke, Mr. Evan Hopkins,

Mr. Macartney, Mr. Selwyn, and Mr. Webb-Peploe, all lieing

prominent front-platform men at the Convention, and Mr. Peel

manifestly a teacher of the same "school." But in these latter

years C.M.S. has owed much to " Keswick." The subjects allotted

to the three speakers this evening were Spiritual Shortcomings,

Spiritual Possibilities, and Spiritual Determinations, and the

fervour and power of the Diree addresses could scarcely be

exaggerated. There was no applause, and the meeting broke iip

in solemn silence.

This ended the general proceedings of the Commemoration. Children

The Children's Day, Saturday, was a kind of supplement. The gau.

Albert Hall was thronged with young folk, and the order was
perfect, every place for every child having been carefully planned.

The Bishop of Sierra Leone, Dr. Taylor Smith, presided, and the

other appointed speakers were the Eev. E. A. (now^ Canon) Stuart,

the Eev. E. N. (now Canon) Thwaites, the Eev. Canon Obadiah
Moore, the African clergyman from West Africa ; but Mr. Moore
was prevented by indisposition from attending, and Mr. Baylis,
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the Secretaiy in Salisbury Square for tlie x\£rica Missions, took

liis place. All the speeches were delighti'ul ; the children mani-
fested keen interest in everything ; and the natural thought in

many a mind was, How many of these boys and girls will take

the missionary cause upon their hearts from this day ? and how
many will live to see the Third Jubilee (if the Lord should tarry

so long) ? and where will Missions be then ?

When the Day of Intercession for Missions was first observed,

in 1872, the Tlme^ article on it was an extraordinary exhibition of

ignorance and pi-ejudice,* which elicited a private letter from
Archbishop Tait to Mr. Delane, the famous editor. Very different

was the tone of the Times in commenting on the C.M.S. Cen-
tenary. It is worth while preserving some passages from its

leading article :

—

" Men may ask, and even after this week will in all probability continue

to ask, what is the good of Missions, and by so doing will display a
strange blindness to the real character of the Christian religion. That
faith may ultimately either succeed or fail, but in the meantime it is

bound to be at once exclusive and inclusive, to announce alike to .Tews,

Tiu'ks, infidels, and heretics the sic volo, sic juheo of the only way of

salvation. Christianity, it has been reproachfully said, differentiates

itself from all other religions, and then argues from the differences. Of
course it does, and of course it must. It follows, on the theory of the

thing, that every Christian Church, from the very nature of its belief,

must take its part in the delivery to the world of this message.
" After all, tliongh all due account be taken of the revival in Church

activity which the Tractarian movement has produced at home, it was
Charles Simeon and the Venns and their successors who taught English
Christianity that it has duties abroad, and that they cannot be carried

through without tlie best men and the requisite money. . . .

" But the ordinary Englishman who looks upon Foreign Missions as an
amiable cra/.e, serving to absorb the activities of the good old ladies of

his acquaintance, will still put the practical question, " ^Yhat is the out-

come of it all y " And we are free to confess tliat the Church Missionary
Society has much to say for itself. In the first place, its history and its

expansion establish the old truth that two cannot walk together except

tliey be agreed, but that, being agreed, they can go almost anywhere
and do almost anything. The gigantic celebration of this week is a
triumph for clear and definite convictions maintained tlu-ough thick

and thin.
" Again, the oi'dinary Englishman appreciates success when it comes to

him in the sliape of numbers. . . . When the Church INfissionary

Society, which at the end of ten years could iind only a joiner and shoe-

maker to send out, tells us tliat it has nearly eleven hundred l^'uropean

}nissionaries to-day employed at its various stations, of whom sixty-six

elect to receive no stipend at all, it has a fair answer of one sort to

make. . . . When to this is added the fact the Society has a large number
of ])roperly qualified medical missionaries, men and women, on its staff, it

can certainly come to the ordinary Englishman with a bold face ; it can

See Hist. C.M.S., Vol. II. p. 410; and Life of Abp. Tait, Vol. II. p. P.GO.
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k'U him that, whatever he may think of its convictions and its total of I'art I.

converts and its vast voluntarj' contributions, he has to reckon with it tihap. l.

as a civilizing and informing power, which would be still more powerful
if the life of most Englishmen abroad conformed more closely to the

conventions of the Englishman at home."

Centenary Meetings and Services followed in all parts of the Provintia

United Kingdom during the next two months. The Centonanj ^^^^^'"ss-

Volume actually gives particulars (of course only a line, or two lines,

in many places) of the observance in no less than 1624 towns and
villages ; and as many of the towns include distinct parishes and
suburbs which had their own separate meetings or services or

both, and not a few had series of meetings through a whole week
as in London, the number of gatherings of all kinds is beyond
calculation. Liverpool, for instance, counts for o/if of the above

1624, just as (say) Llangattoch-Vibon-Avel counts for one. It is

interesting to notice that the Diocese of Norwich had by far the

largest number of places obsendng the Commemoration, no less

than 194 ; Winchester being second, with 96, and then Canterbm-y,

St, Albans, Ely, and Salisbury, with over 70 each. But it is

highly probable that a great many gatherings were never reported.

It is not likely, for instance, that they were held in only thirteen

places in Ireland. Many of the Bishops who had taken part in

the London Commemoration preached and spoke also at other

gatherings, both in their own dioceses and elsewhere, Archbishop
Temple himself preaching and speaking at Manchester and at

Wimborne ; and in addition to them the following Bishops are

named in the reports as taking important parts locally : Bristol

(Browne), Chester (Jayne), Chichester (Wilberforce), Durham
(Westcott), Gloucester (EUicott), Hereford (Percival), Lichfield

(Legge), Lincoln (King), Llandaff (Lewis), Norwich (Sheepshanks),

Oxford (Stubbs), Eipon (Carpenter), St. Asaph (Edwards), St.

David's (Owen), Salisbury (Wordsworth), Southwell (Bidding), and
Worcester (Perow-ne) ; the Suffragan Bishops of Barrow (Ware),
Beverley (Crosthwaite), Dover (Walsh), Derby (Were), Guildford

(Sumner), Hull (Blunt), Reading (Randall), Shrewsbury (Sir L.

Stamer), Southampton (Lyttelton), Thetford (Lloyd), Swansea
(J. Lloyd) ; and Bishops Cramer-Roberts, Macrorie, and Mylne.*
Many of these had never been at all identified with the Society

;

and the same remark applies to a host of other leading men who
took part, Canon Gore for instance, who preached at Westminster
Abbey. In many places, the leading friends and workers of the

S.P.G. took a cordial part in the proceedings ; and here and there

a function was arranged on the broad basis of the Missionary Call

to the whole Church of Christ, Chm'chmen of all schools, and
Nonconformists, joining in the heartiest way. Cambridge and
Nottingham were conspicuous in this respect.

* It should be remembered that there was then no diocese of Birmingham,
nor of Southwark ; and of course not of Chelmsford or ShclUcld or St.

Ediuuudsbury.
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There were also interesting Centenary gatherings abroad.

Accounts of them were sent from several of the dioceses in

Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, many of the Bishops
preaching and speaking ; among them Bishop Montgomery, then
of Tasmania. Also from Sierra Leone, Lagos, Abeokuta, Ibadan,

Bonny, Lokoja, and other places in West Africa : from East Africa

and Uganda ; from Cairo, Alexandria, Jerusalem, Baghdad, Julfa-

Ispahan ; from Calcutta, Allahabad, Lucknow, Agra, Jabalpur,

Amritsar, Bombay, Madras, Masulipatam, Tinnevelly, Travancore,

and a host of other districts, towns, and villages in India ; from
Colombo and other places in Ceylon ; from Hong Kong, Canton,
Foochow, Shanghai, and other cities in China ; from Metlakatla

and elsewhere on the far-off Pacific coast. The most striking of

all the commemorations seems to have been in Tinnevelly, lasting

for three days, morning, noon, and night. The S.P.G. missionaries

and Tamil clergy joined, and sent contributions to the local Thanks-
giving Fund, by means of which a Centenary Hall was built at

Palamcotta. Similar tokens of fellowship marked the celebrations

in many other places.

There wHs of course a Centenary Fund at home. It was in

two parts. The three years preceding the Commemoration were
devoted to what was called the Three Years' Enterprise, or " T.Y.E."

During that period many special offerings were made, definitely for

sending out more missionaries, and the then new method of the
" O.O.M.'s " ("Our Own Missionary") received a great impulse.

But apart from this, many persons put by, or collected, a weekly
or montbly sum to make up a gift for general purposes. To give

but one example : a National-schoolmistress in a mining district

in the north of England asked the pitmen and their families to

give her each one penny for Missions every month for three years.

She obtained over 300 promises, atid every month she went round
to all the houses to receive the pennies ; and at the end of the

three years she sent up £50. These " T.Y.E." funds amounted
to £65,616. Then the direct Centenary gifts came to £146,681

;

making a total of £212,297. No definite sum had been asked for

in the Committee's statements ; but it was noticed that the Jubilee

Fund of 1848-9 had realized a sum equal to two-thirds of the

average annual income at the time, and it w^as hoped that a similar

sum might be received at the Centenary. As the annual income
was now about £300,000, two-thirds were actually contributed, and
a little more. The details of the Centenary Contribution List are

interesting, as all such details are ; but they cannot be enlarged on
here. It should, however, be mentioned that a great many parishes

not usually supporting the C.M.S. gave at least an offertory; also

that there were offertories in twenty-four cathedrals, which amounted
to £577; also that the contributions from "foreign parts," inde-

pendently of the large sums raised in the Missions for local objects

(as in Tinnevelly, before mentioned), amoimted to £3095.

The allocation of the T.Y.E. and Centenary Funds was in
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accordance with previous announcement. £30,000 was invested part i.

to increase the Capital Fund to £100,000. £4500 was used to
Chap.i.

discharge an old mortgage on the CM. House. £8000 was devoted

to a new Nursery Home attached to the Missionaries' Children's

Home at Limpstield ; £36,000 was appropriated by the donors to

" O.O.M.'s " or other speciiic objects; and all the rest, less the

special expenditure incurred, went to assist the General Fund in

the extension going on through the fom' years, 1898-1902, chiefly

in the form of an increasing number of missionaries.

Not the least interesting fruit of the Commemoration was the The cen-

Centenary Volume ; and as that volume is little known to the \\^ume.

C.M.S. circle, a brief account of it must be given. It begins witli

a short introductory sketch of the Society's historj'', occupying
thirty pages. There are then five Parts. Part I. is entitled

" Before the Commemoration," and comprises an account of the

Three Years' Enterprise, including the special committees of

inquiry which sat through the three years examining all sections

of the work and administration ; also a report of the " Second
Jubilee " before referred to, with the speeches in full, in all thirty

pages. Part II. consists of a full account of the Commemoration
itself, in London, with the brief reports above noticed of the

functions in the Provinces and abroad. All the speeches at the

great meetings in the Centenary Week are given in full, and remain
a valuable record, from which any speaker of to-day would gather
" things new and old." This Part, the largest, occupies 170 pages.

Part III. contains notes on the Centenary Funds, in fourteen pages.

Part IV., which occupies 160 pages, is especially valuable for

permanent reference. It contains all sorts of lists and tables : all

the Office-bearers of the Society from the first ; the Preachers of the

Annual Sermon, with their texts ; the story of the Periodicals ; the

story of the various Unions at home, and of the Associations in

the Colonies ; an account of the Society's colleges and other insti-

tutions ; a note of the dioceses w^orked in, wdth lists of their

bishops ; a complete list of all the C.M.S. missionaries and native

clergymen ; an account of the educational antecedents of the
missionaries, the Public Schools, Universities, and Colleges, whence
they have been drawn ; separate lists of the Colonial missionaries,

medical missionaries, missionaries raised to the Episcopate, etc.

;

a bibliography of the translations and other literary works pro-
duced by the missionaries ; a list of the languages used ; and
tables and charts, statistical and financial. Lastly, Part V. is a
supplement, separately paged, and occupying 233 pages, containing
the full Contribution Lists of the Centenary Funds. The whole is

a massive volume of 970 pages, a treasury of useful and inspiring

information, which does 'the highest credit to the Editorial

Department.
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HE Society resumed its ordinary work after the Cente-

nary celebration with every token of encouragement.
Not only had the Commemoration itself been successful

beyond expectation, but the retrospect of the previous

few years presented abundant cause for thanksgiving,

and tlie outlook at home and abroad gave every reason for con-

hdcnce and hope. In the twelve years 1887-99, the Society's

missionaries had increased in number from 309 to 811, with the

natural result that the Missions were extending in all directions.

This was partly due to the large additions of women to the

missionary staff", their number having risen in the same period

from 20 to 281 ; but tlic ordained men had increased from 247

to 106, and the laymen from 40 to 124. The Income had advanced

from £203,000 to £303,000 (taking at each end an average of three

years) ; and the Centenary Funds had wiped off past deficits. The
" Three Years' Enterprise " which had been undertaken in 1896 as

a preparation for the Centenary had animated old friends and set

many new ones to work. The Unions,—Clerical, Lay, Ladies',

Gleaners',—were all growing in numbers and influence. The
Women's Department, now four years old, was everywhere enlist-

ing new workers and equipping them by means of conferences

and gatherings of all kinds. The Medical Mission Auxiliary was
a distinct success, and was now not only supporting the fifty

medical missionaries and a band of nurses, but was undertaking

to bear in future all the cost of building new hospitals and
dispensaries. Plans for the promotion of Educational, Industrial,

and Literary work in the Missions had been formed. The Colonial

Associations in Australia, New Zealand, and Canada,—seven, six,

and five years old respectively,—were sending to the C.M.S. fields

zealous men and women, and supporting them. Lastly, the

Ifislorij of the C.M.S. had been prepared, and published in three

lai-ge volumes, and had met at once with a large sale.*

* All these developments are more fully described iu later chapters of this

book.
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The Three Years' Enterprise had not heen confined to organizing part i.

work in the country and the raising of funds for extension. It ' J^--
had included a close review of the whole range of the Society's

activities, carried out by several special committees, with a view
to discovering weak points and strengthening all the work. It

seemed likely that the most fruitful result of this examination
would be twofold, {(.i) further decentralization in the administration

of the Missions, (li) the development of Native Church organization
;

and in fact both expectations were eventually fulfilled.

The animating prospect as the nineteenth century was nearing The Church

its close was not confined to that branch of the great missionary ^'*'i°8"P-

enterprise which was represented by the C.M.S. The Church of

England did appear to be waking up gradually. The Lambeth
Conference of 1897 had declared that the work of Foreign Missions
" at the present time stands in the first rank of all the tasks we have
to fulfil." Archbishop Temple's own keen sense of the Church's
obligation to evangelize the w^orld had deeply impressed the

assembled bishops ; and he was still employing no small part of

his remaining energies in old age in the task of infusing the whole
Church with the same consciousness of responsibility to give itself

whole-heartedly to the fulfilment of its Divine Lord's command.
Tlie Boards of Missions were slowly, and as yet not very ener-

getically, extending their influence. The S.P.C.K. had kept—in

very modest fashion—its bicentenary shortly before the C.M.S.
commemoration ; and the other elder sister, the S.P.G., was
already preparing for its own bicentenary in 1900-01. Two of

the great Nonconformist Societies, the Baptist and the London,
had already celebrated their centenaries ; the , Religious Tract
Society had just done the same; and English Christendom
generally was conscious that a period of no ordinary interest had
arrived.

The outlook abroad was not less encom-aging, and advance was Outlook

called for in all the mission fields. In Africa, Great Britain was Afrilfa.

*

taking over from the Royal Niger Company the vast territories

which were to become the Protectorate of Nigeria, as it had, only
five years before, taken over from the British East Africa Company
the equally important regions which that Company had been
developing—the boundary line between the British and German
spheres of influence having been settled in 1890. The Uganda
Railway was in course of construction, and traders were already
beginning to pour into the healthy districts which it was opening
up. Lord Kitchener had been slowly but steadily advancing up
the Nile; and the signal victory of Omdurman had just avenged
Gordon by destroying the tyranny of the Khalifa, restoring peace
to the devastated Sudan, and making Khartum a great centre of

British influence.

In some of these vast African fields, missionary extension was
already the order of the day ; and, before twelve months had
elapsed, there was advance in, or into, them all. Particularly, in

c
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Parti, the Yoruba Country (now a part of Nigeria), the remarkable move-
iap^„'. T^Q^^ jjj ^]j0 Jebu districts had begun, which was in the coming

years to bring thousands into the Christian Church ; while in

German East Africa, tribe after tribe was being reached, and in

Uganda, Pilkington's suggestion of a " three years' enterprise

"

to extend the work within a radius of 200 miles from the

capital was being rapidly acted on by teachers supplied by the

native Church. So arduous had the episcopal work become in

such a diocese as " Eastern Equatorial Africa " (as it was then

called) that Bishop Tucker had arranged for its division ; and
while he took the area, and the title, of Uganda, Mr. Peel, the

highly-esteemed Secretary of the C.M.S. Missions in the dioceses

of Madras and Bombay successively, had just been appointed to

the area of British East Africa with the title of Bishop of Mombasa,
—having jurisdiction also over the Society's Missions in German
territory. The number of C.M.S. missionaries in West and East

and Central Africa had risen from 43 to 149.

Moslem The JNIoslem East was also being reinforced. Taking Egypt,
East. Palestine, Turkish Arabia, and Persia together, the staff had

increased from 20 to 80 in eleven years. For Egypt and Palestine

in particular important plans were being formed ; while in Persia,

entrance to the ancient city of Ispahan had just been effected, and
in Turkish Arabia it was planned to occupy Mosul.

India. In India, the Missions w^ere progressing without startUng events,

but with the baptisms of adult converts averaging 2000 a year.

The evangelistic, educational, medical, and zenana work was
all going on with increasing dihgence ; but as the Native Christian

community increased year by year, both its spiritual life and its

ecclesiastical organization called for more and more attention.

Special " Missions," similar to Parochial Missions at home, had
been, and were being, held with marked tokens of blessing.

Church organization, as yet only in the form of local Councils, was
fostering gradual independence of the Society, but giving, con-

fessedly, little prospect of the rise of a real Indian Church. The
peculiar circumstances of India precluded rapid progress in this

respect. Meanwliile, no less than four new bishops had just

succeeded to vacant dioceses : Dr. Welldon to Calcutta, Dr.

Whitehead to Madras, Dr. Macarthur to Bombay, and Dr. Lefroy

to Lahore.
China. In China, political events were perplexing. Germany had

brandished her " mailed fist " to obtain " a place in the sun," and
had annexed a large territory; Eussia had seized Port Arthur;

and Great Britain had just occupied Wei-hai-wei. The young
Emperor's attempts at reform in the administration of the country

had been defeated by the energy of the old Empress. The
growing enlightenment of the Chinese gentry was illustrated by
the wide and imexpected success of a new Anti-Foot-binding

Society ; but in so ancient and conservative a nation changes were
not easy. Difficulties were being caused by the policy of the
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French Roman bishops in seeking secular rank and a share in the tart i.

conduct of secular affairs. Local riots were sometimes alarming. !^
An S.P.G. missionary had been cruelly murdered in the North

;

and in Fukien, C.M.S. and C.E.Z, missionaries narrowly escaped

the fate that had overtaken their brethren and sisters at Kucheng
four years before. But no one anticipated the terrible events

that were to ensue on the Boxer rising in the following year.

Meanwhile, the C.M.S. Missions were going on with distinct

success in the provinces occupied by the Society. The youngest

of them, in the great Western province of Szechwan, was
already (bearing fruit. Plans were in course of formation for

advancing from the South into Hunan. The appointment of the

Eev. J. C. Hoare to the vacant bishopric of Victoria, Hong Kong,
was viewed with thankfulness and hope.

Progress in Japan had been slow in recent years. There had Japan,

been a kind of half-patriotic reaction against Western influence,

and Christianity was looked on as a disloyal religion. Yet a

Christian had been elected President of the Diet. The Nippon
Sei-kokwai (Japan Church) was quietly growing in influence.

An experienced S.P.G. missionary, the Eev. H. J. Foss, had just

become Bishop of Osaka, Bishop Awdry having been transferred

to Tokyo.
New Zealand was still a C.M.S. mission field, though the date Colonies,

was approaching for the final transfer of the work to the Colonial

Church. There had been a striking revival among the younger
Maoris. (To-day, when we see the splendid share in the War
which New Zealand, both colonist and Maori, is taking, we may
well thank God for the Mission, to which the Colony owed its

existence.)

The Missions to the Red Indians and Eskimo in the North and
West of Canada were still occupying over sixty missionaries, and
costing £20,000 a year, although the popular notion, in Canada as

well as in England, was that the C.M.S. " had withdrawn," or

" was withdrawing." At Mr. Peck's Mission in Cumberland
Sound no Eskimo had yet been baptized, but there were promising

catechumens. Much farther north, within the Arctic Circle, Mr.

Stringer (afterwards Bishop of Yukon) had lately occupied

Herschel Island. Bishop Ridley was still faithfully labouring in

his far-western diocese of Caledonia.

In the Committee's first Annual Report after the Centenary was Bircrs-eye

over—the Report for 1899-1900—-they referred to the hundreds of the field

annual letters received from the missionaries in all parts of the
^^,"rk.**®

world, to which no Report, however full, could do justice. The
paragraph may well be inserted here, as an attempt to give a

l)ird's-eye view of the field and the work in a picturesque form.

These letters, said the Committee, " are sent by the veteran

of forty and fifty years' standing, and by the recruit reporting on

his first years. They describe in simple language a vast amount of
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pakti. quiet, unobtrusive work. Tlaey picture to us the Missionary
^^- Bishop with his staff of native clergy; the district missionary

with his bands of evangehsts ; the educational missionary with

his eager students, Christian and non-Christian ; the pioneer

missionary pressing into hitherto unreached districts of Africa or

China ; the medical missionary on the Afghan frontier or in the

Persian city never before occupied for Christ ; the linguistic

missionary reducing some barbarous tongue to writing, or revising

some important version of the Bible ; the woman missionary
among her zenana ladies, or in her girls' school, or instructing

her Bible-women, or ministering to the sick in the Mission
hospital, or visiting the poor and needy. They carry the reader

from the Ganges to the Yukon ; from the Yangtse to the Nile

;

from the Niger to the Tigris ; from the Skeena to the Min ; from
the Himalayas to Ruwenzori : from Fujiyama to the Ghauts

;

from Great Bear Lake to the Victoria Nyanza ; from Black-

lead Island to Loo-choo ; from the innumerable villages of Bengal
to tlie scattered wigwams of the Eed Indians ; from the myriads
of China to the few hundred Eskimo of the Arctic Circle ; from
ancient cities like Baghdad and Ispahan to the mushroom settle-

ments of Klondyke ; from the timid simplicity of the Bhils and
Gonds to the polish of Japanese civilization ; from the cold

Buddhism of Kandy to the feverish idolatry of Benares ; from
the humble coolie of Mauritius to the proud mullah of El Azhar
University at Cairo ; from old names dear to our fathers, like

Abeokuta and Palamcotta and Waimate, to names unknown in the

Report ten years ago, like Toro and Chongpa and Dengdoi ; from
a long-established colony like Sierra Leone to the latest spheres of

British influence, Uganda and Hausaland and Khartoum."
One of the One Subject considered by the special "review committees"

ahealf.'"^ of the Three Years' Enterprise had been, as above indicated, tlie

Organization of Native Churches. Provision had already been
made for the Maori and the Red Indian Christians in what had
))ecome white men's countries. They would naturally take their

places as small contingents in the great Colonial Churches. But
the real Native Church problem lay in Asia and Africa, where the

future Churches would be predominantly native, and must eventu-
ally become self-governing and independent, without (it would be
hoped) ceasing to be in full communion with the Mother Church.
To deal with this great problem was felt to be one of the most
responsible tasks of the new century. " Valuable," said the

Committee in the Report already cited, " as have been the Native
Church Councils planned by tl:e foresight and wisdom of Henry
Venn, something more is now needed. The native episcopate must
be promoted—not only in West Africa ; and real Church Synods
with lay members must be established—not only in Japan." The
C.M.S. and the Central Board of Missions, nearly simultaneously,

took up the question, with results to be stated by and by.
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[HE sixteen years had only begun a few months when
.'^if'^'''^-

!
England found herself unexpectedly engaged in a —'-

great war. It was in the autumn of 1899 that the
^!f^^^|;^

President of the Boer Eepublic sent us bis memorable Empire

ultimatum. The completion of the sixteen years has,

in the mysterious providence of God, found us involved in a far

greater war, indeed the greatest in the history of the world. The
C.M.S. Committee headed their Eeport for 1899-1900 with these

three texts :

—

" The hand of the Lord was to give them one heart." 2 Chr. xxx. 12 ;

" All the people answered with one voice." Exod. xxiv. o ;

" All the people arose as one man." Judg. xx. 8 ;

—

—observing that the year had " witnessed an example of oneness

of heart, oneness of voice, and oneness of action " " unique in

the history of the world." How much more truly and emphatically

could this be said now ! In the case of the Boer War there was a

minority, and not a weak or a voiceless one, that disapproved of it

;

but now, is there a perceptible minority at all ? Still more signifi-

cant now, therefore, is the application drawn by the Committee in

]900 :
—" Just such a spirit is what the Church of Christ needs to An Ex-

achieve the object of her present existence. . . . When His servants ti™^church.

flock in His Name to Heathendom in the same ardent spirit in

wliich the Queen's soldiers flocked to South Africa—and not the

soldiers only, but chaplains and doctors and nurses and members
of the Army Service Corps,—volunteering eagerly and saihng at a

fev/ hours' notice, whatever their home ties and difficulties,—then

the Church will have risen to her high calling, and will be able to

claim a far larger blessing upon all her manifold work at home and
abroad."

A conspicuous feature of the oneness of the British nation and
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empire in 1900 was tlie co-operation of the great self-governing

Dominions in the war. Their contingents were among the most
effective branches of the Army, just as we find them to be to-day.

And, said the C.M.S. Committee, " while Australians and Cana-
dians have fought side by side with British troops in South Africa,

Australians and Canadians have done admirable service in the

mission field." In East Africa and Uganda, in Palestine and
Persia, in India and Ceylon, in China and Japan, in New Zealand
and on the Arctic Circle, fifty Australian and Canadian missionaries

were already working side by side with their English and Irish

brethren and sisters.

It is an interesting coincidence, too,—if no more than a co-

incidence,—that that first year of the Society's second century

witnessed an accession of new missionaries which constituted a

record. For the first and only time—for no subsequent year has

equalled it—the recruits exceeded one hundred in number : fifty-

two men and fifty-one women, not counting twenty-three more
women taken over from the then just defunct Female Education
Society. The year 1900 was notable in another respect in the

same connexion. Ten years before, in August, 1890, a memorable
Letter, sent to the Committee by a band of leading clerical

members who found themselves together at Keswick, had called

for an addition to the staff of one thousand missionaries. In
August, 1900, the Society had sent out, in the ten years since that

Letter was written, one thousand and two.

The Boer War was still dragging its slow length along when the

longest and most brilliant reign in English history came to its

conclusion. The beloved and revered Queen Victoria died on
January 22nd, 1901. " In the world-wide mourning for the

venerated Queen," said the Committee in their next Eeport, " the

Christians gathered out of many races by God's blessing on
missionary labours have taken their full sliare. Indian Christians

wept for their Empress, for the ' World's Mother,' as one old

Punjabi woman called her. Chinese Christians, guiltless of geo-

graphy, asked if Osborne were more than two days' journey off,

and how they could get there. Throughout Uganda memorial
services were held in the native churches. In Persia the Moham-
medans joined the Christians to hear Bishop Stuart's funeral

sermon. Even on the Yukon, in the furthest corner of North-

West Canada, the news was known within five days, and the Red
Indians gathered to praise God for Queen Victoria, and to pray for

King Edward."
Edward VII. ascended the throne, and the Committee took the

opportunity to recall tlic fact that the year of the new king's birth,

1811, had been a notable epoch in tlio history of Missions. That
year saw the first landing in Africa of David Livingstone, the first

Niger Expedition, the sailing of Bishop Solwyn to New Zealand,

the war with China which opened that empire to British mis-

sionary enterprise, the founding of the Telugu Mission by Noble and
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Fox (two of the earliest missionaries from Cambridge and Oxford i'akt i.

respectively), the formation of the Colonial Bishoprics Fund, the ^''"^''^'

establishment of an Anglican bishopric at Jerusalem, and the

appointment of Henry Venn as Secretary of the C.M.S. These
retrospects are always encouraging,—which is one reason why the

present volume is written at all.

Such retrospects have Ijeen fostered during the sixteen years by oilier Cou-

the numerous centenaries of important events that have occurred.

In 1901, the venerable sister Society, the S.P.G., kept its

Bicentenary ; and the call to Bishop Montgomery to leave his

Tasmanian diocese to take the Secretaryship proved in its issues

to be in itself an event sufficient to mark the epoch. .The C.M.S.
signalized the occasion by publishing a sketch of S.P.G. history, of

which the elder sister made large and grateful use. In 1904, the

Bible Society, the valued fellow-worker of all the Missions, cele-

brated its hundredth year ; and the C.M.S. headed its Annual
Eeport with St. Peter's inspired utterance, " The Word of the Lord
abideth for ever." Three years later was recalled the triumph of

Wilberforce in 1807, when Great Britain abolished the slave trade.

In 1913 came the hundredth anniversary of his second great

victory in passing through Parliament the resolutions that definitely

opened India to the messengers of the Gospel and established the

bishopric of Calcutta ; and in the same year was celebrated the

centenary of the birth of Livingstone. Not inappropriately did

the Committee head one of their Reports with the words of the

77th Psalm, " We will remember the years of the right hand of

the Most High."
Reverting to King Edward's accession, the C.M.S. Report, wliich

commemorated Queen Victoria and welcomed the new Sovereign,

was headed with the words, " Of Hk Kingdom there shall be no
end." So the Angel Gabriel assured the Mother of King Jesus,

and we know the word is true. The greatness of the contrast

with earthly kingdoms was significantly emphasized by the short-

ness of King Edward's reign. On May 6th, 1910, he was succeeded
by King George V. Twice, therefore, in the sixteen years, was Two c;oro-

the splendour of a royal coronation witnessed in Westminster nations.

Abbey. On the former occasion the Committee headed their

Report with the words of Heb. ii.,—referring to the statement in

the Eighth Psalm that God had put all things under man's feet,

—

" We see not yet all things put under him. But we see Jesus
. . . crowned with glory and honour "

; and they asked, " Why
not yet ? " " Is it because the Church is neglecting her primary
and paramount duty '? ... Is it because Missionaiy Societies are

told to ask for no more money ? "—and they thereupon quoted
from Bishop Chadwick's poem,

—

Cut down the expenses, some folks say,
The Church of Christ has too much to pay.

The Bishop's scathing lines w^ere still mox-e applicable at the time
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when the second Coronation occurred ; but Archbishop Lang's
sermon in the Abbey struck a higher note. His text was, " I am
among you as he that serveth." So said the King of kings at the
supper table in the upper room, just when He was taking the
lowest place and washing the Apostles' feet. So, the Archbishop
suggested, would King George give himself wholly to the service

of his people. And so must it be with every Christian if there is

to be an end of the " not yet," and "man," in the person of the

Man Christ Jesus, is to be crowned King by the whole world.

The Church as well as the State has seen important changes in

the sixteen years. x\rchbishop Temple, full of years and honours,
died on Dec. 23, 1902, having preached his last sermon on St.

Andrew's Day, in behalf of Missions, in Canterbury Cathedral.
His successor, Eandall Davidson, Bishop of Winchester, brought
to the primatial chair a quite unique experience in Church affairs,

and a devotion to the cause of world-wide evangelization not less

real than that of his revered predecessor. He has only fulfilled

the Society's confident expectation by the warmly sympathetic
interest lie has constantly shown in its work. Only a short time
earlier, Dr. Winnington Ingram had signalized his accession to the
bishopric of London by appointing to the first prebend of St. Paul's

at his disposal the Society's Honorary Secretary, the Eev. H. E.
Fox, Among other elevations to the Episcopate there have been
two of special interest and gratification to the Society, that of

Dr. Handley Moule to Durham and that of Dr. Drury to Sodor
and Man and Kipon in succession ; and if the Church Missionary
College was honoured by the conferring of episcopal office on one
of its old Principals, scarcely less was it honoured by the appoint-

ment of another former Principal, Dr. Barlow, to the Deanery of

Peterborough. The selection of the Bishop of Sierra Leone for

the important office of Chaplain-General of H.M. Forces, while
removing a valued fellow-worker from the mission field, gave
Dr. Taylor Smith fresh opportunities of exercising his unique
influence.

No less than twenty-three C.M.S. missionaries have been raised

to the Episcopate within our period. Bishops Peel, Elwin (the

late), Hamlyn (S.P.G., Accra), Gwynne, Willis, in Africa; Bishop
Maclnnes for Jerusalem, Bishop Stileman in Persia ; Bishops
Gill, Durrant, and Waller in India ; Bishops Price, Molony,
Banister, White, in China ; Bishops Andrews, Lea, Hamilton, in

Japan ; Bishops Lofthouse, Holmes (the late). Stringer, Anderson,
Robins, Lucas, in Canada,—had all been on the C.M.S. roll of mis-

sionaries. To these should be added Bishop James Johnson, the

African Assistant Bishop in West Africa ; while Bishop Azariah,

the first native Indian bishop, had several close links with the

Society. Bishop Waller is the 57th C.M.S. missionary raised to

the Episcopate, not including the iVfricans or the Indian.

One of the principal ecclesiastical events of the period was the

Pan-Anglican Congress of 1908, suggested and planned by Bishop
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Montgomery. Many prominent members of the Society, and not i^AiiT i.

a few of its missionaries, took an active part in the dehberations. ^ '

The influence of this unique gathering upon the mind of the

Church was unmistakable, particularly in presenting an object

lesson on the world-wide extension and work of the Anglican
Communion. " Not," said the C.M.S. Committee, " that the

Anglican Communion is identical with the Holy Catholic Church of

our Creeds, but it is an important part of that Church as a visible

organization, and it is contributing an important contingent

to that true mystical body of Christ which is the blessed com-
pany of all faithful people." The Pan-Anglican Thankoffering,

which amounted to some £350,000, has proved a valuable help to

Church enterprise overseas, and not least to the C.M.S. Missions.

Its grants, direct or indirect, to those Missions, which have in the

aggregate exceeded £50,000, have greatly facilitated development
and extension, and this at the very time when the Society's own
resources were proving inadequate to meet tlio insistent calls from
all sides.

The Congress was immediately followed by the fifth Lambeth i'iJ^t'i

Conference, attended by 2J:3 bishops. Their Encyclical Letter to confer-

the whole x\nglican Communion was a most stirring appeal for ^'^'^^•

a spirit of self-sacrifice and consecrated service ; and this was
followed up by a Letter from the Archbishops of Canterbury and
York, referring to the Pan-Anglican Congress, and declaring that

the Church at home could not " dare to be disobedient to the

vision which it had seen." " Its life could not continue as if the

great appeals of 1908 had not been heard." " A door of special

opportunity " had been opened. " We are jealous for the honour
of the Church of England that it may be among the first messengers
of Christ to enter in."

But even events like these were destined to be surpassed in Minburgh
(.'OHiGr-

importance by the memorable World Missionary Conference at cncc

Edinburgh in 1910. Not indeed for the first time did the divided

sections of Protestant Christendom meet on common ground to

discuss the problems of their common work in the evangelization

of the world, Not to speak of earlier gatherings in England
and abroad before the period we are reviewing, the largest in

numbers had been held in New York in 1900, the year following

the C.M.S. Centenary, at which the Society was officially repre-

sented. But the Edinburgh Conference differed from all its

predecessors in the carefully balanced representation of different

bodies, in its influential character, and in the permanent value

both of its preliminary inquiries by select commissions and by its

own reported discussions. On its first day the Archbishop of

Canterbiu-y thrilled all his bearers by declaring that if only " the

place of Missions in the life of the Church" was "the central

place and no other," it might well be that there were some stand-

ing in that hall that night " who should not taste of death till they

saw the Kingdom of God come with power" ; and the practical
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I'AKT J. outcome of the Conference has done not a little towards the fulfil-
tiiaiK 3.

jjjQj^i; Qf those inspiring words. Under the strong leadership of

Dr. Mott (who had been chairman of the debates), the Continua-
tion Committee, formed to carry on the work and influence of the

Conference, has given a fresh impetus to the whole missionary

enterprise ; the remarkable Conferences held in India and the Far
East, also with him as leader, have done much to draw together

the scattered and separated regiments of the mission army ; and
the new IntornationaJ Review of Jfis.na/is, edited by the Edin-
liurgh Secretary, Mr. Oldham, is putting the study of missionary

problems on a fresh scientific basis,

stiideut It must not be forgotten that the way had been prepared for
Movement,

^j^jg great Conference and its effects by the meetings and in-

fluence of the Student Movement. That Movement had taught

many of the ablest of our younger men and women, and, through
them, not a few of the older leaders, that for purposes of united

prayer and mutual help it is not necessary that all should think

alike even on great and solemn theological questions, provided

that all are loyal to Christ as the Son of God and the Saviour of

the world. Those who were thus loyal found that without com-
promising anything specially dear to them in doctrine or mode of

worship, they could meet on common ground those who differed

from them ; and the result has been notable both within the

Church of England and in the wider fellowship of British

Christendom. And meanwhile, the Student Movement has con-

tinued to exercise its good influence in enlisting its members in

the actual service of Christ at home and abroad.

Doubts iu Some of the older members of the Missionary Societies within
boths.P.G. the Church of England have not been able to view this tendency

dides.
" ' favourably. The S.P.G. was gravely taken to task for joinmg m

the Edinburgh Conference at all, many of its members objecting

to the Anglican Church conferring on equal terms with represen-

tatives of Christian communions not regarded by them as Catholic,

and thus fostering a " Pan-Protestantism " which (they thought)

would be a hindrance to any possible union with the Eoman and
Eastern Churches. On the other hand, the C.M.S. has been

criticized by a section of its own supporters for compromising (as

they thought) its traditional Evangelical position by joining in any
way with Churchmen of other schools, and with the S.P.G. in

particular. But the stream of tendency has been against the

objectors on both sides. On the one hand, S.P.G. men have
shown increasing friendliness with both non-episcopal societies at

liome and with their missionaries abroad, and on the other hand,

the influence of the Central Board of Missions and the Diocesan

Boards of Missions—the latter the creation of the last sixteen

years—has brought together at combined services and meetings

Churchmen of all schools for united prayer and conference;

gatherings which have distinctly fostered a wider missionary

interest, and in particular have brought the work of the C.M.S.
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bel'oro large circles otherwise unreached. The respective positions pakti.

and principles of the different Societies are better appreciated and *"
i^-^-

more frankly respected ; while the true fellowship of men and
women who, while differing on various matters by no means un-

important, serve the same Lord and equally seek the extension

of His Kingdom, has been increasingly manifested.

In the Report of 1903 the C.M.S, Committee expressed them- c.m.s.
_

selves on these mtttters in the following words. After referring to ua the

the loud calls for advance in the missionary enterprise, they
.^,"J'i'^|ig

said :
—" Let the motive for going forward be considered. Is it cimrch.

the glory and honour of a Society, or of a religious party, or even of

a Church ? God forbid ! It is for the glory and honour of Him
Whom we already ' see crowned,' but Who w^aits for the establish-

ment of His Kingdom. The one grand object of Missions is that

He may be exalted, and the Church Missionary Society wishes

God-speed to every Mission, every Society, every Church that

works for that oliject. Differences in this imperfect state there

will be, and must be—differences of gift, of administration, of

operation; differences of theological expression, of ecclesiastical

pohcy, of evangelistic method. The Church Missionary Society

has its own distinctive principles—the principles of the Apostolic

Age, of the English Reformation, of the Evangelical Revival ; and
on those principles it stands, and intends by the grace of God to

stand. It maintains, and will maintain, its just independence

—

not independence of the Church or of its constituted authorities,

but the reasonable independence of a body of loyal Churchmen
banded together for the preaching of Christ in the world. At the

same time, it declines to be turned aside, by groundless and un-

worthy suspicions, from its ancient practice of friendly intercourse

with other Societies, whether within the Chm'ch of England or

within the wider range of Protestant Christendom ; and it rejoices

to see, what its founders would have rejoiced to see— ' but died

without the sight '—the Church of England as a body, and its

Episcopate in particular, fostering the missionary enterprise. Let

the words of the great Bishop of Minnesota, at the C.M.S.

Centenary Meeting, be recalled. ' I have tried,' he said, ' to find

the image of my Master upon the faces of those from whom I

differ, and God has overpaid me a thousand-fold.'
"

The sixteen years, of course, saw many changes in the Society's Personal

home staff'. It has been a matter of true thankfulness that the '^'h^^ses.

President and Treasurer of 1899, Sir John Kennaway and Colonel

(now Sir Robert) Williams, are the President and Treasurer of

1916 ; but in the Secretariat there have been many changes.

These will Ijc fully detailed hereafter ; but it should be mentioned
here (1) that the Home Department, after the successive retire-

ments of Mr. Burroughs and Mr. Flynn, had the great advantage
for some years of the joint administration of Bishop Ingham and
Dr. Lankester

; (2) that Dr. Lankester eventually became Lay
Secretary; (3) that when the state of Prebendary Fox's health
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compelled his retirement from the post of Hon, Clerical Secretary-

after fifteen years' highly valued service, he was succeeded hy the

Eev. C. C. B. Bardsley.
In the general work of what has come to be called the Home

Base, there has been striking progress in many departments.
The Medical Mission Auxiliary has largely extended its influence,

and now supports the whole of the Society's Medical Missions.

An Educational and an Industrial Committee were formed soon
after the Centenary, and the former, during the last few years,

has done remarkable work in interesting leading educationists and
University men in the colleges and schools maintained in many
of the Missions. Women workers in the cause have .been multiplied,

and for their benefit a great many highly profitable conferences
and other gatherings have been arranged by the zealous and
efficient Women's Department. Under the same inspiration a

Girls' Movement has attracted the enthusiastic co-operation of

many circles of the younger ladies. A Young People's Depart-
ment has been gradually developed, and has had much success in

banding together the children of our Christian families. The
great Public Schools have been visited, with the cordial leave of

the Headmasters. The Home Preparation Union has done im-
portant service in preparing possible future candidates. The
other Unions, for Clergy, Laymen, Gleaners, &c., have all made
progress. Among quite new and important developments, the

Summer Schools and the Study Circles, both of them imitations

of American agencies, have been exceptionally successful ; while

the older Missionary Exhibitions have been supplemented by
kinematograph pictures of the various mission fields.

In all these and many other ways, missionary information has
been widely diifused, and missionary interest quickened; one
result of which—indeed both a cause and a result—is the greatly

enlarged demand for missionary l:)ooks, for which there is now a

market not dreamed of twenty-five years ago. The C.M.S. publi-

cations have multiplied, and have met with a large sale ; and the

standard of missionary literature, from whatever source, has, in a

literary sense, been distinctl)^ raised.
The Funds. The effect of all this movement shoiild be seen in more

numerous offers of service and in increased funds ; and there is

more reason for thankfulness in these respects than is commonly
supposed. Taken as a whole, the years 1899-1914 were a period

of financial difficulty ; but this is not due to any real falling off

in contributions. The average annual receipts on all accounts

(except the Centenary Fund) for the first five years amounted to

£353,611; for the second five years, to £388,177; for the third

five years (omitting the Swanwick Fund), to £403,397. That
shows a difference between the first and the third periods, roughly

ten years, of £50,000 ; and in fact between the first year and the

fifteenth year (again omitting Centenary Fund at one end and
Swanwick Fund at the other) there is a difference of £82,633.
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Why, then, tlie continually reported deficits? Simply because Pauti.

of the extended work resulting from the large increase of '-^

missionaries in the years preceding the Centenary, and in the '^'^® ^^'^"

earlier years following. The Society was at length obliged to staff.

direct retrenchments which caused much trial and difficulty in the

mission field, and also to limit the number of new recruits. And
the result has been that whereas in 1899-1906 the number added
yearly to the roll averaged 80, it fell in 1911-12 to 41 ; while the

total number of missionaries, w^hich rose from 811 in 1899 to

1018 in 1906, fell to 942 in 1913, though it rose again to 975 in

1915. " The knowledge that the number of recruits was being
limited led to a diminution of offers of service, especially from
men to be trained at the Church Missionary College. The general

result is that the total number of missionaries on the roll in 1915
is 164 more than at tlie date of the Centenary. But this increase

is almost entirely due to the women ; and while we rejoice in the

truly blessed work of our sisters—without whom, we must re-

member, one half of the population in any mission field can
scarcely be reached at all—the lack of advance in the number of

men, and particularly of ordained men, is causing real difficulty in

many of the Missions.

It was in view of these circumstances, and especially in view of The

the large accumulated deficit, that the Committee, in 1913, re- conference,

solved to ask the frank counsel of representative friends. Much
had been done, from 1906 onward, in more systematic organiza-

tion of the members of the Society in Diocesan and Archidiaconal
Associations ; and this enabled a real representation of the country
to be secured. The three hundred friends who met at Swanwick
in May, 1913, were for the most part (i.e. barring those who came
from Salisbury Square) actually elected bj"^ these Associations,

so that an independent judgment could be confidently looked for.

The Committee were quite prepared to order still more drastic

retrenchments if the country demanded it, and some experienced
members fully expected this to be the sad but inevitable result.

But after hearing the reports on the actual state of the Missions
in such a day of opportunity, the Conference with practical

unanimity called for a fearless policy of advance ; and the money
required to clear off all past deficits and make it possible to go
forward was, without any lead from the official members, spon-
taneously appealed for by the independent members ; with a

result which not only aroused an enthusiastic burst of sympathy
from the whole country, but gave real encouragement to the
sister Societies, as showing what God, in answer to prayer, could
enable His servants to do.

Believed in this unexpected way, through His gracious providence,

* These figures do not include missionaries' wives, for reasons to be ex-
plained by and by. The figure for 1915, also, does not include 25 accepted but
not yet sailed when the figures were made up—a new inclusion in the last

Report which would otherwise vitiate the comparison.
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Parti, from financial anxiety, the Society felt able to look forward with
Chill *^ •/ ' •/

_- fresh courage, and to form definite Plans for Advance. All the

mission fields called for advance ; all the Missions needed develop-

ment ;
given a due supply of men and means, there seemed no

limit to the possibilities of extension. The Committee, indeed,

were determined to move with due caution, watching for those

providential tokens by which the will of God is often made known,
and not allowing human enthusiasm to push the Society beyond
the line of that Divine Will. They desired that it might be true

of them, as of Israel of old, that " at the commandment of the

Lord they encamped, and at the commandment of the Lord they

journeyed," content to stand still when the " cloud " rested, and
eager to follow when it moved forward.

The War. Suddenly, just when all looked bright and hopeful, another

cloud, the great War Cloud, darkened the heavens. Of the

tremendous events that ensued this is not the place to speak ; but

we may rightly in passing take encouragement from the issue of

the other war which had darkened the opening of our period.

That war lasted longer, and cost more, than we expected ; but the

peace that at length put an end to it has resulted in the united

loyalty of a new Dominion. Similarly, we shall hope and pray

that the great War now waging may be followed by a peace

which shall unite a new Europe in a firmer fellowship than ever

before.
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CHAPTER IV.

Africa .- 'J'ite Powers and the Peoples.

Retrospect of Public Events—Anglo-German Agreements for Africa

—

Anglo-French Questions—Conquest of the Eastern Sudan—Develop-
ments in African Protectorates and Spheres of Influence—Boer and
other Wars—Evil Influences : Congo Atrocities, Liquor Traffic,

Slavery, &c.—Islam in Africa ^Nigeria Protectorate—Uganda : the
Railway, the Kabaka— British East Africa—The Eastern Sudan-
Livingstone Centenary.

I

HEN the Church Missionary Society celebrated its part ii.

Centenary, the outlook in Africa was one that inspired ^'''J^"^-

both thankfulness and hope. The Dark Continent was
dark no longer—in the sense of being unknown.
Dark it still was spiritually, for lack of the Gospel in

immense portions of its vast area ; but it was at least accessible,

from north to south, from east to west. The " Scramble for

Africa " seemed practically over. Almost all its territories had
been divided among the European Powers.

Retrospect op Public Events.

In the early 'eighties, Germany had suddenly developed an (jerman

ambition to possess a colonial empire, and thus to secure a more Exte'nsion.

conspicuous " place in the sun." There was nothing unnatural
or improper in such an ambition ; and certainly Great Britain,

considering her own immense development, had no right to think
so. But the unexpected German occupation of various tracts in

West and South-West Africa, and the claim to a protectorate over
parts of East Africa regarded as belonging in a sense to the Sultan
of Zanzibar, had alarmed other Powers, and the Berlin Congress
of 1884-5 had been convened to settle the questions at issue.

That Congress had virtually divided Africa into provisional "spheres spheres of

of influence," each Power undertaking not to overpass the limits influence,

laid down, while free to develop its own " sphere " at its own time
and in its own way.
But this agreement did not put an end to the difiiculties. France

in West Africa, and Germany in both West and East Africa, had
no hght task in influencing, and eventually governing, the tribes

thus committed to them respectively ; and the unrest which
ensued, and even serious risings, were not always dealt with wisely.

D
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Part II. Moreover, perplexing boundary questions arose between the Powers.
ciaiK 4. rjij^g ,, gpijQj^.eg of influence " had only been roughly indicated ; and

England had troublesome disputes with both France and Germany
when it became necessary to draw exact lines. For instance, a

straight diagonal line had been drawn from the East Coast to the

Victoria Nyanza, marking off the " spheres " of Great Britain and
Germany ; but this line, ruled arbitrarily across the map, ran right

over the great mountain Kilimanjaro, and the Kaiser asked that

it might 1)6 deflected a little so that the whole mountain might
Anglo- come within the German territory. To this the British Foreign

Agreement. Office agreed, unconscious that they were giving away the Switzer-

land of East Africa.* But the line only went up to the Lake, and,

two or three years later, in 1890, the further question arose, wdiicli

way should the line cross the Lake and be prolonged on the

farther shore ? If prolonged in exactly the same north-west direc-

tion, it would cut Uganda in half. This time. Lord Salisbury

consulted the C.M.S. before settling the point, and at the Society's

suggestion the line was ruled across the Lake due west, thus leaving

all Uganda in the British " sphere." It was only just in time, as

Dr. Karl Peters, the German traveller, was actually seeking at

the same moment to induce the king of Uganda to refuse the

advances of the British East Africa Company and put himself

under the Kaiser's protection.! The Anglo-German Agreement
also gave England the protectorate of Zanzibar, in exchange for

Heligoland, which Germany, not unreasonably, felt should belong

to her. Another agreement, in 1899, settled the hinterlands, in

West Africa, of the British Gold Coast Colony and the German
Togoland.

French
England's difficulties with France about boundaries were in

Questions. West Africa. Sierra Leone and the Gambia had been settled in

1895. The Sierra Leone Colony received a hinterland about the

size of Scotland ; and although outbreaks, with murders of mission-

aries, had arisen there, owing to the suppression of slave-trading

and human sacrifices, the country in 1899 was settled and pros-

perous under the wise administration of Sir F. Cardew. But the

whole enormous territory of the Western Sudan, lying behind, was
recognized as belonging to France. On the Upper Niger, and in

the Central Sudan, the questions were more complicated, but they
were at last settled, for the time, in 1898, a few months before tlie

C.M.S. Centenary ; each country conceding territory to the other

at different points. (Further agreements were made in 1904.)
"asiioda. A much graver controversy with France arose, also in 1898, in

* A Foreign Office official, after this had been done, came to the CM.
House for information about the district thus dealt with. He said the Kaiser
wished for Kilimanjaro because a German had discovered it. This was true,

but that German was John Rebmann, a G.]\I.S. missionary in Anglican orders.

t The Company's difficulties in Uganda were a year later, in 1891 ; and it

was not till 1892-4 that it fell to Lord Rosebery, first as Foreign Secretary in

Gladstone's Government, and then as Prime ]\Iinister himself, to take the
country definitely under British protection.
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another part of Africa. A French officer, Major Marchand, with part ii.

a small force of Senegalese natives, had marched across the Sudan "-"'^^*-

from West to East, and having emerged on the Upper Nile,

occupied Fashoda. This was in the territory formerly adminis-
tered for the Khedive of Egypt by Gordon, and Great Britain

demanded the furling of the French flag. The situation for a few
weeks was extremely critical, but happily the Government of the
Eepublic gave way.
The importance of this last question arose from the victorious Conquest

campaign of Sir Herbert (now Lord) Kitchener against the Khalifa, Eastern

which had only just been brought to its successful conclusion. Sudan.

Thirteen years had elapsed since the death of Gordon had brought
the whole Eastern Sudan under the tyrannical and barbarous rule

of the Mahdi. At last, quietly but resistlessly, Kitchener had
advanced up the Nile ; on Sept. 2nd, 1898, he totally defeated the
Dervish army at the battle of Omdurman; and on Sundaj', Sept. 4th,

a solemn service w^as held at Khartum in memory of Gordon, in

the palace he had once occupied. The great Christian hero was
avenged in the way he would most truly have wished, by the
freeing of the country for which he gave his life from a cruel

despotism. The misery and devastation wrought by Mahdism in the
once prosperous Sudan was thus brought to an end. The slave

trade was at once abolished
; good government was restored ; and

the foundations were laid for a flourishing future. After such a
victory, achieved by such long patience and skilful preparation, it

was impossible for England, with all her desire to be at peace
with France, to yield the Upper Nile to Major Marchand's expedi-

tion. And within a year, in November, 1899, the new Sirdar,

Sir F. E. Wingate, completed the deliverance of the Sudan by the
overthrow of the fugitive Khahfa and the remnant of his army.
Both in East and in West Africa, the influence of Great Britain Deveiop-

had been exercised at first, not by the Government, but by com- l"®'!*^^.'"
• 1 • mi -r. •,• 1 T-i 1 » <• • r-t t ,

Kast Africa
mercial companies. The British East x\trica Company and the
Eoj'al Niger Company had both done excellent work. The former
had not only effected much for the promotion of legitimate trade,

the improvement of communications, and the enforcement of law
and order, but had set free 4000 slaves, compensating the owners

;

and in the far interior they had secured a footing in Uganda,
Captain (now Sir Frederick) Lugard being their agent there.* But
it had been all expenditure and no profit ; and the shareholders,
as the chairman, Sir W. Mackinnon, said, had " taken out their

dividends in philanthropy." Before our period begins, however,
in 1895, they had handed over their territories and influence and
plant to the British Government, and forthwith the Uganda Eail-

way had been begun. When the C.M.S. Centenary was celebrated,
it had covered half the distance to the Nyanza ; white settlers

* It is interesting to remember that Sir F. Lugard's father, a clergyman
at Worcester, was an Hon. Pistrict Secretary of the C.M.S. there for many
years.
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Part II. were already prospecting in the highlands thus reached, attracted
chap^4.

i^y ^YxQ healthy climate; and the future material prosperity of

British East Africa appeared to be secured. Moreover, the

telegraph had already been carried the whole way to Uganda, so

that news which had formerly taken some months to reach

England could now come in twenty-four hours. In Uganda
itself, the troubles that had ensued on the insurrection fostered by
the ex-king Mwanga, and the mutiny of the Sudanese troops, came
to an end when both Mwanga himself, and Kabarega, the trouble-

some king of Bunyoro, were captured,—which occurred within a

few weeks of the Centenary.

The transfer of the Niger territories by the Company there to

the British Government was in course of arrangement when the

Centenary was celebrated, and Nigeria, North and South, became
Protectorates on Jan, 1st, 1900. This Company also had done ex-

cellent work under the brilliant leadership of Sir George Goldie. It

had given the Empire half a million square miles of the most fertile

and thickly-populated portion of West Africa ; it had put down
slave-raiding over a great area, and abolished slavery within its

own jurisdiction ; and it had taken strong measures to check the

evil trade in spirits. In this last respect it would have done more,

had not the traders circumvented it by sending their liquor through
the neighbouring French and German territories. It was hoped
that the Brussels Conference, which met in the very month of the

C.M.S. Centenary, would result in international agreements to

minimize the evil by so raising the duties on liquor as to render

the trade unprofitable ; but the effort to obtain these was successful

only in a very limited measure. Meanwhile, in the older British

Colony of Lagos, with its Yoruba hinterland, railway and tele-

graphic communication was advancing, and law and order being

consolidated.
other parts go, in the three great portions of Africa in which the C.M.S.
of Atrit'ti. . .

was specially interested, West Africa and Nigeria, East Africa and
Uganda, Egypt and the Eastern Sudan, there was in 1899 a

hopeful outlook. British Central Africa, also, had been prospering

under the able administration of Sir H. H. Johnston ; and the Capo
to Cairo railway, planned and inspired by the genius of Cecil

Rhodes, was already being pushed forward, the Kaiser agreeing to

the scheme as it affected German territory. The death of Rhodes
in 1902 removed the greatest of Anglo-Africans. In the Congo
Free State, also, the railway had reached Leopoldville ;

* but, on
the other hand, the native population was suffering severely

through the oppression and cruelty of King Leopold's agents,

though the horrors of the rubber traffic had not yet been fully

* The communication by rail or by river or lake steamer across Africa

from west to east was completed in IMarcli, 1915. In that month the final

link was forged by the railway from the Lualaba Itiver being carried to a

point on Lake Tanganyika opposite to the terminus of the Gorman railway

from the East Coast.
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revealed. Portuguese territories, East and West, were afllicted i'akt 11.

more or less in similar ways. Italy had its troubles in Eritrea ^ 'Ij'!:

and Somaliland.* And in South Africa the difficulties between

Boer and Briton were rapidly developing, although no one antici-

pated what a serious war would be waging before the year came
to an end.

On that war it is not the business of this book to enlarge. Boer War.

Suffice it to say that in October, 1899, President Kruger sent his

ultimatum; that the disasters of November and December led

to the sending out of Lord Koberts and Lord Kitchener; that

Kimberley and Ladysmith were reheved in February, 1900, and

the principal Boer army surrendered in the same month ; that the

British flag was hoisted at Pretoria in June ; that the Transvaal

was formally annexed in September ; that the miUtary genius of

Generals Botha and De Wet prolonged the subsequent guerilla

warfare for nearly two years ; and that they finally surrendered

on May 31st, 1902. In due course the new "Union of South

Africa " was formed ; the people of the conquered Boer States were

admitted to the full rights of citizenship ; the day came when
General Botha himself became Prime Minister ; and he has now
won the admiration of the whole Empire in the present war-time

by his suppression of De Wet's rebellion and his conquest of

German South-West x\frica.

Fighting on a smaller scale has not been absent during the other liuie

sixteen years. In 1900 occurred the third Ashanti War. The ^^^'

tirst had been in 1873-4, when Sir Garnet Wolseley's expedition

rescued the Basel Society's missionaries from a cruel captivity.

The second was in 1896, and was memorable for the death of

Prince Henry of Battenberg.f This time. Colonel (now Sir James)

Willcocks and a force of Indian and African troops fought their

way to Kumasi, the capital, again set free a Basel missionary

party, and annexed the whole country to the British Empire
as part of the Gold Coast Colony. The C.M.S. Committee, in

February, 1901, received one of the Basel men, Mr. Eamseyer,

who had been twice a captive, and had been rescued both in 1874

and in 1900. In 1900 there were several risings against the

British rule in Nigeria, and the important Moslem town of Bida

—a famihar name in Bishop Crowther's time—was assaulted and

burnt by the British force. Other insurrections have from time to

time since then given trouble there and in the Central Sudan ;

Kano itself had to be bombarded and taken in 1903, a victory

* In German East Africa there were serious insurrections, particularly (to

come down a little later) in 1905, when a U.M.C.A. station was destroyed and
the lives of its missionaries were endangered, while a Roman Catholic bishop

and four priests were killed.

t It will be remembered that Canon Taylor Smith (now Bishop and
Chaplain-General), who was then Diocesan Missioner :at Sierra Leone, and on
the C.M.S. staff, accompanied this expedition ; that to him Prince Henry
committed his last messages and personal effects ; and that he was summoned
home by cable from Queen Victoria to report thereon.
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which delivered the Hausa people from the Fulani yoke ; and
Yola, 500 miles up the Binue liver, was taken in 1902, to stop

slave-raiding and outrages on traders. Meanwhile, again and
again has Somaliland, on the eastern side of the continent, heen
the scene of some of Britain's "little wars."

A passing allusion may be made to two public events of import-

ance in North Africa. Morocco, one of the small portions of

the continent still nominally independent, has frequently been a

source of trouble to the European Powers, and to England in

particular ; and the visit of the Kaiser, and his subsequent attempt

to get a footing for German aggression at Agadir on the north-

west coast, led to dangerous controversy. It is now recognized

that the country, adjoining as it does the French dominions in

Algeria, is a " sphere " for the dominant influence of France.

Tripoli has since been annexed by Italy, though not without much
difficulty from the Arab tribes ; and Turkish rule was thus practi-

cally put an end to in Africa. Even her shadowy suzerainty over

Egypt is now a thing of the past.

Evil Influences at Work.

Many evils have afflicted the peoples of Africa for centuries

past ; l3ut it cannot be denied that the contact with them of

European " civilization," while it has delivered them from some of

those evils, has brought others in its train. British public opinion

is not always sensitive enough to the sufferings caused to the black

man by his intercourse with the white man ; but it was thoroughly

aroused by the dreadful atrocities connected with the rubber traffic

in the Congo State, first revealed by the Baptist missionaries

and then confirmed by other witnesses. Individual cases of

oppression and cruelty have occurred in other parts of Africa, l)ut

the guilty parties, when discovered, have been punished. In the

Congo regions the brutality was systematic and official. Lord
Lansdowne made representations to the other Powers concerned
in 1903, and Sir Edward Grey again and again protested; but no
real change came until the death of King Leopold, whose agents

it was that were responsible for the atrocities. But since the

terrible sufferings of Belgium through the German invasion, and
the noble conduct of Iving x\lbert, all Christian Englishmen desire

to forget the past. Moreover, the Congo State was not alone

in its shocking conduct to the natives. In 1906 the German
Reichstag had to listen to a succession of horrible charges against

German officers in Togoland, Cameroons, and East Africa, brought,

not by English missionaries, but by their own countrymen. The
acts of which they were accused were as bad as anything on the

Congo, though not on so large a scale. Portuguese slavery, too,

or what was equivalent to slavery, was responsible for much ill-

trcatmcnt of the natives. But the Congo horrors wore insisted
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on with persistent courage and energy by a naan who had the ear i^akx u.

of the British pubHc and of the authorities, Mr. E. D. Morel ; and

whatever else may be forgotten, we cannot forget his great services

in this matter.

It is much to be wished that Mr. ^lorel had been equally zealous
J^^^j^f^;}^"''

for the right in regard to another grievous evil from which iVfrica Traffic,

has suffered. While Englishmen were being roused to indignation

by the Congo atrocities, they were almost entirely ignorant of the

frightful injuries being done to the Negro populations of British

West African possessions by the liquor traffic ; and in the strenuous

battle which Bishop Tugwell has so bravely waged against it, he

has had against him all the influence of Mr. Morel and his news-

paper, the Afiiran Times. Nothing in recent years has been more
sad than the attempt in so many quarters to deny or minimize

the evil. One governor, at a public meeting at Lagos, referred to

what he called " the liquor phantom "
; which led to a striking

protest on the spot by Bishop Oluwole, who said, " A phantom is

an airy nothing : you cannot see it, you cannot handle it. But we
do see thousands of cases of gin and demi-johns of rum," &c.

Most of these came from Germany, and, in one month in 1901,

175,000 gallons of rum w^ere landed from a special line of steamers

from Hamburg. The increased duties arranged by the Brussels

Conference of 1899 quite failed to check the traffic ; almost equally

unsuccessful was the similar Conference of 1906 ; and in 1912, the

Powers could not agree on any further steps, although the imports

had in six years risen from 4,700,000 to 6,830,000 gallons—that is,

for all the West African Colonies. Meanwhile, in 1909, a Govern-
ment Commission had been appointed to report on the whole
subject ; but it consisted of two officials and two traders, and
missionaries w^ere only allowed to give evidence ; the result,

naturally, being unsatisfactory and misleading. Chiefs of interior

towns who, knowing the real facts, wished to prohibit the sale in

their own districts, were afraid to risk the displeasure of the British

authorities by doing so ; and Bishops Tugwell and Johnson had to

undergo nmch unmerited reproach for the stand they bravely made.
However, in 1912, new^ regulations were made, authorizing the
prohibition in certain areas of the sale of liquor to natives ; and it

is hoped that gradually the evil may thus be dealt with.* But
the quantity of spirits imported has gone on increasing. A Gold
Coast missionary applied to the Customs for a case of Bibles which
had come for him, and was told that 16,000 cases of rum and gin

would have to be removed before his one case could be reached ! f
Every one who is intei-ested in this subject should read Sir Harry

In the CM". Revieto of Dec, 1909, and Jan. and March, 1910, the Report of
tho Commission, and the evidence given hefore it, was most ably examined
and discussed by Mr. Furness Smith ; and in the number for Dec, 1910, there
is an account of Mr. Morel's violent attack on Bishop Tug\vcll, the C.M.S., an
the Native Races and Liquor Trafhc United Committee.

t See CM. Review, July, 1915, p. ii'6.
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I'ART II. Johnston's article on " Alcohol and the Empire " in the Con-
!l!f!l

* tempornnj Revmv of May, 1915. It is distressing to hear that since

the War began, British traders are taking over the traffic in spirits

hitherto chiefly in German hands.
African Another cause of suffering in Africa, perhaps the greatest of all,

^' has been slavery and the slave trade. The sea-going traffic is now,
thank God, a thing of the past ; but there is still a good deal of

servitude not very distinguishable from the old practice. Bishop
Tucker waged a persistent war with what seemed to be the

remnants of slavery in Zanzibar and the island of Pemba, British

possessions since 1890 ; and for some years with little effect. But
at length, in October, 1907, the legal status of slavery was finally

abolished throughout the British East Africa Protectorate ; and
further steps followed to secure the freedom of existing slaves, the

Government paying £10,000 as compensation to their owners.
Livingstone's "open sore" was at last put an end to, so far at

least as Great Britain was concerned. In Uganda there had been
no need for the strong arm of England to suppress the evil. The
Christian chiefs there had done it of their own free will fourteen

years earlier, in 1893, before even the first hoisting of the Union
Jack, and simply on the ground that the divine law is, " Thou
shalt love thy neighbour as thyself." * In Nigeria, the excellent

plan, in itself , of governing through native admmistration and "on
native lines," has involved the recognition of a certain kind of

domestic slavery which cannot be wholly or speedily suppressed ;

but it has lately been much modified by Sir E. Lugard's repeal

of a certain " Native House Rule Ordinance," and the

abuse of the system would no doubt be sternly dealt with.

Other European Powers, it is to be feared, are less pledged than

Great Britain to abolition, and grave cases have from time to time

been reported from the French Congo and from Portuguese teiTitory.

Stanley the traveller was entertained at Zanzibar by the officers of

H.M.S. London, at their mess. In his address to them he said, " You
will never stop slavery in Africa until you mark the country with

the sign of the Cross. Wherever the missionary goes slavery is

doomed," This was reported by the naval chaplain who was
present.f

A Danger to There was for a short time a risk of the Baganda people being
gai a.

jj^^uced to furnish a contingent to a service which might easily

have developed into a kind of slavery. When the lucrative mining

operations on the Rand were revived after the subjugation of the

Transvaal, and much more labour was called for than South Africa

could conveniently supply, the suggestion was made that the natives

of Equatorial Africa should be hired for the purpose, and the

Baganda were specially recommended. Sir Henry Stanley-

vehemently protested. " Lot not the Baganda," he said, " be

* See the thrilling account bv Bibhop luckcr, Eighicen Years in Uganda,

Vol. I., p. 261.

t CM. Intell., June, 1901, p. ITU.
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taken from their homes to perish in the mines, hut he left to I'aRt 11.

spread the truth which they have learned, and to become to 'J^

Africa what England has been to the world." The C.M.S., the

L.M.S., and the Scottish Societies approached Lord Lansdowne,
and he promised that a beginning should be made only in the

countries south of the Zambesi ; in which limitation Mr. Joseph

Chamberlain, then Colonial Secretary, concm'red. Nevertheless

a deputation from the Eand went to Uganda to enlist labourers
;

but happily not a single man could be induced to go. Eventually

Chinese labour was sought for ; and it will be remembered that the

cry of " Chinese slavery " had, whether justly or not, no little

influence in deciding the General Election in England in 1906.

Although the British Government, of course, does not interfere African

with the religion of the African people, it does take measures to
'^Sduibm.

put down barbarous customs. But this is not easy in such

populous countries ; and infanticide, human sacrifices, and even

cannibalism have been heard of from time to time, both in Nigeria

and in the hinterland of Sierra Leone. In the latter country there

are what are called " Human Leopard Societies " and "Alligator

Societies," the superstitious rites of which involve the shedding

of blood and participation in the sacrifices by eating some small

portion of the victim. There is no doubt that the practices have

some connexion with the appeasing of spirits, which is supposed

to be more surely effected where the sacrifice is a valuable one,

such as human life. But this is not the place for an account of

African Paganism.*
Concerning Mohammedan influence in Africa a few words must islam in

be said. Its methods are well explained in two articles by the m/thods,

Eev. G. T. Manley in the (\M. Reuicw of Oct., 1913, and Jan.,

1916. He expounds the stages of Moslem advance. First, a few
traders from a Moslem state in the north settled in a Pagan
disti-ict, and opened up a trade route thither. Then the Moslem
king raided the district and carried off slaves, and presently

introduced Moslem law and customs and dress. Then the

prestige thus acquired influenced the younger men of the con-

quered tribe, and Islam became fashionable. And then it was a

short step to adopt circumcision, repeat the short creed, recite

short prayers five times a day, and otherwise live as before,

without dropping any of the superstitions and unmentionable

* There are many books on this subject. Among the best known accounts
are the late Miss Mary Kingsley's writings, but her prejudice against Missions
affects her evidence. Among recent works may be mentioned Mr. Roscoe's
Baganda (Macmillan), Mrs. Fisher's On the Borders of Pijgimj Land
(Marshall Bros.), INIr. Kitching's On the Back Waters of the Nile (Fisher

Unwiu), and Mr. J. H. Weeks's Aviong Congo Cannibals (Seeley). Three
singularly illuminating articles bv Bishop ^Yillis of Uganda appeared in the
CM. Bcvieiv of Sept., 1911, and"' Jan. and Feb., 1912, entitled, "The Mind
of the African," " The Appeal," and " The Response of the African." For
the interior of East Africa see Dr. Crawford's account, C.M.S, Bcport, 1906,

p. 63, and Mr. McGregor's, CM. Bcvicw, Jan., 1909.
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J'AiiT II. immoralities already prevailing. Sometimes the Pagan tribe

J-J. would fight the intruder and expel him ; otherwise, in a generation

or two, the whole population would be Mohammedan. Trade,

marriage, conquest, prestige,—these were the four causes of

success. But there have been more rapid and more barbarous
methods. Dr. Walter Miller, the C.M.S. missionary in Northern
Nigeria, whose knowledge has been repeatedly spoken of highly by
Sir P. Lugard, wrote in 1904, " Islam has spread very little in

modern times by conversion, but rather (r/) by wiping out, whole-

sale, huge populations, and then repopulating the wrecked districts

with Mohammedan communities ; [h) by so harrying the heathen
people by capturing their women and children while in the farms
outside the fortified towns, that to avoid this the tribes accept

Mohammedan rule and pay tribute, but retain their heathen
customs

; (c) through the desire of some of the chiefs to acquire

prestige." Of course British rule prevents the old slave-raiding,

and peaceful methods now prevail. The Moslem, writes another

missionary, the Eev. A. W. Smith, enters the door "as merchant,
tailor, leather-worker, charm-maker." He " observes ostentatiously

all the details of Mohammedan ritual," and " the average African

is nothing if not imitative." No moral change is demanded, and
none follows. Mohammed " made it easy." " k Mohammedan
once illustrated the difference between the demands made by
Islam and Christianity respectively by pointing to his own loose,

roomy garments, and contrasting them with the tight and
hampering garments of the Christian missionary."

tioub^^*'^'^^"
^^® ^®^T '^^^^6 and interesting Eeport of Commission IV. of the

Edinburgh Conference, drafted by Professor Cairns, suggests

another cause for the spread of Islam among animistic peoples,

based on Dr. J. Warneck's account of its influence in the East
Indian archipelago. " To the animist the world is peopled by
many unseen beings, who are envious of the living, and who,
unless propitiated, strike them with disease or calamity. Hence
the message of one Almighty God comes as good tidings of great

joy. Because God is One . . . and because He is x\lmighty, He
can protect the worshippers. . . . Have we not here a clue to the

rapid spread of Islam among the animistic peoples ?
"

?,!:!.r'"°' Of the advance of Islam in both West and East Africa there is

no doubt. The constant increase of mosques in the towns and
villages tells its own story. At Lagos itself a new mosque was
built in 1913 at a cost of £12,000; but that, naturally, is ex-

ceptional. At its inauguration the headmaster of the Government
school for Moslems spoke of British rule as " the star in the

heavens which guided Islam to the shore of liberty." The notion

undoubtedly prevails that the Government favours Islam, and this,

with the Moslem support of polygamy, sufficiently accounts for

the welcome it meets with. Much the same condition of things

prevails in both British and German East i\.frica. But the best

European rulers know well that Islam does not tend to the peace

gress,
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and order and loyalty of the people they have to govern. 'In |'akt 11.

German East Africa the authorities begged the missionaries to ^-f-l

give the children a Christian education on that account ; and one

of the Governors of British East Africa, Sir Percy Girouavd, in a

speech on board a liner in 1910, said that the Government and
the missionary must combine to combat the advance of Moham-
medanism.

It is fashionable to praise Islam and sneer at Christian Missions, its iiesuits.

]Mr. Morel does not sneer, and he would give Missions a free

hand among Pagan tribes ; but he urges the British authorities to

prohibit them in Moslem districts, and argues that Islam is more
suited to the African than Christianity, (1) because it is less of an
alien faith—which means that it can tolerate barbarous customs

;

and (2) because it allows polygamy and thus tends to the increase

of population—which is by no means clear, and rather seems to be

the contrary of the fact.* Very different has been the opinion of

the best observers. Livingstone said, " Heathen Africans arc

nuich superior to the Mohammedans, who are the most worthless

one can have." M. Mage, the French traveller in Senegambia,
said, " Islam is at the bottom of the weight of ills under which
Africa is suffering." Schweinfurth , one of the greatest of African

explorers, pronounced the iiiallams, the Moslem wandering teachers

who had been called " single-minded missionaries " by a lecturer

at the Eoyal Institution, to be "incarnations of human depravity."

Capt. Orr, E.A., in his important work, llie Making of Nurthcrii

JVif/p.ria,^ takes a middle line. "Even if it be true," he says,
" that Islam lays a dead hand on a people who have reached a

certain standard of civilization, it is impossible to deny its quicken-

ing influence on African races in a backward state of evolution."
" Not," he adds, " that the spread of Islam amongst Pagan tribes

is wholly beneficial. Its appeal to his sensual nature is not without
its effect. The very civilization which Islam brings teaches its

vices as well as its virtues." I If it be remarked that Christian

civilization does the same, which in a sense is true, the answer is

that the vices of Islam are an inherent part of it, whereas the vices

of Christians are the antithesis of real Christianity.

More about the C.M.S. Fields.

Concerning three parts of iVfrica which are not only under
British rule or influence but are C.M.S. fields of work, viz., Nigeria,

British East Africa and Uganda, and Egypt and the Eastern
Sudan, something more must be said.

* In his book on Nigeria, 1911. This work is well reviewed, and answered,
in tlie International Bevieio of Missions, April, 1912. See also Contemp. Rev,,
Oct., 190G.

t Macmillau, 1911.

X It is the testimony of missionaries who know the languages, and there-
fore the customs, of the peoples better than most officials or traders, that
Mohammedans introduce grosser immoralities than pagan tribes had tolerated,
and for which the pagan penalty would have been death.
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Part II. It is a fact worth noting that witliin a few months of the
lap^

. Centenary, and hefore the twentieth century opened, these three
Tiiree new m-eat territories all received new chief administrators of special

experience and high character. A few days hefore Christmas,

1899, Sir H. H. Johnston, who had governed British Central

Africa very successfully, arrived in Uganda as " Special Com-
missioner, Commander-in-chief, and Consul-General." On the

following New Year's Day, 1900, Colonel (now General Sir F.)

Lugard assumed the office of High Commissioner of Upper
Nigeria. And even a little before this, Sir F. E. Wingate had
l)ecome Sirdar of the Eastern Sudan on Lord Kitchener's recall

and commission as Chief of the Staff in South Africa.

Sir 1,'. Lugard's appointment was particularly interesting. It was he

^'/TrK
"^ ^^'^^ ^^^*^ restored peace and order in Uganda, when he was only

there as agent of the British East Africa Company ; and now he

was to take his energy and good judgment to West Africa. And
the sequel is still more interesting. At that time Upper or Northern
Nigeria was a protectorate by itself. Southern Nigeria and Lagos
wero both separate governments. The three territories are now,
from January 1st, 1914, provinces under one administration ; and
the first Governor-General of the whole vast region is Sir Frederick

Lugard.

Nigeria: its Nigeria, as the whole Colony and Protectorate are now called, is

imijortance. both in size and population, next to India, the largest and most
important of British tropical dependencies. It is in area live

times the size of the British Isles, and equal to Germany, Italy,

and Holland together. Its population, estimated at from 15 to

17 millions, is double that of British East Africa, Uganda, and
Nyasaland together, and three times that of the Union of South
Africa ; and in density, while South Africa has 12-6 to the square

mile, and Uganda about the same, Nigeria has 45'4 ; or, taking

Southern Nigeria alone, 98*4.* No wonder King George V. tele-

graphed on the day of the proclamation uniting the whole country

under the one Governor-General, " I wish to convey to the Emirs,

Chiefs, and all the inhabitants of the New Protectorate and the

Colony my best wishes for their future happiness. Pray assure

them of the great interest I take in all that concerns their welfare,

and express my earnest hope that great prosperity may be in store

for them." "j"

Material So, after good service elsewhere, particularly at Hong Kong, Sir
Progress, p Lugard has come back to rule a country of which he himself

reduced a large portion to order sixteen years ago. He has seen

the immense development that has marked the interval. In

particular, the railway now extends from Lagos to Kano, a

distance of 670 miles. In its earlier stages it was of course a

great wonder ; and it proved a help to the Missions as well as to

* For further comparisons sco C.M.S. Gazette, July, 1913, p. 205.

t Soc Bishop Tugwell's Address to the Synod of Western Equatorial Africa,

CM. Review, Oct., I'Jll.
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trade. In January, 1900, when a new church was to be dedicated part ii.

at Abeokuta, only sixty miles from the coast, the Governor of Lagos, ^"^"'P" "*•

Sir W. Macgregor, arranged for a train to go up in one day and
return two days later. In the following October, the British

authorities invited the Alake (chief " king ") of Abeokuta, and four

other " kings," to visit Lagos. For a " king " to leave his own
territory was an innovation indeed, but they came down by
the special train provided, and stayed five days ; and at tlie

request of the Lieutenant-Governor, Sir G. C. Denton, a special

service for them was arranged at Christ Church, when ]^)ishop

Oluwole preached on Ps. Ixxii. 11, " Yea, all kings shall fall down
before Hun, all nations shall serve Him." But all this is ancient

history now. It would be more up-to-date if a similar visit from
the far greater Mohammedan potentates in the Central Sudan, and
their use of the railway which has now pierced their territories,

had to be recorded. Meanwhile, another railway, roughly parallel

to this one, but farther east, is to start from a terminus near
Bonny, which is to be called Port Harcourt after the late

Secretary of State for the Colonies, and run northwards till it

strikes the Binue Kiver, and thence on towards Kano, thus
providing an alternative route to the interior. Other railways

are in progress. Moreover, Lagos, the Liverpool of West Africa,

as it has been called, is now an accessible port. Until lately, the

liners and other large vessels had to lie out at sea while small
steamboats crossed the bar between them and the harbour with
exports, imports, and passengers. Now, ships of 8000 tons can
enter and lie alongside the quays. The population of Lagos at

the last census in 1911 was 73,766. Of these, 21,155 were Chris-

tians, 36,018 Mohammedans, and 16,953 Pagans.
The importance of these facilities for communication and trade commercial

is shown by the remarkable success of the indigenous industries ment..°''

in West Africa. The exports of palm oil and kernel have grown
immensely in recent j-ears. " No one," says Mr. Morel, " can
study the ramifications of this great trade, built up by the volun-

tary labour of black men, women, and children, without reflecting

that the industry of these misunderstood and sneered-at Africans,

whom a cheap ignorance describes as lazy, is feeding crushing-

mills at Liverpool, Hamburg, Magdeburg, Bremen, and on the
Ehine, providing freight for steamers all over the world ; enriching

European and American undertakings . . . paying the wages of

tens of thousands of white workers." Cocoa, which is produced
in otlier parts by means of foreign capital and imported labour,

is produced in the Gold Coast Colony and Ashanti by the natives

without capital or machinery, and beats competitors in the race.

Economic servitude, therefore, as Mr. Morel argues, " reposes
upon nothing but selfish greed. Morally it is outrageous. Eco-
nomically it is proven unsound." *

* See Mr. Morel's article in the Ninclrcnth Ceniury of IMarcb, 1914.
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Part II.
(Jhap. 4.

SirH. H.
Johnston
ill Uganda.

The
Uganda
Kailway.

Material
l>rogress i

Uganda.

Reverting to the commencement of the year under review, let

us now cross the continent to British East Africa and Uganda.
Simultaneously, as we have seen, with Colonel Lugard's accession

to the administration of Northern Nigeria, Sir Harry Johnston
began his work in Uganda as Special Commissioner. Let it at

once be here noted that Uganda proper, the old kingdom of Mtesa
and Mwanga, is now called by its native name " Buganda," while

the name " Uganda " means the whole Uganda Protectorate,

including Buganda, Busoga, Bunyoro, Toro, Kaviroudo, and many
other states and districts all round ; and although this official

distinction only dates from 1910, it is observed throughout
these pages.

On Sir H. Johnston's way to Buganda he passed through
Busoga, where Bishop Hannington was murdered ; and he said to

the Basoga chiefs, " Long ago we English were like the Kavirondo
people and wore no clothes, and smeared our bodies with paint,

but when we learned Christianity from the Romans, we changed,

and became great"; and he advised them to do the same. And
one of his first acts on arrival in Buganda was to attend the

Christmas Day service in the great church on Namirembe Hill,

conducted, not by Bishop Tucker or Archdeacon Walker, but by
two Baganda clergymen.

The Uganda Railway reached the Victoria Nyanza on Dec. 20th,

1901, at a spot to which was given the name of Port Florence
(but only for a time ; the local name, Kisumu, is now used). It

had taken five years and a half to complete the 583 miles. The
difficulties had been enormous. The latter half of the route was
mountainous, " rising to 7700 ft. near mile 350, falling to GOOO ft.

near mile 425, again rising to 8300 ft. at mile 490, and finally

falling 3700 ft. at the terminus on the Lake." An ai-my of 20,000
labourers had been brought from India, fed, housed, clothed,

equipped ; and all materials and stores had come from India or

England. Man-eating lions had attacked the labourers repeatedly,

and carried oft" some ; and in the unhealthy districts near the

coast tliere had been much sickness. The cost had been
£5,550,000. But the rails, though laid, were not ready for traffic

for another year. Meanwhile steamers were built and launched
ply between the railway terminus at Port
port of Buganda, Entebbe. For it must be
the Victoria Nyanza is as large as Ireland.

Not a mile, therefore, of the Uganda Railway is in Uganda. Our
newspapers generally write of incidents occurring in the countries

through which it passes as " in Uganda." But the Uganda
Railway is a Railway to Uganda, just as the Brighton Railway is a

railway to Brighton, and not in Brighton.

From that time the various outward signs of civilized life in

Uganda multiplied greatly. Brick houses were built for the

chiefs, and in 1902 it was noted that they sat at table for meals
and used plates and knives ai:id forks, and that one chief had even

on the Lake, to

Florence and the

remembered that
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dared to allow his wife to dine with him. Shops of all kinds Part it.

were opened, many of them kept by Indians of the Bania caste— !^ "

the traders. Bicycles soon arrived ; and subsequently motors.

Planters from Europe and India took up estates, and employed
many hundreds of labourers; and the cotton and rubber indus-

tries have been growing ever since. In 1913, among the features

of " civili^cation " reported were three hotels, restaurants, and a

kinematograph theatre !—(of course for Kampala, the British

headquarters).*

It was during Sir H. Johnston's Commissionership that arrange- The young

ments were settled for the future government of the country. ^" '*'"'

Mwanga's younger son, Chwa, who had been baptized by the

name of Daudi (David), was appointed his successor, wdtli the

title " His Highness the Kabaka of Uganda." There was to be

a Council of twenty chiefs, three of whom would be Regents

during the Kabaka's minority ; and of this Council the Katikiro,

Apolo Kagwa, was to be President. The administration of the

country would thus be largely in native hands, the Commissioner
representing the British Crown and having the ultimate authority.

The Kabaka was then four years old, and his birthday, Aug. 8th,

was celebrated on Aug. 14th, 1900, by a service in the " cathedral."

In 1910 he was confirmed by Bishop Tucker, and in the same
week was publicly installed as Kabaka, being then fourteen j^ears

of age. The greatest care was taken about his education, and not

the least important part of it was his visit to England in 1913,

under the charge of his official tutor, Mr. Sturrock. In 1914 he

attained his majority, and formally took his position as Kabaka
on Aug. 8th, taking also the oath of allegiance to King George Y.

On Sept. 19th he was married to a daughter of one of the Baganda
clergy, the Rev. Yonasani Kaidzi. Her name is Airini Dulosira

(Irene Drusilla). She was in the Gayaza Boarding School for

nine years, and head girl for over a year ; and she was the best

English scholar of her day. She is described by a lady missionary

who had some part in her education as " a most charming lady."

The Kabaka's " investiture," an ancient national ceremony
called " Confirming the King in his Kingdom," and answering
to our coronation, took place on Nov. 7th, on a hill at Budo, nine

miles from the capital. For the first time in the history of Uganda
it was a Christian ceremony, solemnized by a Christian bishop."j"

Uganda owes much to tiie Katikiro, whose real ability is as The Kati-

marked as his genuine Cliristian character. He was one of the
^"'^'

earliest converts in Mtesa's day, and was a sufferer at Mwanga's
hands in the persecution of 1886. He visited England in 1902,

being an invited guest to King Edward's coronation. He was

* Some interesting figures showing the material prosperity of Uganda,
taken by Bishop Willis from tlie Government reports, will bo found in the
C.M.S. Gazette of Nov., 1915, p. 336.

t Sec the extremely interesting account by Dr. J, H. Cook, in the CM.
Review of February, 1915.
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Part II. accompanied by his secretary, Ham Mukasa, who wrote an
-^ exceedingly interesting book on their experiences en route and in

this country, which was translated into English by the Eev. E.

Millar, and piablished by Hutchinson.* Ham Mukasa and his book
were referred to appreciatively by Colonel Sadler at a meeting of

the Colonial Institute in December, 1904. It was a graceful act

of King Edward to include the Katikiro in the birthday -honom-s

of 1905, when he was appointed a K.C.M.G., and became Sir

Apolo Kagwa. He was an able administrator during the Kabaka's
minority ; and his care for the Christian instruction of the people

is evidenced, inter alia, by the Bible class for chiefs held weekly in

his house, with an average attendance of sixty, f
British British East Africa is the country between the Uganda Pro-

Protecto-^'^ tectorate and the East Coast. Its port, Mombasa, on a small
rate. island in an inlet, whence the Uganda Eailway starts, was for

some years the capital ; but the headquarters of the Government
are now at Nairobi, on the much higher and healthier ground
halfway between the coast and the Victoria Nyanza. Mombasa
harbour is a fine one, but British steamship companies were slow-

to avail themselves of its advantages, and for several years German
liners carried the trade of the country. To C.M.S. friends

Mombasa is historically interesting, as the place where the first

missionary on the coast, J. L. Krapf, landed in 1844, and was the

first to hear from Arab traders of the great mountains and lakes

of the interior; and in its neighbourhood lived his comrade
Eebmann, thirty years without coming home. Together with

the mixed Swahili (coast) people, partly AraJD in origin and
Mohammedan in religion, and the descendants of the former

slaves from the interior tribes, there is an increasing contingent

of Indian traders, who are more and moi'e settling on the coast.

In the interior there are numerous nations and tribes, some, as

the Wa-kikuyu, of the Bantu race, and others, as the Masai, of

Hamitic origin. The Government estimates the population by

the number of huts (ascertained for th.e hut-tax), reckoning an
average of four people to the hut.

The wliole of the Protectorate is now organized under British

administrators ; and white emigrants from Europe are making
their homes in the highlands accessible by the railway. Mr.

Joseph Chamberlain, who as Colonial Secretary visited East

Africa in 1902, was greatly struck with the prospects of the

Tw9 East country. Colonel Kenyon, R.E. (a member of the C.M.S. Com-

pictures. mittee), after a visit to the country in 1913, wrote, " From what-

ever point of view the traveller looks at East Africa and Uganda,
he finds them teeming with interest. To the sportsman or

naturalist the herds of hartebeest and wildebeeste, of Thomson s

gazelle and of zebra, the flocks of ostriches, the groups of giraffes,

seen from the train as he journeys from Mombasa to Nairobi and

* See extracts in the CM. Intell., Jan., 1905.

t Two of the Katikiro's sons arc now at Mr. Prasev's College in Ceylon.
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the Nyanza, appeal strongly. The entomologist and botanist find part ii.

abundant scope for their studies in the butterflies and beetles, the P" ^'

flowers and trees everywhere. The numerous types of mankind,
varying from the naked savage of Kavirondo to the polished chief

or clergyman of Uganda, attract the attention of the anthropologist.

The student of medicine and sanitation finds abundant occupation

in his investigations of plague and sleeping sickness ; while the

politician and historian have fascinating subjects in the past

history and future prospects of these wonderful Protectorates." *

A railway jom'ney through East Africa was humorously described

l)y Sir Charles Eliot, the Commissioner in the earlier years of the

present century, as reminding the traveller of Piniclis " Pre-

historic Peeps "
:

—" Near the stations the ostrich and the barn-

door fowl almost intermingle. The obstinate rhinoceros, which
assimilates new ideas more slowly than other beasts, disputes the

passage of the train in a narrow cutting and derails it, though he
perishes in the attempt. A troop of more intelligent elephants

occasionally occupy a station, and in their curiosity ravage the
booking-office and take tickets, which cannot be accounted for

afterwards."

With a view to promoting industries in East Africa and Uganda, African

two companies were estabhshed in 1903-06, chiefly through the '^^ "^^*

energy of Mr. (now Sir) T. F. V. Buxton, whose friends rallied round
him to find the necessary capital ; viz., the East African Industries,

Ltd., and the Uganda Company, Ltd. This is not the place for

details of the work done, but it is clear to all readers of the
occasional notices in the C.M.S. publications that real good
has been effected.f Three laymen who had been upon the
Society's staff were allowed to take service under one or other of

these companies. One, Mr. Kristen E. Borup, was a Danish
Canadian, and it was under his superintendence that the cathe-

dral in Uganda was built which was afterwards burnt down.
Another was Mr. Hugh Savile, a son of the venerable Colonel
Savile of Bristol ; and the third was Mr. J. A. Bailey, whose wife
(Miss Harvey) was the first woman missionary sent by the Society
to East Africa. By means of this industrial work the dignity of

labour was being slowly but surely learned. In 1908 an Industrial

Exhibition was held in Uganda, at which there were 4000 exhibits.

Eeverting once more to the beginning of the century, and turning The

our attention to the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, we find the Sirdar, f^din"^"

Sir F. E. Wingate, and the representative of Great Britain in

Egypt, Lord Cromer, grappHng with admirable skill and uninter-
rupted success with the grave problems before them. In due
course Lord Cromer was succeeded by Sir Eldon Gorst, and he by
Lord Kitchener ; but Sir F. Wingate has continued at his important
post throughout the period under review. In Egypt, the Anglo-

* CM. Review, Jan., 1914. Of Mombasa an excellent account was given
in the Review of May, 1911, by the Rev. G. W. Wright.

t See especially Mr. Buxton's article in the CM. Review, Jan., 190'J.

E
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Part ll.
Chap. 4.

French Agreement of 1904 delivered the British Government from
many difficulties, and set England free to develop her own policy,

which was, in one sentence, to see that the country was governed
in no other interest than that of the people to be governed.
Materially, the progress in prosperity, both in Egypt and in the

Sudan, was marked year by year. The construction of the great

dam at Assuan, completed in 1902, added largely to the national

resources, and emphasized afresh the dependence of Egypt upon
its historic river.* The railway to Khartum, and the regular

steamers from Khartum plying over a thousand miles to the

borders of the Uganda Protectorate, made communication easy
from the Mediterranean to the very heart of Africa ; and the

opening of the branch line to the Red Sea at the new town called

Port Sudan brought the whole country into closer touch with
the outside world. But still more important was the promotion
of justice in the Egyptian courts and of education | for the people

;

while in the Sudan the deliverance of the unhappy peasants from
the shocking barbarities of the Khalifa's rule, and the establish-

ment of law and order generally, gave the whole world an object

lesson of the beneficial influence of British protection. Mr. (now
Bishop) Gwynne wrote in 1903 :

—

" The people who five years ago were of all men tlie most wretched,
aud were under the rule of perhaps the most bloodthirsty tyrant the
world has seen since Nero, are now contented and happy aud doing well.

Where ruined houses banked up by mud and sand showed all that re-

mained of the city of Gordon, now stand magnificent buildings, finelj'-

built houses and shops, well-planned streets. Instead of the arbitrary

aud cruel injustice and oppression when every official had his price to be
bribed, now are established justice, liberty, and righteousness, never even
dreamed of in all the history of the peojile. . . . The chiefs of dejjart-

ments are earnest God-fearing men, and set a high tone to the rest of our
countrymen."

On the other hand, the Gordon College at Khartum, with its

endowment of £100,000, and its first-rate education for Moham-
medans, could only be regarded with partial approval by Christian

people, who felt that the encouragement of Islam and the ex-

clusion of the Bible involved a policy singularly inappropriate as

a memorial to a great Christian hero.J But the fact is that, as a

chaplain at Assuan, Canon Oldfield, said three or four years ago,

British domination has, in a sense, " re-established Islam." While
the Mohammedans are protected by a Christian Government against

Christian " proselytism," Mohammedan officials are sent freely

into Pagan districts where all their influence is exerted to induce

* See a full account of this great undertaking in the CM. Intcll. of

April, 1906.

t A good account of the problems of education in Egypt was given by Dr.

Sailer of the American Presbyterian Church in the International Bcvieio of
Missions, July, 191'J.

X Sec further, Chap. IX., p. 105, where the action of the C.M.S. is

described.
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the people to embrace Islam. When King Leopold of Belgium p-uit ii.

died, a large Pagan territory known as the Lado Enclave, between *^"''f£^'*-

the Upper Nile and the Congo State, which had been leased to

liim l)y Great Britain, reverted to British rule; and Mohammedan
soldiers and school-teachers were at once sent in, to keep order

and to open schools.*

Thus we have taken a rapid and cursory survey of public events
in Africa both before and since the C.M.S. Centenary, of some of

the evils that have afHicted or are afflicting the African peoples,

and of the political and material progress of certain parts of Africa,

Nigeria, East Africa and Uganda, and the Eastern Sudan, in

which the C.M.S. is especially interested. The Missions carried

on in those and other parts will occupy our attention in the

following chapters.

Only three years ago w^e were celebrating the centenary of the Centenary

birth of Livingstone, which almost coincided with the fortieth stoneV°^'

anniversary of his death (May, 1873), that death which was the

starting-point and the inspiration of so much good that has since

Ijeen done in Africa. Florence Nightingale used to call him the

John Baptist of the nineteenth century. John the Baptist did not

live to see the Church baptized with the Holy Ghost in accordance
with his inspired announcement ; and Livingstone died alone,

with no apparent prospect of an answer to his prayers. What
would John have said if he had seen the Council of Jerusalem
listening to St. Paul and St. Barnabas as they told of the spread
of the Gospel among the Gentiles ? And what would Livingstone

say if ho could join to-day in the worship of an African congre-
gation in the great Presbyterian church at Blantyre or in the
cathedral of Uganda ? f

* Reference may here be made to au interesting article by IMr. Buxton in

the CM. lievinv of July, l'J07, in which the benefits of British influence are
set forth, gathered partly from the last Report sent to the Government by
Lord Cromer before his retirement ; and in which the patronage of INIoham-
medaiiism and the position of the Coptic Church are commented on. Also to

a review by ]\Ir. Baylis of Lord Cromer's Modern Egypt, in the CM.
Rcvieio of J uly, 1908.

t See article on Livingstone in the CM. Bevieio, March, 1913, the time of

his centenary.
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AFRICA: Christian Missions.

Part ] r

.

Chap. 0.

Missions in

tljc Xortli.

West
African
Missions.

Missions in North Africa- In West and South-West Africa In East and

South Central Africa—In South Africa—Roman Missions.

[EFOEE entering on the history of the C.M.S. Missions
in Africa in the sixteen years, wc must just glance at

the general position of missionary enterprise in the

Dark Continent. There has been considerable exten-

sion and development in the period, but we cannot
attempt to examine the details. A few figures, however, gathered
chiefly for convenience from the admirable Statistical Atlas com-
piled for the Edinburgh Conference of 1910 will suffice for our
purpose. That Atlas divides the Continent into seven parts,

North-East, North-West, West, South-West, South, South Central,

and East. We will briefly look at these separately, and notice in

passing some of the prominent Missions.

I. North-Ead Africa (Egypt, Eastern Sudan, Abyssinia, &c.).

The principal work in this great area is that of the American
Presbyterians, chiefly in Egypt. They had, when the figures were
made up, 124 missionaries, and nearly 600 native workers. The
C.M.S. , the Egypt General Mission, and a Swedish Society in

Abyssinia, are at work, and a dozen other smaller organizations.

The whole number of missionaries is given as 296. No figures are

given of converts, because the large majority of the Christians

connected with the American Mission are from the Coptic Church,
and therefore not within the "Edinburgh" purview; but the

influence of this Mission has been great. Mention should also be
made of the Nile Mission Press, a most useful independent agency.

II. Nortk-Wed J/Hm (Tripoli to Morocco). Ten societies are

named, but the only one of any size is the undenominational
North Africa Mission, with just half the whole number of workers,

74 out of 151. Only one returns its converts, the Central

Morocco Mission, with 50 baptized persons.

III. West Africa (Senegal to Nigeria). Twenty-nine Societies

were at work, with a total of 518 missionaries, the largest being

the Basel Mission and the C.M.S., with 79 and 75 missionaries

respectively. The North German Society (Gold Coast and Togo)
had 50 ; the English Wesleyans (all along the coast) 45 ; the

Sudan United Mission, 19 (much enlarged since then) ; the S.P.G.

(Accra), 10. Sixteen. American Societies are named, several of

them working in the American Negro Colony of Liberia, where the
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Methodists and Baptists are tlie strongest, but where tlie Negro Part it.

Bishop Ferguson has a considerable Church, the clergy numbering ^'^f£_-''-

26. The native workers numbered 2538, the Wesleyans having 725,

and the C.M.S. 513. The ])aptized Christians are given as 122,580,

and the whole number of adherents as 248,702. Of the former, the

C.M.S. is credited with 43,700 and the Wesleyans with 31,000 ; l)ut

the latter's total of adherents is given as the largest, being 120,000.

The C.M.S. did not return its outer circle. Among these Missions,

that of the Basel Society on the Gold Coast and in Ashanti holds a Gold Coast.

high place. Its missionaries, of whom Eamseyer should be specially

named, were twice rescued by British expeditions, as already

mentioned. The S.P.G. Mission in the Gold Coast Colony is

interesting as a revival, in 1904, after nearly a century's interval,

of what was the first Mission in West Africa, begun as long ago as

1751. The Colony is now ecclesiastically the diocese of Accra.

IV. Sovth-West Afric(t (Cameroons to German S.-W.A.). This area The Congo,

includes the important Congo Missions. The Societies numbered '''^"''

18, the missionaries 645, the native workers 2217, the baptized

Christians 45,000, the total of adherents 103,000. The Continental

Societies have been strong in the German possessions, the Basel

and the Ehenish being the largest, with 84 and 75 missionaries

respectively. The EngHsh Baptist Society had 64, the " Brethren
"

51 (including Arnot's Garanganze Mission and Mr. D. Crawford's),

the Eegions Beyond Mission 38. The S.P.G., which has stations

at Walfisch Bay and other places on the coast, is credited with 6.

Of the adherents the American Presbyterians (South) are credited

with the largest number, 26,500, though they had only 18 mis-

sionaries ; the English Baptists with 12,500 ; the Ehenish Mission

with 13,000; the American Baptists with 11,000. The old Baptist

Mission in Cameroon was an interesting one, and had one name
much honoured, that of Alfred Saker ; but when Germany annexed
the country, the English missionaries were rather ruthlessly turned

out. The story of the Baptist Missions on the Congo is a very

pathetic one. Heroic pioneers like Comber, McCall, and Craven
died on the river in the earliest days, and Grenfell and Bentley did

notable service. F. S. Arnot, the leading missionary of the
" Brethren," became widely known as a missionary traveller of

the first class. The recent death of Dr. H. G. Guinness, head of

the Eegions Beyond Missions in Africa and elsewhere, is a real

loss to the whole missionary enterprise.

V. Ka^t Africa (British, German, Portuguese), Twenty Societies u.m.c.a.

are named, with 630 missionaries ; the C.M.S. having 170, the fn^East^'^

Universities Mission 73, the Africa Inland Mission 59, the S.P.G. Africa.

(Lebombo diocese, Portuguese territory) 19. The German
Missions were naturally strong in the German territory, the

Berlin Society having 64, the Moravians 55, the German East
Africa Society 48, the Leipsic Lutherans 30. The native Chris-

tian figures are comparatively small outside the C.M.S., which
had 2159 workers out of a total of 2962, and 68,000 baptized
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PART II. Cliristians out of 83,000, due of course to tlie Uganda Mission.
Chap. 5. ^^g U.M.C.A. is credited with 4574 baptized Christians, the

S.P.G. with 1700, the Berlin Society with 1668. But when the

total of adherents is given, the position is different. The U.M.C.A.
adds 11,587 to its 4574, making 16,161. The American Episcopal
Methodists add 11,296 to their 1377 baptized, making 12,673.

But the C.M.S. is only credited with its baptized Christians,

whereas in Uganda alone the catechumens and outside adherents
are tens of thousands. This, however, only illustrates the exceed-

ing difliculty of making statistical tables. The Church of Scotland
Mission is a small one, then only six missionaries and eleven

Christians ; i)ut it is now famous owing to the Kikuyu Conference.
The Universities Mission, undertaken in 1859 at the instigation of

Livingstone,* is one of exceptional interest. Its bishops have
Some almost all been men of mark ; Mackenzie, who died in the earliest

Ea^stTfn^ca. days ; Tozer, who courageously moved the headquarters from
South Africa to Zanzibar, a step much criticized, but which
events have abundantly justified ; Steere, one of the most sagacious

of missionary bishops, who built the cathedral on the site of the
old slave-market ; Smythies, intrepid traveller and zealous occupier
of new ground; Maples, drowned in Lake Nyasa ; Eiehardson,
nine, and now Weston. This Mission, the work of which is now
organized in three dioceses, has a certain advantage in avowing
definite principles and methods. It represents advanced High
Churchmanship even more distinctively than the C.M.S. represents

the opposite school.

|

VI. Boidh Ceniral Africa (Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Bochuanaland,
&c.) Twenty-two Societies are named, with 403 missionaries,

3093 native workers, 29,000 baptized Christians, and a total of

adherents 92,600. The U.M.C.A. had 45 missionaries in this area,

and the S.P.G. 12; the L.M.S. and U.R Scottish Church 41

each ; the Established Scottish Church 28 ; the Paris Missionary
Society (Barotselaudj 32 ; the South African Dutch Church 56.

Of the native workers, 1450 belong to the two Scottish Missions,

and 900 to the Dutch Mission. Of the baptized Christians, just

half belong to either the U.M.C.A. or the U.F. Mission, over 7000
to each ; over 2000 each to the Church of Scotland and the Dutch
Church ; the L.M.S. and Wesleyans coming next. Of the total

adherents, the U.M.C.A., the U.E. Mission, and the Wesleyan
Mission have each between 13,000 and 17,000; the L.M.S. 10,000.

Scottish The United Free Cliurch of Scotland Mission, on the Western
Missions.

j,j^g Q^ Lake Nyasa, is one; of great interest and mai'ked

* Livingstone's great speech in the Seuate House at Cambridge was on
Dec. 4tb, 1857. On Dec. 4th, 1907, a meeting was held in the same place to

celebrate the jubilee of the event, when striking speeches were delievered b}'

Archbishop Davidson, Bishops Talbot and Boyd Carpenter, Mr. Weston (now
Bishop of Zanzibar), Sec.

t The History of the Mission, by A. Moorshead, is published at the U.M.C.A.
office.
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success. Founded at Livingstonia by Dr. Stewart aud Dr. Laws, part ii.

it has had its vicissitudes hke others ; but it has been a notable ^ ^ '

civihzing as well as Christianizing influence, backed by the African

Lakes Company which was formed by Scottish merchants to do
the secular work ; and it has been distinctly prosperous in the

organization of the native Church."' The Church of Scotland

Mission is famous for its splendid church at Blantyre, probably

the finest in Africa. Both the Scottish Missions do excellent

industrial work. They have recently combined to form one
Church, to the great benefit of both Missions. It is now called
" The Church of Central Africa, Presbyterian."

VII. South Africa (the Union, with Basutoland and Swaziland). Many

In this field are the lai'gest aggregates of Societies and missionaries in'south

and native Christians. Fifty- one organizations are named, but Africa,

seven of these are individual Anglican dioceses, helped by the

S.P.Ci., but returning their statistics separately. There are also

nine other South African societies, nine British, ten x\merican,

twelve Continental, four others. The total of missionaries given

is 1585, of whom more than one third, 566, belong to South Africa

itself, including 177 to the seven Anglican dioceses, and 201 to

the Dutch Church. The Continental Societies supply 508, the

Berlin contingent being 167, the Hermannsburg 99, and the Paris

Society 43. Great Britain sends 221, more than half (123) from
the U.F. Scottish Church, and 44 Wesleyans (Anglicans are

included in the diocesan returns). And America sends 151.

The total of baptized Christians is 621,880, of whom 158,720
are credited to the South African Wesleyans ; 156,000 to the

Anglicans ; 114,500 to the Berlin and Hermannsburg Missions;

30,000 to the Dutch S. African Church ; and betw^een 17,000 and
22,000 each to the Congregationalists, the English Wesleyans,
the LJ.F. Scottish Church, the Ehenish Mission, and the Paris

Mission. It should be mentioned that the South Africa General
Mission, a British organization, is reckoned with the local South
African societies. Its figures are 61 missionaries, and 1254
baptized Christians. The totals of adherents are in large figures

:

the Methodists of various connexions claiming 377,000, the Anglican
Church 206,000, the Dutch Church 137,000, the Congregationalist

Missions 94,000, the Hermannsburg Mission 86,000, the Berlin

Mission 48,000 ; the total being 1,145,000.

Of these South African Missions a full and careful historical

account was published in 1911, by Mr. J. Du Plessis, a South
African himself, and a member of the Dutch Keformed Church.

f

* See Mr. Donald Eraser's admirable book for study circles, The Future of
Africa, which though dealing with Pagan Africa as a whole, is obviously the
outcome of Nyasaland experience ; also his interesting book on the Mission
itself, Wiiining a Primitive People (Seeloy) ; also two articles on the Church,
Int. Rrv. Misn., April, 1913, and TJie East and The West, April, 1915. Dr.
Stewart's " Duff Lectures " (1903) are a book of much value.

t A History of Christian Missions in South Africa. Longmans. It was
roviowod in the CM. Bev., July, 1912. Another book of great value on South
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His book is valual^le for reference, but its just influence is marred
by its quite inadequate—we might say prejudiced—notices of the
Anghcan Church and its work and the S.P.G. Missions. More-
over, its standpoint is too much that of tlie average colonist as

against the native, and certainly not that of missionaries like

Moffat and Livingstone, Bishop Callaway and Stewart of Love-
dale. But South African missionary problems are among the

hardest in the world. With some seven millions of natives,

including very superior tribes of the Bantu races, and with a
dominant white minority, the position is full of difficulty, of which
the Ethiopian Movement of recent years is but one illustration.

And the divisions of Christendom are nowhere more conspicuous
than in South Africa. Not only are the Roman Catholics, the

Anglicans, the Presbyterians, the Methodists, the Congrega-
tionalists, the Lutherans, and the Dutch Church, all there in

strength, but a host of minor rehgious societies are also at work.
The " Edinburgh " spirit of comity and co-operation, however, is

said to be growing. Among the most interesting Missions have
been that of the Free Church of Scotland with its centre at the

great educational institution of Lovedale, that of the L.M.S. in

Bechuanaland (with memories of Moffat and Livingstone), and
that of the Paris Society in Basutoland under Casalis and Coil-

lard, and its extension in Barotseland. The Dutch Church of the

Colony has important Missions, which owe no little inspiration

to the spirit and influence of that great Christian teacher and
writer, Dr. Andrew Murray. Among the Anglican dioceses, now
eleven in number, and mostly colonial, St. John's, Kaffraria, is

conspicuous for its Kafir clergy ; indeed Mr. Du Plessis * says

that the x\nglicans and the Wesleyans have made larger use of

native agency than others, the German and other Continental

Societies being specially cautious in this matter. Zululand also is

an interesting Anglican field.

A few years ago a Government Commission on native affairs

declared that bringing the natives into the Christian Church had
been proved to l^e the best way of securing their moral and social

improvement. Another Commission, appointed to inquire into

the so-called "Black Peril," reported in 1912 strongly in favour of

missionary work. "The evidence," it said, "of the effect of

Christian teaching and education on the character of natives is

very strong. These unquestionably exercise an enormous influence

for good. . . . The Commission is convinced that the restraining

and directing influence of the Christian religion and education,

African problems is Black and "White in South-east Africa, by Maurice S.

Evans, C.M.G. (Longmans) ; and Mr. Evans has also contributed an impor-

tant article on the subject to the Int. Rev. Miss, of April, 1915. The Anglican

Church in South Africa is described by Bishop Hamilton Baynes in oiie of

Mowbray's Handbooks of English Church Expansion, 1908 ; also by H. Moore
in The Land of Good Hope, published by S.P.G.

* In an article in the International lieineio of Missions, Oct., 1912.
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if imparted on proper lines, is absolutely essential. Thei'e is part ii.

abundant testimony of tbe l^enefit derived from these agencies, ^'^^5-

which should receive the fullest possible encouragement in the

interests of the white as well as the black races." Viscount

Gladstone declared at a meeting in Tjondon on Feb. 2nd, 1915,

that " there was not a single responsible person connected with

the Government of South Africa who would not l)ear witness to

the fact that missionary effort was the greatest possible help to

the civil Government."
According to the Census of 1911, the white nominally Christian Black and

population of the States of South Africa within the Union was ^^i"*^*-

just over 1,300,000. The black population was about 5,200,000,

of whom about one-hfth were supposed to be professing Christians.

Of the whites, nearly 700,000 belonged to the Dutch Eeformed
Churches, while the Anghcans were 255,000, leaving some 350,000

for all the rest. The " native " Anglicans, Bantu or " coloured
"

(i.e. mixed race), were 277,000, making 532,000 Anglicans alto-

gether. Three years later, in 1914, the number was estimated to

be 550,000. But these figures do not include the South African

territories not in the Union. Connected with the Church of

South Africa there were in 1914 fifteen bishops (for twelve

dioceses) and just 600 other clergymen, of whom 91 were of the

Bantu race. Of the clergy, 180 were on the S.P.G. hst, as main-

tained or assisted by its funds. Most of these figures are taken

from an article by Bishop Gibson,* w^hich gives an interesting

account of the Church and its work and claims. The Bishop's

appeal at the end is particularly moving, almost as much so as tliat

of the present Bishop of Bombay's never-to-be-forgotten paper at

the Manchester Church Congress in 1908.t Bishop Gibson quotes

from the ('.M.S. Gazette these words uttered by Philip Snowden,
the Labour leader :

" If the Church of England is ever to regain

her hold upon the masses of this country, it can only be by some
tremendous act of self-renunciation "

; and he calls on the Church
at home to " strip herself " " to win the heathen world for the

living Christ." One parish in South Africa itself, St. Peter's,

Mowbray, certainly sets a bright example, raising from a con-

gregation composed chiefly of people of limited means, £1100 a

year for C.INI.S. Missions.

The Eoman Catholic Missions in Africa are extensive. And
J^°^f,"g

they are mostly modern. Little that is satisfactory remains of

the great enterprises of the 15th and 16th centuries. The Portu-

guese possessions in both South-West and South-East Africa are

not distinguished for their Christian civilization. According to

the statistics carefully compiled from Eoman sources for the

* In The East and The Went for Oct., 1914. Reference may also be made to

an article by a layman, ]\Ir. T. C. Collett, describing in a very interesting way
what he personally saw of the Church's work in Zululand. See Tlic East and
The West, July, 1914, also a previous article in Oct., 1913.

t See the last chapter of this book.
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Part II. Statistical Atlas from which have been gathered the figures of
lap^j.

pj-Q^Qg^ant Missions, there were 1500 priests in Africa, belonging

to twenty different societies and religious orders ; the largest body
iDeing the White Fathers (French), of whom there were 234 in

Central Africa ; and next, the Fathers of the Holy Ghost, 187 in

number. There were 1200 lay brothers, the Franciscans having

320 in the North, and the Oblates 343 in the South ; also 3300
sisters, just half being in the South. Only 41 native African

priests are reported, all in Egypt and Abyssinia. (Two Baganda
have lately been oi'dained.) The converts number nearly half a

million, nearly half of these being in the central districts. The
recently published Atlas Hierarchicus, a German Eoman Catholic

work, does not differ widely from these returns, but its figures are

a year or two later, and include Madagascar. They are, mis-

sionary priests, 2078 ; native priests, 94 ; converts, 945,000, of

whom over 200,000 are in Madagascar.

A fair comparison of these figures with those of Protestant

Missions is hardly possible, because the methods of reckoning are

so difficult. But, quanium valeat, the totals of Protestants in the

Edinburgh Atlas may he given. They are, including (as above)

Madagascar, ordained missionaries, 2358 ; native ministers, 1544
;

converts, 1,022,476, of whom 120,460 are in Madagascar.



CHAPTEE VI.

C.M.S. MISSIONS: JJ'EST AFRICA.

Sierra Leone: the Bishops, &c.—Influence of the Colony Diocese of

Western Equatorial Africa—S. P. G. on the Gold Coast—The C.M.S.

Staff—Work of the Mission and the Native Church—The Niger : the

Delta and up the River—Church Organization—Northern Nigeria

:

Advances and Repulses,

I. Sierra Leone.

JE begin our brief review of the sixteeii years in the {'.j^''"-

African mission field witli Sierra Leone, the first -^
scene of the Society's labours. It has a missionary ^^^^1

history as heroic and pathetic as any in the world,

but it has long since ceased to occupy a prominent

place in C.M.S. Eeports. The larger West African fields are far

from the little Colony with its limited hinterland surrounded on

all sides save seaward by French territory. The pastoral work
has long been entirely done by the local Church ; the missionary

work in the hinterland has been gradually taken over by it ; and

the Society now only subsidizes it and the bishopric with grants

of money, and provides the higher education (and two or three

other small agencies).

The Colony itself lias an area of 4000 square miles, with a

population of 75,000, The Protectorate beyond has an area of

27,000 square miles and a population of 1,328,000. In the

Colony, 52 per cent, are Christians, 15 per cent. Moslems, and

33 per cent. Pagans. In the Protectorate, about one million ai'e

Pagans, and almost all the rest Moslems.
The past liistory of tiie Colony and the Mission have repeatedly

of"/*"'"^'

been recalled within the sixteen years by the occurrence of cen- Mission and

tenaries and jubilees. In 1904 was celebrated the Imndredth tit''ciuirch.

anniversary of the arrival of the first C.M.S. missionaries in 1804.

In 1907 came the centenary of Wilberforce's triumph in the

abolition of the slave trade. In 1913 was kept the jul)ilec of the

self-governing and self-supporting Church. It is interesting to

remember that on the second of these occasions there was a

simultaneous but little noticed commemoration in London, wlien

a party of West Africans in this country assembled at West-

minster Abbey, and, in the presence of representatives of the

NVilberforce and Buxton families, deposited wreaths on tlie graves
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PART II. or monuments of Wilborforce, Zachary Macanlay, and Granville™ Sharp. On the third occasion Mr. (now Sir) T. F. V. Buxton, great

grandson of the first Sir Fowell, was himself present at Sierra

Leone, having visited the Colony for the purpose ; and he reported
very favourably on the Colony and the Church.* In various

West gatherings of these kinds, the Governors of Sierra Leone at the

Governors
<^^iff6i'6nfc periods took a cordial part. Indeed the Colony owes
much to the good men who have successively represented the
British Crown. Sir F. Cardew, Sir C. King Harman, and Sir

Leslie Probyn should be especially mentioned. These men have
known that all along the West African littoral, on the Gold
Coast, and in the vast territories of Nigeria, Sierra Leone men
have been in the front in the extension of British influence and
commerce. In December, 1910, the Duke and Duchess of Con-
naught visited Sierra Leone. He read to the assembled notables

a message from King George to his " ancient and loyal Colony,"
which referred to Sir Leslie Probyn's Eeports with satisfaction,

and expressed the King's " trust " that his African subjects might
be " blessed with peace, happiness, and prosperity."

Three When our sixteen-year period began. Dr. Taylor Smith was still
iiishops. Bishop of Sierra Leone. He had been a worthy successor of

Bishop Ingham, and his happy spirit had given him an influence

quite unique, especially enabling him to promote love and
harmony in the diocese. But in 1901 he was appointed Chaplain-

General of the Forces, and left Africa, to his own unfeigned regret.

Of liis great work in the Army this is not the place to speak. He
was succeeded by the Eev. E. H. Elwin, a C.M.S. missionary in

the Colony. Bishop Elwin did excellent service for a few years,

and died at his post in 1909. The Acting Governor, Mr. Haddon
Smith, C.M.G., said, " The Colony has lost in Bishop Elwin a man
of broad views who understood the people. Sir Leslie Probyn
and myself have lost a great personal friend." Mr. Denton wrote
a touching In Memoriam of him, mentioning especially his " radiant

sunniness." f Dr. Walmsley, Vicar of St. Ann's, Nottingham, was
African appointed his successor. Many of the African clergy have died

during our period, some after lengthened periods of service. The
Ptev. George Nicol, a son-in-law of Bishop Crowther, had been
ordained in 1850, and died in 1907. The senior Archdeacpn
to-day, the Yen. G. J. McCaulay, was ordained in 1863. There
are now 36 African clergymen in the Colony and Protectorate, seven
of whom are engaged in the Society's educational work, and the

remainder are pastors or missionaries of the independent Church.
The names of McCaulay, Johnson, Bickersteth, Wilson, Nylander,
Taylor, During, etc., appearing in the list, remind us that their

progenitors were early converts who at their baptism took the

names of missionaries or missionary supporters. Their training

* Mr. Buxton's account appeared in the CM. Rcvic7V, IMay, 1913.

t CM. Review, Jan., 1910. Bishop Elwin's own account of Sierra Leone
appeared in the C.M. Rev., Nov., 1904.

(Mergy.
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was at Fourah Bay College, which is the most important educa- JPakt ii.

tional institution on the whole West Coast.* Seventeen of them 'i^^-

are graduates of Durham University, to which that College is

affiliated ; and six others have the " L.Th." from the same source.

The University in 1913 conferred the honorary degree of M.A.
on Archdeacon McCaulay and Canon Moore. A noteworthy event

of 191-4 was the ordination of a Krooman, J. R. Saho, believed

to be the first of his tribe admitted to the ministry of the Church.

For the College, and the Grammar School, and the Annie Walsh
Girls' School, the Society is still responsible.

Although the bulk of the work at Sien-ra Leone is now done Ijy ^'.'6'.''''i

the African Church, the good service of the few English mis- aries.

sionaries mvxst not be forgotten. Mr. Alley, who retired in ill

health in 1905, had laboured 27 years. Mr. Rowan and Mr.
Hewitt, both clergymen of the Church of Ireland, were successive

Principals of Fourah Bay College for a few years. The latter,

and five other missionaries, have been transferred to other fields,

and are still at work there : Mr. Alvarez, who was a well-known
Oxford man more than twenty years ago, and was for some years

an intrepid pioneer in the hinterland of the Colony, is now Secre-

tary in Northern Nigeria ; Mr. Hewitt and Mr. Caldwell are in

China ; Mr. Garrett, who was Principal of the Grammar School,

is in Uganda ; Miss Richards is in Travancore (where her father

worked so long) ; and Miss C. J. Elwin went to India under the

C.E.Z.M.S. Death has not failed to exact its tribute in a country

once called " the white man's grave "
; five members of even so

small a statf have fallen : Bishop Elwin, Mr. Hensley, Mr.
Kinahan, Mr. F. Wilson (whose wife was a daughter of David
Livingstone), and Mrs. Castle. All the more must w;e thankfully

note that all but one of the present staff have served throughout
our period : Mr. Denton, the Secretary, and Mrs. Denton ; Miss
Bisset, head-mistress of the Annie Walsh School, who has been
actually thirty years at Avork there ; and, of her two helpers, one,

Miss Pidsley, has served 17 years, though the other. Miss Lowe,
is a recent recruit. The Christians attached to the Anglican
Church in Sierra Leone diocese now number about 16,000. In 1911
there were 77 adult baptisms, and 459 of children of Christian

parents. There were -lOOO children in the schools. The contri-

butions to Church funds amounted to £5800.
When the present Bishop, Dr. Walmsley, had been a year in Bishop

^

the Colony, he wrote an extremely interesting account of his first imprel-^^
^

impressions, f About the Church life of the Negro Christians he *io°s-

wrote very impressively :

—

" As to Church life generally it is hard to speak. How much more
shall be required of us, us with all our ages of Christian life aud tradition,

* A full account of the College and its work, by Mr. Denton, appeared in

the CSI. Intell. of Aug., 1905.

t Printed iu the CM. Review, May, 1912.
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Pakx II. than of this native Church, still so young ! We still have need to go on
Chap^o.

to TeA.6io'T7)s, full growth ; how much more must they ! What long train-

ing is needed before the whole man is brought into subjection to the
obedience of Christ, before men learn that religion is not merely or
chiefly a matter of the emotion but of the will ! And how often do I feel

when one laments some terrible lapse, how terribly much harder is

iyKparna for that one who has given way than for me. I know I must
not condone the sin, but how much does one feel for the sinner ! . . .

AVhat a wonderful word that is of St. Paul's, uXiKpiveia, transparency
of motive and of life, more readiness to endure hardness, more true sense
of proportion ! . , I tremble at the sight of the large congregations, the
numbers of communicants, the enthusiastic missionary meetings. It is

not hypocrisy—though where are there not hypocrites ?—but it is a
failure of all that Christ claims of heart and will and life. We here, as at

home, need a fresh outpouring of the Spirit."

Sierra It is unquestionable that the influence of Siena Leoneans on

fluence"^'
^^® West African coast generally has not always been good

;
but

while we hear much of their inconsistency and low standard of

living, we are rarely given the facts on the other side. Here is

one, reported by the Bishop :

—

" Two ladies, wives of officers from Northern Nigeria, over 1000
miles away, came on shore [at Sierra Leone] from the mail-boat which
was staying here a few hours on its way home. They said they must
if possible see the Annie Walsh School. They had not seen it before,

nor known of it otherwise, but they said there was a young woman, the
wife of a government clerk from Siei-ra Leone, living with her husband
near them in the bush, and the}' often asked her how it was that her
home was what it was, with Christian atmosphere and ideals, and her
answer always was, ' The Annie Walsh School ' ; and they must see the
school that had ti'ained that young wife."

That excellent School celebrated its jubilee in Nov., 1915.

'I'he Hiutcr- Of the hinterland, the Protectorate as distinct from the Colony,
laud. the Bishop also wrote nuich that was interesting. It reaches to

the sources of the Niger, near which is the town of Falaba, a name
famihar to us now as being that of a British mail steamer sunk by
a German submarine. Pagan tribes cover the whole territory, but
there is an increasing Moslem element. Mr. Alvarez did impor-
tant work there until his transfer to the Niger. The Missions are

now the charge of the Church. There are altogether some 300
miles of railway, and traders, both white and black, have settled

at the interior stations.

Sierra Leone will always be a name dear for its hallowed asso-

ciations, and the Church there will ever command our warm and
prayerful sympathies. Critics of it should read Lady Knutsford's
Life of Zachary Macaulay, the Governor in its earliest days.

They might appreciate more correctly the really great work done
in the Colony.*

* Sec an article on Zachary Macaulay, by the present writer, CM. Intell.,

Sept., 1901. Also a review, in the CM. Rev., I^ec, 1910, of A Transformed
Colony, a book by Mr. T. J. Alldridgc, I.S.O., for many years Government
Commissioner ou the Coast.
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II. Nigeria. l^}l
Very much larger is the field of the Society's other West African Yorubaand

Missions. To reach them we must proceed a thousand miles east- sions.

ward, along what used to be called the Guinea Coast. Passing

Liberia and the Gold Coast Colony, German Togo and French

Dahomey, we come to the Colony of Lagos and its hinterland, in

which, since 1844, has been carried on the C.M.S. Yoruba Mission.

Then farther on, we come to the Delta of the Niger, and enter

the field of the Niger Mission, so long associated with the name
of Bishop Samuel Crowther. Ascending the Eiver a few hundred

miles, we enter the great Central Sudan. That vast region is now
nearly all divided between England and France (German posses-

sions just touching it), and it is only within our sixteen year period

that the exact boundary line has been settled, as before explained.

The Colony and hinterland of Lagos, the Niger territories, and
that part of the Sudan under a British Protectorate, are now
united under the one name of Nigeria, and Nigeria is now divided

into the Northern and the Southern Provinces. The Government
divisions have been changed two or three times, and readers are

apt to be confused.

The whole territory also forms the Diocese of Western Equa-
(ves^ern*^^

torial Africa. The name is rather a clumsy one, but it was given Equatorial

by Archbishop Benson to correspond with Eastern Equatorial *
^^^'

Africa on the other side of the Continent. That eastern diocese,

however, has been divided into the two dioceses of Mombasa and
Uganda, and we may well expect that in time the western diocese

will also be divided. Meanwhile, Bishop Tugwell carries the burden

of the whole great field, with its immense population and numerous
languages, helped by assistant l^ishops of African race. Of these,

'^ggi^t^'ut

at the beginning of our period, there were tw^o, Bishops Phillips ijishops.

and Oluwole, who had been selected by Bishop Hill for the office

in 1893. A third was added by the consecration, in 1900, of

Bishop James Johnson, whose long experience and high character

marked him out for episcopal position. He had been ordained in

1863, and had laboured faithfully as a pastor at Sierra Leone and
at Lagos, and as superintending missionary at Abeokuta, and every-

where had been noted for his high standard of spirituality and
zeal. He was consecrated in Lambeth Palace Chapel by Arch-

bishop Temple on Feb. 18th, and on April 30th he preached the

C.M.S. Annual Sermon at St. Bride's—the only non-European
who has been accorded that high privilege.* Bishop Phillips died

* Old readers of C.^I.S. publications will remember " Sarah Forbes
Bonetta," a child of a local Yoruba chief, who was kidnapped by the Daho-
mians, rescued by Capt. Forbes, R.N., and educated in England at the ex-

pense of Queen Victoria. She married a well-known African merchant at

Lagos, l\Ir. Davies, and the Queen became godmother to her daughter. That
daughter, who became Mrs. Kandlo, and her two children, were taken by
Bishop Johubou to Windsor in July, lUOO, aud received most graciously by Her
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Part li. in 1906, liououLcd for his simple goodness and faifchl'ul lal)Ours
;

f^ but the other two have continued their important labours, Bishop
Oluwole in the Yoruba Country, and Bishop Johnson in the Benin
district of the Delta, and have rendered essential service to Bishop
Tugwell and the whole Church.

s.i'.G.on There was also for a short time (1904-09) an English assistant-

Coast? bishop for the Gold Coast Colony, which was then under Bishop
Tugwell's jurisdiction, and in which the S.P.G. was reviving, after

many years' interval, a Mission originally begun in the 18th cen-

tury. This was Bishop Hamlyn, who had been a C.M.S.

missionary at Lagos. In 1909 a new diocese was formed for that

Colony, with a title derived from its capital, Accra ; and Bishop
Hamlyn became an independent diocesan bishop. He has since

been succeeded by Bishop O'Eorke. The first African clergyman
there (since Philip Quaque in the 18th century) was ordained in

1915.

The extension of the British Protectorate over the important

regions of the Central Sudan invited a fresh outlook over those

great territories, generally known as Hausaland (more correctly,

the Hausa States). It was Hausaland which J. A. Eobinson and
G. Wilmot Brooke had essayed to enter in 1890. Although their

deaths, within a few months of each other, had put an end for a

time to their heroic enterprise, neither they nor their colleagues

ever doubted that the Christian Message would one day be pro-

claimed in those lands ; and now Bishop Tugwell himself resolved

to invade them once more in the name of the Lord. In January,

1900, he and four comrades left Lagos on this new expedition ; w'ith

what result we W'ill see presently.

C.M.S. Mis- The mission staff of the Diocese in 1899 comprised thirteen

clergymen, nine laymen, eight wives, and twenty other women ;

total 50. The figures for 1915 are 24 clergymen, 12 laymen,
17 wives, and 25 other women ; total 78. Of the 50 of 1899,

22 are still at work. Bishop Tugwell has served 25 years," and
Mrs. Tugwell (who as Miss White went out in 1894) 21. The
oldest missionaries now are Mrs. Wood, w^ho as Miss Green w^ent

out in 1888, and has continued as a mother in Israel since her

husband's death; another widow who has remained in the Mission

for w^hich her husband gave his life, Mrs. Fry, who as Miss Leach
went out in 1893 ; and Mrs. Melville Jones, who as Miss Higgins

went out in 1889. Others who have also exceeded twenty years

are Archdeacon Melville Jones (1893), Archdeacon Dennis

(1893), the Eev. J. McKay (1893), Mrs. McKay (Miss Grover,

1893), the Eev. H. Proctor (1892), Miss Thomas (1891), Miss

INIajesty, only six raonths before her death. See his own account of the inter-

view, G.'M. Gleaner, Sept., 1900.
* At the Synod Meeting in May, 1915, an address and handsome present

were given to Bishop Tugwell, on completing twenty-one years of his episco-

pate, which is already seven years longer than that of any other English
bishop in West Africa.

^

Biou Staff.
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Warner (1892). The rest of the twenty-two still at work should part 11.

be named, if only to suggest thankfuhicss for health preserved in ^''j|j^*'-

a West African climate :—Miss Boyton (1895) ; Miss Holbrook
(1896) ; Eev. and Mrs. J. C. R. Wilson (formerly on the Congo), Rev.
S. R. Smith, Rev. H. F. Gane, Mrs. Dennis (1897) ; Dr. Miller,

Eev. J. D. Aitken, Mrs. A. W. Smith (nee Blackwall) (1898).

The INIission suffered the following losses by death :—the Rev. Losses by

T. Harding, the senior missionary, who had served almost thirty KeUre-'*"*^

years, and who was found dead in December, 1912, in a remote meut.

village, on his knees, like Livingstone ; the Revs. J. C. Dudley
Rvder * (one of the first Hausaland party, 1900), G. T. Fox \ (son
of^'the C.M.S. Hon. Sec), E. Fry, J. S. Owen, E. A. Wise, and A. Field

(lost in the Falah(C); Messrs. Coleman and Dear; Mrs. Harding
(before her husband), Mrs. Gane (his first wife, nee Hamlin) ; Misses
Duncum, Hickmott, Philcox, Squires. J Dr. Stones has been trans-

ferred to Egypt and the Rev. J. L. Macintyre to Palestine ; the
Rev. J. H. Linton to Persia ; Misses E. F. Fox (daughter of the Hon.
Sec.) and M. L. H, Warner to the Punjab ; Miss Downer, to Uganda.
The Rev. P. A. Bennett went as a C.C.C.S. chaplain to East
Africa. The Rev. Dr. A. E. Richardson has become a well-known
member of the Church Army. Dr. Jays and Mr. Theodore Lunt
both failed in health, the latter immediately on reaching Africa

;

their home services are familiar to us all. Miss Maxwell, a
specially esteemed honorary missionary from Scotland, was for

some years the leader of the band of women at Onitsha on the
Niger ; and she has paid them occasional visits since, a most
welcome service. The Colonial Associations sent one recruit to

this Mission, in the person of Miss Alice Wilson, of New Zealand,
who worked on the Niger for thirteen years.

The C.M.S. staff has in recent years been recruited from West,

Jamaica, a committee, with the Archbishop of the West Indies
tilfcrent^""'

at its head, having been formed in the island for the selection and
training of candidates. These men are of course of African descent,
and their native climate is tropical. One of them was ordained by
Bishop Oluwole in 1913, the Rev. W. A. Thompson.

Of the actually " native " clergy, the senior (except Bishop African

J. Johnson and Archdeacon Crowther) passed away three years ^ ^^°^'

ago. This was the aged Yoruba pastor of Ibadan, the Rev. Daniel
Olubi, baptized in 1848, ordained in 1871, and known to old

readers of the C.M.S. publications as Mr. Hinderer's assistant. The
senior now is the Rev. Nathaniel Johnson, pastor of the principal

* A most touching account of his deat4i will be found iu the C.M.S. Report,
1001, p. 69.

t See Dr. Harford's In INIemoriam of him, CM. Review, IMay, 1912, p. 307.
Dr. Miller wrote in the Diocesan Magazine, "Two men, both young, both
truly gentle, loveable, holy men, C.M.S. missionaries, now lie buried iu the
Hausa country. Both were Trinity men, both at Ridley, both as curates
under Mr. Lilliugston ; and both lives were sacrificed for Kauo—Claude
Dudley Ryder and George Fox."

I Also Miss E. Dennis, who died Dec. 19, 1915.
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Part II. church under the Lagos Church Council, St. Paul's, Breadfruit,

lf£l ordained in 1876. He is one of four brothers, of whom one
was the late Archdeacon Henry Johnson, and another Dr. Obadiah
Johnson, still a leading medical man at Lagos. One of the clergy,

the Rev. Thos. Adesina Jacobson Ogunbiyi, paid a visit to Egypt
and Palestine and England in 1912, and wrote interesting notes

of his journey in the Diocesan Magazine.
Moslems on Two of the Special difficulties of the Missions in Nigeria were

noticed in the previous chapter, viz., the liquor traffic and the

advance of Islam. The increase of mosques in the Yoruba Country
and other parts of Southern Nigeria is a cause of much anxiety.

The Christian stand against polygamy has always been a difficulty,

even within the Church ; and the Moslem laxity in this respect

attracts many who realize that the old idolatry and superstition

must fall before advancing civilization, and who have to choose
between Islam and Christianity. At the same time, there has
been a growing dissatisfaction with their own religion among the

younger and more intelligent Mohammedans. Not knowing Arabic,

they have been reading Sale's English version of the Koran, and
find it quite different from what their own Imams tell them ; and
some have then been led to read the Bible. So doing, they cannot
miss the significance of the contrast.

Chtistiau Meanwhile, the horrors of the old Paganism in the Niger

ou Pagans, territories, though undoubtedly lessened under the influence of

British rule, have by no means ceased. Infanticide, human
sacrifices, and even cannibalism, are still heard of in the remoter
districts. But public opinion in the large Yoruba towns would
condemn such things. Christianity influences the whole country
indirectly, as the local kings and chiefs fully realize ; and that

indirect influence is not limited to social improvement. For
instance, the Alake or principal chief of Abeokuta, who visited

England in 1904, is actually a frequent attendant at church,

although he makes no definite profession of Christianity ; and ho
has more than once asked for a day or a week of prayer in some
special circumstances of need. This Alake, whose name is Badobo,
is a son of Sagbua, the famous chief who originally welcomed
Townsend and Crowther to Abeokuta in 1846, and to whom Queen
Victoria sent a Bible. That Bible perished in a fire, and King
Edward, when Badebo came to England, gave him another to

replace it.*

The Native Notwithstanding all dilficulties both from the outward environ-

Commu- ment and from the natural aversion of the human heart from
^^^'-

a religion that asks for devotion to a holy God, the Mission in

Nigeria has continued to prosper, through the divine blessing,

in all its departments. In sixteen years there have been 34,000

baptisms of adult converts after due individual instruction ; and

the yearly return has continually increased, the number in the

* Sec the account of the reception of the Alake by the C.M.S. Committee,
CM. Inldligcnccr, July, lUOd.

i
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first of tlie sixteen years being 460, and in tlae last of them 5860. tart ii.

The last total of the Christian communities connected with the '^^^*'-

Anglican Chm'ch ^Yas, baptized members, 51,750 ; catechumens,

22,900 ; making over 74,000 adherents. There are now 71 African

clergymen, of whom 57 are supported by the native Church ; and
784 African lay agents, of whom 473 are similarly supported.

The contributions of the Christians amounted in 1914 to £22,418.

In seven years ( as reported to the Synod in May, 1914) the number
of churches had increased from 101 to 358, and of other buildings

for worship, from 1G7 to 315. The general progress is strikingly

illustrated by the facts stated in connexion with the 21st anni-

versary of Bishop Oluwole's consecration, June 29th, 1914. His
single sbaro in the work as an Assistant Bishop had included the

ordinations of fifty deacons and fifty priests (of course, partly the

same individuals), and the confirmation of 13,000 people. Three
years before this. Bishop Oluwole gave the Synod an interesting

review of fifty years' history of the Colony and the Mission, which
was printed in the CJl. Review for November, 1911.*

The C.M.S. Missions in this great diocese are for convenience
grouped in three divisions, practically continuing the old practice

of the Society's Reports, viz., the Yoruba Mission, the Niger
Mission, and the Northern Provinces Mission. Under the first

of these three divisions, one of the most notable advances in

recent years has been in the Jehu country, where the Mission
was undertaken, and is carried on, by the Lagos Church itself.

At the very beginning of our period, Mr. (now Bishop) Hamlyn
compared that district to Uganda ; and the resemblance has been
much greater since then.f The pastoral care of the converts I'astorai

in the Yoruba section of the Mission (of which the Jehu work is

a part) is now almost all carried on by the local Church Councils,

while the schools are still chiefly in the Society's hands. But
the English ladies exercise an influence upon the African women Work of

and girls, both by visiting and by teaching, which cannot be
l^v^flnc^

measured. The Church in the Yoruba Country is deeply indebted
to Mrs. Wood, Mrs. Fry, Miss Boyton, Miss Thomas, and many
others. The Training Institutions are of great importance in

supplying catechists and pastors ; and also school teachers, male
and female, for there is everywhere a demand for education, and
the Government by a new educational code has lately recognized
the importance of religion. This view was expressed in these
striking words :

—

" The exampleH of India and China, as well as of Africa, appear to

demonstrate that purely secular education, and even moi'al instruction

* Sec also tils latest survey of the work, given to the Synod in May, l'J15,

and printed in the CM. Rev., Oct., 1915.

t See Archdeacon Melville Jones's article on the Mass Movement, CM. llcv.,

Feb., 19U.
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Tart II.

Chap. 6.

'The Oyo
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divorced from religious sanction, among races who have not the atmo-
sphere which centuries of Christian ethical standards have produced in

Europe, infallibly produce a class of young men and women who lack

reverence alike for their parents, their social superiors, their employers,
or the Government. ... It I'einains more than doubtful how far the
African is capable of being restrained by moral precepts divorced from
the incentive of religious sanctions."

This is very satisfactory. Of course the Government makes no
distinction of creed or denomination. Only what may be called
" common CInistianity " is meant.
The Training College at Oyo, under Archdeacon Melville Jones,

is naturally one of the most important agencies in the Mission.

Bishop Tugwell reports that since its establishment in 1896, the

total number of students has been 240, of whom 85 are now at

work, and 124 are at present under training. Of the 85, ten have
been ordained ; two are tutors in the College ; 23 are catechists

;

and 50 are schoolmasters or Scripture readers. Every student

has to take his full share in the work of cooking, washing, garden-

ing, &c., &c., so that the cost to the Mission is reduced to a

minimum, and when the student goes into work he can shift for

himself,—so that " the dignity of labour is daily and hourly

emphasized."
One of the agencies in this Mission, which has a success almost

vmique in C.M.S. experience, is the Lagos Bookshop, with its

branches at interior towns. It pays its way and leaves a profit.

In the year ending March, 1914, it sold no less than 5227 English

and 11,512 Yoruba Scriptures, 12,000 Yoruba Prayer Books, 13,945

hymn books, besides a large amount of general literature. The
printing press produced a Yoruba History of Lagos and other

works, and prints a weekly paper. The Nigerian Pioneer. A
Eevision Committee is engaged on the Yoruba New Testament,

and much new translational work is being done by different

missionaries in various languages.

The general movement in favour of Christianity is not the

result of a sense of sin or of a desire for a Saviour. The people do

aim at a " higher life," but this phrase in their lips too often means
something very different from its meaning in ours. They want
social advancement, and they see that the old heathenism is out of

character with it. But this feeling must be taken advantage of.

If it leads to inquiry, that inquiry will certainly open the eyes of

some. Accordingly we read, " Every nerve is being strained in the

Mission to cope with the situation, and the number of teachers is

gradually increasing. But much has to be left undone because of

the lack of agents. In one district alone only six of the twenty-

five churches have a resident teacher ; in another there are

but seventeen agents to work fifty-five churches which supply

seventy towns and villages ; in a third, there are congregations

numbering between 300 and 400 with no resident teacher, dependent

on two visits a month from one living fifteen miles away ; and so
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on,"* ]\t;ich will depend upon the spiritual life of the regular part 11.

congregations. A " mission," conducted by the Eev. and Mrs. F. 'j^''-

Trevelyan Snow in 1913-14, seems to have been attended with real

blessing ; and at a Convention on " Keswick " lines held at Lagos
in 'July, 1914, more than 1000 requests forjprayer were handed in.

This Convention was planned by the Eev. T. A. J. Ogunbiyi, after

his visit to Palestine and to England. After all, it is the power of

tlie Spirit of God in the Church that is the great need, as every-

where else.

I

Tlie Niger Delta Pastorate, under Archdeacon D. C. Crowther at Niger Delta

Bonny, continues self-supporting, and its adherents have increased ^^ oj^^^te.

year by year, now numbering nearly 9000, with six native clergy-

men. The senior pastor (except the Archdeacon), the Picv. J. Boyle,

died in 1909. j The visits of Bishop James Johnson, who has general

oversight of all the work in the Delta, including the Brass District

and also Benin, v^ have been much appreciated. Eeaders of the

early history of the Niger Mission will remember that nearly half-

a century ago the king of Brass, whose name was Ockiya, invited

Bishop Crowther to start a mission there. Its history has been
chequered, but it is interesting to record that in 1911 a son of

Ockiya was ordained by Bishop Johnson. A Theological Institu-

tion was opened in 1912 as a memorial to Bishop Crowther,
costing the Native Christians £1200, The late Eev. Dr. x\llan,

who visited West Africa in behalf of the Society in 1902, brought
back an interesting collection of relics and curios illustrative of the

old idolatiy and cannibalism of the Delta, which he presented
to the University of Oxford, and they can be seen in the Universit}'

Museum. But a much greater token of missionary success is that

at the notorious juju-town to the north-east of the Delta, where
the enormities were so glaring that the British authorities destroyed
the oracle, there is now a congregation (Presbyterian) of a
thousand souls, with a former juju priest as one of the leaders.

The work up the Niger, between the Delta and the confluence On the

of the Kworra and Binue Eivers, may be regardQd as the Mid >jiger?

Niger Mission, Its centre has always been Onitsha, the oldest

station on the river, first occupied in 1857. In Bishop
Crowther's time there was little to encourage in these districts, and
his mission agents themselves were not satisfactory ; but a
complete change has come over the whole work in recent years.

English and African missionaries are labouring side by side, and

* From the C.M.S. Report, 1914.

t There are some interesting papers on West African questions in the Pan-
Anglican Keports, Vol. IV., Section D ; among them, Bishop J. Johnson on
Missions and Native Customs (S. D. 3 (f)) ; Bishop Oluwole on Pastoral Care of
Converts (S. D. 2 (i)). and on Ev.angelistic Work (p. 24) ; Archdeacon Melville
Jones on Equal Evangelization of Sexes (p. 146).

+ He had lately returned from England, where he was a conspicuous figure
at the " Africa and the East " Exhibition. " He had endeared himself to all

"

who were engaged in it.

§ On Benin, see Bishop Johnson's Ileport, CM. Review, Nov., 1913.
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Part II. the influence of Christian women from England has been most
ciap^o.

j^g^pf^i^ g^QJ-, j^g jyfjgg ]\Iaxwell, Miss Warner, Miss Hornby, Miss
Martin, Miss Holbrook, Miss E. Dennis—to name only those of

oldest standing. Their work is the more important because
tliroughout the Ibo Country the men largely outnumber the
women among the Christians—which leads to perplexing marriage
questions and other difficulties. In this middle Niger district,

and in the north-eastern part of the Delta which adjoins it,

lie the spheres of Archdeacon Dennis, the Eevs. S. E. Smith,

G. T. Basden, J. C. E. Wilson, H. Proctor, and J. D. Aitkcn, Mr.
Cheethara, and others who have done no less zealous service,

though for a shorter time ; while Dr. Druitt's Medical Mission has
naturally been one of the most effective agencies. Sir P. Lugard
laid the foundation stones of the Dobinson Memorial Dispensary
and the Hill Operating Theatre (m memory of Archdeacon Dobin-
son and Bishop Hill), near Onitsha, in February, 1913. Onitsha
has now its own Church Council, and in 1907 the Christians

sent to the Society £257 in commemoration of the jubilee of the

station. Towns and villages all over the territory on both sides of

the river have now their little bands of converts, including the

Ijaw and Sobo countries, where Mr. Proctor, Mr. Aitken, and Mr.
Eeeks have been doing good work. The first confirmation in the

Ijaw District was held by Bishop Tngwell in January, 1915. The
demand for more teachers is persistent, and the openings are most
inviting. There is, in fact, almost a " mass movement," con-

stituting a most urgent call for reinforcements. Mr. Aitken re-

ported only a year ago that in a few months he had registered

2000 people who had thrown away their idols.*

ciHirch The Church Councils at Lagos, Abeokuta, Ibadan, and other

tion^"'^'^' centres, and the Delta Pastorate, have prepared the way for the

complete synodical organization of the diocese. In 1906, at a

large meeting of clergy and laity at Lagos, a draft constitution was
approved,! and the Synod has met yearly from that time. All

licensed clergy in priests' orders are members of it, and lay dele-

gates from the congregations. Subject to certain conditions of

parochial organization, the right of representation depends on the

support of the clergy. A congregation raising £200 is entitled

to four delegates, and smaller contributors in proportion ; and
poor congregations may combine to secure a delegate jointly

elected. The Synod appoints a Diocesan Board to assist and
advise the Bishop ; and Patronage Boards are formed on the Irish

and Colonial system. District Councils deal with local affairs.

The four chief ones above mentioned are now financially and
administratively independent of the C.M.S. ; while others, which

* A sketch of the Ibo Mission for 50 years from its commencement in 1857,

l)y the Rev. G. T. Basden, appeared in the CM. Rcvicir of March, 1907, with
a striking diagram-map.

t This constitution is fully described in an interesting article by Mr. Baylis

in the C. M. Review, March, 1907.
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still partially depend on it for funds, have chairmen appointed part it.

by the Mission who in case of need could exercise a veto. The ^^^^^- *'•

reports of the proceedings of the Synod have shown an excel-

lent spirit, and no little practical wisdom in the administration

of the Church. In 1906, six bishops on the West African coast

met and discussed the possibility of forming an ecclesiastical

province. They adopted resolutions in favour of it, and also agreed
upon important regulations touching marriage, discipline, educa-
tion, etc. But the way has not opened for the full development
then contemplated.*

Northern Nigeria.

We must now take up the Mission in Northern Nigeria Advance

separately. Bishop Tugwell's first attempt to extend it into the
state?''^"^^

Hausa States, in 1900, met with a repulse. At first the outlook was
promising, the party being well received at the important town of

Zaria, and the good knowledge of Hausa attained by Dr. Miller

during a preparatory visit to Tripoli proving very useful; but
althougli they reached the still more important city of Kano^
a great centre of trade said to be older than London !—they were
immediately expelled by the Mohammedan Emir there. Later, Repulses

they were also expelled from Zaria, and after almost a year in ^,"[[163'"'"

Hausaland they were compelled to return to the Niger, f Subse-
quently, the murder of an English officer, and the protection of

the murderer by the Emir of Kano, led to General Lugard having to

march against that city ; and for some time the British authorities,

while showing personal kindness to the missionaries, declined to

permit their advance. But Dr. Miller and others—including the

Eevs. G. P. Bargery, F. H. Lacy, and W. P. Low :J:—were again
and again at Gierku and other places, and while distressed at the
" loathsome mixture " of Pagan superstition and Moslem bigotry

which they encountered—lantern pictures of the Crucifixion being
received with peals of laughter,—they persisted year after year

;

Dr. Miller giving much time to Bible translation in the Hausa
language, whose "wonderful beauty and wealth" charmed him.
The first convert was a lad who had been on pilgrimage to Mecca,
and had been disillusioned there. After two years with Dr. IMiller

he was sent to the Training Institution at Oyo, and there he was
baptized by Bishop Tugwell in x\ugust, 1904, In 1905 the Mission

* The whole history of the native Church in West Africa, and the possi-

hilities of further development, were discussed by Archdeacon Melville Jones
in the Int. Rev. Miss., April, 1912.

t The letters from this first Hausaland party appeared in the C.]\r. Intcll.

and CM. Gleaner of 1900.

X Mr. Low was mentioned in an official dispatch for his "gallant conduct"
when an outbreak occurred in which the British officer in command was
killed. He was the first to hear the news, and made a hazardous journey by
bicycle and horse to the place, where, knowing the language of the people,
he had a chief share in restoring order.
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again advanced to Zaria. Inquirers now came forward, one l)y

one, and in April, 1907, two Mohammedan mallams were baptized.

Dr. Miller wrote, " Many arp l)eginning to seek after God ; many
are convinced, but dread what it involves to be a Christian."

In 1907 an interesting new Mission in the Bauchi highlands,

where the population is Pagan, was begun in the following circum-

stances. About the year 1904 a small band of young Cambridge
men whose hearts had been moved by the call from unevangelized

races, associated themselves in an effort, independent of any other

organization, to plant a Mission in some place which had never

been reached l)y the Gospel of Christ. It was to be interdenomi-

national, and to seek for support from none beyond themselves.

The missionary members of the party were to be maintained, if

necessary, by the other members of the Band who were unable

to go abroad. It was a noble ideal, but the practical difficulties

which arose in reducing it to action were soon manifest. Two
members of the Band, which came to be known as the " C.U.M.P."
(Cambridge University Mission Party), were sons of Prel^endary

Fox, the C.M.S. Hon. Sec, (one a curate with Canon Lilhngston

of Hull, the other in training for the medical profession). The
Band were thus naturally led to consult Salisbury Square, and the

result was an affiliation with the Society, by which a district in

the Niger Mission was assigned to the Party, whose missionaries

supported by it sliould be on the roll and under the regulations of

the C.M.S., subject in special cases to the approval of the C.U.M.P.
Committee. The first to go out in 1907 was the Eev. J. W. Lloyd,

son of a well-known supporter of the Society in South Wales.
The next in tlie same year was the Eev. G. T. Fox, and work was
shortly begun at Panyam among the Pagans of the Bauchi high-

lands. A third member of the Party, the Eev. C. H. Wedgwood,
followed, and before long a new station was opened at Kalnvir.

Two wives and three other members of the C.U.M.P. have since

been added, the Eev. L. N. Green and Dr. J. C. Fox in 1909, and
the Eev. E. Playward in 1911 ; but Mr. Green has since retired.

It was a great sorrow when Mr. G. T. Fox died before the closed

gates of Kano in 1912.

The missionary success of this little Band has been large.

Besides winning the confidence of suspicious tribes, and trans-

lating portions of the Scriptures into two new languages, it has a

record of baptisms remarkal)le in view of difficulties and dis-

couragements whicli have come as often from tlie white man's
influence as the black man's prejudice ; and strong foundations

have been laid for the wider and higher upbuilding which will

surely follow. Bishop Tugwell went to Kabwir in April, 1915,

and confirmed 22 persons, including seven young married couples.

In 1910 Dr. Miller had leave from the British authorities to visit

Kano again, and took with him his Christian mallams. One of

these mallams subsequently went alone to another town, in a

district closed against white missionaries. But Kano had again
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to he abandoned, and it ia only now that there is at last a prospect part n.

of the Mission being allowed to approach the city. It must be '—

borne in mind that these northern provinces are in fact protected

native States, similar to the native States of India. The British Moslem

ofiticials are, as in India, called Eesidents, and tlie actual adniinis- BrS '''"''

tration is partly in native hands ; whereas in Southern Nigeria oniciais.

the officials are called Commissioners, and there are no " sultans
"

or " emirs." This no doubt accounts in part for the Government

restrictions on missionary work ;
yet it must be frankly added

that some of the Eesidents are confessedly opposed to Christian

effort in Moslem districts.* But Dr. C. H. Eobinson, who himself

visited the Hausa country after his brother J. A. Eobinson's death,

considers that the best hope for West Africa would be " the con-

version of the Hausas and of one or two other races in the

interior, who possess a strength of character which is not to be

discovered amongst the peoples in the coastal districts." t Mean-

while, at Zaria and elsewhere, there have been fm-ther baptisms,

and the converts have shown steadfastness and zeal. An interest- Christian

ing recent development is the gathering of 115 Christians and ^ '"''"*'

inquirers into a new village by themselves, which is called Gimi.

Dr. Miller reports warmly on this experiment. Among recent

recruits to the Hausa Mission is a New Zealand clergyman, but

an Oxford man, the Eev. Leonard S. Kempthorne, son of the

Eector of Nelson Cathedral.

All this while, good work has been going on in the older parts Lokfjjaand

of the Northern Nigeria field, at Lokoja, and in the Nupe country,
"'"''

and at Bida, the scenes of many visits by Bishop Crowther in

former days. Quite recently, the hitherto unpromising outlook has

much changed, and a widespread spirit of inquiry is now visible,

almost like that in the Ibo or the Yoruba Country, People are

l)uilding clmrches and schools for themselves, and begging for

teachers. Mr. Alvarez, who was transferred from Sierra Leone to

Northern Nigeria in 1901, has been in principal charge, to the great

advantage of the work. The Bishop also appointed Mr. Macintyre

Archdeacon, but he has l)een invalided home, and will prol)ably

work in Egypt or Palestine.

Other ]\Iissions have begun work during these years in Northern
?.*}j'^y,,j,

Nigeria, the most important being the Sudan United Mission, an

interdenominational organization. Their principal field of labour

is up the Binue, mainly among the Pagan population. From time

to time all the Missions, including the C.M.S., have met in

conference and discussed matters oif common interest in the prac-

tical arrangements of the w^ork and such subjects as the liquor

traffic and polygamy.t Bible translation has also been done in

* See Dr. Miller's article, "Northern Nigeria: Two Outlooks," in tbo

CM. Rev., July, 1909.

t History of Christian Missions, p. 299.

% An interesting account of one such Conference at Lokoja over which
Bishop Tugwell presided, appeared in the C.ilf. Revieio, Nov., 1910, under the
title, " Where Niger and Binue Meet."
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coi"nl)inatioii ;
* but in Ilausa almost everything is the work of Dr.

Miller. Similar gatherings, it should be added, have taken place in

Southern Nigeria. Of course the Eoman Catholic Missions always
stand aloof from such co-operation ; and their influence in Nigeria
is unhappily rendered doubtful by their laxity regarding heathen
customs.

This brief account of the Society's West Africa Missions may
be fitly concluded by quoting utterances of Sir F. Lugard and
Sir H. H. Johnston. The former, in his Eeport to Government in

1906, wrote as follows touching the friendly attitude of the Emir of

Zaria :

—

" This friendly attitude and the remarkable results achieved are
probably and almost entirely due to Dr. IMiller's exceptional tact and
personal influence, together with his absolute mastery of the Hausa
language. . . . The Resident . . . cannot too warmly express his grati-

tude to Dr. Miller. . . , The Emir himself has apparently fomaed a
close friendship with Dr. Miller, and invites a frank expression of his

opinions on social abuses which come under his notice. I believe that a
verj' great deal of good has resulted."

And Sir H. H. Johnston, in a review of Mr. E. D. IMorel's book
on Nigeria, expressed disagreement with that gentleman's criticisms

on some of the C.M.S. work, and added, " In fact, the C.M.S. for

good or for ill, has done more to create British Nigeria than the

British Government."
Lastly, let it be suggested that the Weslpru, Equatorial Afrira

Diocesan Magazine, a monthly periodical admirably edited by
Mr. Watson of Newcastle, should be read by all who are interested

in West Africa,f

* See Archdeacon Dennis's very interesting acconut of the Union Ibo
Bible, completed in 1912 after seven years' labour, CM. Rev., Apiil, 1912.

I To be bad from Mr. W. Watson, 15, Grosvenor Place, Ncwcastle-ou-Tyne.
Price 2/6 a vcar.



CHAPTEE VII.

C.M.S. MISSIONS: EAST AmiCA.

British East Africa: Mombasa, Frere Town, &c.—German East Africa:

Progress Prior to the War— British East Africa : the Interior—Kikuyu

District—Kikuyu Conference.

|N the same year in wliicli the C.M.S. kept its Centenary, part n.

the proposed division of the Diocese of Eastern Equa- ^'^^ •

torial Africa, over which three bishops, Hannington, Diocese of

Parker, and Tucker, had presided, was carried out, and ""^
^"'

the two dioceses of Mombasa and Uganda came into

being. Bishop Tucker retained Uganda, and the Eev. W. G. Peel

was consecrated for Mombasa on St. Peter's Day, 1899. For
nearly twentj^ years Mr. Peel had worked in India, and had been
Secretary at both Madras and Bombay ; and his varied experience

and high reputation pointed him out as the right man for a post

of peculiar difficulty.*

The Diocese of ^klombasa comprises extensive territories in both

British and German East Africa, inhabited by numerous tribes

speaking different languages and dialects, and without anj- of tlie

comparatively advanced organization of a kingdom like Buganda.

British East Africa—The Coast District.

The neighbourhood of ]\rombasa itself, the port of British East Frere Town:

Africa, liad been the scene of the labours of Krapf and Pvebmann,
sppct'^""

the first missionaries in that part of the world (1844) ; and when
the Society revived the old INIission in 1874, it was primarily' to

receive freed slaves, rescued by British cruisers from the Arab
slave slups then infesting the coast. This work was undertaken
at the request of Sir Bartle Frere, who negotiated the treaty witii

the Sultan of Zanzibar which eventually brought the East African

slave trade to an end ; and the settlement, founded by the Eev. W.
Salter Price, was named Frere Town accordingly. The success of

Mr. Price's work was strikingly illustrated when, ten years later,

a fresh cargo of rescued slaves was brought in ; the men who
received and attended to them and taught them being their prede-

cessors of ten years before. Besides Frere Town itself, use was
also made of the old station of Eabai, fifteen miles inland, where

* P.S.—April, 1916. Bishop Peel's death is a heavy loss to the IMissiou.
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Eebmann had lived nearly thirty years in the old days ^Yith his

handful of converts ; and thither gathered large numbers of fugi-

tives from the domestic slavery of the country, wlio were ransomed
by the British East Africa Company compensating the owners.
Evangelistic work was also carried on among the neighbouring
tribes ; Giriama and Jiloi'e became famihar names in C.M.S. publi-

cations ; and the patient and prayerful labours of Douglas Hooper,
H. K. Binns, W. E. Taylor, and many others, and of a succes-

sion of devoted women, bore definite fruit.

Bishop Peel had heard much that was unfavourable about the

Mission before he reached Africa, but lie was encouraged beyond
expectation by what he saw. His long Indian experience had
taught him the mistake of judging a people only just come out of

the darkest superstition and the grossest immorality by a standard
scarcely applicable to our home population with all the advantages
of its environment. And the development of trade on the coast

had brought a motley multitude in which the little bands of native

Christians, with all their real imperfections, were comparatively as

lights in the darkness. Archdeacon Binns, in 1910, with a local

experience of thirty-five years, wrote of the village of Eabai, " The
change in the country is marvellous. The difference in the attitude

of the whole people towards the religion of Christ, the growtli in

grace of many, the happy Christian homes, the sight of Christian

mothers taking their little ones to church daily, the voices raised

in prayer at our prayer meeting, the attendance of so many at the

Lord's Table—these things cause me to thank God and take

courage." Eecently there has been a hopeful movement among
the suiTounding ti^ibes, particularly in the Digo Country to the

soutli ; and the whole number of baptized Christians in the Coast
district exceeds 1400, besides a large number of catechumens.
Further inland are the Missions in the Taita country, where ]\Ir.

Wray lalaoured so patiently for thirty years, until he became in an
unusual degree the father as well as pastor of a people transformed
fi'om the most degrading heathenism. • Excellent work has been
done by IMr. Yladimir Vassil Verbi, a Bulgarian by birth, but now
in English orders, with his wife and her sister (who went out in

1896-7 as the Misses Mayor) ; also by Mr. Maynard, one of the

zealous missionaries of the New South Wales Association.

Mombasa itself is mainly a Mohammedan town, and the work
has been as difficult as at (say) Peshawar; but here also there

are now very hopeful signs, such as more than one hundred men
in baptism and confirmation classes, and the first baptisms of

immigrants from India. Among the developments of our period

have been the Mzizima Hospital, worked by Dr. Shepherd, the

Buxton High School, opened by Mr. Victor Buxton in 1904, and
the East African Industries Company, formed l)y the same valued

friend for the good of the people, of course independently of the

* Sec the remarkable testimony of an English officer, CM. Gleaner, .Jan.,

191G.

i
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Mission."" But the chief outward and visible sijL;n of the Christian i;aktii.

occupation of the coast is the new cathedra], built as a memorial '.^

to Bishops Hannington and Parker and the Eev. Henry Wright,
which was dedicated on May 31st, 1905. It is an imposing structure
with a strikingly Oriental effect. It is a notable fact that while The four

many older mission fields, and colonial dioceses too, are as yet t'^'^^ech-^i''

without central churches that can be dignified with the name of Africa,

cathedrals, the comparatively young dioceses in East and Central
Africa have four, viz., Uganda, Mombasa, Zanzibar, and Likoma.
The latter two are of course fruits of the Universities' Mission

;

and the Likoma cathedral, on an island in Lake Nyasa, was, like

that in Uganda, to a large extent built by the native Christians
themselves.

The death of one African clergyman, the Rev. W. H. Jones, Afiicau

should be mentioned. Some sixty years ago he was rescued from •^^^^^'^'^y-

a slave-ship by a British cruiser, and taken to Bombay, whence
he was sent, as were others, to the C.M.S. Mission at Nasik,
where he was educated and baptized. In 1861 he and another
ex-slave, Ishmael Semler, were sent to Mombasa to work under
Eebmann. Both were ordained by Bishop Hannington in 1885.

Jones accompanied Hannington on his last journey, and brought
back the news of his murder, the returning caravan being preceded
by the flag inscribed with the word Ichabod, which has been
shown at missionary exhibitions all over England. He died in

1901. 1 Semler is still at work after fifty years on the coast.J A
third African, J. E. Deimler, was ordained by Bishop Tucker in

1896, and a fourth, Lugo Fussell Gore, by Bishop Peel in 1903.

Gekman East Africa.

Turning to German East Africa, we find ourselves in a growing |^ernian

and deeply interesting Mission, though one of the least familiar to Mpapua,'

C.M.S. members and friends. When the first party for Uganda *^''

went up country in 1876, one man was left at a place called

Mpwapwa,§ some 250 miles from the coast, recommended for an
intermediate station by Captain Cameron, who had latel}- made
one of the earliest journeys across Africa. In the two neigh-
bouring districts of Ussagara (or Ukaguru) and Ugogo, the work
has been carried on ever since ; and the name of Mpwapwa has

* An interesting account of the East African Industries, by Mr. Buxton,
appeared in the CM. Rev., Jan., 1909. See also Col. Kenyon's article,

Jan., 1914.

t Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, when he visited East Africa in 1902, was much
interested in Jones, and in the IMission generally.

X The Eev. G. W. Wright says, " In spite of his years Mr. Semler confronts
the mixed crowd in the market-place with boldness and vigour "

; and adds
the interesting fact that in working among the Indian immigrants at Mom-
basa he was assisted for a time by a convert of Dr. Pennell's from the Afghan
Frontier, Sheikh Allah Bakhsh, who was one of the medical students at
Bannu.

§ This was the old spelling. It is now spelt Mpapua,
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been familiarized at home through its adoption by the first of

the bands of young laymen formed to promote Missions in our
parishes. The Mpwapwa Band of St. James's, HoUoway, has had
many imitators.

British and Australian and Canadian missionaries have worked
together in these districts, and Bishop Peel's letters describing his

visits to the country have been of singular interest. It was here
that he started his plan of self-sacrifice on the simplest scale, each
Christian family, on sitting down to its principal daily meal, taking
a certain quantity of the food and putting it aside then and there

as God's portion. In 1899 there were 200 baptized converts. The
returns for 1914 give 1300 baptized and nearly 4000 catechumens.
When the Society was faced with heavy deficits a few years

ago, the question was gravely considered whether this work could
be handed over to another Society. There would be a distinct

advantage in concentrating upon British East iVfrica ; and there

were active German Missions in the German territories, while the
U.M.C.A. was at Zanzibar and in the adjoining districts to the

south. But in view of the whole past history, and of Bishop Peel's

reports, it was felt impossible to abandon such a work ; and this

decision has been rewarded by the definite progress that has been
achieved in the last three or four years.

In the CM. Review of March, 1913, the Kev. Dr. T. B. R. West-
gate, a C.M.S. missionary from Canada, gave particulars of all

these Missions. His figures were for 1912, and were taken from
the German official Adressbuch. The C.M.S. was credited with
20 missionaries and 1053 Christians; the U.M.C.A. with 32 mis-

sionaries and 4149 Christians ; five German Societies together,

with 225 missionaries and 10,500 Christians; the three Eoman
Catholic Missions with 315 missionaries and 34,000 Christians.

Meanwhile, far away to the west, at the south end of the Victoria

Nyanza, there was a small Mission in the country of Usukuma.
Although in German territory, and nominally in Bishop Peel's

jurisdiction, this had been worked from Uganda ; and it had its

own historic interest as being at the place where Alexander Mackay
died. But its isolation, and the neighbourhood of the Africa Inland
Mission, led to the two C.M.S. missionaries being transferred to

Uganda in 1909, and the handful of converts being committed to

the care of the A.I.M.

Bishop Peel's letter received early in 1914 was accompanied by
a remarkable little map of the Mission in Gerlnan East Africa,

constructed by his daughter on the spot.* It shows that the

district allotted by the comity of Missions to the C.M.S. extends

some 250 miles east and west, and about 100 miles north and
south ; and in that area there are no less than 370 dots of different

shapes indicating stations, out-stations, &c. In every one of these,

the Bishop wrote, reading and writing wore being taught, in some

* tice CM. Review, Sept., l'Jl-1.

1
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cases three times a week, iu others only once a fortnight ; and in part ii.

every one there were somr converts under instruction for baptism, ^'^ifP^^-

it might be one hundred, it might be half a dozen. In the joint

report, signed by Archdeacon Eees and Mr. Doulton, the 370
become 405, showing that the map actually understated the facts.

The Mission had profited much by the Pan-AngUcan grant, out of

which good school-buildings had been erected. Some particularly

interesting illustrations of work and its fruits are given. Such are

"the celebration of Holy Communion for three or four Christians

in an isolated station by the light of a hurricane-lantern, with
the verandah of a native beehive hut for a sanctuary, and the
missionary's beast of burden eating his corn a few yards away"

;

the special service on Sunday mornings for old people at Berega,
and the Bishop addressing 170 of them, but no hymns as they
could not sing ; the simple medical work which a convert named
Danieli, trained by Dr. Baxter, carried on during the doctor's fur-

lough, " under Miss Spriggs's superintendence "
; the spirit of the

catechumens, who regard it as their obvious duty " to take the
Christian message anywhere " ; and " the tiny god-houses, once
much in evidence in gardens, now scarcely ever seen." In other
reports, several individual native teachers have been highly
spoken of. Mr. Doulton, for instance, wrote of the " faithful-

ness " of one, his "example to the flock," "his true witness for

Christ by life and word."
During Bishop Peel's visit to German East Africa in 1913, he Laympn

ordained three lay missionaries of long experience, Mr. J. H. o'^'^'^"^'^''-

Briggs, Mr. D. Deekes, and Mr. E. W. Doulton, giving them
deacons' and priests' orders on successive Sundays ; and he
appointed the Kev. D. J. Eees Archdeacon. Mr. Deekes, it will

be remembered, was the one missionary with Alexander Mackay
when he died in 1890. Mr. Doulton is a Sydney man, sent by the
New South Wales Association, and was one of the first to offer

when the C.M.S. Deputation went to Australia in 1892.
All through these past years the German authorities were not <:crman

only vigorous in developing the country,—the railway from the
^'^'^""''"^°-

coast already nearing Tanganyika,—but also were courteous and
friendly to the Society's missionaries in their territory. Latterly
they urged the missionaries to push forward the education of the
people, avowing their preference for Christian employes rather
than Mohammedans, while if the former class were not available
the latter must be taken. A remarkable testimony to the success
of the C.M.S. schools among the Wagogo w^as given by First
Lieutenant Styx, a German official, in 1907. The upper classes
were being taught German ; but the rehgious instruction was
given in Kigogo, the native language, which the Mission had
reduced to writing for the first time.* In 1910 the German
authorities ordered all chiefs, and their heirs, to learn to read

Sec CM. Giuette, Sept., 1907.
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Part H. and write. A Swahili seminary was lately opened, -the Berlin
ciiap^/.

gQcJQty^ w^Q Moravians, and the C.M.S. working together,—^which

should facilitate ,the general adoption of Swahili as the Ungua
franca for the whole country. This was arranged in 1911, when
Missions' Inspektor x\xenfeld visited East Africa.*

It must be regretfully added that the chief difdculty of the

Mission has been with the Eoman missionaries, who, as in so many
other parts of the world, have passed by Pagan tribes as yet

imreached in order to induce the Anglican Christians to join

them.
So far, until the War broke out. The only information since

received is given in the Appendix.

British East Afeica : Interior.

Ad\ ancu of We must now go northward again into British East Africa, still

iiaiiwaj"^'''
i'^ ^^6 diocese of Mombasa. The advance of the Uganda Eailway,

and the inviting highlands and fine climate through which (after

the first 100 miles) it passed, naturally attracted, not only

European settlers and sportsmen, but also Swahili traders from
the coast, who are all Moslems, and who everywhere spread their

religion. Several Christian Missions, however, have been estab-

lished during the period under review in the Ukamba and Kenia
provinces, the principal ones that are Protestant being those of

the C.M.S., the Church of Scotland, and the Africa Inland Mission,

the latter an interdenominational organization with bases in both

England and the United States ; and the Eoman Catholics are

also strong. About 1900 there begins to appear in the C.M.S.
Kikuyii Eeports the now famous name of Kikuyu, which is the central
District.

^^^ healthy district in which is situated Nairobi, now the capital

of British East Africa. Mr. A. W. McGregor, who had worked
at Taveta with Mr. Steggall, w^as commissioned in that year to go

forward and prospect with a view to a C.M.S. Mission among the

Wa-Kikuyu, one of the largest tribes in the country. He found at

Nairobi the headquarters of the railway, and a fine field for

missionary work ; and there also, shortly afterwards, the C.C.C.S.

located a chaplain for the European community. In 1902 Mr.

McGregor was joined by the Eev. H. Leakey, and in the following

year he went forward into the Kenia Province, a country dominated

by the mighty mountain of that name. Mr. G. Burns, of the

New South Wales Association, followed at Nairobi ; and other

stations have since been opened. Canada sent two brothers, the

Eev. E. W. Crawford and Dr. T. W. Crawford ; and other mission-

aries have since been added. Meanwhile the centre of the Church

of Scotland Mission had been fixed near a station on the railway

twenty miles from Nairobi, to which had been given the properly

tribal and district name of Kikuyu.f Mr. McGregor's station,

* Sec CM. Review, Feb., 1914, p. 107.

t An excellent account of the Kikuyu country aiid its people, by Mr.
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Weithaga, is progressing well. The British authorities have part ii.

chosen two of the Christians to be chiefs of districts ; and one of *"
^^'•

them signalized his appointment by strong measures against drink

and immorality. Mr. McGregor writes that the Kikuyu people

are distancing all the other tribes :

—

" Kikuyu workmen are now found engaged in all kinds of employment
to the satisfaction of their employers. Perhaps no other tribe in East
Africa save the Baganda can show such a record of service by members
of their tribe. Kikuyus are found working in the engineering workshops,

at the carpenter's bench ; as High Court interpreters, in the ^Medical

Department of the Government ; as clerks in government oflices ; in the

post office as telegraphists, &c."

Of the country round INIount Kenia a most interesting account Mount

is given by Mrs. Crawford—who as Miss Grimes is so well known
through her sacred poetry, and who has been a pioneer missionary

to new tribes with her husband, the Canadian doctor—in her

excellent book, Bij the Equator's Snowy Pealc* At Kahuhia, where
the British Government station is called Fort Hall, the veteran

Douglas Hooper, though almost a wreck physically, continues his

devoted labours for the Africa which called him from Cambridge
thirty years ago ; working largely through the energies of his wife

as a medical missionary. It is a happy thing that he is now
being joined by his son (the child of his first wife, "Edith Baldey"),

the Eev. H. D. Hooper, who was born in Africa. In some of

these districts the celebrated warlike tribe, the Masai, are met
with. The results of the work cannot be compared with those in

Uganda, but the returns of 1914 give some 330 baptized Christians

and about 500 catechumens.
It was with the view to avoiding as far as possible the puzzling Kikuyu

of such relatively simple and ignorant people with the differences '
'^"''^^''^"*^^-

that separate Christians, and of preparing the way for the future

formation—if God bless the plans—of an united Christian Church,
—that the Kikuyu Conference of 1913 was held which has led to

so much controversy at home. But this important matter is

noticed at lengtli in Chap. XL.

Varied translational work has been accomplished in the different Literary

parts of this great diocese. The important language is that of the '^^ '

coast, Swahili, which the Government are fostering as a general

medium of communication. At Mombasa much has been done
in the form of it spoken there, which is regarded by some as

differing sufficiently from the Swahili of Zanzibar to require a

distinct version of the Bible and Prayer Book. Both the New and

McGregor, appeared in the CM. Review, Jan., 1909. Also see his int'^resting

letter in the Gleaner of Oct., 1915.
* Published by the C.M.S. The retirement of Dr. and Mrs. Crawford,

owing to the latter's ill-health, is a great loss to the Mission. Bishop Peel's

account of the country appeared in the CM. Intell. of Aug., 1906.

Q
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pakt it. Old Testament, nncl the Prayer Book, in this dialect, have been
oiap^,.

j.gyjggj . commentaries on the Gospels written; the Pilgrim's

Progress begun ; a S^Yahili magazine edited. Mr. Binns and
Archdeacon Hamshere have been thus busily occupied. In the

language of the Taita country, Ki-sagalla, Mr. Wray produced the
four Gospels, most of the Prayer Book, a hymn-book and two or

three smaller books. There has been a joint committee for Kikuyu
translation ,, In German East Africa, Australian and Canadian
missionaries have revised the New Testament in the language of

Ugogo. As everywhere, the Bible Society and the S.P.C.K. have
printed and supplied these various translations.

Tiie^c.M.s. In 1899 the missionary staff of the Diocese of INIombasa com-
prised 15 clergymen, 15 laymen, 18 wives, and 20 other women

;

total 68. The figiu-es for 1915 are 25 clergymen, 3 laymen, 23
wives, and 18 other women ; total 69. The change in the clerical

and lay numbers is explained by the fact that several of the laymen
have been ordained since. Of the whole 68 of 1899, 30 are still

on the staff. The deaths have been only five. Only one man has
been taken, a young layman who died almost immediately on land-

ing. Three men lost their wives, Mr. Hamshere, Mr. Briggs, and
Mr. Doulton, each of whom had married one of the women
missionaries. All three have married again, this time also women
missionaries. Also the wife of the Eev. A. E. Steggall died. But
several men have retired who might in the African climate be
called veterans. Dr. Baxter and Mr. Wray would be veterans in

any Mission, with 36 and 30 years respectively ; and Messrs.
Burness, Cole, Taylor, England, Wood, and Luckock, Mr. and
Mrs. Bailey, and Miss Brewer, all served over 20 years. Among
the thirty of 1899 still at work, Mr. and Mrs. Binns have
nearly 40 years to their credit, Mr. Douglas Hooper 30, Messrs.

Deekes, Briggs, Archdeacon Hamshere, Doulton, ]\IcGregor,

Maynard, VerlSi, Mrs. Burns, Mrs. Leakey, Mrs. Deekes, and the

Misses Deed, Wilde, Ackerman, and Lockett, 20 years or more.
Among those who have retired, Mr. Taylor will be remembered

for his linguistic w^ork ; Mr. Wray for his long and patient service

at Taita, before referred to ; Dr. Baxter, and Messrs. Cole, Beverley,

and Wood, for equally patient labour in Ussagara ; Mr. Steggall as

for several years the missionary at Taveta, the place at the foot of

Mount Kilimanjaro recently captured by the Germans ; Dr.
Edwards as the first medical missionary at Mombasa ; Mrs. Bailey

(Miss M. Harvey) as having been the first of the modern band of

women missionaries of the Society.

Australia is well represented in this diocese. New South Wales
has sent Mr. Doulton, Mr. Burns, Misses Miller and Jackson;!

Victoria has sent Mr. Maynard, Miss Dixon, and Miss Good (now
Mi'S. Doulton). Canada also has sent good men, the brothers

Crawford (before mentioned) and the Rev. Dr. Westgate.

On the effects of the War on the Mission, see the Appendix.



CHAPTEK VIII.

C.M.S. MISSIONS: UGANDA.

Note.— The name of Uganda is noio tised only of the whole Protectorate.

The old kingdom is officially called by its local native name, Buganda, which
is only a small part of the Protectorate. Busoga, Bukedi, Bimyoro, Toro,

Ankole, and other native kingdoms, are in Uganda, but not in Buganda. The
people are called Baganda, Banyoro, Batcro, dc., and one individual is a
Mnganda, a Mutoro, dc. The languages are Luganda, Lunyoro, dc. The
term TVaganda, which teas common in earlier days, is the Szvaliili or coast word
for the people, and ccrrrespotids with Baganda.

The New Diocese of Uganda—Testimonies of Governors and Visitors-
Four Christian Kings—Conversion and Death of Mwanga—Bones of

- Martyrs found—Bishop Wilkinson's Gifts—Progress and ExtensionV of the Mission—Educational and Medical Work—The Cathedrals

—

^ Baganda Clergy and Evangelists— Baganda Christians — Roman
Mission—Church Organization: Synod Meeting— New Heresy

—

Advantage of one Church—The C.M.S. Staff— Bishop Tucker:
Retirement and Death ; the Archbishops Tribute.

HE formation of the new Diocese of Uganda, by its part ir.

separation from the rest of Eastern Equatorial Africa, ^'^^^•

coincided in time with local events of importance T})^
°^^^'

.

which gave promise of a new period of peace and Uganda.

progress. These events, the suppression of the
Sudanese ]\rutiny, the capture and exile of the two kings, Mwanga
and Kabarega, the near approach of the Uganda Eailway, the arrival

of Sir H. II. Johnston as Special Commissioner, and the arrange-
ments made by him for the future government of the country,
through the Kabaka, the Katikiro, and the Council of Chiefs, have
already been noticed. A new era had arrived; and, as the C.M.S.
Committee said in their Eeport, " The Christianity of Uganda,
having survived the horrors of barbarism, had now to be tested by
the enticements of civilization and trade." It was good that at
such a juncture Bishop Tucker should be relieved of the charge of
the varied work carried on in the immense areas of Britisli and
German East Africa, and thus be able to devote himself wholly,
as he did with so much untiring energy and good judgment, to
the care of the expanding Uganda Mission and growing Baganda
Church.
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nors,

PART II. The results of the work were conspicuous. Su' H. Johnston, in
Chapes, j^-g g^g^ official Eeport,-'= said, " The rapid spread of Christianity

Testimonies over Uganda is one of the greatest triumphs to which the advocates

of Christian propaganda can point; . . . the difference between

the Uganda of 1900 and the blood-stained barbarous days of

Mtesa and INIwanga is really extraordinary, and the larger share

is due to the teaching of Anglican and Eoraan Catholic mission-

aries." His successors have said much the same. Colonel Hayes
Sadler, who followed in 1902, said before he left England that he
had read the accounts of the Mission " with amazement " ; and
on his return two years later he said, " Now I have seen the work
I am still amazed." Colonel Sadler proved a most sympathizing

ruler, and when he left in 1904, a letter was addressed to him by
the Bishop, Archdeacon Walker, and the Eev. Henry Wright Duta
(Secretary of the Mengo Church Council), in which, after express-

ing their sense of the wisdom of his administration, they said :
—

" Your interest, not merely in the material development of the

country, but in the intellectual and spiritual well-being of the

people over whom you have been placed in the providence of God,
we shall ever gratefully remember." Other Commissioners, Mr.
G. Wilson for instance, and Sk H. Hesketli Bell, have also been
friends to all good work. The latter, after leaving, wrote as follows

to Bishop Tucker :

—

" Any success that may have attended my administration has been
largely due to the good feeling and harmony that has prevailed among
us all, aud to the generous appreciation which we have all felt for each
other's work. No one admires more than I do the wonderful results

obtained by the C.M.S. in Uganda, and my heartiest good wishes accom-
pany the continued progress of the work."

Visitors, too, have l)orne frank testimony to what they have
seen. Mr. Herbert Samuel, who is now a member of the British

Cabinet, wrote to tlie Wpstminx/er Gazette in 1902 a most graphic
account, beginning, " It is profoundly impressive to attend a

Sunday service here." Mr. Winston Churchill, when Under
Secretary for the Colonies in 1907, visited Uganda,t and on his

return, on two or three public occasions, expressed his admiration.
" Coming into that community in the heart of Africa, it seemed to

him as if he had come to a sort of centre of peace and illumination

in the middle of barbarism and darkness ; as if he had come into

a new world where all the hopes and dreams of the negrophile
and philanthropist -had at last been fulfilled." This was said at a
great meeting of laymen at the Church House, arranged by the

C.M.S. Lay Workers' Union ; but Mr. Churchill did not confine

his praise of the Mission to audiences sure to be sympathetic.
Almost immediately on arrival home he addressed the National

* Extracts were given in the CM. Intcll., Nov., 1900. Sir H. Johnston's!
book on Uganda was described at length in the CM. Intcll., Dec, 1902.

t See a full account in the CM. Rev., Feb., 1908.

and of
British
.Statesmen,
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Liberal Club, and told the crowd of members there that while "in vart n.

some parts of the Empire he had found the official classes dis- ^'^^^•

trustful of missionary enterprise," " in Uganda he found them
very grateful." And no wonder ! After referring to the " naked

savages " met with en route through East Africa, he said, " Once
in Uganda, you were in another world. You found clotlied,

cultivated, educated natives. You found 200,000 who could read

and write, a very greaC number who had embraced the Christian

faith sincerely, and had abandoned polygamy in consequence of

their conversion."

Equally striking was the testimony of Mr. Eoosevelt, who was and of

in Uganda in 1910. He pointed out the " immeasurable advance "
Roosevelt,

of even an imperfect Christianity upon the " Stygian darkness
"

of Paganism, thus rebuking " those who complain of or rail at

missionary work in Africa " because of the " shortcomings " of

native Christians. His article on the subject was written for the

DaUij T('h>(jrai)h, and appeared in that paper on July 22 in that year.

He wound up thus, " The result is astounding. . . . What has

been accomplished by Bishop Tucker and those associated with

him makes one of the most interesting chapters in all recent

missionary history."

Naturally Sir Henry Stanley watched the development of Death of

Uganda with almost paternal gratification. In 1901 he wrote to st'i'iiiey.

the three leading chiefs who were Eegents a remarkable letter, in

the coui'se of which he said, " Your prayers and oux'S ascend and
meet at the throne of God, and with one blessing He blesses you
and us." He died in 1904, thankful for having had so large a

share in opening up Africa.

One remakable testimony of quite a different kind is worth Indian

recording. After the capture and exile of the rebel kings, in 1899, io°diers in

the Indian troops that had been sent to put down the insurrection Uganda.

returned to India. Some of them, Mohammedans, who were then

posted at Quetta, went to the missionary there and asked for the

Christian Scriptures, that they might discover what had produced
such a people as they had seen in Uganda. They had actually

found black xlfricans in the local military force who knelt in

prayer night after night !—a thing to impress the Moslem mind.

The Uganda Mission has been so closely associated with the ciiristian

general history of the country for many years past that it is not
^{jjfining

easy to separate the story of the Mission from that of the kingdom, countries.

The education, installation, marriage, and investiture of the young
Kabaka have been noticed in the previous chapter. But he is not

* The general facts about Stanley's visit to Uganda in 1875, and his

challenge to Christendom to send a Mission there,—which led to the G.M.S.
enterprise,—^are well known. But some deeply interesting additional par-

ticulars will be found in the CM. hitdligenccr ot July, 1904, which appeared
soon after Stanley's death. They were taken from an original communication
from the Katikiro of Uganda printed in Uganda Notes (the local organ of the
Mission), and from an article by Stanley himself in the CornhiU Magazine of

Jan., rJUl.
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PAETii. the only local "king "who has puhlicly confessed Christ. Four
^^' kings of countries outside Buganda proper are also Christians.

(1) The king of Toro, Daudi Kasagama, was baptized before our
sixteen-year period, in 1896. (2) The king of Koki, Kamswaga,
was baptized in 1900, taking the name of Edward Hezekiya ; and
his wife, who was named Keziya. They were confirmed by
Bishop Tucker when he visited Koki a few months later. (3) The
king of Ankole, Kahaya, was baptized in 1902, with his wife and
several chiefs. Ankole, or Nkole, is the farthest part of the
Uganda Protectorate, and borders on German territory ; and the

whole story of the entrance there is very interesting. Mr. Clayton
and Mr. (now Bishop) WilUs were the early missionaries. (4) The
king of Bunyoro, Andereya, a son of Kabarega, was a devout and
energetic Christian before his selection to succeed a weak ruler

who had followed Kabarega, " No one in Bunyoro," wrote Mr.
Lloyd, " has done more for the advancement of Christ's Kingdom
than Andereya." An interesting account of his " coronation " was
sent by Mr. Fisher. The king himself read the Lesson, 2 Chron.
vi. 1-20; and the Eov. H. W. Duta preached " an appropriate and
solemn sermon." *

(:oiivpr.siou More remarkable are the conversion and Ijaptism of those who
of'Mwaugii. have been prominent enemies of the Gospel. That Mwanga

himself was one of them is a signal illustration of the power of

divine grace. He had been sent as a prisoner, with his wife,

down to MomJDasa. While there he taught her to read, and
asked for a Swahili Bible ; and Mrs. Burt visited him, and found
him familiar with the New Testament. Subsequently he was
moved to the Seychelles Islands, and there he died in 1903 ; but
he had been bai)tized first, and was believed to be truly peni-

tent. The Kev. H. W. Duta, the leading Muganda clergyman,
preaching in the cathedral after the news was received, pictured
Mwanga's arrival in heaven, and Bishop Hannington meeting him
with the usual salutation of the country, " How do you do, my
friend?" His remains were conveyed back to Uganda, and
interred beside those of his father Mtesa.f To the Seychelles also

fnd^Luba
^"^^-Im^'po^' t^ie king of Bunyoro, was banished, and to him his

Christian son and successor Andereya sent a Bunyoro evangelist
to teach him of Christ, with the result that in 1909 he was
baptized by the Bishop of Mauritius (Dr. Gregory) when on a
visit to those Islands, which are within his jurisdiction. A chap-
lain there, Mr. Pickwood, wrote that he was " a dear old man."
The same happy change cannot be reported of Luba, the chief

of Busoga who murdered Hannington at Mwanga's order. He

* Sec C.M.S. Gazette, Jan., 1909.

t It is interesting to notice tliat Mwanga's mother is a Christian. When
she was baptized does not appear, but she was confirmed in 1905, along with
ten of her household. Miss G. Bird wrote of a prayer meeting in that year
at her house, adding, " We simply marvelled at the grace and power of God
in changing one who had been so hard."
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became friendly and helped in church building, but his heart paktii.

never seemed to be touched, and he died in 1906. But his son ^^f;£i
•

was baptized in that same yeai', and baptized, it was deeply

interesting to hear, by Hannington's son, who had joined the

Mission three years before ; and a daughter of Luba also was
received into the Church in 1909. Mr. J. E. M. Hanningtou has

also discovered the exact spot where his father was murdered in
1885.--'-

Along with these striking links with the past may be mentioned The Bones

the discovery of the bones of the three boy martyrs who had Martyrs."^

been roasted to death by Mwanga in 1885. They were acciden-

tally found on May 22nd, 1905, during a visit of the then Bishop
of Zanzibar, Dr. Hine, who was taken to see the place where the

boys had suffered ; and he, being himself a doctor, pronounced
the bones to be those of lads of their age.f x\nother episcopal

visitor, Dr. Wilkinson, the Bishop of London's Suffragan for Bishop
^

Northern Europe, generously presented a granite Celtic cross to (jifts'"*'^"^

Ije erected on the spot, and also gave the money to build a chapel

for the King's School at Budo (see infra) in memory of the three

martyrs, sending from England four stained glass windows com-
memorating the event. This cross was unveiled by Bishop
Tucker during the second meeting of the Synod of the Church
in July, '1910. Within the following week or two he solemnly
interred with Christian rites the remains of the king who had put

those boys to death, and also laid his hands upon the young
Kabaka in the ancient rite of Confirmation. Could any coinci-

dence be more significant and touching ? Do not the three

events thus strangely associated represent in brief the whole story

of Uganda '?

Another deeply interesting occasion of remembering the past •"^'^^j^^^':^'^'^

was on Nov. 29th, 1912, when Bishop Willis dedicated a new church of Mackay's

at Natete, on the site of Alexander Mackay's house, and where ^'o^ise.

the earliest baptisms in Uganda took place. Fifty-seven men and
six women who had been baptized there in those days, were seated

in front. The Katikiro had made a list of those still alive who
were baptized there, 14:1 men and 25 women, including two of

the three regents, seven head chiefs, twenty-five other chiefs, and
eleven clergymen. The Kev. H. W. Duta preached, and in his

sermon pointed to difi"erent parts of the church :
" There stood

Mackay's bed ; here stood his smithy ; and in that corner (by the

Holy Table) was the boys' room where I slept."

We now turn to the general work of the Mission. The English Progress of

staff in 1899 comprised eighteen clergymen, eleven laymen, iietro-

seven single vv'omen, and four missionaries' wives. There were ^'P'^'^*'^-

• See C.J/. Rev., Oct., 1913, p. 6-10.

t Bishop Tucker's account of the discovery appeared in the CM. Intell.

of Sept., 1905. Bishop Mine's account of his visit was printed in Central
Africa, the organ of the U.M.C.A., in the same month, and was copied
into the CM. Intell. of October.
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PARTji. ten native clergymen and over 900 native teachers, all sup-

!!!^ ported by the Church, as has always been the case. There
were 17,000 ))aptized Christians, and a much larger number of

adherents. The adult baptisms in the preceding year were 2724.

Almost all these were in Buganda proper, the work in Toro and
other surrounding districts being still quite young. In 1901, at

the Brighton Church Congress, Bishop Tucker reviewed the ten

years of his episcopate, showing that the baptized Christians had
increased from 200 to 30,000, and the places of worship from one
to 700, of which thirty-live were in the capital and its suburbs.

On the tenth anniversary of his consecration, April 25th, 1900, he
liad held his one hundredth confirmation, and had up to that time
laid his hands on 7580 candidates,

rioscnt Now it was the results to about these dates that elicited the

testimonies of governors and visitors already cited. But subse-

quent years have largely added to the figures just given. In 1915
the baptized Christians numbered 107,000. If the 7500 catechu-

mens are added, we have a definite Christian population con-

nected with the Anglican Church of over 114,000. But the
" adherents " number many thousands more ; making a probable
total of over 200,000. The adult baptisms in the year were 7392.

There were forty-two native clergymen and over 3000 teachers,

all supported without drawing on C.M.S. funds,

tn^o'^
u'^" ^^^^ geographical extension also has been remarkable. When

Fields. Pilkington was in England in 1896, at the time that the " Three
Years' Enterprise " was launched, he proposed a " T.Y.E." for

Uganda, with a view to reaching the surrounding districts within
a radius of 200 miles from the capital. But the actual extension
has been much wider than that, eastward, westward, and north-
ward,—not southward because that way lies the great Lake,
which (as before stated) is as large as Ireland. In Koki and
Ankolo to the south-west, in Toro to the west, in Bunyoro to

the nortla-west, in the Nile (or Northern) Province to the far

north, in Busoga, Bukedi, and Kavirondo to the north-east and
east, the work has been extending and developing ; wliile the
development of tlie districts within Buganda proper, and of the
central institutions, has been equally notable.

tiie'Ex?cn-
Extremely interesting have been the reports year by year of the

sion. advancing tide of Christianity in the outlying regions; but it is

impossilile to give details here. Among the pioneers who have
been especially energetic may be named Mr, A. B. Lloyd, Mr.
Fisher, Mr. Clayton, and Mr. Kitching. Mr. Fisher has opened
no less than nine new centres of work. Bunyoro, where he
and his excellent wife laboured for some years, has presented
a remarkably changed aspect, largely owing to the devotion
of the king, Andereya, as already mentioned. Busoga, which for

some years was a discouraging held, has recently been the scene
of what may almost be called a mass movement. " Thousands of

people clamouring for teachers"; "chief after chief persistently
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begging that ca man may be sent, offering to erect any necessary I'abt n.

buildings and to supply tbe teacher with food"; "crowds of —

1

inquirers, who are searchingly examined before admission as

catechumens " ;—such are some of the reports. Toro has become

almost an independent Mission, sending forth its own evangelists

into neighbouring districts. It was here that the first pygmy
convert from Stanley's Great Forest was instructed and baptized.

Ankole was the first sphere of Mr. Willis, now the Bishop of

Uganda ; and Kavirondo was the second—a country with a people

quite different from the Baganda, naked and barbarous, and yet

teachable. The Bukedi Country is towards the slopes of Mount
Elgon, and here the work is in its earliest stage.* Far to the

north, in the Nile Province, Mr. Lloyd and Mr. Kitching began

work in the Acholi district, among the Gang people, in 1904

;

and though the occupation was not continuous, a few converts

were baptized ; and this mission has since been revived at a place

called Gulu, where (wrote Mr. Fisher) " the people want nothing,

wear nothing, and do nothing." Baganda evangelists have even

gone as far as Gondokoro, a name so familiar to all readers of

African travels, and near where the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan used

to begin. The latest intelligence from this distant field is very

encouraging.

j

One field, the Sesse Islands in the Lake, which at one time gave |!^^Py'|

so much promise, and where Mr. Gordon laboured, will not now
be found in the returns at all. This is owing to the sleeping sick-

ness, which ravaged the Islands, and the Government removed
the survivors to the mainland. Touching accounts came of

Baganda Christians, men and women, who volunteered to go to

the Islands and teach and care for the sick and dying, knowing
that it meant death to themselves, which in fact it did.t Great

efforts have been made by the Government to grapple with this

mysterious disease, and at length with considerable success. Two
years ago it was reported that the annual death-rate from it had

fallen from 8000 to 500.

Another extension for a short time was among the Nandi An un-

people, living on a high plateau east of Kavirondo, and approached ExtcnHou.

from a station on the railway. The strange customs of this tribe

were noticed in the C.M.S. Eeport of 1911, where there are

further references to the periodicals. Mr. Herbert sought for two
years to gain influence among them, but they did not even care

for learning to read, and in 1912 he was transferred back to

Buganda, where men were urgently needed, and the work was
suspended for a while.

This was the extreme east of the field. At the extreme west,

* Bishop Tucker's exploratory visit to Jlouut Elgon was described iu the

C..1/. Intdl., April, 1904.

t See CM. Gazette, Nov., 1'J15.

X See particularly the account of thirteen women who thus went, in the

CM. Gleaner of March, I'JIO.
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vart]]. more than 500 miles distant, on the edge of Stanley's great forest,
wp. ^.

.^YQ^.jj ^Yjjg bgtr^in some years ago by native evangelists from Toro,

< ut'cdn • -
'^^^^ Bishop Tucker took a long journey to the village of Mboga in

linn 1898 to see the little band of converts gathered in. His account
cjiuiTii.

q|.' ^j^jg visit, in the 32nd chapter of his great book, is one of

the most interesting in all its pages. The Christians have
repeatedly undergone severe persecution, and it is believed that

200 of them were attacked and slain by a heathen tribe in 1910.

In 1913 Mr. Lloyd visited them, and found " a splendid number
of young men and women who to all outward appearance are still

faithful and trying to follow Christ." Owing to a readjustment of

the boundary line between the British Protectorate and the Congo
Free State, Mboga has lately fallen to the Belgians, and these

Christians get no sympathy from their Roman Catholic rulers
;

but they are visited by volunteer teachers from Toro.
j'Aiuca- The work of the English missionaries at the capital and other

Wnki. chief stations is mainly educational and supervisory. In addition

to about 350 elementary schools scattered over the country, which
are taught by native teachers, there are the High School for

the sons of chiefs and others who can pay the fees, w^orked for

some years by Mr. Hattersley, and of which Mr. Eraser, now of

schoor tiic
I"^^iitly, had charge for a time; the King's School at Budo,'"' for

Eabaka au some time Under the brothers Weatherhead (and still under one
old boy.

Qf them), for a higher and partly English education,t of which
school the Kabaka likes to call himself " an old boy " ; the
Normal School for training school teachers ; and the Theological
Hall, for training lay readers and, in its highest department,
candidates for ordination. In this last-named work, Mr. Roscoe
and Archdeacon Walker did great service in former years. And
then the Girls' High School at Gayaza, which is of the greatest

importance, as well-taught and well-disciplined women are one
of the chief needs of the country, and women school-teachers are

much wanted. Mrs. Albert Cook has rendered specially useful

service by her lectures to women and girls on the duties of wives
and mothers and on moral questions. The Government grant for

C.M.S. schools in Uganda was £850 in 1913.

iv'Lngefists
^o"}© fresh progress has been made in the last three or four

'pi^oi,<.,o
years in systematizing what may be called the educational ladder,
particularly in that department which is concerned with the
training of evangehsts, pastors, and teachers. Promising young
men who seem fitted for definite Christian work arc first prepared
for it locally by actual practice under the guidance of regular
evangelists. From among them the picked men, spiritually and
educationally, are chosen by the district councils and trained for

* It is interesting that near Budo there is a church standing on the site of
I\Iackay's workshop. See Col. Kenyon's account, CM. Beview, Jan., 1914.

t A particularly interesting article on the "View-point of a Muganda Boy,"
by the Rev. H. T. C. Weatherhead, appeared in the CM. Rev., March, 1911.
See also an article by Mr. H. W. Weatherhead in the CM. Bev., June, 1907.

Teachers.
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a "diocesan junior certificate." Step by step the best of them tart lu

go up, until they are ready for entrance into the Theological Hall, 'JlTl

with a view to becoming lay readers with the bishop's license ; and
again, those who desire it present themselves for further testing

for the theological course for Holy Orders, which occupies two
years. And all through, practical evangelistic work alternates

with the study of the Bible and Prayer Book. Schoolmasters and
teachers go through similar though of course not identical stages

;

and schoolmistresses also, but the supply of these is inadequate,

owing to the early age for marriage. General education also is

arranged in grades more or less similar. This brief summary
will suffice to give some little idea of the amount of responsible

work to be done.*

The Society early saw the importance of industrial training in in.iiisiriai

the Mission, and for some years excellent work was done under "^ ^"

a Swedish-Canadian lay missionary, Mr. Kristen Eskildsen Borup.

Brick-making, building, carpentr}-, rope-making, printing, book-

binding, were taught; and the first " cathedral " was one outcome
of this. But in 1904, after a visit paid to Uganda by Mr. (now Sir)

T. P. V. Buxton, a philanthropic company was formed to carry on
this work apart from the Society, though in friendly relations with

it. This was in every way a better plan than the Mission itself

inevitably drifting into trade ; but some amount of industrial

training is still usefully given in the principal schools. A highly

successful Industrial Exhibition was held in 1908.

Not less important has been the expansion of the Medical Medical

Mission. There are hospitals at Mengo and in Toro, with

345 and 78 beds respectively, and five branch dispensaries in other

places. Great has been the influence, both bodily and spiritual,

of Drs. A. E. and J. H. Cook and their colleagues. The building

of the first regular hospital synchronized with the C.M.S. Cen-

tenary and the commencement of our sixteen-year period, and it

was opened by Sir H. Johnston in May, 1900. It was at that

time the finest building in Uganda. Two years later, during a

very heavy storm, it was struck b}^ lightning and burned to the

ground, but happily, owing to the energy of the attendant " boys
"

in removing the patients, without loss of life. The Katikiro gave

utterance to the right moral when he said, " If God has allowed

our hospital to perish, it is that we must build a bigger and better

one." This " bigger and better one " in due course superseded

the temporary buildings used in the interim, being opened on the

second anniversary of the fire, Nov. 28th, 1904. In the last few years

the in-patients have numbered over 2000 a year, and the visits

of the out-patients over 60,000. A branch hospital for European
patients was built and equipped in 1912, being a gift from Mr.

Theodore Walker of Leicester, a member of the C.M.S. Committee,
in memory of his wife, with whom he had visited the Mission.

* A full account of the " Educational Problem in Uganda," by Bishop Willib,

appeared in the CM. Rev., Nov. and Dec, 1915.
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TART 11. Tliere is also a separate building for Indian patients ; and
!!!? another distinct block, for isolation cases, was opened by Mr.

Eoosevelt, when he visited Uganda in 1909, and was named the
Eoosevelt block ; also a dispensary, given by Mr. Wellcome, of

the well-known firm of druggists. Burroughs and Wellcome. The
amount taken in fees in 1913 was Es40,000, a large part being
from the European patients. In the same year the electric light

was installed. The Toro hospital, under Dr. Bond, received 600
in-patients in 1914, and 24,000 visits of out-patients.

Fire also destroyed the cathedral in 1910. It 'was the fourth

central church erected at the capital. The first, put up in 1890,
was replaced in 1892 by a larger one, which was blown down
in 1895 ; and the next one lasted nine years. These were in fact

huge native huts, constructed with reeds, and thatched. The
immense building planned and erected by Mr. Borup, the Swedish-
Canadian missionary before mentioned, was also the work of the
native Christians, and thoroughly African in style, though more
substantially built, partly of brick. It held 4000 people, and is

familiar to English friends through photographs. It was conse-
crated on June 21st, 1904 ; and the offertory on the occasion is

worth noting : thirteen cows, four goats, 125 eggs, 130 fowls, 75,000
cowries, 3100 rupees, 1064 pice; the whole representing £85.
Many impressive services had boon held in these successive build-

ings ; for example, the yearly anniversary of the Christian victory

over the Moslem usurpers in 1889 ; the annual Day of Intercession
for Missions, St. Andrew's Day, and the annual Empire Day ; the
memorial service for Queen Victoria, and the Coronation service

for King Edward ; also a week of special services in 1906 for the
revival of spiritual life ; all these being attended by thousands
inside and outside the great building." But on Sept. 23rd, 1910, this

^*'Yb'*'i'r'
'^'^^^''^^ '^^^° ^'^^'^ struck by hghtning and destroyed. King George

ing.
""' immediately telegraphed a warm message of sympathy; and the

people, headed by the Katikiro, forthwith made plans for a new
cathedral that should not be so liable to destruction in that way.
It was estimated to cost £20,000, and the chiefs proposed to raise

half that sum on the spot, while Bishop Tucker, who was in

England at the time, appealed for the balance of £10,000, which
was quickly subscribed by sympathizing friends who felt that such
a gift from the Church at home was a true way of showing thank-
fulness to God for His spiritual Church raised up in Uganda.
Many difficulties have arisen in carrying out the plans, but the
building is now gradually rising. The foundation-stone was laid

by the Kabaka on Nov. 8th, 1915. The growing material prosperity
of the country, however, has caused a great advance in the cost
of everything, and larger funds will now be necessary.

* On Sunday, Nov. 8th, 1908, there was a special service to celebrate King
Edward's birthday, when the " kings " of Toro, Bunyoro, and Aukole, who
had travelled long distances for the purpose, together with the young Kabaka,
attended. Mr. Koscoc described the striking scene. (C.Jl/.S. Gazette, Feb., 1009.)
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The important translational and literary work of the Enghsh pakt ii.

missionaries must not be forgotten. The Bible and Prayer Book, 'J^

and the " Pilgrim's Progress," with various reading-books, &c.,had Literary
o o ' o ' ' Work.

been produced in Luganda (the language of Buganda) before our
period, Walker and Pilkington having been especially useful in this

department. Since then, the Scripture and Prayer Book versions

have been revised ; commentaries on the Gospels and the Thirty-

nine Articles, and manuals of Church History, ttc, have been
prepared ; the first version of the whole Bible in Lunyoro (the

language of Toro and Bunyoro) has been completed ; and a large

amount of preliminary work has been done in several languages
and dialects used in the outlying parts of the Protectorate. Mr.
Eowling, Mr. Crabtree, Mr. Maddox, Mr. Baskerville, Mr. Kitching,

and others, have been engaged in this important but little noticed

department of missionary service. Miss Chadwick and the Eev.
H. W. Duta were presented by the Bible Society in 1901 with
well-bound copies of the Luganda Bible, which they had revised.

A notable first start in really indigenous literature was made, quite

at the beginning of our period, by Ham Mukasa, tlie clever A native

Secretary who accompanied the Katikiro to England in 1902. He
[jfr"""''""

actually prepared a Commentary on St. Matthew's Gospel. Arch-
deacon Walker wrote, " Ham's attempt is valuable, because it

shows us how to express ourselves in a way the people will under-
stand ; it is illustrated with native proverbs. In many places the
commentary seems very short and deficient. [How could it be
other\vise !] Still it is most interesting to get such a view into

the mind of one who has" been taught. . . Possibly there are some
who could not stand a much stronger dose."

The pastoral and evangelistic work is now almost entirely carried Work of

on by the Bagauda clergy and teachers, except in the newer and clergy.'"^

outlying districts. Among so large a body, there are of course
great varieties in character and efficiency, and a percentage of sad
failures is inevitable, if experience in all Church history is a guide.

But the testimonies of Bishops Tucker and Willis, and of the most
experienced missionaries, regarding them are truly a cause of

profound thankfulness to God. In particular, several of the clergy
have been spoken of in the highest terms. Of one of them a
senior missionary wrote in 1905, " Whether we consider his

private or his public life, tlirough all runs one great desire, that
God and His Truth shall reign in the land. After many years of

friendship and close intimacy I cannot better sum up his life than
by applying to it Francis Xavier's great motto, Ad majorem Dot
(jloriam." Of the Rev. Apolo Kivebulaya, of Toro, we read that
in earlier days he was " beaten, imprisoned, put in the press-gang,
and had his house burnt down and all his property destroyed,"
yet, said Bishop Tucker, " he has borne it all with a smile upon
his face and a song upon his lips." And in 1912 it was said that
the large ingathering of converts was chiefly due to " the work of
Baganda pastors and catechists "

;
" their zeal is a real inspiration,"
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The oldest and most influential of the clerg}-, Henry Wright
Duta, died in 1913. He was one of tlie first converts baptized in

1882,* and suffered with others in Mwanga's persecution. He was
one of the first lay-readers, and one of the first deacons and priests.

He had been universally respected, and had done specially good
work when assisting Pilkington and others in Bible translation and
revision. Of the other five first ordained by Bishop Tucker in

1893, two are still on the roll after more than twenty years, viz.,

Yairo Mutakyala and Yonathani Kaidzi (named evidently after

Jair or Jairus, and Jonathan). The other two, Nikodemo Seb-

wato and Zakaria Kizito, were great chiefs. The former, who
was the Sekibobo (special title of the chief of the province of

Kyagwe), was (in Archdeacon Baskerville's words) " the faithful

friend, adviser, and helper in the Mission " for two years, and then

died. The latter, who was the Kangao or chief of the large

province of Bulemezi, was one of the three regents appointed to

rule the country during the Kabaka's minority.

Altogether, forty-nine ordinations to the diaconate have been
reported, forty-six of them by Bishop Tucker and three by Bishop
Willis. The number on the list in 1915 is thirty-nine, of whom
six are deacons. Only -three deaths have been reported, viz., of

Duta and Sebwato as above, and of Nuwa Kikwabanga, one of the

second band ordained, in 1896, who died of sleeping-sickness in

1905. He went to the coast with Stanley in 1889, and returned to

Uganda in the following year, with Bishop Tucker's first party,

which included Pilkington and Baskerville. Archdeacon Walker
wrote of him, " Nuwa was a good man, and one of the first I knew
in Uganda. He saved H. W. Weatherhead's life during the

Nubian mutiny by carrying him away and hiding him in a

swamp."
A new outlet for the zeal of the Church is now provided. The

new Sudan INIission is working not far from the northern boundary
of the Uganda Protectorate, and an appeal has been made to the

Church of Uganda to join in it. At the last Synod meeting, w^hen

the Eev. A. Shaw of the Sudan Mission was present and explained

the case, four of the Baganda clergy offered to go. One was
chosen, the Rev. Yosuwa Kiwavu, a senior man, ordained in 1899,

who has been working with exemplary devotion in Busoga for

fifteen years. Two boys from the King's School at Budo, " who
could have commanded almost any salary they liked to ask in

Uganda," also offered and were accepted. Eventually a party of

twelve was made up, including five teachers, two wives, and two
boy-servants. " The Bishop's eyes," wrote one missionary, " were
full of tears " of thankfulness.

Many of the unordained evangelists and teachers have been

* He had gono down to the coai5t with Mr. Pearson, and was baptized by a
member of the Universities' Mission on Easter Monday, April 10th, 1882.

This was a few days later than the first baptisms in Uganda itself on March
18th. Duta returned to the interior Avith Hannington's first party.
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highl}' spoken of in the letters. In TIip End find Tlie ir^.s/ of part ii.

Oct., 1914, Mr. Roscoe gave a clear and interesting account of the ^'''j^^-

gradual development of the native agency. It began in the Baganda

healthiest of all waj'S, with the voluntary efforts of the early and°^^

converts to win their relatives and friends. Then the Christian Teachers,

chiefs sent young men out to their different clans, arranging for

their food and lodging. Then the missionaries formed plans for

their training. As the numbers increased, it was found that the
evangelists needed also allowances for clothing, &c. ; which led

to the commencement of the Native Church Fund, with regular

collections at the Sunday services. And so the system has
developed, until there are now more than 3000 of these men,
including school teachers, and over 200 women. In many parts

of the country they have been the pioneers, and when the mis-
sionary has arrived he has found " synagogues " (as the smaller

places for worship are called), and little schools, and congre-
gations, all ready for further pastoral care. But the voluntary
efforts of the Christians are by no means superseded by these

more systematic plans. To mention only one case which chances
to be reported, " Queen " Esther of Toro lately took the women's
confirmation class in that district during the illness of the regular

teacher. Meanwhile the spreading education enables young men
to obtain posts under Government, in which much higher pay is

given than the simple allowances of the Church ; a clerk or inter-

preter getting as much in a month as an evangelist gets in a year

;

and j\Ir. Roscoe expresses thankful surprise that so many have
resisted the temptation thus presented to them, though it can
scarcely fail to compel the Church to revise its scale of pay.

A few years ago this scale was thus described :
" The senior

clergy have a house and garden and 27 rupees (36s.) a year, while
licensed lay readers receive 16 to 18 rupees, and teachers from
six to fourteen a year" ; but there has been an increase since then.

In 1914 there were 458 men and 102 women under training for

future service, at seventeen different centres.

Concerning the Baganda Christians generally, the accounts are, ^h?,,^?^^"'

naturally and inevitably, of a mixed character. The missionaries tians.

on the whole do not use the language of such occasional visitors

as have been above cited. These visitors see the outside of things,

which is in every way impressive and gratifying. The missionaries

see behind the scenes, and moreover judge by a higher standard,

in fact a standard never applied by ordinary judges to whole
populations. Church attendance and other externals of religion

are satisfying enough ; but the moral standard is low, and, in

Mr. Rowling's words in 1902, " We are finding exactly as St. Paul
did, that after a few years the Christians need to be stirred up to

the practical side of Christianity." The bitter tonic of persecu-

tion," wrote Mr. Chadwick in 1903, " has been replaced ])y the

insidious leaven of conventionality, wath its resulting insincerity."

But we have to remember " the hole of the pit whence they were
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digged." Mr. Weatherhead wrote in 1909 confirming the state-

ment of a well known writer in South Africa, that " the most
reprobate character in England is but an infant in vice by the side

of the quite young African boy or girl "
; and Mr. Blackledge

wrote in 1905, " Christianity has worked wondrously. Whereas
before its advent there was not a pure man or woman, and purity

in the home was a thing unheard of, yet now we know from the

closest personal acquaintance that there are hundreds of pure
men and women, and hundreds of pure homes." Naturally, also,

the advent of trade and traders, and the employment of large

numbers of men by the Government, have increased the wealth
of the people, and it has Ijeen remarked how important for them is

the prayer, " In all time of our wealth, Good Lord, deliver us."

At the beginning of 1913, a few months after the return to

Uganda of Mr. Willis as the new Bishop, he set about a careful

and searching inquiry into the moral condition of the Church,
visiting the central churches in order, and examining the teachers

and workers. The information thus obtained was both saddening

and cheering; saddening as revealing a great deal of sin, but

cheering as showing that the sin was recognized and deplored.

Then in the summer came the meeting of the Synod, which
gravely and earnestly discussed what measures should be taken.

It was eventually resolved to follow the lines indicated by our
Lord in St. INIatt. xviii. : first, private efforts to deal with the

evil ; then the action of the local Church Council, through visitors

using personal influence and calling the people to prayer ; and
only when these plans failed, the drastic step of excommunication.
One practical measure has been the formation of branches of the

Mother's Union at the different centres. Meanwhile, so far as

outward crime is concerned, the influence of Christianitj'- has
been unmistakable. " While trade and plantations and cotton

ginneries are increasing rapidly," wrote Mr. Chadwick in 1913,
"... the police reports show no increase of crime. . . . The
year has brought record numbers in schools and churches and a
record minimum in the courts. The Baganda have to a great

extent been fortified to stand amid the astonishing changes."

From Mr. Chadwick also came, at the same time, a significant

illustration of the effect of both the educational and the moral
influence of Christianity. At Entebbe, the post on the Lake
nearest to the capital, there is a large and increasing European
community, official and mercantile. Until lately, almost every

head servant or clerk was a Mohammedan Swahili from the coast.

No one would employ a Muganda in any position of trust. This is

now entirely changed. " Now nearly all the servants and oflice

boys, and a growing number of the clerks, are Baganda ; and the

great majority are Christians, at least in name. It is largely due
to the training in our schools, both intellectual and moral."

The changes in the social life of the people are great. The
horrible barbarities of the days of Mtesa and Mwanga are things of
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the past ; but the proofs of them remain. " Even now we sec part ii.

men and women without hands, noses, hps, eyes, ears, teeth," '—L

wrote ^tr. Blackledge in 1904. The position of women is no ^°'"'^ ^'^•^•

longer that of " a mere machine for cultivating, cooking, and child-

bearing." Home life is beginning to be understood and valued.
" The treatment of children in a Christian home is a wonderful
contrast to what it used to be in tlie old days." " The dignity of

labour is now recognized by a people who once left almost all

work to women."
'•"

We have l)ecome accustomed to regard Uganda as a Christian Buganda&

country. To what extent is this true? First, we must distinguish
\vqfic[J*"

between the old kingdom, now officially called by its native name i^ ciiris-

Buganda, and the Uganda Protectorate, which includes the sur-

rounding countries. Take Buganda alone. According to the last

Government census (1911) the population was about 660,000. Of
these, 127,000 declared themselves as belonging to the Anglican
Church ; 155,000, to the Koman Church ; 55,000 as Moslems ; and
221,000 as still cleaving to the old heathen hthare superstition.

But almost all the leading chiefs and their families and clans pro-

fess Christianity in one of its two forms, and neither the Moslems
nor the lubare section exercise influence, while from the latter

converts are continually l)eing made. If, therefore, we are to

judge Buganda by the standard of the historians who write of the
" conversion " of European nations in the Dark Ages, Buganda is

a ( 'hristian country ; and certainly there is no other great mission
field (not reckoning South Sea Islands) that has so clear a right to

the name. But the population of the Uganda Protectorate was
reported as 2,900,000, of which number Buganda has only one-

fifth.f In the outlying countries, Toro, Ankole, Bunyoro, Busoga,
Bukedi, and the still larger territories beyond, some 70,000 were
entered as Anglicans, and about the same number as Roman
Catliolics ; and as there were only some 20,000 jNIoslems, the great

bulk of the population was Pagan. Clearly the Uganda Pro-

tectorate has no claim to be called a Christian country.

The Roman Church has three missions, one Fi'ench (the "White The Roman

Fathers), one Enghsh (from Mill Hill), and one (in the Northern
'^^''''°"-

Province) Austrian. The staff of the two former has comprised 159

* I\Ir. Blackledge's article here cited appeared in the CM. Intelligencer of

July, IQCl. In the same number there was an equally interesting account of

village life by Miss Tanner. The work of the women missionaries among the
Baganda women and girls was described in two excellent articles by Miss A. L,
Allen in the CM. Review of July, 1912, and by ]Mrs. A. G. Eraser in the
Internal. Rev. Mi><». of July, 1914. (IMrs. Fraser, now of Trinity College,

Kandy, was, as Miss Glass, a missionary in Uganda. One of the most graphic
accounts of the journey to Uganda, when the railway was only half con-
structed, was written by her in the CM. Gleaner of July, 1900.) In Vol. V. of

the Pan-Anglican Congress Reports, there is an interesting paper on the
Training of Women Converts for Home Life, by the late Miss Robinson
(p. 2G0).

t Details of population were given iji the CMS. Gazette, Jan., 1914, p. 18.

H
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Part II. priests and la}' brothei'S and 41 nuns.* They have at last ordained
tiap^8.

^^yQ q{ their converts to the ministry of the Church. It is only

riglit to say that their numbers are largely swollen ])y the custom
of baptizing the young children of heathen parents. The original

plan of the British authorities, by which the Anglican and Roman
Missions were to be confined to the districts allotted to them
respectively, soon proved unworkable, as was to be expected.

Baganda Christians often moved from one district to another,

and neither Church was willing to lose touch with its own people.

There has long been no such geographical division, and the two
bodies are intermingled, though there are districts where the one
or the other is exceptionally strong. At the capital, the Roman
Catholic headquarters are on Rubaga Hill, and the Anglican

cathedral on Namirembe Hill (i.e. the Hill of Peace).
Noreiigious There is a tradition in the newspapers that the "Catholics and

Protestants " were always engaged in faction fights, and even had
open war at one time. There never was anything of the kind.

The "French party" and the " English party" did fight once, in

1892, but the quarrel had nothing to do with rehgion ; it was
a revolt of the former party against Captain Lugard's influence,

some time before the Union Jack was hoisted. It is mentioned
here because in 1908 Bishop Tucker had to write to the Timps
protesting against the unwarranted legend (Timr'.'^, May 1st).

There has been no strife since the Protectorate was settled in

1893, and, wrote the Bishop, " the only rivalry that exists between
them to-day is that of good works."

Organiza-
^^^ conspicuous feature of the C.M.S. Uganda Mission has

tiou.
" been the successful organization of the Church. From the first.

Bishop Tucker set himself to prepare the way for a self-sup-

porting, self-governing, and self-extending Church. On his first

visit in 1890, when he only stayed a few weeks in the country,

he appointed six lay readers. In 1892, on his second \'isit, he
commissioned ten more, and ordained six deacons. And he de-

termined that none of these, or any others, should be paid with

C.M.S. money. The Christian community was to maintain them
all ; and thus was laid the foundation of self-support. Self-exten-

sion came, one may say, by direct divine inspii'ation. The re-

markable spiritual movement among the Christians in 1893 led to

hundreds of volunteer evangelists going forth into all parts of the

country to preach Christ. But self-government was more difficult

to attain. Bishop Tucker would not separate the Church from

Catholic Missions of June, 1914, says that the White Fathers had then 118
priests, 14 " brothers coadjutors," 1168 native cateciiists, 34 European nuns,
and '• a teaching congregation of black nuns who swarm throughout the
country." There were two seminaries >vith 82 and 83 students, a college for

chiefs' sons, and 715 elementary schools. (Quoted in CM. Eev., Oct., 1914.)
But many Frenchmen have been called to France for the army. The Mill
Hill Mission has thirty-one priests and seven nuns. The total R.C. baptisms
from the first is stated to have been 148,890. The adherents are probably
250,000. (See C.M.S. Gazette, March, 1915, p. 82.)
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tlie Mission. lie would not give the pastoral care of the little con- partii.

gregations to Baganda pastors, while keeping the evangelistic and ^''"'P' ^'

educational departments of the work in the separate hands of the

Mission, and absorbing some of the best natives as mission agents
apart from their Church. The Church, he felt, must be one, and
the missionaries must be members of it, and not a body apart.

This plan was new, and quite naturally grave differences found
expression. The Bishop had to wait some years before he could
fully achieve his purpose. But at last, in 1909, the constitution

he had drafted, which had been approved by the Archbishop of

Canterbury, was adopted at a special meeting at Mengo, at-

tended l)y forty clergymen (white and black), and 250 lay delegates

(nearly all black). It provided for a Synod, a Diocesan Council,

Parochial and District Councils, Women's Conferences, Tribunals
of Appeal and Reference, Boards of Education and Missions and
Theology and Church Estates. All the English missionaries

came under the Synod. Its funds, chiefly contributed by the
Church, were to be supplemented from the Bishop's Diocesan
Fund; but no C.M.S. grants were to be asked for, beyond the
stipends and equipment of the missionaries and the necessary
buildings for their work. The " Church Estates " are lands about chnroh

ninety-two square miles in extent, allotted in 1900, when the Funds."
'^"

government of Uganda was arranged by Sir H. Johnston, to " the
three missionary societies " (two B.C., one Anglican) in trust for

the native Churches.*
The Synod of 1913 took measures for increasing the Church

funds, especially in view of the necessary rise in the pay of the
teachers. A diocesan guild was formed called the Bazimbi
(builders') Bands, to combine the Christians in " building," not
only material churches like the cathedral, but the true spiritual

Church of Christ. Every adult Christian was urged to contribute

at least one rupee a year to this new fund, and every child half a
rupee, all such contributors being enrolled in the Bands. At a
still more recent meeting of delegates to promote the completion
of the cathedral, it was agreed to call upon chiefs to give thirty

per cent, of their rents to the fund ; men earning good pay, five

per cent, of their wages; unskilled workmen, 75 cents (l.s.) per
annum ; women, 25 cents ; and children 10 cents,—until the
cathedral is finished. The previous year's Synod, 1912, had
formed a plan for raising endowments by means of industrial

work on the Church estates, using these for coffee and cocoa
plantations. The Pan-Anglican grant of £4000 to the diocese, Pan-Angii-

which was partly invested by Bishop Tucker to serve as an *^''^° ^'''^"^"

endowment, is administered by the local Board of Missions, as it

* Bishop Tucker's paper at the Middlesbrough Church Congress gave a
good account of the Church system. It was printed in the CM. Rev., Dec.,
1912. A more detailed account, from the diocesan magazine, appeared in the
CM. Eev., July, 1913.
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was given with tlie special aim of extending the barrier against

the Mohammedan advance.*

Uganda Notes, the locally-printed organ of the Mission and the

Church, gives in its number for August, 1915, a particularly inte-

resting account of the meeting of the Synod in June ; and one or

two points are worth putting on permanent record. It seems
that some diflieulties had arisen through the Baganda members
not understanding the difference between legislation and adminis-

tration. In tlieir own domestic administration they have " an
extraordinary system of appeal." A man witli a grievance can
carry it from court to court up to the Kabaka himself, and he has
no fees to pay ! So in matters of Church discipline, for instance,

they thought they could appeal to the Synod, which only meets
once a year, forgetting that the Synod itself had appointed a

Diocesan Council (as well as District and Parochial Councils, as

above mentioned) to deal with administrative matters ; and junior

members who had no seats in that Council liked to be " al)le to

stand up and air their views " before their seniors in an assembly
of 400 picked men,—oblivious, too, of the value of time ! On this

occasion, we are told, after " a very long oration from a junior

member," the Katikiro himself rose, and said, " My friend has
spoken at great length; I will only speak in few words." Even
when a vote had been taken, some one would exclaim, " But I

don't understand it !
" However, the senior chiefs and clergy

spoke excellently ; the Bishop was very patient, and carefully

explained that the Synod had no jurisdiction in certain matters,

such as the duties of the clergy and the regulations of colleges

and schools ; and all passed off happily. The " Book of Church
Laws " was revised and adopted ; and there was manifestly " a

real desire on the part of the whole Synod to do what was best

for the Church."
It may fairly be said that, whatever differences of opinion there

may 1)6 on some points of the constitution, in no other modern
Mission has a real indigenous Church, incJnditiij the foieuin mkm)ii,

been launched in so complete a manner. And it should be well

noted how greatly the task has been facilitated by the fact that

Uganda had not half a dozen or more competing Missions, each
with its relatively small band of Christians holding no communion
with each other. It is easy to see that the completeness and
strength of the Church would have been greater if all the Chris-

tianity of Uganda had been included in it. The equal numbers
and rival influence of the Roman Missions have prevented that.

But the w^ork of Church organization has been much easier than

it can ever be in fields where several independent Christian com-
munions are gathering their separate flocks. The Bishop of

Uganda has had a part in the Kikuyu plans because his diocese

includes a slice of British East Africa, in which several Missions

On the Uganda Board of Missions, see C.M.S. Gazette, March, 1915, p. 81.
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are at work ;

'• but in the Protectorate of Uganda there is no need taut ii.

for such arrangements, because the Church of the non-Eoman ^-— '

Christian community is one and undivided. It is evident that

while any largo body of Christians in Central Africa, even

if denominationally divided, is the best bulwark against the

ever advancing tide of Islam from the north, the bulwark is

the more firm and effective in Uganda because it consists of

only two Churches instead of ten or twelve as in some fields.

This point is very cogently expounded by Bishop Willis in an

article w^iich appeared in The Kasf and The West of April, 1914,

and which gives a full account of the Church organi2;ation.

A striking testimony to the excellence of that organization in ^ V^^^'^^^'v-

Uganda is borne by the Eev. Norman Maclean, of the Estab- Episcopacy

lished Church of Scotland, in his fascinating book, Africa in Trans- '° ^^"''*-

forinaiion. He sees in the C.M.S. Church Council system the virtues

of Presliyterian polity, and admires the combination of it with the

Episcopate. "This," he says (p. 228), "is part of the secret of

the power of the Church of Uganda. Bishop Tucker has blended

Episcopacy and Presbyterianism into a perfect organization. In

so doing he has laid down the lines on which the Christian Church
should be organized in Africa. A Church that has the democratic

power which Presbyterianism can give, and has also the initiative

and unity which the historic Episcopate gives, is the ideal Church
for the African."

But we may be sure that the great Enemy of mankind will ^^^'-^^

never let a Church like this alone. We are " not ignorant of his

devices." It has already, as we have seen, suffered through the

power of the flesh ; and now it has the pain of suffering by the

spirit of schism, the very thing to injure the influence of an united

Church. One of the chiefs adopted views which are practically

those of (so-called) " Christian Science," and on the strength of

Deut. xviii. 11, where the Luganda w^ord for "charmer" is

oinii.satL'o, the ordinary word for "doctor," a number of Christians

joined him in refusing medical aid and in protesting against public

prayer for doctors and hospitals. They then proceeded to call

themselves " The Church which does not drink medicine," and to

administer baptism indiscriminately, without test or examination,

receiving polygamists, itc. Large numbers were influenced, and
the Synod, to counteract the movement, resolved to set about " a

campaign of instruction and enlightenment." The result has been
that many have been brought back, and have Ijecomo proper

candidates for baptism ; and one of the leaders, having disregarded

a certain Government regulation, was arrested by Ham Mukasa
(who is now Sekibobo, i.e. chief of Kyagwe), and convicted l)y the

Kampala Court. But the schism is still a serious one, and earnest

prayer for the whole Church is called for.

* The exact boundary line between the two dioceses of Uganda and Mom-
basa is indicated in the royal warrant authorizing the division, under the
" Bishops in Foreign Countries Act," ISil. See C.M.S. Gazette, J.xu., 1013, p. 16.
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The present European staff of the Mission comprises 37 clergy-

men, 11 laymen, 32 wives, and 33 other women ; total 113, a good
increase on the 40 of ]899, though far short of what is now
m-gently needed. Of those forty of 1899, fourteen men and seven
women arc happily still engaged in the work. The fourteen are

Archdeacons Baskerville and Buckley ; the Kev. Messrs. Black-
ledge, Leakey, Lewin, Lloyd, Millar, Eowling, Skeens, Tegart,

A. Wilson, and F. H. Wright; Dr. Albert Cook, and Mr. Fletcher.

The seven women include all the five who formed the first party of

women sent out in 1895, the Misses Furley, Chadvvick, Pilgrim,

and Thomsett, and Mrs. Bowling (then Miss Browne). That step

was felt a grave one at the time. It was before the railway was
l^egun, and not a few shook their lieads over such a project.

Certainly no one expected that after twenty years all live would
still be at work. We may indeed thank God for such a manifesta-
tion of His providential care. Moreover, three more went up in

the following year ; and two of these are the others of the seven,
Miss Timpson (now Mrs. Albert Cook) and Miss G. E. Bird. The
eighth was Miss Taylor, who married Mr. Maddox, and retired

with him in 1912.

But some of the men of 1899 who are not now on the list

should also be mentioned, as they include veterans who have
indeed ])orne the burden and heat of the day. Such were Arch-
deacon Walker and Mr. Gordon, who at one time (1888) were the
only two men in Uganda, and then were expelled by the Moham-
medans. Such was Mr. Eoscoe, the senior of all except Gordon,
and now the well-known author of some of the best books on
Africa. Such were Mr. Hattersley (also the author of an excel-

lent book, The Barianila at Home), Mr, Maddox (and Mrs. Mad-
dox), Mr. Clayton, Mr. Fisher, Mr. H. W. Weatherhead. All

these had served from 15 to 26 years ; and the retirements of

several of them are quite recent. Nor, on the other hand, should
we ignore the services of some who joined near the beginning of

our period and are still at work ; such as the present Bishop, Mr.
Kitching and Mr. Chadwick (now Archdeacons) : Dr. J. H. Cook,
Dr. Bond, Mr. Casson,* Mr. H. T. C. Weatherhead, Mr. Daniell,

Mr. Ladbury, Miss A. E. and Miss A. L. Allen, Miss Brewer,
Miss Pike ; also Mrs. Blackledge, Mrs. Skeens, Mrs. Bond, Mrs.
Dillistone, who were missionaries before they were married. So
were Mrs. Fisher and Mrs. Clayton, whose retirements with their

husbands were only recent. Excellent work has been done by
many others with shorter periods of service.

The deaths are not numerous for so large a staff and for x\frican

service. Mr. Martin Hall, who was drowned in the Lake in 1900,
had only served five years, but the loss of so good a man was
deeply felt. So was the loss of Mr. Johnson, in 1909, after eight

years' work
; f and of Mr. Innes,| in 1910, after eleven years.

* Mr. Casson lias just been obliged to retire owing to his wife's health.

t See CM. Bcv., Nov., I'JOD. % Ibid., Nov., 1910.
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Messrs. Farthing and Kemp died quite early, and so did the first part ii.

Mrs. Bond, and Mrs. Owen, and Misses Holdgate and Eeed. Chap. 8.

Mrs. Britton died soon after her marriage, but she had served

seven years as Miss Jacob. Miss Kobinson put in ten years of

valuable ^vork, and was then invalided home, and died soon after

her resignation. Eleven in all. They rest from their labours,

and their works do follow them.

Bishop Tucker, after an episcopate of twenty-one years, retired Bistop

in 1911. His health had seriously suffered from his incessant notirenleiit

travelling, both in Africa and to and from Africa and England. «°^ ^^^^th.

His decision, under medical advice, was taken in this country;

and then he went out to Uganda to pay a farewell visit. In five

weeks' touring there he confirmed 900 candidates, and ordained

seven deacons, making the forty-six Baganda whom he had

admitted to the ministry of the Chm-ch. The most affectionate

regret was manifested by the people at his retirement. He did

not come home to an idle life. Not only did he as Canon of

Durham throw himself into tlie practical work of that diocese, but

he was always ready to take long journeys to tell of God's work in

Uganda. He was appointed by the Archbishops a member of the

important Committee on Faith and Order, and it was actually at

the door of the Jerusalem Chamber, where that Committee was
meeting on June 15th, 1914, that he was suddenly struck down, and

passed away within an hour in the adjoining Westminster Deanery.

Few Bishops have left such a record of work done in extending

the Kingdom of God. Of the greater part of his episcopate a

valuable account remains in his book, Eiijliteen Years in Uganda.

At the Memorial Service held at St. Bride's Church on Jiine Ardi-
_

19th, the Archbishop of Canterbury delivered a noble eulogium on Eu/ogy!

him.* These few lines must be extracted :

—

" We have watched and reverenced for more than twenty years a life

of memorable witness to the power of God set forth in the leadership of

a simple, strong, devoted man who went forth to tell it out among the

heathen that the Lord is King, and to whom it fell to leave a record

upon the Church's story whereto few like records can be foimd. Compare
him in his equipment of learning or eloquence with some of his contem-

poraries and friends, and his light may pale before theirs. But reckon

aright his gift of unfaltering vision—his power of seizing with tirm grasp

a gi-eat opportunity and using it for Christ with straightforward, manly
simplicity ; remember these things, and you wiU again thank God Who
gave us such a man at such a time for such a task. In the annals of the

Church's mission field, from the days of the Apostles to our own, you
will hardly find an • occasion ' so critical, so grave, so vast in possi-

bilities, as that which arose in East Africa four and twenty years ago.

And is there anywhere a nobler record of devotion tlian the story of the

dauntless baud who, under the leadership of Alfred Tucker, went out to

' redeem the time ' to ' buy up the opportunity ' for Christ V
"

Printed in full in the CM. Review, July, 1914. Archdeacon Walker'u

KccoUcctious appeared in the August number.
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And the young Kabaka wrote to Sir Victor Buxton,

—

" We are all iu moiu-ning here in Uganda. The loss to this country is

very great. lie never ceased to think of us and to help us as much as

he could. All native Christians in Uganda are very grieved, and this

was evidenced by the large crowd that attended the Memorial Service

held in the pro-catliedral. May God Almighty help and comfort poor

Mrs. Tucker in her sorrow."

The Archbishop of Canterbury, on Dr. Tucker's retirement in

1911, appointed as his successor the Eev. J. J! WilHs, one of the

missionaries, who liad been Archdeacon of Kavirondo ; and he was
consecrated on the Feast of the Conversion of St. Paul, 1912.

Uganda thus received a bishop ah-eady famihar with the country,

the people, and tlie language. Bishop Willis has become widely

known through his prominent part in the Kikuyu controversy,

and it is the barest truth to say that he has won golden opinions

even from many who could scarcely be expected to sympathize
fully with his policy.

As wo turn from East and Central Africa, we again recall the

fact that only three years ago we were celebrating the centenary of

the birth of Livingstone, which almost coincided with the fortieth

anniversary of his death. It is by noting such facts that we
become able to appreciate the wonderful changes in the Dark
Continent. The Lord indeed hath done great things for us,

whereof we are glad.

On the effect of the War on the Uganda Mission, see the

Appendix.



CHAPTER IX.

('.M.S. .}[issiONS: Egypt and the Sudan.

Plans for Gordon Memorial Mission C. M.S. and the Government—
Gordon College—Medical and School Work at Khartum— Bishop of

London's Visit : the Cathedral -Lord Cromer's Invitation to C.M.S.

—New Mission on the Upper Nile Progress in Egypt— Islam and

Christianity Coptic Church— Bishop Maclnnes.

UR preceding chapter recorded the advance of the tart ii.

Uganda Mission northwards towards the border of ^'•^J^''-

the Eastern Sudan. We shall, therefore, take that

great country next in our survey before descending

the Nile to Egypt, although Egypt is of course the

base of the Sudan Mission.

I
The Eastern Sudan.

When the Centenary took place, the Society's hope that the Gordon's

lands to which Gordon had invited the Mission would one day be opened^by

open to the messengers of the Gospel had just been revived by
yl*^^®"*"^'^

Lord Kitchener's decisive overthrow of the Khalifa at Omdurman,
and the occupation of Khartum ; but that hope had for the moment
been disappointed. The victory of Omdurman was on September
2nd, 1898, and on Lord Kitchener's return to England, a C.M.S.

deputation waited on him to inform him (1) of Gordon's original

plans, (2) of the Gordon Memorial Fund, raised in 1885 and not

yet used, (3) of the Society's desire now to send a Mission to

Khartum. A Nottingham Vicar, the Rev. LI. H. Gwynne, had
already offered for the enterprise, and it was proposed to send also

a young Cambridge man, the Rev. Douglas M. Thornton, who
was specially interested in Africa and Mohammedanism, with a

medical missionary.

But permission was refused, on the ground that nothing must
_^"^i|^^g°jf^^

be done to arouse Moslem fanaticism. In February, 1899, in the Missions

House of Laymen, Sir John Kennaway moved a resolution declaring *-" Moslems,

the duty of Chi'istian England in the matter, which was eloquently

supported by Lord Cranborne, the son of the Prime Minister, and
now himself Marquis of Salisbury, and carried unanimously ; and
Sir Richard Temple, almost the last survivor of the great Punjab
band whose fearless Christian action in that newly conquered
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Takt II. province has set so bright and successful an example, said he
^^ " could not understand " the Government's attitude. So the ques-

tion stood when the period under review opened.
Lord Kitcliener, however, olTered, as an alternative, facilities

for passing southward of Kiiartum into the Pagan districts of the

Upper Nile ; and the Committee resolved to take advantage of this

opening, encouragement to do so being afibrded in the following

autumn by Sir F. E. Wingate's victory over the Dervish army, and
the death of the Khalifa himself. As it turned out, however,

Partial Khartum, or rather Omdurman, was occupied first. Just at that
penmg.

(^j^jfj \^^Q Government withdrew the prohibition of the residence of

foreign traders tliere, and Mr. Gwynne, accompanied by Dr. Harpur,
the medical missionary at Cairo, wore naturally allowed also to go
there, though they were forbidden to speak to Moslems on religion.

They gladly seized the opportunity, and found useful occupation in

making acquaintance with the country and people. Mr. Gwynne
found a sphere also in ministering to the British soldiers, and the
first Cliristian service ever held in the city w^as the service on
Christmas Day held in the building which had been the ]\Iahdi's

house.* The Coptic Christians also sought the help of the
missionaries. A Bible Society colporteur was allowed to open a
bookshop ; but notices were posted up forbidding any attempt to

change the religion of the people.

coUc'"c^'^""
Meanwhile, the great scheme of the Gordon College was

formed and carried out. When Lord Cromer laid the foundation
stone, l\e proclaimed religious liberty in the following terms ;

—

" The Queen aud her Christian subjects are devotedly attached to their
own rehgiou, but they also know how to respect the religion of others.
The Queen rules over a larger number of Moslem subjects than any
SoA-ereign in the world, and they live contented under her beneficent
rule. Their religion and religious customs are strictly respected. You
may feel sure that the same principle will be adopted in the Sudan.
There will be no interference whatever with yoiu- religion."

" Interference "—of com^se not ! Who would wish for it ? But
two questions might l)e fairly put : (1) Had the Queen in India
forbidden Christians to offer the greatest of all blessings to their

Moslem fellow-subjects ? (2) Have the British representatives in

the Sudan always shown their " devoted attachment " to their own
religion ?

But the Gordon College w^as duly built and opened, the Koran
being regularly studied and the Bible absolutely excluded. In

* In an article in the Nmcteenih Century ol August, 1900, Mr. Arnold Ward
criticized Mr. Gwynnc's Christinas Day sermon because, in a Mohanmiedan
city, it was on the Incarnation. The criticism was replied to in the CM.
Intelligencer of September. " What else could he have preached about, on
such a day? Docs Mr. Ward keep Christmas Day himself? If so, why?"
There was a further note on the subject in the following December. Mr. Ward,
in the Times, however, pleaded well for liberty for missionaries. (See C.M.S.
Eeport, 1901.)

I
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1901 the Committee drew up a strong but Ccareful ]\Icmorandum, part ii.

which was signed by the Archbishop of Canterbury (Dr. Temple), ^''^j^'-^-

and presented to the Government. They expressed hearty con- c.m.s Me

currence with the prmciples ol oEDcial niipartiahty and respect tor to cioveru-

all rohgious convictions, but tliey contended that the poHcy adopted "^•="*-

was inconsistent with that principle, and with the religious liberty

which England professed. A Christian nation, they urged, while

giving all due respect to the religious convictions of others, could not

rightly suppress its own, nor would non-Christian people respect it

for doing so. They set forth the experience of the Christian rulers

in India as proving the perfect safety of a frank profession of the

Christian faith. They realized in this case the need of due caution,

and expressed readiness to submit to all restrictions really neces-

.

sary, but urged that such restrictions should only be temporary.

This Memorandum was published in the newspapers, and excited

much attention.* The reply came from Lord Lansdowue, as

Foreign Secretary, and stated that it was " at present impossible

to indicate any time when the restrictions in force could with

safety be removed."
But the Society could and did rejoice at the general influence

of British rule on the country. Mr. Gwynne's letter about it was
quoted in a previous chapter. The Sirdar was Sir F. E. Wingate,

and of him and other heads of the administration Mr. Gwynne
added admiring testimony.

Permission had meanwhile been given for medical work to be Medical

begun at Omdurman, provided that religious discussion was allowed,

excluded. Dr. A. C. Hall carried it on for two years, and his skill

and kindness made him, wrote Mr. Gwynne, " a living epistle,"

read, loved, and esteemed by the Sudanese. " The work he accom-
plished was the breaking down of prejudice and the softening of

the hearts of the people." His death in 1903 was a heavy loss.

His widow, who as ^liss Eva Jackson had been some years in the

Egypt Mission, has continued w^orking at Omdurman and Khartum
ever since. A hospital has now been built, the site having been
granted by the Government.

In that year, 1903, the prohibition against private Christian con-
^^![J*Qjg

versation was withdrawn, though public preaching w^as still for- iiUowed.

bidden, and is forbidden to this day. Leave was also given to

open a Christian school for girls at Khartum, provided that

Mohammedan children should not be obliged to receive religious

instruction. In point of fact, scarcely any of the Moslem parents,

though plainly informed, made any objection. The school was
visited by Princess Henry of Battenberg in 1904.t Other girls'

schools were subsequently opened, in one case in response to a

definite request from the people ; and they have been carried on
with equal frankness and equal freedom. And the medical mission

* It was printed in the CM. Tntelligcnccr, Sept., I'JOl.

t The girls presented an address to Bishop Gwynne in I'JOS, concluding
with a beautiful prayer, for which see C.M.S. Report, 1909, p. 86.
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at Omdurman continued its useful career. These unpretending
agencies can only be regarded as preliminary to more vigorous

work when it becomes possible.

In 1904 Mr. Gwynne was appointed Archdeacon by Bishop
Blyth of Jerusalem, whose jurisdiction extended to Egypt and the

Sudan ; and in 1908 he was consecrated Bishop Suffragan for the

Sudan. Altliough no longer on the C.M.S. roll, he continued to

give support and encouragement to its work, to its great advantage.

Although the Government has seemed so unduly careful of

Mohammedan feeling, and so little disposed to take a reasonable

stand as a Christian nation, it is a satisfaction that -the outward
and visible sign of a Christian profession is now conspicuous at

Khartum in the new cathedral. The foundation stone was laid by
Princess Henry of Battenberg in February, 1901. King Edward
gave £200, and our present King (then Prince of Wales) £100, to

the building fund. The cathedral was consecrated by the Bishop
of London on January 26th, 1912, the twenty-seventh anniversary
of Gordon's death. In his sermon the Bishop justly urged that

the true way to insure that Gordon had not died in vain was to

" turn the Africa for which he gave his life into a true and lasting

heritage for the Kingdom of God."
On the occasion of this visit the Bishop inspected the small

work permitted to the C.M.S., and wrote to his own Diocesan
Magazine, " The ever-plucky C.M.S. has opened schools for girls

"

(at Omdurman). " After the opening a Moslem brought up his

wife, half veiled of course, to introduce her to me, and to say
how much good the school had done her." " I addressed in

Bisliop Gwynne's garden at Khartum a delightful gathering of the

C.M.S. missionaries and the American Presbyterians, who were
asked to meet me together." "Bishop Gwynne is a missionary
to his linger-tips."

But we must go back a few years, to see how the extension of

the Mission south of Khartum came about.
In December, 1901, Lord Cromer wrote officially to the Society

proposing definite arrangements for its undertaking a jMission to

the Pagan population farther south, which the Government have
all along been ready to favour. The country was to be divided

l)etween the Austrian Eoman Catholic Mission, the American
Presbyterian Mission, and the C.M.S., the White Nile from
Eashoda to the Uganda border being allotted to C.]\I.S. Needless
to say, the Committee warmly responded and issued an appeal for

men and means.*
In October, 1905, a party of six left England for the Sudan.

They were joined at Khartum by ]\[r. Gwynne, and Dr. Albert
Cook left Uganda about the same time and travelled north
to meet them, to help in starting the Mission. They settled

* For Lord Cromer's letter, the Committee's Appeal, and other information,
see the CM, Intcll., Feb. 1906; also the July number, for Lord Cromer's
official statement of his policy, published in the Blue Book.
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amoncj the Jiong tinhe (then called the Dinka, which if? an Arabic part ii.

corruption of the name), about a thousand miles south of Khar- —'-

toum. As in so many cases, however, the new Mission was at

first very discouraging. The population proved to be very thin,

owing to the devastation of the ]\Iahdi's regime, and sickness drove
several men home.* In 1908 it was actually suspended for a

short time ; but Bishop Gwynne went up again in 1909, and he
assured the Committee that they had not realized how much pre-

paratory work had been done in teaching the people, healing their

sick, and studying the language. One missionary, the Eev. k.

Shaw, had borne the burden and heat of the day. More recently

the work has much developed at JMalek, the station for the Jieng
tribe, and the first converts are being gathered in.

The Sirdar, Sir F. Wingate, was now urging the Society to To Jiens,'

move forward also into the country west of the Eiver, called the
"'"^'"^'''''"''''

Lado Enclave, which had been leased to King Leopold of Belgium,
but on his death had reverted to the Sudan Government. This
seemed the more important because Moslem officials and soldiers

were being sent from Egypt among the Pagan population, and
Mohammedan schools were being opened.

Early in 1911, Bishop Gwynne and Mr. Shaw, accompanied by
Mr. C. T. Studd, who was desirous of opening an independent
Mission somewhere in the heart of Africa, visited the new territory

;

and in 1912-13 two new stations were established in or near it,

one, Lau, among the Cheech Jieng, and the other, Yambio, among
the Azandi, a tribe which the German traveller, Schweinfui'th,

called the " Nyam Nyam." \ Mr. Studd's " Heart of Africa
"

Mission is among a similar tribe about 100 miles farther south-

west, in the Belgian Congo ; and, about 100 miles to the south-

east, the Africa Inland Mission have since begun work.
Besides Mr. Shaw, six clergymen are now engaged in this

Southern Sudan Mission,J of whom four are British, the Revs.
C. A. Lea-Wilson, H. P. Davies, A. G. King, W. Haddow ; and
two Australian, the Revs. K. E. Hamilton (Victoria), and E. C.

Gore (N.S. Wales). Also three laymen, Messrs. Scamell, Thomas,
and Ewell. Mr, Scamell has his wife with him, the first woman
missionary in that remote part of Africa. Mr. Hamilton also

is bringing his wife from Australia. § Mr. Shaw has lately visited Help from

Uganda, asking the Church there to help in the Sudan Mission ;
^'^"^ '^'

* Full accounts of those early days appeared in the CM. Intell. of 1906.

t Sec an account of the Azandi in the CM. Review of March, 1915, by
Dr. Stones of Old Cairo, who went i;p the Nile to visit the new field.

X The term " Eastern Sudan " is used to cover the whole territory from
Egypt to Uganda, thus distinguished from the Central and Western Sudan.
"Southern Sudan"' is part of it, and practically means the Pagan territory.

§ Mr. Lea-Wilson has also now taken a wife out with him. She is a
daughter of the late Rev. W. B. Collins of the North India jMission, and
g.-and-daughter of the Rev. W. IL Collins, who (with J. S. Burdon) founded
the old C.]\r.S. Peking Mission (transferred to S.P.G. in 1880).
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and one well-trusted Mugaiida clergyman and a band of teachers,

&c., were chosen to go with him (see p. 94).

Egypt.

We now descend the Nile, northward into Egypt. The good
work which had gradually been developed in Cairo and Old Cairo

from the time of the British occupation (1882) was being faith-

fully carried on in 1899, viz., the services, the schools, the hospitals,

the village visiting, kc. ; and there has been no slackening of it

during the period under review. Women missionaries have
done excellent service, both in the schools and in visiting. The
medical w^ork has gone on without break. Dr. Harpur, after

thirty years' labour, is as untiring as ever, living in the Delta and
itinerating with his dispensary among the villages. The work at

Menouf and other places is growing fast, and promises well.* The
Rev. W. W. Cash and Misses Cay and Lewis are also engaged in it.

Another medical man of much spiritual influence joined from
AustraUa, Dr. Pain, son of the Bishop of Gippsland, but he died in

1913 from acute cerebro-spinal meningitis caught from one of

his patients. But his death brought two Moslems to confession

of Christ and baptism. So highly was he esteemed in Australia

and New Zealand that friends there had raised over £2000 to

enlarge the new hospital at Old Cairo, in which he was working.
Its foundation stone was laid by Sir Algernon Coote in March,
1905 ; and it was visited by Lord Kitchener in 1913. The other

medical men have been Drs. Lasbrey, Stones, and Hargreaves
;

and Dr. Lloyd, one of the first Sudan party, at Omdurman.
Three men joined just before and after the Centenary year, whose

names are now well-known : the Rev. Douglas Thornton, whose
large heart and vigorous initiative made him a power at once,

whose death in 1907 was deeply and widely mourned, and whose
inspiring biography | has secured that he, being dead, yet speaketh

;

the Rev. W. H. T. Gairdner, who has become a high authority on
Islam, and who was selected to write the story of the Edinburgh
Conference in 1910—a brilliant literary effort ; and the Rev.
Reunie Maclnnes, who succeeded Mr. Adeney as secretary pn his

lamented death in 1903, and has now become Anglican Bishop in

Jerusalem. After Mr. Thornton's death, Mr. Gairdner was joined

by the Rev. R. F. McNeile (a Balliol scholar, and Senior Student
of Christ Church).

Mr. Thornton and Mr. Gairdner began an important work in

setting forth the Christian message before the educated Moslems
and the students at the famous El Azhar University, partly through
meetings for frank discussion, and partly through the medium
of a paper called Oriont ami Occident, which has now appeared
regularly for ten years, and has a large circulation among Moham-
medans and Christians. Other literary work was undertaken,

* Sco Mr. Cash's interesting article, CM. Rev., Feb., 1914.

t By Mr. Gairdner. Published by Hodder & Stoughton.
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and the liookshop proved useful for disseminating the truth, part ii.

Since then, the Nile Mission Press, an independent institution,
^'i^-'-

fn-st started hy the energy of Miss A. Van Sommer, has done great

siMvice on these hnes.* Besides direct efforts to influence the
Moslems, friendship has been cultivated with the Copts, which
is in accordance with the spirit in which the work for tlie Eastern
Churches was done by the Society a century ago. Evangelistic

meetings in the Coptic churches, with the cordial co-operation

of l)isliops and priests, have been held in Upper Egypt.f Mr.
Gairdner and Mr. McNeile have continued this varied work to the

present day.

In 1899 there were on the staff four clergymen, of whom two The c.m.s.

were soon transferred to other Missions, and the other two,
'

Mr. Adeuey and Mr. Thornton, have died ; three doctors, of whom
one, Dr. Hall, died, and the others, Drs. Harpur and Lasbrey, are

still at work ; four wives, of whom Mrs. Harpur and Mrs. Hall
remain, the latter continuing after her husband's death ; and
eleven other women, of whom one died (Mrs. Lasbrey, nee Waller,

sister of Bishop Waller), two retired, and all the rest remain on
the staff, though not all in Egypt. The six still in Egypt are

Mrs. and Miss Bywater, and the Misses Adeney, Cay, Crowther,
and Sells.! Of these, Dr. and Mrs. Harpur have served thirty

years, Mrs. and Miss Bywater 25 years, and Mrs. Hall and
Miss Cay only a year or two less. Two other women w^ent out in

the Centenary year, Misses Braine-Hartnell and Western. Then
followed Miss Thora Bird, Principal of the Cheltenham Training
College for Schoolmistresses, who rendered important service,

both at Cairo and Khartum, until her lamented death in 1910.

The Misses Bywater, McNeile, Williams, Jackson, and Tristram
have been engaged in school work ; and the Eev. A. J. Toop has
the Boys' Boarding School.

x\ltogether, no less than 55 names have been added to the list

in the fifteen years, but of these, 17 were for the Southern Sudan.
Tlie figures for 1914 for Egypt and Khartum are, clergymen 5,

laymen 7 (5 doctors), wives 7, other women 20, total 39. (Or,

including the Southern Sudan, clergymen 12, laymen 10, wives 9,

other women 20, total 51.)

* Miss Van Sommer conducts an excellent quarterly periodical, Blessed be

Egypt (Isa. xix. 25), which gives regular accounts of the Missions in the
country. She has also started a " Fellowship of Faith for the Moslems," which
was suggested by the late Mr. Cleaver, of the Egypt General Mission, after Dr.
Zwcmer's address at Keswick in July, 1915. Mr. Cleaver died soon after, and
the "Leaders" of the " Fellowship" are Dr. Zwemer and Bishop Stileman.

t Mr. Thornton's accounts of his visits to Upper Egypt appeared in the
CM. Review of Aug. and Oct., 1907. See also Mr. McNeile's article in the
Rev. of July, 1911. At a meeting in the Palace at Salisbury, arranged by
the late Bishop John Wordsworth, an influential Copt expressed much
gratitude for the C.M.S. influence on his Church. A pleasant account of

Egypt and the Missions, by Miss M. C. Gollock (who spent a winter there),

is published by the C.LI.S.

—

River, Sand, and Sun.

X ]\Iiss Crowther has now retired, to bo married, after nearly twenty years'
service. Mrs. Bywater has lately died.
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What have been the results of all this good work ? We cannot

expect in a Moslem country anything like mass movements as in

some other Missions. Not only are Moslems everywhere the

hardest of non-Christians to influence, but in Egypt, to quote

again Canon Oldfield's phrase, British dominance has "re-

established " Islam. For instance, both in Egypt and in the

Sudan, the official weekly rest day is Friday—quite a needless con-

cession, as no Moslem objects to working after his attendance at

mosque—and hard upon the Coptic Christians who have to work
on Sunday, to say nothing of Enghsh Christians having to do the

same. This is just one illustration of what experience shows

to be a mistaken pohcy. Due respect to other religions, and
complete impartiality in the treatment of their votaries, ought not

to require the practical abandonment of the open profession of

Christianity. Egypt is now, since December, 1914, a British Pro-

tectorate, and the shadowy suzerainty of Turkey no longer exists.

It is earnestly to be hoped that the new regime may not per-

petuate the old system.

Nevertheless, there has been year by year a succession of

individual conversions, and because they are relatively few they

can be descrilied by the missionaries more in detail than in a

Mission where hundreds or thousands of JJaptisms take place every

year. In this respect the Egypt Mission resembles the C.M.S.

older Missions in their earlier stages, when individual cases were
reported and published at great length. The difference is that

it is unsafe to give details of conversions of Mohammedans, on
account of the danger they would cause to fresh inquirers even in

a land under British rule. But now and then it has been possible

to give particulars, as in the case of a son of a sheikh at Jerusalem,

who was converted at Cairo in 1906, and avowed his faith before

Lord Cromer and several high Egyptian officials. In the last

year of our period, organized and persistent eiTorts were made
by the Moslems of Cairo to induce the converts to apostatize, and
to the sorrow of the missionaries, their efforts were successful in

two cases.

The Bishop of London, when he was in Egypt, met all the

C.M.S. workers at Cairo for a service of prayer in the mission

hospital, which he wrote of as " splendid," " manned by three

excellent doctors and a staff of nurses." He addressed a meeting

of 2000 Copts :
" Never shall I forget it, when my temperature

was 101 ; and what I could see by its effect to be a splendid

address in Arabic by Mr. Gairdner."

Of course Church organization is premature with only a hand-

ful of converts, but a Church Committee was formed in 1908
;

and in 1909 the Christians, and others from neighbouring countries,

held a Conference at Cairo for the promotion of spiritual life
;

from which Conference two letters were written, one to " Fellow
Moslem Converts," and the other to " our Moslem brethren in

all lands." Mr. Gairdner wrote in 1914, "We are trying all we
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can to develop our tiny Native Churcli. Delinite financial schemes i'^'^'^ ij-

are put before it, for wliich it assumes real responsibility. The —'-

subscriptions (from Orientals only) reached £45 last year."

In 11)06 an important Conference of missionaries to Moliam-
medans, and others specially interested, was held at Cairo,

^vhich is further noticed in the next chapter. In 1911, Dr.

Mott held meetings of the Student Christian Movement in

Cairo, which were attended by 2000 men—in itself a proof of

the stir which recent years have shown to be in both Moslem
and Coptic minds. A branch of the Student Movement was
formed, chiefly of course among the Copts. A training school

has l)een established for missionaries preparing for work among
Mohammedans, at which the Arabic language and the Koran and
other Islamic books are scientifically studied. Dr. Zwemer and
Mr. Gairdner have been the leaders in this movement.
The vigorous and influential American Presbyterian Mission other

continues its extensive operations in Egypt ; and the Egypt
General Mission, of which the late Mr. Cleaver was the excellent

Secretary, is also doing good work.
Egypt and the Eastern Sudan are at present, as already indi-

cated, within the jurisdiction of the Anglican Bishop at Jerusalem.

Bishop Blyth, therefore, exercised episcopal authority over the

Mission nearly through our period,* with Bishop Gwynue as his

Sutfragan for the Sudan from 1908. His resignation and death

occurred in 1911. The Society rejoiced much at the appointment B'^i'PP

as his successor of Mr. Maclnnes, who was consecrated on
Oct. 28th of that year, and whose fifteen years of service in Egypt
have fitted him in a special degree for the responsibilities of one
of the most important posts in the Anglican Communion. The
selection of Mr. Maclnnes by the Archbishop of Canterbury was
received with general approval, and the Bishop of London preached
the sermon at his consecration. He is the youngest son of a late

well-known friend and Vice-President of the Society, Mr. Miles

Maclnnes, M.P. ; his brother John is an honorary assistant

secretary in Salisbury Square ; and his wife is a sister of two
C.M.S. missionaries, the Eev, E. S. Carr of Tinnevelly and Dr.

D. W. Carr of Persia. One of the new Bishop's first acts was
to confer on his colleague, Mr. Gairdner, the canonry of St.

George's Collegiate Church, Jerusalem, which w^as vacated by
his own consecration as bishop.

It is particularly satisfactory that Bishop Maclnnes is on very ^^P^jjj^

friendly terms with the Coptic Church in Egypt. There is much
that is lacking in that representative of ancient Christendom. The
Bishop of London, in his Diocesan Magazine, wrote of its members
as having " a very nominal Christian life," and as " looked after

(or neglected, as tlie case may be) by an often ignorant and ill-

educated priesthood." But it never w^as the C.M.S. policy, in the

old Egypt Mission ninety years ago, to encourage them to join the

* Seo further, p. 128.
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pakt II. Anglican Church ; rather, to help them in their spiritual life by— ' Scriptural teaching, in the hope that gradually a new spirit might
be manifested in their own Church, Bishop Maclnnes, in an address
after his consecration to the Council of the " Jerusalem and the

East Mission " (which Bishop Blyth had formed), said that if

Coptic Christians applied for admission to the English Church,
the reply was, " No ; we will do all we can for you, but we must
ask you othcially to become full members of your own Church by
being received as communicants, attending the services, and doing
all you can to bring about necessary reforms, while at the same
time getting whatever spiritual strength and advice you can
from us."

The purpose of the C.M.S. Egypt Mission is the evangelization

of the Moslems ; and this is another reason for not seeking

Coptic proselytes. It is a grievous consequence of centuries of

oppression that converts from Islam and members of the old

Churches do not fraternize ; and a Coptic section in the Mission
Church might tend to discourage Mohammedan inquirers.

But the policy thus indicated makes it easier to work for the

spiritual uplift of the Copts ; and Bishop Maclnnes has been
w^armly welcomed by their Patriarch, and also by the Armenian
Archbishop in Egypt. Douglas Thornton would have rejoiced at

At D. M.
_

this. When dying he expressed a wish to be as much identified

Funeral"."^ "^^'ith the Egyptian Christians in his burial as possible. At his

funeral, " his oldest fellow-worker in Egypt, Nikola Effendi

Gabriel, read the Psalm ; and the Lesson was read by Bulus
Effendi Gabriel, his Coptic friend, and the delegate of the Coptic
Society of Faith, in which he had taken an exceptional interest.

At the grave, Sheikh Skandar AlDd-el-Masih, the first convert
from Islam baptized l)y Mr. Thornton, read the prayers before the
committal ; and Khalcel Effendi Tadrus, catechist in Old Cairo,

read the closing prayers. Then four of his friends gave touching
tributes at the grave-side ; one, the Eight Eev. the Metran of

Keneh, who specially represented the Patriarch. In the waning
light of the evening, his friend and companion, the Eev. W. H. T.

Gairdner, gave the blessing."

On the effect of the War on the Mission, sec the Appendix,



CHAPTER X.

Islam and Mouammedan Missions.

Books on Islam—Cairo and Lucknow Conferences -S.CM. at Constan-

tinople Moslem Population of the World—Raymund Lull, Henry
Martyn, &c.—CM.S. and other Missions—Keith Falconer, Bishop

French, the Zwemers, Pfander -Malays and Afghans —Moslem
Efforts in England.

|T is not within the plan of this book to enlarge upon pakt ji.

non-Christian religions ; not, therefore, necessary to '^ "'

introduce a chapter on Mohammedanism before giving

a brief notice of Missions to Mohammedans. The
books for students rightly do this, and all that is Books ou

needed here is to mention a few of them to which the ordinary

reader may be referred. The two recent works most convenient
and suitable for that purpose are Islam : A Challenge to Faith, l^y

Dr. Zwemer, and The Reproach of Islam, by the Rev. W. H. T.

Gairdner ; the former published by the Student Volunteer Move-
ment in America, but easily ol^tainable in England ; and the latter

l)y the British Missionary Societies jointly, including the CM.S.
Both writers are experts on the subject. Dr. Zwemer has been a

missionary at Muscat in Arabia, and is well known as one of our
highest authorities on all subjects connected with Mohammedanism.
Mr. Gairdner is the CM.S. missionary in Egypt before mentioned,
and the author of Edinhargli, 1010, the brilliant account of tlio

World Missionary Conference. Both books are excellent : Dr.

Zwemer's the fuller and more complete ; Mr. Gairdner's marked
by rare eloquence and " the art of putting things." In the former,

the cliapters are on (1) The Origin and Sources of Islam, (2) Its

Prophet, (3) Its Spread, (4) Its Creed, (5) Its Practice, (6) Its

Ethics, (7) Its Divisions, (8) Present Condition of the Moslem
World, (9-12), the Missions, &c. In the latter the chapters are

(1) Extent of Islam, (2) Whence came it ? (3) How came it '?

(4) What is it ? (5) How works it '? (6-8) How save it ? Men-
tion should also be made of Tiie Faith, of Islam, by Canon Sell,

C.M.S., Madras, a standard and valuable book ; * Dr. St. Clair

Tisdall's Ileti;/io/i of the Crescent ; Sir W. Muir's (short) Life of

Mohammed; Dr. Zwemer's Arabia, the Cradle of Islam ; and the

* Also Cauou Sell's Rclicjious Orders of Islam, and Outlines of Islam.
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Eev. W. A. Eice's Crumdcn^ of Ihe Tirentk'th Ctinlurij. J-'>ut those

who desire to keep in touch with the whole Mohammedan ques-

tion, and with the current history of Missions to Mohammedans
should by all means read The JlosJcm World, a quarterly periodical

edited by Dr. Zwemer. In the principal missionary periodicals

also there are from time to time valuable articles on various

branches of the subject. In the International Review of Missions,

for instance, there was in 1912-13 an important series on the

Vital Forces of Christianity and Islam, by seven high authorities,

viz., Mr. Gairdner, of Egypt; Dr. Shedd, of the American
Presbyterian Mission in Persia ; Professor Stewart Crawford, of

the Syrian Protestant College, Beirut ; Pastor Gottfried Simon,
missionary in Sumatra; Professor Siraj-ud-Din, of the Forman
College, Lahore, himself a convert from Islam ; Canon Dale, of the

U.M.C.A., Zanzibar ; and Dr. Duncan Macdonald, Professor at

Hartford Theological Seminary. These have since been published

in a small volume.* Some other articles in periodicals are

mentioned in a note below.f

Tlie Chapters on Islam in Vol. IV. of the " Edinburgh

"

Reports, prepared for the Commission on "the Missionary Mes-
sage in Relation to non-Christian Religions," by Professor Cairns,

are among the ablest in that remarkable volume. Presenting

* Edited by Dr. Zwemer. Oxford Univ. Press. It was reviewed by Bishop
Lefroj' of Calcutta in the Int. Bev. Miss., April, 1915.

t In the Int. Rev. Miss. :—Islam in the Sudan, by Prof. Westermann of

Berlin, Oct., 1912 and July, 1913. The Balkan War and Christian Work
among Moslems, by Dr. Bliss of Beirut, Oct., 1913. The Present Attitude of

Educated Moslems towards Christ and the Scriptures, by Dr. Zwemer,
Oct., 1914.

In The East and The West

:

—The Cross and the Crescent in the Balkans,
by Dr. C. R. D. Biggs, Jan., 1913. New Light on Islam, by Prof. D. S..

Margoliouth, April, 1913. Mohammedanism in Malaya, by a doctor there.
In the Cil/. Review. IMoslem and Christian Views of God : An Imaginary

Dialogue, by W. H. T. Gairdner, March and May, 1909. (Most interesting.}
The Social Condition of Women in Moslem Lands, by Dr. Emmeline Stuart,
Aug., 1909. The ]\Ioral Condition of Moslem Lauds, by Dr. Walter IMiller,

Nov., 1909. Islam and Christianity in Relation to Missionary Effort, by the
Rev. C. T. Wilson, June, 1911. The Koran and the Scriptures, by the Rev.
A. E. Day, Sept., 1914. Turkey and Islam, by Dr. Weitbrecht, Dec, 1914.
The Church's Obligation to Islam, by Missions-Direktor Axenfeld of Berlin,
Dec, 1914. The Moslem World, by Rev. J. H. Linton, Feb., 1915. Also in
this Review (June, 1910) was printed Bishop Knox of Manchester's powerful
C.M.S. Sermon at St. Bride's on the Crisis of Christianity and Islam; also
(June, 1914) Bishop Lefroy's admirable speech on Missions to Moslems at
the C.M.S. Annual Meeting.

In the Moslem IForW .---Islam not a Stepping Stone to Christianity, by
Bishop Peel, Oct., 1911. C.M.S. Missions to Mohammedans, by the Author of
this History, April, 1912. Islam in the Sudan, by W. I. W. Roome, April and
July, 1914.

Also, in Vol. V. of the Pan-Anglican Reports there are some valuable
papers ; particularly by Professor IMargoliouth (marked S.D. 4 (g)), the Rev, W.
II. T. Gairdner (S.D. 4 (h)). Dr. Tisdall (p. 170), and the Rev. F. Baylis (p. 183),
Mr. Baylis's paper is particularly important on the relations between Islam
and the Eastern Churches.
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the evidence collected from missionaries in all parts of the part ii.

Mohammedan world, Dr. Cairns, in pp. 122-155, summarizes it t^'iap-io.

in a masterly way, and s^-oncludes that " it can be only by helping

men to realize the depth of their need that the missionary can
prepare men for a recognition of tlie greatness of grace." In-

cidentally lie remarks that " there seems to be much less theolo-

gical unrest among missionaries in Moslem lands than among
ministers at home ; and their practical view of the need of adapt-

ing the Gospel to the mind of the East is much less drastic than
the theoretical view of scholars at home." Then, under" General
Conclusions" (p. 214), he points out the parallels between the

work of Missions to-day and tliat of the Apostolic Age ; and as

regards Islam, that our conflict is much the same as that of the

Apostolic period with Judaism, " which was essentially legalistic

in its whole conception of the relations between God and man."
This he draws out very clearly (pp. 236-244) ; and while paying
all due respect to Moslem monotheism, he gathers from " the

entire mass of evidence from all the fields " the "vital necessity"

of the great truth that Christ is " God manifest in the flesh."

" Everywhere this is what arouses opposition, Imt everywhere it is

irlidt v'iiis Dien.'"

But perhaps of all recent utterances on the Mohammedan Dr. Zwemor

Problem the most impressive was Dr. Zwemer's address at ti^ig
"^ Keswick,

last Keswick Convention (1915). One may boldly say, not merely
that it appeals to missionary circles, but that ever// Eiif/lishmnn

should read it*

Two important Conferences on Missions to Mohammedans have Cairo and

been held in recent years, one at Cairo in 1907, and the other at coniv'r-^^

Lucknow in 1911. Sixty-two missionaries attended at Cairo, ences.

representing twenty-nine difterent Societies, some coming from
long distances ; and others sent papers to be read. Among the

C.M.S. men contributing were Dr. Weitbrecht and INIr. Goldsmith
of India, .Mr. Walshe of China, Dr. :Miller of Africa, Dr. Tisdall

of Persia, and of course the missionaries in Egypt and Palestine.

There were 180 delegates (besides visitors) at the Lucknow Con-
ference, which was naturally attended largely by missionaries in

India ; but it was world-wide in its outlook. Dr. Zwemer was
chairman, and among the speakers were Bishop G. H. Westcott
of Lucknow and Bishop Lefroy of Lahore. Important papers by
women were a feature, among them Dr. Emmeline Stuart of

Persia, Miss Cay of Egypt, Miss Trotter of Algiers, Miss de
S6Uncourt (now Principal of Westfield College), Miss A. Van
Sommer, and several American ladies. A Eussian lady from
Moscow was a speaker. There was an Egyptian delegate, Mitri

* To be had of ]\Ir. Oliver, Secretary, Nile Mission Press, 16, Southfield
Road, Tunbridge Wells ; 50 copies for 2s. 6fZ. Since the above was written,
Dr. Zwemer's new work, Mohammed or Christ, has appeared, an admirable
book on the activities of Islam all over the world and the importance of

counter-acting them.
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El'fencli, and several Indians, including Canon Ali Bakbsh. Both
the Eeports are mines of valuable information.'*^

Another Conference of great interest was that of tlie Student

Movement held at Constantinople in 1911, at a time when it was
hoped that the Young Turk party, which had gained chief power,
would prove to be an instrument of reform and revival. That
hope, it is needless to say, came to nothing. But the Eeport of

the Conference is a valuable book,")" and shows how great are the

possibilities of the Near East whenever the Turk is out of the

way.
"Various estimates have been made of the Mohammedan popu-

lation of the world. They vary from 175 millions to 300 millions.

Dr. Zwemer and Mr. Gairdner both accept (the former with a

slight alteration) an estimate made for the Cairo Conference of

1907, wliich w-as midway between the two extremes, just under
223 millions. Of these it was estimated that no less than 161
millions were under Christian rule, Great Britain having 63i
millions in Asia and nearly 18 millions in Africa. Under Moslem
rule, Turkey, Persia, Arabia, &c., 38 millions; and under other

non-Christian rule, 24 millions, the bulk in China. But Turkey's
recent losses in Europe and Africa would alter some of the figures,

increasing the number under Christian rule. A later estimate by
Dr. Zwemer and Prof. Westermann gives a total of 201,300,000,
of whom 107,000,000 are under Christian rule, leaving only 34
millions under Moslem or other non-Christian rule. The one
great field where Islam is advancing seriously is Africa, as before

stated ; Imt it is also extending in China, though the Cairo estimate

of 20 milhons is probably excessive ; and even in Japan there are

Moslem missionaries.

The Mohammedan World has been, until recent years, much
neglected by the missionary societies, indeed by the whole
Cbristian Church. Tlie Crusades were an enterprise of splendid
enthusiasm, but their object was the liberation of the Holy Land
from Moslem domination, not the conversion of the Moslems.
Eaymund Lull, the one great missionary to them in the Middle
Ages, rightly expressed the true spirit and method in his memor-
able words, " The Holy Land can \)Q won in no other way than
as Tliou, O Ijord Christ, and Thy Apostles won it, l)y love, by
prayer, by shedding of tears and blood." % He was martyred in

* The Cairo Report is entitled The Mohammedan World of To-Day, and the
Lucknow Report Islam and Missions, both published by Fleming Revell.
Accounts of both Confercnocs appeared in the CM. Review, the Cairo one
by Dr. Tisdall iu April, 1907, and the Lucknow one by Dr. Weitbrecht in
April, 1911.

t Published by the World's Student Christian Federation.

X Dr. Zwemcr's book on Raymund Lull is the best popular account of him.
See also the same writer's article on him in the CM. Eevicw, June, 1915 ; Dr.
Weitbrccht's in The East and The West, and Dr. Barber's in the Int. Bev.
Miss., both in July, 1915 ; all in commemoration of the sixth centenary of bis
martyrdom. Dr. Barber has also published a book entitled Raymvnd Lull
the Illuminated Doctor.
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1315, just GOO years ago, and he had uo successor, thougli the vartii.
I'Vanciscans made some efforts to carry the Gospel to the East. <''>-iP;_io.

IVancis Xavier proclaimed Christ at the Court of the Mogul Francis

I'jiiiperors Akhar and Jahangir, and wrote a hook for the Moslems ^='^^''*'''-

there, entitled, A Mirror for Sliowimj the Truth; but his work was
mostly among the Tamils of South India. And then we have to

leap over two centuries and a half, and come to Henry Martyn, Henry
" Saint and Scholar, First Modern Missionary to Mohammedans," Mai+yn.

as Dr. George Smith well calls him in the title to his fascinating

biography,—the centenary of whose death we conmiemorated in

1912.* Martyn was not only the first to witness for Christ in

modern times in Persia, but was the instrument in India of the
conversion of Abdul Masih, the influential Mohammedan after-

wards ordained by Bishop Heber ; and Abdul Masih was in fact Abdul

the first C.M.S. missionary in India, for he was supported at Agra '^**"'

by a grant from the C.M.S. before any white missionary had been
sent by the Society.

f

But the C.M.S. had thought of the Mohammedans before that. c.M.s. mid

In its very first year the Committee reported inquiries about ('ii^,?^'i\ps."'

" Persia, and the Arabic-speaking peoples of the East." And in

1815, the year of Waterloo, just a century ago, tliey commis-
sioned a Fellow of St. John's, Cambridge, W. Jowett, to visit the
East and inquire into the condition of the Oriental Churches, with
tlie definite ulterior view of carrying the Divine Message to the
Moslems. This object, they thought, could be best attained

through a revival of the Eastern Churches, which ought to have
done that work, but had not done it. Good influence was gained
in many places, but the Churches as a whole refused to awake to

their responsibility. Mr. Gairdner, in TIip ReproKch of Islam,

speaks of these Eastern Churches as " communities of Christians

scattered like islands in the sea of surrounding Islam," " eloquent
only of the coming in of Islam as a flood." % In after years, how-
ever, certain of their members, attracted by the purer Gospel
brought to them from the West, attached themselves to the
Anghcan Church, and from among tliese most of the native agents
now employed in Egypt and Palestine have been obtained. The
great Missions of the American Board (Congregationahst) and the American

American Presbyterians, in Turkey, Syria, Egypt, and Persia,
^^"'^'^"'^

have been carried on with the same general object, Init with more
definite eftbrts in forming Pi'otestant congregations. They have,
liowever, made a fair number also of converts from Islam, § The [i-^^-S- -"jt'

direct attempts of the C.M.S. to reach the Moslems in the Near nopie.""
'"

* See Bishop Stileman's Sermon at Trinity Church, Cambridge, Oct. IGth,
1912, in CM. Rev., Dec, 1912.

t See Hist. C.M.S., Vol. I., p. 183.

X An excellent brief account of these Churches, Greek, Armenian, Jacobite,
Copt, &c., by the Rev. P. Baylis, appeared in the CM. Review of Jan. and
Feb., 1910.

§ The chief authority on these and other JMissiona in the Near East is

Dr. Julius Richter's able booiv.
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East liegan with a Mission at Constantinople in 185G, after the

Crimean War; two remarkal)le German missionaries, Koelle (who
had l)een in West Africa) and Pfander (from India) heing sent

there. Several Turks were hrought to Christ and haptized, hut

after eight years the Sultan suppressed the Mission and (it was
helicved) made away with the converts. The Society's modern
Egypt Mission dates from the British occupation in 1882, and the

Turkish Arabia Mission from the same year. Persia had heen

visited by Dr. Bruce in 1869, and his mission adopted in 1875.*

Besides these C.M.S. efforts, the North Africa Mission, the Egypt
General Mission, and several smaller associations, are working

also in these countries on undenominational lines ; and the London
Jews Society has important and fruitful work of its own in Pales-

tine, Persia, and North Africa. In Arabia, tlie Free Church of

Scotland jNTission at Aden was founded by that brilliant young
Cambridge Professor, Ion Keith-Falconer, in 1885, in response to

a call from General Haig, who had travelled about seeking for

openings; and the C.M.S. left that field, which it had temporarily

entered on, transferring its missionary, Dr. Harpur, to Egypt.

Keith-Falconer died in less than two years, but his work is still

carried on. Then came the heroic Bishop French, who, having

resigned the bishopric of Lahore, resolved to devote the rest of his

life to evangelizing the Moslems of Western Asia ; but within a

few months he died at Muscat in Arabia.f The mantle dropped

liy him was taken up by the two Zwemers and other missionaries

of the American (Dutch) Eeformed Church, and their Mission is

carried on to tliis day. Peter Zwemer died early, but Samuel may
now be regarded as the most prominent leader in Christian effort

among the Moslems. His wife was an Australian missionary of

the C.M.S. at Baghdad. Eaymund Lull, Henry Martyn, Pfander,

Bruce, French, Keith-Falconer, Zwemer, are a noble succession

indeed. Two only of them came home to die. Lull, Martyn,
French, Keith-Falconer, P. Zwemer, passed to their reward from
the midst of the people they sought to save.

In India also the C.M.S. Missions to Mohammedans have been

the most conspicuous, especially along the Afghan Frontier. In

the Punjab, which is largely Moslem, the American Presbyterian

Mission at Lahore was first, and it joined in the original invitations

from tlie great Christian representatives of British rule, Henry
and John Lawrence and others, to the C.M.S. to join in the

enterprise (1852). At Agra, as already mentioned, Abdul Masih
had been preaching forty years earlier; also Pfander (originally

sent ])y the ]iasle Mission to Persia, and thence expelled when

* Pull accounts of theso and other enterprises in the Mohammedan East
will be found in the Histonj of C.M.S., chaps. 17, 24, 41. 75, 94, 104.

t The Biography of Bishop French, by the Rev. H. A. Birks, is a valuable

work, now out of print, but to be found in many libraries. A short sketch of

his career, entitled An Heroic Bishop, by the present writer, is published by
Hodder and Stoughton.
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EuRsia conquered tlie nortli-western province), wlio joined the part ii.

CM. 8. in India, and proved to be indisputably one of the greatest t;hap^io.

of missionai'ies to INIohammedans. He preached in Delhi, which
afterwards became an S.P.G. station, and is now the centre of the

important Cambridge and S.P.G. Delhi Mission, which works
largely among Mohammedans as well as Hindus. At Lucknow,
too, and at Calcutta and Boml)ay and Madras and Haidarabad, the

C.M.S, seeks the evangelization of the Moslems ; and in Ceylon.

r>ut all these Missions will come further under our notice in the

chapters on India.

In Africa the C.M.S. and many other Societies are face to face

with advancing Islam. This work has already been enlarged

upon.

But perhaps the most successful of all Missions to Moslems are other

those in the Malay Islands, Sumatra and Java,"' chiefly of the Missions.

Ehenish Missionary Society, which has there 200 missionaries and ,

about 100,000 converts. Some of these have been won from
Paganism, but the majority from Islam, In the north-western
provinces of China, also, the China Inland Mission and other

Societies have enrolled Moslem converts ; and in Central Asia,

under both Chinese and Russian governments, German and
Swedish missionaries are at work. The Eusso-Grcek Church, too,

is stated to have worked zealously for the conversion of the

Mohammedans of Turkestan.

Afghanistan is the most wholly closed of Moslem lands. Per- The

haps the Providence of God will open the door when we are ready
-^'-'>="'^-

to enter in. Meanwhile the C.M.S. Missions on the Frontier

have baptized noble Afghans, the firstfruits of a vigorous race

which should give a worthy and welcome contingent to the
Church of God. Even where the living preacher cannot enter,

the written Word of God finds its way ; and the Christian hospital

on the borders receives its patients from the closed territories

be3'ond, and sends them l)ack with healed bodies and with hearts

at least touched by the sympathy of the servants of Jesus Christ.

But " Mohammedan Missions " may mean Missions of as well Moslem

as io Mohammedans. We have seen the activity of Moslem ci^isten°"

missionaries in iVfrica. They are to be met with in many countries t'on^-

in Asia. They have even come to Europe, and boast of their success
in England itself. A word or two must be added on this point, as

very curious mis-statements are current among Mohammedans in

India and elsewhere.

Some five and twenty years ago it was reported by native news-
papers in the Punjab that several hundred Englishmen, with a

bishop at their head, had embraced Islam at Liverpool. In 1891
Dr. Weitbrecht went to Liverpool to inquire about it, and Dr. At

Martyn Clark made further inquiries. The results were published '^®'^°° •

at Calcutta, and their appearance led the principal Mohammedan
leaders to disavow the transactions reported. It appears that a

* See article on " Islam and Animism," G. M. Eev., May, 1913.
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PART II. solicitor named Qnilliam, wlio professed to have embraced Islam,
ciiap^io.

iij^f]^ taken a small house in Liverpool, held services in it on
Fridays, and claimed to have thirty adherents. Some time after-

wards Mr. Quilliam disappeared, and nothing more was heard of

tlie matter. But in 1911, an American missionary magazine stated

that there was " a beautiful mosque " at Liverpool, with " schools,

library, museum, book store, hall for lectures, and hospital," and
that 1000 persons had joined, who were now giving their children

Turkish or Arabic names. The Eev. J. F. Hewitt, of the G.M.S.
Bengal Mission, went to see the " mosque," and with great

difficulty found the place. " I don't know about a mosque," said

a policeman, " but there is a house where Quilliam used to hold

meetings before he went away. I used to see the old man go in

and out. I never saw more than eight people go in for a meeting."

He showed Mr. Hewitt the house, " empty and. dirty, with broken
windows," " rateable value £30 at the most." There was a small

notice-board, " with a tiny crescent affixed to each corner." So
much for Islam at Liverpool

!

\t Woking. But there is one real mosque in England, near Woking, built by
Dr. Leitner, formerly Principal of the Oriental College at Lahore,
for the use of Moslem students in London, but now used, with the

house adjoining, as the headquarters of a new Moslem Mission to

the English, headed by an Indian pleader, Khwaja Kamal-ud-Din.
There is a monthly periodical, Muslim India and Islamic Eerieiv,

and meetings are held at various places from time to time. Much
is naturally made of the recent profession of Islam by an Irish

Peer, Lord Headley, who was previously a Deist. It is quite

possible that some of the many people who want a religion but
will do anything rather than submit to the just claims of Him Who
died for them, will be beguiled into Mohammedanism. But will

they find holiness in it ? or purity ? or peace ?
*

Bisiinp This chapter cannot be closed more significantly than by

Awmi'ent. extracting from Bishop Lefroy's speech at the C.M.S. Annual
Meeting in 1914 the following story :

—

" I was visiting an outlying part of the Lahore diocese which
can only be reached after five days' riding, while the best means
of transport was on camels, and as I rode along I had a good deal

of conversation with the Mohammedan driver of the camel, wiio

was seated in front of me. One day he turned round and quite

spontaneously said to me :
' Sahib, why do our teachers call the

Lord Jesus Christ the living Apostle ? ' I said, ' Why, they call

Him that because in that particular respect they have got hold of

the real truth and are bound to teach it.' Then I spoke of the

crucifixion of our Lord, His resurrection, and His ever-living

presence in heaven. After that I said, ' What about your prophet
Moliammed ? Is he alive or dead ? ' Of course the man replied he

was dead. ' Do you know where his grave is? ' I asked, and ho

* The above particulars arc from the Moalrm World, July, 1911, and April,

1914. In the latter number Dr. Weitbrccht tells much about the new Mission.
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answered, ' "\'es, it is in ^fedina.' I asked him also wliether parttt.

lie knew a further fact, and found that he did not, namely, that <'i>:n>jJo.

alongside that tomb of Mohammed there is reserved to this day an
empt}'- space,—that space is for another grave, and according to

Mohammedan legend that grave will be occupied by our Lord
Jesus Christ when He comes again to the world, as they them-
selves ])elieve He will, in preparation for the last Judgment. We
are not concerned with that futile legend that Christ will be buried

there, but surely the continued existence of that empty grave

space speaks with wonderful force of the present life of our Lord
and Master. Then I went on to say to my driver :

' If you want
help to conquer your sin, to fight against temptation, or help of

any kind, do you think it w^ould be better to turn to the dead
Mohammed or to the living Christ '?

' He did not like this

question, so I said :
' Supposing you wanted any help to-day for

feeding your camel or cleaning it, would you rather turn to a dead
man or to a living one '? '

"



CHAPTEE XI.

C.M.S. MISSIONS: Palestine.

Part 1 1.

Chap. U.

Young
Turk Party.

C.M.8.
Staff.

The Kaiser in Palestine—Young Turk Party—C.M.S. Staff—Women's
Work, Medical Work, &c.—Bishops Blyth and Maclnnes.

T is interesting, and indeed suggestive, to find, on
looking back to the Eeports at the time of the

Centenary, that tlie great event in Palestine in the

year reviewed in 1899 was the visit of the German
Kaiser, and that the Sultan of Turkey presented to

him the plot of holy ground on which the Virgin Mary is said

to have slept the night before her " Assumption," which property
the Kaiser handed over to his Roman Catholic subjects. It was
during that journey, no doubt, that the foundations were laid of

the dominant influence in Turkey which has drawn the Porte into

the present War. What maj^ be the issue for the Land of Israel

is so far known onlj^ to Him Who appointed that land to be the

scene of the Incarnation.

The Turkish Ptevolution in 1908, and the proclamation of

religious liberty by the Young Turk party which then gained the

upper hand at Constantinople, gave hopes of a real change in the

environment of the Palestine Mission. The immediate results

seemed to warrant this hope. At Jerusalem, before immense
crowds, Jewish rabbis, Moslem sheikhs, and Christian priests,

made impassioned speeches expressing their fraternization. At
Nazareth, the Syrian pastor , of the C.M.S. congregation was
in\ated to address the Mohammedans from the pulpit of the

mosque. P>ut Islam proved true to its real nature, and speedily

all things returned into their old condition. The war of 1911
l)etween Turkey and Italy aroused all the ancient bigotry, and
one Effendi, " a perfect gentleman," said, " If Clirist does not
worship as a Moslem when He comes again, we will kill Him."

Reverting to the commencement of our fifteen-year period, the

staff in 1899 comprised 12 clergymen, 6 laymen, 14 wives, and 29
other women ; total 61. Within the period 58 have been added to

the list ; but the total in 1914 was only 52, viz., clergymen G, laj'-

men 7, wives 10, other w^omen 29. In 1904 the total was 08, but

Palestine has since suffered by retrenchment.
In 1899 the faithful old German missionaries, who had long

been the chief agents of the Society in the Mohammedan East,
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were still alive. Fallscheer, Zeller, and Wolters, who were then partji.

at work, died respectively in IDOi after 36 years' labour, in ^'''"''- ^^-

1902 after 46 years, in 1910 after 50 years ; and Klein, who had

retired in 1903, after 52 years ; all four much respected, and Klein

famous as the discoverer of the Moabite Stone.* Of the English

missionaries, the two leaders, the Eevs. J. E. Longley Hall and

C. T. Wilson, were the seniors, and both presently retired after

30 and 27 years' service respectively. Mr. Wilson, it will be

remembered, was one of the first two missionaries in Uganda.

His brother, the Kev. D. M. Wilson, and the Eev. C. A. Manley,

rendered ten years' service before retiring. The Eev. H. Sykes,

who succeeded Mr. Hall as Secretary, happily still holds that

position, and is now not far short of 30 years' service ; and Mr.

Ellis has only two years fewer. The Eevs. P. Carpenter and S. C.

Weljb joined in 1901, and are still on the statf.

But the special feature of the Palestine Mission for more than Wompn

five and twenty years has been the number of women mis- aries'.°°'

sionaries. It had risen from one in 1887 to twenty-nine in 1899 ;

then came the winding-up of the Female Education Society, and
the transfer of nine of its ladies in Palestine (besides others else-

where) to C.M.S. ; and in 1901 the number was 40, besides

15 wives. It has since receded to 29 and 10 wives, as above

stated. Several of these have given twenty years' service. The
senior E.E.S. lady. Miss Jacomb, had been thirty years in the

Palestine Mission before joining the C.M.S. She died, deeply

respected, in 1902. Another lady, who had for thirty years

worked on her own account at Jaffa, Miss C. A. Newton, on her

death in 1908 left her well-known hospital there to the Society,

with a fund for its maintenance. Two of her sisters have been

zealous workers on the C.M.S. staff. Two Scottish sisters, the

Misses E. C. and A. Wardlaw-Eamsay, who had worked together

at St. Paul's, Onslow Square, w^ent to Palestine as honorary mis-

sionaries, the one in 1889 and the other a few years later after a

time in East Africa. The elder died at Jaffa in 1913, deeply

lamented. Another woman who died after fourteen years' service

was Miss Esther Cooke ; and another. Miss Bedells, in 1915,

after twenty-three years
; f and equal periods (or more) stand to

the credit of some who have retired, Misses Welch, M. Brown,
Jarvis, Tindall, Brodie, Eeeve, Lewis, Nuttall, F. E. Newton, Scott.

But the following have laboured all through our period and are

still on the staff: Miss Elverson, 27 years; Misses Wenham,
Brownlow, Eoberts, each 20 years ; and Misses Watney, Tiflin,

Hassall (from Sydney, great grand-daughter of Samuel Marsden),

Newey, Hicks, Eosenhayn, McConaghy, Lawford. Mrs. Ellis,

too, has been in the Mission 24 years, having (as Miss Low)
joined in 1891.

* There was a worthy In ]\Iemoriain of Mr. Wolters, hy two of his fellow

missionaries, iu the CSl. Review, April, 1910.

t See Dr. Wright's notice of Miss Bedells, CM. Eeview, August, 1915.
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The work of these women missionaries lias consisted mainly of

visiting the women of the country in towns and villages, and also

in girls' schools, and nm^sing in the hospitals. The transfer to

C.M.S. ranks of the E.E.S. ladies gave to the Society the Orphanage
at Nazareth, of wiiich ]\liss Newey has been Superintendent, and
in which many tourists in Palestine have taken so much interest

;

and also added Bethlehem to the list of stations, where a girls'

boarding school has been worked (since Miss Brown left) by a

sister of Mr. McNeile of Cairo. In 1913, Bethlehem was the

scene of a Conference of Women, native and foreign, belonging

to various Missions, at which all the addresses were in Arabic.

No one who reads the Eeports can doubt that multitudes of

native women have learnt to know that Christ is the one Saviour,

although in the case of Moslems, baptism is scarcely, if ever,

possible. Nor can it be doubted that the boys' schools have done

really good missionary work
;

particularly the Bishop Gobat
School, under Mr. Elhs and the Kev. S. C. Webb ; also the English

College for young men, under the Eev. W. Stanley and the late

Mr. J. E. Eobinson. Both of these institutions are at Jerusalem.

At Kefr Yasif there has been a Training Colony for teacliers.

Village schools are only allowed in villages solely or partly

inhabited by Christians, not where there are only Moslems.

The medical work of the Mission has been important. During
the whole of our period, and for some years before that. Dr.

Sterling, w^ho is also a clergyman and a Canon of St. George's,

Jerusalem, has been doing remarkable work at Gaza ; and similar

service for the same time has been rendered by Dr. Gaskoin
Wright at Nablus, who has lately had with him Dr. Ethel R.

Grifliths. There are also the late Miss Newton's Hospital at

Jaffa, already mentioned, worked for a time by Dr. Keith, and a

smaller one at Salt, where have been Drs. Brigstocke and Charlotte

Purnell. These four hospitals have 180 beds between them, and
many patients have learnt that Christ is the Saviour of the soul, as

well as Healer of the body. For some years there was also a

medical mission at Kerak in the land of Moab, but it has not been

continued. The Rev. H. G. Harding, now Organizing Secretary of

the C.M.S. Medical Mission Auxiliary at home, and the Rev. Sydney
Gould, a Canadian doctor and clergyman, who is now secretary

of the Missionary Society of the Canadian Church, have taken

part in this work. A medical woman, Dr. Rachel Apps, who
promised to be a real power, died after a year's service in 1909.

The Bishop of London, who saw some of the C.M.S. work in

Palestine in 1912, and whose genial presence was highly appre-

ciated by the missionaries, w^rote, " The fact which emerges from

a visit to the Near East is the wonderful influence of JMedical

Missions."

The Anglican congregations, numbering 2350 souls, are minis-

tered to by some nine pastors, and are under a Church Council,

formed in 1905. Of one of these clergymen, the late Rev. Chalil
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1 Jama], who died in 1907, Bishop French, who visited him at Salt pabtu.
in 1889, wrote :

" Mr. Jamal is something hke Bishop Dupanloup ^^'^-ii-

in his excellence and in catechizing ; a real lamp burning and
shining in tlie midst of the wild Bedouin. He is a little Elisha

there, minus the she-bears, though his rough hair and dress

almost call Elijah to mind."
Baptism of Moslems is not unknown in Palestine, though the

converts are relatively few. In some cases they have been sent

to Egypt for safety. Bishop Eidley, who visited the Mission in

1908, said, " The baptism of a convert under the Turk is a signal

for imprisonment, and probably his martyrdom will follow.

J)espito treaties freedom of conscience is not tolerated. . . .

Not long since a sheikh entered a mission school, dragged out

one of the pupils and beat her almost to death." Among those

who found Christ in the Jafla Hospital was an Afghan, but he was
shot afterwards by a Moslem, whom he declined to prosecute, and
ho was brought back to the hospital, where he was baptized at

his own request before he died.

Indirect results, however, are by no means small. Dr. Sterling

in 1910 declared that he saw a considerable change in the condi-

tion of the people, the result in his opinion of the influence of the

mission schools and hospitals, even upon the Moslems, and of

a distinct awakening in the Greek Church due to the same
influence.

There have often been suggestions that the Society should with- should

draw from Palestine as unfruitful soil, and when retrenchments withdraw?

, became inevitable this Mission w^as marked out for such treatment,

in order to save the larger fields, but it is quite certain that the

public opinion of the C.M.S. constituency would not tolerate with-

drawal ; and while we rejoice at the large ingatherings of other

Missions, we may equally rejoice at the testimony which has been
borne in the land in which the early triumphs of the Gospel were
followed by such sad failures on the part of the Christian Church.

When the period under our review began, the Anglican Bishopric Bishop

at Jerusalem had been held for twelve years by Dr. Popham ^'i'^'^-

Blyth, who had been appointed in 1887 by the two x\rchbishops

and the Bishop of London in accordance with the trust deed
made when the bishopric was founded in 1811. Bishop Blyth
continued in the see fifteen years more, but resigned in 1911, and
died on Nov. 5th, at the age of eighty-two. He had earnestly

upheld and acted on the principles laid down from the first, which
included friendliness with the Greek and other Oriental Churches
already represented in the Holy City, and episcopal supervision of

Anglican congregations and Missions not in Palestine only, but in

other Eastern lands, Syria, Cyprus, Egypt, &c. The whole work
of the Chm-ch of England in those countries has prospered during

his episcopate, his own " Jerusalem and the East Mission " being

an important addition to the Societies, particularly the C.M.S. and
the L.J.S., previously at work. These two Societies had from the
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PiVRTii. tirst grantod £300 a year each to supplement the episcopal income
Chap. 11. partly provided from the original endowment, and it is well known

that in the case of the C.M.S. this grant led to some painful con-

troversy. Moreover Bishop Blyth found himself unable to approve

some parts of the C.M.S. work, and his criticisms had to be

referred to the Archbishop of Canterbmy and other Bishops.

These matters are fully explained in the Historij of the CM.8.,

and need no further reference here. But throughout our present

period friendly relations were cordially maintained, and the

Bishop's personal interest in the work and kindness to the mission-

aries were much appreciated. St. George's Collegiate Church at

Jerusalem, with its schools, &c., remains a visible and very fine

memorial of his episcopate.*
Risiiop On Bishop Blyth's retirement, the Archbishops and the Bishop

of London appointed as his successor the Eev. Rennie Maclnnes,
Secretary of the C.M.S. Egypt Mission. Of him personally a

previous chapter has spoken. He may be fully trusted to main-

tain the traditions of the see, and to show the utmost sympathy
with all the good work for Christ done by many varied agencies in

the immense area within his jurisdiction. The importance of the

bishopric has greatly increased in recent years. British dominance
in Egypt and Cyprus has created a demand for more chaplains

for the English communities. The Missions to Jews and Moham-
medans have grown. The educational and medical agencies

benefit the Eastern Christians. And the extension of British rule

over the J^jastern Sudan has made effective the jurisdiction of the

bishopric 2000 miles into the heart of Africa, the vast field for

which Dr. Gwynne is Suffragan Bishop. He acts also as Arch-
deacon ; and there are three other Archdeacons, for Egypt, Syria,

and Cyprus.

t

On tlie effects of the War upon the Palestine Mission, see the

Appendix.

* One of Bishop Blyth's missionaries should be specially mentioned here,

Miss M. A. H. Allen, one of the daughters of Archdeacon Allen of Lichfield,

who had worked some years at Zanzibar as a member of the U.M.C.A., and
while there showed kindness to the earliest C.M.S. womeia missionaries in

East Africa. She was an Arabic scholar, and did good work afterwards in

Palestine and Egypt. Miss B. J. Mien of the C.M.S. Japan ]\Iission was her

sister, and Miss A. E. Allen of Uganda is her cousin.

t An excellent summary of the history and work of the Jerusalem Bishopric
appeared in The East and Tlie West for Oct., 1914, written by Dr. E. W. G.
Masterman, a medical missionary under the L.J.S., and now one of the

recognized authorities on Palestine. There is a quarterly magazine called

Bible Lands, the organ of the Bishop's Mission, edited by Canon Parfit (a

former C.IM.S. missionary at Baghdad), and to be had at the Church House,
Westminster.
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('.M.S. MISSIONS: Turkish Arabia.

Baghdad and Mosul—The Staff—A Work of Faith.

AGHDAD was originally occupied as an outpost of the tart li.

Persia Mission in 1883, with a view to reaching
^^^'^i-

Persian pilgrims to the Shiah shrines at Kerbela and Baghdad,

other neighbouring places. But it has since proved
to be an important centre of general work. " Turkish

Ai'abia," as Mesopotamia has been officially called, appeared for

the first time as an independent Mission in the Centenary year.

Another of its cities, Mosul oni the Tigris, near the site of ancient Mosul.

Nineveh, from which an American Mission had lately retired, was
to be occupied as soon as possible, also, like Baghdad, for medical

work ; and this plan was carried out in 1901.

The medical missionary at Baghdad had been Dr. Henry Medical

Martyn Sutton, one of the three brothers Sutton of Eeading who
gave themselves to foreign mission service (two to C.M.S. and one
to S.P.G.) ; but he retired in 1903. Drs. Sturrock, Brigstocke,

Griffith,* Johnson,! and Stanley, have been in charge at various

times of one or both of the two stations ; Dr. Johnson, who had
previously worked at Kerak for ten years, having the longest

period, from 1908 until now\ Another, Dr. Radcliffe, was drowned
in the Euphrates while bathing. For the last six years Baghdad
has had a woman doctor. Miss S. E. Hill, M.B., B.S., Lond., a

daughter of the late Bishop Hill of West Africa. One of the

clerical missionaries there for a time, Mr. Parfit, claimed to have
ridden the first bicycle ever seen in Mesopotamia (1901), which
he thought " deserved to be put on the roll of C.M.S. agents for

the service it had rendered to the missionary cause." J Other
missionaries, men and women, have served for a time, but the

climate has again and again shortened their periods of work.

* Mrs. Griffith's book, Behind the Veil in Persia and Turkish Arabia, will

interest ail readers.

t Au article on Baghdad, by Dr. Johnson, appeared in the Moslem World,
July, 1912.

X It was Mr. Parfit who, fifteen years ago, obtained a house, interpreter,

&c., for the English engineer who brought the machinery for the oil-fields in

South Persia, now so valuable to the British Admiralty. lie told this at a
meeting of the Jerusalem and the East Mission Fund, of which he is now
Secretary, in June, 1914.

E
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The first lady sent out. Miss Valpy, had died before our sixteen

years began, and so had the wife of Mr. Parfit. Miss Kelsey also

died of cholera in 1904. Miss Lavy, a trained nurse, was drowned
on her voyage out after furlough, in 1910, through the ship

foundering oti" the Scilly Isles. An Australian lady had to be sent

home seriously ill ; but another lady sent from Australia in 1896,

Miss Martin, who had previously worked some years in Palestine

under the F.E.S., has continued to this day,* and so has Miss
Butlin, who went out in 1900. Indeed it may be said that upon
these two ladies has fallen a large part of the burdens of both

stations during the whole of our period, they being the only two
missionaries on the staff all the time. The staff now comprises

two clergymen, the Eev. E. E. Lavy, who retired for a time to

qualify as a doctor, and the Key. P. V. Boyes; Drs. Johnson
and Stanley ; three wives, and five other women.

This Mission, like others in Mohammedan countries, is emphati-
cally one of faith. Its good influence upon the people is unmis-
takable, and its beneficent treatment of bodily ills is highly

appreciated, but conversions are few. The courage and zeal of

some, however, have cheered the missionaries, as in the case of

a man baptized as far back as 1891, to whom the Turks, having
failed to shake his faith by imprisonment, gave a military appoint-

ment with a good salary, in the vain hope of succeeding that way.
Meanwhile, the bookshop has put forth the Scriptures and other

Christian books, so in one form or another Christ is preached,

and therein w^e may rejoice. Of one of the Christian catechists,

Abbo Hasso, who died early in 1915, Miss Martin wrote, " He was
universally respected for his absolute faithfulness, not only by the

Christians of all sects, but by the Moslems and Jews. His name
will always be honoured for his sincere devotion to his Lord and
Saviour."

The War has shown us the immense importance of this Meso-
potamian region ; and it is encouraging to know that Sir W.
Willcocks and mother high government officials have expressed
their appreciation of the Society's work there.

Arabia still remains closed to the Gospel, but at its four corners
is waved the banner of Christ : at these Mesopotamian stations

on the north-east ; at Muscat on the south-east, W'here Bishop
French in spirit took possession of the land, and laid his bones
upon the rocky shore, and where Dr. Zwemer established an
important American Mission ; at Aden on the south-west, where
the Scottish Presbyterian Mission was founded by Ion Keith-
Falconer ; and in Gilead on the north-west, at the C.M.S. station

at Salt (and for a time in Kerak in Moab). Surely the time will

come when " Arabia's desert ranger to Him shall bow the knee."
On the effect of the War upon this Mission, see the Appendix.

* A remarkable narrative of Miss ]\Iartin's eleven days' ride across the
desert, with a partv of Turkish soldiers as her only companions, appeared in
the CM. Intell. of Dec, 1904.
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C.M.S. MISSIONS: Persia.

Persia in Recent Years—C.M.S. Staff—Julfa, Ispahan, Shiraz, Yezd,
Kerman—Bahaism The Bakhtiari— Bishops Stuart and Stileman
—Death of Dr. Bruce—Other Missions.

ERSIA has been one of the storm-centres of the world ^^^'^ ^
during the greater part of the period under review. —
Without laying stress upon the internal troubles, f^cii^

^^

including the assassination (a little earlier) of one Years.

Shah, the dethronement of another, and the attempt
—only partially successful—to establish some kind of Parliamentary
Government, we cannot forget that the growing influence of Russia
was for years a cause of anxiety to Englishmen, in view of the
important British interests in the Persian Gulf. It was a relief

when the Agreement of 1907 defined the respective " spheres of

influence " of the two protecting Powers, and reduced to a minimum
the chances of friction ; and one good result of the present War is

the alliance of Great Britain and Russia, following on the Triple
Entente. The Indo-European telegraph, which passes through
Persia and employs a good many English there, is an important
British interest ; and so are the valuable oil-fields of the Anglo-
Persian Oil Company, upon which our Admiralty largely depend
for the motive-power of many of our modern war-ships. The
peace and prosperity of Persia are much to be desired on imperial
grounds.

Notwithstanding the internal misgovernment of the country,
the brigandage that renders travelling dangerous, the defective
means of communication—bad roads and no railways,—there has
appeared to be some improvement even in Persia. Bishop Stileman,
whose admirable account of the present position, in 7'he East and
The West, of April, 1915 no student can afford to miss, expresses
the opinion that liberty of thought and intelligent interest in the
welfare of the State have been increasing. This has not been due
to the " dead hand " of Mohammedanism, which has in fact brought
nearly to ruin one of the fairest lands in Asia, but to the freedom
of intercourse with the outside world, and particularly with
Christian Powers; and if the Christianity of the Powers is not
very conspicuous, it at least does not suppress material and
social progress as Islam does. Even the motor-cars and bicycles
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now to be seen in Persia are the small outward tokens of a

freshening air in an atmosphere of long-continued dulness and
gloom. And there is always " the Charm of the East," as

Mr. Eice expressed it in a delightful article in the CM. Review

of March, 1909. Not a little of reviving breeze has come through

the influence of the Christian Missions.

The C.M.S. Persia Mission, like other missions in Mohammedan
lands, is conspicuous for the importance of the medical missions

and women's work. Both have exercised a distinct civilizing and
humanizing as well as spiritual influence. But in briefly noticing

the members of the Society's staff, we must first make mention of

the leading ordained missionaries of the period. Going back as

usual to 1899, we find that Bishop Stuart, the veteran of India and

New Zealand, who had resigned his see of Waiapu to give himself,

like his old comrade French, to missionary work among the

Mohammedans, was in his fiftieth year of active service, and had
ten more years before him. All who bore Persia on their hearts

w^ere mourning the death of Henry Carless, concerning whom
Bishop Stuart wrote, " Henry Martyn's solitary grave at Tokat in

the north-west, and now Henry Carless's lonely grave on the

south-east, seem between them to claim all Persia for Christ."

Another clergyman, from Australia, the Eev. A. R. Blackett, of

Melbourne, was at Kerman ; Dr. Tisdall, now so well known as

one of the most accomplished scholars in the Church, was engaged
in his important literary work; Mr. Eice was just about to occupy
Shiraz ; Mr. Malcolm was at Yezd, and Mr. Stileman was
Secretary. The figures then were, clergymen 6, laymen 2, wives

5, other women 10 (including Bishop Stuart's daughter, not then

on the official list), total 23. In 1914 they were, clergymen 7,

laymen 8, wives 11, other women 22, total 48.

Mr. Stileman and Mr. Eice have continued in the Mission,"'

and so have the two medical men of 1899, Drs. Carr and White.
Among the fifteen women (married and unmarried), only six are

still in the Mission, including the daughter and two nieces of

Bishop Stuart (and another daughter has joined since). The
others are Mrs. Carr, and Misses Braine-Hartnell and Stirling.

In the last year of our period two women have died, namely
Mrs. White, who went out as Miss Davies-Colley in 1893, and
Miss Mary Bird, w'ho was the first woman missionary sent to

Persia in 1891. | Both deaths have been a great sorrow to the

]\lission. Some who liave been added to the staff in our period

are already almost veterans, as the Eev. A. K. Boyland, who joined

in the Centenary year itself, and has married one of Bishop Stuart's

nieces, who was in Persia before him ; also Mrs. Eice and Miss
* But Bishop Stileman has been obliged by ill-health to retire, since this

was written. See p. 136.

t Mrs. Rico has written a memoir of Miss Bird, which has been published
by the C.M.S. It is a striking picture of a most attractive personality. Miss
Bird was a grand-daughter of B. M. Bird, a distinguished Indian civilian, and
a cousin of JMrs. Isabella (Bird) Bishop, the famous traveller.
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Briglity, dating from the same year ; and the Rev. W. H. Walker, part ii.

who dates from the next year, 1900. Others who have joined chap^is.

later and are still on the list, are the Revs. H. B. Liddell and J. H.
Linton (the latter having previously been in West Africa)

;

Drs. Dodson, Marrable, and Schaffter (a son of the Rev. H. J.

Schaffter of Tinnevelly), Messrs. Biddlecombe (since ordained)

and Allinson. Of the women w'ho have joined since, and are

still with us, four are medical, Dr. Winifred Westlake, Dr. Lucy
Molony, Dr. Catherine Ironside, and Dr. Alicia Aldous (now Mrs.

Linton). Others, with ten years' service, are Misses Biggs, Ward,
Macklin, and Thomas ; Miss Skirrow had that term of service also,

but then retired.

The pastoral and educational work at Julfa, the Armenian work at

suburb of Ispahan, has gone on regularly, but an important J"^*^'

advance was achieved when some of it could be moved across the

river into the city itself, four miles off. For only four or five

years before the Centenary had the residence of any European in

Ispahan been permitted, but Miss Bird had before that courage- Access to

ously ridden in weekly on her mule from Julfa and carried on her i^P^hau.

simple dispensary work (she was not a qualified doctor), despite

the threat of the mullahs to kill her. Just before the Centenary,

however. Dr. Carr ventured to hire a house and live in it, using

it for a mission dispensary; and a few months later, when he
came aw'ay ill, Bishop Stuart moved into it. His niece, Dr.

Emmeline Stuart, had already begun a regular dispensary for

women. The British Minister, Sir H. M. Durand, being on a

visit to Ispahan, inspected it, and expressed his admiration for the
" brave ladies " who were " devoting themselves to the relief of

suffering." Subsequently a new hospital was built, through the

liberality of friends in New Zealand, particularly the late Arch-

deacon S. Williams. There are now two hospitals, for men and
women respectively, with 188 beds between them, which were
occupied in 1914 by 2012 patients, while there were 41,580 visits

of out-patients. In 1910 the first Christian church in Ispahan in

modern times was built, at the cost also of the Williams family,

and was dedicated by Bishop Stuart shortly before he finally left

Persia. It stands between the two hospitals, with a door on each

side for patients and their friends, and a curtain divides the men
from the women, in deference to Persian feeling ; while a third

door admits outsiders from the street. The boys' and girls' high

schools, each with a liundi'ed pupils, are also now in the city ; and
tlie boys' school, wluch is attended by many sons of high ofticials

and other Persian gentlemen, is actually under the shadow of the

great mosque. A new building for it, erected as a memorial to

Bishop Stuart, was opened in April, 1915, in the presence of the

Persian Deputy Governor of Ispahan, the British Consul General

presiding.

Another advance during the period was the occupation of shiraz

Shiraz, the city with sacred memories for us all, as the place
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Part IT, "where Henry Mai'tjm had his painful discussions witli the
ciiap^i3. mullahs." Special interest is attached to tlie reports from Mr.

Eice and others who Itave heen there for a few years.f At
first there was much readiness to hear the Word of God, the
mullahs heing afraid to oppose hecause the Persian Prince who
was Governor was a strong man, and had actually joined Bishop
Stuart in the church at Ispahan to pray for the Shah. When this

Governor left, their opposition revived, but the Persian school and
services were carried on ; and while Mr. Napier INIalcolm was
there, Mrs. Malcolm, who was a qualified doctor, did useful

medical work, .which at one time saved them from expulsion. J
Unhappily the lack of reinforcements has left Shiraz without a

resident missionary during the last five years,
Yezdand From Yezd and Kerman, 200 and 400 miles from Ispahan

I'espectively, to the south-east, the results have often l^een much
more encouraging, and often very interesting. In 1902, Major
Sykes told the Eoyal Geographical Society that " thanks to the

unwearying devotion of Dr. White of the C.M.S., the tone of the

people of Yezd had been changed from fanatical opposition to

Europeans into adopting a friendly attitude." On one occasion

the Governor of Yezd sent Dr. White in liis own carriage, with
four horses and six armed out-riders, 250 miles, to attend the wife

of another Governor, the journey taking eight daj^s each way. In
three separate years riots led to the Governor's flight, and all

Europeans might each time have been murdered, but for the fact

that the ringleaders had l^een patients in the hospital, and out of

• gratitude protected them. Yezd is the chief centre in Persia

of the Parsi community, the remnant of the old followers of

Zoroaster, some 8000 in number ; and it was a Parsi merchant
who provided the first building for the hospital, which is now used
for women, while a new one for men has been erected recently.

As in other Mohammedan lands, the converts only come out one
by one, but they have been more numerous in Persia than else-

where. Year by year deeply interesting cases have been reported
of both men and women. The Persian congregation at Ispahan
has gradually grown to 200 or 300, and there have been many
Mohammedan converts at the Easter Communion.§

* In 1905 Mr. Stileman was in the very house occupied by Martyn in 1812,
and conversed with the grandson of the Persian gentleman who received

!Martyn there. The centenary of Martyn's death was celebrated at Yezd on
Oct. 16th, 1912, by a special service, at which the British Consul and all the

Europeans were present. Bishop Stileman was in England at the time, and
preached on Henry Martyn's career on the same day at Holy Trinity Church,
Cambridge. The sermon was printed in the CM. Bevicio, Dec, 1912.

t And particularly from Mrs. Rice. See, for instance, her article on the

Women of Persia, in the CM. Eevleiv, Oct., 1910.

X Mr. Malcolm wrote his experiences in his interesting book. Five Yearn
in a Persian Toicn, published by Murray.

§ On Christmas Day, 1914, nearly 800 people crowded the church, and an
overflow service was arranged elsewhere for 180 women for whom there was
no room ; but of course these were not all converts.
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As is well known, Persia is the home of what is now called p^rt ti.

Bahiiism, the strange offshoot from Mohammedanism which has chap. i:{.

lately put forward pretensions to he the best religion for the world, Bahuism.

and has enlisted adherents, not only in Asiatic countries, but even
in Europe and America among those many persons who are ready

for any kind of religion provided it is not Christianity. The
original Babi movement has developed into the Bahrd movement,
so named from the second leader (after the original Bfib was
executed in 1850), Baha Ullah ; and Baha Ullah's son, Abdul Baha,
has visited England and other Western lands and proclaimed the

new faith. This is not the place to enlarge upon Bahaism, but

readers may be referred to the important article on it, by IMr. Eice,

in Thp East and The West, Jan., 1913 ; and Dr. S. G. Wilson of the

American Presbyterian Mission in Persia, described it both in the

same periodical in -Tuly, 1914, and in the CM. Revieic of Jan.,

1915.*

In recent years the condition of the country has been very bad. condition

" With every branch of the Government full of bribery and corrup- " ®'^^'"^'

tion ; commercially bankrupt ; with facilities for divorce, plurality

of wives, and the abomination of temporary marriages, and the

growing use of opium, Persia is a standing illustration of the

powerlessness of Islam to regenerate the people." The grant of a

constitution in 1906 seemed to make things worse, for every town
asserted its own independence. Travelling has been dangerous,

and robberies frequent.f Again and again the missionaries were
attacked by brigands when travelling, and relieved of their posses-

sions. Dr. Emmeline Stuart, being much respected for her

medical work, was offered a military escort when she was leaving

Ispahan for her furlough in 1908, which involved her riding on a

gun carriage by day and sleeping under its shelter by night for

ten days ; but two years later she was assailed by robbers in the

city itself and searched for money, while a dagger was held at her

throat.

The missionaries regard themselves as safe enough with some
^3^],^!^.,^;

of the troublesome wild tribes, the Bakhtiari for instance, for they

have visited them and won their respect. Dr. Carr, Dr. Emmeline
Stuart, Dr. Lucy Molony, and Dr. Catherine Ironside, liave spent

weeks with them at different times, giving medical treatment to

their sick. On one occasion Dr. Carr found a Bakhtiari chief

dying, and by his bedside a copy of Sired Firstfruifs, the story of

a Christian Arab martyr, originally written in Arabic by a Chris-

tian Arab.

The venerable Bishop Stuart continued to the last an intrepid ^1^1°^
traveller. In the early years of our period he made frequent

* See also CM. Rev., Dec, 1912, p. 709; Feb., 1913, p. G8 ; Aug., 1913,

p. 513. A book on Bahaism is included in the Islam Series published by the
Christian Literature Society for India.

t See, for example, the letters of ^Fr. Biddlecombe and Mv. Rice in the

CM, Ecvicio, April, 1912.
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PART II.

Chap. 13.

journeys with his daughter to outlying cities and villages. In

1901 he went to New Zealand to see his relatives and friends

there. From there he came to England, and retui'ned to Persia

at the close of 1902. In 1905 he again went to New Zealand,

again came hack to England, and again returned to Persia in

1907. In 1910 he at last came home finally, in the sixtieth year

of his missionary career ; and on March 15th, 1911, he entered into

rest. Is there any quite parallel case to such a life ? Surely

Edward Craig Stuart deserves a very high place on the roll of

Christian Missionary Bishops.

Bishop Stuart's status in Persia was not that of a hishop with

territorial jurisdiction. He was only a missionary in episcopal

orders. But on his death, the Archbishop of Canterbury arranged

that Persia should be the recognized sphere of an Anglican Bishop
;

and Mr. Stileman, who was a missionary of more than twenty
years' standing, was chosen to be its first occupant. He was con-

secrated on July 26th, 1912. It is a sad disappointment that his

health proves not to be equal to his continuance in the office.

His loss to the Mission will be great indeed. There is an interest-

ing account by him of certain confirmation candidates in Persia,

in the CM. Revmv of August, 1915.

Persia has been a recognized C.M.S. mission field for just forty

years. But its founder had been in the country as a pioneer five or

six years before ; and that pioneer has passed away in this present

year 1915. Dr. Eobert Bruce was called into the presence of his

Lord on March 6th. To his devotion and (one may say) persist-

ence the whole enterprise, under God, is due. He went to Persia

to revise Henry Martyn's Persian New Testament. He laboured

there twenty-four years, and eventually gave the nation the whole
Bible, and the greater part of the Prayer Book, the Bible Society

and the S.P.C.K. co-operating respectively. His memory should

be honoured indeed.* He invited the London Jews' Society to

undertake regular Jewish mission work, which has been by no
means fruitless. Bishop Stileman tells us that he has confirmed
nineteen Jewish converts, ten men and nine women, in the past

two years.

Tliere have been two otlier Missions in Persia. The American
Board (Congregationalist) began its work in the northern provinces

in 1833, but transferred it to the Presbyterians in 1871. Their

centre is the capital, Teheran, and they have fine medical and edu-

cational agencies. The Archbishop's Mission to the Assyrian
Christians, lately abandoned, was mainly in Turkish territory, but

that mission had congregations within the Persian borders, and
its revived life was due to the influence of the Mission.

On the: effect of the War upon the Persia Mission, see Appendix.

* See the In Memoriam articles in the CM. Rcvieiv of April and May, 1915,
by Archdeacon A. K. Monle and Bishop Stileman.



CHAPTER XIV.

INDIA: Its Rulers and Its Religions,

Lord Curzon and other Rulers—Soldiers' Gifts to Missions—Royal
Interest—King George's Visit : His Public Profession of Religion

—

The Unrest, its Causes and Limitations—The Renaissance—Opinions

of Sir J. Bourdillon. Sir Mackworth Young, &c.—The Education

Question : Failure of Secular Education—Power of Idolatry and
Caste—The Dark Side of Hinduism—Modern Movements : Arya
Samaj, &c.—Mrs, Besant's College—The Moslems: Aligarh College

—The Population of India—The Prospect.

British Eule and Rulebs.

fN the year of the C.M.S. Centenary India received a partii.

new Viceroy. On Jan. 6th, 1899, Lord Curzon took over f'liap^i-*-

the reins of government. Of the brilHant Viceroyalty The New

of the next few years this is not the place to speak
; of Tsm.

but we may gladly remember that when it came to an
end the Charch Afissioiiari/ Reriew felt able to set before its readers

a fine though discriminating appreciation of it. Mr. R. Maconachie,
to whose interesting " Indian Notes " from time to time that

periodical is mucli indebted, contributed that appreciation in Sep-

tember, 1907. The Rfripw had even before that quoted from
Lord Cui'zon's farewell speech at Bombay his noble words, " Oh
that to every Englishman in this country as he ends his work
might be truthfully applied tlie phrase, ' Thou hast loved right-

eousness and hated iniquity.' No man has, I believe, ever served
India faithfully of whom that could not be said."

Before Lord Curzon had entered on his high ofiice, his book on
the Far East liad revealed an imperfect recognition of the objects

and principles of Missions ; and in India he was never regaixled

as their friend and supporter. And Mr. Maconachie was con-

strained to point out in the Viceregal speeches many passages to

which no representative of an Empii-e which professes to be

Christian ought to have given utterance. The extracts given are

very remarkable. Lord Curzon expressed to Hindus a hope that

they would "remain true to their religion." To Moslems he said,

" Adhere to your own religion, which has in it the ingredients

of great nobility and of profound truth." And to Buddhists, " I

beg of you not to be diverted from the old practices of your
venei^able and famous religion." Such utterances as these go far
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Part ll.

(;hap. 14.
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beyond the rightful official neutrality, and the strict personal
impartiality, ^vhich have been maintained by other Britisla rulers

in India who nevertheless have avowed not only their faith in

Christ but their longing desire that all India should enjoy the

blessings of Christianity.

In England, however, since his return, Lord Curzon has
repeatedly given important testimony to the character and work of

the missionaries. Of their devotion in times of plague and famine,

he said in 1908, " They stood literally between the dead and the
living, and set a noble example of the creed of their Master."
When Dr. Arthur Neve read a paper on his Himalayan travels

before the Eoyal Geographical Society, Lord Curzon, who pre-

sided, spoke of him in the warmest terms ; and he wrote stronglj'

to Mr. Holland of the value of the Hostel system as worked by him
at Allahabad.

Not less appreciative was his successor, Lord Minto, to whose
wisdom and courage India owes in no small measure the reforms,

or rather developments, of administration which have so gratified

the people and done so much to allay the growing unrest. And
Lord Hardinge, himself a severe sufferer from that unrest—having
been wounded by a bomb at Delhi on Dec. 23rd, 1912—has again
and again shown cordial sympathy with the mission agencies ; as

also did his lamented wife, who, her husband having laid the first

stone of the new C.M.S. church at Simla, paved its chancel with
marble and presented it with a new Holy Table.*

Other Governors, Lieut.-Governors, Chief Commissioners, kc,
&c., have been kind friends of Missions, and some of them whole-
hearted fellow-workers. Without distinguishing between these

two circles, outer and inner, some names gathered almost at

random from the Eeports may be mentioned. Sir Charles Elliott,

Sir P. Cunningham, Sir W. Mackworth Young, Sir Andrew Eraser,

Sir H. Deane, Sir F. Younghusband, Sir J. Digges La Touche, Sir

J. A. Bourdillon, Sir A. Havelock, Lord Ampthill, Sir P. P. Lely,

Sir A. Lawley, Sir J. Hewitt, Sir J. Meston, Sir C. Eivaz, are only
a few of those named as visiting colleges and hospitals, presiding

at prize distributions and other gatherings, expressing hearty
appreciation of the work, and assisting it in many other ways. <

Lord Kitchener's name appears once ; and Lord Roberts's two
prefaces to Dr. Pennell's own book and the biography of him will

not be forgotten. Some of those just mentioned, and many others,

have sei'ved on the Corresponding Committees which have adminis-
tered the Society's work in the different provinces. Eegular sul)-

scriptions and anonymous donations are received from officials

and civilians. Eor instance, at Quetta, a Colonel and a Major
each maintained a missionary ; a Captain gave £200 a year ; and
a number of English soldiers gave Es 20 a month to keep a bed
in the mission hospital. A curiously interesting contribution was
the gift l)y Capt. Wyndham to the hostel at Allahabad of the whole

* Lord Chelmsford may be expected to be no less appreciative.
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proceeds of tlie Aerial Post organized at tlie time of the Exhibi- part ii,

tion there in 1911,—Es 2300. Earlier than this, in 1906, at that 'i"^".

same city, the English and " Anglo-Indian " community, hearing

of the retrenchments which the Society had at that time been
obliged to order, formed a missionary association, and undertook
the support of the Indian agents in the district.

There have been three piiblic manifestations of royal interest in Roy-ii
.

India in our period. In 1905-06 Prince George and Princess Mary india.

of Wales took a tour round India, and though they did not have
an opportunity of meeting important bands of Indian Christians, as

the Prince's father did in 1874-5, they did come into personal touch
with a few of the missionaries, particularly at Benares.* In 1908,

when just fifty years had elapsed since Queen Victoria took over

from tlie East India Company the direct government of India,

King Edward addressed a Message to the princes and people of the

land. But these were small things compared with the visit of King King

George and Queen Mary as Emperor and Empress in 1911-12, six
vfa'it^*'''

years after their tour as Prince and Princess of Wales. The
effect of it lias been great indeed. It called forth everywhere a

wonderful enthusiasm, showing how^ pai'tial was the unrest which
had caused us all so much anxiety ; and we do not doubt that it

did much to stimulate the loyalty which the War has so splendidly

revealed.f

Above all, the happy influence of the royal visit was seen in the His public

unmistakable satisfaction of the people at the pubUc profession of oPReifg'io,,

their religion by their supreme earthly rulers. Indians are

emphatically a religious people, and there never was a greater

mistake in British policy than when its representatives suppressed
their own religious convictions—or rather their religious connexion,
for tliere was often little sign that they had any convictions.
" Indians prefer," says the present Bishop of Bombay, " tliat we
should beheve in our own religion, and practise it. They cannot
understand a man without a religion ; they suspect he does not

practise the religion he professes to have." So when tlie only

public function at Delhi on Sunday was a Christian service, and
when on a long journey, partly of necessity taken on a Sunday,
the King stopped the train at the time of divine service that he
might alitend it in a tiny village church, the people realized that

they had a Sovereign not ashamed of his faith, and were glad of

it, although the faith was not their own. A Sikh chief actually

sent to the Bishop of Lahore a gift to the church as a thankoffer-

ing for the King's open acknowledgment of his own religion.

|

* See CM. Intell, April, 1906.

t Very eloquent and picturesque articles on the King's visit appeared in the
CM. Rpvieio of Feb., ]\Iarch, and April, 1912, by the Revs. Dr. Hooper and P.
Ireland Jones. The latter enlarged especially on the dramatic announcement
that Delhi was to be the new capital;

X In an American book a lady who was at Delhi tells how an Indian asked
her if she saw the King-Emperor kneel in prayer, adding, " I would rather
have scon that than anything else in Delhi." Then his face changed :

" How
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The Unrest.

ci^^. 14*. I't'6 King's visit to India was the best response to the unrest— whicli had prevailed during the previous few years, chiefly in

in india.^^ Bengal and the Punjab. In Bengal it was called the Swadeshi
liiovement,* which may be roughly rendered, using a very modern
English phrase, as the " boycott " of things British. But how
came it to arise ? Various answers may be given, and have been •

given, to this question. Perhaps the ultimate cause was the

beneficence of British rule, and the consequent peace and pros-

pei4ty of the country. One is reminded of Deut. xxxii. 15,
" Jeshurun waxed fat, and kicked." Of coiu'se grievances were
urged against the Government, and against British administration

generally ; but these were not the cause of the unrest, only the

excuse for it. And bearing in mind that cause and occasion are

two very diiferent things, we may see one' occasion, at least in

Bengal, in the division of that province by the separation for

administrative purposes of its eastern portions from those of

the centre and west. This was undoubtedly very unpopular
for a time, for reasons not worth considering here and now,
seeing that the partition was practically reversed after the

King's visit, when a new and quite different partition was
arranged. The Government system of secular education—about

which more presently—is generally recognized as, if not exactly

the cause of the unrest, yet largely responsible for the spirit of dis-

content that prevailed. But behind all these there was a " subtle

spirit " which had for some years been " hovering about the large

cities of the Asiatic Continent, leading to a Pan-Asiatic renais-

sance." t It was in part a revolt against the dominance of the

"West, and was encouraged both by the difficulty England had
found in subduing the Boers and by the greatness of the Japanese
victory over Eussia. But it was much more than that. Future
historians will undoubtedly perceive that the term ronakmin-e was
as true of the movement in Asia in the twentieth century as of the

inovement in Europe of the fifteenth ; and the Rev. C. P. Andrews
rightly entitled his brilliant l)ook on India for Study Circles The.

\

lleiuiifi^ancc in India.
Its limited It is important, however, to bear in mind how small a section

of the Indian population was affected by the unrest. Probably

is it that all his officials do not do the same ? " " Perhaps," she said, " they
do in private." " Ah !

" he rejoined, " hut he knelt in puhlic." {CM. Rev.,

Feb., 1913, p. 71.)
* Mr. Wigrani writes, " Swadeshi is violent Protection of home-grown

commodities, things belonging to the drsJt. J)<'.s/^ = country; Swa= own
(as Lat. .•iuus)." A touching appeal to Bengali Christians, warning them
against " Swadeshi," was written by Mr. K. N. Basu, M.A., a teacher in the
C.M.S. High School at Calcutta. See CM. Jlcv., May, 1907.

t From a paper read before the Calcutta Missionary Conference, July, 1907,

by the Rev. H. Anderson, Secretary of the Baptist IMission
;

printed in the

C.M: Revieic, Dec, 1907.
j^

Range.
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live-sixtlis of the tlivee hitndred millions of souls never even knew I'aut 11.

that there was any unrest, or any gi'ievance to cause it. " They ^'"'p- ^^-

are simple peasants engaged in the cultivation of the soil. Their
wants are not social and political, but material, and if the rain

falls in due season, and simple justice is done to them in their

village and domestic affairs, they ask for nothing more." So
wrote Sir James Bourdillon in 1909 ;

* and he added that the
other sixth of the population consists mainly of the more
prosperous, more intelligent, and better educated section, in-

cluding " almost all the native princes, the landholding and
mercantile classes, and the ai'my," for the most part loyal and
sensible. But a small fraction remains, " composed mostly of

J.^'?

lawyers, schoolmasters, and journalists, with a sprinkling of the fraction,

other classes and a considerable following of students, who by
dint of perseverance and clamour make themselves heard, and
would fain deceive the world into thinking that they represent the
people of India." In fact, the very term " Indian people " is a
misnomer. In the many languages of the Indian peoples there is

not even a word for " nation." The very idea of " national

"

rights and interests is a result of the unifying influence of British

rule ; and the leaders of the " national " movement can only com-
municate with one another by using the English language which
they have almost all learned at government or mission schools.

Such unity as India is now beginning to realize is due entirely to

the one British rule.

But although the agitators are only a " microscopical minority
"

(as Lord Dufferin called them), they can easily influence the
ignorant and superstitious masses, if only they can find " fuel

"

for the "flame " they seek to kindle ; and in Bengal the partition
provided the fuel for a time. If they fail to find it, they can
manufacture it out of their own evil imaginations ; and as Sir

Andrew Fraser fully explains in bis interesting book, Amomj
Indian R'ljalta (iml Rijofs, unscrupulous agitators may at any time
stir up an excitable people to riot by disseminating falsehoods
among them. There lies the peril.

Moreover, it has been pointed out tliat " there bus always been Uuresi uot

unrest in India, but mostly of a religious character. Deep in the
thought of India is the implication that all individual existence is

an evil. The doctrine of Karma and transmigration teaches that i^P]^*."'"'.

man is ever reaping that which he has sown, and until the round
"

of births and re-births ceases there is nothing but unrest." f This
is not the place to enter on the vast subject of Indian religion
and philosophy. J On the doctrine of Karma an illuminating

* In an able article in the CM. Review, Aug., 1909. The peasant life of
India is well described in S. K. Datta's book for Study Circles, The Desire of
India, Chap. ii.

t Rev. J. P. Ellwood, in CM. Revieio, Sept., 1911.

X For the ordinary reader there is now no better cxpUuiatioii than in
Andrews's " study book," Tli,c Renaissance in India. But there is nothing now

new.
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book has been written by Professor Hogg of Madras, to which the

reader may be referred.* But it may be noted that the agitators

of Bengal have sought even to justify murder by references to

Hindu sacred books, as Sir Valentine Chirol's famous Letters to

the Times pointed out. That able writer considered that some of

the misguided students who have committed political murders

would have been incapable of so doing if they had not found that

they could invest their acts with religious sanction. They even

cited—by a false interpretation—the Bhagavad Gita (the Lord's

Song), " the loftiest production of Hindu religious thought," in

which the doctrine of bhakti, or loving faith in and devotion to a

personal God, as contrasted with karma (works and consequences),

is set forth as the true way of salvation. f Bengal has had a suc-

cession of high-minded and generous-spirited Governors, and not

least noble among them was Sir Andrew Fraser
;
yet there were

four different attempts to assassinate him, which through God's

mercy all failed. |

In the face of all this we cannot be surprised at Lord Morley's

language (in 1909), when he was in the very midst of the reforms

and developments that signalized his tenure of the India Office

and Lord Minto's Viceroyalty, " We are face to face with probably

the greatest and most difficult problem of government with which

our race has ever yet had to contend." Lord Curzon and Lord
Cromer, a little earlier (1907), had agreed in saying that while
" sedition must be firmly suppressed," we are " not to be deterred

from adopting such reforms as are calculated to satisfy the aspira-

tions of all moderate and reasonable men." And so King Edward's

Message to India in 1908, on the fiftieth anniversary of the transfer

of direct administration from the East India Company to the

Crown, expressed the resolute determination of Great Britain :

—

" It is a paramount duty to repress with a stern arm guilty conspiracies

that have no just aim. These conspiracies I know to be abhorrent to the

loyal and faithful character of the vast host of my Indian subjects, and I

will not suffer them to turn me aside from my task of building up the

fabric of security and order."

Mr. Maconachie, who has written much that is valuable in the

CM. Review on the India he so devotedly served,§ while strongly

condemning the agitators, gently reminded us that something is

in these modern expositions. Tlie. Trident, the Crescent, and the Cross, hy the

Rev. J. Vaughan, of Calcutta, published forty years ago, and now out of print,

was as good as any. A series of quite popular articles based on it appeared

in the CM. Gleaner in 1878.
* See also an article on " Karma and the Problem of Unmerited Suffering,"

by the Rev. J. P. S. R. Gibson, of Trinity College, Kandv, CM. Review,

Sept., 1913. Also one by Mr. Padfield, CM. IntelL, March, 1900.

t See CM. Bevieiv, Sept., 1911, p. 528.

X See CM. Bevieiv, Dec, 1908.

§ Mr. IMaconachie not only has the experience of many years' service under

Government, but he had the advantage of correcting old views by visiting India

again in 1903-4.. See his interesting article in CM. IntelL, Aug., 1904.
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needed ou our side. He headed one of his " Indian Notes " (Jan., part 11.

1908), " Wanted—courtesy !
" " Something helpful, towards paci- chap. 14.

fication," he declared, " can be done by every Englishman resident Courtesy to

in India." " The idea of [an educated Indian], who in England indianl"

would be received in a drawing-room on equal terms, being com-
pelled to stand or sit on the floor when visiting an English official

in India seems quite an anachronism. Yet have not some cases

of this occurred?"* In which connexion we cannot but recall

the perplexity caused to the Indian mind by the Sermon on the

Mount. " Blessed are the meek "—" and yet, how could I offer a

greater insult to the Sahib than to call him a ' meek man ' ? " It

must certainly be admitted that not by " meekness " have EngHsh-
men " inherited the earth." f

The Eenaissance.

But although, on the one hand, Indians may have real grievances, Unrest, in

and although, on the other hand, shocking crimes have disgraced
^few^BiTtif

the agitators, many of the best friends of India have taken a larger as testified'

and more hopeful view of the " unrest," indicated already by the jien!^
'"^

word " renaissance." " India," wrote Sir W. Mackworth Young
in 1909,1: "is undergoing the throes of a new birth." The Kev.

A. E. Johnston, formerly Principal of the Divinity College at

Allahabad, whose loss by death we have only lately been
lamenting, w^rote of " the New Spirit in India." § The Eev.
J. P. Haythornthwaite, for many years Principal of St. John's

College, Agra, speaks of " the New Ideahsm," which he suggests as
" a convenient expression for denoting the subtle and many-sided
character of that remarkable life-movement frequently described

simply as Nationalism."
||

Bishop Lefroy, now Metropolitan of

India, speaks of "the stirring into a new life" w^hich is "the
inevitable outcome of England's work in the past," and towards
which " a sympathetic attitude is essential." The Eev. H. G. Grey,
Principal of Wycliffe Hall, and formerly of St. John's College,

* " Young Indians cannot, and will not, bear things that were done as

a matter of course by Englishmen a generation ago. One slight but not
unimportant index of this growth of self-respect is their dislike to be called
' the natives,' as though they were an inferior race of beings. . . . Instances
of British high-handedness are now resisted with resentment where before
they would have been passively accepted. Each insult to British Indians in
the Transvaal and other colonies is recorded at length in the Indian news-
papers, and made the talk of the bazaars."—C, F. Andrews, The Renaissance
in India, p. 171.

t In this connexion, there is the cognate subject of the intercourse between
the missionaries and the other Englishmen in India. Various opinions
touching that intercourse are held. It uaay suffice here to refer to a judicious
article by the Rev. E. F. E. Wigram in the CM. Intell. of March, 1906. '

t In an important address on the National Movement in India, delivered
at Canon Christopher's Oxford Breakfast in 1909, and printed in the CM.
Revieiv, April, 1909.

§ CM. Review, Sept., 1011.

11
Ibid, Oct., 1912.
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I'AiiT Ji. Lahore, says :
" The present unrest is indicative of the strength ol"

chai>^i4.
^]-,Q j-jQ^^, forces at work in the land . . . and that they may go on
more mightily is the desire of every lover of India." Mr. Fraser

of Trinity College, Kandy, says, " The National Movement is the

expression of the growing self-consciousness of the peoples . . .

It is rooted in the very depths of Eastern religious patriotic feeling."

Mr. Holland of Calcutta says, " At bottom it is nothing else than

the desire to make India the best, the greatest, the noblest she can

be." Mr. Slater of the L.M.S., a man of long experience, says,

" It is all a sign of progress, and progress in the right direction."*

And the National Indian Congress, notwithstanding some wild

utterances at its meetings (as might be expected), seeks to set a liigh

moral standard, and has certainly grown more sane and reason-

able year by year, as is admitted by some not prepossessed in its

favour.

Tiic new These are significant testimonies, and highly encouraging.
Idealism,

y^^ Haythornthwaite's account of the position is particularly

clear and interesting. He describes the " New Ideahsm " as "a
great aspiration in several directions—political, industrial, social,

educational, and religious." He carefully distinguishes between

the Extremist and the Progressive parties, [ii') Politically, while

the former want an India free from British control, the latter only

look for the gradual development of representative government, so

that India may no longer be a "dependency," but, like Canada
and Australia, an integral and responsible part of the Empire.

\b) Industrially, while the former organized the Swadeshi move-
ment, boycotting English goods, the latter, perceiving the folly

of this in India's own interests, only desired that, in Lord
Lamington's words, fiscal policy should not be governed by
British trade interests, (c) Socially, the Extremists would retain

and revive the power of caste, but the Progressives aim at welding

all classes and creeds into one united people; in connexion with

which Mr. Haythornthwaite happily quotes Burns :

—

It's coming iii for a' that,

That man to man, the warld o'er,

Shall brithers be for a' that.

And he mentions some social arrangements at his College at Agra
designed to foster this spirit of brotherhood, (d) Educationally, all

parties condemn the past sj'stem of government education, but

have not solved the problem, [p) Religiously, the Progressives have

j{^
perceived the importance of the spirit of service and self-sacrifice,

uokiiaie. which JNIr. Gokhale, their highly-respected leader, sought to foster

The opinions of Bishop Lefroy, Mr. Grey, Mr. Fraser, Mr. Holland, and
IMr. Slater, were quoted by Sir W. Mackworth Young in the Oxford address

above cited, and arc taken from it. Here may be mentioned an important
book by ]\Ir. Slater, The lliijlicr Hinduism in Uelatioii to Cliristianity. It was
reviewed by Mr. Padfield in the CM. Intell. of Jan., 1903. Also India's

Froblcm, Krishna or Christ, by the Ilcv. J. P. Jones, reviewed Sept., l'JU3.
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by his " Servants of India" Society;* but Mr, Playthornthwaite pabtit.

shows ]iow Christianity alone can meet the real needs of India, and ^'''"^'' ^*-

satisfy the aspirations of her peoples ; and he cites Professor
Eudra, the able Indian Principal of St. Stephen's College, Delhi
(connected with the S.P.G. Mission), as declaring that " in Christ
India's children would gain the full fruition of their newly-found
national consciousness. A great Indian Church would hecome
possible, and therefore a great Indian nation."

Sir James Bourdillon entitles his article, already quoted from, sir j.

" The Opportunity of the Unrest in India." He approves of Mr. on the"'""
Holland's phrase, " Capture the National Movement for Christ," Umest,

so far as it goes ; but his motif is a still larger one. The National
Movement, he obser^'es, is but a part of the " Unrest." " Our
aim," he finely says, " should be to dix-ect and control the Unrest
in India as the turbulent volume of the Nile is tamed and con-
trolled and transformed into a million rivulets of irrigation, bear-
ing everywhere life, fertility, and blessing to the desert." " The
idea," he adds, " is inspiring, and though with men it may seem to

be chimerical and impossible of achievement, yet ' with God all

things are possible.' " His chief practical suggestion is that we
should win the hearts of the women, whose domestic influence is

so potent in India, and also capture the education of the children
;

concerning both of which more by and ])y. Sir W. Mackworth and sir w.
Young, in the address already referred to, noticing some of the ^^- ^"""f-'-

recent developments in India pointing towards a higher life, takes
much the same line. He lays special stress on Social Eeform,
refen-ing to " a few ardent souls among cultured Indians " who are
" working hard to create a public opinion in favour of the relaxa-
tion of caste, the emancipation and education of women, the re-

probation of early marriages and enforced widowhood," &c. He
was addressing a great gathering of Oxford men, and he rightly The Cause

added, " The cause of India's women is not a woman's cause. If %}^wnf'
ever there was a subject in w^hich the best manhood of Christian
England is called upon to take a keen interest, it is this ; for what
Englishman is there who knows not that to the dignity and purity
of womanhood we owe the deepest debt for that which is best in

our social evolution '?
. . . Win the women of India, and you will

win the men !

" Young India feels this deeply ; and as their women
become educated, and come fortli out of the zenana to engage in

* This Society was founded by Mr. Gokhale in 1906. Its objects are " to
train national missionaries for the service of India, and to promote the true
interests of the Indian people." Its members " frankly accept the British
connexion as ordained, in the inscrutable dispensation of Providence, for
India's good," and they recognize that " self-government within the empire
and a higher life for their countrymen " constitute a good which " cannot be
attained without years of earnest and patient effort and sacrifices worthy of
the cause." Meanwhile, the Society's work " must be directed towards build-
ing up in the country a higher type of character and capacity," and to this
end it will " train men prepared to devote their lives to the cause of the
country in a religious spirit." (Year Book of Indian Missions, 1912, p. GO.)

li
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social work, they are but reviving the ancient freedom of woman
in Indian life which was interrupted by the Mohammedan purdah
system, and restoring the romantic chivalry pictured in the best

of Indian classics, the Eamayana,* We must not fail to recognize

the fact that the political concessions of recent j^ears have done
much, not perhaps to cure the unrest among the disloyal section

before referred to, but to prevent its extension by satisfying the

loyal majority. The admission to the Viceroy's Imperial Council
of representatives of many sections of the people made a deep im-
pression. At its first meeting under the new scheme, in 1910,
Bengali, Mahratta, Sikh, Pathan,—Hindu, Moslem, Parsi, Jew,

—

were all there. It was a generous and a successful beginning.

The Educational Problem.

On the Education Question something more must be said, as it

has been much under discussion during our period. There has

been a general consensus that for the unrest and agitation the

Government educational system was in no small measure respon-

sible. For both the open and the secret agitators were almost all

men so educated. Bishop Welldon said at Oxford in 1901, " The
inevitable and actual result of Britisli government in India was to

destroy native beliefs ; the secular education itself had this effect."

" English education," said the Times in the same year, " instead of

promoting mutual understanding between rulers and subjects, has

created a disappointed class, and so far it must be regarded, from
the political standpoint, as rather worse than a failure " In 1908,

several Indian Chambers of Commerce addressed to the Secretary

of State an open letter, which affirmed that many government
schools were " notoriously nurseries of sedition,' because the

secular system had no moral influence. That had come to pass

which Dr. Duff, the greatest educationist in India,f had predicted

long before, when addressing the General Assembly of the Church
of Scotland. " If you give the people knowledge without religion,

it will be the greatest blunder, politically speaking, ever committed.

Shaken out of the mechanical routine of their own religious

observances, without moral principle to balance their thoughts, or

guide their movements, they become restless agitators." ]\Iost

true are Lord Curzon's words—" We are sharpening the wits of

* The chapter on Indian Womanhood in The Renaissance in India is one

of the most interesting in the hook. Miss de S^lincourt, now the Principal of

Westfield Collogo, who worked in India for some years, is quoted (p. 231) as

saying that ton years had witnessed a groat change in the educated Indian mind
about women, and that " champions of the woman's cause are now springing

up on every side." See also an article on Indian Womanhood, by IMrs. J. F.

Hewitt, in the CM. Bevicir, Dec, 1913, and another by Miss K. M. Bose,

in the Int. Bev. Miss., April, 1914.

t Dr. Duff's career, and his influence in India, are sketched in the History

of C.M.S., Chap. 21, Vol. 1., pp. 302, 311 ; and Chap. 59, Vol. II., p. 490. Hi's

Life by Dr. George Smith is a book of extraordinary interest.
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the people without forming their characters." Admitting that part ii.

Government must be officially neutral, there are many ways ^^'^^- ^^

in which the obvious difficulty may bo surmounted ;
particularly The true

by encouraging local and unofficial efforts, giving grants-in-aid to

colleges and schools according to their efficiency, whether
established by Hindus, Moslems, or Christians, instead of multiply-

ing secular institutions. This, in fact, was Sir Charles Wood's
original design in the famous Educational Despatch of 1854, but it

was never properly carried out.*

One notable result of the mistake has been that non-Christian christian

parents have continually chosen Christian schools or colleges for poplar,

their sons rather than those of the Government, avowedly because
the religious teaching had a moral influence upon them.f While
they dislike the Christian teaching, they know it is not pressed

on the pupils in unfair ways, and the prohibition of a change of

religion under a certain age protects them. Missionary educa-

tion is indeed a valuable evangelistic agency ; almost all the higher

class of Indian Christians are the fruit of it; but the fruit is

generally gathered after school days are over. It is a striking

fact that at the time of the most serious agitation, when the

Swadeshi movement was active, the Christian colleges were the

one British agency not boycotted. Many cases of the preference

for Christian schools appear in the Eeports of our period ; and
one still more striking. In Tinnevelly Town, which is dominated
by the great temple with its huge revenues and its army of

priests, the only mission agency is the C.M.S. College. When the

uni'est was at its height in 1907, a mob, instigated by the agitators,

broke the College windows and furniture ; but a band of men, also

non- Christian, gathered round ]\Ir. Schaffter, the Principal, and
defended him from the attack. Yet that College has given several

converts to the Church, and numbers amongst its " old boys " the

Bishop of Doruakal.
Happily the King's visit to India was made the occasion of New PoUcy

starting a wiser policy. An official manifesto issued in the fol- George's"^

lowing year, confirming the largely increased grants announced "^'^'t-

by himself at Delhi, lamented the tendency to develop the intel-

lectual at the expense of the moral and religious faculties,

laid stress on the formation of character, and announced large

* On the Indian Education question, the following articles are worth
noting for reference :—By Sir Andrew Fraser, in the Int. Rev. Miss,, July,

1912, and July, 1913 ; hy the Rev. J. P. Haythornthwaite, in The East and
The West, Jan. and July, 1913, and in the CM. Rev., July, 1911; by the
Rev. A. P. Ealand, in The East and The West, April, 1915 ; and by the Rev.
W. C. Peun, Principal of the Noble College, on "The Hope of India," in the
CM. Rev., Sept., 1909. The history of educational plans and measures is

sketched in The Renaissance in India, Chap. ii. See also Note on p. 157.

t In a Hindu biography of a religious leader, it is acknowledged that he
was " morally bad," but it is mentioned as an " extenuating circumstance

"

that at that time
^'
feiwmissionaries were preaching." (Renaissance in India,
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PART II. assistance to voluntary effort ; which policy lias since been illus-

chap. 14. trated by handsome grants to C.M.S. colleges and hostels. The
Government cannot teach religion itself, and it is best that it

should not do so ; but it now realizes how essential religious

education is, and hence the liberal treatment of religious institutions,

—of course not Christian only, but also Hindu and Moslem. At

the same time, the educational standard and plant which the

Government demand in order to recognize and aid an institution

is constantly being raised ; and it is severely trying the resources

of the missionary societies to take advantage of the proffered help.

It is not from mission colleges that the vast majority of the

agitators come. The pupils, with rare exceptions, become the

most loyal of the people. When Sir Curzon Wylie was murdered
in London, it was an Indian from a mission hostel that seized the

assassin. And the moral effect of the athletics cultivated in the

mission colleges is great. Again and again have C.M.S. pupils

carried off prizes in the sports open to all. They learn, as we
say, to " play the game."

Hinduism and its Developments.

While secular education has tended to destroy faitli in any
religion, it has not largely affected the outward observance of

religious rites. These, in fact, are more or less connected with

caste, and caste retains its mighty power even over the graduates

of the Indian Universities. There is now and then a loosening of

its bonds in the North, and even in the South this may ])e noticed.

Yet it was from Bengal that a letter in 1906 mentioned the fact of

University graduates, teachers in a secular college, worshipping

the food they were just about to eat, and ceremoniously bathing

during the eclipse of the moon. It was at the great temple of

Kali at Calcutta that the most seditious meetings were held ; and
it came out at the trial of certain anarchists that in an institution

where the manufacture of bombs was secretly taught, lectures

were also given on the Vedas and Upanishads. As a missionary

tersely put it, " The sacred books were studied in the morning,

and the art of assassination in the evening." Meanwhile the

degradation of the popular religion has been as conspicuous as ever.

There is no diminution of the glaring immorality that flourishes in

the temples, no material change in what Miss Wilson-Carmichael

calls " Things as they are," notwithstanding a proclamation by the

Bombay Government against it in 1909. The "white-slave " traffic

of England is a small thing in comparison. Infanticide is still

common, and even " sati," though forbidden by law, is not extinct,

several cases having been reported during the last few years.* Mr.

Holland, whose whole temperament is to seek for whatever is good

in Hinduism, wrote in 1906, after visiting a camp of " holy men " at

* See, e.g., CM. Rev., April and Sept., 1914, pp. 257, 577 ; Feb., 191G, p. 125.
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tlie great mela at Allahabad, " Never till now have I known what part ii.

llinduism means. I simply did not know it existed. Degradation <-'''"!'• 14.

imspoakable that cannot bo exaggerated. No missionary de- Uegrada-

scription of the blackness of idolatry can approach the reality. . . .

^""ji'uism

These sadhiis are at once the living representatives of philosophic

Hinduism and the personification of all that is most degraded in

Hinduism."
This indictment comes not only from missionaries, h. few Mr. Oman's

years ago, Mr. Campl)ell Oman, an Oriental by descent, and a
^'^^'^*'°^^'^*'

professor of science in a government college, published a book
entitled The Brahman.s, Theists, and Moslems of India. His word-
pictures are drawn from personal experience, and his disposition

is to defend, as far as he can, Eastern customs from the criticism

of the West. He actually argues that the temple prostitution,

being " sanctifiod by religion, and under recognized control, is

morally less harmful" than the vice of Western cities. But his

descriptions as an eye-witness of the orgies of certain types of

religious w'orship are of such a kind that a reviewer* recommends
"squeamish people" not to read them, although they do not, and
dare not, give the whole. Moreover he affirms the prevalence of

drunkenness, of which we are accustomed to think the Hindus
are guiltless ; but Mr. Natarajan, a contributor to the Year Boole

of Indian Missions for 1912, says there is a reaction against this,

and that the younger educated men are total abstainers, the
habitual drinkers being men past middle age. " Is this Hinduism,"
asks the reviewer, " the religion of the educated gentlemen whom
we meet in our English colleges and elsewhere ? " Evidently the

popular picture of "the Hindu as a mystical saint, rapt in the
contemplation of the eternal mysteries, living a simple and self-

denying life, and undistracted by the passions that sway the
minds of worldly men," is true in a very limited sense, and of a

very small minority. Mr. Oman affirmed that in Bengal religion

is " a morbid, emotional affection " which " tends to sap the man-
hood of the people and to effeminate the race "

; and the Times, confirnied

referring to this book in a leading article (in 1907), asked :

—

^imes

" Is it too severe an iudictnient of a people amongst whom the most
popular cult is that of the goddess Kali or Durga, the great goddess of

death and destruction, who delights in bloody sacrifices "? Is it too
severe an indictment of a people among whom such licentious rites as
those of the Durga imjali are largely practised not only by the masses,
biit even b3' many of the educated classes '? Is it too severe an indict-

ment of a social system iinder which special sanctity attaches to the caste
of Kulin Brahmans, whose privileges include the most outrageous and
degrading form of polygamy ?

"

And how far mere material progress wdll affect idolatry may be
illustrated by two facts referred to a few years ago in a Madras

* This book was reviewed by Mr. Manlcy iu the CM. Review, April, 1908

;

and from that article the above is taken.
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newspaper, viz., a procession of the god Ganesha mounted on a

bicycle, and the cult of the motor-car as an incarnation of the

Spirit of the Ages

!

Past history shows that every time some new religious system
has found an entrance into India, the ancient Hinduism, while not

seriously shaken from its predominant position, has been so far

affected that some great teacher has put forth fresh views of

doctrine and life, which have not only brought disciples to him,

and perhaps inaugurated a new religious body, but also have
modified in some way the general Hindu teaching. Mr. Johnston,

in his article on the New Spirit, illustrates this historical fact,

and further shows how the same effect has been produced by the

advent of Christianity. The Brahmo Samaj of Bengal was the

first attempt to combine the new light thus introduced with the

old religion ; but its influence has not been conspicuous during

the period under review.* The Census of 1911 showed a total of

5500 members, an increase of 1000 in the decade. Its much
respected leader, Protab Chunder Mozumdar, died in 1905.

Another body, however, the Arya Samaj, founded about 1875 by a

Mahratta Brahman named Dayanand Saraswati, has grown rapidly

in power, particularly in the North, and its members numbered
243,000, an increase in the decade of 166 per cent, f It is much more
hostile to Christianity than its more moderate and dignified fore-

runner. It is an attempt to drop some of the excrescences of later

Hinduism, and to go back to the teaching of the Vedas, the oldest

of the Hindu sacred books. But its leaders are quite oblivious of

the fact that their own knowledge of the Vedas is due to British

research. It seems that Dr. Mill, the Principal of Bishop's

College eighty years ago, was the first to reveal to the pundits

of Calcutta the relative dates and characters of their own sacred

books ; and the fact is that Max Miiller and Monier Williams did

more to introduce the Vedas to the modern Hindu than the

Brahman priests of Benares. Even the Bhavagad Gita (before

mentioned), which is now in the hands of every one who can

read, was a rare book within the lifetime of men now in India,

and was barely known to a few pundits a century ago.

The Ayra Samaj does not realize this ; on the contrary, one of

its members has declared that all the great religions, Christianity

included, have been derived from ancient Hinduism.J But it pays

Christianity the sincerest form of flattery by imitating its methods
of promulgation. It establishes schools and orphanages, distributes

tracts, and sings hymns, some of them translations of familiar

Christian hymns ilike " Lead, kindly hght." It teaches the unity

* The story of the Brahmo Samaj, of its founder. Ram Mohun Eoy, and
its great loader, Keshub Chunder Sen, was told in Chap. GO of the Historij

of G.M.S., entitled " Babus, Brahmos, Borderers," Vol. II., pp. 501-518.

t On the Arya Samaj, see Mr. Snell's article on the Census in the CM.
Rev., April, 1915.

J J. N. Farquhar, in the Tiil. llco. Miss., July, 1914.
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of God, denounces idolatry, and professes, though not very truly, pam ii.

to disregard caste. It has oven begun to admit outcastes into its '!^

fold, a proceeding which may tend to check the " mass movement "

among them in a Christian direction. Its great college at

Hardwar, in which Western science is combined with ancient

Indian literature, aims at high moral principles and conduct. It

has also the Dayanand College at Lahore, another important
institution doing good work in its way (though not free from
the taint of sedition). But all the while, the Arya Samaj is the

most bitter antagonist of the Gospel. Indeed, its social work is

only undertaken to help forward its religious influence. And it

claims to have " effectually checked conversions to both Christi-

anity and Islam " " by keenly criticizing popular Islam and popular
Christianity " and " mercilessly exposing their weak points." •

In the Bombay Presidency there is the Prarthana Samai, which otiior

IS more on the lines of the Brahmo Samaj and is identified with
the Social Eeform movement. Its leading founder was Justice

Eanade, the first native Fellow of Bombay University, and a man
of high character and great learning. At Poena also is the

Fergusson College, whose Principal, a Marathi Brahman, Mr.
Paranjpye, was Senior Wrangler at Cambridge, and in which one
of the teachers w^as Mr. Gopal Krishna Gokhale, the Indian
member of the Viceroy's Legislative Council, whose recent death
has been so widely lamented, f
Movements like these must tend to shake the supremacy and

exclusiveness of the Brahmans. According to ancient Hinduism,
they alone have the right, or the capacity, to teach religion. But
many modern leaders of new sects are not Brahmans ; nor are

conspicuous " holy men " like Swami Yivekananda, the apostle

of " the new Vedanta," a strange mingling of Christian philan- The new

thropy and Hindu philosophy, who anticipated in some of his ® "^^ '""

views the more recent National Movement. In a Madras lecture

he declared that Christianity was " a very patchy imitation of

Hinduism." He appeared at the great Parliament of Keligions at

Chicago in 1893, and when he returned to India he was enthusi-

astically received by the student classes as a national hero, and
was acclaimed as having converted the West. But Mr. Johnston
says that he was actually expelled from a Hindu temple as an out-

caste who had presumed to represent Hinduism as if he were a
Brahman.

It is right to recognize the good elements in the National
Movement, and the varied fruits of the " renaissance." But a
sympathizer like Mr. Andrews acknowledges the dark side. " A
close survey," he says, " reveals many dire failures, and nmch that

* Lajpat Rai, iu Conkmpoiari/ Review, May, 1910.
t Mr. iMaconachie paid a tribute of respect and appreciation to the late Mr.

Gokhale in the CM. lieu., June, 1915, p. 370. All the above movements aro
described in Mr. J. N. Farquhar's recent book on Modern Religious Move-
ments in India ; and more brielly in Tltc iicnaiasancc iii, India.
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PAiiT u. is still dark and even revolting in the teaching and practice ol'

Chap. 14. so^ie of the new sects. There are those who love darkness rather

than light, and such are impelled, when light comes into their

world, to a more desperate denial of its revelations and resistance

to its demands." *

View of Professor Cairns, however, in his masterly review of Indian

Uakns!°^ Eeligion for the Eeport of Commission IV. to the Edinburgh
Conference,—a Eeport based on the letters to the Commission
from many leading missionaries,—is of opinion that modern
" Vedantism, in one or other of its forms, is a more formidable

and all-pervading influence than either of the theistic Samajes."

He sees in it a striking parallel with " the all-pervading Hellenism

which conditioned all the labours and the thought of the later

years of St. Paul and St. John, and, in a still greater degree, the

labours and the thought of the Fathers." And he significantly

alludes to features of Hellenism alongside of its noble philosophy :

" its beautiful but poisonous mythology, its corrupt sexual morality,

its cruel system of slavery." But this is too large a subject to be

entered on here.f

One movement belonging to our period which has little indeed

to commend it is the Theosophical Society, with the establishment

of the Central Hindu College at Benares by Mrs. Annie Besant. This

College has been financed by wealthy rajahs, who have given it

lands and money munificently. Painful indeed has it been to find

English men and women engaged as its professors and teachers,

and instructing Indian boys and girls in what is essentially

Hinduism, though in a more or less occidental dress. One of

these English ladies died there, and her body was duly burnt on
the bank of the Ganges, the ashes being scattered on its waters.

Idolatry, astrology, charms, incantations, are defended as good
" magnetism "

; and Mrs. Besant herself has discussed and excused

in her magazine the legendary immoralities of Krishna.| Her
teaching is in the main that of Colonel Olcott and Madame
Blavatsky, which was so mercilessly exposed thirty years ago

; §

and the whole enterprise has been unveiled by Miss E. E. McNeile,
||

and by Mr. Farquhar in his book on Modern Eeligious Movements
in India. The stricter Brahmans never viewed Mrs. Besant's

Society and College favourably, and in 1904 a public lecture was
delivered at Benares, with the title, " The Theosophical Bubble

Pricked." Moreover, the National Movement is not with her.

Many of its members object to this new " foreign intrusion." " We
do not want to bind round our necks a chain of new superstitions,

* lienaissmicc in India, p. 143.

t See Vol. IV. of the Edinburgh Reports, pp. 217, 245, &c. ; and p. 276.

X The Bcnaissancc in India, p. 149.

§ Old readers of the CM. Intelligencer will not have forgotten the late

Bev. G. Knox's crushing articles, culminating in the one entitled, " The
Collapse of Koot Hoomi," in Jan., 1885.

II
In The East and Tlie West, April, 1913, and Jan., ]914. See also her article

in the CM. Review, Nov., 1908.
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having just dibcarded our own." * The recent unsavoury case in partH.

the law-courts, arising out of Mrs. Besant putting forward an ^h^P^i*-

Indian boy as " the Star in the East " and as a second Christ,

suggests the kind of morality inculcated, j

Another English lady meanwhile came forward to rescue the ^'4M'*^

beauty and purity of Hinduism from the unhallowed cavils of

Western Christendom, and " Sister Nivedita," whose real name
was Miss Margaret Noble, seemed for a short time to have even

surpassed Mrs. Besant in influence. But observe, it is always to

the West that Hinduism has to look for its champions.

The attitude towards Christianity of many educated Hindus is A Hindu

illustrated by an article which appeared a few years ago in the "^^ ^"*'

Fortnijihthj Rrricir. The writer was Mr. P. Venkata Eao, described

as " a Hindu scholar of considerable reputation, who in the course

of a long life had heard and read much about Christianity," and
had been asked by missionaries why he was not a Christian ; and

the article, headed, " Why I am not a Christian," was his answ^er

to these queries. His reasons were, in brief, (1) the untrust-

worthiness of the Bible, as shown by modern critics, (2) the

impossibility of miracles, (3) the incredibility of the doctrine of

Sin and the Fall, (4) the doctrine that the w^orld is governed by

a Being all-powerful, all-wise, and all-good, which he could not

believe. The Eev. E. F. Pearce, of Calcutta, reviewing this
^^^.^^,_.

apoloiii(i,% showed (1) that its arguments w^ere all from European Reply,

sources. " Critics of Missions sometimes tell us that Indian

Christians are Westernized ; but no Christian ever adopts an
attitude so fundamentally Western as this Hindu assailant of

Christianity." (2) That the writer does not believe in a personal

God at all, whereas the Vedas he professes to cleave to consist

largely of hymns to personal deities ; so he is really no more a

Hindu than a Christian
; (3) That he is compelled again and again

to recognize much good in Christianity, although he professes to

think it absurd ;
—" an evidence," observes Mr. Pearce, " of the

tremendous power which Christianity is gaining over the minds
of Hindus."

This power, in fact, impresses all thoughtful observers. The ^^j^.^**°

"New Spirit" before refen-ed to owes its principal impetus to aaity.

Christianity. And the moral and social evils of India are being

ever more and more recognized, and even denounced, by the very

men who nevertheless oppose the Gospel which w^ould remedy them.

The modern educated Hindu cares for the sick poor, and builds hos-

pitals for them. He advocates the relaxation of caste, the elevation

* The Renaissance in India, p. 47.

t The trial was reported in the Times of May Sth, 1913. It, and the subse-

quent proceedings, were duly noticed in the C.M. Review of July and Nov.,

1913, Jan., Feb., March, July, Dec, 1914. See also Miss McNeile's articles in

The East and The West before referred to.

X In the C.M. Review, Nov., 1909, whence the above particulars are taken.

The article in the Forttiighilij was in Sept. of that year.
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PART II.
Chap. 14.

But slow
Change of
Opinion.

of the depressed classes, the education of women, the re-marrying
of widows, the abohtion of child-marriage. He is ashamed of the
revelations of the Census, the nine millions of " wives " or widows
under fifteen ; of the fact that the large majority of the " husbands

"

were not boys betrothed early, but grown men ; and of the shocking
evils which these figures imply. Moreover, he cannot forget that

Hinduism never moved to remedy them until Christianity led the
way, and that, even now, the general public opinion will not
tolerate effective action against them. For instance, although young
India condemns child-marriage and advocates the re-marriage (or

rather, real marriage) of child-widows, and although such re-

mari-iage is now legalized, scarcely any practical change has
ensued. Out of the millions of Hindu widows, only some 200
(of those of am) age) are married each year.* And while the poet
and philosopher Eabindra Nath Tagore declares that " the regene-
ration of India directly and perhaps solely depends upon the
removal of the condition of caste," f the caste system remains almost
as despotic as ever. And even our modern educated Hindu, while
he respects Christianity, seeks for Western excuses for rejecting

its claims upon himself.J

The
Moliam-
luedans.

strange
Rumouis.

SkG. K.
Scott-
Moncrieff
on Moslem
Bigotry.

The Mohammedans.

We have been concentrating our attention almost entirely upon
the Hindus. But we must not forget the Mohammedans, who are

a most powerful section of the Indian peoples. In North-West
India they are the great opponents of the Gospel. At Peshawar
a year or two ago certain Moslems essayed to show the victorious

progress of the true faith of Islam by affirming that it was fast

spreading in England, that one princess and several of the nobility

had declared themselves Mohammedans, that Canon Sell, the

C.M.S. Secretary at Madras, whose wTitings on Islam are so

important, had embraced it, and that the Principal of the Edwardes
College at Peshawar had been recalled home to try and stem its

progress ! Although there have been a great many converts from
Islam in India, the difficulties they meet with are great. Sir G. K.
Scott-Moncrieff, writing in his valuable book Eastern Missionsfrom
a Soldier's Standpoint (1907), says :

—

" Of course the law of the laud gives, as far as it can do ao, religious

liberty, and no one can be punished in a court of justice on the plea of

conversion to another faith. But let a nian once pass the line which
divides respect for the religion of the ruling race from acceptance of its

teaching, and he will then find all the power of bigotry and persecution
directed against him in every possible way. I know of two cases where

* licnaissance iii India, p. I'J'J.

t Ibid., p. 185.

X Mr. Waller (the new Bishop of Tinuevelly) sets forth in an iufccresting

way the attitude of various classes in North India towards Christianity in the
CM. Bcuiciu of March, 1909.
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Christiau subordinates in the Public Works, both converts from Islam, Pakt II.

were the victims of cleverly concocted conspiracies, got up by their former Wiap^ll.

co-religionists, with evidence so skilfully ' cooked ' as to be on the face

of it incontrovertible, and yet to one who knew the men incredible.

Both conspiracies were quite successful in achieving the ruin of the

victims. I have known the case of a young chief, about to be baptized,

who was kidnapped, stripped, and beaten, after bribes had been found
useless ; and a young Mohammedan friend of mine, who was as fully

persuaded of the truth of the Gospel as ever a man could be, implored
me to take him to England, there to be baptized, for he said that life in

his country would be an impossibility."

The Mohammedans of India long resisted the temptation to

accept government education, and Census after Census showed
how behindhand they were. In ilhteracy they still continue to

be more conspicuous than the Hindus, but in recent years they
have done better. The change in their views, or at least the The Aiigaiii

lessening of their prejudice, is largely due to Syed Ahmad Khan ^"'I'^se.

(afterwards Sir Syed), a noble of Delhi who was a firm ])oliever

in the advantages of British rule, and had been loyal in tlio days
of the Mutiny. He was an ardent Moslem, but he l')elieved that

education would promote and not hinder the influence of Islam.

He founded the great College at Aligarh, assisted by inauy
Englishmen who desired the enlightenment of the Moslem
population. The college has been a strong centre for the new
party of liberal Mohammedans that gradually grew up. It has
succeeded in bringing the Sunnis and the Shiahs together for

daily worship as they have not been brought together anywhere
else in the Moslem world ; and Mr. Haythornthwaite tells us it

" has produced a distinct type of student who can be readily

recognized because of his manly bearing, courteous manners, and
disciplined character." • Its influence is not confined to India.
" Students from Java and the Malay Peninsula, from Kabul and
Turkestan, from Mombasa and Zanzibar, have spread from thence
the new Islamic thought." | Dr. Mott was invited to address the
men when he was in India in 1912, and he wrote, " Nowhere did

I have a more enthusiastic reception."'

It may be doubted whether the higher education of men can
fhe Begum

raise the whole community so long as women are excluded from of Bhopai.

its benefits and the purdah system is maintained. But when an
enlightened Moslem female ruler like the Begum of Bhopai
proposes to establish a Women's College at the new city of Delhi,

we see that even in Islam the "New Spirit" may appear. And
it has one great advantage in Ijeing without caste. INIoreover, the

Mohammedans of India, who were formerly regarded as the least

loyal of the population, have greatly changed in recent years.

Lord Minto's reforms pleased them ; and the enthusiastic way in

* The East and The West, July, 1913, p. 325. The college was described
in the CM. Inicll. of Oct., l'J05 by Mr. Mylrea, and in July, 1906 by Mr.
Pombciton.

t RcnaissaJicc in India, p. 127.
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I'AUT 11. whicli they have rallied to the British cause in the present War is
chap^i4. highly significant and encouraging.

Poinilation
of India.

Hapid
Christian
Advance.

The population of India by religion in 1901 and 1911, as

recorded ))y the Census, was as follows :

—

Religion.
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more in tlic discharge of our great trusteeship,—then we may humbly Tart II.

trust that, trying to do God's will, we shall be owned and used and Chap^l4.

preserved of God." *

And Mr. Kudra's, the Principal of St. Stephen's College, Delhi.
It is interesting to see that the experienced British civil officer,

and the learned Indian Christian, are one in their aspirations :—

-

" I regard the ultimate victory of Christianity as certain, if only the The
Person of Christ Himself is raised high before the eyes of India without

victor''^"
any intervening Western medium. To that Person, as the one centre of sure?'^
unity of races aud classes, we Indians, both Christians and non-
Christians, are lookmg more and more for our inspiration, guidance, and
life." t

And tlie victory of Christianity will not expel the Indian
classics from India. What Homer and ^schylus and Plato,

Cicero and Virgil and Tacitus, have heen to Christian Europe,
tliat the Vedas and the Bhagavad Gita and tlie Eamayana will be
to Christian India. Matthew Arnold's picture will not continue
the true representation of India :

—

The East bowed low before the blast,

In patient, deep disdain
;

She let the legions thunder past,

Then plunged in thought again.

But A. H. Clough will prove right,

—

For while the tired waves, vainly breaking.
Seem here no painful inch to gain.

Far back, through creeks and inlets making.
Comes silent, flooding in, the main,

CM. Review, Jan., 1909, p. 8.

t The East and The West, July, 1913, p. 307.

;NoTE TO Page 147."

It is not possible to treat the great subject of Educational Missions
adequately here. Particular G.M.S. Colleges, &c., will be noticed under the
different Missions. The following recent articles, &c., in the missionary
periodicals should be referred to for further information :—By the Rev. W. E. S.
Holland, im the CM. Revieiv, July, 1909, and in The East and The West, Jan.,
1912; and by the Rev. N. H. Tubbs, in the CM. Bev., March, 1909. On the
Education of Women, there were important articles bv Miss E. R. McNeile
in the C.ilf. Rev., Feb., 1910, and Nov., 1913, and by Miss McDougall in the
Int. Rev. Miss., Jan., 1914, and The East and The West, July, 1914,
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India .- The Christian Missions.
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Part II.
Chap. 15.

INDIA is the greatest of the mission fields, judged by
the number of missionaries and of converts, though
China is greater if judged by the population to be

reached. The latest available and complete statistics

are contained in the Year Booh of Indian Missions

for 1912, and these are late enough to serve our present purpose.

It must be explained that they include Burma and Ceylon.

It is easy both to over- and to under-estimate the value of

statistics. There is nothing, it is said, so misleading as figures,

except facts. In India, a native Christian community of three

and a half million sounds large, but we have to remember that

the great l)ulk of these are in the farthest south, and are the

descendants of converts of past centuries, not, therefore, the fruit

of modern Missions. On the other hand, it is admitted on all

hands that mere figures quite fail to reveal the wide and increasing

influence of Christianity. So that, both ways, we liave to weigh
results as well as to count them.

But we will first examine the statistics of the missionary workers

and their work.

The Mis-
sionary
(Societies.

Statistics of Workers and Work.

Tlie number of Protestant Missionary Societies, large and small,

working in this great field, as stated in the tables referred to, is

no less than 136. Of these, 41 are British, 41 American and

Canadian (which are reckoned together), 8 Australasian, 12 Con-

tinental, 22 Local (having their home base in the field), and 12

I
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" Independent " or " International." Their missionary forces com- pabt ii.

prise (or rather comprised) 2076 men and 3124 women, total 5200 ; *"'^tE:
^^

and their Indian workers, 28,320 men and 10,138 women. The
tables give the "ordained" and "unordained" men separately,

but as some of the denominations have uncertain standards for
" ordination," the men are here all counted together.

The following are the principal Societies ;

—

Foreign. Indian.

Bi'itish—

-

Church Miss. Soc. .

.Ch. of E. Zenana Soc*
Soc. Prop. Gosp. .

Lond. Miss. Soc. .

Wesl. Miss. Soc. .

Bapt. Miss. Soc. .

i^stab. Ch. Scot. .

Uu. Free Ch. Scot
Salv. Ai-mv . . .

American—
Meth. Episc. Ch.

Bapt. Union. .

Presb. Bd. N. .

A. B. C. F. M. .

Un. Presb. Bd,

Men.
230

103
152
80
75
32
89
70

162
160
64
37
29

Women. Total.

271 501

Continental—
Basel Miss. Soc. .

Gossner Miss. . .

German Ev. Lnth.

89
50
35

162
98
91

110
136
92

131
80

316
240
100
59
68

80
42
49

162
201
243
190
211
124
220
150

478
400
164
96
97

169
92
84

Men.
3594

1466
1643
1542
839
247

2016

1901t

3240
3240
652

1225
329

Women.
1122
850
444
361
444
216
425
300

1943
582
150
537
116

826 41
319 55
552 134

These seventeen Societies have thus together 3582 missionaries,

leaving 1618 divided among the other 119 Societies.

The Protestant Societies employ, in addition to the 38,458
Indian Christians, 3575 non-Christians, chiefly as teachers of

secular subjects in schools.^

The Eoman Catholic Missions in India are described in the Roman
Year Book by Father Hull of Bombay. He states that there are

^"*^'°°s-

2653 bishops and priests, of whom 1700 are Indian, and 953
European. The Atlas Hierarcliicus published in 1914 gave the
numbers 1258 foreign and 1230 Indian. The lay brothers and
the sisters are stated in the Edinburgh Conference Atlas to be 517
and 2933.

* As in tlie above table some of the Societies are credited with the numbers
of their Women's Auxiliaries, although these are separate in the Year Book,
the C.E.Z.IM.S. women should for purposes of comparison be added to the
c.i\r.s.

t This figure probably includes women,
J In an important article in the Int. Rev. Miss., July, 1912, Canon (now

Bishop) Waller explained why this is done.
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PART IT. Separate tables are given in the Year Book of the educational
chap^i5. 'vvork of the Societies. The following are the totals :

—

Educa-
tioaal
Missions.

Roman
Schools.

Medical
Work.
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those " witliout inedical degree " as 126 ; and the trained nurses p.uitii.

as 294. The in-patients are given as 70,000, and tlie out-patients ^''''^i^-

as almost three milUons ; but the latter figure evidently means,

not separate individuals, hut the visits paid by them. The largest

figiu'es of institutions are those of the C.E.Z.M.S., which is

credited with 19 hospitals and 37 dispensaries ; also of nurses, 75

in number. But the United Free Scottish Church has the largest

number of doctors, 30 qualified and 13 others, and of [visits of]

out-patients, 508,000 ; while the C.M.S. stands first as regards

in-patients, 8535. The importance of indicating the size of the

hospitals by the number of beds is shown by comparing two
American Societies. The Baptists have 18 hospitals with 979

in-patients, while the Presbyterians have 8 hospitals witli 3773

in-patients.

The Principal Societies and theiu Fields.

A few particulars may be added concerning the principal works
of the leading Societies, leaving the C.M.S. Missions for fuller

treatment by and by.

The S.P.G. is represented in almost all the divisions of India. s.p.Cr,

Bishop's College, at Calcutta, founded nearly a century ago by

Bishop Middleton, has always been its work. In Bengal and
Assam, many towns and villages are occupied. Assam has now
a bishop of its ow^n. Dr. Pakenham Walsh, an S.P.G. missionary

from the south. In the Chota Nagpur district there is a very

interesting and expanding Mission among the aboriginal Kols

;

and liere is the Dublin University Brotherhood, with its numerous
" Lady Associates." In the United Provinces, Cawnpore is the

most important station, with a large and able staff. Even greater

is the Delhi Mission, just within the Punjab (but now, since the

King's visit, a separate division), the centre of a very large and
widely extended work, educational, medical, evangelistic, &c.

The Cambridge Delhi Mission is associated w^ith the Society,

supplying a goodly band of devoted men and women, under Canon
Allnutt as the Head. St. Stephen's College, one of the finest

institutions in India, has an Indian Principal, Mr. Eudra, son of

a former C.M.S. Indian missionary in Bengal. In the Bombay
Presidency there is (besides the capital and several other towns
and districts) a large and fruitful Mission at i\.hmednagar. But
the Society's largest work is in the South, in Madras Diocese and
Tinnevelly, among the Telugu and Tamil people, where, besides the

missionaries, there are some eighty Indian pastors. Trichinopoly

and Tanjore are the old mission districts of the days of Schwartz.

Nazareth, in Tinnevelly, is a Christian village of great interest.

In Burma, in the Diocese of Eangoon, the S.P.G. is the only

Anglican Society, and it has extensive work among Burmese,
Karens, and Tamils. The Society has about 150 Indian clergymen
altogether.
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Other
Anglican
Missions.

L.M.S.

B.M.S.

W.M.S.

Salvation
Army.

Presby-
terian
Missions.

Of the other Anglican Missions in India, the largest is the

Church of England Zenana Society, with its 160 women mission-

aries, working in most parts of the country except the United

Provinces and the Bombay Presidency,—which fields, by arrange-

ment, are served by the sister Women's Society, the Zenana
Bible and Medical Mission. That Society is not exclusively

Anglican, Init a large proportion of its 150 women are Anglicans,

and work in association with the C.M.S. Missions, as do the

G.E.Z. missionaries. There are also two Brotherhood Missions

(besides those already mentioned which are associated with

the S.P.G.), viz., (1) the Oxford Mission to Calcutta, with (in

the tables) 14 men and 11 women, who are doing fine work
at Calcutta and in Eastern Bengal, and (2) the Society of St.

John the Evangelist (Cowley Fathers) in the Bombay Presidency,

which does not return its statistics. The Scottish Episcopal

Church has a Mission at Chanda in the Central Provinces ; and
the Canadian Church has taken over the C.M.S. Kangra Mission

in the Punjab.
The London Missionarj^ Society represents theCongregationalists

of England, and works in Calcutta, Benares, Almora, and other

places in the North ; among the Kanarese, Telugu, and Tamil
people in the Madras Presidency ; and in South Travancore. It

has had some exceptionally able missionaries.

The Baptist Missionary Society, of which William Carey was
the founder and the first missionary, has for its headquarters in

the North the famous station of Serampore. The College there is

the only one in India entitled to grant degrees in divinity. The
Society also occupies Delhi, where particularly friendly relations,

with a certain amount of co-operation, are maintained with tlie

S.P.G.

The Wesleyan Society has done more than most Missions for

the poorer English and Eurasians in the Presidency cities. Its

most interesting mission to the non-Christian population is in

Mysore. But it is particularly strong in Ceylon.

The Salvation Army, under Commissioner Booth-Tucker, has
also worked largely among the English and Eurasians ; also

among criminals ; and among the out-caste native population.

Its social work is particularly interesting and important. In the
Punjab, Gujarat, and Travancore it has large bodies of native
Christians.

The two Scottish Presbyterian Churches, Established and
United Free, have combined some of their work in India, to its

great advantage. Their great colleges at the chief Presidency
cities have been among the most important in India, particularly

the Madras Christian College, so long under the brilliant princi-

palship of Dr. W. Miller. Specially interesting also is the work
at Darjeeling and Kalimpong, in the Eastern Himalayas ; and
the Mission in Eajputana, carried on by the old " U.P.'s" until

tlieir union with the Free Church.
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The English and Irisli Presbyterians are also represented, the F^''^^^-

latter having a considerable Mission in Gujarat. '— '*'

The Welsia Calvinists, who are counted among Presbyterians
ecclesiastically, have an interesting Mission in Assam and the

Khasia Hills. At the time of the Welsh Eevival, a similar

spiritual movement sprang up there, which bore much fruit.

The Friends' Foreign Mission Association works in the Central smaller

Provinces.
^°'^'''-

There are several small free-lance British Missions; and the
" Open Brethren," represented by a body called " Christian

Missions in Many Lands," are credited in the tables with 135
missionaries and over 5000 converts.

Of the American Societies, the oldest is the American Board American

(" A.B.G.F.M."), corresponding to the L.M.S. in England as virtually
s°'=''<^'^'-

though not necessarily Congregationalist. It celebrated in Novem-
ber, 1913, the centenary of the arrival of its first missionaries at

Bombay. Its principal Missions are among the Marathi people in

that Presidency, particularly at Ahmednagar, and among the
Tamils of Madm'a in the South ; also in Ceylon.
The American Baptists have the fruitful Mission in Burma

which was founded by Judson a century ago. They also work
in Assam and Eastern Bengal; while their Telugu Mission is

famous for its great mass movement in the Ongole district under
Dr. Clough at the time of the disastrous famine of 1877.

The American Methodist Episcopal Church is perhaps the most
pushing Christian organization in India, and almost the largest,

though much of its work is younger than that of others.

Beginning in Oudh and Eohilkand, it has gradually spread over
many parts of India, under the inspiring leadership of its bishops,

the late Dr. Thoburn, and the present brothers Eobinson. It is

regarded by many, however, as too ready to baptize quickly. But
it works also among the European and Eurasian populations ; and
its mission presses occupy a particularly useful sphere.

The American Presbyterians have two or three societies at

work in India. The Presbyterian Board North works in the
Punjab and the United Provinces. It was the first Christian
body to enter the Punjab on its annexation, and the names of

Newton and Forman, and Ewing, at Lahore are universally
honoured. The United Presbyterians also have active work in

that province.

The Christian and IMissionary Alliance works in Berar and
Khandesh ; and there are several smaller free-lance Missions.*
The American (German) Lutherans have considerable Missions

in the Telugu country.

The American (Dutch) Eeformed Church Mission, which works
* lb should be mentioned that the Protestant Episcopal Church in the

United States, which is so prominent in China and Japan, has no Missions in
India. All India being covered by Church of England dioceses, our sister

Church finds no room for bishops of its own ; and it does not work without
them.
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^i;jiQ]^ ]^j^yQ lal)oured in it.

Colonial The Canadian Presbj^terians have a Mission in Central India,
Societies, with its headquarters at Indore ; and the Canadian Baptists in the

Telugu Country. (The Anglican Canadian Mission has already

been mentioned.) There are no less than seven different Baptist

Missions from Australasia. These Canadian and Australian

Societies have about 130 missionaries together, men and women,
in India.

Coniinentai The Continental Lutherans have large Missions. The most
societies.

ij^poj,fca^t js the Mission begun in 1844 in Chota Nagpur,
organized by Pastor Gossner of Berlin.* The S.P.G. Mission in

that district is the result of a secession from it of missionaries and
Indian Christians who appealed in '18G9 to Bishop Milman to

receive them. The Leipzig Mission in the Tamil Country is

notable for declining to observe " missionary comity." There are

also Lutheran Missions from Schleswig-Holstein among the

Telugus, from Denmark in the Madras Presidency, and from
Sweden in the Central Provinces.

The Basel INIission is in the Kanarese Country south of BomJjay,

and down the Malabar coast. It is famous for its successful

industrial work.
The Moravians, always to the front in the most unpromising

fields, have a Mission in the Himalayas, north of the Punjab,

where Til^etans are met with.

There have been interesting movements of late in the direction

of a certain measure of union among some of tlie Presbyterian

and Congregationalist Missions (see p. 191).

s"*'il^t^es
Here should be mentioned the two independent missionary

societies which have been established by Indian Christians, not, of

course, those only in C.M.S. districts. The first was in Tinnevelly,

and dates from 1903. It sent its own evangelists some hundreds
of miles away into the Telugu part of the Nizam's territory, the

State of Haidarabad, to them a foreign country with a foreign

language. The district so occupied is now in the diocese of

Bishop Dornakal, and Bishop Azariah himself was one of the mis-
z.mai.

sionaiies. It has now four missionaries and several Telugu
agents. But a larger enterprise is the National Missionary

Society of India, founded in 1905,
"f

of which Bishop Azariah was
the first secretary and Eaja Sir Harnam Singh the President, and
which sent as its first missionary a son of the late Eev. Dr. John
Williams of Tank, the well-known Indian medical missionary,

into the villages of the Punjab. Both societies have been growing
in efficiency and in estimation. They have sent forth several men
into different parts of India, and have baptized some liundreds of

* See the War Appendix for recent news.

t A full statement of this Society's aims, basis, constitution, &c., by
Mr. Sherwood Eddy, appeared in the CM. Intell. of March, 190G.
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converts ; and the Bishop of Madras had confirmed bands of

Telugu candidates before Bishop Azariah was consecrated. The
National Missionary Society had in 1914 " five fields of labour,

24 missionaries of wliom 13 were graduates, a Christian com-
munity of 600 converts, and an annual income of nearly

Es 45,000; " * and it was issuing one English and four vernacular

periodicals, in Urdu, Hindi, and Tamil. Mr. E. S. Ilensman, B.A.,

a Tamil Government' ofticial, and brother-in-law of the Eev. W. D.

Clarke, Tamil pastor of Zion Church, Madras, resigned his appoint-

ment in 1911 to become an honorary secretary of the Society.

Part ll.

Chap. 15.

Statistics of Indian Christians.

We will next take the statistics of Indian Christendom. As we Indian

have already seen, the census of 1911 showed a total of 3,574,770, ^^ '^°'''

an increase of 34 per cent.f One notable feature of the last

returns was that for the first time the Protestant Christians out-

numbered the Eoman Catholics, as the following talile shows :—
1901. 1911.

Protestant .......
Roman Catholic . . .

Syrian
Others

867,167
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Geographi-
cal Distri-
bution of
Denomina-
tions.

Until lately we have always understood that the great bulk of

the Indian Christians were in the South. That is still the case
with the Roman Catholics, Init the Protestant Christians are now
rapidly increasing in the North too, as the following figures

show :

—

NorWi (Bengal, Assam, Bihar, U.P., Eajputana,
Punjab, etc.) 546,563

Central (with Bombay, Haidarabad, &c.) .' . . 120,586
South (Madras, Travancore, Mysore, &c.) . . 633,606
Burma 134,420

1,435,175

When we look further into the distribution of the denominations
among the different provinces in 1911, we find interesting facts

revealed. Of the Anglicans, two-thirds are in the South. The
Baptists ai"e mostly in the South and in Burma, in both districts

chiefly fruits of American Missions ; the English Baptists are in

Bengal and its neighbourhood. The Congregationalists are almost
all in the South, chiefly in Travancore. The Lutherans are

about half in the South (German and American), and nearly the

other half are the Gossner Mission in Chota Nagpur. The
Methodists are chiefly the American Episcopal, and these mostly
in the United Provinces. The Presbyterians mostly belong to the

American Missions in the Punjab and the Welsh Calvinists in

Assam. The Salvationists are strong in the Punjab, Bombay, and
Travancore. Taking them the other way, we may say that the

Christians are chiefly as follows :—in Assam, Presbyterians or

Baptists ; in Bengal, Baptists or Anglicans ; in Bihar, Anglicans or

Gossner ; in Bombay, Anglicans, Congregationalists, or Metho-
dists ; in Burma, the great majority Baptists ; in Madras, four-

fifths either Anglicans, Baptists, or Lutherans ; in the Punjab,
two-thirds Presbyterians ; in the United Provinces, four-fifths

Episcopal Methodists ; in Travancore, Congregationalists or

Anglicans.

Of the Anglican Christians, 151,000 are in Madras, which
includes the Telugu and Tamil Missions of both C.M.S. and S.P.G.

;

59,000 in Travancore and Cochin, all C.M.S. ; 32,000 in Bihar,

chiefly S.P.G. in Chota Nagpur and C.M.S. in Santalia ; 29,000 in

the Punjab, the majority C.M.S., but including the S.P.G. Delhi

Mission ; 18,000 in Bengal, both Societies and the Oxford Mission

;

12,000 in Bombay, both Societies ; 10,000 in Burma, S.P.G.

;

9000 in Haidarabad, mostly C.M.S. ; 6000 in the U.P., mostly
C.M.S. ; 3000 in Assam, S.P.G. ; about 5000 in the remaining
provinces. One of the compilers of the Census Eeport states

that the Anglican Missions, unlike some others, " are strict in the

" unspecified " were thrown into the Anglican total, which was thereby unduly
swollen. Moreover, two-thirds of these were known to belong to the L.M.S.
in Travancore, and the omission of these from the Congregationalist total

reduced it unduly. This has been put right in 1911, though there are still

some slight uncertainties.
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the Society
,1 Statistics.

matter of conversious, and will not take in anybody of whom they pakt ii,

are not sure that he has truly begun to believe in the creed they ^^^21}^

preach to him" ; and of the C.M.S. in particular he observes that

the Society " prefers fewer converts, but real ones, to many."
The foregoing figures are from the Census Eeport. For

dili'erent Societies we must go to the Year Book. It gives

figures of the Indian Christian community in three columns, viz.,

(1) Communicants, (2) Baptized Adherents, including Communi-
cants, (3) Total Christian community. The variety of usage

regarding communicants is so perplexing that the figures give no
correct impression, so they may be passed over. The other two
returns are subjoined, for the principal Societies :

—

British—
Baptist Miss. Soc.

Church Miss. Soc.

London Miss. Soc
Soc. Prop. Gosp. .

Wesl. Miss. Soc. .

Estab. Ch. Scot. .

U. F. Ch. Scot. .

Welsh Calv. Soc.

Salvation Army .

American—

•

Baptist Soc. . .

A.B.C.F.M. (Congt.)

Evang. Lutheran
Meth. Episcopal

.

Presbyterian (North)

Do. United . . .

Do. Dutch Eef.

Canadian—
Baptist ....
Presbyterian . .

Continental—
Basel Mission

.

Gossner's Mission
Germ. Evang. Luth
Schleswig-Holstein

Baptized
adherents.

10,852
165,809
25,000
110,068
30,000
15,946

9,307
25,114

135,000
20,100
39,152

185,000
33,850
32,000
6,725

7,314

4,000

Total Christian
community.

29,647
185,816
116,575

116,000
48,000
102,834*

10,789

28,437

34,095

355,000
39,617

50,130
227,247
36,978
45,406

11,298

15,000
15,000*

17,767
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baptized converts. He does not trouble himself with figures ; but

he realizes the change of feeling which is a certain precursor of

far greater and more rapid changes in the future. Very numerous
have been the evidences of this in the past few years. The self-

denying labours of the missionaries when plague and famine were
ravaging the country, at the commencement of our period, led to

the Indian Mi'ssciKjer, the organ of the Brahmo Samaj, using this

language :
" Verily at this threshold of the twentieth century,

Christian philanthropy comes to us with healing balm for the

many afflictions of mankind. This humanity of Jesus' followers,

and not their dogmas, will surely establish the throne of their

Master on the love and reverence of humanity." When the

Bishops met in conference at Calcutta in 1900, a large meeting of

non-Christians in the Town Hall adopted an address to them, in

which occur the following words :

—

" You are trying to win the heart of India by infusing into it the

gospel of love and goodwill. The Bible, which you have brought to the

country, is an inestimable boon, and the sweet and sacred name of your
beloved Master, which has already reA'olutionized the world, is unto us a

benefaction the true value of which we cannot yet adequately conceive.

. . . Our country cannot do without Christ."

Signs of When the National Congress met at Calcutta in 1907, it was

Chr^tf-*'
^""^ opened with a remarkable prayer, copied from Christian models,

anity. and expressing in Christian language the need of the guidance of

the Holy Spirit, though the name of Christ Himself did not

occur in it. When an All-India Convention of Eeligions, attended

by 400 delegates, met at Allahabad in 1911, the prayers and
addresses of Christian Indians were the only ones attentively

listened to. The audience talked and laughed during a Sanscrit

prayer, but they stood up in reverent silence during the Christian

prayer. A secular kinematograph company which toured the

Punjab in 1911 found that their most successful pictures were
some representing the life of Christ, which were received with

reverent appreciation by large crowds. The language and tone of

the best non-Christian Indian newspapers—that is, the papers

conducted by Indians—are also significant in this respect. They
freely acknowledge the progress of Christianity, and its uplifting

power. TItp Indian Social Rofoiiner, published at Bombay, is par-

ticularly mentioned as "extraordinarily generous " in its references

to Christianity.

Individual Individual utterances are equally significant. A famous " holy

timonies.^'^' ^^^^ " '"^^ Benares said to an inquirer, " There is one book that

can tell you all you want to know, the Bible." A Brahman
in Bengal, dying among his own people, with no Christian near

him, was reported by a Hindu who was ])resont to have had con-

stantly on his lips one name, Jesus. A Hindu judge told a C.M.S.

missionary that ho kept a copy of the Psalms open before him at
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Psalm XV., as his own guide, and for the benefit of tlie money-lenders pakt li.

who brought their victims into court. Others have testified to the !fl

integrity of the Christians. One Hindu said, " Christianity changes

men's lives ; if a man becomes a Christian he ceases to take

bribes "
; a large landowner said his Christian labourers were much

more industrious than others ; another thanked the missionary

for making his people Christians, as now his cattle were safe.

We are not surprised, therefore, when a Brahman says, " The
Christian religion must win in the long run," or when an Arya
tract deplores the " sapping of the foundations of Hinduism " by
Christianity, and that " unbelief and Christianity are making steady

progress "
; or when the Hon. Sir Narayan G. Chardavarkar, a

Judge of the Bombay High Court, speaking in 1911, says :

—

" India is beiug converted ; the ideas that lie at the heart of the

Gospel of Christ are slowly but surely permeating every part of Hindu
society, and modifying every phase of Hindu thouglit."

On the other hand, it must be borne in mind that a very large

proportion of Indian Christians are from the low caste or out-caste

population ; and some authorities affirm that the real Hindu
peoples are as yet scarcely touched. The low castes and out-castes

are counted as Hindus, but they know little of true Hinduism, and

the religion of large numbers of them is rather Animism, and
should be so reckoned.* This brings us to one of the conspicuous

features of the present position, the mass movements.

The Mass Movements.

These mass movements have been very noticeable in the last The Mass

few years ; and the Bishop of Madras has again and again called meu^.
the attention of the whole Church, as well as of the Missionary

Societies, to the urgent need of supplying evangelists and teachers

to deal with them, even at the cost of reducing the staff and the

cost of colleges and high schools.f He has no doubt that if

these are forthcoming, the accession even of millions to the

Christian Church may be confidently looked for in the near

future. It was of the Telugu Country that he first spoke ; but

when he visited North India in 1913, he said that the Punjab was
a still more hopeful field ; and indeed in many parts of India the

same demand for Christian teachers comes from multitudes of the

* The counting of the out-castes as Hindus involves a serious political

diliiculty. The Mohammedans object to the Hindu population being thus
artificially augmented in Government reckonings, especially in a province like

the Punjab, where they and the Hindus are nearly equal in number.
t The Bishop opened his courageous campaign with an able article in the

Nineteenth Century mid After, Dec, 1909 ; and an important address by him
is printed in the CJI. Eev., Aug., 1912. Sec also an article by the Kev. "W. P.
Hares iu the CM. iit'i;., Jan., 1913. On the " untouchables," as the out-caste

people arc called, see articles in the CM. Bcv., April, 1913 and July, 1915, by
the Rev. W. S. Hunt, and Dec, 1913 by the Rev. A. I. Birkctt ; also one by
the Rev. A. F. Painter iu The East and The West, April, 1912.
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!fl and their motives are of course mixed ; but the opportunity is the

same for Christian effort on a large scale. It is deeply to be
deplored that the response has been so inadequate

;
yet it is

largely to these movements that the recent increase of the

professing Christian population is due.

Difficulties Two dangers are visible in this state of things, as the Eev.

Position.
^- ^- Hall has lately pointed out :

* on the one hand delay,

on the other over-haste. People are declaring themselves Chris-

tians without having been taught, as is shown by the fact that the

Census of 1911 reports many thousands more " Christians " in

the Punjab than are claimed by all the Missions together. It was
even reported that certain persons were going about offering to

baptize people for a fee, from E 1 to Es 5 per head. This shows
the urgency of the case, and the danger of delay. On the other

hand, baptism before sufficient instruction means, as Mr. Hall

says, " an ignorant Church, unable to read the Bible, only half

weaned from idolatry, a prey to superstition, and a real stumbling-

block to future progress." Unhappily some of the Missions

have deliberately adopted the policy of baptizing uninstructed

people
; f while the Salvation Army, and some of its imitators,

enrol converts without baptism at all, thus encouraging the high-

caste man who is convinced of the truth of Christianity, but afraid

of being expelled from caste and family, to plead that he can
be a Christian without baptism. It must be mournfully added
that some of the Missions imitate the Eoman Catholics in what
is colloquially called " sheep-stealing," enticing the converts of

the more regular Missions to come out and join them, and
employing (actually on higher pay) agents dismissed by other

Missions for bad conduct.

Will Low- Another danger which has been feared from the large accession

cSistianity ^^ low-caste and out-caste people to the Church is lest the higher
repel High castes should be hindered thereby from joining a body composed

largely of those who a few years ago ate carrion and were clothed

in rags. Apparently the result is the exact contrary. So striking

is the improvement of these people through their becoming Chris-

tians, that caste people are drawn to inquire into the cause of it

;

and some have actually been converted in this way. There are

now clergymen from the " pariahs " (as we call them generically)

who read the Greek New Testament and Hebrew Bible, and have

passed tlie Oxford and Cambridge Preliminary Theological Exami-
nation with credit ; and in schools and classes caste people may
be seen sitting in a class taught by an out-caste teacher. For
instance, the 13ishop of Madras wrote in 1909,{ " Only a few

* CM. Bcv., May, 1014.

t Professor Griswold, of the American Presbyterian College at Lahore,
discusses this subject in The East and The West of Jan., 1915, and rather

favours speedy baptisna.

j In the article in the Nineteenth Century before referred to.
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years ago the mission high school in this town [EUore] was four part 11.

times emptied of all its Hindu scholars because a single Christian •-'•^l^i''-

boy from the out-caste classes was admitted as a pupil
;
yet here,

now, I find out-caste teachers teaching Brahman boys."

Indian Christians : Character and Eeputation.

As regards the general character of the Christians, the same character

has to bo said of all mission fields. There is much improved out- chrisUans.

ward conduct ; there is regular attendance at church, and so

forth ; but there is a lack of spirituality, and in particular an
absence of earnest desire for the conversion of others, besides not

a few cases of open 'sin. Hereditary Christianity, of which there

is of course now a large amount, differs entirely in the cases of

individual converts and of village communities " coming over
"

on, maase or nearly so. The individual convert is very often a

man who has suffered much for Christ, and is a most true

disciple ; but it does not at all follow that his children will be like

him ; so that hereditary Christianity in this case means deteriora-

tion. But when a whole body of low-caste or out-caste people

desire to be Christians from mixed motives, and after due instruc-

tion are baptized, they may have little of true Christianity in them,
while their children, iwho will have a Christian education, will

distinctly rise in character ; and in this case hereditary Christianity

means progress. Mr. Holland wrote in 1910 :—

" It would seeua that ui India the diffusion of Cliristiau ethics and
enlightenment is to precede baptism. In Great Britain it has followed

baptism by centuries. Amongst the low-castes, as over so large a part

of medisEval Europe, it is often a case of baptized Paganism. With the
higher castes and educated classes it is unbaptized Christianity."

Yet while the missionaries themselves are often discouraged by Real

the faults and failings of the converts, they feel constrained to between*^"

acknowledge the real difference between them and the non-Chris- cimstians

tian population. One, whose standard was a high one, wrote in Heathen.

1901 of Tinnevelly, where is the largest body of Native Christians :

—

" I am not blind to the weaknesses and sins among us. The light

view of sin, the ' cheap ' idea of forgiveness ; the fatal facility for lying

and deceit, and the passion for money and the law courts ; the blindness
to the truth of the keeping power of Christ ; all these I see ; but yet I

firmly believe that Christianity has struck its roots into the hearts of

the people, and has an uplifting, enlightening, and emancipating power
amongst us."

And he described the people as " with a strong vein of Old
Testament theology in their nature, understanding the law better

than the Gospel
;
yet containing an inner core of souls whose hearts

have been drawn by the higher influence of the Holy Spirit, and
who, by life, preaching, and literature, are spreading the healthy
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influence abroad." A multitude of individual cases of Christian

grace and example occur in the Reports, and it would be only by
reading the whole of them—an almost impossible task—that one
could get a perfectly just estimate. Moreover, there are many
cases reported of persecution courageously borne. It is not only
the individual high-caste convert who is persecuted. The humblest
out-caste villagers often have to suffer. Their cattle are stolen,

their wells stopped, their neighbours' cows turned into their fields

to graze on the springing crops ; themselves dragged on false

charges before Hindu officials who are only too glad to have an
excuse for punishing them ; and so forth. Yet these trials have
been patiently borne.

About the time of the Welsh Eevival in 1905, there were in-

dications here and there in India of similar movements. Much
was said in some quarters in England of the " showers of blessing

"

on the Indian Christians. The late Rev. T. Walker, who, it is

needless to say, was in fullest sympathy with such movements,
and whose own work aimed earnestly at fostering them, made
extensive inquiries, and reported thereon in an extremely interest-,

ing article in the CM. Revieic (May, 1907).* He thankfullly

recognized unmistakable signs of the working of the Spirit of God
in a few places, but concluded that " there had not been enough
to justify us in saying that a great Eevival was abroad in India."

Mr. Walker, Mr. Eddy, and others have held many " special

missions " and conventions for Indian Christians, which have
been attended by much blessing. The Rev. A. H. Bowman also,

who was for a time Incumbent of the English-speaking congrega-

tions successively at Bombay and Calcutta under the C.M.S., did

excellent work of the same kind.' The Student Movement also

has strongly influenced some of the best and ablest of the

younger educated Christians, and diverted into right channels the

nationalistic feelings and aspirations which have tended to undue
independence.

But one good point is the liberality of some at least of the

people. It is true that the self-support of. the Church is as yet a

long way off, particularly in the North ; and the contributions of

the congregations cannot compare with those in West Africa or

in Uganda. Still, about £13,600 was contributed by the C.M.S.

Indian Christians in 1913, and this was more than double the

amount in 1899. Some particular illustrations recorded are

interesting ; for instance, in the Dummagudem district of the

Telugu Mission, the converts regularly give the firstfruits of

their produce to the service of God, and in one village in 1907 the

Christians brought the first-born calves of their herds, each saying

as he presented his calf, " I liere offer this first-born to the Lord
in acknowledgment of His goodness to me." In 1911 a little

congregation at Faizabad sent Rs 30 to the fund for rebuilding

the cathedral in Uganda. But there is no doubt much truth in

* Sec also CM. IiUeU., Feb., I'JOG.
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Archdeacon Ibsau Ullali's report in 1913, " The Church is Hke an part ii.

infant a foot and a half in height. TJiis small infant loves its cradle, ^ "^^-I-j-

and is given its feeding-bottle loy its English benefactors. Out of the
cradle it cannot even walk without crutches. These are the mis-

sionaries and tlie Western money." And he adds that the Church,
reversing our Lord's words, considers it " more blessed to receive

than to give." Still there is some progress in self-support. For
instance in 1911 the C.M.S. grant-in-aid to the Tinnevelly Church
Council, which had been Es 26,000 in 1892, but had been gradually

reduced, ceased altogether, being no longer required.

Is all this progress welcomed liy the Imlk of the British British

community in India ? We are all familiar with the common ilidfan"
"^

complaints against Christian servants. Such complaints usually cinistians.

come from those who have not troubled to inquire whether the

servants in question are really Christians, or whether they only
pretend to be l)ecause tliey suppose (erroneously !) that it will

commend them to a " Christian " employer. Of course there are

bad Christian servants in India as well as in England, but there is

ample evidence on the other side also." One letter said, " Life is

worth living now; we have just got Christian servants." In
another letter, in 1909, came two testimonies ; a young sub-

lieutenant praised his Indian servant " in glowing terms," and an
English official had a clerk who was exceptionally efficient and
devoted to duty, but had no idea he was a Christian till he
happened to see him at church.

But as regards educated Christians of high or middle caste, one Unsympn-

of their keenest trials is the treatment of them too often by Treatment.

English Christians (so-called). It may suffice to cite one "^ Converts,

illustration, from Tlie B,"nai><sanrp in India (p. 193) :— t

"What treatment did you receive within the Church after you
became a Christian '?

"

" That was ahuost the hardest part of all. It was so unexpected. I

was a new convert, and had seen Uttle of Christians. I had read in the

New Testament the commandnients of love and brotherhood. I had
also suffered so much that I thought, ' Now surely my troubles are over

;

I am among Christ's followers.' I knew that all Enghshmen were
Cliristians, and the missionary who baptized me treated me as a brother.

And so, in my ignorance, when I met an Englishman, at first, I would go

up to him and say, ' I am a Christian ' ; but I was received with cold

looks and sometimes with abuse, and would be told to ' get out.' Here
and there I found a true Christian ; but the majorit}- of the English I

have met seem to regard me as belonging to a lower caste. ... It

seemed just 'caste' over again. I have suffered slights harder to bear
from those who should have been my brother Christians than from my
relations who outcasted me."

* See the Rev. J. P. llaythornthwaite's article in the CM. Intell., June,

1902, and the Rev. T. Bomford's in the CM. Rev., May, 1909.

t See also an article by a Retired Indian official in TJie East and The West,

of Jan., 1915, on the Attitude of Europeans in India towards the Spread of

Christianity. •
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Bishop Diivraut, in his speech at the C.M.S. Annual Meeting
in 1913, gave an admirable illustration of the opposite treatment.

He was preaching to tlie European congregation at Delhi, and the

chaplain in charge gave out that on the following Sunday there

would be no Communion Service there, but all communicants were
invited to go instead to St. Stephen's mission church (S.P.G.) and
join their Indian fellow Christians at the Holy Communion. No
less than 130 went, " including some Members of Council."

But the Indian Christian community will win its way to respect

and brotherly treatment in time. It is too large now to be ignored,

much less despised. There has for some years been an Indian

Christian Congress meeting annually at Madras ; but it only

touched the southern provinces. In December, 1914, however,

the first All-India Conference of Indian Christians assembled at

Calcutta, delegates to it gathering from all parts of India and
Burma. Eaja Sir Harnam Singh was to have been chairman, l)ut

the death of his son. Captain Indrajit Singh, a doctor in the

British Army in France, prevented it, and Dr. George Nundy, of

Haidarabad, took his place. Among the subjects discussed were
Higher Education, Village Christians, Marriage and Divorce, the

Law touching Indian Christians, Ac.

It does not fall within the province of this History to treat of

the great importance of Christian work among the Eurasians (or,

as they are now officially called, Anglo-Indians). But a word of

commendation must be said in passing of the Indian Church Aid
Association, which takes them specially under its wing. Bishop
Copleston is President of the London Council, and Mr. H. P. K.
Skipton Secretary.

Sir J. BouT'
rtillon's

Warning.

The Christian Attitude towards Indian Eeligions.

On one other important subject a few words must be said. We
liave seen a little of the attitude of the people of India towards
Christianity.* But what is the attitude of the Christian Church
towards the Indian religions '? This question has been, during the
period under review, a subject of frequent and important discussion.

Almost every writer and speaker on India has in these latter years
deprecated strong denunciations of Hinduism and the readiness to

see and to expose the worst side of it. In comparing our own
religion with that of others, says Sir James Bourdillon, " let us
compare like with like. Let us not single out for comparison all

that is bad in heathendom and all that is good in Christianit3^ It

is as unfair to take as a type of the religions of India the

abominations of Tantric-worship as it would be to take the moral
and religious life of a London slum as typical of the Christianity of

England." " The days," he adds, " of militant and aggressive

proselytism are past; we need no longer the sternness of a

# See previous chapter.
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Terfcullian, hut the tenderness of an Augustine or a Francis." * It part 11.

is douhtt'ul ^Yhether there was in past tlaj'S so much " militant ^'^^^='-

proselytism " as it is now the fashion to impute to tliem ; and if

the liarbarities of Hinduism loomed large in printed Reports, we
liave to remember that Jagannath and sati and other alwminations

wex'e then rampant as they are not to-day. Nevertheless, all agree

that Sir James's warning is right. It is all to the good that our
missionaries should try, as in fact they do try, to understand the

genuine religious feelings of the people among whom they work,
and to appreciate whatever makes for good in their systems ; only,

did Schwartz and Carey and Duff and French ever do otherwise ?

A singular influence has been gained by one C.M.S. missionary. Pundit

the Rev. J. J. Johnson of Benares, familiarly known as Pundit Johnson.

Johnson, by his thorough mastery of the Sanskrit language and
literature. He has the ear of the most learned pundits and " holy
men " as very few other missionaries have gained it ; and tlie

accounts of his tours in various parts of India and his conversations

with the Brahman priests are extraordinarily interesting. \ The
Brahmans appreciate his courtesy and respect his learning, and
are quite ready for friendly religious discussion,

]jut it is quite another thing to follow Mr. Bernard Lucas in Mr. b.

minimizing the value of all that has been done in past years, and Books.''

in proposing to substitute " evangelizing " (in his sense) for
" proselytizing " (in his sense). His interesting book. The Eiiipiro

of Christ, has gained for him the ear of the thoughtful Christian

public ; but there is much in it which would call for serious

criticism if this were the place to offer it.J And still more gravely

should we have to deprecate the teaching of his later w^ork, Ow
Task in India. "Evangelizing" cannot properly mean anything
but preaching glad tidings, and if St. Paul is any authority on the

question what the glad tidings are, they are the definite statement
of certain historic facts about Christ as a Saviour from sin.

Well, you tell those tidings
;
you show how truly " glad " they

are ; a Hindu believes them, and is himself " gladdened "
; what

then ? Don't, says Mr. Lucas, in effect, bring him into the
community of believers by the rite that Christ ordained : that

would be "proselytizing," which is quite wrong. Certainly the

emasculated "gospel" with which the missionary is to "evan-
gelize " is not very likely to produce believers, so of course the

risk of " proselytism " would be very small. A remark of Dr. Fruit not,

Mott's is very much to the point. He tells us that " the Principal n.^t^'''^*®'*'

of a Christian college, ' in Asia,' had said that 'he did not expect c^atherea.

to have conversions in his college in this generation, but simply to

do the work preparatory for making conversions possible in the
next generation'"; whereupon Dr. Mott drily observes, "It need

not he pointed out that this attitude and practice is not liliely to result in

* CM. Eev., Aug., 1909.

t See CM. IntelL, Jan., 1905,|May, 1906 ; CM. Rev., Feb., 1915.

1 It was reviewed by Mr. Snell in tbe CM. Rev. of Sept., 1908.
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Part II. Ihe, dedred co/irersiouf! in the next c/enera/ion." * Dr. Orr, the Presliy-
uhap. 15.

j^Qj-i^j^^ miBsionary in Eajputana, very rightly condudes his review

of Mr. Lucas's iDOok (to the actual merits of which he bears full

testimony), " The only final and absolute failure of Christian

evangelism can be when the dominant Christian note of appeal

and urgency is lost." t And Canon (now Bishop) Waller, in liis

review of it,{ while expressing much sympathy with the spirit it

exhibits, is obliged to correct some of its statements, and to

" deplore " many of the suggestions. But he rightly hopes that

missionaries may be stirred up to examine their methods and seek

more effectively " to present Christ clearly to the soul of India."

Mr. Another book, of much greater value, is Mr. J. N. Farquhar's

Book.'^^'^'^
6Vo/r« of Hinduism, the argument of which he further expounded
in an article in the Internaiiomd Review of Missions (July, 1914).

In the book Mr. Farquhar " gathers the beliefs of the people

round the social system, and shows how each in turn acted on
the other." So Bishop Waller describes it, and he adds :

—

" Ouly writers who treat of the problems of life as related to religion,

and of religion as influencing (and solving) those problems, writers who
will take us down to root principles as Mr. Farquhar has done, will

prove to have made a permanent contribution to the Science of Religion,

and, what is more important, to have contributed to the uplifting of

humanity." §

In the Review, Mr. Farquhar's suggestion is that Christianity

fulfils Hinduism very much as it has fulfilled Judaism ; that is, as

the New Testament fulfils the Old. The analogy is a fallacious

one, and Mr. Farquhar foresees the objections to it, but he man-
fully essays to meet them, not very successfully, however. Pro-

fessor Hogg, of Madras, whose whole tendency is to appreciate

whatever is good in Hinduism, reviews The Groion of Hinduisvi in

the same periodical (Jan., 1914), and wliile praising it as a " dis-

tingished book " with " a great purpose," is evidently not satisfied

with the argument. He acutely says :
" Doubtless Christ fulfils

what is good in Hinduism. But then He leaves out much of

what was in Hinduism, and He fulfils much of what was never

in Hinduism. . . . What Christ fulfils is not Hinduism, but the

need of which India has begun to be conscious, the need of which
He has made her begin to feel conscious." " The message, ' You
need Christ now,' is really more telling than, ' Christ fulfils your

old religion.' "
||

* The Present World Situation, p. 180. See also Dr. Mott's powerful

address delivered at the meeting of the National Conference at Calcutta in

Dec, 1912, printed in the CM. Eevieiv, May, 1913.

t Int. Miss. licv., April, 1914, p. 373,
+ CM. Rev., April, 1914.

§ CM. Rev., Jan., 1914.

il
It should here he added that one of the most encouraging statements of

the position and prospects of Christianity in India was an article by Mr.
Farquhar in the Contemjjorary Eevieio of May, 1908.
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Bishop Copleston, lately Metropolitan of India, in his Third i'akt ii.

Charge to the Diocese of Calcutta, deals with an important part of *-'''^p- J^^-

the suhject in a masterly way.* He puts the question, How far lUsiiop

is Hinduism a preparation for the Gospel ? How far are its 01?'
^^ °°

"sacred books " an "ethnic Old Testament " ? He distinguishes Hinduism,

between " the philosophical part of Hindu thought and teaching,

represented mainly by the Upanishads and the Vedanta," and
" the more practical or devotional part, the religion of ' bhakti,'

represented by the Eamayana of Tulsi Das, and by the cult of

Krishna or Eama." He confines himself to the former, and gives

to the above questions " an emphatic negative." " I am not

saying that such teachings contain nothing that is good and true
;

far from it. What I insist on is, that they do not contain those

specific truths which are calculated to prepare the way of Christ,

but that, on the contrary, their characteristic teaching is singularly

calculated to make the reception of the Gospel difficult." This he

proceeds to prove in detail ; and the proof is complete.

The present Bishop of Madras, Dr. Whitehead, dealt with Bisiioi>

another subject in a lecture delivered at Haidarabad,| viz., the onNat'iuuai

demand for a " National Christianity." This demand, he observes, phnsti-

found expression at the Edinburgh Missionary Conference in

'

speeches by delegates from India, China, and Japan ; and he
reminds us that a similar demand, for an " Oriental Christ," has
been made by the Brahmo Samaj, by the mouth of its late leader,

Babu Protab Chunder Mozumdar, who argued that Christ was
an Oriental, and only Orientals could understand Him. The
Bishop adds that when another leader adapted the Lord's Prayer
for Brahmo use, he changed the opening words into " a thoroughly
Indian form," " Our Mother which art in Heaven." Of course
we are all agreed that much more might be done, and ought to be
done, to " clothe the Christian life and spirit in an Indian form."
But the Bishop points out that the New Testament says nothing
of a " National " Christianity, and on the contrary lays great

stress upon the Universality of Christ, the Universality of the
Gospel, the Universality of the Church ; and on these points he
reasons very cogently.

An article by the Eev. J. F. Hewitt, who was for several years Mr. Hewitt

an evangelistic missionary in Bengal, discusses " the Presentation s^ntation*^'

of Christ to the Hindu " in a very interesting way. J He describes ^^ Christ,

the Bengali peasants as they actually are, and their vague belief

in a Supreme Being as practically issuing in a tenacious devotion
to the local idol. Loyalty to ancestral tradition naturally resents
"wholesale denunciation," which "only arouses bigoted opposi-
tion." " Kindly humour, sweet reasonableness, a gentle leading
towards higher thoughts," he commends ;

" but we must beware
of an over-sensitive toleration which encourages superstition."

* This part of the Charge was printed in the CSl. Itevieiu, Sept., 1913,
t Printed in the CM. Review, Jan., 1911.

X CM. Review, March, 1913.

N
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Chap. 15.

India and
yt. John's
(Jospel.

llcporl by
J'lofestior

Cauus.

Then lie refers to the pundit class, and speaks of Berkeley's

philosophy as invaluable in dealing with " Maya " theories, " lead-

ing up in Berkeley's inimitable style to the doctrine of a personal

God." And then the students, with their Western education,

whose " immemorial custom compels their pul)lic acknowledgment
of doctrines they disbelieve, and often demands the worship of

images they repudiate." Mr. Hewitt proceeds to indicate briefly

the way in which St. John's Gospel can be used with such men :

chap. i. pointing to the real divine Avatar; chap. iii. to a spiritlial

new birth for even the " twice-born " Brahman ; chap. iv. to
" worship in spirit and in truth," and to Christ's attitude to caste

(" Give Me to drink," spoken to an outcaste woman) ; chap. ix. to

the falsity of the Hindu doctrine of pre- existence ("which did sin ? ")

;

chap. xii. to the sacrificial aspect of the Atonement (ver. 32),
" comparing its nature and effects with the Vedic sacrifices and
the present-day sacrifices of the Saivites " ; chaps, xiv.-xvii. to
" the doctrine of the indwelling Spirit and the abiding Christ "

;

while " the all-prevalent view that ' God is everything and every-

thing is God' wall meet its corrective in chap. xvii. 20-23."
" Thus," concludes Mr. Hewitt, " with thought and care our own
incomparable creed may be built up from the apparent errors of

another system, which after all has developed or retained many a

great truth and noble view, and which it will be easier to lead

onward to perfection than to force back to negation." Bishop

Westcott, it will be remembered, used to say that Europe would
never imderstand St. John until Indian Christians expounded it.

Lastly, brief reference must again be made to Professor Cairns's

Eeport for Commission IV. to the Edinburgh Conference. The
letters from leading missionaries which he cites show that many
have felt the need of modifying the form in which they present

Christian truth to the Hindu mind ; but there seems to be an

almost unanimous conviction that the great central facts of

Christianity must be affirmed as strongly as ever. A mystical

Hindu cares little about historical fact, but Prof. Cairns well

remarks that " the mysticism of Christianity presupposes the

historical revelation ; there could have been no Pentecost had it

not been for the life and death and resurrection of the Son of God."

Most of the missionary correspondents seem to be represented by
one who insists that " the fact of the Incarnation is, and must be,

the basis of all Christian teaching "
; and he proceeds to quote

Brownin" :

—

I yay the acknowledgment of God in Christ,

Accepted by thy reason, solves for thee

All questions in this world and out of it,

And has, so far, advanced thee to be wise.

Professor Cairns notes that the " generous recognition of all that

is true and good in other religious" does not in the least imply a

weakening of the conviction of " the absoluteness and finality of
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Christ." Nowhere iii the evidence before him did he find " the pakt ii.

shghtest support for the idea that Christianity is only one rehgion
^^^i^-

among others, or that all religions are simply different ways of

seeking the one Father." " One massive conviction animates the

whole evidence, that Jesus Christ fulfils and supersedes all other

religions." He also quotes some answers from Indian correspond- How
ents touching their own conversion, and very encouraging they

f,"^*" .

are. One writes of " the sudden dawning of a new relationship come to

to God, through Christ, as implied in the word Saviom\" Another ^'^"***-

writes, " What finally helped me to accept Christ as my personal
Saviour was the sense of my sins, Christ's claim to save men from
their sins, and the testimony of Dr. P to the fact that Christ

had forgiven him his sins." A third one is named. Canon Nihal
Singh (C.M.S., Allahabad), who says, " It was the sense of sin

that forced me to accept Christ as my Lord and Saviour. I found
no remedy for my sins but the Lord Jesus Christ, Who shed His
blood for me."

" This chapter cannot be concluded without a tribute of admira- i??v.
.

tion to Dr. Julius Richter's comprehensive and masterly Hidorij of Book.

3Iissmi.^ ill India, which has been translated into Enghsh by
Sydney H. Moore, and published by Oliphant. It was reviewed
in the CM. Eerie/r of October, 1909, by Mr.^Manley. The book is

exceedingly appreciative of C.M.S. work, but to other Anglican
Missions, the S.P.G. in particular, justice is scarcely done. It is,

however, an indispensable guide to the history and problems of

Indian Missions.

Among the Pan-Anglican Papers on Missions in India the

following are to be specially noted for reference, all in Vol. V. of

the Eeports, belonging to Section D :

—

Among the Preliminary Papers, inserted iu the appendices : On
Evangelistic Work among AVomen, by Deaconess Ellen Goreh, marked
S.D. 2 (a) ; on Industrial Work, by the Rev. G. H. Westcott (now Bishop)

of Lucknow), S.D. 2 (b) ; ou the De%'elopment of the Native Church, by
the Rev. W. 1). Clarke of Madras, S.D. 2 (k) ; on Missionary Education,
by Mr. S. K. Rudra, S.D. 2 (1) ; on Medical Missions, by Dr. A. C.

Lankester, S.D. 2 (n) ; on Mission Work and National Customs, by the
Rev. E. H. M. Waller (now Bishop of Tinnevelly), S.D. 3 (1) ; on the
Comity of Missions, by Dr. Weitbrecht, S.D. 4 (e).

Among the papers read at the Congress : On Village Itineration, by
the Bishop of Madras, p. 19 ; on Education, by the Rev, W. E. S.

Holland, p. 31 ; on Medical Missions, by Dr. E. F. Neve, p. 45 ; on
Industrial Missions, by Bishop Foss Westcott, p. 55 ; on Indian Women,
by Dr. Datta and Mrs. Ball, pp. 128-9 ; on Village Populations and the
Educated Classes, by Bishop Eoss Westcott and the Bishop of Madras,
pp. 150-153 ; on the Presentation of Truth to the Hindu Mind, by the
Rev. G. T. jManley, p. 173 ; on the Comity of Missions, by the Bishop of

Travancore, p. 162 ; on Caste, by the Rev. H. Pakeuham Walsh (now
Bishop of Assam), p. 117.
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India .- The Anglican Church and Union
Movements.

I'AKT II.

Chap. 16.

The Anglican Episcopate—New Bishops—The First Indian Bishop—
Plans for Synodical Organization—Dr, Motts Campaign 1912-13

—

The Memorable December of 1912—The National Conference—The
National Council -The Future Indian Church—Bishop Whitehead's

Views- Kikuyu Anticipated.

E must now turn our attention to some important

events of tlie last few years in connexion with the

Anglican Church in India, and with the whole cavise

of Christianity there. Most significant are the events

now to be recorded, in view of the possibilities of a

future united Indian Church.

"New
Bishovs
ill 1890.

Further
Chauges.

The Bishops ; The First Indian BisHor.

And first, as regards the Anglican Episcopate. There have
been many changes during our period. Bishop Welldon landed

at Calcutta to succeed the retiring Metropolitan, Bishop John-
son, in the same month that Lord Curzon arrived as the new
Viceroy, January, 1899, three months before the C.M.S. Centenary.
Dr. Welldon had only accepted the post on the clear understanding
that he had a free hand to encourage and support Missions in

India, and he fulfilled this purpose with his whole heart. There
had also been other changes at that time. The venerable Bishop
Cell had resigned the Bishopric of Madras, and had been suc-

ceeded by Bishop Whitehead, who had been Head of the Oxford
Mission at Calcutta ; and Bishop Mylne's place at Bombay had
been taken by Bishop Macarthur—both before the Centenary.

Bishop Matthew of Lahore had only lately died, and the Eev.

G. A. Lefroy, Head of the Cambridge Delhi Mission, was con-

secrated for that Diocese in November, 1899.

In due course other changes ensued in these high ofiices.

Bishop Welldon 's health did not allow of a long period of service,

and on his retirement in 1901, Dr, Copleston, who had been

Bishop of Colombo since 1876, was translated to Calcutta, to thei

genuine satisfaction of the C.M.S. He proved, as was expected,

;

a true Father in God during the twelve years of his service there.

1
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Ou his retirement in 1913, Bishop Lefroy of Lahore was trans- part ti.

lated to Calcutta, as Metropolitan, to the Society's great satisfac- ^'^i^^*''-

tion. At Bomhay Bishop iNIacarthur was succeeded hy Bishop
Pym in I'JOl:, and he hy Bishop Palmer in 1908. Moreover in

1905 there were three other changes, Bishop Williams for Bishop
Morloy in Tinnevelly, Bishop Poss Wostcott for Bishop Whitley
in Chota Nagpur, and Bishop Gill for Bishop Hodges in Travancore

and Cochin. Meanwhile one new diocese was formed in 1903 for

Central India, with its see at Nagpur ; and the Eev. Eyre Chatter-

ton, an S.P.G. missionary, and head of the Duhlin University

Mission in Chota Nagpur, hecame its first Ijishop. Then in 1910
Bishop Clifford, who had won all hearts hy his work and influence

in the Diocese of Lucknow, retired, and Dr. G. H. Westcott
succeeded him ; and in the same year the Rev. R. S. Fyffe, of the

S.P.G., became Bishop of Rangoon. On Bishop Lefroy 's trans-

lation to Calcutta in 1913, the Rev. H. B. Durrant, of the C.M.S.

Agra Mission, Principal of St. John's College, was appointed to

Lahore. A new diocese has lately been formed for Assam ; the

first Bishop being the Rev. H. Pakenham Walsh, who was an
S.P.G. missionary in the South. And on the lamented death of

Bishop Williams of Tinnevelly, in June, 1914, the choice of the

Indian Episcopate fell upon Canon E. H. M. Waller, who had
been C.M.S. Secretary in the United Provinces, and afterwards in

Salisbury Square.

We have now a century of the Indian Episcopate to look back Retrospect

upon. Bishop Middleton was consecrated for Calcutta on May 8th, Kpiscop.ate.

1814 ; and the Centenary of the event was celebrated by a special

service and meeting in London. The C.M.S. H/sfar// has a good
deal about him and his successors. Bishops Heber, D. Wilson,

Cotton, Milman, and Johnson. All made their mark in various

ways, as no doubt Bishops James and Turner also would have
done if their lives had been longer spared. It is certainly a record

of which any see might be proud, to have had seven bishops suc-

cessively who died at their post. Bishops Johnson, Welldon, and
Copleston did not, but neither did they come home to rest. Bishop
Johnson did good service as chairman of the Board of Missions.

Of the tw^o living men it would be impertinent to say anything.

But the most interesting development of the Episcopate is the The first

consecration of the first native Indian Bishop. Bishop Whitehead nisimi).

of Madras had long felt the importance of making a beginning,

and an opening occurred, without interfering with the existing

sees, thi'ough the extension of the C.M.S. Telugu Mission into

the Nizam's territory of Haidarabad, and also of the Tinnevelly

Missionary Society before mentioned. INEoreover the leader of the

latter Mission, the Rev. V. S. Azariah, was considered by Dr.

Whitehead to have distinct qualifications of character and
experience for the episcopate. Many difficulties arose in bringing

the plan to a successful conclusion, but all were happily over-

come, and on December 29th, 1912, Mr. Azariah was consecrated
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Part II.

Chap. 16.

"Kikuyu"
in Calcutta
Cathedral.

Bishop
Azarinii.

He joins in
consecra-
ting an
JDnglish
Bishop.

at St. Paul's Cathedral, Calcutta, eleven Bishops laying their hands
upon him, and the Governor of Bengal, Lord Carmichael, being

present.* Canon Hensley wrote, " It seemed as though India

had taken possession of the cathedral, by far the majority present

being Indian Christians. Christian sadhus in long saffron robes

and bare feet, Tamils, Telugus, Singhalese, Burmese, Bengalis,

Punjabis, kc, pressed forward to the common Holy Table with
English men and women, ' all one in Christ Jesus.' " Did all these

Indians belong to the Anglican Church ? Surely not, considering

how many of various Christian communions were at that time at

Calcutta, Was not that Communion Service, then, an anticipation

of Kikuyu ?

Bishop Azariah's father, the Eev. Thomas A'^edanayagam, was a

C.M.S. Tamil pastor in Tinnevelly ; his mother had been matron
of the Elliott Tuxford Girls' School there ; and he himself, born

Aug. 17th, 1874, was educated in the C.M.S. College in Tinnevelly

Town and at the Madras Christian College, where he went
through his B.A. course, but was struck down by influenza on the

day w^hen he should have been examined. He was associated

with the Y.M.C.A. at Madras, and with Mr. Eddy conducted
missions and conventions in many parts of India and Ceylon. In
1905 he attended the Y.M.C.A. Conference in Japan. He was
practically the founder of the Tinnevelly Missionary Society. He
was ordained in 1909 by Bishop Whitehead. He visited Great
Britain in 1910, and was present at the Edinburgh Conference. He
took the title of Bishop of Dornakal, a place in Haidarabad State,

which, though conventionally under the jurisdiction of Madras, is

not strictly part of that diocese. But Bishop Azariah is also a

Suffragan Bishop under Bishop Whitehead, which is in fact his

official status, and he holds confirmations in that capacity in any
part of the Telugu and Tamil countries.

Interesting as Bishop Azariah's own consecration was, another

event made in a sense a deeper impression, at least upon the

British community in India. This was wlien Bishop Durrant was
consecrated at Simla in August, 1913, for then the congregation,

wliich in that month comprises hundreds of influential Englisli

men and women, saw with their own eyes an Indian Bishop

joining with English Bishops in laying hands upon an English-

man. To many it was the final proof of the unity of the Church.

Plans for Synodical Action.

To establish that unity more firmly by forming Synods which
should include English and Indians on equal terms had long been
the desire of the Bishops and otlier leaders ; but there were many
difficulties, particularly connected with the State establishment of

* Cauon Sell's Kcrmon on the occasion was printed in the CM. Rcvinr.
March, 1913.
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the Anfjlican Chnrch in ludia. IMeanwhile, for some years the p.\bt ii.

Bishops bad met yearly at Calcutta to consider the problems of ^ ^i^i^-

the whole Church, and these gatherings had proved very useful.

Several Diocesan Conferences also had met regularly. But

it was deeply felt that more was needed. The clergy and the

laity of the Church, both British and Indian, must in some way
be called together. Informal Diocesan Conferences had been

lield, but something more regular and permanent, and more
definitely representative, was desired. The Diocese of Bombay,
in 1912, took an important step forward. Bishop Palmer being

earnestly set upon progress in the matter. A Conference met
wliicb had been carefully planned. All tbe clergy in priests'

orders, both English and Indian, were members ; and every con-

gregation or group of congregations with a clergyman in charge,

sent lay delegates, English and Indian, proportionately to the

number of communicants ; with the result that the clerical and
lay members were almost exactly equal in number. One of the

papers read was by Canon Heywood, the Secretary of the C.]\I.S. Canon

Western India Mission. He frankly faced the risks and possible stateT°

dangers of synodical organization. " Synods in the past," he said, yj^^'
" have been by no means uniformly wise and considerate in their

action, and a majority is sometimes tempted by its own power to

go too far and too fast " ; and in an Indian Synod grave racial

difficulties might arise. Nevertheless, he warmly advocated the

scheme outlined by the Bishop, and read extracts from the C.M.S.

Memorandum of 1901 on Native Churches in support of it.* The
paper is altogether a masterly one, and deserves reading again

and again. One paragraph may be subjoined :

—

" Are we going to organize the Church of England in India? I speak

as one who loves the Church of England with all my heart. I thank
God for her witness all down the centuries since first the Gospel came to

Britain. I thank God for the Reformation, when so many abuses that

had crept in were swept away. I thank God for His continued mercies

to her in the present day, and that He allowed me to be brought up
from infancy under her care. But I am sure that it is not the Church
of England that we are to organize in India. . . .

" Wliat then do we need ? We need a Church in India adapted to the

land, and adaptable to the peoples who sojourn here : a Church which
holds fast to the fundamentals as laid down in the Lambeth Conference,

a Church which draws largely from the rich treasury of our Prayer-book,

hut provides for the needs and aspirations of the peoples here ; a Church
whicli has the wisdom, claimed by the Church of England in the Preface

of our Prayer-book, to keep tlie mean between the two extremes of too

much stiffness in refusing, and of too much easiness in admitting any
variation from it."

At the end of that same year, on Dec. 30th, 1912, the Bishops
g^^J^'JI^^n,

met at Calcutta as usual, but this time not alone. Forty " asses-

sors," clergymen and laymen, English and Indian, sat with them

* In the CM. Revierv of June, 1912, Canon Heywood gave an account of

the Conference ; and his own paper was also printed in full.
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Part II. in a three days' Conference, to consider the whole question of
^'^ synodical government. These assessors nnanimously advised that

the Church lie named " The Chiu-ch of India in commmiion with

the Chiu'ch of England "
; and the Bishops, " in view of the advice

received from the assessors," resolved that " it is desirahle to take

steps at once for the introduction tlu'oughout the [ecclesiastical]

Province of full synodical government, alike provincial and
diocesan, on the hasis of consensual compact, where such govern-

ment does not already exist." These last words were evidently

put in because the Diocese of Colombo, i.e. Ceylon, though in the

ecclesiastical Province, is not " established " like the Church in

India, and has a regular synod as its governing body.

Arrangements were accordingly planned for tlae election of

Synods in all the dioceses ; and in July, 1914, the Metropolitan

(Bishop Lefroy) and the Bishops of Madras and Bombay (White-

head and Palmer) met at Bangalore, and considered the draft con-

stitutions prepared in six of the dioceses, viz., Bombay, Luckuow,
imfc Nagpur, Chota Nagpur, Travancore, and Eangoon. Subsequently,
( R-c .p(

. ]iowever, legal opinions were obtained, which indicated that any
action to form what might be regarded as an independent Church
would be a breach of the law, the original dioceses of Calcutta,

Madras, and Bombay having been established by Act of Parlia-

ment ; and when the Bishops, twelve in number, held their annual
meeting at Calcutta in March, 1915, they were compelled to yield

to the awkwardness of the situation, and to resolve that full

synodical government, both diocesan and provincial, was " at

present impossible."

This was what many onlookers had foreseen, but it was none the

less disappointing. In the circumstances, the Bishops resolved

that, in lieu of the full scheme, " a Provincial Council, consisting

of Bisliops, representatives of the clergy, and representatives of

the laity, should be established as soon as possible "
; while the

"Episcopal Synod" already working was "to maintain its inde-

pendent existence." It is hoped that the first Provincial Council

may be formed in 1916, Of course it will be a purely voluntary

body, with no legal powers ; but perhaps its real moral weight

may be none the less on that account.
Importance Yet tliis arrangement fails at one important point. The Cliurch

"Church of I'emains tlie Church of England in India. It is not the Church
India." of India. And the Indian Anglican Christian will have learned

]:)y the check, itself encountered by the praiseworthy effort of the

Bishops, how hard it is to constitute the Church he longs for.

Very true are the words of Mr. Wigram of Lahore, the newly
appointed Secretary for India at the home headquarters of the

C.M.S., in writing to friends in England when he was in full hope
that the original scheme would be worked out :

—

" Even the convert finds it hard to get up any enthusiasm abovit the

corporate aspect of liis Christianity so long as lie has to be told lie is a
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member of the Cliurcli of England, a foreign organization to him, which Part II.

be does not imderataud, and which awakens no enthusiasm in him. How ^-hap- 16.

much more will the uon -Christian feel that Christianity represents some-
thing altogctlier outside his patriotic aspirations, and stands or falls witli

the fortunes of English rule here! lUit wlien there is an autonomous
Church of India, in communion, indeed, with the Mother Chiu'ch, but
making its own Canons, and electing ultimately its own ]3ishops, the case
will be wholly changed."

But tlie difficulties are not small. Not only, as already men-
R-'^f^'y^^gg

tioned, were the three original dioceses estabhshed by Acts of

Parliament, but some of the others are at least " established " in

the sense that the Bishops are appointed by the Crown. A con-

sideraljle number of the clergy are government chaplains, many
of whom have no particular desire, to put it in a mild way, for

Indian bishops or for Synods largely Indian in membership.
Moreover, as Mr. Holland says in the article before referred to,

" There are in India large bodies of English visitors wdth only a

passing interest in the country, such as the British garrison, who
would probably prefer to belong to congregations of the Church of

England in India rather than to be attached to a Church of India

which had a hierarchy and liturgy and life dominantly Indian in

character." Yet " all are agreed that there must be no racial line

of division in the Church." The problem is really a difficult one.

And there would be serious questions touching property. Can a

legally consecrated English cathedral or church be transferred to

an Indian Church, however closely allied as belonging to the

Anghcan Communion ? And what of endowments and trusts '?

The Larger Unity ; Dr. INIott's Conferences.

"Meanwhile a still larger problem looms ahead. Simultaneously i>r. Mott's

with the efforts of the Bishops, another important movement has ca*inpaign,

])een in progress. The World Missionary Conference of 1910 at 19^'--13-

Edinlnirgh formed a Continuation Committee to carry on its work
and influence, and that Committee called upon its chairman. Dr.

John E. Mott, to visit the ^fissions abroad with a view to bringing

the missionaries together in conference and forming plans for

more effective work in the non-Christian world, in the light of the

evidence collected at Edinbvirgh and in the spirit there manifested.

And in pursuance of this proposal Dr. Mott went to India first.

This is not the place for the details of the truly remarkable

gatherings that ensued. Plans were laid and preparations made
with rare foresight and skill; and within less than six weeks, in The pro-

November and December, 1912, Conferences were held at Colombo, f'eJ'ences.

Madras, Bombay, Jabalpur, Allahabad, Lahore, and Calcutta,

followed by a National Conference for all India at Calcutta. Each National

Conference was attended by delegates only, and the number was
enc"J."*

strictly limited to 50 or 60, to facilitate practical discussion and
business. All Churches and Missions were represented except the
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Church of Rome, which never joins in anything of the kind.* Ex-
clusive Anglicans, exclusive Lutherans, and exclusive" Brethren,"

who have scarcely ever joined before, were present ; also the

Syrian Churches in Travancore, and the Salvation Army. At
each Conference the subjects for discussion were the following :

—
The Occupation of the Field, the Indian Church and Indian

Christian Leadership, the Training of Missionaries, Christian

Education, Christian Literature, Mass Movements, Medical
Missions, Women's Work, Co-operation between Missions, and
the European and " Anglo-Indian " Community. The " Findings

"

at all the local Conferences were submitted to the final National

Conference, which also agreed upon its own " Findings " and
summed up the whole.

Dr. Mott himself presided over all the Conferences, with his

incomparable strength, good judgment, and large-heartedness.

But his work was not confined to them. At every place there

were great evening meetings of students (of all religions or no
rehgion) in the largest halls and theatres, to hear addresses from
him and Mr. S. Eddy.f From Allahabad Mr. Holland wrote of Dr.

Mott, " That he was altogether equal to the double strain proved
that by the grace of God he was a man of iron. On the last day,

having been in Conference work from 7.0 a.m. to 4.0 p.m., even
using for work the intervals for meals, he was speaking con-

tinuously at meeting and after-meeting from 6.0 to 10.30 p.m.,

with but three intervals of seven, twenty (for dinner), and ten

minutes !
"
J

It is historically interesting to note the Anglican elected

membei's of the Conferences :

—

At Madras : Bishop Whitehead, Bishop-designate Azaviah ; of the

C.M.S., Canon Sell, Revs. E. S. Can-, W. D. Clarke (Tamil), W. S. Hunt,
R. W. Peachey, Miss R. E. Howard ; of the S.P.G., Revs. Canon G. H.
Smith, A. F. Gardiner, G. Hibbert-Ware ; of the C.E.Z.M.S., Miss P.

Grover ; also, Messrs. P. ApiDaswamj', M. D. Devadoss, E. S. Hensman,
P. T. Tharyan.
At Bombay: Bishop Palmer; of the C.M.S., Revs. Canon Hevwood,

Canon Joshi, L. B. Butcher, H. W. Lea-Wilson, C. W. Thovne, Miss S.

Sorabji, Mr. P. Bunter ; of the S.P.G., Miss Latham; also Mr. B. N.
Athavale.

At Jabalpur : Bishop Chattorton ; of the C.lVf.S., Revs. E. A, Henslev,

* But Dr. Motfc, at the suggestion of the Governor of Madras, had an
interview with the Roman Archbishop of Madras, who (wrote Dr. Mott)
" showed deep interest in the cause of Christian unity," and declared that
"the most helpful means of promoting it were, first, prayer; secondly, the
exercise of gentleness and courtesy ; thirdly, we must see more of each
other."

t Mr. Sherwood Eddy, whose name not infrequently occurs in these

pages, has been the American Secretary of the Y.M.O.A. at Madras. He has
for some years done a igrcat work as a lay preacher in India, China, and
Japan. It is interesting to know that his wife was I\Iiss Jlaud Arden, daughter
of a devoted C.M.S. missionary in India and Organizing Secretary in England.

X The East mul The West, July, 1913, p. 271.
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F. E. Keay, Mr. E. :\r. :\rodak ; of the O.E.Z.I^I.S., :\[iss C. A. Hall ; of tlie Part II.

Scottish Eiaiscopal Church, Rev. C. D. Philip. Cl.ap^ic..

At Allahabad : Bishop G. II. Westcott ; of the C.^I.S., Revs. Canon
Durrant (now Bishop of Lahore), S. J. Edwin, F. W. Hinton, W. E. S.

Holland, J. J. Johnson, C. G. Mylrea, J. Qalandar, W. V. K. Treanor, N.
H. Tubbs, J. A. F. Warren, IMrs. Birney; of the S.P.G., Revs. A. Cros-

thwaite, B. H. P. Fisher, Ahmad Shah ; also, Mr. B. ]\Iohun, Mr. R. K.
Sorabji.

At Lahore: Bishop Lefroy; of the C.M.S., Archdeacon Ihsan Ullah,

Revs. Canon Ali Bakhsh, Canon E. F. E. Wigram, C. M. Gough, E. Guil-

ford, C. E. Tyndale-Biscoe, Dr. A. C. Lanlvester ; of the 8 P.G., Principal

S. K. Piudra, Deaconess Mary Cooke; of the C.E.Z.^M.S., ]\Iiss K. M.
I lose, ]\riss M. E. Jaclcson ; of the Canadian Church, Rev. 11. H. A.

Ilaslam ; also. Dr. D. N. P. Datta, Pandit Ganpat Lai ^lisra.

At Calcutta : Bishop Copleston, Bishop Foss Westcott ; of the C.^M.S.,

Revs. R. F. Pearce, E. T. Sandys ; of the S.P.G., Revs. J. C. Forrester,

j;. Gee, A. Logsdail, P. L. Singh, Mr. J. C. Choudhary ; of the Oxford
.Mission, Rev. Canon E. F. Brown ; of the C.E.Z.M.S., Miss R. Phailbus,

Miss E. G. Sandys.

Then, of the National Conference:—
Bishops Lefroy, Foss Westcott, Whitehead ; Bishop-designate Azariah ;

of the C.M.S., Revs. Canon Heywood, W. E. S.Holland, Dr. A. C. Lan-
kester; of the S.P.G., Rev. R. Gee; of the C.E.Z.IM.S., Miss K. IM.

Bose ; also, ]\Ir. B. N. Athavale.*

That month of December, 1912, at Calcutta, was certainly one The

of the most memoralile in the history of Indian JNIissions. The Deeembe/
National Conference was held on Dec, 18th-21st. It was followed "^ i^^--

by a National Student Conference at Serampore, Carey's old

station, which was attended by 200 Christian student delegates

from 72 colleges in all parts of India, some travelling 2000 miles

for the purpose. They were addressed, not only by Dr. Mott
and Mr. Eddy, but by Christian Indian leaders like ]\Ir. Azariah,

Mr. Appaswamy, Dr. S. K, Datta, and Mr. K. T. Paul. At
the close of this there was a Syrian Church Unity Confer-
ence, wliicli will be noticed in the chapter on Travancore. On
Dec. 29th was the consecration of Bishop Azariah. On Dec. 30th-
Jan. 1st was held the Anghcan Conference of Bishops and delegates

already noticed. And in the midst of all these consultations there

came a striking incident of real missionary work : Bishop Azariah a notable

left the Anglican Conference to go to Serampore, where, on ^^ '^'"*

Dec. 31st, " with the assistance of a Quaker and a Presbyterian,"
and in the presence of students from all parts of India, he
" baptized, in the river Hooghly, two high caste M.A. students of

Calcutta University," " whose final decision to accept Christ had
lieen taken during the evangelistic addresses of Dr. Slott and Mr.
Eddy given a few days before." This took place close by Henry
^Martj'n's Pagoda, " reminding one of his remark that he would

* It is possible that among the representatives of the Y.]\I.C.A. and other
interdenominational bodies there may be Anglicans, but the lists do not give
tboir denominations.
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as soon expect to see a man rise from the dead as to see a

Brahman converted "
; and at " the very spot where Carey bap-

tized his first convert in the river Hooghly on the last Sunday of

1800."

Deeply interesting were the accounts that came of those

memorable days. Dr. Horton, the distinguished Congregationalist,

was visiting India at the time, and he wrote a remarkal^le letter

to the Times, which vpas read with keenest interest and thankful-

ness in England,—but, it must be added, with great alarm by
those Churchmen who have always dreaded the unifying influence

of " Edinburgh." Two of the most encouraging communications
were articles by the Bishop of Madras in the Iiiteriidtional Review

of Missions, and Mr. Holland in The East and The West.'^ Both
wrote enthusiastically, and so did others in private letters. Some
of the younger Indian leaders commented on the statesmanship
and progressive outlook of the more elderly missionaries, while

many of the missionaries admitted that they had never realized

that the Indian Church had already produced so many Indian

leaders who were the equals and peers of the foreign missionaries.

Lord Carmichael, the Governor of Bengal, who received the dele-

gates at Government House, spoke of the National Conference as

in some respects the most important gathering ever held in India.

The " Findings " of the final National Conference were of

exceptional importance. The Bishop of Madras w^ote very
warmly of them. Naturally he was particularly interested in

those on Mass Movements, the reports on which subject he pre-

sented himself. The Conference strongly urged their importance.

Also he was thankful that the Conference did not neglect the

European and " Anglo-Indian " (i.e. Eurasian) Community, but

declared that " its presence and influence represents a vital factor

in the problem of the evangelization of India," and that " every

effort should be made for the realization of the oneness in Christ

Jesus of Western and Eastern Christians." The important

"Findings" on the Indian Church and Indian Cliristian Leader-

ship, which were submitted from a sub-committee by Mr. iVzariah,

are summarized by Bishop Whitehead as follows :

—

" The desire on the pai-t of many leaders of the Indian Christian com-
munity for a comprehensive Church ; the demand that the Indian

Church, while continuing to receive and absorb every good inHnence
which the Church of the West may impart to it, yet in respect of forms

and organization should have entire freedom to develop on such hnes as

will conduce most to the natural expression of the spii'itual instincts of

Indian Christians ; the recognition of widespread indications of a true

spirit of sacrifice and service in the Indian Church, and the conviction

that, whenever capable and spiritually minded men and women are

discovered, Churches and Missions should make a real and unmistakable

advance by placing Indians on a footing of complete equality, in status

and responsibility, with Europeans ; the emphasis laid on the principle

* Int. Rev. Miss., April, 1913 ; E. d W., July, 1913.
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that the work carried on by foreign missionary societies should be Part II.

gradually transferred, as opportunities offer, to the Indian Church ; and '-'l"U'- l<j.

the opinion expressed that in view of the importance of this principle

all positions of responsibility made available for Indian Cliristians should

be related to Church organizations rather than to those of foreign

missionary societies ;—these are views and opinions now made part of a

definite, well-considered programme, and deliberately adopted, after a

careful and searching criticism of every phrase and word, by the most
representative body of missionaries in India which it would be possible

to assemble. . . . We have often talked and written about developing

the Indian Church. . . The Indian Church has now become a matter of

practical politics."

Still more notable were the " Findings '.' on Co-operation and
Unity, submitted by Bishop Lefroy, who had just been appointed ^ishop

^Metropolitan of India, and whose responsibility to the whole Report!'

Church was enhanced by that fact. They declared that difficulties

liad often occurred between different Missions touching (1) de-

limitation of territory, (2) transfer of mission workers, (3) scales

of salaries, (4) treatment of persons under discipline, and desired

that special attention be paid to these matters in the different

areas, with a view to "comity and co-operation." Moreover it

was felt to be desirable " that spiritual hospitality be offered to

persons of whatever denomination who may find themselves in

an area in which the ministrations of their own Communion are Kikuyu

not available,"—which plainly anticipates " Kikuyu "
;
* and other pate"."

suggestions for conference and co-operation were added. The
scene was thus described in an account sent to the Society, and
printed in the G.M. Review of February, 1913 :

—

" Perhaps the most inspiring sight in the whole Conference (it certainly

was so to us) was the Bishop of Lahore, Dr. Lefroy, the Metropolitan-elect,

standing on the Chan-man's left (Dr. Mott), presenting the Report of the

Sub-committee on Co-operation. Very much of it we believe was di'afted

by his own hand, and as we heard lairn read out the calm, clear, and
practical proposals for the correlation and co-ordination of Christian

activities of every kind, we could not but thank God and feel that under
the Spirit's guidance a real step forward had been taken towards the ful-

iihnent of ovu- Lord's great prayer that we might be one. . . .

" One very suggestive detail in the Report was the recommendation that

the various Churches should offer 'spiritual liospitality'' to members
of other communions within their areas who were out of reach of the

ministrations of their owii Churches, When this Report, after being
taken clause by clause and slightly amended, was put to the Conference
for acceptance as a whole, the Chairman asked us, instead of merely
raising our hands as usual, to vote by rising to our feet, and before we
sat down again a brother led us in thanksgiving and prayer, which was
offered from the hearts of all."

It was with the express object of preventing these recommenda- Permanent

tions from becoming a dead letter, that the Conference proposed planned,

the establishment of Provincial Representative Councils and of a

* See Chap. XL. p. 413.
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National Missionary Council. Bishop Whitehead calls this last " a
1-1 ' fact of immense significance." Such Councils, he declares, " must

necessarily lead to large measures of co-operation ; they will

render violations of comity almost impossible ; they will make the
experience of every large Mission available for the whole of India

;

they will enable the Christian ai'my to concentrate its forces as it

has never done before on strategic centres ; and above all they
will foster and intensify the spirit of unity and brotherhood."

In pursuance of this plan Kepresentative Councils were quickly

arranged for eight provincial areas, viz., Bengal and Assam, Bihar
and Orissa, United Provinces, Punjab, Bombay, Middle India,

Madras, and Burma ; also a National Council, " advisory and con-

sultative but not legislative or mandatory," to consist (as after-

wards amended) of three elected delegates from each of eight

divisions of India, and eighteen others to be co-opted by them.
A highly satisfactory body was eventually formed, comprising

some of the most prominent men of the different Churches and
Societies. A few changes naturally ensued in the two or three

years that have since elapsed ; but the list for 1915 includes the
Metropolitan (Bishop Lefroy of Calcutta) as Chairman, Dr. S. K.
Datta as Vice-chairman, the Rev. W. E. S. Holland as Treasurer,

and the Rev. H. Anderson and Mr. E. C. Carter as Secretaries

;

also the Bishops of Bombay, Chota Nagpur, Dornakal, and
Madras ; and the Rev. A. J. Harvey, Canon E. A. Hensley, and
Dr. A. C. Lankester, of the C.M.S. ; also Mr. K. J. Saunders, who
had worked with Mr. Eraser at Trinity College, Kandy. Three
ladies are members ; and of the men, four at least are Indians, viz.,

Bishop Azariah, Dr. Datta, Mr. S. C. Mukerji, and Mr. K. T. Paul.*

Possibilities of Future Union.

I'.ui wiwt This great movement, the result of the memorable Edinburgh

Viidiau
' ^^ Conference, was designed to facilitate the Evangelization of the

chmcii ? "World by bringing the Missions into closer mutual fellowship, and
enabling them to work more definitely as allies, co-operating where
possible, and avoiding causes of rivalry and friction. The Edin-
burgh Conference itself had no ulterior purpose. But both at

Edinburgh and in the mission field it was natural—one may say
inevitable—that men's minds should be led by these efforts for

co-operation to look beyond them, and to consider their bearing

upon the future Indian Church. Must it perpetuate our Western
divisions '? Was there no hope, one day, of one united Church ?

This question, indeed, was not now asked for the first time.

Men of vision had faced it before, and had realized its immense
importance. There had been co-operation between some of the

Missions, though only to a limited extent even within the same
ecclesiastical connexion. Not only were the two principal

* For the last meeting of the Council, iu Nov., l'J15, ace CM. Eeview,
Feb., 1916.
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Anglican Societies, the S.P.G. and O.M.S., working quite indepen- v^"^ n
dently, but there were separate and in a sense rival Presbyterian ' ^
Missions, Methodist Missions, &c. The Eoman Church itseh,

'^^^^^ll^,^,

with all its boasted unity, worked through different societies and operatiou.

religious orders, which did not always manifest much readiness to

co-operate with one another. Still, there were cases of co-

operation even between different denominations. For instance,

the great Madras Christian College, belonging to the Free Church

of Scotland, was supported to a small extent by the C.M.S. and the

Wesleyan Society, each undertaking to provide one professor.

The friendly relations, extending even to a certain local co-

operation, between the S.P.G. and Cambridge Delhi Mission and

the Baptist Mission in that city, was a still more striking case.

But these things had little direct bearing on the great question,

What of the future Indian Church ?

There had been some attempts at union or federation among a Loc^ii^and

few of the local native Christian denominations ; but it is needless Efforu

to give particulars here. One important and apparently lasting

interdenominational effort has been the establishment of the

South India United Church, comprising congregations connected

with several British and American Societies, Congregationalist,

and Presbyterian ; and a Presbyterian Alliance of different Missions

was formed at Allahabad in 1911. The Anglican congregations

had taken no part either in these or in other similar schemes ; nor

had the Lutherans ; nor had certain of the Baptists. It is quite a

mistake to suppose, as some do suppose, that it is only Anglican

Churchmen who (besides the Eomanists) raise obstacles to union.

As far back as 1872, when John Barton of the C.M.S. read a paper

at the Allahabad Missionary Conference on the Future Indian

Church, advocating union, a Bengali Methodist minister declared

that he for one would never let his Methodism be absorbed ; he

hoped to be a Methodist in heaven.*
In a very interesting article in the Iniernalioiial Revie/r 0/ Qpj,\""fi^

Jlissions (April, 1912), the Eev. J. H. Maclean, of the U.F. Scottish sum-

Church at Madras, discussed the whole subject, and gave
'"'^'^'^''"'^*

particulars of various schemes and proposals. He pointed out

four different attitudes or classes of opinion. (1) Some care little

or nothing for organic union at all. They are content with the

existing variety of denominations, and only desire spiritual fellow-

ship. Many non-episcopalian Christians are of this class. (2) At

the opposite pole are those who, like the Eomanists, the higher

Anglicans, the higher Lutherans, and the " close " Baptists or

" Brethren," insist that all must join the only true Visible Church,

while not agreeing what Church that is. Nos. 3 and 4 arc between

these two extremes : (3) Some, says Mr. Maclean, have for their

motto some such words as those of Bishop Palmer of Bombay,
" Not compromise for the sake of peace, but comprehension for

* " Some Christians give the impression that they have a very small

Christ."—J. B. Mott, Present World ISituation, p. 141.
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Part II. the sake of truth"; they arc ready for definite sacrifice in the
'—1 cause of organic union, but not for intercommunion between

separated bodies,—the position of many moderate or evangehcal
Anghcans ; and (4) Some, viz., a fair number of Anghcans, as

well as Presbyterians and Methodists, are ready for intercom-
munion meanwhile, but earnestly desire organic union eventually.

This is a very true account of the varying opinions and desires.

Attitude Now Bishop Whitehead of Madras has taken a special interest

of Madras. -^^ these questions. He was the first Anglican bishop to join in

one of the United Decennial Conferences, at Madras in 1902. In

1911, in his Diocesan Magazine, he made certain tentative pro-

posals for union, on the basis of what is called the " Lambeth
Quadrilateral " (i.e. the Canonical Scriptures, the Apostles' and
Nicene Creeds, the two Sacraments, and the Historic Episcopate),

but with extremely liberal suggestions regarding the Episcopate

;

and these proposals were discussed in the Harvest Field (the

leading Methodist periodical in India) by Mr. Sherwood Eddy, the

American Y.M.C.A. Secretary, the Eev. H. Pakenham Walsh
(S.P.G., now Bishop of Assam), and others. Then, at Calcutta,

at the memoralile period already referred to, Bishop Whitehead
delivered a remarkable address to the delegates to the National
Conference, which he afterwards published. Mr. Holland, who
was present, described it in TItc East and The WeH (July, 1913).

His Appeal The Bishop declared that some of the best authorities among
Episcopate, High Churchmen in England were not now prepared to Imse the

importance of the Episcopate in the Church of Christ upon the

theory that " the historic succession of the ministry is necessary
as a channel of divine grace "

; basing this statement partly on an
article by Dr. Headlam in the Fraijer-Book Dictioiiarij, and on one
by Dr. Frere in the Church Qaarterlij Review. At the same time
he made what Mr. Holland calls " a passionate appeal " for the

Episcopate, on the ground both of its ancient historic character
and of its practical usefulness. " This appeal," writes Mr.
Holland, " made a profound impression. Coming away by train

next day some of the most venerated leaders of non-episcopal
Chiu'ches in India confessed that the Bishop's statement imposed
on them a new and solemn responsibility to reconsider their

attitude to episcopacy. For, though the Bishop's position would
not pass unchallenged, it at least opened to them an avenue of

approach, which they could take without doing dishonour to the

Spirit of Christ that was in them."
But seed sown like this does not spring up to the harvest at

once. Quite naturally, when the subject was discussed in various

religious papers in India, all sorts of difficulties and objections

were urged. Yet such discussions are all to the good, iDecause

they keep the need and the desirableness and the possibilities of

union before the minds of Christian men. The remarkable thing

is that so little was heard in England about it ; l)ut home contro-

versies loom large, and hide much more important matters in the
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mission Held,—unless, indeed, there be a Bishop of Zanzibar to part 11.

charge his brother-bishops with heresy, and a queer name hke ^^^^^- ^^-

" Kikuyu " to head the cohimns of newspapers and appear in large

letters on their posters.

Bishop Whitehead has acted, so far as it is at present possible, i^ut- "ot

consistently with his own words ; and, moreover, he is not Kikuyu.
°

ashamed of " Kikuyu." In fact, in his Diocesan Magazine, Feb.,

191-i, he printed the whole " Kikuyu " scheme, and wrote, " I do
not think there is anything in it that differs in principle from what
has been done in India during the last thirty or forty years."

Here is an illustration from the same magazine (April, 1914) :
—

*

" On Friday, Jan. 9, I left Madras by the mid-day train for Arkonam,
where I held a confirmation at 5 p.m. in the mission church belonging to

the Established Church of Scotland, which was very kindly lent to me
for the pvirpose by Mr. Silver, the missionary in charge. I am glad to

say that the relations between the Church of Scotland missionary and
the English chaplain in charge of the Europeans are luortliy of Kikuiju.
Mr. Silver holds an English service for the European residents every
Siuiday, except when Mr. Brown visits the station, once in a month,
when he kindlj' lends his church to Mr. Brown for the H0I3' Communion
and Evensong."

The spirit thus displayed is not new. In June, 1908, Bishop
Whitehead gave an account in his magazine of a tour in the
S.P.G. Telugu districts. At one place he found both S.P.G. and
L.M.S. missionaries at work, with happy mutual relations. At
another L.M.S. station, at the request of the missionaries, he held
" an English service " in their mission chapel. " It was delight-

ful," he wrote ;
" while Churchmen and Nonconformists are

engaged in bitter strife at home, what a happiness that in the

mission field we can meet as friends and join together in

worship !

"

Again, in 1914, the Bishop Avas one of the speakers at the gj^ appeal
C.M.S. Annual Meeting, and he pleaded earnestly for union among atb.M.s.

Christians :— ''^''^"'°-

" When I first went to India thirty years ago I was strongly opposed to

co-operation with bodies outside the Church of England. Thirty years'

experience has made me a complete convert. ... If we are to do the
work as God calls us to do it, we must have co-operation now ; and God
grant that we may have unity at no distant time. Not merely for the
sake of a theory, but in the name of those millions of souls who through
oiu: divisions are being kept outside the Christian Church, kept apart
from the saving truth of the Gospel, I appeal to you all here in England
to study the thmgs that make for peace and unity." t

Bishop Palmer, of Bombay, has also used notable words on the views of

general subject of union. In a paper read by him, at the request uonibay.

of American missionaries, at a Conference arranged by them in

» See the CM. Rev., April, 1914, p. 238, and, June, 1911, p. 331.

t Ibid., June, 1914, p. 347.

O
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pakt II. 1909, he said that if it were " half true " that if all foreign mission-
chap^ie.

a^rieg jgft India, the Indian Christians would at once form one

united Church, then we are " heavily responsible for thwarting

our Lord's purpose." " There is," he said, " only one spirit in

which I can look upon our disunion, and that is in the spirit of

contrition. Disunion has been caused by my father's sins and

your fathers' sins, and it is maintained by my sins and your sins."

And he added, " I want to know from my brethren now separated

from me what are the things on which they lay most stress, from

which they believe that they gain most life. It may be that I lack

those things, and that I lack them precisely because those who
have them abundantly are separated from me." Of course he

went on to remind his " separated brethren " that they too might

have something to learn from him. But assuredly this is a fine

illustration of the spirit in which the whole question should be

approached. Since then. Bishop Primer has joined the National

Council before mentioned, although he acknowledges that a large

number of his clergy would have preferred his not doing so

(see p. 218).

Some United gatherings for prayer and spiritual uplift are not new,

CfTtheriugs.
^"^^ ^^ recent years several of the bishops have taken part in them.

There is a remarkable annual Convention at Sialkot in the Punjab,

attended by 2000 people, mostly Indian Christians. The Simla

Convention has naturally been more for the white population

;

and of its meeting in 1912 an interesting notice appeared in the

C.M.S. Gazette (Oct., 1912). Bishop Lefroy, then of Lahore and now
Metropolitan of India, was one of the speakers, and another was
Mr. H, B. Durrant, w^ho has succeeded him. Among others were
Mr. E. T. Archibald, of the Children's Special Service Mission,

and Commissioner Booth-Tucker, the head of the Salvation Army
in India. A missionary meeting was held at the residence of the

Lieut.- Governor of the Punjab, at the invitation of Lady Dane.
Among the subjects of addresses were " Christ the Magnet of the

Human Heart," and " Christ the Alchemist of Human Life."

Notwithstanding all differences, very real as some of them are,

men cannot help drawing together when they draw near to their

common Lord and Master. To adopt Bishop Lefroy's words in

his farewell sermon when leaving Lahore for Calcutta, " India

is conscious of the deep trouble of division, and longs for some
one to heal these chasms and cleavages, and really make her

one
!

" Yes, and if Christianity is to do that, Christians must
themselves be united.



CHAPTEE XVII.

IXDiA : c.M.S. Missions—General.

The C.M.S. Staff: Its Inadequacy— Increase of Women—Deaths and
Retirements—Indian Clergy—Baptisms—Higher Education—Literary
Work—Native Church Councils.

\N examination of the lists of foreign missionaries in 1899 paut ir.

and 1914 reveals the extent of change in the Society's
'^'^!£:i^-

India Missions. Out of 208 men and 39 women on c-M.s. staff

the roll in 1899, 72 men and 14 women remained in
'" ^'"^''''

1914. The total figures in 1914 were 174 men and
107 women, showing a net decrease of 34 men and a net increase
of 68 women. This does not count the wives, except that one of
the fourteen women of 1899, still at work in 1914, had married a
missionary in the interval. Several other of the present wives
were in India in 1899, but as missionaries of the C.E.Z.M.S. or
the Z.B.M.M.
With regard to the increase of women missionaries, it is to be

remembered that in the early years of the Society's new policy of
accepting offers from women, dating from 1887, they had been
sent to other fields where the three Women's Societies did not
work, India being regarded still as supplied by those Societies.
Gradually, however, the demand for women was so great from
India that the C.M.S. was obhged, while still availing itself to the
utmost of the good work of the C.E.Z.M.S. and Z.B.M.M., to add
some of those who wished to serve in India and preferred C.M.S.
connexion. The Female Education Society, when wound up in
1900, also added several women to the C.M.S. staff.

The largest number of men was in 1903 and 1906, in each of iieduued

which years it was 212, reckoning clergymen, doctors, and other
"^b«^«-

laymen. Altogether the clergy were most numerous in 1899 and
1903, when there were 170 ; the doctors most numerous in 1911,
when there were 19 ; and the other laymen in 1907, when there
were 30. The diminution altogether is very lamentable, especially
that the clergy have dropped from 170 to 142.(148 in 1915). As
the whole number of C.M.S. ordained missionaries is now larger
than in 1899,* it is clear that other Missions have gained at the

* This requires explanation. The whole number of C.M.S. ordained (white)
missionaricK stands in the Kcport of 18'J9 as 402, and in 1915 as 425, or
rather 414 (omitting the 11 not yet sailed), which seems au increase of only
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expense of India. All the divisions of the Missions have suflered

except one. It must, however, be added that there are now some
twenty University "short-service men" at work in North India

colleges, which may fairly be set against the decrease ; but there

are none in the South, nor are they available for general evange-

listic work."' There is also a gratifying increase in the number of

Indian clergymen.

On the other hand the large increase in the women mission-

aries is a cause for much thankfulness ; and it must not be for-

gotten that the missionaries' wives (125, a slight reduction) are

almost all doing excellent work also ; eight of them, for instance,

are qualified doctors. The immense importance of women's work

can only be realized when we remember that without it one half

of the population remains untouched. And the ignorance of

multitudes of them is startling. One woman, on being told that

Jesus Christ, the Son of God, had come into the world, asked, " Is

He staying at the hotel, Miss Sahib ?
"

The diminished staff is all the more deplorable when we see the

need of its being largely increased. For instance, when retrench-

ments were ordered in 1906, it was pointed out, as one illustration

of the position, that out of fifty administrative districts in the

United Provinces, each containing a population of a million,

seventeen were without an ordained foreign missionary, and nine

had only one each. To provide one missionary for each 50,000,

925 more would be required. Six of the districts were regarded

as definite spheres of the C.M.S., and these, with a population of

nine and a half millions, had four English missionaries. Two of

these districts, Gorakhpur and Basti, had between them nearly

five millions of people, equal to the population of London, and

greater than that of Uganda, and were worked by three English

missionaries. In another district, there were 5000 villages to be

visited by one man. That was nine years ago, and there has been

no improvement since.

The losses of missionaries by death in the field have removed
from the hst several well-known and honoured names : among
them Eobert Clark, the pioneer Church missionary to the Punjab,

who almost completed his fifty years of service, dying in 1900 ; f

his able and vigorous wife, who survived him eight years and

died also in the field ; | H. E. Perkins, formerly Commissioner of

Amritsar, who on retiring from government service took Holy

12. But during the period many men still working in N.-W. Canada have

come off the C.M.S. list, and some in Japan and India have been transferred

to the Church of Canada's IMissions. The real net increase of ordained

missionaries is about 50, and yet India (apart from Ceylon) has 22 less in 1915

than in 1899. See further, p. 465.

* The Calcutta Diocesan Record lately called attention to the intellectual

quality of C.M.S. men in recent years, and gave a list of nine double-firsts,

and several college Fellows, &c.

t See CM. Intcll, July, Oct., Nov., 1900.

% Sec CM. Rev., Oct., 1907, p. 639.
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Orders, and gave some years of valuable work to the Punjab pakt ii.

Mission ;
'' Alexander and Harrison of the Telugu Mission, after C'hap^i?.

54 and 42 years' service respectively ; Kember of Tinnevelly and
J. H. Bishop of Travancore, after 45 years ; H. D. Goldsmith,

Principal of the Divinity School at Madras ; H. F. Kowlands and
Mrs. Daeuble, killed by the earthquake of 1905 ; C. S. Thompson,
pioneer missionary to the Bhils ; T. Walker of Tinnevelly, faithful

and fervent conductor of " missions "
; P. H. Shaul, of the first

band of Associated Evangehsts in Bengal ; Col. Freeman, who
gave himself to preach the Gospel to the Parsis of Bombay ; Dr.

Pennell, the medical missionary of Bannu, and his mothei', who
for several years worked wnth him ; and four other doctors in

the Punjab. Also Mrs. Thomas of Tinnevelly, after sixty-one

years among the people as wife and widow ; two Misses Baker of

Travancore, granddaughters of the first Henry Baker (one of the

earliest English missionaries in India), and daughters of the

second, who had worked many years in the Girls' School there

;

and Miss S. Bland, formerly of the old F.E.S., who died in 1914
after nearly forty years in India. Among the younger women, two
ought to be named, as daughters of successive Secretaries of the

Society, Miss K. C. Wright and Mrs. Eleanor Carr (nee Wigram).
But India lost also by retirements, especially of veterans:—.Losses by

T. E. Wade, 46 years ; Ellwood, and Beutel (last but one of

the old German missionaries), 42 years ; Baumann, J. Brown,
and Richards, 40 years ; R. Bateman, Archdeacon Caley, Eales,

C. A. Neve, W. A. Roberts, and Dr. Weitbrecht, 34 to 36 years

;

Lash and Latham, over 30 years ; W. H. Ball, Dr. H. M. Clark,

Bishop Hodges, -J. H. Knowles, and J. Stone, 24 to 27 years

;

also H. G. Grey, twice withdrawn from India to take the Principal-

ship of Wycliffe Hall, Oxford ; C. W. A. Clarke, Principal of the

'Noble College ; J. P. Haythornthwaite, Principal of St. John's

College, Agra (now Organizing Secretary in London) ; also Mrs.
Durrant, who went out in advancing years and worked earnestly c.M.s.Men

with her daughter for twelve years ; also H. J. IMolony, called B^^hops**^

away to be Bishop in Chekiang, China. Bishop Gill of Travancore,

Bishop Durrant of Lahore, and Bishop Waller of Tinnevelly are

happily not lost to India. Of the foregoing. Ball, Roberts, Wade,
Ellwood, and Mrs. Durrant have since died.

The following C.M.S. missionaries have received from the Kaisar-i-

Government the Kaisar-i-Hind medals for important services to Medallists,

the people of India : The first class, gold. Canon Sell of Madras,
the late Dr. Pennell of Bannu, Dr. A. Neve of Kashmir, the

Rev. E. Guilford of Tarn Taran, and the Rev. G. E. Tyndale-
Biscoe of Kashmir ; the second class, silver. Dr. A. C. Lankester
of Peshawar, Dr. Holland of Quetta, the Rev. A. Outram of the

Bhil Mission, the Rev. E. D. Price of the Gond Mission, Miss
Askwith of Tinnevelly, Mrs. Cain of Dummagudem, and the late

Miss Bland of Agra.
* See CM. Intell, Oct., 1900.
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The following have lieen appointed by the Bishops Honorary
Canons of the respective dioceses : the late W. H. Ball, and P. T,

Cole, of Calcutta ; E. Sell, M. Goldsmith, and the late F. W. N.

Alexander, of Madras ; the late W. A. Eoberts, and E. S. Heywood,
of Bombay ; H. U. Weitbrecht, E. P. E. Wigram, E. Guilford, of

Lahore ; W. Hooper, H. B. Durrant (now bishop), and E. H.

M. Waller (now bishop), of Lucknow ; E. A. Hensley, of Nagpur.

The Indian clergy have in the fifteen years increased in number
from 142 to 206.* During the period, 146 have been ordained, and

on the other hand there have been many deaths. Amongst those

who passed away were the Eev. Dr. Imad-ud-din, the distinguished

Mohammedan maulvi ; the Eev. Kharak Singh, the Sikh who had

become a Hindu and served in the loyal Indian Army in the Mutiny
campaign ; the Eev. Euttonji Nowroji, a Parsi, for many years the

highly respected pastor at Aurungabad, after forty-four years'

service ; the Eev. W. SeetaL of Agra, " pillar and leader of the

Church " in the United Provinces ; the Eev. Eam Charan Dass,

the first pastor in the Santal Mission (though himself a Hindu)

;

the Eev. I. Venkatamayya Eazu, the friend of General Haig, who
gave up government service and laboured many years on the

Upper Godavari ; Archdeacon Koshi Koshi of Travancore, made a

D.D. (like Imad-ud-din) for literary work, after forty-three years'

service, and his successor. Archdeacon Oomen Mamen, after forty-

eight years' ; and several valued pastors in Tinnevelly, particularly

the Eev. Samuel Paul, honoured by the Government with the title

of Eao Sahib for important literary work ; the Eev. A. Vedanayagam
Thomas, learned in the classics and in seven different languages ;

the Eev. M. H. Cooksley, "medical pastor" at Mengnanapuram,
after forty-two years' service ; and the Eev. Paramanandham
Gnanakan Simeon, B.A., for over twenty years pastor of Suvise-

shapuram, who, wrote Bishop Wilhams, "left behind him a bright

record of wholehearted devotion and unflagging zeal." Two other

deaths of eminent Indian Cl^ristians must be mentioned : Profes-

sor Samuel Satthianadan, a Cambridge graduate. Professor of

Philosophy in Madras University and Deputy Director of Public

Instruction, who was perhaps the leading Christian at Madras;
and Mrs. Sorabji, of Poena, widow of the Eev. Sorabji Kharsedji,

a Parsi clergyman, and mother of the brilliant daughters so well

known in England and America, and herself a woman of great

ability and influence.

Two Indian clergymen are Archdeacons, the Yen. Ihsan Ullah

deacons and in the Diocese of Lahore, and the Ven. Jacob Chandy in Travan-
Canons. gQj,Q . ^-^^ ^j^g following are Canons of the different cathedrals :

—
the Eev. D. L. Joslii, of Bombay; the Eev. Nihal Singh, of Lucknow;
the Eev. Ali Bakhsh, of Lahore ; tlie Eev. D. Anautam, of Madras.

The Indian lay teachers, men and women, have increased from

2780 to 3850. Probably about half of these are in the employment

* The increase is really greater by seven, as retired Indians arc not now
counted, as they used to be.

Indian
Arch

Indian lay
Teachers.
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of the Church Councils (1300 in Tinnevelly and Travancore), and pakt ii.

the rest directly under the Society. They have, no douht, their ^'hap. 17.

faults and limitations. Those engaged in any one hranch of the

work, pastoral, evangelistic, or educational, are often not ready

to help in other branches ; * and some are apt to be more polemical

than spiritual in their teaching. But a great many are highly

spoken of.

Notwithstanding the inadequacy of the missionary force, the Adult

number of baptisms in these latter years has largely increased,
i^aptisms.

The total number of adult baptisms reported in the fifteen years

was 46,500. The average per annum to 1907 was 2500, and since

then 3600 ; the most striking increase being in the Punjab, where
the yearly average has risen from 220 to 830. These figures will

assuredly surprise many readers who have little idea of the extent

of the Society's work in India, or of the fruits it is gathering ; and
it must be remembered that every one of these adult converts has

been carefully instructed before baptism, and in most cases had a

probation of many months. And in the South, where a large

majority of the Christians are found, and where many thousands

of them are of the second and third generation, the baptisms of

children, which are not included in the foregoing figures, are even

more numerous. The total number of baptized Christians in statistics of

India connected with the C.M.S. in 1899 was 120,295. The figure
^''"-'^tians.

for 1915 is 199,068. If catechumens are added, the former figure

becomes 133,749, and the latter 221,423.

With numbers Jike these we cannot look for many detailed individual

narratives of individual conversions. Of the immense majority we sions.

know nothing ; and of the interesting notices of the small minority

that do come, many cannot get into print for lack of space. The
question is sometimes asked. Why are there now no touching

narratives of baptisms of Brahmans who have suffered the loss of

all things for Christ's sake, as there used to be ? The answer is that

the conversions of Brahmans are far more numerous than formerly. ^

Just a few (of Brahmans or others) may be mentioned in the

Eeports, perhaps with a couple of lines each ; but in former years,

each of those cases would have occupied several pages, and been

told of at meetings all over the country. Such for example as the

nephew and heir of a chief Nawab, giving up wealth and high

prospects for Christ's sake ; the government ofiicials baptized at

Madras in the presence of hundreds of wondering non-Christians ;

the Mohammedan doctor at Haidarabad ; the young athlete in

South India, who had carried off four first prizes in an inter-school

contest, baptized by a senior missionary who (having been born in

India) was rescued as an infant from a riot headed by the athlete's

* Mr. Wigram writes, " Something has been done to remedy the defect.

For example, a good deal of thought has been given to the problem of keeping

the bazaar-preaching catcchist fresh for what might otherwise become a

monotonous and depressing routine by giving him an hour or two of Bible

teaching in the mission school."
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grandfather ; the devil-priest in Travancore brought l^y his two
Christian sons ; the young man in Mr. Holland's Hostel appointed
to a government office in the remote swamps of Eastern Bengal,
to baptize whom Mr. Holland and Mr. Tubbs travelled 1300 miles

;

the two Brahman boys in a Tinnevelly school, whose conversion
was " like an electric shock through the town "

; the Hindu hermit
who in previous years had persistently annoyed the Christians in

church by energetic drumming outside ; the young Brahman at

Masulipatam, cursed by his mother, and baptized amidst great

excitement ; and the two Afghan martyrs (p. 212).

The increased number of baptisms is due chiefly to the
" mass movements " before referred to. But a Church needs
educated leaders ; and it is therefore of great importance not to

neglect the educational work which reaches the upper classes of

India. It is good to ol:)serve that there has been large development
during the fifteen years. Although most of the existing institu-

tions are of long standing, several have raised their standard in the

16-year period. There are now five First-Grade Colleges, the Noble
College at Masulipatam, St. John's at Agra, the Edwardes College

at Peshawar, St. Paul's College at Calcutta, and St. Andrew's at

Gorakhpur ; and two Second-Grade Colleges at Tinnevelly Town,
and Kottayam in Travancore. There are thirty-five High Schools
for boys, and seven for girls ; fifty-two Middle Schools for boys,

and twenty-four for girls ; eleven Industrial Schools for boys, and
five for girls ; three Primary Boarding Schools for boys, and four
for girls ; two " purdah " schools for girls ; and about 1400
elementary schools, girls', boys', and mixed. There are normal
classes and theological classes in most of the divisions of the
Mission (hnguistic or otherwise), as at Lahore, Clarkabad, Poena,
Allahabad, Calcutta, Madras, Masulipatam, Palamcotta, Kottayam,
and for the Santal, Gond, and Bhil Missions. Another class is

Hostels, which are attached to most of the colleges and schools
(except the elementary), and which take boys away from debasing
influences and give more opportunities for moulding character.

The Oxford and Cambridge Hostel at Allahabad is an important
new institution, founded by Mr. Holland in 1900 for students of

any creed at the government or other independent colleges there.

This is a new method for influencing the upper classes, and is

highly approved by the government educational authorities. This
Hostel, and a few other institutions, have been much helped by the
" short-service men," who have gone out from our Universities,

not directly as missionaries, but engaged by the institution on its

own funds. At St. John's, Agra, there have been eight or ten

men of good University standing working together.

Much good literary work has been done by the Society's

missionaries and some of the Indian clergy. Eevision of Indian

Versions of the Old and New Testaments are always going on.

Hymn books and minor pu))lications are continually being l^rought

out in almost all the leading languages. But the most interesting
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enterprise of the kind in our period has been the production of part ii.

Commentaries under the auspices of the bishops as arranged by —
them at their Synod in 1900. The plan is to write the Com- The new

mentary in English, and then have it translated into the various [arie"."^"'

vernaculars by men competent in each case. Dr. Wcitbrecht

wrote on St. T^Iatthew, Bisliop Waller on the Eevelation, the late

Eev. T. Walker on the Acts and Philippians ; also the Eev. H.
Pakenham Walsh, of the S.P.G. (now Bishop of Assam), on
St. John's Epistles. The Philippians and Revelation have been

translated into Hindi by Dr. Hooper and Pundit Balmukand, into

Marathi l)y Canon Joshi, and into Urdu by the Eev. Malcolm Jan ;

Philippians also into Telugu by Canon Anantam, and into Tamil

by Mr. Walker himself. St. Matthew has been translated into

Urdu by Dr. Weitbrecht, and into Hindi by Dr. Hooper, Mr.

Walker's Acts and Bishop Waller's Eevelation have been trans-

lated into Marathi, by Canon Joshi ; and Bishop Pakenham
Walsh's Epistles of St. John into Marathi l)y the Eev. D. K.

Shinde, and into Tamil by Mr. G. S. D. Pillay. The Eev. A.

Crosthwaite (S.P.G.) has WTitten the Commentary on 2nd Corin-

thians, and the Eev. W. H. G. Holmes, of the Oxford Mission at

Calcutta, is preparing one on the Epistle to the Hebrews. Mr.

Walker was engaged on the Apocryphal Books at the time of

his lamented death. Dr. Hooper has also written an independent

Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews, and translated it into

Hindi. These and other branches of the work, including the

medical missions, will be further noticed under the different

districts.

The Native Chiu'ch Councils in the different provinces and ^^"*'^'|

districts have continued for the most part working on the lines (-ounciis.

previously laid down ; but there has been some modification of

the old plans in the North. In the Punjab, a new scheme w^as

arranged in 1904, with a view to uniting all the work, European
and Indian, pastoral and evangelistic and medical, under one
administration. There is a Central Council composed of clerical

and lay delegates, and certain official members, with the Bishop as

Chairman ; also District Councils and Pastoral Committees, This

does not seem to differ much from the older system ; but it is so

planned as to bring the different nationalities and different depart-

ments of work into closer co-operation. In the United Provinces,

the new body, formed in 1911, is called the Diocesan Council, and
comprises the Bishop and the Archdeacon of Lucknow, and-

delegates from the Missionary Conference, the Central Indian

Church Council, and the Diocesan Board of Missions. All these

plans are but preparatory for the future regular Synods for all

India.*

* A series of articles on the various Church Councils in C.M.S. INIissions in

India appeared in the CM. Revieio of July, Aug., Sept., 1909, contributed by
Messrs. Bhaul, Butler, Cole, Grey, Waller, Carr, and Meadows.



CHAPTEE XVIII.

C.M.S. MISSIONS: Diocese of Lahore.

Punjab and Sindh Mission.

The Field and the Men—R. Clark, Imad-ud-din, &c.—Growth of the
Christian Community—Amritsar, Tarn Taran, Lahore, &c.—The
Jhang Bar—Kashmir : School and Hospital—Peshawar and Bannu
—Dr. Pennell— Baluch Mission—Sindh—Medical and Women's
Work—New Church Council—Bishops Lefroy and Durrant—S.P.G.
and Other Missions.

Si8 1^^^^^ ^®^*^ ^^ ^^^^ Punjab and Sindh Mission is the— M^ ^0! Diocese of Lahore, which comprises the civil Province

Millon/''" ^m ^ of ^l^e Punjab and the North-West Frontier Province,

^^_ jgj also Sindh (which is under the Bombay Government),
and Baluchistan, and protected States like Kashmir.

The North-West Frontier Province was separated from the Punjab
and put under a separate administration in 1900. The Delhi
district was under Punjab administration from the time of the
Mutiny until King George's visit in 1911, when it was separated in

view of Delhi becoming the capital of India. No mission field

presents greater variety of spiritual soil than this great diocese,

and none calls for more skilful diversity of operation.
itsjiistoric And no Missions have greater liistorical interest ; for one thing,

because of their many links with some of those brilliant English-
men who have served the British Crown in India, the Lawrences,
Kobert Montgomery, Herbert Edwardes, and a host of others.

The succession of rulers not ashamed of their Christian faith has
still been kept up. It may suffice to say that, as our period

opens, we find Sir W. IMackworth Young at the head of the
Government.

E.obeit The history, too, is not a long one. The C.M.S. Mission in

1899 was not yet half a century old, and the missionary who
began it, and had taken a leading part in almost all its develop-

ments, Eobert Clark, was still the chief leader, looked up to by
all his colleagues. He was a Cambridge Wrangler, and the con-

temporary there of Bishops G. Vj. Moule, Royston, and Speechly,

Christopher and David Fenn, and other devoted missionaries.

He was the first at Amritsar, the first at Peshawar, the first in

Kashmir ; and he started most of the varied agencies in the

Interest.

Clark.
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Punjab. But he died on May 16th, 1900, universally honoured part ii.

and revered.* Mrs. Clark survived until IQOT.j
chap^is.

Of the 97 names on the list in 1899 (including 34 wives), 31 bosses by
,.,, . 1 , ,1 ,1 ,1 ^ -1 1-1 Death and

are still on it, but there are three others on it now which were Ketire-

then on the C.INI.S. roll elsewhere, and eight who were already in "'^nt.

India in other connexions. The losses in the fifteen years include,

by death in the field, among others, Mrs. Grime, the experienced

head of an important Girls' School at Amritsar ; H. P. Eowlands,

killed in the earthquake at Kangra ; Dr. Pennell of I>annu, and

Drs. Barton, Barnett, and Browne ; also Dr. Smit, formerly of

the S.P.G. in Tinnevelly, who was drowned at Fort Munro in

1900; also Miss Nevill, and Miss A. Eobinson.J The losses by
retirement include Eowland ]jateman, T. R. Wade (since dead),§

W. Thw^aites, F. Papprill, J. H. Knowles, Dr. Weitbrecht, Drs.

S. W. Sutton and Summerhayes, C. E. Barton (since dead),

R. Sinker, H. G. Grey, W. F. Cobb, A. H. Storrs, C. H. A. Field,

J. Tunbridge, Dr. Adams, H. F. Beutel, T. E. Coverdale, Dr.

Henry Martyn Clark, Miss Edgley (since dead),|| the Misses

Farthing (one since dead), kc. Some of these have been already

referred to in the previous chapter, and others will be in due

course. The Rev. R. H. A. Haslam, of Toronto, is lost to the

C.jNI.S., though not to India, owing to the transfer of the Kangra
District to the Missionary Society of the Canadian Church.

Among the new names in the period should be mentioned those ^ew

of the Rev. P. Ireland Jones, who had been Secretary at Calcutta,

and also for two or three years in Salisliury Square, and who was
Secretary of the Punjab Mission for most of the time under review^

;

Dr. H. T. Holland, the medical missionary at Quetta, brother of

W. E. S. Holland; two brothers Wigram (Marcus and Loftus),

the latter a doctor w^hose health did not permit him to stay long

in India, and who is now Principal of Livingstone College ; Miss

E. P. Fox, daughter of the late Hon. Sec, now married to the

Rev. C. F. Hall ; and Miss INI. Gomery, a doctor from ^Montreal.

In numbers the clergymen and the laymen (mostly doctors) are

the same, 36 and 17, the wives have risen from 34 to 42, and the

other women from 10 to 32 ; total increase, from 97 to 127.

The Indian clergy have increased from 15 to 23, notwithstand-
f^f^j^^^^J^*

°^

ing several deaths. Dr. Imad-ud-din, whose loss was especially ciergj',

severely felt, died only three months after his friend and spiritual

father, Rol)ert Clark. He w^as the famous Mohammedan moulvie

whose remarkable conversion has often been narrated. He had
for many years a high reputation as a Christian preacher and

* Sec CM. hifdligcnccr, July, Oct., Nov., 1900, and CM. Revicir, Dec, 1907.

His life was written by his adopted sou, Dr. H. Martyn Clark (published by A.

Melrose, London, 1907).

t Sec CM. Rcvieiv, Oct., 1907, p. G39.

X Also Miss Van der Pant, a most promising missionary nurse, who died

after a few months' service in 1905.

§ See Dr. Weitbrecht's In jMemoriam of Mr. Wade, CM. Rev., Dec, 1914.

II
See Mr. Grey's In Memoriam of Miss Edgley, CM. Rev., April, 1915.
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writer, and was invited to attend the Chicao-o Parliament of

Eeligions in 1893, but declined, and sent a paper instead, and a

list of about 100 IMoslems of standing who had become Christians.

He preached the Urdu sermon at the consecration of Lahore
Cathedral. Archbishop Benson conferred on him the D.D.
degree. He was baptized in 1866, and ordained in 1868,*

Another valued Indian clergyman, also a convert from Islam,
was the Eev. Qasim Khan Nehemiah. He was baptized in 1864,
along with Moulvie Safdar Ali, and ordained in 1887. The Rev.
D. J. McKenzie wrote :

" He was a reverent and devoted servant

of Christ. His great forte was perhaps individual dealing with
non-Christians." Tlie Rev. T. Howell, who died lately, had been
the much-esteemed pastor of the Lahore congregation, and " a

doughty champion in Mohammedan controversy." He was the
chosen comrade of George Maxwell Gordon, the " Pilgrim Mis-
sionary," forty years ago. To these must be added the names of

two Indian laymen, both converts of Dr. Duff at Calcutta, whose
service was given to the Punjab : Babu I. C. Singha, the Nestor
of Indian Christians in the Punjab, who was the first head-master
(for 18 years) of the Baring High School at Batala ; and Babu
R. R. Raha, who was for many years superintendent of the
Punjab Religious Book Society at Lahore.
The way in which the Indian clergy in the Punjab are rightly

put to the front was strikingly illustrated on the Day of Inter-

cession for Missions in 1906, Nov. 29th. The whole service in

Lahore Cathedral was conducted by Indians. The Revs. T. Howell
and Aziz-ud-din read the prayers ; the Revs. Paras Nath and
Fazl-ud-din read the Lessons ; and the Rev. Wadhawa Mull
preached the sermon. There was a large congregation of both
English and Indians.

f

The Indian Christians connected with the G.M.S. Punjab and
Sindh Missions in 1899 numbered, baptized 5353, catechumens
809. The corresponding figures in 1915 are 20,400 and 4007.

The Secretaryship of the Mission has been held since Robert
Clark's death by H. G. Grey, Dr. Weitbrecht, P. Ireland Jones,

E. Wigram, and now C. M. Gough, Dr. Weitbrecht and Mr.

Wigram were successively appointed Canons of Lahore Cathedral

by Bishop Lefroy ; and now Mr. Guilford, by Bishop Durrant.

* The story of Dr. Imad-ud-din's conversion has often been published. The
Histcy>->j of C.M.S. has many references to him and his work. See also CM.
Intell., Dec, 1900. His Chicago paper was printed in the C.Iif. IntelL, Aug.,

1893.

t Bishop Durrant gives an interesting account of a gathering of Indian
clergy and lay workers at Tarn Taran in March, 1914, which was attended by
eighteen out of the twenty G.M.S. Indian clergymen of the diocese, the one
ordained agent of the National Indian Missionary Society, and lay workers of

both Societies and of the S. P.O. and the Canadian Church Mission. It was
partly a Conference and partly a Retreat ; and the following subjects were
discussed : Revival of the Indian Church through the revival of its leaders ;

Conduct of Christian Worship ; Devotional Life of Clergy and People ; How
to Win Souls for Christ ; IIow to Shepherd the Flock.
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In the Punjab Proper, Amritsar continues to l)e the most Amritsar.

varied centre of work, evangelistic, educational, medical. The
Eev. D. J. McKenzie has for some years been the missionary in

general charge. There are the Alexandra Girls' High School,
the Boys' High School, and several other educational agencies, the
medical mission, etc., with the care of the Indian congregation
and the evangelistic preaching. The medical missionary. Dr.
Browne, died in 1913. He was much valued and beloved :

" the
most selfless missionary the Punjab has known in this generation,"
wrote Mr. Wigram.* The Rev. G. Brocklesby Davis, M.D.,
both clergyman and doctor, has shared in the work. Sir G. K.
Scott-Moncrieff wrote of Amritsar in 1902, " The C.M.S. work here
is splendid. . . . Nothing in the Report or periodicals gives one
any adequate idea of the reality.''

At Tarn Taran is still Mr. Guilford, whose whole missionary Tam
career of 33 years has been spent there, and who continually adds

'^''™"-

to the universal respect in which he is held l^y the people. When
he and Mrs. Guilford in 1907 returned to Tarn Taran after furlough,

shouting crowds, triumphal arches, fireworks, and festivities, lasting

four days, attested the honour in which they were held by Moslems
and Hindus as well as by Christians. So great is Mr. Guilford's

influence that in this sacred Sikh city he gives a weekly lecture on
the New Testament to the students of the Sikh Theological Col-

lege, at the request of the authorities. He has richly deserved the

gold Ivaisar-i-Hind medal conferred on him by the Government.

j

The Narowal District with its thousands of Christians, where Karowai.

Mr. Bateman was the moving spirit for so many years, has been
cared for by Mr. Gough and Mr. Hares. For some years it was
disappointing, the Christians manifesting little spiritual life, and
Bishop Lefroy expressed grave anxiety about them. But in 1909
he noted a great improvement, and wrote, " I have not observed in

any place such striking signs of progress." % At Batala, where are Bataia.

* See the Rev. J. A. Wood's In Memoriam of him, CM. Rev., Oct., 1913.

t In the C.M.S. Gazette of July, 1010, there was a striking account of a visit

of 120 of the village Christians from the Tarn Taran district to Lahore Cathe-
dral, marching in with their banner, "shouting" the 122nd Psalm, and being
addressed by Bishop Lefroy. It was as if some Essex peasants marched into
St. Paul's.

X A notable baptism took place at Narowal on Whit Sunday (May 19th), 1907.
The Rev. Ihsan Ullah (now Archdeacon of Delhi) had the high and happy
privilege of baptizing his brother, a leading man in the town, and vice-president
of its anjuvian (assembly), who had been studying the Bible for 22 years. He
was baptized with his wife and four children, retaining his Mohammedan
name of Rahmat Ullah (" the mercy of Clod"). His Moslem friends tried to
prevent the baptism, and after ho had been received into the Church they cast
him out altogether, and sent orders all round the country that their people
were to have nothing to do with him. His eldest son is now a professor in
the C.M.S. College at Peshawar. Archdeacon Ihsan Ullah, who had been
an ordained clergjonan twenty years before this, told the story of his
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c lap^

. Qin^j^igtian boys, and the latter for non-Christians, Mr. A. G. Clarke

and Mr. Force Jones (who was for a year or two in Uganda),
have carried on the work. It is interesting to find that Mr. S. K.
Datta, so well-known in England as a Travelling Secretary of

ciaikabad. the Student Movement, is an old " Bariug-ian." Clarkabad, the

industrial Christian village planned by Robert Clark, and named
after him, has often caused much anxiety, but it has worked much
more satisfactorily of late years under Mr. Gough's and Mr. H. E.

Clark's superintendence. In fact it is now the principal workshop
for the output of trained teachers for the village districts affected

by the mass movement. The Bishop Lefroy Training School was
established there for this purpose, as will appear presently.

Muitau. Multan, long a most discouraging field, has been more fruitful

lately. Miss Wadsworth (formerly F.E.S.), and Dr. Eleanor
Dodson (formerly of the Ludhiana Mission), have laboured there

patiently for many years. So too did Dr. Wilhelmina Eger (also

F.E.S.) till her retirement—if it may be called so, but she is still

in the field, helping as far as her health allows. The Rev. A. H,
Abigail has lately built there what is stated to be the finest school

in the whole Mission.

Laiiure. But Lahore is now the official centre as the capital and the

see-city. The Divinity School has greatly developed since the

days of its founder. Bishop French, and training men for Holy
Orders is but a small part of its activities.* There is a Hostel for

students generally ; and for most of the time under review there

was an Industrial School for training Christian artisans. Canon
Wigram was long the head of all this work, and the Rev. J. A. Wood
and others have rendered important service

;
particularly the Rev.

J. Ali Bakhsh, also a Canon of Lahore, a convert from Islam who
has given lectures in many parts of India, and was in England a

few years ago. A student from whom much was expected,

Surendra Nath Mukarji, B.A., died in 1902 to the sorrow of all. He
was a Bengali by parentage, but a Punjabi by birth and training

;

" a leader in everything pure, manly, and of good report "
; "a first-

class cricketer, and equally strong in independence of character."

Archdeacon Ihsan Ullah has lately taken charge of the increasing

city congregation, in succession to the late Rev. T. Howell. At
Lahore also is the Book Depot, a most important agency for years

past. It was one of the many good gifts to the Mission of the late

Rev. F. H. Baring, a former missionary, son of Bishop Baring of

Durham, and a munificent benefactor. Dr. Weitbrecht gave much
good service in connexion with it ; and his literary work has been

own conversion at the Luckuow Conference. See C.M.S. Gazette, April,

1911.
* In 1903 a reunion of former students of the Lahore Divinity College was

held for the first time, thirty years after its foundation by INIr. French. More
than fifty were found to bo alive and at work. Twenty-seven came together,

of whom seventeen were converts from Mohammedanism, including nine

clergymen.
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very important.* Lahore is also a centre for women's work, paktii.

under Mrs. luglis and Miss Lighton (sister of Sir Eobert Lighton).
^^^i®-

Another Indian clergyman, the Eev. Wadhawa Mull, has the Asrapur.

station of Asrapur (" Place of Hope "), first stai-ted by the late

H. E. Perkins ; and he has made it famous in the country by his

annual conference or Prem-Sangat, at which Hindus, Mohamme-
dans, and Christians meet together, and give addresses in turn on
their respective faiths, but no open controversy is aliowed. | No
less than 600 people have been baptized at this village in the last

four years. Bishop Whitehead of Madras visited Asrapur when
he was in the Punjab in 1913, and wrote warmly of it. One thing
he said must be quoted :

—

" I was very much struck by the way in which the first Lesson was read.

The catechist, instead of reading out of a book, simply told the story of

the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah in the language of the people.
The congregation were far more attentive than they would have been
had he read the Lesson. . . . [In this way doubtless] minor inaccuracies
and local touches would crawl into the stories, . . . but the advantage
gained would far outweigh these defects."

But the principal centre of interest in the last few years in the Jiiaug Bar.

Punjab is the district called the Jhang Bar, part of a country
about 180 miles by 60 lying between the Elvers Eavi and Chenab,
south-west of Lahore, reclaimed and irrigated by the Government,
and into which thousands of " colonists " have poured. One
village, with 3000 acres of land, was allotted at the instance of

Colonel Montgomery, the Settlement Commissioner, for Christian
settlers only. Another Christian centre is called Batemanabad
after the veteran missionary who began the extensive work now
carried on. Archdeacon Ihsan Ullah, the Eevs. T. Holden, H. E.
Clark, Ali Bakhsh, Jawahir Masih, and the .Misses Farthing, have
borne their part in caring for the Christians and evangelizing the
non-Christians. The settlers are mostly of the Chuhra class, and
outside the regular castes, and it is among them that there is

so striking a mass movement.J There are some 8000 Christians
in this district connected with the C.M.S., while the Scottish and
American United Presbyterians have a larger number, and the
Salvation Army is also at work ; but the latter causes much trouble,
as also do the Eoman Catholics, by enticing Christians from other
Missions, C.M.S. included. Important as this district has proved,

• See a valuable letter of his, CM. Intell., Aug., 1902.

t See the deeply interesting reports by IMr. Wadhawa JiluU in the CM.
Review, Sept., 1908, and Oct., 1909. He has lately enlarged his church for the
growing congregation. I had the privilege of laying the first stone of it, when
I visited Mr. and Mrs. Perkins there in 1893. Miss Kheroth M. Bose, of the
C.E.Z.M.S., an Indian lady with a medical qualification, conducts a small
hospital. She has been awarded a silver Kaisar-i-Hind medal.—E.S.

i On the mass movement see Chap. XV., p. 169 ; also Bishop Whitehead's
articles, CM. Review, Aug., 1913, and The East and The West, July, 1913.
See also Mr. Bateman's report, CM. Intell, Fob., IQOl, and Mr. Hall's article,
CM. Eev., May, 1911.
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it remains true that baptisms have been more numerous in tlie

older districts of Narowal, Tarn Taran, and Batala ; over 1000
adults in 1914. For these Village Missions the urgent need is for

more evangelists and teachers ; and happily a grant of £2000
made by the Bishops in India, out of the apportionment to them
from the Pan-Anglican Thankoffering, has made it possible to

open the institution at Clarkabad above referred to, called the

Bishop Lefroy Training School, for the training of the humble but

useful class of village readers. The people to be influenced are

mostly the Chuhras, who are not as a body sweepers and
scavengers, although those become so who drift into the towns.

The great majority have been, probably for centuries, the serfs of

the landowners, cultivating the land for them, and receiving pay
largely in kind.

On the lower Himalayas are the hill-stations of Simla and Kotgur.

At Simla the Indian congregation consists mainly of clerks and ser-

vants of the English officials and others. In the Kotgur Valley are

found in the schools very winsome high-caste boys, who attracted

the sympathies of Mr. S. E. Stokes, the American gentleman who
made so deep an impression in England a few years ago, and who
was lor a short time on the C.M.S. staff. Two veterans, Mr. Red-
man and Mr. Abigail, after 34 and 25 years' service respectively,

are in charge of these two places. The new church at Simla, and the

connexion with it of the Viceroy and Lady Hardinge, have already

been mentioned. Another hill station, Kangra, has (as before

mentioned) been transferred to the new Mission of the Canadian
Church. It was here that the disastrous earthquake of 1905
occurred, when two C.M.S. missionaries, the Rev. H. P. Rowlands
(son of W. E. Rowlands of Ceylon) and Mrs. Daeuble (widow of

a veteran German clergyman) were killed, and also another German
lady working under C.M.S. auspices, while others had narrow
escapes, and much property was destroyed.

Srinagar
School,

Kashmir.

At Srinagar, in Kashmir, the interest is divided between
the educational and the medical work. Mr. Tyndale-Biscoe's

famous school seems to grow continually in efficiency, particularly

in its influence upon the character of the boys, making them
manly, unselfish, active in all sorts of social service. There have
not been more than two or three definite conversions, and we
pray and wait for more, but meanwhile a standard of practical

Christian living is being set up which must have great indirect

results. It is good to hear of one of the young converts of the

period, Samuel Bakkal, B.A., B.T., returning to Srinagar to work in

his own school.* A girls' school has also been opened for the boys'

* Mr. Bakkal has siuco been with the Y.M.C.A. in France, ministcriuf

the needs of the Indian soldiers.

to
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sisters." The brothers Arthur and Ernest Neve, with thirty-three part 11.

and twenty-eight years' experience respectively, still carry on the '^''^^p- ^^-

hospital, which is a blessing to multitudes ; and their high reputa- and

tion as mountaineers is not to be despised as a missionary asset. °^^' *
'

Lord Curzon's eulogy of Dr. Arthur Neve at the Eoyal Geogra-
phical Society has already been mentioned. Each of them has
published an attractive and high-class book : Dr. Arthur Neve's
Thiiiij Yfiars in Kashmir,^ and Dr. Ernest's Bpijond the Pir Panjal.X

Drs. Cox, S. Clark, and Eawlence, and Miss K. Knowles, also

a qualified doctor, have shared in the work.§ Miss Knowles is

referred to as doing " magnificently devoted work among women
in the city." Xt Islamabad there is a Women's Hospital, at the Islamabad,

head of which is a Canadian lady, Dr. Minnie Gomery, assisted

by Miss Newnham, a niece of the Bishop of Saskatchewan. The
general evangelistic work of the Mission was under the charge of

the Eev. J. H. Knowles for many years until his retirement in

1907, when Mr. Lucey took it until last year. Mr. Knowles had
also done important service in the translation of the Bible into

Kashmiri. The Old Testament was presented to the Maharaja in

full Durbar in 1900.

The Frontier Province,

Passing on to the new Frontier Province, we find three centres

of work, Peshawar, Bannu, and Dera Ismail Khan. At Peshawar, Peshawar,

the chief agencies are the Edwardes College, the School, and the
Hospital. Of the two former the Eev. H. J. Hoare was for many
years a most able Principal,

||
and he has lately been succeeded by

the Eevs. J. A. Wood in the College and F. C. Long in the
School, the latter a recruit from New Zealand. Of the Hospital
Dr. A. C. Lankester has long been in charge. Among others

who have helped in this and other branches must be mentioned
the Eevs. W. Thwaites, A. E. Day, C. Field, and T. Bomford, the
brothers Wigram (iVIarcus and Loftus), and Drs. Cox and Starr.

The Hon. Montague Waldegi-ave (son of the late Lord Eadstock,
and brother of the present baron) was also for some years
associated with the medical mission as a volunteer, and the Eev.
Aziz-ud-din, an Afghan convert, has likewise done good service.

* Mr. Tyndale-Biscoe's Reports, published separately, are extraordinarily
interesting. See also his accounts in the CM. Revieto, Feb., 1906, and April,

1910, and in the Int. Rev. Miss., Jan., 1914. Also Mr. Lucey on Education
in Kashmir, CM. Rev., Jan., 1913.

t E. Arnold, 191.3, 12/6.

X Fisher Unwin, 1911, 12/6. Cheap edn., 2/6, published by the C.M.S. See
also his articles in the CM. Rev., July and Sept., 1914.

§ An American visitor has lately given the hospital a small quantity of

radium, worth many hundreds of pounds.
'\ Mr. Hoare preached a striking sermon on India's claims in St. Paul's

Cathedral on St. Andrew's Day, 1914. The sermon was printed in the CM.
Rev., Feb., 1915. The story of the college was told in the C.M.S. Gazette,
Oct., 1908.
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Part II. Another Afghan clergyman, the Rev. B. R. Gauri, worked among
chap^is. Moslems at Haidarabad, and died there of smallpox in 1911, only

a few weeks after his ordination. The Rev. Imam Shah, a Moslem
convert ordained more than forty years ago, is still the pastor of

the congregation. Among his new converts last year was a learned

Mohammedan, an Arabic and Persian scholar, who only accepted
Christianity after much reading and research. The house sur-

geon at the Hospital, Dr. Nazir Ullah, is not an Afghan but a

native of Kafiristan, whence he was stolen when he was a boy,

and eventually came into the mission school and was brought to

Christ. He much wished to carry the Gospel to his native country,
Eaflristan. but it is now part of Afghanistan, and strictly closed ; nevertheless,

he went in 1913, and, despite efforts to get him to deny his faith,

and real danger to his life owing to his firmness, he returned

Peshawar Safely.* Both the College and Hospital have had new buildings
College and and large developments : the Government giving good grants to

the former, and a fine site to the latter. The new" Hospital, a

just reward to Dr. A. C. Lankester for many years' good work, was
opened in 1905 by the Chief Commissioner, Sir H. Deane, and the

new College in 1910 by the Bishop of Lahore.f The College has
. had a great struggle lately to maintain its position in the teeth of

the opposition of a lavishly-furnished Mohammedan institution ; but

it has come through successfully. Dr. George Adam Smith, the

brilliant Scottish Professor and divine, visited Peshawar in 1903-4,
and wrote, " I was greatly impressed by the work of the C.M.S. at

Peshawar. I saw with my own eyes much more than I expected.

. . . For one like myself, who has long been familiar with
Cln-istian Missions to Moslems in Egypt and Asiatic Turkey, the

recent cases of conversion at Peshawar are very remarkable, and
the means by which they have come about open great hopes for

the future." In 1914 Dr. A. C. Lankester was lent to the Govern-
ment for a time to make investigations throughout India with a

view to taking measures for the prevention of tuberculosis, and he
is still engaged in that work.J

Bannu: Bannu was the scene of the devoted labours of the late Dir.

Dr.Peimeii. pennell. Since Pilkington was killed in Uganda in 1897, no
missionary career and no death in the field have so appealed to

the mind and sympathy of the whole Church as Pennell's. He
had been a iDrilliant medical student, " the most distinguished of

his year," said a well-known London physician. He took gold

medals at his examinations for both the M.B. and M.D. degrees.

He owed much to his mother, a very remarkable woman ; and

* See CM. licviciv, Oct., 1913, p. G42, and Mercij and Truth, March, 1914.

t See Bishop Lefroy's address on this occasion, on the services rendered by
Mission Colleges, CM. Rev., March, 1910.

X Dr. A. G. Lankester preached in Christ Church, Simla, on Sunday, Oct. 5th,

1913, on " The Medical Missionary Motive," from the one word " Inasmuch "

(St. Matt. XXV. 40). The Viceroy and Lady Hardinge were present. The
sermon was printed in the CM. Eevietv, Feb., 1914.
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when he dedicated himself to a missionary career, she resolved to Part ii.

go out with him. They hoth exercised rare influence over the * ''i^'^-

wild frontier tribes that resorted to his hospital at Bannu ; and
many converts from Mohammedanism were the result.* Pennell
was also a very able educationist. He once took the football team
of his school for a tour round India, and they played matches
at Calcutta, ko,. At another time he journeyed on a bicycle

through North India, in ascetic garb, and living like a fakir on
what the people gave him unasked,—which afforded him unique
opportunities of setting forth the Gospel of Christ.f He and his

colleague Dr. Barnett both died of blood-poisoning, caught while Deaths afc

operating, in March, 1912. | His mother died at Bannu in 1908.
'^'^""'^•

His own book, Amomj Vie Wild Tribes of Ike Aftjliaa Frontier,

and the Life of him by his accomplished wife (one of the Sorabji

family of Poona), to both of which Lord Eoberts, w^ho was a
I'elative of his, contributed the preface, remain a valuable record

of unique service. Besides the Bannu Hospital, there is a branch
one at Thai, bearing the name of Lord Eoberts, opened by the

Deputy Commissioner in 1909. § The hospital at Bannu, now
enlarged as a Memorial to Dr. Pennell, has been under the charge
of Dr. Cox, and Mrs. Pennell has resumed the work among women
which she did in her husband's lifetime as a fully-qualified doctor

with a London degree. Mr. Marcus Wigram being now the clergy-

man in charge, his wife, who also has a London medical degree,

gives additional help. The hospital has sustained another great

loss by the death of Sister Ella Fagg in April, 1915. Mr. Wigram
writes, " She was unrivalled in her knowledge of and love for the

rough Afghan women."
||

At Dera Ismail Khan also there is medical work in which Drs. Deraismaii

Somerton Clark and S. Gaster, and now Dr. A. J, Turner, have
been engaged. At an out-station close to the frontier, Sakhi
Sarwar, there is an Indian medical man. Dr. Khairuddin, a former
student of the Lahore College. In the " intense solitude" of the

work there, writes Mr. Wigram, " he has been cheered by more

* One of his converts has since been working as an evangelist at Mombasa,
among the Indian immigrants in East Africa. See p. 77.

t See his own narrative of this tour, in the CM. Intelligencer, of May, July,

Aug., Sept., 1905.

X See Dr. Harford's In Memoriam, CM. Rev., June, 1912, and I\Ir.

Maconachie's review of his biography, April, 1914.

§ The Indian doctor in charge of the Lord Roberts Hospital, Mihr Khan,
was killed by a party of raiders in Feb., 1915.

11 See Dr. Cox's notice of Miss Fagg, C.M. Rev., July, 1915. It is interesting

to add that she was the eldest daughter of a lady now living at Capetown, who
has done notable service to the missionary cause. Thirty-five years ago, as

Miss Foster, she was working at Foochow under the old Female Education
Society, and was the instrument of the conversion of Mrs. A Hok, the Chinese
lady who came to England to plead for her country. It was she also who
persuaded the C.E.Z.M.S. to send women missionaries to China. After her
marriage she went with her husband to Tasmania, and there the present
writer met her in 1892. She sent three or four women to China from there

;

and a younger daughter is now at Kutien working under the C.E.Z.M.S.
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Part II. than one conversion and baptism." Another out-station, Tank, was
Chap. 18.

|.j^g pQgj. £qj^, ijjany years of an Indian doctor, the Eev. John
WilUams, and afterwards of his son, Dr. Nathaniel Williams. Dera

Kium'^^'''^'
Ghazi Khan, where at George Maxwell Gordon's instance the

Baluch Mission was begun in 1879 by A. Lewis and Dr. Jukes, and
where the medical work was for some years carried on by Dr.

Adams and others, has been swept away by the overflowing of the

Indus. It has, indeed, been rebuilt ten miles off as the head-

quarters of the district, but lack of workers has prevented the

re-establishment of the hospital.

In this Frontier Province, with its bigoted Moslem population,

there has never been any mass movement. But it is not without

conversions one by one, and baptisms have been reported of

moulvies and of stalwart Pathans from the hills. The Christians

in 1914 numbered 323.*

Baluch Mission.

The Mission to the Baluchis was begun, as already stated, at

Dera Ghazi Khan, and medical and evangelistic work was carried

on until three or four years ago, when the city had to be aban-
doned altogether owing to the inundations ; but meanwhile in

1885 the Eev. H. G. Grey and Dr. S. W. Sutton went forward
into the heart of Baluchistan, where the British Government had

Quetta. occupied Quetta as a military station ; and highly interesting and
important work has been done there ever since. The Eevs. A. E.
Ball and A. D. Dixey have been the evangeUsts during most of

our period ; and the medical mission has been worked by Drs.
Summerhayes, Holland, Cox, Gaster, and S. Clark. The Hospital
suffered a great loss in 1910 by the death-of the evangehst attached
to it, Barkhurdar Khan,f of whom Mr. Uall wrote, " As a contro-
versialist he stood in the first rank "

; and Dr. Holland said that
he preached Christ " not only with liis lips, but also in his daily
hfe." Both Afghans and Baluchis have been baptized, and also

Afghan Chinese employed in the government offices. Two Afghan con-
Martyrs. ^^^^^ siiffered martyrdom for their faith in 1907-8, both being

caught just over the Afghan frontier, and on refusing to apostatize
being cruelly put to death. Their names were Abdul Karim and
Nasirullah Khan, both converts from Islam. The latter was buried
in a Moslem cemetery, and Dr. Holland and Mr. Ball wished to have
a brief service over the grave. This was impossible in daylight,

as it would have caused a disturbance ; but the head police official,

himself a Mohammedan, took them and two other converts to the
grave at night, carrying a lantern, and the two missionaries oflered

* See Mr. Field's article on the religion of the Pathans, CM. Rev., Aug.,
1908.

t An interesting account of his and his brother's baptism appeared in the
Annual Report of 1896-7, page 241.
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a short prayer each. Dr. Holland wrote, " It was one of the most I'art ii.

touching funeral services at which I have ever been present."
ciiai>^i8.

Mr. Dixey has done very important work by his itinerations in in Kaiat.

the semi-independent territory of the Khan of Kalat ;
* and an

Indian Christian doctor there, an old boy of the Baring High
School at ]}atala, helped in a branch dispensary. Quetta also
oifers many opportunities of usefulness among the troops.

SiNDH.

Sindh, with its three stations, Karachi, Haidarabad, and Sukkur, Karachi,

has for half a century proved a particularly hard field ; but the
educational and evangelistic work has not ceased to be carried on
faithfully by the brothers Abigail, Mr. A. E. Redman, Mr. Day,
and others. f Mr. Ireland Jones has been at Karachi the last

three or four years, since he gave up the Secretaryship of the
whole Punjab and Sindh Mission ; and he has infused fresh

vigour into the High School. Sukkur is now under the charge of

a Sindhi clergyman, one of the dominant " Amil " class, the Rev.
Tulsidas Mansukhani, trained at the Lahore College. At Shikarpur Shikarpur.

there is an eye-hospital, built and equipped by a Hindu banker,
which has been visited from time to time by Dr. Holland of Quetta,
who has performed operations at the rate of a hundred a day. The
banker died in 1913, but left a lakh of rupees (over £6000) to

endow the work, and his heir has renewed his agreement with the
Mission. Mrs. Pennell and other doctors were there in Jan. and
Feb., 1915, saw thousands of patients, performed 2164 operations,

and sold 1200 copies of the gospels. The sale of Sindhi gospels

is, indeed, a highly encouraging feature of the Sindh Mission ; and
there are already the beginnings of a real movement towards
Christianity, partly owing to the immigration of some affected by
the movement in the Punjab.

It will have been seen that Medical Missions form a large part The

of the C.M.S. work in the Punjab. In the Hospitals at Amritsar. jifssionsof

Multan, Srinagar, Islamabad, Peshawar, Bannu, Dera Ismail the Punjab.

Khan, and Quetta, there are 750 beds, and 10,700 in-patients

were received in 1913, besides many thousands of out-patients.

Twenty-one qualified doctors, men and women, are engaged in

the work, and ten English nurses. It is worth noting that while

in the sixteen largest hospitals in London the average cost per

bed is £90, in these Indian hospitals, furnished as they arc with

all modern requisites, it is only £10.

* See Mr. Dixcy's interesting narrative in tlio CM. Intelligencer, March,
1905, and his articles on Baluchistan generally, CM. iv'cu., Nov., and Dec, 1908,

April, 1911, Aug., 1916 ; also his visit to the Persian Gulf, Oct., 1907.

t Sec Mr. Redman's article in the CM. Rev., Nov., 1909.
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Although the C.M.S. has now thirty women missionaries (be-

sides wives) serving in the Punjab, this Province has always been
regarded, as regards women's work, as a field of the C.E.Z.IM.S.,

and a very important share in the enterprise does that society

take with its fifty missionaries, at Amritsar and in the surround-
ing districts, at Peshawar, in Kashmir, in Sindh, and at Quetta.

Zenana and village visiting, medical work, and schools, are carried

on upon an extensive scale. There are twelve hospitals with 320
beds. The work everywhere is closely associated with that of the

C.M.S. One most devoted C.E.Z. missionary died in 1914, Miss
S. S. Hewlett, for thirty years superintendent of St. Catherine's

Hospital at Amritsar, with its many beautiful auxiliary works.
Several who are still working are veterans of many years' stand-

ing. Misses Tuting, F. Sharp, Eeuther, Jackson, Dawson, John-
son, Warren, Carey, Werthmiiller, have been out more than
twenty years.

The new Council, which combines English and Indians in the

administration of the Mission, has been referred to in the general

chapter on India. Fuller information concerning it was given by
Mr. Grey in an interesting article in the CM. Revieiv of August,
1909. The old Corresponding Committee still continues, not only
as an integral part of the Council, but also, for the supervision of

the personal relations of the English missionaries with the Home
Committee. It comprises the Bishop as Chairman, and several

independent lay members, soldiers and civilians. Two or three

Indians have served on it, including Dr. D. N. Prithu Datta, a
Medical Officer under Government, who has been for many years
a prominent Christian in the Punjab, and represented the Diocese
of Lahore at the Pan-Anglican Congress. He was a convert in

the Narowal School under Mr. Bateman forty years ago.

During the larger part of the period under review, the Bishop of

Lahore, Dr. Lefroy, has been a highly-respected Father in God
to all the missionaries and mission agencies. The unfeigned regret

expressed at his departure for the Metropolitan See of Calcutta

was followed by thankful satisfaction when Canon H. B. Durrant,
C.M.S. missionary at Agra, and Principal of St. John's College

there, was appointed to the vacancy. He was consecrated, as

before mentioned, at Simla, in August, 1913. One of his colleagues

at Agra said of him that he should be classed with Duff and Carey
and French as one of tlie very few missionaries who " have really

gone deep into the heart of India."
''

* A particularly interesting account was given by the Punjab Mission News
of Bishop Durrant's first ordination, on St. Thomas's Day (4th Sunday in

Advent), 1913. The ordinands comprised one Englishman, Hamlet Clark,

son of Robert Clark, for the C.M.S. ; two Canadians, W. A. Earp and F. S.

Ford, for the Canadian Church ]\Iission at Kaugra; and three Indians,

J. Williams, Peter Buta Singh, and Mohammed Hussain, the first the son of

a former C.M.S. Indian medical missionary and descended from converts of

Xavier's time, for work under the National Indian Missionary Society ; the

second a Sikh convert ; and the third a Moslem convert,—these two for the
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In the Diocese of Lahore the S.P.G. has one Mission of the part 11.

first class, that in Delhi and in the surrounding district. It was ^^
started in 1854, wrecked in the Mutiny of 1857 (when the mis-

_^j,^"Q{,ijgj

sionaries were killed), and revived when peace was restored. In iviissions.

1877 the Camhridge Delhi Mission joined it, of which E. Bicker-

steth, afterwards Bishop in Japan, was the first Head. He was
succeeded by G. A. Lefroy, now Metropolitan of India. The
present head is Canon S. S. Allnutt. The whole work, educa-

tional, evangelistic, medical, &c., is splendidly organized. The
S.P.G. and Cambridge Missions together have a stafi' of 20 men
and 30 women. St. Stephen's College has an Indian Principal,

Mr. S. K. Eudra. The S.P.G. is also represented at Simla, at

Rawal Pindi, at Jammu in Kashmir; and St. Hilda's Society,

which is affiliated to it, has tw^enty deaconesses and other women
at Lahore and elsewhere.

In Delhi there is also an old and strong Mission of the Baptist
Missionary Society ; with which, as before mentioned, the S.P.G.

Mission has been on most friendly terms, with co-operation in

some of the educational work.
The oldest Mission in the Punjab proper is that of the iVmerican

Presbyterian Board, which entered the country directly it w^as

annexed by Great Britain, and subsequently invited the C.M.S. to

share in the work of evangelization. Its headquarters are at

Ludhiana, but its College at Lahore is one of the finest in India.

There its distinguished missionaries, Newton and Forman, laboured
for many years ; and the present Principal, Dr. Ewing, enjoys the

unique honour of being a Companion of the Indian Empire,
though an American citizen. Another American body, the United
Presbyterians, has extensive village work and the largest number
of Christians. There are also the Episcopal Methodists, the Estab-
lished Church of Scotland, and the Salvation Army. The Eoman
Church is represented by the Jesuits and Belgian Fathers.

P.S.—The Eev. Eowland Bateman, whose retirement is men-
tioned in this chapter, died on March 7th, 1916. He was one of

the noblest of missionaries in India.

C.M.S. " The candidates hailed from three continents, and the unifying
power of the Christian Church could hardly be better illustrated than in thus
bringing together in one common rite one Englishman, two Canadians, and
three Punjabis. Nor would the natural gulf that severed the three Westerners
from the three Easterners have been much more complete than that which
would have severed the three Easterners from one another but for their

common Christian faith." (C.M.S. Gazette, March, 1914.)
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C.M.S. MISSIONS: Diocese of Bombay.

Western India Mission.

The Staff and the Work—Ruttonji Nowroji, Mrs. Sorabji—The Parsis

and Moslems—The Bishops of Bombay—Other Missions.

HE C.M.S. Mission in the Bombay Presidency, or

rather in the Diocese of Bombay (for Sindh, which
is in the Presidency, is in the Diocese of Lahore)
has always been one of the smaller and weaker of

the Society's Missions in India. That it is the only
one which has a larger number of clergymen in 1914 than it

had in 1899 is a fact which inspires hope that it may grow larger

as the years go by. In 1899 there were 11 clergymen, 3 laymen,
and 11 wives, total 25 ; in 1914, 14 clergymen, no laymen, 10
wives, and seven other women, total 31. The Mission has had
its share of losses in the fifteen years, and only Canon Heywood,
Mr. Thorne, and Mr. Whiteside (these two having lately rejoined

after some years at home) remain of the men of 1899. Its first

loss occurred just as the Centenary was being kept, as Mr. Peel,

who had been Secretary for seven years (after previous service

at Madras), had just been selected for the new Bishopric of

Mombasa (formed, with Uganda, out of the previous Diocese of

Eastern Equatorial Africa). His departure was a real loss to

India. His spiritual power had been recognized by Bishop Mylne,
who had more than once appointed him to give addresses at the
" Quiet Days " for the clergy of the Diocese. Mr. Peel was suc-

ceeded as Secretary by W. A. Eoberts, and he in 1905 by K. S.

Heywood, who still holds the ofdce. Both these brethren were
successively appointed Canons by the Bishop, as also was the

Eev. D. Lucas Joshi, the most prominent of the Indian clergy

in the Diocese, whose father was a Brahman convert. The
women's work has been mainly done by the Zenana Bible and
Medical Mission, but the C.M.S., as above shown, has now also

a few women of its own.
The stations occupied have been the same as before, except

that the headquarters of the work of the Malegam District are

now at Manmad, which is on the railway. It should also be

mentioned that Aurangabad, which is in the Haidarabad State,
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and was therefore, until recently, regarded as within the jiirisdic- I'art II.

tion of the Bishop of Madras, although as a C.M.S. station linked ^'i>i^i^-

with Bombay, is now by the Bishops' arrangements included in

the Bombay diocese.*

The work in Bombay, and at Nasik, Manmad, Poona, and iTogressof

Aurangabad, has gone on steadily. The baptized Christians have ^'^*^ '^"»^^-

risen in number from 3100 to 4500, and whereas in 1899 there

were 91 adult baptisms, the number in 1913 was 233. The Indian

clergy have increased from eight to eleven. One of them, the

Rev. Daya Prasad Kashav Shinde, who was a delegate from the

diocese to the Pan-Anglican Congress, was stabbed in the streets

of Nasik in 1913, and severely wounded. Both Brahmans and
Mohammedans manifested much sympathy. The Divinity School

at Poona, where the Indian workers are trained, was for some
time conducted by the Rev. L. B. Butcher, who was Secretary of

the Student Movement in England twenty years ago.

Schools continue an important agency, particularly the Robert Schouis.

Money School at Bombay, the Emmanuel School for Girls, also at

Bombay, and the St. Helena's School (a mixed school) at Poona.

At Poona there is now also an Union High School, worked
jointly by the C.M.S. and the two Scottish Presbyterian Churches.

Nearly half the Christians in the whole C.M.S. Mission are

villagers in the Aurangabad District. The Mission there was for

twenty years carried on by the Rev. Ruttonji Nowroji, during iiuttonji

which time he baptized over 2000 converts and their children. -^'^^'^J^-

He was a Parsi, baptized in 1856, and was highly respected, not

only by the Indian population generally, but by the British

officers and civilians. He retired in the hrst year of our period,

but survived until 1910.

|

The Parsi community also gave the Church the Rev. Sorabji

Kharsedji and his able and devoted wife, parents of the brilliant

sisters and brother now so well-known in India, England, and
America. Mr. Sorabji had died before our period, but his widow .Mrs.

carried on her important Victoria High School at Poona in con- ''"''^'^J'-

nexion with the Z.B.M.M., which Society does excellent work
in Western India. She died in 1910.J One of her daughters has

the St. Helena School for Parsis, under the C.M.S. But the

Parsis, perhaps the most advanced section of the population, have Work

always been among the hardest to reach with the Gospel message. Parsis^

Colonel Freeman, who on retiring from the Army joined the Society

in 1894: to give himself to work among them, died in the first year

of our period. The Rev. Hector McNeile, a son of the famous
Hugh McNeile of Liverpool, and father of several influential sons

Bishop Whitehead's journal of his farewell visitation of the Aurangabad
district was printed in the CM. Revieiv, Sept., 1910.

t See the striking In Momoriam of him, CM. Hcv., Feb., I'Jll.

i See the In Memoriam of her, in the same number. Her son, Mr. R. K.

Sorabji, is a lawyer at Allahabad. He made a powerful speech at the C.M.S.

Anniversary in 1907. Sec the C.M.S. Gazette of June in that year.
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and daughters to-day both at home and in the mission field, also

joined the Mission for seven years in middle life to work among
English-speaking Indians, among whom the Parsis would be
conspicuous; but he, too, was disappointed by the defection just

after he reached Bombay of a Parsi convert baptized ten years
before. On the other hand, there have been several converts from
Mohammedanism, in one year (1904) fourteen being baptized.

Lectures to Moslems have been given at Bombay and Poena,
and pubhc discussions held. In 1910 Maulvi Ahmed Masih, of

the S.P.G. Delhi Mission, was the Christian champion. A new
Converts' Home for men has lately been opened at Bombay by
Canon Joshi, to which many inquirers and catechumens have
been brought. In 1914, no less than fourteen of them were
baptized, including seven Brahmans, a Moslem, and a Parsi.

Some of these were old boys of the Eobert Money School.

The Western India Mission is in future to include the Bhil
Mission, as explained farther on (p. 222).

Bishops Macarthur, Pym, and Palmer have successively taken
much interest in the Mission. .Under the auspices of the present
Bishop a Central Board was formed in 1910, composed of elected

representatives, " to give titles to clergy, to recommend their loca-

tions to the Bishop, to settle matters of finance, &c." A regular

Diocesan Synod has since been planned, and a draft constitution

been drawn up by a committee, on which Canons Heyw'ood and
Joshi and Mr. Butcher have served.* "When one of the Eepre-
sentative Councils designed to carry on the work of Dr. Mott's
"Edinburgh" meetings (see p. 190) was formed for Bombay,
Bishop Palmer joined it, although, as he acknowdedged, nearly one
half of the clergy of the diocese would have preferred his not doing
so. He wrote, " I believe that at the moment the limits of actual

co-operation are very narrow, because we do not think sufficiently

alike and do not know each other well enough. . . , However
convinced a member of any Christian community may be that his

community is the only true Church, I defy him to deny that it

loses by the absence from its membership of many men and women
whose Christian graces and powers he is constrained to admire." f
The S.P.G. also works in the Diocese of Bombay, particularly

in the Ahmadnagar district. The Cowley Fathers occupy Poena,
and associated with them are the Wantage and All Saints' Sister-

hoods. The American Board (A.B.C.F.M.) is the oldest of all the

Missions, dating from 1814, and has lately celebrated the centenary
of its work. The Episcopal Methodists, the United Free Church
of Scotland, and the Z.B.M.M., are also well represented. The
important Wilson College of the Scottish Mission at Bombay is

named after that great missionary, Dr. John Wilson. In Gujerat

the chief Mission is that of the Irish Presbyterians. The Eoman
Church is strong in this part of India.

* See further, p. 183.

t For further illustrations of Bp. Palmer's views and attitude, see p. 193.
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I

HE Central Province comprises largo territories in the partii.

middle of India under the direct government of the C"'''2£l"'^'

British Crown. Central India is the name given to
^f^'l^^^ ^^

the aggregate of protected native States, some quite Nagpur.

small, within and around that extensive area; and
Rajputana, to the west, is another large territory comprising

smaller States. The British districts now form the new Diocese

of Nagpur, established in 1903, and Bishop Chatterton's jurisdic-

tion extends to Anglican congregations or Missions in the native

States.

The C.M.S. Missions are—(1) at Jabalpur and a few other The Field

places in the Central Province itself; (2) at Bharatpur, the ^"^5/^

capital of a small State in Rajputana, but only 30 miles from

Agra,—these for the regular Hindu and Moslem population

;

(8) at Mandla and other places, also in the Central Province, for

the aboriginal Gond tribe
; (4) on the borders of Rajputana and

Gujerat, for the aboriginal Bhil tribe. In 1899 the staff consisted

of nine clergymen, four laymen, and four wives ; in 1914, of

twelve clergymen, one layman, ten single women, and twelve

wives. But the work has extended a good deal in the fifteen

years, and so far as men are concerned the staff is relatively

smaller. There are now, however, five Indian clergymen, and
the Indian teachers have increased from 27 to 104. Of the

workers of 1899, nine are still on the C.M.S. roll, and of the

present workers nine were on the roll in 1899 ; but the two nines

are not identical, as there have been several exchanges with the

United Provinces. There have been two deaths, of C. S. Thompson
and Mrs. Fryer. The other principal loss occurred when Mr.

Molony was appointed Bishop for Chekiang in China.

In the earlier years of our period, famine, cholera, and plague

devastated the whole country, and much of our missionaries' time

and strength was occupied with efforts to relieve the suffering

people. The Jabalpur Mission is an old one established in 1855. Jabalpur,

It has been mainly educational, and its High School has earned a
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Part II. good reputation ;
* but in 1903 the uuml)er of boys fell from GOO

Chap. 20. ^Q g-j. Q^yijjg t^Q ^i^g plague, which at that time was very severe in

North India. Village itineration has also been carried on, and
the work is generally of much the same character as in the rest

of North India. The Rev. E. A. Hensley (appointed Canon of

Nagpur by the Bishop) has been in charge the greater part of the
Katiii- time. Katni-Murwara is a newer station, occupied in 1900 by an
Murwara.

^^^g^j-ajian Missionary, Mi-. Holloway. Subsequently Mr. Hack,
who is well-known in this country for his kinema lectures at

C.M.S. meetings, was there, and was singularly successful in

interesting Enghsh folk in that neighbourhood, and also in getting

access to the small native States generally not open to mission-

aries. The C.E.Z.M.S. has a good staff at Jabalpur and Katni-

Murwara. At the latter place a sister of Mr. Bardsley, the present

Honorary Secretary, has laboured twenty years.

iiiiaratpur. Bharatpur was occupied by Mr. Paterson in 1902, and gradually

a small congregation was gathered, chiefly of high-caste people.

When the plague was severe, the Indian doctors and police so

abused their power that the town revolted, and insisted that Mr.
Paterson should be appointed Plague Commissioner ; and the

result was extraordinary. The daily death rate dropped from 33

to three, and in less than a month the plague w^as wiped out. In

later years Mr. F. D. O. Roberts, a missionary of the Kurku
Mission who had joined the C.M.S., Avas in charge, and the work
continued hopefully. " One of its greatest assets," he wrote in

1915, " is the good example of British officers attending divine

worship, and their sympathetic support." The congregation

yearly draw up a budget of their Church expenses, which includes

allotments to C.M.S. , Bible Society, and Jews' Society. This

Mission owes much to Miss Fowler, an honorary missionary of

many years' standing, though only on the C.M.S. roll from 1910.

Mbsiuii
-^^^ ^o\^<X Mission had been started in 1879 by the Rev. H. D.

Williamson, and had given much promise when our period began.

Mr. Molony and Mr. E. D. Price were in charge, and there w^ere

four lay evangelists, two of them Australians. The year was a good
one, there being 66 adult baptisms. Then came the famine, and
hospital, leper asylum, orphanage, &c., were the agencies most
actively at work. In subsequent years the trials were different.

Many Gond Christians were led away by the enticements of Hindu
festivals, and excommunication was for a time more frequent than

baptism. Yet when Mr. Molony left for his new work as Bishop
in China, he could report that during his 17 years' labour among
the Gonds tlie Christians had increased from 60 to 600. What
appeared to be a real revival of true religion had just taken place,

solemn and without excitement, but bearing practical fruit. There
is now a great demand for village schools. One feature of the

Gond country is the peril from wild beasts. Mr. E. D. Price was
badly mauled. Mr. Price is now tlie senior missionary to the

* See Mr. Kcay ou " Character Building," CM. Rev., May, 1915.
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Gonds. The next to him, Mr. Hodgkinson, contributed an paet ii.

interesting account of the Mission in 1914.* c'hap^20.

BhTl Mission.

The Bhils are a wild tribe in the jungles of Eajputana and the The Bhiis.

native States north of Bombay, Sir James Outram, the Bayard
of India, had tamed some of them and made them good soldiers,

but none of them had ever heard the Gospel. The Mission was
undertaken in 1880 at the instance of E. H. Bickersteth (after-

wards Bishop of Exeter), who gave £1000 for the purpose. Just
then the Society was in great financial difficulty, but one of the
men kept back for lack of funds, C. S. Thompson, was accordingly work and

sent, and for 20 years he laboured with a self-sacrificing devotion s'^xiwmn-'
never surpassed in any mission field. The Bhils in their forests son.

and jungles kept out of his way : was he not a new government
official, sent either to tax or to kill them ? Very slowly their con-
fidence was gained, partly through the dispensary and the
schools. But when the 20 years were nearly over, at the begin-
ning of our period, there w^ere only 16 Christians. Then the
famine ensued, more severely in Eajputana than anywhere else.

Mr. Thompson wore himself out in his desperate efforts to save
life, and lost his own. Cholera had followed in the wake of the Famiup ami

famine, and he was struck down when far out in the jungle, and *^'>°'''''-'-

died under a tree, May 19th, 1900.

Other missionaries also suffered, including those who came from
distant parts to help the little band, one of whom was Mr. Foss
Westcott of the S.P.G., now Bishop of Chota Nagpur. Among
the C.M.S. men was Arthur Outram, who as grandson of Sir

James was appropriately working among the Bhils. f He and his

wife, w4io had emulated Thompson in the unshrinking devotion
with which they fought the famine and tlie cholera, were " carried

out of the country just in time " to save their lives. Dr. Browne,
who came from the Punjab, found J. C. Harrison " in a state of

collapse from lack of food "
; and Browne and his wdfe both fell

ill, as also did E. P. Herbert. One of the rescuers at this terrible

time was a Christian soldier. Sergeant J. S. McArthur of the King's
Own Borderers, then at Cawnpore.
They did not suffer in vain. Contributions for relief came from b'»'1*

all parts of India, and from England and America, and thousands [ast!

'°'

were thus kept alive ; and from that time the Mission advanced.
The people came to see who were their true friends, and what was
the motive of such self-sacrifice ; and in 1902 87 converts were
baptized after long and careful instruction. Many orphans also

were taken charge of and brought up as Christians. In 1904 the
Hindu revenue collector in the State of Idar said, " I marvel at

* See CM. Rev., Nov., 1914.

t Mr. Outram. was awarded the silver Kaisar-i-Hind medal for his famine
services.
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Part n. the change wrought in this people. I knew these jungles as good
^^^L" hiding-places, whence the Bhils came out to slay and loot. Now

there is peace and quietness." " Nothing," he added, " hut
Christianity could bring about such a transformation." Eevival
meetings in 1909 issued in the putting away of many heathen
customs.*
For some years Mr. Birkett has been the chief missionary, and

Mrs. Birkett, being a qualified doctor, has rendered most useful

service, Eajput chiefs resorting to her hospital as well as the Bhil

peasants. The Orphanage has been superintended by Miss Bull,

who has been more than 20 years in work of the kind, in earlier

years at Benares.f The Eev. G. C. Vyse and Miss Eose Carter

have been in the Mission all through our period. Mr. Vyse was
ordained on the spot on the occasion of one of Bishop Chatterton's

much-valued visits.

i^'>'\ The Bhil Mission, or rather the Bhil Church, is worked on
exceptionally simple lines. Mr. Birkett, in the CM. Review,\

described it as illustrating the methods urged by Mr. Eoland Allen,

in his notable book on Missionary Methods. No one interested in

the subject should miss Mr. Birkett's letter and article. The first

Bhil Church Council was held in May, 1907. Mr. Birkett wrote

:

" The Bhils overcame their shyness, and many stood up to speak.

We had no Church questions before us, but they discussed the

formation of bands of voluntary workers to evangelize the

heathen, the simplification of the language of the Prayer Book,
and Bhil marriage customs. ... It made them feel that they

were united with the whole Church."
Bhji. By recent arrangement between the Bishops of Nagpur and
iransfeired Bombay, the Bhil Mission is now to be in the latter's jurisdiction.
to Bombay, jj. jg nearer to Bombay than to Nagpur and Jabalpur, and the

language of the country is Gujerati, which is largely spoken in

Bombay Diocese.

Christian The Christians at Jabalpur and the other stations among the
commu-

jjin^us have increased in our period from 280 to 884, besides 73

at Bharatpur ; in the Gond Country, from 360 to 650, not, how-
ever, all Gonds, but including Hindus of the town stations; and
in the Bhil districts, from 16 to 480.

other The S.P.G. has a Mission at Ajmere under an Indian clergyman.
Missions, rjij^^g

'Rqy. Tara Chand was in charge for many years. The Scottish

Episcopal Chui'ch has a Mission at Chanda. The U. F. Chui-ch

of Scotland is at Nagpur. The American Episcopal Methodists

are active here as everywhere ; and there are several smaller

Missions, British and American and German and Swedish.

* An interesting account of a Bhil Christian mela, with a "baby show,"

written by Mrs. Hensley, appeared in the C.M.S. Gazette, Sept. 1908.

t Miss Bull, alas ! was lost in the torpedoed Persia on Dec. 30th, 1915.

X CM. Bev., Sept., 1912, p. 569. Mr. Birkett also commented on Mr. Allen's

book more fully in Dec, 1912.



CHAPTEE XXI.

CJI.S. MISSIONS: Diocese of Lucknow.

United Provinces.

The Field and the Work—Deaths and Retirements—Native Clergy in

Important Posts—Mr. Perfumi—St. John's College, Agra -Allahabad
Hostel—Lectures to Educated Hindus—The Christian Community—
The Bishops.

(HE territory in Northern India, now officially called partii.
I' the " United Provinces of Agra and Oudh," was in *^''i'2£i^^

1899 still the "North-West Provinces." The name Area of the

North-West had been given to it sixty years earlier,

before the annexation of the Punjab had extended
British India far further, and it had retained the title for fifty

years more despite the consequent inappropriateness. The change
to the present title came in 1902. In the following year came
also an ecclesiastical change. A new diocese was formed for the
Central Province and the territories comprised in the name
Central India, which had been under the jurisdiction of Calcutta

;

and the C.M.S, Missions in the area of the new diocese, which
had been linked with those of the North-West Provinces, were
now put under a new Corresponding Committee, with the new
Bishop of Nagpur, Dr. Eyre Chatterton, as Chairman.
The Society's Missions in the United Provinces have a greater Unity of

unity than those in Bengal or the Punjab. Practically all the ^^^ Work,

work runs on the ordinary lines, and only two languages, Hindi
and Urdu (which is in a sense a dialect of Hindi) are used.

One result is that the missionaries can change places readily as

furloughs and retii'ements occur and new men arrive, which is an
advantage, although it prevents the identification of a man with
a particular station, and makes the movements of one and another
hard to trace in the Annual Eeports. Mr. Zenker, the last of the

noble band of C.M.S. German missionaries, has, during the whole
time, continued at INIuttra, and now looks back over fifty years'

service ; and Mr. J. J. Johnson, the expert in Sanskrit lore,

remains at Benares after thirty-five years, though he has travelled

from time to time to other parts of India to meet and confer with
Brahman pundits. Dr. Hooper, who joined the mission fifty-three

years ago, still lives in the hills, at Mussoorie, diligent as ever in

literary work ; and four ladies have all through our period been
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Part II. working at the same stations, Miss Bedford at Benares, Miss
ciiap^2i.

sti-atton at Muttra, Miss A. F. Wright at Agra (and before at

Amritsar), and Miss Luce at Azamgarh, after 23, 23, 25, and 18

years ah-eady. But almost all the rest have been in different

places at different times. The Sikandra Orphanage has had six

heads in the fifteen years, and Jay Narayan's School at Benares

apparently as many. On the other hand the nearly continuous

work of Mr. Haythornthwaite and Mr. Durrant at St. Jolm's,

Agra, and of Mr. Carpenter and Mr. Waller in the Divinity School

at Allahabad have been a great advantage. The Secretaryship of

the whole Mission was held by Mr. Gill until his appointment to

the Bishopric of Travancore, and for short periods by Mr. Wright,

Mr. Hall, and Mr. Warren, until Mr. Waller took it ; and he has

now been followed by Mr. Harvey. It should be mentioned here

that the Secretary has to manage Z.B.M.M. affairs as well as those

of C.]\I.S. Another office which is sometimes combined with the

Secretaryship is the Chairmanship of tlie Indian Church Council,

involving visits to distant congregations.

The stafT: Of tlie 88 names on the list in 1899 (including 33 wives) only 28

Ketir'e-
""'' Were still on it in 1914, but eleven others on the present hst are of

ineiits. persons then in India, either in other C.M.S. Missions or in other

connexions, including zenana missionaries since married to C.M.S.

men. Three of those on both lists do not stand for continuous

work, but belong to men or women who have rejoined after some
years of absence. Some of the apparent losses during the period

are not real ones, as they include Bishops Gill and Durrant and
Waller, and "Mr. Holland and two or three others only moved to

other Missions. Mr. Haythornthwaite, too, is now in office at home.
Among the real losses are eight by death, including A. H. Wright
after 45 years' service, and Miss Bland after nearly 40 years' ; also

W. B. Collins and H. V. Birney, who had worked over 20 years.*

Among the retirements were those of A. W. Baumann (35 years),

W. Latham (32 years), J. P. Ellwood (40 years f), J. W. Hall (27

years, besides service as Organizing Secretary at home), and
W. McLean and AV. G. Proctor (23 years each), also of J. M.
Ghallis, and A. E. Bowlby, who did good service, though not

for such long periods ; also J. N. Carpenter and J. A. P. Warren
(24 and 22 years), and Miss Bedford and Miss Luce (23 and
19 years) ; also Mrs. and Miss E. Durrant, the mother and sister

of the present Bishop of Lahore. Mrs. Durrant was a sister

of P.ishop E. H. Bickersteth of Exeter, and widow of a former

Director of the CM. Children's Home.. She went out with

her daughter in advancing age in 1894, worked earnestly for

* Also, in ]\Iay, 1915, the Rov. A. E. Johnston passed away at a nursing home
in Dublin. He was a brilliant Dublin University man, who worked for 14

years ending in 1902, chiefly at the Allahabad Divinity School. He was then
invalided homo ; but in 1913 he went out again, to Gorakhpur. He was, how-
ever, soon sent homo again ill. See Mr. Durrant's In Memoriam of him,
CM. liev., July, 1915. f Since deceased, 191G.
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twelve years, and then retired in weak health, and died in 1911. Part II.

Among other ladies who did excellent work for some years were ^^^^2lP"

Miss Tottenham, daughter of Captain Tottenham of Mildmay,
and Miss Major, a highly-esteemed honorary worker. The net
loss is only two, from 88 to 86 ; but the clergy are reduced from
37 to 27, while the women missionaries have increased from 18 to

32, besides which some marriages to Z.B.M. ladies have added good
zenana visitors and school teachers to C.M.S. ranks. The Women's
Work in the United Provinces is mostly done by the Z.B.M.M.
The C.E.Z.M.S. had two or three ladies, but transferred them to

the C.M.S., and the C.M.S. gained five more by taking over
members of the defunct F.E.S. Among the ladies always belong-
ing to C.M.S., Miss Anna B. Davis should be mentioned, who
has with great devotion lived among the people as a Christian
sister.

Among the gains of the United Provinces was the transfer from Lucknow
Bengal of two men who bad worked together at Bhagalpur, Mr. Moslem

C. G. Mylrea and Mr. S. E. Morse, in 1903-4. The former was
•^'''''"'"•

commissioned to begin a new mission to Mohammedans at Luck-
now,""' and the latter took the High School there. This city was
the scene of the important conference on Mohammedan Missions
held in 1911.

The diminution in the number of English missionaries has been Indian

partly compensated for by the appointment to posts previously ^'**'^^,'",

occupied by them of Indian clergymen of good standing, some of Posts.
'

whom have been trained in an " English class " at the Allahabad
Divinity School. Such are the Kev. Canon Nihal Singh, B.A.,

Allahabad District; Eev. J. Qalandar, B.A., Faizabad ; Kev. S. J.

Edwin, B.A., Principal of the Divinity School ; Eev. J. S. C.

Bannerjee, B.A., Bulandshahr ; Eev. J. N. Mukand, B.A., Mussoorie
and Dehra Dun.
Among the new recruits of the period one must l)e especially Rev. l.c.

mentioned, tbe Eev. L. C. Perfumi. He was a Carmelite monk Perfumi.

working as a missionary in Travancore. His experience of the
C.M.S. Indian Christians there corrected the unfavourable account
he had received of them from his Eoman colleagues, and a new
estimate of the character of Protestant missionaries was gained by
intercourse with Mr. J. H. Bishop. His mind gradually opened
to the truth, and a terrible railway accident and other incidents

brought him nearer to his Divine Lord. Eventually he came to

England, was received by Prebendary Fox, was for a term at

Wycliffe Hall under Mr. Grey, and was received into the Anglican
Church by Bishop Moule of Durham ; and in 1904 he returned
to India as a C.M.S. missionary, and has done most devoted and
faithful work in the villages of the Meerut district, from the low-
caste population of which many converts have lately come.

In the Agra, Bulandshahr, Aligarh, and Meerut districts there S.^^"""^'
* See Mr. Mylrea's article on Lucknow as a Mohammedan centre, in the

Moslem World, Jan., 1913.
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Chap. 21.

Meerut.

Agra.

Girls'

Schools.

St. John's
College.

has been a movement among the low-caste or out-caste people.*

So numerous have been the candidates for baptism that the

catechists have had to neglect their usual village preaching in

order to instruct them ; and some 700 were baptized after

careful examination and preparation in 1914. The Meerut Mis-

sion kept its Centenary in 1915, with " most inspiring " services

and meetings. " There were lots of British Territorials present."

Agra is interesting as the scene of the earliest O.M.S. work in

India. In 1813 Daniel Corrie arrived there as East India Com-
pany's chaplain, accompanied by Henry Martyn's convert, Abdul

Masih. This influential ex-Moslem was supported by a grant

from the C.M.S. , before any Enghsh missionaries were sent out.

He made a good many converts at Agra. He was afterwards

ordained l:)y Bishop Heber. Tiie Centenary of that work being

begun was kept by the Indian Christians of Agra on June 10th,

1914. But Agra generally stands in our thoughts for educational

w'ork, and very remarkably has it progressed in that respect during

our period. The Queen Victoria School for Christian Girls, under

Miss A. P. Wright, has achieved important spiritual results.! Miss

Wright was for a few years assisted by her late sister. Miss K. C.

Wright. The elementary girls' schools superintended by Miss

Bland came under the C.M.S. when the P.E.S. was " wound up,"

and well rounded off the female educational work. But St.

John's College shows the most striking development. Under
Mr. Haythornthwaite's principalship, department after depart-

ment was added to it, and munificent gifts (many thousand pounds)

from the Eev. Arthur Davies, a member of the staff, together with

handsome government grants, made possible a complete range of

new buildings, which were opened by the Viceroy, Lord Hardinge,

on Jan. 9th, 1914.J St. John's is now the largest of C.M.S. educa-

tional institutions. There are some 300 students in the College,

now under Mr. Davies, and over 600 boys in the Coilegiate School

under Mr. Norman Tubbs.^i A district, twenty-two miles by ten,

with a large village population, has been assigned to the school, to

interest the Christian boys in evangelistic work. It has been in

charge of the Rev. Dina Nath, a Brahman by birth.
||

The
missionaries have been singularly successful in engaging Oxford
and Cambridge men for the staff on the "short service " system,

and as many as a dozen have been at work, some with first-

class degrees and some with the honour of being " Old Blues
"

* See Mr. Tubbs's letter, CM. Rev., Nov., 1914.

t Miss Wright gave an account of her school in the CM. Rev., Jan., 1911,

in an article entitled, "Our Younger Indian Sisters."

X See CM. Rev., May, 1914, p. 2G1. On the recent expansion of the
College and its great work, see Mr. Haythornthwaite's article, March, 1914

;

also Mr. Davies, on "Character Building," May, 1915. See also Mr. Tubbs's
article on "The Indian Student," CM. Rev., March, 1909.

§ A remarkable speech by Mr. Tubbs on his work, at the Albert Hall in

May, 1913, was printed verbatim in the C.M.S. Gazette, June, 1913.

II
Mr. Dina Nath has been with the Y.M.C.A. in France, ministering help

to the Indian soldiers.
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—no superfluous qualification in India. One brilliant and singu- Part ii.

larly lovalile Oxford man, Mr. Drew, who had been Principal of a ^'''^£i-i-

non-Christian College at Madras, but had there found Christ, was
on the staff for a year or two, and died at Agra, in 1914, deeply
lamented. An equally brilliant pupil of his, Mr, J. B. Eaju, who
was in the same post before him, was converted through his influ-

ence, and after a sojourn himself at Oxford, displaying great

talents of mind and speech, has gone out to take again the vacant
place at St. John's.*

The other C.M.S. College in the United Provinces is St. Andrew's Gorakhpnr.

at Gorakhpur, which has been " Second-Grade " but is now becom-
ing " First-Grade " like St. John's. It also has a large Collegiate

School attached to it. For most of our period the Principal was
Mr. E. J. Kennedy, who has lately gone to Calcutta to assist in the
College there. The present head is the Eev. Dr. Garfield Williams.
There are High Schools at several other stations. The one at

Jaunpur lost its head-master, Eai Sahib P. N. Ghosh, in 1912.
We hear little of these Indian lay schoolmasters, so we may well
note what was said of him. He had filled his post forty-eight

years. " His devoted life of service and his wonderful example of

zeal and self-sacrifice have been an inspiration to the whole
Christian Church in India." His funeral was an extraordinary
sight, Hindus and Moslems vying with the Christians in paying
their respect to his memory.
A new development of the period has been the Oxford and Hostel at

Cambridge Hostel at Allahabad, planned and worked for some '^ ^ ''' •

years by the Eev. W. E. S. Holland. Other Hostels are for

pai-ticular classes of boys (generally Christians) in the C.M.S.
Colleges and High Schools, but this one was established as an
independent institution where the Society had no educational
agencies (except the Divinity School), with the definite object of

receiving youths studying at the government and Hindu Colleges

;

and 100 of these are in residence. Many more would come if

tliere were roora for them. The influence aimed at is not gained
through the medium of secular teaching, but personally and
socially, not excluding the athletics so important in India for the
morale of the students ; and the Christian instruction takes the
form of Bible reading with individuals alone, such only as ask for

it, which the great majority do. Mr. Holland and his colleagues
have therefore spent many hours on most days in this personal
and individual teaching. The result upon the student's mind is

manifest, and though there has so far been only one baptism, it

cannot be doubted that good fruits will be gathered in course of

time, perhaps after some years and in distant places, as has so

often been the case with College and High School students.

This Hostel has succeeded, like St. John's College, in enlisting

"short-service men," some of whom have become full missionaries

afterwards. The Government educational authorities highly

See Mr. Raju's article on Mr. Drew, CM, Rev., Jan., 1915.
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Chap "V ^PP^'Ove of tlie Hostel system in the interest of the moral guardian-—" ' ship and improvement of the students, and large grants have heen
made for the huildings erected by Mr. Holland from time to time.

The foundation stone of the final block was laid in 1910 by the

Metropolitan of Calcutta, Dr. Copleston, assisted by eight other

Bishops, when they met to arrange the allocation of the Pan-
Anglican grant to India. Since Mr. Holland's removal to Calcutta,

the Wardens have been the Eevs. A. C. Pelly and V. G. H. Shaw.*
Biviiiity rj}\-^Q Divinity School at Allahabad represents, of course, a totally

different branch of educational work. Under Mr. Carpenter and
Mr. Waller it has continued its former excellent service. Canon
Nihal Singh rendered important help for a time, and so did the
Eev. J. Qalandar ; and now the Principal is an Indian clergyman,
the Eev. S. J. Edwin, B.A., with the Eev. E. T. Howard assisting.

European Allahabad also supplies an illustration of the way in which the

tion.
*'" European and "Anglo-Indian" community can be interested in

the Missions in their neighbourhood, and help to support them.
In 1907 an Allahabad Missionary Association was formed, which
has done much in this way.f And here must be mentioned the

very great services rendered to the Mission by Sir George Knox,
Judge of the High Court, a brother of the Bishop of Manchester.
He has been a true friend for half a century.

toeduca\ed ^ different class of measures for influencing non-Christian
Indians. students and old students with the Gospel message, and also

Christians with Christ's claim on them for service is public

lectures and addresses, such as the Eev. G. T. Manley gave during
his two years in India in 1902, or Dr. Mott and Mr. Sherwood
Eddy in their tours round the country. Mr. Manlej^'s lectures on
Science and Eehgion drew great audiences ; and all these efforts

combine in producing that Christian element in the atmosphere of

educated thought and feeling which is silently working a real

revolution in India. Lectures and addresses were also given at

Allahabad (and probably other places) by the present P>ishop of

Winchester (Dr. Talbot, then Bishop of Southwark) J and Bishop
Taylor Smith during their visits to India in 1909-11. Special
mission services for the deepening of spiritual life were held by
Mr. Walker of Tinnevelly in 1905. But, naturally, addresses by
Indian or other Asiatic Christians are still more effective ; and
among those who have given them were two Japanese Christians,

* Concerning the Hostel system see Mr. Holland's article in the CM. Eev.,

July, 1909. On the actual work at Allahabad see his journal letters,

CM. Eev., May and June, 1910; and Mr. Norman Tubbs's, March, 1909.

For the account of the first convert, see Mr. Tubbs's narrative. May, 1908. A
very interesting account, also, of a tour taken by Mr. Holland and Mr. Tubbs
as Christian fakirs, accompanied by three Indian Christians, appeared in the
CM.fi. Gazette, Feb., 1910. They greatly enjoyed the experience, living

exactly like the natives, but did not think it would be a wise course as a
permanence.

t See CM.S. Gazette, April, 1908, p. 114.

X Bishop Talbot gave a most interesting address to the C.M.S. Committee
on June 7th, 1910, describing his visits to the Missions in India.
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the Rev. Dr. Motoda, a clergyman of the Nippon Sei-kokwai i'art ir.

(Anglican), and the Rev. T. Harada, a Congregationalist, who ^':^.- •

made a great impression in 1905 by their testimony to the influence

of Christianity in Japan.
The Indian Christians in the United Provinces connected with Theiudiau

the C.M.S. have increased during the period from 4400 to 7700. commu"
The adult baptisms in the fifteen years have been about 1900. ^Jty-

It is an illustration of the little detailed information that comes
from the greatly extended line in all the C.M.S. Missions, and of

the consequent misconception that baptisms of Brahmans and
Mohammedans are now rare, that in 1907 Mr. McLean reported

that during the sixteen years he had then been at Agra twenty-

three Brahmans and twenty-nine Mohammedans had been bap-

tized in that district alone. The Indian clergy have increased

from eight to fifteen. The large area over which the congrega-

tions are scattered has been a disadvantage to the Church Council

system. It is hoped that the new organization referred to in the

previous chapter may be more successful.

The United Provinces have beyond their northern borders the iS'epai.

country of Nepal, which no missionary is allowed to enter. But
the Gospel has been carried thither by a Gurkha soldier, a bands-

man, who has undergone severe persecution from his fellows. He
has attached himself to the C.M.S. Gorakhpur Mission, and has a

letter of commendation from the Bishop of Lucknow.*
Of other Missions in the United Provinces the strongest, by far, other

is that of the American Methodist Episcopal Church, especially
^'°"^-

in Oudh. The London Missionary Society has worked in and
.near Benares for nearly a century. The Baptists and Wesleyans
are also there. At Allahabad the American Presbyterian Board
has an important college. The chief S.P.G. Missions are at

Cawnpore and Roorkee. The former is a great centre of valuable

work, with a large staff of men and women. It is only second to

Delhi as a great concentrated Mission.

As an illustration of combined work may be mentioned the new Language

North India Language School for Missionaries. At its second

session, in 1914, at Lucknow, sixty missionaries assembled, repre-

senting twenty different societies. The majority were American Pres-

byterians and Methodists, but the C.M.S. sent two, and the S.P.G.

three. The lecturers were both European and Indian ; the former

being Mr. Mylrea of the C.M.S. and Mr. Greaves of the L.M.S.

Bishop Clifford, who had been Bishop of Lucknow, that is of ^.'sjiopf
,

the United Provmces, smce 1893, tollowmg on a service oi nearly westcott.

twenty years in Bengal under the C.M.S., retired in 1910, having

lal)oured in India thirtj^-six years. He was a true friend of the

Mission and the missionaries, and his departure was deeply felt.

His successor, however, Bishop G. H. Westcott, was warmly
welcomed, and has been no less a valued leader and fellow- helper.

* See the Rev. J. F. Pemberton's interesting account, CM. licv., Jan., 1915.



CHAPTEE XXII.

C.M.S. Missions: Diocese of Calcutta.

Bengal and Bihab.

Lack of Men—Baptisms—Calcutta : Colleges, &c.—The Old Church—
K. C, Banerjea— Burdwan—Nadiya District—Mr. Monro's Mission

—Santal Mission—Other Societies.

pakt II. H*;j£"J}^'j;HE Missions in this Province comprise—(1) Calcutta,
chap^22. |0 ^jM

^^4t]^ Burdwan; (2) the Nadiya District; (3) the
Field and D^ ^M Santal Mission

; (4) Bhagalpur. The two latter are

^^^ ^M ^ow in the new Province of Bihar and Orissa. Cal-

cutta is naturally a centre for important institutions.

The Nadiya and Santal Missions are rural. Burdwan and Bhagal-
pur are isolated towns.
No C.M.S. Mission in India has suffered more from the lack of

adequate reinforcements in recent years. Losses have been heavy,
and they have only partially been replaced. In 1899 the staff

comprised 32 clergymen, 7 laymen, 21 wives, and 5 other women,
total G5 ; in 1914 of 25 clergymen, 4 laymen, 20 wives, and 9
other women, total 58. Five of the 1899 band have been trans-
ferred^ to other parts of India. The reduction of the men from 39
to 29 is serious. On the other hand the Indian clergy have risen
from 15 to 29, and the lay teachers from 336 to 376.

All the work, evangelistic, educational, pastoral, has gone on
much as in previous years, and there is little to report tliat is of

special interest. This does not mean that there is no progress,
but it cannot be exactly stated in figures, as in several years tlie

returns were very defective, no douljt owing to the multitudinous
Baptibius. work falling on the diminished stall In ten out of the fifteen

years the adult baptisms were 1540, and if for the other five years,

for which no figures came, we may venture to take the same
average,—and this having regard to the particular years missing
is a low estimate,—we have 2500 for the whole period. Of these,

1600 would be in Santalia, 550 in and around Calcutta, 180
in the Nadiya district, and 170 in the Bhagalpur district. Many
cf the congregations being old ones, the baptisms of children were
numerous ; and the total increase of the baptized Christians w'as

from 11,000 to 15,000.
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Calcutta and Burdwan. paetii.
Chap. 22.

At Calcutta, naturally, the institutions loom largest. And one caicuttii.

of them may be said to be the most important development

of the Bengal Mission in the fifteen years. This is St. Paul's

College. The Society had a College at Calcutta in former years, ^oijfg,^^
^^'^

founded in 1866 by Mr. Barton, of which Dr. Dyson was long school.^

Principal ; but it was closed in 1880 for lack of men to carry it on,

the building being used for the Divinity School. It was revived

on a small scale in 1900-2, and for some years it did a quiet but

good work under the Kev. R. F. Pearce. In 1908 new buildings

for it were opened by Bishop Copleston, and in 1914, further

enlargement by Lord Carmichael, Governor of Bengal. It is now
a first-grade college; and there is hostel accommodation for 125

students. In the meanwhile, the Divinity School was conducted

by Mr. Lockett, and justified its existence by the number of

Bengali clergy and evangelists whom it trained, as shown by the

figiu-es already given. Subsequently Mr. Pearce was transferred

from the College to become Principal of this Divinity School, and

it was proposed to close the former and have merely a Hostel

instead as at Allahabad. To set this going Mr. Holland came
to Calcutta, and the result of his energetic representations was a

resolution to continue the College and have the Hostel too. He
took the Principalship, and obtained from Government no less than

£10,000 for new buildings ; and now St. Paul's College, as it is

called, is worked by him and three Cambridge men on the C.M.S.

staff, with the prospect of " short-service men " to help as at

Allahabad. St. Paul's School, formerly known as the Christian ciuistiau

Boys' Boarding School, has long been one of the best agencies f°hooi.

in the Mission. It was for several years the work of Mr. C. B.

Clarke, and then of Mr. Ealand, who, after being sent home ill,

with great devotion went out for a year at the risk of his health

and was then again invalided home. Its repeated success in

athletic competitions not only gave it a high reputation, but showed
the superior stamina and morale of Christian boys. In 1903 it

won the Elliott Cliallenge Shield, and the five cups, open to all

Bengal, and most of the prizes also, although the boys were only

nine in number among 82 competitors. This is justly regarded as

real missionary work.

The Girls' High School was for many years most liappily ^y^^®°'^

carried on by Miss Neele, but she retired in 1901 after 37 years'

sei'vice. Her assistant, Miss Alice Sampson (one of four daughters

given to India by the late Rev. J. E. Sampson of York), succeeded

her, and has been at the helm ever since, and she is now the

senior C.M.S. missionary in Bengal, having 32 years to her credit.

She is assisted by two women graduates, one from Girton with a

Dublin Degree, and one from Melbourne University. Two women
who have done good service all through our period are Miss

Wolley and Miss Farler (the latter now in Santalia). But the
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Part II. bulk of the women's work in the Bengal Mission is done by the
chap.22.

C.E.Z.M.S., which has more than 30 ladies on its statf, some of

whom have served 20 and 30 years. Miss Dawe, Miss Hensley,

Miss Evans, Miss Harding, Miss Sandys, Miss Bristow, Miss
Boileau, bear well-known and honom'ed names.

Evaiige- Evangelistic w^ork has not been neglected in Calcutta, as the
IS ic or -.

^-i^^^-jjjgj^. Qf jjaptisms already mentioned shows ; but with a small

staff its difficulty is enhanced by the variet}^ of languages spoken
in the city. Bengali, Hindi, and Hindustani-speaking people

must all be dealt with separately. Hindustani is the Mohammedan
tongue ; and the special Moslem Mission, formerly associated with

the name of the Eev. Jani Alii, was for some years carried on by
the Rev. A. Stark, a devoted Eurasian or Anglo-Indian missionary

who died in 1903. The variety of work may also be illustrated

from the following note of some of the baptisms in one year :—

A

Brahman devotee and his whole family ; two young high-caste

Bengalis ; three Moslems from the Punjab, one of them an
Afghan ; a Nepalese woman ; two men in the Leper Asylum ; six

inmates of the Home for homeless women. When Bishop
Welldon confirmed 100 Indian candidates on one day in the

cathedral, there were, doubtless, even more varieties among them.
Ta-tuiiii The Christian congregations in Calcutta and its suburbs are

under the pastoral charge of Indian clergymen, some of whom
are also prominent in the educational institutions, and one in

literary work. Tw^o are graduates of Calcutta University, the Eevs.

Joseph Pran Nath Biswas, B.A., and Kedar Nath Basu, M.A."
The Old For the "Old Church," with its English-speaking congregation

and varied parochial activities, the Society had for many years

provided an incumbent, and when our period began, the Rev.

Herbert Gouldsmith, now Rector of Bishopwearmouth and Canon
of Durham, occupied the post. Afterwards the Rev. Stuart H,
Clark, a son of Robert Clark of the Punjab, was in charge. The
patronage has, since 1907, reverted to the local Trustees, and
the C.M.S. is no longer responsible. This sphere of service, a

very interesting one, is now filled by the Eev. F. B. Hadow, who
was for a short time a C.M.S. missionary in the Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan, and, before that, had been an Assistant Secretary at home
for Work among the Young.

Tiie
.

Tlie Secretaryship of both the C.M.S. and C.E.Z.M.S. Missions
tjccietaiies.

^^.^^ j^^j^ -^^ ^^^^ earlier years of our period by W. H. Ball, whom
Bishop Welldon appointed a Canon of the Cathedral. He retired

in 1908, and died at home in the following year. Since then the

Rev. E. T. Sandys, a missionary of 25 years' standing, lias filled

the ofiico. He is a son of Timothy Sandys, who laboured at

Calcutta from 1830 to 1871, and liis mother was a sister of Bishop

Mr.is-.c.
^''^^^^t-

Baueiji. ' The death in 1907 of the acknowledged leader of the Bengali

* There was an interesting article on the Evangelization of Calcutta by the
licv. E. T. Sandys, in the CM. Bev., July, 1909.
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Christians of all Churches and denominations, Mr. Kali Charan Parx 11.

Bauerji, must not be passed over without notice. He was an
ap^---

M.A. of Calcutta University, a distinguished barrister, and a

devout and large-hearted Christian. He was for neai'ly twenty

years one of the most highly respected members of the Indian

National Congress ; and Mr. Andrews says that " if his health had

not failed, he would have been elected President by the votes of

Hindus and Mohammedans." " His life falsifies the statement

tliat an Indian who becomes a Christian is lost to the national

cause." *

Burdwan, which is a town 70 miles from Calcutta, has always Buidwau.

been a discouraging field. The climate is especially trying, and
since the days of J. J. Weitbrecht (1830-52) the missionaries

have constantly had to be changed owing to their health failing.

Miss Harding, of the C.B.Z.M.S. at the neighbouring village of

Mankar, seems alone to have been able to last many years. It is

not missionaries only who suffer. Mr. C. B. Clarke wrote in

1907 :
" There seems no hope of continuity in our work. In my

three years here I have seen five judges, four collectors, four

doctors, and three station-masters." And in that very year the

Commissioner, Mr. J. H. Bernard (a member of the Calcutta

Corresponding Committee) and his wife and sister all died within

36 hours. There is a small congregation of 70 souls.

Nadiya District.

The Nadiya or Krishnagar district is a country with hundreds The Nadiya

of villages and a teeming population, among whom there are some ''^ '^°^'

5700 Christians connected with the C.M.S., scattered in 65
villages. They are ministered to by nine Indian pastors ; and
there are 14 brick churches, and 35 schools used also for worship.

Bishop Lefroy confirmed 337 candidates in 1914. The people

are externally prosperous, being mostly very small farmers ; and
though their Cliristian life is not of the highest type, Mr. Bradburn
testified that they are " immeasurably superior to their non-

Christian neighbours and are looked up to by them. ... As for

the w^omen, the difference between Christians and non-Christians

of the same status is so great as to make a comparison almost
impossible." One of the chief difficulties of the Mission is the

constant efforts of the Eoman Catholic missionaries to entice the

people away by almost open bribery. At the time of the unrest in

Bengal, there w^ere efforts by the agitators to influence them, but

the Indian teachers were loyal, and enabled them to resist.

The missionaries liave been chiefly engaged in the schools of "^^^ ^taff.

various kinds, boarding, high, industrial, training, and an orphan-
age, and the evangelistic work is not vigorous, as may bo gathered

from the fact of there being only (as it appears) about 170 adult

baptisms in the fifteen years. It was in this district that the first

* Bcnainsancc in India, p. 116.
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PABTii. bands of Associated Evangelists worked which were started in

Lfl 1889 ; but tliat branch of the Mission has not been maintained.
All the first three members of the band, Lefeuvre, Donne, and
Shaul, and those who followed them, were gradually absorbed in

the regular work of the stations, Mr. Shaul laboured 20 years,

and died in 1909 from the after-effects of a blow on the head
received in a riot three years before. Mr. Noakes, at one time the
leader of the band, is now, after 20 years' service, in charge of the
Training Institution at Krishnagar. Mr. Kamcke and Mr.
Hickinbotham have other work. Of other missionaries in the
Nadiya district, Mr. Bradburn, who did such good work in foster-

ing the employment of Christian boys in the East India Eailway
workshop, came home after 22 years' service,* and Mr. Charlton
and Mr. Hewitt also retired after careers of similar length. Mr,
Butler, who retired in 1910 after an equal span of work, and
became a Vicar in Dorset, has lately gone back to India. Mrs.
Charlton, who was a daughter of the Eev. T. Eichardson, the
founder of the Bible and Prayer Union, died in the district in

1902. She was buried in Indian fashion, without a coffin, in the
Indian dress she loved to wear. No more devoted missionary has
by hfe and word preached Christ in India,

'^-
,

There was one important extension in the sixteen years. In
Mission, 1905, Mr, J. Monro, the former Chief Commissioner of Police in

London, who had started an independent family mission at

Eanaghat in the south part of the Nadiya district, on his return to

England transferred it and its buildings and plant to the Society,

together with his son, the Eev, Dr, C. G. Monro, and two ladies

;

but Dr. Monro retired after six years' further service. His medical
mission, which had been highly successful, is now an integral part
of C.M.S. work ; and the women's side of it is done by a qualified

doctor from Melbourne University, Miss E. Good, and a trained
nurse_, both sent by the Victoria Association. A medical man sent
from Canada, Dr. Archer, has, after a few years' service, joined the
new Mission of the Canadian Church at Kangra in the Punjab.

Bihar: Santal Mission, kc.

f/ission •
"^^^ ^^^^^ country known as the Santal Parganas, in which is

the staff, carried on the Mission to the aboriginal Santals, is now in the new
Province of Bihar. This is another village mission, worked in

much the same way as that in the Nadiya district. It has lost all

the missionaries of 1899—the veterans J. Brown and Blaich, and
Marcus Brown, Etheridge, Jackson, and Hughesdon—excepting
Mr. Cole (made Canon of Calcutta by Bishop Welldon) with his 42
years' experience, and Mr. Jessop, who was sent out by Mr. E.
CUfford of the Church Army in 1888, and joined the C.M.S, in

1895. Among the missionaries who have gone out in our period

* I\Irs. Bradburn, who as Miss Hightou was a C.E.Z. missionary, had died
a few years earlier. She was a sister of the second Mrs. H. E. Fox.
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are the Eev. and Mrs. H. E. Holmes, both graduates of Melbourne paktij.

University, sent forth by the Victoria Association. He is now ^ ^p^--

chairman of the Church Council.

The Santal Christians connected with the C.M.S. have increased The

in the fifteen years from 4000 to 6500 ; the adult baptisms, as christians,

already stated, having been about 1600. The majority of the

Christians are now settled in the distant colony of Santalpur, in

British Bhutan, far to the north. There were seven native

pastors in 1914, and in Feb., 1915 Bishop Lefroy ordained two
more. The earliest Santals ordained died within our period,

except one who, unhappily, had to be deprived of his orders

by the Bishop in 1905. But before this there was a Hindu by
bu'th, Eam Charan Dass, in fact the first convert in the Santal

country in 1864, who was ordained in 1876 as the first pastor

for the people then rapidly joining the Church ; and he too died

in 1908.

The other C.M.S. Mission in Bihar has its headquarters at the uhagaipur.

important town of Bhagalpur on the Ganges, where the work is

of the usual evangelistic, educational, and pastoral character. Mr.

Mylrea and Mr. Morse were working there in the earlier years

of our period, and since then the Eevs. J. A. CuUen and H. Perfect

have been the missionaries in charge. A very able man of

singular linguistic attainments, a Polish Jew, the Eev. Max
Gerson, was at Bhagalpur for a time for Mohammedan work

;

but he died after an operation for appendicitis in 1911.

A very striking picture of the extent of Bihar and the paucity

of missionaries was given by Mr, Morse in 1904. He imagined
-^J^j.y"pof^'.

an Indian Missionary Society sending missionaries to England, parisou.

Two men are located at Derby and open a school, an orphanage,

a dispensary, and a leper asylum. At Nottingham there are 120

converts with a lay agent to minister to them, and one of the Derby
men visits them once a month. And there is an out-station at

Keswick, near the borders of a closed heathen country called

Scotland (Nepal), where a few converts are visited about every

two months. If England is not converted very quickly, is there

any wonder ?

The S.P.G. Missions in and around Calcutta are carried on other^^

mostly by Indian clergymen ; but Bishop's College, under Dr. lu Bengal.

Gee, is an important institution now nearly a century old.* The
Oxford Mission is an independent body, which has worked nobly

both in the city and in Eastern Bengal.f The present Bishop of

* See Hist. C.M.S., Vol. I., p. 188 : also an article by the present writer on

Bishop Daniel Wilson, CM. Intell., Sept., 1902. It has now been transformed

from a university college into a central Anglican Theological College under

the Bishops ; and there are arrangements under which C.M.S. students may
have the benefit of it.

t An interesting History of the Oxford Mission for its first twenty years,

by Mr. G. Longridge, was published in 1901, and reviewed in the C. M. Intell.

of May in that year.
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P^T II. Madras, Dr. Whitehead, was its Head for some years. It carries
'— on a valuable paper called The Epi2)}ianij, which appeals with force

and success to the educated Hindu. Most of the chief British

Missionary Societies are represented at Calcutta ; and the Baptists
have taken a leading place ever since the days of Carey. The
great College founded by Dr. Alexander Duff is now happily
carried on by the Established and United Free Churches of

Scotland in combination. The Established Church has also an
interesting Mission at Darjeeling and Kalimpong.
The largest S.P.G. Mission in this part of India is in the Chota

Nagpur district among the aboriginal Kols ; but the German
Gossner Mission is still larger.* Chota Nagpur has a bishop of its

own, now Dr. Foss Wostcott. The Scottish U.F. Church and
the "Indian Home Mission" (originally Swedish) are working
among the Santal people. Several smaller Missions are in the
new Province of Bihar.

It may here be added that the S.P.G. has a Mission in Assam,
with a new bishop. Dr. Pakenham Walsh. The Welsh Calvinists

have also interesting work there, and in 1905 had a revival parallel

with that in Wales.

* On the efiect of the War upon this Mission, see Appendix.



CHAPTER XXIII.

C.M.S. MISSIONS: Dioceses of Madras, Dornakal,
AND TINNEVELLY.

Diocese of Madras— Bishop Gell—Canon Sell and the Goldsmiths—The
Satthianadan Family — Zion Church— Nilgiri Mission — Telugu
Mission: The Mass Movement— Dummagudem The Noble College
—Diocese of Dornakal : Bishop Azariah's Work—Haidarabad—
Tinnevelly : Mr. Walker, Tinnevelly College. Women's Work,
Tinnevelly Church—Bishops Morley, Williams, and Waller.

HE South India Missions of the C.M.S. comprise five partii.
different fields, viz., (1) the city and environs of '-'h^P- -3.

Madras
; (2) the Nilghiri Hills

; (3) part of the The Field.

country of the Telugu-speaking people
;
(i) Tinnevelly;

(5) Travancore and Cochin. Numbers 1 and 2 are

usually taken together, and this order we will follow ; the other
three separately. Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 are in the legal Diocese of

Madras, but Tinnevelly is now a conventional diocese with
Madura. Part of the Telugu Mission is in the new Diocese of

Dornakal, which lies outside the legal limits of the Diocese of

Madras. Number 5 is an independent diocese.

The venerable Bishop Gell resigned the bishopric of Madras in Bishop

the Centenary year, after 37 years of active episcopal service. He ^^'^'

did not leave the country, but died at Coonoor three years later.

His was the longest episcopate in India ; and he had ordained
more clergy of the native races than any other bishop in the
world. He was deeply revered for his high Christian character

;

and a non-Christian paper, the Hindu, called him " a saintly

personage, shedding a benign influence all around, . . . witness-

ing to the beauty of his faith." Bishop Whitehead, who succeeded
him, has proved equally a true Father in God, and in particular

has been conspicuous for his large-hearted sympathy with all

Christian work.

In the Diocese of Madras the S.P.G. has extensive Missions other

among both the Telugu and the Tamil peoples. Its Telugu work
'*^"'°^-

is chiefly in the Cuddapah and Kurnool, districts. Its Tamil
work is spread all over the country south of Madras, and is in

fact the continuation of the old S.P.C.K. Missions of the eighteenth
century, particularly in the Tanjore and Trichinopoly districts.

The Trichinopoly College is an important institution.
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Part II. The largest Telugu work is that of the American Baptists,
ohap^23.

^j-,gj,g there has been a great mass movement for several years.

Also the Canadian Baptists and the American Lutherans have
important Missions ; and the L.M.S. one of very old standing.

In the Tamil countiy are the Wesleyans, the Leipsic Lutherans,

the American (Dutch) Eeformed Church, and (in Madura) the

A.B.C.F.M. Tinnevelly is divided between the S.P.G. and C.M.S.

In the Kanarese country the Basel Mission is the most
important, known for its great industrial work. In Mysore the

Wesleyans are strong, and the L.M.S. The American Episcopal

Methodists have spread over many of these districts.

Special mention should be made of the Madras Christian College

of the U.F. Church of Scotland, which under Dr. W. Miller gained

immense influence over South India, and to which the C.M.S., and
other Societies, have made a regular contribution. Also of the

new Christian College for Women at Madras, begun in 1915 under
the Principalship of Miss Eleanor McDougall ; in which six British

Societies, one Canadian, and five American are co-operating.

Madras.

Canon Sell. One of our real veterans, Edward Sell, who in 1899 had been
34 years in India, was then Secretary for all the Southern
Missions, and has continued so since, to the thankful satisfaction

of the Society. As is well-known, he is one of the first authorities

on Mohammedanism, and one of his numerous works on that

subject, The Faith of Islam, is a classic. He received the gold
Kaisar-i-Hind Medal in 1905. He was appointed by the new

The Bishop a Canon of Madras Cathedral in 1901, along with Mr.

Goldsmith. Malcolm Goldsmith, whose length of service is only seven years
less. Mr. H. D. Goldsmith, who was for over 20 years Principal

of the Divinity School at Madras, died in 1907 at Bangalore, quite

suddenly, having been taking part in open-air preaching only a

few hours before. He had gone to Bangalore with a view" to

permanent work among the Moslems of Mysore. Notwithstand-
ing much opposition, large audiences attended his public lectures

;

but his death brought that campaign to a close. An Indian
agent, however, is still there. Meanwhile, the Divinity School,
under Mr. E. A. L. Moore, has continued to prepare excellent

men for the ministry, many of whom have taken good places in

the Oxford and Cambridge Theological Examinations, including

first classes " with distinction in Hebrew."
Harm Besides the Divinity School, the one institution in Madras for

which the Society is responsible is the Harris School for Moham-
medans, originally started in 185G in pursuance of a legacy from
an aunt of Lord Harris for the purpose. For some years it was
Mr. Sell's sphere of labour, and an able Tamil clergyman from
Ceylon, J. S. Peter, was headmaster. Canon M. Goldsmith is

now Principal. All the rest of the missionary work is in the

Scliool.
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hands of the Indian Church Council, of which the Rev. W. D. Part ii.

Clarke is Chairman. Mr. Clarke, ^Yho is a Tamil, has been Pastor
^•''^^^s.

of Zion Church for twenty years, having succeeded his father-in- ^°
j^^f^^^

law, the highly-esteemed W. T. Satthianadan, in 1893. The church.

Christian cause in Madras owes much to the Satthianadan family.

Of Mrs. Clarke's two ))rothers, one was pastor of another of the

C.M.S. congregations in Madras ; and the other was Professor The Sat-

Samuel Satthianadan (M.A., LL.M., LL.D.), of the Presidency ^^^^'Ify^^"

College, who was a Cambridge man and one of the most influential

Christians in India, and was well-known in England and America.

He did much literary work, particularly in T/io Christian Patriot,

a leading Indian newspaper of Madras.* He was President of the

Y.M.C.A. ; connected with the chief religious societies ; one of the

founders of the National Missionary Society ; and the first Indian

Christian given a seat on a C.M.S. Corresponding Committee. He
was twice married : first to the first Indian woman novelist, Miss

Krupabai Khisty, and secondly to the first Indian woman accorded

the M.A. degree in Madras University, Miss Karnalo Krishnamma.
Both brothers died in 1906,—the Professor, in Japan, on his way
home from delivering lectures at Harvard and Yale Universities.

f

Of Zion Church, which is entirely self-supporting, and which is Zjon

the centre of all kinds of good work, most interesting accounts

are sent to England regularly by Mr. Clarke. The Preachers'

Association may be specially mentioned, which consists of laymen
who voluntarily go out on preaching tours. After the C.M.S.

Centenary, the Indian Christians raised a thankoffering of some
£250, and with this fund repaired and enlarged an old school

and made it a Centenary Hall, in which many public meetings

have since been held. In another hall, built as a memorial to Public

W. T. Satthianadan, a remarkable meeting was held when Queen Jn'^Madras.

Victoria died, a notice of which is worth quoting even in so con-

densed a summary as this :

—

" The Archdeacon of Madras presided. The Eev. John Satthianadan

spoke of the Queen as a child ; the Rev. J. S. Peter dwelt on her virtues

as a wife ; ]\Ir. E. S. Hensman [whose wife, also, is a Satthianadan]

described her qualities as a mother ; Mr. P. T. Tharyan, her benevolence
and sympathy for the poor aud distressed ; IMr. Paul Peter expatiated

on her qualities as a sovereign ; Professor S. Satthianadan presented her

as an ideal woman ; and the Rev. H. G. Goldsmith as a Christian."

Other meetings in Madras have been reported from time to

time ; among them revival meetings conducted by Mr. Sherwood
Eddy, Dr. J. R. Mott's Students' Conventions, lectures to educated

Hindus by Bishop Whitehead, and the Tamil Christian Congress

held periodically for all denominations, which also is in fact a

Convention. But most important was the Decennial Missionary

* A very interesting and instructive article by him on the Native Christian

Community in India appeared in the CM. Intell. of Sept., 11X)0.

t See Mr. Clarke's In Memoriam of him, CM. Jntell., July, 1906.
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Part ll.
Chap. 23.

Bank
Failure.

Christians
at Madras
University.

Dr. Mur-
•lonh.

Conference, which having ah-eady been held at Allahabad, Calcutta,

and Bombay, met at Madras in December, 1902. It was notable
for the presence of Dr. Whitehead, the first Anglican Bishop to

attend any of these great united gatherings.

Another event of the period must be referred to which caused
much distress. This was the failure of Arbuthnot's Bank, by
which the Church Councils and many individual Christians lost

considerable sums. The calamity, however, brought the Christian

community to its knees, not only in prayer, but in fresh dedica-

tion ; and several developments of good work were the result.

Although Zion Church lost Es 5000, w^hich had been raised for

the enlargement of the church, the congregation, instead of

murmuring, set to work and raised another Es 5000 for tlie

purpose.

The number of Christians at Madras, connected with the
C.M.S., was, 2140 in 1899, and has increased to 2800. The
number of adult baptisms in our period is reported as 710, but

about a third of these would be in the Nilgiri and Wynaad
districts.

The reports of the Madras University give striking evidence of

the educational progress of the Christians of South India. In
1907, out of 8370 persons who had graduated up to that date,

667 were Christians, or one-twelfth ; whereas the proportion of

Christians to the population at that time was one in 35. And
be it remembered that the great majority of them are low-caste

people.

The death must be mentioned in passing of Dr. Murdoch,
Secretary of the Christian Vernacular Literature Society, a well-

known figure at INIadras, who did more than any other man to

promote the production of Christian and useful books in Indian
languages.

The Hill
Missions.

The Nilgiri and the Wynaad.

In the Nilgiri Hills and in the Wynaad, both far to the south-
west but separated by 70 miles, good work has been carried

on from Ootacamund as a centre. Mr. Lash was in charge for

several years, but he retired in 1909 after 35 years' service, chiefly

in Tinnevelly. Mr. A. N, C. Storrs was also in charge for a time,
and in later years Mr. Moorhouse. There have been several

baptisms year by year, especially among various aboriginal hill-

tribes. Of these the chief is the Toda tribe, and the first Toda
convert to Christianity was baptized in 1904, a fruit of the faithful

work of Miss Ling of the C.E.Z.M.S., a veteran of over thirty

years' service, to whom has been awarded the Kaisar-i-Hind gold
medal. A year or two later some Toda women were received into

the Church, also owing to her efforts. Many converts have
been gathered in the Wynaad, about 200 of them through the
labours of a specially devoted lay evangelist, Mr. Devasagayam
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Satthianadhan, who died in 1912, and to wlioni a most striking part 11.

testimony was borne by Mr. Moorhouse. There are some 1600 '^'^t^i^s.

converts altogether. This Mission is little known to the C.M.S.
circle, but has very interesting points.

Telugu Mission.

The C.M.S. Telugu Mission, in the country between the Elvers xeiugu
Kistna and Godavari, has, from its foundation by Eobert Noble The'Retro-and H. W. Fox in 1841, illustrated the combination of two different spect.

missionary methods. Noble, during the whole of his unbroken 21
years' service, conducted the High School now called the Noble
College, which has yielded an unusual number of high-caste con-
verts, perhaps 25, mostly Brahmans. Fox began the extensive
village work which, in recent years, has added thousands of
Christians to the Church. But converts must be weighed as well
as counted. Many of those gained in the Noble College have
been the leaders of the Christian community, some as clergy and
some as lay members. Only in recent years have low-caste or
out-caste villagers taken a good place as leaders and teachers.
That they now do so is a cause of great thankfulness ; and the
strong appeals of the Bishop of Madras for the vigorous evan-
gelization of the " depressed classes " are largely based upon his
experiences among these peasants.
But the C.M.S. has failed to respond to this appeal, so far as The staff.

British missionaries are concerned. The sixteen clergymen and
two laymen of 1899 (with seven wives) have become in 1914
twelve clergymen and no laymen, but with nine wives and one
single woman. Of the 25 workers of 1899, eight remained in 1914.
The losses by death have included the veterans Alexander and
Harrison, after 54 and 42 years' service respectively ; Goodman,
22 years

;
* and two promising recruits, Maule and Hamshere, both

Gospellers at the London ordination, like so many of their Islington
fellow-students; and by retirement, J. E. Padlield (30 years),
J. Stone (24 years), C. W. A. Clarke (now of Scarborough, 21
years), H. W. Eales (35 years).
The Indian clergy, however, have increased from 17 to 42, and Indian

the lay teachers from 290 to 620. Of the earher ordained men, "^'^'^y-

Brahmans from the Noble College, only three remained in 1899,
Ganugapati Krishnayya, ordained in 1871 ; Atsanda Sabbarayadu,
ordained 1885; and Dhanavada Anantam, ordained 1889; also
two of the first three humble Mala Christians admitted to the
ministry, Marumudi David and Kandavilei Peter, ordained together
in 1884. Of Marumudi David, who died in 1911, Mr. Panes wrote,
" In Hfe and work he was an example to us all." Only one of all

these is on the hst to-day, Mr. xlnantam, who has been engaged

* See the In Memoriam articles in the CM. Bev. ou I\Ir. Harrison in Nov.,
1909, and on Mr. Alexander and Mr. Goodman, in Oct., 1911.

R
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Pakt II. in important educational and literary work, and has been appointed
^^LS ' by Bishop Whitehead a Canon of Madras Cathedi-al.

The increased number of Indian clergy and teachers has enabled

both the evangelistic work and the pastoral care of the converts

to be supplied, however inadequately, and the result is seen in the

growth of the Church. There were 9200 adult baptisms in our
period, and the total numbers increased from 11,700 to 28,000,

besides some 7000 catechumens. At the same time the workers
are not numerous enough, so great is the demand from the villagers

Mass Muve- themselves to be taught. In one district alone there were 5000
^^^ ' applicants from villages widely scattered, very few of whose names

it was possible to put down, as there was no one available to send
and instruct them. Some Missions would have counted them all

and left them without teaching, but the larger English INIissionary

Societies never do that. Great numbers, however, have been
received, instructed, and after a probation, sometimes of two years,

baptized, as the figures given above show. There was an interest-

ing baptismal service at Khammamett in February, 1910, when
the present Bishop of Winchester (then of Southwark) was touring

the district with Bishop Whitehead, and himself baptized 35 of

the 127 admitted that day. It should be added that similar in-

gatherings have occurred in the S.P.G. Telugu districts, and they
have been much larger in the field of the American Baptists.

One promising feature is the coming forward of the Sudras in

the villages, who, though counted low^-caste in North India, are

comparatively high-caste in the South, particularly the Vellalas.

Only a few years ago the movement was almost wholly among
the Malas and Madigas, but w^hen in 1907 Bishop Whitehead
visited the country, he baptized 102 Sudras at one time ; and two
months later 76 more were admitted, while hundreds besides

were asking to be taught. The Bishop's confirmation tours

have also been occasions of much blessing. Striking pictures

are drawn of candidates walking 30 and 40 miles to be present,

carrying tlieir children in then' arms.* In this work Mr. Panes,
Mr. Eales, Mr. Peachey, and Mr. Tanner have had a large

share, succeeding to that once carried on by Alexander, Harrison,

and Stone. The Ellore, Bezwada, and Kaghavapuram districts

have all been affected by the movement.
Dumma- Dummagudem, where Mr. and Mrs. Cain have laboured for 40
gudem.

years, is in a different part of the country, and quite isolated. It

was occupied with a view to reaching the Koi aborigines, but they

have proved timid and suspicious, and the bulk of the 1600 Chris-

tians now in the district are Telugu Malas. The veteran mission-

aries are assisted by two C.E.Z. ladies, and since Eazu's death f

* See Bishop Whitehead's own accounts, in the CM. IntelL, March, 1905,

and cm: Bev., Dec, 1910, Aug., 1912.

t The Rev. I. Venkatamaj'j'a Eazu, who began this Mission under General
Haig more than half a century ago, died in 1906. A most interesting account
of him was sent by Mr. Cain. Sec CM. Bcv., Feb., 1907.
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by another Indian pastor. Mrs. Cain, who as Miss Davies was pabt ii.

sent from Melbourne by the late Mr. Macartney forty years ago, !^" '

has been successful in promoting industrial work among the

women, and the Government have conferred on her the silver

Kaisar-i-Hind medal. The Bishop of Dornakal visited this remote
station (for the Bishop of Madras) at Christmas 1914, and con-

firmed 135 candidates.

The Noble College at Masulipatam, the Training Institution The Noble

there, the High Schools at Ellore and Bezwada, and the many other ° ^^^'

schools of various kinds, have all pursued their usual course. The
Training Institution, so long the work of Mr. Padlield, and latterly

of Mr. Panes, is juat now superintended by the Kev. Kantayya
Ganugapati, a graduate of Madras University, whose stipend, it is

interesting to notice, is provided by the New Zealand CM. Associa-

tion ; and Bezwada High School was conducted for a time by
Canon Anantam. Since Mr. C. W. A. Clarke's return home in

1907, Mr. Penn has been Principal of the Noble College, assisted

by Mr, G. E. Ennis. Mr. Sherwood Eddy has more than once
rendered valuable service by coming from Madras to give addresses

to the students ; and when Mr. Manley was in India, he too

visited the Noble College and spoke on the Atonement and on his

own conversion. The latter lecture caused keen inquhies as to

what he was before, " a Hindu or a Mohammedan," and it was a

useful lesson for the students to learn that nominal and real

Christianity are two very different things. The baptism of a

Brahman student in 1905 caused great excitement and bitterness,

but not the emptying of the school as in former times. Eugby
School still maintains a " Eugby-Fox Master " in the Noble College,

raising over £300 a year for the purpose, as it has done for five

and thirty years. A curious fact is mentioned in connexion with
the High School at Ellore. An old soldier, now a local Eajah,

—

not a Christian,—has translated the Gospels of St. Matthew, St.

Luke, and St. John into " rhythmical Telugu," with a preface

which a Christian might have written.'"'

The Sharkey Memorial School for Girls (a " middle school ") is

superintended by the only C.M.S. woman missionary in the Telugu
Mission, Miss Staunton Batty. The rest of the women's work is

done by about a dozen ladies of the C.B.Z.M.S.

Diocese of Doenakal.

The Diocese of Dornakal has a special interest as the sphere of New

the first Indian bishop. It comprises a large area in the south- Dornakal.

eastern part of the native State of Haidarabad, the State some-
times called the Nizam's Dominions. Within the diocesan area

there is a population of two millions, mostly Telugu-speaking.

The C.M.S. Mission in the diocese has for its centre the town

* C.l/.S. JXejiorl, rjlo, p. 156.
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i^ART II. of Khammamett, which was occupied as an extension of the
Chap^23.

rpQi^,^.^^ Mission in 1888. Mr. Panes, Mr. Peachey, Mr. Tanner,

and Mr. Woodhouse were successively missionaries in charge

;

and in 1913, wlien the Diocese of Dornakal was formed, Mr. Crans-

wick, of the New South Wales Association, was there. There

were live Telugu pastors under him, and 100 lay teachers, working
in 75 villages. The baptized Christians were then 3384, with 1451

catechumens. The returns a year later were, baptized 4271,

catechumens 2372 ; and there were seven pastors and 115 lay

teachers. Mr. Cranswick has gone back to Australia, and the

Eev. Anthony B. Elliott has succeeded him.

The Tinnevelly Missionary Society, of which Bishop Azariah

was himself virtually the founder some years ago, is also working

in the diocese ; and there is a small Diocesan Mission at the

Singareni Collieries, which is conducted by a Tamil missionary

supported by St. Mark's, Wellington, N.Z.
The Bishops in India have appealed for an endowment for the

Bishopric of Dornakal of Es 100,000 (£6660), and one-fourth of

this was raised immediately in India. They thought it important

that the first Indian bishop should not look for his maintenance to

English Missionary Societies.

Wuik of Bisiiop Azariah held his first ordination on Fel). 16th, 1913, when
Azariah. eight Indians received deacons' orders. The accounts that have

come of his work and influence have given full assurance that God
has blessed liim and made him a blessing ; and this not in his

own diocese only, for besides being an independent bishop in a

country not under direct British rule, he is also assistant-bishop

to the Bishop of Madras, and in that capacity travels all over

South India.* Mr. Cranswick, while still working under him,

wrote most warmly of " our dear bishop." He wrote in November,
1913, " He has been a constant help and inspiration. It is always
a joy to do work with and for him.*' He described an eighty miles'

journey to visit a Sudra village where there were inquirers. " The
people came to us in great crowds, and sat in the moonlight
enraptured by the story of Christ. ... I enjoyed very much the

Bishop's beautifully simple parabolic teaching to these babes in

Christ." The Bishop and Mr. Cranswick went together to a

Y.M.C.A. Camp for Telugu young Christian men, and " lived a
common life with seventy of them " ; also to Haidarabad and
Secunderabad to conduct conventions. Mr. Cranswick also de-

scribed a first Diocesan Summer School, held at Khammamett,
and attended by all the clerical and lay workers in the diocese.

It lasted six days, services, meetings, and classes going on all day
from 7 a.m. Bishop Azariah preached every night, gave lectures

on preparation for baptism, and conducted Bible classes,—helped
in these last by two Indian clergymen. Mrs. Azariah took

women's meetings, along with two C.E.Z. ladies. After the

school was over there was a baptismal service in the river, when
* See p. 182.
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115catechuniens were received into the Cluii'ch. Tlie clei'gy were partit.

in the water two hours. " Tlie scene was indeed an x\postolic and '^''i^-'^-

primitive one. . . . We Europeans almost felt that we formed the

one discordant feature. . . . The Rev. A. Andrew, of the S.P.G.

Telugu Mission, greatly assisted by interpreting for those who
were not able to speak in Telugu." * In January, 1915, the Bishop
of Madras visited the diocese, and took part in a similar baptismal
service ; and he wrote, " It was, I imagine, very like that by the

banks of the river Jordan, where John was baptizing." \

Haidakahad.

It remains to speak of Haidarabad, the capital of the Nizam's Haida-

territory. There was formerly a Madras Diocesan Mission there,

and Mr. M. Goldsmith had been lent to that Mission for a time to

carry it on, its purpose being to reach educated Mohammedans
;

but it was transferred to the C.M.S. in 1901. Mr. Goldsmith was
Assisted for a time by Canon Ali Bakhsh, whom we have met in

the Punjab. Another Moslem convert, an Afghan, B. R. Gauri,

was ordained for this post in 1911, but died in a few weeks of

smallpox. Interesting baptisms have occurred from time to time
;

among them a Mohammedan doctor and his family, and the son
of a Persian merchant at Bushire. In 1903, an Oxford man, the

Rev. Norman Miller, was sent to join this Mission, but he died

soon after reaching Haidarabad. He was a very choice man, and
his loss was deeply felt.J His place was taken in 1905 by the

Rev. G. E. Brown, a graduate of Sydney University, sent by the

New South Wales CM. Association, who has taken charge of

the Mission since Canon Goldsmith returned to the Harris School
at Madras.

§

TiNNEVELLY.

Tinnevelly as a mission field is divided, as is well known, Tinneveiiy.

between the C.M.S. and S.P.G. The S.P.G. work at Nazareth
and Tuticorin is very interesting. The C.M.S. Mission has in our
period gone on its way steadily and quietly, with scarcely any
changes other than those of the mission staff. In 1899 the C.M.S. '^^^^ ^^aff.

had ten clergymen, one layman, ten wives, and three other women,
every one of them with some years' experience. In 1914, five of

the ten clergy were still at work, and the one layman, and there

were two clerical recruits. Of the three women, one remains and
eight others have joined ; but of these, three were already in the

* See the whole account, CM. Rev., IMay, 1914.

t See C.M.S. Gazette, May, 1915.

X See the memorial notices of him, by the Rev. G. Foster Carter, of Oxford,
and Canon Goldsmith, in the CM. Intelligencer, IMay, 1904.

§ An article by Mr. Brown on the work among Mohammedans at Haidara-
bad appeared in the Moslem World, Jan., 1912.
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country under the C.B.Z.M.S., and have been transferred to

C.M.S.
The Mission has lost by death, from the staff of 1899, the Eevs.

T. Walker, T. Kember, and J. C. M. Hawkins, Mrs. Thomas, and
Mrs. E. S. Carr ; also the Eev. H. E. L. Newbery, who went out

in 1901, and died in 1903, Mrs. Thomas was the venerable widow
of the Eev, John Thomas, who founded the Megnanapuram
Christian village in 1838, o.nd died in 1870. She never left that

interesting home, and survived him thirty years, " a mother in

Israel " to the last. Her daughter continued with her, and is

now herself the mother in Israel, having superintended the Elliott

Tuxford School for nearly half-a-century. Mrs. Eleanor Carr,

who was a daughter of Mr. Wigram, the C.M.S. Honorary Secre-

tary, joined the Punjab Mission in 1891, and afterwards married

Mr. Carr and came to Tinnevelly. Mr. Kember had laboured in

Tinnevelly 45 years, and had long been Principal of the Pre-

parandi Institution for training catechists and pastors, the work
formerly done b}' Bishop Sargent. But the greatest blow of all

was the death of Mr. Walker in 1912, when at the height of his

usefulness after 27 years' service. He had been Chairman of the

Tinnevelly Church Council, almost an episcopal post, with nearly

50 clergymen under him and hundreds of lay teachers ; but he
had handed this charge to Mr. Carr, and given himself to evange-

listic work, to training Tamil candidates for ordination, and to

holding special missions in many parts of India, for which service

his high spiritual character specially fitted him.* He had also

done fine literary work by contributing to the Indian Church Com-
mentaries those on the Acts and the Epistle to the Philippians.f

He died while actually taking a convention at Masulipatam.j
The Mission also lost heavily by the retirement of Mr. Arthur
Storrs and Mr. E. A. Douglas ; and four other workers were
transferred to other Missions.

Tliree members of the Mission have held the same posts all

through our period : Mr. Carr and Miss Thomas, as already men-
tioned, and Mr. Schaffter as Principal of the College in Tinnevelly

Town. Mr. Keyworth, who has now been in India 40 years (but

the first ten under the Christian Literature Society) was for most
of the time leader of the itinerating band of evangelists, and Mr.
Breed was for several years in cliarge of the outlying district of

North Tinnevelly. But Mr. Ardill and Mr. Scott Price have been
in turn in various posts during the furloughs of others.

The C.E.Z.M.S. has had about a dozen ladies in Tinnevelly,

* See a very impressive paper by him in the CM. Intel!., Aug., 1903.

t See an account of these Commentaries, CM. Rev., Jan. and Feb., 1913.

i Sec the remarkable memorial notices by Mr. Carr, ]\Ir. Cranswick, and
Bishop Williams, CM. Eer., Nov., 1912. An admirable biography entitled

Walker of Tinnevelly has been compiled by his fellow-worker, Miss Wilson-
Garmichael, and has lately been published by IMorgan and Scott. It is a

beautiful picture of a beautiful life. See the Rev. G. B. Currant's review of

it in the CM. Eev., Feb., 191G.
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One of tbeni, Miss Wilson-Ccarmichael, is well-known for her p^i^tti.

remarkal-jle l)ooks, Things m Theij Are, Lofi/s Jluih, Sec, and for !!£l"
"

her beavitiful work in rescuing and caring for " temple children."
^^^^^

Another, quite a veteran now, Miss Swainson, has been thirty College,

years in India, and her work for the deaf and dumb has gained

her the silver Kaisar-i-Hind medal. But one of the most important

examples of women's work in all India, the Sarah Tucker Institu-

tion, an old C.M.S. school re-organized and enlarged by Mr. Lash
aliout 1870, and carried on for several years by the C.E.Z.M.S.,

was taken over again by the C.M.S, in 1901 ; three of the ladies,

Miss Askwith, Miss Naish, and Miss Walford coming on to the

Society's staff, and being joined in the following year by Miss

E. B. Howard. Miss Walford is now Principal. The Institution

is now a " Second-Grade College," and is much valued by the

Government educational authorities for its training of Christian

school-mistresses; and it has several subsidiary departments.

Miss Askwith, now detached from the Sarah Tucker College, is a

veteran of 34: years' standing, and a Kaisar-i-Hind medallist for

her splendid educational and philanthropic work, especially among
the blind, in connexion with which she has been a pioneer in the

matter of types and codes. This work she is still carrying on.

Most of the institutions are at Palamcotta : the Sarah Tucker,

the Preparandi Institution, the High Schools, Model Schools,

Blind Schools, ko. ; and there, too, is done all the multifarious

work connected with the numerous pastorates scattered over the

province. But there is one institution in Tinnevelly Town, where

the great temple of Siva is, viz., the Tinnevelly College, a " Second- Tmneveiiy

Grade College " with its High School attached, and altogether ° ^^^'

nearly 1000 young men and laoys under instruction. Here Mr.

Schatfter has laboured for 35 years, and the wonder is that the

College should have produced converts to Christ in that purely

heathen town dominated by that temple. Yet so it is, case after

case having been reported. But the influence of such institutions

is much wider than the number of baptisms would suggest. Let

one illustration be given. In the debating society of the College its re-^^

the subject on one occasion was " Doctors." One student influence,

declared it was the highest of professions, being hke the work of

Christ ; whereupon another said, " But who can be compared
with Christ ? Did He ever try a case and fail ? How about the

doctors ? Did He ever charge one cash for healing the sick ?

How about the doctors ? " Both speakers were Brahmans, and

both were loudly applauded ; and this is the estimate of our Lord

which is gradually permeating India, and will one day work a

tremendous revolution. The gradual effect upon the Brahman
mind is shown in another way. Mr. Schaffter vn-ote in 1900 that

while, 20 years before, a separate bench had to be provided for

the Brahman boys to sit on, he had just seen " a pariah Christian

student, a first-class matriculate, walking down the chief Brahman
street with a Brahman student on each side, one with his arm
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Part II. locked in tlio. Christian's, the otlier holding an umln-ella over the
t;iiapj23.

pg^j-tjy^ \)Qi\x intent on a note-l:>ook on the lesson of the day which
the Christian was carrying."

One feature of the school's influence is illustrated by the

following : Mr. Schaffter's son, Dr. C. M. Schaffter, has joined the

C.M.S. Persia Mission. Before he left Tinnevelly, the masters

and boys gave him a pleasant " send-off," and made speeches in

eight languages, Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, Kanarese, Marathi,

Persian, Hindustani, Sanskrit. " Many of the students cannot

understand eacli other's mother-tongue, but English is their

common language."

There are " middle schools " in outlying towns and villages, aa

well as the ordinary " vernacular schools." Two Brahman boys

in one of them were baptized in 1905, to the amazement of the

community.*
The Native The Church in Tinnevelly has continued to grow. It comprises
'
*""^"'"

some 96,000 Christians,! of whom 32,000 are in the S.P.G. dis-

tricts (including some 9000 in Madura). | The 48,000 baptized

Christians in the C.M.S. districts in 1899 have grown to 64,600,

with' 5000 catechumens. The adult baptisms in our period were

10,388. The Indian clergy now number 72, of whom 43 are

connected with the C.M.S., which is a faUing off from the 49 of

1899, the deaths not having been balanced by the new ordina-

tions.§ The C.M.S. lay agents have increased from 940 to 1040,

and there appear to be about 500 belonging to the S.P.G. The
Church Council system, as re-arranged by Mr. Barton when he

visited Tinnevelly in 1890, has worked very well, and in 1911 the

Council released the Society entirely from grants to the pastoral

work of the Church, as the local contriluitions, about £2500 a

year, were sufficient to maintain the clergy, catechists, and
teachers, and the Church expenses. The Church contributes

regularly to the Bible Society, S.P.C.K., and Jews' Society, and
in 1905 'it sent a special offering of £500 to the C.M.S. Many of

the pastors are now veterans in the service of the Church. The
Chairman of the Dohnavur Circle Committee was ordained forty

years ago.

Two or three of the native clergy who have died have been

noticed in a previous chapter (p. 198). In another chapter (p. 164)

was mentioned the Tinnevelly Missionary Society and its work in

* For the work of the Children's Special Service Mission among the

Christian children of Tinnevelly, see ]\Ir. R. T. Archibald's interesting account,

CM. Intelligencer, April, 1905.

t The figures of the Societies. The Indian Church Directory gives 100,000

as the total.

X The Kev. J. A. Sharrock, of the S.P.G., has written an interesting book

on the ]\lissions in Tinnevelly and the Tamil country generally, entitled South
Indian Missions, published by the S.P.G.

§ There has been a lack of new ordinations owing to the closing of the

Divinity School on Mr. Walker's death. It is now being reopened.
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the Telu<]!u Country,"' and also tlie fact that the new Bishop of tartii.

Doruakal, Mr. Azariah, is a Tinnevelly man, and was educated ^'"^''' ~^'

\\\ the Tinnevelly College. f The remarks, however, as to the

spiritual condition of the Christian Church in India apply in a

general way to Tinnevelly. Certainly the Tinnevelly Christians

liave had unusual advantages through the frequent " missions
"

held by Mr. Walker, and also by Mr. Eddy.
The present Bishop of Winchester, Dr. Talbot, visited Tinnevelly Bishop

when lie was in India in 1910, l)eing the first English diocesan TfnneveUy.

bishop ever seen there. A crowded meeting was held in the Cen-
tenary Hall at Palamcotta, when the Rev. Manikam Asirvatliam,

one of the senior pastors, read an address sketching the history

of the Mission. " The Bishop's reply was full of sympathy and
appreciation. Plain practical truths, sound wholesome advice, all

marked by sincere Christian love, ran through the Bishop's
speech, and caused it to make a deep impression on the hearers."

Lord Pentland, Governor of Madras, in response to an address Lord

from the Christians of Tinnevelly when he visited Palamcotta in

March, 1914, spoke warmly of the " splendid work " of the Mission,

particularly of the philanthropic ettbrts of Miss Askwith and
Miss Swainson ; and congratulated the Church on its own
Missionary Society, and on tlie appointment of the Bishop of

Dornakal.j'

It remains to add that Bishop Morley, who presided over the Bishops

conventional diocese of Tinnevelly from its formation in 1896, wnifa^iis,

retired in 1904 in consequence of Mrs. Morley's health. He was '""' Waller,

much esteemed by all the people, and at a crowded meeting in a
new hall, which had been built to commemorate the C.M.S.
Centenary, a handsome gift was presented to him by the
Christians of both the C.M.S. and S.P.G. districts. He was suc-

ceeded by Archdeacon A. A. Williams of Madras, who, after a ten

years' episcopate, in which he won the same esteem, died in

1914. § He is succeeded by the Rev. E. H. M. Waller, already

mentioned as one of the C.M.S. missionaries in the United
Provinces, and for the past two or three years one of tlie

Secretaries in Salisbury Square. During the interval the Bishop
of Dornakal has exercised episcopal functions all over Tinnevelly.

Mr. Waller was consecrated at Calcutta on Advent Sunday, Nov.
28th, 1915.

* Concerning this Society, see the CM. Intelligencer, Jan., 1905, and the

CM. Review, Sept., 1908. The latter account, a most interesting one, is bj'

Mr. Azariah himself, now the Bishop of Dornakal.

t A graphic account of the visit paid by Bishop Azariah to Tinnevelly soon
after his consecration appeared in the CM. Review of November, 1913. The
enthusiasm of his welcome was quite extraordinary.

X See the whole speech, CM. Rev., Oct., 1914.

§ See the In Memoriam of Bishop Williams, CM. Rev., Sept., 1914.
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CJLS. MISSIONS: DIOCESE OF TBAVANCOBE AND COCHIN.

Christian Population of the Two States—The Anglican Bishops—Mission
Staff and Native Clergy—Deaths—Ten Years' Confirmations— Caste
and Out-Caste—Educational Institutions—The Syrian Churches :

Revival Movements, Syrian Bishops and Dr. Mott, Remarkable
Meeting at Calcutta.

EAVANCOEE and Cochin are two semi-independent
protected States, and the rulers have shown enlighten-

ment in their policy in many ways. Nowhere in India
has caste feeling heen stronger, bnt there is an official

toleration of Christianity which much struck Sir

Valentine Chirol of the Times when he visited the two States in

1906. The fact is that, owing to the existence of the ancient

Syrian Church, tliere is a larger Christian population in Travan-
core and Cochin than in any other part of India, and the Syrians

are among the best educated and most prosperous of the people.

Out of a population of 4,-347,000, about one-fourth are professing

Christians, and of these, 705,000 are Syrians or " Romo-Syrians "
;

this latter term signifying those who, though belonging by descent

to the ancient Church, have joined (or their forefathers joined) the
Church of Rome; and 288,000 Romans whose forefathers were
heathen. The Protestant Christians, 158,000, include 82,000
Tamil-speaking people in the South, who are the fruit of the

L.M.S. Mission, and the C.M.S. Malayalam people in the North
and in Cochin, reckoned by the Census of 1911 as 56,000. The
remainder are partly Salvationists, many of them seceders from
the L.M.S., and partly attached to various free-lance Missions,

which cause much bewilderment.
The Travancore and Cochin Mission is one of the Society's

oldest, having been begun in 1816 at the request of the British

Resident, Colonel Munro, with a view to reviving the life of the
ancient Syrian Church. When, after twenty years, that purpose
was still unfulfilled, the Mission turned to the non-Christian

population, and from that time it prospered ; and the result has
been much spiritual movement within the old Church also.

The Anglican Bishopric of Travancore and Cochin was founded
in 1879. The first Bishop, Dr. Speechly, was succeeded in 1890
by Bishop Hodges, who was still in office when our period

commenced. He had been Principal of the Noble College at
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Masulipatain, and of Trinity College at Kandy. He retired in part 11.

1905, and was succeeded bj- the Kev. Charles Hope Gill, whom ^1"
we have already met as C.M.S. Secretary in the United Provinces.

In 1899 the mission staff comprised twelve clergymen, with ten The c.M.s.

wives, and three women missionaries. In 1915 there were nine ^*'^'^*

clergymen, with five wives, and eight women missionaries. Of
the 25 of 1899, eight remained in 1914. The diminution of

numbers has been more than compensated for by the increase of

Indian clergy from 24 to 34 notwithstanding several deaths ; and
the laj'' teachers have also increased from 557 to 687.

The losses in the mission staff by death have cut off several P^^S^^^

links with the early years of the Mission. Just before our period Family,

began, Mrs. Henry Baker had died, the widow of the second

Henry Baker. Her daughter, who was carrying on the Girls'

Boarding School, also died in 1901. From the beginning the

Baker family have been conspicuous in the mission ranks. The
first and second Henry Baker, and both their wives, had died

before the Centenary, and three of the former's daughters had
been wives of other missionaries. In 1899 there were two Bakers
on the staff. Misses M. F. and Isabel, daughters of the second
Henry Baker; and when the former died in 1901, another of her

sisters, Annie, joined, but she also died in 1912. It is hard to

measure the indebtedness of the Mission to all these ladies. Mrs.

Bellerby also, formerly of the C.E.Z.M.S. in Ceylon, died in 1912.

But the greatest loss came by the death in 1913 of the veteran

.7. H. Bishop, a Cambridge man sent out in 1867, and one of the J-H-

most faithful and humble-minded of missionaries." Among the
'^'"^p*

Indian clergy who have died were Archdeacons Koshi Koshi and ^"g^gy

Oomen Mamen, both good and able men, each after about half-a-

century's service. Mr. Koshi received from the Archbishop of

Canterbury the D.D. degree for his important work in the revision

of tlie Malayalam Bible, f Also the two next in seniority, the Revs.

Jacob Tharian and Kunengheri Koratha, the latter of whom had
done much translational work in Malayalam, including parts of the

S.P.C.K. Commentary; also the Rev. Ampallur Ezekiel David,

Mr. Ijishop's much-valued colleague. In 1906 was reported the

death of a Brahman convert, S. Satiadasan, whose baptism in 1876
was recorded in the CM. Intelligpncer in several pages of large

type. Brahman baptisms were much rarer in those days.

The losses by retirement include, besides Bishop Hodges, three

veterans of over 30 years' standing, W. J. Richards, J. Caley, and
C. A. Neve (brother of the Neves of Kashmir), all three men of

great influence, not only in the Mission itself, but also among the

Syrian Christians ; also A. F. Painter and C. E. R. Romilly, after

24 and 20 years' service.

Of tlie present staff one, P. Bower, wlio went out with J. H. Veterans.

* See the Rev. W. S. Hunt's In IMemoriam of him, CM. Bev., Oct., 191.3.

t See the very interesting accounts of him by ]\Ir. Painter and Dr. Richards,

CM. IntelL, March, 1900.
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Bishop in 18G7, can look l)ack on nearly half-a-centuiy's labour,

and Archdeacon J. J. B. Palmer, INIr. Bellerby, and Mr. P. N.
Askwith, have over 20 years at their credit.

The greater part of the regular pastoral and evangelistic work is

in the hands of the Native Church. Nowhere has the Church
Council system worked better than in Travancore. There has
been continuous progress in numbers. The 32,000 baptized

Christians in 1899 have become 52,000 in 1914, besides 4000
catechumens. The adult baptisms in the period have numbered
15,546. A striking comparison was made so long ago as 1900.

Ten years had then elapsed since Bishop Hodges and Bishop
Tucker had ])een consecrated together. Everybody knew of Bishop
Tucker's wonderful confirmations in Uganda. There had been
7580 in the ten years. How many candidates had Bishop Hodges
confirmed in Travancore ?^—7461 ! But how few had noticed that

!

It was a reminder that while Christendom is rejoicing in the

triumphs of the Gospel in new Missions, the older ones, almost
unnoticed, are gathering equal fruit.

About two-thirds of the Christians connected with the C.M.S.
are of out-caste origin. Nowhere else in India could one have so

truly called these " depressed classes " the " oppressed classes,"

and this has undoubtedly helped to foster what has been almost a

mass movement.* A grant from the Pan-Anglican Thankoffering
has been most useful in meeting this movement. Mr. Hunt
writes : "In some twenty stations land has been acquired, chiefly

for sites for buildings ; over sixty schools have been built or

improved, and others have been furnished or equipped ; thhty
teachers' houses have been built, as also two hostels ; scholarships

have lieen provided for 36 boys at the Cambridge Nicholson
Institution, and for 58 boys and girls at boarding schools."

But caste converts are not few. At an interesting confirma-

tion at Trichur in 1902, out of 70 candidates, only nine were
of the " depressed classes." Travancore is famous for the com-
plexity of the caste system, and representatives of many castes

were confirmed that day. Brahmans join the Church 5'ear by
year ; and many more are sufiiciently convinced to do so if

they dared. One Namburi Brahman—a very exclusive section

—in a great rehgious discussion among high- caste men, boldly

defended both the character and religion of Christ, and within a

few weeks died in great suffering from some unknown (though

not unsuspected) cause. Another Brahman in a railway carriage

confessed to Mr. Bower that while outwardly a Hindu, he was at

heart a Christian, and would be baptized but for his wife and
children. A third, a Namburi, after listening to a Christian

evangelist addressing a crowd at a festival, rose and confirmed

what had been said, and then, to show what he thought of caste,

actually touched a low-caste man standing by, to the disgust of

the Hindus who saw him.

* See an article by the Rev. W. S. Hunt, CM. Rev., July, 1915.
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In former years much interest was taken by friends in England paktii.

in the Arrian Mission among the aborigines in the Ghat mountains ; ^^^;J^'*-

and the first station there, Mundakayam, was a familiar name, ^y^'^^

This work is now under the Melkavu Church Council and its four
"'^'°"'

Indian pastors : the Christians in the area administered by that

Council being about 5000. Certain districts are the field of the
" Church Mission " under the Councils. Special mission services

arc also conducted by the Diocesan Missioner, the Eev. T. Kuru-
wella Joseph, who is highly spoken of.

One of Bishop Gill's Archdeacons (Mr. Palmer being the other)

who succeeded Archdeacons Koshi Koshi and Oomen Mamen is

the Eev. Jacob Chandy, who was ordained in 1875. He is the
son of a clergyman of the same name, who was the second man
to be ordained in Travancore, in 1847, and who was originally a

Syrian Christian.

The regular stations of the C.M.S. Mission are Kottayam, liduca-

Pallam, Tiruwella, and Allepie in Travancore ; and Trichur and work.

Kunnankulam in Cochin. At Kottayam are the two chief educa-
tional institutions—the College, a " Second-Grade College " in

official parlance, at which a good education is given to Christians

and non-Christians (the hostel for the former has lately had new
buildings), and the Cambridge Nicholson Institution, for the
training of clergy and evangelists and teachers. Both enjoy the
great advantage of having Principals who have been so for many
years—Mr, Askwith of the former, and Archdeacon Palmer of the
latter. The Cambridge Nicholson Institution, originally founded
in memory of a Fellow and Tutor of Emmanuel, Cambridge, who
w^as once Secretary of the CM. Association there, celebrated its

Jubilee in 1909. In the 50 years it had trained 75 clergymen
and 700 school teachers, including under both heads many
Syrians for the service of their own Church. Also at Kottayam
is the Girls' Boarding School, now called the Baker Memorial
School in memory of the three generations of Bakers who have
conducted it. The name was given to it in 1903 when the new
buildings were opened which had been erected at the cost of the
memorial fund. Miss Isabel Baker is now in charge, assisted by
three other ladies, two of them graduates, one of London and one
of Melbourne. Then at Pallam is the Buchanan Institution, a
Girls' Training School, founded to do for Travancore what the
Sarah Tucker Institution has done for Tinnevelly. The Rev. E. Bel-
lerby was for several years at the head of it. Miss Kate Richards,
daughter of Dr. Richards, has been in charge lately. There are

other High Schools and numerous schools of lower grades at the
different stations. Some difficulties have arisen of late years
owing to new measures taken by the Travancore Educational
authorities which put obstacles in the way of Christian teaching.

An important agency in the Mission is the Kottayam Press.
It is employed, not only locally, but also by the Bible Society,

Religious Tract Society, and Christian Literature Society ; and
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The Syeian Chukches.

There have been important movements among the Syrians in

recent years. The early C.M.S. missionaries a century ago were
received with open arms, and there was for a time good prospect

of revival and reform ; and though the forces of corruption and
superstition proved too strong for a general reformation in the

Church, many of both the priests and the people sought to revivify

the stagnant waters. The result was much ecclesiastical dissen-

sion and division, and eventually the Church divided into two parts

—the old Jacobite and the new Eeformed.* In the latter section

there has been much spiritual movement, and at the invitation

of the last and the present Syrian Metropolitans, Mr. Walker, of

Tinnevelly, conducted year by year special missions and Conven-
tions for the promotion of spiritual life, without in any way touch-

ing the ecclesiastical connexion. Deeply interesting accounts

came of the tens of thousands who attended those gatherings,

including many of the old Jacobite Syrians as well as those of

the Eeformed Church. It was manifest that the Holy Spirit was
at work. Mr. Walker suppressed all mere excitement, and only

strove and prayed for such conversions as issued in the putting

away of sin and the steadfast purpose to lead a new life. His
difficulties were not from the Syrians, and still less from the

heathen, but from the Plymouth Brethren, Salvationists, and
other irresponsible free-lances, who did their best to cause con-

fusion and mar the work.f Naturally many of the people were
" tossed to and fro and carried about with every wind of doctrine "

;

and in 1907, when revival movements occurred in many parts of

India, some extravagances took place in Travancore. It is always
in these ways that the Enemy of mankind seeks to damage a real

work of grace. Meanwhile, the old Jacobite Church also shows
signs of revival, and in 1911 invited two S.P.G. missionaries—the
Rev. H. Pakenham Walsh (now Bishop of Assam) and the Rev.
C. F. W. Hatchell—to give Bible readings and spiritual addresses.

The Anglican Bishops have maintained friendly relations with
both the Old Jacobite and the Reformed Churches. The autho-
rities in both recognize the good work which the C.M.S. Mission
has done both by counsel and sympathy and by its work in build-

ing up the Christian community from the Hindu population.

A good sign of the influence of the Mission and the Anglican

In 190i, sorae English newspapers were misled by a Syrian who came to
England and charged the C.M.S. with having property that really belonged to

the old Church. The charge was quite without foundation, but in case of

need it may be well to state that a full account of the case was given by the
llev. A. P. Painter in the CM. IntelL, May and August, 1904.

t Even the deluded followers of " Pastor Kussell " have latterly appeared on
the scene.
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Church is the adoption by the Eeformed Church in 1910 of a paet ii.

" foreign mission district " in the Kanarese country to the North, ^'^^p- -•*•

in connexion with the National Missionary Society of India, and Relations

the sending thither of three missionaries, one of them a graduate Syrian and

of Madras University, who refused the episcopate in order to ch^dTel
devote himself to this work. Mr. Walker wrote, " The Syrian

Church, after the supineness of centuries, is now beginning to

catch the first sun-glow of a rising missionary spirit."

In 1909, the Patriarch of Antioch, the ecclesiastical head of the

old Jacobite Church, visited India, and w^as received by the

people with much reverence. Bishop Gill and i^rchdeacon Palmer
called on him, and he, with the local Metropolitan, Mar Diony-

sius, retm'ned the call. In the same year, the Metropolitan of the

Eeformed Syrian Church or " Church of St. Thomas," died, and
Bishop Gill was invited to give an address at the funeral, in which
he testified to the late prelate's soundness in the faith and holy hfe.

His successor, Titus II. Mar Thoma, received most of his educa-

tion at the Cambridge Nicholson Institution,

But the most remarkable incident in the recent history of the J^^-.^^

Syrian Churches of Travancore was their Conference with Dr. Dr. kott.

Mott when he visited India in 1912-13. Some of the leaders

approached him with a request that he would receive deputations

from the different bodies and give them counsel and help towards

greater unity and closer co-operation. But he had regretfully to

tell them that, owing to his crowded programme of incessant

Conferences and other w^ork in all parts of India, he could not

possibly visit Travancore, and that their only chance was to meet
him at Calcutta, nearly 2000 miles away. Yet they actually

J,j°'"co^i'.

went !—Mar Dionysius, the Jacobite MetropoUtan, with five of his ference at

leading men; Mar Thoma, the Metropolitan of the Eeformed ^^••=''"''-

Church, with several of his workers ; representatives of the Syrian

members of the Anglican Church, headed by Bishop Gill; and
two delegates from a small recent seceding body. They duly

arrived at Calcutta. They were represented in the National Con-

ference. They attended at the consecration of Bishop Azariah.

And they had a two days' Conference of their own, with Dr. Mott
as Chairman and Mr. Eddy as Vice-chairman. Dr. Mott himself

wrote of it :

—

" The discussions during the two days were characterized by such

wonderful frankness, unity, and constructive work as to be inexplicable

to those familiar with the sad state of friction hitherto existing between
the bodies concerned, on any other ground save that of the over-master-

ing power of God in answer to prayer."

The result was a unanimous agreement to unite in Christian

camps, local conferences for deepening spu'itual life, apologetic

lectures to educated non-Christians, and missions to the depressed

classes ; to co-operate with the National Missionary Society—*' a

highly significant action," wrote Dr. Mott, " because during long
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paet II. centuries the Syrian ( 'liurcli had not heen missionary "
; to conihine

«.
iap^.24.

-j^ ^ college, and in training workers; to refer cases of dispute to

arl^itration ;
" to forgive and forget the past, and to regard each

other as brothers in future."

Mr. Holland wrote of the " amazing sight " when "two vene-

rable figures, clad in strange and gorgeous robes that made them
resemble Moses and Aaron of the coloured-picture Bible," ap-

peared in the National Conference, having come all the way to

Calcutta " to confer on unity with the Anglican Bishop of Travan-
core under the presidency of Dr. Mott. . . . Within the Syrian

Church, hitherto so self-centred and aloof, are stored immense
possibilities for India's evangelization. . . . We shall see fresh

things. The days are full of hope !

"

AnoUicr Then in April, 1915, a remarkable gathering of 2000 Christians

Gathering, of the different Churches in Travancore and Cochin met at Kotta-

yam ; and while six Syrian Bishops were on the platform, the

Anglican Bishop Gill was the chosen president. Many practical

subjects were discussed, and a proposal was made that the various

questions at issue between the Syrian parties should be submitted
for arbiti-ation to the Anglican Bishops of Calcutta, Bombay,
Madras, and Travancore. Organic union is not yet, perhaps not
for a great while ; but it is good indeed to see this new spirit of

Christian unity.

Meanwhile it is good news that a remarkable series of con-

ventions was held in Travancore in January, 1916, by Bishop
Pakenham Walsh and Mr. Sherwood Eddy ; which were attended
by many thousands of Christians, Syrian, Anglican, and of minor
denominations ; also that of thirty-three Indian Christian students

admitted into the C.M.S. College at Calcutta in July, 1915, eighteen

w^ere Syrians, from that remotest province of Travancore. It may
well be that the ancient Church has yet an important part to play

in the building up of Indian Christendom.



CHAPTER XXV.

The Ceylon Mission.

Features of the Mission—Losses of Senior Missionaries—The Native
Christians—Education Work : Trinity College, Kandy, &c—Varied
Agencies—Women Missionaries—Two Bishops Copleston.

[HE Mission in the Island of Ceylon, being one of the part ir.

oldest of C.M.S. Missions, has for many years gone ^^ap^^o.

steadily and quietly on, without much in its work to special

make it very conspicuous ; but it has special features features nf

of its own, and it has achieved important developments Mission.
'^"

within our period. Other Missions have geographical divisions

with distinct languages, but in Ceylon the double staff necessitated

by the two languages, Singhalese and Tamil, work mainly in the
same areas. In Colombo, and in Kandy, and all over the central

hill country, the work is carried on in both languages ; but at

Cotta, only six miles from Colombo, and at Baddegama and
Dodanduwa in the south-west, it is only in Singhalese, and in

the Jaffna Peninsula at the north end of the island, only in Tamil.
Again, Ceylon has been almost unique in respect of the interesting

stories of converts it has provided. Not that they have been
especially numerous, for the work has rather been exceptionally

slow ; nor yet that the converts themselves have been conspicuous
people ; but while the external circumstances have been usually
what we might call common-place, the illustrations of divine

grace have often been very touching.

During the fifteen years Ceylon has had another quite excep- Deaths of

tional feature. The deaths of its senior missionaries have been so "^«*^'"'»°s-

numerous that it has now only two, and their two wives, who were
at w^ork in 1899 and are nov/ of thirty years' standing. In one
year, 1901, the Mission lost its three oldest imen then actively afc

work, Higgens, Coles, and Dowbiggin, after 50, 4:0, and 31 years'

service respectively. Two years later it lost Ireland Jones, who
was not on the list of 1899, having retired before that after 34
years' service ; but he, in 1900, had returned to the Mission, and
added three more years to his missionary career. Of two other
veterans, one, J. D. Simmons, retired in 1901 after 11 years' work, Simmons
and has died since ; and the other, W. E. Eowlands, who was
at home for some years, joined the Mission again in 1907, and is

there still ; his actual years in the work, though not continuous,

s
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IJ^^T II- being now 30. Six others died in the field during our period,

l£l" besides some who passed away after retiring. The oldest of all

these, E. T. Higgens, had been one of six men who were com-
missioned at one time, June 20th, 1851, whose names are worth
recording. Two were pioneers of the Punjab Mission, E. Clark
and T. H. Fitzpatrick. Two were Germans from the Basle
Seminary, though in English Orders, H. Stern and P. A. Klein,

the latter a pioneer in Palestine and in the revived Egypt Mission.
c. c. I'enn. The sixth was C. C. Fenn, who went with Higgens to Ceylon,

afterwards became the much-esteemed Secretary of the Society at

Higgens. home, and only passed away in 1913. Higgens himself, after many
years of evangelistic work among the Singhalese, and a few years

of home service as Organizing Secretary, had been Secretary in

Ceylon for 20 years, and for a large part of that time also pastor

of the English-speaking congregation at Galle Face Church. He
came home in 1900, and died in the following year.

Three of the other Ceylon veterans removed by death had also

worked among the Singhalese, Ireland Jones, Coles, and Dowbiggin.
Jones w^as a T. C. D. man, who was deeply respected both in

England and in Ceylon, and took a leading part in the ecclesiastical

settlement made with Bishop Copleston in 1881. He was chair-

man of the Singhalese Bible Eevision Committee. His son, Philip

Ireland Jones, is the well-known missionary in India. Stephen
Coles was an admirable trainer of pastors and teachers; and his

mastery of the language made him a leading reviser of the Singhalese

Bible. He actually died in the chair at a Prevision Meeting
;

'"' and
his successor was Bishop Copleston himself, afterwards Metro-
politan of India, and now Chairman of the Central Board of

Missions. It may be parenthetically added that the revision of

both Bible and Prayer Book was completed in 1908, after 20 years'

Dowbiggin. work. Dowbiggin had the unusual experience of working at one
station, Cotta, all through his quiet but faithful missionary career.

He died at sea on his way home for furlough. A fourth, J. D.
Simmons, was a diligent evangelist among the Tamil population.

f

His son, S. M. Simmons, has lately retired after 23 years' service.

Among the others who passed away in the fifteen years, Pilson,

Eyde, and Garrett represented severally the three Universities of

Oxford, Cambridge, and Dublin. Pilson died within a year or

two of reaching the field. Eyde w^as 14 years in the Mission, and
Gai'rett 21 years. Both were excellent missionaries, and the latter

was well-known at home as well as abroad for his Hibernian
fervour.

The staff. In 1899 the Ceylon Mission had 20 clergymen and 2 laymen,
with 16 wives, and 19 other women, total 57. In 1914, 19

clergymen, '1 layman, 17 wives, and 17 other women, total 54.

That does not seem a serious falling off, and it is not due to any
neglect of Ceylon, for in the 15 years no less than 50 names have

* See the In Memoriam, CM. Inicll., Nov., 1901.

t See Mr. Rowlands's In IMemoriam of him, C.^^. Revieiv, June, 1914.
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been added to the list ; but the important educational work has tart ii.

been largely reinforced, so the evangelistic missionaries are pro- ^*^25.

portionately fewer. The leakage by retirement has been large.

Of the 57 of 1899, 13 remain. But the present list includes Mr.
Rowlands, already refen-ed to, an old veteran, though not in the

Mission in 1899 ; and also Mr. Finnimore, who had previously

served in another C.M.S. Mission.

The native clergy have increased from 17 to 22, although several

deaths have been reported ; and the lay teachers from 625 to 882.

One of the Tamil clergy who died, the Rev. G. Champion, had
l)een 66 years in C.M.S. service, 45 of them in Orders ; and another,

A. Gnanamuttu, 55 years, 25 of them in Orders. A Singhalese

pastor, Johannes Perera'Kalpage, died in hospital from the effects

of a crushed finger.

The Census of 1911 showed a population of 4,110,000 in Ceylon, Census of

of whom 60 per cent, were Buddhists (the Singhalese), 23 per '^•'i''°"-

cent. Hindus (the Tamils), 10 per cent. Christians, and 7 per

cent. Mohammedans. Of the Christians the great majority were
Roman Catholics. The Protestant Christians were 70,000, of whom
41,000 were Anglicans. These include the white population. The
Anglicans were reckoned as 28,800, the Wesleyans as 15,000.

The Anglicans include many independent congregations uncon-
nected with either of the Missionary Societies. The S.P.G. counts

2900 baptized members. The C.M.S. figures in 1914 are 13,480,

an increase of over 4150 on the 9330 of 1899. There were 2906 Baptisms,

adult baptisms in the fifteen years. This cannot compare with
the results among the similar people in South India, but the

Singhalese, being Buddhists, are harder to influence than the low-

caste Hindus ; and of the Tamil converts from Hinduism, large

numbers of the baptized belong to India, and return home after

a time, which reduces the Ceylon figures and increases those of

South India.

The general character of the Native Christians is very much the character

same as we have seen in India. They are far from perfect, but they chrMia^ns.

are conspicuously different from the heathen ; and while the

missionaries are often disappointed with them, there is always
the minority of devoted and fervent servants of the Lord. At
least they cannot be called " rice Christians," except (as Mr.
Butterfield remarks) in a sense just opposite to that usually meant
by the phrase ; that is to say, "the Tamil house-wife, when putting

the rice into the cooking-pot for the morning and evening meals,

places a handful of the grain on one side for God." In the Tamil
Coolie Mission three native pastors are supported by the converts.

A great many striking instances of self-denial in this respect

are mentioned in the reports. Still better is it to see that

out of fifty-four persons baptized in one year in one station, the

'majority were "won by "the consistent lives and earnest words of

Christian neighbours." The accounts of conversions are again and conver-

again most encouraging. Sometimes they are of the best type of
^'°°*"
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Buddhists or Hindus or Moslems, as in the case of the thoughtful

and earnest Buddhist priest who really desired the good of his

people, and failing to find the right influence in his own religion,

turned to Christianity, and found it at once ; or the prosperous

Afghan merchant, fluent in half-a-dozen languages, visiting

Colombo m the way of his trade;—and sometimes of the worst:

now a demon priest, then a gambler and drunkard ;—but more
generally the ordinary villager. It is not surprising to find that

one district is fruitful which is supported by a band of City men in

London who meet regularly to pray for it.

The persecution of converts is often bitter, and now and then

successful in preventing their baptism or drawing them back even

after they have just publicly confessed Christ ; but for the most

part it has been borne with exemplary steadfastness. It has,

however, been found necessary to open Converts' Homes for

women and girls who desire to leave all for Christ and find home-

life impossible. Buddhist and Hindu parents have, in several

cases, expressly allowed their daughters to come to these Homes.
For them the lace industry has been developed. Younger children,

though sent to the elementary day schools, are often forbidden

to attend Sunday schools. Hostility to the Mission has been

fostered by the Buddhist revival of the last few years. Buddhist

schools (supported by government grants), Buddhist newspapers

with large local circulation, Buddhist tracts and books freely dis-

tributed, Buddhist open-air preaching, have been industriously

used to oppose and discredit Christianity ; and, which is especially

grievous, the increasing habit among English professing Christians

of couphng Buddha with our Lord as two great reformers.* At

the same time, let it be frankly acknowledged that, as the late

Mr. Ferguson, C.M.G., editor of the Ccijhni Ohserver, expressed it

in his paper, Buddhist imitations of Christian work have included

a fresh teaching in Buddhist schools of such virtues as truth,

temperance, purity, &c., while " the example of cleanliness,

sobriety, and honesty given by the Christian village communities

is telling widely upon their heathen neighbours." \

The pastoral care of the congregations has been almost entirely

the work of the native clergy. In 1910 a new system was intro-

duced, giving them and their congregations a much more inde-

pendent position than before. This has done not a little to foster

self-support ; and now not only are the clergy supported by the

Church funds, but, in several cases, the elementary schools have

been taken over, and in a few the evangelistic agency also. The
result has been a freer spirit in the people, a considerable increase

* In the CM. licvicw of Sept., l'.)12, ]\Ir. Senior, of Trinity College, Kandy,
closcribed a Buddhist meeting he attended at the Dor6 Gallery in Bond Street,

Avhen a paper was read to 200 people by Mrs. Rhys Davids.

t In Vol. V. of the Reports of the Pan-Anglican Congress, there is an able

paper by Bishop R. S. Copleston on the Presentation of Christian Truth to

Buddhists (p. 177).
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iu their contributions, and a corresponding saving to tiie Society. Paktu.

Kepresentatives of both clergy and laity have also now seats on the ^
Missionary Conference which administers the Mission.

One sti'iking feature of the Ceylon Mission is the success of its Educationa

educational work. It is the general testimony of the missionaries W'"'''-

that the great majority of the converts come directly or indirectly

from the schools. Many statements to this effect occur in the

Eeports of the period. The strength of the Mission has, un-

doubtedly, been thrown into school work, although the ordinary

evangelistic efforts in preaching and visiting are put forth among
both Singhalese and Tamils. And it is in this department that

the developments of the 15 years are seen. The number of

scholars in the schools has increased from 1600 to 20,000. Of
course the majority of these schools are elementary, ])ut there are

23 of a higher class, with over 3000 pupils. One of the most
important of these is a new agency within the 15 years, while the

development of another is quite the most conspicuous feature of

the period. The former is the Ladies' College at Colombo, started Ladies'

by Miss Nixon, B.A. of the Royal University of Ireland, in 1900, ^""'^S'^'

with the assistance of Miss E. Whitney of Montreal. It began
with two pupils, and ended its first year with twelve, representing

Tamil, Singhalese, Jewish, and English homes. But after three

years there were 140 girls, mostly of the upper-classes of native

society, though including some Europeans of different nations

;

and, religiously. Christians, Jews, Moslems, Buddhists, Hindus,

and Parsis. The buildings had to be enlarged, and there was
attached to the school a preparatory department for the little

brothers of the pupils. The number of girls now is 228, and there

is a Christian hostel attached to the School. The late Rev. C. L.

Burrows gave £1000 for this extension. Among the w^omen
since engaged in this work have been Miss Browne, B.Sc, of the

University of Wales, and Miss Horsley, of Newnham College, also,

for a time, Miss A. Wardlaw Ramsay (see p. 125). Miss Nixon has

lately retired, after fifteen years' important service ; and so also has

Miss Horsley. Cotta, also, is a station noted for its schools of

various kinds, which are often visited by sympathizing friends on
their way to or from the Far East or Australia, when the great

liners that convey them stop for a few hours iu the Colombo
Harbour. Training schools for teachers are also provided, of four

different kinds for men and for women in both the languages, and

these supply the needs not only of the mission schools but also,

partly, of the government schools. In 1906 compulsory education

was planned by the authorities, with a Conscience Clause (modified

for mission schools) ; and this rendered the training of teachers

an important department in missionary work.
The educational institution whose development has excited the Trinity

keenest interest is Trinity College, Kandy. Under Mr. Napier- K^nd^y;

Clavering, Mr. Ryde, and Mr. Carter, the School had been_ an

institution delightful to visit, as the present writer can testify
;
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but the principalship of Mr. Fraser since 1904 has carried its fame
over the world, owing to his vigorous initiative and wide reputa-
tation. Mr. Fraser went to Uganda in 1900, but his health failed

there, and in 1904 he was sent to Ceylon. In 1906 much alarm
was caused by his being at first said to have sleeping-sickness,

which in Uganda has wrought such ravages, but by God's
mercy he was completely cured. He was the first lay Principal
of Trinity College, but he was ordained in 1912. He has succeeded
in getting able men from our Universities to join him, and the
efficiency of the School has been greatly enhanced by the co-

operation of Mr. Senior, Mr. Walmsley, Mr. Gibson, Mr. Campbell,
and Mr. Saunders, and of some able Indian graduates of Calcutta
and Madras ; while Mrs. Walmsley, who is a B.Sc. of London
University, and Mrs. Fraser, who at Newnham took a good place
in the History Tripos, have also rendered good service. In
addition to their College duties some of these have done important
literary work. The boys, numbering about 430, of whom 120
are boarders, are largely of good social standing ; and of the 90
ruling Kandyan families 63 were (in 1912) represented. Efforts

have been successfully made to enlist them in social service

on the hnes adopted by Mr. Tyndale-Biscoe in Kashmir ; * and
the morale fostered by athletics is very manifest. Of this a

striking illustration was mentioned by Mr. Fraser in 1906. In
the swimming races two boys were competitors in the final. One
of them came and begged for a postponement for a quarter-of-an-

hour. It turned out that he wanted to rub down his rival, who
had got cramp. But higher results than these are achieved.
There are conversions and baptisms year by year. In 30 years
up to 1910, 50 boys had been baptized. In the last year reported
on there were thirteen, one of them from a Mohammedan family
of distinction in North India, and one a Burmese boy who was
football captain. It is interesting to hear that two sons of the
Katikiro of Uganda are now in the school. Of course the
Katikiro knew Mr. Fraser when he was in Uganda.
A new effort is a " Training Colony " for evangelists, near

Kandy, started by Mr. Gibson, which is in a sense an offshoot

from Trinity College. Candidates for ordination are not now
trained in Ceylon, but are sent to Madras or Kottayam.
The other important High School for boys is St. John's College

at Jaffna, under Mr. Jacob Thompson, which is also doing excellent

work. The senior prefect of 1912 was baptized in 1913.
At Dodanduwa, a fishing village on the south-west coast, there

has been an Industrial School with an interesting origin. The first

of the missionaries sent to C.M.S. Missions by the newly formed

* The inculcation of patriotism and social service is shown in the eagerness
of the boys to enlist for the war. No loss than 28 representatives of the
College have joined the Forces of the Empire. They have also been com-
plimented by the Ceylon Legislative Council on their initiative in house-
planning and sanitation.
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Associations in Australia in 1892 was an energetic lady, Miss Helen Part ii.

Phillips. She was located to Ceylon, and after a few months at
'^-'•

Kandy she moved to Dodanduwa, and quickly made friends with p\^.*,j"g-

the women and children. Presently she started a lace making

industry, and the lace gained prizes at exhibitions, some being

even sent to the Paris Exposition of 1900, and there obtaining

a diploma and the only medal given for Ceylon lace ; which led

to orders from other distant countries, including China. By and

by, industrial schools were opened for both girls and boys, and

under Mr. Ptu'ser's charge the latter learnt the trades of tailor,

printer, and joiner, and earned good Government grants as w^ell

as Government custom for printing. Some were Christian boys

from neighbouring districts, and for them a hostel w^as built, the

money being sent from Australia ; and conversions and baptisms

of elder boys and girls have been reported from time to time.

Miss PhilHps retired in 1905 in ill-health, after 13 years of self-

sacrificing work. Her departure led to the gradual decay of

the girls' department ; and Mr. Purser, on his ordination in 1911,

removed to Baddegama.
This last named station, Baddegama, has a long history, the g^^^^j^^^

Mission having been founded by E. Mayor, the father of the three

well-known brothers Mayor, of St. John's, Cambridge, who were

born in the mission house. One of them, who became Latin

Professor, was startled in his old age by a visit from a Singhalese

Christian, a scholar of Selwyn College reading for the Theological

Tripos, whose father (or grandfather) had been one of E. Mayor's

converts, and who himself had been baptized in the same mission

chvu-ch as the Professor. Mr. Balding was, for some years, the

missionary at Baddegama, w^hich is the centre of work in the

south-west of the Island, Dodanduwa being an out-station

from it.

In the Central Districts of Ceylon are carried on two extensive J^^^Hiii

evangehstic missions which bear the names of the Singhalese

Itinerancy and the Tamil Coolie Mission. They occupy, roughly-

speaking, the same area, seeking to reach the tw^o sections of the

population. The Singhalese of this hilly country are called Kandyans.

Kandyans, and are quite different from the Singhalese of the

plains. Higgens originally began systematic itineration among
them, and Ireland Jones and others followed him. For many
years Garrett was the most conspicuous in the w^ork ; also S. M.

Simmons, son of J. D. Simmons ; and at Anuradhapura, the famous

place of ]3uddhist pilgrimage, an honorary lay missionary. Major

Mathison, laboured for several years. Three divisions of this

Mission have latterly been superintended by Mr. Shorten, Mr.

T. S. Johnson, and Mr. Phair, the last named a son of Archdeacon

Phair of Manitoba. The Tamil Coolie Mission, founded in 1855, Tamil

under the auspices of the British owners of what were then coffee ^""'^"'''•

estates (now tea), and largely supported by their contributions,

aims at the coolies on these plantations, who are Tamils, mostly
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from South India. The veteran W. E. Eowlands has long had a
leading part in this work, and still has ; and Mr. Booth and Mr.
Butterfield also have large districts.* Mr. Finnimore, formerly of

South India and Mauritius, rejoined the Society in 1909, and is

now in the Tamil Coolie Mission. Both these evangelistic

missions have borne fruit in many baptisms year after year.

Important work among Tamils is also done in the Jaffna

peninsula, at the north end of the Island. This is another very
old Mission, dating from 1818. Its schools are particularly

efficient. St. John's College has been already mentioned. Tamil
graduates of Calcutta and Madras Universities have done excellent

work. The English Tamil-speaking missionaries have borne a

good deal of transference from one part of the field to another,

taking in turn the charge of the Society's operations at Jaffna, in

the Central District, and at Colombo : among them Mr. Horsley,
Mr. Pickford, Mr. Ilsley, Mr. Hanan, and Mr. Butterfield. The
three first named have retired after from 26 to 30 years' service.

The Society has given Ceylon its full share of the women who
have joined during the last twenty-five years. More than 40 have
been at work during our sixteen-year period for longer or shorter

times. Five Singhalese workers of 1899 are still on the staff, namely,
Miss A. Higgens, daughter of the veteran, who has nearly com-
pleted 30 years' service ; Miss Josolyne and Miss Gedge, 20 years;
Miss Earp (sent from South Africa by the Association there), and
Miss S. H. Townsend, 18 years ; and one Tamil worker, daughter
of the late J. D. Thomas, who was in C.E.Z. ranks nearly 30
years ago, is now the wife of the Eev. T. S. Johnson. Her
mother, Mr. Thomas's widow, continued in the Mission after his

death, and retired in 1909 after 45 years. Among other Singhalese
workers should be mentioned Miss Denver, who retired in 1911
after 20 years' service, but still remains in Ceylon and helps as

she can,t and Miss Leslie Melville, still at work after 15 years
;

and of the Tamil workers. Miss E. S. Young, who retired after

20 years. Several other women have rendered excellent service

for shorter periods. The C.E.Z.M.S. also has nine ladies working
at Kandy and Gampola. Its Clarence Memorial School for the
daughters of Kandyan chiefs is one of the most attractive mission
agencies in Ceylon. It was visited in 1901 by our present King
and Queen, then Duke and Ducliess of Cornwall and York.

At Colombo, the capital, and the great port of call for liners of
the Capital. ^ kinds, the work is typified by the services in the principal

mission church at Galle Face, opposite the well-known hotel.

Colombo

* A picturesque and impressive article by Mr. Butterfield should be noted,
which appeared in the CM. Ecview of Sept., 1912, entitled "The Shadow of
the Peak " (i.e. Adam's Peak, in the centre of the Island). In the Reviciu of
July, 1914, Mr. Butterfield described the Tamil Coolie Mission, and Mr.
Shorten the Singhalese Itineranc}-.

t Miss Denyer has lately returned to England, and finally retired,^a real
loss to the Mission.
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They are in four languages, Singhalese, Tamil, Portuguese, and Part 11.

English, each tongue having its own congregation. The British ^-•'

residents have always been liberal supporters of the whole Mission,

both by money gifts and by personal service in the administration

and the school work. The English-speaking native community
is also large, and presents an inviting sphere of work. The
Incumbency of the Church is, therefore, an important post. It

is usually held by the Secretary of the Mission, and on Mr.
Higgeus's retirement the Eev. A. E. Dibben succeeded to the

double office. He had joined the Singhalese division of the

Mission in 1890, so he has now been a quarter of a century in

the work. Sometimes, however, as at present, another missionary

has taken charge of the church ; and, of course, both Singhalese

and Tamil-speaking men are needed. But the large use of the

English language has facilitated the holding of " special missions
"

and Conventions, and much blessing has attended the visits for

such purposes of Mr. Walker of Tinnevelly, Mr. Eddy of Madras,

and Dr. Mott. In 1907 it was noted that a visit from a missionary

of the S.P.G. resulted in definite spiritual fruit.

In 1902 the Bishop of Colombo, Dr. E. S. Copleston, was Two

transferred to the See of Calcutta as Metropolitan of India. His copieston.

departure from Ceylon, after an episcopate there of 26 years,

was universally regretted. Old differences had long since been

gladly forgotten, and clergy and laity alike, British and Singhalese

and Tamil, had learned to revere him as a true Father in God.

Under the constitution adopted in 1886, when disestablishment

took place, the Church had the right of election of his successor
;

but the Synod determined to request the Archbishop and three of

the Bishops in England to choose a Bishop for them. Their

choice fell on Dr. Copleston's brother, the Eev. E. A. Copleston,

who w^as already a clergyman in the Island ; and he was conse-

crated on August 30th, 1903. The new constitution has continued

to work quite satisfactorily, and the oneness of the Church, com-
prising diflerent races and different theological colours, is more
and more recognized. At the Meeting of the Synod in 1912, it The Synod,

was stated that it comprised 95 clei'gymen, of whom 33 were
Europeans, four of Dutch descent, and 58 Singhalese and Tamils :

and that of 179 lay delegates, 27 were Euro;^eans, 24 burghers

(i.e. of mixed descent from the old Dutch possessors), and 128 of

the two native races. An object lesson is thus provided of the

successful working of a Church predominantly but not exclusively

native. We may w'ell thank God for it, and invoke His best

blessing on the whole cause of the Gospel in Ceylon.
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HE Mauritius Mission is the smallest of the Society's

enterprises. The island is about the size of Herts,

with a population of 375,000. There are no aborigines,

and it was first peopled by Erenchmen from the

neighbouring Island of Bourbon. These, and the
Negro slaves they acquired before the era of emancipation, are

Eoman Catholics. But for the sugar plantations coolies in large

numbers have been imported from India, who have for many
years largely out-numbered the Creoles ; and not only so, but
some of those who have remained in the island when their terms
of service were over have become a very prosperous section of the
population.

It is among these coolies that the Society has chiefly worked.
The Mission was undertaken at the request of the first Anglican
Bishop, Dr. Ryan, in 1854. Its origin and early story are very
interesting, and are related in the History of the G.M.S.* It

prospered greatly for many years, especially during the eighteen
years' episcopate of Bishop Royston, who had been C.M.S.
Secretary of Madras, and also temporarily in Salisbury Square,
and who, after a long life of devoted service, has only been taken
from us in 1915. j Some thousands of Hindi, Bengali, and Tamil
coolies were baptized, many of whom went back to India when
their terms of engagement were over. Hence the figures of

Native Cliristians ih the returns for any particular year have never
given any adequate idea of the work done. And that work has
been accomplished in circumstances of unusual difficulty owing
to the variety of languages spoken, English, French, the Creole

patois, vai-ious African dialects, Malagasy, Hindi, Bengali, Tamil,

Telugu, and Chinese. Bishop Royston described a service at the

consecration of St. Paul's Cliurch at the capital, Port Louis, in

1864, thus :
" The commencing Consecration Service was in

English ; Morning Prayer, Psalms, &c., in Bengali ; Yenite,

* Archdeacon Buswell wrote a Jubilee historical sketch in 190G, which
appeared in the CM. Intell. of Septeuiber that year.

t See the In Memoriam of him, CM. Review, March, 1915.
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Jubilate, and Hymns in Hindustani ; one Ijesson in Tamil and part ii.

the other in Bengali ; the sermon partly in English, partly in !L-

French, with a Bengali translation of the greater part ; while the

elements of the Holy Communion were administered in all these

languages according to the vernaculars of the recipients." And
Archdeacon Buswell says that he still, when administering, has to

look at each communicant in turn to see what language he should

use.

Bishop Walsh (late Bishop of Dover) who had followed Bishop

Eoyston in 1891, had retired shortly before our sixteen-year period

began, and had been succeeded by Bishop Pym. The latter was

transferred to Bombay in 1904, and then a well-known and much-

respected S.P.G. Missionarv in Madagascar was appointed, the Bishop

Rev. F. A. Gregory, son of the Dean of St. Paul's, who has been Gregory,

a good friend of the Mission ever since. When the C.M.S.

Centenary was celebrated, the mission staff comprised Archdeacon c.m.s.

Buswell, a veteran who had gone to Ceylon in 1862 and been '^^^*'^-

transferred to Mauritivis in 1866 ; V. W. Harcourt, also a veteran,

who went to Tinnevelly in 1867 and Mauritius in 1891 ; C. A.

Blackburn, w^ho had been ordained in the Island as a Chaplain

and had joined the Mission in 1883 ; the wives of the three ; and

two single women. Miss Helen Wilkinson and Miss Penley. But
just as the period opened, on May 1st, 1899, the little band lost one

of its members, Mrs. Buswell, who, as Miss A. H. C. Wilkinson,

had gone out in 1896. She was a sister of the Eev. D. H. D.

Wilkinson, and cousin of Miss Helen Wilkinson just mentioned ;

both being honorary workers. Five other women were sent out

in the next three or four years, Misses Gwynn (also honorary, and

with the experience of having been Hon. Secretary of the Y.W.C.A.

at Clifton), Heaney (transferred from Ceylon), Bagley, Smyth, and

North. And a son of Archdeacon Buswell joined as a layman,

and was afterwards ordained.

The general direction of the Mission w^as in the hands of Mr. Archdeacon

Buswell all through our period, and he is still in charge after 53 i^usweii.

years of missionary service. Mr. Blackburn had a district to

superintend, and worked faithfully till his retirement in 1910.

Mr. H. H. Buswell was Diocesan Inspector of elementary schools

and took part in evangelistic w^ork. Mr. Harcourt had the Boys'

Orphanage at Plaisance; but he retired in 1907 after 40 years'

service, and died in January, 1914, as did also Mrs. Harcourt.

The pastoral work has been arranged in six districts, the Native

Christians being much scattered among the villages. There have

generally been three or four " native" clergy to minister to them.

At the beginning of our period there were four, two Tamil-speaking

and two Hindi-speaking. The two former, who are still on the

staff, were John Ernest and lyanar Frank Chorley, converts from

heathenism, and were sent to India to finish their training in Tinne-

velly ; and one of the latter, Samuel Susunkar, also a convert from

lieathenism, was also sent to India for training at St. Paul's
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Divinity College, Allahabad. Mr. Susunkar had the great trial of

losing his wife and son by the plague in 1899. He was afterwards
transferred to India to work in the United Provinces, and is now
in the Meerut district. Two other men have lately been ordained,

Solomon Toolsy and James Nursimooloo Yerriah.

In recent years the work has not prospered as it did in earlier

days. The constant moving to and fro of the Indians between the

Island and India is one difUculty, and the open immorality of the

people is another. Archdeacon Buswell describes the field as " a

bad ward in the great hospital that claims and engages the great

Physician's care." There used to be an average of 80 or 100 adult

baptisms yearly, but for several years past the number has been
from 10 to 20 ; the total in the 15 years being only 264. The
Archdeacon, however, attributes this to a much greater strictness

in accepting candidates for baptism. The Christians in 1914
numbered 1600, which is considerably less than it was 20 years

ago ; but one cause of this, as already stated, is the ebb-tide, so to

speak, to India ; and another is that the reduction of the C.M.S.
grant has removed some from the Society's care. There have
been many individual conversions of deep interest.

In 1907, when retrenchments were necessary, it was resolved to

withdraw gradually from the Island ; and no new workers have
since been sent. There now remain only the Archdeacon and five

ladies, Misses Wilkinson, Penley, Gwynn, Bagley, and North.

Miss Heaney retired, and Miss Smyth was transferred to India.

The Bishop now commits some of the congregations to the

Chaplains in the Island ; but Archdeacon Buswell takes the

services in languages not spoken by them whenever possible.

The Society's grant was continued for a time, but has since been

reduced to one half, and the expenditure for 1914 was about £750
against £1600 in 1899. It is now reduced to £350, and in five

years is to cease altogether.

The S.P.G. also has work in Mauritius. It has three mission-

aries and six native clergymen. Its Native Christians are about as

many as those of the C.M.S.
There was formerly an outlying Mission at Mah6 in the Sey-

chelles Islands, which are in the Diocese of Mauritius, and Arch-
deacon Buswell has visited those islands to take the chaplain's

duty in his absence. In 1900 he found there King Prempeh of

Ashanti, who had been exiled there by the British Government
after the war in which Prince Henry of Battenburg took the illness

of which he died ; and the Archdeacon had interviews with

Prempeh, and set tbe Gospel before him. Two or three years ago

he was baptized by the then chaplain. Two other African kings,

who were likewise exiled to the Seychelles in 1901, have also been

baptized there, namely Mwanga, ex-king of Uganda, and Kaba-
rega, ex-king of Bunyoro (see p. 86). May we not apply to the

Diocese of Mauritius Psalm Ixxxvii. 5—" This and that man was
born in her '' ?
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HEN the period under review commenced, China was part 11.

absorhing much of the world's attention. Germany, Chap. 27.

France, and Russia had secured spheres of influence, china and
and Great Britain, for fear of exclusion from some of ^'^^ Powers.

the most important markets of the world, thereupon
obtained Wei-hai-wei ; all of them by what the C.M.S. Report
called " the novel and agreeable fiction of lease." At the same
time the young Emperor, guided by a party of far-seeing states-

men, had initiated various promising reforms ; but the old Dowager
Empress, by an audacious coup d'etat, had again installed herself

as Regent, had rescinded the Emperor's decrees, and had executed
some of his best counsellors.

Meanwhile trouble w^as caused in many parts of China by—it is Roman

grievous to say—the policy of the Roman Catholic missionaries. poUcy."^

Their habit of interposing on behalf 6f their people engaged in

law-suits or charged with offences against the laws, and of getting

French consular pressure Ijrought to bear on the magistrates, was
not only inexpedient in itself, but also tempted those who were
not Roman Catholics at all to pretend that they were in order to

get similar protection. Then, just at this time, they claimed from
the Chinese Government certain definite grades of rank and
privilege. For instance, a bishop was to be equal to a Viceroy of

a province ; a priest equal to a magistrate, and so on. In order

to be fair, the Peking authorities offered similar honours and
rights to Protestant missionaries ; but they, including the Anglican
Bishops, unanimously refused them.
The general unrest in the country was sadly illustrated by Boxer

murders of missionaries. On the last day of the year 1899, an S.P.G.
^^"''^®"'

missionary, Mr. Brooks, was brutally done to death by what was
stated to be " a seditious society known as the Boxers," but which
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called itself the League of United Patriots ; and it was believed

that it was they who had been responsible for the murder of two
German Eoman Catholic priests in 1897, which had led to the

German occupation of Kiaochow. Presently, in June, 1900, two
more S.P.G. men, Mr. Norman and Mr. Eobinson, were murdered
by them ; also the Chancellor of the Japanese Legation, and the

German Minister himself. Then came the famous siege of the

Foreign Legations at Peking. In its large enclosed area a consider-

able number of Europeans, including missionaries, and also many
Chinese Christians, had taken refuge. For two months they were
attacked night and day, and when communication ceased with
the outside world, it was feared in England that all had perished.

Obituary notices appeared in the newspapers of Sir Claude Mac-
donald, the British Minister, Sir Robert Hart, and others who
were supposed to be dead. The relieving force, however, com-
posed of troops of several European nations, at length arrived on
August 15th, and rescued them ; but the victory was clouded by
the excesses committed by some of these troops—not the non-
Christian Indians under British command, nor the non-Christian

Japanese, but one or two of the so-called Christian contingents.

The Times Shanghai Correspondent specially referred to " the

wanton raiding of harmless people by the Germans," a significant

sentence now ; and he added the sad words, " As a moral force

our religion has certainly suffered in Chinese eyes, a natural result

of the bloodthirsty inhumanities committed by the troops of more
than one Power."

Meanwhile terrible events were taking place in some of the

northern provinces
;
particularly in Shansi, where the Governor,

Yu-hsien, a man already conspicuous for his hatred of foreigners,

massacred a large body of missionaries on one day. Altogether

133 Protestant missionaries and 48 children, and 49 Roman
Catholic missionaries, lost their lives, and many others only

escaped after terrible perils and privations. The China Inland
Mission especially suffered, losing 58 missionaries and 20 children.

All Christendom was aghast. The silver lining to the cloud was
the faithfulness and courage of the men and women so cruelly

treated, and still more the steadfastness of the Chinese Christians,

both Protestant and Roman Catholic, of whom it is believed that,

" at the lowest computation," 30,000 were barbarously slaughtered,

facing torture and death fearlessly rather than deny their Lord
and Saviour. And the result in one respect has been remarkable.

Prior to that memorable year, it was a commonplace among many
journalists that there were no Christians in China, or if there were
a few, they were scoundrels. But since that year newspapers with

any self-respect have scarcely ever dared to make such a state-

ment. In fact, our leading papers indignantly repudiated the

charge, made in some anti-Cbristian quarters, that all the troubles

had been caused by missionary indiscretion ; and one extract may
here be given from a letter written by a special correspondent
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of the Morniiiri Post, who himself visited the scene of the worst part 11.

massacres in the following year :— ^'^'^i'-
-"•

" Here, on the very spot of martyrdoms still fresh in our memory, I oUheMorn-
have been enormously im^jressed not only with the splendid bearing of '"!' ^<'*^

the missionaries themselves in their ahnost inconceivable sufferings

—

sufferings of which we are still learning through letters brought in during
the last few days from Shan-Si—but also with the extraordinary evidence
of courage on the part of the native Christians, who passed through a
worse ordeal even than their foreign teachers. The foreigners had to die,

but in several cases the natives might have saved their lives by renounc-
ing their faith. The best answer to those who scoff at the results of

missionary endeavours in China is the fact th^it there were martyrs
among the Chinese Christians in Shan- Si last summer."

Moreover, as Archdeacon A. E. Moule expressed it, " Native
Christian servants were no longer vilified as utterly distrusted by
English ladies from Peking to Singapore, for had they not risked
and lost tlieir lives to save the lives of their mistresses and their

children ? " Indeed, the Spectator declared that the only guarantee and of t.ho

for the safety in China of Europeans, traders, or travellers, would ''>>^^«'^''-

be the existence of a large body of Chinese Christians. " Ten
millions of Christian natives in China or India would be for the
white Christians an effective unpaid guard."
The Boxer massacres were confined to four of the northern

provinces, in none of which the C.M.S. was at work. But there Alarms^

was little doubt that in Mid-China and Fukien, at least, the Dish-fcts.'

missionaries would have shared the same fate had it not been for

the courageous conduct of certain of the Viceroys, who braved
the wrath of the Empress, and indeed risked their own heads, by
disobeying her orders, which, as it afterwards turned out, w^ere to

kill all the missionaries."^ i\t Hangchow the day and hour had
actually been fixed for the attack on the Foreign Missions, but the
officials were on the alert, and it never came off. At other places
there w-as great alarm, and apparently real danger, and most of

the C.M.S. missionaries were ordered by the Consuls to leave.

Very solemn services and prayer meetings were held by the
Christians ; and at Ningpo the Eev, Sing Tsae Sing (now Arch-
deacon) gave a touching address to the catechists and the College
students, caUing on them to be faithful and wise stewards. In
the Chuki district, churches, mission houses, and houses of the
Christians w^ere burnt down ; but no lives were lost.f

At home, the C.M.S. joined with other Societies in gatherings Should

for prayer ; and after the worst was over, set itself to reassure the ^°e°risks in
many friends who doubted whether women should run such terrible China?

risks, whatever men might do. A special meeting was held at the
Queen's Hall on February 28th, 1901, when the speakers were
seven C.M.S. women missionaries. The gist of their addresses

* One of the good Viceroys was actually put to death. It was said that he
had altered the word " kill " in the instructions to " protect."

t Large parts of the successive numbers of the CM. Tntell. in 1900 and 1901
were devoted to events in China. Many details will be found there.
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Part II. may be indicated by the pregnant question with which one of them
^!fl * conchided her speech,—" Are only men to receive the Gospel, and

not the women ? " In point of fact, hundreds of women had
worked for years in China in perfect safety. Indeed, a little

before, while the distressing news of the massacres was still

coming, Mrs. Isabella Bishop, at the Newcastle Church Congress,
declared, on the basis of her experience of Asiatic travel, that " the
raw material out of which the Holy Ghost fashions the Chinese
convert, and oft-times the Chinese martyr, was the best stuff in

x\sia," and that " the service required all our best and ablest men
and loving women of discretion." *

Question of The Peace negotiations between the European Powers and

tion^^*'"^'^'
China issued in a protocol on September 6, 1901. The compensa-
tion required from China was enormous, the only quite moderate
demands being those of England and Japan, and of the United
States, which had between them borne the main brunt of the

lighting. The Tiynes' correspondent contrasted the reasonableness

in this respect of the Protestant Missions with the immense sums
paid to the Roman Catholics. It will be remembered that the

C.M.S. declined all compensation for the Kucheng massacre five

years before. The indemnity was a cause of great suffering

among the masses of the people. The mandarins and other

officials squeezed out of them more than double the amounts
due, and put the balance in their own pockets.

The new Reforms of all sorts were now announced, most of them the
Position, same that the Emperor had previously decreed, but which the

Dowager Empress had stopped. The best of the Viceroys took up
the task with great energy, and took leading missionaries into

Yuan Shiii- council. One of these was Yuan Shih-Kai, the new Governor of
^^'- the Province of Chihli, who is now President of the Republic. He

applied for advice to the Rev. T. Richard, a leading Baptist mission-

ary, who was Secretary of the Society for the Diffusion of Christian

and General Knowledge.! But the Peking Court proved incorri-

gible. Some of the worst Viceroys, who had been conspicuous for

hostility to foreigners, and to missionaries in particular, received

new appointments ; and the result was more unrest, fresh risings,

and additional murders. Two C.I.M. men were killed in Hunan in

1902, the Governor of the Province being privy to it. In 1905 four

of the American missionaries were murdered in the southern

province of Kwangtung, and in 1906 two Englishmen and six

French Roman Catholics in Kiangsi. There was in fact no hope

* When the Bev. Lord W. G. Cecil visited China in 1907, he was accom-
panied by Lady Florence, who knowing the severe criticism at Shanghai clubs

and on board P. & 0. steamers on the wicked policy of exposing white women
to death or worse, made it her business to inquire closely into the whole
matter, including the pitiable condition of Chinese women. The result was
that her husband wrote warmly of the " heroism " of the women mission-

aries, and wished "ten thousand useless idle women in England" would
at least appreciate them.

t Now the Christian Literature Society for China.
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of permanent tranquillity while the old Empress was at the Part ii.

head of affairs.
chap^2-.

Meanwhile, there wxre two events outside China which were to

have great influence upon her future. In 1901 the Siberian Railway-

was completed, stretching from Moscow to Vladivostock and Port

Arthur, though it was not ready for ordinary traffic until two years

later. And in 1901 came the War between Russia and Japan, with Japan and

its wonderful revelation, not merely of the extraordinary skill ofwax.'**

the Japanese in applying to their own purposes the science and
mechanics of the West, but, still more, of the spirit of enthusiasm

and self-sacrificing patriotism glowing in the heart of her people.

All this while, China was slowly waking up from the long torpor Effect in

of ages, and the new movements among her people were suddenly

quickened by the astonishing successes of Japan in that war. On
the one hand there was the new thought that, after all, the East

could beat the West. On the other, there was fear and jealousy of

Japan's gi'eatness. The Chinese had been terribly humiliated by
the capture of Peking by the allies in 1900, and now they found

one of those alhes, her own Eastern rival, Japan, overthrowing the

vast power of Russia. And doing this actually on Chinese ground,

for the final battle of Mukden was fought over the tombs of the

ancestors of the reigning Manchu Dynasty. No w^ouder that China china

was now" persistently asking for the Western influences which had ^*=*'^"g "!'•

done so much for her brilliant neighbour. Railways, telegraphs,

post-offices, daily newspapers, were multiplying.* Above all, educa-

cation became the summam honum. Indeed it always had been in

Chinese eyes ; but those eyes were now open to the futility of the

old learning, and, for the new and more useful learning, China must
look to the West or to Japan. But the new educational arrange-

ments were grotesquely hopeless. It was easy to abolish the old

cells and all that they stood for ; easy to turn temples into schools
;

easy to appoint "professors"; but if the "professors" knew
nothing of what they were supposed to teach ; if there w^ere no
books or other appliances ; and if the chief apparent value of the

new schools was to provide berths for poor relations— ! Still, here

and there, students were examined in Herbert Spencer, in Free

Trade and Protection, in the Monroe Doctrine, in the conditions of

foreign agriculture and commerce, in banking and taxation, in

Egyptian and Babylonian lore. No wonder the mandarins were

ordering the Enrydoincdid Britannica and calling for a Chinese

translation of it ! It must, however, be added that students were

advised to read the Christian Sacred Books, and to understand the

diflerence between Romanism and Protestantism. And now came
in, very efi"ectively, the work of the Society for the Diffusion of

Christian and General Knowledge of which Dr. Richard was the

* The progress in the pcast twelve years has been extraordinary. There are

now 5000 miles of railway open. In 1902 the Post Office dealt with twenty

million letters, which was regarded as wonderful. But in 1914 there were

6'J2 millions.

T
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leading spirit, and to which also the C.M.S. had lent its well-

equipped missionary, the Eev. W. G. Walshe. This Society has

rendered inestima])le service to education in China.

The influence of Japan now became great in China. Japanese
became prominent in Government employment, particularly iu

military affairs ; and also they went all over the land on trade

enterprises. This tended rather to supplant than to foster direct

Western influence. If Japan could outdo the proud European
nations, could not China do as much or more '? Certainly the

cause of Christianity was unfavourably affected, for it was argued
that European dominance in the world was evidently not due to

European religion ; besides which translations into Chinese of

European infidel books, supplied from Japan, began to circulate

widely. But Young China soon perceived that the quickest way to

rival Japanese education and civihzation was to go to Japan itself,

and many thousands of keen and ambitious Chinese students

flocked to Tokyo, some at their own charges and some sent by
Provincial Authorities. It became important to place Chinese-

speaking missionaries there, with a view to influencing men sure

to be prominent by and by in their own country, and the C.M.S.

Committee directed the Eevs. L. Byrde and W. H. Elwin to pro-

ceed to Tokyo. We shall see something of what they did there

in another chapter.*

Meanwhile the awakening went on. Material progress was
rapid, but the change in China's ideals was still more significant.

There seemed little feeling manifested at the destruction l)y

thousands of the idols when temples were transformed into schools.

An Imperial edict elevating Confucius to a position of equality

with Heaven and Earth, the supramundane powers inferior only to

Shang-ti, the Supreme Euler, indicated no respect to Buddhist or

Taoist idolatry ; rather the contrary. A movement had already

begun against the cruel foot-binding custom which had so long

inflicted frightful suffering on the women. The Chinese Govei'u-

_
ment sent a band of Special Commissioners round the world to

examine into and report upon Western civilization. They saw
much that interested them in England, and among other attentions

paid to them was a reception at Lambeth Palace. An address

was presented to them by seventeen Chi'istian Societies w^orking

in China, including the C.M.S.f
Above all, an extraordinary uprising took place against the

opium curse ; and iu September, 1906, an Imperial edict directed

that within ten years the use of opium must cease throughout

China, and that during those years the cultivation of the poppy
was to be steadily reduced. All smoking dens were to be closed

at once, and all opium-smoking officials must resign office. Anti-

opium Societies were formed, and eagerly joined ; enthusiastic

public meetings were held ; bonfires were raised for the destruction

* See the chapter on Japan, p. 363.

t See CM. Intdl., May, 1906, pp. 369, 395.
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of pipes ; villages voluntarily abandoned the practice, and sent part ii.

for the medical missionaries to treat those ^Yho suffered tortures ^'"'P' "'^-

through the sudden disuse of the pipe.

And what was England doing to help China to rid herself of British

the curse, for the introduction and extension of which England a^l^ut^

was so largely responsible ? Up to 1906, nothing ! Archbishop Opium.

Temple was one of the few leading men who cared anything
about it. He promoted a memorial to the Prime Minister in 1902,

which declared that it was " unworthy of a great Christian Power
to be commercially interested in the supply of opium to China"

;

and in the same year, only a few weeks before his death, he held
a meeting on the subject at Lambeth Palace.* But nothing moved
the Government, and Parliament took no interest in the question.

It was left to a small band of faithful men to go on praymg. At
last, as it were in a moment, and quite unexpectedly, the answer
to those prayers came. On May 30fch, 1906, a resolution was moved House of

in the House of Commons " that the Indo-Chinese opium trade is awllkes
•"*

morally indefensible," and that the Government be asked to take Volley''*

steps to bring it to a speedy close. Mr. John (now Lord) ]\Iorley, '
'' '^

"^

who had become Secretary of State for India in the new ^linistr}',

expressed agreement with the Eesolution, and declared that both
the Home and Indian Governments were prepared to make " some
sacrifice " for the restriction of the trade. To the thankful surprise

of many whose hearts were sore with long waiting, and who had
been for years branded by most of the newspapers as faddists and
fanatics, the Eesolution was carried unanimously ; and those very

papers executed a happy volte-face and applauded Mr. Morley's

declaration. The Government did not lose time in taking practical

steps. An agreement was made with China to reduce the qriantity Anglo-

of opium shipped from India gradually; while China's ^(^/?«y/(/t'.s Agreement,

in suppressing the consumption and the growth of the poppy was
tested. Many felt that more ought to be done. England had
forced the drug upon China, and ought to put an end to the trade

at once at any cost ; but the agreement did, at all events, enable

China to prove her sinceritv, for she took much more drastic steps AboiiUou

than had been thought possible, insomuch that by a new agree- rated,

ment in 1911 England undertook speedier action.f China herself

pressed for this continually. For instance, in 1909 there was an
International Conference in Shanghai, at which a leading states-

man, Tang Kai Sun, delivered a powerful speech on the subject.

He afterwards came to England, and at a meeting in London he
again spoke eloquently. :|: Unhappily the very success of the

Chinese Government in putting down the production of opium at

home led to the stocks brought from India accumulating at

* See CM. Intell., Nov., 1902.

t The position in 1911 was very lucidly explained by Bishop Price of

Fukien in an article in the CM. Review of May in that year.

X These two speeches were printed in the C.Ji. Review of Aug., 1909, and
Feb.. 1910.
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Shanghai in the charge of merchants anxious to sell. The
revenues of India had been so elastic that the Indian Government
was in no way embarrassed by the loss of the opium duty ; and
therefore England might well have paid the merchants to have
destroyed the opium, and thus shown a tardy repentance for a

great national crime.

This, which might have been done, was not done ; but yet we
may thank God that at last, on May 7th, 1913, the British

Government announced that no more opium would be sent to

China. Mr. Montagu, the Under-Secretary for India, said he
felt in a proud position to represent a Government which under
the existing treaty was entitled to add £11,000,000 to the Indian

revenue by sending the agreed quantity of opium to China in the

next three years, yet intended to refrain from doing so ; and refer-

ring to the request of the President for the prayers of Christians,

he added that this act would prove the real sympathy of England
for China. Since then, no less than 14 of the 28 provinces have

earned the right to exclude opium altogether, by having suppressed

its cultivation within their own areas. But the problem of the

accumulated stocks still remains ; and, to the disgrace of the

Foreign Community at Shanghai, the opium dens under their

control have increased since 1905 from 87 to 563, while in the

native city they are all closed.

Meanwhile great political changes have come to pass in China.

On November 14th and 15th, 1908, within a few hours of each

other, the nominal and real rulers, the Emperor and the Dowager
Empress, passed away. The latter, that remarkable woman, had
really governed the country for 47 years, and her death was
bound to bring about great changes. The most startling, how-
ever, did not come at once. But the general movement towards

modern ways continued. In 1909, Provincial Assembhes elected

by popular vote were inaugurated ; opium smokers, be it observed,

having been disfranchised. They discussed the eradication of

superstition, the abandonment of foot-binding, the prevention of

disputes between Christians and non-Christians, educational

measures, and such like practical subjects. The progress of

Christianity was marked by the return of many Christians as

members.* In the Fukien Province, the Vice-President, the

Secretary, and the Chairman of the Executive Committee were

all Christians. Moreover, the political and social changes, as well

as the many signs of material progress, were welding tlie nation

together, and causing the up-growth of a national sentiment.

With such immense masses of people there was, of course, always

a widely-spread reactionary spirit. Nevertheless the general

advance was unmistakable, j

* The Rev. A. A. Phillips was present at the National Assembly on Nov. 20th,

1911, and a graphic letter from him appeared in the CM. Review, Feb., 1912.

t The outlook in China at this time was treated in a series of articles in

the C.M.S. Gazette by Mr. Baring-Gould. See Nov. and Dec, 1908, Jan. and

Feb., 1909.
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But at length, in October,' 1911, came the great Eevolution, part 11.

which presently put an end to the rule of the Manchu Dynasty, ^'^^p- ^^'

On February 12th, 1912, the final abdication was signed and the Republic

Repui)lic proclaimed. The leader, and provisional President, was proclaimed:

Yuan Shih-Kai, who had saved the lives of Europeans at Peking President,

in 1900, had succeeded the great Li Hung Chang * as Viceroy of

Chihli in 1901, but had been dismissed by the young Emperor's
Regent. The queue, the badge of dependency imposed on the More Re-

Chinese by the Manchus, was abolished ; the Western calendar
°""^"

was adopted ; trial by jury was instituted ; infant beti'othals,

female infanticide,! and foot-binding were discarded. Complete
religious liberty was proclaimed. The Parliament of the Republic
met in April, 1913. In September China entered the Postal

Union. Such a Revolution could not be achieved without great

difficulties. Various revolts have occurred since, and much unrest

has prevailed throughout the country ; but so far Yuan Shih-Kai
has overcome all opposition. In October, 1913, he was formally

elected President of the Republic, and was further recognized
officially by the European Powers. He immediately dissolved Yuan's

the Assembly, and in May, 1914 he promulgated an amended ^" o^racy.

constitution, which practically concentrated all power in his

hands. It is in fact a strong conservative reaction.! There
seems to be no doubt that industrial and commercial prosperity

has increased under Yuan's rule.§ On the other hand, the heavy
expense of the army, rendered necessary by the insurrections in

the country (particularly that under the brigand chief " White
Wolf "), has hindered the carrying out of the government plans

for promoting education.
||

All these political events have greatly quickened the interest of .T.R.Motfs

the Christian Church generally in the position and prospects of '^'
*'

Christianity in China ; and some remarkable incidents of our
period have further fostered that interest. Among these may be
specially mentioned Mr. (now Dr.) J. R. Mott's visits and the

memorable gatherings of students organized in connexion with
them. His first tour in China was in 1896, and he has been three

times in our period, in 1901, 1907, and 1913. In 1912 the Delegation

Associated Chamber of Commerce at San Francisco sent a party
Itates!"'*^*^

of twenty-five business men to China to inquire into the openings
for extended trade. One-third of the number were indifferent to

Missions, and one-third definitely hostile. They found themselves

* A very mterestiog sketch of the career of Li Hung Chang appeared in the
CM. Bevieiv of Jan., 1915.

t On female infanticide see an article in the CM. Review of Oct., 1914.

J Sir John Jordan, British Minister at Peking, spoke warmly of Yuan at

a dinner in London in Oct., 1913. See CM. Ecvieiv, Dec, 1913, p. 768. So
did Dr. IMain, see ibid., March, 1914, p. 194. And so did Dr. Morrison, the
Tillies, Correspondent, see ibid., Sept., 1914, p. 577.

§ Some particulars were given in the Int. Rev. Miss, of Jan., 1914, p. 13.

II
The acceptance by Yuan of the Imperial throne, lately announced, will

probably be, if confirmed, a further guarantee of peace and progress.
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obliged to include Missions in their inquiries, and eventually the
whole twenty-five united to testify in their official report to the
great and beneficial work done.

But we must go back a little. In 1907 occurred the visit of

four Englishmen delegated by the China Missions' Emergency
Committee, a body formed to watch the opening in the Far East.

These four were the Eev. Lord W. G. Cecil, Sir Alexander Q.
Simpson of Edinburgh, Professor Macalister of Cambridge, and
Mr. Francis Fox,—a very strong and influential band. Their
report was decisive as to both the importance and the value of

Missions. One passage must be quoted :

—

" During the course of our several visits in China we were profoundly
impressed with the wonderful openings that seem everywhere to exist

for the spread of the Gospel, and though at the same time we could not
but he painfully aware of the appalling mass of ignorance, darkness, and
misery in which the vast majority of the millions of China are immersed,
we also could not fail to recognize how wide-spread and far-reaching
already are the intluences of Christianity.

" We would also impress on our countrymen that the work has, as a
whole, been done with great and extraordinary efficiency, and that the
results have exceeded the laiost sanguine estimate of the most competent
spectators. We would also warn people that hostile criticism often
emanates from a real ignoi'ance, on the part of those who live in the
ports, with regard to the internal conditions of China, and of the diffi-

culties that Ijeset mission work in the very peculiar circumstances of

Chinese life."

Lord William Cecil gave his impressions more fully in his

brilliant letters to the Times,'" and in his admirable book, Ohaiujiii^

Cldnn, probably the best w-ork on the subject ever published.

f

It was a happy thing that the visit of these gentlemen coin-

conference
^i^^^d with the great Conference of Missionaries at Shanghai

" in April and May, 1907, which deeply impressed them. This

Conference was attended by some 600 missionaries from all parts

of China, and an equal number of friends and visitors.
;{: High

Chinese officials welcomed the gathering, and just then the excellent

Viceroy Chang Chili Tung gave orders that the New Testament
was to be taught along with the Chinese classics to the 40 millions

of people under his administration. It was noteworthy that this

Conference was held exactly one hundred years after the sailing of

the first Protestant missionary for China, Eobert Morrison, but it

must not be inferred that the Missions had been going on all

through the century. Morrison himself could only be at Canton
as an agent of the East India Company, and his great work was
the first Chinese version of the Bible. Open missionary w^ork

was not possible until 1842, after the Opium War. After 65 years,

* The Times, Sept. 7, 14, 21, 28, 1907.

t This book was reviewed at length, with extracts, iu the CM. Beviciu of

Sept., 1910.

X An interesting account of the Conference, by Bishop Price, appeared in

the CM. Beviciv of Aug., 1907.

Shanghai

'onference,
1907.

A Retro
Hpect.
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therefore, the Conference was able to report that there were ^j^'^'^"*

170,000 full members of the various Protestant Mission Churches, !£l

representing a community of half-a-million. Certain discussions

will be referred to in the next chapter.

But nothing could dispel the ignorance or allay the malignity of Hiram
_

hostile anti-Christian critics. In 1910 a violent attack on Missions ^ttack.^

was made in a Eationalist Press publication by Sir Hiram Maxim,
who affirmed that missionaries had done " an infinite amount of

harm in China without making a single convert," and that they

were " and always had been, the greatest liars on the face of the

earth," and presently he reiterated his charges in the Mornintj

Post. Of course adequate answers were quickly forthcoming. indepfin-_^

Sir W. Caine Hillier, K.C.M.G., Adviser to the Chinese Govern- monieshr

ment, who had spent 40 years in the Far East, said, " There '"''P'y-

never was a more friendly feehng in China towards missionaries

than now, and it is richly deserved." He added, " There is no

garbling of statistics, the Missionary Societies publish honest

statements of fact " ; and, " I know scores of Chinese whom I

believe to be sincere Christians." Strong testimonies appeared in

the Shanghai Alprcurij. Dr. Morrison, the well-known Timps' Cor-

respondent at Peking, said at a meeting of the Authors' Club that

" the more he saw the missionary work in China the more he

admired it," and he praised in the warmest terms the " hundreds

of high-minded English gentlemen whose word was their bond,

living simple and pure lives, absolutely trusted, working solely for

the good of the people, undiscouraged by failure, manly and

courageous." *

The good feeling of the more intelligent Chinese towards
^^'^Jl^p^g,;,,^

Christians and Christian Missions has been illustrated over and towanis

over again in recent years. At one time, though multitudes of the 1^^,^^™^^

poorer people loved and trusted the missionaries, the upper class

was hostile ; but this is not so now. For example, when the

Literary Chancellor in 1910 wrote to America for teachers to be

sent for the new schools and colleges, he specially asked for

members of the Y.M.C.A. Medical missionaries are, naturally,

looked upon with special favour, but all who will help in educa-

tional progress have a hearty welcome. The efforts of Christian

men to help forward the new Universities, and to establish

Universities on Christian lines themselves, are highly appreciated.

Such efforts have been made at Nanking, at Chentu, in Shantung,

and elsewhere ; and also at Hong Kong. Well-known English

books have been translated, even fiction, for instance, Robinson

Crusoe, Treasure Island, Uncle Tom's Cabin, Ivanhoe, and Sherlock

Holmes. One Chinese newspaper, the Daily Rqmblic, has been

printing as its serial story the Pilgrim's Progress. At Shanghai

* See the whole speech, CM. Revicio, Dec, 1910. In 1912 Dr. Morrison was

appointed Political Adviser to the President. Dr. Duncan Main wrote, " We
are delighted: it means much for China." See C.3L Review, 1912, Sept.,

p. 516, and Oct., p. 637.
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-Part II. there is a publishing house which claims to be " the largest and
t£l" most up-to-date Press in Asia." Its warehouses cover 64,000

square feet and it employs 800 men. Its manager (who was
murdered two years ago) was a Christian ; and no anti-Christian

book has issued from its press.* It may be added here that in

1913 the three Bible Societies, British, Scottish, and American,
circulated more than five million copies of Scriptures in China.

fienfry and Socially, also, there is a great change. When Bishop and Mrs.

eiftert*ain Ingham were leaving China after their tour in 1909, the Chinese
Bishop gentry of Hong Kong entertained them at a banquet, at which, so

the Bishop was informed, for the first time in the history of the
Empire, mothers and wives and sisters sat at table in public with
their sons and husbands and brothers. The account of this dinner
and the speeches, in the Bishop's charming book. From Japcm to

Jerusalem, is extremely interesting.

t

More A good deal of unrest and even of rebellion in vai'ious localities

has, naturally, resulted from such vast political and social changes.
Even murders of missionaries have occurred here and there. In
1911 two Swedes were killed in Shansi, and in 1912 the Eev.
F. Day, of the S.P.G., lost his life while humanely intervening to

prevent looting. Many of the mandarins, as might be expected,

have shown that they are as rapacious as ever. Expenditure on
the army has hindered the development of education, and many
government colleges and schools have been closed.J But the

authorities welcome the efforts of the Missions to do this work

;

the general missionary outlook has been increasingly hopeful.

The President, Yuan Shih-Kai, has done his best to make reli-

Yuan and gious liberty a reality. On February 26th, 1912, when there was

ciuist'ians!^ a large gathering of Christians at Peking for a Thanksgiving
Service for the new Eepublic, he sent them a special message
affirming that Missions " had won golden opinions from all classes

of society," and trusting that as "members of one great family"
they would all exert themselves " with one heart and one soul " to

promote the happiness and prosperity of China. In the following

year, when the Assembly met,—in which, by the way, sixty of the

members were Christians,—he sent the now famous telegraphic
Request for message to all parts of the country requesting the prayers of the
rayer.

Christian Churches in China on April 27th for the Eepublic, the

President, the Government, and the National Assembly then meet-
ing. § It is said that the suggestion was originally made by the

Foreign Secretary, Mr. Lu, who was a Eoman Catholic. Any way
the day was observed, not in Cliina only, but all over the world ; ||

* Seo China's Millions, Fob., 1914.

t Sec also CM. Review, March, 1910.

J On the troubles at this time in Western China, see CM. Reviciv, Feb.,

1912.

§ On this remarkable event see the important comments of Bishop Cassels

and Archdeacon A. E. Moule in the CM. Rcvicio, June, 1913.

II
See, for instance, the interesting telegrams that passed between the

Church of Ireland and President Yuan, in Chap. XLVII.
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and it is worth noting that the announcement in the British p^t n.

Parliament that no more opium would be shipped from India was ^'•'•

made within a fortnight of the day.

It is true that Yuan has in certain ways revived the cult of

Confucius, which the Assembly had discouraged; and that he

liimself, like the Emperors of old, has offered the annual sacrifice

on the Altar of Heaven. This, no doubt, contradicts any idea that

he had been personally drawn towards Christianity, but it does

not imply hostility. Were he really hostile, he would scarcely

have appointed a Baptist missionary to be tutor to his sons,* or

allow a niece of his to be baptized. It is probably the spirit of

Gallio. And as for the people generally, any reaction is not of

Confucian doctrine, but rather of social and domestic idolatry.

Quite a large number of the present higher officials in China christians

are Cbristian men, including some in the army. For instance, ^{^^y"''"'^*'

when 2000 troops were sent from Peking a little time ago to put

down insurrection and brigandage, their commander, Major-

General Feng, was a Christian, and at once identified himself

with the Church. Some other officers and two doctors with the

force were also Christians.

A notable article on the effect of the Eevolution on Eeligion in ^jj^^erman

China, by Dr. R. Wilhelm, a German missionary in Shantung oifcon-''^

Province, appeared in the Internafional Review of Missions of fucianism.

October, 1913. He pointed out that Confucianism was identified

with the old regime of despotic government and the divine right

of kings. Therefore, when the Manchu rulers, after the sup-

pression of the Boxer movement, were obhged to welcome the

reforms and developments necessary for China in these changing

times, they at the same time fostered the cult of Confucius more

strongly than ever, as the one conservative influence left to them.

This was not of good omen for the prospects of Chi'istianity, and

it tended to the Chinese Christians becoming thrown into the

arms of the revolutionary party. So when the Revolution

ensued, and the Manchu autocracy was followed by the Re-

public, Confucianism collapsed as a State religion ; even the

sacred enclosure of the Altar of Heaven at Peking was secu-

larized ; and the Confucian books wex'e banished from the lower

schools, as teaching high doctrine inconsistent with the new
freedom and the supremacy of the people. Dr. Wilhelm further

states that the three rehgions, Confucianism, Buddhism, and

Taoism, thereupon adopted constitutions like a non-established

Christian Church. A famous Buddhist priest said, " With an

Empei'or we did not need a Church, but now under the Repubhc

we must organize one." This was all favourable to the progress

of Christianity, which seemed to be on the popular side. But then

we have to bear in mind that the Revolution was practically the

work of a comparatively small number of enlightened students,

and that a reaction among the masses was a very likely thing to

* Two of Yuan's sous have been at Cheltenham College.
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Pakt II.
Chap. 27.

Books on
China.

happen. And so as a matter of fact it has happened, since Dr.
Wilhelm wrote. Perhaps Yuan saw that the Assembly was too
democratic an arrangement for China, and therefore seized more
autocratically the reigns of government, and in a sense revived
the cult of Confucius ; and this would naturally mean some set-

back to the increasing influence of Christianity, if it were not for

Yuan's personal allegiance to the principles of religious liberty.*

Books on China are very numerous. It may suffice, for

ordinary students of Missions, to • mention here Mr. Marshall
Broomhall's Chinese Empire, Mr. Bitton's Regeneration ofNew China,
Mr. Cochrane's Survey and Atlas, Mr. Douglas's Confucianism and
Taoism, Mr. Eddy's New Era in Asia, Dr. A. H. Smith's Uplift of
China; also Archdeacon Moule's books mentioned on p. 318.

Great,
Cliangps ir

.1 Chinese
City.

Since the above was in type, an article has appeared in the

CM. Gleaner (Jan., 1916), by the Eev. LI. Lloyd of Foochow,
which illustrates the external changes of China by noticing some
in that city :

—

" I well remember when we landed here in 1876, how we were caxTied

through the narrow, malodorous, crowded tunnels called streets in

China. Then the shops were lighted with tiny oil lamps, which only
seemed to make the darkness more profound, and the shopkeepers put
up their shutters as soon as it became dusk. Now the larger shops are

a blaze of electric light and full of goods of all sorts from Europe and
Japan, while the streets, totally dark in the old days, are now also

lighted by electricity. Then a policeman did not exist. Now we have
a large police force in khaki, arined with swords and staves, and although
they are more likely to run away from a disturbance than to quell it,

they show that China is getting into line with other nations. Then the
streets reeked of opium fumes, and the opium dens numbered thousands
in Foochow alone. No7u that smell no longer mmgles with the many
other odours of a Chinese thoroughfare, and the opium dens are turned
into ordinary shops. Then one hardly ever saw a respectable Chinese
girl or woman whose feet were not crushed out of shape by tight

bandaging. Noiv we meet them everywhere emancipated froin this

foolish custom.
" Most prominent of all changes is the altered attitude of the people

towards foreigners generan3'^ and towards missionaries in particular.

Formerly we were disliked, and all sorts of evil things were laid to our
chai'ge ; while the entrance of a missionary into a new neighbourhood
was often accompanied by real danger to life and property. This hostile

attitude is now almost entirely a thing of the past. Missionaries find a
ready welcome everywhere."

* Yuan's own explanation of the rccmdcsccrcB of Confucianism is interest-

ing. It appears in a mandate issued by him in Sept., 1914, and will be found
in a footnote on p. 13 of the Int. licv. ilfis.s. of Jan.. 1915.



CHAPTEE XXVIII.

China -. The Christian Missions.

Griffith John and Hudson Taylor -Non-Roman Christendom in China -

The Shanghai Conference of 1907 and the Creeds—The China Mission

Year Book—Literary Work, &c.—Statistics of Missions—Dr. Mott's

Conferences "China Continuation Committee—Dr. Mott's and Mr.

Eddy's Evangelistic Meetings—Chinese Christians in England -The
Anglican Church in China : Conferences ; Desire for Larger Unity.

|E now turn to the Missions in China. And we must TARTir.

begin by otfering a passing tribute of thankful re-
^"i^-**-

membrance to two really great missionaries who Griffith

have passed away within our period, Griffith -John
g^J^^g^^'^

and Hudson Taylor. Dr. Griffith John, of the Taylor.

L.M.S., was one of the noblest men engaged in the work of the

Lord in China.* Hudson Taylor was unique, for his simple and
unquestioning faith in the promises of God and his entire dedica-

tion to the cause of Christ. He was the founder and leader of

what is now the largest Mission in China, one which did a work
which like himself was unique, a pioneer work by which all other

Missions have profited. The China Inland Mission only celebrated

its Jubilee in 1915, rendering all praise to God for His great and
rich blessing.

Non-Eoman Christendom is represented in China by about 120 Piofpstanf,

different bodies ; not all different denominations, indeed, for the ii/chi'na!'
^

number would include the three or four separate Anglican

Societies, and there are different bodies of Presbyterians, for

instance, and of Methodists, and so on, and a very large number
of small free-lance undenominational Missions. So thoughtful

observers like Dr. Mott urge each group, the Anglican, the

Presbyterian, &c., to combine its own varieties first, and thus

greatly reduce the number of distinct bodies. This is what the

Anglican bishops have been doing ; the Presbyterians have done it

already ; and others are feeling their way to similar combinations.

If there must still be separate organized Churches, half-a-dozen

are better than fifty, leaving out the small bodies. More complete sii.ingiiai

1
'' Tc? M j_ ji 01 1 • Conference,

union is much more chrhcult, as was seen at the bliangliai 1907.

Conference of 1907. Nothing could be more delightful than the

fellowship manifested there, so long as questions of the Creeds

* See the review of Dr. Wardlaw Thompson's account of his work (written

in his lifetime), CM. lievicw, Feb., 1907. He died in 1912.
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were not touched ; but directly they were touched controversy
arose, inevitably. A resolution was proposed, " That unanimously
holding the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments as the
supreme standard of faith and practice, and holding firmly the
Catholic faith summarized in the Apostles' Creed and sufficiently

stated in the Nicene Creed, . . . we gladly recognize ourselves as

already one body," &g. A most " difficult and anxious " discussion

ensued. Some objected to the word " Catholic," and to satisfy

them " Apostolic " was used instead. The Baptists and some
similar bodies, and the undenominational bands, held out against
accepting any formal creed at all ; but at last the following words
were accepted, not without much regret on the part of the
Anglicans, Presbyterians, and Methodists :

" While acknowledging
the Apostles' Creed and the Nicene Creed as substantially express-

ing the fundamental doctrines of the Christian faith, the Conference
does not adopt any Creed as a basis of Church unity." Moreover,
there was no unanimity as to the ideal being o/ie Churc/i, and
proposals indicating that as the true aim had to be withdrawn.
Many people, both at home and abroad, rather prefer separate and
independent denominations.* It ought, however, to be added that

in later years—for this was in 1907—the desfre for unity has
grown, as will appear presently.

The China 3fission Year Book for 1914 contains a mass of

interesting information on the various Missions and on the pro-

gress of the work. The political history of the year, the religious

aspect of affairs, the Confucian revival, evangelistic work in

different provinces, the work among women and children, Church
organization, social service, work among the blind, medical work,
Christian literature, union and co-operation, &c., are treated by
competent writers. Particularly interesting are summary accounts
of German and Scandinavian Missions in China. Women's work
is described by four writers, one of them a Chinese lady doctor
with an English name. Miss Mary Stone, M.D. She mentions
" Dr. King of Tientsin, Dr. Hu King-eng of Foochow, Dr. Ida
Kahn of Nauchang, Dr. Hwang of Shanghai, Dr. Li Bi-chu of

Nguchen, Dr. Tsao of Nanking," all qualified women doctors
practising among women and children. She also tells of nursing
work, school work, philanthropic and temperance work, and
" home-making "—this last not the least important. In the
chapter on Union and Co-operation, there is a long list of institu-

tions and other agencies now worked in combination by different

Societies. Several cases of this kind will appear in the next
chapter. Among the most interesting are the union of the S.P.G.,

the English Baptists, and the American Presbyterians in working
the new Christian University in Shantung, each body having its

own chapel for worship in its own way
; f and the union of the

* See Bishop Price's article before referred to. Also Archdeacon A. E.
Moule's, CM. Bcvieio, Jan., 1913. Mr. Byrde (May, 1913) sets forth both sides,

t See CM. Review, March, 1914, p. 139.
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S.P.Ct., the L.M.S., and the American Methodists in a Medical part ii.

College at Peking. Chap^2s.

Another interesting chapter is on Chinese Christian Literature. Chinese

A long list is given of new hooks published during the year by tJhristian

the Christian Literature Society ; and the North China, Central
China, West China, South China, Fukien, and Manchuria Eeligious
Tract Societies, have been actively at work, their circulation in

the year having exceeded three million copies. The production
or revision of versions of the Bible, in Wenli, Mandarin, and
several local vernaculars, has gone on steadily ; and the circula-

tion of the existing versions. Bibles, Testaments, and portions, by
the British and Foreign, the American, and the National Scottish

Societies, was nearly six millions. A large Bible Dictionary is

nearly completed. There are already Commentaries on all parts

of the Bible ; two or more on every separate book. The writer

on this section (Commentaries), the Eev. G. A. Clayton, Wesleyau
missionary, observes that some of them are not sufficiently " ser-

monic "
; that is, the Chinese ministers and teachers who use them

want less of critical discussions and more of homiletic suggestions.

They would value commentaries like the old-fashioned English
ones of Barnes and Matthew Henry. Works by Bishop J. C.

Hoare, the American Bishop Graves, and Dr. DuBose, the

eminent American divine, he especially commends ; but says that
" the outstanding commentary is Faber's Mark."
The Year Book gives full tables of the statistics of the Protestant

Missions. The notes enable us to see the extraordmary difficulty

of getting accurate figures, chiefly on account of the large number
of very small unorganized missionary bands. We must take the -^tatisticsof

figures as approximately correct. The denominational groups penomfua^
are given as follows :

—

*^"^"'

Anglican . .

Baptist . .

Congregational
Lutheran .

Methodist
Presbyterian .

China Inland Mn
]\riscellaneous

Men. Wives. Other women. Total.

211 137 272 626
195 177 126 567
109 88 65 263
221 171 107 503
272 207 267 753
363 288 252 898
408 297 371 1076
162 81 112 500

1941 1441 1572 5186

It will be seen that none of the horizontal additions are right

except the C.I.M. Of course a single Society would present no
difficulty.

The " men " in the above table include both " ordained " and
unordained. The printed tables distinguish, between the two
classes, but the minor denominations are so uncertain as to what
is " ordination " that it is safer not to separate them here.
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The number of separate societies or bands is over 120, and it is

needless to examine the many very small ones. But it is interest-

ing to note some particulars of the larger organizations. The
C.I.^I. in the above table has to stand by itself, because it com-
prises members of all the denominations, and these are not dis-

tinguished. In Szechwan Province, for instance, there is a large

C.I.M. staff of members of the Church of England under Bishop
Cassels, but these are evidently not included in the Anglican
figures. About 280 of its missionaries belong to various small
affiliated Societies in Germany, Sweden, Norway, and Finland, and
a further large number are from Canada and Australia.

The principal British Societies are as follows :

—

C.M.S
Loudon Miss. Soc. .

Weslevan Miss. Soc.

English Presb. Ch. .

l^aptist Miss. Soc. .

United Free Ch. Scot.

s.r.G
Ch. E. Zenana Miss.

IMen.

110
60
62
40
45
27
2S

Wives. Other women. Total.

80
48
33
28
35
18
12

The principal American Societies :

—

Presbyt. Ch. North .

Meth. Episc. Ch. . .

Baptist For. Miss. .

Southern Bapt. Conv
Prot. Episc. Ch. . .

Am. Board C.F.M.
Presb. Ch. South .

Meth. Ep. Women's Soc.

Chr. and Miss. Alhance

145

91
57
57
63
49
52

27

107
80
59

52
43
40
44

19

The two chief Canadian Societies :

—

Methodist 70 58

Pi'esbyterian .... 36 36

Of the Continental Societies the largest is-

Basel Mission ... 40 28

165
23
16
32
11

17

13

48

101
58
35
41
40
42
26

119
31

33
24

355
126
111

100
91

62
53
48

353
229
151

150
149
131
122
119

77

161

96

3

It should be observed that if the Women's Society of the

American Methodist Episcopal Church were added to the Men's
Society it would make the total for that Church 348, just equal

to the Presbyterian Church (North). Similarly, for practical

purposes, the C.E.Z.M.S. figure might be fairly added to the

C.M.S., making 403. The smaller associations of all sorts, nearly

one hundred in number, have about 1350 missionaries between

them.
In reckoning up the Chinese Christians, the compilers have

evidently had great trouble, owing to the different methods

adopted by different bodies. The detailed figures are most
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perplexing, and the only column that is worth quoting from is

the one which gives the totals of professing Christians, whether
haptized or not, hut excludes mere " adherents." These totals

are thus arranged denominationally :
—

Auglicau 85,641

Baptist 31,389

Congregational 28,167

Lutheran 3.'j,99;'>

Methodist 8;i,120

Presbyterian 101,185

China Inland Mission 35,745

Miscellaneous 4,967

Part If.

Chap. -^8.

356,209

Of the individual Societies, the following have the largest and by

hgures :
—

Am. Meth. Epis. Ch.
China Inland Mn.
Am. Presb. Ch. North
C.M.S
United Meth. Miss. .

English Presb. Ch. .

London Miss. Soc. .

United Free Ch. Scot.

Irish Presb. Ch. . .

Amer. Bapt. South .

41,223

35,745

33,331

21,621
21,595
20,990
16,037

15,342
14,691

12,225

Amer. Boai'd .

Meth. Ep. Ch. South
Amer. Prot. Ep. Ch.
Basel Mission . . .

Amer. Bapt. North .

Canadian Presb. Ch.
English Bapt. Mn. .

Wesleyan Miss. Soc.

Amer. Presb. South .

S.P.G

12,130

11,789

11,176

10,780
8,200

7,951

6,733
6,480

3,461

2,585

The Year Book also gives particulars of the Eoman Catholic Roman

Missions, gathered from the CkiUndrier Aiiiiuaire for 1914. The ^^*'''*i""=*-

most important are those of the Missions Etrangeres of Paris,

the Franciscans, the Lazarists, the Milan Society, the Belgian

Society, the Spanish Dominicans, and the Jesuits. There are

50 European hishops and vicars-apostolic, 1423 European priests,

746 Chinese priests ; 1,531,216 baptized Christians, and 452,695

catechumens.*
The Protestant Missions were nearly all represented at Dr. i)r. Motrs

Mott's Conferences in 1913, held in the course of his great tour fer"uces.

before referred to. In China they were held at Canton, Shanghai,

Tsinan, Peking, and Hankow, and then the National Conference

of Delegates from these local Conferences was held at Shanghai
iri March. Under Dr. Mott's powerful chairmanship resolutions

were adopted which cannot be enlarged on here, but which will

certainly do much to unite the Missions in a closer fellowship, and
minimize the inevitable disadvantages of denominational divisions. 'pi,g Yii\<i-

The " Findings " of this Conference are included in an important »"««.

* In The East and The West of May, 1908, the Kev. F. L. Norris, of the

S.P.G. , now Bishop in North China, gave a grave account of the " bitterness

and actual hatred" of the Boman CathoUca towards Anglican missionaries

and Christians.
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volume prepared by Dr. Mott, and described by Mr. Baylis in the

CM. Review of March, 1914. The Conference recognized that

"the movement towards Cliurch unity must be a gradual evolu-

tion," but they recommended (1) " the uniting of Churches of

similar ecclesiastical order planted in China by different Missions,"

(2) the organic union of Churches which already enjoy inter-

communion in any particular area, large or small," (3) " federa-

tion, local and provincial, of all Churches willing to co-operate in

the extension of the Kingdom of God." Also, " that spiritual

hospitality be offered to persons bringing proper certificates from
the Churches of wliich they are members," " so far as consistent

with conscientious convictions." The phrase " spiritual hospi-

tality," as the Kikuyu controversy shows, is understood to

include admission to the Lord's Table. The generous spirit of the

Conference is shown by a resolution that missionaries and Chinese

Christians " should cultivate friendly relations with the Eoman
Catholic and Greek communions with a view to breaking down
such prejudices as now exist." And they adopted a " common
title " for the Christian Churches in China generally, Chung Hua
Chi Tu Chiao Hui, which is translated " The Christian Church in

China."

The membership of the National Conference is worth noting,

as indicating roughly the proportions of the different Churches,

Societies, and nationalities engaged in the work. The number
of members was 117, of whom 34 were Chinese. There were 34

British, 39 American, three from British Colonies, seven Con-
tinental, and three whose nationality is not clear ; and possibly

two or three of the British may be Colonial. Ecclesiastically,

there were 19 Anglicans, 20 Presbyterians, 21 Methodists, 10

Baptists, 14 Congregationalists, and the 7 Continental Protestants ;

while the rest were of smaller denominations or (like the six

C.I.M.) uncertain. Fourteen members were women, including

three Chinese ladies, Dr. Mary Stone, Miss F. Y. Tsao, and
Miss Dora Y\\. The Anglicans included seven C.M.S., three

S.P.G., eight American Church, and the Bishop of Victoria.

The other bishops were Price of Fukien, Scott of North China,

Iliff of Shantung, Huntington and Roots of the American Church.

The C.M.S. representatives were Bishop Price, the Revs. A. A.

Phillips and J. R. Stewart, Drs. Bradley and Duncan Main,

Miss J. C. Clarke, and the Rev. Yli Hyien-ding; of the S.P.G.,

Bishops Scott and Iliff, and the Rev. F. L. Norris, who is also

now a bishop. The American Church representatives included

two bishops, five clergymen (three of them Chinese) and one
deaconess.

Three interesting articles on these Conferences appeared in the

TntenKtIional Retuetr of JIis,sio/>s for July, 1913, by Mr. Bondfield,

the Bible Society's representative in China, Bishop Bashford of

the American Methodist Episcopal Church, and the Rev. Ch'eng
Ch'ing-yi of Peking, whose delightful speeches in perfect EngUsh
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will be remembered l^y friends who were at Edinburgh. Mr. part ii.

Bondtield l)ears testimony to the ability and spirit of the Chinese ^'""'" "^'

members, not only of the National Conference, but of the local

Conferences and of various committees. " They easily held their

own "
; and at the same time they evidently realized more than

they had done the importance of the Missions and the native
Churches working in close union and harmony. Mr. Ch'eng says, Rev.ch'eng
" The Conferences helped the Chinese workers to see more clearly Ch'iug-yi.

tliac they are working w'ith, not for, their missionary friends. All

are serving one common Lord with one common end in view. . . ,

Christian fellowship must always bear a twofold meaning—the
one is friendship and the other partnership." That last sentence
is a pregnant one indeed. Bishop Bashford explains the iufiuence
of the gathering on questions of comity and co-operation. The
debates and " Findings " will tend, he says, to " save China
from that petty ecclesiastical rivalry, leading to the multiplica-

tion of denominational churches in every town, which has con-
stituted one of the weaknesses of Protestantism." Mr. Ch'eng
well says, " The time is passed from the period of the China
Mission into the period of the China Church, and it will slowly
but surely pass from the period of the Church in China to that of

the Church of China." *

But the chief practical outcome of the Conference was the China Con

-

appointment of a China Continuation Committee of fifty, carefully roiumittee.

chosen to represent (1) different Provinces, (2) different eccle-

siastical connexions, (3) different methods of w^ork. The Anglican
members chosen were Bishop Iliff (S.P.G.) ; Bishop Price, Dr.
Main and Miss Lambert (C.M.S.) ; Bishop Roots, Dr. Pott, and
the Revs. Hwang Sui-ch'iang and Hu Lan-t'ing, of the American
Church. This Committee has already done important work. It

has appointed special committees, («) on Survey and Statistics,

(/y) on Theological Education, (c) on Evangelistic Campaigns,
(</) on Christian Literature, (e) on Uniform Terms, a Union
Hymn-book, a Book of Prayers, and a China Church Year Book,

(/) on the Training of Missionaries,—all of which reported to

an Annual Meeting in May, 1914. Further committees were
then appointed on Church Union, on Sunday Schools, and on
Business Efficiency. Bishops Price and Roots are two of the
chairmen. The Treasurer is Mr. Cheng-Ting Wang, son of a
C.M.S. pastor at Ningpo, and ex-Vice-Speaker of the Provisional

Parhament.t
The Continuation Committee meetings have much enhanced

tlie admiration of the missionaries for the ability and judgment
of their Chinese colleagues. " We know now, as never before,"

wrote Dr. J. C. Gibson, the distinguished Presbyterian missionary,
" that the Chinese Church is richly gifted in its leaders. . . . The

* In his very interesting article on the Church in the Int. Rev. Miss, of
July, 1912.

t See Miss Joynt's notice of him, CM. Rev., Oct., 1914, p. G31.

U
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Part ii.

Chap. 28.

Dr. Motfs
Evange-
listic Worlv

Cxreat
gathering
of Chinese
Students.

Conferences have knit together in mutual respect the Chinese and
the foreign labourers." *

It must not be supposed that all this external organization is

the purpose and end of the efforts put forth. Everything is

subordinated to the one supreme object of proclaiming the Gospel
Message in China and building up the Church of Christ. Dr.

Mott is the last man to forget this. He was not content with his

Conferences in 1913. His great influence has always been witli

students, and he held also a sei'ies of extraordinary gatherings in

the Chinese cities, to which crowds of the cream of Young China
flocked, and heard the claims of Christ put before them with a

cogency which few can emulate. Many hundreds signed cards

promising to read the New Testament, and not a few expressed

their resolve to follow Christ as their Saviour and Lord. Mr. S.

Eddy was with Dr. Mott at some meetings, and he has continued

the work since, with results that assure us of the special blessing

of God upon his efforts. At Foochow over sixty weekly Bible

classes were started, as well as a social service scheme and a

sanitary campaign ; and Bishop Price led a campaign to other

cities in Pukien. At Hangchow the chair on one occasion was
taken by the Foreign Secretary of the Province. Similar success

was experienced elsewhere.! And in the interior, several Societies,

notably the China Inland Mission, report an increased number of

baptisms. While the Chinese authorities are eagerly seeking the

co-operation of the Missions in education, the evangelistic work is

going on with increasing energy and increasing fruits.

Of Mr. Eddy's later meetings Mr. Pakenham-Walsh of Foochow
writes as follows in the Fukien Diocesan Magazine :

—

" The President Yuan Shih-Kai received Mr. Eddy, the leading evan-

gelist, in person, listened to the general plans being made for the

meetings, and spoke with the Christian teacher of the great moral needs

of China. The Vice-President invited some of his personal friends in the

capital and asked the evangelist to address them in his own house. The
President caused a great pavilion to be erected in the " Forbidden City

"

in the heart of Peking and there on that exclusive spot were held the

Christian meetings. At Changsha the Governor of Hunan, not long ago

the most anti-foreign and anti-Christian province in the Empire, ordered

a meeting place to be prepared near the Confucian temple. At Wuchang
the Governor built a pavilion in the Heroes' temple, a place entirely for-

bidden to foreigners only a year before. In Fulvien the Governor of the

province sent a letter to the magistrates of the twelve p)rincipal cities,

telling them to provide all that was necessary and to co-operate in

making the meetings a success, and he also sent to Mr. Eddy a personal

message of welcome to Foochow. At Nanking the Governor lent the

tlieatre, and in the company of the nhlitary Governor attended the first

meeting, and the Christian evangelist drove to the theatre along a three-

mile road lined with troops, while the wife of the Governor took the

* Int. Rev. Miss., Jan., 1914, p. 19. Mr. Oldham's surveys of the year, in

the January numbers, give an admirable sketch of the current history.

t Sec CM. Bevietv, Aug., 1913; Feb., May, July, 1915.
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chaii' at another meeting attended by 3000 women, It was the same all Part II.

through the provinces, and the Chinese Press also lent its valuable assist- t;iiip- -)*•

ance, so that full reports of the meetings and the main gist of the
'

Christian addresses were circulated far and wide throughout the land.
" No wonder then that the meetings were well attended, In Peking

the Minister of Education gave a half-holiday and the government
schools were closed, with the result that 4000 students attended the first

meeting. At Nanking the theatre seating 2500 was filled twice each
afternoon. At Hong Kong the audience averaged over 4000 a night. At
Fooehow 8000 business men attended on the first day. In Amoy Mr.
Eddy was presented with an address of welcome by the officials, the
gentry and the Chamber of Commerce, and on the opening day more than
.5000 men assembled to hear the Christian preacher in a mat shed specially
erected in an open square of the city. The same willingness to listen to
the Christian evangelist was everywhere manifest, so that in the thirteen
cities in which meetings were held there was a total attendance of over
120,000, representing probably more than 50,000 different individuals

;

some no doubt attended two or three times. Of these it is estimated that
over 90 per cent, were non-Christians, and most of them cams from
sections of the community to a great extent unreached by the ordinary
missionary machinery. For this widening of the Church's influence, for
tliis readiness to listen, unique in the history of Christian Missions in
China, may we not humbly and devoutly thank God ?

"

From another account furnished by the Secretary of the
Y.M.C.A., the following additional and remarkable facts are
gathered :

—

" At Peking (see above) 4000 students attended the opening meeting.
On the third night more than 1000 signed the cards expressive of a desire
to learn more about Christ. At another meeting, 1700 of the gentry and
business men asked for reserved seats, and 850 of them joined Bible
classes. At another, specially for inquirers ready to face the question of
decision for Christ, there were among them an ex-governor, two generals,
one of Yuan's private secretaries, the director of the National Bank, and
three prominent officials who had already been baptized. Twelve Chinese
newspapers published reports of the meetings.
"At Changsha (Hunan), the President of the leading Government

College took the chair. Mr. Eddy had come in response to a wire from
fifteen non-Christian principals of colleges and schools. Three thousand
students were admitted by ticket, and 1000 signed the cards. At the
close the Governor's band played, ' God be with you till we meet again.'
Mr. Eddy also visited the Governor's yamen (office), and addressed his
staff and the leading ofHcials of the Province.

" At Wuchang (see above) the pavilion was erected at the expense of
the Military Governor, who provided tea for the 2000 students attending.

" At Hangchow, the largest theatre was granted free of charge. While
2500 students and business men crowded the building, 2000 more waited
outside for another hour. The Military Governor gave a dinner to
Mr. Eddy, who gave an address on ' Christ the Hope of CJhina.' The
young Governor of the Province, a General in the Army, was present,
and also a Secretary of State, who at a great public meeting avowed his
decision to become a Christian."

The Student Vohinteer Movement in China had started, and student

developed, before these special campaigns took place. It had its Khina?*^
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PART II. beginning at the Shantung Union College in 1910, with the
Chap^28.

jgfi^ite purpose of influencing young Christian men to enter the

ministry. Its success in that respect has been remarkable.

Several hundreds of men are now in the different theological

colleges. There is a strong Executive Committee, of which

the American Bishop of Hankow, Dr. Eoots, is a member.
Naturally the movement is much helped by the energy of the

Y.M.C.A., which is working in more than thirty of the largest

cities, and has a membership of over 11,000 young Chinese.

About one hundred Chinese secretaries are at work in the ditierent

branches.
Keswick It must also be mentioned that the Keswick Mission Council

tious.*^ li^s more than once sent a deputation to China to hold Mission

services and conventions. Prebendary F. S. Webster went in

1907. Mr. Walter Sloan has been two or three times.

Chinese Here it may be conveniently, though parenthetically, mentioned

fi^E^nghmd. that there is now a magazine published in London, which is the

organ of the Chinese Christians in England. It is conducted chiefly

by young men, and two or three women, all Chinese, belonging

to the Student Movement. It is called, " The East in the West,"

and is printed in English, appearing twice a year, with sixty- four

pages. Among the contributors to a recent number were Mr.

K. L. Chau, B.A., Mr. Chau Kwan-lam, B.A., and Mr. M. T. Z.

Tyan. The motto on the cover is the text, " I am not ashamed
of the Gospel of Christ," printed in the original Greek.* Is there

any more unexpected and surprising fruit of the awakening of

China and the reality of the Christianity that has taken root

there than this ?

Mr. Chan's A Speech by Mr. K. L. Chau, the Secretary of the Chinese
speedi.

students' Christian Union, delivered at the Jubilee Meeting of the

China Inland Mission in June, 1915, illustrates the extraordinary

clearness and order with which Chinese speakers in English

arrange what they wish to say. This w^as noticed in Mr. Cheng's

speeches at Edinburgh, and Mr. Chau's speech presents the

same feature. He said China had just now four enemies and

four friends. The four enemies : (1) Eevival of Confucianism,

(2) Absorption in Pohtical Economy and Science, (3) Putting

Education above Eeligion and everything else, (4) Enshrining

Nationalism or Patriotism as the national god. The four friends

:

(1) " Our leaders see the need of Christianity," (2) Era of religious

freedom, (3) Unifying influence of railways, (4) " China is

governed by students." But the whole speech should be read.-j-

The In conclusion, we must look a little more closely at the work of

chuld^° our own Church in China. Ecclesiastically it has made decided

China. progress. In 1899 there were five bishoprics, viz., Victoria,

* See Mr. Lunt's account, CM. lieviav, April, 1914. Au interesting

account of a gathering of the Chinese Students' Christian Union at Swanwick

in August, 1915, is given by INIr. \V. H. Elwin in the CM. lieview of November,

t Printed in China's Millions for July, 1915.
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the Colonial bishopric for the British possession of the island of part ii.

Hong Kong; three other English bishoprics, North China (S.P.G),
chap^:28.

Mid-China and Western China (C.M.S.) ; and one American at

Shanghai. The five have now become eleven. Three more
English Sees have been established, Shantung (S.P.G.),Fukien,

and Kwangsi and Hunan (C.M.S.) ; two American, Han-
kow and Anking ; and a new bishopric of the Canadian
Church, Honan. These developments involved a change in the

bishopric of INIid-China. The English and American Churches
had provided episcopal supervision for their Missions indepen-

dently of each other, and " Mid-China " seemed to include the

area worked by the Americans. It was therefore arranged that

the English missionary diocese should be for Chekiang Province
only, the great belt of country watered by the Yangtze being

regai'ded as the American field. The leading C.M.S. missionaries

regretted the virtual exclusion of the Society from that important

area, particularly the Province of Kiangsu, in which Shanghai is

situated ; but although the C.M.S. Mission had been developed

to a small extent in Shanghai itself, the /Americans were stronger

in that city and Province, and they were the natural occupants.

The large English community at Shanghai, however, w^as to Ensiisii
• • . . . Churf'h at

remain under the Bishop of Chekiang, and their church is still shanghai,

conventionally called the " Cathedral," while the C.M.S. Chinese
congregation with its pastor retains its connexion with the Society,

though looking to the American Bishop for episcopal ministrations.*

The personnel of the episcopate has changed materially. Bishop The

Cassels of Western China is the only English Bishop who held

his office before 1899. Bishop Hoare, who had succeeded Bishop
Burdon in the previous year, was unhappily drowned in 1906,

as will appear hereafter, and to the vacant diocese of Victoria the

Archbishop of Canterbury appointed the Eev. G. H. Lander, of

Liverpool. Bishop G. E. Moule retired from the See of Mid-
China in 1908, and was succeeded by the Rev. H. J. Molony,
C.M.S. Missionary in India, as Bishop of Chekiang. To the new
Sees of Fukien (1906) and Kwangsi and Hunan (1909) two other

missionaries were appointed, Bishop Price (from Japan), and
Bishop Banister (from Hong Kong). The Bishopric of Shantung
was established in 1901, and Bishop Iliff succeeded to it in 1903.

The American Bishop of Shanghai, Dr. Graves, has held the See
since 1893. The Bishop of Hankow (1901), Dr. Roots, succeeded to

it in 1904 ; and Bishop Huntington took the new See of Nanking
in 1912. To the new Canadian bishopric of Honan (1909) a

Canadian missionary of the C.M.S., the Rev. W. C. White, was
consecrated. Lastly the veteran Bishop Scott, who went as an
S.P.G. missionary to China in 1874, and was consecrated Bishop
for North China in 1880, has lately retired (1913) after 40 years'

missionary service, and has been succeeded by the Rev. F. L. Norris,

* The agreement between the English and American Churches in 'this

matter was printed in the C.iV/. Review, Oct., 1908.
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PART II.

Chap. -2.S.
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also an S.P.G. missionary since 1889, who was at Peking during
the siege in 1900, and published a very interesting narrative of it.

The Chinese C/n/rchnn/n's Year Booh gives the Anglican figures

for China as follows : bishops 11 ; foreign clergymen 148 ; other

foreign workers, 557, including the wives ; Chinese clergymen 99
;

other workers 1452 ; baptized Christians 31,323 ; baptisms in

1913, adults 2102, children 1280 ; hospitals 29, dispensaries 21.-"-

These figures differ from those before quoted from the General
Year Book. These no doubt include the C.I.M. Anglicans, which
the others do not. It should be added here that the new Mission

of the Church of Canada in Honan, which, being as yet small does

not get mentioned in the tables given above, comprises Bishop
White and four other clergymen ; two doctors, a man and a

woman, and a nurse ; two wives, and two other women.
The first united Conference of Bishops had been held two years

l)efore the Centenary, in April, 1897, and was attended by Bishops
Moule, Scott, Cassels, and Graves, and the then Bishop of Korea.

Important resolutions were adopted touching Chinese names for the

Christian religion, the Anglican Communion, and the three Orders

of the Ministry ; on the Lord's Day ; the Chinese Prayer Book, &c.

This was the beginning of tentative arrangements for the forma-

tion of an Anglo-Chinese Church. From time to time the bishops

have met since,f and in April, 1907, a real step forward was taken.

A Conference was held at Shanghai, attended by seven bishops,

and by two clergymen from each diocese, and discussed the

question of the organization of the Anglican Church in China.

This meeting was held immediately before the General Missionary

Conference already referred to, which Conference most of them
also attended. They also addressed a brotherly letter to all

Christians.I Then in April, 1909, a more formal Conference of

the Anglican Communion was held, to which, for the first time,

Chinese clergymen and laymen were invited. It was attended by
six English and two American bishops, together with 26 clergy-

men (12 of them Chinese) and 16 Chinese laymen, delegates from
the dioceses. They adopted for the Church the name " Chung
Hua Sheng Kung Hui "

; also a provincial constitution and canons,

subject to the approval of the mother Churches.*? In April, 1912,

the new General Synod met, and was attended by 10 bishops,

39 clergymen (19 Chinese) and 32 laymen (28 Chinese).|| It was
noted as an interesting fact that of the Chinese members one had

* The figi.ires in the Year Book for 1915 are 153 foreign clergymen, 573

other foreign workers, 103 Chinese ordained, and 1G66 unordained ; and
34,75G baptized Christians.

t Tlie Resolutions of, Oct., 1899, were printed in the C.]\[. Intcll., March,
1900.

X This letter appears in full in a Pan-Anglican Paper by Bishop Graves, see

note on p. 296.

§ Archdeacon W. S. Moule described the Conference of 1909 in the CM.
T'cvicw of Jime in that year.

II
See CM. lieview, July, 1912, p. 386 ; also Bishop Price's account, CM.

Beview, Oct., 1912.
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been a Buddhist priest, one a Taoist priest, and one a Mohamme- i'art 11.

dan. It was reported that the authorities of the Churches of
^'**^-^'

England and America had approved of the draft Constitution

suhmitted to them, and it was now finally adopted.*

At this last Conference another fraternal letter was addressed i>psiros for

to all Christians in China, announcing the establishment of the u'n^ty.

new General Synod, and expressing earnest desires for an even
larger unity.f This larger unity is unquestionably desired by
intelligent Chinese Christians. They are inclined to resent the
infliction upon them of our English Western divisions. Bishop
Eoots, of the x\merican Church, called attention to this in a striking

letter to the "Edinburgh" Commission on Federation and Union,
in which he pointed out the grave risk run by the Missions if they
did not recognize and even foster the desire of the Chinese Chris-

tians for union. He said :

—

" The alternative to this requirement seems to be that we forfeit our
position of leadership among the Christian forces of China. ... If the
missionaries cannot supply this demand for leadership in the practical

development of Christian unity amongst the Chinese Christians, that

leadership will undoubtedly arise outside the ranks of the missionaries,

and perhaps even outside the ranks of the duly authorized ministers of

the Christian Church in China." J

In fact, the Chinese Christians realize, as some in England
and America do not, that the spiritual unity of Christians of

dilferent communions, rightful and delightful as it is, is insufficient.

If the world, as our Lord said, is to be brought to believe in Him,
there should be a visible union which the world can understand.
If China could set an example of such union, the effect would bo
felt all round the globe.

Nowhere is more light thrown on the religious outlook of China
than in the valuable Fourth Volume of " Edinburgh " Eeports, on
the Missionary Message in Eolation to non-Christian Eehgions.
The Commission on that subject sent out an ably-drafted set of

questions to missionaries and others, and the answers received

are in this Eeport reviewed and summarized with singular skill

by Professor Cairns, the Chairman of the Commission ; besides Professor

which, the " general conclusions " that follow are set forth in Siigtoifin

a masterly way. " From all quarters," we are told, including China.

Chinese Christian correspondents, " there comes the testimony
that the thing which China needs to-day beyond all else is moral
power." " She has possessed for ages a noble system of morality,

of which she is justly proud, but the general complaint is that

* The first meeting of the regular Synod thus formed was held at Shanghai
in April, 1915. A Board of IMissions was appointed, with a view to the Church
undertaking definite missionary work

; preliminary steps were taken towards
the establishment of a Central Theological College ; and plans were initiated

for an early commencement of a Chinese Episcopate.
t See Bishop Banister's article, " Can there be One Church for China?"

written a few years earlier, and printed in the CM. Eeincw, July, 1907.

X Quoted in Vol. VIII. of the Edinburgh Reports, p. 84.
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Taut II. there is no power to realize it." One conclusion is that two of
tiiap^28.

j.]^Q three great religions—not named, but evidently Buddhism
• and Taoism—are " practically moribund," " so far as the educated

classes are concerned." But " the immemorial ancestor worship
"

is as strong a force as ever, and is so " inwoven into the very
texture of Chinese society " that " for a man to become a Christian

is well-nigh to become an outlaw." Christianity is not opposed by
" any very earnest and formidable religious thought," but by " the

, universal resisting forces of moral laxity and religious indifference,

reinforced by national pride." Modern science is destroying the

old superstitions :
" for a while there may be the present bizarre

blend of old and new— spells performed at the launch of ironclads

to ward off demons, and so forth,—but this can only be transi-

tional." And " the great danger ahead is that the naturalism and
agnosticism of the West may find here a congenial soil." Our
hope can rest on nothing but the power of the whole full Gospel
of Christ ; and the answers of the missionaries to the questions
show that while many have learned to modify somewhat the

"form" in which it is presented, the "substance" is the old

Message. " The most important and vital element in the Christian

Gospel," writes one with fifty years' experience, "is that Jesus
Christ, the Son of God, died for our sins." And, as Professor

Cairns sums up, the Church will conquer to-day exactly as the

Early Church overcame " that ancient world of dying faiths and
decadent moralities."

Note.—The following articles on China, in two leading missionary
periodicals, should be noted :

—

In the Int. Rev. Miss.

:

—" The Chinese Church in Relation to its Immediate
Task," by the Rev. Ch'eng Ch'ing-yi, July, 1912; "The Opportunity and Need
for the Mission School in China," by Dr. Hawks Pott, Oct., 1912; "The
Position and Prospects of Confucianism in China," by Dr. P. J. Maclagan,
April, 1914 ;

" The Christian Church in Changing China," by Dr. A. H. Smith,
Jan., 1915 ;

" The Importance of Making Christianity Indigenous," by Mr.
Chengting T. Wang (formerly a member of Yuan Shih-Kai's Government and
Vice-President of the National Senate, and now Secretary of the Chinese
Y.M.C.A.), Jan., 1916.

In The East and The West

:

—" The New Life in China," by Dr. A. J. Brown,
Jan., 1912; "The New China and the New Education," by Leslie Johnston,
Jan., 1912; "The Responsibility of the Chinese Church towards the New
China," by the Rev. N. Bitton, Oct., 1912; "The Chung Hua Sheng Kung
Hui," by the Rev. L. B3'rde, Jan., 1913; "China and Medical Missions," by
Dr. Aspland, April, 1913 ;

" China and the Missions of To-morrow," by the
Rev. Frank Norris (now Bishop), Jan., 1914 ;

" The Chinese Revolution in
Relation to Mission Work," by Bishop Huntington, April, 1914.

Also the following Pan-Anglican Papers, printed in Vol. V. of the Reports
of the Congress of 1908 :—On Education, by Archdeacon Barnett. p. 33 ; on
Ancestral Worship, by Archdeacon A. E. Moule, p. Ill ; on Training Native
Workers, by Archdeacon W. S. Moule, p. 207; on the Comity of Missions, by
Bishop Graves, p. 164 ; and, in the Appendix, on Educational Work, by
Dr. Hawks Pott [S.D. 2 (o)] ; on the Relation of IMissions to National Customs,
by Archdeacon A. E. Moule [S. D. 3 (c)], and by Rev. F. L. Norris [S. D. 3 (g)]

;

on the Comity of Missions, by Bishop Cassels [S. D. 4 (d)], and another by Bishop
Graves [S. D. 4 (f)]. Bishop Graves's paper gives in full the letter addressed
hy the bjshops to the Christians of other denominations in China in 1907,



CHAPTER XXIX.

G.M.S. MISSIONS: Dioceses of Victoria ,c- Kwangsi
& Hunan.

The Staff and the Converts—South China—The Bishops of Victoria-

Retrospect of the Hong Kong Mission—The F.E.S. Ladies Exten-
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E now take up the C.M.S. work in China more in detail, part ii.

We shall find definite advance and development in the ^^^^- ^^•

sixteen years. The missionary force has been largely Growth of

increased. In 1899 it comprised 44 clergymen, 24 the Mission,

laymen, 43 wives, and 69 other women, total 180.

For 1915 the figures were 80 clergymen, 35 laymen, 85 wives, and

115 other women, total 315. These include 26 doctors and 21

nurses. The increase of the ordained missionaries is especially

good. Then in 1899 there were 26 Chinese clergymen and 332

lay teachers, while in 1915 there were 50 clergymen and 960

lay teachers.

China holds an exceptionally good place among the C.M.S.

mission fields for the comparatively small number of deaths and

retirements. Of the 180 of 1899 no less than 111 were still on the

list in 1915, an unusual proportion. But this is, no doubt, partly

due to the fact that China was largely reinforced in the years just

before the Centenary, so that there have been fewer really old

veterans. Yet when we come to the Fukien Mission, we shall find

an almost unique company of veterans there. The losses by death

in our period have included Bishop and Mrs. Burden, Bishop and

Mrs. G. E. Moule and one daughter, and Bishop J. C. Hoare

;

only six other men missionaries, two of them doctors, Horder

and Squibbs ; and 12 other women, including Mrs. Wolfe, Miss

Vaughan, and two veterans of the old F.E.S. , Miss Johnstone and

Miss Eyre." These and others are noticed more particularly in

subsequent chapters, and also some of the Chinese clergy who
have died.

The growth of the Native Christian community also will be And^oMhe

shown in those chapters, l)ut it may be mentioned here that while commun-
in 1899 there were 11,227 baptized Christians, the corresponding ity.

figure for 1914 is 20,194, with 3300 catechumens. The statistical

* The death of Archdeacon Wolfe, which has occurred since the above was
in type, is further noticed on p. 306.
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Part i(. returns from some parts of tlie field have not always come regu-
idvP^-

. jg_piy^ }3^(; apparently there have been over 14,000 adult baptisms
in the sixteen years. These figures suggest a large leakage, for it

is not likely that the deaths did more than balance the infant

baptisms, which are not here included.

The C.M.S. Missions are in the following areas :—(1) " South
China," the Diocese and missionary jurisdiction of Victoria, Hong
Kong, including the British Colony of Hong Kong and the

Chinese Provinces of Kwangtung and Yunnan, population 33
million

; (2) the Provinces, and Diocese, of Kwangsi and Hunan,
population 28 milhon

; (3) the Province and Diocese of Fukien,
population 12 miUion

; (4) The Province and Diocese of Che-
kiang, population 19 million

; (5) the Province of Szechwan,
which is the Diocese of Western China, population 23 million.

The figures of population are estimates. It will be understood
that several other Societies are in all these Provinces, and that

each of them, as well as the C.M.S. , actually work only in certain

districts in each case.

South China Mission (Diocese of Victoeia).

™oc(^e of South China in 1899 meant (1) the Island of Hong Kong, which
Hong Kong, politically, at least, is not China at all, but a small British Colony,
Bishop and (2) the mainland south of 28°, which had been ecclesiastically

allotted to the episcopal jurisdiction of the Bishop of Victoria—so

named after the capital of Hong Kong. Bishop Burdon, after a

fourteen years' episcopate and forty-five years altogether in China,

had retired shortly before the Centenary, and had been succeeded
by Bishop J. C. Hoare, who had been twenty-three years a C.M.S.
missionary in Mid-China, and was consecrated in June, 1898.

Bishop Burdon did not return to England at once, but went to

Paklioi, to work still among the Chinese people he had learned to

love. But in 1900 he came home, and he died in 1907. He had
been a true and untiring missionary, and had been the pioneer of

several extensions in other parts of China, notably at Peking, now
the centre of the S.P.G. iMission ; besides which he had done
important translational work.

Bishop His successor, Bishop Hoare, actually died a few months before

him, being drowned (with his students) while crossing from Hong
Kong to the mainland in a violent typhoon on September 18th,

1906. His (to human eyes) premature death was a great sorrow.

He had done splendid service at Trinity College, Ningpo, and his

short episcopate was full of most energetic work.* The Arch-
Bisiiop bishop of Canterbury then chose Canon G. H. Lander, of Liver-

pool, for the vacant bishopric, and he was consecrated on
St. Peter's Day, 1907.t

* See further, under the Chekiang Mission. See also the In Memoriam of

him in the CM. Revieiv, Nov., 1906.

t Bishop Lander wrote an interesting review of his first three years in

China, in the CM. Review, Dec, 1910.

Burdon.

Lander.
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The huge area in China proper under the ecclesiastical jurisdic- part 11

tion of the J3ishop of Victoria had been divided shortly before ^'^'^

Bishop Hoare's death, by the formation of the new bishopric of New Dio-

Fukien ; and in 1909 it was further reduced by the formation of ^esc

another new diocese—Kwangsi and Hunan. It still, however, com-

prises the great Province of Kwangtung, and part of the Province

of Kwangsi south of the West Eiver, and of other provinces south

of latitude 28^ but in these latter there was until quite recently no

Anglican work.

The " South China Mission" of the C.M.S. originally meant two ^'[{•;fP<''=t

missionaries, sometimes only one, on the little Island of Hong Mission.

Kong. The Society w^as content for many years to concentrate

its efforts in China on the two Provinces of Chekiang and Fukien.

When Bishop Burdon was appointed to the See of Victoria in

1874, he was naturally anxious to extend the work; and two

advanced movements ensued. The Eev. E. Davys, who joined as

an independent missionary, established at his own expense several

tentative stations on the mainland opposite in the Province of

Kwangtung, and in course of time these were taken over by the

C.M.S. as out-stations. Also in 1886, at the Bishop's urgent

request, a medical missionary, Dr. Horder, was sent to Pakhoi, a

port in the south-west of that Province.

So when the Centenary came, the work comprised, at Hong Work at^^^^

Kong, a Chinese congregation of some 400 • souls, with its own in 1899.

pastor, a Boarding School for rescued slave girls, an Anglo-Chinese

Day School for boys, a few elementary schools, a Training Class

for teachers and evangelists, wath the ordinary evangelistic teach-

ing and visitation ; also the care of some 200 Christians scattered

in towns and villages in Kwangtung, and the Hospital at Pakhoi.

The mission staff comprised six clergymen, three laymen, eight

wives, and seven other women, many of them still in the pre-

liminary language-learning period. The Eev. W. Banister was

Secretary, and teacher of the Training Class ; Mr. Hipwell had

charge of schools ; the Eev. C. Bennett superintended the main-

land work (but he retired a few months later) ; Drs. Horder and

Hill, and the Eev. E. B. Beauchamp, were at Pakhoi ;
and the

Eevs. G. A. Bunbury and A. Iliff * were newcomers. But our figures

also include the Eev. and Mrs. L. Byrde, who w^ere then reckoned

in " South China," though about to begin work in what is now the

new diocese of Kwangsi and Hunan. Of the seven women

missionaries. Miss Hamper had been out eleven years, and Miss

Jones and Miss Finney six years ; and the other four were new

recruits,—worth naming, however, as all four are still at work.

Misses Bolton, Havers, Bachlor (from Sydney), and Amy Smith

(from Melbourne, now Mrs. Wicks). Miss Jones also is still in

* Mr Iliff was a brother of the Bishop of Shantung. He had beenan

enc'ineer in America, and had been ordained by the Bishop of New Mexico.

He was afterwards chaplain of the Missions to Seamen at Hong Kong, and

joined the C.M.S. there.
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the field, and Mr. and Mrs. Ilipwell (she having been a C.]\I.S.

worker as Miss K. Power). Mr. Banister, of course, is now the

Bishop of Kwangsi and Hunan ; Dr. Hill is now the Society's

Pliysician at home. Dr. Horder, Mr. Beauchamp, Mr. Iliff, and
Miss Finney are dead. Miss Hamper retired after 17 years'

service. Mrs. Horder and Mrs. Beauchamp are sisters of Mrs.
Ost, who was with her husband at Hong Kong in former years

;

also of the wife of Bishop Molony of Chekiang. They were four

daughters of the Eev. S. D. Stubbs, all of whom married
missionaries.

In 1899, therefore, we count 24 workers. In 1914 we find 70
(in the two dioceses, which we must take together to make the

figures right), namely 22 clergymen, 5 laymen, 20 wives, and 23
other women, and of these 70 workers 12 were in the field in

1899. This great advance illustrates the energy with which a

Resolution of the Committee in 1898, to go forward in China, has
been acted upon, even in times of retrenchment and the keeping
back of recruits. No less than 68 names were added in the 15
years to the list of what was regarded as a " small Mission."

In the Centenary year, the accession to the C.M.S. of the mission-
aries of the F.E.S. (just then closed as before stated) added four

experienced women to the Hong Kong staff, and the agencies they
were superintending. Miss Johnstone, who had gone out so far

back as 1874, had a Christian Girls' Boarding School, and she con-
tinued on the staff until her death in 1909. Other work, including
the training of Bible women, was done by Miss Eyre (1888), who
also continued until her death in 1912 ;

* Miss Baker (1894), who
retired in 1909 ; and Miss Fletcher (1892), who is still in the field.

A total of 93 years has thus been given to China by these four
F.E.S. ladies. The figures, with some of those above, are signifi-

cant of much patient and faithful service.

Another development of the Centenary period arose out of the
cession to Great Britain of a small territory on the mainland, add-
ing to the city of Kowloon (which was already British) an area
comprising over 400 villages. Mr. Hipwell first occupied the city

in 1900, and subsequently it was the scene of the labours of several
of the women missionaries, notably Miss A. K. Storr, Miss Hollis,
and two of the Australians, Miss Bachlor and Miss Barber. The
Victoria Home, Miss Hamper's refuge for rescued girls, was
moved from Hong Kong to Kowloon. Much good spiritual work
has been done, both among the inmates of this Home, many of

whom have been baptized, and in the district generally.
The Chinese congregation at St. Stephen's Church had been

gradually built up by Chinese pastors. The Rev. Fong Yat Sau,

* Archdeacon Barnett wrote of Miss Eyre, "The blow to the work is simply
terrible. The deepest sympathy has been expressed. The whole Colony is

grieving .for her loss." Government officials, prominent citizens, and hun-
dreds of Chinese attended the funeral service. See C.M.S. Gazette, Dec.,
1912, p. 373.
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who was in charge in 1899, had been a catechist among his part il.

countrymen in Austraha, where he was known as Matthew A Jet.
^*"^^" "^"

He was ordained by Bishop Burden in 1883, and proved an earnest
clergyman. In 1903, owing to advancing years, he resigned and
moved to Kowloon, and ever since he and his wife have continued
to shepherd the smaller congregation there without pay. Bishop
Ingham, after visiting the place in 1910, wrote that he was " one
of the most trusted men in China," and "does untold good." * His
successor at St. Stephen's, the Eev. Pok Ts'ing-Shan, has also

been highly spoken of. Bishop Hoare gave a regular constitution

to that congregation for its self-government.

f

The educational institutions in Hong Kong have considerably Educa-

developed in recent years. St. Paul's College, which belongs to
!,'°h,',„^"'^^

the diocese, is an old institution, having been founded by Bishop kong.

G. Smith in 1850, the cost being mainly borne by that ardent
friend of the C.M.S., the late Eev. V. J. Stanton (father of the
present Divinity Professor at Cambridge). The design was to

train Chinese evangelists, but there was, for many years, not much
result in this respect. Bishop Hoare lent part of the buildings to

the C.M.S. for the Training Class carried on by Mr. Bunbury, and
this class sent forth a succession of excellent men, but it was
afterwards moved to Canton. X The Eev. A. D. Stewart, the
eldest son of E. W. Stewart, who went out in 1905, has latterly

had an Anglo-Chinese School there mainly for Christian boys.§
St. Stephen's College is a higher class school, mainly for non-

Christians, which was conducted for many years by the Eev.
E. J. Barnett, formerly of Melbourne, where he was Secretary of

the C.M.S. Association. He originally went to Hong Kong in

1898, to study the language with a view to work among the
Chinese in Australia; but he stayed on, and presently joined the
Mission. He was appointed Archdeacon by Bishop Lander in

1909, and has been Secretary of the whole Mission. His excellent

speeches in England a year or two ago are not forgotten. The
College has been a great success. Several tutors have come from
Australia, graduates of the Universities there. Enlarged buildings sir F.

were opened by the Governor, Sir E. Lugard, in 1909, the cost, amf Uw
£3000, being all paid by the scholars' parents. The College *-!""•?!?«'.

prepares youths for the new Hong Kong University inaugurated
by Sir F. Lugard in 1912, of which King George is Patron.
There are some 200 students, and there has been more fruit in

* See also the uotice of bim by the Eev, J. D. Dathan, Naval Cbaplaiu, in

tbo C.M.a. Gazette, Sept., 1907, p. 274.

t Three more Chinese were ordained in Dec, 1914, by Bishop Lauder, the
Revs. Wong Tang Ng, Tsung Yat Sung, and Lei Kau Yaii.

X See Mr. Bunbury's interesting article on the Training of a Chinese
Preacher, CM. Eev., April, 1910.

§ See Mr. Stewart's most encouraging account in the CM. Eev., Jan., 191G.
Sixteen of the staff are baptized Christians. There is " a positive torrent of

applications for admission," many boys coming from schools where the Bible
is not taught.
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conversions to Christianity tlian in most colleges in India. Year
by year boys havo avowed their faith in Christ, and have been

baptized. Archdeacon Barnett has been succeeded by the Eev.

W. H. Hewitt, who was transferred a few years ago from West
Africa. Some years ago the Chinese asked for a similar institu-

tion for girls, and the St. Stephen's Girls' College is the result,

which has 100 students, and which has been worked by Miss

Cardon and Miss Griffin. Some changes have lately been made
in both tho Boys' and the Girls' Schools, and several excellent

ladies are engaged in different branches of the educational work.

One, ]\Iiss Bendelack, sent by the Victoria Association, has had the

Girls' High School. In connexion with the University the Society

has also a Hostel for Christian students, called St. John's Hall, now
conducted by the Rev. C. B. Shann. It should be mentioned that

the educational institutions are not all the Society's property. Some
liave local trustees, though the C.M.S. missionaries work them.
The evangelistic work in the villages of the Kw'angtung Province

has been developed and extended all through our period. Canton
was occupied as a centre, but the C.M.S. , recognizing its importance
in the Missions of other Societies, did not at first propose work in

the city. But the late Mr. Iliff, Mr. Hipwell, Mr. Blanchett, Mr.
Jenkins, Miss Jones, Miss Dunk, and several other missionaries

have itinerated regularly over extensive districts, and particular

towns have been occupied at different times, so that the whole
work has become important, and the Committee hope to develop
it. New premises were obtained in 1914. The area is large and
the distances are great. Of four pastorates, one is 1300 square
miles, with 700 towns and villages. The last figures for the whole
of the Canton District are 1250 baptized Christians and 700
catechumens. The pastoral care of them has been taken by the
Revs. Mok Shan-Tsang and Wan Ha-Po. "Pastor Mok " is

described by Bishop Ingham as a " personality," " full of energy
to the finger-tips." Miss Dunk's influence was curiously illustrated

two years ago. A British river steamer she was travelling on was
boarded by pirates, and the ship's officers owed their lives to her
knowledge of the language and people, which enabled her to

dissuade the assailants from violence. The Colonial Government
presented her with a Bible and a clock in recognition of her
services. The same steamer has been attacked since and the crew
murdered— there being no Miss Dunk on board to protect them

!

Gradually school work has been developed in several places.

The Training Class for evangelists formerly carried on at St. Paul's
College became a separate institution. Trinity College, Canton,
having been moved in 1910. New buildings for it, some miles
from the city, were erected in virtue of a grant to Bishop Lander
from the Pan-AngHcan Thankoffering, and opened in 1912 ; and
Mr. Bunbury continued Principal until his recent retirement.
The Class has sent forth many good men into the work, and the
first to be ordained was Wan Ila-Po in 1911. A band of the
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students was with Bishop Iloare when he was drowned in 1906, part ii

and perished with him. It is now part of a Union Theological '^''^-*^-

College at Canton.
The work at Pakhoi, far away to the West, has also much Pakhoi.

extended. The hospital with its 200 beds is under the manage-
ment of Dr. Bradley, assisted by Drs. Gordon Thompson and
Baronsfeather. There is also a Leper Asylum. Miss Bolton has
been chief nurse all through our period. Miss Havers, ]\Iiss

George, and other ladies have been zealously engaged in general

mission effort. Mr. Blanchett and Mr. Hipwell have superintended
the evangelistic and school work. An interesting advance was
made in 1902, when Mr. Norman Mackenzie, stepson of Arch-
deacon Barnett, went forward to Limchow City, twenty miles

inland, which had been visited before, but had always shown great

hostility to the Christian preacher. In 1905 four American
missionaries were brutally murdered, and in 1907 the C.M.S.
mission house was wrecked, and Mr. and Mrs. Wicks, who had
settled there, narrowly escaped death. They have persevered,

however, all these years, and there are now over fifty Christians

in that hostile city. Meanwhile, a further advance is being made Extension

into the great province of Yunnan, in which enterprise the j^ev.
^"^ """'"'

R. Lankester, son of the Lay Secretary, is to have a part.

South China is evidently a fruitful field. It is with thankfulness A fmitiui

that the Society has been able to send more and more labourers
"''^''

into this part of the great harvest. The 680 baptized Christians

and 160 catechumens of 1899 have become 2670 and 860. So far

there are only four Chinese clergymen, but the lay teachers of

both sexes number 77. It is a significant token of progress that

in several places ancestral halls have been converted by the people
into churches.

Church organization, as is natural in a Mission of such recent chnrcii

expansion, is not in a forward state, except the local constitution
Ijon!"'^''"

of St. Stephen's, Hong Kong ; but there is already a Chinese
Synod of the Diocese, preparatory to one which shall combine
British and Chinese members of the Church. Meanwhile the
spirit of the Edinburgh Conference has found expression in the
formation of a Protestant Christian Council for the Province of

Kwangtung, for conference and co-operation between the different

Missions working there. This is already illustrated by the new
Union Theological College.

The Kwangsi and Hunan Mission.

Kwangsi and Hunan are two great Provinces north-west and Provinces

north of Kwangtung. Hunan had always until lately been of all
afufHiiilau.

the Provinces the most hostile to foreigners, and the approaches
to it by different Missions from its northern border on the
Yangtze had up to recent years been generally unsuccessful.

The C.M.S. had made no attempt, as the Province lay far from
its own mission fields. But Mr. Byrde had been strongly urghig
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the Society not to neglect altogether the great central districts

of China, where the chief language of the Empire, Mandarin, was
spoken ; and when tlie Committee yielded to this appeal, he himself

hecame pioneer in the new enterprise. In the Centenary year itself

Mr. and Mrs. Byrde went up the Canton Eiver, 200 miles beyond
Canton, to Wuchow, just within the Province of Kwangsi ; and
from thence they proceeded up the Kwei Eiver to Kweilin, a great

city, the then capital of Kwangsi, but near the border of Hunan

;

this latter journey occupying 37 days. They had then to live

for four months in a boat, as no house could be obtained. When
at last they succeeded in hiring one, they were threatened with

attack, but a proclamation by the authorities quieted the people,

and soon many inquirers came forward. Presently Mr. P. J.

Laird, a young man who had been in the Navy and the London
Police, was sent to join them ; but after a few months the

American Consul on the coast ordered the retreat of two or three

American missionaries who shared the house with them, and they
all had to leave. Mr. Byrde wTote that the year was one of

" blighted hopes," but the following year he characterized as of

" brighter hopes," for they were able to return, and found their

belongings in the house quite safe under official seal. From that

time the work went on regularly. The earliest inquirers proved
unsatisfactory, but others came forward, and the first two converts

were baptized in 1902.

Meanwhile the Province of Hunan having become open to

missionaries, several Missions had entered it from the North

;

and in 1903 their representatives met in conference at Changsha,
the capital, to arrange the bounds of respective districts. Mr.
Byrde attended it, Mr. Laird having already occupied one of the
chief cities, Yungchow, invited there by the Chinese themselves.
The district in which the C.M.S. is now working is an extensive

area on the Eiver Siang, including the three cities of Yungchow,
Hengchow, Siangtan, the last named having previously been a
station of the American Episcopal Church. Mr. Byrde then took
up his residence at Yungchow, and the other two cities were also

soon occupied, men and women being sent year by year. Among
these were the Eevs. F. Child, J. Parker, T. C. Ibbotson, J. Holden,
P. Stevens, J. L. Bacon, T. Goodchild (transferred from Mid
China), and six women missionaries, three of whom married three

of tlie men. In 1914 the baptized Christians numbered 280, and
there were 76 catechumens.*

In 1909 the two Provinces, Kwangsi and Hunan (at least, tlie

greater part of them), were formed into a new missionary diocese,

as before stated, and Archdeacon Banister became the first Bishop.
He has pushed forward the Church organization, and the first

Synod of the still quite small Clmstian community has lately been
held.t Mr. Byrde has been appointed Archdeacon.

• The Women's Work in this Diocese is now undertaken by the C.E.Z.M.S.

t See CM. lieview and C.M.S. Gazette, July, 1915, p. 44G.
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HE Fukien Mission has its centre at the capital of the p^RTIT
Province, Eoochow, on the Eiver Min. To the north Chap. 30.

of that Eiver he the cities and districts of Lienkong,
Loyuan, Ningteh, and Funing. Farther inland and c.m!s"

to the north-west are the city and district of Kutien ;
Mission,

farther on still, Kienning and Kienyang ; and, on the border of

the next Province, Kiangsi, the city of Chungan. South of the
Min are Futsing (formerly Hok-chiang) and Hinghwa, cities and
districts. Besides the capital, three of these cities are prefectural,

and have "fu" after their names, namely, Funing-fu, Kienning-fu,
and Hinghwa-fu.* All of them, except Chungan, which was only
occupied in 1913, had been the scenes of the Society's labours for

some years before our period began.

When the C.M.S. Centenary took place, Bishop Hoare had been
in the diocese of Hong Kong nine months. Fukien was then in-

cluded in his jurisdiction, and he frequently visited the Province,
and gave much wise counsel, besides confirming many hundreds
of Chinese candidates. His much-lamented death in 1906 has
already been noticed. Only a few months before it occurred, the j^ew

Fiikien Province had been cut off and made a new missionary rtipcet^e

:

diocese ; and the new Bishop, the Eev. H. McC. E. Price, was con- pHce.^

secrated in February, 1906. Mr. Price had been fifteen years a

missionary in Japan, and, before that, two or three years at Sierra

Leone.
On May 13th, 1900, a special sermon was preached by Bishop Retrospect

Hoare in the English Church at Foochow ; and on the next day ^js^on.
four meetings were held in that city for different classes of people,

* Several of these names, or the spelling of them, have been altered in

recent years. Loyuan is the old Lo-Nguong, Ningteh the old Ning-taik,

Kutien the old Kucheng, Funing the old Hokning, Futsing the old Hokchiang.
The Province is now spelt Fukien, and the capital Foochow.
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Part IT. the language spoken at them being Chinese. The design of these
c'hap^so.

gatherings was to celebrate the Jubilee of the C.M.S. Fukien
Mission. That Mission was started in 1850, but for eleven years

no result was to be seen, and for many years after that the work
was on a small scale. Coming to the year 1875, just half-way

between the commencement and the Jubilee celebration, how
many missionaries do w^e find at work? Exactly one, with his

wife, the Eev. and Mrs. J. E. Wolfe. They had only had three

or four comrades, and these had died or left. In the next seven

years six men were sent out- -Stewart, Lloyd, Dr. Taylor, Banister,

Notable Martin, and Shaw, making seven with Wolfe. When the Jubilee
Con inm y.

^^ ^^ Mission was celebrated, six out of these seven were still

at work, the only exception being Stewart, killed in the Kutien
massacre ; and all those six were still in the mission field two years

ago : Wolfe after 53 years' service,* Lloyd 38, Taylor 36, Banister

(now Bishop of Kwangsi and Hunan) 34, Martin 33, and Shaw 32.

Mr. Shaw has since retired. Moreover, Mrs. Wolfe (who died in

1913), Mrs. Lloyd, Mrs. Taylor, and Mrs. Banister, went out with

their husbands, and Mrs. Shaw only a few years after him.

Except in New Zealand, there has been no continuity like this

in the history of the Society.
Wompii Another notable fact. The earliest of the women missionaries to

aries'.°" whom the Fukien Mission owes so much were sent out by the old

Female Education Society. Miss Houston was the pioneer more
than 40 years ago. Her successor, Miss Foster, appealed in 1881
to the C.M.S. to send out women, but that was not the Society's

practice in those days. Then she applied to the C.E.Z.M.S., and,

although its w^ork was then only in India, it was eventually per-

suaded to respond. Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Stewart were at home in

1885, and from their Irish friends obtained the first offers of

service ; and in 1886-8 seven ladies went forth as C.E.Z. mis-
sionaries. Meanwhile the F.E.S. had sent out Miss Bushell in

1883, and she was joined by Miss Lambert in 1889 ; and they
carried on the Girls' Boarding School, while the C.E.Z. women
visited towns and villages. When the C.M.S. began to engage
women missionaries in 1887-8 it at first meant to refrain from
sending any to Fukien, counting that as a C.E.Z. and F.E.S. field;

but the appeals were so insistent that it yielded in certain

circumstances, and three women had gone before 1890, namely.
Miss G oldie. Miss Boileau, and Miss Power. Now the notable
fact is this, that (1) those three ladies are still at w^ork, Miss
Power being now Mrs. Hipwell, of the South China Mission

;

Ari'lideacon * Since the above was in tyi^e, news has been received of the death of
\Volfe. Archdeacon Wolfe. He was a noble missionary indeed. He sailed for China

in December 1861, so his full period of service is fifty-four years. He was
appointed a Vice-President of the Society three or four years ago, the only
case of a missionary actually in the field (unless a bishop) who has received
that distinction. See Mr. Martin's In Memoriam of him, CM. Bev., Jan.,

1916 ; also those by Archdeacon Moule, Mr. Lloyd, &c,, in Feb. number.
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(2) both Miss Bushell and Miss Lambert, who joined the C.M.S. part ii.

when the F.B.S. was "wound up," are still at work; (3) two of ^—

the first C.E.Z. seven are still at work. All these have at least a

quarter-of-a-century's service to their credit, Miss Bushell, indeed,

exceeding 30 years. And there are other women who have been

out at least 20 years, the Misses Mead, Codrington (who was
wounded in the Kutien massacre), Nisbet, Burroughs, Johnson,

Bryer, A. B. Cooper, Hook, Lea. Barr, Wedderspoon, all of the

O.E.Z.M.S. ; and the Misses J. C. and J. E. Clarke, C.M.S. ; and

besides them, three daughters of Archdeacon Wolfe, who have been

at work longer than that, though only one has been over 20 years

on the regular C.M.S. staff. Nor must we forget Mrs. Phillips,

who went out (as Miss Hankin, C.E.Z.) more than 20 years ago.

It w^as in 1890 that Mrs. A Hok, the second Chinese lady, and Mrs.AHok.

the first Chinese Christian lady, to cross the ocean—'One, too, with

the " superlative beauty " of feet two inches long—came to this

country to plead for her people and to beg for women workers.

After addressing a hundred meetings in all parts of England, she

went back disappointed, having only secured one recruit."' But
since then the C.M.S. has sent to the Fukien Province alone

70 women (besides wives), and the C.E.Z.M.S. many others ; and

there are now about 100 at work.

In all this we see the abiding fruits of the unique influence influence

exercised by Mr. and Mrs. Stewart. Truly they " being dead Mrs.'st^"

yet speak." They sowed seed in Ireland, to say nothing of Eng- '"'art.

land, which is bearing a harvest to this day. During the last

20 years the Church of Ireland has sent into the mission field

a much larger proportion of its men and women than the Church
of England ; and so far, at least, as the Fukien contingent is

concerned, it is in the main a result, direct or indirect, of the life

and the death of those two saints. Since they were murdered,

fourteen Irish clergymen and doctors, and eight Irish women
missionaries, have gone to the C.M.S. Fukien Mission alone, and

other women have gone out under the C.E.Z.M.S. Most of the

C.M.S. workers have been connected with the Dublin University

Fukien Mission, which has much the same relation to the Society

as the smaller Dublin University Mission to Chota Nagpur has to

the S.P.G.

To the Stewarts' influence is also largely due the Australian

contingent to the Fukien Mission. The first two members of it

were the sistei's Saunders, who were murdered witli the Stewarts

in 1895. Then followed their bereaved mother, filled with the
^^J'^i^^^^.g

holy resolve to avenge their deaths by telling Chinese women of

the Saviour. She went out in 1897, has never left China again,

and died there in the year 1915. Very touching have been

her letters. For years she worked actively among the people,

but latterly has been able to do little more than be a witness to

* See p. 211, for a reference to the lady who was the instrument of Mrs.

A Hok's conversion.
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Part II. the power of Divine grace. She and her daughters went from
Chap. 30.

]\Xel bourne, and are reckoned, therefore, to Victoria, though not

actually sent by the Victoria Association. In fact, they went

j!i>cniits at their own charges.* Meanwhile the New South Wales Associa-

'["str la
^^°^^ began in 1895 by sending a great-granddaughter of Samuel

.

Marsdeu, Miss Amy Isabel Oxley; and she was followed by
Misses Bibb, Newton, and Suttor in 1897, and within the period

reviewed by Misses Marshall, Kendall, Mullens, and Pownall.

Victoria has sent Misses Molloy, Searle, Nicholson, Mort, Sears,

and Bond. Of these fourteen only three have retired. Misses

Molloy, Suttor, and Sears, after 11, 17, and 7 years' work respec-

tively. All the rest are still at work, three of them married to

missionaries.

and from Canada also has helped the Mission. The Rev. J. R. S. Boyd
joined it in 1895, and laboured till his retirement in 1911 ; the

Rev. W. C. White in 1897, becoming Bishop of the new Diocese

of Honan in Central China in 1909; and Dr. Mabel Hanington, of

St. John, New Brunswick, in 1903, who is still in the Mission.

The staff We will uow come to our more usual reckonings touching the

iIcTw."'"' st^ff ^^ ^^® beginning and end of our 15-year period. In 1899
there were 16 clergymen, 6 laymen, 13 wives, and 31 other

women, total 66. In 1914 the figures were 25 clergymen, 9 lay-

men, 22 wives, and 54 other women, total 110, which includes

13 doetors, male and female, and 13 nurses (and to these figures

we ought to add 48 for the C.E.Z. ladies). Of the 66 of 1899, no
less than 50 are still in the mission field, a most unusual pro-

portion. They include, besides those already named, Mr. Phillips

(27 years), Mrs. Phillips (Miss Hankin, C.E.Z.), Mr. and Mrs.
Woods, Mr. and Mrs. Muller, Mr. and Mrs. Pakenham-Walsh,
Drs. Mackenzie and Pakenham, Mr. Nightingale, and the Misses
Andrews, Harrison, Leybourn, Massey, Oatway, Thomas, Burton,
Forge (2), and Dr. Mabel Poulter.

In fact, of that sixty-six only two have died, Mrs. Saunders
(just mentioned), and Mrs. Wolfe herself, who lived until 1913,
being only one year short of her half-century of married life in the
mission field. f Of workers sent out by the C.M.S. in our period
four have died, namely, Mr. J. Blundy, Avho had been a Church
Army Evangelist, and was 11 years in the Mission ; Misses Mer-
chant and Hitchcock (10 and 7 years), and Mrs. Hind (5 years).

Also Dr. Mackenzie had the great trial of losing two wives, both of

whom had been C.E.Z. missionaries.

Cfiiitimiity The lengthened and uninterrupted (save by furloughs) careers

Work. o^ so many of the missionaries give us another exceptional

feature of this Mission. There have not been nearly so many
changes as elsewhere from one station to another, which are

usually caused by deaths and retirements as well as by furloughs.

* See the touching In Memoriam of Mrs. Saunders, CM. Bevieiv, August,
1915.

t And now also Archdeacon Wolfe. Sec p. 306.
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It is manifest that, however inadequate the staff, it has sufficed ^i^^^ n.

for the requirements of the work more uninterruptedly than in any '—

other Mission. Only by a careful analysis of the distribution of

the forces year by year can the extent of this feature be realized.

It is natural that the w^orkers in the central institutions at Foo-

chow should always be there; natural, also, that the valuable

Irish contingent sent by the D.U.F.M. should in the main (though

not exclusively) be found in the Funing District especially allotted

to that Mission. But besides this, we find Mr. Shaw and Mr.

Nightingale always in the Hinghwa District (and Dr. Taylor for

several years) ; Mr. Boyd (of the Canadian Association) and Mr.

Woods always at Kutien ; and Mr. Phillips and Dr. Pakenham
always at Kienning ; while as to the women, the same group of

Australians, Misses Searle, Newton, and Marshall, and (till_ her

marriage) Miss Oxley, always in the Lienkong District ; Misses

Oatway, Andrews, McClelland, Tatchell, Dr. Mabel Poulter, and

Misses Mort and Suttor (from Australia) always in the Futsing

District ; Misses Boileau, Nicholson, and Scott, and Dr. Mabel
Hanington always in the Ningteh District ; the sisters Forge

always at Hinghwa ; and Misses Eamsay and Coleman always at

Kienyang. In the case of Hinghwa, this would be accounted for

by a dialectical difference, and perhaps also at Kienyang ; but

the general effect—and there are other cases besides these—is

very significant, and we may well thank God that the numbers

available have permitted it. It should be added that in some
districts, as Loyuan, Kutien, and Kienning, the C.M.S. has located

no women ; the work there being done by the C.E.Z. contingent.*

Taking a rapid glance at the different sections and departments Archdeacon

of the Mission, we find three of the oldest veterans at Foochow
in 1915, one, the senior of all, Archdeacon Wolfe, in his 83rd

year. Very wonderful is the retrospect of his life. He, too, was
one of Ireland's gifts to the Mission. He reached China in 1862,

a few months after the baptism of the first four converts by his

predecessor, who, dying in the next year left the care of them to

the newcomer. Few missionaries have had such experiences as

his fifty-four years brought to him. When his 70th birthday was

kept in 1903, a presentation was made to him by the Chinese

Christians, who called him the " Fukien Moses." f Mrs. W'olfe's

death has been already mentioned. Three daughters are actively

at work in the Mission. The Eev. LI. Lloyd, who went out with
^^^^^^^^"^^

his wife in 1876 with Mr. and Mrs. Stewart, and whose delightful
'

personahty is familiar to a wide circle of C.M.S. friends at home,

* The C.M.S. Gazette of Jan., 1915, gives a summary of the women's work

of both the Societies. Between them there are 30 women's schools and

classes, one normal school, twelve girls' boarding schools, three schools for

the blind, one school for boat girls, and one orphanage ; also twenty-two

hospitals and dispensaries, and fifty-one nurses.

t In the CM. Review of Jan., 1912, he told his recollections of his fifty

years' experience in China.
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vkki II. has been for many years Secretary of the Mission for both C.M.S.
Ciap^so. ^^^ C.E.Z.M.S. He has also been much engaged in hterary work,

particularly the revision of the Old Testament in the Wenli
Version. Then the Eev. J. Martin,* who went out in 1881, has
had the Theological Class for many years, and from it have been
supplied pastors for the Chinese congregations scattered over the

Province, and also lay evangelists. Both he and Mr, Lloyd have
been Chaplains to the British Community, which has its own
church in the Foreign Settlement on Nantai Island in the Eiver
Min ; and both have from time to time had to superintend country
districts not supplied with missionaries who had passed the language
examination. Both also have done important literary work. Mr.
Martin has lately been contributing to the Chinese edition of Dr.
Hastings' Bible Dictionary. And besides these duties, there are

numerous committees to be attended, schools to be examined, &c.

Mr. Muller, the Assistant Secretary, has given material help in

several of these duties. He and his wife are in China at their own
charges. Having ascertained that their income would support
th§m there as well as at home, they gave their lives to the work,
and have already continued in it eighteen years—an admirable
example

!

Educa- Then there are the Educational Institutions. A very complete
institu- educational ladder, as we may call it, has been organized in this
tioiis. Mission. Promising boys from the numerous day schools at the

country stations are taken into the boarding schools of the chief

stations, and thence in due time to the High School at Foochow.
Those suited to be teachers go eventually to a Normal Class and
by and by are sent to carry on small village day schools. From
among these after a time are chosen the men fitted for spiritual

and evangehstic work, and these come to the Theological Class at

Foochow. In the w^ork of the Class (or College as it is sometimes
called) Chinese clergy have taken part, among them the Eevs.
Ngoi Kaik-Ki (a " literary man " who was ordained as long ago
as 1881), and the Eev. Ding Ing-Ong, who has been Vice-Principal
for many years. It is now a part, or branch, of the " Union

"

Theological College, in which three Missions take a share ; some
AngUcan teaching being given separately. Mr. Bland, who retired

in 1912 after IG years' service,! was for several years in charge of

the High School, and latterly Mr. Hind, of the D.U.F.M., has
occupied the post. From the D.U.F.M. also came Mr. W. S.

Pakenham-Walsh, a son of a former Bishop of Ossory, and
brother of the recently consecrated Bishop of Assam ; wdio took
charge in succession of the High School, the Theological Class,

and the group of schools in one compound which together bear the
title of Trinity CoUege. One of these is St. Mark's Cohege, which
is Anglo-Chinese, and was established in 1907 in response to the

* Mr. ]\Iartin is the fatbcr of Lieut. Cyril Martin, wlio lately won the
D.S.O. and the Victoria Cross.

t Mr. Bland is now Secretary in Dublin of the Hibernian C.M.S.
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new demand in China for English education ; and ifc has now 120 part II.

hoys, Christians and noii-Christians, mostly paying good fees. ^ ap^30.

Female education also begins with the village schools, and, for Female

the best girls, goes on to the boarding schools at the chief stations. Education.

Of these the highest is the school at Foochow founded by Miss
Houston as before mentioned, and carried on for many years

by Misses Bushell and Lambert, assisted latterly by Miss D.
Stubbs, B.A. It has 250 scholars. In its chapel Bishop Ingham
found four girl " churchwardens " in white and pink uniforms, from
12 to 7 years of age. There are also women's schools for adults

at several stations. Bible-women are trained at the Stewart

Memorial School opened in 1902, and teachers at the Normal
School, both at Foochow; the former being under Miss Goldie, and
the latter under Miss Craig, B.A., a former member of the D.U.F.M.
There are, further, special Schools for the Blind at Foochow and
Kutien. The former was started some years ago by Miss Oxley at

the village of Dengdoi in the Lienkong District, and was moved,
when she married Dr. Wilkinson, to Foochow, where his work lay.

It has enlisted much sympathy and help in Australia. Miss M. E.

Wolfe has been at work in it latterly. Baptisms and confirmations

of its inmates have been especially interesting. In addition to all

these institutions the C.E.Z. ladies have an important upper class

boarding school at Foochow, a large school on Nantai Island,

and others also at the towns occupied by them. Altogether the

C.M.S. has 390 schools with 4600 scholars, and the C.E.Z.M.S. 70
schools with 620 scholars.

The central institutions are all (or nearly all) on the Island of

Nantai. But the huge native city, which is four miles off, is also a

centre of important work—pastoral, evangelistic, and medical.

There Dr. Wilkinson has his hospital, and there also is the im- Medical

portant Medical School under Drs. Taylor and Churchill, now (like
geh^'i.'"

the Theological College) an " Union " institution. Older friends of

the Mission will remember that Dr. Taylor began work of this kind

more than 30 years ago at Funing, and the Chinese doctors he

has trained are now at work in many parts of the Province. The
Reports speak here and there of the good work of Dr. Ngoi
Ngoing-Li, Dr. Ding, and others. One was ordained in 1889, and
became the Rev. Wong Hung-Huong. These native doctors, and
the students, have especially shown their practical Christianity in

times of plague, when the ordinary Chinese " doctors " will not

go near the victims. There is now also at Futsing a regular other

Training School for Chinese nurses. The general medical work is ^^^^^^

carried on at many of the stations. There are hospitals at Funing,

•Futsing, Hinghwa, Ningteh, and Kienning, which have been under
Drs. Samuel and Mary Synge, Mackenzie, Lawson, Scatliff,

Walker, Pakenham, and Matthews ; and for women by Dr. Mabel
Poulter, Dr. Mabel Hanington, and Dr. Eda Curtis (wife of Rev.

J. Curtis). There are altogether 800 beds, and in 1913 there

were 8000 in-patients. The C.E.Z.M.S. has also three hospitals^
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and both Societies have several branch dispensaries. Good work
is also done at the Leper Settlements.

Old students of the Fukien Mission find considerable changes in

the apparent relative importance of the districts in the Reports.

Lienkong, Loyuan, Ningteh, and Kutien used to be the places

of which we heard most. Good work is still done in them, but
tlie main interest is now elsewhere. The northern Funing District

has the relatively strong D.U.F.M. to care for it, with five doctors

(two ordained and two women),* three other clergymen, five

other women, and two pastors. South of the Min are two Missions
of which we read and hear more—Futsing and Hinghwa. The
Futsing District has an interesting feature in the visitation of the

islands off the coast. They, and the coast villages, were for some
time the scene of diligent evangelistic work by Miss Harrison,

while the nurses attached to Dr. Mabel Poulter's hospital. Misses
Leybourn, B. Thomas, and Andrews, carried their medical know-
ledge and treatment to the homes of the people, and Miss M. E.
Wolfe gathered the female converts to a Women's School. Here
Miss Little's Boat Mission on the Min may be mentioned in

passing, though it properly comes under the heading of Foochow.
Hinghwa has a distinct dialect, which involves a sepai-ate arrange-
ment for the training of evangelists and Bible-women. Mr, Shaw's
work there has been particularly successful in fostering self-

support. At Sienyu, in this district, the farthest southward
point of the whole Mission, where Mr. Nightingale has been at

work throughout our period, there was a Chinese clergyman, the
Eev. Ting Ching-Seng, now retired in advancing age (he was
ordained in middle-fife in 1889), who used to write what are
called "characteristic letters" to the " great Enghsh Committee,"
whom he invited to " cast their lightning glance on his work."
That " lightning glance " would see in most of these districts the
various branches of missionary enterprise, pastoral, evangelistic,

educational, and medical. But in Hinghwa they are limited to
such work as is necessary to prepare the Church there for inde-
pendence

; for this district is recognized as in the American
Methodist sphere, and the C.M.S. is only concerned with the
native Church planted some years ago.

^
Particular interest has always attached to Kienning, the " fu

"

city of the north-west, the "Jericho " of the Province, with high
walls of prejudice and hatred of the " foreign devil." Again and
again in earlier days did both missionaries and Chinese evangelists
fail in their efforts to gain access to it. The evangelists on one
occasion were hung up by their queues and then turned out of the
city naked. The first who actually spent a night within the city

were two C.E.Z. ladies, iMiss Newcombe and Miss Johnson, on
October 31st, 1890. Mr. Phillips and Dr. Rigg soon followed, but
mot vvith revolting treatment, and the latter narrowly escaped
death in a pit of unmentionable filth ; and they only succeeded in

• Two of these, Dr. and Mrs. Synge, have retired since this was written.
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occupying the city in 1894. But in 1899, just as our period part ii.

l)egins, they were expelled, and one of tlie Cln-istiaus (for there ' ^^^— ^'

were converts already) was murdered. One of the Chinese
Christian doctors trained in the Mission, Dr. Ngoi Tek-Ling, got

in again to the hospital ; and this time the authorities behaved
well, punished the murderers, and pacified the people. Dr. Rigg's

retirement in 1901 was a great loss, but he had done thirteen

years' valuable and specially hard service. His son, the Eev.

J. E. Rigg, joined the Mission in 1913, but ill-health compelled an
early return home. Dr. Pakenham of the D.U.F.M., who took his

place, has continued at Kienning to this day, as also has T\Ir. Phillips.

The medical mission is now strengthened by Dr. Matthews, of

Sydney University, sent out by the N.S. Wales CM. Association,

whose wife is a sister of the late Dr. Pain of Cairo. Some of the

most experienced C.E.Z. ladies have worked in Kienning or in

the neighbouring district for many years, notably Miss F. Johnson
(one of the two who slept in the city that memorable night), Miss
Bryer, and the late Miss Rodd. A new church, to replace the one
destroyed in the riot, was built by the mandarins at their own
cost, and was dedicated by Bishop Hoare in 1901 ; and he con-

firmed 99 candidates at five centres in the Kienning district.

Since then the work has gone on with little interruption, and the

Christians now number 750. The change in Kienning was
strikingly manifested during the unrest caused by the Revolution
in 1911, when the British Consul insisted on all missionaries

leaving the interior stations. The Kienning mandarins and people

urged them to stay, and indeed wired to the Consul, earnestly

begging that this might be allowed ; but the order was not with-

drawn, and had to be obeyed.

Kienyang, still farther to the north-west, is occupied by the Kienyang.

Rev. C. W. Reeves, who joined Mr. Phillips as a lay evangelist in

1902. Mrs. Reeves, who as Miss Brooks was in the Mission six

years before him, and the other ladies of this station before

mentioned, find plenty of women's work to do. Another lay

evangelist, Mr. Blundy, occupied the city of Sung-ki in 1906,

despite the efforts of a " Society for the Prevention of Missionaries
"

formed by the people ; but his death, already mentioned, has left

the post vacant. The farthest station of all, Chungan, among the
famous Bohea Hills, on the border of the Kiangsi Provinc3, was
started by Miss Harrison and Miss Nettleton.

What, it will be asked, is the tangible result of all this work ? Baptisms

The answer is not as entirely satisfactory as in some other leakage,
mission fields. The increase in the number of baptized Christians

in the 15 years is from 8230 to just 10,000, which is not large,

and also reveals considerable leakage, for in 1906 the number was
12,000. The figures of 1899 also included 11,000 catechumens,
casual inquirers being counted. This practice was only continued
for a year or two after that, for in 1903 the number given was
only 1400. In 1914 it was 1200. In the years 1903-5 the adult
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l^aptisms had been unusually numerous, averaging 900 a year, and
Bishop Hoars confirmed over 2000 candidates ; and one cannot
help suspecting that the Chinese pastors, who have a large share

in baptizing converts, may have been too sanguine. The avei'age

of the past six years has been only 400, which suggests that more
caution has been exercised ; and meanwhile there must have
Ijeen many cases of back-sliding, and even of apostasy. Moreover
the number of Chinese clergy has not increased. It was 18 in

1904, and it is 18 now, the deaths and retirements having balanced
the additions ; and the Eeports state that there is little readiness

on the part of the best young men to enter the service of the

Church, when they can get much higher pay in secular occupa-
tions. It is not for us to censure them, seeing that the Church
at home has suffered in the same way. But when we note that

there are eleven Church Councils in Fukien, which administer the

affairs of 67 pastorates having 274 places of worship (in 1910), we
see the need of more of what we should call parochial clergy.

Persecution still has to be faced by converts, but there are

fewer instances of it in recent years. The great political changes,
however, of the past three years, and the consequent unrest,

account to a lai^ge extent for the indifference latterly so perceptil)le

among the people.

Concerning the general character of the Christians the testi-

monies of Bishops Hoare and Price are interesting. The former
wrote in 1904 :

—

" They know nothing of the many controversies which have rent the
Church of Christ in times gone by. They know nothing of Cah'inism or
Arminiauism, but yet they will without hesitation ascribe the fact that
they are members of Christ to the Grace and Calling of God. They know
nothing of the controversy about justification by faith, but yet they do
know that they are sinners, that Christ has died to make atonement for

their sins, and that by Him every one that believeth is justified. And
they have a very real belief in the power of the Holy Spirit to help them
in the temptations and trials of their lives. And as to those lives, what
shall I say ? Not infrequently we have to lament over their falls, but
more frequently are we permitted to rejoice over their victories."

And he went on to remark that in some respects they stood on
a higher level than ourselves. " The drunkard, the opium-smoker,
or the man that played for money, would be put under Church
discipHne by the Christian Church without hesitation." Bishop
Price was less favourable. In 1907 he wrote :

" It is a real

mistake to think of this Mission as advanced in the spiritual

knowledge and character of the converts, or in its Christian
worship, or in the efficiency of its pastorate." " The converts,"
he added, " need more careful instruction in Christian truth and
morals."

The real fact is this, that, as elsewhere, at home and abroad,
there is a nucleus of real and spiritual Christians, with a large

amount of nominal Christianity round about. Apparently the
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Chinese, thougli not a specially emotional people, would respond Paet ii.

to the teaching and prayerful influence of fervent and experienced ^ ^^' ^^'

nmsioners. Much glad testimony was borne a few years ago to

the manifest blessing vouchsafed to the mission services held by
a Chinese voluntary lay preacher, Mr. Diong of Loyuan. He
toured round the stations for some months in 1905-6, and every-

where there were tokens of genuine revival. And the picked men
elected by the congregations to represent them in the Provincial

Church Council appear to have been chosen, not for their education

or social position, but for their Christian character. " A poor
ignorant Chinese labourer," wrote Archdeacon Wolfe in 1900,
" stands up in a large meeting and startles you with a speech full

of spiritual thoughts worthy of your learned professors at home,
the difference being that these thoughts are expressed with greater

simplicity and warmth by these Christian Chinese."

Bishop Price has pushed forward the Church organization, (iiunrii

The Constitution for the Diocesan Synod and the District Councils,
[''.f,'"'"''*'

i*cc., was drafted in 1907, and revised and adopted in 1908. The first

Synod was held in February, 1910, when the tentative constitution

and canons of the newly formed Church of China as a branch of

the Anglican Communion were examined and approved. Also

Church finance was discussed, and a scheme adopted for a Central

Clergy Sustentation Fund, comprising a Current Expenses Fund
and an Endowment Fund.
Meanwhile the principles of wider unity and co-operation have Union

not been forgotten, and the spirit of " Edinburgh " has been -'^S''"'''^^-

abundantly manifested. The following practical steps towards
closer co-operation between the different Christian bodies have
been taken. (1) The Medical College at Foochow, of which
Dr. Taylor is the head, is a combined Institution with which the

American Missions, Congregationalist and Methodist, are asso-

ciated as well as the C.M.S.
; (2) a Language School for young

missionaries was begun in 1913, though since temporarily sus-

pended for lack of men with time to work it
; (3) a Theological

Class has been found possible, for lectures in such fundamental
doctrine as is common to orthodox Christians—not to supplant

the C.M.S. Theological Class, but supplemented by it
;

(i) there

is a Sunday School Union
; (5) and an Educational Association ;

(6) the Missions combined to arrange the special meetings held by
Mr. Eddy ; (7) Bible Schools for all Christian workers (like our

Summer Schools) have been held at some of the chief stations.

Thus what can be done is done to minimize tlie evils of our

unhappy divisions.
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HE iicame Chekiang, applied to the Diocese, stands for

what we used to call Mid China. This now super-

seded name, however, only dated from 1879, when
(as before explained) the diocesan arrangements were
clianged, and the Eev. G. E. Moule was appointed to

the " Mid-China " Bishopric. The more recent arrangements
with the American Church have abolished that title, and the
English episcopal jurisdiction is limited to the Province of

Chekiang—with a single exception.
The exception is Shanghai (as before stated). It was at this

great treaty port that the C.M.S. began its China Mission in 1845.
But at Ningpo (occupied 1848) the development was more rapid,

and in time other cities in Chekiang became centres of important
work. Shanghai remained the business basis ; and a Chinese
congregation was also gathered, for which the first Chinese clergy-
man, the Eev. Dzaw Tsang-lae, was ordained in 1863, but he died in

1867. For two or three years the small work was supervised by
the American Church missionaries; but in 1882 Mr. Arthur
Moule, whose location had previously been at Ningpo, went to
Shanghai as Secretary of the whole Mission, and was appointed
Archdeacon by his brother. Under him vigorous efforts were
made to develop the work in and around the great city; but
extension in it and in the Kiangsu Province is now left to the
Americans. The congregation has its own pastor, the Eev. Dzing
Kyi-Doh ; and the important Anglo-Chinese School, which has
its own trustees, is still conducted by its experienced Principal,
Mr. W. A. H. Moule. The Eev. C. J. F. Symons has been
Secretary for many years, and is now assisted by an accountant,
Mr. J. A. Bailey, who was for some time in a similar capacity in
East Africa, and whose wife was (as Miss Harvey) the first

woman missionary at Mombasa. There is also at Shanghai the
church of the large English mercantile community, designed by
Sir Gilbert Scott, which serves as a Cathedral for the Bishop of
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Chekiang, although the Bishop resides at Ningpo, the great bulk part ii.

of his work being in the Chekiang Province. Shanghai is the ^^^'^' ^^'

headquarters of the American Church Mission, and the resi-

dence of one of its bishops ; and the great St. John's College

is one of the finest missionary institutions in China.* Also

the China Inland Mission has a great central house there, pro-

vided for it by the munificence of one of its own members.
The Y.M.C.iV. building with its great hall, and the l^ible Society's

depository, are other outward and visible signs of Christian

enterprise.

With the Chekiang Mission the name of Moule will be for ever Bishop

associated. Bishop G. E. Moule first went out in 1(S57, and his jVouic.

brother Arthur in 1861. At one time they were quite alone in the

Mission. George was the first missionary of any Society to take

up his permanent residence in an interior city, Hangchow, which
he did in 1864

; f and in Hangchow he lived, as missionary, and
then as bishop, and even after lie had resigned the l)ishopric, until

the end of 1911 ; and when he then came to England it was with

the intention of returning to die in China. But within a month
or two he passed away at Auckland Castle, the residence of his

brother, the Bishop of Durham, on March 3rd, 1912, aged 84,

after a missionary career of 54 years. J During the eight years of

our period before his resignation he travelled literally thousands
of miles (several times 3000 in one year) within the Province of

Chekiang, and everywhere his wise as well as affectionate super-

vision was of the greatest value. He was also doing important

literary work, revising the Prayer Book in classical Chinese. He
resigned in 1907, and on January 28th and March 6th respectively

he and Mrs. Moule celebrated their 80th birthdays ; on January 12th

their golden wedding ; and on February 16th the 50th Anniversary

of their arrival in the Mission ; the occasions being signalized by
presentations to them from the Chinese Christians. ^Irs. Moule
died in the following year. Their son, Henry W. Moule, and two
daughters, joined the Mission in Hangchow. The elder daughter,

who read the Bible in Greek, Latin, French, German, and Chinese

(both classical and mandarin) died in 1901.§ The other two are

still on the staff.

The Bishop's brother, Archdeacon A. E. INIoule, went out in Archdeacon

1861, and laboured until 1894, when he was invaUded home, and jiouie.

remained in England some years. With great difliculty he

* See CM. Bcviciu, Feb., 1914, p. 130.

t Towards the end of 1914, the Hangchow Mission celebrated its jubilee.

In the CM. Review of May, 1915, Archdeacon A. E. Moule tells again the

story of its beginning ; Dr. Strange describes the astonishing recent changes

in the city (electric light, &c.); and Mr. Gaunt gives a deeply interesting

account of the work of Mr. P^ddy and others among Hangchow students.

I See Archdeacon A. E. Moule's In Memoriam of the Bishop, CM. Revieiv,

April, 1912 ; and Mr. Horsburgh's touching tribute, in July of the same year.

§ See the touching In Memoriam of her, by her parents, in the CM. Gleaner,

April, 1902.
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induced the doctors to let him and Mrs. Moule go liack in 1902
;

but once again joyfully finding himself at the city wliich had so

long been his home, Ningpo, he stayed on until 1908, engaged in

his archidiaconal duties and in literary work, translating Goulburn's

Personal Eelif/ion and other books. After a short visit home he

once more went out in 1909, but returned in the following year

to the Shropshire parish which was awaiting him. Finally '?

"We must not say it, for he would gladly go again if he were
needed in China. Four of his sons have been C.M.S. mission-

aries, and three are still on the Chekiang list ; the fourth was in

Japan ; and a fifth has in China rendered help on occasion,

though not on the staff. Nor ought we to omit a sixth who is

now a learned and much-valued ofiicial in the house of the Bible

Society. If we add wives, we find that no less than fourteen

Monies have done service to the missionary cause. And what
would Dorchester and Cambridge and the Diocese of Durham say

of yet others ? Archdeacon A. E. Moule's literary distinction is

well known. His books have been many, and all are valuable,

particularly Half a Centur// in China, The Splendour of a Great

Hope, Neif China and Old, and 2''he Chinese People. His articles in

the C.3I. Intellif/encer and C.3f. Review have been very numerous
and always important.

When Bishop Moule resigned the See in 1907, it was felt that

a missionary ought to succeed him, and that in the circumstances

of the diocese a missionary of experience from another field would
be a desirable accession. From the names submitted to the

Archbishop of Canterbury, he chose that of the Rev. H. J. Molony,
who had worked some years in Central India ; and he was con-

secrated on Jan. 25th, 1908. He took with him to China as his wife

a sister of the wife of one of the Chekiang .missionaries, the Rev.
J. B. Ost,—one of the four sisters Stubbs mentioned in a previous

chapter, who was the widow of a young missionary in India,

Mr. Goodwin. When Archdeacon A. E. Moule finally left China
in 1910, Bishop Molony appointed his son, the Rev. Walter S.

Moule, and also the Rev. Sing Tsae-Seng, to be Archdeacons, that

he might have the advantage of reports from both English and
Chinese eyes and pens. The latter had been for many years under
the former, as a tutor in Trinity College, Ningpo.
We now turn to the usual figures of the period for the Chekiang

Mission. In 1899 there were 16 clergymen, 5 laymen, 13 wives,

and 21 other women, total 55. In 1914, 16 clergymen, 13 laymen,
25 wives, and 24 other women, total 78. Of the 55 of 1899, 31
are still in the ranks ; and 66 have been added to the hst in 15
years, of whom 24 remain. There have been only four deaths in

the field—Mrs. G. E. Moule, her daughter Adelaide, Miss Vaughan,
and Mrs. Robbins. Miss Vaughan was a specially devoted mis-

sionary. She was one of the ladies who offered to the C.M.S.
in 1887, and it was in fact the offers of that year which led the

Society to include single women definitely in its ranks. She was
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the daughter of a well-known Brighton clergyman, James Yaughan. part ir.

She was not only an honorary missionary, not only bore the cost
t^^ap^ai.

of a new High School for girls at Hangchow, hut bequeathed to

the Mission a large portion of her estate. "' Among the retire-

ments of the period, mention should be made of the Eevs. A.

Elwin and J. B. Ost, each with more than thirty years' service
;

and the Eev. W. G. Walshe, Dr. Smyth, Miss E. Onyon, and
Miss L. H. Barnes, after 14 to 23 years.

Of the present staff, Dr. Duncan Main and Mrs. Main and the

Eev. G. W. Coultas have served 30 years or more, and 20 to 30
years have been given by the Eev. and Mrs. C. J. F. Symons,
Dr. and Mrs. Kember, Mrs. Coultas, three brothers Moule and
the wife of one (the present Archdeacon), and the Misses J. F.

Moule, Maddison, Wells, Isabella Clarke, Turner, and Goudge.
Australia has not sent so many women to Chekiang as to

Fukien, but there are four from the Victoria Association, Misses

Hughes, M. M. and E. J. Clark, and Furness
; f and Dr. Strange,

who first went to India under the Poena and Village Mission,

joined the C.M.S. in 1910, representing the New Zealand
Association,

When our period opened, the Chekiang Mission had just lost J-<-'-ii"»i'e.

the important services of the Eev. J. C. Hoare, appointed Bishop
of A^ictoria, Hong Kong. In a retrospect of his 23 j'ears at

Ningpo, Mr. Hoare remarked that when he first went out in 1875

there was only one Chinese clergyman in the Mission (and he had
only just been ordained), while there were in 1898 sixteen, who
had gradually relieved the English missionaries of almost all the

pastoral work. This progress was, in fact, mainly due to his own
services. He started Trinity College, Ningpo, when he first went Trinity

out, and most of the Chinese clergymen, and many evangelists and xhigo.*^'

teachers, had been trained by him. Upon his moving to Hong
Kong, Mr. Walter iloule, who had been his lieutenant, succeeded Arciideacon

• • . 1 . n Walter
him as Principal, and has continued in that post to this day, to Moule,

the great advantage of the College. The Eev. W. Eobbins is his

Vice -Principal. Fifteen more men have been ordained, or one for

each year, and there are now 24, In 1905 it was stated that

61 old Trinity College boys were then working in the diocese,

14 in holy orders, 16 as lay evangelists, 27 as lay schoolmasters,

and four as medical evangelists. In that same Eeport Bishop
INIoule mentioned the papers, " stiff ones," set by two of the

Chinese clergy for the students, on Leviticus, Isaiah, Eomans, and
the Prayer Book, and the " really beautiful work " done by one of

them. In 1911 a Pan-Anghcan grant of £1000 enabled new
buildings to be added ; and in 1913 the work was thus described :

" a Theological Class with five students, a Normal Class with nine,

a Middle School with 39 pupils, a Higher Elementary School with

* See the In Memoriam of Miss Vaughan, CM. Revietv, May, 1908.

+ And in 1915 the New South Wales Association sent three, two Misses

Mcintosh and Miss Montgomery.
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55, and a Lower Elementary School with 24 boarders and 65 day
scholars ; all being Christians except 40 of the Lower Day School."

A chapel has been supplied as a memorial to Bishop Hoare.

Several of the native pastors have died, and very interesting

have been the testimonies to their high character and good work.

The oldest of all, the one who was already ordained when Mr.
Hoare went to China, the Eev. Sing Bng-Teh, was originally an
artist, and was baptized in 1857. He died in 1899, leaving nine

Christian sons and daughters, seven of whom were engaged in

spiritual work.* Three daughters married other Chinese pastors.

One son, the Rev. Sing Tsae-Ling, manifested great courage and
faithfulness during the Boxer troubles in 1900, when all the

missionaries had been ordered to the coast. He fell ill immedi-
ately after, and died. Of one of his brothers-in-law, the Rev. Song
Vi-Sing, Mr. Elwin wrote, " He is a man of remarkable ability, and
knows the love of Christ—a man to be loved as a brother." Of
the senior after Sing Eng-Teh's death, the Rev. Wong Yiu-Kwong,
who died in 1911, Bishop G. E. Moule wrote, " Wong was one of

the most interesting preachers I ever listened to. He could quote
Scripture accurately memoriter on almost any topic." f Of another
pastor, the Rev. Sing Teh-Kwong, who died in 1902, Archdeacon
A. E. Moule wrote, " His Bible knowledge, his prayerfulness, his

true following of Christ, made us all respect and love him." X In
1912 Bishop Molony wrote, " Our leading Chinese clergy, notably
Archdeacon Sing of Ningpo and Pastor Yu of Hangchow, are

developing into strong spiritual leaders. Some of our younger
clergy, too, give me increased satisfaction." § A deeply interesting

account of special mission services conducted by Pastor Yu (Rev,
Yu Hyien-Ding) at Taichow, in 1913, was sent by Bishop Molony.||

Of the 24 Chinese clergymen, 14 are in parochial charges, seven in

evangelistic or semi-pastoral work under the Mission, two as
masters at Trinity College, and one under the Chinese Missionary
Society.

Two other Chinese Christians who died should be mentioned

:

Matthew Tai, an earnest evangelist and clever artist, whose very
original illustrations of the Parables were much admired when
reproduced in the GUfiner some years ago ; % and Dr. Li, a medical
man who conducted evangelistic and revival services with great
power and manifest blessing, but died, to the sorrow of all, at the
age of 34.**

* See CM. Intell., Jan., 1900.

t See the Bishop's account of him, CM. Rcvicio, April. 1911.

X Sec CM. Intell., June, 1903. Of another, a young man, the Rev. Tseng
Tsae-Seng, an In Memonam by the Kev. H. W. Moule appeared in the
CM. licviciv, June, 1908.

§ On the Chinese clergy of the diocese generally, Bishop Molony wrote in
an article iu the CM. Review, April, 1911.

II
See CM. Review, October, 1913.

*l See Archdeacon A. E. Moule's In Memoriam of him, CM. Revieio, July,
1908.* See CM.S. Gazette, Feb., 1909, p. 54.
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The other educational institutions include the Anglo-Chinese pakt ii.

School at Shanghai already alluded to, which has done most useful ^^^^- '^^-

work under its headmaster, Mr. William Moule ; a similar hut much schools,

younger school at Shaohing, the city which Marco Polo called
" the Venice of China" ; and about 30 other boys' schools ; with
altogether some 1000 scholars ; and for women and girls, the
Mary Vaughan High School at Hangchow, and about 20 other
boarding and day schools, with some 450 pupils ; and classes for

Bible women, &c., at two or three of the stations. Mr. Henry
IMoule, Mr, Gaunt, and Mr. Percy King have worked the English
Boys' Schools ; and Miss J. F, Moule, Miss Maddison, Miss Turn-
bull, Miss Frewer, Miss Morris, Miss Weightman (M.A., Liverpool
Univ.), and the Misses Clark of Melbourne, the Girls' Schools.
The Girls' Boarding School at Ningpo, and the Boys' High School
at Shaohing, have had new buildings erected by means of other
Pan-Anglican grants.

Among other important branches of the work are the medical Medical

missions. Dr. Duncan Main's name is known all over the world; ""^ "

and excellent service has been rendered by Drs. Kember, Babing-
ton, Cole, Beatty, Evans, Strange.* Drs. Kember and Cole are

sons of much esteemed missionaries in India. Mrs. Babington
and Mrs. Evans are nurses, as well as Miss Morris and Miss
Furness. Dr. Smyth, who shared in this work from 1893 to 1906
should not be forgotten, nor his two wives, one who had as Miss
Stanley done devoted service, and who was lost in the wreck of the

P. k O. steamer Aden in 1897,t and the other a daughter of the
Eev. Charles Bullock. There are hospitals at Ningpo and Taichow,
with 70 and 50 beds respectively ; and the great hospital at

Hangchow with 250 beds and all sorts of ramifications. Twelve Hangchow

different departments are counted in it, including general hospitals,
2°*?'*^^-

women's and maternity hospitals, leper refuges, convalescent
homes, medical training schools, &c. A new maternity hospital

and training school was started in 1906 at the request of a Chinese
lady philanthropist, who, with some of her friends among the
gentry, undertook its support. The influence of this great institu-

tion has been wide indeed, as has been testified by such observers
as Mrs. Isabella Bishop and Lord Wilham Cecil; an influence not
merely philanthropic, but productive of many conversions to

Christianity. Specially valuable has been the training of the

Chinese doctors, nurses, kc. Dr. Main expressed grateful appre-

ciation of their faithfulness in guarding the hospital, and carrying

on the work so far as they could, during the Boxer troubles. His
graphic letters give us a vivid glimpse of the work and toil of him-
self and his colleagues.

:J:
One message, in 1906, was, " Wards full,

* Also Dr. Score-Brown, now retired.

t In the same wreck perished Mrs. Collins (wife of a Fukicn missionary who
himself had been drowned in a Chinese river) with her two children, and two
ladies of the C.E.Z.M.S.

X A specially important one, on IMedical Education in China, was printed in

the CM. Review, October, 1910.
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heat 91°, mosquitoes numerous, helpers few, strength failing, faith

increasing—pray for us "
; and we all know his happy motto,

" Keep Smiling." It may here be added that Dr. Score-Brown,

having been lent to the Chinese Government for plague work in

Manchima in 1911, was awarded the highest honour open to a

civilian, the Order of the Double Dragon.
Equally interesting and fruitful has been the village work

carried on by itinerations from Ningpo, Taichow, Shaohing, and
Hangchow as centres. We read of Kwun-hae-we, Zkyi, and
other places round Ningpo, and we quite fail to realize the im-

mensity of the work. Take one section of the outlying field near

Ningpo, the Sanpoh plain. Archdeacon A. E. Moule wrote in

1906 that it had seven districts with 102 villages and 100,000

souls ; at four centres there w^ere churches or mission chapels,

and schools at three, and the Christians were scattered all over

the district ; for their care there were one pastor and two elderly

evangelists, and in preaching to the heathen a missionary doing

non-pastoral work " might spend a lifetime in this one little corner

of China's smallest province." Among the missionaries engaged
in this evangelistic work, or in the superintendence of the Chinese

,

workers employed in it, have been the Eevs. H. W. Moule (the

Bishop's son), G. W. Coultas, E. Thompson, T. C. Goodchild
(now in Hunan), H. Barton, W. H. Elwin, W. J. Wallace, W.
Browne, and several younger men ; and the Misses Vaughan
and L. H. Barnes (up the Tsien-tang River from Hangchow),
Misses I. Clarke, Turner, Hughes, Green, Turnbull, Wells, Stott,

Onyon, and many others. The Chekiang Mission owes very

much to the women missionaries ; not excluding the wives, among
whom the Reports have specially mentioned those two mothers in

Israel, the late Mrs. George Moule and Mrs. A. E. Moule ; also

Mrs. Walter Moule, Mrs. Goodchild, and Mrs. W. H. Elwin;
though no doubt others have been eqvially zealous. Mrs. Elwin
is a daughter of Prebendary Fox, and Mrs. W. Moule of Mr.
Henry Wright, the former Honorary Secretary of the Society.

The latter has been 27 years in the held. In 1901 she received

from the elder schoolgirls at Ningpo who were members of the
Sowers' Band, a present of 30 dollars to send to her sisters in

India, the Misses A. F. and (the late) K. C. Wright, for the new
buildings of their school at Agra.
The evangelistic work has been helped by the formation in

1901 of a Chinese Church Missionary Society, supported and
worked entirely by the Chinese Christians. It was founded by
tliree young doctors who had been at both Trinity College and
Dr. Main's medical school. Among its original rules, as drawn
up l)y the members, there was one affirming their loyalty to the

Anglican Church, and another declaring that the new Society's

operations would be carried on " until the coming of Jesus
Christ." They took up a new district where no missionary had
yet worked, and engaged two evangelists, both 'of whom were
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ordained in 1904, theEevs. Tsong Tsae-Seng and Tsong Kying-Fu. tart ii.

They had to meet the same opposition as the foreign missionaries,
^'''•^•_3i-

and in 1906 the house and chapel at one of their stations was
attacked, and Tsong Kying-Fu and his family barely escaped

with their lives. In due time converts were baptized, and when
presented for confirmation were found by Bishop Moule to be

well-prepared.

Two other branches of the work must be 'just noticed. First, jinorts to

efforts to reach the upper classes. Nothing is more effective in J^^^ge^PP^'

this respect than the influence of the doctors, whose fame leads to

invitations to attend mandarin famiUes ; but with their hospitals,

Ac, their time is limited. In 1905 Miss Joynt, sister of Canon
Joynt, was asked to make it her special business to seek to influence

the Chinese ladies. The accounts of her skill and patience in this

work are deeply interesting. Among most useful devices, if such

a w'ord is allowable, was the giving of lessons in English, provided

the English Bible is used ; and another was teaching calisthenics

in an upper class girls' school with of course the same condition.

In this way the seed is sown, and there are many signs of an early

and abundant harvest.

The other branch is Literary Work. Here too Miss Joynt has Literary

done good service. She has been lent by the Mission to the '^ork.

Christian Literature Society for China "" and has translated or

adapted several books, including a Memoir of Mrs. Fry, Carlyle's

Heroes, Turton's Truth of Christianity, and a Primer of Sanitation,

as well as contributing to a Chinese Women's Magazine. The
Mission had also lent the Eev. W. G. Walshe for some years to

the same Society, and he became a real expert in Chinese literature.

His own contributions have included Chinese versions of books on

both secular and Church history, Paterson Smyth's Hoir ice Got

Our Bible, the Life of Queen Victoria, books on Natural History,

Astronomy, &c., besides much editorial work. Similar service has

been rendered by the Monies. Bishop G. E. Moule translated the

Prayer Book into Classical Chinese. Archdeacon A. E. Moule
translated the Bishop of Durham's Jesus and tlie Resurrection, and
wrote commentaries on Genesis and Hebrews. Mrs. A. E. Moule
translated Christian stories and allegories. Mr. Walter Moule
wrote Expositions of the Articles, Exodus, Leviticus, and the

Epistles to the Eomans and Ephesians. But Mr. A. J. H. Moule
has all along been fully engaged in work of this kind, both while

in China and at home. Among his more important contributions

have been a Commentary on the Old Testament, which has

already had a large sale, and the earlier volumes have gone into

new large editions ; also a Commentary on the Gospels, an English

History, a Chinese Phrase Book with 35,000 phrases, and trans-

lations of Edersheim's Bible History and several of the recent

books by the Bishop of Durham, Dr. Grifiith Thomas, &c. This

* Formerly cfiljed the Society for the Difiusion of Christian and General
Knowledge.
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. 1^^ ^^ cause of Christianity in China.

Baptisms. As for the visible results of the whole work, we find that the

baptized Christians have increased in the period from 2287 to

5623. It is not possible to give the total number of adult

baptisms, because in several of the years the returns were ex-

tremely defective ; but if the average of the years in which they
were properly sent may be applied to the other years, the total

Tiie chinpi^c ought to be between 2800 and 3000. The reports of the
ciiristians. d^aracter of the Christians are much the same as elsewhere,

sometimes very encouraging, sometimes the contrary. As an
organized Church the Chinese Christian community in the Che-
kiang Mission appears to be rather exceptionally efficient. The

cimrdi Missionary Society has been already mentioned. The Church

tion?"'^'*' Councils are well spoken of. The Diocesan Synod has met from
time to time and discussed regulations suggested by the Anglican
Bishops in China (who had begun their periodical meetings before

our period commenced), touching Order, Discipline, and Marriage,
and the Chinese terms for the Orders of the Ministry. In 1912
this Synod was formally constituted in connexion with the whole
Anglican Church in China. The Anglican Christians in Chekiang
are also represented in the Chekiang Federation Council which
comprises all Protestant Missions in the Province. Under its

auspices a Summer School was held in 1912 for spiritual workers
of all kinds, ordained and unordained, which was attended by 200
men. In 1911 a " Church Congress " was held at Taichow, of

which Mr. Thompson sent an interesting account."^ Mr. Sherwood
Eddy's meetings at Hangchow in 1914 were largely attended, the
Chinese authorities aiding in several ways (see p. 291). The
Commissioner for Foreign Affairs came out on the Lord's side,

and was baptized in the Presbyterian church.

* In the CM. Review, Oct., 1911.
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I
HE Western China Mission was started in 1891 on ^^^^ n.

the earnest representations of the Rev. J. H. Hors- *l!!l
"'

burgh, who, having been a member of the Mid China Retrospect

Mission, had travelled to the great Western Province
chi'na***'^"

of Szechwan, and desired to see the C.M.S. follow- Mission,

ing the example of the C.I.M., sending a purely evangelistic

mission into some remote and unoccupied part of China. He
himself, with Mrs. Horsburgh, headed the expedition, which com-

prised also one clergyman (Mr. Oliver Jackson), three laymen
(Messrs. Phillips, Callum, Vardon), and five single women (Misses

Garnett, Mertens, Wells, Entwistle, Lloyd) ; and three other lay-

men not at first on the C.M.S. staff but taken on afterwards

(Messrs. Hickman, Knipe, Beach). Four other women went out

the following year (Misses Casswell, Snell, Thompson, Kelly). It ConUmiod

is remarkable that of the sixteen men and women who thus joined original

Mr. and Mrs. Horsburgh, twelve are still in the field after twenty- ^^^^^^^

four years. Two died, early. Misses Entwistle and Lloyd, both of

them women of humble station, but both having proved themselves

highly promising missionaries ; and two only have retired, in one

case after fifteen years' work. Few missionary parties have such

a record as that, and the names deserve to be specially noted.

Messrs. Phillips, Callum, Hickman, and Knipe have purchased to

themselves a good degree and been ordained. Mr. Beach has

remained a layman, but as an engineer has been of the greatest

service in adapting Chinese houses to the use of Europeans,

l)esides being a zealous evangelist.

Coming on to the Centenary year, we find the staff comprising

four clergymen, nine laymen, eight wives, and ten other women.
Of these 31, eighteen remain in China, and there have been four

deaths. The figures for 1915 are 17 clergymen, 7 laymen, 19

wives, and 13 other women, total 56.

The field of this Mission is a portion of the Province of Szech- ^f^^f
'^•'*

wan, lying north and west of the portion occupied by the Church Mission.
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of England section of the C.I.M. Its size may be roughly indi-

cated in this way. If Mienchow,* the headquarters station, may
be represented by London, then Southampton may stand for the

southernmost station, Sintu ; Shrewsbury for the westernmost,

Mowchow ; and York for the northernmost, Lungan. The others

are between these
;
perhaps we may put Chungkiang at Dorking,

Mienchuh at Basingstoke, Anhsien at Luton, Chongpa at Cam-
bridge, Shihchuan at Leicester. But besides these there are 15

walled cities and 50 large market towns in the C.M.S. district still

unoccupied, to say nothing of a multitude of villages. The whole
Province is larger than the British Isles, and the population as large.

In 1895 the Province became the missionary Diocese of Western
China, and a much-respected member of the C.I.M., the Eev.

W. W. Cassels, was appointed Bishop. His jurisdiction, there-

fore, includes both the Anglican section of that Mission and the

C.M.S. Mission. His residence is at Paoning, a " fu " city east-

ward from the C.M.S. district. He has to spend about one
hundred days in the year in actual journeying.

When our period opened, Mr. Horsburgh had just retired. The
Mission had been begun and carried on upon the lines he had laid

down. No native a.gents had been engaged on foreign pay, and
no church building had been erected at the Society's cost. It was
his wish to try the experiment of throwing everything on the

converts, except, of course, the personal expenses of the mission-

aries. But he could not accept for himself a bishop's license with
its necessary limitations, and preferred to be an independent
friend of the Mission rather than a member of it. The Society

deeply regretted the necessity for this separation ; but nothing
has ever interrupted Mr. Horsburgh's cordial fellowship and
co-operation both abroad and at home.

Great difficulty had at first been experienced in getting a foot-

hold in the cities and towns of the C.M.S. district, and the mission-

aries had been much indebted to those of the C.I.M. for hospi-

tality meanwhile. But before our period opened, most of the

cities above named had been peacefully occupied for some few
years, and zealous evangelistic work had been carried on. In
1899 there were 32 baptized Christians and five catechumens.
There were no native agents until 1904, when four were engaged.
These have gradually increased to 32 ; but the ordained, pastorate

is still in the future.

Of the staff in 1915, seven of the men were graduates, the Univer-
sities of Cambridge, London, Durham, Edinburgh, Liverpool, and
Sydney being represented. Tlie Sydney man, the Eev. J. R.

Stewart, was a son of R. W. Stewart, j and one of the women was

* Curiously enough its uame is Mienyang for telegraphic purposes.

t One of the Society's heaviest losses through the War has been the death
of J. 11. Stewart. He was devoting his furlough time to chaplain's work at

the Front in France, and was killed by a shell while conducting a funeral

service. He was a missionary of rare promise.
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his sister Mildred, who was wounded in the Kutien massacre, and part ii.

who has lately been married to the Eev. E. C. Taylor, one of two ^'''i^^--

brothers iu the Mission, H. H. and R. C. Taylor, of Durham and
Cambridge respectively, both of whom have had ministerial experi-

ence in England. Another Cambridge man, the Eev. H. J. Howden,
is lent to the West China Eeligious Tract Society for literary work.

Three of tlie women are from the Victoria Association, and one
other was sent temporarily by the New South Wales Association.

A medical missionary. Dr. Squibbs, did excellent service for

thirteen years, but died while on furlough in 1909. Another, Dr.

Lechler, is the grandson of one of the early German missionaries

of the Society in Tinnevelly. Three of the laymen and one of the

women had served in West Africa for a few years, and although

failing in that climate were able to begin again in China. Another,

!Mr. W. Hope Gill, a Cambridge man, had been a lay missionary

of the C.I.il., but after joining the C.M.S. was ordained by
Bishop Cassels. He is a brother of the Bishop of Travancore and
Cochin. He went with the British Field Force to Peking in

1900 as interpreter, and it is interesting now to read his eulogy of

the Indian troops in that Force. He was finally invalided home
in 1905, after 20 years in China.

The evanglistic w^ork has been carried on with zeal and patience. Varied

Although there has been no large ingathering, there have been W"'^'^-

about 600 adult baptisms, and the returns in 1914 gave 638
baptized Christians and 375 catechumens. The schools are

almost all elementary, for both boys and girls, 31 in number, with

600 scholars ; but there are higher class boarding schools, with

33 boys and 41 girls, at Mienchow, the headquarters of the

Mission, conducted by the Eevs. P. J. Watt and W. Munn,* and
Misses Casswell and Mannett. At that city is the only regular

medical mission, under Dr.Lechler,f but there are small dispensaries

everywhere. There also is a women's training class. The train- Training

ing of men to be teachers and evangelists (and eventually clergy) is "^ •^g''"^^-

not done at a C.M.S. station, but at the Diocesan College at

Paoning, where Bishop Cassels resides and superintends that

work, assisted by the Eev. H. H. Taylor, and also by the Eev.

W. H. Aldis of the C.I.M. Men are there trained for both C.M.S.

and C.I.M. There is also an Anglican Hostel at Chengtu, the

capital of the Province, which lies south of Sintu, just as (referring

to the illustration above) Ventnor lies south of Southampton.
This Hostel is iu connexion wath the new" Chengtu Union
University, and has been the work of Mr. Stewart and of tlie Eev.

E. C. Taylor, who have thus been brought into touch with both

* Mr. Muun must be mentioned iu another counexiou. His articles in the

CM. Revieiv on Chinese Hymns (Aug., 1911) and Chinese Music (Sept., 1912),

are exceptionally interesting; also one on Education (July, 1912) and one on
Woman in China (April, 1913).

t In 1914, the mandarin and city elders presented the hospital with a
laudatory inscription.
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Part il professors and students. Mr. Stewart taught English in some of
idp^ "• the new Government schools, and gave lectures on ethics and

religion to large numbers of upper class men.
c.i.M. The C.I.M. work is more advanced than that of the C.M.S.* And
Work. although everything in the Diocese is, of course, relatively young,
cimrch Bishop Cassels has begun diocesan organization. Parochial and

tion.""^'*' District Councils have been formed, and an elected Diocesan
Council, which in administering the Church Sustentation Fund
is exhibiting the capacity of Chinese for business. The account of

its meeting in July, 1914, is most interesting. The outline of

the Bishop's address on adaptation of the Prayer Book would be
a good model for use in many missionary dioceses. As a signi-

ficant outward and visible token of progress, a " cathedral " has
lately been built and dedicated at Paoning.t Special revival meet-
ings held in 1910 by a C.I.M. missionary from Shansi Province,

Mr. Lutley, and a Chinese evangelist, Mr. Wang, were accom-
panied with much blessing; and the work of Bible and Tract
Society colporteurs has resulted in wide distribution of Christian

literature.

On the Interesting attempts have been made from time to time to reach

'nht-Z
° ^^6 border tribes on the frontier of Tibet and the Tibetans them-

selves. It will be remembered that Mrs. Isabella Bishop travelled

to that wild country, and the " Mr. K. " of her book was the

C.M.S. lay missionary (but since ordained) Mr. Knipe. Songpan,
in the north-west corner of the C.M.S. district, is not far from the

border, and both Mr. Knipe and Mr. Kitley have stayed there for

some months. But in 1906 a more convenient town, further

south, but also near the border, Mowchow, was occupied by
Mr. Kitley. Mr. Beach has lately had this outpost as his

sphere of labour. Songpan was destroyed in a Tibetan Eaid
in 1911.

Troubles This ]\Iission has had its full share of trouble and peril in the

I'ruvhice. frequent times of unrest in China. When the Boxer rising

occurred in 1900, the British Consul at Chungking on the Yangtze,
the nearest Consular station, wrote requiring that all the mission-

aries in Szechwan Province should retire to the coast ; and a

similar order was sent to the American missionaries by their

Consul. Mr. Phillips, the Secretary of the C.M.S. Mission, called

his brethren and sisters to Mienchow for prayer and conference,

and then they left in boats, reaching Chungking, 250 miles, and
then Ichang, 500 miles farther, safely. From there two steamers,

Japanese and German, took them down to Shanghai ; but Miss Eosa
Lloyd stayed en route at Hankow to nurse some C.I.M. mission-

aries who had narrowly escaped with their lives, and similar work
fell to her when she reached Shanghai. She only survived the
strain a few weeks, and thus laid down her own life in helping

* There is one Cliinese clergyman, ordained by Bishop Cassels in l'J15,

working under the C.I.M.

t See CM. Bevicic, April, 1915, p. 118.
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others, a service characteristic of all her nine years' career. When ^rt ii.

peace was restored, and it was possible to go back. Bishop Cassels 1!L
"'

and three of the C.M.S. men were wrecked in the dangerous

rapids of the Yangtze, and lost all their provisions, money, and
personal effects.

Other risings have occm'red of a less serious character; but

during the Eevolution in 1911 robber bands assailed several cities

occupied by the Mission, and again the British Consul ordered

the missionaries away for a time. When the revolt against the

new President occurred in 1913, prominent Chinese men took

refuge at the mission house, thinking themselves safer there, as

the rising was not against the foreigner but against the authorities ;

and at Mienchuh the Chief Mandarin and his family were thus

sheltered for some weeks.
The spelling of Chinese names is always a difficulty, but there

seems now an agreement that what has here been adopted is

correct. The Western Province has almost regained its former

spelling in " Szechwan," casting off the temporary intrusion of

" Sichuan."

Note.

The visit of Mr. Bardsley and Mr. Bayhs to the Far East in

1912-13 has not been referred to in these chapters on China.

Their Eeport to the Committee was naturally occupied with many
facts regarding the different C.M.S. Missions, and many questions

of missionary pohcy ; and it was only printed for private circu-

lation. But it should be added here that the visit proved a great

encouragement to the missionaries, and has strongly stimulated

in the C.M.S. circle at home a deep sense of the claims of China

to the extension and development of the Missions. The two

secretaries were happily at Shanghai when the National Con-

ference under Dr. Mott was held (p. 287), and attended it as

visitors.
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|HE year in which our review begins, 1899, was a
memorable year in the history of Japan. The new
constitution, with its Houses of Parhament and its

decree of rehgious Uberty, was ten years old ; and
now at last the ardent desire of the Japanese people

was attained by their admission into the comity of nations. The
new ti-eaties with Foreign Powers came into force on July 17th, just
three months after the C.M.S. Centenary. What is called extra-
territoriality came to an end ; that is to say, Japan was no longer
to occupy the same position as Turkey and China, where foreigners
are only responsible to their own Consular Courts ; and in future
the Britons and Americans and Germans and Russians were to be
subject to Japanese law. On the other hand, the country was
thrown open to them without passport restrictions. Moreover,
Christianity received a certain official acknowledgment, by the
Government making regulations for the registration of churches
and clergy.

Then, a year or two later, came the special Anglo-Japanese
Alliance, signed by Lord Lansdowne as Foreign Secretary on
January 30th, 1902, which was welcomed in Japan with great
enthusiasm. A notable example of this occurred at Sapporo, the
remote capital of the northern Island of Hokkaido. A public
meeting was called to celebrate the alliance, at which " God Save
the King " was sung, and an address was given at the Mayor's
request by the only British subject in the city at the time, an
Irish woman missionary of the C.M.S., Miss Ahce Hughes. It

was just at that time that the Marquis Ito, the greatest of Japanese
statesmen, visited ]^]ngland. Forty years before, in 1863, in the
days when no Japanese was allowed to leave his country on pain
of death, Ito had run the risk, escaping in an English sailing ship,
and serving as a seaman before the mast, that he might see the
Western World with his own eyes. It was he who had taken the
most prominent part in the mighty revolution by which Japan
had opened her long-closed doors and come forth as a modern
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world-power ; it was lie who had drafted the constitution of 1889 ; Part ii.

it was he who had closed the war with China by the Treaty of Shi- !lll_
'

raonoseki in 1895 ; it was his policy that had brought Japan into

the family of nations by the abolition of extra-territoriality ; and
now he saw the completion of his work by tlie treaty with Great
Britain. It is sad to remember that he was afterwards (1909)
murdered by a Korean. Geographically the appropriateness of the

Anglo-Japanese treaty is curious. A glance at the map of the

Eastern Hemisphere shows at each end of the long stretch of

European and Asiatic Continent a group of islands, the two nearly

equal in size and corresponding in position. The British Isles

and the Japanese Isles face one another across the largest land area

on the surface of the globe.

The material progress of Japan continued remarkable. For
instance, fifteen years earlier it had been a criminal offence to

build a sea-going vessel, and now Japanese liners were competing
on equal terms with those of Europe and America ; and the

Japanese fleet of warships took its place among the navies of the

world. The great test came in 1905 with the war with Eussia, War witu

when both by land and sea the youngest of modern Powers over-
"*"'''"

threw the tremendous forces opposed to her. It was a revelation

to the world, not merely of her extraordinary capacity and skill,

but still more of the national spirit of patriotism that gloried in

self-sacrifice ; a spirit not less conspicuously shown when a

reasonable peace was followed by what may fairly be described

as a real shaking of hands between the combatants. Of the effect

of that war on the Missions, more hereafter.

Then in 1912, the death of the Emperor Mutsuhito recalled the Death of

wonderful history of the sixty years of his life and the forty-five of MutsuWtd.
his reign. He was one year old when the first partial opening of

the door of the long-closed empire took place in 1853 ; fifteen

when he ascended the throne ; and sixteen when the great

Eevolution of 1868 abolished the Shogunate and restored the

Mikado's real sovereignty.* The C.M.S. Committee passed a

minute, which was communicated to the Japanese Ambassador in

London, expressing condolence with the Eoyal House and tlie

nation, and acknowledging the loyalty of the deceased Emperor to

the principle of religious liberty. He had, in fact, accepted a

Bible from his Christian subjects, and had given £1000 to

the Y.M.C.A. towards the expenses of their work for the soldiers

in the war with Eussia ; but there is no reason to suppose that

he regarded the Christian reUgion as having any message for

himself. He was, in fact, a devout Shintoist. His death closed

what the Japanese term the " Era of Enlightenment " {Meiji),

and ushered in the new " Era of Great Eighteousness " (Taisho).

It is not to be wondered at that so much admiration has been Bushido,

lavished upon Bushido, the "Soul of Japan." The " knightly ^j^epSoui of

way," as the word means, corresponds fairly with our " chivalry,"

The last of the Shoguns died in 1913. CM. Review, Jan., 1914, p. Go.
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Its real
failure.

pakt II. and expresses itself in our familiar French phrase, " noblesse

'tlil oblige." Dr. Grifiis, the brilliant American author of some of the

exc^'n'^^*'^'^
best books on Japan, speaks of " the superb system of chivalry,

manners, self-mastery of the body, and culture of the spirit, called

Bushido "
; and, of the Samurai whose code of honour it especially

was, as " the consummate white flower of Japanese civilization."

The " Japan spirit," Yamaio damaahu, was certainly exhibited in

the Army in the Eussian War. The Rev. G. H. Moule, a son of

Archdeacon A. E. Moule of China, who has written the best popular
book on Japan,* tells of soldiers, billeted in the town where he was,
" helping in the house-work, nursing and amusing the children, or

like children themselves strolling hand in hand along the crowded
streets." " As far as I remember I never met a drunken or dis-

orderly soldier throughout that period." And when they returned

victorious, " one heard no word of scorn or hatred of the enemy.
There was no sudden loosening of the self-restraint that the

nation had so long practised, no unseemly bragging to stain the

hour of triumph." But Dr. Griffis sadly acknowledges that

Bushido fails to cure the social evils which flourish beneath the

veil of outward refinement ; and the Rev. J. T. Imai, probably the

ablest of the Japanese Christian clergy, and now Principal of

the Central Theological College, said a few years ago that Bushido
" could never have originated institutions like the Red Cross
Society, or such ideas as humanity to prisoners, generosity to the

conquered, refraining from loot, and respect for female virtue."

"These," he added, "were recognized as right, only when the

Bushido spirit came in contact with Christianity." f And the

Hon. Kenkichi Kataoka, the first Speaker of the House of

Representatives, used to say that Bushido was no longer able to

meet the moral needs of his countrymen ; while a well-known
writer. Dr. Nitobe, wrote that Bushido's days were numbered, and
that only Christianity could influence " the irresistible tide of

triumphant democracy." The suicide of General Nogi, the hero
of Port x\rthur, on the death of the Emperor, though acclaimed by
the Japanese people generally as a glorious consummation of the
" Era of Enlightenment," was felt by the more thoughtful to

belong rather to the Past than to the Present. Mr. G. H. Moule
points out, not only the weakness of Bushido, but also its inevit-

able decay as democratic principles gain ground.
Meanwhile, both the official and the popular religions of Japan,

Shintoism and Buddhism, of both of wliich Mr. Moule gives an
admirably clear account, have rather increased in activity during
our period.^ Buddhism, indeed, is much despised by official and

* The Spirit of Japan, written for tho United Council of Missionary Edu-
cation, and published by the different Societies, including the C.M.S.

t An imjjortant article on " Bushido : Its Virtues and Its Defects,' by the
Rev. G. H. Pole, appeared in the CM. Intelligencer of Oct., 1905.

J See an able article by the llev. Oliver Knight, in the CM. Review of Jan.,
1912. .\ new book entitled Tlie Faith of Japan is highly commended in the
Int. Her. Miss, of April, 1915. The author, Dr. Tasuku Harada, is President

Shinto and
Bu(l(liii»t

Kevivai,
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educated Japan. Count Watanabe, though himself by profession Paet 11.

a Buddhist, said in 1900, " When I ask myself how many modern ^^^p- 33.

Buddhists have religious life in their souls, I answer—none."
Shinto they do respect ))ecause it seems to them to foster loyalty

and patriotism. " The Government," wrote the Eev. 0. Knight in The real

1911, "wants neither Buddhism nor Christianity; it only wants
p^^^jf-g^*'.

Japan ; nor does it even want Shinto, except in so far as that cult Japan,

will help to increase and crystallize the national spirit." Professor

Cairns, in the Keport of Commission IV. of the Edinburgh Con-
ference (p. 230), ably enlarges on this circumstance, and observes

that " the student of classical and also of feudal history will recog-

nize parallels to the spirit of that history in the ethics of modern
Japan, in the dominance of society over the individual, the worship
of ancestors, the deification of the ruling house," &c. But, he
adds, it is extraordinary that " this antique world of thought

"

should be retained " along with the eager acceptance of Western
methods and ideas." " It is as if Lacedsemon had been suddenly
reorganized on American principles."

Idolatry and superstition are, no doubt, still rife among the

millions of peasants in the country districts who are Buddhists
of different sects, and who are as yet untouched by missionary

effort,— as indeed are the majority of even the 800 towns with a

population of over 5000. But the upper classes, and particularly Widespread

the students, to a large extent boast of their freedom from religious diflference."

beliefs and obligations. In 1910 it was reported that inquiry being

made of the religious profession of 400 students in a certain

College, four declared themselves Christians, 15 Buddhists, one
Shintoist, and one Confucianist, while 46 were avowed atheists,

260 agnostics, and the remainder had not made up their minds on
the subject. Again, in 1912, a Religious Census was taken in the

Imperial University at Tokyo, among 5000 students, which showed
8 Shintoists, 50 Buddhists, 60 Christians, 1500 atheists, and 800
agnostics ; the rest, " No religion." The great statesman already

referred to, Marquis Ito, though he put two Christians into his

Cabinet in 1900, avowed his belief that " religion is quite un-

necessary for a nation's life." He acknowledged that in Japan
there was " almost universal atheism," but it was " no peril to

the community." "Japan," he said, "looks for the function of

religion being fulfilled by culture and science." But the Western
ideals of liberty, education, culture, justice, are, as has been well

said, " branches of the tree of righteousness and truth." Eastern

nations, Japan among them, " are teai'ing down the branches

hastily to plant them, and they have not got the stem from which
the sap flows."

*

of the Doshisha College at Kyoto, and was one of the Japanese Christian

delegates to the Edinburgh Conference. He contributed an able article on
Christianity in Japan to the first number of the Int. Rev. Miss., Jan., 1912.

Dr. Tisdall's book, The Noble Eightfold Path, is most valuable ; see CM.
Intell., June, 1903.

* " The Day of Opportunity," by M. C, Gollock, in the CM. Rev., Nov., 1908.
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An " Imperial Eescript on Education," first issued in 1890, still

lias great influence, being annually read in all schools while the

scholars reverently bow their heads towards the Emperor's
portrait hanging on the wall. The Christians generally felt no
compunction at thus bowing ; but eventually the Government, to

obviate any idea of religious worship being involved, slightly

modified the wording of the Rescript. There has lately been a

further concession to Christian schools. They can now have the

status of " Middle Schools " without, as before, having to relegate

religious teaching to hours outside the regular course.*

The best Japanese do want to see a higher morality prevailing.

They deplore the vicious life of many students, and the lack of

commercial integrity. Count Okuma himself is cited in the Edin-
burgh Conference Report (Vol. IV., p. 116) as saying that " the
old religions and old morals are steadily losing their hold, and
nothing has yet arisen to take their place," and that some who
have abandoned the old code of ethics seem to be " neither

possessing nor Ijeing governed by any ideas about morality, public

or private." And this led, first, to the formation of societies

for considering the problem, and, secondly, to a remarkable
Conference being summoned by the Government to meet in

February, 1913, to consider what steps could be taken towards
" sound progress in things spiritual, and the improvement of social

conditions." This Conference included representatives of Buddhism
and Shintoism, and also of Christianity, which was for the first

time recognized as entitled to a voice in such discussions. Seven
of the members represented seven different Christian Communions,
the Roman Catholics, the Russo-Greek Church, the Anglicans, the
Presbyterians, the Methodists, the Congregationalists, and the
Baptists. The x\nglican was Dr. Motoda. Several members of

the Japanese Cabinet attended. There was a general agreement
that religion was necessary as the basis of national morals, and
that the votaries of each religion must work in their own way " to

elevate the morality of the nation." The convening of such a
meeting at all was regarded as the reversal of a policy adopted by
a previous Cabinet, which had tended to the exclusive patronage
of Shintoism ; and it has been repeated since.

The present War will have taught acute onlookers like the
Japanese that a mere profession of Christianity by a great nation
is no security for Christian morals. There must be a strong
infusion of real religion if there is to be real morality. Let Japan
catch the true spirit of Christianity, and the " splendid national
traits " and " sterling quality of character " of which Mr. G. H.
Moule gives some striking illustrations t will give her the first

place in the Far East.

* See GJ>I.S. Gazette, July, 1915.
. t r/ie S'pirit of Japan, pp. 249-260.
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jjOLlR eras in the history of Missions in modern Japan, pakt ii.

said the C.M.S. Annual Eeport of 1913, had now passed, ^hapji.

From 1859 to 1872 was an era of open hostility on
the part of the Japanese Government ; from 1872 to

1889, of sufferance; from 1889 to 1899, of liberty;

from 1899 to 1912, of equality. And now a fifth era, of recog-

nition, had dawned.
But it cannot be said that the last few years have been a period statistics

of great advance in the number of Japanese Christians. In 1901 Missions,

the general statistics showed a total of 130,000 ; the Roman Church
having 56,000, the Russo-Greek Church 27,000, and the Protestant

Churches 47,000, in round figures. In 1912, the Roman Catholics

had increased to 67,000, and the Greek Christians to 32,000 ; while

the Protestant Christians had the much larger advance to 83,000 ;
*

total 182,000. The Anghcan Christians, the fruit of the English

and American Church Missions, numbered 10,000 in 1901, and
17,000 in 1912. t The important point, however, is that the number
of converts made, particularly by the American Missions, ought to

have resulted in a much larger increase ; and it is clear that there

has been great leakage.;!: With all the brilliancy of the Japanese Leakage,

character, it has not the stability of the Chinese character ; there has attached

unquestionably been a lai'ge amount of backsliding, and still more Christians,

of drifting away, not from Christianity, but from organized Church
life.§ Mr. Uchimura Kanzo, the author of a book called Wh// I
herame a Christian, wrote to the Japan Evangelist in Dec, 1909,

* The figures for 1914 give " Church Members " 103,219.

+ The figure for 1914 is 23,481.

j See footnote on next page.

§ A Tokyo Professor declared that more than a million of his fellow-

countrymen, though unbaptized, were ordering their lives by the word of

God.
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" There are thousands and thousands of Christians in Japan who
liave had nothing to do with missionaries. . . . There are Chris-

tians who without belonging to any Church, and knowing nothing

about dogmas and sacraments and ecclesiastical orders, are yet

devout believers in God and Christ. . . . Christianity is slowly

but steadily taking the place of Confucianism as the family religion

of Japan. . . . This form of Christianity is neither orthodox nor

unitarian. . . . We go to Jesus of Nazareth direct, and aim to

live and be made like Him." But Mr. G. H. Moule well observes

that, " Japan has always shown to best advantage when permeated
with a sense of duty and corporate responsibility." If the e^iirlt

de corps of the Japanese Army, he adds, were brought into being

in a great united Japanese Church, " what a force it might l)e for

spiritual conquest !
" *

The result of leakage is that the ardent hopes of thirty years ago

have not been fulfilled.t It appears that the losses have been less

in proportion in the Nippon Sei-kokwai, the Japanese branch of

the Anglican Communion, than in the other Protestant Churches
;

but there are several reports from C.M.S. missionaries which are

sad reading on this account, and which will be noticed by and by.

Apart from these losses from the Christian ranks, there is no
doubt that the circulation of anti-Christian literature from Europe
and America has seriously influenced educated Japan against the

Gospel. The Japanese newspapers watch the English and German
Press, and eagerly copy any attacks on the Bible or the Christian

faith ; and there is a widespread impression that Christianity is a

more or less exploded religion. When Mr. Bryan, the late

Secretary of the United States, gave an address at a Christian

meeting at Kagoshima in 1906 the people were astonished ; and
when Sir Claude Macdonald attended divine service on Sunday
they w^ondered what induced a British Ambassador to go to church.

Many Japanese think that Christianity may be useful for its moral
precepts to the poor and to women and children generally ; but for

an educated man who wants the truth,—no ! Yet a Times Special

Correspondent wrote in 1909, " If there are less than 200,000
professing Christians in Japan, there are more than a million

educated Japanese who think in terms of Christian ethics, and who
try to live up to them more truly than many millions of professing

Christians in the West." And Count Okuma, the present Prime

* See also Bishop Cecil Boutflower's article on " Humanism v. Christianity

in Japan," The East and The M'est, Oct., 1912.

t
" Between 1888 and 1900 the registered membership of Protestant Churches

rose from 25,514 to 42,451. But during that period there had been 50,585
baptisms ; so that after making deductions for 4090 deaths, it would seem that

29,558 were unaccounted for in the space of twelve years. From the statistics

on which these figures are based one gathers that only 7096 of these untraced
Christians had been knowingly excluded from fellowship because of lapse of

faith or morals. The rest simply disappeared. Moving, as so many Japanese
do, from place to place, they failed to attach themselves to any Christian Com-
munion in the districts to which they migrated, and remained outside the
visible fold."—G. H. Moule, Spirit of Japati, p. 257,
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Minister, in a Statement published in the International Review of pakt ii.

Missions of October, 1912, declared that the high political ideals
Chap^34.

attained by Japan owed their soid to Christianity, and said,—" The
indirect influence of Christianity has poured into every realm of

Japanese life. . . . Most of all, the EngUsh language and literature,

so surcharged with Christian ideals, has exerted a wide and deep
influence over Japanese thought." But the Count desiderates a

Christianity freed from the " miraculous," and leaving the Deity of

Christ an open question." However, he received Mr. Bardsley and
Mr. Baylis when they were in Japan, and declared that for fifty

years he had favoured missionary work.

But what is still more serious, it is painfully true that Unitarian Neoiogian

and Neoiogian teaching has gained considerable influence in the
the^'m"-

'"

Japanese Churches themselves, and even in the Missions,—at sions and

least in some of those from America ; and mention has also been

made of a " German Universalist Mission." The " New Theology
"

has its votaries and its preachers ; and a non-miraculous Christianity

commends itself to the modern Japanese mind. The Doshisha, the The

famous Christian College at Kyoto, fell for a time under Unitarian
^°si"«^»=^-

influence after the death of its noble and truly Christian founder,

Joseph Niisima ; but it happily afterwards shook off that incubus,

and Bishop Ingham was pleased with it in 1909. It has now been
raised to the rank of a University. On one occasion in 1911 the

C.M.S. missionaries were constrained to decline joining in a scheme
for united " evangelistic " services, because two Unitarian Japanese
pastors were to take a prominent part ; for, after all, what sort of

" evangel " was that which denied our Lord's Divinity, and with it

inevitably the efficacy of His Sacrifice on the Cross ? t

But, as Prebendary Fox wrote after his visit to Japan in 1912, Effects of

" where the Gospel in its purity is preached, where the Word of
[;osj*,eif

God in its integrity is taught, there the invariable results follow."

It was reported in 1910 that the Presbyterian and Methodist

Japanese pastors at a Conference agreed that it was simple Bible

teaching that would hold the people, and that while a leading Con-
gregational preacher at Tokyo was setting forth the new theology

to an empty church, the chief Presbyterian church there, where

the sermons were full of Scripture, was filled to overflowing.

Bishop Ingham heard Oount Okuma speak at a " semi-centounial " meeting

to celebrate the opening of Japan:—"His venerable figure was impressive,

and he had a great reception. It was pathetic that he had to own himself not

a Christian. His testimony was, in effect, that Christianity was destined to

be the religion of Japan, and that he looked back upon the life and character

of one Christian man (Dr. Verbeck), who had taught him English, as the most
potential force for good in his life." {Japan to Jerusalem, p. 56.)

t Bishop Ridley visited Japan in 1903, and wrote an able and most interest-

ing account of his impressions, printed in the CM. Intelligencer of April, 1904.

Here is one sentence :
" I see much more to imperil the future of the Japanese

Church in the Arianism of the ablest native Christians that have come from

Protestant Congregationalism than in the sacramental teaching of High
Churchmen, when diluted, as it generally is, by evangelistic ardour in the

mission field."

z
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Although it is not natural for a Japanese to confess himself a

sinner needing a Saviour,—nor, for the matter of that, is it natural

for an Englishman to do so,—yet it remains true that what is even
impossible with man is possible with God ; and the Holy Ghost is

at work in Japan to-day as He was at Jerusalem on the Day of

Pentecost. Again and again, year by year, have our missionaries

been able to rejoige in what they cannot doubt are true conver-

sions ; and not in true conversions only, but also in the fruits of

the Spirit manifested in tlie lives of the converts. " It lis a great

matter of thankfulness," wrote one of the noblest of women
missionaries (now gone to her rest) in 1900, " that the lives of the

Christians are everywhere appealed to with confidence as a wit-

ness to the power of the Gospel. Parents, heads of the police and
customs, bankers, clerks, and many others, ask to have those under
them taught Christianity because they see the good lives of the

Christians."

In one respect Japan has been unique among mission fields.

Nowhere else in non-Christian lands have so many men of recog-

nized position embraced the Christian faith ; and several cases are

mentioned in the Reports of our period. It is well-known that

the Speaker of the first House of Representatives, Mr. Kataoka
(already mentioned), who died in 1903, was a Christian of high

character ; and that there were twelve other Christians in that

House. The two Christian members of Ito's Cabinet in 1900 were
the Foreign Minister, Mr. Kato, who had been Ambassador in

London, and Baron Kaneko, a graduate of Harvard University.

Both of these were reported by the Times Correspondent to be men
of wide knowledge and sound judgment. In the same year it was
stated that one of the Judges of the Supreme Court, two Captains
of first-class battleships, and three Professors in Tokyo University,

were Christians ; and that three of the leading newspapers were
in Christian hands. Another Judge of the Supreme Court, who
was appointed in 1904, was churchwarden at St. John's Church at

Nagoya. In 1909 a Times Special Correspondent wrote, " Chris-

tians hold some of the highest offices in the State. Viscount Aoki,

a former Minister for Foreign Affairs, is a Christian, and so is Vis-

count Okabi, Minister of Justice. There are ten Christian members
of the Imperial Diet, all men of high character and enjoying the

respect of their fellow-countrymen." Baptisms have been reported
of other judges, editors, bankers, officers, doctors, and their wives
and daughters ; but the number of converts from these classes

lias been larger in the American than in the English Missions.

As for the Roman Catholic Missions, the popular English magazine
of the Roman Church, Tlliislrated Catliolic Jlissions, said in the very
year above mentioned, 1900, that Missions in Japan were
" humanly speaking, hopeless."

The methods of Missions in Japan differ in some respects from
those adopted in some other great fields. Medical Missions are few,

and Educational Missions not at all on the scale of India and
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China ; the excellence of the Japanese in both departments render- part il.

ing them comparatively unnecessary. Women's work is much '!^ *'

more extensive than in most of the other fields. Elsewhere, owing
to social usages, it is almost confined to work among women ; but

in Japan there is no difficulty in women missionaries of some
experience conducting, with due care, classes for men, and in-

fluencing them in other ways. In the C.M.S. Eeport of 1909

tliere was an interesting division of evangelistic work into two
sections, namely, plans for reaching numbers of people at the

same time, and plans for influencing individuals. In the former

category were regular public preachings in Mission Halls, Public

Halls, and theatres, lantern meetings in villages, special " mis-

sions " for several days together like Parochial Missions at

home ; meetings of work-people in factories, &c. ; and children's

gatherings and Sunday schools. In the latter category were

private visits and conversations, distribution of Christian Scrip-

tures and tracts, and one method found specially fruitful—classes p'a*ses for

for particular classes of people—teachers, soldiers, lawyers,
"^

journaHsts, postmen, policemen, medical students, other students,

business men, clerks, young men generally, young women and

girls generally, mothers, officers' wives, nurses, women teachers,

factory girls, &c. Some of these classes have been arranged

primarily for teaching Enghsh or German, and some, for Japanese

ladies, to teach cooking ; but the Bible lesson is the main object.

We shall meet with illustrations of these by and by, and find how
fruitful they have been in conversions.*

Work among the young in Japan differs much from that in

other fields. Elementary schools are little used by the Missions,

there being only about 100 altogether; and not at all by the C.M.S.

(except a fev/ kindergartens). But Sunday schools are very

general, there being about 1500, with some 100,000 scholars, both

Christian and non-Christian. Children's meetings and services are

also held, and lantern lectures; and much Gospel teaching is

given in this way.
Now and again there have been great united Evangelistic Cam- Evange-

paigns. There was a notable one in 1901, an effort to preach thep^^igug.

Gospel all over the country in the first year of the new century.

This was called the Taikuo Dendo, or "Great Effort Mission

Work." In Tokyo itself the preachings, prayer meetings, &c.,

were very numerous and the attendances large. So much interest

was excited that Buddhist newspapers gave long reports, while

warning people against attending. Over 5000 converts and

inquirers were enrolled in that city alone. The " abiding results
"

of the whole movement, however, were reported as " disappoint-

ing "
; and this, no doubt, was the case relatively to the too ardent

* In Vol. V. of the Reports of the Pan-Anglican Congress there are two

interesting papers by C.M.S. women missionaries in Japan : on Dealing with

Individuals, by Miss"^ Peacocks, at p. 21; and on Evangelistic Worl:, by Miss

Bosanquet, among the appended Preliminary Papers, marked S.D. 2 (f).
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expectations of the more enthusiastic promoters. It always is so

with special missions of the kind ; but there is always a good
" remnant," quite large enough to be an abundant recompense for

the efforts put forth ; and so it proved in Japan. God did not

permit His word faithfully preached to return unto Him void.

Another of these Campaigns was undertaken in connexion with

the great National Exhibition held at Osaka in 1903, In a build-

ing opposite the principal gate evangelistic meetings were held

several times a day, and in the five months during which the

Exhibition remained open 250,000 people heard the Gospel there.

More than 7000 New Testaments and 3600 Scripture portions

were sold, and 200,000 tracts from the Religious Tract Society

were given away. Some 16,000 persons signed papers asking for

further instruction, and the papers were distributed among the

different Missions to be followed up. But here again, and in other

similar efforts, it is the " remnant " that are saved, as Isaiah

teaches us. The same experience will doubtless follow the present

Three Years' United Campaign.
In the year of the Taihijo Dendo occurred one of Mr, (now Dr.)

J. R. Mott's visits to Japan.* His first was in 1896, and this was
the second. He saw for himself that Evangelistic Campaign, and he

has always contended that it was a great movement, the blessing

of which has been permanent ; and no man is more shrewd and
cautious in his estimates of such work. Of his own Campaign in

1901, chiefly among students, it is interesting to read the following

testimony from the late much revered Bishop Awdry :— f

"Delightfully definite and full of common-sense, yet spiritual in the
highest degree ; not touching points of difference, not from any vague-
ness, but from having a steady eye to the central things ; not combating
other Christians, because he had not leisure to do so in the campaign
which he was carrying on against things im- Christian or anti-Christian

in the heart of the individual, and of a non-Christian society,—he did

not, when I was there to liear, say a single word in which I could not
lieartily rejoice, both as a Christian and as a Churchman. It was a great

spiritual pleasure to hear him awaken souls without undue excitement,
and summon them to repentance and faith, self-knowledge, and trust in

God through Christ, to the forsaking of sin and the effort to do their duty
with a sense of responsibility which they had never felt before.

" Mr. Mott held many meetings during his short stay in Tokyo, some of

which were evangelistic meetings for students themselves, while one
series which I was privileged to attend was limited to about 140 persons
carefully selected, of whom somewhat more than two-thirds were Japanese
Christians, the i-est being selected missionaries. The Japanese were lead-

ing educationists from the University and elsewhere, leaders in the

Y.M.C.A. of Japan and other Christian student institutions, representa-

tive students and teachers from the University of Tokyo and higher

schools, and the like. The President of the Lower House of Parliament
was there also. Everything had been well considered and prepared, and

* See CM. Intell, March, 1902.

t C.M.S. Rei>ort, 1901-2, p. 413.
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those who could become the guides of the student movement were tlnis Part ir.

brought into close touch with each other and with ]\Ir. Mott for a t^hap. 34.

sufficient time to receive a real stimulus from him, and to learn some-
thing of his methods and of the power of his healthy and stimulating
personality."

Mr. Mott was again in Japan in 1907, when the World's WorWs
Student Christian Federation held its Convention at Tokyo. A federation

truly remarkable gathering it was. The President was Dr. Karl Convention

Fries of Sweden, the Chairman of the Federation, and delegates^ "^
^°'

came from twenty-five different countries. At the seasons of

prayer, petitions w^ere offered in English, Japanese, Chinese,

Korean, French, German, Italian, Eussian, Hawaiian, Hindustani,
Marathi, Tamil, Siamese, &c. Telegraphic greetings were sent

by King Edward VII., the King of Norway, and President
Eoosevelt. The Marquis Ito gave £1000 to the Federation funds,

and Viscount Hayashi invited members to a reception at his

official residence. One of the incidents was a Sunday afternoon

meeting addressed by three representatives of Oriental Christianity,

B. C. Sircar of India, C. T. Wang of China, and K. Ibuka of

Japan, on the Eesponsibility of Students for the World's Evange-
lization. " To see these three men stand up, dressed in faultless

European clothes, and to hear them speak in English, was a reve-

lation in itself." * It was from this Convention that the message
was sent over the world which has been so often quoted since,

" Japan leads the Orient, but whither ? "
f

Mr. Mott's work was not purely or even mainly evangelistic. Efforts to

His chief object was to inspire Christian men with fresh zeal c-hristians

as themselves Bible students and evangelists. No form of to more

missionary effort is more important than this ; and it has been christian

done very effectively in Japan by others besides him. In 1907 *"^'

the Keswick Convention Mission Council sent out two men, the

Eevs. G. A. Litchfield and Gregory Mantle, the former of whom
had been a C.M.S. missionary in Uganda and India, while the

latter was a Wesleyan. But the chief work of this kind was Mr.
Barclay Buxton's. Of him we shall have to speak by and by

;

but it should be noted here that the Conventions and Conferences
for the deepening of spiritual life held by him in many parts of

Japan proved an agency of real and lasting blessing. His
principle, a most true one but often forgotten, was, that the

* Quoted in the C.M.S. Gazette, Oct., 1907. One reads of the "faultless

European clothes " with mixed feelings ; but if these highly educated
Asiatics prefer our dress, who can interfere with their liberty?

t The Business Men's Deputation to China were in Japan at that time,
and Sir Alexander Simpson and Prof. Macalister addressed the students.
The former told them that he had known five Principals of Edinburgh
University, and all five were devout Christians. He particularly referred to

Lord Lister and Sir James Y. Simpson, his own father; and told how Sir

James on his death-bed was asked what he considered his greatest discovery,

and how he replied, " That I am a great sinner and that Jesus Christ is a
great Saviour."
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Part II. speediest way to promote the evangelization of the non-Christians
Chap^34. ^^g {.Q j^g]p ^^Q Christians. If they were filled with the Spirit,

they would not leave the Gospel to be preached only by regular

ministers and agents, but would pass the glad tidings on from

house to house and from town to town. It is certain that some
of the most fruitful work in Japan has been done by those who
came under the influence of such teaching.

Summer In this connexion the Summer Schools should be mentioned.
Schools. rjj^-g

^,g^y useful means of bringing Christian workers together

for a few days' conference and prayer is a happy thought of our

American brethren, and it was introduced by them into Japan
before it was known at all in England. The Japan gatherings

have been occasions of much profit and blessing. One of the

earlier may be noticed by way of illustration, held at Fukuoka
for the workers in the Diocese of Kiu-Shiu in 1900. Bishops

Evington and Foss were present. Three addresses were given by
Mr. Price (not yet Bishop of Fukien) on " Christ in the Psalms "

;

Bishop Foss gave three on " The Sight of God arousing a Sense

of Sin," "The Nature of Sin," and "Acceptable Service"; and
the Eev. Stephen Magohiko Koba two on " Preaching Christ,"

and one on " I magnify my office." Sometimes a Conference

on missionary problems and policy has been combined with the

more devotional gathering, as frequently at Arima, a picturesque

hill resort,—for instance, in December, 1912, when Mr. Baixlsley

and Mr. Baylis were in Japan. It was attended by all the C.M.S.

missionaries, the four English and two American bishops, and a

few visitors.

The Nippon Ecclesiastically, Japan has all along been forward among
Sei-kokwai.

j-Qisgion fields. In some quarters, indeed, there seems to be an

idea that the only organized Church of the Anglican Communion
in a mainly non-Christian country is the Nippon Sei-kokwai,;

—

the " Holy Catholic Church of Japan," as the name is constantly

translated, though literally it only means " Japan Church," and
was chosen expressly that it might not appear to " unchurch

"

othex'S. But this idea both under-estimates what has been done
in other fields, and over-estimates the position in Japan. Still

the Nippon Sei-kokwai is a great fact, and its development has

continued during our period, though not as rapidly as we could

ThP wish. It has combined in a happy way the three Anglican

m£ll Missions, the S.P.G., C.M.S., and American Church ; now, indeed,

four, since the Canadian Church undertook a diocese of its own.
The S.P.G. supports the Bishops of South Tokyo and Osaka, and
works in those dioceses only ; and its missionary staff comprises

17 English clergymen, 10 Japanese clergymen, and 24 English

women, including a few wives of clergymen. Four of the English

clergymen and 14 English women belong to St. Andrew's and
St. Hilda's Missions at Tokyo ; and ten Enghsh women are also

" associated missionaries " at Osaka. With them are reckoned

several Japanese women in the same communities. The baptized
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Christians connected with the S.P.G. Mission are about 1700 in part ii.

number. The S.P.G. has had some able men among its mission-
^'i^-^*-

aries. Archdeacon Shaw was highly esteemed. Canon Plummer,
now a leading C.M.S. man at Liverpool, was another. Dr. Arthur
Lloyd, a great Japanese scholar, was for a w^hile on the S.P.G.

staff. The American Church—which was the first Christian body
in modern times to send the Gospel to Japan, its missionaries

Williams (afterwards Bishop) and Liggins landing at Nagasaki
in May, 1859,—works in its own dioceses of North Tokyo and
Kyoto, and has about 125 missionaries, including 26 clergymen.

Its Japanese clergy number about 50, and its baptized members
about 7000. In the dioceses of Kiu-Shiu and Hokkaido, that

is, the Southern and Northern Islands, the C.M.S. alone repre-

sents the Anglican Communion, besides working also in the

dioceses of Osaka and South Tok^'o. The Canadian Church
works in the new Diocese of Mid Japan, carved out of South
Tokyo. Besides the Bishop, it has eight clergymen, six wives,

and ten other women.* The Australian Board of Missions also

has lately sent a clergyman to work in the Diocese of South
Tokyo. The whole number of Anglican missionaries in 1914,

including wives, was 246, of whom 73 were ordained men. The
Nippon Sei-kokwai has 99 Japanese clergymen and 235 laymen
and women engaged in its work (of course, including those

attached to the different Missions). It has a Mission of its own
in the island of Formosa. Its weak point is its finance. Very
few congregations are self-supporting. " There has been," writes

Mr. Heaslett, " a distinct objection to making mere abihty to raise

a certain sum of money an adequate reason for giving a man full

orders and a congregation full independence." f
In the personnel of the Episcopate there have been several

'^''jj.j,^ ^^

changes. Bishop E. Bickersteth, to whom the formation of the

Nippon Sei-kokwai had been mainly due, had died in 1897, ;{:
and

it may here be parenthetically added that his widow has spent

many of the subsequent years in Japan working zealously among
the people. To his diocese. South Tokyo, i3ishop Awdry of

Osaka was transferred ; and the Eev. H. J. Foss, one of the

S.P.G. missionaries, with 23 years' experience, was appointed

Bishop of Osaka, and has continued in the see ever since, to the

great advantage of the work. The C.M.S. men have often written

appreciatively, not only of his episcopal ministrations, but also

of his evangelistic zeal. In 1908, Bishop Awdry, who had in a

quite unusual degree won the personal affection of the missionaries,

* T)ie. Christian Movevicnt in Japan of 1915 says that the Canada Mission
" has now attained its majority, as a daughter of its senior missionary, the

Kov. J. Cooper Robinson, born in Japan, was taken on the staff at the end of

the year." This Mission was for a time a part of the C.M.S. Mission (see

p. 538).

t Mission World (Canada), Aug., 1915.

t See an article on his biography, by the present writer, in the C.^^. IntelL,

Feb., 1900.
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PART II. was compelled by ill-health to return to England, and died soon
!!El'^'*' afterwards. He was succeeded by Bishop Cecil Boutflower, who

had been Bishop of Dorking as Suffragan to the Bishop of

Winchester, and who had urged that the Pan-Anglican Thank-
offering should be one of men as well as of money, expressing at

the same time his own readiness to be sent anywhere in any
capacity. Bishop Awdry at once invited him to go with him back
to Japan as Assistant-Bishop ; but the doctors forbad Dr. Awdry
to return thither, whereupon Dr. Boutflower was appointed his

successor. Happily he has continued to this day. Meanwhile
the two C.M.S. Bishops, Drs. Evington and Fyson, retired in 1909,

each after thirty-five years' missionary service. To the Diocese
of Kiu-Shiu was appointed the Rev. Arthur Lea, one of the

Canadian missionaries attached to the C.M.S. Mission ; and to

the Diocese of Hokkaido the Rev. Walter Andrews, who had
laboured there a quarter of a century and had retired, but who
now buckled on his armour again to go and superintend the work
in his old field.

New Then in 1912, at the desire of the Church of Canada, an

^op^ggQf'^ arrangement was made for the formation of a new diocese to be
Canadian worked entirely "by that Church. A section of the South Tokyo

jurisdiction was cut off to form the new Diocese of Mid Japan

;

and one of the Canadian missionaries connected with the C.M.S.,

the Rev. H. J. Hamilton, who had already laboured tw^enty years in

the country, was chosen as the first bishop. He was recognized
as distinctly a man of mark, and had been Secretary for the whole
C.M.S. Mission in the Main Island since Mr. Price's appointment
to Fukien. This involved the transfer of stations and missionaries

and Japanese clergy from the C.M.S. to the Canadian Mission,

as will appear by and by. Thus the number of Anglican dioceses

in Japan was raised to seven. Of the two connected with the

American Church, North Tokyo still had Dr. McKim (1893) for its

bishop, while Kyoto received a new bishop, Dr. H. St. G. Tucker
succeeding Bishop Partridge in this same year, 1912.

Tii« The Synods of the Nippon Sei-kokwai have been regularly held,
Synods. ^^^ there have been interesting discussions. The majority of the

members, clerical and lay, are Japanese, and it was reported in

1908 that "they did quite four-fifths of the debating." At the

seventh Synod, in 1902, one resolution was to fix the Second
Sunday in Advent for appeals on behalf of the (Japanese) Bible

Society, in which, of course, as in Britain and America, all

Protestant denominations have their part. At the eighth Meeting
in 1905, new Canons on discipline were adopted. On both these

occasions there were discussions as to how to obtain a Japanese
Episcopate, for which the Church members eagerly long. Various
schemes were proposed, but it was not until the next Triennial

Meeting in 1908 that a decision was come to. It was then agreed
that if any six of the congregations in a district became self-sup-

porting, and could provide at least one-third of a bishop's stipend,
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they miglit petition the Synod to form a diocese including those Part ti.

pastorates, and to sanction the election of a Japanese hishop. But ^^"'^" '^^'

it did not seem likely that this desirable consummation would
soon be reached; and, as a matter of fact, there has been no
progress since. Apparently the alternative plan of beginning by
the appointment of Japanese suffragans, the Missions subsidizing
the Nippon Sei-kokwai to help in their support, is not welcome to

a people of such independent spirit as the Japanese. At the last

meeting of the Synod in April, 1914, a revised Prayer Book was
agreed upon, and the question of joining in the general Federation
of Churches recently formed was considered, but the decision was
deferred till the next Triennial Meeting.*
When the Pan-Anglican Thankoffering Committee met after Central

the Congress of 1908, one of the first two grants resolved upon coUegef
was £30,000 definitely for the establishment of a Central Theo-
logical College in Japan ; which field w^as thus treated differently

from all others, the grants to them being for use in various ways,
and not, as in this case, for one institution. Not a few difficulties

arose in the carrying out of the plan ; but at length the College

w^as built and organized, and opened in 1912 ; and its chapel was
consecrated on St. Andrew's Day, 1914. The Eev. T. J. Imai,
the able Japanese clergyman before mentioned, was appointed
Principal; and the Anghcan Missions, the S.P.G., C.M.S., and
American Church, have agreed to provide English professors.

The C.M.S. had long had a Divinity School at Osaka, which had
done excellent work ; but as the Pan-Anglican grant represented
gifts from all sections of the Church of England, it was felt that

the Society's Mission ought to share in the benefits, and therefore

the higher training has been transferred to the Tokyo College.

The Eev. S. Heaslett has been chosen as the C.M.S. representative

on the staff.

None of the other regular British Societies share in the evange- American

lization of the Empire: but the Salvation Army is active,t and p/pjij,""''

'

there are small free-lance Missions. The American Missions ofterian",

different denominations have extensive operations in all parts. The
largest body is the Federation of Presbyterian Churches, com-
bining Missions from different Churches of Presbyterian organiza-

tion, and called the Nihon Kirisuto Kyokwai, with a membership
of 21,400 in 1912. J Much difficulty has arisen in their case in

adjusting the relations of the Missions and the Japanese Church.
Self-support and self-government have been strongly pushed, and
this, good as it is, has caused some friction, owing to the indepen-

dent spirit of the Church. The Church has desired to control the

evangelistic as well as the pastoral w^ork ; and some of the Boards
in America were disposed to agree to this, although it would really

bring the foreign missionaries, more or less, under the Church, to

* See CM. Bcvicic, July, 1914. p. 451.

t The Salvation Armv has 27 foreign workers and 3600 adherents.

X The figure for 1914 'is 26,166.
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which many of them oliject. The problem still awaits solution.*

The next strongest is the Kumiai Kyokts^ai, the Congregational
Church, which is the fruit of the American Board Mission
("A.B.C.F.M."), with a membership of IS.GOO.f This Mission
has fewer foreign missionaries, and has been more ready to

concede freedom to the Church, naturally so on Congregational
principles. But it is in this Mission and Church that there is the
widest range of theological belief, as before mentioned. Next in

size comes the Anglican Mission and Nippon Sei-kokwai ; t and
then the American Methodist Church, with a membership of

13,000,§ whose Japanese bishop. Dr. Honda, was at the Edinburgh
Conference, and was given a seat on the Continuation Committee,
but has died since. There are also American Baptists, and several

smaller denominations ; also small Missions from Germany, Scan-
dinavia, and Finland. The Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A., which are

international, are doing important work.
Several of the American missionaries have been very able men.

Three of the first missionaries to enter Japan (though the very
first were Williams and Liggins of the American Episcopal
Church) should be especially mentioned, Hepburn, Brown, and
Verbeck, all Presbyterians, though of different Churches. Hep-
burn was the compiler of the Japanese Dictionary and chief

translator of the Bible ; Brown the leader in educational work

;

Verbeck the guide and counsellor of the young statesmen who
brought in the new civilization. Verbeck's influence was truly

wonderful. Most of the famous men who brought the Empire to

its present astonishing position were his pupils, notably Prince
Iwakura, Marquis Ito, and Count Okuma. He and Hepburn are
the only two missionaries on whom has been conferred the Order
of the Eising Sun. His life by Dr. Griftis is an inspiring book.||

Dr. Hepburn retired in 1892, but he lived on in the United States
until 1912, when he passed away in his ninety-seventh year; and
his biography has also been written by Dr. Griffis.

The Eoman Mission, as before stated, has 67,000 adherents,
about half of them probably descendants of converts of the six-

teenth century.^ There are many Japanese priests, but the
absolute dependence on Eome does not attract the more intelU-

gent Japanese. The Eusso-Greek Church, the Nippon Sei-

kyokwai, with its 32,000 modern converts,** and its magnificent

* See an article by Dr. A. J. Brown, Secretary of the Board, in the Int.
Rev. Miss, of Oct., 1913.

t For 1914 the figure is 19,597.

X The figures for 1914 show that the Anglican Church, with 23,481, has
advanced to the second place.

§ For 1914 the figure is 15,157.

II
See the review of it in CM. IntclL, Jlay, 1902.

^ The Roman Mission declined to allow any report of its work to he
supplied for The Christian Movement in 1915 ; but the number of priests is

stated in that work to be, foreign 1.39, Japanese 33.
** For 1914 the figure is 34,782.
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Cathedral at Tokyo, is notable for the fact that it is alroost the takt ii.

work of one great man, the late Archbishop Nicolai, who laboured '"^^r*- •^^-

fifty years until his death in 1912. He never had more than two Archbishop

or three fellow-Eussians with him ; but he was singularly success- '*^ "'"

ful in training Japanese priests and evangelists. His courage and
tact in staying in Japan during the Eussian War, and thus
identifying himself with his Japanese Church, excited universal

admiration,*

Korea, as we all know, is a deeply interesting field, and as it is Korea,

now in the Japanese Empire, this would be the place to refer to it.

But the C.M.S. has no Mission there, although Archdeacon Wolfe
went thither himself from Foochow in 1884, and on his return to

China subsequently conimissioned two Chinese evangelists to make
a start.t But this enterprise was not persevered in, and the great

work in Korea has been done by the American Presbyterians and
Methodists. An Anglican Mission, supported by the S.P.G., was
started by Bishop Corfe in 1889. Under his successors. Bishops
Turner and Trollope, its work has progressed. The last statistics,

in the S.P.G. Report, show a staff of 16 men and 11 women, with

two Japanese priests and two Korean deacons, and about 6000
baptized Christians. The whole number of Protestant Christians

in 1914, including catechumens and "other adherents," was
196,000; and there were 83,000 also of Roman Catholics.^-

A real epoch in the history of Christianity in Japan was reached in .nr. Mott's

April, 1913, when the Conferences took place which were arranged 1913.

under the auspices of the Continuation Committee of the Edin-
burgh Conference. Before that time there had been both a
" Federation of Missions " and a " Federation of Churches." In-

dividual C.M.S. and Canadian missionaries had joined the former,

and Mr. Robinson, the senior Canadian, is now its President. The
Nippon Sei-kokwai as a whole Church has not, so far, joined the

latter.§ But Dr. Mott's Conference was a new step. Representa-

tives of all Missions and Churches attended, except only the Roman
Church. The Russo-Greek Church was well represented. There
were three separate Conferences, one of foreign missionaries, one
of Japanese leaders, and a National Conference combining both

foreigners and Japanese, elected from the two previous gatherings.

The Anglican and Nippon Sei-kokwai representatives in the National

Conference were Bishops Boutflower, Foss, Hamilton, Lea, McKim,
and Tucker; the Revs. G. Chapman, S. Heaslett, and N. Fukada,

* See an extremely interesting account of him and his work in the

International Review of Missions of January, 1913, by the Kev. C. F. Sweet of

the American Episcopal Church.

t See Hist. C.M.S. , Vol. III., p. 565.

X The " Story of Korea" was told by Mr. Snell in the CM. Eeview of Dec,
1912. Canon Robinson gives several pages to it in his new History of Christian

Missions.

§ But there had been periodical General Conferences of the Protestant

Missions. See, for instance, the CM. Intcll. of Feb., 1902, on the Report of

the General Conference of 1900.
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of the C.M.S. ; the Eev. Y. Naide and Mrs. E. Bickersteth of the

S.P.G. ; the Eev. C. H. Short of the Canadian Church ; and the
Eevs. Dr. J. T. Imai (S.P.G.) and Herbert Kelly, of the Central
Theological College ;

* the Eev. S. Motoda, and Miss Ume Tsuda.f
Bishop Sergius, the successor of Archbishop Nicolai as head of

the Eusso-Greek Church, attended, and one of his Japanese
clergymen. There were three or four representatives of combined
Societies like the Bible Society and the Y.M.C.A., and four of

Canadian non-episcopal Churches. All the rest were American
missionaries (33), or representing Japanese Churches founded by
them (36).J This Conference issued an important list of " Find-
ings," and arranged for a permanent Continuation Committee of

45 members, among whom were seven Anglicans, Bishops Bout-
flower, Hamilton, and Tucker, the Eevs. W. P. Buncombe, J. T.

Imai, and S. Motoda, and Miss Ume Tsuda. (Mr. Heaslett has
since succeeded Mr. Buncombe.)
The Japan Conference seems not to have gone so far in its

aspirations towards an United Church as the India Conference,
and certainly not so far as the China Conference, both which
have been noticed in previous chapters. The missionaries and
the Japanese leaders met in the first instance separately. The
former, " realizing that no practical co-operation can take the place
of that unity of faith which can only come by the gift of God . . .

and by a desire and readiness on the part of all to learn the whole
mystery of faith, not only as each body has received it but also *as

it has been given to others," simply called for prayer. The
Japanese leaders also called for prayer, but used stronger words,
" that all the Churches might come together and be made one in

Christ," not only " with one faith," but also "with one order";
and meanwhile they desired that " Churches of similar faith and
order " should " effect a union among themselves, as the first step
to the larger unity of all Christian bodies." Then when the
foreigners and the natives met in a further Conference, they
adopted the words of the foreigners, but added, " We urge
Churches of similar faith and order, as far as practicable, to
unite."

Actually during the time of the meetings, Dr. Mott devoted his
" leisure " time, with Mr. Sherwood Eddy, to addressing great
gatherings of Japanese students, who responded with enthusiam.
A great evangehstic campaign was also arranged, to occupy a

* Mr. Kelly has since retired.

t Miss Tsuda was one of the first five Japanese girls sent by the Japanese
Government in 1872 to study in America. She was afterwards a teacher in
the Peeress's School for daughters of the nobility. In 1909 she started a
private school for higher work for women, which is a Christian institutiou,
but not connected with any Mission. An interesting article by her on the
Ideal of Womanhood appeared in the Int. Ilcv. Miss, of April, 1913.

X An account of Dr. Mott's Conference was contributed to the Int. Rev.
Miss, of Oct., 1913, by Dr. S. H. Wainwright, Secretary of the Christian
Literature Society of Japan.
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large part of the years 1914 and 1915, and this has also resulted parth.

in a great number of baptisms and of inquiries.* New plans are ^'^If^j*'*-

also being formed for the promotion of Christian education and
Christian literature, and for a more general " comity of missions."

The year 1914 was in Japanese parlance the " Tiger Year," and
was much dreaded by the people. A most interesting survey of it

was sent by Miss Grace Nott, a missionary of twenty-five years'

experience, w^hich mentioned the calamities of the year, but also

its favourable aspects. | There is undoubtedly a more hopeful

feeling regarding the progress of the Gospel than the missionaries

have been able to express for some time. God will surely make
Japan a chosen instrument in His hand for the evangelization of

the East.

* See the account of this campaign, by Mr. Buncombe of Tokyo, in the

CM. Review, April, 1915. One interesting feature was the use made of the

secular Press. " On one particular date, ten leading daily papers at Tokj'o

printed a three-column presentation of Christianity. Thirty thousand copies

of the papers were distributed by a band of 500 Christians." {Int. Rev. Miss.

Jan., 1916.)

t CM. Revieio, July, 1915.



CHAPTEE XXXV.

JAPAN: The CJLS. Missions.

The Staff: Losses, Veterans, &c.—Osaka and its Institutions Women's
Work—Other Stations in Central Japan—Tokyo— Diocese of Kiu-
Shiu—Diocese of Hokkaido—The Ainu—Work among Japanese
Soldiers—Literary Work—Chinese Students at Tokyo—Death of

G. Ensor.

Part I r. ff^^^JHE C.M.S. mission staff in 1899 comprised 27 clergy-
ciiap^.ju. H^ ^S men, 4 laymen, 25 wives, and 42 other women,
The stutf iu B^ hH total 98. The figures for 1915 show a serious reduc-
1899 anil ^^^^^3 tion, 20 clergymen, one layman, 19 wives, and 39

other women, total 79. During the 15 years there

were added 19 clergymen, 2 laymen, 8 wives, and 38 other women,
mostly in the earlier part of the period ; and in 1906-8 the total

number rose to 110, so that the falling-off since then is still

heavier. There is, indeed, one cause of this which need occasion

no regret. In 1912, on the formation of the new diocese to be
manned by the Church of Canada, eleven Canadian missionaries

were transferred to the Missionary Society of that Church, namely,
four clergymen (including the new bishop), four wives, and three

other women ; also two Japanese clergymen. But this only
accounts for one-third of the diminution since 1908, or one-half of

the diminution since 1899.

Of the 98 workers in 1899, 35 are still on the staff, namely,
9 of the clergymen, one of the laymen (since ordained), 7 of the

wives, and 18 of the other women (one now a wife). But to this

should be added nine of the eleven Canadians who were then on
our roll, and also Mr. Price, now a bishop in China; and Mr.
Barclay Buxton and Mr. and Mrs. Eowlands, and two ladies,

now working independently ; and Miss Eox, now Mrs. Elwin of

the China Mission ; which makes 50, showing that just over half

the C.M.S. workers of 1899 are still in the field.

Deaths. The deaths have been only six. Two of our earliest mission-

aries in Japan, Bishop Evington and Archdeacon C. F. Warren
(the former died at home after retiring), had each been thirty-

five years in the mission field. Mr. Warren was some years in

China before the Japan Mission was begun ; and he died on
June 8th, 1899, only two months after the Centenary, from the

effects of a fall. He had been Secretary of the whole Mission for
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several years, and had taken an important share in the formation part ii.

of the Nippon Sei-kokwai.* The Eev. J. B. Brandram had given chap^ao.

sixteen years' excehent service, and being sadly over-worked was
ordered a sea-voyage, but died the day after sailing, on December
30th, 1900. The Rev. A. (now Bishop) Lea lost his first wife, a

Canadian lady, in 1905 ; and two of the most highly-valued women
missionaries, Miss x\llen and Miss Brownlow, died in 1905 and
1912. Miss Beatrice Allen was a daughter of Archdeacon Allen

of Lichfield, and a sister of the late well-known Miss Allen of the

Universities' Mission at Zanzibar (and afterwards in Palestine and
Egypt under Bishop Blyth),T and a cousin of Miss A. E. Allen of

Uganda. Miss M. (MolUe) Brownlow was a daughter of General

Brownlow, a much-esteemed member of the C.M.S. Committee.

Both ladies were cultured women of high spiritual character ; and
a delightful memoir of the former, entitled Our Sister Beatrice, was
published by her sisters.

The Mission has lost some veterans by retirement. Bishop Losses by

Eyson had laboured 34 years when he retired in 1908. The
Eev. J. Williams had been 32 years a member of the Mission, and
was for a short time in East Africa before that, and he retired in

serious ill-health. Archdeacon Warren had two sons on the staff,

C. T. and H. G. Warren. The former served 21 years, and has

since been an Organizing Secretary at home ; the latter only 10

years, but he has actively helped the cause in a similar office in

Ireland. The Rev. A. R. Fuller had served 28 years in China

and Japan, and he, also, has since been an Organizing Secretary

at home. Dr. Colborne, whose devoted work w^ill be mentioned

presently, was 20 years in China and Japan. The Revs. H. L.

Bleby, H. Woodward, and G. C. Niven, and Mr. C. Nettleship,

were at work from 17 to 19 years. The Rev. Barclay F. Buxton
was only 13 years on the regular staff, but his great services, of

which more by and by, cannot be measured in that way. Miss

Laurence had been 32 years in China and Japan, and is still in

China (though not of the C.M.S. now). The Misses Tapson,

Julius, Huhold, E. C. Payne, and L. Payne had from 20 to 26

years to their credit, and the Misses Wynne Willson and Peacocke

(niece of the late Archbishop of Dublin), 17 years. Miss Wynne
Willson resigned on her marriage with the Hon. and Rev.

St. M. Forester, who served for some time with Bishop Cassels

in China, and is now working among the Chinese students at

Tokyo in association wdth the C.M.S. It should be added that

the four Canadian clergymen have been in Japan several years,

Mr. Robinson having gone out in 1888.

But the veterans who yet remain are naturally still more Veteran3

pleasant to name. Archdeacon A. B. Hutchinson has been at^oj.^.

work 44 years (in China and Japan), and his wife 33 years;

and Archdeacon Batchelor 38 years, and his wife (a sister of

* See Mr. Pole's In Memoriam of Warren, CM. Intell, Sept., 1899.

t See p. 128.
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Bishop Andrews) 32 years ; the Eev. G. Chapman 30 years, and
his wil'e, a daughter of Archdeacon Warren, 22 years ; the Revs.
W. P. and Mrs. Buncombe, J. and Mrs. Hind, and D. M. Lang,
24-26 years. Bishop Andrews (and his wife) served 26 years

before he retired in 1904, and then went out again in 1909, when he
became bishop. The Revs. W. R. Gray, S. Painter, and C. H. Basil

Woodd, have worked 18 years,* but the last named was an S.P.G.

missionary for the first five years of his service ; Bishop Lea, 17
years ; and the Revs. Oliver Knight and G. W. Rawlings, 14 to

15 years. Of the women. Miss Boulton, who first went out under
the old F.E.S., has been 31 years at work; Miss Tristram, 26
years ; Misses Ritson, Sander, Howard, Nash (part of the time
independently), Bosanquet, Cockram, Sells, Fugill, Pasley (of

New Zealand), and Mrs. Heaslett (Miss Jackson), 20 to 24 years
;

Misses Bryant, Freeth, Keen, A. M. Hughes, Jex-Blake, Roberts,

Worthington, Galgey, Mackie, Cox, Norton, Evans, 14 to 17 years.

Mrs. Warren, the widow of the Archdeacon, wdio (as Miss Fawcett)
went to Japan as a C.M.S. missionary in 1890, has continued
to reside there since her husband's death

; part of the time as
still a regular member of the staff, and for the last few years as

an unattached fellow-worker. Two ladies who went out in 1890
should also be mentioned. Misses Nott and Riddell, who after ten
years' service preferred to work independently, but continued to

carry on their excellent Leper Hospital ; and also Mrs. Rowlands,
who (as Miss Hunter-Brown) went from the New Zealand C.M.S.
Association to Japan with Miss Pasley in 1893, married Mr.
Rowlands in 1902, and with him has worked independently since
1909.

There has been little extension of the C.M.S. area of work in

Japan since 1899. The stations now occupied were almost all

occupied then ; and certain stations then occupied, which are
in the new diocese of the Canadian Church, have been handed
over to that Church. The Society's Missions in the dioceses of

Osaka and South Tokyo, in the Main Island, are now called in

the Reports the Central Japan Mission. The headquarters are,

as they have long been, at Osaka, the second city in the Empire,
and the centre of its manufacturing industries. Archdeacon
Warren, Archdeacon Price (now Bishop of Fukien), the Rev. H. J.

Hamilton (now Bishop of the Canadian Diocese), have been
Secretaries of the Mission ; and now the Rev. G. Chapman holds
tliat office.

Os.ika.

Central Japan.

At Osaka have been the Society's principal educational institu-

tions. The Divinity School, formerly the sphere of Bishop Fyson
and the Rev. G. H. Pole, was conducted by Mr. Price for a time,
and afterwards had Mr. Cliapman for its Principal. During the

* Mr, Gray aud Mr. Basil Woodd have uow retired.
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whole time, tlie Eev. Stephen JNlagohiko Koba, one of the oldest part ii.

and ixblest of the Japanese clergy (ordained 1890), was a principal ChiipJJ5.

tutor ; also for some years the Rev. Peter Yonetaro Matsui, who
spent two years at Wycliffe College, Toronto, to acquire further

theological knowledge. This Divinity School has been a valuable Divinity

training school for the Japanese clergy. In 1904 the Government ^'''*''"'-

gave it a license to grant diplomas in theology answering to our
B.A. But it is now closed, in view of the C.M.S. share in the
Union Institution at Tokyo before mentioned. The Momoyama Boys'

Boys' School was, for some time, Mr. Gray's work. Mr. Basil ^^^^^^

Woodd has since been Warden, but the headmaster is his Japanese
Christian colleague, Mr. Asano, whom Bishop Ingham pronounced
" an able and gifted young man " and " a treasure." It also

received government recognition, which secured certain advan-
tages for those boys who proceeded to higher Colleges and the

Universities. Religious teaching is not compulsory, but 75 per
cent, of the boys, now 600 in number, voluntarily attend the Bible
classes, and many have been baptized, as well as some non-
Christian masters who were assisting in the secular teaching. All

the staff are now Christians, except one, and he is an inquirer.

The Bishop Poole Memorial Girls' School, founded by Miss Bishop

K. Tristram in 1888, has still after all these years the great f°hoof'^'^*

advantage of her able and devoted principalship. She was assisted

by Miss Fox before the latter's marriage, and subsequently by
Miss Gillespy and by two Canadian women graduates. Miss Shaw
of the University of New Brunswick, and Miss Bowman of McGill
University, Montreal. The latter lady is now transferred to the

new Canadian diocese, but Miss Shaw, though attached to the

Canadian Societ}^, remains at Osaka and gives volunteer help in

the School. Miss Richardson of Girton College is now assisting

Miss Tristram. This School has been privileged to receive the

divine blessing in an exceptional degree. Not only has it been
a great success educationally, but it has been an evangelistic

agency from the first. Large numbers of girls have been baptized,

wuth the full consent of their (generally non-Christian) parents,

alid not a few of the Japanese women engaged for the secular

teaching. There have been seasons of marked blessing when
spiritual services and meetings have been held, particularly by a

Japanese evangelist, Mr. Kawaba, in Lent, 1904 ; and it is a deeply

interesting fact that an account of those Lent services, printed in

the CM. Gleaner, and read by the girls at the boarding school of

Calcutta, led to a real revival in that far-off school. But the

regular prayerful influence of Miss Tristram and her helpers has,

by the grace of God, done the most to win young hearts for Christ.

Very many girls have become Christian teachers and workers in

the various Missions. The scholars have averaged from 150 to

200, Christians and non-Christians in about equal numbers.*

* See an admirable article by Miss Tristram on the Christian Education of

Women in Japan, in the CM. Bevieio of February, 1913.

2 A
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Part II. Osaka has also beeu the scene of much other good work
Chap. 35. Qf women missionaries. The system of regular classes for

Women's various sections of the community has been effectively used. Miss

T'\^^' &c
Howard was referred to in one year as having five men's classes,

attended by merchants, teachers, students, soldiers, bank clerks,

and railway officers, and also classes at night schools for women
and girls. Miss Huhold, a German lady sent out in 1892 (since

retired), has had classes for medical students, school teachers,

and other men and boys, teaching them German and English
with the Bible as a text-book. Miss Boulton carried on a Bible

Women's School, which is now at the neighbouring town of Ashiya,

and is conducted by Miss Worthington and Miss Cox, who suc-

ceeded Miss Wynne Willson. This has been a most useful work,
admirably executed. Two ladies working independently, but in

close association with C.M.S., Miss Hamilton of the old F.E.S.,

and Miss Holland, have done fine service, the former among the

Japanese police, and the latter among factory girls. When Miss
Hamilton left for England by the doctor's orders in 1900, the

Inspector of Police and other officials, with a long line of men,
were drawn up at the railway station to bid her farewell. These
various classes have not only proved admirable for Christian

teaching, but have produced many converts. The work in factories

has called for much tact and patience, but has been most interest-

ing. Miss Hilda Jackson (now Mrs. Heaslett) took a good share
in it. She addressed hundreds together by the permission of the

managers, and also visited the girls at their lodging houses. Miss
Archer, one of the Canadian contingent, also engaged in the

factory work, finding it very difficult owing to the low moral tone
prevaihng. The girls " knew no shame," and seemed to be " with-

out a trace of womanly instinct."

Among the agencies for general evangelistic work must be
mentioned the Warren Memorial Hall, built in memory of the
Archdeacon. When it was opened in 1900, one of the Japanese
clergymen who took part in the proceedings, the Eev. Yoshiyuki
Nakanishi, was one of the first of the six converts in Osaka
baptized by Warren himself in 1876. It has been constantly used
for evangelistic meetings, &c.

Osaka Con- There are four churches in Osaka connected with the Nippon
Sei-kokwai and served by Japanese clergy ; and the congregations
together comprise 1100 souls. One of the four clergymen, the

Kev. Peter Gyozo Kawai, addressed the " welcome" meeting when
Bishop Ingham visited Osaka, and gave a sketch of the Bishop's
work in Africa and at home, gathered from the C.M.S. Histori/.

Another, the Kev. Jusaku Pujimoto, accompanied the Bishop
throughout his tour as interpreter. There are nine Japanese
clergymen connected with the C.M.S. in the Osaka Diocese, and
the baptized Christians number 2100.

Hiroshima. Other C.M.S. stations in the Diocese of Osaka are at the west
end of the Island. At Hiroshima, Mr. Williams's station till his
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retirement, Miss A\my Bosanquet has worked throughout our part II.

period, partly by holding classes of the various kinds before ^''^35-

indicated. Her work among the Japanese soldiers in war-time

was especially interesting, and will be noticed presently. Bishop

Ingham found her lecturing on Tennyson at the Government
Normal School, which had led to fifty youths asking her to read

the Pilgrim's Progress with them. Miss Sander and other ladies

have been her colleagues from time to time; and Mr. Gray has

latterly been the missionary in charge. Kure, which is close by, Kure.

is a great naval and military station, where Miss Worthington and

Miss Preston have found good openings. Hamada has been the Hamada.

scene of labour of Miss Fugill, who has the special distinction of

being supported by the Keswick Convention Mission Council, and

of Miss Pasley, one of the first two missionaries sent forth by the

New Zealand Association in 1893. The clerical missionary has

been the Kev. J. C. Mann.
Matsuye was chosen in 1891 as the field for the party which Matsuye.

Mr. Barclay Buxton took out at his own charges, he being an
^^'j-^^^^,,,^

honorary C.M.S. missionary, while his party were independent party,

workers under him. There they have worked for some years with

great devotion ; and Mr. Buxton, as before indicated, did not

confine his labours to that district, but held special missions and

Conventions in many parts of Japan, with results that told of God's

manifest blessing on his efforts. He retired in 1903, but has

visited Japan more than once since, and has inspired a small

company of earnest independent workers called the Japan Evange-

listic Band. Meanwhile, four of his Matsuye band have joined

the Society regularly, namely the Eev. Oliver Knight, Miss Evans,

Miss Nash, and Miss Head. Mr. Knight and Mr. Gray have since

been in charge at different times ; and the Rev. Paul Bujiro

Nagano, first as a lay catechist, and from 1909 as a clergyman,

has done excellent work. One of Mr. Buxton's party. Miss King-

Wilkinson, continued her devoted labours after his retirement,

but still independently, until ill-health drove her home, and she

died the day after she reached England.*

An outlying part of the Diocese of Osaka is tbe Island of Tokushima.

Shikoku, the smallest of the four Islands. At Tokushima, a largo

town there, good and fruitful work has been done by several

missionaries at different times ; but one lady. Miss Ritson, has

been there throughout our period ; Mrs. Warren, after her husband's

death, devoted herself to this station ; and Miss Mackie (now JNLrs.

Pickard-Cambridge) was there for some years. The cookery class

has been a fruitful agency for winning influence.

In the more central Diocese of South Tokyo, the chief C.M.S. Tokyo.

* Bishop Ingham met her at a prayer meeting. " Miss King-Wilkinson,

whom Mrs. Buncombe was to take to England via Siberia on Friday (as she

was given only two months to live), actually came down-stairs, and prayed

most impressively. All were deeply touched. She was so bright and sweet to

all."

—

Jajjan to Jerusalem, p. 55,
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work is at Tokyo itself. The Eev. W. P. Buncombe has been the

leading missionary there all through our period. For some years

he was supported by the Misses Julius, Peacocke, Carr, Langton,
Worthington, and Reid (now Mrs. Lea), all able and devoted

women,—but the first four retired after respectively 23, 15, 9, and
9 years' service ; and latterly by Misses Sander, Eoberts, and two
or three younger women ; while Miss Galgey has by herself

occupied Choshi on the coast as an out-station. Miss Worthington
has now succeeded Miss Wynne Willson in the charge of the

Bible Women's Training Home near Osaka. The Rev. S. Heaslett

has also worked at Tokyo for the last three or four years. There
are two principal churches with Japanese congregations, St. Paul's

and Emmanuel. The pastor of the former was for some time the

Rev. Atsushi Matsushima, who formerly belonged to the American
Church. On his retirement a year ago he was succeeded by the

Rev. Peter Yonitaro Matsui. The pastor of St. Paul's is the Rev.
Wakanosuke Seki. An older clergyman, the Rev. Magotaro
Tomita, ordained in 1895, also works at Tokyo. There are about

1600 baptized Christians.

The centre of the evangelistic work at Tokyo is the Whidborne
Hall, a building in the principal street of the city, originally

erected at the cost of the late Rev. G. H. Whidborne. It has been
a place of much blessing from God and, like all the work at Tokyo,
has been carried on with constant prayer on definitely spiritual

lines. Miss Baring-Gould thus writes of the Hall :—•" The Whid-
borne Mission Hall is situated in a splendid position on the Ginza,

the great main street of the city. Preaching was going on by
Japanese catechists interspersed with hymn singing. Outside the

door stood workers to invite people in. The audience come and
go as they hke. The lower hall has seats, but up above are rooms
with Japanese mats. After the preaching is over, any who will

come up there sit at tiny tables with Bibles in front of them, and
definite Bible-teaching is given them, and then workers are ready
to talk over it." The women's work has largely consisted in the

classes among various sections of the people as before described.

At Tokyo also is the work among Chinese students, of which more
presently.

Nagoya, Gifu, and Toyohashi are in the new diocese attached to

the Canadian Church, and as mission stations have been lately

handed over to the Mission of that Church. Nagoya was origi-

nally occupied by the Rev. J. C. Robinson of Wyclitfe College,

Toronto, in 1888, and it became a C.M.S. station when the C.M.S.
Auxiliary was organized in Canada (1896), and when the Wychfie
College men came on the C.M.S. staff. Gifu had been a C.M.S.
station from 1890, but being in the same part of Japan was then
committed to the Canadian missionaries ; and Toyohashi was
occupied at the same time. These three stations have, therefore,

been the scene of Canadian work all along ; and the Revs. J. M.
Baldwin and H. J. Hamilton have, with Mr. Robinson, been the
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leading missionaries ; also fclie Rev. A. Lea, until he became Bishop part ii.

of Kiu-Shiu. They were joined by the Eev. R. M. Millman in 1909.
chap^^o.

Miss Trent and Miss Young have also been with the party all the
time, and Miss Archer for some years. Some of the C.M.S. women
from England have been attached to the same band, particularly

Misses Wynne Willson, Walter (now Mrs. Shaw, S.P.G.), Henty,
Roberts, Huhold, Gardener ; and Miss Pasley from New Zealand.
The work has been much of the same kind as has already been
described ; but at Gifu there has been in addition a school for the
blind, a home for ex-convicts, and useful "rescue work." Miss
Wynne Willson had on her " visiting list " at Nagoya " judges,

Army officers, doctors, town councillors, school-masters, business-

men, shop-keepers, farmers, &c." The two Japanese clergymen
transferred to the Canadian Church along with these Missions
were Tetsuya Makioka, a veteran twenty-three years in Orders, and
Hidetaro Barnabas Uno. Bishop Ingham mentions both in his

book, and also Mr. Fujita, " one of the five Judges of Appeal and
an earnest Christian." The baptized Christians in the new diocese

numbered 550 in 1912.

Diocese of Kiu-Shiu.

The Diocese of Kiu-Shiu comprises the Island of that name. It island and

was at the port of Nagasaki that the C.M.S. Japan Mission began, Kiu-shiu

George Ensor landing there in 1869. The other stations were,

during nearly all our period, Kagoshima, the southern port where
Xavier landed in 1549, Kumamoto, Eukuoka, Kokura, and Oita

;

but some changes have lately taken place, to be mentioned
presently.

Bishop Evington resided at Nagoya until his retirement in 1908 ;
staHon aud

and during the same time Mr. Fuller was there as superintending

missionary and Secretary for the whole Island. The new bishop,

Dr. Lea, chose Fukuoka as his place of residence, and the veteran,

A. B. Hutchinson, who had conducted the work there for many
years, removed to Nagoya, being at the same time appointed

Archdeacon. His son, the Rev. A. C. Hutchinson, who joined

the Mission in 1909, has had Kagoshima as his sphere of labour,

succeeding Mr. Rowlands, who had just then retired from C.M.S.
connexion, though not from Japan. Kumamoto, where Mr.

Brandram had laboured until his death in 1900, has since been
superintended by Mr. Painter (but he is now at Omuta) ; and
Kokura by Mr. Hind, who is now Secretary for the Island. Oita

was the sphere of Mr. Bleby until he retired in 1909. Mr. G. H.
Moule, referred to in the previous chapters, was on the staff for

nine years, labouring at two or three different stations.

The women missionaries have been more numerous, and have
^y°'j'Jj''"'^

done most valuable work. Misses Nott and Riddell gave ten

years' service to the Society, as before stated, and then continued

their important Leper Hospital at Kumamoto on independent
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Tart II. lines. Miss Bernau, Miss Nottidge, and Miss Hunter-Bro^Yn of
chap^3u.

jvfg^Y Zealand, worked from seven to nine years until their marriage

respectively with ]\Ir. Moule, Mr. Wansey (another independent

missionary), and Mr. Eowlands. Miss Allen, who died in 1905,

has already been mentioned. Nagoya profited by the work of

Miss Cox, until her transfer to the Main Island ; also of Miss
Griffin and Miss Thompson ; Kagoshima by that of Miss Cockram
during the whole period, and Miss Sells for several years ; Pukuoka
and Kumamoto by that of Miss Freeth and Miss Tennent ; Kokura
by that of Miss Burnside, Miss Keen, and Miss Home. Classes

of various groups of men and women were held as at the other

Japanese stations. Miss Cox formed a branch of the Christian

Post and Telegraph Association, and induced the members to read

the Bible daily. A Hostel for girls attending the Government
High School at Nagasaki did good work. One of Miss Griffin's

classes consisted chiefly of judges

!

Japanese Four of the Japanese clergymen represent the Nippon Sei-
^^^^' kokwai in Kiu-Shiu, the Eevs. John Tsunetaro Ko, Kamesaburo

Nakamura, Einji Matsuoka, and Kanji Otobe. The baptized

Christians number between 1100 and 1200, the largest contingent,

350, being at Kokura.
Fukuoka, where Bishop Lea lives, is not now a C.M.S station.

The Anglican Mission and congregation there are called the Alpha
Church, superintended by Mr. Eowlands ; and he, although not

on the C.M.S. staff, now trains the Society's Japanese evangelists.

On the other hand, Sasebo, a place on the coast described as the

Devonport of Japan, where Mr. Eowlands had been working, is

now handed to the C.M.S. A new recruit, the Eev. Mervyn O. M.
Duke, has re-occupied Oita, on the east coast, which had had
no resident missionary since Mr. Bleby's retirement eight

years ago.

Diocese of Hokkaido.

Province Hokkaido is the name commonly applied to the Northern Island

of Hok-^'^^*' of Japan, formerly known as Yezo ; but strictly speaking, " the
kaido. Hokkaido " is the northern province, of which that island is the

main part, but including smaller neighbouring islands. It is as

largo as Ireland, and has been a wild and sparsely populated
country ; but the Japanese, wiio forty years ago called it a colony,

have done much to develop its resources. There is an Agricultural

University at the capital, Sapporo ; the Principal of which, when
Bishop Ingham visited it in 1909, was " a devoted Christian," Dr.
Sato. Tliere were 80 professors and 800 students, and the Bishop
addressed 500 of them in English, which all the upper grades

learn.

Mission The port of Hakodate, on the curious tail which projects south-
stations.

-^Yf^j^-fis towards the Main Island, was one of the first Japanese
towTis occupied by the C.M.S., in 1874. The capital, Sapporo,
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then a small town, but now an important city, became a mission Part 11.

station in 1892. The other stations are, Otaru (1897), a sea-port t'iiap^35.

town of 80,000 people; Mm-oran (1907), where there is a branch
of Armstrong's Newcastle Works ; Asahigawa (1909), Usu (1911),
and Kushiro, a fishing town far away on the sea coast occupied
so far back as 1889.

The extension which these dates indicate is due entirely to The staff.

women missionaries. How much Hokkaido owes to them appears
from the striking fact that of the seven men that worked in 1899,

four have retired, while the only three sent out in the fifteen years

have also retired, so that only three remain, and of these one is

Mr. Andrews, who had retired from the Mission, l)ut went out

again as bishop ; whereas of the seven women of 1899, and the seven
since added, eight are still on the staff. The two men now in

Hokkaido besides the bishop are Mr. Lang and Ai-chdeacon

Batchelor. The former is Secretary, and has been occupied with
the work among the Japanese ; while the latter, though also

superintending Japanese w^ork, has alwa^'s been pre-eminently a

missionary to the Ainu, the wild aboriginal tribe in the mountains.
The men of 1899 who have retired were Bishop Fyson, who Bishop

had done more than 20 years' valuable work before his consecra- *'y«ou.

tion, particularly in the C.M.S. Theological College, Osaka, and on
the Japanese version of the Bible, and then held the bishopric

12 years ; the Rev. G. C. Niven, the one ordained missionary at

Otaru ; Mr. C. Nettleship, headmaster of the Ainu Boys' School

;

and Dr. Colborne, the one medical missionary the Society has had Dr. Col-

in Japan, who moved there from South China, and for twelve ''o"""®-

years carried on a medical mission at Hakodate, which was fruit-

ful in converts, there being 200 baptisms through his influence in

six years. The Japanese authorities do not readily grant to a

foreign doctor liberty to practise in Japan, but they made an
exception in his case, recognizing the value of his influence.

Even after he retired from regular service in 1909, he, though
in broken health, continued with Mrs. Colborne in Japan, taking

consumptive patients under their care, and otherwise working for

the good of the people. He died a few" months ago, but his

widow still perseveres in her fruitful service.* Of the thr'ee

recruits sent out, only one stayed more than a year or two, the

Rev. W. E. Reeve, whose retirement on health grounds was much
regretted.

The bulk of the missionary work has, therefore, been done by Women's

women. Two of them, however, were veterans from China, ]\Iiss
Work.

Laurence and Miss Oxlad, who, in their zeal, tried the cold climate

of Hokkaido for a year before finally retiring, after between 30

and 40 years in the Far East. Another was the daughter of

Bishop Fyson, who came on the roll for two or three years before

her father's retirement. That leaves eleven women upon whom
* A most touching account of Dr. Colborne's life and death, by Miss Tapson,

is given in the Christum Movement in Jaimn of 1915, p. 854,
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Part II. has rostcd nearly the whole burden. One of these was Miss
Chap. 35. Brownlow, whose lamented death has already been mentioned.

Another was Miss Lucy Payne, who worked several years, some-
times quite alone, at the remote station of Kushiro, where she

had a school for Ainu boys and girls, and also itinerated in the

neighbouring villages. She retired in 1905 after sixteen years in

the country. After she left, her work was taken up by the two
sisters Hughes, who had previously laboured some years at

Sapporo. In 1912 they removed to Usu, a new station where
there are a good many Ainu Christians. Another woman working
alone is Miss Bryant, who can be called the, missionary of Piratori,

in the midst of the Ainu ; and Miss Evans, who originally went
to Japan as one of Mr. Buxton's party, and who as a trained nurse
assisted in Dr. Colborne's medical mission, was also alone with
a little medical mission of her own among the Ainu at Asahigawa,
until her recent return home in weakened health. Meanwhile
among the Japanese at Hakodate, Sapporo, and Otaru, Misses
Jackson, Jex-Blake, E. C. Payne, Norton, and Stevenson, have
been faithfully working. Miss Tapson has now been transferred

to the Main Island, and having resigned on health grounds
still does what she can independently ; Miss E. C. Payne has
retired ; Miss Jex-Blake is now alone at Muroran. The work
done is much the same as elsewhere in Japan, particularly the
classes of men and women. Miss Tapson started a Girls' Home,
Miss Jex-Blake a Eescue Home, Miss Brownlow a Y.W.C.A.
Branch. At Otaru Bishop Ingham was struck with Miss E. C.

Payne's kindergarten.

There are four Japanese clergymen in the C.M.S. Hokkaido
Mission, the Eevs. Matsutaro Ito, Asokichi Oi, Ko Yashiro, and
Paul Suzuki. Two others have died, T. Ogawa and Moiisaburo
Takatsu. The former was one of the earliest converts in the
Island. The baptized Christians are stated in 1914 to 1)6 2683 in

number, which shows a reduction of 140 on the previous year.

Among the Christians are included 1200 of the Ainu. The work
of evangelizing that tribe has all along been especially interesting.

Mrs. Isabella Bishop (then Miss Bird) brought them before the
British public in her very interesting book. Unbeaten Tracks in

Japan, published in 1880. She had lived among them for a while,

chiefly with a drunken chief named Penri, of whom we heard
much also from an early missionary, Mr. Dening ; and it is

pathetic to find that he died impenitent and still a drunkard in

1903, though he knew the Gospel well. But Mr. Batchelor has
been the chief evangelist of the Ainu for thirty years past, and the

great authority touching tlieir customs and behefs. He was the
first to reduce their language to writing, and he has produced a
Dictionary and a version of the New Testament. The Emperor
of Japan gave him " the fourth Order of the Sacred Treasure

"

" on the merits of his self-sacrificing labours among the Ainu, and
of his contri])utions to the knowledge of their language and

Japanese
Clergy.

Tlic Ainu.
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traditions "; and the Archbishop of Canterbury conferred on him part 11.

the Lambeth D.D. degree. There are said to be now only 16,000
^hap^=^5.

Ainu, and they are still dwindling.

The whole arrangements of the Hokkaido Mission have been Now

modified in the last three or four years by the formation by Bishop BoanL'"'

Andrews of a Diocesan Board to take the supervision of the

regular congregations and their pastors, and also the charge of

certain districts. Some recent moves of missionaries from one

town to another are due to this ; and several Japanese have been

ordained.

There are three branches of missionary effort in Japan which
must be glanced at separately, without regard to geographical or

ecclesiastical boundaries, namely, work among the soldiers, literary

work, and work among Chinese students.

The work among soldiers had been begun before our period, Work

during the war with China in 1894. In fact that war revealed to sojrtie'js, in

many in Japan what Christianity is. The Eed Cross itself, em-
1^^^,^"^^^,^

l)lazoned on the arms of non-Christian men and women, and on

large white flags waving over Buddhist temples used as hospitals,

were seen to be a significant token of the coming triumph of the

Gospel. Christian Japanese were conspicuous in the Army.
From Hokkaido alone fifty Christians of the Nippon Sei-kokwai

went to the front. Before starting they received the Holy Com-
munion in a body, and marched away singing, " Onward, Christian

Soldiers," each man with his Testament in his pocket ; and the

General, a strict Buddhist, allowed Mr. Andrews to give Testa-

ments to the non-Christians also, and accepted a Bible for him-

self. At Hiroshima, the headquarters of the army, where the

Emperor himself lived for a time, " dining, sleeping, doing

business in one room," there were found 100 zealous Christians,

officers, doctors, nurses, privates. The Government appointed

eight representatives of the Christian Churches to accom-

pany the Army officially, and among them was the Eev. Totaro

Terata, one of the first three Japanese connected with the C.M.S.

Mission to be ordained. And the Christians won golden opinions.

The Commandant of the Fukuoka district said, "I have just

returned from Port x\rthur. I am not a Christian myself, but

I have noticed among the troops the good conduct of the Christians,

the quite fearless way in which they go bravely into battle, and the

orderly way in which they bear themselves afterwards. It would

be a good thing for the Army if all became Christians."

These particulars appeared in the C.M.S. History, but they are

worth repeating at a time when everything connected with war
has so deep an interest for us. The Japanese maintained their

general high character for good conduct in the expedition to

Peking in 1900, and whatever their religion they deserve all

honour ; but the foregoing shows the bright example which the

Christian soldiers can set. Meanwhile missionary influence upon And after.
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the Army was all the time being exercised. We read in 1899 of

Miss Sander and Miss Gregg regularly visiting the military and
naval hospitals at Hiroshima. Then when the Russian War came
in 1904, Hiroshima was again an inviting sphere of work, and
Miss Bosanquet took full advantage of it, as well as Mr. Williams,
then the missionary in charge. They and their helpers gave away
gospels and tracts to the embarking troops, which were eagerly
taken ; they were welcomed by the sick and wounded at the
hospitals, and " mobbed " by the convalescents in the corridors.

Many touching narratives came from them. One wounded
Christian told Miss Bosanquet that the text that specially com-
forted him on the battle-field was 2 Corinthians iv. 16, which, in

the Japanese version reads something like this,—" We are not
afraid ; even though our outward man be injured, our inward man
is renewed day by day."

Similar work was done at other places. At Osaka Miss Holland
took the lead in giving away books and papei's at the railway
station when the troops were being entrained. In England she
would probably have been shut out. Not so the Japanese autho-
rities. The officers in charge told her to use their office, allotted

to her cupboards and drawers for her stores, and expressed warm
gratitude for her efforts literally day and night. They even
helped her to distribute her gospels and tracts, and a monthly
evangelistic paper called The Light of the World, and pacified the
eager soldiers when the supply ran short, telling them to lend
to one another. She was introduced to the Marquis Oyama as he
passed through, and was thanked also by him. General Nozu asked
to be introduced to her, and wrote to her afterwards from Man-
churia. One day she found nine Christians in one compartment who
sang to her " Stand up for Jesus." She and some Christian school-

girls sang on the platform when trains with sick and wounded
stopped at the station ; and the officers would come and say,
" You have got five minutes yet, sing again." One favourite

hymn l^egins, " On the Cross uplifted see Jesus Christ the Lord."
Miss Huhold obtained access to the Russian prisoners, 20,000 of

whom were in barracks near Osaka, and had lantern exhibitions

for them, besides distributing Russian tracts largely.

At Hakodate the C.M.S. Ainu School was transformed into a
Soldiers' Reading Room, " with chairs, flowers, writing materials,

magazines, &.c." ; meetings were held in a tent outside ; and the
authorities definitely made the place "within bounds," so that

soldiers in the neighbouring barracks and the Military Hospital

might go there. One result was the baptism of eighteen soldiers

with a sergeant at their head, Mr. Lang and Miss Brownlow and
a Japanese Christian being the sponsors, and the Rev. Matsutaro
Ito baptizing them and preaching. Bishop Fyson described the

excellent attitude of this Japanese clergyman when the Japan
victories were reported. At a prayer meeting, " he reminded his

bearers bow of old God made use of heathen nations to chastise
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His people Israel when they wont astray from Him and His ways, part ir.

and so now it might be that God was using a nation that as yet chapjjo.

knew Him not to chastise one that was nominally Christian."

Certainly the Japanese military authorities showed in curious

ways their appreciation of the Christian religion. The interpreters

sent with the foreign correspondents to the front were all required

to be Christians ; and at Tokyo Hospital, when sixty candidates

to be trained as nurses were examined, and when the majority

replied to the question, " What is your rehgion ? " that they pro-

fessed none at all, the only four to be accepted were Christians,

the doctor declaring that he preferred those who had some kind of

religion.*

Literary Work, though not less important, need only occupy Literary

a few lines. Bible and Prayer Book versions have long since

l)een completed, and many first-rate English books have been
translated. During our period Mr. Hind has been the most active

in this department. He has prepared a Commentary on St.

Matthew, and translated Bishop Moule's Oiitliiws of Christian

Doctrine, Edersheim's Bible History, and Trench on the Parables.

Mr. Hutchinson has translated Lightfoot on the Christian Ministry,

Dale on the Atonement, and some other works. Particularly

interesting is the share of the Japanese clergy. The Eev. Einji

Matsuoka has translated Bishop Gore on the Lord's Prayer ; the

Eev. K. Kuroki, Dr. Orr on the Virgin Birth ; and the Eev. Peter

Yonetaro Matsui has put into Japanese two lectures delivered by
Bishop Ingham while on his visit, entitled, " Lessons from English

Church History." Mr. Matsuoka also for a time edited the perio-

dical before mentioned. The Light of thp World, which is regularly

sent (by Miss Weston) to 10,000 sailors in the Japanese fleet.

The third special department of the Mission is the work among Chinese

the Chinese students who have flocked to Japan to acquire some ^j-oj^y"/
''

of the Western learning so industriously assimilated by the

Japanese. There was such a rush of men from all parts of China
that it was estimated in 1907 that 11,000 of them were at Tokyo

;

but the numbers were lessened by the Chinese Government re-

calling some and preventing others from going. The C.M.S. com-
missioned the Eevs. Louis Byrde and W. H. Elwin, of the China

Mission, to proceed to Tokyo and seek to influence them. Their

position at first was not easy, owing to certain rival efforts, but

by patience and tact they overcame these difficulties, and by
means of classes for teaching English, and Y.M.C.A. meetings,

influence was gradually gained. Mr. Byrde had soon to return to

China, but Mr. and Mrs. Elwin have continued at Tokyo, the latter

(Prebendary Fox's daughter, it will be remembered) working among

* The CM. Intelligencer of Sept., 1904, had a highly interesting article by
Miss Bosanquet on " Hiroshima in War Time." In 1905 it contained much
information concerning the work among the soldiers. There were long letters

from ]\Iiss Bosanquet, Miss Huhold, and Mrs. Nettleship, and many smaller

communications, notes, &c. Also the number for May, 190G.
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the 200 girl students who had come over.* Two small Hostels
were opened for men and women, thus providing convenient
opportunities for personal intercourse ; and Mr. Elwin became a
Secretary of the Y.M.C.A. to secure additional opportunities.

The result has been seen in over 130 baptisms by Mr. Elwin
alone, in addition to many others in other connexions. f Mr.
Elwin's converts come from sixteen different provinces in China,

which shows the wide influence of this work. Two men who
had to leave hurriedly for China after baptism were confirmed
by Bishop Cecil Boutfiower before starting. A very striking

account was sent of the conversion of two brothers belong-

ing to an influential family in Szechwan, who set to work at

once among their fellow-students at Tokyo.;]: During Mr. and
Mrs. Elwin's furlough, Miss Joynt and the Eev. Yil Hyien-Ding,
of the Chekiang Mission, have been working among the Chinese
students at Tokyo, and have since been joined by the Hon. and
Eev. St. M. Forester and Mrs. Forester (who as Miss Wynne
Willson has been many years in Japan). §

The pastoral care of the Christian congregations in Japan is

now largely in the hands of the Japanese clergy. They have
become a strong body, and comprise several excellent men. In
connexion with the C.M.S. thirty-seven have been ordained from
the first, and one other joined who had received his orders from
the American Episcopal Church. Fifteen had been ordained before

our period began, but one had died, and one, the Eev. D. T.
Terata, had been sent by the Nippon Sei-kokwai as its own
missionary to Formosa. Twenty-two others have been added in

our period. Three have died, and two have been transferred to

the Canadian Church Mission as before mentioned. Others have
retired, and twenty-one are still on the list. The total of baptized
Christians connected with the C.M.S. was reported in 1899 to be
3900, and in 1914, 7700, or nearly double. But the adult baptisms
reported in the 15 years are 6700, besides those of children, and it

cannot be supposed that the deaths have so limited the net
increase. The leakage has evidently been very large ; and, in

fact, it is again and again sadly reported in the Annual Letters.

Apparently the chief cause is the habit of frequently moving,
which takes Christians away from places where they are known,
and locates them where there is either another Christian denomi-

* See C.M.S. Gazette, May, 1915.

t Several interesting accounts from Mr. and Mrs. Elwin have boon published.
See particularly the CM. Review of May, 1910, Aug., 1912, March, 1914 and
1916.

X A letter from one brother appeared in the CM. Review, Nov., 1914.

§ A question has arisen as to what Church the (Anglican) Chinese converts
in Tokyo should belong. Not " the Church of England." Not the Nippon
Sei-kokwai, which is definitely Japanese. Certainly the (Anglican) Church
of China. This, it appears, involves certain ecclesiastical questions as to
their baptism in Japan; but such questions are just what should be faced,

aud solved iu a large and generous spirit.
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nation or none at all. But it is true that there have been two or part ii.

three small secessions, due to the too independent spirit of the '!^ '*'

people.

The visit of Mr. Bardsley and Mr. Baylis to Japan in 1912 was Visit of

naturally of great importance for the future development of the
sea-jt'ariea.

C.M.S. Mission. It is not the business of this History to discuss

the problems which they considered on the spot, and on which
they reported to the Committee at Home. Suffice it to say that

their presence was a great encouragement to the missionaries,

and should in the time to come produce much fruit, if, through

the goodness of God, men and means are sufficiently provided.

This chapter should not close without a reference to the death Death of

of George Ensor, the first missionary of the C.M.S. and of EngHsh *^'' '''"^"''•

Christendom to Japan. He was only able to stay four years in

the country, 1869-72, the peculiar climate trying him much. But
after long years in parochial work at home, he went back in 1909,

with his daughter, to proclaim Christ once more to the nation

he loved. On his way home in the following year he died at

Gibraltar. He was quite a brilliant advocate of the cause by both

voice and pen. His last written contribution appeared in the

Gleaner in July, 1910, when he described in a very touching

way the conversion of two Japanese girls ; and in the October

number there was a letter from Bishop C. Boutflower, expressing

most affectionately his sense of the devotion to our Lord which
Mr. Ensor had manifested during his twelve months' visit,—

a

year, wrote the Bishop, "of a most beautiful memory,"—"a
beautiful vision for us, and for him an ideal last year of labour."

The founder of the C.M.S. Japan Mission was a man cultured in

mind, fervent in spirit, and with the one Message of an all-sufficient

Saviour ; and it is missionaries as cultured, as fervent, and with

the same Message, that are needed for Japan.
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Retrospect of the Mission—The Dioceses and the Bishops—Bishop

Bompas—Archdeacon McDonald— Other Veterans, deceased and

living—Diocese of Rupert's Land—Western Dioceses—Diocese of
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Stringer—C.M.S. Reductions.

O C.M.S. Missions have excited deeper interest than
those in the Far West and Far North of Canada—
" the North-West America Mission " as it was
formerly called. No speakers have been more
welcomed at C.M.S. meetings than those who could

tell of life in the snow and the ice. It used to be said that

North-West America raised the funds which the C.M.S. spent

in Asia and Africa. And even now, what missionaries are more
eagerly listened to than Bishops Stringer and Lofthouse, or Mr.
Peck and Mr. Greenshield ?

For half-a-century, from 1822 to 1872, the C.M.S. worked in

this vast area, nominally among the Eed Indians, but really also

among the few scattered white people, chiefly employees of the

Hudson's Bay Company, for there was no other English Church
organization or Mission. Towards the end of that period there

were signs and tokens that the Great Lone Land would presently

l)e " Lone " no longer. But it was as yet no part of " Canada."
When the Dominion was organized in 1867, Rupert's Land was
not one of its divisions ; it was, in fact, still a preserve of the

Hudson's Bay Company. But the transfer was soon arranged,

and in 1870 the new Province of Manitoba became an integral

member of the Federation ; although its capital, just named
Winnipeg (previously Fort Garry)—now a great city which some
think may eventually become the centre of the British Empire,—
had then a population of only— 300 !

The only direct communication with England at that time was
by the annual ship which sailed in the summer from this country
to York Factory on Hudson's Bay, and returned before the ice

would shut it in. It was indeed possible to travel 2000 miles

from Montreal to Red River, partly by canoes on lakes and rivers,

and partly on foot ; but supplies and goods could not go that way.
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In 18-iI Abraham Cowley tried it in vain, and at last returned to pakt ii.

England to take the ship direct to Hudson's Bay. By that ship
^^'^^' ^^'

the first bishop went out in 1849. The Canadian Pacific Railway
was not yet dreamed of, and it was not completed until 1885 ; but
from that time the progress has l)een one of leaps and bounds

;

province after province has been organized ; and an immense and
ever-increasing population now covers huge areas in what so short

a time ago was literally the Great Lone Land.
Until 1872 the whole vast area was one diocese, Rupert's

Land; but in that year Bishop Machray, a real statesman and
certainly one of the greatest of Colonial Prelates,* planned its

division into four; and in 1875 the first Ecclesiastical Synod of

the Province of Rupert's Land met at Winnipeg. Two C.M.S.
men took leading parts in it ; Archdeacon Cowley being elected

Prolocutor of the Lower House, and Mr. Grisdale Secretary.

There are now ten dioceses and there have been twenty-one
bishops, twelve of whom have been C.M.S. missionaries.

It is worth while looking at the episcopal succession from the The Dio-

beginning. Bishop David Anderson was the first holder of the Bishops'

See of Rupert's Land, being consecrated in 1849. He was suc-

ceeded in 1865 by Bishop Machray, who became Archbishop in

1893. On his death (1904) the present Archbishop, Dr. Matheson,
succeeded. On the division of this vast diocese in 1872-74, the

new Dioceses of Saskatchewan, Moosonee, and Athabasca were
cut out of Rupert's Land. Out of Saskatchewan were formed
two new dioceses, Qu'Appelle in 1883, and Calgary in 1887 ; out

of Athabasca the Diocese of Mackenzie River in 1884, and out of

Mackenzie River that of Selkirk (now Yukon) in 1891 ; and out

of Moosonee and Rupert's Land that of Keewatin in 1902 ; the

original diocese having thus become nine. For Moosonee- Dr.

Horden was consecrated in 1872, Br. Newnham in 1893, Dr.

Holmes in 1905, Dr. J. G.Anderson in 1909. For Saskatchewan,
Dr. McLean in 1874, and Dr. Pinkham in 1886 ; and when the

latter became first Bishop of the separated diocese of Calgary in

1903, Bishop Newnham was translated from Moosonee to succeed

him. Dr. Bompas became Bishop of Athabasca in 1874 ; when
Mackenzie River was cut off he took the new diocese ; and
when Selkirk was cut off from Mackenzie River ho again took the

new one. He was succeeded in xlthabasca by Dr. Young (1884),

and in Mackenzie River by Dr. Reeve (1891). Bishop Young
was succeeded by Bishop Holmes, transferred from Moosonee in

1909, and he by Bishop Robins in 1912 ; and Bishop Reeve by
Bishop Lucas in 1913. Bishop Bompas was followed by Bishop
Stringer in 1905. Dr. Lofthouse became first Bishop of Keewatin
in 1902. Of these sixteen, eleven were C.M.S. missionaries, but

the other five, the three bishops of the mother see and Bishops

McLean and Pinkham, have been no less hearty fellow-workers.

* A review of Archbishop Machray's career, based on the Memoir by his

nephew, appeared in the CM. Review, Feb., 1910, by Mr. Suell.
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Of the diocese of Qu'Appelle, Drs. J. G. Anderson, Burn, Gris-
dale, and Harding, have been successive Bishops ; and although
the Society has had less connexion with this diocese than with
the others. Bishop Grisdale had also been its missionary. One
more new diocese, Edmonton, has lately been carved out of

Calgary, with Dr. Gray for its first bishop.

Most of these bishops went out originally from England. Of
those sent out by the C.M.S., Bishops Horden, Eeeve, Grisdale,
Lofthouse, Holmes, Lucas, and Robins, were either Islington men
or otherwise trained by the Society. Bishop Bompas had been
at the old St. Bees' College. Bishop Young was a Cambridge
man. Bishop Newnham was born in England, but graduated at

McGill University, Montreal. Bishops Stringer and J. G. Anderson
are Canadians, the former having graduated at the University of

Toronto, and the latter at that of Manitoba. It should be added
that Bishops Grisdale and Robins were at first missionaries in

India, but exchanged from the hot climate for a cold one.
The first of the bishops of all these new dioceses, Horden of

Moosonee, who was consecrated on Dec. 15th, 1872, five days
before the first Day of Intercession, had died in January, 1893,
before our period begins. Archbishop Benson wrote on the
occasion, " I have always regarded him as one of my heroic
people." He had spent forty-one years in the Lord's service in
North-West Canada.
Even more heroic was his brother missionary, Bompas (but

they never met in this world), whose whole course also extended
to forty-one years. He went out in 1865, came home only once,
in 1874, to be consecrated first bishop for the northernmost
diocese, and never again came even into the civilization of

Western Canada until 1904, when he travelled to Winnipeg to
fulfil certain ecclesiastical duties devolving on him owing to

Archbishop Machray's death. He stayed only two months,
and went back to his Arctic sphere immediately, but resigned
the bishopric in 1906, and died in the following year. He was
at Carcross in the Klondyke country, where he had latterly

resided, and was intending to start on a long journey in a day or
two, when he suddenly passed away from heart failure. In the
history of the Church of England there is no parallel to such a
career.* Bishops Young, Holmes, and Grisdale also died within
our period. The first named had been an Organizing Secretary of

the Society at home, but had dedicated himself to the Mission in

1874. He was consecrated Bishop of Athabasca in 1884, retired

in 1904, and died in England in 1905. He had perhaps the most
difficult in some ways of all the dioceses, though it never had the
romance or fame of Moosonee or Mackenzie River. Bishop
Holmes went out in 1887, was consecrated to the see of Moo-
sonee in 1905, was transferred to Athabasca in 1909, and had to

* See the full sketch of his life, iu a review of Mr. H. A. Cody's biograiJhy
of him, by Mr. Furuess Smith, July and Aug., 1908.
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all appearance a long episcopal career before him, but, having part 11.

braved the rigours of North-West Canada for twenty-four years,
^'^'^^®-

caught a chill while on a visit to England, and passed away in

1912. Bishop Grisdale, after a short time of missionary service

in India from 1870, went to Canada in 1873. He became Pro-

fessor of Theology of St. John's College, Winnipeg, in 1876, and
Dean of Eupert's Land in 1882 ; and in 1896 he was elected by
the Synod of Qu'Appelle to the bishopric of that diocese, which
post he held until 1911. One other of the bishops who had been
a C.M.S. man has been lost to the North-West, though not to

Canada. Bishop Reeve went forth as a missionary in 1869, was
consecrated to Mackenzie Eiver in 1891, and continued to labour

in the Far North until 1907, thus nearly equalling in length the

careers of Horden and Bompas ; when Archbisiiop Sweatman of

Toronto invited him to be Assistant Bishop there, which appoint-

ment was renewed by the present bishop. Dr. Sweeney.
But there have been others with longer careers than the bishops. Archdeacon

Archdeacon McDonald is a most remarkable case. He is what ^i'-'^""'*'^-

used to be called " country-born," which usually meant of mixed
race, Scottish, no doubt, but at some period Indian on the female

side. He was a promising student at St. John's College, which
was, in fact, a development of an English School at Eed Eiver,

conducted by a chaplain of the Hudson's Bay Company, who
bequeathed it to the Bishop. He was ordained by Bishop David
Anderson in 1852, and was one of the first men sent 2000 miles

away to the distant North. He had not been two years at Fort

Simpson, on the great Mackenzie Eiver, when his health seemed
failing, and he wrote to the Bishop beseeching him to send some-
one else to take up his work if he died. That letter Bishop
Anderson received in England, whither he had come to retire, and
on May 1st, 1865, preaching the C.M.S. i\nnual Sermon, he read

it out to the congregation assembled at St. Bride's, and appealed

for some young clergyman to go off at once. In response W. C.

Bompas went into the vestry and offered himself. Within a

month he started, and by dint of hard travelling reached Fort

Simpson on Christmas Eve, to the glad amazement of McDonald,
whose health had been restored. Bompas, as we have seen, lived

forty-one years in those inhospitable regions
;
yet when he died

he left McDonald still alive ! The Archdeacon (as he had become
some years before) had, indeed, just retired from active work ; but

he lived on until 1913, when he died at Winnipeg, sixty-one years

after his ordination. He had done important literary work, trans-

lating into the Tukudh language, the tongue of a powerful Indian

tribe within the Arctic Circle, the whole New Testament, parts of

the Old and of the Prayer Book, and small books of devotion and
instruction suitable for a simple people.

Another " country-born " man was Archdeacon Vincent. He Archdeacon

was a catechist under Horden at Moose Factory, was prepared for ""^^"*-

the ministry at St, John's College, and was ordained in 1860. For
2 B
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forty years he laboured at Albany, on Hudson's Bay ; and he died

in 1906. He was once in England for a few months, and won
many hearts by his strong yet simple character.

A still older veteran was James Settee, a Swampy Cree Indian,

whose story goes back to 1822, when he was one of a little band
of boys taught by the first missionary to Eupert's Land, John
West. He, too, after working as a catechist, was further educated

at the College, and ordained in 1856. He became pastor of an
Indian congregation, and though nominally retiring at the age of

seventy-five, continued doing all he could until past ninety, and
died in 1902. His son and grandson are in the service of the

Church to-day.

Two veteran Archdeacons are still spared. (1) J. A. Mackay, a
" country-born " man of Scottish descent, has been at work sixty

years, first as catechist, then ordained in 1862, and appointed

Archdeacon of Saskatchewan in 1884. He has been Divinity

Professor at Emmanuel College in Saskatchewan Diocese, and is

a D.D. of the University of Manitoba. His translational work in

Cree has been valuable, and he has been in England two or three

times revising and correcting the Cree Bible under the Bible

Society. (2) Eobert Phair came to the Society from the Irish

Revival of 1859, and after his course at Islington went to Eupert's

Land in 1863. He was ordained out there by Bishop Anderson,

and appointed Archdeacon in 1888 by Bishop Maclean. He
retired from active duty in 1912, after nearly forty years' service.

Three other men of long standing have dropped out of the

C.M.S. list. (1) A. E. Cowley, son of one of the early mission-

aries. Archdeacon Abraham Cowley (1841-87). He, like Bishops
Grisdale and Eobins, went first to India, but was transferred on
health grounds. His C.M.S. service was intermittent, as he had
also colonial work ; but his whole career so far exceeds forty

years. (2) John Hines, who went out in 1874, and laboured with

great zeal for thirty-seven years until his return home in 1911.

He had a good share in preparing local men for the ministry, ten

of his school teachers having been ordained.* (3) W. Spendlove,

who laboured at specially trying stations in the Far North for

twenty-five years, 1879-1904. Several " country-born " men have
also had long terms of service.

On the present list of the men sent out from England, there are

four of over thirty years' standing, Bishop Lofthouse, Archdeacons
Canham and Tims, and E. J. Peck ; while Bishop Lucas, Mr.

Walton, and Mr. Totty all exceed twenty years. The only man
less than fifteen years is Mr. Greenshield. Bishop Eobins was
an Indian missionary more than twenty years ago, but was in

The staff in
England some time before going to Canada.

1899 and We may now take our usual comparison between 1899 and

* Mr. Hines has lately produced an interesting book about his work, The
Red Indians of the Plains, published by the S.P.C.K. See a full review of it,

with extracts, in the CM. Rev., Jan., 1916.

1914.
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IDli. There were on the C.M.S. hst in 1899, 47 clergymen part 11.

(including four hishops), 4 laymen, and 26 wives ; also 15 " native ^'^ffi"^^-

clergy." It must be explained that the word " native " in this

Mission is ambiguous. A white Canadian is a " native," and so is

a man of mixed race, but the " native " in the C.M.S. tables is

supposed to be a pure Indian. In point of fact the various grades
of the mixed races are numerous, and it is not always easy to say
whether a man born in the country should be called "native" or

not. Certainly the fifteen "native clergy" of 1899 included

several who were not pure Indians. On the other hand, several

of the forty-seven were certainly not " European," as the heading
would make them out to be. So comparative statistics are com-
plicated. In the present figures the numbers include three bishops

and six others who were originally sent out from England ; two
bishops and 15 others w^ho joined in Canada ; and besides these,

two clergymen marked as " native," and supposed to be pure
Indians, one of them supported directly by the Society, and one
out of the block grant. And besides all these there are nineteen

wives. The total, 47, corresponds with the total of 92 of 1899.

Even this analysis is not strictly accurate, for at least one of those

who joined in Canada (very likely more than one) went out origi-

nally from England, though not then under the C.M.S.
In a rapid survey of the work done, we will first visit the

mother Diocese of Eupert's Land, then the Western Dioceses of

Saskatchewan and Calgary, then the Eastern Dioceses of Moosonee
and Keewatin, and finally the Northern Dioceses of Athabasca,

Mackenzie River, and Yukon.

(1) In Rupert's Land, where the early missionaries, West, Jones, Diocese of

Cockran, Cowley, and Hunter, had laboured among the Indians,
L^nd!^'^

the population now is almost wholly of white settlers and their

descendants, and there are more than 100 clergymen. But there

are still Indian Reserves and Settlements, and for some of them
Indian clergymen are provided under the Archbishop and the

Synod. The St. Peter's Settlement on Red River, famiUar to old

readers of C.M.S. publications, was for many years the sphere of

work of Mr. x\nderson, now Bishop of Moosonee, who had two lay

readers, six Sunday services, six Sunday schools ; three languages

being used, English, Cree, and Soto. But the land is so valuable,

owing to its proximity to Winnipeg, that the Provincial Govern-
ment resolved to throw it open, and give a good reserve 150 miles

farther north to such Indians as were willing to move ; and a

great many have so moved. The remainder are ministered to by
a country-born clergyman on the C.M.S. grant, a graduate of

Manitoba University, the Rev. Louis Laronde. The name is a

reminder that France as well as Scotland supplied many of the

original settlers in the country. The Society has for half-a-

century assisted St. John's College, Winnipeg, where the clergy

are trained, with grants amounting to about £250 a year, and this

is continued.
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(2) The Western dioceses of Saskatchewan, Calgary, and Ed-
monton are the great country into which white immigrants have been
pouring by thousands in recent years, not from Great Britain only,

but from many Continental nations, and not from Eastern Canada
only, but very largely from the United States. The Church's
work among them is of the most arduous character ; and not only

have the S.P.G. and C.C.C.S. risen nobly to the occasion, supply-

ing both men and money largely, but in addition the Archbishop's

Western Canada Fund was set on foot for the same purpose.

Nearly 200 clergymen are now at work. Not less vigorous have
been the Presbyterians and Methodists, particularly from Eastern
Canada ; while the work of the Roman Church has been nothing

new, as it has from the first taken a prominent lead in missionary
work in all the North-West Territories.

The C.M.S. part on these great Western Plains, being for the

Indians only, is comparatively very small. In Calgary Diocese
Archdeacon Tims continues his work among the Blackfoot, Sarcee,

and Peigan Indians begun in 1883 ; and Canon H. W. Gibbon
Stocken ministers at the Blackfoot Reserve. The latter gentleman
went out independently in 1893, but has all along been a locally

engaged missionary on the C.M.S. grant. He married in 1895 a

lady missionary of the C.M.S. in Japan, Miss Gertrude Cox, who
was passing through Canada on her way back to her own field

after her first furlough ; but it pleased God soon to take her from
his side, as she died from the effects of a carriage accident in the

following year. Among the agencies employed at these stations

are Homes for Indian Children. Archdeacon Tims has done
important literary work in the language of the Blackfoot, and the

University of Manitoba conferred on him the Degree of D.D. in

recognition of it.*

In Saskatchewan Diocese there are Archdeacon Mackay, already

referred to ; three other locally engaged men, the Revs. D. D.
Macdonald, J. R. Matheson, and M. B. Edwards ; and one Indian
clergyman, the Eev. J. R. Settee, son of the veteran above
mentioned. Mrs. Matheson is an M.D. of Montreal University,

and carries on medical work at her husband's station. Fort Pitt.

A few years ago she was the only doctor within the radius of 100
miles.

(3) We may look next at the Diocese of Keewatin, though it is

one of the latest formed, dating from 1902, because it comprises
the south-eastern part of the mother diocese of Rupert's Land,
as well as the west coast of Hudson's Bay, which was before

in Moosonee. Its whole area nearly coincides with the new
civil Province of the same name, which means " North Wind."
It extends from Lake Supei'ior and the United States' boundary
northward (the Bishop would say) to the Pole. At all events it

* An interesting account of the Blackfoot Mission by Archdeacon Tims
appeared in the C.J/. Review of Juno, 1909 ; and an article on the Saskat-
cnewan Indians, by the Rev. J. Hines, in the number for March, 1915.
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bas geographically no limit short of that. The Canadian Pacific part ir.

Eailway runs across its southern districts, and its Northern parts ''^

comprise some of the severest stations, climatically, in the whole £'^1°^

North-West Canada Mission. In 1900 Mr. Lofthouse accompanied
an exploring expedition, organized by the Canadian Government,
which travelled 5000 miles in canoes or on snow shoes largely in

the northern parts of what is now nominally his diocese, far

beyond the haunts of Indians, but with many scattered Eskimo.
Even a journey to Churchill, only 200 miles north of York Factory, chnrchiii

which was once Mr. Lofthouse's own station, is a grave under- '^"'""'^°"'^"

taking, and this he has done several times. Eskimo are met at

Churchill, and some have been baptized ; and when he took the

great journey above referred to, he came across some of these

baptized Christians 800 miles from Churchill,—" a little Church
in the wilderness trying to live up to the teaching they had
received, keeping Sunday, and having Evening Prayers, and
learning to read the Word of God in their own tongue."

At Churchill itself a Canadian clergyman, the Rev. F. Sevier,

and his wife, have been holding the fort amid great privations

;

and when the Bishop visited them in 1914, he took with him
another clergyman, the Eev. W. Walter, who was to go forward

500 miles beyond, to seek out the Eskimo at a place called Chester-

field Inlet ; but who will probably now have to relieve Mr. Sevier.

This is work independent of the C.M.S., but deserves this passing

notice.

Among Bishop Lofthouse's fifteen or twenty clergymen are two
who are on the C.M.S. grant, the Rev. C. H. Fryer at Fort

Alexander in the South, and the Rev. R. Faries at York
Factory on Hudson's Bay. An incident in the latter's career will

illustrate the trials of a life in those wilds. In 1902, when he was
shooting wild geese for food, his gun burst and shattered his left

hand. He ran home ten miles, but there was no one at York
Factory who could deal with the injury. Some days later an
Indian came to the station also with a shattered hand, and then

Mr. Faries determined that they should l)oth go to the nearest

surgeon, though he was 700 miles away. It took them a month
to travel ; but the wounded missionary was thankful to escape

with the loss of two fingers.

(4) The Diocese of Moosonee consisted of the environs of Hud-
][}ij°^^g^jj^^g^^

son's Bay until Keewatin was cut off from it and took its eastern

portion. It still covers an area larger than that of any other

diocese, and the temperature is much lower than in other dioceses

farther North, the isothermal line dipping heavily within its area,

so that Moose Factory, which is under snow a large part of the

year, is only about the same latitude as London. This country was
for forty years the scene of John Horden's labours as missionary

and as bishop. Bishops Newnham and Holmes came after him, buhdps

but both in succession, as we have seen, were transfeiTed to other jj,J,""""

dioceses farther West. Bishop Newnham's journals gave a Holmes.
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specially graphic account of the privations involved in travelling

in such a chmate and sleeping in the open v^ith 60° of frost. " It

is romantic at first," he wrote; "we had tremendous appetites,

and managed to keep up an air of jollity ; but it was more or less

physical misery the whole time." The present Bishop, Dr. J. G.
Anderson, was, as above stated, missionary in charge of the Indian
Settlement near Winnipeg. He has about fifteen clergymen, four

of whom are on the C.M.S. list. Of these, the Eev. E. Eichards
at Fort Hope is a locally engaged man, dating from 1887; the
Eev. W. G. Walton, an Islington man from England, has for over
twenty years been the missionary at Fort George, on the eastern
coast of the Bay, where both Indians and Eskimo are met. Mr.
Walton's work among both peoples has been encouraging, and two
Canadians on a mining expedition told him (in 1902) that they
'' had gained a better idea of religion by travelling about with the
Eskimo than they had ever got in civilization." In 1915 he
reported that there is hardly a family in his extensive district

(GOO miles in length) but has family prayers. Their steadfastness
in keeping the Lord's Day, and their eagerness in attending the
Church services, would be an example anywhere. Fort George
only gets one mail in the winter, brought 500 miles by sleighs

drawn by dogs, and more than once something less desirable has
been brought from the distant Post Office, influenza or measles.
In the winter of 1901-2, the latter disease not only killed the
missionary's own child, but so heavily struck the natives that none
could go to the hunting, and many died of starvation. From Fort
George, Great and Little Whale Elvers are visited, the latter

interesting as the original home of E. J. Peck when he first went
out forty years ago.

The other two men are Mr. Peck and Mr. Greenshield. We
must glance at Mr. Peck's Mission to the Eskimo of Baffin Land
in which so many friends both in England and in Canada have
taken a deep interest. Nominally all that wide and desolate land
is in the diocese of Moosonee, but the Bishop could only have
reached Blacklead Island in Cumberland Sound, where Mr. Peck
worked so long, by going back to Britain and taking the annual
ship from Peterhead; while Lake Harbour, on the shores of

Hudson Strait, where a new Mission is now situated, is little less

difficult of access, though a visit to it does not involve a voyage to

England first.

Blacklead Island was first occupied in 1894, and during the five

years that elapsed before the Centenary Mr. Peck had gradually

gained great influence over the Eskimo, and had taught them
much, but no one liad been baptized. The great day when the

first converts were admitted to the Church was Whit Sunday,
May 26th, 1901. There had been twenty-six candidates, twenty-
four women and two men; but Mr. Peck was resolved to begin
cautiously, and he only accepted three, all women. It is worth
noting that three months after this, on September 2nd, a whaling
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ship brought the news of Queen Victoria's death the previous Pabtii.

January. Then on September 18th came the " Alert," the annual fJL

vessel from home, bringing a new missionary, Mr. Greenshield.

The two men observed a " quiet day " in October, and the answer
to their prayers was given in the following year, when four men
and ten women were baptized, and the number of " adherents

"

rose to eighty. On the other hand, in that year the " Alert" was
wrecked, and for a time the Mission was dependent for letters and
supplies upon an occasional visit from a whaler. Mr. Peck only

heard of his daughter's death in England a year after it occurred.

In 1905 the Society had to charter a small vessel and send her out

with supplies. In the following year, many other difficulties having
arisen owing to the intercourse between the whaling crews and
the Eskimo, it was arranged for Mr. Peck, who had been much
wishing to extend his evangelistic journeys to other parts of those

Arctic Eegions, to be lent to the Canadian Church for the purpose ;

and he has since been engaged in developing a new Mission at i^ake

Lake Harbour on the north side of Hudson Strait, which on the

map does not look more than 250 miles from Cumberland Sound
"as the crow flies," though there is no communication between
them.* This Mission, carried on amid many trials, has already

borne fruit in the baptism of over thirty Eskimo. It is diocesan

work under Bishop Anderson ; but Mr. Peck retains his own
personal connexion with the C.M.S., which has already lasted

forty years.

Mr. Greenshield has continued at Blacklead Island, and the Mr. Green-

Mission there has revived and been marked by much blessing, work ami

Many striking genuine conversions have taken place, including t""'"'^-

the leading medicine men, and there have been many tokens of

their steadfastness. A missionary of the C.C.C.S., on his way to

that Society's Labrador Station at Ungava Bay, came across a

party of Eskimo who had been taught, not by Mr. Peck, but by
Mr. Peck's converts, and found them so well taught that he

baptized fourteen adults and eighteen children. Mr. Greenshield

has had severe trials through the loss of ships and the failure

of supplies ; but his weighty speeches in this country have caused

general thankfulness that he is still able to persevere in his self-

sacrificing work. In 1909, a Dutch vessel in which he sailed

struck an iceberg and sank, and he and the crew escaped in the

lifeboat but lost everything. He was able to take the boat to

Blacklead Island, knowing the coast, and thus saved the men ; for

which service the Queen of Holland conferred on him the Order

of Orange-Nassau.

(5) Turning w^estward again and visiting the Northern dioceses, ^ioce^e of

the first, which lies beyond Saskatchewan and Edmonton, still bears

the name of Athabasca, originally apphed, when Bompas became
the first bishop, to the whole of what Major Butler called the

* The commencement of this new Mission was described by Mr. Peck in the

CM. Rev., Jan., 1910.
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" Wild North Land." Here Bishop Young lived and worked
during a twenty years' episcopate. The diocese remained without
a bishop for five years from 1904 to 1909, but Bishop Eeeve
visited it from Mackenzie Eiver as occasion required. Then
Bishop Holmes succeeded, his i early death putting an end to

great hopes of a long and vigorous episcopate. He was followed
by Bishop Robins, for whom those same hopes may now be
indulged. Athabasca, which nearly coincides with the northern
half of the Province of Alberta, is being increasingly occupied by
immigrants, and is therefore becoming more important ; but the
Indian work is on a small scale, and the majority of the Indians
are Roman Catholics. The Beaver tribe, however, still awaits the
missionary. There are only ten or twelve clergymen, two of whom,
W. G. White at Lesser Slave Lake, and C. E. Weaver at Wapus-
kaw, were on the C.M.S. grant last year ; but Mr. Weaver has
since moved into Saskatchewan Diocese, and come off the Society's

list.

(6) The Diocese of Mackenzie River corresponds with no Canadian
civil province. It lies wholly in the huge wild regions still only
called the North-West Territories. But it contains some impor-
tant fur-collecting posts, and some thousands of Indians and
Eskimo. Fort Simpson, on the River Mackenzie, is regarded as
its centre, and it was to Fort Simpson that Hunter made his

memorable journey of 2000 miles in 1858; and again, it was to

Fort Simpson that Bompas hastened in 1865 to relieve the
supposed dying or dead pioneer McDonald. First from the Red
River to the watershed between the North Saskatchewan and
Athabasca Rivers ; then down the latter stream into Athabasca
Lake, out of which at Fort Chipewyan the united Athabasca and
Peace Rivers form the Slave River ; down the Slave River to

Fort Resolution on Great Slave Lake, crossing that vast sheet

of water, entering the Mackenzie River, and down that mighty
stream, one of the biggest in the world, to Fort Simpson ; so went
the Hudson's Bay Company's fur factors, and so went the mis-
sionaries. But Fort Simpson is hundreds of miles short of the

mouth of the Mackenzie, where its waters pour into the Arctic

Ocean ; and Kirkby and McDonald, in 1860, pushed on, reached
Forts Norman and McPherson, crossed the Rockies near their

northern extremity, and got on to the Yukon River system, and
even into Alaska, now an outlying territory of the United States

of America. These are the vast lands forming the Mackenzie and
Yukon Dioceses, in which for half a century has been carried on
one of the most interesting of C.M.S. Missions ; and in them
have lived and toiled the heroic Bompas and his helpers and
successors.

When our period opened. Bishop Reeve, Archdeacon McDonald,
and the Revs. W. Spendlove, T. J. Marsh, Isaac Stringer, and
C. E. Whittaker, were at work in the Diocese of Mackenzie River,

which had been reduced by the cutting off of the country west
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of the Rockies to form the Diocese of Selkirk (now Yukon). Mr. tart n.

and i\lrs. Spendlove luiderwent great privations both at Fort ^"^I—

Wrigley and on Great Slave Lake, owing to boat accidents

robbing them twice of their year's supphes. " A serious loss," he

wrote, "when the nearest shop is 1000 miles off"' ; and the Slavi

Indians were not an encouraging tribe to labour amongst. Much
more fruitful was the work of the Tukudh Mission, of which Fort

McPherson was the centre. This was the sphere of Archdeacon

McDonald and Vix. Whittaker. Many hundreds of the Tukudh Fi[^t^||^

tribe had been baptized, and there had even been one of them ciergynlan.

ordained, the Eev. John Ttssiettla. He was one of the earliest

converts, and had been for nearly thirty years what was called a
" Christian leader." These " leaders " w^ere not paid catechists.

They lived by their fishing and hunting like their fellows, but

ministered to them as far as their simple knowledge of the Gospel

enabled them. In 1893 Ttssiettla received Deacons' Orders, the

first ordination to the sacred ministry within the Arctic Circle.

Bishop Reeve wrote of bis " humility and consistent godly life and

faithful labours." His name signifies, " Jobn-not-afraid-of-mos-

quitoes." In these regions, we must remember, mosquitoes are

in the short summer even a greater pest than in the tropics.

Ttssiettla's ministry was not a long one. He and bis wife died in

the winter of 1900-01,—Bishop Reeve believed, either of influenza

or measles. In 1903, Bishop Reeve ordained two other men,

William Njootli and Edward Setuchinli. We also read of a

Rev. Amos Njootle, within the last two years.

The usual environment of these remote Missions is effectively Bishop

illustrated by a letter of Bishop Reeve's written shortly before our ^^^''•

period commenced. He enlarged on the advantages then enjoyed

as compared with the condition of things when be went out in 1869.

There was now, he said, "a railway only a thousand miles off" !

He got his letters now " three times a year, occasionally even four

times "
! He could " obtain supplies in nine months "

!
But the

very next winter gave a taste of the grim reality otherwise. The

thermometer fell to 78' below zero or 110° of frost, a figure un-

precedented even in the long experience of Bompas. On the other

hand, in 1900 Bishop Reeve was able to convene at Fort McPherson

a Conference of his clergy—about half-a-dozen !—and a Tukudh

prayer meeting was held at night while the midnight sun was

sliining: but that was on St. Peter's Day, June 29th.

But we have still to visit the remotest of all the stations, indeed, Hersche

the remotest Mission in the world. This is on Herschel Island,

in the Polar Sea, 100 miles west of the mouth of the River

Mackenzie. It is a place resorted to in the sununer by the

American whaling ships. Mr. Stringer visited it in 1894, and Mr. stringer

navigated a canoe on the open sea. He found there some whittaicer.

Eskimo, and taught them Gospel hymns. A blacksmith's smithy

was used as a church, and the anvil for a prayer desk. The

American captains subscribed $000, and a small building was put
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up ; and there Mr. and Mrs. Stringer went to live in 1897. Of
course there is the midnight sun in summer, and perpetual night

for two months in winter. Subsequently Mr. and Mrs. Whittaker
were there for a year or two ; and even when there has been no
regular missionary the island has been visited. In one year, 1910,

Mr. Whittaker baptized 113 Eskimo, and he wrote of the startling

change from their drunken and immoral habits of old to their

dehght in the services and teaching provided for them. Even
externally there is a striking difference. In 1912 he wrote, " Nearly

every man carries a watch, and most houses have clocks ; many
have sewing machines, washing machines, and thermos bottles."

A Hudson's Bay Company's officer, Mr. John Firth, said in 1913,
" They are as different as light from darkness compared with a
few years ago. No one then felt safe when they were about.

They were openly and shamelessly immoral. Now what a change !

You can trust an Eskimo with anything, and morally you would
not know they were the same people." This testimony does not

refer to Herschel Island especially, but to the whole coast.

An effort was made by two Canadian missionaries two or three

years ago to reach the newly-discovered " blonde " Eskimo tribe

on Copper Mine River, several hundred miles to the East, ])ut

their vessel was crushed in the ice.*

The Diocese of Mackenzie River is now, as before stated, under
Bishop Lucas.f Mr. Whittaker is now Archdeacon, and he and
two others, A. J. Vale and W. H. Fry, are on the C.M.S. grant.

The Bishop is an authority on the Slavi language, and in 1908 he
compiled a Slavi Dictionary of 11,000 words.

(6) The diocese cut out of Mackenzie River in 1891, which com-
prises the far north-west corner of the Dominion west of the

Rockies, was at first called Selkirk, from one of the Hudson's Bay
Company's posts ; but owing to the immigration consequent on
the discovery of gold at Klondyke, the Canadian Government
made the territory a Province, and called it Yukon from the

mighty river which rises in it and flows through it into Alaska,

and so into the North Atlantic Ocean near the Behring Strait

;

and it was then thought advisable to change the name of the

Diocese to Yukon. This was not done in the life-time of Bompas,
so he was never Bishop of Yukon, though he was of Selkirk; and
Bishop Stringer, who succeeded him, is the first with the title of

Yukon.
This country used to be approached from the north-west corner

of the Mackenzie River Diocese, over the mountains which divide

them, and down the Porcupine River (an affluent of the Y^ukon)

on the west side. But the development of the Klondyke gold

field has altered this, and it is now much easier to enter from the

Pacific Coast. The climate on that side of the Rockies is much

* See narrative by the Rev. W. H. Fry, CM. lieview, April, 1914.

t Before his appointment, Bishop Stringer visited the diocese, and sent a

full account of it, which appeared in the CM. Review, July, 1913.
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less severe than on the Mackenzie. Bishop Bompas latterly part 11.

lived at Carcross, not far from the west coast ; but Bishop Chap. 36.

Stringer resides at Dawson, the capital, in the Klondyke district.

Only two of his few clergy are C.M.S. missionaries in the full Archdeacon

sense,— Archdeacon Canham, now at Carcross, who is a veteran
of thirty-four years' standing, and B. Totty, of Moosehide, who has
been out twenty-three years. Besides these two, one of the
Canadians has been on the C.M.S. grant, J. Hawksley, who has
been in the country nearly thirty years ; but he has lately taken
the Government office of Indian agent for the Yukon territory,

with Bishop Stringer's approval. At one time he was working at

Fort Yukon, which was occupied as a C.M.S. station in the beUef
that it was the frontier outpost of Canada ; but a more careful

official survey showed that it was on the American side of the
longitudinal line which divides British territory from the United
States territory of Alaska ; and the work was handed over to the

American Episcopal Church.
But although Yukon Diocese is now nearer to civilization than Bishop

Mackenzie Eiver, Bishop Stringer knows what perils and privations stringer's

mean. It was he who attempted to cross the dividing line between escape,

the two dioceses through the mountains in 1909, was caught by
the early winter, and narrowly escaped death. He and his com-
panions spent several nights in the open without fires ; their rations

were exhausted, and they had to cook and eat their seal-skin

boots ; and then within twenty miles of Fort McPherson they

—

like Captain Scott and his party in the Antarctic—found they had
no strength to go farther, and would have perished, but that a

party of Indians suddenly appeared, and saved their lives. Then
in 1912 the Bishop was suddenly taken ill with appendicitis 600
miles from Dawson, and his wife and the doctor travelled that dis-

tance on the rivers to reach him.

What now is the result of the Missions in the eight dioceses in

which the C.M.S. works ? They have, of course, been much
affected by the immigration of the last few years. Nothing is

more deleterious to the progress of the Gospel among aborigmal

races than intercourse with dominant white people who, though

nominally Christian, manifest little of the spirit of Christianity.

The reports again and again refer to this hindrance. The late Effects of

Bishop Holmes, in 1903, was asked by an Indian whether there - (^iv^ia?

were any Christian white men besides the missionaries, "for," he tion."

said, " I have not seen one ; they are the people who teach us the

worst things that we know." That was not a strictly correct

statement if we read " worst " literally, but it was none the less

significant of the actual fact. The white man's " fire water," as

the Indians call ardent spirits, has indeed wrought infinite harm,

despite praiseworthy pi'ohibitory regulations by the Government.

The work among the immigrants of ISIr. Lloyd, who was for some
time Archdeacon in Saskatchewan Diocese, and who is so popular
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in England, is justly commemorated in the name of the rising

town of Lloydminster, but it is grievous to read of the Indians
resorting thither to get drink. An older town, also with a name
of honour, Prince Albert, has, or had, a bad name in this respect,

and also for gambling, and for the other great vice alluded to in

Mr. Hines's report in 1908 of the arrival of a number of Japanese
women to start houses of ill-fame. Bishop Anderson, in 1913,
referring to the coasts of Hudson's Bay and the prospectors there,

wrote, " The Indian women are afraid to go out and fish when
their relatives are absent on their voyages."
But there are exceptions to reports of this kind. It is pleasant

to read Bishop Eeeve's words in 1899 about the miners who had
come to seek their fortune in his diocese :

" My tears proved
groundless. There has been no drinking and no rowdyism. Our
Sunday services are well-attended, and surprise is expressed at the
good behaviour of the Indians. Testaments and Sankey's Hymns
are thankfully accepted." Bishop Stringer of Yukon wrote to

much the same effect in 1908.
Concerning the Indian Christians, there is much in the Eeports

to gladden the hearts of the readers, particularly from the remoter
stations where evil influences are less frequent and less potent.

Attendance on Christian worship has been generally exemplary.
Again and again are we told of bands traveUing hundreds of miles
to be present at Christmas and Easter services or for confirmation.
On one occasion, when a large party of Chipewyans came to

Churchill, they asked to be taught about the Second Coming of

Christ. " We always hear," they said, " of what God has done
;

we want to know what He is going to do." In parts of the
Moosonee and Keew^atin Dioceses, " neither magistrate, policeman,
nor jail is needed among the scattered 5000 Indians." Bishop
Lofthouse has again and again written in thankful terms of his

Indian people ; for instance, in 1910, " It is a joy to see the
earnest and devoted spirit shown by the Indians at all their

services, and the bringing into their daily hfe of the Bible teaching
in which they are so well grounded. Eeligion is a real thing to

them." And in 1913, " At SpUt Lake, 275 miles from York, 280
were present at the Sunday services, out of a total population of

304, of whom quite a dozen were absent from the station ; more
than 100 communicated ; and the collection amounted to nearly
$100." And Bishop Anderson found that at Fort George and
Whale Eiver " there were family prayers in every tent."

Independent testimonies are frequently cited in the Eeports.
Here are two or three taken almost at random :

—

The Deputy Superintendent-Genex'al of Indian Affairs wrote
officially in 1903 of the Indians of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and
Calgary: "There has probably been no more potent factor in the

elevation of the Indians than the religious instruction afforded

them ])y the missionaries of the various Churches, who are

devotedly working to inculcate the principles of Christianity among
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these people, and who, moreover, largely co-operate in the work of part ir.

their secular instruction." chap. 36.

Certain travellers in the Klonclyke Country in 1905 fell in with
several hands of Indians and found them gathered every evening
for prayer, while on Sunday all work ceased and services were
held, in which the " Chi'istian leaders " gave addresses. " While
they [the travellers] did not understand what was heing said, yet,

hy the evident earnestness of the speakers they felt that Gospel
truths were being uttered in sincerity, and the reverent demeanour
of the Indians was a sight they would not readily forget.'' These,
no doubt, would be Tukudh.

Archdeacon McDonald, in 1900, quoted the testimony of four
persons, two military officers, a doctor, and an ex-mayor :

—

" As an instance of how goods can be left unmolested anywhei'e, a
quantity of flour was left along tlie river bank, where it must have been
seen by dozens of Indians, and although it remained there eighteen
months it was not disturbed."

" Mr. and Mrs. Marsh and their assistants are doing good work here
[at Hay Eiver], and I tell you they deserve the sympathy of all

Christian people."
" Through the good work done here [Fort McPherson] many of these

wild men of the woods have been brought to a knowledge of the truth."
" Of Mr. Stringer I cannot say too much . . . the whalers and officers

of the revenue cutters are loud in his praises."

Comparative statistics fail in these Missions to give us correct

impressions. We only hear the number of Christians and of

baptisms from those few stations where there are still full C.M.S.
missionaries ; and as the number of these diminishes, the returns

naturally show smaller figures. Taking them as we find them,
we see that the Christian Indians under the care of the C.M.S.
men at the time of the Centenary numbered about 12,000, and
that those now under corresponding care number about 8000.

Many more, of course, are in districts helped by the Society's

block grants. The number of baptisms reported in the sixteen

years was, adults 1001, children 8707 ; which shows that the

pastoral care of Christians has become a larger part of the work
then the reception of new converts.

A census of Indians in the Dominion of Canada was taken in Census of

1914, which showed that they number 106,490, besides 3447
Eskimo. Of the Indians, 20,962 were entered as Eoman Catholics

and 11,542 as Anglicans. But only 9437 were entered as Pagans,

and in many parts the religions were not stated at all ; so probably

there were many more Anglicans and Eoman Catholics, and a
large number of Presbyterians and Methodists.

It remains to explain what has actually been done by the c.M.s.

Society in the direction of what has been called its " with-
^^^J.^l'"

drawal " from North-West Canada. Although the word, was
incorrect when it was much in use twenty years ago, there is
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Part II. a sense in which it has heen partially true lately. In the tirsfc

—L place, only one new missionary has been sent out froua England
in the fifteen years, Mr. Greenshield ; though in one or two cases

Islington students have been recommended to one or other of the

dioceses for employment. In the second place, the Committee had
for many years felt that, seeing the smallness of the Indian popula-

tion when compared with those of Asia and Africa, and the pastoral

character of the work now that the majority of the Indians are

at least nominally Christians, it was not right to expend upon them
considerable sums urgently needed in the great non-Christian

fields ; and in 1902 it was planned to transfer the whole work
gradually to the Colonial Church, as had been done in New
Zealand. It proved, however, that the Canadian Church was not

prepared to undertake the responsibility in the same way that the

New Zealand Church had done, and for a year or two no progress

was made. But the Society's financial difficulties soon compelled
immediate attention to the problem ; and eventually it was
arranged to deal directly and separately with the difi^erent dioceses.

The Society's grants to the episcopal stipends (now five) must
of course be continued, and the missionaries sent forth from this

country must be maintained. For all other purposes the existing

grant in each case would be a block grant, to be used at the

discretion of the Bishop and his Synod, but to be reduced by
one-twelfth each year ; with the further provision that whenever
any one of the missionaries still fully supported should cease to

need that support through death or otherwise, a certain sum
should be added to the diminishing grant. There were two or

three exceptions to the rule of the scheme; for instance, Mr.
Peck's Blacklead Island Mission was to be outside it altogether,

and the grants to St. John's College were to be continued. Under
this scheme, the expenditure has been gradually reduced from
£14,000 in 1903 to £5000 in 1914 (exclusive of British Columbia).

Meanwhile the Church in Canada has increased its practical

help to the north-west dioceses, in giving both workers and
money. The large majority of the clergy are now Canadians, and
there are also a good many Christian women working under them,
called forth by the energy of the "Women s Auxiliary of the

Missionary Society of the Canadian Church.
Hfipes for Mr. Bardslcy and Mr. Baylis, en route for Japan and China,
the future, pegged through Canada, and were able to meet some of the

bishops and missionaries, and discuss with them the future of the

Indian work ; and there is good reason to hope that developments
of importance may be in the near future. If the Missionary.

Society of the Church of Canada should find itself able to take up
the interests of the Indians in the Dominion systematically, there

will be the best guarantee for vigorous efforts to shepherd the

scattered bands of Christians, and to reach the few, and parti-

cularly the Eskimo, yet unevangelized. The Society is ready to

co-operate so far as its resources will allow.
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The British Columbia Mission.

Retrospect of the Mission— Bishops Ridley and Du Vernet- Church
Organization- The Staff and the Work—Results of the Mission-
Independent Testimonies—Evil Influences—Past and Future.

I

HE British Columbia Mission was formerly called the TARxir.

North Pacific Mission. In fact, when Admiral chap^a?.

Prevost took William Duncan out to carry the Ketrospect
Gospel message to the Tsimshean Indians of that "'".t''.e

far-otf coast in 1856, the name British Columbia had ^
'**'""*

not yet been invented, for the Colony was not established until

1858. It had no formal connexion with Canada in those days,
nor did it join the federation and become part of the Dominion
until 1871. The " North Pacific Mission " has always been quite
distinct from the " North-West America Mission," and when the
latter name was changed for " North-West Canada," the former
remained separate with the new name corresponding with that
of the Province.

This Mission was a popular one from the first, owing to the
success of Mr. Duncan with the Indians amongst whom he so
bravely flung himself ; and great was the sorrow when his refusal
to work on Church lines, even the most simple and evangelical,
led to the secession of 1881. But the heroic travels and incom- Bisiiop

parable letters of Bishop Ridley called forth further sympathy as
the years went on, and as the w^ork developed under his guidance.
Metlakatla continued the centre. There were stations up the
Naas and Skeena Rivers, which flow into the sea north and south
of Metlakatla ; also up the Stickine River still further north ; also
at the small Island of Kitkatla ; and on Queen Charlotte Islands

;

and far to the south, on Vancouver Island.
Bishop Ridley continued his self-denying labours until 1904,

when he retired in weakened health after a twenty-five years'

episcopate. Mrs. Ridley, herself a most devoted missionary, had
died at Metlakatla in 1896. The Bishop continued in England to

delight congregations and audiences w^th his thriUing reminis-
cences for a few years ; but he went to his rest on Mai'ch 25th, 1911,
forty-five years after his first going forth to India. The power of

his utterances was strikingly manifested at the great Ecumenical
Missionary Conference at New York in 1900, which, he attended.

Ridley.
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as one of the C.M.S. representatives. American Christians had
until then generally sympathized with Duncan in the old con-

troversy, and in their publications such expressions as " prelatical

autocracy " had not been infrequent ; but after his one address at

that one gathering of 4000 people, these expressions seem to have
been seldom repeated. Whatever their particular views of the

ecclesiastical question, they once for all recognized in Bishop
Ridley a true missionary of the highest calibre.

To the vacant See of Caledonia was appointed a much respected

clergyman of Toronto, the Rev. F. H. Du Vernet, who had been

Honorary Secretary of the C.M.S. Canadian Auxiliary. He has

laboured with great devotion, and the Church is now regularly

organized in the diocese. A Synod was formed in 1905, and since

then the new ecclesiastical Province of British Columbia has
become an integral division of the Canadian Church. A Theo-
logical School has been established at Vancouver, called Latimer
College, on the lines of Wycliffe College, Toronto, and it has be-

come a Hall connected with the Provincial Theological Institution.

British Columbia has been regarded by the Society as a field

which should eventually be worked by the Church of Canada.
The Tsimsheans, and the Hydahs of Queen Charlotte Island,

are all now Christianized, and among the inland tribes, Nishkas,

Gitikshans, &c., the nominal heathen are a small minority. The
work, therefore, is mainly pastoral, and the Society's efforts should,

as in the other Canadian Provinces, be in aid of the Church's
local Missions rather than Foreign Missions of the ordinary kind.

But all C.M.S. folk would be glad that its resources should be

used as far as possible to aid a diocese with such a record of

spiritual blessing as that of Caledonia.

In 1899 the mission staff comprised nine clergymen, three

laymen, nine wives, and eight other women, total 29 ; and four

others were added in the next two years. The staff in 1914 we
find reduced to five clergymen, five wives, and three other women,
total 13. In these figures the two successive bishops are included.

The only deaths in the field in our period were those of the wife of

the Rev. J. B. McCullagh, in 1900, of typhoid fever ; and of the

Rev. R. W. Gurd a few months ago, after nearly 30 years' service.

Among those who have retired are three veterans : Canon J. H.
Keen, who was in Moosonee Diocese from 1875 to 1882, rejoined

for this Mission in 1890, and laboured until 1914, making thirty

years of missionary life ; A. J. Hall, whose services extended to

thirty-seven years, 1877 to 1914 ; and A. E. Price, thirty years,

1887 to 1915. Of tbe ten women missionaries, who have done
most patient and faithful work, three have been transferred to

China, Miss Carleton and Misses A. J. and R. L. Edwards ; and
one (since retired) to Ceylon. Tlio existing staff consists mainly
of veterans ; Ai-chdeacon Collison, with over 40 years' service

;

Mr. McCullagh, with over 30 years ; Mr. Field with nearly

30 years, besides his previous eight years in the Yoruba
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Country and Ceylon ; Mr. Corker, with 25 years ; Miss West Part ii.

23 years ; Miss Jackson, 18 years ; Miss Soal, 13 years. Bishop ^^^2ll^'
DuVernet's younger men and women are sent him by the Canadian
Church.
The work of the Mission, in addition to the pastoral care of the

Indian Christians, the additions from time to time to their number
by instruction and baptism, and evangelistic tours on the rivers,

has consisted largely of homes for Indian boys and girls.

Those at Metlakahtla are called Eidley Homes. Some of them Metia-

and some elementary schools have been taken over by the ^^^^^^'

Government. The women missionaries have had a large share
in the conduct of these. There were small medical missions for

a time worked by Dr. Vernon Ardagh for some years up to 1902,*
and by Dr. Webb of the Victoria Association for a shorter period
up to 1901. Mr. McCullagh's remarkable work at Aiyansh on Aiyansh.

Naas Eiver has been detailed in his graphic letters,f telling of
a people exhibiting, industrially, socially, and rehgiously, improve-
ment of a very striking character. Archdeacon Collison, the
original missionary to the fierce Hydahs of Queen Charlotte Queen
Islands—-still the finest race in those parts and now entirely charJotte

tamed,!—had the gratification of seeing his son, the Eev. W. E.
Collison, in charge there for some years, while he himself carried
on the older Kincolith Mission on the mainland. Work among
Chinese coolies on the Skeena Eiver was done for a time by a skeena

Chinese evangelist lent by the Bishop of the neighbouring diocese ^'^^'•

of New Westminster.
One section of the Mission is not in the Diocese of Caledonia, Alert Baj'.

but in that of Columbia. This is at Alert Bay, on Vancouver
Island. Mr. Hall and Mr. Corker were the missionaries there
through most of our period, the latter having an Industrial School.
This Mission has in fact been Mr. Hall's work from its beginning
more than thirty years ago.§ He has been the evangehst and the
pastor, and he has given the Kwagutl tribe there the fragments of

Scripture which they have in their own language. The Bishops
of Columbia have given pleasant accounts of the work when they
have visited the station for confirmations. The present Suffragan
Bishop of Willesden, Dr. Perrin, in particular, who occupied the
see for some years, wrote in terms of great satisfaction and thank-
fulness of a whole week's visit which he paid in 1901, describing

* Dr. Ardagh returned to British Columbia in 1911, and was ordained by
Bishop DuVernet for work in his diocese.

t See especially CM. jReuicw;, July and Sept., 1912; also Bishop DuVernet's
letter, March, 1913,

J When Bishop DuVernet went to Queen Charlotte Islands to hold a
confirmation in Dec, 1906, he spent Christmas Day in a native boat on the
open sea, beating up against head winds. A Hydah Christian brass band was
with him, who played and sang Christmas hymns and anthems. The captain
and crew were described as " well-dressed, highly intelligent, polite,—the
Norsemen of the Pacific." And the Hydahs had been once the terror of the
whole coast.

§ See Mr. HaU's account of this Mission, CM. Rev., .\ug., 1912.

2u
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the various services held, the schools he examined, the people he

talked to. His addresses were interpreted hy a Mrs. Cook, an
Indian woman knowing English well; and on another occasion

she brought him the Collects from Advent to Trinity translated by
herself into the Kwagutl language. The present Bishop is Dr.

A. Scriven.

One of the events of our period was the celebration in October,

1907, of the Jubilee of the first commencement of the Mission by
Duncan. Special services were held and thankofferings made.

It had been hoped that Duncan's Indians at his now independent

Mission, not a long distance away but within American territory,

might have joined in the commemoration, but this hope was not

realized. However, Mr. Collison and Mr. McCullagh visited New
Metlakahtla, and were very cordially received by Duncan, still

vigorous though white with his half-century of labour, and by his

people. Mr. Duncan retired finally a year or two ago, at the age

of 82.

An earlier and less happy event was the great fire at Metla-

kahtla on July 22nd, 1901, which destroyed the large church, the

schools and homes, the Church Army Hall, the guest-house for

Indian visitors, the boat-houses with all the boats, and Bishop
Eidley's own house with his library, valuable manuscripts. Scrip-

ture translations, grammars, folk-lore, &c., these last a loss irre-

pai-able. The men of the settlement were all away at the salmon

fishing, and the ladies and the Indian women had the whole of

the work of fighting the flames. As one and another caught fire

herself in saving the children, her fellow-workers poured water

over her. They used axes and levers to break down the wooden
viaduct which led to the Indian town, and thus prevented the

destruction of the whole settlement. But the calamity called

forth great sympathy. Bishop Eidley was in England at the

time, and gifts poured upon him to help in the restoration ; and
the Indians themselves contributed most handsomely £350 in

money and £400 in labour. In due time new buildings were
provided, and the new church was consecrated in October, 1903.

But the anxiety and labour caused to the Bishop hastened his

retirement. A large new church was also built at Kincolith by
the Indians themselves to replace one burnt down earlier.

The general results of the Mission have often astonished

strangers. Just at the commencement of our period, some
miners came up the coast armed with rifles, revolvers, and bowie

knives, and their surprise when they found these things not

needed knew no bounds. " Well," said a stalwart American to

Archdeacon Collison, "I never had any faith in mission work
before, but I guess if I return to my country I shall tell every one

what I have seen here." A doctor who visited Aiyansh said, " I

am converted right down to the bottom." Another man is thus

reported :
" Ef I had not seen it myself, and that thar preacher

down Aiyansh 'ad told it back East, I'd a sed he wuz lyin'
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straight! " Bishop DuVornet wrote in 1908 : "The testimony of Part 11.

engineers at the head of surveying parties is exceedingly vahiable. ^^— '

Never once have I heard a charge against the Indians in their

employ of being dishonest or violent, unless caused by drink

supplied by white men. If those engineers had come 50 years

ago their scalps might have been hanging from some rocky cliffs.

Kincohth means tly Rode of sral^-is."

But the results noticed by average men are the external signs Evii

of advancing civilization. The missionaries look below the ^n'i"''"*^^^.

surface ; and they observe there causes for both thankfulness

and sorrow. They rejoice to find genuine Christians, converted

from utter barbarism, " clothed and in their right mind." * Chief

Sheuksh, with whose name Bishop Eidley made us so familiar,

and who died in the faith in 1901, w^as a type of very many
others ; such an one as a fine chief who said his experience in

coming to certain " after-meetings " was like that of a snake which
rids itself of its old skin by struggling through the fork of a tree

and leaving the skin behind it. " The Lord," he said, " assisted

me to get rid of my old ways, and the Gospel has covered me
with a new skin." But there is the other side; much nominal

Christianity, and little real devotion to Christ. Naturally the

increasing white population on the coast has not helped true

religion. Drink has been, as elsewhere, a sad source of evil,

notwithstanding government regulations against its supply to the

Indians.! Indian constables have seized vessels conveying ardent

spirits, and traders have been imprisoned ; but the illicit traffic

has gone on, and Metlakahtla Christians have yielded to temptation,

and appeared in police courts charged with intemperance. But
not all white settlers have exercised a bad influence. Some of the

miners have not only been steady and well-educated, but have

attended and appreciated the Christian services. In recent years,

however, the land question which caused so much trouble in New
Zealand has caused great difficulty here ; and as the Indians look

upon all white men as one body, the missionaries have shared the

unpopularity and suspicion that have been caused.

The diminution in the number of Christians connected with the

C.M.S. which has to be reported is not, however, due altogether

to these causes, though they have probably not been without

influence. In 1899 there were 1170 baptized Christians. They
rose in the next few years to 1600. They are now just under

1000. The statistical details have evidently been sometimes

defective. They report only 250 adult baptisms in the sixteen

* The C.M.S. Gazette of Feb., 1914, contained an'account of Sarah Legale,

(laughter of the famous great chief who was Duncan's great opponent half a

century ago, and whose conversion at that time caused so much rejoicing.

She was engaged by Bishop Ridley for school work, and for many years
" exhibited in a marked degree the high and noble ideals which her name
[which means " mountain "] and rank indicated." She died in 1913.

t See ]Mr. McCullagh's graphic account of his fight with the drink trafl&c at

Aiyansh, in the CM. Revieio, July, 1912.
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Part II. years, yet the letters tell of more than half that number in one
lap^ '• year. But the apparent diminution is mainly, if not wholly, due

to some of the stations not being now under the charge of the
Society's Mission. Queen Charlotte Islands, for instance, where
the conversion of the Hydahs has been a notable triumph of

the Gospel, are not now on the list at all.

Past, and Metlakahtla will undoubtedly in the future undergo a great
luture. transformation. The terminus on the shores of British Columbia

of the projected Grand Trunk Pacific Eailway is only six

miles from the Mission. That will bring the Indians more
material prosperity, but it will not foster their spiritual life. The
simplicity of the early converts must inevitably be lost ; and we
must not be surprised if the reports on the congregations continue

to be, as they have been lately, less favourable than formerly.

All the more may we be thankful for the many who in past years

have " departed this life in God's faith and fear." As Mr. Ridge-
way (the founder and first editor of the CM. Intelligencer) once
said of New Zealand, " There was a spring-time in the Mission
when ... a plentiful harvest of golden fruit was calculated upon,
perhaps too confidently. . . . There has been a blight upon the

crop; but a first crop iras gathered in and housed." And, please

God, there shall be many years of fruitful harvests yet, as in fact

there have been in New Zealand. "The same Lord over all is

rich unto all that call upon Him."

The When, in 1866, the Canadians were considering plans for the

and flv's*" federation of the different provinces, then mutually independent,
Dominion, the question arose of a title for it, A member rose and said that

in the Psalms for that day occurred the words, " His dominion
shall be from sea to sea," and he suggested that the name
"Dominion of Canada," be adopted; and eventually this sug-

gestion was acted on. Since then New Zealand also has become
a Dominion ; and although Australia is a Commonwealth and
South Africa a Union, the term " Dominions " has become a general

name for the self-governing Colonies. May it be true of them all

that " His dominion," the Lord's dominion, is acknowledged, and
that to extend His dominion over the whole earth is one object of

their existence.



CHAPTER XXXVIII.

The New Zealand Misston.

Transfer of the Mission to the Colonial Church—Deaths of Veteran

Missionaries—The Maori Clergy and People—The New Zealand

CM. Association—Centenary of Samuel Marsden.

HERE is now no New Zealand Mission of the C.M.S. part ii.

But in 1899 the old Mission was still being carried on f^'hapj^s.

under the Society's auspices, and a brief notice of its ^he Mission

final transfer to the Church of New Zealand has now transferred
to the

to be given. colonial

It had long been clear that this transfer w^ould have,to be made. <^'h"reh.

The problem was entirely different from that of China or Japan,

where, in due time, the native race would be dominant in the

Church. The Maori Christians must not become a distinct

Church independent of the growing and influential Church of the

Colony, but must remain within its fold under the care of its

authorities. But the Church was not yet ready to bear the cost,

and the Society was obliged to continue its financial support for a

time. In 1883 an arrangement had been made, committing the

entu'6 ministration of the Mission to a local Board under the

Bishops, and the Society contributed (1) all personal allowances

to missionaries, (2) the revenue from the lands it had purchased

long ago, to be used to supplement the contributions of the Maori

Christians for the support of the native clergy, (3) a lump grant

towards other expenses, which should be reduced by five per cent,

each year until it ceased. This scheme had been at work sixteen

years at the date of the Centenary.

There w^ere in New Zealand at that date the following mis- Veterans
of 1899.

sionaries :

—

{(i) Bishop Hadfield of Wellington, a veteran of over sixty

years' standing, having gone out in 1838, three years before

Bishop Selwyn, and having been consecrated in 1870.

ib) Seven members of the Williams family to whom New Zea-

land ow^es so much. These must be carefully introduced. In

1822-25 went out two brothers, Henry and William Williams,

who above all others were the real evangelists of the Maori

people. Both were made Archdeacons by Bishop Selwyn, and

William became the first Bishop of Waiapu. The seven of their

descendants in the Mission in 1899 were-(l) Mrs. Hadfield,
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daughter of H. W. and wife of the Bishop of Welhngton
; (2)

Archdeacon Samuel "WilHams, son of H. W., and Archdeacon in

Waiapu Diocese
; (3) his wife, daughter of Bishop W. W.

; (4)

Bishop W. Leonard WilHams, third Bishop of Waiapu (who in

1895 succeeded the second Bishop, Stuart), son of W. W.
; (5)

Eev. Alfred O. Williams, son of Archdeacon Samuel Williams

and grandson of H, W.
; (6) Eev. Arthur F. Williams, grandson

of H. W.
; (7) Eev. Herbert W. Williams, son of Bishop W. L.

Williams, and grandson of Bishop W. W.
(c) Three others locally engaged ; Archdeacon E. B. Clarke, son

of George Clarke, and the Eev. G. Maunsell, son of Archdeacon
Maunsell, both early missionaries ; and Eev. J. McWilliam.

{(T) One from England, the Eev. W. Goodyear, sent out in 1878
with J. S. Hill, who was afterwards Bishop in West Africa.

(i?) One woman supplied by the New Zealand CM. Association,

Miss Eosamond Blakiston.

(
/) And five wives besides the two above named.
Two others came on to the roll locally in the Centenary year,

the Eevs. H. A. Hawkins and F. A. Bennett, the latter a half-

breed Maori of high character and wide influence.

Within the next few years several of these died : Archdeacon
Clarke, after 40 years' important service, in 1900 ; Mrs. S.

Williams, after 54 years of married life, in 1900 ; Mrs. Hadfield,

after 50 years of married life, in 1902 ; Bishop Hadfield, after 66

years' service (34 as Bishop), in 1909; Archdeacon Samuel
Williams, after 60 years' service, in 1907, at the age of 85 ; G.

Maunsell, after 40 years' service, in 1907 \ W. Goodyear, after 35

years' service, in 1914. Bishop Hadfield was the closest friend in

New Zealand of Bishop Selwyn, and his name occurs frequently

in Selwyn's biography. He originally went out in doubtful

health, yet he outlived all his contemporaries, and did noble work
for the Church and the Church's Lord. Archdeacon S. Williams,

by his skilful management of land which the Government, after

the Maori War, almost forced upon him, became a wealthy man
;

but he lived simply to the last, and gave tens of thousands of

pounds both to Church work in New Zealand and to Missions in

many parts of the world.

When the final transfer of the Mission took place in 1903, it

left on the Society's roll only Bishop W. L. Williams, Archdeacon
S. Williams, Mr. McWilliam, and Mr. Goodyear. Bishop Williams

resigned his see in 1908, and tlae others have died ; so the last

official link wdth the old Mission is now broken.

During the twenty years of gradual diminution of the Society's

general grant, the Church of New Zealand did not very energeti-

cally bestir itself to prepare to take over the charge of the Maori

work ; but when at length the transfer was actually effected, it

rose to the occasion. It formed a Maori Mission Board, which
had to start with the revenue from the Society's lands, nearly a

£1000 avear: and arrangements were made for each diocese to
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be responsible for its own Maori congregations, and also to collect part ii.

for the general fund. In 1906 the offertories, siibscriptions, &c. ^''"p- .^^"

of the Church amounted to £3272, and the Maoris contributed
£1252. Archdeacon \Yilliams was also a large donor, so there
was every reason for thankfulness and hope.

The Maori clergy have all along borne an important part, l)otli Maori

in the pastoral care of the congregations and in the missionary
'^'^''^^•

efforts to win back those who broke away from Christianity at

the time of the war half-a-century ago, and their descendants. In
1899 there were 38 ordained Maoris on the list, many having died
in the previous years ; and the same number in 1903, deaths
having balanced the further ordinations. Nine of those then at

work had been 25 years or more in Orders ; but none of those
ordained by Bishop Selwyn remain alive. Up to 1903 about
seventy Maoris had been ordained to the ministry of the Church,
in itself a wonderful proof of the blessing of God vouchsafed to

the Mission.

The Training Institution at Gisborne was continuing in its good
work. H. W. Williams had been long in charge, but he had
taken a district, and he was followed by the Eev. F. W. Chat-

terton, a clergyman from Nelson. Most of the Maori clergy

were trained there. Good use was also made of lay readers. A
happy influence had been exercised by a band of young Maoris
who had been educated at Te Aute College, an important school

conducted by John Thornton, a school-master who had worked
under the C.M.S. in India, and supervised by Archdeacon S.

Williams. They had formed an Old Boys' Association for the

improvement, socially and religiously, of their countrymen, and
had done much to promote temperance and good order as well as

to expound the Gospel. When in the summer of 1901 the Duke
and Duchess of Cornwall and York, our present King and Queen,

visited New Zealand, several thousand Maoris gathered at Eotorua
to welcome them ; and while these loyal natives were there en-

camped, their ministers conducted services morning and evening.

It is interesting to add that a Maori contingent went with the Maori

New Zealand force to the Dardanelles in the present War, the the°Frout.

first Polynesian troops to be brought to Europe. The leader of

their war dance was a graduate of New Zealand University, and
wrote "M.A,, LL.D.," after his name.
The Census of 1901 showed the Maori population to be about Census of

42,500, of whom 18,000 were reckoned as Church members,
namely, 7500 in Auckland Diocese, 8000 in Waiapu, 2500 in

Wellington. Some 13,000 belonged to the Eoman Catholics,

Wesleyans, and others ; and some 12,000 were not attached to

any body of Christians, though not actually heathen.

On the Church of New Zealand generally it is not the business T^l^^^
of this book to report ; nor on its own great " foreign mission "in church

Melanesia, founded by Selwyn and Patteson. But mention should
5,^c°iatkfu.

be made of the New Zealand Church Missionary Association,
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founded in 1893 for the purpose of giving Church people a share

in the general evangelization of the vv^orld. For it not only sends

forth and supports those who desire, and are found fitted, to

engage in missionary work in Asia and Africa, but also supplies

and maintains workers in the Maori districts of New Zealand
itself, and in Melanesia. According to the Eeport presented by it

to the Triennial General Synod of New Zealand in 1913, it had
supported fifteen missionaries, five in New Zealand, two in Mela-
nesia, four in India, three in China, and one in Japan. Those in

New Zealand were all women, whose services in visiting and
teaching Maori women and girls would be of the greatest value.

One of them, the Miss Blakiston above mentioned, who, though a

Colonial by birth, belongs to a well-known English family, had
lately retired after fifteen years' earnest labours.

And so we bid farewell to perhaps the most romantic of all the

C.M.S. Missions ; one whose history is of the deepest interest,

and which was privileged to bring many thousands from a once
cannibal race into the fold of Christ, The remnant of Christians

still remaining notwithstanding the constant lessening of the

population shovild always have a place in our thanksgivings and
prayers. We take leave of the Mission at a singularly appro-

priate time, for the Centenary of Samuel Marsden's first visit was
celebrated at Christmas, 1914. It was Marsden who found time,

amid his arduous duties among the convicts in New South Wales,
to care for the Maori race in New Zealand. It was he who, on
his one visit to England during his forty years' colonial service,

invited the C.M.S. to undertake a Mission to that people. It was
he who took the first party from Sydney to New Zealand, across

a thousand miles of ocean, in a small vessel purchased by him-
self. It was he who on Christmas Day, 1814, preached the first

Christian sermon in New Zealand.* On that day began the long

series of events which led eventually to the foundation of the

British Colony, now one of the great Dominions of the Empire.

f

* On March 12th, 1907, in the presence of the Bishop of Auckland (Dr.

Neligan) and many of the clergy and great numbers of Christian Maoris,

a fine Celtic cross, twenty feet high, erected on the spot where that first

Christian service had been held in 1814, was unveiled by the Governor, Lord
Plunket.

t An admirable sketch of Marsden's career, and of its wonderful results, by
Bishop Neligan, late of the Diocese of Auckland, appeared in The East and
The West of Jan., 1915. The whole story of the Mission is told at considerable

length in the History of the C.M.S., and, in a short form, in a small book,

The Story of the Ne2V Zealand Mission, recently published by the Society.

There was an interesting address on the Past and the Present of the Maori
Race, by the Rev. Hare Maihi Ruarangi, in the CM. Review of Sept., 1907.

—

Since this was written, an excellent History of the Church in New Zealand
has appeared, by one of the leading clergymen of the Dominion, Canon H. T.

Purchas. It is published in London by Sampson Low & Co,



CHAPTEE XXXIX.

Ecclesiastical Problems of the Mission Field.

I. Native Church Organization.

One Object of Missions the Building Upof the Church—The Memorandum
of 1901—C.M.S. Obligations and Limitations—Practical Steps to-

wards forming Autonomous Churches—Relation of the Mission to the

Infant Church—Two more Memoranda—A Common Mistake Sum-
mary of the Subject.

|0 sooner was the C.M.S. Centenary over, than the
^^y.^^

Society set itself to consider certain important pro- _!l'

blems in the foreign mission field. One of these, the

devolution of mission administration to local govern-

ing bodies, is noticed in Chap. XLIII. Another, a much
more serious and difficult one, is the subject of the larger part of

this chapter, the Future of the Churches in the Mission Field.

Part IV. of the official " Eegulations " of the C.M.S. begins with

the following short statement :

—

The object of Missions is twofold : (1) the Evangelization of the World ; Object of

(2) the Edification, i.e. in the strict literal sense, the Building up, of the Missions.

Church.
The use of the word Edification in the New Testament shows that the

divine purpose is not merely to "edify" (as we commonly say) the

individual, bat to build up the "edifice," the Church, the Christian

community. This does not exclude the work of the Holy Spirit in the

heart of the individual. Each " stone " in the " edifice " must be shaped

and polished and fitted for its place ; but this is done, as the figure

suggests, not so much for the benefit of the " stone " as for the benefit of

the "edifice." Such is the teaching of the Epistle to the Epbesians

especially.

The word " Edification " may be used either of the Visible Church, the

professing Christian community, or of the Invisible or Spiritual Church,

which is the true Body of Christ, composed only of those individual souls

in true and living union with Him,— a distinction often ignored, but

plainly indicated in the New Testament and explained by that great

Anglican theologian, Hooker {Eccl. Fol. iii. I.). In these pages, however,

we are concerned only with the communities of baptized Christians which

form the Visible Church.
To build up or "edify" the Visible Church is one aim of :\Iissions.

This is the object of organizing independent local Churches. If

Christianity is for all races, all races should eventually have their place

within the organization of the Visible Catholic or Universal Church
;
but
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Part II. it is agreed on all hands that Asiatic or African Christians ought not to
Chap^39. i,Q permanently subject to European Churches ; that having regard to

both the varied characters and the varied circumstances of different

nations, independent Churches or Branches of the Church are indispens-

able ; and that these Churches or Branches, in order to be independent,
must have their own Constitutions, and become self-contained and self-

governing, able to perpetuate their own ecclesiastical life.

The new
Problem.

The Special
Committee
of 1900.

Its Memo-
randum
adopted,
1901.

Some ex-
planation?.

The problem before the Society, in the advanced state of some
of its Missions, was, What could it do to promote the gradual

evolution of such "native" Churches?—which involved the

preliminary question, Wliat, in any such action, should be its

aim?
This was not a new question ; but it is not necessary here to

enter upon the previous liistory of the Society's views and acts.

That was partly done in the C.M.S. History, particularly in Chaps.

38, 55, 80, 106, but with much sidelight in others. But that

History could not speak quite clearly on some points, because they
were not yet settled at the time it was written. The clear state-

ment of C.M.S. views and plans belongs to our period, being made
in the Memorandum of 1901.

In the (J.M. Intelligencer of April, 1901, there is a detailed sketch of

the proceedings of the Committee in the consideration of the sub-

ject ; how a special Sub-Committee was appointed to study it in all

its bearings ; how that Sub-Committee held twenty meetings,

extending over several months ; how it produced a Report and a

Memorandum, and submitted them to the General Committee in

March, 1900 ; how this was referred to the Ecclesiastical Sub-
Committee ; how it was further, before being again considered,

sent abroad to Bishops, Corresponding Committees, Missionary
Conferences, and individual missionaries and native clergymen and
laymen, and also submitted to many leading members and friends

of the Society at home ; how the ensuing months gradually

brought a host of replies and comments, the great majority of them
being highly favourable, and not a few enthusiastic ; how the

Special Sub-Committee then held seven more meetings, reviewed
all the comments, revised and enlarged the Memorandum in the

light of them, clause by clause ; how once again it was sent to the

Ecclesiastical Sub-Committee, who approved it without a single

amendment ; how it was at last submitted to the General
Committee for final consideration on March 12th, 1901 ; how one
amendment on one clause was moved, but defeated by a large

majority ; and how then the whole Memorandum was adopted

IIem. con.

The CM. Intelligenrer, having told the story just summarized,
proceeded to print the Memorandum in full, and to follow it up
with explanatory comments, and with a historical sketch of the

Society's past views and actions in regard to {a) " native " Churches,

{}>) the extension of the Episcopate abroad. That number of the

Intelligencer, indeed, April, 1901, is indispensable to tlie student of
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so important and complicated a subject. The Memorandum itself part ii.

is subjoined as an appendix to this chapter. Some of the explana-
t'hap.^39.

tory comments may be added here. They are introduced as

follows :

—

The desii-e of the Church IMissionary Society, from the days of Henry
Venn, has been to see, one day, the formatiou of independent Native
Churches, with their own bishops and clergy, and with synods or councils

on which the laity should have full representation. The " independence
"

would be of two kinds, financial and ecclesiastical : (1) independence of

C.M.S. funds, and therefore freedom from C.M.S. control; (2) indepen-
dence of the Church of England—the independence, not of a secedcr, but
of a daughter in full communion with its mother Church, and therefore

an integral part of what in recent years has come to be called the

Anglican Communion. For fifty years past the Society has been almost
continuously taking practical action, on two distinct but parallel lines,

in the direction of the desired goal, viz., (1) by developing the local Church
organization of the Native Christian communities by means of Church
Councils, &c., (2) by assisting in the extension of the Colonial and
Missionary Episcopate.

Then follows a disclaimer, a necessary one often :

—

It has to be borne in mind that a ^Missionary Society—as stated in

Clause 4 of the Memorandum—has of itself no power to constitute

Churches. The C.M.S. has alwaj's insisted that it is a lay body ; that is, C.M.S. a

that although its inembers are bishops, clergymen, and lajonen, its func- '"^^ " ^'

tions, as a Society, are lay functions. In Henry Venn's famous
Appendix, which for forty years appeared in every Annual Report, this

lay position was strongly maintained, and any ecclesiastical status or

authority was earnestly disclaimed.* Obviously, therefore, the Society

can on this subject only use its influence with the ecclesiastical

authorities, who alone can take effective steps. Some friends in recent

years have occasionally forgotten that it cannot be a lay body and an
ecclesiastical body at the same time. They have insisted that it should

inaintain its independence of ecclesiastical control—which it can only do
as a lay body,—and at the same time have asked why it does not send

out its own bishops—which a lay body has no power to do. The old

]*jvangelicals did not make such mistakes : they knew better.

Then the Society's " Native Chm-ch Council " system is referred

to, and its limitations :

—

The object of this system was to train the Native Christian comnnmities ^•^^.•?-

to be, in the familiar phrase, "self-supporting, self-governing, and self- church
extending." Notwithstandmg many difficulties, this system has undoubt- Council

edly done much towards the attaiBUient of that object. But it should be ''ys^'"-

observed that while it does train the Native Christians for future Church
independence, it does not make them a Church, although the phrase
'• Native Church" has been often used in a loose sense to describe them.
Suppose, for example, the Christians connected with the Society in

Tinnevelly were presently to support their clergy and churches and
schools entirely, without any grant-in-aid, and that they administered

their own local Church affairs quite independently of the missionaries

;

this would not of itself transform them into an organized Churcli. Who
* See Hist. C.M.S., Vol. I., p. 385.
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Part II. would ordain their clergy and coutirm their candidates ? The Bishop of
ChajK^sa. Tinnevelly. Who made him a bishop ? The other Bishops of India.

To what Church do those Bishops belong '? In a sense we may call it the

Church of India, but it has no independent constitution at present ; its

Metropolitan, the Bishop of Calcutta, and several others of its Bishops,
were appointed by the Crown and consecrated in England by the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury; to all intents and purposes it is the Church of

England in India ; and it is of this Church that the Tinnevelly Christians

would still be members when, ex hypotliesi, independent of the Society.

They would not become members ; they are so now, and have been so

from the first.

But it might be asked, Why need the native Christians belong to

the Churcli of England in India at all ?

—

Position of Are they not free to adopt what external Church organization and con-

Christians. nexionthey please ? Certainly they are free in one sense. There would, in

the circumstances supposed, be no force that could coerce them. They
could become Methodists, or Baptists, or Eoman Catholics, or Unitarians

;

or they could form a new sect of their own. Let it not be supposed that

we regard these vaiious possibilities as equally regrettable ; but freedom
in one direction means freedom in other directions. There is one thing,

however, which these Christians could not do. They could not meet by
themselves or with other Christians, and agree upon a new Church
Constitution providing on paper (let us suppose) for episcopal govern-

ment, and then somehow or other find themselves with bishops, and in

communion with the Church of England. Although there have now and
then been dreams of such an issue being arrived at, no one has ever

suggested the way. In realit}^ the thing is simply impracticable.

Then as to the responsibility of the C.M.S. itself :

—

C.M.S. Whatever the Native Christians may do hereafter, when the}' have

and Limita^-
^^^^^^^ independent of the Church Missionary Society, we as a Society

tions. are more especially concerned with the intermediate period, and any
action we take must be based on the assumption that no break of com-
munion with the Anglican Church is contemplated. It is obvious that
no Church of England Society could take any other position. But then,

it is necessary to remember what is involved in communion with our
Church ; that is to say, not what an individual must do in order to
become a communicant, but what is necessary in a ChurcJi being recog-

nized as ecclesiastically " in communion." This, of course, it is not for

a Missionary Society to lay down. We have to accept facts ; and, as a
matter of fact, the Episcopal Churches of Ireland, Scotland, and the
United States, and the Colonial Churches which have sprung from the
Church of England, are recognized by the ecclesiastical authorities as
" in communion," and the Presbyterian Churches (for example), however
much we may esteem them, are not. The Memorandum, in explaining

what is meant by the phrase, cites the statement agreed to by the

Lambeth Conference of 1888, which was originally suggested by the
American Church. This statement comprises four " articles "

; and their

moderation should be cordially recognized. The Bible, as " the rule and
Tiltimate standard of faith "— of course ; the Apostles' and Nicene Creeds
—not the Athanasian ; the two Sacraments—and two only ; and, lastly,

the Historic Episcopate, " locally adapted in the methods of its

administration to the varying needs of the nations and peoples called of
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God into the Unit}' of His Church"—and therefore in no way implviuK Part II.

any sacerdotal theory or anytliing in practice that could"^ be called ^'^^v- 39.

" l^relacy." By citins; these " articles," the Memorandum does not pre-
sume to " imchurch " those Churches (such as the Presbyterian) which
do not accept them. The Clause itself expressly disclaims doing any-
thing of the kind. It only acknowledges the fact that the C.M.S., as a
Society, is necessarily limited in its action, during the preliminary period,
to promoting the fomiation of such Churches as fulfil these conditions.

Then, supposing the growth and gradual formation of the Church The "coni-_

in a non-Christian country, self-supporting and with bishops of its 'clfVi-affve

own race, at what point would it become an autonomous Church, churcii.

like (say) the great Colonial Churches of Canada, kc. ? Some
definite step must be taken : What is that step ?

—

It is the formal adoption, by bishops, clergy, and laity, of a regular
Constitution for the self-government of the Church. The degi-ee of

independence claimed by the Church would depend upon what the
Constitution involved ; but any Constitution so adopted would involve
some sort of independence. Several of the Anglican Colonial Churches
are thus independent. They have properly elected Synods or Conferences,
upon which tlie laity are duly repi'esented ; and they elect their own
Bishops. ... It may fairh- be said that the date of adoption of a
complete Constitution is the date of the matimty of an independent
Church, its " coming of age," as Clause 14 expresses it.

A. good deal of this seems simple enough now. But it was not Board of
- r o . Jlissions

inquiry.simple fifteen years ago. The Board of Missions, at the very same ' ^'""^

time that the C.M.S. Special Sub-Committee was sitting, was also

engaged in considering the subject. The result was an interesting

pamphlet, containing the opinions of the greaf Societies and of

several bishops and others ; but it did not get so far, nor make
things so clear, as the C.M.S. Memorandum. But since then, we
have seen important practical steps taken. China has followed the

example of Japan, and drawn up a provisional constitution,—that

is, the Anglican bishops, clergy, and laity have done so for their

own Church. Uganda and Western Equatorial Africa have their

own Church constitutions, diocesan only, but excellent as far as

they go. India is moving, slowly owing to its peculiar conditions,

but with hope for the future ; and the first Indian bishop has been
consecrated. We are learning by taking practical provisional

steps.

But there is an important branch of the subject which is
'^^'^^^l^^^.

dealt with in the Memorandum ; which, in fact, was not perceived the Mis-sion

at the time as involving questions for settlement. This is the
church^,

relations of the Mis.^io)! to the Chi/rrh which it has founded. The
C.M.S. " Native Church Council " system, excellent as it is, has

pi'oved in some places to have one weak point. The Council

confines its attention to the pastoral care of the converts (witli

possibly some limited evangelistic and educational work in addi-

tion), and the Mission carries on the larger branches, educational,
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rARTiT. medical, literary, training of agents, women's work, quite sepa-,^ ' rately. For this work the Mission necessarily absorbs some of

the best of the native agents (clerical and lay), and this has
sometimes tended to separate them from their own Church affairs.

It has long been the opinion of many that the Church Council
should be a body that would naturally take cognizance of all (or

nearly all) the work, comprising, therefore, both the foreign mis-

sionaries and the native clergy and lay delegates. Then all the
" agents " would feel that their employer is not a foreign Mission,

but a Church of their own, however immature, which the Mission
has founded ; and there would be no dual authority. The Mission

might have to pay some of them, but it would do so by making
extra grants to the Church for the purpose.

Jhe Memo. This subject was considered by the C.M.S. Committee in 1909,

and another Memorandum was adopted regarding it.* It explained

the differing positions of different Missions, and showed that what
would suit one might not suit another ; and it pointed out that the

growth of diocesan organization in some African and Chinese and
Japanese dioceses would eventually secure • the desideratum. But
it did suggest that some steps needed to be taken in India. Three
of the clauses are subjoined :

—

13. Is it not desirable that some kind of united Body should sooner or

later be formed, comprismg both missionaries and leading Native
Christians (whether elected from the first, or for the time nominated)
which can take cognizance of all branches of the work ? It need not
administer them all. On the one hand, the smaller Councils, or Pastorate
Committees, should continue reasonably independent ; on the other,

several branches of the Mission—e.g., the medical, or an outlying

evangelistic effort—would be practically independent. But this body
would hear of all the work, care for it, pray for it, and the members
would tell their local constituents about it and so enlarge their minds and
sympathies. Such a Body might be differently constituted in different

Missions, in view of their widely differing circumstances. In some cases

there might be more than one Body in a diocese.

15. One advantage of such a- Body would be that the leading Native
Christians would learn important lessons in regard to methods of debate
and of administration from contact with missionaries on equal terms
more effectively than in a Council of their own, presided over by a single

missionary. Another advantage would be that the missionaries on their

part would be in touch with local Church affairs.

18. A further advantage of the formation of such a Body must be
added. The question of Native Agency would settle itself. The Agents
might, of course, be attached to different Branches and Departments.
This or that local Council would require some. The hospital and the

college would require some. Evangelistic work in this and that

district would require some. Rates of pay might vary. Paymasters
raight vary. But the Agents, ordained and unordained, would realize,

more than they can under the present arrangements in some Missions,

that they belong to one service, the service of their own Church.

* This Memorandum was included by Commission II. of the Edinburgh
Conference in the Appendix to its Report. The Commission did not notice the

Memorandum oi 1901,
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This subject turned up again in 1913, in connexion with another I'art 11.

question. When missionaries were being kept back for lack of ^'"i^^"-

funds, Bishop Tucker formally moved a series of resolutions in the Bishop

General Committee, of a rather drastic character, with a view to Proposals,

the saving of money. He naturally advocated the adoption of the
Uganda system, under which no native Christian agent is paid
by the C.M.S., and proposed the gradual withdrawal of all grants

to Native Church Councils, or for native agents ; also that efforts

be made to throw the cost of all the Society's educational work
upon the Educational AuxiHary, no General Fund money being
spent upon it. Again, these proposals were referred to a Sub-
Committee ; and they after some months' deliberations, presented
a careful Memorandum. It laid great stress upon the importance Another

of training native Christians to self-sacrifice, which has of course
**'""°-

always been one of the Society's objects ; but it did not support
the Bishop's proposals. It urged, rightly, that the Society could
quite properly use its money for the support of native workers as

well as for foreign missionaries ; and it pointed out the very
different circumstances of different native Christian communities.
It did not directly deal with the question who should be the pay-
master of native agents, that is (in their view) their employer, or

whether the Society's support could not be through the Church
Council instead of separately from it,—which was the question

above referred to ; but it just touched the point in the following

paragraph, which distinctly contemplates the gradual unification

of Church and mission work :—

•

The full development of self-support in the Native Church will not be
obtained without a corresponding development in self-government . . .

In many Missions a large ineasure of trust and control has already been
granted to local communities of Christians. The development and
extension of such a policy should everywhere be steadily pursued by the
continual transfer of fresh responsibilities to these communities. . . .

The disadvantages which attach to the payment and control of native

agents by individual foreign missionaries, or by exclusively foreign

bodies, will thus gradually disappear. Meanwhile, the various committees
governing each part of the work should be made representative of all

their workers and supporters, whether native or foreign, so that confidence
may be felt on all sides and hearty co-operation in service and self-sacri-

tice may result.*

The thoughtful reader will perceive that none of these plans
w-^.°'J?'"""

contemplate a course of action which is often suggested without

due consideration, namely that a Mission, when it has started a
" native " Church in a given area, can leave that area altogether

and advance into the " regions beyond." Why not adopt this

course, it is rather airily asked, and so I'educe the staff and cut

down the expenditure ? The real fact is that even if the " native
"

Churches were more fully developed than they are, the Missions

* The whole Memorandum is printed in the CM. Rev., Oct., 1914, with
Bishop Tucker's proposals which were not adopted.
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PAKTII. would still have arduous tasks before them, {(i) in guiding and
ffl' fostering the Church, {b) in carrying on much of the educational

work, ((;) in carrying on even more of the medical work, (d) in

literary work, (e) in initiating pioneer work. It will be asked,

Does not pioneer work mean regions beyond ? Not necessarily.

There is pioneer work yet to be done in the oldest Missions,

because they have not covered the whole ground, particularly

because they have not reached all classes. Christian education
for the upper circles of Chinese, for instance, is pioneer work
to-day, and just the kind of work which the Missions should under-
take, even where there is already a strong body of Chinese Chris-

tians, among whom there is probably not a single mandarin. We
may be quite sure that for a long while to come old Missions must
be carried on and developed. The point is that they should be
more closely identified with the Churches which they have
founded.

(^iHii*^ •
'^^^ ^^® sorely need a good phrase for use when we speak of

Churches, these Churches. " Native Church " is disliked by educated
Indian and African Christians ; and it is misleading too, for it

suggests that the white foreigner is not wanted, the very thing we
wish to avoid. " Local Church " has been suggested, but it also

is misleading, because it seems to indicate a single congregation,

or a group of congregations in a small ai'ea. " Mission Church "

is used by some, but it suggests a single place of worship, and
even if correctly applied to the Christian community, emphasizes
too much its foreign origin. " Nascent Church " only seems suit-

able for the earliest stages. When we can properly speak of the
Church of India, or of China, or the Church in India or China,
that will be ideal ; but it would savour of presumption for one
Christian Communion to call itself so, and for such a phrase we
ought to wait until something like Christian union has been
attained. Meanwhile we, perforce, go on using th6 word " native,"

though feeling its incongruity.
The Pan- Ecference must not be omitted to the papers and reports

Papers^on on the subject published in connexion with the Pan-Anglican
the subject. Congress of 1908 and the Edinburgh Conference of 1910, although

it is not possible here to make extracts or comments. Pan-
Anglican papers have rather dropped out of sight, but there is in

them a vast amount of matter which is of permanent value, as the

present writer must frankly testify after reading many of them over
again. On the subject of this chapter, the papers and discussions

in the Missionary Sections, D and E, are less important than those

in Section F, the Anglican Communion, because questions of Church
organization were designedly committed to the latter Section. It

may be useful to mention some of the papers. Among what were
called the Preliminary Papers, which were printed and circulated

beforehand, the following deserve special attention : on the

Anglican Communion in itself, by Dr. Weitbrecht ; on its Eelation

to Other Christian Bodies, by the Eev. G. Chapman of Japan, the
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Eev. Wong Yiu-Kwong of China, and Archdeacon A. E. Moule ; on past 11.

particuhxr Local Churches, by Archdeacon Moule, the Eev. F. L. ^"''I^^o.

Norris (now Bishop in North China), the Eev. A. J. Walker of

Shanghai, the Eev, W. D. Clarke of Madras, and the Eev. J. J.

Willis of Uganda (now Bishop there) ; and a general one by Dr.
Bernard (nowArchbishop of Dublin), Among the papers read at

the meetings, those of special interest in connexion with the subject

of this chapter are on the Anglican Communion, by Dr. A. W.
Eobinson, Dr. Frere, Chancellor P. V. Smith ; on the Historic

Episcopate, by Professor Gwatkin (and a speech of Dr. Frere's) ;

on Local Churches in their Early Stages, by the Eev. E. Millar of

Uganda, the Eev. D. K. Shinde of Bombay, and Archdeacon Melville

Jones of West Africa ; on the Native Episcopate, by Prebendary
Fox, the Eev. G. Chapman of Japan, and the Eev. S. E. Smith of

Nigeria. It must be added that the closing speeches at the
different sessions, by Bishop Collins of Gibraltar, who presided
throughout, are singularly suggestive.

The Edinburgh Eeport and discussions were less important on Edinburgh

the subject of the Church in the Mission Field than on any other, ^'sciissions,

The reason is obvious, viz., that questions not only of Faith but of

Order were necessarily ruled out. Vol. II. of the Eeport contains
much that is admirable on the Edification of the Christian

Community, the Training of Workers, Christian Literature, &c. ;

but on the Constitution and Organization of the Church little more
could be done than to describe briefly the " polity '" of the Anglicans,

Presbyterians, Methodists, Sec, without comment. The Appendix,
however, contains interesting documents throwing light upon the
practice of different Churches and Societies. Also in Vol. VIII., on
Co-operation and Unity, there is a good deal of side-light upon our
subject here.

In conclusion, the present writer may be allowed to refer to a summary

Pan-Anglican Paper of his, and to an article by him in T/ip KasI
°l^^^^f.x,.

and Tlic IIV.s/.* In these our Aims in building up Native Churches
are thus stated:—(1) The future Church in any country must be
self-supporting, self-governing, self-extending. (2) It should con-

tinue " in communion " with the English Church. (3) It should

enjoy wide liberty within the well-understood limits of the Anglican
Communion. (4) It should be comprehensive in regard to races.

(5) It should be constitutionally governed by bishops, clergy, and
laity. Then the Stops towards achieving these aims should be,

—

(1) Starting self-support, &c., in the earliest stages of a Mission.

(2) Combining the Mission and the Church as much as possible.

(3) Uniting Christians associated with different Church Societies.

(4) Promoting an early native episcopate. At length the day would

• The Pan-Anglican Paper is numbered " Section F. IIT. (m)." It is

included in Vol. VII. of the Pan-Anglican Reports. The article in The East
and Tlie West appeared in July, 1911. Reference may also be permitted to

Papers on the same general subject at the Weymouth and Great Yarinouth
Church Congresses, published in the Congress Reports.

2 D
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Part II. come when the connexion of the Churches abroad with the Churcii
Chap^39.

^^ ]^Q^;^g would be that expressed in Mr. Kiphng's line, " Daughter

am I in my Mother's house, but mistress in my own."

Purpose of
1 he Memo-
raiuluin.

Past use of
t he term
"Native
Church."

Present and
Future of
the Native
Christian
communi-
ties.

Function of
tlie C.M.S.

MEMORANDUM ON THE CONSTITUTION OF CHURCHES IN
THE MISSION FIELD

Adopted by the General Committee, March, 1901.

Note.—In this Memorandum the word " Native " is used for convenience in its

popular sense. The words " foreign " and " foreigner " are used here and
there instead of " English," so as to include members of the Colonial

Churches and of the American Church. The word " Church" is used of

an external community of baptized Christians, not of the spiritual or

mystical Body of Christ.

1. It has long been a principle of the Church Missionary Society that
" the object of its Missions, viewed in their ecclesiastical aspect, is the

development of Native Churches with a view to theu- settlement upon a

self-supporting, self-governing, and self-extending system." With a view to

the dissemination of clearer ideas upon this great subject it is desirable

to state more fully than has hitherto been done the questions to be

considered, to illustrate what is meant by the term " Native Churches,"

and to indicate the steps by which the establishment of such Churches may
be attained.

2. The term " Native Church " is commonly used in a loose way to

indicate any community of Native Christians in a town or district, large

or small. The phrase " Native Church Organization" in C.M.S. docu-

ments has generally meant the organization of Native congregations, or

groups of congregations, with a view to their administering their own
local Church affairs, and supporting their own Clergy, places of worship,

&c. But the purpose of the " Native Church Organization " set on foot

by the Society has been, not only to relieve the Society's funds, nor only

by the provision of Native Pastors to free the missionaries for more direct

evangelistic work, but also to train the Native Christians for future

ecclesiastical independence.
3. At present the Native Christian communities or " Churches " con-

nected with the C.INI.S. belong, like the missionaries, to the Mother
Church, in the sense that the public worship and the administration of

the Sacraments, and the Ordination of the Clergy, are in accordance with

the order of the Church of England (Japan being a partial exception) ;

and the Bishops who ordain, confirm, and exercise Episcopal super-

vision over the congregations are Bishops of the Church of England or

its Branches. It is commonly agreed, however, that the goal of Church
Missionary effort in its ecclesiastical aspect, is the formation not only of

local " Native Church Organization " for groups of congregations, but of

independent Churches, or, at least, of autonomous branches of existing

Churches, with Constitutions, Synods, and Bishops of their own, though
in any case in commimion with the Mother Church.

4. While a Missionary Society of the Church of England has of itself

no authority to constitute a Church, or an organized branch of a Church,

it is important for a Society of such wide experience, and such close touch

with large bodies of converts, as the C.M.S. , to be prepared to assist the

ecclesiastical authorities, by whom any effective steps must be taken,

with suggestions, counsel, and co-operation, and also to advise the
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Society's missionaries and the Christians who are the fruit of its work part II.

regarding their attitude upon questions of the kind. Chap. 39.

5. There are at present great varieties in the status and surroundings present

both of the daughter Churches of the Church of England in the Colonies position of

and of the Missionary Dioceses of the Church of England itself within
^''iiiocesea

and without the British Enapire, though all are regarded as integral abroad,

portions of the great ecclesiastical federation now known by the

convenient name of the Anglican Communion, (a) Several of the

Colonial Churches are practically independent of the Mother Church,

having their own Constitutions, Canons, and Synods, and appointing their

own Bishops ; although linked to the Mother Church by fundamental
provisions in their Constitutions voluntarily adopted by themselves.

These Churches include among their members Christians of aboriginal

races who are the fruits of missionary effort, (i) In India the Church
has a certain connexion with the State ; for instance, some of the Bishops

are appointed by the Crown and supported (partly or wholly) by State

funds, and a considerable number of the clergy are Government
chaplains. The Church in India has no separate formal Constitution

;

but its several Dioceses, together with the Diocese of the Disestablished

Church in Ceylon, which has a regular Constitution of its own, form an

ecclesiastical Province. In that Province the Native members of the

Church largely outnumber the foreign (i.e. for the most part British)

members, (c) There are isolated Dioceses, not yet grouped in Provinces,

within the Empire or its Protectorates, which depend upon the Metropolitan

See of Canterbury, as in West and East Africa, in Mauritius, and in

Victoria (Hong Kong) ; in which dioceses nearly all the members of the

Church are Natives. (tZ) In the independent States like China and Japan,

where the members of the Church are likewise nearly all Natives, there

are Missionary bishoprics which are also dependent on the See of Canter-

bury ; though in Japan the Church already has its own Constitution and

Synods.
6. In such diverse circumstances it is natural that the development of Independ-

the several Churches or Branches of the Church should proceed on
e"fj,°[„ted

somewhat diverse lines. All such Churches, however, as become fully cimrclies.

organized with formal Constitutions will be either expressly or virtually

independent of the Mother Church, though the extent to which that

independence will be used may greatly vary. Certainly in the case of

Churches in which Natives predominate it would be undesirable to impose

on them the forms and arrangements of a national Church of a distant

country like England. On the contrary, it should be fully recognized

that they have, in the words of the 34th Article of the Church of England,
" authority to ordain, change, and abolish ceremonies or rites of the

Church ordained only by man's authority," and to adopt formularies and

modes of worship and discipline suitable to their particular circumstances,

" so that all things be done to edifying." Independence, of course, has

its dangers as well as its advantages ; but it may be hoped that the

guidance given durmg what may be called the missionai-y period will

foster sound principles in the Native Christian communities.

7. There is a general desire that the divisions of Western Christendom Jj^>i?J»^o^

should not be perpetuated in the future independent Churches in Asia
g,jj.j^^^j^n^.

and Africa, but that, as far as possible, the Christians of one nation, conditions

although, it may be, belonging now to ditterent denominations, should
°^.^jj-^\;.^:

eventually be united in one Church. This desire will probably be tion iu

'

especially strong in the Native Christians themselves. It is earnestly to preparatory

be hoped that no such movement would interrupt communion with tlie
*

Church of England ; but it must be remembered that real independence
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might conceivably involve even such a result as that. With a view to the

Native Christians of our Communion being m a position to exercise their

due influence whenever such a movement may be in contemplation, it is

important in the meanwhile, not only to establish them in the true faith of

the Church of Christ, but to train them in the principles and practice of

Church organization. Without here touching the question what is, or is

not, essential to a Church as a true part of the Visible Church of Christ,

or casting any reflection upon Churches which are not in communion with
the Church of England, it is obvious that inevitable limitations upon the

action of the Church Missionary Society are involved in the fact of its

being a Church of England Society'. It is, accoi'dingly, in the meantime, a
necessary condition of the Church Missionary Society's action in promoting
the constitution of independent Churches that all plans be made with a
view to their remaining in communion with the Church of England and
with Churches in communion with it, holding fast H0I3' Scripture, the
Apostles' and Nicene Creeds, the two Sacraments, and the Historic

Episcopate.*
8. With a view to preparing the existing Native Christian communities

for the establishment in the future of independent Churches, it is

important that a Native Episcopate should be gradually formed during
the present transition tiine, having due regard to the stability of such
Christian communities in matters of doctrine, discipline, and self-support.

It is desirable that the Episcopate of the future Churches should be
characterized by the simplicity of the Primitive Church.

9. The lirst step towards the establishment of a Native Episcopate would
seem generally to be the appointment of Native Assistant-Bishops under
the existing foreign Bishops ; and steps would naturally follow in due
course of time for the formation of separate Dioceses to which they or

other competent Natives might be appointed, as well as for their

succeeding, in suitable cases, the foreign Bishops in the original Dioceses.

It may, however, be expedient that some of the first Assistant Bishops
should be English, and, preferably, experienced missionaries, to obviate
the apparent invidiousness of keeping subordinate positions for Natives.

Meanwhile, every effort should be made both to attract to the ministry of

the Church the best men of the Native Christian community, and to

prepare and test the leading Native clergy for higher positions by giving

them the superintendence of districts and other functions of importance.
10. With regard to the appointment of Bishops, the present position is

that {a) in Colonial Churches with Constitutions they are appointed by
tiie Churches themslves according to the provisions of the several Con-
stitutions : {h) in India, the Bishops who have legally-formed Dioceses
are appointed by the State ; (c) in other cases, the Bishops are

appointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury, who consults informally

* The Lambeth Conference of 1888 adopted the following " Articles " as
" supplying a basis " for " Home Reunion " :

—

1. The Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments, as " containing all

things necessary to salvation," and as being the rule and ultimate standard of

faith.

2. The Apostles' Creed, as the Baptismal Symbol ; and the Nicene Creed, as

the sufficient statement of the Christian faith.

3. The two Sacraments ordained by Christ Himself—Baptism and the
Supper of the Lord— ministered with unfailing use of Christ's words of Institu-

tion, and of the elements ordained by Him.
4. The Historic Episcopate, locally adapted in the methods of its adminis-

tration to the varying needs of the nations and peoples called of God into the
unity of His Church.
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the Missionary Societies which provide the stipend or are otherwise Pakt II.

interested in the Diocese or episcopal jurisdiction
; {d} Assistant Bishops tihap. 30.

are ordinarily selected by the Diocesan liishops whom they assist. In
the futm-e Churches, the Constitutions will of course make provision for
the appointment of Bishops, and it is important that such provision
should recognize the right of the lay members of the Church to a voice
in the selection.

11. Any new separate Dioceses for Native Bishops will most naturally Provision

be carved out of existing Dioceses ; and in cotmtries where there is but ^orracial

one race and language, or where different races and languages occupy guistic

different parts of the country, diocesan divisions would be easily arranged, divisions.

But difficulties may arise in countries like Ceylon and some parts of

India, where different races and languages are intermingled. In such
cases racial and linguistic divisions cannot be disregarded, and it might
be of advantage to provide separate episcopal oversight for different racial

and linguistic sections of the population within the same area. If it be
assumed that the principle of having none but territorial limits to all

mutually independent episcopal jurisdictions will be adhered to,—and no
doubt practical difficulties attach to any other system,— it might still be
desirable that Assistant Bishops should be appointed to meet the
difficulty, and there might be, within the ordinary diocesan organization,

some distinct form of local and subordinate Church organization analogous
to the Maori Church Boards in New Zealand.

12. Whenever several Dioceses have been established in a suitable area, Provinria

it is expedient that they be combined in an Ecclesiastical Province, with a
tfong"'^**'

view to the substantial unity of the Church amid possibly many local

diversities. And when an existing Episcopal Jurisdiction is to be divided
into separate Dioceses, the same end should be kept in view. Also,
pending the constitution of a Province, any practicable intermediate steps
should be taken toward securing the unity desired.

13. Distinct and independent Churches with regular Constitutions and Extent, of

General Synods should not be formed for small areas, but should, in chinches,
ordinary cases, comprise several Dioceses.

14. The future ecclesiastically independent Churches should not be Gradual

thought of as entirely new Churches with novel Constitutions. They will
nfe,ft o^

naturally develop gradually out of the existing Church. It may be that future

in some cases a Constitution will have been adopted while all the Bishops Churches,

are still foreigners, as in Japan ; or it may be in other cases that
Native Bishops will have been added side by side with the foreign Bishops
in the existing Church, as in West Africa. The Native Episcopate and
the independent Constitution need not, and probably will not, be formed
simultaneously and per saltum. But in any case, the ecclesiastical

independence will come when the Constitution is adopted, providing for

Synods or other governing bodies upon which Bishops and Clergy and
Laity are duly represented. The gradual character of the development
will then be obvious. The Bishops, Clergy, and Laity of the Church out

of which the independent Church has grown will be Bishops, Clergy, and
Laity in the constituted and independent Church. They will assent to

the Constitution, and thus become members of the independent Church.

The Church will, so to speak, have covie of age.

15. This natural development of the Church will not necessarily be Gradual

affected by the nationality of its members. During the period of transition ^^^^
and preparation—probably a long period—the Native Clergy and Laity, influence in

as they increase in numbers, will increase in power ; while the experience t'l® Church,

of foreign clergy and laity will be of great assistance to the wholesome
development of the Chvircb. If there are able men among the Natives,
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Part II. they will exercise linfluence in framing the Constitution. When the
chap. 39. Constitution conies into working order, a Native majority will have power

to elect to the Synods the representatives they prefer, whether Native or
foreign. If the Constitution enables the Churches to elect its own Bishops,
those representatives will elect the men they most trust and honour,
whether Native or foreign. Let Natives be the majority, as in the greater
mission-fields they certainly will be, and nothing can prevent their

predominance. If foreigners retain for a time the virtual lead, it will be
because the Natives voluntarily yield it to them ; which, on any real

theory of independence, they have a right to do.

Union of 16. Should Native predominance in the independent Church issue in a

onTchurch
pi'^'^ominantly Native Episcopate, and in Native predominance in the

' Synods, the position of the foreign members of the Church—e.g., the
English in India or China—should not give rise to any insuperable
difficulty. It is unnecessary now to forecast how that position should be
dealt with. But inasmuch as the unity of the Church in a given area
is most in accordance with the spirit of the Christian religion, one object
of which is to unite different races in Christ and not to separate them, it

is earnestly to be hoped, and aimed at, that where independence is

achieved, such measures shall be taken as will obviate, as far as possible,

racial divisions in the Church, and prevent the alienation of any section
of its members. The welfare of the Church will be most effectually

promoted by the corporate unity and co-operation of all its members of

whatever race, each race contributing of its national and spiritual gifts for

the edification of the one Body.
Special 17. The problem of the constitution of an independent Church in India

fn^India^
is complicated by the State connexion of the present English Episcopate
there. There does not appear, however, to be any material obstacle to

the appointment of Assistant-Bishops, whether English or Native ; and
the arrangements made in recent years for the Bishoprics of Chota
Nagpore, Lucknow, and Tinnevelly seem to show that Dioceses, or quasi-
dioceses, may be formed, with a jurisdiction based upon voluntary com-
pact, even within the area allotted by Acts of Parliament to certain
Bishoprics. In this way, and by means of the establishment of voluntary
Diocesan Synods or Conferences, preparatory steps might be taken, and
to some extent have already been taken, by the existing IMshops, towards
the formation of an independent Indian Church, having its own Constitu-
tion and electing its own Bishops. The co-operation of the missionaries
and Native Clergy and Laity in the preparatory measures towards the
formation of such a Church and its Synods would be greatly to its

advantage, and prepare the way for the predominance in it of the Native
element. In India it is especially important that the Church or Churches
should not be racial but territorial, seeing that (a) the Eurasian poi^ula-
tion is neither English nor, in the strict sense. Native ; {b) the most
influential class of Native Christians is English-speaking, and disposed to

connect itself more and more with the English residents
;
(c) members of

some of the Indian races are so scattered that a racial Church organiza-
tion would not reach them ; (d) the union of races in the Church will

tend to remove the caste spirit which still exists in some of the Christian
communities. India, but for some special disabilities arising from the
State connexion of the English Episcopate, presents an exceptionally
favoui-able field for the unifying influence of the Christian Church, while
affording every opportunity for local elasticity and diversity within the
Church. AVhatcver may be the future arrangements for the Episcopate
in India, there is no reason for fear lest the formation of a self-governing

Church should interfere with the provision by the Government of
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religious ministrations for its officials and its troops, any more than with Pakt II.

the supply of missionaries for the Heathen by Missionary Societies of the Chap. 39.

Mother Church.
18. The existence of a large Heathen population, and of missionary The

agencies for their evangelization, within the area proposed for an and t*he
independent Church or separate Diocese, is no obstacle to the formation surround-

of such Church or Diocese. It may even be turned to advantage, as '^'8

aflfording a convenient sphere for the missionary activity of the Native ^* ^
"'

Christians in combination with the foreign missionaries ; such combina-
tion, however difficult, being an object to be earnestly desired, and the
relations between the foreign missionaries and the Church or Diocese
being susceptible of wise adjustment.

19. It is of essential importance, at every step, to distinguish clearly Ecclesiasti-

between the ecclesiastical " independence " of a Church, or of a single vinancial
Diocese of a Church, and the liuaucial " independence " of a Native Independ-

Christian community in regard to assistance from the C.M.S. or any ®°'^^*

other Missionary Society ; and to recognize, on the one hand, that such
Native Christian community may be financially independent, and yet be
still, for the time, a part of the Church of England, and, on the other
hand, that the ecclesiastical independence of a Church or Diocese is not
necessarily inconsistent with financial assistance from sister Churches
or Dioceses or from Missionary Societies, either for its pastoral or

educational or evangelistic work. It is the more important to recognize
this, because in fact the Native Christians are, and for a long time will

be, a comparatively small body surrounded by masses of Heathen. The
Missionary work among these Heathen should be the work of the local

Church ; but foreign ]\Iissionary Societies should take their part in it, and
thereby they would practically be aiding the local Church both by men
and by money. Nevertheless, the importance of entire self-support

cannot be too urgently insisted on.

20. Many questions of great imjiortance to the Native Christian com- Church

munity will arise, both during the transition time and in the formation of pfnance^"'
independent Churches, touching Church patronage, Church finance, Ac.

Church property, &c. The Constitutions of various existing Colonial

Churches, and of the Church of Ireland, and those provisionally adopted
for Sierra Leone, the Niger Delta, &c., will supply valuable suggestions.

As regards patronage, it is important that the Constitutions of the

independent Churches should make judicious provision for its exercise.

Congregations or groups of congregations should have a distinct voice in

the appointment of their pastors, who should not be imposed upon them
solely bj' some central authority. As regards finance, there would no
doubt be Church funds of various kinds, general funds for a Diocese or a

whole Church, local congregational or pai-ochial funds, and special trust

funds for particular purposes. Three great objects should be aimed at in

all these arrangements, viz., (1) to give the laity of the Chiu-ch an
adequate share in its administration ; (2) to enable congregations having

common views and sympathies (such as those now connected with the

C.M.S.) to continue the mutual co-operation to which they have been
accustomed; (3) to avoid mere Congregationalism, and to foster the

solidarity and unity of the Church as a body. There is no necessary

antagonism between the second and the third of these objects. Artificial

bonds of unifonnity and centralization would always be liable to be

broken ; while the possession by individual congi-egations or groups of

congregations of reasonable liberty in regard to patronage and funds will

conduce to the real solidarity and unity of the Church.

21. In forming the Constitutions of the future independent Churches,
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the present Church Council system prevailing in several Missions of the
Church Missionary Societ}' and other Church Societies may prove useful,

with whatever necessary modifications, (a) In countries where all the
Missionary work is that of the Church Missionary Society, the present
Church Council system would naturally be developed into the new
Diocesan system. (6) Where the Missions are those of different agencies,

the Councils might or might not conveniently find a place in the
Diocesan system, but in either case their functions would be important.
Diocesan organization might well leave room for a convenient form of

local patronage board for some of the congregations or pastorates, and
for convenient bodies which would administer local Church funds and
receive such financial or other help as the Church Missionary Society
may feel it right and desirable to render. It would seem quite possible

for the independent Church to arrange for the recognition of the C.M.S.
Church Councils, or some bodies developed from them, for such
purposes, consistent with the constitution of the Church. It would be
neither right nor wise to interfere with the unity of the Church by setting

up an imperuim in imperio ; but, on the other hand, it is reasonable that
the Church Missionary Society's property, such as mission-churches,
parsonages, school-houses, &c., should only be transferred to the
independent Churches, and its funds granted, with some security for their

just and proper use and application.

22. This Memorandum is necessarily based on the assumption that the
Church of England will remain loyal to Holy Scripture, and to Apostolic
Christianity, retaining the position, at once Catholic and Protestant, to

which, putting away mediieval accretions, it reverted at the Reformation
;

and that its daughter Churches forming the Anglican Communion will in

close connexion with the Mother Church, be kept equally faithful. At
the same time, even within these limits, a great national Church, and
still more a world-wide federation of sister and daughter Churches, is

necessarily comprehensive ; and in such a comprehensive Church there
is certain to be diversity of opinion, and even risk of error. "With a view,
therefore, to the firm mamtenance of Scriptural doctrine, and of spiritual

principles in ecclesiastical affairs, in the Native Sections of the existing

Churches, and in the independent and predominantly' Native Churches
of the future, it is important that the Church Missionary Society should
take its part, both at home and (by its representatives and missionaries)

abroad, in all diocesan and other movements, directed towards the
development of the Church in its mission-fields, and thus be able to

exercise its just influence, in a fair and Christian spirit, for the advocacy
of the principles it holds dear. In like manner, while the missionaries
should more and more be relieved from the pastoral care of converts, and
be free to give themselves to their proper work of evangelizing the
Heathen, it is important that their personal influence—so distinct from
official control—should not be lost to the Native Christians, but be
earnestly and wisely exercised in fostering among them the same spiritual

and evangelical principles. Important as is the ecclesiastical organiza-

tion discussed in this Memorandum, the maintenance of the Truth of the

Gospel in the Native Christian communities is of far greater importance ;

and the Church Missionary Society would be unworthy of the position in

which, in the providence of God, it has been placed, if it did not do all in

its power, at all times and in all circumstances, to foster among the

Native Christians who are the fruit of its labours a watchful spirit against

error in doctrine or life, and unswerving loyalty to the supreme authority

of the Word of God.



CHAPTEE XL.

Ecclesiastical Problems of the Mission Field.

II, The Kikuyu Proposals.

Divided State of Christendom— Its effects (i) on Missions, (2) on Churches

founded by them—The position in East Africa—The Kikuyu Con-
ference—The Scheme of Federation—The Bishop of Zanzibar— The
Archbishop's Plan—His Questions to the Consultative Committee

—

Their Reply—The Archbishop's Statement—Opinions upon it—The
Real Issue, a "Valid Eucharist"—Important utterances of the Lambeth

Conference of 1908.

[HEN "Kikuyu" suddenly and unexpectedly became a part 11.

familiar name, in the late autumn of 1913, and when t£L

even the newsboys in London streets had it in large The sudden

letters on the posters of their papers, the Times very
ygrsy^.^'

happily observed (Dec. 4th) that " it is an accidental

fate of creeds and councils and conferences that they suddenly add

a new and a lasting significance to place-names," and instanced

among others the names of Nicaea, Trent, Augsburg, &c., coming

down to Lambeth and Edinburgh, and to " the Derbyshire town-

ship of Swanwick, from which a good half of the Anglican

missionary enthusiasts at home and abroad lately received a

pentecostal inspiration." And a new illustration had now come
from East Africa, concerning which the Times affirmed its agree-

ment with the Bishop of Zanzibar that " there has not been a

Conference of such importance to the life of the Ealesia A/if/lirana

since the Eeformation " as the Kikuyu Conference.

We have already, in Chap. VII., seen something of the circum-

stances that led to that Conference, and these need not be referred

to here. But the controversy that arose was of the greatest

importance, and now demands closer attention.

There is nothing new in the difficulties which led to the pro- Effects of

ceedings now commonly referred to under the name of Kikuyu. gf^^g of

They arise inevitably from the divided and sub-divided state of ^hnsten-

Christendom. Every Christian Church and denomination has its

Missions in non-Christian countries ; and although in the earliest

stages then- differences of " Faith " and " Order " do not much
matter, yet as the Missions grow, and native Christian conmiunities

are gathered, the divergences may be very awkward.
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The disadvantages arising from this state of things are of two
kinds, as they aifect (a) the Missions, (/>) the organized native

Churches which the Missions seek to build up.

(«) As regards the Missions, the principal Protestant societies

have to a large extent acted upon what is called " missionary
comity." They have not interfered with one another, or with
their respective Christian communities. Still difficulties are met
with ; and it must be added that " comity " is not accepted, nor
observed, by some Missions, particularly the smaller " free-lance

"

associations. By way of illustration, let us suppose a native

teacher proving unsatisfactory, perhaps guilty of a serious fault.

He is sorrowfully dismissed. He goes to a neighbouring Mission,

—generally one of the smaller Missions not connected with the

recognized Societies,—invents a pathetic story of injustice and
oppression, is received as a poor persecuted Christian brother, and
is taken into the employment of his new friends on a larger salary

than he has lost. There have been actual cases of the kind. When
the representatives of the various Missions in India met at Calcutta
in December, 1912, under Dr. Mott's presidency, they adopted the
following resolution :

—

and
regarding
the future
Churches.

" To avoid breaches of comity it is desirable that special attention be
paid in all areas to the following matters, in connexion with which
difficulties have frequently occurred :

—

(1) Delimitation of territory.

(2) Transfer of mission workers.

(3) Scales of salaries of workers in the area.

(4) Treatment of persons under discipline."

As regards the first of these four points, however, it must be
observed that so far as " comity " is territorial, so far, that is, as
it maps out, whether tacitly or by express agreement, a given
mission field, and allots to each Mission a given district, its sim-
plicity of working only prevails in the early stages. When the
converts of one Mission move for any reason into the district of

another, the first Mission is generally, and not unnaturally, re-

luctant to lose them, or to commit them to the care of the other
Mission, which may differ from it, even a little, in doctrine or

practice ; so that the existence of boundaries does not eliminate

difficulties. Nor are they possible save to a very small extent,

in the larger towns and cities.

(h) But still more important are the disadvantages attaching

to the presence of several independent Missions in one area, as

affecting the future Church. Who can wish that Asiatic and African

Christians should be permanently separated by denominational
walls ? St. Paul strongly condemned the party divisions at

Corinth ; but those, after all, were only divisions within the one
church organization, as there are parties within the Church of

England to-day. There is no indication that the Corinthian parties

proceeded to set up independent synagogues, holding no communion
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with one another. What would St. Paul have said if they had pakt ii.

done that ? He might not have objected to the Churclies in
^'*^'*"-

different countries differing in organization and in modes of worship, what,

With his large heart and practical good sense he might cheerfully ^^\^^'-,
have permitted real differences of this kind as between (say)

Macedonia and Crete or between Achaia and Lycaonia, and minor
varieties in a great city like Ephesus ; but rival synagogues glaring

at each other from opposite sides of the street—no ! he surely

could not have tolerated that.

Of course we have to acknowledge that this is the very con-

dition to which we in England have come, and we must not forget

the explanations and even justifications in some cases which
history suggests. But we all desire that as far as possible it should

be avoided in the Churches which are the fruit of Missions.

Leaving the Roman Church out of account for the moment, it is

better that the Church in Uganda should be one Anghcan Church,

and the Church in Fiji one Methodist Church, than that there

should be either in Uganda or in Fiji half a dozen independent

and competing Churches. The half-dozen might be perfectly

friendly, and entirely loyal to missionary comity ; they might even

arrange some kind of intercommunion ; but they would lose all

the advantage of a common organic life and a common ruling

authority ; and their influence on surrounding heathendom would
be far less than if they wei'e organically one. It is true that

through the over-ruling providence of God our home divisions

have been no unmixed evil. Their very existence has had good

effects in certain directions ; but surely the disadvantages far out-

weigh the benefits.

However, the problem of a fully developed and united Church The posi-

in British East Africa is one for the future rather than for the '^(""iJa.^***'

present. But it is well to bear in mind how great that problem

is, and how it ought to influence our dealing with the minor

immediate questions. At the Kikuyu Conference, eight different

denominations were represented. Can we look forward to nothing

better than eight little native Churches, unconnected with one

another, to resist the onward march of Islam ?

In 1907 the Eev. J. J. Willis, C.M.S. missionary in Kavi- previoin

rondo, the district in the Diocese of Uganda which is within ^^'^^''^^

the civil territory of British East Africa, and the Eev. Dr. Henry Agreement.

Scott, head of the Kikuyu Mission of the Established Church of

Scotland, discussed these problems together, as in fact Bishop

Tucker himself had more than once done with Dr. Scott before.

In 1909, at a conference of missionaries concerned, a tentative

scheme for these and other contiguous Missions was drawn up,

proposing certain mutual arrangements for minimizing the dis-

advantages of the position. On receiving the draft, the C.M.S.

Committee expressed sympathy with its object, and agreed that

the C.M.S. missionaries miglit join in such federating an-ange-

ments ; while they pointed out the limitations of the powers of a
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Part II. Church of England Mission in such matters, and directed that

"tfl nothing be done without the sanction of the Bishops of Mombasa
and Uganda, Dr. Peel and Dr. Tucker. In point of fact, both
of them heartily approved the proposal. Four years passed away,

The and then, in June, 1913, sixty members of the various Missions
Kikuyu j^et at the Scottish Kikuvu station as a convenient centre. But
t-'0IlI6rGIlC6

of 1913. the personnel was changed. Dr. Henry Scott was dead ; Mr.
Willis was now Bishop of Uganda in succession to Bishop Tucker.

He, and Bishop Peel, were both present ; and the new head of the

Scottish Mission, Dr. Arthur ; and the head of the Africa Inland
Mission, Dr. Hurlburt, also a Presbyterian, but from America

;

and other leaders. The result of the Conference was the adoption

by the four principal Missions, the C.M.S., the Church of Scotland,

the Africa Inland Mission, and the United Methodist Mission, of

a scheme presented by Bishop Willis, subject to the approval of

the Churches and Societies at home with which they were severally

connected. The smaller Missions did not accept the scheme.
The proceedings closed with a Communion Service. It was

held in the one sacred building available, the mission church of the

Scottish Mission ; but with great generosity Dr. Arthur put this

church at the disposal of the Anglican bishops, and Bishop Peel

officiated, using, of course, the Anglican Communion Service.
How the ^\ good account of what actually occurred at the Conference

Missionaries was given by One of the C.M.S. Uganda missionaries present,
viewed it. ^i^ Chadwick (son of the Bishop of Derry), in the CM. Rerieir

(Jan., 1914) ; and he very frankly stated the limitations which he
and his brethren recognized, thus :

—

"What was [our] task? It certainly was not the uuniediate union
either of missionary societies or of native Churches in British East Africa.

Greatly as most of us would have wished for it, such a union would indeed

have laid us open to the criticism of haste and precipitancy. For us

of the C.M.S., for example, to join ourselves unreservedly with Congre-
gationalists and Methodists would simply have been to cut ourselves off

from our own Society and our own Church. At previous Conferences a

working arrangement had already been come to by which we agreed

to respect each other's spheres of influence and to divide Bible trans-

lation and other literary work. But there still remained the duty of

seeing that no unnecessary differences become habitual to the natives,

which would be a difficulty in our way later on, when the march of events

shall have brought our ultimate aim nearer. Our task was to arrange

some basis of federation which would allow us to work in the immediate
future with as little friction and waste as possible, and which would also

emphasize our points of agreement in the eyes of the natives as far as

possible."

A striking account also appears in Africa in Transformation, the

brilliant book by the Rev. Norman Maclean, of the Church of

Scotland, who was visiting the Scottish Mission,

rrojiosed In a statement subsequently, Bishop Willis gave full particulars

lederation. oi the " Proposed Scheme of Federation." The " basis of Federa-

tion " consisted in {ji) " the loyal acceptance of the Holy Scriptures
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as Hupieme rule of faith and practice," and of the Apostles' and pajit ii

Nicene Creeds " as a general expression of fundamental Christian ^*^ap. 40.

belief "
; (/>) " recognition of common membersliip "

;
(r) " regular

administration of Baptism and the Lord's Supper by outward
signs "

; {(t) " a common form of Church organization "
; which

last provision practically means the formation of local Church
Councils on the lines adopted in the Uganda Church. Then the
federated Missions were to encourage " similar forms and usages
in public worship," and a pattern of liturgical service was appended,
following the general lines of the Anglican Prayer Book, but of a
simple character such as is aimed at in many mission-hall services

at home. The Anglican services, as in Uganda, where the whole
Prayer Book is translated, were not to be cut down, but the other
Missions engaged to adopt the simpler form suggested, as more
suitable for new converts in uncivilized districts. Then, " for the
present," " all recognized ministers in their own Churches " were
to be " welcomed as visitors to preach in other churches "

; and
certain rules were suggested for the native ministry. And Bishop
Willis explained that while a minister of a non-episcopal Churcli

could not fully minister in Anglican churches, it was hoped that

he might be allowed to preach, as lay readers do at home.
The "common membership" mentioned al)ove as one of the " Commoii

" fundamental " provisions was explained by Bishop Wilhs as ship."

membership, not of this or that particular body, but of the " Holy
Catholic Church of Christ," which comprises all duly baptized

persons. " No one," he observed, " who has lived in direct touch
with African heathenism, and knows the profound gap that lies

between even the primitive and often most imperfect native

Christian and his heathen brother, can doubt for a moment on
which side of the gap this convert from another Mission is

standing." Certain rules were suggested for instruction and
probation of candidates for baptism. No polygamist might be

baptized. "Spiritual hospitality" was to be offered by each

Mission to converts of other Missions ; that is, they would be

welcomed at the Lord's Table.

In his statement Bishop Willis further laid stress on the tenta- .Scheme

tive character of the proposals, which were subject to the approval approvai°o£

of the Church authorities at home. It had been made clear, he
^^J^J^j^^jj^g

said, that Anglican missionaries could do nothing that would

'

" compromise their position as an integi'al part of the .\nglican

Communion," and he added that " the setting up of an East

African Church independent of historic Christianity was never for

a moment contemplated."
There is no doubt that in its formulated shape and in some of

its details this scheme was in advance of anything that had been

proposed in other mission fields. But in spirit it was fully in

accordance with much that had been actually done elsewhere. To view of the

give only one illustration : the Bisliop of Madras, Dr. Whitehead,
Sadr^J's.''^

in a Pastoral Letter in his Diocesan Magazine (Feb., 1914), svrote,
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Part II. " I do not think there is anything in this scheme that differs in
Chap. 40. pi-incipie from what has been done in India dm-ing the last thirty

or forty years "
;
* and he printed the scheme itself in full in that

magazine.
Position of It is probable that the Bishop of Zanzibar was imperfectly

of Zanzibar, acquainted with the practice of Anglican Missions in other parts

of the world ; and although he, and indeed the whole U.M.C.A.,

represent a definitely advanced school of Churchmanship, he
was, to speak quite frankly, not the man that one would have
expected to raise serious objection to what had taken place at

Kikuyu. His speeches in England had been of the most fervent

and highly spiritual character ; and some who had no sympathy
with his ecclesiastical views did nevertheless hold him in high

respect as a true missionary of Christ. But to appreciate his

deeply stirred feelings w^e must try to understand his profound

l)elief in what he regards as the Holy Catholic Church, separation

from which makes, in his view, all the non-Anglican Protestant

Churches schismatical, so that any kind of " federation " or "inter-

communion " with them is quite impossible. We must respect

the convictions of such a man, however far we may be from
sharing them. However, the Kikuyu controversy did arise from
Bishop Weston's appeal to the Archbishop of Canterbury to put

Bishops Peel and Willis on their trial for " the grievous faults of

propagating heresy and of committing schism."

It is not necessary here to notice what the Archbishop of

Canterbury called " the exuberant and sometimes heated con-

troversy " f that ensued. In the Times alone there were thirty

columns of letters between Dec. 17 and Jan. 6 ; among the writers

being the Bishops of Durham (Moule), Oxford (Gore), Southwark
(Burge), Salisbury (Ridgeway), Chichester (Ridgeway), Bishops
Tucker and Frodsham ; the Deans of Canterbury (Wace), Durham
(Henson), and Ripon (Fremantle); Lords Halifax and Kinnaird,

Lord Geo. Hamilton, Dr. Sanday, Dr. Headlam, Canon Mason,
Archdeacon Hutton, &c. But the letters for the most part dis-

cussed questions of Episcopacy which were only indirectly in-

volved in the main issue ; and the practical details of the Scheme
were scarcely alluded to at all.

The C.M.S. Committee, on Dec. 9th, 1913, adopted the following

resolutions. It will probably be acknowledged that in them
cordial sympathy with the two bishops and with their objects

was happily combined with due loyalty to the authorities of the

Church :

—

" That in pursuance of the llesolutions of the General Committee of

8 November, 1910, the Committee rejoice that further steps have been
taken towards co-operation and mutual consideration between the

The Public
Contro-
versy.

C.M.S.
Kesolu-
tions.

* CM. Review, April, 1914, p. 238.

t In a letter to Mr. Ian Malcolm, M.P., dated Jan. 3rd, 1914, which was
published in the Times.
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missions at work in British East Africa, with tlie full concurrence of Pakt II.

the Bishops of INIonibasa and Uganda. Cliap. 4u.

" The Committee vmderstand that at the united missionary conference
held at Kikuyu in June last there was no intention to take any steps

involving alteration of the present ecclesiastical status of the missions
and nascent Churches in the field, but only such steps as the missions
concerned might rightly take with any uecessarj^ sanction upon the part

of the Church authorities.
" Recognizing that there are certain issues involved which primarily

concei'n the Church authorities, and which are not, at least at present,

matters for consideration by this Committee, and without necessarily

assenting to the details and the wording of the proposed scheme, the
Committee whole-heartedly sympathize with the Bishops of Mombasa
and Uganda and their bretlaren in their desire for fuller co-operation and
advance along the pathway towards such re-union as may eventually be
according to God's purpose."

In due course the Archbishop issued his statement with regard Tiie Arch-

to Bishop Weston's charges. It expressed the clear opinion that pi'an!''

*

he " would not be justified in allowing the inquiry "— w4iich he felt

to be essential—" to take the suggested form of proceedings against

the Bishops for heresy and schism." His Grace did not think

that " the Bisliops of the Province of Canterbury, or selected

Bishops of the Province," before whom the Bishop of Zanzibar
had desired to appear, were " specially entitled or exceptionally

well-qualified to give arbitrament in regard to a matter which
markedly afiects other people and other interests beside those of

the Home Church "
; and he therefore proposed to ask the Central The Centra

Consultative Body, which had been set up by the Lambeth Con- tive^Body.

ference, to advise him, as Metropolitan over the East African

dioceses, on certain' questions which he would submit to them.

This body consists of fourteen Bishops elected by the Bishops of

different Provinces or groups of Dioceses of the Anglican Com-
munion.* The individual bishops who had been so elected were
the Archl)ishops of York, x\rmagh, Eupert's Land, Sydney, West
Indies ; the Bishops of Winchester, Exeter, St. Albans, Brechin,

Gibraltar; and Bishops Eyle, Wallis, and Copleston, with the

Archbishop of Canterbury himself. These were accordingly

summoned to meet in July, 1914.

Meanwhile the hot newspaper controversy, which had occupied Coiuments

the dull mid-winter weeks, ceased when Parliament met and chi^chmen.

political strife revived. But graver and more thoughtful comments
took its place. The CJl. Eeriew,^ which with admirable im-

partiality kept its readers acquainted month by month with what

* The Body should consist of eighteen bishops, including four representing

the Church in the United States ; but that Church has not elected its four

members.
t The references to the CM. Revicio are as follows :—Jan., 1914, Mr.

Chadwick's narrative. Bishop Willis's account of the Scheme, the C.M.S.

Resolutions of 1910. Feb., the Controversy : Bishop Weston's Open Letter,

Bishop Gore and others iu the Times, the comments of the Tablet, resolutions

of the Church of Scotland. March, the Primate's first Statement, uotices of

articles in quarterly and other reviews. Apiil, notices of opinions in India,
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PA£T II.

Chap. 40.

Bishop
Weston's
Proposals.

The Arch-
bishop's
Questions
ior the
t'onsulta-
tive Body.

Statement
by Bisliop:

Peel and
Willis.

was going on, noticed a remarkable sermon preached by the

Archbishop of York at Edinburgh, in which he referred to

"Kikuyu" as "an extremely interesting and useful experiment
in missionary policy, in a region where special cii'cumstances

called loudly for Christian co-operation." The Review also gave

excellent accounts of articles w-hich had appeared in the quarterlies

and monthlies, particularly of a notable one by Dr. A. C. Headlam
in the Church Quarterhj Kevieiv of Jan., 1914, which was certainly

one of the ablest surveys of the whole subject, and which cha-

racterized Bishop Willis's Statement as " a loyal and statesman-

like document." There was also an interesting series of " Kikuyu
Tracts," published by Longmans, among the writers being the

Bishops of Durham and Down, Professor Gwatkin, Principal Guy
Warman, Principal H. G. Grey, Dr. Weitbrecht, Chancellor Smith,

&c. But it was more interesting to notice how reasonably and
even sympathetically some leading High Churchmen treated
" Kikuyu "

: particularly Canon Scott Holland in the Common-
irfdJth and some writers in the (liKinUan. Still more interesting

was the issue by the Bishop of Zanzibar of some Proposals of his

own for " a Central Missionary Council of Episcopal and non-
Episcopal Churches in East Africa," showing that after all he was
not averse from all co-operation, and that it was in his view a

question of degree. Certainly it was not easy to reconcile these

Proposals with the strong language of his original indictment ; but

it was good to find him recognizing that there w^as " a large field

of action in which all Christians can combine," and that "various

Churches can co-operate over a large area of action without in

any way sacrificing those particular dogmas and practices for the

sake of which Christendom is disunited."

The Consultative Body met in July. The Archbishop's questions

for their consideration were only two : (1) " Do the provisions of

the proposed Scheme contravene any principles of Church Order,

the observance of which is obligatory upon the Bishops, the Clergy,

and the lay workers of the Church of England at home and abroad '?

If so, in what particulars?" (2) "Whether, due consideration

being given to precedent and to all the circumstances of the case,

the action of the bishops who arranged and conducted the

admittedly abnormal service in question was consistent or incon-

sistent with principles accepted by the Church of England."

The Bishops of Mombasa and Uganda now put forth their

formal argument for the consideration of the Consultative Body,

and it was published in a pamphlet entitled " Steps towards Ee-

union." They begin by quoting several passages from the Eeports

the United States, &c., Letters of Bishops Weston and Tucker. June, Bishop
Peel's letter. Jxily, notices of Kikuyn Tracts, Bishop Weston's Proposals,

Letters of Bishop Gore and Professor Gwatkin. Also in several of these

numbers, important editorial paragraphs. Also, in 1915, June, editorial com-
ments on the Archbishop's Statement. July, the Statement, and the lleply

of the Consultative Body, in full. Oct., more editorial paragraphs.
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of the Lambeth Conferences, and claim (1) that in their " Kikuyu " part ii.

proceedings they were only acting on the express directions of ^'*|^'* •

" Lambeth," and (2) that they had carefully observed the limita-

tions recognized by Lambeth and provided for the safeguards

desired by Lambeth. In particular, they claim to have strictly

bound themselves by the Lambeth " Quadrilateral" (see p. 404) ;

and at every point they confidently submit that they had carefully

avoided the very errors alleged against them. The whole State-

ment is skilful and cogent in a quite extraordinary degree. One
extremely good point is noticed farther on (p. 422). Another is

their conviction of the EngHsh Church Union of a mis-quotation

of the Preface to the Anglican Ordinal. That Preface declares

that " no man shall be accounted or taken to be a lawful Bishop,

Priest or Deacon in the Church of England . . . except he . . .

hath had Episcopal Consecration or Ordination." The E.C.U.

resolution of Feb. 19th, 1914, quotes this, but omits the essential

words "in the Church of England." Is this an example of fair

controversy ?

The Eeply of the Consultative Body, and the Archbishop's Reply of

own deliverance, were not published until April, 1915, the War
^jjft^^'l";

having caused the delay. As regards the Reply, it is to be noted ^^'^^'^y
t^*}^,

that it is signed by all the Bishops who were able to attend, and bishop,

that the only absentees were Bishop Jacob of St. Albans (who was

ill) and Archbishop Wright of Sydney. This unanimity of course

gives it great weight. On the general Scheme the Bishops warmly jj^g ^i^ject

commend its object, while they deprecate the use of so strong °/,,^."^'^y"

a word as " Federation." They think it should be referred to the meuded.

next Lambeth Conference, but disclaim the idea that this should

mean a delay of four years. " Many, probably most," of the

"suggestions for common action" "can be carried out by the

method of mutual agreement. They tend to unity without any

compromise of independence." "The attempt to bring to a

common standard rules relating to probation and discipline

admirably serves the main object, and is itself of great moral and

religious value."

But they notice more particularly three points in the Scheme. Three

(1) " All recognized as ministers in their own Churches shall fhe"scheme.

be welcomed as visitors to preach in other federated Churches."
^""^^.^^.^j

In this they " see no essential difficulty," provided that the Bishop one not.
'

inviting " a minister or lay person not of our own Communion,"
" or authorizing the invitation," " is satisfied as to his qualifica-

tions." (2) As to " the admission to Holy Communion in Anghcan

churches of communicants belonging to other denominations,'

they of course refer to the rubric about Confirmation, but declare

that " the evidence is abundant to show that exceptions to the

rule have been allowed in special cases," and that it is eminently

a matter for the Bishop's discretion. (3) As to an Anglican

convert being " encouraged or even expected" to communicate in

a non -episcopal church, which, say the Bishops, " seems to be

2 E
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Part li. implied " (for the Scheme does not plainly say so ""'), they " cannot
't^L regard any such arrangements as consistent with the principles of

the Chm-ch of England." These statements in effect constitute

the reply of the Consultative Body to the Archbishop's first

question.
The On the second question, regarding the open Communion
Service. Service after the Conference, they " abstain from any expression of

judgment," though they " can well believe that for the purity of its

motive, and for the love that was in it, it was acceptable to Him to

Whom it was offered, and Whom its participants united to adore "
;

but they add that " any attempt to treat it as a precedent, or to

encourage habitual action of the kind, must be held to be incon-

sistent with principles accepted by the Church of England."
It is of real importance, having regard to the personnel of the

Consultative Body, to note these opinions. Although they were
only replies to the Archbishop's questions, and although the

responsibility of dealing with the case really rested with him only,

yet as his opinion proves to be similar on most points to theirs, it

is clearly a mistake to express either approval or disapproval of his

Statement without bearing in mind the unanimity of the Body
also. Those who have been severely criticizing him should

remember that they are at the same time criticizing the eleven

other bishops concerned.
The Arch- The Archbishop's own Statement is dated Easter, 1915. It

statement, begins by indicating the nature of the problem, viz., how to recon-

cile the general desire that the Christians gathered out of heathenism
should not be permanently separated denominationally, as we are,

with the fact that they have received the Christian Faith " along

different channels of transmission," the characteristics of which
channels " have become famihar to, and perhaps loved by, the

several groups of converts." "How," asks the Archbishop, "are
these two elements in the problem—the steadying desire for a

genuinely African Church in days to come, and the existing loyalty

to denominational systems and traditions—to be reconciled?"
Then he quotes from the utterances of successive Lambeth Con-
ferences in 1888, 1897, and 1908, expressing both desire and
purpose to seek opportunities of friendly conference with other

Churches and denominations with a view to the promotion of

unity. " The waste of force in the mission field," said the

Encyclical Letter of 1908, " calls aloud for unity "
; and, " We must

Approves constantly desire, not compromise but comprehension, not uni-

aimed^at, formity but unity." The Archbishop accordingly expresses his

* See the statement of the Bishops of Mombasa and Uganda, p. 41G. They
wfould alloio an Anglican convert to communicate in a non-episcopal church,

and the Scheme provides that the said church should not exclude him ; but

they do not "encourage" him to do so, save in exceptional cases, p,nd even

the word " sanction " is only used hesitatingly. Many of us, no doubt, would
go farther, and " encourage " the practice ; the only question here is, What do
the two Bishops say, and mean ?
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concurrence with the Bishops of Mombasa and Uganda when part li.

they plead that " Kikuyu " was " an honest attempt to interpret . . .
*"'"*''• •*"•

the spirit and intention of the Lambeth Conference in regard to

closer co-operation in the mission field with the only Churches with
w^hich such co-operation is at present possible." He objects, how- but not the

ever, like the Consultative Body, to the term " Federation," as going ^"''"'"

beyond what " one section of a great Communion " should do
of itself without full consultation with other sections. " Could
Devonshire be federated, say, with Normandy, without thereby

compromising England ? " He thinks that many of the provisions

of the Scheme " can, with perfect loyalty to our existing rules, be

made effective under a system of co-operation and fellowship which
may possibly pave the way for plans of formal federation and
of ultimate union in a Native African Church." " Co-operation

"

he would encourage ; but " a formal and quasi-constitutional

Federation" requires, in his judgment, "a sanction which must
be more than local "

; and this matter ougl^t therefore to be

referred to the next Lambeth Conference.

Then he takes up the three points noticed by the Consultative The Three

Body. (1) He agrees with them about the preaching. " I see no Po'"*^

;

reason to restrict the freedom of a bishop in the mission field as "'"'" ""'^'

to those whom he may invite to address his people, or as to the

sanction which may be given to a priest or deacon of his diocese

to address in their own buildings, on due invitation given. Christians

who belong to other denominations." (2) Also as regards occa- outsiders

sional admission of such Christians to our Holy Communion :
" I ^y,^"'^'

have no hesitation in saying that in my opinion a diocesan bishop muuion,

acts rightly in sanctioning, w^hen circumstances seem to call for

it, the admission to Holy Communion of a devout Christian man
to whom the ministrations of his own Church are for the time

inaccessible, and who, as a baptized person, desires to avail him-

self of the opportunity of communicating at one of our altars."

And he states that abundant testimony to " the need, the work-

ableness, and the advantage of such ordered liberty " is borne " in

all parts of the world, pre-eminently in Scotland, in' India, on the

Continent of Europe, and in the United States." (3) On the AugUcans

otlier hand, he has been understood to agree also with the Con- "on^!"^""

sultative Body in disapproving " the sanction directly or by im- nmiiious.

plication given to members of our Church to receive the Holy
Communion at the hands of ministers not episcopally ordained."

But is this really the case? What he actually says is that

"to imagine that the occasional admission of non-episcopahans

who in special circumstances seek the Holy Communion at oiu*

hands carries or implies a corresponding readiness to bid the

members of our Church, when temporarily isolated, seek the Holy
Communion at the hands of any Christian minister, though not

episcopally ordained, who may be within reach, to whatsoever

denomination or system he belongs, is gravely to misapprehend

the position and to run the risk of creating serious confusion."
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Pakt II.

Chap. 40.

The Com-
munion
Service at
Kikuyu.

The
Statement
satisfies

neither side

lully,

but
moderate
opinion
favourable.

Note especially the words ''bid" and "any Christian minister"

and " ivhatsofver denomination or system." The Scheme makes
no such suggestion ; and though the Archbishop thinks that what
it does suggest is insufficiently guarded, he pointedly refrains from
affirming, with the Consultative Body, that it is " inconsistent

with the principles of the Church of England."
Lastly, on the Communion Service which followed the Con-

ference, the Archbishop considers that " we shall act rightly in

abstaining at present from such services " because they would be

supposed to " inaugurate a new policy or initiate a new plan of

intercommunion," when " nothing of the sort was intended at

Kikuyu." But his tone is much more sympathetic than that of

the Consultative Body. " Which of us," he asks, " will be eager

to declare that if he had been one of them on that day, laden with

the sense of isolation which belongs to a missionary's life in

heathendom, and with no other thought in his mind than that of

carrying the Gospel message to the heathen folk among whom his

life-work lay, he would have felt it to be impossible or incongruous

to take part in that quiet Communion Service with brother workers

who in spite of all differences were loyal like himself " to the

Scriptures and the Creeds ? Very justly does the Archbishop add

that " it was far from being the first time " that such a thing had

taken place ; and he says nothing to endorse the opinion of the

Consultative Body that " to treat it as a precedent " would be
" inconsistent with principles accepted by the Church of England."

It was not to be expected that this Opinion would fully satisfy

either side in the controversy. There has been natural disappoint-

ment in Scotland and among Nonconformists, at the implied reflec-

tion on any non-episcopal Communion Service, and at the practical

discouragement of such special services as the one that followed the

Conference ; and many English Churchmen have shared that feel-

ing. On the other hand, the extremer High Churchmen have been

indignant at the Archbishop's approval of admitting " schismatical
"

ministers to Anglican pulpits and unconfirmed " sectaries " to

Holy Communion. Between these two sections, there has been

widespread satisfaction on the part of many sympathizers with

Bishops Peel and Willis that the result of the inquiry has l^een

favourable beyond what some expected, and particularly that not

only the Primate himself but the Bishops composing the Con-

sultative Body have gone so far as they have in the direction of

co-operation and union. To refer only to one point : it is widely

felt to be a great gain that so authoritative an opinion has been

given against the view, persistently put forward in recent years,

that the Confirmation Eubric absolutely forbids the admission

of any unconfirmed person to Communion. That a reasonable

Church rule for the Church's own members ought not to be

pressed against outsiders is an important principle, and it is highly

satisfactory to get so clear an affirmation of this.*

* Among the moderate Churchmen supporting the Archbishop should be
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But the real issue, after all, is that raised by the Bishop of part ii.

Oxford, in his Diocesan Magazine (Sept. 1915). " There is," he ^^tL.^"-

says, " no justification for refusing full recognition of Nonconfor- The real

mist ministers, in view of the spiritual fruits of their labours,
3f",f„'

except the belief that the Episcopate is of the essence of a valid Gore on a

ministry, and that an episcopally-ordained priest is necessary for Eucharist,

a valid Eucharist." " The spiritual fruits of their labours "—yes,

that would be a fair test. " By their fruits ye shall know them,"
was our Lord's own direction. Yet these "fruits" are to be

ignored in favour of a hard-and-fast rule, the authority for which
in the New Testament we ask in vain. We ought certainly to

respect and conform to rules which our Church has a perfect right

to make for its own members, as for instance that a priest and
not a deacon shall celebrate the Communion ; but if a reasonable

rule is elevated into a fundamental and unchanging principle, we
need a higher authority for it. We may value the Episcopate as

primitive and historic, for therein we are in the region of fact ; we
may wish that all Christians could be united imder it ; but if a

theory is deduced from that fact, a theory which would compel

us to say that no Scottish Presbyterian or English Nonconformist,

no Bonar or Dale or Spurgeon, has ever, even once in his life,

obeyed the Lord's dying command and " fed on Him in his heart

by faith with thanksgiving " in the ordinance of His own appoint-

ment, then it must be plainly said that a consequence so impossible, The

so unthinkable, of itself disproves the theory ; so that the Bishop theory
^

of Oxford's argument cannot stand. It is quite true that many impossible,

who hold the theory expressly disclaim so extreme an inference.

Dr. Gore, in his kindly way, admits the spiritual profit which

a non -episcopalian may derive from his service. Nevertheless, it

is not in the Bishop's view the Lord's ordained sacrament. But

the Lord Himself has revealed what He thinks of the theory by

granting to His servants those " spiritual fruits " which the Bishop

frankly recognizes."'

Let the opinion be carefully noted of the large and inlluential iniportant.

Committee of the Lambeth Conference of 1908 on Eeunion and LSeTh"*
Intercommunion, comprising 57 bishops (Bishop Gore himself Conferenco

being one). In the section of their Eeport which refers to the

Presbyterian Churches they say that those Churches, " wherever

they have held closely to their traditions and professed standards

of faith and government, as formulated at Westminster," " satisfy

the first three of the four conditions of an approach to reunion
"

mentioned Dr. Arthur Robinson in The East and Tlip West and Dr. Headlara

in the Church Quarterly Review, both in July, 1915. Dr. Headlam had already,

as we have seen, approved the Kikuyu proposals, in the Ch. Q. Rev. of

Jan., 1914.
* In the CM. Rcvicio of July, 1910, there was an article by Mr. Baylis on

Church Polity, in which he discussed, from the point of view of an Evaugelical

Anglican, Bishop Gore's Orders and Unity, Principal Fairbairn's Studies in

Religion and Theology, and Professor Gwatkin's Early Church History, It

is a singularly clear presentation of the controversy.
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which are expressed in the Lambeth Quadrilateral. Now the
third of those conditions is the " ministering " the two Sacraments.
But if "an episcopally-ordained priest is necessary for a valid

Eucharist," how is a Presbyterian to "minister" it? Yet the

Bishops at Lambeth say that the Presbyterians " satisfy " the

third condition. Clearly they satisfy it because they do " minister
"

" a valid Eucharist." Nothing in the argument submitted to the

Consultative Body by Bishops Peel and "Willis is more cogent
and unanswerable than this.*

But then, if the Lord's Supper administered by a Presbyterian

or a Methodist is a "valid sacrament," as the words of the

Lambeth Conference just cited plainly imply, it must follow that

there cannot be anything really wrong in an Anglican partaking

of such a sacrament. Let it be noted that neither the Consul-
tative Body nor the Archbishop affirm that it is wrong. The
former only say that "arrangements" wdth a view to it are not
" consistent with the principles of the Church of England." The
latter does not even go so far as that; which is not surprising,

considering that the "principles" supposed to be infringed are not

indicated. The disapproval thus so vaguely justified can only

mean, or ought only to mean, that partaking of (say) Presbyterian

Communion should not, for an Anglican, be an ordinary and
regular practice. Now the Kikuyu scheme does not suggest that

it should be ; so the Bishops of Mombasa and Uganda may fairly

claim that they are acquitted on this count as well as on the

others.

The opposition of the extremer High Churchmen to the Arch-
bishop's Statement has taken the form of a demand, sent to all the

Bishops at home and abroad, for an assurance from them that the

acts permitted by that Statement, and by the reply of the Con-
sultative Body, will not be tolerated in their dioceses ; also of a

resolution to support no Missionary Society which carries on
Missions in dioceses whose Bishops fail to give this assurance.

The answer given by both the S.P.G. and the CM. 8. is, naturally,

that the Society is not responsible for what the bishop of any
diocese may or may not allow ; but at the same time Bishop
Montgomery has to some extent committed the former Society to

a disapproval of the things which the Consultative Body and the

Primate are disposed to allow. The question is a really serious

one for the S.P.G. It has large Missions, for instance, in the Dio-

cese of Madras ; and the sympathy of the Bishop of Madras with

Kikuyu principles has been clearly shown in Chap. XVI. (p. 192).

The demand of the objectors involves a refusal to subscribe to

S.P.G. unless those Missions are abandoned. The only direct

answer to the demand which has been published is that from
Bishop Peel himself, who informs the inquirers that he proposes

* The question may fairly be asked, Why are the two sacraments to be

treated so differently ? If even lay baptism is valid, as all acknowledge, why
such strict conditions for the Lord's Supper ?
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to act upon the principles laid down by the Archbishop and the part ii.

eleven other Bishops. But an indirect reply was sent by the ^'^"p- ^^-

Bishop of Bombay, not to the inquirers but to the Church papers,

stating that he was not responsible to the small body of clergy

who had made the demand.
On the Kikuyu question as a whole, let this chapter close with Lambeth

the citation of words from the important Eeport of the Committee de8ir"fOT*

on Foreign Missions of that same Lambeth Conference of 1908. reunion on

They were appointed to consider, inter alia, the "correlation and^nes!""*

co-operation of missionary agencies of the Anglican Communion
and those of other bodies." After a passing reference to the

friendly relations with the Eussian Church in Japan, they " regret

that they must leave entirely alone the question of relationship
"

between our Missions and those of the Eoman Church ; but they

go on at once to offer suggestions as to relations with " various

non-episcopal Christian communities."
First, they gratefully recognize " the real unity, despite all

divisions, of the Christian Society in the face of all other (non-

Christian) religions." " All Christians baptized ... in accord-

ance with Christ's command . . . are baptized into the one
Church of Christ." They refer gratefully to the co-operation

already existing in educational and moral movements and in

Bible translation, &c. They make certain suggestions for " mis-

sionary comity," particularly that missionaries should " not seek

to attach to their own body those who are already Christians of

other denominations." (But surely, if those others have never

had a " valid Communion," never " fed on Christ in their hearts

by faith with thanksgiving" in a true sacrament, as the theory

pressed upon us implies, it would only be an act of charity to

" attach them to our own body," in which they could share in

that great privilege !)

Finally, the Committee note witli pleasure the desire for " a

deeper union" between Christians " divided on matters of moment
but united by a yet stronger bond in their love of God in Jesus

Christ our Lord "
; and they express behef that " the Foreign

Mission field is likely to react upon the Church at home by teach-

ing a truer proportion, widening the outlook, and strengthening

the spiritual vision." " Compromise of principle," they acknow-

ledge, " is no path to concord," " hut essenfiah and non-essentiah

are not al/cai/s irisely discriminated." They believe that "the

aspirations after a deeper unity will not be in vain." "As in

the West a time of disintegration is being followed by a time of

consolidation, so in the East Christianity may take root without

the perpetuation from generation to generation of the divisions of

the West."
One lesson of " Kikuyu " was strikingly suggested by Bishop

"^l^^^^""^

Wilhs in an address to the Synod of Uganda at its meetmg miesson.

June, 1915. " Nothing," he said, " could have been simpler or

more humble than its beginnings," yet "how great a tire a spark
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Part II. may kindle, and how far-reaching may be the issues of the action

'f£l ' of a single Church in the mission field." He pointed out how
intimately " our Church, in however distant a part of the great

field, is linked with every part of the Church of Christ "
:

—

" That local conference, that simple act of common worship at Kikuyu,
affected every part of the great world-wide Anglican Communion ; it

concerned intimately the great Nonconformist bodies ; it deeply inte-

rested the Church of Scotland ; it attracted scarcely less attention in

the Church of Rome, and even in the Greek Church. From India, from
Australia, from America, froin all parts of the world letters either

approving or condemning the action poured in. It would be difficult

to find a more striking proof of the essential oneness of the great Church
of Christ, or plainer comment on the great truth that ' none of us liveth

to himself.'
"

[Note.—On this whole subject see also Chap. XVI. on Union Movements in

India, and Chap. LIII. on the Larger Co-operation ; also the Appendix, on
the effect of the War upon the Missions, where it is shown that the Indian
Bishops, in taking temporary charge of the German Mission in Chota Nagpur,
leave the administration of the Lord's Supper to the Indian pastors of the
Lutheran Church, who are not episcopally ordained. How could the Bishops
do this, if the Lord's Supper so administered were not a true sacrament ?J
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CHAPTER XLI.

Personal .- In Memoeiam.

Queen Victoria and King Edward —Archbishop Temple and the Bishops

—Vice-Presidents of C.M.S.—Secretaries, &c.—Prominent Members
of Committee—^Clerical and Lay Friends—Women.

;N paying a tribute of respect and affection to departed part hi.

' brethren and sisters in Christ, it is right to begin by ^^^p-^^-

just naming a few who died before the Centenary, Some

but too near it to be included in the In Memoriam before* lie

chapter which comes last but one in Vol. III. of the t-'entenary.

C.M.S. History. Among them were Bishop Alford, formerly of

Victoria, Hong Kong, who in his later years was a regular and
much respected member of the Committee ; Sir M. Monier
Williams, the distinguished Orientalist and Boden Professor of

Sanskrit at Oxford, whose memorable speeches in successive yeai'S

at the Bible Society and C.M.S. Annual Meetings could never be

forgotten by those who heard or read them ; Mr. Arthur Mills and
Mr. Abel Smith, both excellent M.P.'s ; Colonel Urmston, of Maid-
stone ; Mr. Nathaniel Bridges, the Society's Solicitor; Canons
Bell and K J. Knight ; the Rev. T. L. N. Causton of Croydon

;

and the Rev. J. G. Heisch, for many years Vice-Principal of

Islington College.

Then we take up the sixteen Annual Reports, and note the The deaths

names in each. But we will not take them year by year; we
will rather arrange them in groups ; roughly, however, in chrono-

logical order.

And first must be named Her Majesty Queen Victoria, who Qnocn

ended her long and glorious reign on Jan. 22nd, 1901. The office
Victoria,

of Patron of the Society is by the Laws reserved for a member of

the Royal Family, but Queen Victoria never felt able to accept

that position, and it has in fact never been filled. But she

was Patron of the Windsor C.M.S. Association, and she was a

Governor of the Society in virtue of two contributions, £50 to the

Jubilee Fund, and £100 to the Centenary Fund. The C.M.S.

Historij records her reception of Samuel Crowther, of Jacob Wain-

wright, the African boy educated by the Society who was with

Livingstone when he died, and accompanied the body to England ;

and of the envoys from Uganda in 1880.* And this present

* See Hist. C.M.S., Vol. II., p. Ill ; Vol. III., pp. 78, 107.
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Pakt III.
Chap. 41.

King
Edward.

Archbishoj)
Temple.

Bishop
Creighton.

Bishop
Ryle.

Bishop
Wcstcott.

Other
Bishops.

volume (p. ()3) records her reception, only six months before her
death, of Bishop James Johnson, together with her own African

god-daughter. Nor must we omit King Edward VII., who died on
May 6th, 1910, if only to recall his tour as Prince of Wales in India,

his welcome from the Tinnevelly Christians and his speech to them,
and his interview also with Indian Christians at Amritsar.*

While the office of Patron lias always been kept for a royal

personage, that of Vice-Patron belongs to the Archbishop of

Canterbury ; and no Primate ever deserved any honour the Society

could give him more than Dr. Temple, who died on December 23rd,

1902.f We all know his devotion to the cause of Missions ; and
our first chapter referred to the deep emotion he displayed when
with a momentarily broken voice the strong, rugged man expressed
his thankfulness to God at the Centenary Meeting.
The late Archbishop of Dublin, Dr. Peacocke, was a very warm

friend of the Society, and was at one time its chief Organizing
Secretary for Ireland.

Bishop Creighton, whose short tenure of the see of London
ended with his much lamented death in 1901, took a genuine
interest in the CM. College, and the address to the Clergy Union
should be recalled in which he uttered these memorable words :

—

" The best step towards getting your parish into better order is to

help Missions. ... It is useless to say, ' I am getting up my
clubs, and building mission- rooms, and I cannot afford to give

from my parish anything towards Missions.' Why, you will get

your clubs and your mission-rooms all the easier and quicker^ if you
urge the claims of Missions on your people."

Bishop Eyle of Liverpool, who died in 1900, was of course a

very staunch friend and supporter of the Society, though his

residence far from London, both as rector and as bishop, prevented
his ever taking an active part in its councils. His influence as a

leading representative of the Evangelical section of the Church is

frequently referred to in the C.M.S. Histori/. Bishop Westcott of

Durham, who gladly gave four sons to India (two of them bishops

there to-day), testified thereby to his unfeigned sympathy with the

great cause. At Cambridge he several times presided at C.M.S.
meetings ; and both his Exeter Hall speech in 1 887 and his

St. Bride's Sermon in 1895 were worthy indeed of so great a man.

J

The present writer was in Durham Cathedral on Trinity Sunday
(May 31st), 1896, when Westcott, knowing that on that same day
Bishop Tucker was ordaining Africans in Uganda, besought the

prayers of the congregation on their behalf. Bishop Whipple of

Minnesota, the " Apostle of the Indians " (as he was called), must
not be omitted, if only for his crossing the Atlantic expressly to

take part in the C.M.S. Centenary.§ Bishop Pakenham Walsh, of

* See HisL C.M.S., Vol. III., pp. 128, 170.

t See CM. IntelL, Feb., 1903.

X See C.M.S. History, Vol, III., pp. 301, 303.

§ See pp. 6, 8.
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Ossoiy, had been an Organizing Secretary of the Society.* He part hi.

preached the Annual Sermon in 1882 ; and he gave two sons to ^'''||f;
*!•

the mission tield, to the C.M.S. and S.P.G. respectively (the latter

now Bishop of Assam). Bishop Bardsley of Carlisle (uncle of the
present Hon. Secretary) preached the Sermon in 1891, a very
instructive one on the " Kingdom "

; and Bishop Perowne of

Worcester in 1899, pointing out from Isa. xlix. how " light " a
thing is every enterprise in comparison with the preaching of the
Gospel to the heathen nations. More closely identified with the
Society than any other was Bishop E. H. Bickersteth of Exeter, BishoiJ

who (having resigned the See in 1901) died in 1907. As a whole- Bicker-
hearted believer in the cause, as a generous donor to C.M.S. funds, stetii.

as a welcome visitor to its Missions abroad, as always a most
affectionate friend of its leaders at home, he stood easily first

among the bishops of his day ; and the references to his influence
and liberality in the C.M.S. History are frequent.!

Bishops who died abroad, like Archbishop Machray, Bishops Bishops

Bompas, Gell, Hadfield, J. C. Hoare, and several others, are noticed
'^'^'"'*^'-

in tlie chapters on the Missions with which they were connected
;

and so are some whose work was in the field but who died at home,
as Bishops Burdon, Evingtou, G. E. Moule, Kidley, Eoyston, and
Stuart. %
Among other clerical Vice-Presidents taken from us during the Dean

period under review, Dean Barlow of Peterborough stands alone and others,

for his close association with the Society's work. As Hon. Sec. of

the Bristol Association, as Principal of Islington College, as Vicar of

Ishngton, and as for many years a regular member of Committee,
he was one of its wisest counsellors and most devoted friends. § One
of his last services was raising privately (with two or three other

friends) £25,000, in 1903 to meet one of the deficits. Dean Lefroy
of Norwich was one of the most eloquent advocates of the

missionary and other good causes. He preached the Sermon in

1892. One other clergyman must be named, unique in his way
and universally respected. Canon Christopher of Oxford.
Then of distinguished laymen, there were the Earl of North- Lay vice-

brook, ex-Viceroy of India, who only escaped being elected P'"''^"^'^"'^*-

President of the Society in 1887 through Sir John Kennaway having
one more vote than he in the sub-committee appointed to make a

nomination to the General Committee, and who delivered a speech
at the Centenary Meeting which deeply impressed the 2000 men
present ; the Earl of Harrowby, President of the Bible Society :

Viscount Midleton, who spoke at the Annual Meeting only a few
months before his death ; four eminent Indian rulers, Sir Charles

* See CM. IntelL, Jan., 1<J03, p. 31.

t See also CM. Rev., Jan., 1908.

; On Bompas, see p. 368 ; on Gell, p. 237 ; on Hadfield, p. 390 ; on J. C.

Hoare, pp. 298, 319; on Burdon, p. 298; on G. E. Moule, p. 317; on Ridley,

p. .383 ; on Royston, p. 266 ; on Stuart, p. 135.

§ See his biography by his daughter.
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Lay Secre
taries.

Part III. Bernard, Sir Charles Elliott, Sir William Muir, and Sir Eichard
"Zl_ Temple,—Muir the kind friend of all the Missions and mission-

aries, and the great authority on Mohammed and Islam, and Temple
the untiring speaker at meetings all over the country ; three home
friends, all three true and highly valued, Mr. Wingfield Digby, M.P.,

of Sherborne, Mr. Miles Maclnnes, M.P., of Carlisle (father of the

new Bishop of Jerusalem), and Mr. Cruddas of Newcastle ; and
lastly. Sir T. Fowell Buxton, who died in November, 1915, who was
Treasurer of the Society for a few years, and always its hearty

and generous friend.

Three men who were Lay Secretaries of the Society in succession

died during our period : General Geo. Hutchinson, C.B., C.S.I.,

only a few months after the Centenary ; General Collingwood, in

1903 ; and Mr. David Marshall Lang, in 1912. None of the three

died in office. Hutchinson was Secretary from 1881 to 1889 ;

Collingwood, from 1889 to 1894; Lang from 1895 to 1907.

Hutchinson had been one of the soldiers in India who held

responsible civil posts ; he did good service as an engineer at the

Defence of Lucknow in 1857, and by and by he was at the head of

the Police in the Punjab. He was a leading member of the

Committee both before and after his tenure of the Lay
Secretaryship, and was much beloved as an earnest Christian and
an affectionate personal friend.* Collingwood was not so success-

ful in office, but was sincerely respected as a man. Lang (who
was uncle of the present Archbishop of York) brought long business

experience to Salisbury Square, and effected many improvements
in the office. His son is a C.M.S. missionary in Japan, and his

two daughters are married respectively to Mr. Lightfoot of Isling-

ton College and Mr. Stanley Smith, one of the famous " Cambridge
Seven." j

Of other former Secretaries of the Society must be named
Archdeacon Long, of Bishop Wearmouth ; Eobert Lang, so

famous in his younger days as the Harrow and Cambridge fast

bowler, and who served the Africa " Group " Committee for eleven

years ; Christopher C. Fenn, once a Ceylon missionary, and after-

wards for many years Senior Clerical Secretary, universally

respected for his wisdom and devotion
; J and John Barton, of

whom more presently. Other officials were A. H. Frost, once an
Indian missionary, and Principal of Islington College for a few
years before Barlow ; S. Dyson and G. F. W. Munby, Vice-

Principal and Tutor of that College ; Tracy, Director of the

Children's Home; Ernest Anderson, Assistant Home Secretary;

Dr. Elliott, of India and Palestine, Secretary of Medical Missions

;

Canons Gibbon and Tristram ; E. Lombe, W. Allan, E. D. Stead,

F. Glanvill, and J. B. Whiting, who had been Association Secre-

taries. Dyson's career is referred to on another page (p. 468).

Glanvill went to Ceylon as a missionary, but his health failed

* See CM. Intell., Feb., 1900. f See CM. Rev., June, 1912.

X See CM. Rev., Nov., 1913.

Other
former
Secretaries
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1

there. He was a most lovable characfcei", and a model Organizing Part Hi-

Secretary. It was said that he had more real personal influence ^£^"*'-

in Durham and Northumberland than bishops, deans, archdeacons,

or canons ; and when he was brouglit to London, he quickly won
the hearts of the clergy with whom he came in contact.

Of some of those just mentioned a few words more must be said. Tristram,

Canons Tristram and Gibbon and Mr. Lombe were Honorary Associa- Lonl'b"'

tiou Secretaries, and men of position and influence at Durham, at Allan,

Harrogate, and in Norfolk respectively ; all three of whom did the "
"'^'

cause noble service. Tristram, as a Eesidentiary Canon, as a repre-

sentative of the Durham Chapter in York Convocation, as an F.R.S.

eminent in Natural History, as a traveller in the East and the

author of valuable books on Palestine, as a leading Freemason, as a

strong political Conservative and ecclesiastical Protestant, was one
of the most conspicuous of the clergy in the North of England

;

but he was never happier than when he was driving a gig many
miles in the County of Durham to interest miners and labourei'S

in C.M.S. work. And when we remember his daughter's twenty-

seven years in Japan, and her delightful school there, and the

work of other daughters at home, and the two grandsons in India,

W. E. S. Holland and Dr. H. T. Holland, we see what the mis-

sionary cause owes to Canon Tristram.

Canon Gibbon was before all things a man of wise counsel and
spiritual influence. One of his soldier-sons took holy orders and
became an Evangelical "pastor" at Oxford; and Balliol has

shown its appreciation of his good influence in more ways than

one.

Edward Lombe was the untiring advocate of the cause for

many years in Norfolk, and drove about roads and lanes in the

interest of C.M.S. still more persistently than Tristram in Durham
(not having such a variety of calls on him) ; and when he retired

to Torquay, he gave his last years with equal devotion to the

Society's work, along with Mrs. Lombe, sister of Prebendary Fox.

Of all the St. Bride's Sermons, no two are more impressive and
animating than Tristram's and Lombe's.
Two other of the quondam Association Secretaries, who became

useful members of Committee, were W. Allan and J. B. Whiting.*

No one knew the Africa and Palestine Missions better tlian

Allan ; and no one was a more faithful friend of Bishop Crowther

and the West African native clergy than Whiting. Of the former's

work at Bermondsey and the latter's at Ramsgate this is not the

place to speak.

Once more, John Barton. He was many years in India, holding
•[j','^'^,"^^||

such important posts as the Agra College, the Cathedral Mission

College at Calcutta, and the Secretaryships at Calcutta and INIadras.

Three times he was temporary Secretary in Salisbury Square. At

Cambridge, where he was Vicar of Holy Trinity many years, and

where he worked hand in hand with Handley Moule, his influence

* See CM. Rev., July and Sept., 1914.
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cha^ ^41* ^^'^'^^ ^^® underf^raduates was unique, although he habitually put
—'- ' everybody else forward and took the least conspicuous place him-

self. After taking the C.P.A.S. Secretaryship for five years, he
came back once more to the C.M.S. in an emergency ; and at length

his health gradually failed, until it pleased God to take to Himself
one of the noblest characters that ever escaped public recognition

in the Church.*

Leading lay Several other active members of the Committee were taken from
member.sof

^^g jj^ >i^q period. Four of them joined nearly together in the later

'eighties. General Hutchinson, the Lay Secretary already mentioned;
General Touch, a fine specimen of the British soldier, " upright,

downright, and straightforward," and above all, great in prayer,

who had been many years on C.M.S. committees in India ; Henry
Morris, an Indian judge, who became an almost indispensable

member of every committee and sub-committee, and was generally

in the chair,—and who was also Vice-chairman of the Bible Society

and Hon. Secretary of the Christian Literature Society for India

;

and Robert Cust, also a distinguished Indian civilian, who had been
Judicial Commissioner of the Punjab, and was an extraordinary

linguist and Hon. Sec. of the Royal Asiatic Society, as well as a

familiar figure in all sorts of London gatherings and organizations.

These four were very different men. If all four were real friends

and fellow-workers, it must be added that Cust was also a sharp

and not always fair critic, who for a few years took up an antago-

nistic attitude which was much to be regretted ; but he came back
after a while.f

Among other lay members who have passed away should be

named General Haig, true soldier of the Cross, who first suggested

the weekly prayer meeting in Salisbury Square, the Mission of

Help to India in 1887, and the Lay Evangelistic Bands ; General

Hatt Noble, a man of prayer and of "Keswick" influence; Clarence

Roberts, Indian civilian, a man of like spirit; General Brownlow,
equally spiritually-minded, father of two excellent women mis-

sionaries in Japan and Palestine
; f Captain James Cundy, chair-

man of the Finance Committee, a most loving, lovable, and
munificent friend ; Dr. Weaver, of Hampstead, not less generous

;

J. W. Rundall, able chairman of the Finance Committee, and
referee on all questions of building in the Missions ; F. S. Bishop,

a recent accession, whose early death was a blow to the Industrial

Missions Committee.

§

and clerical And of the clergy. Archdeacon Richardson, greatly respected,
members, preacher of the Sermon in 1885; Walter Abbott of Paddington,

and Henry Sharpe, of Hampstead, both true friends, but rather

sharp critics ; Canon R. B. Ransford, of Norwood, able chairman

of the Candidates Committee, frank and critical too, but, like

* See CM. Rev., Feb., 1909; also bis biography, by his son (Hodder,

1910).

t See Ibid., Dec., 1909. + See Ibid., June, 1914.

§ Also General Robinson, one of the most regular members, Feb., 1916.
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General Toucli, "upright, downright, straightforward"; Gilbert part in.
Karuey, Secretary for some time of the C.E.Z.M.S. ; Canon '-''">p- •*^-

McCormick of St. James's, Piccadilly; and Sidney Bott of
PaddingtoD, who by constant attendance came to know C.M.S.
affairs and mission problems as few men did.

There were many other friends removed by death whose faces otiifr

were not familiar in Salisbury Square, but wlio were just as devoted
f^l^^^^l

to the cause in their own neighbourhoods. In fact the names are
so numerous that it seems invidious to select some from among
them

;
yet some must be selected. Taking the successive Annual

Eeports, we find mentioned C. A. Fox, much-revered spiritual

teacher at Keswick ; F. Baldey, of Southsea, father of the first

Mrs. Douglas Hooper, and with whom the spread of the Gospel
had, not a second place, but the very first, in his congregation and
parish ; A. Baring-Gould, of Wolverhampton and Winchester
and Torquay, who throughout his ministerial life rendered the
Society whole-hearted service, and also gave C.M.S. the best of

all gifts in a son who as Secretary won everybody's love ; James
Faithfull, of Whitechapel, whose life and influence answered to

bis name ; L. Borrett White, City Eector and Secretary of the
R.T.S. ; J. G. Nicholson, after whom is named the Divinity

College in Travancore ;
* Canon T. D. Bernard, grave and

thoughtful teacher, and most spiritual of Bampton Lecturers

;

Prebendary Macdonald, of Kersal ; Canon Brooke of Bath
Abbey; Canon (and Mrs.) Patteson, of Norwich; Henry Brass,
of Red Hill ; Canon S. Garratt, of Ipswich ; Canon Fausset, of

York; R. Snowdon Smith, of Brighton, father of the late Arch-
bishop of Sydney ; W. Eliot of Bournemouth, brother of the Dean
of Windsor; G. F. Whidborne, of Clifton, munificent benefactor;

Herbert James, of Livermere, preacher of one of the very best St.

Bride's Sermons, in 1890 ; Canon (and Mrs.) Ripley of Norwich

;

Canon Head, of Hampstead and Clifton ; Archdeacon Eyre, of

Sheffield ; Charles Hole, Lecturer in Ecclesiastical History at

King's College, and author of 21ie Early Historij of the C.M.S.; the

two brothers Perowne, the Master of Corpus and the Archdeacon
of Norwich, sons (and their brother the Bishop, already mentioned)
of an early C.M.S. missionary in India; Clement Burrows, of

Bournemouth, another generous donor and warm friend ; and
last, but not least, Hussey Burgh Macartney, once the chief

worker for the missionary cause in Australia, and a deeply

spiritual teacher on " Keswick " lines.

Several old missionaries, whose retirement long before our Former

period precludes their being mentioned in our missionary chapters,
tries'.*'"

but who died in our period, may be mentioned here : R. L. AUnutt,

of Tinnevelly, father of the present Head of the Cambridge Delhi

Mission ; T. Y. Darling, of the Telugu Mission, w^ho in later years

w-as the zealous local Secretary in Dorset ; Salter Price, of Nasik

and Mombasa, reviver of the East Africa Mission, and father of

• See CM. Intell., July, 1904.

2 P
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Part III. the present Bishop of Fukien ; K. E. Meadows, of Tinnevelly ;

chap^4i.
j_ Sheldon, of Sindh ; Archdeacon Hamilton, of West Africa ; W. J.

Edmonds, of the Telugu Mission, well known as Canon and
Chancellor of Exeter Cathedral ; and the brothers H. C. and E. A.

Squires, of Bombay.
Leading lay And then the laymen. The brothers Sutton, of Eeading,
friends.

^^^ ^.j^^ father of the late Martin John Sutton, and of Arthur

and Leonard and Claude Sutton, and the other of three medical

missionaries ; T. Eowell Buxton, of Easneye, father of John
Henry Buxton who was President of the C.P.A.S., and of Barclay

Buxton the Japan missionary ; George Livesey, of the South
Metropolitan Gas Company, whose splendid special gift has gone
far to pay for the enlarged CM. House ; John Deacon, the

banker and generous friend ; Charles Bosanquet, zealous worker
in a not very responsive part of the country, North Northumber-
land, and father of a devoted woman missionary in Japan ; G.

Martin Tait, Hon. Sec. for many years in Islington, and father of

the Principal of Eidley ; Theodore Howard, Director of the China
Inland Mission, whose daughter has been a mucli-valued C.M.S.

missionary in Japan for the last quarter of a century ; and H. G.

Malaher, energetic Secretaiyof the Missionary Leaves Association,

and organizer of Missionary Exhibitions.

Women And women. The Dowager Lady Buxton, grandmother of the
friends. present Baronet, who in extreme old age still took the keenest

interest in all the Missions; Mrs. Carpenter, mother of Bishop

Boyd Carpenter, and most devoted and successful collector of

C.M.S, subscriptions ; Mrs. W. Gray, widow of a former C.M.S.

Secretary, sister of Bishop Eoyston, and mother of a Japan
missionary, and of Mrs. St. Clair Tisdall; Mrs. Sandys, sister of

Bishop Stuart, widow of a former missionary at Calcutta, mother

of the present C.M.S. Secretary there, first C.M.S. Secretary

for women candidates, and wise and devoted leader in the

C.E.Z.M.S. ; Mrs. O'Malley, widow of a former valued member
of Committee, and herself the influential leader of women friends

at Eastbourne ; Mrs. Armitage, munificent donor, and personal

friend and benefactor of scores of missionaries and missionary

students ; Mrs. H. E. Fox, true-hearted and zealous wife of the

Hon. Sec. and comrade in the work; Mrs. Henry Wright and

Mrs. F. E. Wigram, widows of the two ever-revered Hon.
Secretaries, revered also themselves for their own loving devotion

to the cause, and mothers between them of eight missionaries

;

Mrs. Isabella Bishop, intrepid traveller, and eloquent advocate of

Missions; Mrs. Bardsley, mother of the present Hon. Secretary,

and her sister Miss E. H. Green ; and lastly Mrs. Handley Moule,

accomplished wife of the Bishop of Durham, and devoted friend of

the Society.

Outsiders. And with all these the present writer cannot omit the names of

six who might be called in a sense outsiders, but who were true

friends in their different ways :—Lord Eadstock, Hudson Taylor
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and his wife, Benjamin Broomhall, Dr. Arthur T. Pierson, and Partih.

Dr. Warneck, the historian of Missions. t;hap^4i.

These are the principal losses of sixteen years. When brought
together in this way, they seem indeed overwhelming. Yet as one
and another is called away, He Who calls them fills up their

places. Year after year He fits His younger servants to follow the
older. So it has been in C.M.S. history for a hundred and sixteen
years. So, if only we are faithful, will it be to the end. It is the
true Apostolical Succession.
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IHEN our period begins, we find that Sir John Ken-
naway had completed his twelfth year of office as

President, and Colonel Eobert Williams his fourth year

as Treasurer. It is one of our chief causes of thank-

fulness to God to-day that after sixteen more years,

both are still occupying the same posts. Sir John retired from

Parliament some years ago, finding it beyond his strength ; but he

has continued his Presidency of both the C.M.S. and the London
Jews Society, and has never missed the Annual Meeting of either.

"What he has been to the C.M.S. in wise counsel and in constant

fellowship, no attempt will be made here to estimate. Lady
Kennaway, too, and their daughters, have never flagged in warmest
interest and sympathy. The Treasurer—now, to the satisfaction

of all his friends, Sir Eobert Williams, Bart.—has been equally

faithful, equally kind and brotherly ; and Lady Wilhams and their

family also have been unfailing friends. Escot and Bridehead alike

are enshrined in the memories of a host of missionaries and
missionary workers who have shared their hospitality. So also is

Warlies, the residence of the late Sir Powell Buxton, who was
Treasurer of the Society before Sir R. Wilhams, and who, with

Lady Victoria, delighted to welcome C.M.S. workers at home and
abroad.

The list of Vice-Presidents has been largely added to during the

period. For one thing, the number of Anglican bishops at home
and abroad has been constantly increasing

;,
and those who were

already Members of the Society, or soon became so, received an

invitation to accept the office, which has never been declined. Other

V.P.'s are appointed by the Committee. Until 1872, no clergymen

other than bishops and deans were so appointed ; but Henry Venn,

on retiring from the Secretaryship, received the offer as a special

distinction ; and from that time to the Centenary, the following

were added :—ten Archdeacons ; John Venn and Daniel Wilson
;

Canons Hoare, Carus, Christopher, Tristram, Gibbon ; and C. F.

Childe, F. E. Wigram, H. C. G. Moule, and W. H. Barlow. Since
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then there have heen two clerical peers, the late Earl of Chichester part iu.

(son of the C.M.S. President) and Lord Blythswood ; three Deans, "li'L
"'

Dr. Wace of Canterbury, Dr. Allan Smith of St. David's, and Dr.

Kirkpatrick of Ely ; seven Archdeacons, Eyre, Madden, Pelhani,

Bruce, Latham, A. E. Moule, and Wolfe—the last two being the

only missionaries (other than bishops) who had appeared on the

list up to 1913 ; also the late Dr. Salmon of Dublin, Prebendaries

Webb-Peploe and Fox, the Eev. T. C. Fitzpatrick (President of

Queen's, Camb. ) and the late Dr. Bruce, the only other missionary.

The laymen are more numerous. The old custom was to con- ami Lay.

fine the distinction to men with titles or who were M.P.'s ;
and of

these have been appointed in our period two peers, the Marquis of

Salisbury and Viscount Portman ; seven baronets. Sir Archibald

Campbell of Succoth, Sir Algernon Coote (President of the Hiber-

nian C.M.S.), Sir Matthew Smith Dodsworth, Sir C. E. Lighten,

Sir C. E. Tritton, Sir Philip Baker-Wilbraham, and Sir W. Q.

Ewart ; five other knights. Sir P. Cardew, Sir John Moore, ]\LD.,

Sir W. Lee-Warner, Sir Eichard Pennefather, and General Sn*

G. K. Scott-Moncrieff; and three M.P.'s, Mr. J. Pound, Mr.

A. H. Smith, and Mr. E. Armitage. But the Committee had before

the Centenary appointed other laymen with exceptional claims,

A. Beattie, Jos. Hoare, A. Lang, G. Arbuthnot, T. F. Buxton, E.

Williams, sen., Sydney Gedge, Chancellor P. V. Smith, Gen.

Hutchinson, Gen. Touch, H. Morris ; and since that date they have

added three leading members of Committee, Mr. Western \Iy.

Eliot Howard, and Mr. Gladstone; two ex-Secretaries, Mr. E.

Maconachie and the Author of this History ; two Colonial leaders,

Dr. Hoyles of Toronto and Mr. C. E. W^alsh of Sydney ;
and also

the late Dr. Cust, Mr. F. A. Bevan, and Mr. H. E. Arbuthnot.

There have also been many appointments to the lists ot

Honorary Life Governors and Honorary Life Members (women) ;

too many to be named here.

The Committee, when the Centenary was celebrated, may be ^^^^^^
said to have been in a period of transition. Of the men who had

been the leaders during the preceding twenty years, some had

already died, like Bishops Perry and Alford, and Canon Hoare

;

others had retired in faihng health, like Dr. Cust and General

Touch; others w^ere still in attendance, but soon dropped out,

General Hutchinson by death before the year was out, while

Henry Morris, though he lasted a few years more, was obliged

to spend the winters abroad. Captain Cundy and Mr. Eundall,

chairmen successivelv of the Finance Committee, both passed

away within a few years. Of the clergy, Mr. Pratt and Mr. Gates

have continued throughout the period, the former for some years

chairman of the Candidates Committee, and the latter ever

welcome or his eloquent speeches ; but neither very prominent

in actual administration. Nor were Canon Eansford or Mr

Bott, who lasted nearly the whole time, and died almost at the end

of it. Nor is the most inlluential of all, Prebendary Webb-1 eploe,
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Part III. the One man who has succeeded to the recognized position of
lap^ "• Bishop Perry and Canon Hoare, although his incessant engage-

ments of all kinds often prevent his taking the lead which would
so justly be accorded to him. Among the numerous clergymen
who have in recent years come to the front in the Committee
may be named Canon Barnes-Lawrence, Prebendaries Webster
and Grose Hodge, the Eev. E. N. Coulthard, and the Rev. E. N.
Sharpe.

Of the laity, one man has stood out above all the rest for the
length and regularity of his service. This, it is needless to say, is

Mr. Sydney Gedge, who began to attend in the later 'fifties, and
has now completed his fifty-fifth year since he became one of the
twenty-four elected members. For many years he was frequently

in the chair, and after Capt. Cundy died and Mr. Morris was unable
to be regular, he practically became permanent chairman. He at

length, in 1913, requested to be relieved of this responsibility, but
his attendance has continued as regular as ever, and his influence

as great. The following five were on the twenty-four at the date

of the Centenary, and are also on the list for the current year :

—

Mr. J. B. Braddon, Mr. T. F. Victor Buxton, Colonel H. W. Cox,
Mr. J. H. Master, and Colonel Shortland. This, however, is an
inadequate statement, for three others on the list of 1898-9 are

still active and valued fellow-workers ; but Mr. E. Howard and
Mr. Western are now V.P.'s, and Dr. C. F. Harford is an official.

The only one of the five who has been on every list is Colonel Cox ;

but it must be remembered that by the rules six of the twenty-four
n:iust drop out of the list each year, for that year, although they
can still attend the General Committee if they are Governors, as

most of them would be. All the rest of the five have been on
almost every list, except Mr. Braddon, who was in India for a few
years ; and Mr. Western would certainly have been on every one
if he had not been made a V. P.

In the five or six years following the Centenary, several were
elected to the twenty-four who became most regular members

:

Mr. E. W. Cox, Mr. C. R. Ford (till his death in 1910), Mr. T.

Cheney Garfit, Mr. R. Maconachie (only his name dropped
out during the three or four years of his Secretaryship), Capt.
J. A. Campbell, Mr. S. H. Gladstone, Mr. Tremlett, Mr. F. A.

Graham, and Mr. Ashley Stables. Mr. Maconachie and Mr.
Gladstone are now V.P.'s (as already stated). The former will

be mentioned again presently as a Secretary ; the latter has
become chairman of the Finance Committee, and is distinctly one
of the leaders ; as also are Mr. Western, whose legal experience
is constantly laid under contribution, and Mr. (now Sir Victor)

Buxton, the chairman of the Africa Group Committee. Among
others who came a little later, and from various causes have not been
able to attend so regularly, have been Colonel Broadbent, C.B.,

Colonel Seton Churchill, Mr. T. W. H. Inskip, K.C., General Sir

G. K. Scott-Moncrieff, General Owen Hay, Colouel Kenyon, and

Newer
Members.
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Mr. C. A. Flint ; while Mr. F. "Winter has become one of the most past hi.

regular. In 1910 came Sir Richard Pennefather, C.B., who was !fl
"'

for many years Hon. Secretary of the Kensington CM. Associa-

tion, and did important service in that capacity, and who has

been elected and re-elected chairman since Mr. Gedge retired

from that post. Now the fact that neither Mr. Gedge nor Sir

Richard Pennefather nor Mr. Western nor Mr. Gladstone nor

Mr. Eliot Howard nor Mr. Maconachie appears on the printed

list of the Committee, shows how really misleading that list is,

although technically correct ; besides which it includes no clerical

members.
A great innovation has lately been made in the Committees, by inclusion

the inclusion, though in limited numbers at present, of women. 5!^]^^"^"

There is nothing new in women taking important parts in the

House in committees of their own, as for instance the Women
Candidates Committee, a body a quarter of a century old—indeed

nearly ever since the Society began to send out women freely—

and now comprising twenty-six members ; or in certain joint

committees of men and women, as the Educational Committee,

the Gleaners' Union Committee, the Publications Sub-Committee,

and, more recently, the Foreign Group Committees and the

Children's Home Visiting Committee. But the question of includ-

ing them in the larger Committees was a more difficult one, as

opinions on the point varied much. See fm-ther, the nest chapter.

However, first to the large Home Committee and then to the

large Foreign Committee, women are now appointed ; and it is

worth while to record the first names :

—

Home Committee. Foreign Committee.

Lady Dodsworth. Mrs. Bannister.

Mrs. Latrobe Foster. Mrs. Victor Buxton.
Miss M. C. GoUock. Mrs. A. Carus-Wilson.

Mrs. Hett. INIiss Dugdale (since deceased).

Mrs. E. N. Sharpe (1915). Mrs. G. B. Durrant.

Lady Baker-Wilbraham. Miss de SeHucourt.

Miss Shann.
Mrs. Trevithick.

We turn now to the Secretaries and other officials in Sahsbury ^CTetaries.

Square. In 1899 the Secretaries were nine in number, viz., the iggg.

Rev. H. E. Fox, Hon. Clerical Secretary from 1895 ; the Rev. B.

Baring-Gould, Secretary from 1888, at first Home Secretary, and

from 1895 in charge of the Missions in the Far East, Ceylon, and

N.-W. Canada ; the Rev. F. Baylis, in charge of the Africa and

Palestine Missions from 1893; the Rev. G. B. Durrant, just

appointed to the charge of the India and Persia Missions in

succession to the Rev. Philip Ireland Jones, who had gone back to

India ; the Rev. D. H. D. Wilkinson, Secretary for Candidates

from 1897 (after four years as Assistant-Secretary) ; the Rev. W. E.

BuiToughs, Home Secretary from 1895 ; Mr. D. Marshall Lang,
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Lay Secretary from 1895 ; and the present writer and the Eev. G.
Furness Smith, Joint Editorial Secretaries, the former from 1875
(after two years' prehminary service), and the latter from 1894
(after eight years' service in the Foreign Department). There
were also Dr. Herbert Lankester, Physician and Secretary of the
Medical Mission Auxihary ; the Rev. Dr. Elhott, Assistant Secretary,
Medical Missions Department ; the Rev. A. C. Stratton, Assistant

Secretary for Candidates ; the Rev. J. D. Mulhns, Assistant

Editorial Secretary ; the Rev. W, J. L. Sheppard and Mr. E. M.
Anderson, Assistant Secretaries in the Home Department ; the

Rev. C. D. Snell, just appointed Assistant Secretary for Work
among the Young ; and Mr. S. F. Purday, Deputy Lay Secretary.

Also Miss G. A. Gollock, chief of the Women's Department ; and
Miss Brophy, Secretary of the Women Candidates Committee.
But changes soon came. Mr. Burroughs, Mr. Sheppard, and

Mr. Mullins left in the next two years, the two former for

parochial work, and the latter to be Secretary of the Colonial and
Continental Church Society. Mr. Burrouglas had been welcome
everywhere as Home Secretary, and in great demand as a preacher
and speaker. Upon him and Mr. Sheppard had fallen the bulk of the
heavy additional work involved in the celebration of the Centenary,
and both had laboured untiringly. Mr. Sheppard and Mr.
Mullins had been the chief workers in the preparation of the

CM. Hymn Book. Mr. Mullins had edited the Gleaner, and
written his Wonderful Stori/ of Uganda. There has always been
a difficulty in filling up a vacancy in the Home Secretaryship.

When Mr. Sutton left in 1887, a year elapsed before Mr. Baring-
Gould was found ; and again, when the latter became a Foreign
Secretary, another year elapsed before Mr. Burroughs came ; and
in both cases Mr. Percy Grubb had bravely held the fort. When
Mr. Burroughs and Mr. Sheppard left almost together, an appeal
was made to John Barton, who had lately retired from the C.P.A.S.

Secretaryship, to come temporarily, which he did with

characteristic self-denial. At length the Rev. J. S. Flynn was
appointed, and did excellent service for two or three years, much
assisted by Mr. Anderson. Mr. Mullins was succeeded as editor

of the Gleaner by Miss Irene H. Barnes, who had been editor to the

C.E.Z.M.S. The next change came in 1902, when the present

writer under medical advice resigned the Editorial Secretaryship,

though he continued a Secretary without a portfolio for four years

more, to the close of 1906. This made Mr. Furness Smith sole

Editorial Secretary ; but Mr. Snell became his Assistant Secretary,

and for Work among the Young the Rev. F. B. Hadow was
appointed.

A very important change marked the year 1903. The financial

position was causing anxiety, and a special Sub-Committee was
considering what could be done furthur to develop the Home
Oi'ganization. The result was the appointment of Dr. Lankester,

who had been very successful in working up the Medical Mission
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Auxiliary, to be a Home Secretary jointly with ^Ir. Flyiiu. But part hi.

soon afterwards Mr. Flynn was offered the important parish of St. ^ 'Ivp^-*-

John the Baptist, Hove, and accepted it ; whereupon an appeal

was made to Bishop Ingham to leave his Guildford parish and
take the vacant place; to which appeal the Bishop most cordially

responded. At the same time. Dr. Elliott became Secretary of

the Medical Mission Committee and Auxiliary, and Dr. C. F. Harford

Physician, Dr. Lankester's previous functions being thus divided.

There can be no doubt that the years of the joint Home
Secretaryship of Bishop Ingham and Dr. Lankester were the most
fruitful period in the history of the Society. The former as chief

representative of the Society in the country, and the latter as chief

organizer from headquarters, were an ideal pair. It is true that

the period was one of financial strain and constant deficits ; but

this was due to the continuous extension and development of the

Missions, and we may well ask where the Society would have been

but for the parallel extension and development of the home
organization. The new schemes of the period, with one or two
exceptions, have saved us from a far more serious position.

The immediate step taken by Dr. Lankester on assuming liis Various

new responsibilities—but this w^as taken in conjunction with Mr. "''^^ ^''*"^*

Flynn before Bishop Ingham came—was the starting of a

Million Sliilling Fund to meet the deficit of the year. Then came
the commencement of the new C.M.S. Gazette as the organ of the

Home Department ; then the adoption of two American methods

which Dr. Lankester afterwards saw at work when he paid a visit

to the United States, namely Summer Schools and Study Circles ;

then the plan for forming Diocesan and Archdiaconal Associa-

tions referred to in Chap. 47 (p. 491). All these proved successful

;

but there were two failures. The country did not respond to his

plan for " Apportionment " (see p. 496), nor to the scheme for

systematizing of individual Membership (see p. 491). We may
recall the familiar adage that the man who never makes a

mistake never makes anything ; but the question at once arises,

Were these proposals mistaken ones ? As regards Apportionment,

there are no doubt wide differences of opinion ; but as regards

Membership, there ought to be no difference. The thing was

right, and it is a pity that the country did not respond,— although

no doubt there would have been practical difficulties in working

any possible system.

Then in 1905 came one great loss, and two gains. Tlie loss was
^^'^^^^

^

of Miss G. A. Gollock. Her health had been causing nnich retires,

anxiety, and she now resigned, leaving her sister head of the

Women's Department. They had worked together almost as one

person, wnth brilliant success, as is further described in Chap. 48

(p. 519). Nothing could give the elder sister more genuine pleasure

than to find that the work continued with quite equal vigour and

fruitful ness under her sister, with the able lieutenants, some of

them honorary, whom she gathered round her. The two gains
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were two young men brought to the front. Mr. Manley came to

the House to work the Study Circles, and Mr. Theodore Lunt for

the Work among the Young, which had for a short time been under
Mr. Hadow and, on his joining the new Sudan Mission, the Kev.
W. G. Hardie.

The next two or three years saw several changes in the secondary
offices. The Eevs. E. J. Goldsmith and B. W. Cox were for short

periods in secretarial charge of the Medical Mission Auxiliary,

and were presently followed by the Eev. H. G. Harding, another
missionary from Palestine. Dr. C. F. Harford succeeded Dr.
Elliott on the latter's lamented death in 1911. Mr. Anderson, full

of home organization work, was relieved of one branch of it, the

Gleaners' Union, but his health was not good, and he died only a
few weeks after Dr. Elliott. Both had done zealous service of

many kinds. The Rev. J. C. Duncan took the Gleaners' Union for

a while, and on his appointment to a secretarial post in the

C.E.Z.M.S., the Rev. Herbert Pegg came into office. Mr. Stratton

also left to take a parish, and was succeeded in the Candidates
Department by the Rev. R. Bulstrode. Dr. Jays took the Laymen's
Union about the same time.

But changes of greater importance had already come. In 1907
Mr. Marshall Lang resigned the Lay Secretaryship after twelva

years' efficient service. He was succeeded by a leading member
of the Committee, Mr. R. Maconachie, who had been a Commis-
sioner in India, and had served as an active member of the Punjab
Corresponding Committee. He accepted the Secretaryship in an
honorary capacity, but his health did not permit of his long hold-

ing it ; and on his retirement after two years and a half, the

Committee requested Dr. Lankester to take the post. Mean-
while the chief Secretaryship of the Society became vacant.

Prebendary Pox had held the office through fifteen strenuous years,

to the great advantage of the cause. It is not an easy post to fill.

The Society represents several sections or phases of Evangelical

Churchmanship, and each in its turn expects the Hon. Clerical

Secretary to act in accordance with its views. Mr. Fox had full

experience of the task of vindicating the Society from charges of

going too far in different and quite opposite directions. No
Secretary has more truly represented its clear and yet broad and
inclusive lines without compromise and without prejudice. As an
effective pleader for the cause of Missions he had no equal among
his predecessors. And two sons and three danghters were his gift

to the foreign field. The sub-committee appointed to recommend a

successor made careful inquiries, and very soon nominated the

Rev. Cyril C. B. Bardsley, Vicar of St. Helens, who had already

become known for his enthusiastic devotion to the missionary

cause and for the spiritual influence he exercised. As son of a

highly-respected Vicar of Huddersfield, as grandson of a

Manchester Rector of wide popularity, as nephew of an

excellent Bishop of Carlisle, as great-nephew of a Vicar of Bradford
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who was oue of the ablest speakers the Church Congress ever part hi.

knew, Mr. Bardsley bore a name widely and affectionately honoured, ^J^"*-

especially in the North of England. So the new Lay Secretary

and the new Hon. Clerical Secretary entered on their respective

offices nearly together, being actually appointed on two successive

Tuesdays, May 24th and 31st, 1910.

A few months later, the increasing claims and importance of the other new

Society's Educational Missions led to the Educational Committee """'"^•

having a full-time secretary appointed to it. Mr. Theodore Lunt,

who had worked' the Young People's organizations with singular

success, was selected for the office ; and his brother, the Eev. G. C.

Lunt, was called to Salisbury Square to take up the duties he was
laying down. Of his resourcefulness in the new post another

chapter speaks (p. 527).

Bishop Ingham being now without a colleague (having lost Dr.

Lankester and Mr. Anderson), the Rev. C. E. Duppuy, Vicar of

Christ Church, Bradford, was invited to join the Department as

Deputy Home Secretary ; and he entered on his office in September,

1911. About that time also the Rev. John Maclnnes, son of the

lay Vice-President before mentioned (and brother of the present

Anglican Bishop of Jerusalem), most kindly offered to come to the

House in any honorary capacity ; and in point of fact he has been

the friend of missionaries and others visiting Salisbury Square,

besides arranging many occasional things not naturally falling to

any department.
In the same year the House lost its oldest official by the retire- Purday

ment, after more than half a century of faithful and valuable

service, of Mr. S. F. Purday, who had been Assistant or Deputy
Lay Secretary thirty years, practically chief of the staff". No
severing of old links has met with more sincere regret ; and it has

been a satisfaction that he is able to retain the Secretaryship of the

CM. Trust Association, which holds the Society's property and

investments, but only needs occasional attendance. Opportunity

was now taken to promote able and trusted clerks to definite offices. "^^^^

Mr. Charles Strong already appeared in the published list as promoted.

Cashier (and, it might be added. Chief Musician), and his brother

Mr. W. A. Strong as Accountant; also Mr. J. E. Pendry and

Mr. E. J, Staples as heads of the Publishing and Loan Departments ;

and to these were added, then or a httle later, Mr. A. H. Elgie as

Assistant Lay Secretary, Mr. H. E. Staples as Assistant to the

Foreign Secretaries, Mr. W. R. C. Cooke as Assistant to the Hon.
Clerical Secretary, and Mr. H. B. Pain as Assistant to tlie Home
Secretary. About the same time Dr. Harford became Secretary

to the Medical Committee, Dr. Hill, who had been a missionary

in China, taking his place as Physician ; while the Rev. H. G.

Harding continued Secretary of the Medical Mission Auxiliary.

There was also a change among the women officials, for Miss Further

Brophy, who had been in honorary charge of the women candidates

for twenty years, and had rendered essential though unassuming
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service, retired ; and Mrs. Thornton, widow of Douglas Thornton
of Cairo, was appointed her successor.

But the last four years, 1912-15, have witnessed a sad clearance

of valued leaders and workers. The Committee had some time

before agreed upon a new rule that Secretaries must retire from
office at the age of sixty-five ; and this has led necessarily to the

resignations of Mr. Baring-Gould, Mr. Durrant, and Mr, Furness
Smith. Mr. Wilkinson would not have been affected by this rule,

but he left on appointment to a parish. Bishop Ingham would
have soon come under the stern sentence but for his previously

realizing that after eight years of incessant travel, up and down,
l)ackwards and forwards, all over England and Ireland—to say

nothing of his great journey " from Japan to Jerusalem,"—he must
take a quieter sphere ; and he accepted the important vicarage of

St. Jude's, Southsea, leaving Salisbury Square at Christmas, 1912.

Moreover, at that very time, Mr. Bardsley and Mr. Baylis went to

the Far East for six months to inspect the Missions. Happily Mr.
Baring-Gould was able to defer his retirement for some time, and
thus to add not a little to the Society's debt to him.

No loss of the past thirty years has been greater than that

involved in Mr. Baring-Gould's departure after twenty-seven years

of most efficient and most unselfish service. He was successively

Home Secretary and Foreign Secretary ; but that is a bald state-

ment. There is scarcely a single department in which he had not

a share at some time. What the Missions under his particular

charge owe to him, China especially, no words suitable to these

pages can express. Above all, he has been the affectionate and
trusted friend of all his colleagues ; the one above all others to

whom every one has gone for personal counsel, Mr. Wilkinson,

too, though far less prominent, was gifted much in the same way.

No one could be more skilful in his judgment of candidates, strict

where strictness was required, generous with his whole heart

wherever it was possible. Mr. Durrant also did not come to the

front as others did ; but wdienever any really thoughtful address

was to be given to picked audiences of clergymen or educated

women, he was the man applied to for it, being a reading man, and
one who watched the currents of thought without prejudice, while

never moved from the firm foundation of truth. Of Mr. Furness

Smith another chapter speaks (p. 530). As for Bishop Ingham,
the loss was as irreparable as any earthly loss can be. It was a

real advantage to have a bishop in such a post. It gave him a

status everywhere which nothing else could give. And then his

genial presence ; the exceeding tact with which his speeches took

advantage of any local circumstance or historic date or recent

event to illustrate and enforce his points ; the peculiar freshness

and charm of his Scripture expositions, and his happy choice of

texts. We might find another man with some of these qualifica-

tions who was not a bishop ; we might find a bishop witliout them
;

Init where should \Ye find a Bishop Ingham ?
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Three other grave losses came in 1914. Miss M. C. Gollock j-art hi.
resigned after fifteen years' most valuable service, and a much *-''"''• •*-

esteemed honorary follow-worker, Miss Dugdale (since gone to Further

lier rest), left with her ; and almost at the same time Mr. Theodore
'°*'"''*"

Lunt was persuaded to take the Secretaryship of the National
Laymen's Movement. Concerning them something is said in Chaps
XLVIII. and XLIX.).
The two Foreign Secretaryships were filled up (1) by transferring ^cw soirc-

Mr. Baylis from " Group 3," i.e. Africa and Palestine, which he taries":

had conducted more than twenty years, to " Group 1," i.e. the Far foreign

East and Far West (China, Japan, N.-W. Canada)
; (2) by pro-

moting Mr. Manley from the charge of the Study Circles to Mr.
Baylis's late post

; (3) by inviting Canon Waller, the Secretary
of the Missions in the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh, to
succeed Mr. Durrant at " Group 2," i.e. India, Ceylon, Persia. It

would be hard indeed to find an abler trio. Mr. Baylis's long
experience has made him a perfect master of C.M.S. principles
and methods, besides which, like Mr. Durrant, he is a reading
man, keeping himself abreast of modern thought and science.
Mr. Manley, as a Foreign Secretary, has his spurs to win ; and he
will assuredly win them. Friends in the C.M.S. circle he has not
to win ; the Study Circles have supplied hosts of them. As for

Mr. Waller, Salisbury Square is justly punished for robbing India
of him by his appointment to the bishopric of Tinnevelly. We
had looked to hini to be a real leader in the House ; but India
wants him, and Tinnevelly will be the gainer. Salisbury Square
has retaliated by keeping in England another North India
secretary, Canon Wigram. Lahore is to be commiserated on
losing him ; but those who knew his honoured father ^\^ll rejoice

to see another Wigram in the Secretariat. The new Editorial Kditoriai

Secretary, appointed in July, 1915, is the Eev. C. Mollan Williams, ''"^ ^'"'"'•

Vicar and Eural Dean of Ilkeston. Mr. Duppuy's past title of

Deputy Home Secretary has been exchanged for the more in-

dependent one of Home Superintendent; but he has since been
definitely appointed Home Secretary.

Among the secondary posts there have been some further other

changes. Mr. G. C. Lunt retired before his brother, on his <-"*»*"eps.

appointment to a Bristol church. The Eev. W. D. Stedman
also worked in the Young People's Department ; and the Eev.
E. Bulstrode, in addition to the Candidates Department, followed

Mr. Manley in the Study Circles ; but these two brethren have
since left for Government service as Army chaplains in the War;
as also has the Eev. D. C. Woodhouse, who followed Mr. Bulstrode
in the Candidates Department. Dr. Jays also went to Egypt for

war service. The Eev. L. B. Butcher, of the Western India
Mission, has taken for a time the Study Department (succeeding
the Eev. W. H. M. Walton, now a missionary in Japan), and also

the Gleaners' Union, Mr. Pegg having accepted a Margate parish
;

the Eev. J. A. F. Warren, of Central India, is taking the Public
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chap^42.

^yQj,]^^ temporarily ; and Mr, T. H. Baxter, the Secretary of the

Missionary Leaves Association, has taken the Laymen's Union
iwo tern. Mrs. Thornton and Miss V. H. Thorold are the new-

women Departmental Secretaries in the Foreign and Home
Departments respectively. The Misses M. L. Boys, M. P. Daniel

(hon.), and B. B. de Lasalle (hon.), are entered on the official list

as Assistants in the Home Department ; as also is Miss Baring-

Gould as an Hon. Assistant in the Foreign Department.
It must be added that the Organizing Secretary for London,

though in status one of the Organizing Secretaries, yet, because

he has a room at the House, is in a sense one of the headquarters

staff. When Mr. Glanvill went to Bristol, he was succeeded by
the Eev. J. E. Padfield, and he, recently retiring after fifty years'

connexion with the Society as missionary and home official, by the

Eev. J. P. Haythornthwaite.

Suiiiiiiary. After all the changes thus summarily indicated, the reader will

perhaps be puzzled to remember who actually are the chief

officials at the beginning of 1916. It may be well, therefore, to

remind him who are the heads of the chief departments, without

troubling him as to the technical status which each enjoys, and
which is more exactly explained in the next chapter. The Foreign

Secretaries are Mr. Baylis, Mr. Manley, and Mr. Wigram, having
respectively under their charge the Far East, Africa, and India,

with the smaller Missions divided between them. The Home
Secretary is Mr. Duppuy ; the Editorial Secretary is Mr. Mollan
Williams ; and the Lay Secretary is Dr. Lankester ; each depart-

ment having various assistants of different grades. Over all in a

i\ir. sense, as primus inter pares, is the Hon. Clerical Secretary, Mr.
Bardsicy. Bardsley. To him the country looks,—to him the Church looks,

—to him the Missions look, not only officially but personally,

as the Society's working chief. For they see in him a real

spiritual leader, who is year by year more fully recognized as such

by spiritually-minded men and women, by men and women of

large vision, who, like the children of Issachar in David's day,
" have understanding of the times, to know what Israel ought to

do." And this not in the C.M.S. circles only, but far beyond
them, both within and without the Church of England. His
position in British Christendom is one of much greater influence

and responsibility than those realize who only see him in com-
mittee. He has taught hundreds to pray more definitely and
believingly ; and he himself should be continually upheld in prayer,
" with thanksgiving."



CHAPTEE XLIII.

Salisbury Square.

The House and its Enlargements—The New House, 1915 Administra-

tion : Committees and Secretaries—Women's Share—Question of

Women on Committees—The Place of Prayer in C.M.S. Life:

Meetings, Services, Cycle of Intercession, &c.

I. The House.

the Hii<torif of C.M.S. it is recorded that the early Part m.
Committee of the Society, after meeting for some —

'-

years in St. Anne's Eectory, Blackfriars, hired in 1813
housc'^^'

a small house in Salisbury Square, No. 14, which
served as an office, a residence for a Secretary, and

a training home for missionaries. Although the extension of the

work soon involved the house being wholly required for the office,

it remained for half a century the Society's only habitat. At
length the adjoining premises Nos. 15 and 16 were purchased, and
a new building erected on the site, No. 14 being given up ; and in

1862 the Committee moved their meetings into the new House.

But the next twenty yeai-s witnessed such an enlargement of the

work that further room became necessary ; and eventually the

Society purchased its former hired house, No. 14, and built in its

place a new wing. This wing included the large committee-room
familiar in later years, part of which was in fact the identical area

where the first-floor committee-room of 1813-62 had formerly

existed. This enlargement was completed in 1885, and the new
committee-room was first used on March 4th in that year.*

But early in the new century it became evident that even this ^'cw

enlarged House, only sixteen years old, was "inadequate. Long
before that, indeed, a house at the back, in Whitefriars Street,

had been hired for the warehouse and publishing department ; and

now three houses and a large yard almost adjoining the House
were purchased, and some of the departments transferred thither.

Let the phrase " almost adjoining " be noted ; for between the

House and the newly occupied dqicndence was another small house

which could not be procured, and which cut off the new addition

from immediate communication. This was an important imper-

fection in the property, and would prevent a sale of the whole if

* For the hired house, No. 14. see C.M.S. Hist., Vol. I., p. Ill; for the

House of 1862, Vol. II., p. 370 ; for t.he House of 1885, Vol. III., pp. 311, 316.
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eveu a sale were thought desirahle. But why should it ever
be thought desirable ? Because the whole neighbourhood was
changed ; the C.M.S. was almost buried in great newspaper printing

offices ; and Salisbury Square was no longer a natural centre for

a religious Society as at one time it had been. Meanwhile the old

houses recently occupied proved insanitary, and presently they
had to be abandoned, and offices temporarily hired in Tudor
Street, an arrangement expensive and extremely awkward. At
last it l)ecame possible to buy the intervening house, which gave
the Society the whole block formerly numbered 14 to 20. At once
two possibilities opened : either the whole site could be re-arranged
and partly rebuilt, or, as a convenient site complete in itself, it

might be advantageously sold, and a move made to a more suit-

able part of London. Inquiries were made, and two sites presented
tliemselves, one near Eussell Square and the British Museum, and
the other in Smith Square, Westminster. A large majority of the
Committee now favoured a move, and a considerable number of

business laymen gathered at Colonel Williams's luncheon on the
Anniversary Day (1912) gave an almost unanimous approval to

the idea. Smith Square was obviously the right place, and the
negotiations entered into with a view to its acquirement gave
every promise of a satisfactory arrangement.
But one question had to be solved. How was a valuable site,

and a nev*^ House built on it, to be paid for? A sum of about
£20,000 had been given to the Society a few years before by
Sir George Livesey, definitely for some such purpose as this, and
not to be used for the Society's regular work ; and this would
nearly suffice for a reconstruction in Salisbury Square, but would
certainly not suffice for a move to Smith Square. All therefore

depended upon what sum could be obtained by the sale of the
existing property. Private inquiries were made, and an offer was
actually received for the whole ; but it was only half what the
value was, on a moderate estimate, believed to be. Further inquiry
failing to reveal any likelihood of better terms being secured, the
Committee were compelled to reverse their decision and remain in

Salisbury Square,—a reversal very welcome to some friends, and,
as it turned out, winning the hearty approval of the Archbishop of

Canterbury.

Tiie new building was at once put in hand, and although delayed
by a strike in the building trade, proceeded apace. The first stone

—or at least the memorial stone, for the foundations had naturally

preceded it—was laid on Sept. 5th, 1913. i\.nd by whom? By
His Highness the Kabaka of Uganda ! What would Speke and
Grant and Stanley, Shergold Smith and Mackay and Hannington,
have said to that ? In their wildest dreams could they ever have
imagined so astonishing an event, a manifest?.tion so unique of the

over-ruhng providence of God ? The stone itself is conspicuous
outside, and the inscription on it is constantly read by all sorts of

people passing by.
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Then, on Feb. 1st, 1915, came the dedication of the enlarged part 111.

House by the Archbishop of Canterl)ury ; and liis Grace's speech ^•^^*"^-

on the occasion justified those who had always wished to remain Archbishop

in Salisbury Square, and comforted those who had wished to enlarged

move. He expressed tliankfulness at the decision to remain—(he ^°'"®-

did not then know of the previous decision),—dwelling not only

on the historical associations of Salisbury Square, but on the

notable fact that every other great Church Society had changed
its quarters. " The S.P.G., the S.P.C.K., the A.C.S., the G.E.T.S.,

the National Society, the Church Building Society, the Sunday
School Institute, are now all housed in different quarters," he
said, " from those which they occupied when I myself was first

associated with them. Even that great and venerable body. Con-
vocation, itself has changed its place of deliberation. The one
Society which has gone quietly on and has held its way on the

spot it chose a hundred years ago is the C.M.S." " But," he
added, " the conservative and home-loving instincts of the Society,

which have led to the retaining of the ancient habitation, have not

meant its inability to adapt itself to modern needs and modern
requirements. I wonder what the venerable leaders to whom we
look back, Josiah Pratt, WiUiam Wilberforce, or even Henry Venn
himself, would have thought if they could have listened to what
has just been read of a women's department to supply this House
with typists,* and of telephonic communication from room to

room ? I wish they could have been here to-day, but for greater

reasons than that. I wish they could have been here to join in

our thanksgivings to God for what the hundred years of life in

Salisbury Square has meant in its effect upon the Church of

God."
The Archbishop also referred to the fact that the C.M.S. entered A Ketro-

on its first House " at the very height of the Napoleonic War, ^^^ '

between ' Moscow' and ' Elba.' " In an article on the Opening

in the C.M.S. Gnzpfte Mr. Pegg happily enlarged this reminiscence,

reminding us that the first purchase of a freehold site (for the

1862 House) was in 1857, when we were fighting desperately to save

India for the Empire, " and may we not say, for Christ "
; that in

1862, when that House was opened, we had conducted a war with

China, " but one which we cannot look back upon with pride "
;

and that in 1885, when the new wing was occupied, " we were

engaged in operations for the rescue of Egypt from Mahdism,"

—

in fact Gordon perished in that very year. " Of 1915, what, alas !

need be said ? "
f

* Of course the women's work consists of much more than " supplying the

House with typists." A large band of etticient women clerks is indeed a new

feature in the House ; but the women in Salisbury Square are not all clerks.

Some of them are University graduates ; several occupy important administra-

tive posts ; and others are members of various committees. See pp. 453, 519.

t See the proceedings described, and the Archbishop's speech fully reported,

in the Society's periodicals for March, 1915.

2 G
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Part III. This is not tlie place to describe the reconstructed House.'"'
c ap^43. -Q^^

-J. ^g^y \\Qxe be mentioned that there is every hope that the

change will prove economical, not only as regards heating and
other internal arrangements, but in regard to the staff. By bring-

ing clerks together in large offices, instead of scattering them about
in separate rooms for different departments, there ought to be not

only greater regularity and efficiency, but actual saving.

Some The CM. House has witnessed many gatherings of deep interest.

'"*therin''s
^^^ present writer can recall memorable occasions in the 'seventies,

of the past, that is, in the committee-room of 1862-85; such as, in 1873,

when Sir Bartle Frere stood before a map of East Africa, and with

a pointer showed the importance of reviving the old East Africa

Mission : or in 1874, when the African lad, Jacob Wainwright,
told of Livingstone being found dead on his knees, and of the long

journey to the coast with his body ; or in 1876, when Mackay
bade farewell to the Committee, warning them that at least one in

that first expedition would certainly be dead within a few months

—

it might be himself—" yet let not the Committee lose heart, but

fill the vacant place." Except, however, for committee-meetings,

the House before 1885 was little more than a business office.

From 1885 there was a great change. The large new room was
crowded week after week, at Thursday prayer meetings, at the

Union meetings of ladies, lay workers, and clei'gy ; at Gleaners'

Conferences and at lectures to H.P.U. members ; at receptions for

Sunday-school teachers, nurses, and children. The House became
a familiar place of resort for large circles of friends ; and three

times, at successive Lambeth Conferences, it welcomed the

Bishops, who came in large numbers. Not so familiar, as yet, is

the greatly changed and much more spacious present House ; but

the strangeness will soon wear off, and many will echo the Arch-

bishop's fervent " God speed to all that will take place in the years

to come in this enlarged and more effective new building, so that

the glory of the latter House may be greater than the glory of the

former."

II. The Administration.

c.M.s.Com- The chief authority in the administration of the Society is the
nuttiies. General Committee. This is a very different body from that which

some might suppose it to be. At the Annual Meeting the names
are read out of twenty-four laymen, who are thereby elected to

serve on the Committee for the year. But they are merely the

nucleus of the real body. By the Society's Laws XI. and XXII. it

includes also all clergymen who are Members of the Society, all

laymen who are Governors, and certain Officers, including the

Secretaries (it is needless here to give the conditions in each case) ;

so the total number is probably 2000 or 3000, though the average

* This was done effectively in Dr. Lankester's statement at the opening;

and more fully in Miss Barnes's bright booklet.
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attendance is perhaps sixty. At an actual ordinary Committee part hi.

meeting there are as many clergymen as laymen, sometimes more ;

'^•'^*^-

and the most prominent members are some of the Vice-Presidents
(see p. 438). Then the Laws (as recently altered) provide i'or four

standing subsidiary Committees, called (now, from Feb., 1916) the
Foreign (formerly Correspondence), the Home (formerly the Funds
and Home Organization), the Finance, and the Patronage. These
are all appointed by the General Committee, but include Vice-

Presidents, Secretaries, &c., cv officio. There are also many other

Committees and sub-Committees which have no px officio members,
such as the Groups (see below), the Candidates, the Ecclesiastical,

the Medical, the Educational, &c., &c.

The House is not occupied only by Home Work. Salisbury Foreign

Square is not a centre of home influence only. It is also the head- uon!'"'*
'"'

quarters of the actual administration of the Missions. This is not

the case with some of the other Societies, or at least not to any-

thing like the same extent. The S.P.G., for instance, expends the

bulk of its funds in grants to the dioceses abroad, leaving to them in

great measure the disposition of the money. It does, indeed, dis-

cuss questions of foreign policy, but its main work at home is to

obtain the missionaries and the funds. The China Inland Mission,

again, commits the administration of its work in China to the

Director in that countrj^ and the duties of the Home Council are

to maintain and increase the zeal and interest of the constituency,

to receive the contributions, and to accept and send out the

missionaries. The great Nonconformist Societies, on the other

hand, work on much the same lines as the C.M.S.

Although the General Committee is the final authority in the

C.M.S., it commits, in accordance with the Society's Laws XII. and
XV., the direction of the foreign work—subject always to its own
control— to a Committee w^hich from the first was called the Com-
mittee of Correspondence, but is now simply the Foreign Com-
mittee, which more exactly describes its functions. Until 1880

this Committee received all the correspondence from abroad and

transacted all the business arising out of it. But then the Group The Group

system was introduced, the Missions being divided into three System.

Groups, each having a " Group committee " to go into details and

bring up recommendations to the [Foreign] Committee. Group I.

comprised Ceylon,* China, Japan, N.-W. Canada; Group II.,

India, Mauritius, Persia; Group III., Africa, Palestine, New
Zealand. Prior to that time there were no Secretaries specially

appointed for foreign administration and correspondence, and

the Missions were divided among them as they themselves

arranged, the Hon. Secretary and the Lay Secretary, as well as

any others, having their own shares. But in 1881, particular

Seci'etaries were appointed to particular Groups, C. C. Fenn
taking No. I., W. Gray No. II., and R. Lang No. III. The Hon.

Secretary and Lay Secretary were relieved of the details of mission

* Ceylon is now in Group II.
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Part III. administration, though the former continued to conduct foreign
Chap^43. correspondence of special importance, and the latter to write on

financial and other purely secular matters. For the next twenty
years the mass of business and correspondence was great. Each
Group Committee sat a whole day once a month, and often had
extra meetings ; while the [Foreign] Committee, meeting twice

a month, also ordinarily sat the whole day. It should be added
that it also received and examined candidates, and interviewed

missionaries on furlough.

Devolution ^^^ ^^ ^^® reforms proposed at the time of the Centenary was
Devolution ; and this was effected in two ways. First, the Group
Committees were authorized to take action in cases governed by
the ordinary rules and involving little difference of opinion ; and
secondly, large parts of the details of administration were gradually

thrown upon the local governing bodies in the field, Corresponding

Committees and Missionary Conferences. The change at head-

quarters has been remarkable. Two or three hours generally

suffice for both Group and [Foreign] Committee meetings,

unless there be some specially important and difficult questions

for discussion.

. It may not unnaturally be asked whether in such altered circum-

secreUries' stances three Foreign Secretaries have been found necessary. But
duties.

^^ once another fact has to be faced. The missionaries have
multiplied more than threefold ; and this involves for the Secretaries

a great increase of work in two directions. First, there has been the

multiplication of candidates. There has now for some years been

a strong Candidates Committee, which has relieved the [Foreign]

Committee of the duty of examining in detail the offers of service

;

but the Secretaries are not relieved of the duty of preliminary

private interviews, of which, naturally, the Foreign Secretaries

take an important part. It is a common thing, when one wants to

see a particular Secretary, to be told, '' He's engaged with a

candidate." Then, secondly, the largely increased number of

missionaries has involved more time being required for personal

intercourse with those about to sail, or on furlough, or at home for

any other reason (as explained in Chap. XLV. p. 471). This personal

touch has always been a highly-valued feature of C.M.S. work.

Devolution, therefore, while it has shortened Committee-work, has

not much affected the calls on individual secretaries.

Recent In 1914 the General Committee appointed a special Sub-Com-

J?I'w„"l mittee to overhaul the whole work of the House and all its official

posts, with a view to greater efficiency, and possibly to reducing

the number of Secretaries, of whom there had been seven, eight,

nine, and, for a short time, even ten. This Sub-Committee held

many long sittings, and presented three Eeports.* Among their

principal recommendations was the reduction (gradually, and with-

out affecting existing holders) of the chief Secretaryships to four

* The Report on the Hon. Secretary's and Foreign Depte. was printed in

the CM. Bcv., Aug., 1914.

the Work.
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(or live) : the four being the Hon. Clerical Secretary, the Chief pakt hi.

Foreign Secretary, the Chief Home Secretary, and the Lay *"'''"p- '^^'

Seci'etary. Whether the Editorial Secretary should also be a

Chief Secretary was a question on which there was a difference of

opinion ; and the General Committee eventually decided that he
should be, which would make the number five. They also recom-
mended a new title, that of Departmental Secretary, for a second
grade of officers ; that there sliould be in the Foreign Department
two or three Departmental Secretaries, one being a woman ; that

the Candidates Department should be regarded as a branch of

the Foreign Department, and should have two Departmental
Secretaries, a clergyman and a woman ; and that a woman as

Departmental Secretary should also be provided for tbe Home
Department.
The multifarious work of the Home Base proper, on Organiza-

tion, Funds, Candidates, etc., &c., will be further enlarged upon in

subsequent chapters.

III. Women's Share.

The addition to the missionary staff in recent years of over Women's

400 women has greatly enhanced the importance of the personal „ient[

*

touch. And in this respect the value of the Women's Department

has been abundantly manifested. The home constituency of the

Society has seen and appreciated the work done by the Misses

Gollock and their helpers in the task of speading knowledge and

quickening zeal, of raising the funds and fostering prayer. This

branch of the service is described in another chapter (p. 517). But
the important functions performed in assisting the Foreign Secre-

taries has not been realized in an equal degree
;
particularly in

that personal intercourse with the women missionaries which is

in their case especially helpful. Nor is it only the 400 regular

missionaries who have thus been benefited. There are also nearly

400 missionaries' wives, and not a few of these have been glad to

find women friends at headquarters. And it is not only those

women who happen to be in England that have learned to value

the services of the Women's Department. Miss M. C. Gollock

states that the larger part of her personal correspondence has been

from women abroad. In fact she was originally invited to the

House to assist her sister for this very work. Naturally such

intercourse and correspondence, going on alongside the Secretary's

official communications, need to be conducted with due discretion,

or a certain awkwardness might result. But Mr. Baring-Gould,

]\Tr. Durrant, and Mr. Baylis, who have been the Foreign Secre-

taries during the greater part of the period under review, know
well how much has been done in this way to promote harmony

and good feeling, to adjust the relations of men and women in tbe

field, and thus to increase the efficiency of the work.
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The position of women in definite posts in both the Home and
Foreign Departments has now been regularized, as above indicated.

But their new share in responsibihty, not as officers but as

members of Committees, has yet to be noticed.

In the field itself the advent of so many Christian women,
not a few of them highly educated and of distinct ability, has
naturally affected the administration on the spot. In most of the

Missions, Women's Committees and Conferences have gradually

been formed during our period, and have naturally gained no little

influence ; and this of itself has increased the importance of having
as counsellors at headquarters women of Christian experience and
sound judgment. It has also brought up the question of the
co-operation of women in the foreign administration at head-
quarters ; and steps have gradually been taken to secure this. In
1912, a Women's Foreign Committee was appointed to consider

women's work abroad. Any communications they might wish
to make to the Group Committees or Committee of Correspondence
would be sent through the Foreign Secretary concerned. But
presently a further step was taken by inviting three women to

attend the meetings of each Group in an advisory capacity, so

that they might know more fully what was going on, and better

i"epresent the views of the Women's Foreign Committee ; but

without votes. There the matter rested until lately.

Meanwhile, in other movements and organizations there was an
increasing desire to secure the co-operation of women. Even on
such important and dignified bodies as Royal Commissions,
University Senates, Boards of Education, etc., they were being

appointed, on equal terms with men. Indeed, the original

Loudon School Board, so long ago as 1870, had four or five women
members, freely elected by the votes of householders ; and in that

first election one woman, Mrs. Garrett Anderson, had a far larger

number of votes than any other member ; so, after nearly half a

century, it can scarcely be said that a public and responsible share

in administration is a new thing for women. The Church, how-
ever, was slow to follow these examples ; but in the present

century women's services have been eagerly, though not unani-

mously, sought for both consultation and administration. The
Pan -Anglican Congi-ess Committee and the Edinburgh Conference

Commissions and Continuation Committee are cases in point ; and
lately the Boards of Missions have followed suit. Some of the

Missionary Societies also have elected women as full members of

their Committees. At the first meeting of the United Conference

of British Missionary Societies, in 1911, a committee was appointed

to consider and report upon this question, with Mr. Baylis as

chairman. They gathered information from over thirty missionary

associations, held ten sessions in six months, and produced a

Report containing 68 pages of closely printed matter, for which it

is understood that Mr. Baylis was largely responsible. Their

conclusion was thus expressed :
—" We are strongly persuaded of
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the desirability in general of all possible co-operation, in the fullest part ill.

sense of the word, between men and women in the administration ^ "l!:'*^'

of Missions at home and abroad "
; and they defined " co-operation

"

as not the separate working of men and women even for the same
object, but " fellow-working of men and women at the same task

])y means of the same oi'ganization." *

Although the C.M.S. has led the w'ay in almost all the develop- Divided

ments of the work and organization of Missionary Societies in the women a"

past thirty years, its conservative instincts have prevented it— orvonug

saved it, if that phrase is preferred—from leading the way in '
''

seeking the co-operation of women on an equal footing in its

administrative committees. At length, however, a sub-committee
was appointed to consider and report on the question. But this

sub-committee failed to present an unanimous Eeport. Two
Eeports were sent up to the General Committee of March, 1914,

one signed by eight members and the other by four. The eight

accepted the definition of " co-operation " above-mentioned, and
based upon it certain recommendations for the appointment of

women on the leading committees. The principal clause may be

quoted :

—

" The great development of women's work of all kinds in Christian lands,

which is a conspicuous fact in the history of the past half- century, and

the further fact that this development has been accompanied by a rapidly

increasing co-opei-ation of men and women in both consultative and

administrative bodies, render it of great importance that the C.M.S. should

not lose the opportunity of engaging in its sacred interests the energy and

ability of the many Christian women of varied gifts who are already

gaining wide experience in various branches of social and philanthropic

enterprise."

The Minority Eeport expressed the opinion that " the general

trend of Holy Scripture places the responsibility of government

in tlie hands of men only," doubted whether there was a general

desire on the part of women to serve on the Committees, questioned

the need of doing so for the sake of the workers in the field, and

feared that " any such change might raise difficult questions of

Church government in various parts of the mission field." This

Eeport did, however, seek a modii-^ vivmdi by suggesting the

appointment of a certain number of women on the two chief

Foreign and Home Committees " in an advisory capacity." The

real actual difference between the two Eeports was (in the main)

whether the women members should vote or not.

In the face of these and other differences the General Committee

naturally refrained from formulating a final decision. It is an old

practice of the C.M.S. for a majority not to press a point, especially

if it involve an important new departure, against a substantial

* This Report can be obtained from any of the leading Societies. It waR

very ablv summarized and expounded in an article by Miss M. C. Gollock in

the Int.''l!i'V. Miss., Oct., 1912.
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minority. Tliey did, however, agree to the appointment of women
as voting members of the Home Committee, which conducts the
home organization, because to that no one was seriously opposed.
The Foreign Committee, which administers the work abroad, had
to wait. But not for long. The question was revived by a leading
member of the Committee in the course of a year; the majority
was a larger one ; the minority in a kindly spirit gave way ; and
in May, 1915, eight women were appointed full members of the
Foreign Committee, Whether the further step of putting women
on the General Committee will ever be taken lies in the womb of

the future.

IV. A Place of Prayer.

Prayer
Meetings.

Noonday
Prayer.

It may be truly said that the Church Missionary House has
always been a place of prayer. How could the work ever have
been done without it '? In very early days the Committee used to

meet on Saturday evening for prayer. Tliat, for many obvious
reasons, would be impossible now. The daily morning prayers at

9.50, before the day's work begins, are of very long standing ; and
the Thursday (now Wednesday) public prayer meeting at 4 p.m.,
which w^as begun at General Haig's suggestion when the enlarged
House of 1885 was opened, has ever since brought many friends
together.

In recent years, when our sister Church in America suggested
the now familiar noonday prayer, with its threefold reference to

mid-day in Scripture (the Cross, the Lord's appearance to Saul,

and St. Peter's vision), the Society adopted it at once ; and the
Committee always pause in their business to join in it. Latterly
also, daily at twelve o'clock, a bell calls upon the whole House to

stop current work for a minute or two for either silent or audible
worship ; and the little prayer issued when the War broke out is

used far and wide along with the prayers for the Army and Navy
suggested by Bishop Taylor Smith, and Lady Coote's exquisite

lines, " For the passing souls we pray."
The enlarged House of 1915 has a Prayer Pvoom definitely set

apart for prayer, which is in daily use, though the larger gather-

ings are held in the more spacious new committee-room. The
Society has not the same need for a regular chapel that is felt,

and has been provided, elsewhere (as, for instance, at Islington
Services at College). For its parish church, St. Bride's, is quite close, with its
,st. ri e s.

}-,ejj^utifui spire (one of Wren's masterpieces) pointing heavenwards,
the most conspicuous object from the windows of the House ; and
St, Bride's is used on other occasions besides the May Annual
Sermon. The Committee and staff go there on the first Tuesday
in January for Holy Communion before beginning the year's

deliberations ; the staff also have a service on Ash Wednesday

;

and there are services of Holy Communion on Ascension Day, on
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the Monday of the May week, at the time of the Octoher vale- I'akt hi.

dictory gatherings, at the Gleaners' Union Anniversary, and occa-
^''^'^' ^^'

sionally also at other times.

It is one of the encouraging features of this war time that the intercession

Church generally is seeking, and affording, many more oppor- ^°
yivai

tunities for Intercession ; not only for our Forces in the War ; not
only for our King and our national leaders ; but for a Revival of

true Christian life in our nation. That, above everything else,

above even recruits and munitions, is what is now needed. Now
a Revival cannot be engineered by Churcli authority. The truest

Revival within living memory was in and about 1860, which
attracted no attention in the newspapers ; and that l^egan with
quiet prayer meetings. But the Church can call to prayer ; and if

the prayer is the prayer of humble faith and readiness to do God's
will. He will assuredly hear and answer it. Three books lately

produced under Mr. Bardsley's superintendence (see p. 573) deal

very impressively with the subject of Revival. They are (1) The
Wdf/ of Rene teal, (2) When God came, (3) Sludies in, Rerii'al.

The Cycle of Prayer for the Missions, fixing a topic for prayer cycle of

for each day in the month, dates from 1886. Soon after, !Mr.
^^^y*''-

Percy Grubb produced a collection of short prayers in accordance
with it. This was in due time superseded by another prepared by
Prebendary Fox. Both were excellent, and much used and valued

;

but recently, owing to the expansion of some Missions and the

smaller relative importance of others, it was decided to recast the

whole scheme. A small committee produced the revised Cycle,

which provides two topics and two prayers for each day, for the

foreign field and for the home base. Many different friends, some
at home and some in the mission field, contributed the prayers,

instead of one writer doing the whole. There are advantages both

ways. The same committee produced the important Pnii/er

Manual recently published, which, both in book form and in eleven

separate Parts, should do much to promote united as well as

private prayer. Meanwhile, in order to add to these standing

forms of petition topics and patterns suggested by current events,

]\Ir. Bardsley now issues a monthly Intercession Paper, wliich Bardsley's

does for the C.M.S. in particular what Canon Bullock- Webster's p"peT'''""

similar paper does for the Church as a whole. Both are widely

used, and help much to swell the great vohmie of prayer going

up to our prayer-hearing God.
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The Annual
Sermon at
St. Bride's.

The
I'reachers.

St. Bride's Services—Preachers Archbishop Davidson's Sermon—The
Halls for Meetings : Exeter, Queen's, Albert —Chairmen and Speakers

—Three Speeches: Archbishop Lang, Bishop Winnington- Ingram,

Archbishop Davidson.

MONG other features of the History of tlic ( '.M.S. were
notices of the Anniversary and other Services and
Meetings from the Society's earliest days, and in this

chapter it is proposed to continue these notices.

They will be interesting, at least, to those who in after

years will liave to resume the History.

St. Bride's Church is still, as it were, the Society's parish church,

and there have been preached nearly all the Annual Sermons. A
few years ago, a memorial, most influentially signed by bishops,

clergy, and laity, was presented to the Committee, suggesting that

the Anniversary Service ought to be held in St. Paul's Cathedral.

There w^ould no doubt be great advantages in such an arrangement
;

and the Society has gratefully made use of the cathedral on
occasions such as the Centenary, and for the Children's Services

in May. But the St. Bride's Service is unique of its kind, as a

survival of the best kind of old-fashioned Evangelical church
worship ; and the Committee were unwilling to abolish it. So
long as it draws the great congregation that gathers yearly on the

first Monday in May,* it is scarcely likely to be exchanged for

what in some respects would be more attractive.

There is an old tradition that in the appointment of a preacher

for the Annual Sermon, a bishop and a presbyter should, as a rule,

be chosen alternately. But although this is accepted as a rough
guide in making a selection, it has been too often deviated from to

be considered a rule. In the sixteen years since the Centenary,

there have been seventeen Anniversary Sermons, and the preachers

have been ten bishops and only seven presbyters. In 1899, 1900,

and 1901 there were three bishops in succession, viz., Perowne of

Worcester, James Johnson (the x\frican Assistant Bishop in West
Africa), and Edgar Jacob of Newcastle (now St. Albans). In 1903

Bishop Chavasse of Liverpool preached ; in 1905, Bishop Chadwick,
late of Derry and Eaphoe ; and in 1907 the Archbishop of

* Not always the first Monday, but always the Monday before the first

Wednesday. It now and then falls on April 29 or 30.
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Canterbury, Dr. Davidson. In the alternate years, 1902, 1904, and partIU.

1906, the Eev. E. A. Stuart (now Canon of Canterbury), the Eev. ^ '^ *'

Hubert Brooke, and the Eev. J. Denton Thompson (now Bishop of

Sodor and Man), were invited in succession. Then in 1908, when
another presbyter would normally have been chosen. Bishop

Tucker of Uganda was the preacher, advantage being no doul)t

taken of his being in England at the time. For the last seven

years the alternate plan has been observed. There have been four

presbyters, viz., Dean Allan Smith of St. David's, Prebendary Fox,

Prebendary Burroughs, and Canon Barnes-Lawrence ; and three

bishops. Bishop Knox of Manchester, Archbishop Crozier of

Armagh, and Bishop Moule of Durham. Dr. Moule had preached
^^j^J;0P_^

once before, as a presbyter in 1898 ; he is only the second man to secouV

be invited twice, the former being Daniel Wilson, who preached in Sermon.

1817 and 1846, before and while he was Bishop of Calcutta. The

actual reason for making another exception was the desire for a

sermon of special thankfulness and hopefulness after " Swanwick."

It is not necessary to give here the texts and leading thoughts of

all these sermons, as was done for a great many of the older ones

in the C.JI.S. Histor/j * ; but two must be just noticed. The

Bishop of Manchester's was unique, both in its text—" Oh that
^'*|»°p^j^

Ishmael might live before Thee "—and in dwelhng entirely upon
ig," m.""

one definite portion of the field of Missions, the Mohammedan
"World. On that subject it is a masterpiece, and should be read again

and again. Then the Archbishop's was a noble utterance, based Arch-
_

on the text, " If I with the finger of God cast out devils, no doubt great^*

the Kingdom of God is come upon you " (St. Luke xi. 20). He Sermon,

first referred to the little parable, in the verses following, of the

" unclean spirit " having " gone out of the man," and applied it to

the civiHzing efi"ect of the British Empire in Heathendom to-day.

Evil spirits had been cast out
;
yet " the last state was worse than

the first," a " godless, careless, creedless, materialism." Then

going to his text, he dwelt on the words " with the finger of God,"

and reminded us that it was " with the finger of God " that the

" two tables of stone " were written on, indicating that the design

of the moral law is to " cast out devils." Then he enlarged on the

Old Testament idea of " the Kingdom." His application was a

rousing appeal for more whole-hearted earnestness in the cause.

" Do we fight," he asked, " realizing that victory is sure ? " It

seemed to him that " the onward tramp of our men," both at home

and abroad, had " a different sound from that of the soldiers of the

conqueror on his march." He remarked that neither of the two

most popular of English Christian books, the Pihjrim>< Frot/re.ss

and the Christian l>«r, presented a picture of a victorious Church :

^^^ ^^^^^^^

but the Church must preach a Uving Gospel if it is to conquer. Meet'ings:

The official Annual Meeting continued to be held m Exeter Hall ExeterHuU.

* There was also a series of articles ou the Sermous from the beginniug.

entitled "Voices from Past Years," by the present writer, in the C.M.Iivvinr

of 1912. The Sermons since the Centenary, down to I'JOT, were mchided.
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Queen's
Hall.

Part III. until 1907 inclusive. The Hall had been a familiar spot to the oldest
lap^

. qJ C.M.S. members for many years. No other Hall could ever
be to them what Exeter Hall had been, a place of sacred and most
inspiring memories. Particular seats belonged by tradition to par-
ticular habitues. The front rows, approached from under the great
platform, were almost like a family party. On that May morning
in 1907 regretful allusions to the fact that the last gathering within
the old walls was taking place were made both by the President
and by Dean Lefroy.* A few months later, Mr. Winston
Churchill, on his return from a journey across Africa as Under-
Secretary for the Colonies, spoke at a meeting of the Lay
Workers' Union, to tell of what he had seen in Uganda. He
referred to the " passing " of Exeter Hall, and—felicitously

borrowing from the great American hymn—added, " But its soul is

marching on."

In the next year, 1908, the Queen's Hall was engaged for the
official Annual Meeting, and has been so used ever since. But it

had been used otherwise on the Anniversary Day before that. For
some years Exeter Hall had been unable to take the crowds
desiring to attend, and a Simultaneous Meeting had been held, on
several occasions at the beautiful St. James's Hall in Piccadilly,+ and
when that was pulled down (even before its elder sister), at the
Queen's Hall in 1904, and at the Church House in 1905 ; besides

which, the Home Secretaries organized a Workers' Meeting for the

afternoon, and held it in the Queen's Hall in 1907 and 1908. In
1906 no Simultaneous Meeting was needed ; why not ? The
answer is significant. For many years the Evening Meeting had
been held in Exeter Hall, and there was always an " overflow,"

Albert Hall, generally in the Lower Hall there; but in 1905, for the first

time, the Albert Hall was engaged for the Evening Meeting, and
this instantly affected the morning attendance, many only wishing
to attend once in the day, and preferring the new and attractive

locale. And so, not only had no overflow in the morning to be
provided for, but the " Annual Meeting " itself felt the diflerence

;

and w^hen the move had to be made to the Queen's Hall in 1908,
there proved to be no difficulty in seating everybody—nor has
there been since. The spectacle of the old Exeter Hall platform,

with 500 of the clergy in serried ranks l)ehind the chair, is a thing

of the past.

Meanwhile the afternoons of the Anniversary Day were not left

idle. In the real " old days," when " the " Annual Meeting lasted

from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., there \vas of course no time for anything
else; but those "old days" had long passed away. The Gleaners'

Union was the first to utilize the afternoon in later times. From

other
Meetings.

* The origin of Exeter Hall, and the first meetings there in 1831, are

noticed in the C.M.S. Hist., Vol. I., p. 277; also the purchase of the Hall in

1881 for the Y.M.G.A., in N'ol. III., p. 27. The site is now occupied by the

Strand Palace Hotel.

t Now replaced by the Piccadilly Hotel.
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1889 it held a bright gathering in the C.]\I. House, witli tea. I'art 111.

Presently the Clergy Union and the Lay Workers' Union engaged '-'^^*'*-

other rooms for a like purpose ; and by and by Miss GoUock
began important Women's Meetings, the tirst being at the Queen's
Hall in 1901, which seems to have been the second occasion of

women speaking at large G.M.S. gatherings (but there had been
smaller meetings before for women only).* They were all mis-

sionaries from Uganda, the Misses Farley, G. E. Bird, Pilgrim,

and Thomsett. Bishop Ingham's gatherings before alluded to were
an attempt to combine all these, and they were also held twice at

another "St. James's Hall" in Great Portland Street. For a few
years, therefore, four meetings were held simultaneously in the

afternoon ; and there are still three. The Gleaners gave theirs

up, and distributed themselves among the others.

These details are of little interest now ; but they ai'o given here

to assist future explorers into past history. Another Mr. PIolc may
arise, who will eagerly trace them out.

It is a matter for deep thankfulness that the President has been The chair-

enabled to preside at every Annual Meeting but two since his
™^"'

election in 1887, although for the last two years he has not been

strong enough to remain the whole time. In 1897 and 1903,

Archbishops Temple and Davidson, each on the first occasion

of attending after elevation to the Primacy, presided as Vice-

Patron, in accordance with old custom. Sir John's short addresses

have always been statesmanlike, and the last j^ear or two they have
been increasingly moving, filled with the true spirit of faith in an
unchanging God and love for His holy cause. In the Exeter Hall

days, when there were " overflows " in other halls, the Treasurer,

Colonel Williams, usually presided at them ; and now Sir Eobert

takes Sir John's place when the latter retires from the one meeting.

But the chair at the Evening Meeting has been occupied by many
others. In the Centenary year the Earl of Aberdeen presided;

and subsequently Sir Douglas Fox, Bishop J. C. Hoare, the Bishop

of Coventry (now Manchester), and others. At the first Albert

Hall meeting the Bishop of St. Albans (Dr. Jacob) was in the chair,

and following him have been the Bishop of Winchester (Dr. Ryle),

Loi-d Kinnaird, Bishop Welldon, Sir Andrew Fraser, the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury (Dr. Davidson), the Archbishop of York

(Dr. Lang), the Bishop of Sodor and Man (Dr. Thompson), the

Bishop of Ripon (Dr. Drury), the Bishop of Southwark (Dr.

Burge), and the Bishop of Chelmsford (Dr. Watts Ditchfield).

The principal speakers at the Annual Meetings during the period
J^JIj^^g^g^^

have included the Archbishops of Rupert's Land (Dr. Matheson)

and Sydney (Dr. Wright), the Bishops of London (Ingram), Durham
(Moule), Winchester (Ryle), Ely (Chase), Hereford (Perceval),

Manchester (Knox), Ripon (Carpenter), Rochester (Harmar),

St. Albans (Jacob), Croydon (Pereira), Kensington (Ridgeway),

* The first was after the Boxer massacres in China, only three months
earlier. See p. 271.
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Richmond (PuUeine), Stepney (Paget), Ossory(Crozier, and D'Arcy),
Calcutta (Lefroy), Madras (Whitehead), North China (Scott),

Mombasa (Peel), Caledonia (Ridley), Brazil (Kinsolving), and two
Bishops-designate, Durrant of Lahore and Waller of Tinnevelly

;

the Dean of Canterlrary (Dr. Wace) ; the Headmaster of Rugby
(Dr. David) ; Viscount Cross, Viscount Midleton, Sir A. Lawley,
Sir F. P. Lely, Sir "W. Lee-Warner, Admiral Winnington-Ingram,
General Owen Hay, Colonel Kenyon, Professor Carless, Mr. C. R.
Walsh of Sydney (in 1899 and 1914), and two Indian gentlemen,
Dr. N. P. Datta and Mr. S. K. Sorabji.

One of the most really important anniversary meetings is not a

public one—the Hon. Secretary's Breakfast. There has usually

been one chief speaker besides the host. During our period among
the speakers have been the Bishop of St. Albans, Bishop Molony of

Chekiang, Dean Allan Smith, Canons Denton Thompson (now
Bishop of Sodor and Man) and Barnes-Lawrence, Prebendaries

Burroughs and Grose Hodge, Mr. Hubert Brooke, and Mr. Harring-

ton Lees. Dr. Torrey also spoke in the year of his London
Mission. The last speaker, in 1914, was the Archbishop of Canter-

bury. In 1915 there was no address.

Among other interesting features in recent years have been the

Children's Services at St. Paul's and Southwark Cathedrals on the

Saturday afternoons before and after the anniversary. These were
begun in 1905, and the preachers on that first occasion were Bishop
Cecil Boutflower (then of Dorking and now of Japan) and Canon
Joynt.

The annual meeting of the Medical Mission Auxiliary, on the

Friday evening, is the last engagement of the week and one of

the most attractive. It is further noticed in the chapter on the

M.M.A. (p. 525).

The gatherings of clergy, laity, and women in the same week are

noticed also in other chapters.

There are two other periods in the year when the Society holds

great public meetings. One is in the autumn, when the mis-

sionaries sailing for the field are taken leave of. Those gatherings,

deeply impressive, are noticed in the chapter on Candidates (p. 474).

Then again, on or about All Saints' Day, the Gleaners' Anniversary

is held (see p. 502). This began at a time when the Valedictory

Meetings were small and commanded little attention, and it was
thought that a large meeting about November 1st would be a good

break in the twelve months between May and May. And so it

proved for a time, but since the Valedictory Meetings took the

important position they have held of late years, the need has not

been so keenly felt.

In the C.M.S. History, several of the great speeches at the

Annual or other meetings were briefly described, or some special

features in them mentioned. Of those in our period, there arc

three that should not be quite passed over; and it is only acci-

dental that they h»ppen to be speeches of the three most highly-
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placed meii in the English Church. First, the Archbishop of partiii.

York's, from the chair at the Albert Hall, in May, 1911. In one of <^'''i^44.

the most moving and animating addresses ever delivered at a Archbishop

C.M.S. meeting, Dr. Lang expressed warm approval of the action spelch.

announced in the Eeport, viz., that while " Edinburgh " had cried
" Forward," and the Society's financial position seemed to cry
" Backward," the Committee had " bravely and rightly " cried
" Upward! "—

•

" I congratulate the Society that it has chosen to meet the crisis, not
by the word ' organization,' of which we have too much, but by the woi-d
' consecration,' of which we have too little. . . . Because our Lord wishes
you to realize that it is a splendid, a tremendous, but a supernatural
task that is put before the Church in this 20th century, for that reason
He won't let you believe that mere organization and collection of money
can meet it. He throws you upon supernatural resources. He bids you
men and women of the C.M.S. see that nothing else, nothing less than
His Spirit, sought by your prayer, claimed by j^our faith, can meet a
crisis so momentous and a call so great."

Secondly, the Bishop of London's, at the Valedictory Meeting Bishop

in the Albert Hall in October, 1911. As he was going out to ^n"'"""'
Egypt in a few weeks to consecrate Khartum Cathedral, he had Ingram's

been reading Mr. Gairdner's Reproach of Islam, by way of preparation,
^^^^^ ^'

and he spoke mainly on our obligation to proclaim Christ to the
Mohammedans ; but he first referred to the Society :

—
" I had to be here to-night for three reasons. First, to say what I think

of the C.M.S. I think it is the grandest thing the last 100 years has
thrown across the path of Satan. I love the C.M.S. spirit. Secondly,
to say good-bye to the missionaries going out, because it is these men
and women who not only are our hope out there, but are our hope at

home. Where would the spirit of the Home Church be if we were
not fired by the missionary spirit of the Church in the mission field '?

Thhdty, because on Trinity Sunday there was a sad lack at Fulham. I am
accustomed on Trinity Sunday to having about fifteen of the cleanest,

manliest-looking men, who come out of the C.M.S. College to be ordained,
and look forward to that element among my sixty men. This year I

missed them. [Theij were l;ej)t bach by the policy of retrcnchnienf.']

What I have come here to say is that those men are called by the Holy
Ghost, and it is the duty of the Church to see that there are funds to send
them out. I shall hope next Trinity' to see some thirty men, to make up
for the shrinkage this year."

Thirdly, the memorable address of the Archbishop of Canterbury Arciibishop

at Mr. Bardsley's Breakfast at the Y.M.C.A. Hall in the ^pJe'ch?"'^

Anniversary Week of 1914. It would only mar and spoil his words
to condense them or extract a few lines from them. They should be
read in full. Suffice it to say that the address was an earnest
appeal to remember the essence of the message of the Church and
of the missionary, which is, " Jesus Christ, and Him crucified." *

* These three addresses were fully reported ; the first in the C.M.S. Gazette
of June, 1911 ; the second, in the C.M. Review of November, 1911 ; the third
in the C.M. Review of August, 1914.
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I. Some Compakative Figures.

HE twelve years before the Centenary had witnessed a
remarkable and quite unprecedented increase in the
number of missionaries. In 1887, the total of clergy-

men, laymen, and women on the roll was, in the way
then reckoned, 309. It was in that year that the

General Committee had instructed the Executive to refuse no
candidate on financial grounds, and that women candidates began
to be systematically received. In 1894, when the expediency of

this instruction was challenged, it was found that in the seven
years the number had risen to 619, or exactly double with one to

spare. In the Centenary year the corresponding figure was 811.

This increase of 502 in the twelve years consisted just half of men
and half of women.

Of course these were net figures ; that is to say, they repre-

sented the number of new recruits, less the number of deaths and
retirements. Taking recruits only, the remarkable fact has been
published before, that while in the Society's first half-century the

yearly average of new missionaries sent out was 8^,—and from
the Jubilee to 1887, 19,—from 1887 to 1899 it was 70^.

But all these figures omit the wives, according to the practice of

those days. Their work in the Missions has always been grate-

fully recognized ; but they are of course not separately accepted

;

their entry on the roll is automatic along with their husbands.

The first year of the Society's new century, the year ending
May, 1900, saw the largest accession ever known to the ranks of

its accepted missionaries. The list in the Annual Report contains

no less than 159 names, viz., 21 clergymen, 32 laymen, 32 wives,

and 74 other women. But the number of women was abnormally
increased by the Society taking over twenty-three missionaries of

the old Female Education Society, which in that year came to an
end on the death of its venerable Secretary, Miss Webb. Deducting
these, and deducting also the 32 wives, as up to that time wives
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had not beeu included in calculations of the kind, there still pakt hi.

remain 104 names, whereas never besides, either before or since, ^^^*^-

has the 100 beeu reached,—-that is, if the wives are omitted.

The following table shows the numbers given in the successive J^^g^""'^

Annual Reports, with the totals in both modes of reckoning :
—
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The numbers added to the roll year by year have, as we
have seen, never again approached the figure of 1899-1900. In
the successive years they were 77, 71, 68, 68, 74, 72, 62, 73, 61,

46, 63, 43, 50, 69, 66.* In 1902, when reporting that only 71 had
been added that year, of whom 40 were women, the Committee
used the word " deficit " in a new sense. They deplored " the

Deficit of Men." \ There was in fact disappointment that the

high figure of the first year of the Society's new century had not

been maintained. There was as yet no thought of limiting the

number, or of departing from the policy of 1887, It was in 1907,

after just twenty years of uninterrupted progress, that the first

check was resolved upon. The Committee decided that certain of

the year's recruits must be kept back unless special contributions

for them were received ; but these contributions did come in,

and it was not till 1911 that some were actually detained. The
financial causes for these steps are noticed in another chapter

(p. 479). Here it should be observed that the moral effect of the

retrenchment was to discourage offers of service, and the number
of recruits fell off naturally ; which accounts for the low figures

above of 46 and 43.

It is interesting to see the increasing number of University

graduates on the staff. In 1887 there w^ere 71, and in the Cen-

tenary year 227. The corresponding number in the Eeport of

1915 is 398, of whom 52 are women, and 49 African and Indian

clergy. There are 118 men from Cambridge, and 30 from Oxford.

Dublin sends 27 men, and Durham 50, but several of the latter

company are Islington men who have gone to Durham during

their first furlough, and taken the degree then. The men having

the " L.Th." are not included ; only those who are B.A. or M.A.
London University supplies 31 men, the majority being doctors, as

also are the 17 from Edinburgh, and the one from Glasgow. There
are four men from Liverpool University, one from Manchester, one

from Birmingham, and one from the Koyal University of Ireland.

There are six Australian graduates, seven Canadian, two from

New Zealand, and one from Harvard, U.S.A. ; making 297 in all.

The women include 27 from London University, four from Dublin,

three each from Durham, Edinburgh, and Glasgow, one each from

Liverpool, Manchester, the University of Wales, and the Eoyal

University of Ireland ; four from Australian and three from

Canadian Universities ; and one from the University of Allahabad.

The 31 African graduates are clergymen on the West Coast who
gained their degrees from Durham, and there are many others not

counted who have been awarded the L.Th. There are 18 Indian

clergymen with degrees from the Indian Universities. Honorary
degrees have not been counted, such as D.D.'s given to bishops.

* This last figure is 90 in the Report, owing to the change of reckoning

before referred to. The number for comparison is 66.

t See also an article on "The Real Deficit," in the CM. Tntell. of

June, 1901.
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II. Some Interesting Ebcruits. part hi.
Chap. 45.

It is interesting to note some of the names on that unique hst Reci^s
of 1899-1900. We find two future bishops, LI. H. Gwynne and of i899-

E. Maclnnes ; and Egypt gained beside them W. H. T. Gairdner.

Doughxs Thornton had gone out in the previous year, but his wife's

name is in this Kst, the Mrs. Thornton who is now Secretary for

Women Candidates in SaHsbury Square. There are also the

brothers Holland, W. E. S. H. of Allahabad and Calcutta, and
Dr. H. T. H. of Quetta ; and there are five other doctors,

J. H. Cook of Uganda, A. H. Griffith of Persia, S. N. Babington

and G. Wilkinson of China, and Miss M. Gomery of Kashmir
(a Canadian recruit). Also a father and son, John and Philip

Ireland Jones, both of whom had retired after valuable service,

but now volunteered a second time, for their old fields, Ceylon and
India, respectively. Among the women's names (besides the two
already mentioned) are those of Prebendary Fox's youngest

daughter, going out to India as the wife of Dr. Arthur Lankester

;

Miss R. Hurditch, w^io afterwards in Uganda, became Mrs. Fisher,

and is now well known for both her speeches and her writings
;

and Miss A. Beatrice Glass, who, also in Uganda, married Mr.

A. G. Eraser. In that same year, 1900, though not w^ithin the twelve

months we have been reviewing, went forth Eraser himself, to

Uganda, though now so identified with Ceylon ; another future

bishop, J. J. Winis,also to Uganda; Hector McNeile, already past

middle life, for a few years' fine work among the Parsis, whilst son

and daughters also joined the missionary army ; and G. T. Manley,

for important though brief service in India, and destined for a home
secretaryship by and by. Many other names now familiar for

their works' sake are in those truly historic lists.

The F.E.S. ladies who joined at that time included some of long The f.e.s.

experience : particularly Miss Bland of Agra and Miss Johnstone of
'^''^"^*-

Hong Kong, both then with a quarter of a century's service

Ijeliind them ; but both have died since, as also has Miss Eyre,

also of Hong Kong. Ten of the twenty-three are still on the

C.M.S. staff to-day : Misses Bushell (now 32 years' service),

Lambert (26 years), Fletcher (23 years), of China ; Miss Boulton

(32 years) of Japan ; Misses Wadsworth (30 years) and Forbes

(28 years), of North India; Misses Newey (31 years), McConaghy
(25 years), Rosenhayn (19 years), and Hicks (24 years), of Pales-

tine. It is a noble record indeed.

The additions to the roll in 1901-5 also include some interesting Further

names. Glancing down the lists we come upon three future name*""^
archdeacons, two in Uganda, W. Chadwick and A. L. Kitching,

and one in China, Barnett of Melbourne ; two brothers Wigram,
Marcus and Loftus (the latter now Principal of Livingstone

College) ; the eldest son of Bishop Hannington ; Dr. Maynard
Pain, son of the Bishop of Gippsland, and whose death in Egypt
has been so deeply lamented ; a daughter of Bishop Poole of
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Japan ; the only one recruit sent to North-West Canada in our
period, E. W. T. Greensbield ; three C.E.Z.M.S. ladies in

Tinnevelly transferred to C.M.S. for the Sarah Tucker College,

Misses Askwith, Naish, Walford ; and, lastly, L. C. Perfumi, the

Carmelite monk brought out of Bomanism by his experience

in India, and admitted to Anglican Orders by Bishop Moule of

Durham (see p. 225)

Then in the next few yeai'S we find two sons and a daughter
of Robert and Louisa Stewart * ; two daughters of Bishop Hill

;

another daughter and two sons of Prebendary Fox ; two sons and a

daughter of the Eev. C. Lea Wilson ; a sister of Sir Robert Lighton,

of the National Church League; the future heads of the Agra
College and Collegiate School, A. W. Davies and Norman Tubbs ;

the son and two daughters of Mr. NcNeile, above mentioned ; and
many sons and daughters of older missionaries, as the names
witness of Wolfe, Weitbrecht, Garrett, Padfield, Moule, Ensor,
Schaffter, Redman, Wade, Parsons, Hutchinson, Baker, Clark,

Cole, Davis, Grace, Neve, Pilter, Richards, Shann, Wolters, &c.

An interesting recent recruit is the Rev. R. F. Lankester, son of the

Lay Secretary.

III. The Training Arrangements.

In the earlier years of our period Islington College fully main-
tained its high reputation, and year by year justified the opinion of

Bishop Creighton, who said, " There is no institution that I know
which is more admirably managed than the C.M.S. College. There
is no one now engaged in preparing young men for clerical v^^ork

more competent than the respected Principal, Mr. Drury." Ten
times before the Centenary had an Islington man read the Gospel
at the Bishop of London's ordination at St. Paul's ; and there were
two or three more cases subsequently : S. Heaslett in 1900 ; E. T.

Pakenham in 1909. In the first year of our period, Mr. Drury
was appointed Principal of Ridley Hall in succession to Dr.

Moule ; and almost at the same time the Vice-Principal at

Islington, Dr. Dyson, retired after many years of valuable

service. He had himself been trained at Islington under Childe

fifty years before, and had been Principal of the Cathedral Mission

College at Calcutta. He was not only a competent scholar, but

was noted for his exceeding acuteness in the judgment of

character.

Islington College, though deeply feeling these losses, found itself

as ably and devotedly conducted by the new Principal, the Rev.

J. A. Lightfoot, and his tutors. The men they reared have done
service in the field equal to that of any of their predecessors. It

* In fact, two daughters, but one went only as a companion to her brother,

and not as an accepted missionary. And besides these, the youngest son, the

baby of 1895, is now also in China. One of the sous was the Rev. J. R.

Stewart, killed on Jan. 2nd, 1916, while acting as chaplain to the troops in

France.
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is Mr. Lightfoot's misfortune and not his fault tliat days of part hi.

retrenchment ensued, the effect of which in the country was to !f!l
^'

reduce the numbers of offers of service from men needing training
;

and in these later years Islington students have been few.

Moreover, the Preparatory Institution, which was at Clapbam at

the time of the Centenary, but was moved to Blackheath in 1902,

was closed in 1912, the Committee beUeviug that in the present

day there are so many facilities for self-education that the Society

ought not to be put to the preliminary expense of preparing

men for the entrance examination at Islington. The Rev. C. E.

Stocks, now Vicar of Heme Bay, had been in charge of this

Institution in its last few years.

It had long been the custom for some of the Islington men,— changes at

especially those working in India, where University degrees of any *'"s°"-

kind have a factitious value,*— to employ their first furloughs in

spending a year at Durham and taking the B.A. there. To make
this possible the College had been affihated to Durham University.

But in 1908 the University authorities made a new rule, that the

degree was only to be given to men who had first taken the L.Th.

diploma. It was therefore arranged that Islington men should aim

at this before their Ordination and first going out ; and the six of

1909 successfully achieved it. In 1912 the Committee, in the light

of the important evidence collected for the Edinburgh Conference,

decided that in future the training of accepted candidates should be

a graduated course, comprising three years at Islington and one at

Durham. All these plans, however, are now^ suspended, owing to

the effects of the War, and Islington College is closed for a while,

after ninety years of usefulness.

Meanwhile, there is great encouragement in the fact that the

supply of University men and fully qualified doctors has not

failed, so far at least. Indeed, until the War, it was distinctly

increasing ; and the Committee were fully hoping that in future

the offers of service from men not needing further ordinary training

—though they might need the special teaching under the Board

of Study—might do more than in the past towards an adequate

supply. Not that they did not still value candidates from the

social classes chiefly represented at Islington ; but many even

of these can now get much preliminary education elsewhere

l)efore offering.

The Islington students have always had the advantage of MecUcai

medical lectures, and of certain limited opportunities of gaining a
'^'''""'^•

little experience in practical work ; and many missionaries have

testified to the value to them in the field of having acquired even

this modicum of medical knowledge. Pope's line is often mis-

quoted. He does not say, " A little knowledge is a dangerous

thing." He says, " a little learninfj is," which is quite another

matter. His point is that " a little learning " pretends to be what

it is not. " A little knowledge " makes no pretence, and may be

* And so also now in China,
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very useful in a humble way. But a more important effort liad

been made in 1893 by Dr. Harford to supply something more than
" a little knowledge " of medicine to missionaries having no thought

of pretending to be doctors. He started Livingstone College.

This College has proved a valuable agency, and gained a higli

reputation. Dr. Harford has thrown all his energy into making it

a success, and now that he has retired from the active charge,

Dr. Loftus Wigram has become Principal. The C.M.S. appears

to have taken less advantage of it than some other Societies ; but

this was because Islington itself did much work of the same kind.

A man there had one hundred medical lectures during his course,

and opportunities of clinical training at one of the London
hospitals. Those missionaries, however, who have been at

Livingstone College testify warmly to the value to them of its

teaching.

But medical work in connexion with candidates and missionaries

is not concerned only with giving them medical instruction. They
have to be medically examined themselves. And with the largely

increased numbers the position of Physician to the Society is no

sinecure. Dr. Lankester, Dr. Harford, and Dr. Hill in succession

have had their own offices in the House. They report to the

Medical Board, a small band of doctors meeting ordinarily once a

week. Dr. Nestor Tirard also is Consulting Physician, and
Professor Carless, Consulting Surgeon, in any important cases. All

the arrangements have been improved and systematized since

Dr. Lankester first came to Salisbury Square.

The Edinburgh Conference also laid great stress on the im-

portance of missionaries learning something of the history and
rehgions and languages of the non-Christian peoples before going

out ; and one of the most practical results of that Conference has

been the formation of the Board of Missionary Study noticed in

Chap. LIII. (p. 562).

Another preparatory agency must be mentioned. In 1905 was
started the Archbishop's Missionary E.xhibitions Fund, for assisting

intending missionaries at the Universities. In the case of men
holding these exhibitions who propose to offer to the C.M.S., the

Society does not pay in advance, but if they are eventually accepted

it repays the Archbishop's Fund what the Fund has granted.

Seven C.M.S. men have thus been assisted, six at Cambridge and

one at Oxford, and another Oxford man from the New Zealand

Association had some help.

Training arrangements for men are a very old part of C.M.S.

organization. Similar arrangements for women are quite modern,

never having been required until later years. Not till 1887 did the

Society begin to send out women freely ; and those who came
forward at first were educated women of unquestioned spiritual

experience, who were thought to need little additional preparation

before going out. Equally well qualified women, however, re-

ceived since, have valued the additional training; and very soon
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the Committee not only began to use The Willows, one of the part iit.

Mildmay Institutions which was already training C.E.Z. ladies
^ '*"'*• "^^^

and others,—expecting, however, the candidates they sent there

to pay the fees themselves,—but also, in 1891, opened a smaller

Training Home at Highbury for those whom they wished to

accept, but who could not do this. In 1894 Mrs. Bannister
opened a private Training Home of her own, The Olives, at

Hampstead, which was also used, and which quickly gained a

specially high reputation ; though The Willows, under Miss
Schroder, Miss Goodwyn, and Miss Wood successively, was in

no way behind. In time it became the custom for the Society to

bear the cost, if necessary, at any of these institutions. But Mrs.

Bannister's health necessitated the closing of The Olives in 1911.*

In 1901 two special plans were set on foot for assisting women Two

missionaries to have some medical training. For candidates who T^ming^^
were already engaged in taking a full medical course at their own Places,

charges, a hostel was opened in Guilford Street, and placed under
the charge of the Misses Shann, daughters of a former influential

doctor and C.M.S. friend at York ; and for candidates not aiming
at a medical qualification, a Training Home and small medical
mission were opened at Bermondsey, where they could obtain the

practical experience so necessary for all who seek to do good in

non-Christian countries, under a fully-qualifled woman doctor.

Miss Selina Fox, M.B., B.S. (now deputy-governor of H.M. Prison

at Aylesbury), occupied this post for some time. But both these

institutions were closed when the period of retrenchment began
in 1907.

Meanwhile, for many years, in fact since 1897, the Home Home Prc-

Preparation Union has been doing excellent work in a quiet but tfni^n?"

effective way by giving young men and women facilities for self-

preparation for missionary service if they should eventually offer

for it. Hundreds have joined this Union, and shared in the studies,

without any pledge either that they would offer, or that if they did

the Society would accept them ; and a vast amount of good has in

this way been done. Mr. Wilkinson invented the scheme, and
worked it as long as he was a Secretary with untiring devotion,

helped by a not less devoted helper, Miss E. M. Bailey.

IV. Missionaries at Home.

No small part of the work in Salisburv Square is concerned with Missionary
^

XT J X xurlouKiis.
missionaries at home. About one-fourth of the whole number,
or over 300, men, wives, and single women, on sick leave or

furlough, or possibly retiring, command the attention of the

House. In the Society's early days the majority never came
home at all. They went the long voyages to India or New
Zealand to live and die. In West Africa they mostly died before

* See an article on the Training of Women Missionaries, by Dr. Weitbrecht,
in the CM. Rev., May, 1913.
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any furlough would be due. In later years the ordinary term of

service before coming home for a while was ten years ; but now
that communication is so regular and easy, it is seven years for

a man and five for a woman. But the African climate still re-

quires special allowance, and no one is now expected to remain on
the West Coast more than two years at a time. All these changes
have added largely to the average number at home, and to the

figure in the accounts against " Passages."

The House has not a little to say to those arriving from abroad,

The head of the Shipping Department,who knows all about the docks,

will look after their baggage ; the Lay Secretary's office will help

those to temporary quarters who do not go at once to families or

friends, and will arrange their pecuniary affairs ; the Hon. Clerical

Secretary, if in London, and free (which he may not be !) will give

them a warm welcome ; the Foreign Secretary in charge of the

Mission they belong to is eager to hear their report of all that is

going on there ; if it is a woman, there will be a woman (perhaps
Miss Baring-Gould) to show her every kindness ; and the Society's

Physician must make his inquiries and report upon their health.

And then comes the Home Office with its demand for " deputa-

tion " service; and the Editorial Department with request for

some contribution to one or other of the periodicals. Most
missionaries are glad to get away and be quiet !

*—and possibly

some may find it convenient to go to the Home of Eest at East-

bourne given to the Society in 1907 by Miss Wigram.
But the day comes when the Committee will receive them. On

the third Tuesday in each month (and sometimes on other days)

a number of the missionaries at home are summoned to appear,

and an hour or two is occupied in hearing them for ten minutes
each. It is little enough, in their view ! but it helps, at least, to

make the Committee acquainted with their personality ; and some-
times really important information is given, which may affect

administrative decisions. One of the many " new departures " of

recent years was inaugurated on Nov. 13th, 1900, when for the first

time women missionaries were invited to give their testimony con-

cerning the work and the goodness of God to them. Miss Vaughan
and Miss Boileau of China, and Miss G. E. Bird of Uganda, were
the first thus to address the Committee.
Many of the clerical missionaries for various reasons take

temporary curacies while at home, but the Society has a first

claim in most cases for deputation service. Many are keen to

join in this work, however exacting, knowing the refreshment

it will be, mentally and spiritually, to come in contact, as they

often do, with the excellent of the earth ; knowing that the

maintenance of the cause depends to no small extent upon their

efforts in this way ; knowing also that they will make friends

* But they can be quiet now even in Salisbury Square. The recent

enlargement has allowed of a comfortable room being especially set apart for

them.
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who may bjMxnd by be useful when some Uttlo special fund for pabtiii.

their Mission is required. Not that missionary deputations are Chap. 45.

expected by the Committee to make private collections ; on the

contrary, the practice is disapproved ; but there are exceptional

cases when it is recognized as legitimate. Bishop Horden of

Moosonee, one of the most successful deputations the C.M.S. ever

had, used at meetings to plead only for the Society's world-wide
work, that is, practically, for the General Fund ; but after the

collection had been taken, he, or the chairman, who " knew the

ropes," would perhaps just saj'' that if any one were disposed also.,

as an extra, to put one Ion ^'^ ^'^6 house or church or school which
the Bishop wanted to build at this or that wild station in the snow
and ice, he would gladly receive it. No one got larger collections

for the Society than he, but the sympathy he always aroused
extracted willing extra offerings.

What does not the whole missionary enterprise owe to the

missionary deputations !—to Bishop Tucker and Bishop Ridley and
Bishop Tugwell, and in old times to Bishop Sargent and Bishop
Crowther ? — to Archdeacon A. E. Moule, and Bateman, and
Ensor, and Bruce, and Peck ? It is often very hard, in the Home
Department, to know how to distribute them, when, for the second
Sunday in F'ebruary or March or May or November, fifty different

cities and towns and parishes are clamouring for them. If the

Society had double or treble the number at its disposal, they could

all be well used.

One of the profitable new arrangements of our period has been Home ron-

the gathering year by year of such men and women as happen to ferences.

be at home, and are free to come, to a few days' Conference, for

united prayer and mutual exchange of experiences. Every
missionary knows how apt he is to become almost entirely

wrapped up in the circumstances and needs of his own Mission

or station ; and it is good indeed for each one to find that " the

same afflictions are accomplished of their brethren " elsewhere.

Not a few have found a real spiritual uplift at these meetings.

Moreover, they afford opportunities for the grave consideration of

many difficult problems.
The spiritual uplift is sought by many also at the Keswick Con- Keswick

vention. Year by year arrangements are made for the accommoda-
[iony*"*'

tion in lodgings of some fifty of the missionaries. Of Mr. Albert

Head's fund for this purpose the C.M.S. gratefully receives a share.

Many have borne testimony to blessings received at the Convention.

The very first time such an arrangement was made, in 1890, Mr.
Handley Moule, then Principal of Ridley, and Mrs. Moule, were
house-father and mother at a large house, and one of the men from
abroad was J. C. Hoare of China, afterwards Bishop of Victoria,

Hong Kong. No one who heard it will ever forget his testimony.

He was the last man to be iniiuenced by anything of a " gushing
"

nature ; but he had gained a new sight of his Lord and Master,

and it told on all his after life.
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One of the great ties between married missionaries and the
Home Base is their children, whom they have probably had to

send home to be reared in a better climate and for education. It

is for these that the Children's Home was founded in 1850 by
means of a part of the Jubilee Fund. After many years at High-
bury, it was moved in 1887 to a large new building on the Surrey
Hills at Limpsfield, partly provided by the generous kindness of

Mr. and Mrs. Wigram. It has proved a blessing indeed to

hundreds of boys and girls, not a few of whom have followed their

parents' steps to the mission field. The Eev. A. F. Thornhill was
the Director at the commencement of our period, and when he took
a Liverpool parish in 1904, he was succeeded by the Eev. W. B.
Tracy, who was there ten years, and then died. The Eev. H.
Summerhayes was thereupon appointed ; and all these three
Directors have fully maintained the high character of the School.
It now has a name of its own, St. Michael's. The successes
of both boys and girls in the University Local Examinations have
been many and gratifying ; and boys have often gained exhibitions

and scholarships. In 1914 one " old boy " gained an Ellerton
Prize at Oxford, and another an " Abbotts Bell " scholarship at

Cambridge. In December, 1915, Mr. Summerhayes' own daughter
was first in all England in the Oxford Junior Examination. The
annual prize-day is a very pleasant festival. In 1911 the chairman
on the occasion was the Public Orator at Cambridge, Sir John
Sandys, who himself was an " old boy " of the School, as the son
of an old Calcutta veteran missionary, the Eev. T. Sandys, and
having been an inmate in the days of the Crimean War.

This is perhaps the right place to pay a passing tribute of com-
Association. mendation to the Missionary Leaves Association, which for nearly

half a century has done so much for the personal wants of C.M.S.
missionaries. Its energetic Secretary, Mr. H. G. Malaher, died in

1905, and was succeeded by Mr. T. H. Baxter, who has displayed
equal vigour and judgment in all the manifold spheres of kindly
help for which the Association has been so much valued. The
late Canon Eansford was its chairman for many years, and on
his lamented death in 1914 he was succeeded by Mr. T. H. W.
Inskip, K.C.

Missionary
Leaves

Farewell
greetings.

V. Valedictoey Peoceedings.

Before this chapter closes, let a word be said about the Farewell

Meetings and Services at which the outgoing recruits, and the

missionaries returning to the field after furlough, are taken leave

of. These have always been occasions of great interest, from the

memorable day when Henry Martyn was present at the farewell

to the first two C.M.S. missionaries (Germans both of them), on
Jan. 31st, 1804, to the latest colossal Albert Hall gathering. Many
of the meetings and services of foi'mer years which inaugurated

missionary careers now of historic intei'est, are noticed in the
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Hilton/ of Ihe G.M.S. It will be remembered that even in those part in.

vigorous years, the later 'eighties, the meetings were only held *" ^*-''-

in small halls, and that Exeter Hall was never used for this purpose
until the " dismissal " of the famous West and East Africa parties

on Jan. 20th, 1890.* Yet within half a dozen years, and before the

Centenar}' arrived, it had become necessary to divide the outgoing

missionaries into two bands and engage Exeter Hall for two nights

running. In 1902 the crowds attending were so great that the

outer iron gates of the Hall had to be closed, w^hich had only been
necessary before on the occasion of Mr. Sankey's last visit to

England.
When Exeter Hall was finally closed in 1907, the Church House

was used for the next four years ; and in 1911 the Albert Hall

was taken for this purpose for the first time. It was the year of

keeping some of the missionaries back for lack of funds ; and
those thus detained sat on the platform with their happier brethren

and sisters. In 1914, at the earnest request of East End friends,

the Valedictory Meeting was held in Mr, Charrington's Hall in

the Mile End Eoad, when a vast assembly, many of whom would
never travel to South Kensington, evinced the deepest interest in

the proceedings.

But in addition to these great public functions, there are quieter

and more solemn gatherings. There is a special Communion
Service at St. Bride's, with a farewell address ; and the mission-

aries also assemble in groups at the House, to receive the written

instructions of the Committee and private exhortations from ex-

perienced brethren. All these gatherings have often been most
profitable, and have deepened in the hearts and minds of the

departing messengers of the Gospel the sense of what Mr. Durrant
has so well called, and so impressively expounded, " the x\uthority

and Grace of Vocation." f

* See Vol. III., p. 364.

t See his article in the C.-l/". Bcuicw, Oct. and Nov., 1914.
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The Finances.

Part III.
Chap. 46.

Position in 1899—The next Fourteen Years
Frequent Deficits, the Debenture Scheme-
ence—The _£ioo,ooo—Plans for Advance—
—View of Financial Progress.

; Growing Expenditure,

-The Swanwick Confer-

•The Check of the War

[N the ffisfor// of the C.M.S. three or four chapters are

devoted to the examination of the Society's Income
and Expenditure. Chap. 31 reviews the financial

history from the beginning to the Jubilee, with some
curious particulars of the early sources of income

(Vol. I., p. 475). Chap. 51 notices the period of retrenchment,
1870-72 (II., p. 335). Chap. 71 reviews the period of H. Wright's
secretaryship, 1873-80 (III., p. 50). Chap. 72 describes the sources

of income during the years from the Jubilee to 1880 (III., p. 54).

Chap. 83 is entitled " The Epoch of 1880-82," and describes the

revival just before and after Wright's death (III., p. 254). Chaps. 86
and 100 tell of the origin and results of what was called the " policy

of faith " (III., pp. 333, 677 ). Chap. 102 brings the financial

history down to the date of the Centenary, and compares the past

and (then) present sources of income (III., p. 708). In now con-

tinuing that examination we must first look at the position at the

date of the Centenary.

I. The Position in the Centenaky Year.

Growth During the preceding twenty-five years the Society had cnor-

beforethe niously increased its actual work in the world. Since Henry
Centenary. Venn's death in 1873, the East Africa, Uganda, Persia, and Japan

Missions had all been undertaken ; and there was great extension

in India, China, and North-West Canada. There had been in that

quarter of a century one period of retrenchment, 1878-80 ; but

during the whole of Wigram's Secretaryship there was continuous
advance, and it w^as still going on under Prebendary Fox,

Particularly was the progress marked since 1887, the year in which
the General Committee instructed the Executive to refuse no
candidate on financial grounds, and in which women missionaries

began to be systematically accepted. The result was that, twelve
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years later, at the date of the Centenary, the number of mis- Pakt hi.

sionaries (without counting wives) had risen from 309 to 811. *^''"_^40.

This increase of 502 was just half men and half women. Let the

striking figures be once more given here, that while in the

Society's first half-century the yearly average of missionaries sent

out was 81, and from the Jubilee to 1887, 19, from 1887 to 1899 it

was 70^.

What was the effect of this on the finances ? The income Eifect on

did increase almost regularly year by year ; but the expenditure Fifmnees
increased more rapidly. In 1887 the expenditure reported was
£208,000 ; in the Centenary year, £325,000, an increase of

£117,000. The total outlay in the twelve years had been a little

over £3,000,000. But it had all been covered except £30,000,
which was the deficiency on the Centenary Day.
The Committee's announcement of the Three Years' Enterprise Centenary

which led up to the Centenary, and of the Centenary itself, asked
for a Centenary Fund definitely to pay for the large increase

of missionaries. The total contributed was £212,000, as before

stated (p. 14) ; and although an old mortgage on the House was
wiped off, an extension of the Children's Home paid for, and the

Capital Fi;nd increased by about £30,000, the bulk was used for

the definite piu'pose which had been announced, namely, the

support of the increased missionary staff, by clearing off, or

averting, the actual or impending deficits of four successive

years, 1897-1901.

II. The Finances prom 1899 to 1913.

But the expenditure continued to rise. For the four years 1900-04 Expendi-

it averaged £370,000. Every year closed with a deficit, although
i^eflc-'/^''

every year a good deal of money was given specifically to avert

it. In 1902-3, Dean Barlow raised a special fund of £25,000,
but this did not prevent the deficit on March 31st, 1903, reaching

£35,000 ; and in November of that year the Committee, foreseeing

a possible adverse balance in the next March of £70,000, officially

warned the constituency that drastic retrenchment was inevitable

if the accounts were not straightened by that date. The response a great

was immediate. The ordinary income rose by £29,000 ; the '"^'^^overy.

Million-Shilling Fund and other special gifts also came to the

rescue; and the total available receipts for the year were £72,000
more than for the preceding year. When the balance was struck,

it was found that the whole expenditure of the year had been met,

and all the old deficit wiped off except £5700 ; and the Capital

Fund had not been touched. There had naturally been some
searchings of heart as to the possibility of continuing any longer

the policy of 1887, commonly called the " policy of faith "
; but,

in the face of so great a deliverance in answer to prayer, the

General Committee unanimously passed the following resolution,
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Part III. which was moved from the chair hy Mr. Sydney ftedge on
Chap_46. ^p^.j^ ^^^y^^ ^^gQ^_
A thankful " That in view of the present financial position of the Society the Com-
Kesolution. j^ittge cannot feel any hesitation in concluding {a) That God would have

them continue their work upon the lines which have thus far been followed

by so manifest tokens of His blessing. (6) That He expects them to lay to

heart the lessons of the past regarding their continual dependence upon
His guidance and bounty, and regarding their responsibility to administer

with the utmost care, economy, and efficiency, the funds which He and
His people entrust to them. {c) That He would have them continue tc

tirge upon the home Church the recognition of the fact that a great part

of the Evangelization of the World still remains undone, and, for its

accomplishment, calls for a growing measiire of effort and self-sacrifice."

The Cloudy The Committee's short report for the Annual Meeting that year

Moving or
^^'^^ headed by the passage in Numb. ix. 22, 23, describing God's

KesUng? method of guiding Israel in the wilderness by the cloudy pillar

moving or resting. They said, " Can we clearly see whether the

cloud is resting or advancing ? " and proceeded as follows :

—

" Twenty-four years ago the Committee believed that the cloud had
halted ; and bowing their heads to what seemed the will of God, kept
back for a few months all the men of 1880. But quickly the out-look

changed ; the cloud seemed to move again ; and from that day until

recently it has never even seemed to stand still. The number of

missionaries has risen from 277 to 974 (beside the wives). The income,
then estimated at £185,000, is this year ii;394,000. What answer is to be

given to the question, Are we to pause for a while ?

" The answer from the constituents as a whole, has been clear. By word,
in hundreds of afiectionate and animating letters, they have said No.
By act, in a year of trade depression, reduced incomes, and many
claims, they have sent up contributions exceeding even those of the

Centenary year."

Meanwhile, the increase in the missionary staff was still going

on, until in 1906 the maximum was reached with 1016 as com-
pared with the 309 of 1887 and the 811 of 1899; or 1397 inclu-

ding wives. Moreover, there had come a loud demand for better

equipment for the Missions in addition to the increasing number
of missionaries. Naturally the expenditure rose still further,

and the next year closed with an accumulated deficit (including

£16,000 on the Medical Auxiliary, which had previously been

kept separate, but was novv^ taken over) of almost £60,000. There-

upon the bankers suggested that their advances ought to be met
by realizing part of the Capital Fund, and a sum of £50,000 was
accordingly raised in that way. But still the expenditure grew,

Tiie Plain and ill November, 1906, the Committee issued a "Plain State-

ofwor"*^ ment" explaining the position. They pointed out that while

in twenty-five years the number of missionaries had increased

almost fourfold, the expenditure had not quite doubled ; the reason

being that (1) there was now a lai^ger proportion of unmarried men,

(2) the now numerous women cost still less per head, (3) there

were now eighty-seven at their own charges and twenty-nine
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partly so. They showed that the total amount expended had part 111.

been seven millions sterling, and that 99 per cent, of it had ^''ff^'*'^-

been covered.* They asked for definite promises of increased and
increasing funds, and closed with these words :

—

"But failing the prospect of such supplies, the Committee will have to A serious

face seriously the question of withholding missionaries from the field, ^^''""'K-

the refusal of candidates, the dismissal of native teachers, the closing of

stations and schools and hospitals and dispensaries—the cripplmg, in

fact, of a considerable part of the Society's work. This necessity, should
it arise, will he obeyed without flincliing, but not without pam and
humiliation."

And yet a careful examination of the mission field showed that

seventy-six men and fifty-five women were urgently needed.

There was a good response. The available income that year
proved to be almost £370,000 (besides £15,000 to avert a deficit),

which was £22,000 more than the average of the preceding five

years, and £66,000 more than the average of the five years before

that. Yet there was a deficit of £21,000, and this wuth a small

Capital Fund worth (owing to depreciation) little over £30,000.
Drastic retrenchments were at once arranged, and all new mis- Drastic

sionaries were to be kept back unless special contributions w^ere ment'."'^'^'

given to cover outfit and passage and a year and a half's main-
tenance. Thus for the first time for twenty years the policy of

1887 was departed from—at least in intention. In actual fact the
special contnljutions were at once forthcoming, £6000 being given
for the purpose, and no one was kept back. But as shown in

another chapter (p. 469), the number of candidates was lessening,

obviously owing to the uncertainty of the Society's position ; and
the figure of 1906 was never again reached in our period.

Meanwhile, a remarkable plan was arranged for the Society's Debenture

relief and encouragement. "Why," asked Mr. Baring-Gould,
''*"*""'^'

" need we borrow on commercial lines from the bankers ? Why
not from our own members and friends ? " Mr. Gedge took up
the idea and framed what came to be known as the Debenture
Scheme. Under this scheme friends were invited to lend the

Society money at three per cent, interest on the security of its

freehold property. It is needless here to go into details as to

conditions, repayment, &c. They were admirably explained in

an article by Mr. Furness Smith in the 6'. J/. Revietr of November,
1907. But it is important to observe that a Sinking Fund was
provided for, to which the Society should pay certain sums yearly

until the whole should be paid ofi". Special trustees were appointed
to guard the interests of the debenture holders and receive the

interest and the payments to the Sinking Fund.
The response to this scheme was highly satisfactory. Money

* Some allowance, however, should be made for the fact that the expendi-
ture under heads other than missionaries' allowances was less than it should
rightly have been if the equipment were to be adequate.
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came in gradually up to £100,000, and the total now is £108,000.
Equally satisfactory is it that the Sinking Fund now amounts to

£80,100; in other words, the Society has paid off (i.e. paid to the
trustees representing the debenture holders) three-quarters of the
amount. These loans effected their great object by obviating the

necessity of borrowing from the bankers during the earlier period
of the year, when the payments largely exceed the receipts.

The Debenture Scheme did not affect the actual income and
expenditure, except that the interest and the payments to the
Sinking Fund involved additional outlay ; and deficits still con-

tinued year by year, although they were in part met by extra

funds. Thus in 1908-9, legacies were abnormally high, over

£70,000, and considerable sums were received through the Pan-
Anglican Thankoft'ering ; and in 1910-11 an "Exeter Challenge
Fund" was raised by Devonshire friends, which with other similar

efforts added £24,000 to the ordinary contributions. In 1911-12
there were no special efforts, but the general income was the

largest ever received, £384,000; and although there was, even
then, a deficit of £8500 on the year, this was paid off within a

fortnight, before the Anniversary. But the previous accumulated
deficit remained ; and the expenditure threatened to increase more
than ever, particularly as the Committee had been obliged (two
years before) to make arrangements which by that time added
£9000 a year to the foreign estimates. This was because («) the

Indian Government insisted on a considerable additional outlay

on the C.M.S. schools as a condition of their grants-in-aid

being continued, and (&) the increased cost of living in many of

the Missions made it necessary that the missionaries' personal

allowances (which are strictly " maintenance allowances ") should

be raised.

The Committee again and again made drastic retrenchments
;

in 1910-11, for instance, several missionaries were kept back.

Moreover, the leading friends in the country were repeatedly

consulted, and the reply of the great majority was always, " Go
forward: no retrenchments." Particularly in May, 1910, 178

members of Provincial Associations, representing twenty-seven

dioceses, met the Committee for two days' conference on the

position ; and one resolution on this occasion was in favour of

a policy of Concentration instead of Extension. Although this

might " involve the relinquishing of some stations and the hand-

ing over work to other agencies," the practical effect, it was
thought, would be " an advance of missionary enterprise on such

strong and permanent lines as would secure it against failure."
"

At last, in 1912-13, came a real crisis. There was already a

deficiency on the three or four preceding years totalling £46,000,

and this year added £28,000 to it, partly owing to a great fall in

* See the full account in an article entitled, " Friends in Council," CM.
liev., July, 191U.
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legacies. A deficit of £74,000 * with a Capital Fund of £30,000 paet hi.

(besides the Debentures) was a grave position. Moreover, there c''i;£i_'**'-

appeared to be a different tone in the communications from

country friends, who were getting tired of continual deficits ; and
the Committee felt that the time had come for another and fuller

consultation with them as to the course to be taken. Hence,

Swanwick.

III. The Swanwick Conference.

What, then, was " Swanwick " ? The place itself, and how it The

came to be a centre for conferences arranged by various Societies, cont^rence.

will be explained by and by (p. 517). But the Conference of 1913—
what was that ? It was a gathering, for the most part, of indepen-

dent men, definitely appointed by the various local Associations as

their representatives, to meet the London Committee and officers.

The object was to secure a real representation of the constituency,

and a true idea of its opinion of the financial position and of the

policy now to be adopted. Not a few of the leading members of

the Committee really believed that the country would insist on

such drastic retrenchments as might be reasonably expected to

avert future deficits. In that case there would be no further

question as to the course to be taken.

Three hundred members, clergymen, laymen, and women, met
accordingly, from May 26th to 31st, 1913. In order to emphasize

the genuine wish of the Committee that the deliberations should be

absolutely free, the President yielded the chair to an independent

member, the Eev. E. N. Coulthard, Vicar of St. Paul's, Winchmore
Hill, and he himself and other leading members of Committee sat

among the delegates. No resolutions were submitted from head-

quarters. The question was not. What can we persuade the

country to do ? but, What counsel will the country give to us ? A
Business Committee of twenty-five men and four women was
appointed by the Conference itself at its first meeting to arrange

the proceedings, only five of whom were members of the C.M.S.

staff.

The Conference began with the presentation of statements from The

tile Foreign and Home Committees in Salisbury Square as to the j%°"^'^[[,"^^

actual position and outlook. It was obvious that these made a ueeds,

profound impression. The great majority of the delegates had
evidently never before realized the urgency of the calls from the

front. They now heard, not gushing appeals, but plain statements

concerning China, Japan, India, the Moslem East, Africa ; also

concerning the activities of the Society at home in spreading

information and arousing sympathy and zeal. Alternating with

these business meetings were the devotional hours, services of

Holy Communion, addresses by Archdeacon Gresford Jones, Canon
Williuk, Mr. Hubert Brooke, and others ; and a sense of solemn

* It was really £79,000, but this was not perceived at the time. It is need-

less to explain the matter here.

2 1
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Pakt III. responsibility spread over the assembly, as the open discussions
chap^46. plainly revealed. As the Vicar of Bradford, Mr. F. T. Woods,

afterwards wrote :

—

" We are always looking at our parishes, but for once we got alongside

John Wesley and looked at the parish. What a sight it was I It came
to us from cold print, reports placed in our hands, and then from living

voices. Half a million new teachers wanted for new primary schools in

India, and many of them may be Christian teachers if-— ! China sick of

its old medical men and wanting new ones trained in Western science,

and many of these may be Christians if— I Thirty millions of depressed

classes in India moving towards the Gospel, and that inove may become
a rush ;/— ! The forces of the Crescent out for the conquest of Africa,

but the invasion may be stopped and the whole tide turned if— ! If

whatV If the Church is really militant here in earth !

"

In the course of the discussions various suggestions were made,

only to be put aside. For instance, Could we not save, by retiring

from Palestine and Turkish Arabia ? The Conference scouted the

idea. Could we not throw more on the native Churches '? The
Conference was satisfied, after explanations, that all that could be

done in this direction was already being done. But at the close of

the second day, definite resolutions were submitted by a section

of the Conference. They were moved by the Yicar of Great

Yarmouth, Mr. Lisle Carr, seconded by the Eector of Birmingham,

Canon AVillink, and supported by the Vicar of Bolton, Canon
Chapman, and others. They embodied a strong call to the

Committee to go forward, and an earnest appeal to the constituency

for more personal self sacrifice. They were in fact inspired by

the spiritual addresses given, especially by those of the Archdeacon

of Sheffield, Mr. Gresford Jones, on Christian stewardship and the

sacredness of money. But the grave Committee-men from Salis-

bury Square were not satisfied. As the Vicar of Blundell-Sands,

Liverpool, Canon Linton Smith, wrote afterwards, " Freedom of

speech revealed a widespread cleavage of opinion between two

sections, those responsible for raising the funds, who were anxious

for advance, and those responsible for the expenditure, who depre-

cated the incurring of fresh liabilities." It was no case of a too

ardent Committee appealing to a reluctant country, but of a

deeply-moved country (at least, by its own representatives) urging

forward a hesitating Committee. The chairman of the Finance

Committee, in particular, uttered an earnest warning against any

encouragement to the policy of advance. At length Mr. Hubert

Brooke made a practical suggestion. " Let the representatives," he

said in effect, " go back to their several Associations, call their

constituents together at once, lay the whole case before them, and

then go up to London themselves to the regular General

Committee of July 8th, and report the result." This was agreed

to by the party of advance, provided that their resolutions were

first adopted provisionally, so that they might be laid before the

Associations. Eventually this was accepted, and the resolutions,

Hesitation
of Com-
mittee.

Hubert
Brooice's
plan.
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somewhat modified, and added to, were passed unanimously. " It
Jf^^J/|J;

seemed," wrote Mr. Lisle Carr afterwards, " too much to expect —1-

that a ' common policy could he devised ; but the unexpected

happened without compromise or regret, and the conviction was

universal that the decision was absolutely right and expressed a

revelation to us of the Will of God."

But it must be explained that between Mr. Brooke's suggestion

and the unanimous decision a night and a day passed, and that in A busincs3

the interval another suggestion was made. A business layman ™roposai.

from the Midlands approached the Business Committee privately

late in the evening, and said, " We are not bold enough. Business

men hke a big thing. They will support a big proposal when they

will not touch a small one. Let us, as a Conference, appeal at

once for a thousand gifts of £100 each, which would clear the

deficit and give us a fresh start." The Business Committee laid

this before the Conference next day: it was enthusiastically

welcomed ; and there and then, within a few hours, £12,000, the

equivalent of 120 gifts of £100 each, was promised. No wonder

the devotions of the last evening opened with the chanting of the

Te Deum. " We began," wrote Mr. F. T. Woods in reviewing the

proceedings afterwards, " with a great misgiving. We continued

and ended with a great giving. God gave us first a vision of His

plan for the crisis, and a chance of helping to turn it into fact.

Then we humbly tried to do our giving."

The resolutions passed may be thus summarized. The Con- Final

ference (1) expressed its conviction that God was calUng the •*''*"''""'"^-

Society to " a strong move forward, especially along the lines

indicated by the open doors in China, the mass movements in

India, and the Moslem activities in Africa "
; (2) urged " the need

for a more Christ-like simplicity of life, and for such deliberate

hmitation of personal expenditure as may release more -of the

resources with which God has put [us] individually in trust "
; (3)

urged that Estimates be not cut dow^n, nor missionaries kept back ;

(4) approved the call for a thousand £100 gifts; (5) earnestly

requested the Associations to send up members to the General

Committee of July 8th.

Looking back at this memorable gathering, those who were

present ascribe all the blessing that attended it to the gracious

Providence of God. But it pleases God to use instruments ; and

as the names of several independent leaders have been mentioned,

it would be ungrateful not to add Mr. Bardsley's name. He kept

himself in the background as far as possible, and the movements

for advance were really independent ones. Of the £100,000 sug-

gestion, for instance, he knew nothing till it was brought before

the Business Committee. But it may be truly said that the spirit

of prayer and of entire dependence upon God inspired the

assembly, and certainly it was largely due to his influence that

this spirit prevailed as it did. The foregoing brief recital would

be unhistorical without this passing reference.
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PAET III. So far for the Swanwick Conference itself. But what followed ?

Chap^46. Y/e must next inquire touching the sequel, and find fresh cause

for unfeigned gratitude to God.

IV. After Swanwick.

The
Committee
meeting of
July 8th,
1913.

Suocess of

the
Swanwick
Appeal.

Effect in

the
Coantry.

When the General Committee met on July 8th, men were
present from all parts of the country, and reported widespread en-

thusiasm. The Lay Secretary announced that £56,000 had been

already promised. Before the Committee rose, the figure was
£74,000. Resolutions expressive of thankfulness and praise were
unanimously adopted ; but it is not possible to give an idea now of

the intense relief and deep sense of the goodness of God for such

a deliverance.

One of the resolutions must be specially mentioned. It sent " a

message of warm fellowship" to all societies labouring for the

extension of Christ's Kingdom, and of " special sympathy with

those that had been dealing with the difficulties of a stationary

income." A suggestion was made in the Record that some who
had made £100 gifts to C.M.S. might well go a Httle farther and
send some contributions to other societies ; and this was
actually done by some of the donors. Apart from this, there is no
doubt that the effects of *' Swanwick " were felt far beyond the

C.M.S. There was a general sense of encouragement and hope.

Bishop Montgomery expressed it in the S.P.G. Home Woikcr:^''

Gazette thus :

—

" It is truly delightful, nay, it is a subject for the profoundest thankful-

ness, that we have heard how our great sister Society has risen to the

occasion. A thrill of joy will have passed not only through Missions

abroad, but through the Church at home. It gives us all a sense of

thankfulness."

The " Swanwick Fund" of £100 gifts came to £101,200. This

cleared oft" the accumulated deficit, and the large balance was
placed to a new Mission Buildings Fund, to assist the General

Fund in providing houses, schools, chapels, &c., in the field. But
a great many smaller gifts were also received, which were called

the " Swanwick Thankoffering "
; and these, amounting to £13,G85,

were taken into the year's income, and thus averted a fresh deficit

when the financial year closed. In fact the twelve months did

close, for the first time since the Centenary period, with a small

surplus of £2000. The details of the Swanwick Fund and Thank-

offering need not be enlarged upon here; but one item may be

mentioned.* The Women's Department raised a special Women's
Gift of £6866, and the Girls' Movement contributed £979.*

There is no doubt that the £100,000 Fund was the chief cause of

* The details of the Fund were stated and commented on in the C.M.S.
Gazette of Dec, 1U14, p. 3G1.
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the remarkable effect produced throughout the country, of enthu- pabt ill.

siasra, thankfulness, and hope. But the Conference had not been c^^^*^-

called with any secret anticipation of such a deliverance. It was
utterly unexpected, and was in fact outside the design of the

meeting. That design was to get definite guidance for future

policy ; and this the resolutions did give. But they pointed to

resolute advance, and indicated that the cost of such advance
should be met by a reduced scale of personal expenditure. There-

fore, while there was deep thankfulness for the Fund, it was felt

that much more than that was needed. If the behests of the

Conference were to be obeyed, there must be a permanent advance
in the regular income. It was concerning this that the delegates

had consulted their constituents. It was of the prospects of such
an advance that they reported at the Committee meeting of July 8th.

Now their reports indicated that honest efforts would bo made by
the Associations to secure an increase of 25 per cent, in their con- Suggestion

tributions ; and this, in the opinion of not a few, was a misleading %^nt.
^^

standard to set up. Subscribers were apt to suppose that if they
l^gQ^j^g*''^

gave, say, £1 5s. instead of £1, the hoped for result was achieved

;

whereas what was really needed was 25 per cent, increase on the

Society's whole income, and this could only be gained by those

who wished to take their share doubling or quadrupling their

own contributions. For {a) vast numbers both of regular sub-

scribers and of occasional donors would in fact not give the extra

threepence in the shilling ; (IS) church collections were more likely

to rise if the Sunday was fine and the sermons exceptionally

impressive, and might rather fall if the conditions were different ;

(r) what of sales of work ? {(V) what of legacies ? However, some
sort of increase might be looked for from a cry of " 25 per cent,

more "
; and certainly there might be great result if Canon J. G.

Hoare's hints were followed :
—

" 25",j more prayer, 25% more study

of God's Word, 25",, more regularity at the Lord's Table," &c., &c.,

and " 25|\, more to my pleasant words, bright smiles, cheerful

beax'ing," while "knocking off, not 25% but 100% of frowns and
grumbles, despondency and pessimism." *

So the Committee prepared important and attractive " Plans for plans for

Advance," and sent them round the country to stimulate the new A<i^'»n<=«-

efforts of the Associations. Excellent papers and booklets were
also distributed. One of these was of permanent value, and might
well be used at any time. This was called, " The Message of

Swanwick," and contained three papers, by the Rev. F. T. Woods,
Archdeacon Gresford Jones, and Miss M. C. Gollock. The Society

has never published anything more impressive.

What the result would have been in normal circumstances of all

this prayer and effort we shall never know. That financial year,

as we have seen, closed on March olst, 1914, with a small surplus

and a restored Capital Fund. On May 4th and 5th the Society

kept its Anniversary with thankfulness and bright anticipations.

* See CM.S. Gazette, Nov., 1913.
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But the next three months, so far from indicating any approach to

a 25 per cent, advance, showed a downward tendency, no doubt a

reaction from the previous special efforts. Then came the War

;

and at the anniversary of 1915 the Society had to report a fresh

deficit of £23,666.

On July 13th, 1915, the General Committee took the position into

consideration. Provincial friends had been asked to attend, and to

report upon the feelings of their respective Associations as to their

prospects ; and a large number came together. Their reports were
fairly favourable ; but a good deal of difference of opinion appeared.

The resolutions eventually adopted by a majority recognized the

"certainty of financial straitness " even if God should grant early

victory and speedy peace, and the duty of exercising " the utmost
economy." The expenditure for the year was to be strictly limited

to £362,000—an amendment to reduce it still further being lost,

—

and " recruits urgently needed " were to be allowed to sail. To meet
this expenditure and clear off the deficit would require an income
of £386,000. But, as Mr. Bardsley said in a circular intimating

the result of the meeting, " God will not fail us if we do not fail

Him."
Meanwhile, it is interesting to observe that the total amount

received from all sources, in cash, including Special Funds, but

not including investments, during the sixteen years ending March
31st, 1915, that is, since the Centenary, was £6,287,097 ; whereas
the corresponding total in the sixteen years before the Centenary
was £4,322,087. This means that the average per year for sixteen

years before the Centenary was £270,130 ; and that the average

for the sixteen years since the Centenary was £390,193. These
figures are from the table printed in every Annual Eeport, and can

be checked by any one. Apart from all technical distinctions, to

say that the contributions since the Centenary have averaged from

£100,000 to £120,000 a year more than in the corresponding

period before the Centenary is to be well within the mark. On
the other hand, it cannot be said that the last five or six years

(except the Swanwick year) have shown any tendency to sub-

stantial advance. It remains to be seen whether the immense
sums raised for the relief in various w^ays of the suffering caused

by the War are any token of a more general and lasting spirit of

self-sacrifice. One thing is certain, that if, in answer to many
prayers, God should graciously give us the supreme blessing of a

real revival of personal religion, there will be a fresh sense of

responsibility to proclaim His Messages of Love througliout the

world.



CHAPTER XLVII.

Home Organization.

The Home Department— (i) Organizing Secretaries— (2) Local Associa-

tions: Membership, the new Diocesan, &c., Committees—Some
instances of Progress—Comparison of Dioceses—Churches raising

£300 a year— "O.O.M.'s"—Apportionment Proposal— (3) Hibernian

Society— (4) The Unions : Lay Workers', Clergy, Ladies', Gleaners'—

(5) "Through Eye-Gate '
: Loan Department, Exhibitions, "Africa

and the East "—(6) Summer Schools—The London " School " of 1909

and its Programme— (7) Study Circles.

^,HE period under review has been marked by very part III.

considerable development in the various departments ^b^*^.

of Home Organization. Some, indeed, of the most Home
important of the more modern efforts date from

^rmer^^
'°

several years before the Centenary. Missionary years.

Exhibitions began in 1882, and Missionary Missions in 1883 ; the

Lay Workei's' Union for London was founded in 1882, the London
Ladies' Union and the Clergy Union in 1885, the Gleaners' Union
in 1886, the Sowers' Band in 1890; the Loan Department, with

its provision for lantern lectures, &c., had greatly developed from
about 1882 ; the first Missionary Depot was opened at Clifton in

1894 ; the Women's Department was commissioned in 1895 ; the

Medical Auxiliary was organized in 1894. All these were modern,

as the dates show, and all have been largely developed within

our period ; but what was there in the old time before them ?

Prior to 1881, the Society was almost entirely dependent upon
the County or Town or Parochial Associations, worked by their

locally appointed committees and officers. All that was done

from Salisbury Square, besides the supply of magazines and
missionary boxes, was to provide " Association Secretaries," agents

from headquarters who were stationed at convenient centres for

organizing and deputation work. The " Home Department " in

the House consisted of one Secretary and one elderly clerk, who
together occupied one room ; the periodicals being published out-

side by Seeley's.

Very different is the position now. In the list of " Secretaries

and Other Officials " in the Annual Report, there are no less than

fourteen names in the Home Organization Department. We find

there Assistant Secretaries or other officials for Women's Work,
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Part III. Gleaners' Union, Medical Mission Auxiliary, Missionary Study,
chap^47. Young People's Union, Laymen's Work, Public Schools, Loan

Department (i.e. Exhibitions, &c.), &c., including two honorary
helpers. All these look to the Home Secretary, the Eev. C. R.

Duppuy, as their chief, who, with his general assistant, Mr.
Pain, takes cognizance of all the work. And the general work
includes also the appointment and direction of the Organizing
Secretaries and Deputations, the fostering of the various Provincial

Associations, organizing Summer Schools, Local Conferences, &c.

;

arrangements in connexion with general Church movements, such
as the Church Congress and the Day of Intercession ; the editing

of the C.M.S. Gazettp and other " Home " papers ; and a multitude

of other things which elude enumeration. The Secretaries and
chief Assistants in this great Department form together the Home
Organization Council, which meets monthly and co-ordinates all

the work ; while all is under the direction of the large Home
Committee, once a small body rarely meeting, but now a body as

large as the great Foreign Committee, and with responsibilities

scarcely less onerous and important.

I. The Okganizing Secretaries, &c.

Organizing The name of the Society's representatives stationed about the
Secre anes.

country was changed ten years ago to " Organizing Secretary,"

because the old term " Association Secretary " was felt to be
ambiguous. It might mean the Secretary of an Association, that

is an officer appointed, not by the Parent Committee, but by the
Local Association. The distinction between the two classes of

workers is now clearer.

The Organizing Secretaries, generally from twenty to twenty-
five in number, are a body which in the past has comprised some
men of mark. Among those who have passed away were Arch-
bishop Peacocke of Dublin, E. C. Billing, Bishop of Bedford

;

W. Pakenham Walsh, Bishop of Ossory ; G. Smith, first Bishop
of Victoria, Hong Kong ; Archdeacons Long and Martin ; Canons
Christopher, Gibbon, Money, Powell, Tristram ; while among
living men the office has been held by Bishop Walsh of Dover,
Bishop Stileman of Persia, Bishop Eobins of Athabasca, Bishop
Ingham, and Canon H. Sutton of Birmingham. Several retired

missionaries have also served the cause in this way, as is testified

by such names as Darling, Hubbard, Glanvill, Padfield, Parry,

Thorne, Fuller, Blackett, McClelland, Corfield, Hall, Warren, Star,

Hewitt, &c. One of these should be separately mentioned—the

Eev. Walter Clayton, who was an Indian missionary for fourteen

years, 1869-83, and an " Association " or Organizing Secretary
for thirty years in one district, Hants, Dorset, and Wilts, only
retiring in 1913 on his appointment to a parish near Sherborne,
and retiring with the universal respect and affection of the C.M.S.
constituency in his district.
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The Oi'i'anizinc Secretaries, however, have not been the only part iir.

direct representatives of headquarters in the Provinces. There _ '

have also been some six hundred " Honorary District Socre- Honorary

taries," clerical or lay, appointed by the London Committee, whose
ygcretadcs.

duty was to exercise their local influence in the Society's behalf.

Some of them might be also Local Secretaries of Associations,

but the two functions were quite distinct. It used to be said that

the " H.D.S." faced the country as the representative of Salisbury

Square, while the Local Secretary, locally appointed, faced Salisbury

Square as the representative of his Association. A man who held

both offices would face both ways at different times and for different

purposes. But the new system of Diocesan and Archidiaconal

Associations (see p. 491), which appoint their own Secretaries,

and have their regular representatives on the London Committee,

has superseded the old office of Honorary District Secretary by
that of Deanery Secretary.

The Organizing Secretaries are primarily organizers ; but they ^^"^\ "^

are also " deputations," to preach sermons and address meetings tious.

in the Society's cause ; and this they are doing most of their time

nearly all the year round. For instance, in November, 1914, they

had to provide deputations from headquarters for 133 local anni-

versaries, some of them involving several sermons and meetings,

and also 80 other functions ; besides very many other sermons
and meetings for which they make arrangements locally. For
deputation purposes the Society also employs missionaries on fur-

lough, as before mentioned ; and of these there are generally about

20 on the regular list, besides others giving occasional help. The
maintenance and travelling expenses of the organizing and depu-

tation staff are the largest items in the Home Expenditure. It has

sometimes been suggested that this expenditure ought to be saved.

Certainly if the Church recognized, and performed, its fundamental
duty to w^ork for the evangelization of the world without such

a continual stirring up,—and if the clergy preached their own
missionary sermons,— it might be done. After all, the Command
to preach the Gospel to all nations is as clear a command as that

other " last " one, " Do this in remembrance of Me," and the

clergy should be equally ready to preach on either ; but it is to be

feared that a large proportion of our congregations would seldom
if ever hear about Missions at all if missionary deputations were

abolished.* It is, however, reasonable that missionaries from

* From the Report of the Lambeth Conference Committee on Foreign
Missions, 1908:— "It is as the Church rises to a high spiritual level and
insists on doing its own work that the drawbacks will be removed. The
whole deputation system in England will give way to a sounder system, in

which the clergy will not wait for deputations to visit their parishes, but will

regard their mission work as on precisely the same footing as the care of the

sick and the young, glad enough to obtain from time to time the services of

those who can testify of the work from personal experience, but not dependent
on such visits for the efforts which they make ; studying themselves the

increasing literature that illustrates the work of Foreign Missions, and
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abro.ad should, while at home, tell of God's work in which they
have been permitted to share ; and certainly it is true that, now
for a w^hole century, the " missionary deputation " has been,
despite all individual shortcomings, a real messenger from God to

thousands of parishes.

Besides the regular Organizing Secretaries, the Society has
from time to time had " home clergymen on the deputation staff,"

and others specially commissioned to conduct Missionary Missions.
The Eev. H. S. Mercer was for some years an excellent conductor
of these " missions," and did much deputation work besides. He
was succeeded in 1910 by Mr, Hubert Brooke, who of all living

clergymen is perhaps the most entirely qualified to set forth

Missions as pre-eminently the work of the Lord, to expound their

Scriptural basis and principles, and to put the whole case in the
clearest and most cogent language. Mr. Brooke's health com-
pelled him to retire from the constant strain of so important a
parish as St. Margaret's, Brighton, and it is his delight now to

render this less exacting though not less responsible service to the
cause of Christ. The parishes that have been privileged to receive

Mr. Brooke as their " missionary missioner " have received a most
solemn and at the same time a most animating message from on
high,—and one that will assuredly bear fruit.

The annual private Conferences of the Organizing Secretaries

and "deputations" have often been very interesting occasions;
and, to those who can recollect them in the past, things then said

convey significant lessons now. For instance, Henry Venn's
private journal records that in the middle of last century the
assembled " Association Secretaries " were unanimous in assuring
him that the C.M.S. income then reached (under £100,000) would
never be exceeded !—and the present writer can testify that he has
often heard similar statements in later years. Again, he remembers
that on the first occasion when he was present at the annual
Conference, in January, 1874, the majority begged the Society not
again to observe the Day of Intercession appointed by the Bishops,
but to appoint a separate day of its own ; and that this serious

step was averted by the protests of three of the most definitely

Protestant among them. Canon Gibbon, Canon Tristram, and
Mr. Lombe.

Who arc
"the
Society

"

II. The Local Associations.

"When we speak of Home Organization, we mean something
much larger than the work in Salisbury Square. We have already

seen the Organizing Secretaries stationed at various provincial

centres. Now we will look at the Provincial Associations.

For the Church Missionary Society is not a number of men
meeting in Salisbury Square. It comprises the whole body of

informing their people as to the progress of the Church of Christ, as a regular

part of their pastoral work."
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members, young" and old, rich and poor, all over the United part iif.

Kingdom ; indeed we might say, over the world, but we must ^^"''" ^^'

take the Colonial Associations and other branches or companies
of members abroad separately. It is much to be wished that

iiicmhersliip were more distinctly recognized. Members are, by
the Society's Laws, (1) Annual Subscribers of £1 Is. and upward,
or if clergymen, lO.s. Qcl. and upward

; (2) Collectors of £1 Is. and
upwards per annum. The collection necessary to qualify for

membership used to be £2 12s., because that represented Is. a

week in pennies or otherwise ; but the figure w^as reduced to a

guinea by a Special General Meeting in 1907. There has been could not

a great desire at headquarters to make membership a more real ghtpY"'
thing; and when the change just mentioned was effected, a pro- "lore real

?

posal was made to enrol all members by name and to give them
cards of membership. But the general and not unnatural dislike

to organization and system, so common among Englishmen,
defeated the effort. A subscriber wovild say, " I give my guinea

now, and have done so for years: w^hat more do I need? " The
system of the sister Society, the S.P.G., of admitting all incorpo-

rated members by direct election, and giving them votes for

diocesan representatives on the Standing Committee, is much
better ; and although this does not include the great majority of

the rank and file, a new membership, not " incorporated," with a

subscription of 5s., is being pushed.
There has l)een more distinct success in putting the Association The new

system on a more regular basis during the last few years. This Associa"

was a reform of Dr. Lankester's. The old Associations were all**°^-

purely voluntary as regards the areas they covered. They were
planned just as the friends in a given area wished. They might
be for a whole county, as Norfolk ; or for part of a county, as

East Kent and East Herts ; or for a diocese, as Liverpool ; or for

a town and district, as Bristol ; or for a rural deanery, as Islington

and Paddington ; or for an individual parish. This left the great

majority of the rural parishes isolated, and necessitated individual

correspondence with them as to contributions or anything else.

Dr. Lankester proposed that the whole country should be asked
to organize itself by dioceses or archdeaconries, or (if need be,

here and there) rural deaneries. Thirty years ago such a sug-

gestion would have been scouted at once, as likely to give bishops,

archdeacons, and rural deans too much ecclesiastical influence.

As it happened, one bishop did, even in those days, determine
to conserve and exercise his episcopal influence ; and that was
Bishop J. C. Eyle, of Liverpool. He insisted that the Liverpool
Association should be for the diocese ; and this in fact led to the

Contribution List in the Eeport being arranged by dioceses, in-

stead of by counties, as it was prior to 1895. Clergy and laity

alike are accustomed now to diocesan organization, and Dr.

Lankester's plan found immediate acceptance in large parts of the

country, though naturally some town or county associations did
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I'ART Jij. not like losing their old identity. Yorkshire, with its usual sturdy
c iai)^4(.

iufiependence, preferred to go its own way for a time; and in

London, any united action always seems hopeless. The new
system was never pressed ; only recommended ; and gradually

it has nearly covered the country.
Country One important result of this change has been an arrangement

otf Londmi '^Y whicli representatives of the regular Associations thus formed
Committee, are entitled to attend the Home Committee in London, which

therefore now comprises, not only the members annually appointed

directly by the General Committee, but also the delegates locally

chosen by their own Associations. Not a few now attend regu-

larly from distant towns and districts, and the result is that a

much larger number of men, clerical and laj^ are becoming
familiar with the Society's methods and work, and have their

rightful voice in determining its policy.

In the History of the C.M.S. a good deal was said about the old

County and Town Associations and their work ;
* and as much of

it applies to the new Associations, there is no need 'for repetition.

Work of ^^^ ^^ ^ " Home Base Conference " held at York in November
Associa- 1912, a Eeport was presented and considered which was printed
*'°°"

in the C.M.S. Gazette of February, 1913, and which very significantly

suggests the development of operations in recent years, and their

much greater variety than of old. There are paragraphs headed
" Young People's Union and Work among Children," " Missionary

Study," "Gleaners' Union," "Women's Work," "Medical Auxiliary,"
" Literature," " Quiet Days," " Summer Schools," " Missionary

Exhibitions," " Educational Appeal," etc. It is safe to say that

thirty years ago scarcely one of these would have been mentioned
in a similar report. It is a familiar fact that at town or parochial

missionary meetings the "report" has been generally presented

by the local treasurer, who has summarized the contributions, and
either regretted a slight falling off or congratulated the meeting on
a slight advance. But it is now becoming better understood that

a C.M.S. Association has other things to do besides collecting

money, important as that is. It has, by such efforts and plans

as it thinks expedient, to influence all classes of people for the

missionary enterprise ; to promote reading, and study, and prayer
;

to engage as many as possible in practical service, however small

;

to be on the look out for missionary candidates ; in a word, to

j)ii!-h tlio raiisp, just as any political or social cause is pushed,^
provided that all is done in a Christian way.

Instances of Some interesting notices appear from time to time in the
Progress,

(jjfg^ Guzctte of Associations either steadily going forward year

by year, or suddenly waking up to fresh life. Among striking

instances of progress in recent years, St. Paul's, York, mainly

a working-class parish, under the Eev. J. Topham, is conspicuous.

Twelve years ago it sent up £67. In 1913-14 it sent over £500,

besides a similar amount for the Swanwick Fund. Also St. James-

* Particularly in Chap. LXXII., Vol. II., p. 54.
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the-Less, Bethnal Green, under Mr. Watts-Ditchtield, now Bishop part hi.

of Chelmsford. When he went there in 1897 its contribution was ''!^

£9. In his last year it was just £200. Looking through the

Gazette of 1914, we may come casually on the following two
illustrations of fresh zeal :

—

(1) About Darlington, the Eev. E. F. Drury wrote that " 01<i
j^|j^f„ t^^

Darlingtonians with no lack of love and loyalty to the town have did

.

declared again and again that ... it is most difficult to kindle

zeal there for any cause whatever " ; that " for a long succes-

sion of years" the C.M.S. annual meeting illustrated this; but

that a small committee, led by " three vigorous and keen laymen,"
" met, prayed, conferred, resolved, worked," " and God granted

that which they requested." "The largest available hall was
packed out "

; an overflow meeting crowded out another hall ; and
a third had to be held in the Friends' Meeting House ;

" 185 new
Gleaner readers secured, 48 new box-holders, and 60 new annual
subscribers " ;

" Ignorance, Indolence, Indifference were to be

dealt with by Study Circles and special Sunday-school effort," and
" none of the prophets of Baal were to escape !

"

(2) It seems that at the Ilfracombe Summer School, in 1913,
^Jfjfj^j"^,"'

some members of it from South Wales met together and made
" plans for advance " for that district. " Concerted action and
widespread organization are not easily obtainable in a district

where distances are great and means of locomotion few, and hills

steep and many roads unlit, and the annual rainfall 48 inches "
;

a district in which two languages are spoken, and services and
sermons must be duplicated ; where also the " shift system

"

largely prevails, so that " at any given hour of day or night one-

third of the congregation are at work in metal works or mine,

one-third are asleep, and one-third only available for Christian

work or worship." In the following April a correspondent wrote :

" If any one had suggested at Ilfracombe in June that in South
Wales, and especially in the diocese of Llandaff, a C.M.S. Campaign
and two ' x\fnca and the East Exhibitions,' at Swansea, Cardiff",

and Newport respectively, should be planned and carried out by
February, 1915, that proposal would have been looked upon as

wild and impossible." Another wrote, " Eesults ? New friend-

ships formed, lives enriched with fresh vision, parishes coming
into a fuller co-operation and share in the work, new organizations

formed and old ones inspired afresh, and a Continuation Committee
of three clergymen and two laymen appointed to carry on the

Campaign just begun."
The right spirit sometimes manifested may be illustrated from The rigiit

an older report, in 1902 :— ^^'"''^•

A parish in the north of England, poor and squalid, in a large town,

sends C.M.S. ^200 a year. Average monthly sale of periodicals, 176.

Vicar writes, Always sees his teachers and people know of missionary

obligation. Only true motive for continuance in self-sacrifice is love for

Christ. We rarely beg. I tell missionaries visiting the parish, no need to
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P,ART III. beg. People would be astonished if urged. Little paper bags given out
Chap^47. about six weeks before annual offertory. Told them to give what they

could. Astonished at =£40. Last year =£30 from " a friend," a mechanic
in large works. Would not hear of thanks, but said, " Just rejoice with
me that I have been counted worthy to do this for Him Who died for me."

th°Jcontri-
^ minute examination of the C.M.S. Contribution List year

butiou by year and diocese by diocese was made by Mr. Snell eigiit years
Lists.

jj^gQ^ ^-^^ ^j-^g results were summarized in a very illuminating

article in the CM. Rnneiv of December, 1907. Two or three
points may be just noticed. It was clearly shown that the North
of England had latterly bettered its relative position in the lists.

The South still held a great Isad, but the contrast was not so

marked as it had been in former years. Then the importance of

missionary boxes and sales of work became very apparent. In
1906-7, over £83,000 was received from these two sources.

The boxes had increased in ten years by 30 per cent., and the

sales by 43 per cent. Once more, the January Thankoffering
Week, a new effort started in 1906, produced in 1907 £8000,
contributed by 736 parishes.

Eeference may also be made to an article by the present writer

in the Gazette of January, 1915, which compared the returns and
relative degrees of progress of the English dioceses from the

Centenary to 1914. It included all Appropriated, Auxiliary, and
Deficit Funds, but not the Centenary Funds, nor the Swanwick
Funds. But it was confined to the receipts through Associations.

It did not touch the contributions sent direct to Salisbury Square.
It revealed one fact well worth remembering, that prior to tlw

Centeimrij the Assoriations Income never once reached £200,000

;

while ill the present century it has not once fallen beloiv that sum.
But other facts set forth are interesting. The average income
from Associations for the twelve years ending March, 1913, was
£224,666. In the first of these years it was £206,022; in the

last of them £226,655. But in 1913-14 it was £253,000 without the

Swanwick Funds. It can now be added that in 1914-15, the first

romparison year of the War, it was £236,747. On an examination of all the

years of the new century, the Dioceses of Bristol, Chichester, Exeter,

Oxford, Salisbury, Chester, and Eipon showed especially good
advance. But taking absolute amounts, London, Southwark, and
Winchester kept the first three places most of the time. Their
totals in 1913-14 were £23,340, £16,420, and £12,228. In that

year Chichester came next, with £11,791 ; then Manchester, with

£10,662; Eochester, £10,311 ; Liverpool, £9513 ; Exeter, £9381.

No other diocese exceeded £7000; but betvv'een that sum and
£5000 came, in order, Bristol, Bath and Wells, Eipon, Southwell,

York, St. Albans, Norwich, Canterbury, Oxford, Chester. Between
£5000 and £2000 were Peterborough, Worcester, Salisbury, Durham,
Sheffield, St. Edmundsbury, Chelmsford, Birmingham, Lichfield,

Gloucester, Carlisle, Newcastle, Ely, Wakefield ; and below
£2000, Lincoln, Llandaff, Hereford, St. David's, Truro, St. Asaph,
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Jian-'or, Sodor and Man. In many of these cases no comparison pakt hi.

can lie made with a few years ago, because dioceses have been chap^47.

divided. Canterbury, Norwich, St. Albans, and York Imve parti-

cularly suffered in this way.

In the Ga^otto, in the last three years, there have been lists churches

of the churches contributing over £300 in the year. In 1912-13 ^fj^fif
^"

there were 79 such churches ; 95 in 1913-11 ; 85 in 1914-15. In

each list the first four places were held by Trinity, Tunbridge

Wells ; Christ Church, Gipsy Hill ; St. Matthew, Bayswater ; St.

Paul, Onslow Square. One other case, a very touching one, must

1)6 just mentioned. In all three hsts appears " Eaton Chapel "
;

but Eaton Chapel no longer exists. When the Incumbent, the

Eev. C. A. Fox, the much-beloved " Keswick " teacher, died in

1900, it was pulled down by the Duke of Westminster, being only

a licensed building, and the congregation were scattered.
_

But

the Misses Nugent, w^ho had long worked a successful association

there with much earnestness and brightness, have_ ever since

continued to collect from the scattered people ; and in the three

lists, the old " chapel " stands for £390, £351, £557. Is there any

collection anywhere more acceptable to the Lord than this ?

One fruitful source of help to the Society has been the " Own
J^J^^I^O-^^-

Missionary " scheme. Something like it was suggested as far ^^ ®'"''"

back as 1878 by Mr. Vincent Stanton, Eector of Halesworth, who

gave £250 a year to start a " Substitute for Service Fund." But

the actual plan came from Eobert Stewart, after his journey to

AustraUa in 1892. He laid stress upon asking from donors only

£100 a year towards the maintenance of an " own missionary,"

the General Fund providing whatever more was needed ;
and

undoubtedly the modesty of the demand greatly helped to float

the scheme. But it was checked for a time by the reluctance of

the Finance Committee to accept any " appropriated contribu-

tions." At length Mr. Marshall Lang, who became Lay Secretary

in 1895, drafted a scheme for such contributions, which was

approved ; and immediately the idea of " Our Own ^Missionaries
"

was taken up. Before twelve months had passed, 135 of the

existing missionaries were adopted. In July, 1896, the CM.
Iiitdlineiicer intimated that 80 new recruits were sailing in tlie

autumn, and asked whether they could not all be taken up. On
Sept. 29th, at the Valedictory Meeting, Mr. Fox announced that

every one of the 80 was now an "own missionary." This is old

history, but it is well to recall the past for our encouragement in

the present. And the plan has been largely developed since the

Centenary. There are now 482 "O.O.M.'s"; of whom 117 are

supported by individual friends, 48 by the Gleaners' Union and

its Branches; and 317 by various Local Associations, including

some in Ireland. In several cases the donors are not satisfied

with contributing the original £100, but provide the full amount

required for the maintenance, and in some cases even the equip-

ment, of their " Own Missionary."
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It has already been mentioned (p. 441) that one important

proposal touching Association contributions was not successful.

This was the Apportionment Scheme. In the United States,

and in Canada, the official Missionary Society of the Church issues

yearly a statement of the total sum it requires, and of the

share of that sum which each diocese ought to contribute ; the

diocese in its turn indicating the amount to be expected from each

parish, which of course varies with the estimated capacity of this

and that parish. This plan has been found successful, for while

some dioceses and parishes fail to provide the amounts indicated,

others give more than was demanded of them. An adaptation of

it was proposed by Dr. Lankester for the Diocesan and Archi-

diaconal Associations, and some of them welcomed it ; but on the

other hand there were many objections, and many difficulties even

where there was goodwill. It is needless to enter into the details

here ; but it is obvious that a whole Church might by its official

representatives make a kind of " levy " (as some called it), when
a voluntary Society could not, especially as its support does not

come from a majority of the parishes. And, rightly or wrongly,

many C.M.S. friends would agree with Dr. Hoyles of Toronto,

who has personal experience of the plan, and who told the Pan-
Anglican Congress that it is considered by some in Canada to

" take away from mission-giving that spontaneity and enthusiasm

which ought to characterize it, and to give it the character of a

response to an official claim, mechanical and a matter of duty,

rather than that of a joyous freewill offering which it ought to

bear." It would, of course, not be difficult to answer this objec-

tion ; but this History has only to record facts.

Three other special plans, not primarily for collection of money,
but for influence in other ways, must be briefly noticed.

1. Some of the larger Associations have opened local C.M.S.

depots, comprising a shop for the sale of publications, a store

for pictures, curios, &c., and a meeting-place for friends which

can be used on occasion for small gatherings. Bristol and Clifton

led the way in 1894-96. Newcastle, Birmingham, Derby, Liver-

pool, Manchester, Nottingham, and a few other places, have

followed suit.

2. Missionary Vans were employed for a time in the Dioceses of

Newcastle, Durham, Carhsle, Manchester, and Exeter. They
moved about among the villages, gathering the villagers for short

talks, and thus diffusing simple information in an attractive way.

In more than one case the Bishop of the diocese held a little

service of dedication for the Van. But this agency has not been

persevered with.

3. A particularly interesting, and unique, offer of support for

an " O.O.M." was made by the parish of St. Helen's, Lancashire,

when Mr. Bardsley was Vicar, in 1909. The parish had five

curates. It was proposed to dispense with one, and to devote

the fund for his stipend to the maintenance of an additional
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missionary. This tine example deserves more imitation than it tart hi.
has received. thai). 47.

III. The Hibeexian Society.

The Church of Ireland is an independent Church, a member of Tiic rimrch

t lie great Federation called the Anglican Communion, but in ijq
"^ i""*^'""^-

way responsible to the Church of England and its authorities.

It shares this combined independence and full communion with the
Scottish Episcopal Church and the Protestant Episcopal Church
in the United States. Not one of the great Colonial Churches is

independent in quite the same degree.

The Irish Church might well claim to have its own Missions
in the foreign field. Were it to propose to do so, as the Church
in Canada has done, no one could rightly say it nay. But its

auxiliary branches of both C.M.S. and S.P.G. were in existence

long before the Disestablishment Act of 1869 ; and Irish Church-
men have preferred to retain their close connexion with the old

Societies.

The Hibernian Church Missionary Society—not in this case Hibernian

" Association," but " Society," to mark its exceptional position— t;.M.s.

was founded a century ago, and has only lately celebrated its

Centenary. Most nobly, in spite of all the difficulties arising

from the disendowment of the Church, has it progressed year by
year, not only in the contribution of money, but in every form of its Funds,

zeal and devotion to the cause of Christ. In 1868, the year
before Disestablishment, the amount raised for C.M.S. Missions
was £5400. In 1915 it was £21,000. Moreover, Ireland has
given the C.M.S. some of its noblest missionaries : it will suffice its Mission-

to mention Bishop Eussell of China ; Bishop Stuart, of India and ^^®^'

New Zealand and Persia; Bishop Bowen, of Sierra Leone;
Archdeacon Maunsell, chief translator of the Old Testament into

the Maori language ; J. H. Gray and W. Gray, of Madras

;

\Yelland, of Calcutta ; Fitzpatrick, one of the first two missionaries

in the Punjab ; J. Ireland Jones, of Ceylon ; Alexander, of the

Telugu Mission ; Bruce, of Persia ; Archdeacon Phair. of Manitoba
;

Wolfe, E. W. Stewart, and Dr. Taylor, of Fukien ; Pilkington, of

Uganda ; Good, Newton, ColUson, and a host of others.*

No missionary meetings are more enthusiastic than those in ns
Ireland. The Hibernian Anniversaries in Dublin are great -^ieetinga.

occasions ; so are the Valedictory Meetings, for Ireland sends
missionaries year by year, and has its own Farewell for them
independently of that in London. Even in remote parts of the

country, where the Protestant population is very small, there is

no lack of interest and zeal and self-denial. Bishop Ingham was
invited by Bishop D'Arcy, then of Ossory, in February, 1911, to

* An interesting sketch of the history of the Hibernian C.M.S. was given at
the Portrush Summer School in 1907 by Mr. A. T. Barber, and was printed
in the C.M.S. Gazette of Oct. and Nov. in that year.

2 K
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an United Conference held at Kilkenny. " The Castle," wrote
Bishop Ingham, " opened its glorious doors to receive the Con-
ference, and the Earl and Countess of Ormonde—whose family-

had been in possession since the property was bought from Strong-

bow in the twelfth century—gave us a most warm reception.

There were four distinct gatherings of the Conference, but more
impressive was the great meeting in the theatre ; also the inter-

cession service in the cathedral, when the three chief speakers

went up into the pulpit one after the other. Lord William and
Lady Florence Cecil came to tell their story of Far Eastern travel

and experience. Bishop Ingham represented the C.M.S., Canon
Allnutt the Cambridge Delhi Mission (S.P.G.), and the Eev. L.

Crosby the Jews' Society."

Dublin University has two Missions of its own, affiliated

respectively to the S.P.G. and the C.M.S., the former in Chota
Nagpur in India, the latter in the Fukien Province of China.

Both are manned by T.C.D. men. Ireland has been specially

interested in Fukien ever since E. W. and Mrs. Stewart secured

so many Irish ladies to join them there.* Dr. Van Someren
Taylor, who was so long at the city of Funing, and there trained

many Chinese doctors, is an Irishman, and that city and district

were chosen as the field for the Dublin University Fukien Mission.

The supporters of the Mission hold their meetings in Trinity

College, and great interest is taken in it. It is, of course, an
integral part of the C.M.S. Mission, and the missionaries ai-e on
the Society's roll.

The celebration of the Hibernian Centenary took place in June,

1914. It was immediately preceded by the Summer School at

Greystones, the most notable feature of which was a series of

addresses on " The Irish Church and Foreign Missions," delivered

on successive days by five bishops, the Primate (Archbishop

Crozier of Armagh), the Bishops of Clogher (Dr. Day), Cork
(Dr. Dowse), Killaloe (Dr. Berry), and Ossory (Dr. Bernard,

now Archbishop of Dublin). The Centenary celebration included

various services in the two cathedrals and many churches in

Dublin, particularly the Thanksgiving Service, at which a Thank-
offering of £8300 was solemnly presented, and a sermon preaclied

by the Bishop of Durham, who went over on purpose ; a garden

meeting given by Lord and Lady Iveagh; a great meeting, and
clerical and lay breakfasts. Bishop Moule, Mr. Bardsley, and
Mr. Victor Buxton represented the Parent Society ; and the

Primate, and Sir Algernon Coote, the President of the Hibernian

Society, were also leading speakers. It was stated that Ireland

had given the C.M.S. 292 missionaries, and that 134, viz., 69 men
and 65 women, were now at work.

One interesting circumstance must be added. When the

President of the Chinese Eepublic, Yuan Shih-Kai, made his

memorable request for the prayers of Chinese Christians, the

* See p. 306; also CM. Hist, Vol. III., p. 566.
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Primate of the Irish Church cabled to him, on Friday, April 27th, Part hi.

1913, " Whole Church of Ireland praying for China next Sunday." Chap^47.

Next day came this reply :

—

" Primate, Armagh, Ireland. Thanks for kindly act. I pray pros-

perity for your religion, and that all of you enjoy good health.—President

Yuan Shili-Kai."

The Church of Ireland has one advantage at least over the Missionary

Church of England. It has an appointed Prayer for Christian \]\^^
'"

Missions, put into its Prayer Book on the revision whicli followed ^^'^^^

Disestabhshment. This Prayer is one of those prefixed to the

CM. Hymn Book, the third, " For the Church of Christ," on page

8 (words only edition),—(but with one very slight emendation).

IV. The Unions.

The C.M.S. Unions are not, like the Associations, locally Tiie c.m.s.

organized, but belong more definitely to headquarters. But they
'^'°°^-

are not all administered by the Salisbury Square staff. The three

original Unions, the London Lay Workers, the London Ladies,

and the Younger Clergy, had from the first their own committees
and (honorary) officers, appointed by themselves. But their

ordinary meetings are held in the House, and this links them
closely with the Home Organization Department.

(1) Taking these three first, in the order of their seniority, London

the Lay Workers' Union led the way, in 1882 ; and it has
^J^j-grg.

never flagged in its useful and practical work. The Earl of Union.

Aberdeen accepted the Presidency thirty years ago when he
himself was an active lay worker in London, and on several

occasions he attended the early meetings. Mr. H. E. Arbuthnot
has been chairman nearly the whole time, making this, in fact,

his special contribution to C.M.S. service. As the busy head of

an important mercantile firm he has never been able to attend

the regular C.M.S. committees, which meet in the daytime ; but

he has scarcely ever missed taking the chair at the evening
meetings of the Union, and by so doing he has done much to

secure the continuity of its spirit and influence. Colonel Seton
Churchill, Mr. J. Tennant, and Mr. G. A. King have been suc-

cessive secretaries, and Mr. King's services, in particular, were
for twenty years invaluable ; but their colleague, Mr. T. G. Hughes,
wielded the labouring oar for nearly a quarter of a century, and
his untiring zeal and resourcefulness were, under God, the main
secret of the Union's success. In 1910 he handed over the

detailed work to successors who had caught the infection of his

energy, Mr. Higginbottom and Mr. T. G. Smith, and was justly

elected a Vice-President of the Union, and an Hon. Life Governor
of the Society. It is pleasant to add that his son, Mr. Thomas
Hughes, has lately been elected a third secretary.

The London Lay Workers' Union has been the parent of
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similar Unions in several of our large towns; it has inspired the

larger efibrts to reach laymen generally which are noticed on
another page (p. 511) ; it has sent a numher of its members into

the mission field. An interesting off-shoot from it are the " Bands "

of men named after some of the fields or peoples in or among which
the Missions are at work, the Sikhs, Hausas, Yezds, Kavirondos,

&c., some fifty of them.* The first of them, the Mpwapwas of

St. James's, Holloway, founded in 1885, has its original secretary,

Mr. E, J. Pritchard, still in office. No less than twenty-two of

its members have offered for missionary service, and sixteen of these

went into the field. The Bands have for many years assembled
half-yearly for their united Conferences in different parts of

London and its wide-spreading suburbs, gatherings of much
interest and imbued with the right spirit. At one of them, in

February, 1914, 400 men were present ; on which occasion the

w^ords of Nehemiah, " We His servants will arise and build" were
adopted as a motto ; the word " Build " was taken as the subject

for the day, in the form of an acrostic, B = Bands, U = Up-
holders, I = Intercessors, L = Leaders, D = Disciples : upon
which addresses were given by Messrs. G. A. King, C. E. Caesar,

T. G. Hughes, Dr. Jays, and others ; and Bishop Taylor Smith
preached on St. Paul's words (1 Cor. iii. 9), " Ye are God's
building." The 50th half-yearly meeting was held on July 3rd, 1915,

One of the activities of the Lay Workers' Union has been the

Simultaneous Sunday-school Addresses, over 1000 in number,
in London schools each half-year. In the year 1914-15, no
less than 2091 addresses were given in 419 schools.

The larger Laymen's Union is noticed under Work among Men,
Chap. XLYIII. (p. 511).

(2) The Younger Clergy Union became the " Clergy Union "

in 1901, as many of the members, on reaching the limit of age
previously laid down, wished to avoid being dropped out. The
sister Union,—or more strictly, in view of its origin, the daughter
Union,— connected with the S.P.G., and known far and wide as

the J.CM. A., has not altered its title, but equally refrains from
excluding members it has valued ; and it is much the larger in

numbers. But the C.M.S. Union has continued all through our

period to do excellent work. Several of its members have joined

the missionary ranks, and one of its honorary secretaries, Eennie
Maclnnes, is now AngUcan Bishop for Jerusalem and the East.

Mr. Manley was for some years one of the Secretaries, and did

important service in that capacity. Notes of the meetings of its

branches in different dioceses have supplied interesting pages to

the (J.M.8. Gazette, and its half-yearly Conferences have been often

very profitable. The Bishop of London entertained the London
members at Fulham in 1907. One of the functions of the Union
is to arrange for the Clerical Breakfast on the C.M.S. Anniversary

* Not all arc at work now ; and several have been suspended owing to the

War.
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Day, and also for the Breakfast usually held in the Church part in.

Congress week in the town where the Congress meets. Another ^ ^•*''

and more important one has been undertaken since 1911, viz.,

to deal with clerical candidates who are still at the Universities or

otherwise preparing for service, and to assist them in their training

with grants of money from a fund allotted by the Society for the

purpose.

Some of the Branches have from time to time held combined a joint

Conferences with their brethren of the J.CM.A. ; and in June,

1915, the two Unions had a four days' " Swanwuck " all to them-
selves, at which the spiritual tone was reported to have been of

a very high order. The Bishop of Lichfield (Dr. Kempthorne)
presided throughout ; and among the speakers were the Bishops

of Oxford (Dr. Gore) and Singapore (Dr. Ferguson-Davie), Arch-

deacon Gresford Jones, Dr. A. W. Eobinson, Canons D. Johnson,

Tupper Carey, Joynt, Lilhngston, Linton Smith, and WiUink,
Mr. Hubert Brooke and Mr. Harrington Lees,—a rare galaxy of

Christian thought and experience.

(3) Like the Lay Workers' Union, the Ladies' Union was London

originally for London, but was quickly imitated in the provinces, uniou'.

Indeed it had been anticipated in one case, by the Norfolk Ladies'

Union. A Federation of Ladies' Unions had been formed two
years before the Centenary, and its second annual meeting was
held in the Centenary year. These gatherings were held year

after year in different dioceses, and in some cases the members
were entertained at the episcopal residences. A still larger

"Women's Movement was meanwhile progressing rapidly under
the inspiring leadership of Miss G. A. Gollock, who had become
Secretary of the Women's Department in the House in 1895 ;

and this gradually took over the work in the provinces. But
the Ladies' Union for London has continued to prosper, and to

exercise a wide and happy influence. Mrs. Temple, widow of the

Archbishop, became President when she came to London on her

son's appointment to St. James's, Piccadilly ; and on her lamented
death Lady (Victor) Buxton accepted the post. Mrs. H. E. Fox
and Miss de Lasalle are Secretaries. The Union has its own
interesting gatherings, and has been particularly helpful in

initiating some five-and-twenty Women's Prayer Meetings in

different parts of London. It has its " own missionary," who
was Miss Tapson of Japan until her recent retirement from the

C.M.S. list (though not from Japan). It is now Miss Eow of

Nigeria. The Union also supports a Persian evangelist at

Ispahan.

(4) The Gleaneks' Union, when the Centenary was celebrated, Gleaners'

was in its 13th year. Members had joined at the average rate

of 9000 a year, and 112,522 had been enrolled by name in the

books at Salisbury Square, besides some 11,000 more in the

Colonies. There were in the United Kingdom 858 branches ; and
while naturally a great majority of the branch secretaries were
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women, 79 of them were clergymen, and 146 laymen. The Union
had been formed in the Editorial Department, without any
committee or secretary ; but there was now a G.U. Auxiliaiy

Committee of both men and women—the first O.M.S. committee
to include both. Mr. Anderson was devoting much time zealously

to the work of General Secretary, and his frequent visits to branch
meetings in the country were much appreciated ; but to extend

the influence, both spiritual and practical, of such visitation, the

Eev. G. H. Parsons, a Calcutta missionary, was, in the Centenary
year, set apart specially for it.

The large G.U. Lending Library of 2000 volumes, which had
been started by Mrs. Percy Brown, was being built up and carried

on by Mr. and Mrs. Flint at their house at Hampstead ; but in

1900, owing to Mrs. Plint's ill-health, they handed it over bodily to

the Society, the Committee gratefully accepting it ; and it was
the nucleus of the circulating Library which under Mr. Manley
and others has been so extensively used in later years.

The Union has continued to grow all through our period.

There are now 1400 branches in the United Kingdom, and over

200,000 members have been enrolled. So large a number, of

course, involves a good deal of leakage in nearly thirty years ; but

the annual renewal forms and %l. fees show that some 80,000

are actual members to-day. It is acknowledged that in very

many parishes the Gleaners are the backbone of the C.M.S.

constituency. It was at length felt that the Union required, and
deserved, a Secretary to give his whole time to the work. The
Eev. J. C. Duncan was Secretary for a year or two in 1907-09,

and was succeeded by the Eev. H. Pegg, whose six years of

service have done much to consolidate and deepen the work.

The Anniversaries, on or about All Saints' Day, have been highly

attractive and profitable. For a time it was proposed that

they should be peripatetic like the Church Congress, and they

were actually held in Manchester, Sheffield, Bristol, Nottingham

;

but latterly, as at first, all have been in London. The 25th

anniversary, in 1911, was made the occasion of a thankofi'ering

from the Gleaners amounting to £1400. The sums sent up every

year spontaneously, along with the %i. fees, not only pay all the

G.U. expenses, but support twelve G.U. " Own Missionaries,"

and make also a substantial contribution to the Society's General

Fund. A good deal of interest has always been taken in the

Scripture motto for the year ; and a succession of excellent

booklets have been written year by year upon these mottoes. The
one for 1914-15 was, " For My sake and tlie Gospel's "

; for 1915-16

it is, " In Him teas Life." " I came that theij may have life, and that

tliey may have it more ahundantly." *

Two other Unions are noticed elsewhere, the Young People's

Union and Sowers' Band, under the head of Work among the

* An interesting article by the Rev. TT. Pegg, sketching the history and
influence of the Gleaners' Union, appeared in the CM. Review, April, 1912.
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Young, and the Home Preparation Union under that of part hi.

Missionaries and Candidates (pp. 522, 471).
Chap^_47.

V. Through Eye-Gate.

Bunyan's happy expression naay rightly be used as a heading The Loan

under which to group the activities of what in SaHsbury Square is ^^^^^'

known as the Loan Department. In Mr. Wigram's time, Mr.

Mantle, who had been his confidential clerk (and Mr. Wright's

before him), began to get lantern slides prepared for illustrated

lectiu-es to village or juvenile audiences. This, after he left,

gradually grew into a large and important department, which the

present superintendent, Mr. E. J. Staples, has worked up to a

position of wide usefulness. Not only lantern shdes, but also

maps, pictures, curios, costumes, are constantly being sent all

over the coimtry ; and there are typed lectures on the different

subjects to help the local exhibitor and lecturer. The catalogue is a

pamphlet of 64 pages. In 1914 this Department provided slides for

2648 gatherings, 2709 costumes were used for " missionary scenes

and cantatas," curios for 671 various occasions, sets of linen

pictures 1148 times, and maps 566 times. The total of " loans
"

was 8560, which looks large enough, but it was 2200 less than

the year before, owing to War pre-occupations, halls and schools

being occupied by troops, railway delays, darkened streets, &c.

An entirely new branch of this Department was begun within xhe Kine-

our period, when the kinematograph came into use. Dr. Lankester matograph.

at once perceived how attractive and instructive the " living

pictures " might be, and a friend provided him with the money
for sending an operator out to the actual fields of work and pro-

ducing the pictures from his films. The first exhibition of the

first set was given in Exeter Hall on Jan. 24th, 1905, to an
audience of 3000 people, and the sudden sight of Dr. x\rthur

Lankester walking down the Khyber Pass among the camels will

not soon be forgotten by those who were present that night. Sinco

then, of course, the whole kinematograph system has been much
developed, and everything is quite familiar

;
yet even now the

new pictures added year by year never fail to give thousands of

people fresh and vivid glimpses of the actualities of missionary

work. These exhibitions, it may be added, not only make an

effective entry into Eye-gate, but yield a considerable financial

profit. In eight tours they netted over £4000.
But the word Exhibition belongs to a much larger section of Missionary

the activities of this Department. In 1882, Mr. Barton of tion's."

Cambridge organized the first Missionary Loan Exhibition as an
adjunct to his sale of work. Norwich and Blackheath quickly

followed suit ; and with the able and untii'ing co-operation of Mr.

Malaher, Secretary of the Missionary Leaves Association, a con-

tinuous series of Exhibitions, large and small, attracted crowds
of visitors in all parts of the country. These continued until
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the Wai- began, and there seemed no flagging of the interest they
excited. On Mr. Malalier's lamented death in 1905, Mr. T. H.
Baxter became Secretary of the Missionary Leaves Association,

and worked the Exhibitions with equal energy and success. They
were for the most part not planned or organized from Sahsbury
Square. They were undertaken by local friends in the different

towns, who were responsible for the methods adopted ; but in

almost every case they secured Mr. Malaher or Mr. Baxter as the
actual general in command, while the C.M.S. Loan Department
supplied a good portion of the exhibits. The M.L.A. has usually

received a substantial share of the profits ; and other Societies,

particularly the Bible Society, have provided objects of interest,

and received in return a grant from the surplus realized. Other
Societies have naturally followed the C.M.S. example, and Exhibi-

tions have become common without at all losing their attractive-

ness ; and in recent years the Diocesan Boards of Missions have
initiated some, combining the attractions, and the workers, of

different Church Societies. The " earthly museum with a heavenly
moral" (as it has been called) has not ceased to point its moral
with great success. Interest has been awakened, sympathy
aroused, zeal stimulated ; and very large financial returns have
accrued. Moreover, many offers of missionary service have been
inspired by the Exhibitions.

But in 1909 the Society itself held an Exhibition on a colossal

scale in London. The London Jews' Society had held a Palestine

Exhibition in the Agricultural Hall two years before, which
achieved an extraordinary success, dense crowds flocking to it

daily for several weeks, and no less than £12,000 being cleared.

In the next year the London Missionary Society held the first

Missionary Exhibition on a similar scale, in the same huge hall

;

and then the C.M.S. followed, giving to its Exhibition the name
of " Africa and the East." It involved vast preparations for

months beforehand, and an army of voluntary workers rendered

prolonged and cheerful service. Over 8000 " stewards," men and
women, were enrolled to take charge of the courts and stalls and
explain the curios and pictures to the visitors ; and to prepare

them for these duties Mr. Manley, who was then at the head of

the Study Department, conducted many classes for many weeks.

A dozen different committees superintended different departments
;

and the Women's Committee (led by Mrs. Procter of Islington

and Miss Baring- Gould) organized the Eefreshment Depart-

ment (which itself absorbed 150 voluntary helpers daily),

hospitality arrangements, costumes, &c., and the " Foreign

Market," for which seventy Provincial Associations provided £20
and six helpers each. The larger exhibits included a Japanese

village, a Shinto temple, a Chinese street and guest-house and

opium den, an Indian bazaar, an African village (with Yoruba
Christians in it), Eskimo huts, a raised map of Uganda covering

2000 square feet, a model of the Bannu hospital with a Rontgen
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Ray room, and the Prince of Wales's (our present King's) own part hi.

model of the Golden Temple at Amritsar. Tlie time-table for ^^^l}"''

each day included 147 separate lectures and special exhibitions.

Nearly 250,000 people attended, the railways running many
special trains from all parts of England.

There was a formal opening every day. The Archbishop of

Canterbury performed this function on the first day, and among
other openers were the Bishops of London (Winuington-Ingram),

Durham (Moule), Winchester (Ryle), Southwark (Talbot), Ely
(Chase), St. Albans (Jacob), Down and Connor (Crozier), 13ishop

Montgomery, the Dean of Norwich (Lefroy), the Lord Mayor,
Sir Robert Hart, Sir James Bourdillon, Sir P. P. Lely, and Dr.

Mott.

One remarkable feature of " Africa and the East " was the

"Summer School" held in one of the annexes. At least it was
called a " Summer School," and took the place of the usual one.

It certainly did not appeal to the public " through Eye-gate" ; so

it is further noticed under the head of Summer Schools.
" Africa and the East " did not drop out of existence when the

Agricultural Hall closed its doors. There was an immediate

demand for a repetition of it elsewhere, and Liverpool, Birmingham,
Lynn, Bedford, Exeter, and Ipswich reproduced it in succession

in the next year or two, with more or less completeness. In this

way many thousands more received " through Eye- gate " their

most vivid conceptions of the great missionary enterprise.

VI. Summer Schools.

Two very fruitful developments of Home Base work in our
i^'^j"^",^^

period were suggested to the Society by similar plans in the

'

United States, Summer Schools and Study Circles. The first

two Summer Schools were held in 1904 and 1905, at Keswick,

the former following the Convention and the latter preceding it,

and each lasting about a week.* Both were held in a large tent

(but not so large as the Convention Tent). The programme for

morning and evening was both educational and devotional. The
" scholars," comprising five or six hundred of the keenest C.M.S.

workers in England, came avowedly to learn ; to gain more
systematic knowledge of the fields, the methods, the problems of

foreign mission work. It was a School, emphatically. But
schools have play-time ; and the afternoons were devoted to

excursions, picnics, &c. In 1906, the School went to Bourne-
mouth, and met in a large Drill Hall ; but the tent has been

used on almost all subsequent occasions. In 1907 there were
two Schools, one at Cromer, and the other at Portrush on the

coast of Ulster; for Irish friends asked that they might have a

turn, and this they have had almost every year since. In 1908

* Interesting Notes on these first two Summer Schools appeared in the

CM. IntelL, Sept., 1904 and 1905.
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Keswick was again chosen, but in September, quite independent

of the Convention. In 1909, as before mentioned, the School was
an adjunct to the " Africa and the East " Exhibition, and was
held in an annexe to the Agricultural Hall in London ; but a

second, of the more familiar type, was held at Bray in Ireland.

After this, the English School was held successively at Scarborough,

Eastbourne, Llandudno, Ilfracombe, Lowestoft. For 1915 Ilkley

was chosen, but an invasion of that bracing Yorkshire resort by
recruits for the New Army made its occupation impossible, and a

fourth visit to Keswick was hastily substituted.

These Summer Schools have been singularly privileged in

engaging some of the best of our spiritual teachers and missionary

experts ; and the Bishops of the dioceses visited have repeatedly

attended to open the proceedings. At Scarborough the Arch-

bishop of York gave a powerful address of forty-live minutes ; at

Llandudno, besides the Diocesan (the Bishop of St. Asaph), the

Bishop of Liverpool spoke on John the Baptist ; and at Lowestoft

the Bishop of Norwich gave an admirable lecture on St. Luke.

The Scarborough meeting was also favoured by the presence and
inspiring words of three American leaders, Dr. Sailer, Professor

Harlan Beech, and Mr. Sherwood Eddy ; and also of the Tamil

clergyman, the Eev. V. S. Azariah, since consecrated Bishop of

Dornakal ; also of the Eev. A. E. Ebbs, Secretary of the Victoria

CM. Association, and the Eev. Lord W. Gascoygne Cecil. The
Bible readings in successive years have been given by Mr. Hubert
Brooke, Canon Girdlestone, Mr. Harrington Lees, the late Mr.

Walker of Tinnevelly, Mr. Manley, Mr. Wilkinson, and Prebendary
Burroughs.
Touching the Summer Schools generally, it should be added

that they not only pay all their expenses, but elicit consider-

able free gifts. The " scholars " have three " Summer School

Own Missionaries," one of them being supported by the Irish

" scholars." No less than £1825 has already been contributed

in this way. Moreover, the influence of these gatherings has been

great upon the Society's plans generally. The Study Circles, and
the Young People's Union, were practically fruits of them ;

and

particular " Schools " have from time to time helped particular

branches of work at home and abroad. One other fact could only

be omitted at the risk of offending all the " scholars," viz., Mr.

Pain's great services as treasurer and general factotum.

The London " Summer School " differed entirely from all the

others in being a kind of side-show of the overshadowing Ex-

hibition, having no early services, Bible readings, and social

features of its own ; and the meetings proved to be comparatively

small. But, as before mentioned, its programme was unique.

It was the work mainly of Mr. Lunt ; and it elicited many
expressions of admiration from distinguished visitors, as a

systematic and exhaustive presentation of the subject of Missions.

A very curious thing, however, happened. No account of it
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ever appeared in the C.M.S. periodicals and reports ; a pure part hi.

oversight, no doubt, due to the mass of matter connected with 2fl.

the Exhibition. But for this reason, in order that there may
1)0 a permanent record somewhere of a thing so exceptional, it is

important to give some particulars here. The programme is too

long and full to be inserted entirely, but some idea of it must be
given.

Five days in each of three weeks were mapped out. On three

Mondays the subject was Prayer and Missions ; on three Tuesdays,

Modern Thought and Missions ; on three Wednesdays, the

Literature of Missions ; on three Thursdays, the Church and
Missions ; on three Fridays, the Demand of Missions. The '-C^e

appointed speakers included the Bishops of Southwark (Talbot),
"'"''^'^"*

8t. All)ans (Jacob), Ely (Chase), Stepney (Paget); Bishops
Welldon, Montgomery, Morley, Taylor Smith, Ingham ; Mr. Watts
Ditchfield, now Bishop of Chelmsford ; Canon Walpole, now Bishop
of Edinburgh ; Canon Denton Thompson, now Bishop of Sodor
and Man ; Archdeacon J. C. Wright, now x\rchbishop of Sydney

;

the Dean of Westminster (J. A. Eobinson), Dean of Waterford
(Hackett) ; Dr. Sanday, Dr. Arthur Eobinson, Canon Bernard,

Canon B. K. Cunningham ; Eev. H. Gresford Jones, now Arch-

deacon of Sheffield ; Eevs. H. J. E. Marston, Prebendary Webb-
Peploe, Hubert Brooke, Harrington Lees, Hume Campbell, Grose
Hodge, A. B. Lilhngston, A. J. Easter, T. Tatlow ; Sir W. Lee-

Warner, Sir Matthew Dodsworth, Professor Carless, Mr. J. H.
Oldham, Sir J. Bourdillon, Mr. Inskip, K.C. ; Mrs. Creighton,

Mrs. Ashley Carus-Wilson, Miss Euth Eouse ; also several

missionaries, including Dr. Tisdall, C. H. Stileman (afterwards

Bishop in Persia), E. F. McNeile, Canon Cole, Norman Tubbs,

H. G. Grey, Dr. Walter Miller, Dr. Duncan Main, T. E. Alvarez,

H. E. Maddox, Dr. Emmeline Stuart, Miss M. Brownlow ; also all

the Secretaries and other officials in Salisbury Square.

Never before or since, save only at tlie Centenary, has the C.M.S.

l)een able to issue such a list of names, and the interest of the

addresses was very great.

Two of the day programmes are subjoined, as illustrations :— |[^Y°
%f^'^

grammes.

Modern Thought and Missions.

Clirist the Son of Man Rev. Dr. A. W. Robinson.

The Universal Gospel Bishop of Southwavk.
The Essence of the Gospel Rev. Dr. Sanday.
Hinduism

j

Ruddhisiu >In Relation to Christianit3" . . Rev. H. G. Grey.

Islam J

The Problem of the Governing Race in

India Sir W. Lee-Warner.
The Contribution of English Womanhood

to India's Life ^Irs. Creighton.
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Part III. The Opportunity of tlie Educational JMis-
^'''""- ^"'^ siouary Rev. H. B. Durraut

(now Bp. of Lahore).
The Moral Condition of Moslem Lands . . Dr. W. E. S. Miller.

The Social Condition of Women va. Moslem
Lands Dr. Emmeline Stuart.

The Appeal of Missions

—

iMiss Rachel "Williams.

Miss Una Saunders.
Miss De Selincourt.

To Professional Men Professor Carless.

To Business Men Dr. T. Jays.
To the Universities Rev. E. A. Burroughs.
To School Girls Miss Parmiter.
To the Public School Boy Mr. T. R. W. Lunt.

Evening Addresses—
The Opportunity among Students in India . Rev. Norman Tubbs.
The Opportunity of China's Awakening . . Dr. Duncan Main.
Tlie Opportunity for Workers in the Foreign

Field Two Missionai-ies.

mi n 11 + rm 14. fRev. H. Gresford Jones.
Tiie Call to Thought < -p. p iht 4. r i"^ (.Dean of Waterford.

The Church and Missions.

What the West can give to the East . . . Rev. H. J. R. Marston.
Lessons which the East will teach us . . . Canon B. K. Cunningham.
The Church Universal—A Forecast . . . Bishop Montgomery.
Native Churches

—

Their Genesis Preb. H. E. Fox.
Their Constitution Rev. F. Baylis.
Their Future Dr. E. Stock.

Supply and Training of Native Clergy . . Bishop Morley.
The Prayer Book in the Mission Field . . Mrs. A. Carus-AVilson.
Home Life in Primitive Christian Com-

munities Rev. H. E. Maddox.
Parental Responsibility of the Mother
Church Bishop Ingham.

• Moral Responsibility of the Anglican
Church Dean of Westminster.

Geographical Responsibility of the C.M.S. Preb. H. E. Fox.
The Sunday School and Missionary Educa-

tion Rev. W. Hume Campbell.
Confirmation Candidates and Missionary

Decision Canon Denton Thompson.
Parochial Organization and MissionaryWork Rev. E. Grose Hodge.
The Man's Burden Mr. T. H. W. Inskip.

The Woman's Share Miss R. E. Dugdale.
The Child's Help Miss E. Baring-Gould.

The Parochial Unit

—

A Fashionable Parish Rev. E. R. P. Devereux.
A Country Parish Rev. J. Hind.
A City Parish Rev. A. B. G. Lilliugston.

m, T)i * ij • 4-- rCol. R. Williams.
The Place of Societies .-.,... i-o- ^ tu' \Bisnop Ingham.
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It remains to cacld that the addresses of Bishop Talbot, Dr. Part Jir.

Sanday, Dr. A. W. Eobinson, Bishop Chase, Bishop Montgomery, *^ '"'''• ^^-

Dean Armitage Rohinson, and others, were pulihshed in a small Addresses

volume entitled TJioaqht and Disriplcship, which is still to he had^""^ " '

from the C.M.S. See p. 535.

VII. Study Circles.

There is of course nothing new in Missionary Study. Readers Missionary

of the old CM. InteUinencer in Mr. Ridgeway's time had informa- ^^"^J'-

tion and instruction for which there was then no parallel. The
CM. Atlas also, of later days, was by no means a mere gazetteer,

but contained a mass of matter on the countries in which and the

peoples among whom the missionaries laboured, and on their

racial, linguistic, and religious divisions and distinctions. Again,

when Mr. Long, the veteran Calcutta missionary, died in 1887, he
left £2000 as an endowment for lectures on non-Christian religions,

and " James Long Lectures" have been delivered ever since at james

various colleges, kc, by missionaries who w'ere real experts in ^°°s

their various subjects, for instance. Canon Sell, Dr. Weitbrecht,

Dr. Tisdall, Dr. Hackett, Mr. Padfield, Mr. Elwin, Mr. Ireland

Jones. But it is only within the period under review that Mis-

sionary Study has been systematized and popularized.

The scheme now so widely used, of small Study Circles study

studying books specially written year by year for the purpose, is,
Circles,

like the Summer Schools, American in origin. The two came
over together, and the Study plan was introduced to C.M.S. folk

at the first Summer School in 1904 ; and at the second School,

Mr. Earl Taylor himself. Secretary of the American Young
People's Missionary Movement, was present to expound and
illustrate the plan. In 1906 Mr. Manley was appointed by the

C.M.S. Committee to work it out, and for six years lie laboured

most energetically and successfully. In 1910 there were 184
Circles enrolled, with 4521 members ; and as the ideal of a Study
Circle is eight to ten members, the proportion had been well

maintained. There are now more than 800 Circles registered,

besides many others carried on privately.

Year by year two subjects have been set for the Circles to take

up, one showing the teaching of Scripture on Missions, and one
describing the mission field or some part of it. The result has

been the production of a series of admirable books. For the study

first two or three years the C.M.S. provided its own text-books, text-books,

which were quite small and unpretending, on Africa, India, &c.

But in 1907 the United Council for Missionary Education was
formed for the purpose, representing several Societies, which
has done splendid service. This facilitated the issue of really

valuable books at a low price, owing to the number required.

There is one disadvantage in the plan, that the books do not

tell the history of C.M.S. Missions. They are necessarily general
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Part III. in character. But they have proved most useful in expand-
LvAp^At.

-^^g ^^^ furnishing the minds of large numhers of men and
women. Every missionary who goes round the country " on
deputation " finds the knowledge of at least the inner circle of

friends much greater than formerly. The series has included

Dr. A. H. Smith's Uplift of China, Mr. S. K. Datta's Desire of India,

Mr. Gairdner's Rqrroach of Islam, Mr. Donald Eraser's Future of
Africa, Mr. Andrews's Renaissance in India, Dr. Hodgkin's Way
of the Good Physician, Mr. G. H. Moule's SiJirit of Japan. This
last, on Japan, is especially excellent. Among the books of a
Biblical character have been Mrs. Ashley Carus-Wilson's Re-

deniptor Ilundi, Mr. Manley's Gospel in the Psalms, Principal

Guy Warman's 3Iissions in the Minor Prophets, Mr. Harrington
Lees' St. Pavl and his Conrerts, and the late Mr. T. Walker's
Jlissionary Ideals

.

Some fruits The Study Circles are of great educational value ; but not of that

only. Take the following from recent local reports in the CMS.
Gazette (Jan., 1915) :—

" A circle composed of three business men, two gardeners, one mechanic,
and a painter has joined with another circle in supporting a native
teacher.

"

" A circle of working-men, clerks, and factory hands, is now so keen that
its members are supporting a cot in a Chinese hospital and collecting for

work amongst the outcastes."

"Another men's ch'cle was composed of a bank manager, a stores'

manager, a school-master, a clerk, a postman, a grammar-school boy,
and a churchwarden. At the end of the session these men approached
the Vicar of the parish and asked that more Intercession Services be
held in church."

of study.

Circulating
Library.

The Study
Secretaries.

The Study Department in the C.M. House has also taken
charge of the Circulating Library which was formerly worked by
Mr. and Mrs. Flint for the Gleaners' Union, but was handed over

to the Society in 1900. It now comprises no less than 8000
volumes, of course reckoning two or three copies of certain books
in great demand. Boxes of books are continually being sent out

or received back. This is another important educational agency.

After Mr. Manley's appointment to the Secretaryship of Group
III. (see p. 445), the Study Department was well carried on by
the ladies who had been his assistants. For twelve months the

Rev. W. H. Murray Walton (now of Japan) was in charge. The
Eev. L. B. Butcher, of the Western India Mission, is now defi-

nitely appointed Assistant Secretary for Missionary Study, until

he shall be called to go back to India.

A large section of Home Organization consists of work among
particular classes of the community, business men. University

students and Public School boys, women and girls, and young
people. To these a separate chapter is devoted.



CHAPTER XLVIII.

irORK AMONG PARTICULAR CLASSES.

(i) Among Men : Laymen's Union, Laymen's Movement, the Army, &c.

— (2) Universities and Public Schools : Oxford and Cambridge, Cam-
paigns, Student Movement, &c.—(3) Among^ Women : Retrospect of

former Agencies ; How could the Younger Women be reached ?—The
Women's Department and its Activities— (4) Among the Young:
Sowers' Band, Y.P.U., &c.

LARGE section of C.M.S. Home Organization work
^f^'^^^l^

now consists of efforts to interest and inspire parti- '!1L

cular sections of the community. In this chapter we
shall take a brief glance at what is done to reach

(1) business men, (2) University men and Public

School boys, (3) women, (4) the young. In doing so we shall

have to look in passing at some movements independent of C.M.S.,

like the Student Movement and the National Laymen's Move-

ment ; which is an additional reason for giving a separate chapter

to the subject.

Some of the efforts now to be noticed sprang out of the

C.M.S. Unions already referred to, the Lay Workers' and Ladies'

Unions, &c. This chapter is therefore partly a continuation of

the fourth section of the preceding chapter.

I. Among Men.

The Lay Workers' Unions have been already briefly noticed. Laymen's

But it was felt that something of a wilder and more general
"'°"'

character was needed ; and in 1905 the Laymen's Union was
formed, which was designed on the one hand to feed the existing

Unions and Bands, and on the other to enlist men living where thex-e

were no such organizations, or who w^ere not likely to join them.

Thousands of laymen were subscribers to C.M.S. funds who would
not care to call themselves " lay workers " or " Gleaners "

; and yet

they needed to have their knowledge of Missions enlarged, their

zeal quickened, and their prayers on their behalf stimulated. The
Gleaners' Union was not really available, because of the large

majority of its members being women. Men are more easily

approached through an agency for men only.

Mr. Hughes threw his organizing skill and energy into the
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new scheme, and Mr. A. E. W. Gwyn and Dr. Jays travelled over

the country to push it ; but it must be confessed that although

several branches were started in large towns, the new Laymen's
Union failed to " catch on " to the extent hoped for.

Meanwhile, the London Lay Workers' Union, not content

with its regular meetings, &c., for its own members, continued

to make various successful efforts to influence men generally.

More than once, a whole day's Convention was arranged. In

1902, for instance, on the Society's birthday, April 12th, three

meetings were held in Exeter Hall, Archbishop Temple presiding

in the evening ; and in the following year three more, at which
the subjects were "The Gospel: a Trust, a Power, a Witness,"

and the new Bishop of London (Dr. Winnington-Ingram) took

the chair.'" In 1905 opportunity was taken from the general

interest in the Sudan to hold a Men's Meeting on Loi'd Cromer's
invitation to the C.M.S. (see p. 108) ; and in 1908 Mr. Winston
Churchill, on his return from his great journey across Africa, was
invited to tell a crow^ded meeting at the Church House of his

visit to Uganda, as before mentioned. It was on that occasion

that, referring to the " passing " of Exeter Hall, he exclaimed,
" But its soul is marching on !

"—a most true statement couched
in a familiar and picturesque form.

Among other efforts to reach business men in the city of

London were the Advent and Lent Sermons by laymen arranged
by Mr. Padfield, as Organizing Secretary for London, and preached
in St. Michael's, Cornhill. In 1902 the preachers were Sir W.
Mackworth Young, Major J. Aubrey Gibbon, Sir Andrew AVingate,

Sir W. Lee-Warner, and Colonel Seton Churchill ; and in 1905
a course on, " Don't support Foreign Missions ! Why not '?

" was
given by the Author of this History. He also gave lectures on
Missions in Manchester Cathedral, at the request of the Dean,
Bishop Welldon.
A remarkable new movement arose among laymen in the

United States and Canada in 1905, and in the summer of 1906
a band of influential Americans and Canadians, prominent business
and professional men, arrived in England with the express pur-
pose of arousing our laymen to greater interest and zeal in the
missionary cause. Among them were Dr. Schieft'elin, President

of a Missionary Society in connexion with the Episcopal Church
;

Mr. Silas McBee, then editor of the leading Church newspaper

;

Mr. A. E. Marling, Vice-President of the Y.M.C.A. International

Committee ; Mr. Campbell White, Secretary of the Movement

;

and Dr. Hoyles, K.C., Principal of the Law School, Toronto
University, and President of the Canadian C.M.S. They told of

the way in which they had invaded the Christian laity of the two
countries by means of large dinners in the chief cities, and of the

great response their addresses had met with, in a more general

* Accounts of these Conventions appeared in the CM. Intelligencer of

May, 1902, and June, 1903.
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belief in the cause of the evangelization of the world, and a more part iii.

distinct acknowledgement of personal responsibility to aid it.* The ^^^*^-

result in England, and also in Scotland, was the formation of and in

a similar Laymen's Movement, with a committee representing ^^?-\

different societies. Here again, however, the effort flagged, and
for some time nothing came of it. But the desire to carry out the
scheme was revived by the Edinburgh Conference, and gradually,

though not very quickly, the Movement gained some ground.
Colonel Williams as chairman, Mr. Flint as treasurer, and (for

a year or twoj Captain Watson of the C.E.M.S. as secretary, did

their best ; and in 1913 a remarkable conference of laymen was
organized and held at Buxton, where a large number of business Buxton

and professional and leisured men came together. They were Conference,

welcomed by the Duke of Devonshire, and addressed by Lord
Lamington, Sir W. Mackworth Young, Sir Matthew Dodsworth.
Professor Eaju, &c.

But on the retirement of Captain Watson in 1914, Mr. Theo-
dore Lunt was invited to take the vacant secretaryship, and his

singular capacity for influencing men could not be more usefully

employed. f Among the efforts already made have been a Con-
ference of men in London which was addressed by Viscount
Bryce and Dr. Mott ; a larger one for three days at Oxford in Oxford

June, 1915, when 200 laymen of position gathered from all parts
Conference,

of the country
; \ and an important letter calling on laymen even in

this War time to rally round the Missionary Societies. " To
strengthen the things that are most spiritual and unselfish, and
therefore most vital in the life of om* people," said this letter, "is

an act of the truest patriotism." It was signed by Lord Balfour
of Burleigh, Lord Bryce, Lord Lamington, Sir E. Satow, Sir

A. Eraser, Sir E. Laidlaw, and other prominent men.
This National Laymen's Missionary Movement comprises men Anglican

of different Christian Churches and denominations. But mean- Movement,
while a similar Movement has arisen within the Church of

England, being a branch of the Central Board of Missions. Of
this movement Sir W. Mackworth Young has been the inspiring

spirit, and the secretary was Colonel Fergusson until the War
* See an account of this visit, with extracts from the speeches, CM. Rev.,

July, 1907. A very interesting article on the whole subject, by another
influential American, Mr. S. B. Capen, Chairman of the Executive Committee
of the Lay IMovement and President of the A.B.C.F.M., appeared in the
CM. Bevietv, Sept., 1910. Reference may also be made to Mr. Capen's
address at Bombay when on a visit to India in 1913, on, " What Christianity is

doing for the World," which is printed in the CM. Review of January, 1914.
i\Ir. Lunt's paper on, "Why La}Tiieu are not interested," in the CM. Review
of June, 1911, should also be mentioned, and one on " How to Reach Late
Diners," by the Rev. A. J. P. Shepherd, in Sept., 1912.

t Mr. Lunt has since joined the Army.
X A most interesting account of the Oxford Conference was given by

Mr. K. J. Saunders (who was for a time with Mr. Eraser at Kandy) in the
Laymen's Bulletin, Aug., 1915. In the same number were printed two of the
addresses, one on Leadership by ^Ir. E. A. Burroughs, and the other on
the Church's Task by Professor Cairns. Both are utterances of rare power.

2l
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PART III. called for his services. Efforts are being made to arouse diocesan

*!!£l and ruri-decanal interest and effort. It is in quite friendly-

relations with the National organization, and several of the

loaders belong to both.

Another particularly interesting movement to interest laymen
has been the work of Sir Victor Buxton and his personal friends,

Far and with the aid of Mr, Lunt as secretary. After the C.M.S. Anniver-
sary of 1911 there was a private gathering at Sir Fowell Buxton's
house, Warlies, in Essex, the issue of which was the formation of

a laymen's dining club called the Far and Near Club, the members
of whicli sliould dine together periodically and hear addresses from
first-rate authorities on Missions and mission fields,—inviting as

their guests other men whom it might be desirable to influence.

The result has been a series of most interesting gatherings, among
the speakers having been the Bishops of Madras and Khartum,
Archdeacon Barnett of Hong Kong, Professor J. B. Eaju, Lord
Lamington, and some of the ablest of the younger missionaries.

On two occasions the members have had a week-end together for

conference and prayer, at Bournemouth and at Folkestone. But
the dinners have been dropped during the War.

Army Qne more effort, to reach a particular class of men, must be

Association, mentioned. This is the Army Missionary Association, which was
founded so long ago as 1883, but was re-organized in 1910, with

the Chaplain-General, Bishop Taylor Smith, as President, and the

Eev. B. G. O'Rorke, the Army chaplain at Bordon Camp, as

secretary, Mr. O'Eorke also acted as Hon, Organizing Secretary

in the Army for both CM.S. and S.P.G,* The contributions to

both Societies have risen year by year. Those Ifor the C.M.S, in

the past seven years have amounted to £42, £90, £127, £190, £241,

£252, £306. That is an example for imitation. Many Army
officers, moreover, contribute to the Society direct, and not through
the Association. And this is not the only way in which the Army
has been reached. For instance, in 1911, Bishop Ingham preached
three times on one Sunday at services at the Guards' Depot at

Caterham, where the Eev. H. M. Webb-Peploe is chaplain. But
the work done is not only the collection of money. In 1913,

twenty-four officers met at a London hotel and formed a Study
Circle, with The Renaissaiicp of India as a text-book. f Here, too,

ijetter of -^e should notice the striking Letter written for private circulation

Marshals, among officers a year or two ago by three Field Marshals, Lords
Roberts, Grenfell, and Methuen, in which they exhorted officers

abroad to act themselves as true representatives of Christianity,

and commended to their sympathy and support the missionaries

and their work,|

* He was unfortunately taken prisoner in the early days of the War, and
interned in Germany, but was afterwards released and wrote an interesting

book on his experiences. Meanwhile, the Rev, M. W. Churchward was
appointed to the C.M.S. post.

+ See pp. 140, 510.

X See C.M.S. Gazette, Feb., 1915, p. 42.
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The C.M.S. Laymen's Union has been committed temporarily part hi.

to Mr. T. H. Baxter, Secretary of the Missionary Leaves Associa-
^hap^48.

tion ; and the cause will, by God's blessing, prosper in his hands.

II. At the Universities and Public Schools,

The attempt to infuse a missionary spirit into University Men and

students (not excluding dons) and the boys at Public Schools may '^°^^'

be regarded as a branch of Work among Men ; but it is a very
distinct enterprise with a distinct purpose. The main objective

in efforts to instruct and inspire business men is to obtain their

financial support. The main objective in efforts to instruct and
inspire Eton boys and Oxford men is to obtain prospective
candidates for service. The C.M.S. has had University Missionary
Associations at both Oxford and Cambridge for a great many
years, and very interesting it is to look over very old contribution

lists, and to see among undergraduate subscribers such names as interesting

John Henry and Francis Newman, J. T. Delane, A. H. Clough, Q^f^^

A. P. Stanley, E. W. Church, C. Voysey. And it is a good thing subscribers,

for both young men and boys to begin from an early age—if they
have not already begun with a child's missionary box—definitely

to support Foreign Missions. There are PubHc Schools which Public

have for many years kept up a connexion with some missionary IuikTs.

college or school by maintaining one of the teachers. At the
Noble College at Masuhpatam there is a " Eugby-Fox Master"
supported entirely by past and present Eugbeians in memory of

H. W. Fox, the first C.M.S. missionary from Eugby School ; and
an annual sermon for the fund has been preached at the school
ever since 1848, by such men as Archbishops Benson and Temple,
Dean Goulburn, &c. The Fund is over £300 a year. Haileybury
also supports a master at St. John's College, Agra.
Men rather than money, however, are the chief objective.

Naturally it would at best be but a small minority of the men
and boys influenced who would actually go into the mission field.

But it is of scarcely less importance to indoctrinate them with
the great principle of the Church's responsibiUty for making its

Lord and His Eedemption known to all nations, to arouse their in-

terest in Missions before the too common prejudices and objections
lay hold of them, and to prepare them to meet these antagonistic
influences. Thus they would be ready for enhstment hereafter for

service at the Home Base if not at the Front. The efforts of

the past at Oxford and Cambridge are described in the HiHtory of The Uni-

tlm C.M.S.,* in which abundant evidence is given of the important versities.

recruits gained through their influence. At both Universities,

and also at Durham and Dublin, similar efforts are made to

this day ; and recently there have been attempts to reach the men
of the new Universities at ^Manchester, Leeds, Birmingham, &c.

The Cambridge University CM. Association has held its

* See Vol. II., pp. 53, 359 ; Vol. III., pp. 32, 44, 283, 315, 353.
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Part III. meetings term after term ever since 1858, when it was founded
^£l by Jolin Barton, then an undergraduate at Christ's. The similar

one at Oxford has not always been kept going with equal regu-

larity, but it was re-organized in 1905 with Mr. E. A. Burroughs
as secretary. But Oxford has been unique in having year by year

Canon Canon Christopher's famous Breakfast, which has brought men of

p'hei*s°'
^^^ grades of University position and of all ecclesiastical views to

Breakfast, hear of the trials and triumphs of the Gospel. No one who has
ever been present at one of these inspiring functions is likely ever

to forget it. Happily the venerable Canon's death did not bring

the annual observance to a close.

University But University men have been active as well as passive. They

Missionary have not only listened to addresses ; they have given them. No-
Campaigus. thing in recent years has been more striking than the " Missionary

Campaigns " conducted at many cities and towns by Oxford and
Cambridge men. They have been welcomed by bishops, vicars,

and congregations at Birmingham, Bradford, Bristol, Hudders-
field, Hull, Leicester, Liverpool, Norwich, Nottingham, &e.* Nor
ought we to forget the Children's Special Service Mission, which
has enlisted so many University men in the work of the Seaside

Services, at which the missionary cause generally has a turn,

student As in the case of the general body of laymen, so here. A
ovemen

.

jg^^^gg p.^^,|. ^^ ^j^g influence gained over the minds of students has

been the work, not of the C.M.S., nor of any of her sister Societies,

but of an entirely independent organization. The Student Move-
ment, through the blessing of the Lord Whose cause and claims

it has so powerfully and untiringly set forth, has achieved a real

conquest in His Name of the minds and hearts and lives of thousands

of students in all parts of the world. And it has not reached men
only; women students have been among the most responsive

members and most ardent workers. Many of the most fervent

and energetic of the younger missionaries of the C.M.S. have be-

longed to it. Byrde, Butcher, Holland, Gairdner, Davies, Tubbs,
Garfield Williams, Dr. Emmeline Stuart, and Mrs. Fraser (when
she was Miss Glass), were among its leaders before they went
out. The Student Movement, however, has not been an ex-

clusively missionary movement. The Student Volunteer Mis-

sionary Union was the original form of it, but it expanded to

aim first at the personal religious life of students, teaching them
to study the Bible and, by means of the " Morning W^atch," to

be regular in prayer; and now it is but a section of the whole
enterprise. The Theological Department aims at fitting the future

ministers of the Gospel for their work at home or abroad ; and the

Social Section sets forth the claims of the great home field to the

* See interesting accounts of campaigns at Greenwich, Hull, and Birming-

ham in the CM. Review, Nov., 1908; and at Huddersfield. liull, Reading,

Leicester, &c., CM. Review, Jan., 1910. At Nottingham, among the mis-

sioners were Mr. S. N. Athawale, son of a Brahman convert in India, and
Mr. Kwan Lam-Chow, himself a convert in the C.M.S. College at Hong Kong.
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personal service of educated Christian men and women. This is part hi.

all to the good, showing that God's work in the w'orld is one Chap. 48.

work, and inciting workers in every department to care for the

workers in other departments.

The Student Conferences at Coniston, Baslow^, and Swanwick student

each summer have been of the deepest interest. " Swanwick," fereiices.

indeed—now a familiar name,—owes its position to the Student

Movement, some senior members of which purchased the " Hayes "

estate close to Swanwick village, and formed a company to own
and work it, letting it out to the different bodies which now make
use of it for their various gatherings. Still more notable have
been the great Conferences held every four years in the first week
of the year, the first at Liverpool in 1896, then in London and
Edinburgh, and since then twice again at Liverpool.* One
remarkable feature has been the broad basis of the meetings
ecclesiastically and theologically. Like the members of the

Student Movement, the speakers must be loyal to Christ as Son
of God and Sa\'iour of men ; but beyond that there is no shibboleth,

and Anglicans of all schools have found themselves at home there,

as well as Christians of all other Churches and denominations.

This has been a ground of complaint from more than one quarter,

but unquestionably it is a main cause of the extraordinary in-

fluence the Movement has exercised.

As regards the Public Schools, the opportunities of getting in Public

touch with the boys have much increased in our period. Mr.
Snell organized the work in the earlier years with great success.

Missionaries like Tyndale-Biscoe and A. G. Fraser have been
warmly welcomed everywhere, and both have been actually " Own
Missionaries " of the schools ; and Mr. Hadow and Mr. Theodore
Lunt and Mr. Warren have had no less cordial a welcome from
both headmasters and boys. Eton, Harrow, Rugby, Shrewsbury,
Marlborough, Repton, Rossall, Haileybury, Uppingham, Sedbergh,

Sherborne, Malvern, and many others, have been open to this

influence. It happens to be mentioned in the Report of 1904
that in the preceding year visits had been paid to forty Public

Schools and 200 grammar, preparatory, and private schools.

III. Among Women.

Work among Women is not the same thing as Women's Work. ^°'?^."'l,

.

From very early days in C.M.S. history the work done by women Days,

in the home field was of the greatest importance to the Society.

There were penny-a-week collections to be made as well as guinea

subscriptions to be called for, before there were many church
collections ; and this was almost entirely done by ladies. (The
nol)le word " woman " was not then used for all classes, as happily

' The London Conference was fully described iu the CM. IntelL, Feb., 1900.

A particularly interesting Conference was held at Toronto in lOOii, which was
attended by Preb. Fox. He described it iu the CM, IntelL, May, 1902,
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Part III. it is now. " Females " was more common. If an English
^£l* * schoolmistress was sent to Africa, she was called an " European

Female.") " Ladies' Associations " were accordingly very common
in those early years. But these were gradually absorbed in the

Parochial Associations which began to spread over the country ;

and though women continued to do nearly all the actual work of

collecting, they were not separately organized. In most places it

depended almost entirely on the clergy whether any work was
done at all. There was no " work among women," no effort to

influence or instruct women as such touching the missionary
enterprise.

Fresh work Moreover, when in the 'sixties and 'seventies evangelistic and
of Women, philanthropic zeal spread rapidly over the country, the newly-

awakened energies of women were thrown into mission work
among the home population. Although in many parishes the

vicar's wife or sister or daughter, or some faithful individual

churchwoman, was the life and soul of the parochial organization,

working the missionary boxes, the missionary sale, and the juvenile

association, a much larger number looked to Miss Marsh and
Mrs. Eanyard as their examples, and the younger women threw
themselves with splendid devotion into every kind of home

but not for mission work. Foreign Missions, they thought, only meant the

Missions Collection of subscriptions ; Home Missions meant soul-winning.

No doubt the C.M.S. was the great Evangelical Society ; the

elderly gentlemen on the Committee were men to be highly

respected; and the annual meetings about "the poor blacks"
were interesting ; but the thousands of earnest women who
thronged Mildmay Conferences and similar gatherings felt that

their call for personal service came from the mission hall, the

ragged school, the band of hope, the Y.W.C.A., the Children's

Special Service Mission. We may well thank God for the noble

work done in this way for their Lord and Master; yet all the

while the supreme cause of the evangelization of the world was
quite inadequately understood.

"When the C.M.S. Ladies' Union for London was started, it

was hoped to tap some of the zeal and ability that was being so

lavishly poured out for other causes ; and the Union did exercise

a good influence. But it was noticed, in the crowded gatherings

that ensued in Salisbury Square, how conspicuous were the grey
How reach or greying hairs. " Shall we ever," it was asked, "get hold of

Womln"? the young women ? " The Gleaners' Union did much to put that

question out of date. The sending forth of women missionaries

by the Society, from 1887 onwards, did more. The Zenana
Societies had done excellent service in interesting a comparatively

limited circle ; and their chief leaders, such as Lady Kinnaird (the

mother of the present peer) and Lady Muir, Mrs. Sandys and
* Mrs. Weitbrecht, set a bright example of devotion. But their

work was almost wholly confined to India, while Africa and

Palestine and China and Japan were calling out for women ; and
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at that very time (the later 'eighties) the career and death of part hi.

Bishop Hannington and the holy influence of Hudson Taylor ^''"^^' ^^'

were drawing forth the keenest sympathy of multitudes towards
Africa and Cliina. To these four fields the C.M.S. now began to

send women freely ; and it cannot be doubted that this combined
witli other circumstances to effect the extraordinary development
of the C.M.S. at home which culminated in the Centenary. When
it became necessary, instead of holding Valedictory Meetings in

small halls, to engage Exeter Hall two nights running, and when
the crowded audiences included a large proportion of younger
women, it was evident that a real revolution had been achieved.

Yet so far there was little " work among women." It is to Work

Mr. Percy Grubb that we owe the first tentative plan for a Women's women.
Department, and to Mr. Baring-Gould the working of it out.

Happily the woman to undertake it was at hand. Miss G. A. Miss

Gollock had come to Salisbury Square to help in the Editorial aim and

Department, but in 1895 she was commissioned to organize " work ^°'''^-

among women," and very quickly the results were visible. The
principle adopted was in a sense a new one, though in fact it

was an old C.M.S. principle. The Zenana Societies had, quite

naturally, concentrated the interest and sympathies of the women
they influenced upon the zenana work, gii'ls' schools, and other

female branches of the missionary enterprise, upon wliich, in fact,

their funds were expended. The S.P.G. and some of the Non-
conformist Societies had Women's Departments before the C.M.S,,

but in their case also the attention of women at home was con-

centrated on the work among women abroad, and their contribu-

tions allotted to its support ; and so it w^as also with the much
larger and more active Women's Auxiliaries of the American
Societies. But Miss Gollock put forward as the objective of

women's thought and care and effort nothing less than the

evangelization of the world ; that is to say, they were to care for,

to pray for, to contribute to, the whole work abroad and not part

of it. In point of fact they were to be to the C.M.S., in their

measure, just what the members of the old Ladies' i.\ssociations

in their smaller measure had been, helpers of the Society's

Missions as a whole. This did not hinder them from being

specially interested in some particular Mission or missionary or

mission agency. They could specially take home to their hearts

any one section or any one individual, and offer " Appropriated
Contri))utions " accordingly, just as men could and did. But they
w^ere not, as a body of women, to support women's work as such,

and leave the general maintenance of the enterprise to the men.
On this principle, and in this spirit, Women's Conferences,

Quiet Days, and other gatherings of all kinds were organized all

over the country ; and Miss Gollock and her helpers, particularly

Miss Etches and Miss Storr, were continually taking long journeys

for the purpose. The work developed so rapidly that after five y^^^^p^*
^•

years, in the first year of our period, Miss GoUock's sister, Miss comes,
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Minna C. Gollock, was invited to come to her help. Another five

years of devoted service passed away, and then Miss G. A. Gollock

was compelled by serious ill health, the result of her ceaseless

activities, to retire, to the deep regret of the whole Society.

Happily, after a while, her health was mercifully restored, and she

has latterly been as busy as ever in another way, as will appear
in a subsequent chapter (p. 562).

Miss M. C. Gollock thus became head of the Women's Depart-

ment, and continued developing all the work for another nine

years, to its great advantage ; and she has been ably assisted by
several other ladies, particularly Misses Baring-Gould, Bewley,
Daniel, Dugdale, all of whom have been honorary workers (though

no less laborious for that), and to all of whom the Society owes
much. Among the multifarious activities of the Department four

may be specially mentioned :

—

(1) Very attractive and profitable Conferences of women who
might be regarded as actual or potential leaders have been held

from time to time, lasting for three or four days ; sometimes at

the CM. House, many of the ladies lodging at the adjoining

Salisbury Hotel, and sometimes at one of the large West End
hotels. The influence of these gatherings has been great, both

spiritually and socially. Devotional meetings, and the Holy
Communion at a neighbouring church, are prominent in the

arrangements ; and valuable addresses have been given by men
and women of recognized authority, such as Dean Eyle, Dr.

Arthur Eobinson, Canons Macnutt, Pearce, Weitbrecht, and
Woodward; Mrs. Asliley Carus-Wilson, Miss C. Fu'th, D.Litt.,

Miss McDougall, M.A., Miss Euth Eouse, &c.*

(2) Quarterly Conferences for the study of Missions have been
held of late years ; there is in London a " Missionary Salon " for the

discussion of problems, &c., conducted by Lady Baker-Wilbraham ;

" Mutual Training Courses " have been held in different parts of

the country; Lent lectures have been given to young ladies,

several bishops and other high authorities taking part ; and in one
Eeport we find a Conference of Mothers mentioned. Last, but

not least, St. Matthew's Day, Sept. 21st, has been widely adopted

as a day of prayer in connexion with women's work.

(3) Women Con-espondents, carefully chosen for their devotion

to the cause of Christ, their diligence in practical work, and their

local influence, have been appointed, to the number of 210, in all

parts of the country, most of them definitely attached to the new
Diocesan and Archidiaconal Associations ; maps of the diflerent

districts have been drawn for them by hand by voluntary helpers ;

and many meetings of from 100 to 200 local leaders and workers

have been held in the diflerent areas.

(4) Admirable efforts have been made to reach educated girls

just entering on womanhood. On several occasions large numbers
were gathered in the great building of HoUoway College, near

* See one of these Conferences described, CM. Rev., April, 1907.
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Egham, for a few days, much to their profit spiritually, mentally, part hi.
and physically.* Miss Eickard, who was for a few years a valued <-'hap. 48.

fellow-worker, did much in this connexion. In 1902 a regular
*' Girls' Movement " was started. It adopted Miss A. C. Bosanquet
of Japan as its " Own Missionary," and subsequently Egypt as

its " Own Mission," contributing to it over £200 a year, besides

handiwork for hospital and school. In 1910, Miss Eickard was
succeeded by Miss Bewley, and the first number of Girls Move-
ment Notes was issued. Training schools have been held at Crow-
borough, and at Westfield College. Thu-ty-four " groups " have
been formed in different parts of the country, which have had
their own lantern lectures, garden meetings, study circles, working
parties, &c. For the Day of Intercession at St. Andrew's-tide

there have been special ser\'ices at different centres, including the

Chapel of the Ascension. Some 2000 girls give fixed half-hours

on Good Friday to prayer for Missions and missionaries.

The ramifications of all this work are endless, as may be
judged by the fact that in 1906 no less than 630 meetings of

women and girls were held ; and very likely this number has been
much exceeded since. In three months in the autumn of 1907,

at the suggestion of the Hon. Clerical Secretary of the Society, the

Women's Department arranged and attended sixty special con-

ferences in principal towns to explain the Society's financial

difficulties. It is one marked feature of the Department that it Recogni-

has never shrunk from speaking of money. To its leaders there
sa*credness

has been nothing unspiritual in money. They have persistently of Money,

preached its sacredness as God's gift to be used for His work.

Nothing more striking has ever been written on the subject than
Miss M. C. Gollock's "Eedemption of Monev," in the CM. Ei'vieir

of February, 1908.t
The word " Department " has been used here of the work

carried on by the Misses GoUock, because it was for several years

actually used. But they rightly contended that it was no
" Department " in the same sense as the Finance Department or

the Editorial Department. It merely represented women's share

in the whole work of the Society. This is now more definitely

recognized and arranged, as described elsewhere (p. 453).
:J:

It remains to add that, to the great regret, both of the Com- changes

mittee and of members of the Society all over the country, Miss Arrange^

M. C. Gollock retired in 1914, after one of the most fruitful meuts.

official careers Salisbury Square has known. On receiving her

resignation, the Committee passed a resolution thanking God "for

* See an account of one of these gatherings, CM. Intell., May, 1900.

t See also an address by her at the Ilfracombe Summer School, printed in

the C.M.S. Gazette, Aug.,"l913.

X In the CM. Review, Dec, 1912, the whole range of Women's Work in the
home field of C.M.S. was surveyed and described by Miss G. A. Gollock. On
the general policy of Women's Co-operation, see Mrs. Luke Paget's article,

CM. Review, July, 1914,
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her administrative ability, for all she has been enabled to do
through the consecration of her great and varied gifts, and for the
influence and inspiration of her example."

After an interval of a year, during which Miss Boys, Miss
Daniel, and Miss de Lasalle courageously " held the fort," Miss
V. H. Thorold was definitely appointed " Departmental Secretary
for Women's Work" in the Home Department.

The old
Juvenile
Associa-
tions.

Sowers'
Band.

Young
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Union.

IV. Among the Young.

While the Society, for the first eighty years of its existence,

made little or no distinct effort to reach laymen as such or women
as such, otlierwise than by the ordinary parochial machinery, it

certainly did not neglect the children. Juvenile Associations,

Juvenile Meetings, and a Juri'iiile Instructor (the old " Little Green
Book") were very widely used; and there are active workers of

advanced age to-day who can testify that their love for the

missionary cause was originally awakened by these agencies.

Moreover Sunday schools were in many places vigorously worked
with the help of the Quarterly 'Token. But as the first century

drew to a close, there was a general feeling that the agencies for

interesting the young sorely needed development. The word
" juvenile " was objected to as almost as old-fashioned as was
" female " to indicate a woman. " Junior Associations " began to

be substituted ; the Sowers' Band was founded in 1890 at Miss
Gollock's suggestion, as a kind of youthful first step towards the

Gleaners' Union ; and the magazine for the young became The
Children's World, and eventually The Round World. The Sowers'

Band had a large-hearted and lovable secretary in Miss L. Gage
Brown ; and she was succeeded by one like-minded. Miss Whately.
But the most important step was taken just a year before the

Centenary, when the Rev. C. D. Snell was appointed Secretary to

an Auxiliary Committee, to visit the Junior Associations and
Sowers' Bands, and to extend the work generally. He did fruitful

service for a few years ; and among other efforts made then or

afterwards were conferences of Board or Council-school teachers,

and of Sunday-school teachers, with a view to their co-operation

in interesting the boys and girls under their charge. Mr. Snell

was succeeded by the Rev. F. B. Hadow, who presently joined the

Sudan Mission, and he by the Rev. W. G. Hardie, whose health

checked a very promising career. He, and Mr. Theodore Lunt,

who succeeded him, started a Young People's Union, to absorb

all the Juvenile and Junior Associations ; still, however, keeping

the Sowers' Band for those who liked the name. There were at

that time 650 Bands. The new " Y.P.U.," inspired by Mr.

Lunt's resourceful spirit,* quickly developed and extended, and

* Valuable suggestions were made by Mr. S. Earl Taylor, Secretary of the

Young People's Movement in the United States, who was in England in 1905,

and attended the Second Summer School.
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in that first year had 144 branches. Large numbers were not part iii.
ChtiD 48

looked for. "It is one of our principles," said Mr. Lunt, "to —'-

prize quality rather than quantity, and to set a higher value on
a small plot well cultivated than on a large area half-tilled," At
the end of the second year there were 20,000 meml)ers of the

Y.P.U. and Sowers' Band together; there were a Schoolboys'

Union and a Telegraph Messengers' Union ; 1136 local meetings
were being held monthly ; and systematic missionary study was
going on, many branches regularly studying Talks on Africa and
Talks on China. Mr. Lunt's reports year by year, partly printed

in the C.M.S. Gazeitf, are interesting to read even now. One of

them (for 1909) is closed with a quotation from Dante ; and the

next year's is headed by lines from Browning ! In 1909, the

Rev. A. L. Leeper joined the Headquarters staff of the Union,
but he returned to parochial work two years later. In 1910 the

Y.P.U. contributed direct to the Society £3870.
In 1908 a remarkable Young People's Campaign was organized

at Birmingham, when in eight days 400 meetings and services were
held, mostly worked by young University men and some women.
Though mainly for young people, it was not confined to them

;

for instance, Mr. Manley went from parish to parish to start adult

Study Circles. At one meeting for Sunday-school teachers the

Bishop of Birmingham (Dr, Gore) presided, and spoke warmly of

the effort.

When Mr. Theodore Lunt became Educational Secretary he

was succeeded (1910) by his brother, the Eev. G. C. Lunt, who
worked in the same spirit and with equal ability. Subsequently,

the Eev. W. D. Stedman took charge. Miss Padwick and Miss
Wood rendering important assistance ; and wlien Mr. Stedman
became a chaplain in the Army, he was succeeded by the Rev.

A. P. Shepherd, with whom is associated, in an honorary capacity,

the Rev. D. Trimmer.
Quite independent of all this, there is another branch of

" work among the young " in the Boys' Brigade Branch of the

Medical Auxiliary ; but this will be mentioned under the head of

that Auxiliary. The work among Public School boys, and among
girls of a similar age, has been already noticed.



CHAPTER XLIX.

The AUXILIARIES: Medical, Educational, Industrial.

Medical Work : The Medical Mission Auxiliary—Educational : Value
of Educational Missions ; the Auxiliary— Industrial : Objects of

Industrial Missions.

I. The Medical Mission Auxiliary.

Part III. |^^BPS^H||EDIGAL Missions touch both the Home and the
Chap. 49.

|J|^\[^ 11 Foreign sides of C.M.S. administration. Indeed the

Medical Department, or Departments, have a larger

range of energy than is presented by the Missions,

for there is the health of the missionaries and the

missionary candidates to be inquired into and dealt with. This

has already been noticed in the chapters on Missionaries and
Candidates, and only needs a passing reference here because for

The Medical a few years Dr. Lankester was both the Physician for those pur-

Auxihary poses and the Secretary of the Medical Mission Auxiliary. He
became Hon. Secretary of it in 1891, and indeed was its first

organizer. Then in 1894, giving up his excellent practice in

South Kensington, he entered the Society's service regularly, and
practically combined in his own person offices which now occupy

the time and energies of three men. In the list of officers at the

beginning of the Annual Report of 1915 we find the " Secretary to

the Medical Committee " (Dr. Harford), the " Assistant Secretary,

M.M.A." (Mr. Harding), and the "Physician" (Dr. Hill). From
1894 to 1903 Dr. Lankester was all three, with Dr. Elliott as

Assistant Secretary. The Medical Committee is not the same
The Medical body as the Medical Board. The latter consists of doctors only,
Committee,

^yj-jose functions have been noticed before. The Medical Com-
mittee, of which Mr. Eliot Howard is chairman, belongs to the

Foreign Department, and administers the Medical Missions under

the large Foreign Committee. But the Auxiliary, which spreads

information about the Missions, and raises the funds, is now
quite distinct, and a part of the Home Organization.

Changes in When Dr. Lankester became Home Secretary in 1903, he was
personnel, succeeded by the Rev. Dr. R. Elliott, formerly a medical missionary,

first in the Santal Mission in India and afterwards at Gaza in

Palestine, who had been helping in the department for four years.
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His death in 1911 was widely mourned. Dr. Harford thereupon part ill.

took the Secretaryship of the Medical Committee, involving the ^^^2l}^'

oversight of the Missions. The Eev. E. J. Goldsmith, the Eev.
E. W. Cox, and the Rev. H. G. Harding, had already successively
taken charge of the Auxiliary at home. Mr. Harding, like Dr.
Elliott, had been a missionary in Palestine.

The C.M.S. Medical Missions have expanded much during our Expansion

period. At the date of the Centenary there were 55 qualified work'^and
doctors, of whom six w'ere women. There are now 86, of whom Funds.

21 are women. There were then 24 trained nurses; now 65. In
the various hospitals there were then 1325 beds ; now 4021. The
in-patients in the year had been 10,747, and the visits of out-
patients 612,000; now, 42,850 and 1,270,360. At that time the
Medical Auxiliary Fund, which had no real existence ten years
earher,* raised £8000 a year, which was only a partial help
towards the maintenance of the Medical Missions. It now raises

nearly £40,000 a year, sufficient for the support of all the doctors
and nurses and the upkeep of all the hospitals and dispensaries.
Its "Wants Department" is an important branch of the work, to
which all sorts of medical and surgical requisities are sent by
friends in town and country. Several ladies have given valued
voluntary service in carrying on this department. Miss McCormick,
sister of the Vicar of St. Michael's, Chester Square, was in charge
for some time.

In many parts of the United Kingdom there are flourishing Medical

associations or branches of the Auxiliary. Birmingham especially jjeetin^
is prominent in its sympathy and interest. It uses the great

'

Town Hall every year for its M.M.A. anniversary. No meetings
are more attractive than those in aid of the medical missions

;

and no one of the C.M.S. periodicals is more highly appreciated
than Mercy and Tiidli, which Dr. Lankester started in 1897, and
which is now the work of one of the honorary lady helpers. Miss
Poynder. It has for some years been the practice of many churches
to collect for medical missions, whether C.M.S. or S.P.G., on
St. Luke's Day, October 18th. The influence of the " beloved
physician " is thus still happily perpetuated. The Annual Meet-
ings of the Auxiliary, on the Friday evening of the May week,
have for several years been one of the most attractive features of
the Society's Anniversary. The speakers are mostly medical
missionaries, and the chairmen in the last few years have included
Professor Carless, Sir A. Pearce Gould, K.C.V.O., Sir F. Champneys,
M.D., and Dr. Cantlie.

An interesting branch of the M.M.A. is one belonging to the Boys'

Boys" Brigade, which has given substantial help to the funds. iJl^n^'h

Founded in 1902, it raised £577 in its first ten years, and £2232
in its second ten years ; and for the last few years it has raised
about £400 a year. Salisbury Square has witnessed crowded

* An M.M.A. Fund was nominaUy started in 1886, bu,t, ui five years.it only
produced a total of £55.

" '
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PART III. gatherings of the boys. Mr. S. W. W. Witty, who is now chief
I lap^

clerk at the CM. House, was Hon. Secretary for the Branch
for most of the time.

Jubilee of Tlie year 1915 has been the Jubilee year of C.M.S. Medical

Medial Missions. Although prior to fifty years ago the Society had sent
Missions, out a few doctors, chiefly to Africa, it was rather for attendance

on the missionary party than for regular medical mission work
;

and it was in 1865 that Dr. Elmslie went to Kashmir definitely

for that purpose. Many older members of Committee doubted
the expediency of medical missions at all, and it w'as not until the

early 'eighties that they were taken up systematically.*

A striking A comparison between the great London hospitals and the

parison. C.M.S. hospitals in Asia and Africa is significant. The former
deal with about twice the number of cases that the latter deal

with, 2i million against 1^ million. But the cost of the former is

annually about a million sterling, while the cost of the latter, most
of them furnished with all modern appliances like the former, is

roughly £40,000. Does not the C.M.S. deserve a Hospital Sunday
all to itself ?

statistics of The magazine of Dr. James Maxwell's Medical Missionary

Mfssions. Association (Jan., 1916) states that the number of medical
missionaries with British qualifications is now 436, a slight re-

duction from the preceding two years, owing to the War. It adds
36 further names with qualifications other than British. The
C.M.S. is credited with 79 + 5 ; the U.F. Church of Scotland, with

70 ; the L.M.S., with 37 + 3 ; the W.M.S., with 31 + 2 ; the
B.M.S., with 28 + 2 ; the S.P.G., with 24 + 3 ; the Church of

Scotland, wdth 23 ; the English Presbyterian Church, with 20 ; the

Irish Presbyterian Church, with 18 ; the C.I.M., with 17 + 7 ; the
C.E.Z.M.S., with 15 + 1. All others, under 10.

II. The Educational Auxiliary.

Education has from the beginning been an important depart-

ment of missionary work ; and a considerable portion of the time
and attention of our committees at home and abroad has always

Mission been occupied by educational methods and problems. Thirty

objected to. y^^^'^ ^go there arose a strong feeling in wide and influential

Christian circles against mission schools ; and " education " was for

a time a "wicked word." Why not preach the simple Gospel?

—

it was asked ; education would not save souls, and indeed might
harden the mind against the plain Christian Message. It was
quite forgotten that the simplest Missions to the simplest people

* See Dr. Harford's interesting article on the Pioneers of C.M.S. Medical
Missions, in the CM. Rev., IMay and July, 1915 ; and Prof. Carless's address
on Fifty Years of Medical Missions in the June number. There were some
good Pan-Anglican Papers on Medical Missions, in vol. v. of the Reports,
viz., by Dr. White of Persia, p. 43, and Dr. E. F. Neve of Kashmir, p. 45 ;

also by Dr. A. C. Lankester, marked S.D. 2 (n), and Dp, Emmeline Stuart,

marked S.D. 2 (e), in ihe appended Preliminary Papers,
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have been educational of necessity. The Eed Indians and Eskimo, part ill.

for instance, who would be wandering far from the mission *-'''^5'^"

station for months together hunting and fishing, and then come Their real

there for a week to sell their skins and furs : all depended upon Value,

teaching them to read during those few days, which, with the
syllabic character, was constantly done ; and then they went off

with the Gospels in their hands, and simple Bible stories, which
they could read to one another. So in Uganda : what laid the

foundation of all the work there ? Simply Mackay teaching those

boys to read, boys who are now great Christian chiefs—the
Katikiro included—or pastors of large districts. Of course,

education means a great deal more than that ; but this is sufficient

to expose the thoughtlessness of those who used to declaim
against mission schools.

But not until the Centenary was any definite plan formed for c.m.s.

interesting the home constituency specially in C.M.S. school and tionar
college work, and for obtaining special contributions for its support. Auxiliary.

The success of the Medical Auxiliary under Dr. Lankester, how-
ever, led to the question being raised whether a similar Auxiliary

might not be formed for Educational Missions. At last, in 1900,

a scheme for the purpose was proposed and adopted. But new
plans often depend for their success on there being men to take

them up with personal earnestness. " Not the machinery, but
the man," is a true maxim. And in fact the C.M.S. proposal

hung fire for some years. In February, 1909, it was revived, and
a resolution passed to appoint a new official on the Home staff,

" (r/.) to seek to enlist increased sympathy and support for C.M.S.
Educational Missions, especially in the Universities and various

Colleges in Great Britain and Ireland ; (?>) to study by corre-

spondence and otherwise the educational problems in the field

;

(r) to assist by expert advice or otherwise the Group Committees
in dealing with educational questions, in addition to acting as

secretary of the Educational Committee." Mr. Grey, the Prin-

cipal of Wycliffe Hal), was invited to accept the post, and
consented ; but his college work at Oxford, courageously persevered

in despite weakened health, prevented his doing much, and he
soon retired.

Then, in 1910, the C.M.S. Committee, strongly advised by New EcIu-

friends of the Society at the Universities, transferred Mr. Theodore commu'tce.

Lunt from the Young People's department to the new secretary-

ship ; and this quickly gave a fresh impetus to the work. He
was already known to several leading headmasters, and inti-

mately associated with the Student Movement ; and his influence

was at once felt in the enlargement of the Committee by the

adhesion to it of both men and women \s\\o were in different ways
educational experts, including the Dean of Westminster (Bishop

H. E. Ryle), the headmasters of Eton (Dr. Lyttelton) and Rugby
(Dr. David), &c. Not that men of this stamp could be expected to

attend a committee regularly ; but their names carried weight, and
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Part III. they were gladlyready to come whenever any special problems called

!£l for full discussion. The Archbishop of Canterbury took a parti-

cular interest in Mr. Lunt's schemes, and a crowded evening
reception at Lambeth Palace on Dec. 14th, 1911, practically

inaugurated the new regime. Moreover, Mr. Lunt was invited

to a dinner at the House of Commons to lay the claims of

Educational Missions before a number of the members ; and the

gatherings of the " Far and Near " laymen at Folkestone and
Boscombe (see p. 514) were devoted to the same subject.

The foreign But it is important to observe that the Educational Committee
^'^''" and Secretary were only in a partial degree a part of Home

Organization. They, like the Medical Auxiliary, were concerned
also with the actual foreign work. They were commissioned, as

we have seen, to survey the whole mission field, and to assist the

regular Foreign Committees in plans for the extension of

Educational Missions. Into this branch of its functions Mr. Lunt
threw himself with great energy, and produced important state-

ments regarding colleges and schools in various parts of the world.

A remarkable pamphlet entitled " Some Educational Projects " was
produced, which attracted the attention of many thoughtful people
not as yet too keen about Missions. Indeed a main object of all

this was to instruct the C.M.S. circle at home, to lead them to study
the educational side of missionary enterprise, and to obtain special

contributions ; and thus to form a real Auxiliary like the Medical
one. A good beginning was made ; educational funds began to

come in; in the three years ending March, 1914, no less than
£46,000 was raised.

This double function of the Educational Department was well

explained by Mr. Lunt himself in the C.M.S. Gazpfte (Oct., 1911).

It was, however, not unnatural that when two bodies and two
officials, the Foreign and the Educational, were engaged upon the

same work some minor practical difficulties should arise, as they
did ; and they would have soon been overcome as the develop-

ment went on. But when the leaders of the National Laymen's
Mr. Luut Movement begged Mr. Lunt to take their Secretaryship, and

Dr. Mott and others pressed on him the urgency of that Move-
ment, he was constrained to accept that position ; and a check
was thereby given to the Educational Auxiliary. Canon Waller
took it for a short time in addition to his Group work ; but if

it is to exercise the influence and raise the funds which it did

under Mr. Lunt's leadership, it needs an able man's whole time.

III. The Industeiad Auxiliary.

retires.

Proposed The question of an Industrial Missions Department came to

Auxiliary, ^^le front earlier than that of an Educational Department. The
memorable " Keswick Letter" of 1890,* which was largely inspired

by Canon Girdlestone, laid stress on the importance of Industrial

* See Hist. C.M.S. , Vol. III., p. 670.
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Missions, the Canon having specially deep convictions on the part hi.

subject. A sub-committee was formed to consider it, and a report ^^2l^
'

presented; but other subjects seem to have elbowed it out, and
eventually the proposals for appointing working committees for

both Educational and Industrial work were adopted together after

the Centenary, in 1900.

But again the real question was. Where is the man to take up
Industrial Missions as his own hobby ? They did not need a
member of the regular staff. They were as yet on too small a
scale. It was hoped that some member of Committee, with even
a limited amount of leisure, might volunteer. A long time, indeed,

elapsed before "the man" was found; but the right one, em-
phatically, did come forward at last. Mr. F. S. Bishop, who was
also Secretary of the Victoria Institute, would have soon organized

a real Industrial Auxiliary, had his valuable life been spared. But,
to the unfeigned regret of all his colleagues, he died in 1913.

Industrial mission work is of two kinds: (1) Industries, like Work of

medical appliances, may be used to help a Mission to get a footing Mi^s\oiis^*

in a difticult field. They were so used in New Zealand a century
ago. Mackay maintained his position in Uganda against all

obstacles largely by his skill as an engineer. (2) Converts can be
helped to support themselves, when they are cast out of house and
home, by means of industries set on foot for the purpose, as in

many places in India : Clarkabad, for instance ; Sharanpur, near
Nasik, whence Livingstone obtained for his last African expedition

African lads who had been rescued from Arab slave-ships and
handed by Sir Bartle Frere (when at Bombay) to the C.M.S.
Nasik Mission ;

* and the Sigra and Sikandra Orphanages. The
Basel Mission has been particularly successful in this respect.

There is much useful work that might thus be done ; but Industrial

Missions have a good influence of a much higher kind. It has
been well remarked that the// mah> men. They teach the real

sacredness of labour; and the training given is important both
morally and physically. So far, however, the C.M.S. has not
contrived to develop this branch of work effectively. Mr. Bishop's
appeal in the C.M.S. Gazette of November, 1912, and his list of the

Society's industrial agencies in the field in the same periodical in

March, 1913, are of great interest.^

Let us hope that, through God's blessing, " the man " may ere

long be found, for both the Industrial and the Educational

Missions Auxiliaries.

* See Hist. C.M.S., Vol. II. p. 432 ; Vol. III. p. 77.

t In Vol. V. of the Pan-Anglican Reports there are some Papers on Industrial
Missions, by Mr. (now Sir) Victor Buxton, p. 52 ; by Bishop Foss Westcott, of

Chota Nagpur, p. 55 ; and by the Rev. G. H. Westcott (now Bishop of Luck-
now), marijed S.D. 2 (b) in the appended Preliminary Papers.

2 M
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The Editorial Secretaryship—The Intelligencer and the Review—The
Gleaner, &c.

—

Mercy and Truth and the Gazette—Annual Report, &c.

—Books^Hymn Book.

branch of the Society's home work has had greater

development in our period than its PubUcations. The
present writer, who had charge of them for several years

iDefore that time, may fairly claim to form a correct

judgment in the matter, and he has no hesitation in

expressing his deep sense of the value and interest of the

periodicals and books and papers issued since he retired from the

Editorial Secretaryship. He acknowledges that he had not fully

realized their improvement until he had to prepare himself for the

compilation of the present volume ; but after going through all the

leading publications page by page through the sixteen years, and
making voluminous notes from them, he is satisfied that, however
highly their excellence may be appreciated by their readers month
by month, such appreciation falls far short of what they would

feel if they had the same opportunity of close study.

Mr. Eurness Smith, who was co-Editorial Secretary from 1894

to 1902, became sole Secretary at that date. Both he and his

predecessor have owed much to the skilled and skilful assistance

of the much respected Editorial Assistant, Mr. Walter Hensman,
who has now for a quarter of a century rendered unique service

in the whole department.

Mr. Furness Smith had edited the G. 31. Intelligencer for many
months at a time at intervals before, while his colleague was in

Australia, India, and Canada, and while tlie C.M.S. History was
being compiled. He again took it over in 1900, while his colleague

was in the United States. But from 1903 onwards he was sole

editor.

During the next two or three years there was some discussion

circles about the periodicals, which was stimulated by

the appearance and immediate success of The East and The West,

edited by Canon C. H. Kobinson for the S.P.G., and the Society

was strongly urged to start a similar high-class periodical. There

were, indeed, two reasons against attempting anything like T'he

East and The West. In the first place, a C.M.S. periodical must

definitely profess and proclaim what are known as C.M.S. prin-

ciples. Its readers would not be satisfied with a disclaimer such
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as always appears on the first page of Tlio East and The West, to jpart hi.

the effect that the Society is not responsible for the views of the *!^

writers. A magazine so conducted, in which the writers might
represent all Church parties and many outside denominations, valu-

able and highly valued as it might be, and as The East and The

West is, would not be acceptable if issued from Salisbury Square.

The G.M.S. Committee are, of course, not responsible even for

articles in the Society's own magazines ; a certain liberty is both

necessary and desirable ; still, there must be limits ; a completely

detached editorial neutrality would not do. Then in the second

place, the C.M.S. Missions are so varied in character, and the

accounts that come from them are so voluminous and so full of

interest, that it would be a mistake to exclude such accounts in

order to make room for the discussion of missionary problems

by the writers from various opposing sides.

Nevertheless, it was eventually decided to modify the

Inti'lUgencer to a certain extent, and to call it the Church Missionary

Review ; and this change was made in January, 1907. The
monthly issue, however, was maintained ; and on tlais account no
single number could fairly be put in competition with the larger

single number of a quarterly publication Uke Tlie East and The.

West, or like the still newer International Review of Missions.*

But the present writer is constrained again, after his recent studies,

to express his unfeigned admiration, on the whole, of the nine

volumes already completed of the CM. Review. African, Indian,

and Far Eastern events and problems have been dealt with, both by

the editor and by his colleagues and contributors with an ability

and comprehensiveness not exceeded by any other pubhcation.

Home matters have not been neglected, nor have the spiritual and

Scriptural aspects of Missions. The references to the Review in

the footnotes in this volume give indirect but abundant evidence of

the completeness and the large-heartedness with which the whole

missionary enterprise has been treated.

When our period began, Mr. Mullins was Assistant Editorial The c.M.

Secretary. He was editing the Gleaner, and preparing or super-

vising many of the other publications, as well as writing his popular

Wonderful Story of Uganda. But in 1901 he was appointed

Secretary of the Colonial and Continental Church Society, in

which office he has earned countless laurels. Miss Irene Barnes,

who had been editor of C.E.Z. publications, then came to the

C.M.S. , and has edited the Gleaner ever since. The period has

been notable for great improvements in the popular literature of

all the societies, and the Gleaner has well kept its place in the

front rank. What an improvement this involves can only be

realized by comparing recent volumes with the volumes of twenty-

five years ago. Its contents are always attractive and instructive.

* Larger, that is in external appearance and weight. But the monthly

CM. Eevifw has sometimes had more actual matter in it, owing to the use

of smaller type.
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In addition to letters, Sec, from all parts of the mission field, there

have been useful series of spiritual and devotional articles by Canon
Girdlestone, Mr. Hubert Brooke, and other accepted teachers.

Mr. Wilkinson's Ho/r to Studij the Bible, and Mr. Mullins's

Wonderful Story of Uganda appeared in substance in its pages ; also

a series of sketches of Indian clergymen in 1906, and one of leading

Home Workers in 1907. But Miss Barnes has done much more
than edit the Gleaner, as will appear presently.

As before mentioned (p. 522), the title Children's World for the

magazine for children, which had superseded the old Juvenile

Instructor, was itself superseded in 1901 by llie Roand World, or,

in full, The Round World and They that dwell therein. Miss
Baring-Gould was editor for some years, and has been followed by
Miss Padwick, but much of the work has been done by Miss
Hensman, daughter of the Editorial Assistant before mentioned.

The other smaller publications have continued as usual. The
Quarterly Paper is now supplied for insertion in localized maga-
zines like Home Words and the Church Monthly. Of this little

paper 250,000 copies are supplied for that purpose each quarter.

But the period has seen two new periodicals take an important

position, both started by Dr. Lankester. Mercy and Truth, indeed,

began two years before the Centenary, in 1897, but its great

success belongs to our period. It has had the real advantage of

being only concerned with one distinct branch of C.M.S. opera-

tions, so that it could give all its space to that one ; and it never

fails in vivid interest. All the medical missions and missionaries

have become familiarly known to the readers, and all their needs

and trials and successes can be followed almost month by month.

That is an advantage shared by all periodicals representing

comparatively small sections of the great missionary enterprise,

but not shared by those which have to record the proceedings of

the large Societies and discuss the problems that confront them.

The other new venture was started in 1905, soon after Dr.

Lankester became Home Secretary, as a medium of communica-
tion between headquarters and home workers all over the

country. It was at first called the Home Gazette, but after two
years it made a fresh start as the C.M.S. Gazette, simultaneously

with the new CM. Review. The nine volumes have had to be

carefully gone through in preparation for these Home Base
chapters, and the present writer can only express his admiration

at their completeness for their purpose, and the unmistakable

skill manifested even in the smallest matters. Since Dr.

Lankester was transferred from the Home Department to become
Lay Secretary, Bishop Ingham and Mr. Duppuy have been in

succession the nominal editors, but they would be the first to give

the lion's share of credit to Mr. H. B. Pain, who has actually

conducted the periodical from the first. Besides the multifarious

notices of all the varieties of home work for Missions, the different

series of special articles have been skilfully planned and well
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executed, such as Mr. (now Bishop) Watts-Ditchfield's " Talks I'art hi.

with Workers for Christ" (1908), Mr. Easter's "Talks to ^"'''^il^"-

Missionary Workers" (1909), Mr. Hume Campbell's "Method in

its Bearing on Life " (1911), Mr. Evill's " Story of the Evangeliza-

tion of Europe " (1910-11), Mr. F. T. Woods' " Men of Vision
"

(1912), Principal Guy Warman's "Men and Missions in the

Primitive Church " (1913), Canon J. G. Hoare's " What Missions

do for me " (1914), and perhaps above all, the delightful " Sketches

in the Home Base " (1911-12) by an anonymous correspondent

who was obviously Bishop Ingham himself. But besides all this,

about one-third of the space each month is occupied by fragments
of news from the mission field, supplied by Mr. Hensman ; and
nowhere, certainly, can be found a more instructive and
animating survey of foreign missionary work in the smallest

possible space.

It cannot be said that the circulation of the periodicals has kept The cir-

pace, as it ought to have kept pace, with the expanding work of ^^ * *°°'

the Society abroad and its scarcely loss expanding influence at

home. They maintain their good position, but do not go forward
;

indeed the tendency, except in the case of llio Round Worhl, which
does increase, has been slightly retrograde. The Gloaner keeps up
its 70,000 a month, one-half being for localization, and its profits

are large enough to cover the adverse balances on some of the

others. The Round World stands at 65,000, Aicalce at 20,000,

Mercii and Trvtk at 9000, the Gazette at 10,000, and the Review
at 5000.

The Annual Report must be regarded as a periodical, but it is Annual

not a publication in the sense of its being produced for sale, though
a few copies are in fact sold. Of its contents the present writer

can only repeat what he has said of the Review, that after a close

study of the last sixteen volumes he has the strongest feeling of

admiration for the skill and completeness with which it is compiled.

It has been much reduced in size in the last few years,—that is,

the Report itself,—a step necessitated by the ever-increasing size

of the Contribution List. Whereas in 1900 the Report proper

occupied 500 pages, in 1915 it occupies 240 pages. Mr. Snell is

the compiler, and a perfect master he assuredly is of the Society's

whole field and work. In the C'.M.S. Gazpite of 1907 he gave some
capital hints, " How to use the Annual Report." The shorter

Report has in different years been produced in various forms,

and been prepared by various writers, Miss G. A. Gollock for one.

The Sheet Almanack must be just mentioned as another annual, Almanack,

in producing which Miss Barnes exercises all her ingenuity, and
the sale of which has gone up to 80,000 and 90,000 in the last few

years.

In former years the Society was not a publisher of books, except

in the case of three or four " Stories " of particular Missions,

Fukien, Chekiang, Japan, kc, and of one important work, the

Chunk Missionary Athoi, the first edition of which, a very small Atlas.
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Part III. affair, had been issued in 1857, and the eighth, a large volume with 32
^^°' maps and 250 pages of letterpress, in 1896. A work of this kind

soon becomes out-of-date as the Missions expand ; but it is too

laborious a task to revise it often, and no new edition has appeared

in our period. The smaller Concise Atlas (formerly the G/raner''s

Atlas), begun shortly before the Centenary, is more easily revised

from time to time, and it has had a large sale of its seven editions,

about 25,000 copies.

But the Society, towards the end of the century, began to publish

books more freely, chiefly for young people, such as Miss Gollock's

Light on our Lessons and What's O'doclc 1—though there was one,

also by her, of permanent value, not only to the C.M.S., but to

other societies, Candidates in Waiting. And this expansion has

gone on vigorously in our period. Most of the books produced

have been for the young, such as Miss Barnes's capital Pip tf; Co.,

Puck, M.P., Doctor Alec, Peace Scout, &c.. Miss Baring-Gould's

Ever Westward, and In the Year One, and the various " Talks
"

on different mission fields ; or, if for adults, still of a popular

character, like Mr. MuUins's Wcnderful Stori/ of Uganda, Bishop

Eidley's incomparable Letters (under the rather undignified title

of Snapshots from the North Pacijic), and Bishop Ingham's Prom
Japan to Jerusalem. Books by the missionaries are now numerous,

but are generally produced by the regular pubhshing houses.

Particularly in the case of biographies, the Society has usually

thought it wisest not to have the invidious task of accepting some
and declining others. But it has brought out a few works of some
value by missionaries, such as E. Clark's Punjab and Sindh

Missions (revised by Mr. Maconachie), Mrs. Crawford's Bg the

Equator s Snowg PeaJc, Dr. E. Neve's Begond the Pir Panjcd (new
edition), and Mrs. Eice's Marg Bird in Persia.

Of course the largest work published by the Society was its own
Historg, the first and second volumes of which were issued just

before the Centenary, and the third just after—being delayed by
its immense index. The sale of nearly 5000 copies not only paid

all its cost, but also the secretarial stipend of the compiler during

the two years occupied in its production. Of the smaller One

Hundred Years, 23,000 copies were sold. Then there were Mr. Hole's

wonderful Earlg Historg of C.M.S., and the Centenary Volume; the

latter of which has been noticed in our opening chapter.

One of the most successful of the publications has been one
Missionary whoso possil)lc success was gravely doubted. This is the Church

Book! Missionary Hgmn Book, brought out just before the Centenary. It

in fact " caught on " at once ; and 170,000 copies have been sold,

including 24,000 of the musical edition. It has unquestionably

had great influence in famiHarizing large circles with many of the

best missionary hymns which never get into the regular books. In

nothing is the Church of England more handicapped than in this

matter. One goes from meeting to meeting (except the C.M.S.

book is used), and one hears over and over again two hymns,

C.M.S.
History.

Church
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admirable in themselves, " Lord, her watch Thy Church is part hi.

keeping," and " Thy Kingdom come, Lord," with now and then '!!£l
".

the old hut never exhausted, " From Greenland's icy mountains,"

or, " Jesus shall reign where'er the sun." Mr. Ainger's splendid
" God is working His purpose out " is the one modern hymn which
has made its way to the heart of the Church. But extensive

C.M.S. circles are now famiUar with several really animating and
moving hymns, mostly produced in the last five and twenty years,

which are quite unknown to the Church generally ; and this is

owing to the hymn book of which Prebendary Fox, Mr. Mullins,

Mr. Sheppard, and the late Miss Stock were the joint editors.

In recent years the largest sales have been of the books for |-"'^y

Study Circles, before referred to under that head (p. 510). Of
Tho Desire of India the Society has sold 11,000 copies; of The

Fvture of Africa, 11,000 ; of The Re[iroach of Mam, 13,000 ; of

The Spirit of Japan, 7000 ; of The Renaissance in India, 9000 ; of

three books on China, together, 15,000 ; of Dr. Mott's Decisive

Hoar of Christian Missions, 15,000 ; and others in proportion, more
than 90,000 altogether.

One really valuable little book must be mentioned, entitled Thought

Thought and Discipleship, which apparently never became widely dpieship.

known, probably on account of its title, which might only attract

a select circle. It contains certain of the lectures and addresses

delivered at the remarkable Summer School held in connexion
with the " Africa and the East " Exhibition, as before mentioned ;

the speakers selected being the Bishop of Southwark (Dr. Talbot),

the Bishop of Ely (Dr. Chase), Bishop Montgomery, the Dean of

Westminster (Dr. Armitage Robinson), Dr. Arthur Robinson, Dr.

Sanday, the Rev. H. J. R. Marston, the Rev. Tissington Tatlow,

Dr. Walter Miller, and Mr. Theodore Lunt. The edition printed

was only 1500, and four-fifths were sold ; and if the demand for it

were commensurate with its merits, a new edition would soon be

called for.

Among recent publications whose importance is not to be

measured by their size must be mentioned the new Prayer Manna/,
compiled by a special committee, and published both as a book
and in several separate parts. Also the revised 0//cle of Prayer.

Of the multitude of pamphlets ,and booklets and leaflets this is

not the place to speak.

The total number of individual publications, periodicals, books,

pamphlets, itc, issued during the year ending March 31st, 1915,

was no less than 5,500,963.
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HE story of the origin and formation of the C.M.S.
Colonial Associations was told in the History of

C.M.S. (Vol. III., pp. 673-7), and more in detail in

letters published in the CM. Intelligencer in 1892-93.

Those in New South "Wales, Victoria, and New
Zealand were started in 1892, and that in Canada in 1895.

Within the six and a half years in the one case and the three and
a half in the other, to the date of the Centenary, the Australasian

and Canadian Associations had sent into the mission field fifty-

five missionaries, viz., eighteen men and thirty-seven women
(including six wives). Two of the women, the sisters Saunders,

had been massacred in China ; one man had died in India ; one
woman had been invalided home, and one had married ;

* and
when the Centenary was celebrated, there were seventeen men
and thirty-three women in tlfe field. Two or three were at their

own charges ; the Colonial Associations maintained the others.

West and East Africa, Egypt and Palestine, Turkish Arabia and
Persia, India and Ceylon, China and Japan, North-West Canada
and British Columbia, all had benefited by the new development.

Among those who were working in 1899 were, of the Canadians,

three who have since become bishops in China and Japan, W. C.

White, A. Lea, and H. J. Hamilton ; three other clergymen, also

in the Far East, J. M. Baldwin, J. E. S. Boyd, and J. C. Eobinson ;

and the Eev. Dr. Sydney Gould, medical missionary in Palestine.

Of the Australians, A. E. Blackett, a leading Melbourne clergy-

man who had given up his parish to go to Persia ; Mrs. Saunders,

mother of the martyred sisters, who had gone to avenge their

death by giving the Gospel to the Chinese ; G. Burns, E. W.
Doulton, and E. A. Maynard, still in East Africa to-day (Doulton,

with his wife, interned in German territory) ; T. Law, still in

India ; Miss Martin, who has now been thirty-six years at Baghdad

* Miss Amy Wilkes, at Baghdad, married Dr. S. W. Zwemer, the well-

known American missionary and editor of the Moslem World.
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(at first under the old F.E.S.) ; several other ladies who have part iii.

worked devotedly in China for many years ; and E. J. Barnett
*^^^^i-

(already then at Hong Kong, though not yet on the C.M.S. list),

now Archdeacon. Of the New Zealanders, Miss Pasley and Miss
Hunter Brown, who have now spent twenty-two years in Japan,

the latter having become Mrs. Eowlands.
Nor should we forget that there were others in the field in 1899

whom we owe to the Colonies, though they had not been sent out

by the Associations. Bishop Stuart had resigned the see of Waiapu
to go to Persia. Dr. Tisdall was a distinguished (dumnufi of the

University of New Zealand. Archdeacon Melville Jones of Western
Equatorial Africa had also come from New Zealand. Dr. Minnie
Gomery of Kashmir was a Canadian. (Dr. Mabel Hanington is

another medical woman, since 1899 ; a New Brunswicker.)

Among other Australians who have joined since have been the New

late Dr. Pain of Cairo ; the Eev. G. E. Brown, of Haidarabad ; the aries°°'

Eev. H. E. Holmes, of the Santal Mission ; and the Eevs. E. C. since.

Gore and K. E. Hamilton, in the Eastern Sudan. Of the New
Zealand contingent, the Eev. F. C. Long, of Peshawar, and Dr.

Strange, of Hangchow. Canada sent the two brothers Crawford
of East Africa, the clergyman and the doctor; the Eev. Dr.

Westgate, now interned in German East Africa ; and the Eev.

E. H. Haslam, of the Punjab, whose wife is a daughter of Dr.

Hoyles, the President of the Canadian C.M.S. But Mr. Haslam,
and almost all the other Canadians, are now no longer on the

C.M.S. roll, having been transferred to the Missions of the Church
of Canada, as will be explained presently.

The Colonies, or Dominions as we now call them, have given

the Society altogether 128 missionaries between 1892 and 1915,

and supported them all ; which number does not include many
from Eastern Canada who have worked in connexion with the

C.M.S. in North-West Canada and British Columbia, including

Bishops Newnham, Stringer, DuVernet, and Anderson.
The present number of Colonial missionaries on the Society's

staff is—New South Wales Association, six clergymen, one layman,

five wives, twelve other women, total 24; Victoria Association,

six clergymen, six wives, nineteen other women, total 31 ; New
Zealand Association, two clergymen, one layman, two wives, two
other women, total 7 ; Canada C.M.S. (excluding those who have
joined the Church of Canada Missions), one clergyman, one wife,

one other woman, total 3 ; altogether 65. This does not include

three or four accepted but not sailed before June, 1915 ; on the

other hand, it does include two or three wives who did not

originally come from the Colonies.

The connexion of the Colonial C.M.S. Associations with the The

Church in the respective Colonies, and their influence upon it, fjons and

present features of much interest. In Canada, until 1902, the the Church:

Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society confined itself to In Canada,

receiving contributions for British Societies and to helping the
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Missions within the Dominion. The Red Indian Missions have

always been to us in a sense Foreign Missions (though that term

is a misleading one), but to the Canadian Church they are Home
Missions. They were generously helped by the Women's
Auxiliary, as also were the outlying parishes and townships with

small white populations all over Canada. But the Canadian

Church had no Foreign Missions. In 1888 the Eev. J. C.

Eobinson, of Wycliffe College, Toronto, felt himself called of God
to preach the Gospel in Japan, and applied to the D. and F.

Society to send him ; but he was declined on the ground that it

did not itself engage in Foreign Missions, though it received gifts

for British Societies. He then persuaded his own College to send

him ; and the Wycliffe College Mission was accordingly started.

That Mission was absorbed in the new Canadian Church
Missionary Association (C.C.M.A.) when it was formed in 1895,

and Mr. Eobinson, with others just about to sail, came on to the

C.M.S. roll. The Association, as we have seen, sent several

missionaries to Japan, and also to China, India, Africa, and
Palestine.

In 1902, the Canadian Church, realizing its responsibility to

assist in the evangelization of the world, developed the D. and F.

Society into the Missionary Society of the Church of Canada
(M.S.C.C), on the basis that every baptized member of the

Church was ipi^o facto a member of the Society. For a short time

the C.C.M.A. (or rather C.C.M.S., as it preferred to be called a

Society) continued its work independently ; but in 1903, by
mutual consent, arrangements were made for partial amalgama-
tion. There has since then been only one mission fund, which
has supported all the missionaries, whether associated with the

C.M.S. or not; but as regards candidates, those who wished to

work in C.M.S. Missions were referred to the C.C.M.S, for accept-

ance, and if accepted and sent forth came under C.M.S. direction

in the field, but were counted as M.S.C.C. missionaries, and went
at its charges. Now, however, that the Canadian Church has its

own two missionary dioceses in China and Japan, all the Canadian

missionaries working there have been transferred entirely from
the C.M.S. to the M.S.C.C. The two bishops themselves, Dr.

White of Honan and Dr. Hamilton of " Mid Japan," were, as w^e

have seen, C.M.S. Canadian missionaries. The M.S.C.C. has also

taken over the C.M.S. Kangra district in India, but have not to

provide a bishop for it, as it is in Lahore Diocese ; and as before

stated, Mr. and Mrs. Haslam have been transferred to the M.S.C.C.

accordingly. The three C.C.M.S. missionaries still on the C.M.S.

roll (as before indicated) are the Rev. and Mrs. T. B. E. Westgate
of East Africa and Miss Harris of Egypt.
The first secretary of the M.S.C.C. was the Eev. L. N. Tucker,

who is now Canon and Eector of Toronto Cathedral, and repre-

sents the Canadian Church on the "Edinburgh" Continuation

Committee. He was succeeded by Dr. Sydney Gould, already
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mentioned as for some time a C.M.S. medical missionary in Pakt ni.

Palestine. Although the members of the C.C.M.S. now miss —
their connexion with the x-elatively world-wide work of the C.M.S.,

they have cheerfully acquiesced in the new arrangements. The
Church in Canada quite naturally wished to have its own Missions

in the fullest sense, as the Presbyterians and the Methodists have.

The general interest in the new dioceses in China and Japan, and

in the Kangra Mission, will be the keener, an advantage to be

weighed against the disadvantage of a more circumscribed outlook.

In Australia, the New South Wales CM. Association, though in

dating in its present form from 1892, is really ninety years old,
-"^"^'"^ '''^•

having been founded in 1825, although then, and for nearly

seventy years, only for the raising of funds for the Parent Society.

In 1850 an Austrahan Board of Missions was founded, which did The a.b.m.

some little work among the Austrahan aborigines, and also helped

the Melanesian Mission, which is primarily an enterprise of the

Church of New Zealand ; but in 1881 it took up new and important NewGuinca

work by engaging in a Mission to the Papuans of New Guinea. ^^'s*'"°-

That great island was partly occupied by the London Missionary

Society and the Wesleyans ; and the honoured names of Chalmers

and Lawes are for ever associated with it.* But there was
abundant room for an Anghcan Mission, the pioneer missionaries

being the Eevs. A. A. Maclaren and Copland King. A bishop

was appointed in 1897. There are now 22 white missionaries,

two Papuan deacons, and 29 Papuan teachers. The baptisms

have been 650, and there are some 5000 adlierents.f

Many Australian Churchmen felt their special responsibiUty to

the heathen of the Southern Hemisphere, and (independently of

any theological differences) did not look favourably upon the

formation of C.M.S. Associations for sending Austrahan mission-

aries to Asia and Africa. But the missionary spirit had been Origin of

growing ; the Eev. H. B. Macartney was raising £2000 a year to Australian

help some of the C.M.S. and C.E.Z. Missions in India, and had C-M.a.,

actually sent thither two or three women ; and several members
of the Anghcan Church had gone to China under the China

Inland Mission for lack of a Church Society to send them.

Hence the appeal to the C.M.S. to make arrangements for that

purpose. The result has unquestionably been a great advance in
^^^^^^^^

missionary zeal and interest in the Commonwealth, and the

A.B.M. has largely benefited by it. When the Jubilee of the

A.B.M. was celebrated in 1900, there were great and enthusiastic

meetings at Sydney, in which the members of the CM.A. took a

cordial part. The celebration was mainly inspired by Bishop

Montgomery of Tasmania ; and it was partly the great success of

his plans and efforts that led to his being invited to England to

* On the life and work and death of James Chalmers see the CM. IntelL,

Oct., 1902.

t These particulars of the New Guinea Jlission are from C. H. Robinson's

new Histoiy of Christian Missimis.
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take the Secretaryship of the S.P.G. Since then the A.B.M. has
continued to progress, and it has lately undertaken a Mission of

its own to Japan. Its last financial year produced £12,700, which
added to £15,460 contributed to the C.M.A. makes £28,160 raised

for Missions by the Anglican Church in Australia. This is an
immense increase on the amount given before the C.M.S. deputa-
tion went out in 1892.

There can be no doubt that in both the Canadian and Avistralian

Churches the missionary spirit has been much fostered by the

infectious zeal of the C.M.S. Associations. In Australia especially,

the members of the C.M.A. 's have been prompt and keen in

adopting the various methods for quickening zeal and interest

which have been so successful at home. From the beginning,

the Gleaners' Union has been a power for good, and the simple
and unpretending meetings of its branches in Australian towns
and villages,— nearly 200 in number, with about 5000 members,

—

have spread knowledge and incited to prayer. There are also,

Lay Workers' Unions, Young People's Unions, Boys' and Girls'

Bands, Sowers' Bands, Summer Schools, Study Circles, Missionary
Depots, Women's Departments, Nurses' Unions. The principal

meetings are held in the huge Town Halls of Sydney and
Melbourne, and draw gatherings of 3000 and 4000 people. In
November, 1911, the New South Wales Gleaners' Union held its

21st anniversary in Sydney Town Hall,—" the greatest missionary
meeting," it was said, "ever held in Sydney." A thankoffering

of £1000 had been suggested for the occasion, and the result

reported was £1111." When the annual meeting of the Victoria

Association in 1903 was held, there was a railway strike on, but

1500 people walked many miles from the suburbs of Melbourne,
and some came and went in furniture vans. The funds have
grown until the two Associations raise over £15,000 a year ; and
very moving have been the accounts from time to time of special

self-sacrificing efforts. In January, 1902, the Victoria Association

found itself with an accumulated deficit of over £3000 (equal, in

proportion, to a deficit of £300,000 in the C.M.S. accounts) ; but

the Gleaners set to work, with much prayer and resolute self-

denial, and in three months the whole was cleared off. In the

summer (our winter) of 1913-14, a Summer School was held at

Austinmer in New South Wales ; and Bishop Druitt, of Grafton,

(formerly tutor at Islington College), wrote an enthusiastic account

of it, and of the spirit manifested.! The majority of those present

were young men and women from Sydney, who had given up
part of their yearly holiday to attend. Twenty of them offered

for missionary service, " if God permit," and £1000 extra was
guaranteed for three years.

In 1911 the two Associations determined to join in a federation,

while maintaining their distinctiveness for certain purposes. A
* See account, and picture, in the CM. Gleaner, March, 1U12.

t See G.M.3. Gazette, April, 1914.
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strong body was the result, representing all Australia, for the part hi.

Victoria Association already comprised members in South chap^si.

Australia, Western Australia, and Tasmania, and if there were

any in Queensland they would naturally join New South Wales.

The Archbishop of Sydney became President of the Federation,

as he was also of the A.B.M. ; and several of the Bisliops are

Vice-Presidents. The Secretary is the Rev. A. R. Ebbs.

The New Zealand Association is on a smaller scale. It was The New

originally not started without difdculty, partly owing to there c^m!a.

being in the Islands no great centre hke Sydney or Melbourne.

Auckland, Welhngton, Christchurch, and Dunedin, the most
important cities, are separated by long distances without easy

communication. The Association was in fact formed at Nelson,

the capital of the smallest diocese, a diocese with many burdens

of its own, and with no large Anglican population. But through

the energy of Nelson friends, and of others at Auckland, Napier,

Christchurch, &c., the Association has made good its footing and
done excellent work. Bishop Leonard Williams, the third Bishop

of Waiapu, who retired some years ago, is the honoured President

;

but Bishop Mules of Nelson (now also retired) bore the chief

burden for many years.

There was a clause in the original constitution of the Associa- c.m.a.'s

tions as arranged in 1892, which was suggested by Bishop (after-
of^er**

wards Archbishop) Saumarez Smith, that they should be at liberty Missions,

to supply missionaries and funds to other missionary organizations

besides the C.M.S. This provision has proved very valuable, and
has done not a little to give the Associations favour in the sight

of Churchmen generally. In accordance with it the Australian

Associations have done important work among the Aborigines and
the Chinese immigrants ; and Victoria also supplies women to the

C.E.Z.M.S. for India and China. The New Zealand Associa-

tion has done the same for work among the Maoris, and for the

Melanesian Mission ; and one of its missionaries, the Eev. C. C.

Godden, was killed in Melanesia in 1906.

An Association of a different kind was formed in South Africa South

in 1896. The friends there preferred to support the Society
^s^Jf^fi".

direct, whether they had candidates or not ; and to send any tion.

candidates they might have to England for their acceptance there

by the London Committee. The Association practically consists

of three congregations in and near Capetown, and affords a most
remarkable example of devotion to the missionary cause as the cause

of our Lord Jesus Clmst. The Rev. A. Daintree, of St. Peter's,

Mowbray, is the moving spirit. When he first took that parish

in 1891, the contributions from the three churches amounted to

£58. In 1899 they exceeded £1000. In 1913-14 they amounted
to £1810, of which sum £1115 came from his own parish. Holy
Trinity, Capetown, the Incumbent of which, the Rev. J. E.

Beverley, is a former C.M.S. missionary in East Africa, sent

£312; and St. John's, Wynberg (Rev. C. E. Sampson), £377.
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The Association has sent the Society four or five missionaries

;

but it appropriates a large part of its contributions to the mainte-

nance (in whole or in part) of " own missionaries " chosen from
those sent forth from England. At present it supports eighteen

in i.\frica, Turkish Arabia, India, Ceylon, China, and Japan.

West Indies There is one other Colonial Association in the West Indies,
Associa- -yvith its headquarters in Jamaica. It was formed to enlist and

train black and "coloured" missionaries from the West Indian

population for service in Africa. There are now eight such men
working in Western Equatorial Africa, of whom one was ordained

in 1913 by Bishop Oluwole.

gome "^^^ C.M.S. Committee have from time to time shown their

recognition appreciation of the important service rendered by the Colonial
r»f Oolon I'll 1. J. -L

_
«/

woric. Associations by placing the names of their leading workers on the

Society's honorary lists. The list of Vice-Presidents now includes,

besides the bishops of several of the dioceses, two names of lay-

men who have done most valuable work, Dr. N. W. Hoyles, K.C.,

President of the Canadian C.M.S., and Mr. C. E. Walsh, who for

many years was the Hon. Secretary, and is still the leading

member, of the N.S. Wales Association. Among the Honorary
Governors for Life are ten Colonial names : Canon O'Meara,
President of Wycliffe. College, Toronto, and Hon. Secretary of the

Canadian C.M.S. ; the Eev. A. E. Ebbs, Hon. Secretary of the

CM. A. Council for Australia, and Secretary of the Victoria

Association ; the Eev. E. Claydon, Hon. Secretary, and Mr.
John Kent, Treasurer, of the New South Wales Association ; the

Eevs. A. C. Kellaway and W. T. C. Storrs, of Melbourne ; Arch-

deacon W. G. Baker (who forty-five years ago was a C.M.S.
missionary in India), the Eev. J. P. Kempthorne, and Mr. J.

HoUoway, of New Zealand ; and the Eev. A. Daintree, of South
Africa. And seven ladies are Hon. Life Members.
No modern C.M.S. development has been more entirely satis-

factory than this co-operation of the great Dominions. It has

truly had "the quality of mercy," as Portia would say; it has

blessed those who gave and those who received,—and all the

more happily because both have given and both have received.

The C.M.S. and its Missions may be regarded primarily as the

recipients, and most grateful they are ; but have they not been
donors also ? A missionary Church is a Church that commands
the blessing of the Lord ; and have not the Churches of the

Dominions proved that it is so ? Yes, the Churches ; not the

C.M.S. sections of them only. Nor has the good influence been
manifest only in the Anglican Churches. Indeed some of the

others w^ere before them, and " provoked the zeal of many."
Great Britain has rejoiced in the splendid co-operation of the

Dominions in the War. Should not British Christendom rejoice

in their co-operation in the Greater War ?
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7'HE CHURCH AND THE SOCIETY.

The Archbishops and Bishops—The Church Congress—The S.P.G.

Bicentenary—Bishop Montgomery—The Boards of Missions—The

Pan-Anglican Congress—The Lambeth Conference of 1908—The Day

of Intercession—The Society's Evangelical Position.

O attempt is made in this volume to describe the Society's part iii.

environment, as was done in the three volumes of the ^ 'ffl"'"

'

Histon/. That is to say, the general history of the

Church of England for the last sixteen years is not

entered into, as its history in the nineteenth century, or

at least many an episode of it, was sketched in those volumes. But

the relations of the Society with the Church as a body, with the

Bishops, with other Church organizations, must naturally be

treated in any sketch, however sHght, of its own Ufe and progress

;

nor can the position and action of the Church and its authorities

towards the whole foreign mission enterprise be rightly overlooked.

The Archbishops and Bishops.

The intimate relations of the Society with Archbishops Tait and
^-^^f^-^

Benson were fully described in Vol. III. of the Histonj* It is Bishops,

needless to say here how enthusiastic Archbishop Temple was

in the missionary cause. Both in that volume j and in this

one many illustrations of it occur. The present Archbishop,
-^'^<J5fjJfP

Dr. Randall Davidson, is just as true a believer in the cause, and

as warm a friend of the Society. He never refuses an invitation

if it is possible for him to accept it ; but his appearances at Exeter

Hall and the Albert Hall, in the pulpit of St. Bride's and at the

Hon. Secretary's Annual Breakfast, or at Sahsbury Square gather-

inc^s, are but a small part of his association with the C.M.S. He
likes to know everything of importance, and he gives the closest

attention to the details of missionary problems.

The Bishop of London's official hnks with the Society are chiefly Bishop

in connexion with the ordination of its men. Dr. Creighton and ton-ingram.

Dr. Winnington-Ingram have both shown IsHngton students all

* See Vol. III., pp. 17, 210-14, 269-278, 387, 398-99, 524-27, 578, 591-2,

644, 671, 716, 797.

t See Vol. III., pp. 301, 304, 662, 684, 693, 799.
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i^gj. |.^^^j. ^j^g latter gave his first vacant Prebendary's stall to

Mr. Fox will not have been forgotten. When he visited Egypt
and the Sudan and Palestine he saw much of C.M.S. work, and
when he returned to England he said, " I've been living in C.M.S."
His testimony to Mr. Maclnnes had no little to do with the welcome
given by all parties to the latter's appointment to the Bishopric of

Jerusalem.

other Of other Bishops it is needless to speak, except to say that if

Bistiops. subscribing members, as all (or almost all) are, they are invited to

be Vice-Presidents. They habitually preside at C.M.S. meetings

in their own dioceses. The late Bishop King of Lincoln regularly

did so. Bishop Gore has done so in all the three dioceses he
has had. It must, of course, be recognized that as the C.M.S. is

universally known to represent a definite school of Churchmanship,
all Bishops cannot be expected to feel equal sympathy with it

;

but all do accept it as one of the Church's agencies for the work
of the evangelization of the world. It was, of course, a special

satisfaction to the C.M.S. constituency generally when Dr. Moule
was appointed to Durham, Dr. Chavasse to Liverpool, Bishop Knox
to Manchester, Bishop Straton to Newcastle, Dr. Drury in succes-

sion to Sodor and Man and to Ripon, Mr. Denton Thompson to

Sodor and Man, Mr. Watts-Ditchfield to Chelmsford, Bishop
Nickson to Bristol,—remembering their previous association with

the Society ; but many other Bishops have lieen scarcely less warm
in their practical sympathy with its work.

The Church Congress.

The Church In Vols. II. and III. of the History the debates on Missions
Congress, ^i^

^^jq successivo Church Congresses for twenty-eight years are

noticed. From the beginning C.M.S. men have been invited to

take part in them both as readers of papers and as speakers. That

custom has continued ever since. In the Society's periodicals

the names of those taking part year by year have been recorded,

and in a few cases the papers have been reproduced in them.

The places where the Congress has been held in our period are,

London in 1899 ; then Newcastle, Brighton, Northampton, Bristol,

Liverpool, Weymouth, Barrow-in-Furness, Great Yarmouth, Man-
chester, Swansea, Cambridge (in the Jubilee year of the Congress,

1910), Stoke, Middlesbrough, Southampton. There has been no

Congress in the past two years. Foreign Missions have had their

Some place in almost all these meetings. Among the readers and speakers
^eadersand ^^^^ j^g Specially mentioned Sir Charles Elliott and Mrs. Isabella
pea ers.

-gj^j^^^ ^^ Newcastle ; Bishop Tucker at Brighton and Middles-

brough ; Sir W. Mackworth Young at Liverpool and Cambridge
;

Bishops Ridley, J. C. Hoare, and Cassels, at Weymouth ; Bishop

Ingham at Barrow, Manchester, Yarmouth, and Stoke ; the Bishop

of INIadras at Barrow ; Dr. Tisdall at Liverpool and Yarmouth

;
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Dr. Weitbrecht at Barrow and Stoke ; Archdeacon A. E. Moule part hi.

at Manchester ; Prebendary Fox at Weymouth ; Mr. Manley at ^'"^P" ^^'

Swansea ; Mr. H. G. Grey at Cambridge ; Mr. A. G. Fraser at

Middlesbrough ; the Author of this History, at Bristol, Wey-
mouth, Yarmouth, Manchester, Swansea. Perhaps the most
impressive of all the papers was one by the present Bishop of

Bombay, Dr. Palmer, at Manchester, in which he urged, in the

most foi'cible way, the duty and the responsibility of the Church
at home to make definite and large sacrifices, even to actual

suffering and apparent loss, in order to accomplish the work
committed to her by her Divine Head.""

The S.P.G. Bicentenary.

The C.M.S. had scarcely resumed its normal life after theC.M.s. and

excitement of the Centenary, before its elder sister began its Bicen-
'

preparations for as important a commemoration. The S.P.G. had tenary.

been founded in 1701, so its Bicentenary year was 1900-01. On
May 9th, 1900, the C.M.S. Committee passed unanimously a resolu-

tion of sympathy submitted by the Honorary Secretary, Mr. Fox,

which after introductory clauses not calling for citation, proceeded

as follows :

—

" The Committee of the C.M.S. cannot fail to share with the S.P.G. a
feeUug of deep gratitude to God for the blessing which has rested on the

labours of that Society in the past, as well as to participate in the anxiety

with which all missionary agencies must regard the vastuess of the work
which yet remains to be done. But beuig confident, as well from the

assurances of the Word of God as from their own experience, that He is

blessing and will bless all efforts to propagate the Gospel, until by His
Church the world has been fully evangelized, they look to the members
of their venerable sister Society, in all parts of the world, to go forth

upon a new century of missionary service, with yet larger hope, with
more urgent prayer for the outpouring of God's Holy Spirit, and with
deeper self-sacrifice, knowing that labours so carried on cannot be in

vain in the Lord."

In the May number of the CM. TntelUfjencer appeared an article

on the Bicentenary, giving a historical sketch of S.P.G. history and
describing its world-wide work. On seeing it, Pi'ebendary Tucker,

the S.P.G. Secretary, wrote a very warm letter of thanks to Mr.

Fox ; and at his request the article was reprinted as a pamphlet,

in which form many thousands were circulated all over the

country. I

* See an extract from the Bishop of Bombay's paper at the end of Chap.

LIV. of this book. The papers of Sir C. Elliott and Mrs. Bishop at Newcastle

were printed in the CM. In tell, of Nov., I'JOO and Jan., 1901 ; those of Bishop

Tucker aud Mr. Fraser at Middlesbrough, in the CM. Rcvkw of Dec, 1912.

t The article was by the writer of this History ; but he was in America at

the time, and knew nothing of the satisfaction it had given to the S.P.G.

He was afterwards informed that Preb. Tucker asked permission to reprint it,

but Mr. Fox, instead of consenting, had the pamphlets printed off, many
thousands of them, and declined to allow the S.P.G. to pay for them.

2 N
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Pakt III.

Chap. 52.

Bishop
Mont-
gomery.

The S.P.G. held a great meeting in Exeter Hall on June 19th, to

inaugurate the 200th year, and another in 1901 to celebrate its close

and the completion of the two centuries. On the former occasion
the Prime Minister, the Marquis of Salisbury, graced the proceed-
ings with his presence, and made a memorable speech. Qualified

and guarded in his characteristic way, that speech was entirely

misunderstood by the newspapers, not in England only, but in

the Colonies and the United States. Journalists on the look out

for good " copy " of course picked out the critical and cautionary
remarks, and suppressed, or never themselves noticed, Lord
Salisbury's unmistakable expression of belief in Missions as the

plain duty of the Church, and of his personal sympathy with them.
But the difficulties with China were acute at the very time ; two
S.P.G. missionaries had been murdered ; the siege of the Legations
at Peking was causing great alarm ; the Boxer riots were
impending ; and the Prime Minister could not help blurting out—

•

if the term is admissible—that Missions were not very popular at

the Foreign Office.

Sir F. C. Gould, in one of his clever caricatures, pictured

Lord Salisbury addressing a very common-place looking person
with white tie, umbrella, and Bible, and saying, "My dear

sir, you are no doubt a very good man ; but you are a terrible

nuisance." Harm was certainly done at the time. The ground-
less calumny that missionaries are always calling out for

gunboats to come and protect them was repeated in the news-
papers ad nauseam ; but the Foreign Office ought to have known
better.

The Bicentenary year was the last year of Prebendary Tucker's
Secretaryship. When it closed he retired, having completed many
years of able service. The eyes of Archbishop Temple, Bishop
Jacob (now of St. Albans), and other leaders, turned to Bishop
Montgomery of Tasmania. As the son of Sir Eobert Montgomery,
the great missionary-hearted ruler of the Punjab, as the chief

instrument in the revival and development of the Australian Board
of Missions, as one familiar with Colonial Church problems, and
as having himself seen one of the most interesting of modern
Missions, that of Melanesia, he seemed marked out for a great central

post like the S.P.G. Secretaryship. He came home accordingly;

and fi'om that time the attitude of the venerable Society towards
its sister societies, C.M.S. included, became much warmer and
more sympathetic than it had ever been before. He knew as well as

all his predecessors that the S.P.G. had been originally founded to

be the one Missionary Society of the Church of England ; but he
was wilUng to accept facts ; he did not regard the U.M.C.A. or the

S.A.M.S. or the C.C.C.S. or the C.M.S. , as 'parvenus and upstarts
;

he tendered to them with cordiality the right hand of fellow-

ship ; and his hand was grasped by them with equal cordiality.

It is worth while printing here what Bishop Montgomery said,

only a year ago, at the Annual Business Meeting of the
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S.P.G. in February, 1915, of the new CM. House then just part ni.
,-,.,, •' Chap. 52,
dedicated :—

-

—
" I cannot conclude without referring in warm terms to an important

event in the Ufe of the C.M.S. That great Society entered its newly
renovated, and in a sense rebuilt and much enlarged House on Feb. 1st.*

There was a time when we all hoped that the C.M.S. would have moved
its quarters to Westminster, but it was not to be. And now on the old

site in Salisbury Square the fine new building has begun its great work.

You will all wish our Sister Society every rich spiritual blessing."

The S.P.G. had entered upon its own new house in Tufton New s.p.g.

Street a few years before. The first stone had been laid in 1907

by the Prince of Wales (our present King George) ; and it was
dedicated to the service of God's work on April 9th, 1908. The
change had been necessitated by the Government requiring the

whole of Delahay Street, as well a§ by the large extension of the

Society's operations, especially in its home work.

The Boards of Missions.

The period has been one of much increased activity on the part
^^"^^/J^'^j

of the Board of Missions. In 1908 the United Boards of Canter- M^sioiis.

bury and York became the one Central Board ; the Committee was

enlarged ; many able men joined ; and the result has been a great

increase of influence. Bishop Ingham had been for some years

Secretary of the Canterbury Board, and after him the Eev. E, D.

Stead, an ardent C.M.S. friend in Sussex; but the Eev. E. T.

Gardner became Secretary of the Central Board, and gave himself

heart and soul to the work. On his retirement, the Eev. H.

Saumarez Smith, son of the late Archbishop of Sydney, succeeded.

Bishop E. Johnson, formerly of Calcutta, was Acting Chairman

when the Bishop of St. Albans was absent. Bishop E. S.

Copleston, of Colombo and Calcutta, is now the regular Chairman.

A recent interesting development is the inclusion of women
members both of the Board and of the Executive Committee.

The annual Eeception of Missionaries by the two Archbishops

continues to be an attractive function ; and the Board has

occasionally arranged other gatherings. In 1906, for instance, it

planned a course of Lent lectures on various missionary subjects,

which were given by the Bishops of Derry (Chadwick), St. Albans

(Jacob), Birmingham (Gore), Bristol (Browne), and Bishops

Ingham and Montgomery.
The Diocesan Boards of Missions have grown in activity and Diocesan^

influence. Their meetings and intercession services have done Missions,

much to interest both clergy and laity in the great cause. The

C.M.S. in particular has gained not a little by getting thereby the

chance of making its work known to very many who never hear of

it in any other way ; and the truth proclaimed by the Society for a

century and more, that the evangelization of the world is the

primary duty of tlie Church, is now constantly set forth in the ears

* See p. 449.
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of those most responsible to act upon it. The London Diocesan
Board has done excellent service by analysing all the contributions

to Missions of all Societies from all the parishes in the diocese,—the

work, it should be added, of one of its members, Mr. T. G. Hughes
of the C.M.S. Lay Workers' Union. It has also arranged courses

of sermons, one of which may well find place here on account of

the singularly apt titles :

—

Unenlightened East—Bishop Price of Fukien.
Unevangelized India—Bishop Macarthur, late of Bombay.
Unsubdued Islam—Dr. H. U. Weitbrecht.
Uushepherded Colonies—Bishop Perrin, late of B. Columbia.
Unsatisfied Judaism—Bishop Paget of Stepney.

The Central Board of Missions has also latterly done the useful

work of preparing a " Budget " of the needs of the Societies for

the ensuing year, compiled from figures furnished by the Societies

themselves. The amount thus ascertained to be required for 1915
was £1,396,550 ; whereas the amount actually received in the pre-

ceding year was given as only £1,105,229, or, according to the

figures annually compiled by the S.P.C.K. £1,097,845. And it

must be borne in mind that this figure was largely swollen by the

C.M.S. Swanwick Fund. Unhappily the Church has no Chancellor

of the Exchequer with authority to provide the amount needed,

and thus to avert the prospective deficit of about £300,000.

There has been a nervous feeling manifested by some C.M.S.

friends that the influence of the Boards of Missions is antagonistic

to the Missionary Societies, and particularly to the C.M.S. Of
course it is true that there has been in certain quarters a good
deal of wild talk about the Church being her own Missionary

Society, and occasionally a rather contemptuous reference to

" societies " as if they were stupid things very much in the

way. Moreover, we can all admit that for the Church to

undertake the evangelization of the world ofticially as its primary
duty is the ideal. But for the ideal to be actual we need a

Church which has no serious divisions, and which also is fully

alive to its duty; and even then, it is not clear that "societies"

would not be the best machinery for it to adopt. Certainly that

is the method of the Church of Eome, which works entirely either

by rehgious Orders or by bodies that actually adopt the word
"society." The Jesuits, indeed, who assuredly have done much
missionary work, are both an Order and " the Society of Jesus."

Considering the estimation in which Eoman Missions are held by
some who object to the C.M.S., this fact might be commended to

their remembrance. But Englishmen, after all, are practical people

who are content to work without a theory rather than have a

theory that will not work,* and as the S.P.G., the C.M.S., and all

* In a paper at the Rhyl Church Congress in 1891, the present writer asked

wliether the Congress itself, if it had waited for official initiation by Convoca-

tion, would yet have come to the birth, and whether its parent was not an
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the other Societies, actually exist, and have all the much-needed partiii.

experience, it is the part of wise men to accept facts, and to use ^h^-'-

the machinery at hand. Now the Boards of Missions, when they

were founded, were expressly designed, not to supersede the

Societies, but to help and support them; the majority of their

members are themselves active members and many of them leaders

of the Societies ; and in December, 1912, in view of some unautho-

rized statements that were being circulated, the Central Board, at important

a numerously attended meeting with the Archbishop of Canterbury offhT^^
in the chair, adopted the following resolution unanimously :— boS

'
' The Board think it desirable at this juncture to re-affirm, for general

information, the original design for which, and the prmciples on which,

the l^oards of Missions were formed, viz., not to engage in the conduct of

Missions by sending out missionaries and raising funds for their support,

but to promote the missionary spirit in the whole Church, and to assist

in every possible way the Societies, large and small, which are the actual

agents for carrying on what is the Church's own work." *

The Pan-Anglican Congress.

From the Central Board of Missions originally emanated the Pan-
"^^^^^^^^

AngUcan Congress of 1908. The idea was Bishop Montgomery's, bongrTss.

but the Board, incited by him, started the scheme. The result

was a gathering absolutely unique. It must be confessed that a

Congress originally designed to promote the cause of Missions did,

in the event, turn its chiefest attention to other subjects. The

sections were, A. The Church and Human Society ; B. The Church

and Human Thought ; C. The Church's Ministry ; D. The Church's

Missions in non-Christian Lands ; E. The Church's Missions in

Christendom ; F. The Anglican Communion ; G. The Church and

the Young. It was not unnatural that Sections A, B, and F, should

command the most distinguished speakers ; and the consequence

was that they secured the largest halls and the largest audiences.

On the other hand, of the papers, some hundreds in number, sent

in beforehand at the Committee's request, Missions were the subject

of the largest number, and very instructive they were, and still are,

as printed, in the Congress Reports. So also were the discussions

at the Caxton Hall, where the Bishop of Durham (Dr. Moule)

presided over Section D throughout. Among the C.M.S. ^^^^
^J[Jjg a„d

tributors of papers were Bishops Ingham, Cassels, J. Johnson, and speakers.

Oluwole ; Archdeacon A. E. Moule, Dr. Weitbrecht, Dr. A. Neve,

Dr. A. Lankester ; the Revs. L. Byrde, W. S. Moule, E. F. E.

Wigram, W. H. T. Gairdner, J. J. Wihis ; Dr. Emmehne Stuart,

individual, to wit. Archdeacon Emery ; and was not this the English way of

doing things? o • i-
* On the work of the Boards of Missions in relation to the bocieties, see

Sir W. Mackworth Young's article in the CM. Rev., Oct., 1<J13. See also an

extract from the Bishop of St. Albans' speech at the C.M.S. Annual Meeting

in May, 1913, CM. Rev., June, 1913, p. 370.
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Miss A. Bosanquet, and several other missionaries. Each diocese
abroad was invited to send six delegates, and among them were
some of the foregoing, and also Archdeacons Melville Jones and
Dennis, and some African and Indian clergymen. Among the
Bishops who came were Elwin, Tugwell, Oluwole, and J. Johnson,
of West Africa ; Tucker of Uganda ; Gill of Travancore ; Hoare,
Cassels, and G. E. Moule of China; Evington and Fyson of

Japan—to mention here only tho-se on the C.M.S. roll. Of the
great Evening Meetings at the Albert Hall and the Church House,
two were allotted to Section D ; and among the speakers were the
Archbishop of Canterbury himself, Bishops Tucker, Tugwell, and
Oluwole, Mr. Eraser of Kandy, and Mr. Holland of Allahabad. It

is worth recalling now that one speech at the Albert Hall was so
moving, and created such a profound impression, that the Arch-
bishop stopped the proceedings and called for special prayer ; and
that speaker was the present Bishop of Zanzibar.

But there is no doubt that the principal effect of the Con-
gress was the quickening and deepening in the minds of men
of the reality and significance of the Anglican Communion as

a great federation of Churches : some wholly independent like the
American Church ; some virtually independent, as in the great

self-governing Colonies, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South
Africa; some with a limited local autonomy, as in West Africa,

Ceylon, Japan; some still in the age of infancy; but all one in

the faith of Christ. The problems of these Churches were most
ably dealt with in Section F, under the quite brilhant chairman-
ship of Bishop Collins of Gibraltar ; especially in the papers and
addresses by Bishop Copleston of Calcutta, Bishop Whitehead of

Madras, Bishops Awdry and Foss of Japan, Chancellor P. V.
Smith, Dean Wace, Dr. A. W. Eobinson, Archdeacon Melville

Jones, Prebendary Fox, and the Eev. J. T. Imai of Japan.
One feature of the Congress was particularly notable, and that

was its devotional spirit. No one who was present could ever
forget the introductory service at Westminster Abbey, arranged
by Dean Armitage Robinson, begun with the solemn unaccompanied
chanting of the 51st Psalm, and marked by the humblest tone
throughout ; and in Sections D and F, at least, Bishops Ingham
and Montgomery gave a quite fresh idea of how impressive the

opening prayers of a public meeting may be.

The C.M.S. gave three Receptions in Salisbury Square to

members of the Congress from overseas : to the Bishops, when
the Bishops of Durham, Missouri, and Calcutta spoke; to the

women delegates, when the speakers were Mrs. Creighton, Mrs.
J. C. Hoare of China, Mrs. Oluwole, Mrs. McLean of Agra, Miss
G. E. Bird of Uganda, and Nurse Crowther of Cairo ; and to the

lay delegates, the speakers being Mr. Silas McBee of New York,
Mr. Bryan of Virginia, Mr. Sajima of Japan, and Mr. McGregor
of the C.M.S. East Africa Mission. Sir John Kennaway presided

on all three occasions.
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The Pan Anglican Thankoffering, amounting to about £350,000, part hi.

was solemnly dedicated to the service of God at the memorable ^^^^i}--

concluding service at St. Paul's. A special Committee, comprising The Thank-

many leading men, was commissioned to distribute it; and this
°

task proved to be a long and by no means easy one, much coitc-

spondence being foi^nd necessary with all parts of the world.*
About a third of the whole sum was ear-marked by the contribu-

tors, most of it for the Colonial Churches. Of the rest, the

Colonies received about £40,000, India and Ceylon about £60,000,
China and Japan £65,000, Africa (Missions) about £40,000 ; and
Western Asia, South America, and the great Islands, together

about £12,000. C.M.S. Missions benefited, directly or indirectly,

to the extent of between £50,000 and £60,000 ; and in several

chapters of the present work individual grants are mentioned."]*

The Lambeth Conference.

The Pan-Anglican Congress was immediately followed by the The

Lambeth Conference. Its Eeport dealt ably with many mis-
conferelice

sionary problems ; and the Encyclical Letter of the Bishops set 1008.

forth in the most impressive words the true attitude of the Church,

to be able in effect to say to the world what its Lord said to His
disciples, "I am among you as he that serveth." Its own words
must be quoted :

—

" At the heart of that conception of the Church which Christ our Lord impressive

has taught us is the thought of Service. For He came, ' not to be
gngypi-pai'*

ministered unto, but to minister
' ; and the ChiU'ch is set to portray and

to represent Him amongst men ; to keep the vision of Him, of His
work. His ways, before the eyes of men. Therefore the Church must
take for its own this central note of His purpose and His mission ; the

Church will be true to its calling in proportion as it can say to the

world, by word and deed, by what it refuses and by what it claims, ' I

come, not to be ministered unto, but to minister '

; and it must be feared

that the Church's forgetfulness of this, its obscuring or effacing of this

essential characteristic, has at times disastrously hindered the world

from recognizing the true nature and office of the Church."

Then, observing that " the spirit of Service is awake," it goes on

to give illustrations of this, one of which is the increasing sense

of the importance of Foreign Missions.

* Happily many of the great men on the committee only attended once or

twice at the beginning, and left the real work to be done by a few who could

closely compare all the needs of the different Churches and Missions. These
comprised the Archbishop himself, who only missed one of the many meetings,

extending over four years ; Bishop Talbot of Southwark (occasionally), Bishops
Ingham and IMontgomery, ]\Irs. Creighton and the Hon. j\Irs. Premantle, and
the author of this History ; with the indefatigable Treasurer and Secretary,

Mr. G. A. King and the Kev. A. B. Mynors. It is only right to add that

some of the grants to C.M.S. Missions were due to the influence of Bishop
Montgomery.

t Some of the details were given in the CM. Bev. of Oct , 1909.
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Part III. One of the largest Committees of the Conference was that
—L on Foreign Missions. The Bishop of St. Albans was Chairman,

Missions^°^
and the Bishop of Madras, Secretary. There were no less than
fifty other members, almost all of them bishops abroad. Their
Report to the Conference pressed the urgency of the missionary
call, particularly on three grounds, (1) that the difficulties in the
field now arise, not from failure, but from success, owing to the
large number of converts; (2) that there is a rapid growth of

racial and national feeling in Asia and Africa
; (3) that Islam is

seriously challenging the Christian Church. It further made
various recommendations touching the conditions of baptism,
adaptation of the Prayer Book, forms of marriage, adaptation of

native customs, self-support and self-government, racial problems,
and correlation and co-operation of missionary agencies. On this

last subject the Report is very important, and it is quoted from in

Chapter XL. on the Kikuyu Proposals. On the adaptation of the
Prayer Book it uses this language :

—

" While fully recognizing the educative value of the Book of Common
Prayer, and the importance of retaining it as a bond of union and a
standard of devotion, the Committee think that every effort should be
made under due authority to render the forms of public worship more
intelligible to uneducated congregations, and better suited to the widely
diverse needs of the various races within the Anglican Communion."

The Resolutions of the Conference as a whole adopt these
words as they stand.

Question of Another Committee considered the difficulty of providing

Holy Com- " wine " for the Holy Communion in countries like Uganda.
They could not see their way to approve definitely of Bishop
Tucker's substitutes for " the fruit of the vine," but they expressed
sympathy with him, and " left the burden of responsibility " in

such cases with " those who have borne it." Similarly, the
Conference, as a whole, while declining to " pronounce judgment

"

upon the course taken by individual bishops in cases of " im-
perative need," insisted that " any such divergence from the

practice of the Church, if it is to be justified by actual necessity,

ought to cease as soon as the conditions of necessity are over." *

tion^^^Th
When the Convocations of Canterbury and York met in the

Appeal of following February, Foreign Missions, for the first time in the
Missions, history of the Church, occupied the first place on the agenda. In

the Upper House of Canterbury, Bishop Talbot, then of Southwark,
moved a long resolution referring to both the Pan-Anglican Con-
gress and the Lambeth Conference, and calling upon the two
Archbishops to put forth a " solemn appeal," with "an emphatic
reference to the present marvellous emergency and opportunity in

the Far East," pressing the duty of prayer and work for Missions
in every parish. This was seconded by the Bishop of St. Albans,

* The CM. Review of Oct., 1908, gave twenty-five pages to the Report of this

Lambeth Conference.

munion.
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and a reference to Africa added at the suggestion of the Bishop of part hi.

Birmingham (Dr. Gore). It was carried unanimously after an ^!!^
""

impressive speech from the Archbishop of Canterbury, and in duo
course adopted also by the Lower House. In the York Upper
House, the Bishops of Liverpool and Durham (Chavasso and
Moule) fathered a similar resolution. In pursuance of its request

the two Archbishops did put forth a joint letter.*

Intercession for Missions.

The annual Day of Intercession for Missions has been observed, The Day of

certainly, with increasing earnestness. The Central Board of
gi"*^''*'*^'^'

Missions has made a special point of pressing St. Andrew's-tide

as an opportunity for prayer ; and it is needless to say that the

Societies have used all their influence to promote the observance.

Many other Intercession Services have been held from time to time.

In 1902 an annual Service was begun at St. Paul's Cathedral,

quite independent of the regular Day of Intercession, for it was other

held in April. The new Bishop of London preached, and the
^'"^^"^''^•

sermons have usually been taken by one or other of the bishops

whose spheres (or parts of them) are in London. At the opening

of the new century, the Bishops put forth an united appeal for

prayer, very impressively worded. Whatever may be unfavour-

able in the condition of the Church, it is surely a cause of pro-

found thankfulness that the place of prayer in Christian enterprises

is more definitely recognized.

The Society's Evangelical Position.

While thus taking a deep interest in Church affairs, particularly c.m.s

in Church Missions and missionary movements, and gladly joining Eva'ngeiical

fellow-Churchmen in promoting the missionary cause, the Church Society.

Missionary Society never for a moment forgets its distinctive

Evangelical position and principles derived from the founders and
fathers of the Society. To that position and to those principles

it will, by the grace of God, assuredly ahvays hold with firmness,

though also by His grace, without partisanship.

The C.M.S. position and principles are not always rightly

understood, even by its own members and friends. From time

to time doubts and suspicions arise. The Committee and the

Secretaries are supposed to be going too far in one direction or

another, generally in regard to friendly co-operation with other

Churchmen and other Church Societies. No one who really

knows anything of the Society's early history can fail to see that

such friendly co-operation is in accordance with the practice of its

founders and fathers, and has again and again l^een proved to be

fully consistent with loyalty to Evangelical principles. Yet again

and again have questionings arisen regarding it.

* The letter, and the speeches in both Convocatious, are printed in the

QM, Review of April, 190U,
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For irstance, in 1902, a section of the members of the Society

complained of the C.M.S. allowing itself to be enticed, as they would
say, into what are called "Joint Meetings." Now there are clear

objections to joint meetings of any two societies if they are official

or business meetings. Every separate society has its own rules,

its own interests, its own funds, its own work to report ; and it is

obviously the right course for each to have its own regular meet-

tings, annual or otherwise. Moreover, two societies, even those

that are supported by the same section of Churchmen, may be

wont to put their respective cases in ways not quite in agreement.

Illustrations of this might be easily cited. And naturally it is all

the more so in the case of two societies which, though engaged in

similar work, represent different sections of the Church. They
will, in an ordinary way, work more effectively and more happily

if they work separately. It may be a pity, but it is the fact.

But there are important exceptions to this reasonable rule. There
are parishes in which societies representing different sections are

supported, and while normally they may meet separately, it is

not a bad but a good thing for the Vicar to call them all together

now and again as members of the same great Church and of the

same congregation, that all may hear what each is doing, and that

while each section holds to its own principles and methods, all

may unite in common prayer. Still more is this both legitimate

and desirable in a diocese. But it is better in such cases that the

gatherings should not be definitely joint meetings of tw^o particular

societies, but general meetings of Church people to view the work
as a whole, and at which half-a-dozen societies may in fact be

represented, though no one of them pushes its own particular

interests. Such gatherings may be a great blessing, wdiether they

are expressly limited to the work of the Anglican Church or com-
prise the work of different Christian communions ; and certainly

there would be loud and natural complaints from C.M.S. friends if

C.M.S. work was excluded from them. The C.M.S. Committee,

in 1903, considered the whole question carefully, and expressed

their opinion in a long memorandum, upon which the foregoing

remarks are based ; adding these words :

—

" There are meetings which are sometimes, but incorrectly, termed Joint

Meetings, to which the objections just indicated do not apply. A Church

is greater than a Society, and a common Christianity is greater than a

particular Church. A Church has a right to hold meetings designed to

represent and set forth the work as a whole which is done by members
of the Church in their different Societies ; and Christian men of different

Churches and Communions have a right to hold meetings to represent

and set forth the work done by members of those Churches and Com-
munions." *

It would not be candid to omit the fact that in the last few

* See the article on " Joint Meetings " in theCM. Intcll., Jan.. 1904, in the

course of which the whole Memorandum is quoted ; also a previous article on
" Misconceptions " in April, 1902, and further remarks in the May number.
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years these doubts have found not infrequent expression. Three part 111.

times has a Memorial on the subject been signed by a good number ^^p^-^-

of honoured brethren who are sincerely attached to the Society.
S[g^^"jiai3

Not that there is anything new in this. Mr. Venn, Mr. Wright, from

Mr. Wigram, Mr. Eox, and Mr. Bardsley have all as chief Secre- ^,1^°^^

taries had to hear complaints of the kind.* The fact is that

the great school or party in the Church of England known as

Evangelical, with which the Society has from the first been closely

identified, has its sub-divisions ; and there is a tendency sometimes

to forget this, and to expect that one sub-division is always to have

its own way ; whereas from the nature of the case the C.M.S. does,

and must, represent them all, and it is simple truth that both its

working Committees and its staff of missionaries comprise men of

different sub-divisions. Some are more and some less strict in what
may be called their Churchmanship ; some are by temperament
more " modern," and some more " conservative," than others.

Unvarying agreement never has been attained, and never will be.

Yet all alike avow their faith, not only in the same Lord and
Saviour

—

that goes without saying, and would include many who
are outside all the sub-divisions,— but in the same general system

and principles, those that are understood by all as " Evangelical."

Eecently the question of Biblical criticism and inspiration led, or

partly led, to one of the Memorials. Certainly, with regard to the

details of that very important subject, there do exist diiferences in

the Evangelical circle, and therefore it is practically inevitable that

there should be differences among C.M.S. men both at home and
aln-oad ; but there is I'eally no ground for doubts about the essential

loyalty of all to the Bil)le as God's revelation. Let it be clearly

understood, however, that the C.M.S. has never presumed to putTheC.M.S.

forward a Creed or a list of Articles of its own. It stands by the ^reed.

Bible and the Prayer Book.f

* In the C.M.S. History, one whole chapter is devoted to certain contro-

versies in ]\rr. Wigram's time. In the remarkable article by Prebendary Fox,
entitled, " Changing Conditions and Unchanging Principles," which appeared

in the CM. Revieio of June, 1909, and which is quoted from in the last

chapter of this book, he observed that while in the Society's early days it was
" severely left alone by the Bishops and the great body of the clergy," and
" High Churchmen would not touch it," " now, a strange form of lex talionis

seems to commend itself with unconscious irony to some of our well-meaning

but short-sighted advisers."

t See the Committee's official utterance in 1903, in Chap. III. of this

book, p. 27.
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The Larger Co-operation-. Edinburgh, and After.

Retrospect : United Conferences—The Student Movement—The World
Conference at Edinburgh—Debate on Unity and Co-operation—The
Question of South America—The Continuation Committee—The New
Review—The Board of Study—^" Faith and Order" Conferences-

Other Cases of United Work.

Part iii. B^?^?B HE Church Missionary Society stands, not only for a
Chap. 53. HkJ ^^re generous appreciation of and interest in the work of

other AngHcan Societies, and for co-operation with

them as far as possible, but also for similar interest,

appreciation, and co-operation with Societies con-

nected with other Christian communions. The remarkable
magazine, The Missionari/ Register, which the C.M.S. Secretary,

Josiah Pratt, started in 1813, and edited for many years, recorded
the work and progress of all the Societies at home and abroad, in-

cluding the " Institution for the Propagation of the Faith," founded
at Lyons in 1822, which did so much for the revival and extension

of Roman Catholic Missions ; and the official Annual Reports of

the C.M.S. frequently noticed with thankful sympathy the new
enterprises of the S.P.G., the L.M.S., and other leading organiza-

tions, both Anglican and non-Anglican. United meetings, how-
ever, were not common ; and it is doubtful whether there were
any at all before the Liverpool Missionary Conference of 1861.

In India, the united Decennial Conferences began at Lahore in

1862, and these probably led to the first London one being held at

Mildmay in 1877. The C.M.S. was not officially represented

either in 1861 or in 1877, but several of its leading members were
present in their individual capacity ;

* but in 1888 what was called

The United " the Centenary Conference "
f was held at Exeter Hall, and then

01*1888."^^ the Society nominated two delegates to serve on the Executive

Committee. The S.P.G. was also invited, but declined. The
S.P.C.K. was invited, and nominated two delegates, who attended

the first committee-meeting ; but at that Society's next Monthly

* One incident of the 1877 Conference is a curious recollection in view of

more modern developments. The C.M.S. Hon. Secretary was present at some
of the meetings, but declined to sit on the platform because there were to bo
women speakers.

t " Centenary Conference " was not quite correct. The year 1786 was a
memorable year in missionary history (see C.M.S. Hist., Vol. I., p. 57), but

1788 meant nothing.
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Meeting of Members, certain extreme High Churchmen whipped part hi.

up a majority, and the two delegates had to be withdrawn. *-'*"^"- ^'^-

The great attraction of the two Conferences of 1877 and 1888
was the presence of able and eloquent Americans, secretaries and
missionaries ; but although there were so many Societies to help

to make up large audiences, Exeter Hall was not once full.

Although it would be crowded out at each Society's own meeting,

there was not sufficient general interest in the missionary enter-

prise as a whole to bring their respective supporters together in

adequate numbers.
These facts show how slow has been the progress towards that The

larger outlook represented by "Edinburgh." America was far
|^Q^'JJ!rence'

ahead of England When the " Ecumenical Missionary Con- "^ looo-

ference " was held at New York in 1900, not only was the Carnegie
Hall, holding 4000 people, crowded at every meeting, but over-

flows had to be arranged. It was obvious, too, that our sister

Church in the United States was more liberal than many
Anglicans in England. Although a small minority in that

Church grumbled, several of the Bishops who would be regarded
as definitely High Churchmen took part, including Bishop Doane
of Albany, the Chairman of its Board of Missions, who in the

following year came to England expressly to preach the S.P.G.

Bicentenary Sermon at St. Paul's Cathedral. To this New York
Conference the C.M.S. sent official representatives. Bishop
Eidley, the Eev. C. T. Wilson of Uganda and Palestine, and the

Author of this History.*

But the twentieth century brought with it a new spirit in New Spirit

England. Is it not clear that the chief instrument in introducing it the^student

has been the Student Movement ? That Movement has been Movemeut.

criticized as being too broad, but its basis is the right one, whole-
hearted allegiance to Jesus Christ as God and Saviour. On that

basis the strict High Churchman and the Broad Nonconformist
find common ground ; and gradually the Student meetings,

managed by the students themselves, have come to be the most
striking manifestation of Christian unity. At the Liverpool

Student Conferences of 1908 and 1912 might be seen a young
Presbyterian or Baptist layman in the chair with grey-headed and
well-known High Church bishops and divines seated round him

;

and so also at Baslow and Swanwick. Unquestionably these

gatherings led the way, so far at least as Anglicanism is concerned,

to the memorable Edinburgh Conference of 1910 ; and the inllueuce The World

of the Student Movement was significantly illustrated by the fact at°EdTn"^^—really a notable fact—that the chairman even of the great burgh.ioio.

Edinburgh meetings was not a nobleman,
"f"
or professor, or bishop,

or divine, or Church authority of any kind, but the comparatively

young leader of the students of the world.

* See an account of this Conference in the CM. Intell., June, 1900.

t Lord Balfour of Burleigh was President, but Dr. Mott was ciiairman at all

the debates.
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It is a fact to be remembered that before the Conference took
place, in February, 1910, a resohition of sympathy and interest was
passed by the Convocation of Canterbury. In the Upper House
it was moved by the Bishop of St. Albans, seconded by the Bishop
of London, approved by the Archbishop of Canterbury, and
carried n&m. con. In the Low^er House there was some opposition,

but it was carried by 73 to 14.

The World Missionary Conference was unique in many ways.
First, the Commissions of eminent missionary experts appointed
beforehand were quite a new feature. They corresponded with all

parts of the world, and collected a mass of important information
upon which were based most able and exhaustive Eeports ; and
when these Eeports were drafted, and put into shape, and pre-

sented to the Conference, by such men as Bishop Gore, Professor

Cairns, Sir Andrew Fraser, and the Hon. Seth Low, they gave an
authority to the statements made which was universally recognized.

There were eight Commissions, as follows :

—

Chairman.
I. Carrying the Gospel to the Non- Christian

World Dr. J. E. Mott,
II. The Church in the Mission Field Dr. J. C. Gibson.

III. Education, and the Christianization of National
Life Bishop Gore.

IV. The Missionary Message and the Non-Christian
Religions Prof. Cairns.

V. Preparation of Missionaries Dr. D. Mackenzie.
VI. The Home Base Dr. J. L. Barton.

VII. Missions and Governments Lord Balfour.
VIII. Co-operation and Unity Sir A. Fraser.

Special
features of
the Con-
ference.

Eight volumes contain the Eeports of these Commissions, and
of the discussions upon them when submitted to the Conference.
They are full of interest.*

Secondly, the Conference was a strictly representative one.

Membership was limited to delegates officially appointed by the
Societies and proportionate in number in each case to the extent of

the Society's work ; through which rule the large Societies were
duly represented, and not swamped by the numerous small ones.

Thirdly, no other missionary gathering has ever received so

much attention from the Press. The Times, for instance, sent a

well-known clergyman to Edinburgh as its special correspondent,

* The CM. Revievi had a series of articles on the Coramissions and on the
Reports they presented. No. 1 was treated by Miss Ruth Rouse in (Jot., 1908,
and by Mr. Hubert Brooke in Feb., 1911 ; No. 2 by Mr. Baylis in May, 1910,
and by the Rev. S. Bott in July, 1911 ; No. 3 by Mr. H. G. Grey in Nov., 1909

;

No. 4 by Mr. Manloy in April, 1910 ; No. 5 by Miss G. A. Gollock in Dec, 1909,
and by Canon Ransford in March, 1911 ; No. 7 by Mr. H. Morris in March,
1910, and by Sir W. M. Young in April, 1911. Nos. 6 and 8 soem to have been
missed ; at least there is nothing in the Review about them. It should be
added that these articles embodied the views of C.M.S. sub-committees which
examined the Edinburgh Reports.
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l)esides reporters. Fourthly, the Conference had the great honour Part iti.

of receiving a message from King George, which Lord Balfour of
*^*^^^^-

Burleigh read at the first meeting :

—

King
(feorge's

" The King commands me to convey to you the expression of his deep Message,

interest in the World Missionary Conference being held in Edinburgh at
this time.

" His Majesty views with gratification the fraternal co-operation of so
many Churches and Societies in the United States, on the Continent of

Europe, and in the British Empire, in the work of disseminating the
knowledge and principles of Christianity by Christian methods through-
out the world.

" The King appreciates the supreme importance of this work in its

bearing upon the cementing of international friendship, the cause of

peace, and the well-being of mankind.
" His Majesty welcomes the prospects of this great representative

gathering being held in one of the capitals of the United Kingdom, and
expresses his earnest hope that the deliberations of the Conference may
be guided by divine wisdom, and may be a means of promoting unity
among Christians, and of furthering the high and beneficent ends which
the Conference has in view."

Fifthly, the Conference did not come to an end with the
Edinburgh meeting. Although it had been settled that no
resolutions should be passed, one exception was happily made,
and by an unanimous vote a Continuation Committee w^as

appointed, carefully balanced in membership to represent different

nationalities and denominations.
Some of the Eeports on particular missionary problems are Professor

referred to elsewhere. One of the most valuable was that of Report!
Commission IV., drawn up by Professor Cairns. He had taken
infinite pains to collate the evidence obtained from all parts of the
world, and nowhere else is there so illuminating an account of

the non-Christian religions in a comparatively short form, while
his own " Conclusion " on the Missionary Message to be delivered

to their votaries is a masterly statement of the right methods of

presenting Christianity to them.
The only debate in the Conference itself needing to be noticed Debate on

here was that on Unity and Co-operation. Much enthusiasm was co-opera-^

manifested, but there was a certain amount of unreality in some Won.

speeches, and awkward questions were raised in others. Some of

the "higher" Anglicans undoubtedly felt themselves not a little

compromised. Bishop Montgomery good-humouredly likened

himself to a lion in a den of Daniels ; * Bishop Brent of the

American Church and Bishop Talbot of Southwark (now Win-
chester) reminded the Conference that the unity of Christendom

* Dr Lankester wrote in the C.M.S. Gazette,—" Many felt that it was very
good for the Bishop's hons to be brought into close touch with the Daniels.
They roared from time to time, and the Daniels listened attentively and
heard much worth hearing ; but undoubtedly the lions must have come to the
conclusion that they could not do without the Daniels, and so it was no good
talking of eating them."
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paet III. was incomplete while the great Eoman Church was (albeit by
' ^^^- its own fault) out in the cold ; while the loudest applause of the

day was gained by an American speaker who protested against any
suggestion that the Eeformation needed an apology. On the other

hand, there were speakers who enlarged effusively on the unity of

different denominations in the mission field, but who represented

Missions that are not entirely guiltless of gathering adherents
from the districts of other Missions. It seems only right just

to notice these features of the discussion, because much has been
said about it which scarcely conveys a true impression of what
occurred. It must be acknowledged, however, that this debate
was regarded by many as the best of all. Certainly the whole
influence of the Conference was unifying ; and although the

extremer High Anglicans have denounced such a manifestation

of " Pan-Protestantism," a great number of those who are usually

classed as High Churchmen have been led by it to perceive more
clearly that they cannot ignore work which plainly commands the

blessing of the Most High,
other The devotional half-hours in the midst of the morning meetings,

one of them conducted by the Bishop of Dui-ham, were singularly

impressive ; and the great evening meetings, for addresses without
discussion, not less so. At the first of these, the speakers were
the Archbishop of Canterbury and Dr. Eobert Speer, Secretary of

the American Presbyterian Board ; and Mr. Gairdner, the C.M.S.
Cairo missionary, in his brilliant account of the Conference, fastens

The Arch- with unerring instinct on one sentence of the Archbishop's as

memorable touching the highest level of the week. It was certainly a supreme
Words. moment when his Grace closed a masterly address with these

words :

—

" The place of Missions in the life of the Church raust be the central

place, and none other. Let people get hold of that, and it will tell for

us at home as it will tell for those afield. ... It may well be that if

that comes true, there he some standing here to-night who shall not taste

of death till they see—here on earth, in away we know not

—

the Kingdom
of God come with power."

(!airdner's That book of Mr. Gairdner's, which was written at the request
Book.

^1 ^j^g Conference Committee and published under the simple title

Ediiibuifih, 1910, is a fascinating work. The eight volumes con-

taining the Reports of the Commissions and the debates of the

Conference are of high permanent value.

Question of One feature of the Conference calls for a few words. The

Roman^
° general design was to consider the evangelization of non-Christian

catiioiics. peoples. But some of the American Societies have Missions on
the Continent of Europe, for the conversion of Eoman Catholics.

Could these Missions be included, for instance, in the Statistical

Tables ? A plan was proposed in England, and agreed to in the

States, for including in the figures the missionaries employed, but

excluding the converts, as not being gathered from non-Christian
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peoples. But the result was to exclude South America as a mission part hi.

held, and this caused a good deal of soreness. It was earnestly ^"haP;_53.

pleaded that the nominal Christians in the South American soutii

Eepublics are little if at all better than the heathen, and need the America.

Gospel quite as much. This, it is to be feared, is too true ; and
tmquestionably the sympathies of the immense majority at Edin-
l)urgh are with Christian work to give the pure Gospel to multi-
tudes in those coimtries who are ignorant of it. But on the other
hand, the line had to be drawm somewhere. If Missions to Eoman
Catholics in South America ought to be included, why not similar
Missions in Belgium and Italy ? Well, some would reply, include
them by all means. But then, why exclude Roman Cathohcs in

England ? And if they need the Gospel, and assuredly they do,

so also, as assuredly, do the masses of nominal Protestants. Why
not then include all Home Missions ? Take, for example, the crowd
at Epsom on Derby Day : are they less an object of our Christian
solicitude than the people of Brazil and Peru? We see at once
that it is a question of where the line should be drawn ; and if a
Conference is arranged on Missions to non-Christian peoples, is

not the obvious line, and indeed the only reasonable line, that of

the ordinary geographer or statistician ? The most earnest Pro-
testant Christian, if he colours a map of the world according to

religions, does not colour Brazil and Peru with the black of

heathenism. " Edinburgh," therefore, in the judgment of the
present writer, was correct in its decision. But at the same time,
South America does, most emphatically, need the Gospel ; and the
vast majority of us will be glad that a gathering of workers there
has lately been held at Panama, and that most of the Bishops Panama
of our sister Church in the States have been in sympathy with t^onfereuce.

the meeting, and with the whole movement. Indeed they have
a missionary bishop of their own working in Brazil.

The Continuation Committee, as originally appointed, consisted The Con-

of thirty-five members, viz., ten representing Great Britain, ten the "o^'t|it"ee

;

United States and Canada, ten the Continent of Europe, and five

the rest of the world. The ten of Great Britain comprised seven
for England and three for Scotland ; and of the seven, three were
Anglicans (the Bishop of Southwark, now of Winchester, Mrs.
Creighton, and the Author of this History), and the other four
were a Congregationalist (Dr. Wardlaw Thompson, Secretary of

the L.M.S.), a Wesleyan (Dr. Eitson), a Baptist (Sir G. MacAlpine),
and a Friend (Dr. Hodgkin). Among the eight of the United
States, one was an " Anglican " (Mr. S. McBee), and so also was
one of the two Canadians (Dr. Tucker, Secretary of the Missionary
Society of the Canadian Church). Among the five for the rest of

the world was one Anglican (Bishop Pain of Gippsland); which
made six Anglicans altogether. The Continental members com-
prised four from Germany, and one each from France, Switzer-
land, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, and Norway. There were also

three " native " ministers, an Indian Presbyterian, a Chinese
2 o
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Congregationalist, and a Japanese Methodist bishop. The 35th
member represented the Dutch Church of South Africa.*

The Continuation Committee have met four times : at Edinburgh
immediately after the Conference ; at Auckland Castle, the residence

of the Bishop of Durham, in May, 1911; at Lake Mohonk, in the
United States, in Sept., 1912 ; at the Hague, in Sept., 1913. The
War has prevented any later meeting being held.

Tliree important steps have been taken by the Continuation
Committee. First, several Committees on definite subjects were
appointed, comprising many experts from outside itself. One of

these, led by Dr. Eichter of Berlin, took great pains in remodeUing
the whole system of missionai'y statistics. Secondly, Dr. Mott was
commissioned to undertake another of his' great tours, this time
with a direct view to bringing the Missions into closer co-operation

;

and the remarkable success of the journey he took will be seen
from the chapters on India, China, and Japan. It is much to be
wished that he could some time visit the African fields also.

Thirdly, it was resolved to establish a new missionary periodical

on a broad basis, and with the definite aim of scientific observation

of facts and consideration of problems. The result was the

launching of the International Review of 3Iissmis in 1912, with
Mr. J. H. Oldham, the Secretary of the Edinburgh Conference, as

Editor. Of its brilliant success there is now no doubt whatever

;

and the C.M.S. may well be especially gratified that Miss G. A.

Gollock, who gained part of her extensive knowledge and experience

while in Salisbury Square, and whose health is happily re-estab-

lished, was appointed Assistant Editor.

Two other recent developments are the fruit of " Edinburgh "

influence. First an arrangement to hold an annual inter- Society

Conference of delegates officially appointed by the different Com-
mittees on the same proportionate basis as to numbers as at

Edinburgh. The first of these Conferences was held at York
in 1911, and since then they have been held at Swanwick. The
S.P.C.K. is officially represented, and although the S.P.G. did not

accept the invitation formally, an arrangement was made for the

proper number of members to come on their own account and be

received as visitors. Secondly, the new interdenominational Board
of Missionary Study, for imparting to missionaries before they go
out some knowledge of the religions, languages, and customs of

the non-Christian peoples, and of educational and other problems,

and assisting them in their personal studies. The Board appointed

as its Secretary Dr. H. U. Weitbrecht, who had come home from

the C.M.S. Punjab Mission ; and he, after giving the scheme a

good start, has been succeeded by the Eev. Dr. Steele. This is a

* The above particulars are given as historically interesting. There have
been changes since. Two or three have died, and two or three resigned. The
C.M.S. member is now the Hon. Secretary, Mr. Bardsley.' One of the

Americans is Bishop Lloyd, the chairman of the Board of Missions of the

Protestant Episcopal Church,
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move of real importance. The C.M.S. itself has perhaps not Partiii.

proiited by it so much as some other Societies ; but there is no ^*^^^^*

doubt that a new sense has grown up of the need of missionaries

going out better furnished with such knowledge of their future

fields as can be gained at home, and the Board will do much to

supply that need. Some interesting Vacation Courses of Study
have been held, ki one of these at Oxford in August, 1912, the

lecturers were Canon Waller, Mr. Eoscoe of Uganda, Archdeacon
Fuller of the S.P.G., Dr. Garvie, Miss Small of Edinbui-gh, &c.

A writer in the O.M.S. Gazette summed up his impressions as
" Fellowship and Equipment."
The Edinburgh Conference, by the sale of tickets and otherwise,

paid for its own expenses, and left a good balance, which was used
to float the new Review. But the expenses of the Continuation

Committee, and of the inter-Society Conference, and of the Board
of Study, are borne by the Societies, whose grants for the purpose
are proportioned to their respective shares as regards number of

members. The C.M.S. Report calls them grants for " Co-operative

Work "—a new item in the Society's expenditure, but one which
its members will heartily approve.

Yet one more fruit of " Edinburgh " deserves a passing notice. Question of

though it is not directly connected with Missions. After all was ofcfer/'*"*^

over, some members of the Protestant Episcopal Church of the

United States began to remind one another of the very important
matters touching which the different Churches and denominations
differ, which were carefully excluded from the Edinburgh pro-

gramme. Questions of "Faith" and of "Order" found no place

in it, and, if they had been raised, would have been disallowed by
the chairman. But, thought these American Churchmen, after

such an experience of the possibility of frank and friendly dis-

cussion upon one branch of subjects, why should it be impossible

to meet as Christian men and discuss other subjects in as frank

and friendly a way '? Why not look forward to a future World
Conference on " Faith and Order " ? Apparently Bishop Brent,

the Missionary Bishop in the Philippine Islands, whose addresses

at Edinburgh were one of the features of the great Conference, was
the first to start the idea. At a mass meeting at Cincinnati on
Oct. 11th, 1910, when the Church was holding its Triennial General
Convention, he gave an account of the Edinburgh gathering, which
he regarded as a great event " making for unity "

; though he
added that " when questions of faith and polity were touched at

Edinburgh, a nervous tremor ran through the assembly." But he
urged that the way to settle questions was not to bury them but
to bring them out into the light and study them. Why should
there not be a Conference of all Christendom on Faith and Order ?

" Oh, the difficulty of it," one would say ;
" Oh, the peril of it,"

another would exclaim ;
" But I say, Oh, the opportunity of it !

"

A few days later, the House of Bishops and the House of Deputies
^''e'^meri-

unanimously passed an important resolution on the subject, and can Church.
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appointed a Commission to follow it up, with Bishop Anderson of

Chicago, a large-minded and large-hearted man, as chairman.

They then approached the other great Churches of the United
States, meeting with a cordial response from them ; and a

deputation of bishops actually crossed the Atlantic and came to

England to enhst the approval of our Episcopal Bench. The two
Archbishops eventually appointed a representative Committee of

bishops, clergymen, and laymen, to consider the whole question.

This Committee has not only held its own meetings, but, through

a sub-committee, has freely discussed with able Nonconformist

divines the questions at issue on both Faith and Order ; and this

sub-committee has prepared a Statement of both points of agree-

ment and points of difference which has lately been published.

The Americans have held a large united Conference early in this

year, 1916. But v/hether any great Conference of all Christendom

vpill ever take place, as the American promoters hope, it is not

possible now to say. Of course the War has brought all such

things to a standstill. But the proposal, and what has so far

come of it, have an interest as an indirect result of " Edinburgh."

It may be added that the C.M.S. has a sad interest in the pro-

ceedings in one respect, because it was when Bishop Tucker was
on his way to attend one of the Committee meetings, and indeed at

the very entrance to the -Jerusalem Chamber, where the meeting

was to be held, that his sudden and lamented death took place.

Many other incidents of the religious life of England from time

to time suggest and illustrate the value of Co-operative Work.
No one who was present at the memorable United Prayer Meeting

at the Queen's Hall in 1902, when King Edward's Coronation was
stopped by his sudden illness, will ever forget the solemnity of the

combination in prayer of the Bishops of London (Winnington-

Ingram), Winchester (Davidson), Durham (Moule), and Eipon

(Boyd Carpenter), with the leading Nonconformist ministers of

London ; * or, only lately, the meeting to promote Family Prayer,

with the Primate in the chair and Bishop Talbot of Winchester

among the speakers. t Among other occasions let us recall the
" United Centenary Meeting of Protestant Missions in China,"

which was held at the Albert Hall in October, 1907, when the late

Marquis of Northampton, President of the Bible Society, was
in the chair, and the Rev. Lord W. Gascoyne Cecil and Canon
E. A. Stuart were among the speakers. A year later, another

meeting, arranged by the Student Movement, was held in the

same hall, when the Bishop of London presided, and Dr. Mott

gave an address on " God's Challenge to the Church " in con-

nexion with the crisis in the Far East. Again, an united meeting

on Missions in India, designed to inspire the members of Study

* See an article in the CM. hitelligencer of August, 1902, entitled, " .\n

Empire on its Knees," confessedly inspired by Pjmch's memorable cartoon of

Britannia kneeling on the floor of Westminster Abbey.

t Both these meetings were arranged by the World's Evangelical Alliance.
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Circles who were about to take up India as the subject of their part 111.

studies, was held in the Queen's Hall in February, 1909, when the "'f£^'''-

Bishop of St. Albans, Sir Andrew Fraser, and others, set forth

India's claims. Mention should also be made of the great meeting

at the Albert Hall in April, 1911, to celebrate the Tercentenary of

the Authorized Version of the Bible, when impressive speeches

were made by the Archbishop of Canterbury, the American Minister

(Mr. Whitelaw Keid), the Prime Minister (Mr, Asquith), and Dr.

F. B. Meyer. Of course, the Bible Society's anniversaries always
illustrate the same custom of cordial co-operation.

But occasional united gatherings like these fall far short of Further

what our enthusiastic American brethren long for. They want biiities.

Christian Churches and denominations to come into closer fellow-

ship and co-operation, with a \aew to eventual, albeit probably

distant, actual union. One illustration of this is the new Canon
adopted by the Protestant Episcopal Church, giving its bishops the

right to permit and to invite Church laymen and ministers of other

Churches to preach in the churches on special occasions. Another
is ]\Ir. Silas McBee's new periodical. The OunstriKHve QuarterUj, to

w^hich eminent members of all Christian Communions, Anglican,

Eoman, Eusso-Greek, Presbyterian, Methodist, etc., contribute

freely. Even in our own more slowly moving country and Church,

there comes now and then a vision of union and unity to replace

our disastrous present divisions. Such for instance was the

memorable sermon of Dr. Armitage Eobinson, when Dean of

Westminster, on the occasion of the Communion Service for the

Bishops before the Lambeth Conference of 1908, when he uttered

generous and lofty words which produced a profound impression

at the time.*

These subjects, however, tempting as they are, scarcely fall

within the range of topics admissible in these pages. But we can

all desire and long for at least some such oneness as our Lord had
in mind when He spoke of its result being " that the world might

believe." Dr. Mott was ri^ht when he said that " the great need

of the hour " is for " Apostles of Eeconcihatiou."

* See the CM. Review, August, 1908, p. 503.
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The Hour of Setting Sun.

Is it "the Hour of Setting Sun "?—Certainly a "Crowded Hour"—
C.M.S. Progress—The Day of Opportunity—Dr. Mott on Present
Needs—Books on Revival— Prebendary Fox on Changing Conditions
and Unchanging Principles— Bishop Palmer on the Call to the
Church for Sacrifice.

HERE is a couplet which many readers will recognize
as one that has been repeatedly used by Dr. Mott in

his speeches and writings, evidently as embodying a
message which has come home to himself, and which
he would impress upon all our memories and all our

These are the words :

—

The work that centuries might have done
Must crowd the hour of setting sun.*

The suggestion plainly is that the present hour is " the hour of

setting sun," the eleventh hour of our Lord's familiar parable. Is

this really so ?

Some students of Scripture base upon its prophetical passages
the belief that we are now in, not the eleventh, but actually the
twelfth hour, and that the Lord is at hand indeed. Others, not
less reverent and earnest, mistrust such interpretations and calcu-

lations. No opinion either way is offered here. But the question
is whether, all through the centuries that have elapsed since the

Ascension of our Lord, it has not always been, potentially at least,

the hour of setting sun. Were His solemn words, " What I say
unto you I say unto all, watch," practically unreal for hundreds
of years'? Was there no urgency in them until the twentieth

century ? Was His Second Advent so absolutely fixed in date

that even if the Church had fulfilled His Last Command in the

first century. He could not have come then ? Could He not have
come at any time if His way had been duly prepared ? Did His
affirmation of the Father's foreknowledge of the day and hour

—

not His own, be it remembered, as the Son of Man, for He

* The present writer is not aware whence Dr. Mott obtained the lines, but
he recognized them at once when he first heard them quoted. They occur in

a little missionary poem by Mrs. Clara Thwaites. It was written for the
CM. Gleaner, and appeared in No. ^3, Nov., 1890. It is also in the CM.
Hymn Book, No. 29.
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expressly disclaims it—mean that the day and hour were fixed part hi.

by absolute divine decree '? Did it not rather mean that the ^!!f!l
"

Omniscient Father knew, and knows, when the World and the

Church will have arrived at that moment in their history when
the Advent is possible, and necessary, and certain ?—when, in

fact, the events that must precede it, whatever tliey may be, have
actually taken place ?

*

Now if we accept the remarkable statement of our Lord in its

apparently plain meaning, the Advent must be preceded by the

Evangelization of the World,—not its Conversion, but its Evangeli-

zation, that is the proclamation of the Gospel to all mankind.
" This Gospel of the Kingdom shall be preached in the whole
world for a testimony unto all the nations, and then shall the end
come." If these words mean what they appear to mean,—allow-

ing for a possible first partial fulfilment in the Eoman Empire
before the destruction of Jerusalem,—the period of the Advent has

always depended, in part at least, upon the Church's obedience to

her Lord's Commission. In that case, there was no reason why
He should not have come centuries ago, if only that commission
had been fulfilled. God in His Omniscience knew the long delay

that would ensue,—and, for aught we know, may yet ensue. But
the Church did not know, nor does she know now. Therefore to is it not

the Church in every century it has been " the hour of setting sun,"

and emphatically it is so to the Church to-day. Who can measure
the tremendous responsibility resting upon every member, upon
every Christian ?

Whatever differences of opinion there may be on this supremely Then

great subject, that responsibility remains. For no one will dare hour^ uow.
to say that the present is not " the hour of setting sun." Our
clear duty, then, and our only course of safety, is to assume that

it is so ; and " the work that centuries might have done " it is

for us to " crowd " into that hour.

That word, " crowd," is a suggestive one. In the life of the Recent
^^

world, events have of late been indeed crowding one upon another
; of%ubiic

and not events only, but those " movements " that lead to events, events.

It is difficult to realize that within the short period of sixteen years

which we have been reviewing, China has emerged from the stolid

immobility of ages, exchanging Boxer massacres for the insistent

demand for Western science and education, and turning out the

foreign dynasty that had so long oppressed her ; that Japan has

displayed her extraordinary organizing skill, and the self-sacrificing

patriotism of her people, in her war with one of the greatest of

European Powers ; that India, .which has no word for " nation
"

in her vocabularies, has evolved a consciousness which—notwith-

standing the agitations of a reckless minority—gives promise of an

* This view is most impressively set forth by Professor A. G. Hogg, of

Madras, in his remarkable book, Christ's Message of the Kingdom, especially

iu two chapters significantly entitled, " Why docs it Tarry ? " and, " It need
not Tarry."
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Part III. honourable national life ; that British generosity to a brave but
lap. J

.
jjgjj^i^gjj fQQ j^g^g ])Qgj3 rewarded by the spectacle of a "Union of

South Africa " whose loyalty to the Empire has stood the test of

both civil and foreign war ; that the Pax Britannica now reigns
over the vast territories once devastated by Mahdism ; that both
aviation and wireless telegraphy, practically non-existent when
the century opened, have come into daily and common use ; that
mechanical locomotion has, since the same date, gone far to substi-

tute what is figuratively called " horse-power " for the actual power
of the horse. Our physical earth, this " dark terrestrial ball/' has
not quickened its pace. Its stately evolutions, and those of the whole
system,— yea, of the myriads of worlds beyond,— continue as they
were from the beginning. But the world of mankind is ever
moving with accelerated speed ; and each man's allotted span of

life embraces history on a scale never before dreamed of. If for

the present world-order or dispensation it is indeed the " hour of

setting sun," that hour is " crowded " as no previous " hour " has
been since the day when " in the beginning God created the heaven
and the earth." And what changes will be brought into all depart-
ments of material, social, intellectual, and national life by the
appalling world-conflict in which, to our own amazement, we have
suddenly become engaged,—who shall venture to say ?

Shall we come down from these rather ambitious considerations
and reflections, and seek to concentrate attention on our humble
missionary work ? But let us not forget that the relative greatness
or insignificance of events cannot be estimated at the time of their

occurrence, nor indeed for long after. Who in the reign of Nero
could have conceived the possibility of an obscure Jewish prisoner
in the charge of his Pretorian guards being, nineteen centuries

later, the most famous character of the period, so that the name of

Paul would be familiar to multitudes who never heard of Nero
himself, and that the story of his voyage and shipwreck would be
read in detail when every other journey across the Mediterranean
was forgotten ? What great statesman or nobleman in the time
of George II. could anticipate that the best remembered names of

that reign would be the names of two itinerant preachers, Wesley
and Whitefield ? Or to come down to the Victorian era, when the
Queen's young husband made his first public speech at a great

meeting called to promote civilization in Africa, which of all the

men around him, distinguished in Church and State, could have
imagined that a young unknown Scotsman humbly sitting in a
distant corner was destined to be the greatest of African travellers

and missionaries, and that the name, and life, and death of Living-
stone would prove the chief inspiration of good work for the en-
lightenment of the Dark Continent ? If this is indeed the hour of

setting sun, that sunset will not be the end of all things. There
are ages and ages to follow, and it may well be that when the sun
has risen upon a new dispensation, some individual now amongst
us unnoticed, some casual incident of our day now thought of no
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consequence, may then be recognized as among the chiefest men part iii.

and the most conspicuous events of the twentieth century. —'~

But the " crowding" of this hour of setting sun : is there any- The

thing of the kind in the recent history of the C.M.S. ? Take one
"ng"'" Yn'

illustration from the increase of the Society's missionary forces. '-?°®"*

Henry Venn became Hon. Clerical Secretary in 1841, a few days history

:

before King Edward VII. was born. H. E. Fox retired from that increase of

office in 1910, a few days after King Edward died. During the ""i^'°"'

sixty-nine years of King Edward's life there were four Hon.
Clerical Secretaries. During Venn's thirty-one years, the Society

sent into the mission field 440 men and 48 women, an average of

sixteen per annum. During H. Wright's eight years, 154 men and
15 women, an average'of twenty-one. During F. E. Wigram's
fifteen years, 434 men and 230 women, an average of forty-two.

During Fox's fifteen years, 572 men and 581 women, an average

of seventy-seven.

Or take the number of converts baptized in the year, adults, and of

upon their own confession of faith, after careful individual

instruction. In 1887, a year from which is dated so much of

our recent progress, the number of adult baptisms was 2600, or

seven on the average for each day in the year ; not a result to be

ashamed of, rather to be viewed wdth unfeigned thankfulness. In

the Centenary year, the number reported w^as 8000, or twenty-two

for each day in the year. In 1914 it w^as 19,440, or fifty-three

for each day in the year. But why omit the additional baptisms

of young children, indicative as they are of the multiplication of

Christian families '?—reported in 1887, 6000 ; in 1899, 11,000 ; in

1915, 16,700, making with the adults, ninety-nine baptisms on an

average for every day in the year.

x\gain, take the total of Christians, the baptized and the

catechumens in the Society's Missions, a net number, be it

observed, allowing for deaths and removals, which naturally are

numerous in communities of many years' standing: in 1887,

182,000 ; in 1899, 268,000 ; in 1915, 480,000.

History, we are told, is the true remedy for discouragement and
depression. If the deficits of recent years have tried the faith and
courage of some of our friends, let them see from these simple

facts how God is " crowding " His blessings in this " hour of

setting sun." A quite startling suggestion was made a few years

ago, not only that we have all around us the answers to the

prayers of past years, but also that " in many instances ire are

ourselves the answers to theprayers of others." * Some of us remember
Salisbury Square forty years ago : let us honestly ask ourselves

whether any one then dreamed, or could have dreamed, of the

manifold developments of work, both in the mission field and at

the Home Base, detailed in the preceding chapters ?

Should we then be satisfied ? God forbid ! But is there any But are we

sign that we are satisfied ? Are we not constantly showing signs
^'**'^^^*^^

* Miss M. C. Gollock on " The Day of Opportunity," CM. Rev., Nov., 1909.
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of dissatisfaction ? Are we not continually agitating and pressing
for advance in all branches of both our home and our foreign work ?

The fact is that our standard is ever rising. We have got far

beyond the standard even of that great year, 1887 ; so far, indeed,
that it is hard now to realize what the standard then was ; and we
quite fail to realize the " crowding " of God's mercies and blessings.

But while it is right never to be satisfied, it would be right to be
more thankful. " Forgetting those things which are behind, and
reaching forth unto those things which are before," is a good and
true motto ; but so also is, " Thou shalt remember all the way
which the Lord thy God led thee." That is one of the many
paradoxes of Scripture. We need not try to find a formula
that will reconcile them ; but we shall clo well to adopt both.

We are, indeed, unprofitable servants of the Lord, and cannot
even plead that " we have done that which was our duty to do."

But all the more should we be eager to " forget not all His
benefits."

In 1908, in the midst of the successive deficits, the Society put
forth a fresh appeal for men and means on the ground of the
period being a " Day of Opportunity." It was, in fact an elibrt

to carry on the influence of the Pan-Anglican Congress, which had
just been held ; and several of the bishops wrote warmly of the

proposal. Special meetings and services were held all over the
country. Two years later, Dr. Mott's book, The Decisive Hour of
Christian Missions, was published, which has since been systemati-

cally studied by the Study Circles ; and it must have taught
thousands the tremendous significance of both phrases, " The
Decisive Hour" and "The Day of Opportunity." It is worth
noting that the word " opportunity " only occurs five times in our
English Bible. Twice it is used of the " convenient season " that

Judas sought for the betrayal of his Master, and the Greek w^ord

there is a compound one used nowhere else. These two cases we
may put aside. In two other cases the simple word Katpo'?, which
is usually rendered " time " or " season," has " opportunity " for its

equivalent. The fifth case is one where an English verb, with the

noun " opportunity," is used to render the compound Greek verl)

aKtti/jeo/Aut. Let us look at these three cases together :—
Gal. vi. 10. " As we have therefore opportunity, let us do good unto

all men."
Heb. xi. 15. " If they had been mindful of that country from whence
they came out, they might have had opportunity to have returned."

Phil. iv. 10. " Ye were also careful, but ye lacked opportunity."

First, we have the direct exhortation. Do good unto all men as

ye have " opportunity." Is there not an unprecedented opportunity
in this decisive hour ? Then we have the warning reminder that

it is possible to begin and then to draw back. Abi^aham and the

patriarchs could have gone back to Mesopotamia when they found
that the Promised Land was not to be given in their lifetime.
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Had they seized the " opportunity " to do so, the whole history of part hi.

mankind would have been different. But, like Abraham under ^p^^"**

another test, they " staggered not," but were " fully persuaded

that what God had promised He was able also to perform." What
an example for us in dark days and under disappointing experiences !

And then, when the loving succour St. Paul was expecting from the

Philippian Church failed to come, he knew that it was not their

fault, but that they " lacked opportunity." When the succour that

the C.M.S. is expecting fails to come, can we allow that plea ?

The War has given a fresh significance to all these three texts. Lessons

" Let us do good unto all men "
: have we not been acting on that war.*^^

principle ? Did English people ever before deny themselves to

help Belgians or Serbians ? But certainly there is a tendency on
the part of some to do w^hat the Patriarchs did not do, and to back
out of an enterprise calling for exceptional faith :

" Is this a time,

a season, a /catpo?, for Missionary Societies to press their claims ?
"

—and so they seize the " opportunity to return " to their old

attitude of cold indifference touching the Lord's command, if not

to direct opposition to it. And then, " lacked opportunity "
: well,

it is true that owing to the War French and German societies

have " lacked opportunity " to send either men or money to their

Missions. But it is one of the services of our splendid Navy that

British Christians have not lacked opportunity. The question is,

Have they used this Day of Opportunity ? For surely it is

emphatically a Day of Opportunity to vindicate Christianity from
doubts and cavils by displaying its power to save and to sanctify

men of all nations and kmdreds and peoples and tongues !

And is there likely to be in the future a greater Day of win the

Opportunity ? Dr. Mott replies, at least in one sense. No :

—

tunHy^*'
be ever

" Where, after China, is there another nation of 400 milUons of people to f^an now ?

turn from an ancient past and to swing out into the full stream of modern
Christian civilization ? Where, after India, is there another vast empire

to be swept by the spirit of unrest and to be made peculiarly accessible

to the reconstructive processes of Christianity ? Where, after Africa, is

there another continent for which Mohammedanism and Christianity can
contend? Where, after Turkey and the Nile Valley, is there another

keystone to the vast arch of the Mohammedan world, with seams of

weakness which made possible the disrupting of the whole stucture '?
" *

No doubt, although there may be no other great i&elds like these ;

the door of entry may yet open wider; but meanwhile our

responsibility to recognize and to use such opportunities could

scarcely be greater. Whether, therefore, we face the retrospect of

the Past, the aspect of the Present, or the prospect of the Future,

the Call to seize the Day of Opportunity, the Decisive Hour, is

loud indeed. We look back, and wonder at the divine guidance

that has led us all the way, and at the divine blessing that has

followed our imworthy service. We look around, and see the

* The Present World Situation, p. 1.
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unprecedented openings for fulfilling the Lord's Commission. We
look forward, and know that " the hour of setting sun " will be

succeeded by the dawn of a new and brighter day. Eetrospect,

Aspect, Prospect, speak to us the same solemn word. All with

one voice call upon us to see that " the work the centuries might
have done " ahall " crowd the hour of setting sun."

What, then, in the face of Past, Present, and Future does the

Church of God need ? When Dr. Mott found himself in the chair at

the memorable National Conference at Calcutta in December, 1912,

with able bishops, experienced missionaries, and leading Indian

Christians before him, his spirit was stirred within him, and he

sketched in powerful language the needs of the Church at such an

epoch.* They were (1) larger plans, (2) larger knowledge, (3)

larger comprehension of the varied racial and denominational

points of view, (4) larger comprehension of our Message, as

adequate to satisfy the highest aspirations and deepest longings of

the human race, (5) larger co-operation and unity, (6) a larger

dynamic, (7) a larger sense of immediacy. As he spoke on this

seventh need his favourite couplet burst from him :

—

The work that centuries might have done.

Must crowd the hour of setting sun.

But the point now to be noticed is a remark under the sixth head,
" a larger dynamic." He said that after his first journey round

the world he had laid great stress on the necessity for a large

increase of foreign missionaries ; that after his second tour he had
urged rather the raising of an army of native workers ; but that

after a third journey he realized that he had taken a superficial

view, and was now " constrained to shift the emphasis from

numbers to quality." He felt that the eyes of the Lord were
running to and fro throughout the whole earth, to find men whose
hearts were perfect toward Him, that through them He might

show forth the mightiness of His power. So, while we do require

missionary statesmen with the needed large knowledge and com-
prehension, able to form and to carry out large plans, it is

profoundly true that the men, after all, who correspond to that

ideal are the men who depend wholly on God, and through ichom

He is able to ivorlc effectively.

To the same effect spoke Mr. E. A. Burroughs at the Oxford

Laymen's Conference arranged by the National Laymen's
Missionary Movement in June, 1915. " Using," he said, "a strong

phrase advisedly," he affirmed that " whenever human nature has

consented to become divine, it has wielded divine power." He
recalled St. Paul's rebuke to the Corinthians for being only men.
" When one saith, I am of Paul, and another, I am of Apollos, are

ye not men ?
"—are ye not mere human creatures ? f The Apostle's

* The address was reproduced in the CM. Review, May, 1913.

t In the A. v., "are ye not carnal," aapKiKul; but the Il.V. follows all the

best MSB., which read ouk avOpoDTroi ian. See Robertson and Plummer on

1 Corinthians, in loc.
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account of himself was, " Not I, but Christ liveth in me." If we Part hi.

may descend to one modern example by way of illustration,
^'^"^p- ^^-

who would have regarded Hudson Taylor as in any earthly

sense " a great man " ?—yet through him the divine power of

the indwelling Christ accomplished a work unparalleled, as

the work of one man, in the history of modern Missions.
" Wherever," Mr. Burroughs went on, " there is human personality

to start from, there may be an embodiment of God. It is not
wliat are called|?^y.s-rt/?//7«//>.s that are wanted

—

penions will do. Many Not pcr-

of the men and women of the past . . . began as mere ' persons',
bu^'^p'rsons

with no advantages, and hpcam°' ' personalities ' by surrendering wholly

their self-hood to the embodiment of God." " Leaders, no douljt, God!^'^
°

are sometimes born ; but they can also be made, if they will let

God make them." *

But the question at once arises, What are the conditions of that Three

divine indwelling? To questions of this kind an answer is Reviv^af.
°"

suggested in three booklets recently published under the inspira-

tion and auspices of Mi\ Bardsley. One is entitled Wlien God
Came, and shows from three historic examples, Francis of Assisi,

John Tauler, and John Wesley, what manner of men God can
use. " Through penitence and humiliation they were purified

from every base desire," " their whole soul intent upon the glory

of God"; and they were men "filled with a glorious spirit of

adventure, ready for anything to which God might call them,"
" ready to follow the Lamb whithersoever He goeth," " caring

not at all what the world might think of them, because entirely

taken up with the tremendous realities of the soul and God."
The second pamphlet, by Mr. Bardsley himself, is entitled

The Way of Re)ie-wal. In most impressively searching and yet

animating words it sets forth " the possibilities of life in Christ,"

asks how they maybe ours, replies simply, " God gives, we humbly
receive," and lays down the three conditions, obedience, detach-

ment, surrender. " Think," it suggests, " of one life surrendered
to God," " what may not happen through such a life." " Think of a

group of men and women with life renewed—what power in

prayer they represent." And " think of the Church "—" the

Spirit of Pentecost outpoured upon it, throbbing with new life,

possessed with the spirit of victory, throwing itself into its own
great task, the bringing of the world to a unity, the bringing of all

things to the feet of Christ." The third is a small book, entitled

Studies in Revival, comprising contributions by the Bishops of

Durham and Stepney and others, full of important suggestions.

When the last pages of the G.M.S. Histonj were being written,

in 1899, the writer, to avoid winding up only with his own thoughts
and words, gave two pages to the insertion of utterances by the

then Hon. Clerical Secretary, Mr. Fox. The writer again, as he

* The address was printed in the Laymcti's Bulletin, Aug., 1915.
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now approaches the end of this vohime, desires to express in other
language than his own what it is upon his heart to sa3^ He
has already put Dr. Mott and Mr. Burroughs and others under
contribution. But after all he falls back upon the same friend

whose words were used in the last pages of the History. Prebendary
Fox, at the time of the C.M.S. Anniversary of 1909, wrote an
article for the O.M. Revieio of June in that year, entitled " Changing
Conditions and Unchanging Principles," which expresses in

substance what is needed ; and from that article a few sentences

are now extracted. It begins with the " changing conditions "
:

—

" Eleven decades of the Society's history lie behind us; but they cannot
be measured by years, still less by statistics. They have witnessed changes
as great as, if not greater than, those which followed the passing of

Medifevalism, the rise of the Renaissance, or the new liberty which the
Reformation brought to birth. Even Evangelical circles, though guarded
by a conservatism for the most part judicious, have not escaped them

;

and C.M.S. workers may quote with easy conscience the threadbare line

of the unknown .poet,

—

Tempora onutantur, nos et rnutamur in illis.^^

Then there is a little picture of the surprise of the founders of

the Society if they could see it as it is at present ; for instance,

what would Charles Simeon or Josiah Pratt feel if they were con-
ducted " round the busy rooms in Salisbury Square from Medical
to Publication, from Cash to Candidates, or even the remoter
recesses which seclude our lady workers ? " *^or (a little later in

the article) if they were driven up to the " Africa and the East
"

Exhibition (which was then just opening) in a taxi-cab ?

But the reader's attention is quickly diverted to more important
changes. " Our missionary problems of those old days were few
and simple ; now they are many and complex. Questions of mission
administration, of Church development, of the inter-relation of

Societies and Churches, and many more, increase year b}^ year."

Moreover, " our conception of missionary policy is greatly

enlarged." " There is a Science of Missions now which plans the

lines of advance." " Our grandfathers never dreamed of what we
know as ' movements.' To us they are the most interesting, both
for difficulty and encouragement, of our home and foreign

problems." Then as for our motives :
" They have deepened rather

than changed. We are not less conscious of the pitiful state of the

unevangelized world, though w^e say less about its future. The
great purposes of the Gospel, the goodwill of our Father, the desire

and honour of our Lord, these have a fuller place in our thoughts."

There is a difference, too, Prebendary Fox points out, in our
methods. " Our attack on Heathenism and Islam is not now so

much by a frontal assault as by outflanking and turning move-
ments which make the lines of the enemy untenable. Wherever
a gleam of truth is seen, we use it to lead to fuller light." As

And this, of cotu'se, was written long before the recent enlargement.
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regards the infant Churches, they should not be " l)Ound up in Part nr.

the swaddHng clothes of Anglican ritual." " We have grown '1?!''

in later years . . . to a fuller hope in the contribution which
the Christian offspring of ancient civilizations may bring to the

fulness of Christ." Educational and other collateral agencies

are more approved and employed :
" We count the teacher as

much as the preacher ; the medical man, and his brother who
translates or writes, and the greatly growing company of holy

women—we count them all to be evangelists before all things and
in all things. They are soul-seekers for Christ, or they have as

missionaries no business there at all." *

Prebendarv Fox acknowleged that " some of the by-products of '''°'"^
,

"
, .

*j i. cnanccs for
our religious activity are more for hindrance than for help." " 111 evil,

weeds often grow in good soil faster than honest herbs."
" Doubts, delusions, distractions, and divisions have sprung up
thickly amongst us." Among the "ill weeds " specified are " the

speculations of modern criticism," "the trivialities of professional

religion," "inter-Christian polemics"; and "a growing spirit of

discontent and self-assertion is weakening old habits of loyalty and
discipline, not only in social and political circles, but even to some
extent among those who are known as evangelical."

So the then Secretary of the C.M.S. was not blind to the dangers But most

of the age. "But," he went on, "setting changes for good gooJjf
^® ^""^

against changes of the other sort, who will not say that the balance

is vastly in favour of the first ? " There might be " enough on the

debit side to restrain the exuberance of youthful optimism," but
there was " far more on the other to rebuke the senile sin

of pessimism." " Even with our factions and follies—even with
our critics captious and critics destructive—how would our fathers

have rejoiced and praised God if the advantages which are ours

today had been theirs a hundred years ago !
" " For both to them

and to us had been given that which could never change—the

eternal Jehovah and His unalterable covenant—Jesus Christ, the

same yesterday and to-day and for ever—the everlasting Gospel."

We needed—so the article closed—to " get to facts, the greatest "t;«tto

of all facts—the Living God, the fact of redemption and what it
^'^ ^'

means for sinners, the fact of the indwelling Spirit and what it means
to the believer, the fact of stewardship and what it means for all of

us." If these facts " gripped and possessed our hearts," then

—

" Then there would be nothing which the Church of God could not do.

Then she would carry all before her. Then we could sweep away the
costly machinery by which we are forced to arouse interest, to stimulate

* Curiously enough, in the very same number of the CM. Bevieiv in which
Prebendary Fox's article appeared, there was also one by Canon Barnes-
Lawrence on " ]\Iodern Religious Thought and its Influence on Missionary
Societies," which said much the same thing in other words. It quoted the
same familiar line, Tenipora mutantur, &c., and pointed out the changes in (1)

the Conception of Missionary Enterprise, (2) its Methods, (3) the Inter-relation

of Societies ; under this last head defending the C.M.S. practice of ioLning iu
Board of Missions meetings and the like.
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Part hi. sympathy, to procure means for the spread of the Gospel. Then we
Chap 54. should only have to tell the Church where men and women were wanted,

and the best would be given at once. Perhaps half our clergy and
church -workers would have started for the foreign field, but the other half

could probably be doing their work much better, conserving their time

and energies for the chief things of their ministry, and no longer wasting

strength and thought on things paltry and profitless."

p'fmer'
That would indeed be the right " crowding " of " the liour of

Boiemn setting sun." Those last words are in fact an echo of the memor-

tiieChurch. ^^e utterance of the present Bishop of Bombay in his address at

the Manchester Church Congress, which had only been delivered

a few months earlier, and which the author of tliis volume has

done his best to circulate by printing it over and over again in various

forms. They shall be printed once more here as the final message
of this book. Dr. Palmer was enforcing the lesson of the picture

in Isaiali of the suffering Servant, that the Church herself must
suffer if she is to be a true servant of the Lord. He referred to

our vast tasks abroad in the work of Foreign Missions, and pointed

out that to grapple with those tasks would coat somctlwKj :
—

" Let me tell you what it would cost. It would cost the destruction of

most of your present parochial organizations throughout England. It

would cost the reduction of staffs of clergy all round. It would cost

considerable suffering to town-born and town-bred clergy who went
abroad. ... It would cost the laity time and personal service. ... It

would cost some people the difference between a large house and a small

house, some that between four servants and two, others that between two
servants and one, others that between frequent holidays and rare holidays,

and so on through all the comforts and pleasures of life. It would mean
the marks of suffering all over the Church. It would mean everywhere

the savour of death ; and what we have not yet faced, death as a Churchy
renunciation of spiritual privileges and delights. . . .

"... But this would be a savour of death unto salvation. ' E.xcept a

corn of wheat fall into the ground and die, it abideth by itself alone ; but

if it die, it bringeth forth much fruit.' I call upon the Church of

England to lay down its life in some real sense for the missionary cause.

... I repeat solemnly—I believe that in order to do anything like this

you in England must lose much of what you call your Church life. You
have the Lord's warning. This losing of it is the only way to save it.

You have the Lord's example. The Son of God came upon earth to be,

crowned as Son of Man

—

ivith the crown of thorns."



APPENDIX.
The War and the Missions.

The Plans of July, 1914—-The sudden Outbreak of War—-Anxiety for

German Missions—The Appeal of German Divines—The Missionaries

sailing : The Fa/aba and the Persia—Missionaries and Home Officials

join the Forces— Deaths at the Front—The Mission Fields : West
Africa, German and British East Africa, Uganda, Egypt ; Palestine,

Turkish Arabia, Persia ; India : its loyalty—German Missions in India

—The Far East and Far West—The Maori Contingent.

I'jCAECELY anything has been said in the preceding .vppendix.

pages aljout the great War in which the Empire
has so unexpectedly become engaged. The original

design of this book was to bring the history of the

Society and its Missions up to the commencement
of the War, and to stop there ; but, as explained in the Preface,

the scale of the work was enlarged, and its publication takes place

a full year later than was at first intended. It has therefore become
necessary to give some account of the effects of the War upon the

Society's work ; and it has seemed to be the most convenient way
of doing so to leave the missionary chapters as they would have

been apart from the War, and to add this chapter by way of

appendix. The chapters, therefore, on West and East Africa and

Uganda, on Egypt and Palestine, on Turkish Arabia and Persia,

do not refer to the grave events which have in the past year

and a half so seriously affected them ; nor do the chapters on India,

Sec, notice the effects of the W^xr upon the peoples of those

countries. All has been left for this concluding additional chapter.

No attempt, however, is here made to discuss the many impor- Limited

tant questions connected with the future of the Missions which
th'i^^°''*^

°

arise out of the War ; still less even to refer to the controversies chapter,

that have arisen touching the War itself. The purpose of this

chapter is simply to state facts, so far as they concern the C.M.S. and

are within its knowledge. And as the book is intended to outlast,

not the War only, but the controversies occasioned by it, we should

all desire to think of the German Missionary Societies and mis-

sionaries in no other way than as fellow workers in the same great

cause.

On July lith, 1911, a large number of leading members and
2 p
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PlilUS of
July, 1911

Outbreak
of the War

Sudden
Problems

I'KNiJix. friends of the Society assembled at Westfield College, Ilampstead,

to consider the Plans for Advance which liad l^een prepared to

carry out the earnest desires and hopes of the Swanwick Con-
ference of the preceding year. The result was a stirring appeal

to the country by Mr. Bardsley, headed, " Eeady for Advance,"
which appeared in the CM. Revkw of August, and was otherwise

widely circulated. But on the very first day of that month of

August Germany declared war against Russia ; and, two days

later, against France, the German army thereupon invading her

innocent neutral neighbour, Belgium. Great Britain, aroused by
Sir Edward Grey's memorable speech on Monday, Aug. 3rd,

solemnly faced the grave responsibility of joining in what promised
to be the most terrible war in history ; and at midnight on
Tuesday, the 4th, the die was cast.

What should the Society do '? The ordinary autumn reinforce-

ments for the mission field had been arranged, and passages for

them by the great liners secured. They were sorely needed ; but

w^ould they be able to sail ? The shipping companies at once

cancelled many of the earliest fixtures, and could make no engage-

ments about later ones. The outgoing missionaries, especially the

doctors and nurses, would be faced with the question whether they

ought not to hold themselves ready for the country's service. And
what of the finances, in the sudden stoppage of banking opera-

tions '? How were we to send remittances to distant countries '? *

And what would be the effect of war on the Society's income '?

Perplexities were indeed on every side.

The General Committee met on its regular date, the second

Tuesday in August, and practically resolved itself into a prayer

meeting after the immediate and ordinary items of business

;

" nearly every member present pouring out his soul in turn in

short, audible supplication." But the Secretaries had not waited

for this meeting. They had already cabled to all the Missions,
" Postpone all capital expenditure, restrict to utmost drawings on
bank, borrow temporarily local funds, urgent "

; and this action

the Committee approved. Further, it was agreed unanimously
that the work at home and abroad should be persevered in as

normally as possible, and that missionaries should be sent out so

far as the necessary arrangements could be made ; luit that any of

them, or any member of the House staff, who wished to serve the

country should be free to do so.f

The CM. Review of September set forth the solemnity of the
1709 aud
1014.

* Even American missionary societies found themselves in difficulties

owing to the suspension of international banking facilities. They bad
altogether about 2000 missionaries in the Far East alone, and the quarterly

payments aggregated £50,000. Considering that the United States are much
nearer to Japan and China than wc are, the world-wide character of financial

operations is strikingly illustrated by the existence of any difficulties in their

case at all.

t The Committee meeting a year later, on July 13th, 1916, when the effect

of the War on the financial position was discussed, is noticed on p. 486.
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position, and in particular reminded the readers of C.M.S. ditii- aiti-ndix.

culties in previous war times.* The Society was actually founded
at one of the darkest moments in English history. In 1799
Napoleon was in Egypt with designs on India; Ireland was in

rebellion ; there had only just been a dangerous mutiny in the

Fleet ; financial straitness was such that private persons (jarr the

Government (not lent) large sums of money to help in carrying

on the war ; the first missionaries sent out had to sail under
protection of armed convoys. For sixteen years the Society lived

under all the pressure of a great war. Through the heavy trials

of those days England was brought safely by the over-ruling

providence of God ; and on that providence must her reliance be

to-day.

But the first thoughts of many Christian people in England who The lii.-,!.

cast their eyes round the world were not for our own missionaries. lol^Jfenuan

Only in East Africa, where the C.M.S. and the U.M.C.A. were in Missions.

German territory, was it supposed that any real difficulty might arise

;

and there had always been the utmost friendliness between the mis-

sionaries and the German authorities. Indeed, the contrast between
the appreciative treatment of the C.M.S. men there and the grave

difficulties which the S.P.G. and L.M.S. had encountered in French
Madagascar was remembered. t No serious apprehensions, there-

fore, were felt. The real apprehensions were for the large German
Missions in British territory, both in Africa and in India. Not
that any unkind treatment on the part of the British authorities

was feared ; but how were those Missions to be supported ? Some
of the British societies put forth an appeal in behalf of Continental

missionary societies generally, hoping to be able to show Christian

sympathy with all fellow-workers in the great cause who might
find themselves in an awkward position. A letter on the subject,

written by Mr. Oldham in behalf of the Edinburgh Continuation

Committee, was answered by Herr Oehler, Chairman of the German
Missions-Ausschus, who wrote :

—

" Our hearts have been touched by the kindness of our British friends

in oti'ering their fraternal help to German missionaries in distress,

wherever such help is possible. Please express . . . our sincerest

* These were further traced out by Mr. Suell in an article in January, 1915.

The Gazette also printed a series of " Messages for Workers " which, at the

editor's invitation, were sent by the Archbishop of Armagh (Dr. Crozier),

Bishop Ingham, Archdeacon Gresford Jones, Canon Barnes-Lawrence,
Prebendary F, S. Webster, the Rev. F. T. Woods, Mr. (now Sir) Victor

Buxton, &c.

t " One result of the War has been to make the attitude of the authorities

in INIadagascar much more cordial towards both the French and the British

Missions."

—

Int. Rev. Miss., Jan., 1916. The Bishop of Madagascar writes,

"The close alliance of England and France has created a very real bond of

sympathy between ourselves and those who govern us. . . The Acting Governor-
General has shown himself sympathetic, and his example has been followed

by most of the chiefs of the provinces and their subordinates " (Mission Field,

Feb., 1916).
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Appendix, appreciation and gratitude. . . . May God abundantly bless your
labours for the supra-national Kingdom to which we all belong, and
may He soon grant us renewed fellowship of peaceful work."

But the Ausschus did not feel able to accept British bounty,

and suggested that EngUsh Christians should transfer their gifts

to French Missions. In fact, the Paris Protestant Missionary

Society was included in the British appeal, its missionaries and
home officials alike having been summoned to join the colours ; and
its Secretary, in acknowledging the kind purpose, expressed his hope
that England might find a way of giving aid to German Missions

also if they needed it. " Christians in England," he wrote, " stand

above all questions of nationality when it is a question of the

Kingdom of God." It is much to be wished that this kind
judgment were better deserved,

(jiennaii To those who deeply sympathized with the spirit of these letters

Evangelical i^ was a painful surprise when the manifesto appeared which was
Christians, addressed by thirty Germans held in high honour in this country

" to the Evangelical Christians abroad." Among them were
Drs. Axenfeld, Deissmann, Eucken, Harnack, and John Warneck;
Drs. Richter and Haussleiter, and Bishop Hennig, the German
members of the Continuation Committee ; and the truly respected

and beloved Dr. Spiecker, President of the Home Mission Society

of Berlin, and Vice-President of the Foreign Mission, who had
been the chief leader in the movement for promoting peace

between England and Germany. This appeal is only mentioned
here as a matter of history. The present writer, in a book meant
for permanent use, would refrain from any words that might hurt

honoured brethren whose co-operation in Christian work is still

hoped for when a happier day arrives. Suffice it to say that a

Eeply was prepared and sent by the Archbishop of Canterbury,

which was signed by Archbishops and Bishops, by distinguished

Christian scholars, by leaders of the various Christian denomina-
tions, etc. ; and the Prime Minister, Mr. Asquith, in a speech at

Cardiff, referred to it as " a calm, reasoned, and dignified state-

ment of our case." * In due course Professor Harnack answered
it ; and we cannot be surprised at his indignation when it is clear

that he and his colleagues really believe that England is responsible

* Some of the signatories had themselves been members of the large party

of representatives of British Christendom who, on the invitation of some of the

distinguished Germans who signed their Appeal, had visited Germany in 190'J

in the interest of peace and goodwill. Some English newspapers imagine
that the party on that occasion consisted of unpatriotic socialists. In point of

fact, the Anglican members at least, bishops and clergymen and laymen, were
mostly well-known and highly respected men, including several Conservative

M.P.'s. Among them wero the C.M.S. President and Treasurer, Sir J. Kenua-
way and Colonel Sir H. Williams. Do men like these regret what they then
did ? Assuredly not. The honest effort on both sides has failed, but it was
a Christian thing to do, and no true Christian will ever be ashamed of his

part in it. But they saw no inconsistency in also signing the Archbishops'

Reply to the German appeal about the War. There will be, through God's
mercy, a day of enlightening and reconciling in due time.
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for tlie War. Every allowance must be made for Christian men ai'pkndix.

who lionestly think that. How little desire there was amon<T

C.M.S. men to widen the breach was shown by the printing in the

CM. Revieic (Dec, 1914), of Dr. Axenfeld's address on Christianity

and Islam, which had been sent by a German friend.

The Society was successful in arranging for the sailing of the Torpedoed

majority of the missionaries, both the new recruits and those losses of

returning to their respective fields, in the course of the autumn
;

;M!**'o""

and there was for a time no hindrance to men and women coming
and going as usual,—due, under God, to the wonderful dominance
of the British Navy. More recently, owing to the activity of the

German submarines, some restrictions have been found necessary.

Three times have they succeeded in their attack upon vessels

carrying C.M.S. missionaries. The Falaba was the first of the

passenger liners sunk by submarines ; and the horror and in-

dignation aroused by that event on the Palm Sunday of 1915 are

scarcely remembered since the Li(sitaniii and the Ppida were sent

to the bottom with hundreds of innocent men and women and
children. But tliree C.M.S. missionaries en route for Nigeria were

on board the Falaha ; and while two through God's goodness were

saved, Miss Wait and Dr. .J. C. Fox (son of the late Hon. Sec),

the third, the Rev. A. Field, was lost. He was a young and

promising missionary, returning to Africa after his first furlough.*

On board the Persia, also, were two women missionaries of the

Society, Miss Bull and Miss Lees, on their way to India. The
latter, a new recruit, was happily saved ; but Miss Bull, a valuable

worker of many years' standing, formerly at Benares, and latterly '

,

of the Bhil Mission, was lost, a heavy blow to the work among
tliat interesting people. Also the Japanese liner, the Yasalai J/ani,

carried Miss Preston, returning to -Japan ; but she was mercifully

saved,f
But the Missions have otherwise suffered heavy losses through '--^i-^-^

,

the War. The internment of the missionaries in German East i)tiiciaisr'

Africa, and the departure of others from Palestine and Turkish
-IP^^^^l^l

Arabia and Persia, will be noticed presently. Meanwhile, let us join the

'

mark how many have felt it their duty to offer their services to the
''^'''^'

Government. They number about fifty, up to April, 191G, chaplains,

doctors, nurses, &:g. Bishop Price of Fukien has done important

service as chaplain at the Dardanelles and in Egypt. Several

leading Indian Glu'istians also, including the Rev. Diua Nath, have

ministered to their countrymen at the Front. Some accepted

recruits, and candidates in training, have offered for enhstment.

Nor must we forget Bishop Gwynne, of Khartum, who was for

some years on the C.IM.S. staff, and is now Deputy Chaplain-

General for the Front.

* See CM. Rev., May. 1915, pp. 259, 307. Two S.P.G. missionaries wore on

board the Lusitania, but were among the saved.

t Letters about these losses and escapes are published together in the

CM. Beview of April, 1916.
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Two V.C.'s.

Deaths .it

the Front.

And it is not missionaries or intending missionaries only who
are serving the country. About fifty meml^ers of the House staff

are doing so, including a few liable under Lord Derby's scheme.
Among them are Dr. C. F. Harford, now attached to the E.A.M.C.

;

the Eevs. E, Bulstrode, D. C. Woodhouse, and W. D. Stedman,
who have been accepted as chaplains ;

* and Dr. Jays, who went
to Egypt under the Y.M.C.A., and afterwards to the Dardanelles

as a surgeon. Mr. Theodore Lunt must also be mentioned, wiio

has received a commission in the Eoyal Field Artillery. The Eev.

B. G. O'Eorke, who was a chaplain to the Forces before the War,
and represented both C.M.S. and S.P.G. in the Army, was taken

prisoner in the early days of the War, but has since been released,

and has written an interesting account of his experiences.! Mr.
John Kennaway, the only son of the President, is an officer in the

4th Devon (Territorial) Eegiment, and has been in India and
Mesopotamia.
There are not a few missionaries' sons in the Army. Lieut.

Cyril Martin, who was awarded the D.S.O. for capturing and
holding a German trench during the retreat from Mons, and the

V.C. for holding back German reinforcements for two hours and
a half at Spanbroek Molen, is a son of the Eev. John Martin of

Foochow. Another V.C. has been awarded posthumously to Sub-

Lieut. A. W. St. Clair Tisdall, son of Dr. St. Clair Tisdall, tlie dis-

tinguished scholar who was for some years a C.M.S. missionary in

India and Persia. At the first landing at Gallipoli, a young officer

displayed heroic courage in rescuing wounded men, but was not at

the time identified. A month later Lieut. Tisdall was killed ; but it

was not till long after that the War Office ascertained that he was
the unrecognized officer, and then the V.C. was awarded. He was
a brilliant Cambridge man, double first. Chancellor's medallist, itc.

Death has already exacted its tribute from those named above as

having joined the Forces in various capacities. A member of the

House staff, Mr. S. E. B. Hazell, was killed while on patrol duty on

Jan. 9th, 191G. A very grave loss is that of the Eev. J. E. Stewart,

who was, in his capacity of acting-chaplain, conducting a funeral

service at the Front, and was struck by a shell and killed

instantly. The Western China Mission is indeed stricken by
tliis sad event. Besides these, two who had been short-service

men; under the Society, have been killed: one, Lieut. W. G.

Furness Smith, son of the late Editorial Secretary, who worked
at St. John's College, Agra, for two years, and died in July of

wounds received in Flanders ; the other, Lieut. E. Burrows, son of

tlie Bishop of Sheflield, who worked for a time with Mr. Holland

at the Calcutta College, and of whom Mr. Hohand in a private

* Mr. Stcdmau described his work at one of the camps in the C.M.S. Gazette

of Dec, 1914 (he has been in France since then) ; and in the same number
I\Ir. R. G. Par.sons, one of the clerks, who had enlisted in the Rifie Brigade,

described the daily routine in his camp.

t In his book, In the Hands of the Enemy (Longmans).
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letter wrote, " Our men loved, trusted, revered him in no ordinary AprKNDix.

way." Mention should also be made of Mr. J, E. Robinson (l>.Sc.,

Lond.), who was on the list of missionaries for two or three years
;is science master at the English College, Jerusalem, and who was
killed at the Dardanelles.""

The number of members and friends of the Society who have
lost sons is large. I^)esides the Bishop of Sheffield, Dr. Tisdall,

and Mr. Furness Smith, already mentioned, they include the

Bishop of Winchester (of whose son, Gilbert Talbot, such striking

accounts have appeared), the late Bishop Blyth, Bishop Fyson
(late of Japan), Lord Kinnaird, Colonel Sir R. Williams (C.M.S.

Treasurer), the Rev. Lord W. Gascoyne Cecil, the late Arch-
deacon Eyre, Professor Carless, Mr. Sydney Gedge, Mr. Herbert
Arbuthnot, Mr. T. Cheney Garfit, Prebendarv Grose Hodge,
the late Rev. G. F. Whidborne, the Rev. W. F. T. Hamilton, the

Rev. T. C. Chapman (Sec, C.P.A.S.), the Rev. A. E. Bowlby, the

Rev, J. P. Haythornthwaite, the late Revs. H. C. and R. A. Squires

(Bombay), the Rev. Worthington Jukes (formerly of Peshawar),
the Rev. J. B. Panes (Telugu Mission), the late Rev. J. G. Garrett

(Ceylon), the Rev. W. J, Abigail (Punjab) ; and the Rev. J. A. F.

Warren (India), has a son " missing." Also Mr. F. H. Hawkins,
Foreign Secretary of the L.M.S., and two Secretaries of the W.M.S,.
have lost sons. These lists, alas ! will assuredly be added to l)efore

the great conflict comes to an end.

We will now take up the C.M.S. mission fields in order, and see

how the War has affected them. Mr. Oldham's annual Missionary
Survey, in ih.Q\ International Ben'p/r of Missions for January, 1916,

briefly notices the effects of the conflict in all parts of the world

;

but it is necessary in these pages to confine our attention to our
own fields.!

West Africa.

The War instantly affected the West African colonies. Adjoin- West Africa

ing the Gold Coast colony was the German territory of Togoland ; t'ime.

and adjoining Nigeria on the east was the far largei' possession,

Cameroon. Both were eventually occupied by British forces, in

the latter case after a prolonged struggle. It is significant of the

* See the notice of him bj' the Rev. H. Sykes, CM. Rev., Jan., 191G.

t Tiie Survey draws special attention to the trials and sufferings of the

Jews owing to the War. " The great Jewish population has been almost cleared

out of Poland—where a wave of anti-Semitism added to their share in the

common lot of sorrow—and out of Galicia ; while Russia . . . has been opened
to them." " In Palestine, the labour of a generation in building up Jewish
colonies has been swept away, and the Jews are either facing starvation in the

land which was once their own, or have been driven into exile in Egypt."
The L.J.S. and other societies for work among the Jews have had to withdraw
many of their missionaries. Among other items in the Survey one is

particularly welcome, viz., the immensely increased circulation of the

Scriptures everywhere.
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Prisoners of
War in

C.M.S.
College.

Special
Services
and
I'rayer
Meetings.

spirit in which Great Britain desired and hoped to conduct the War,
that the very first news from West Africa pul^hshed in the

C.M.S. periodicals was the nohle proclamation of the Governor of

the Gold Coast, exhorting the British there to treat the Germans
in the colony, including the Basel missionaries, with " more than
charity—they are entitled to our chivalry." In Togoland many
German missionaries, both Protestant and Eoman Catholic, have
been allowed to continue their work, though under some re-

strictions. But from Cameroon all were deported. Native teachers,

however, are ministering to the Christian congregations ; but the

schools have been closed. It is sad to hear of a recrudescence of

heathenism.

One result of the War was the sudden stoppage of the liquor

traffic which has been so disastrous to the welfare of West Africa
;

and the Bishop of Sierra Leone, Dr. Walmsley, expressed the

fervent hope that they had seen the last of it. It is to be feared

that no such result has ensued. British traders have prevented that.

One of the first incidents of the War was the capture of the

German liner Profesisor Woermann. The 300 prisoners of war taken
with her were brought to Sierra Leone, and a large number
of them were interned in Fourah Bay College, the well-known
C.M.S. institution which has so long served the whole coast.

Tutors and students were turned out, and P>ritish officers took
their place ; the whole precincts being surrounded by barbed wire
entanglements. Bishop Walmsley visited the prisoners, and
wrote :

" Most seem very contented, but it is terribly hard to

understand their point of view ; their ideas of war seem so

utterly different from ours." Similar accommodation was given

by the Society in Nigeria. When our forces took Duala, in

Cameroon, some of the German women and children were brought

to the mission houses at Ibadan and Oyo. Others were taken

charge of by the Eoman Catholics.

From the beginning, the African Christians gathered in prayer.

At Lagos, and in the Yoruba Country, special daily services

actually began on Sunday, August 9th, only five days after the

declaration of war; and " crowded congregations testified to the

seriousness and earnestness of the people." The Nigerian Land
Contingent, formed of Englishmen at Lagos, was inaugurated by
a service on the following Sunday, August Ifith, conducted by
Bishop Tugwell. A remarkable special prayer meeting was held

in one of the Lagos churches at the request of the chiefs generally,

and was attended not only l)y Christians, but by Mohammedans
and Pagans— " a representative and unique gathering." "Every
day at noon," wrote Bishop Tugwell, " the Peace Bell is rung, and
meetings for prayer are everywhere largely attended." At Sierra

Leone, too, there was much prayer, " Week by week," wrote
Bishop Walmsley, " and day by day, in many districts people

meet to pray for British victory. I passed tlu'ough the village of

Waterloo the other day, and found that they meet daily, and on
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Thursday's the pastor [an African, of course | reads to them a Api'r.N-mx.

summary of tlie telegrams of the week."

The loyalty and liberality of the people have been conspicuous, Loyal con-

both in the Sierra Leone and Gold Coast protectorates and in
''"tions.

Nigeria. " We have bad collections in all our churches," wrote

Bishop Walmsley, " and it is wonderful how the money has come
in. The Mohammedans are doing the same, and are raising large

contributions." From Nigeria Bishop Tugwell wrote, " The
attitude of the people throughout the country is one of intense

loyalty to King George." Sir F. Lugard, in a dispatch to the

Colonial Office, summarized " innumerable expressions " of

loyalty from, chiefs and people. The Emirs of Northern Nigeria

gave him £38,000 as a contribution to expenses and loss of revenue

through the War. kn Emir in Sokoto Province gave £1000 from

his own purse to the Prince of Wales's Fund, and minor chiefs

added £371. At Dagos, the African merchants and other leading

men collected £1700. An Arabic letter from the native council at

Lokoja, sending £300, said, " The King must use it as he sees fit.

We are the servants of the King." From the Gold Coast over

£25,000 was sent. At Benin, which was only occupied by the

British in 1897, and which, on account of the cruelties prevailing,

has always been regarded as a specially hard and backward place.

Bishop Tugwell held a special service, at which the local king and
chiefs were present, and £200 was collected.

German East Africa.

There has naturally been much anxiety about our missionary The Mis-

brethren and sisters in German East Africa : Archdeacon and Mrs. (lenn^an

Eees, the Rev. and Mrs. .T. H. Briggs, the Eev. and Mrs. E. W. Kast Africa.

Doulton, the Revs. D. Deekes, S. J. King, and T. B. R. Westgate

;

Mrs. Pickthall, and Misses x\ckerman, Forsythe, Mellows, and

Miller.* Mr. Doulton and INIiss Miller are from Australia; Mr.

Westgate from Canada. No letters were received from them for a

year after the War liegan. But they were always on friendly

terms with the German autliorities (see p. 79), so it was reasonable

to hope for the best. A Canadian missionary from British East

Africa, the Rev. E. W. Crawford, had been visiting Mr. Westgate

in the German territory, and left in a German ship just before the

War, and he and other English passengers were detained ; but

H.M.S. Ff'fi(isi(>< took him off, and he said he had rather enjoyed

his few days' experience as a prisoner of war.f It will be

remembered that the Ppf/tisi/s was afterwards disal:)led in Zanzibar

harbour by the German cruiser A'iiiiif/shm/.

* :Miss Jackson (of Sydney) and j\Iiss Spriggs were on furlough when the

War broke out, and are now in British East Africa, as also is a new man, the

Rev. R. Banks. ]\Lrs. Deekes, >[rs. Westgate, and :\Iiss Fondt are now in

England.

t See his account, C.M.S. Gazette, March, 1915.
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APPENDIX. In January, 1915, information was received by the Universities'— Mission (which had forty missionaries in the hands of the Germans)

UieTntedo-
^^^^'^^ ^^^^ Bishop of Zanzibar, that the C.M.S. party were interned

"at Tabora, 500 miles from the coast. This is the place formerly

known as Unyauyembe, and as a half-way house to the Victoria

Nyanza in the days Avhen the journey was taken that way, to the

south end of the Lake. It is from the Bishop that most of

tlie later news also has come. At last on Aug. 18th, 1915, came
the lirst direct communication, from Mr. Westgate, who wrote :—

•

" ,June 2.—Just a line to let you kuow tliat I am well and have been
enjoying good health since last I wrote to you. I am now at as
' prisoner of war,' and all the other C.]\[S. n^issionaries, so far as I know,
are at along with many U.INI.C.A. missionaries. All are well as

far as I know. We were kindly left on our stations until the last week
of May, tlien I was taken to , and from there I came here.

" June 11.—On Sunday last I preached to the other ' prisoners of war,'

from Isaiah xxvi. 2, 3, and I feel the peace therein mentioned. I have
translated Leviticus, Judges, 1 and 2 Samuel, 1 Kings, and the fifth Book
of Psalms, since August of last year." *

A German It is pleasant to hear from Pastor Wiirz of the Basel Missionary

rM*s^''^" Society that Dr. Axenfeld of Berlin (already mentioned in this

chapter) had written to him as follows :

—

" If you are writing to a member of the C.^I.S. please send a cordial

greeting from me, and say that I have received news from our missionaries

iu Gennan East Africa that the brotliers of the G.M.S. are, under the

circumstances, doing well, and that our l)rethren are in every possible way
lielping tliem and their work. Also that I have written a cordial greeting

to the Ijrethren of the C.M.S. (in German East Africa), and that we sliould

Hke to do whatever is in our power for them and their work."

Fighl in? i

Brilisli

East Afri.

British East Africa and Uganda.

Bi-itish East Africa marches with German East Africa for several

hundred miles from the east coast to the Nyanza ; and the Uganda
Railway runs nearly parallel with the frontier, fifty miles from it

for the first part of the way. That railway is an important fact

;

and when the War broke out, it was natural for the Germans to

seek opportunities of injuring us by cutting the line. There has

been lighting from time to time, with varying results. Our force

has consisted mainly of Indian troops ; but the Africans themselves

fought with no less bravery. Wusi, in the Taita district, is a

sanatorium for British troops, and the Eev. V. V. Verbi is there as

interpreter. Mr. Verbi's own case is remarkable. He is a Bul-

garian, who joined the Mission while in Africa in 1895. He lias

done important missionary service, and was ordained by Bishop
Peel just before the War broke out. The accession of Bulgaria to

* P.S., April, 191G. News has been received, gathered from native prisoners

by the Rev. V. V. Verbi in British East Africa, that all were well at the end
of 1915. The advance of General Smuts raises new hopes.
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the German Alliance appeared to make liim an enemy alien, but .\i'pe\t>i\.

the British Government gave liim a commission, which, with its ~
oath of allegiance to King George, forfeited his nationality.

Some 3000 natives of Kiknyu, and a 1000 from Bunyoro, came
down to the coast, and the British authorities encouraged the

missionaries at Mombasa to work among them. The loyalty T-oyaUy of

of the people generally has been as marked as in West Africa,
"' '^"^^''"

though they have not the wealth to make the large offerings

we have seen given in Nigeria and the Gold Coast colony. But
Zanzibar raised £2000, the Mohammedans giving a large part of

that sum. The Sultan of Zanzibar wrote to the various Swahili

chieftains, exhorting them to unswerving loyalty, and affirming

tliat the Turks, by yielding to German influence, had lost the

sympathies of the Moslem world ; and all along the coast the

Swahili Mohammedans were praying for British success. At the

other end of the British Protectorate, bordering on the eastern

shores of the Nyanza, is Kavirondo, where the people are, or were,

naked savages ; but they did their " bit " by giving 3000 goats for

the troops.

Uganda is for the most separated from German East Africa by Uganda -.

the great Lake, as large (be it remembered) as Ireland ; but on tlie aiuuVie''""

west side of the Lake the two territories meet. There fighting has i:^'''t'sii.

taken place ; besides which armed vessels have bombarded villages

and settlements on the coasts of that great inland sea.

Not a moment was lost, when the cable news of war reached
Uganda, in the Mission placing itself bodily at tlie service of the

British administration. Within six days of the memoralile 4th

of August Mr. Millar wrote, " We have all offered our services to

the (Government." The boys in the important central schools

were drilled, and some were formed into a cyclist messenger corps.

Colonel Hickson, the British Commandant, " gravely disapproved
of l)eing embarrassed with tliese lads," but " after inspecting them
he w^as delighted with them." " He saw all their squad drill and
stretcher drill, and at once ordered them to the front." From Toro
" thousands " were sent to help as carriers of food and munitions,

and " were quite pleased to have some definite share in the work,
and thus show their loyalty to King George." Sir Apolo Kagwa, the

Katikiro, announced liis readiness to march against the Germans
at the head of an army of 5000 Baganda ; and five chiefs l^egged

leave to go to l^iUgland and join the British army with 500
men. One leader of the Baganda troops, Nasanieri Mayanja, a

Christian, was at one time Bishop Tucker's servant ; but he went
to the King's School at Budo, and was one of the first liudo boys
to get an official chieftainship. Another, Ashe Mutasa, lias been
promoted to be an " effendi " or lieutenant.

The Mengo Hospital proved to be an important agency. Dr. Hospital

Albert Cook at once placed one hundred jjeds at the disposal of the

Government, and started a Eed Cross class for the C.M.S. women
and others. The beds were soon filled, and 150 more were added.

Work.
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APPENDIX, wards being " run up " for the purpose, and another building com-
mandeered. "We read also of " liospital ships " on the Lake
In-inging tlie sick and wounded across. One night in March, 19J5,

thirty-one Indians were brought in ; and Dr. Cook wrote :

—

"The main hospital was brilliantly lit up with electi'ic light, shining

out against a velvety black tropical sky, while a dozen rickshaws and a
fussy little motor-car brought the soldiers from the station. The worst
cases were carried in on stretchers. In an hour we had them all com-
fortably in bed, and the large men's ward presented an unusual spectacle,

crowded with these Rajput soldiers, each with his rifle leaning against

the head of his bed,"

Drs. A. R. and J. H. Cook were appointed surgeons in charge,

witli the rank of captain. Some of the missionaries were gazetted

as chaplains. Archdeacon Buckley, Mr. Blackledge, and others,

with tlie same rank. Mr. Blackledge's account of his work is

delightful.* He was cordially received by Colonel Stewart, the

Commander of the Expeditionary Force at the south-west frontier,

who attended the Sunday services regularly, together with other

English officers. In one place a Christian chief put up a large

reed church, and in other places a large store was used, or the

service held in the open. All were largely attended by the

Christian native soldiers, porters, &c.

An official letter was received in June, 1915, in Uganda, con-

veying the thanks of Mr. L. Harcourt (who was Colonial Secretary

of State before the Coalition Government was formed) for the

assistance rendered by the C.M.S. in these various ways.
The Roman Catholic Missions in East Africa and Uganda have

suffered much througli the War, particularly througli the recall of

the Ei'encli missionaries for military service.

One other matter must hQ just mentioned. The Baganda ask.

What is the War all about ?' and, Wiuat does God think of it ?

" It is sad work explaining," writes one missionary. Sad indeed !

On the
lioiitier of
(Jermaii
Territorv.

P-ritish

I'rotectn-
rate in

Kgypt.

Egypt and the Sudan.

One of the immediate results of Turkey joining in the War was
the proclamation of a British Protectorate over Egypt, in De-

cember, 1914, which put an end to Turkish suzerainty there ; and
this step was followed by the deposition of Abbas Ililmi Pasha,

the then Khedive, and the appointment of Prince Hussein Paslia

in liis place. The Moslem population have accepted tlie new
regime with quiet acquiescence. An old sheikh said, " We re-

member Turkish rule in Egypt, and we do not want to have it

again." The Sudanese chiefs liave been even more openly loyal.

Sir R. Wingate sent to the Foreign Office more than one hundred

spontaneous expressions of devotion to the British Government.

The Grand Mufti and the Board of LUema publicly disapproved

* See CM. Review, Dec, 1915.
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of Turkey's action, and warmly acknowledged the peace and Appendix.

prosperity the Sudan enjoyed under British rule. When, in

February, 1915, the Turks attempted to cross the Canal and attack

Egypt, they found no support from the Egyptians, and were easily

repulsed.

Bishop Maclnnes reached Port Said from England on the very
day of the announcement of the new regime, and on Dec. 27th
he attended a service of thanksgiving and intercession at the

Coptic cathedral at Cairo. He and the missionaries have had
many opportunities of ministering to the British and Australian

troops, and the Bishop has held some interesting confirmations for

them.
A party of C.M.S. missionaries for Egypt had a narrow escape Escape of

on Nov. 15th, 1915. Their ship, the City of JIarseiUes, was S""'"'""'"
attacked in the Mediterranean by a submarine " which showed no submarines,

number and tiew no flag," and which fired seven shells at her.

The crew stood ready with the hfeboats, and the passengers with
their life-belts on, and there was no panic, though a torpedo was
momentarily expected. Hymns were sung and prayer ofi'ered, and
when the hostile vessel gave up the chase, the National Anthem
was sung. A thanksgiving meeting followed, and a presentation

was made to the captain, who publicly acknowledged the good
hand of God in preserving the ship.

Palestine.

The Palestine Mission caused anxiety from the first ; not that Ditikuities

Turkey's alliance with Germany was anticipated, but that banking *" ^*'®'**'"^®-

difficulties impeded the Society's remittances. No bank in Jeru-

salem would cash the drafts, which made it impossible to pay the
native teachers, &c. An agent had to be sent from Egypt to

convey money to the missionaries. Moreover, no foreign produce
entered the country. Rice, sugar, tea, &c., "became practically

non-existent." Several of the missionaries were withdrawn, and
either returned to England or took up work in Egypt. Among the
latter was Miss Bedells, who had been a nurse in the mission
hospital at Nablus, and who died at Khartum, after twenty-one
years' faithful service.

But when Turkey joined Germany, the remaining missionaries Missionaries

at Jerusalem, Mr. Sykes and Mr. and Mrs. Webb, were in due '"•^^^^ed.

course interned ; and so were Dr. and Mrs. Sterling at Gaza.
They were kept as hostages against the bombardment of an open
port by the Allies; but they were "not unkindly treated," and
suffered little personal inconvenience. Schools and hospitals were
occupied by Turkish soldiers, and anything in them that would
be useful was commandeered ; but all was done with due courtesy

;

and the Turkish authorities, wrote Mr. Sykes, " acted with real

kindness," in not confiscating the C.M.S. balance at the bank, but
allowing it to be transferred to an agent of the Society, a Turkish
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-IJut allowed
to leave.

GoiKlitioa
of Pales-
tine.

vri'ENJjix. subject, to be disbursed by him. Dr. Sterling, seeing that his
presence at Gaza did not tend to the safety of the native Christians
there, obtained leave to move with his wife to Jerusalem. There
were rumours that all would be sent far away into the interior of
Syria or Asia Minor ; but these were happily put an end to by an
order permitting " teachers " to leave the country. This was
obtained by Dr. Glazebrook, of the U.S.A. Consulate, who spared
no trouble in the matter. Many counter-orders came, and disap-

pointments were frequent, but Dr. Glazebrook always said,
" Please God, we shall win through." At length the mission
party, including some Scottish and American workers, were allowed
to leave Jerusalem to catch an Italian steamer at Jaffa. Many
difficulties arose there, but Dr. Glazebrook actually went down by
rail on Christmas Day to see that they " won through." At last

they found themselves on board the ship, " like unto them that
dream," and eventually " escaped all safe to " England. So wrote
Mr. Sykes, whose narrative, and that of Dr. Sterling, are curiously
interesting.*

Meanwhile, there was one other C.M.S. missionary, Miss
Lawford, who declined to leave Nazareth, and stayed on in charge
of the Orphanage there ; but the Turks have now emptied it of

everything.

The congregations connected with the Society have suffered from
financial difficulties, but the pastoral work has not been suspended,
and the native clergy have continued their ministrations, though
one was imprisoned for a time. The general condition of the

country is in many ways distressing. The Paris correspondent of

the Times communicated painfully interesting details, thus sum-
marized in the OJl. Review (Nov., 1915) :

—

" All the convents in Jerusalem have been transformed into barracks.

Recruits exercise in the Plain of Samaria, and on the Mount of Olives,

where German officers are said to have installed posts of observation.

A shooting range has been organized on Mount Golgotha. All the
roads arc almost choked with convoys of munitions and food stuti's,

and thousands of peasants have been requisitioned to dig trenches along
strategic ijositions."

Dr. Ethel Griffiths wTote at the beginning of the War, " Evei-y-

thing is at a standstill. The soldiers are everywhere looting.

All able-bodied men have been dragged from tiieir homes. The .

land is neglected, the people terribly taxed. Travelling is im-
possible; life and property are insecure."

Dr. Sterling gave some strange items of information. " One
Arabic paper described how a Zeppelin had visited Petrograd, and
by means of a powerful magnet drawn up the Czar and taken him
captive ; then it proceeded to Paris and, in like manner, took up
the French President; and then, at Buckingham Palace, it caught

* Dr. Sterling's appeared in the CM. Review in April, 1915, and Mr.
Sykes'a in the May and June uumbcrs.

Strange
news in
Arabic
Papers.
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lip King George. London was being bombarded by big guns at ai-i-knuix.

Antwerp ; Paris was in the hands of the Germans ; and the

German Heet had sailed majesticany up the Enghsh Channel.
Moreover, the whole INIoslem world had risen against the i.\llies."

But many Turks disliked the war, and resented the dominance of

the Germans. The Turkish Commissioner at Jerusalem, whose
sympathies Avere with the Allies, was dismissed, and a German
installed in his place.

In Syria the Missions have suffered, as well as in Palestine. syWa, .k^va,

Buildings of the British Syrian Mission, and the Edinburgh -^^'i^or- ^^

Medical Mission, for instance, at Beirut, Damascus, and other

places, have been confiscated. Even the great work of the

Americans has been grievously impeded, notwithstanding the

neutrality of the United States. The American missionaries in

Asiatic Turkey have laboured heroically for the persecuted

Armenians, and some have themselves been imprisoned and ill-

treated. It is remarkable that the Bible Society's agent at Con-
stantinople, the Eev. T, R. Hodgson, has been able to maintain
his position and carry on his work.

Dr. Sterling mentions a rich Jewish merchant at Gaza who ^'niu'c of

regarded the extinction of the Turkish Empire as imminent, and Laiui."
^

as fulfilling Daniel's prophecy. He looked for the speedy appear-

ance of the Messiah, and declared that " in the event of this hope
being unfulfilled, his people would call in question the rightness

of their nation in rejecting Christianity." Dr. Sterling himself

looks forward hopefully:

—

" The future of the Holy Land is one full of promise and hope. The
passing away of Turkey with her iniquitous rule will be as new life to

the Christian races and the Jewish people who have suffered so merci-

lessly throughout her long reign. There can only be one end to this

present war, and the overthrow of the civil power will undoubtedly lead

to the decadence and passing away of the religious power, as the

strength of Islam consists not so much in the creed which she jn'ofesses

as in the power of the sword by which that creed is upheld. The per-

secution of conAerts has ever been rife, and apostasy has always meant
death. A new era under a righteous government will give fresh life and
power to peoples and races of alien faiths that have been under her

rule. And thus a day of blessing is at hand for the Eastern Churches of

Christendom and for the work of Missions in that Empire."

Turkish Arabia.

The missionaries at Baghdad in the autumn of 1914, were Dr. ^''fjlj'"^,

and Mrs. Johnson, Dr. Stanley, the Rev. and Mrs. P. V. Boyes,

and Miss Gutsell ; and Miss Martin was alone at Mosul. (Dr. Lavy
had gone to India ; Miss Butlin and Miss Hill were at home.) On
Oct. 12th, 1911, the Acting Consul, Major Scott, though giving no
order, advised the departure of ladies and children. Eventually

Mr. and Mrs. Boyes went to India, while others at Baghdad re-

mained, sending word to Miss Martin to join them. Presently
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Appendix.

Bishop
Duiiaiit ;il

the Front.

the two doctors, and other male British subjects, were interned in

the British Residency under armed guard. In December Dr.

Stanley was allowed to leave for Aleppo, and after various

adventures reached Alexandria. Dr. Johnson was confined for

some days in the Baghdad police station ; but at last he and the

ladies were sent off, also via Aleppo, and all came on safely to

England.*
Bishop Durrant of Lahore has been with the British and Indian

forces in Mesopotamia, and w^as mentioned in the Mesopotamian
Dispatches of April 5th, 1916, for his distinguished services. He
sent an account of deep interest to his Diocesan Magazine. f The
Bishop of Madras wrote thus about it :

—

" Sir John Nixon, the Commander-in-Chief in Mesopotamia, sent a
most appreciative telegram to the Bishop of Lahore when he left the

Persian Gulf. The Bishop won golden opinions from all ranks by
sharing all the hardships of the ' Tommies ' and living on the same food,

and by his coolness and bravery under fire at the great battle of Kut-el-

Amara. He was in the tiring line apparently all through the battle and
helped to carry away the wounded and in various other ways."

Persian
Unrest.

A tryins;

journey.

Persia.

Persia has had much unrest of its own quite apart from the
War, as stated in Chap XIII. ; and the War has greatly increased
the dangers of the position there. But the coming of Turkey into

the conflict was only known after the missionary party of 1914
had sailed, consisting of Dr. White, Mr. and Mrs. Linton, and two
recruits. They left on Oct. 10th for Bombay, and it was after

passing Aden that the news of Turkey's action reached their

ship by wireless. Nevertheless they transhipped at Bombay for

Bushire, and Dr. White reached Yezd, in the heart of Persia, in

December. Both at Yezd and at Kirman there seems to have
been little cause for anxiety at that time. But at Ispahan there

was already great trouble. An illuminating article on the whole
position, by Dr. Catherine Ironside, appeared in the CM. Revieiv

of January, 1916, which gives significant information of the
various influences, open and secret, which so perplexed the
Persian authorities. She describes also the successive murderous
attacks on British Consuls and others. At length, in September,
1915, the British, French, and Eussian communities left Ispahan.
Miss Ironside and Miss Braine-Hartnell accompanied tlie Russian
party northward, the Russian Consul having asked that a doctor,

preferably a lady, might be allowed to go with them ; and the

former eventually arrived in England. The rest went south-

wards to i\.hwaz, and thence to the Persian Gulf, where the

C.M.S. missionaries embarked for Bombay. This journey was an

* Dr. Stanley's narrative, which is of unusual interest, appeared in Mercy
and Truth of May, 1915. Dr. Johnson's account was in the Gleaner of

October.

t Parts were quoted in the CM. Review and C.M.S. Gazette of Feb., 1916.
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exceedingly difficult and trying one, involving great privations and appknpix.

man}' dangers. From Ispahan to Ahwaz occupied three \veeks of
—

travelling, including tlie crossing of twenty mountain passes. The
party were fourteen in number, including two l)ahies and four
other children. Frightful thirst was a special hardship, water being
rarely procurable, and when obtained was mostly drunk up by the
muleteers and donkey-boys.* Meanwhile the party at Kirman
came down to Bunder Abbas on the Persian Gulf, and eventuallj^

reached India safely ; while the Yezd party went northwards to

Teheran and came under Russian protection.

Dr. Carr wrote that the leading Persians at Ispahan greatly Persian

deplored the various parties leaving. It was not their desire, nor "i"'"""-

their fault, but for the time German influence seemed dominant.
There is also the fact that, at least in Northern Persia, there was
a good deal of fear of the increasing tendency of Russia to control

the country; and Mr. Allinson.one of the C.M.S. men at Ispahan,
found the chief mullah there perplexed at finding the English,
wiiom he esteemed, allied with the great Northern Power. Ho
was, however, shocked at the destruction of churches in Belgium
and France, saying, " You might expect this of us, but we cannot
understand Christians destroying Christian churches."
A pitiful account of the misery in Persia caused by the War is

given by Dr. Catherine Ironside in the CM. (Ilraiur of March,
191G.

The recent Russian successes have opened tlie way for work Possible

in Persia to be resumed; and several of the missionaries have ot-^\v,Vi.'iV""

already gone back.

India.

One of the great facts of the War is the loyalty of India to the Loyalty

Empire, which has been both expressed in words and acted on"'^"*^'"'

in deeds. Not that it has been universal. The disloyal section its limita-

of the population, that is, in the main, certain educated Bengalis,
"""''

have not all joined in the general enthusiasm
;
yet some of those

known as leading agitators have been noble exceptions. One has
well used his previously disloyal newspaper on the British side,

and another (who some years ago was deported for sedition) has
been active in providing ambulances for tite Expeditionary Force.

Upon the whole the spectacle has been one as gratifying as it was
(at least in its intensity) unexpected ; and the House of Commons
has rarely been so stirred with grateful enthusiasm as when, first

Mr. Montagu, and then Mr. Austen Chamberlain, announced the

gifts in men and money of the princes of India.

Canon (now^ Bishop) Waller contributed an illuminating article its causes,

to the CM. Keriew (Dec, 1914), which pointed out three causes
for the outburst of loyalty. (1) The instant response of the

* See the graphic tiarrative, by ]Miss M. J. Stuart, in the C.if. Gleaner,

April, 1916.

2 Q
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AprFNDix. fighting men, especially in the protected native States, was due to

their keen readiness to draw the sword anywhere against anybody.

(2) The educated Indians (barring the small disloyal minority) are

filled with one great desire, to see India taking the place in the

Empire to which its greatness is entitled, a place equal (at least)

to that occupied by a Dominion like Australia ; and they were

proud to send their sons to fight alongside British troops in

Europe on equal terms. (3) The masses, so far as they can be

influenced at all, were profoundly stirred by King George's visit,

and now regard him with an afi'ectionate devotion beyond any-

thing that our Western minds can understand. But Dr. Waller

pointed out that an unrighteous war would have failed to produce

such an enthusiasm. " The ideal of British justice has laid hold

of the mind of India." "It is an ideal which is consciously

witnessed in the life of a Lawrence, a Eoberts, or a Pennell, and

often unconsciously in the lives of known and unknown Britishers,

who stand as a matter of course for fair play and honour." And
India has perceived that we honestly desire the triumph of honour,

justice, and fair play.*

Its 'itead- Indian loyalty has proved to be no transient emotion. When
fastness,

^.j^g ^^^. j-^g^^^ lasted a year, and " Declaration Day " was observed,

" thousands of meetings throughout the land," wrote the Times

correspondent, " protested India's unswerving devotion to the

Empire "
;
" in church, mosque, temple, all the communities of

India assembled to pray for victory in the righteous cause."

Testimonies The missionaries on the spot shared in the general surprise and

satisfaction. The veteran Dr. Hooper wrote :

—

" Cohimu after column in the daily papers are filled with news of

expressions of the most widespread and enthusiastic loyalty to the British

Crown which India has ever known, exceeding what the wildest imagina-

tion had before conceived possible. Offers of service from native princes

were not so wonderful, for the Rajput loves an opportunity to fight ; but

the amount of money which has been poured forth, all over India, to

swell the war-funds which are being raised, woidd be incredible if one

were not sure of the reality. The fimds are being raised tlu'ough the

banks, and are being subscribed to liberally."

Mr. The Eev. E. H. A. Haslam, late of the C.M.S., now of the new
H.asiam,

j^jggion of the Canadian Church in the Kangra district, wrote :

—

" Never in the history of India have all classes been drawn together

in sympathy and in prayer as at present. The Hindu community
arranges days of prayer for the success of the British arms. Every

mosque has likewise been the centre for Mohammedans to assemble to

pray for the same object. The opening up of the life and sympathy of

the people in this way presents to us an unparalleled opportunity for

reaching them. Prejudice is easily overcome when the heart of a people

is Godward, as it certainly is at present. An example of this may be

quoted. On Sunday morning last we had a service of intercession in

* The Times correspondent at Bombay said much the saiae. Times, Nov.

7th, 1914. See extract in CM. Review, Dec, 1914, p. 703,

of mis
slonaries

:

Dr. Hooper
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Upper Dliarmsala for tlio English resitlonts. A Parsi merchant came ai'pf.shix.

and listened throughout with keenest attention. In the evening T
—

announced a service for English residents in the lower station. On
Saturday I had a talk with an Indian lawyer, telling him we would like

any English-speakmg Indians to attend who wished to do so. The Arj'a
Samaj Hall was otfered us, and at the evening service 200 Indians were
))resent and were most reverent, standing throughout the offering of

prayers and paying the closest attention to an address on ' Our grounds
for believing that God will hear prayer.' This gathering is remarkable
for being held in the hall of a neo-Hindu sect which is usually violently
anti-Christian."

The Eev. Norman Tubbs, Principal of the Collegiate Scliool at Mr. Tubbs,

Agra, wrote, after a hohday in Kashmir :

—

" The Maharajah of Kashmir has proved his loyalty since the war has
broken out, and is not only giving large sums of money to the relief

funds, but also taking the greatest trouble to make comfortable in Kash-
mir the many English ladies whose husbands have been suddenly recalled
from leave, and his arrangements to help tlie officers to report themselves
at liead-quarters have been admirable. Indeed, it is splendid to see how
ad\'ersity is bringing out the innate loyalty of Indians to our Raj. The
keenness to back us up is really wonderful, for after all we are foreigners.

It says something for the justice and peace of our rule that at such a
time, when it has always been said that in the event of a European war
Indian malcontents would create trouble out here, that there is hardly a
breath of disloyalty. In Bengal, the home of sedition, the movement to

send medical aid to the front has been quite remarkable."

Again, Mr. Tubbs wrote :—

•

" The war has not liindered our Christian message one iota. . . . The
fact is, Indiaiis would have been horrified if we had not gone to war.
They would have doubted our sincerity and Christian principles. A
small boy in our hostel put it in a nutshell. Some of the boys were
discussing why we liad gone to war. ' It is like this,' he said ;

' suppose
you saw a big boy bullying a little one, you would immediately try to
stop him, Germany is bullying ]ielgium, and of course England steps
in to stop it.'

"

Tlie Eev. G. Brown, of the New South Wales CM. Association, Mr. Oeorge

now at the Nizam's capital, Haidarabad, wrote :

—

Brown,

" During the war in Tripoli, and later in the Balkan war, the sympa-
thies of Indian INIoslems were entirely with Turkey. Now not even a
finger is lifted for the Turk. In 1857 they said, ' Lose Haidarabad and
we lose India.' Haidarabad is loyal to-day : witness H.H. the Nizam's
firman as soon as Turkey sided witli Germany m this war. The fact
that Indian Moslems are fighting shoulder to shoulder with our brave
men is a great strength to the Empire at this time. ... In preacJiing you
never meet &i\ old iMoslem soldier without finding respect for the English-
man and his religion. Soldiers form a mighty brotherhood. There is a
mightier one when they are in Christ, and this brotherhood is coming
too. The faith is spreading among the fighting races of the Punjab, and
Christian regiments will soon be seen under the flag for justice and
libertv."
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tributioiis.

APPENDIX. And the Kev. E. T. Butler wrote from Calcutta of the good

Mr Butler
i^A^^^nce of the War upon actual missionary work (which is illus-

trated by the fact that large audiences of students have been
gathered foi- open-air addresses in College Square) :

—

"The tremendous bond of sympathy created through the War has
given the evangelistic missionary a unique opportmiity. I doubt if the

Christian message was ever listened to with such attention as at the

present time."

A recent writer in the Contemporary Review, an Indian, pointed

out that not only were 200,000 Indian soldiers sent forth during

the first five months of the War, to France, the Dardanelles,

Mesopotamia, Egypt, East Africa, Aden, and Tsingtau, but since
Liberal con- April, 1915, £47,000 had been contributed in money, besides

hospital equipments, motor-cars, horses, &c. From missionary

letters let us take a humbler illustration or two. The students at

the C.M.S. Edwardes College, Peshawar, sent the whole of the

money which was to have paid for college prizes to the Y.M.C.A.,

and the Deputy-Commissioner who came to give the prizes gave
certificates instead. The girls in the mission school at Multan
requested that the money to be used for Christmas presents might
be given to the War funds. A poor man stopped the Bishop of

Lahore in a village to give him a 10-rupee note for the Belgians.

A village schoolgirl, when blankets were given out, said, " Please

give my second blanket to the poor people of Belgium."
Personal service has been offered by the Indian Christians.

Several hundreds have enlisted in South India, and the Eev. L.

Dhan Singh conducted parade services for them at Bangalore.

There are Christian companies from the Punjab in two South
Indian regiments. A double company of Indian Cliristians of the

Punjab wlio belong to the Anglican Church has been formed, and
added to the 63rd Light Infantry. The regiment is in East Africa,

but the company has been sent to the depot at Palamcotta.

Much sympathy was felt and expressed by British missionaries

in India with their German fellow-workers in the same cause, in

the difticult position in which the latter were necessarily placed.

Their remittances from Germany to a large extent ceased ; and
contributions came from many parts of India to help them, which
vyere largely aided from America, and also (as before mentioned)
to a smaller extent from England. Tlie new National Missionary
Council (see p. 190) raised a large sum in India. But of course the

German Missions were bound to suffer still more by the necessary

restrictions on the free movements of the missionaries. The Govern-
ment of India, indeed, was reluctant, and slow, to interfere with

them. For nearly a year, the majority were (in the circumstances)

dealt with in a kindly way. In June, 1915, it was officially stated in

Parliament that, including both Protestants and Eoman Catholics,

115 were interned under military control, 70 restricted to one
place under civil control, and 442 at liberty, but on parole. Those

The
Gertiian
Missions.

Govern-
ment
I'olicy.
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interned were mofcstly from the south, many of them belonging to aitknuix.

the Basel Mission. From the important Gossner Mission in

Chota Nagpur only one had been taken. Moreover, the Govern-
ment had made special grants to keep the schools open under
native teachers. But soon after, a severer policy was adopted.
Obviously, while it was quite natural that the sympathies of

the Germans should be with their own countr3^ any possible

attempt to arouse ill-feeling among the Indians against England
could not be tolerated. Many more, accordingly, were interned,

and many not of military age were sent back to Germany. The
C.M.S. had one of its old staff of German missionaries still surviv-

ing, the Eev. P. M. Zenker of Muttra, and he received the Mr. zeuker.

repatriating order. He was aghast : he had been in India fifty

years without once returning to Europe ; he knew hardly any one
in Germany ; he w-as a clergyman in English Orders ; he was not
far from eighty years of age. There were also two ladies, Miss
Goetze and Miss Stroelin, taken over from other societies by the

C.M.S. , who were repatriated. In the south, however, several

missionaries were allowed to stay, on health and other grounds,
at the earnest request of the Bishop of Madras.

At the annual meeting of the new National Missionary Council important

of India (formed after Dr. Mott's Conferences in 1912-13, see ouKew
p. 190), which was held in November, 1915, the following important j^^'^sio"

resolution was passed on the subject of the German Missions :

—

" The National Missiouary Council desires to place on record au ex-

pression of its deep thaukfuluess to God for the disinterested aud self-

denying labours of German missionaries in India, to whicli we owe the

establishment not only of the existing German, but also of some of the

most flourishing British Missions. The Covmcil is convinced that their

labours have throughout been inspired by devotion to Jesus Christ, and
directed to the spiritual elevation of the people of India. The Coimcil
regrets and would wholly dissociate itself from those imputations of

ulterior political motives which have been so freely made against them.
The Council recognizes the grave difficulty of the situation created by
the War, and greatly appreciates the sympathetic consideration which has
characterized the attitude of Government in dealing with it. At the same
time the Council deeply regrets that the labours of the missionaries have
inevitably been interrupted, and sympatliizes with them m their present

separation from the work which they love. Further, the Council deplores

that the exigencies of the AVar have led to the interruption of that fellow-

ship between German and other missionaries which was enjoyed before

its commencement, and earnestly hopes that on the conclusion of peace,

in the good providence of God, conditions may be such as to make
possible the resumption of this happy co-operation in the task of extend-

ing Christ's Kingdom. In such co-operatiou lies one great hope of

accomplishing the complete reconciliation of the nations now so widely

sundered."

This resolution was adopted unanimously, except that one
member declined to vote. Among those present were the Bishops

of Calcutta (Lefroy), Bombay (Palmer), Chota Nagpur (Foss
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Wcstcott), Domakal (Azariah); also, of the C.M.S., Canon Hensloy,
the Eev. W. E. S. Holland, and Dr. A. C. Lankester.
The Gossner Mission in Chota Nagpur, which is the largest of

the German Missions, has been seriously affected by this stricter

policy. Nearly 100,000 Indian Christians are connected with it,

and there were fifty missionaries, nearly 500 Indian workers, and
over 300 schools. Bishop Foss Westcott, who superintends the

large S.P.G. Mission in the same district (a country as large as

England, be it remembered), had already taken the lead in raising

a considerable sum of money to help the Germans. He now under-

took the entire supervision of their Mission, and appealed in India
and England for both men and means. Not only has the S.P.G.
sent several men to his assistance, but at least two C.M.S. mis-
sionaries have been spared for him, although the Society has no
direct connexion with those districts.* Only general supervision is

intended, and responsibility for the use of the government school
grants. The congregations remain under the charge of the Lutheran
Indian pastors, and the Bishop undertook that there should be no
attempt to win them over to the Anglican Church. | " Fortunately,"
wrote Bishop Palmer of Bombay, " there are enough Indian
Lutheran clergy to provide the people with the sacraments." % The
whole enterprise is an example of Christian sympathy and fellow-

ship. Moreover, Bishop Lefroy of Calcutta, as Metropolitan, and
as Chairman of the National Missionary Council, and the Secretary

of the Council, Mr. Anderson, a leading Baptist missionary,

have issued a pubhc statement authorized by the Government,
to the effect that the removal of the German missionaries was
not on account of any conduct of theirs, but merely as an
unavoidable political move.
The Eoman Catholic Missions in India have suffered severely.

German and Austrian missionaries have been interned or re-

patriated. Frenchmen and Belgians have l:)een summoned to

Europe, and the funds for their work have failed.
||

Mr. E. Maconachie {G.M. Revinv, Oct., 1915) writes encourag-
ingly of the outlook of missionary enterprise in India. He quotes

a missionary letter which said that " only one man, and he a

Christian, had spoken of the scandal of Christian nations fighting

one another," adding that the Epipliani/, the excellent paper of the

Oxford Mission, which is an authority on the currents of Indian

opinion, has not received a single letter on that point. But else-

where {CM. Rf'C, June, 1915) he writes sadly on another matter,

viz.. What did the wounded Indians in England gather regarding

religion in England '? The one thing satisfactory in this connexion

* See the Rev. W. V. K. Treanor's article iu CM. Gleaner, June, 1916.

t See Bp. Foss Wcstcott's own statement, copied from his Diocesau Paper
in the G.M. Bev., Feb., 1916.

X The East a;id The West, Oct., 1915, p. 377. This is a significant utter-

ance in view of the Kikuyu controversy. Clergy not episcopally ordained can
" provide the people with the sacraments."

II
Int. Rev. 2Jiss., Jan., 1916, p. 11.
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is that they all received copies of the New Testament in their own Ati'Exmx.

languages. No douht also there were such private and prayerful

efforts as could be exercised without the forbidden " proselytism."

For instance, Dr. Neve took some from Brighton to the Memorial
Service for Miss Cavell at St. Paul's Cathedral.* We may also take

encouragement by the effect produced on the Indian troops at the iiuiian

Front by the Y.M.C.A. work on their behalf, work partly done {[n'rout.

by fine young Indian Christian students fresh from the Indian

Universities. The effect, we are assured, " has been profound."
" What ! you Christians '? We always thought Christians were
good-for-nothing menials ; we know now who our true friends

are."

On the other hand, it is good to hear that some of our Terri- liiitisii

torials, who were sent to India to replace the seasoned troops I'lHiiasedug

brought back to the Front, have seen something of our Missions
j^j^jji^j^j.

in India W'ith interest and pleasure. At Bombay, Canon Heywood
"

showed a party of three of them over the C.M.S. institutions

there ; and at Sharanpur, the old industrial settlement near Nasik
(where Livingstone got his " Nasik boys ") a party of Devonshires

from Deolali expressed great appreciation of w'hat they saw. At
Meerut, when the centenary of the Mission was celebrated, not

only were there services in the mission church, but the English

church opened its doors for a special service, to which Christians

from the rural districts around were invited, to their own astonish-

ment ; while the English residents and troops, sent up to the

galleries, were still more surprised at what they saw. " The grand
church in the cantonments was filled on the floor with 700 village

converts. . . . The service was in Urdu, with parts in English

interspersed. . . . There were lots of Territorials present." It is

pleasant to add that our President's son, Mr. John Kennaway, has

been greatly interested in the work in the Punjab.

In this w^ay the wishes of the three Field Marshals, Lords Tiie Letter
_

Roberts, Grenfell, and Methuen, were fulfilled, which they Field

expressed in their joint letter to officers serving abroad :

—

Marshals.

" You will almost certainly come into contact with the representatives

of various Christian ^Missionary Societies, whose special work it is to show
to non-Christian peoples the love of the Christ Whom we profess to serve.

We commend these missionaries to you as a bod^' of men and women
wlio are working laelpfully with the Government, and contributing to the

elevation of the people in a way impossible to official action. Some
object to Christian ^Missions iu ignorance of their real value. We would
suggest that you will use all opportunities of making yourself personally

acquainted with the work they are doing, and the character of the con-

verts. Mcst Missions will bear looking into, and we are couvuiced that,

if you will do this, you will never afterwards condemn or belittle them."

It should be added that temporary but important help has been

given to the depleted medical and educational missions in the

* See Dr. Neve's interesting letter iu Awake, May, 1916.
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Appendix. Punjab and on the Frontier by missionaries, both men and women,
driven, as already stated, from Palestine, Turkish Arabia, and
Persia,

Ceylon.

Buddhist Ceylon is practically a part of India so far as the War is

the M^r"^ concerned. Its loyalty is the same, with similar exceptions. An
interesting advertisement in a Buddhist newpsaper of July, 1915,
may be mentioned. It announced the holding of an " Intercession
Service "—borrowing our exact words—" and to offer Special Prayer
to Almighty God for the success of the British arms "

; and it was
signed, " M. Somaskanda Kurukkal, High Priest, Trustee, and
Incumbent." The people were deeply impressed by the accounts
of the King and Queen visiting wounded soldiers.

Kraser's Trinity College, Kandy, was represented, up to the end of 1915,

Front."
^^" by twenty-eight Christians, boys, old boys, and masters, in the

British forces. One of the last to go is a son of Mr. Eudra, the
well-known Principal of the S.P.G. College at Delhi. Four were
passengers in the French steamer Ville de la C'iotaf, which was
torpedoed ; and one of them, a very line character, was among the

victims.

The Far East.

Jamn'^"''
China and Japan have had their share in the War, the former

involuntarily, the latter through the Anglo-Japanese Alliance.

China was the scene of an important conflict when Japan, as one
of the Allied Powers, attacked the territory of Kiaocliau, which the
Germans had seized some years ago in retaliation for the murder
of two Koman Catholic missionaries. The Japanese besieged and
captured the capital, Tsingtau, and made the garrison prisoners,

including some German missionaries. Japan also did great

service with her fleet in the Pacific, to say nothing of her supply
of munitions to Eussia.

Pp'lef
Some of the Missions at Peking observed Sunday, Oct. 18th, 1914,

as a day of prayer for peace ; and the Chinese President, Yuan
Shili Kai, telegraphed to the different provinces calling on the
Chinese Christians to pray on the same day, and ordering tlie

local officials to attend the services. At Hong Kong, the British

authorities deported the German missionaries there.

The C.M.S. Western China Mission has suffered a heavy loss

through the War, in the death of the Eev. J. E. Stewart, before

mentioned.

Bishop Price, of Fukien, occupied part of his furlough in Europe
in ministering to the troops in Egypt and at the Dardanelles. His
own account of his work, in the C.3f. Review of Feb., 1916, is

most interesting.
.Japan and One notable effect of the War has been the opening of the

Philosophy, minds of educated Japanese to the real tendency of modern
German criticism and philosophy. They have been wont to
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atlmire the writings of Nietzsche, Bernhardi, and others ; but Appendix.

they now see whither such teacliings lead. Miss Bosanquet, one
of our most experienced missionaries in Japan, writes :

—

" People are awake, alert, sensitive to impressions, turning more to

England and to English ideals. The general sense of insecm-ity makes
some, at least, realize the inadequacy of materialism and intellectualism,

and desire spiritual foundations. There is, naturally, some talk of the
failure of Western civilization and religion, but I tliink it is pretty

widely' recognized (certainly it is preaclied by the Christians) that the

one hope for Europe and the world lies in a more vital faith, in a return
to the true principles and practice of Christianity. I myself have not
found any special difficulties arising out of the war, but rather, on the

contrary, new openings almost daily, and any amount of personal work
to do. The conduct of tlie British troops and the line taken by the

Government henceforth will be of tremendous importance."

Some Japanese Christians sent two-thirds of tlieir Christmas

festivity money to the Belgian Belief Fund ; and they wrote,
" The stand which your country has made for righteousness, and
the splendid attitude of your nation, fill us with admiration."

On the other hand, a Japanese pastor says that " the spectacle

of so-called Christian nations engaged in mutual strife is a

hindrance to educated men who have been taught that European
civilization is based on Christianity."

The Far West and North.

It takes a long time for European new^s to reach some of the Red

C.M.S. Missions in North-West Canada. Mr. Walton, for in- wf{iythc

stance, of Fort George, Hudson's Bay, wrote in October, 1914, War,

that the accounts received stated that Germany and Austria were
fighting against France and England, but differed as to which

side Russia was on. Yet already " the fur market was ruined,"

and Indians and Eskimo would be very hardly hit. No further

news would reach them for six months. Some stations would

not hear of the War at all before that. One missionary heard of

it in August, 1915, a year after it broke out.

The Red Indians everywhere emulated the white population in but loyal,

expressions of loyalty ; and large contriliutions to War funds were

made by some tribes. The Blood Indians of Saskatchewan sent

£200, the Blackfeet, £210, the Sarcees, £100, kc.

New Zealand.

Although the Society has now no New Zealand Mission (see
^^^.'^^j^]^,^"

p. 389), the important and leading part it took a century ago in (jaiiipoii.

training and educating and Christianizing the ^Maoris may well

constrain us to take a special interest in the contingent furnished

by them to that part of the " Anzac " force contributed by New
Zealand to the War. Twice in Sir Ian Hamilton's memorable

despatch from Gallipoli (published in the Times of Jan. 7th, 1915)
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Appendix, are the Maori troops mentioned. He tells us that " the Wellington
Battalion, tire 7th Battahon, Gloucestershire Eegiment, the Auck-
land Mounted Eifies, the 8th Welsh Pioneers, and the Maori con-
iiiujmt, the whole most gallantly led by Lieut. -Colonel W. G.
Malone," " raced one another up the steep. Nothing could check
them. On they went, until, with a last determined rush, they
fixed themselves firmly on the south-western slopes and crest of

the main knoll known as the height of Chunuk Bair." And again,
" The attack along the Chailak Dere was not so cleanly carried
out—made, indeed, just about as ugly a start as any enemy could
wish. Pressing eagerly forward through the night, the little

column of stormers found themselves held up by a barbed-wire
erection of unexampled height, depth, and solidity, which com-
pletely closed the river bed—that is to say, the only practicable
entrance to the ravine. The entanglement was flanked by a
strongly-held enemy trench running right across the opening of

the Chailak Dere. Here that splendid body of men, the Otago
Mounted Eifles, lost some of theii: bravest and their best, but in

the end, when things were beginning to seem desperate, a passage
was forced through the stubborn obstacle with most conspicuous
and cool courage by Captain Shera and a party of New Zealand
Engineers, supported by the Maoris, who showed themselves worthy
descendants of the warriors of the Gate Pali. Thus was the mouth
of the Chailak Dere opened in time to admit of the unopposed
entry of the right assaulting column."

Moreover, a friend writes that he lately found himself with some
New Zealand soldiers in a train, and " it was delightful to hear
them express their unbounded admiration for their Maori com-
rades ; and they recognized the indebtedness of these people to

English Christians."

This is not the place to enlarge on the general aspects or pros-

pects of the War, or on the tremendous problems that will face

the Empire when in God's great mercy it comes to an end. Let
our present prayers ascend to the Majesty on High that the
Church of Christ may then have grace to rise to the occasion and
engage with its whole soul in the Greater W^ar against sin and
evil of every kind at home and abroad ; and especially to go forth

against the great enemy of mankind, to carry to his unhappy
captives in all lands—none the less unhappy because so uncon-
scious—the glad tidings of Eedemption, to deliver out of his hands
those whom the Lord our God shall call, and thus to prepare the

way for the complete and final triumph of their rightful Sovereign,

the Lord Jesus Christ.
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538; J'an- Anglican Thankotfering, 551;
Prince Albert's speech, 568; the l)ay of
Opportnnit V, 571.

" Africa and "the East" Exhibition, 69, 493,
504—500, 535.

Africa, Central, 18, 36, 44 ; Cliristian Church
the best bulwark against Miihainnu'danisin,
101 ; Bp. Talbot on the I niv. Missinn. 5.|.

Africa, Church Missiouarx Soiicty's iMissioiis,

43, 59—123, 431 ; African clergy, 60,
465, 466 ; Secretaries for, C.M.S. : Rev. F.
Bavlis, 439: ti. T. Mauley, 446.

Africa, East, 33, 34, 48,51,100.125, 128, 217,
351, 4.50 ; hopeful outlook. 17, 36 ; in-

surrections, 37 ; slavery, 40. 75 ; Moham-
medanism. 42 : polygamy, 42 ; C.M.S. first,

woman mis;,ionary, 49 ; Industries, 49, 76,

77; coast district, 53, 75, 433. 476: C.M.S.
Missions. 75—82 ; Brit. E. Af. Company,

76, 77; baptisms, 70; Mr. J. Chamber-
lain, 77 ; climate, interior, 80 ; Indian
immigrants, 211 ; Church of the Future,
411; the Kikuyu question, 418, 41');
notable valedictory dismissals, 474; the
Swanwick call, 481 ; missionaries needed,
482, 483 ; tlie War, 577, 579, 598.

.Africa, Eastern Eqxuitorial : Bishops of. See
Hannington, J., Parker, H. P., Tucker, A.
R. ; diocese, 18, 75, 83.

Africa, German East, 536, 537 ; occupation,
33, 75, 77 ; polygamy, 42 ; Christian
education desired, 43 ; statistics, 78

;

map, 78, 79 ; medical work, 79 ; railway,
79 ; translational work, 82 ; the War, 579,
581, 585, 586, 588.

Africa, Heart of. Mission, 109.
Africa in TniDsforimtion, 101. 412.
Africa Inland Mission, 53, 78, 80, 109, 412.
Africa, Xorth, Mission, 52, 120.
Africa, North-East and North-West Missions,

52.
Africa, South, Bp. Talbot on S.P.G. Mission,

10 ; Union of South Africa, 23, 388, 568 ;

German colonies, 33 ; Boer War, 37 ; popu-
lation, 44, 57 ; missions, 55— 57 ; C. M.
Assoc, 541 ; missionaries, 542 ; Churcli
in S. Africa, 550 ; Dutch Church member
of Continuation Committee, 562.

Africa, South Central, Missions, 54.
Africa, S.E., Portuguese po.ssessions, 57.
Africa, South-Wesl:, tJerman, conquest by

Botha, 37 ; missions, 53 ; Portuguese
possessions, 57.

Africa, Talkn on, 523.
Africa, West, 129, 133, 302, 327 ; German

occupation, 33 ; French influence, 33, 34 ;

hopeful outlook, 36 ; liquor tratPic, 39,

584 ; government commission. 39 ; indi-

genous industries, 45 ; trade, 45 ; Moham-
medanism, 46 ; missions, 52 ; first mis-
sion, 53 ; C.M.S. Missions, 59—74 ; littoral,

60; climate, 65; i)roi)0.sed ecclesiastical

province, 71; contributions, 172; notable
valedictory dismissal, 474; West Indies
missionaries, 542 ; the Church, 61, limited
local autonomv, 550; the War, 577,
583—585.

Africa, Western Equatorial. 63; Chiu-ch
Synod, 44; staff, 64; ecclesiastical con-
stitution, 397; Bishops in, see Crowther,
S..\.; Hill, .T. S.: .Tohnson, J.; Oluwole,
I : Pliilli])s- C. ; Tugwell, H.

Africa, West. I'Uiuat. Diocesan Mui/a^iite, 65.

African Lakes Company, 55.
African Times. 39.
.\gadir, aggression at, 38.

Agra, 5. 119, 120, 143, 197, 198, 214, 219. 225,

220, 467 ; baptisms, Brahniai\s and
Mohammetlians, 229 ; colleges ami schools,

226, 227, 322, 595; college brothorliooils,

144; educational work, 226; St. .rohn's

College. 181, 197, 200, 201, 223, 224, 226,
515,582.

Agricultural Hall: " .VIrica aiul the East"
Kxhibition, (>'X 493, 504—6, 535.

Ahmad Shah. Rev.. 187.

Ahmed Masih, Maulvi, 218.
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Alimeduagar. S.l'.(i. work, 101 ; A.B.C.F.M.,
163 ; the distriet, :il8.

AhwaZ; 592.
Ainger, A. C, 535.
Ainu Mission, 359, 3G0, 361.
Airiiii Kaidzi, Queen, 47.
Aitken. Rev. J. D., 65, 70.
Aiyansh, 385, 387.
Ajmere. 222.
Akbar, 119.
A.L.O.E. School, Batala, 206.
Alake of Abeokuta, 45, 66.
Alaska, 376, 378.
Albany, 370.
Albert (Prince Consort), 568.
Albert, King of the Belgians, 38.
Albert Hall Meetings, 5. 7, 9, 11, 460, 475,

543, 565.
Alberta, 376.
Aldis,Ilev. W.H..327.
Aldous, Dr. Alicia, 133.
Aleppo, 592.
Alert Bav, 385.
.\lexander. Rev. F. W. K., 197, 198, 241, 242,

497.
Alexandra Girls' School, Aniritsar, 205.
Alford, Bp. C. E., 427, 437.
Algeria, 38.
Aligarh. 155, 225.
All-India Conferences and Conventions, 168,

173.187.
All Saints' Sisterhood, 218.
Allahabad, 5, 217, 268, 467 ; the Hostel, 200,

231, Lord Curzon's appreciation, 138

;

aerial post contribution, 138, 139

:

missionary association, 139, 228 ; Divinity
College, 143 ; Mr. Holland on Hinduism,
149; All-India Convention of Religions,
168; Conference, 185,186,187, 191; Pres-
byterian Alliance, 191 ; educational classes,
200 ; Divinity school, 224, 225 ; other
colleges and schools, 227, 228 ; Bp.
Talbot's lectures, 228 ; Missionary Asso-
ciation, 228 ; Amer. Presbyt. Mission,
229 ; Decennial Miss. Conf., 240 ; Univ.
graduate C.M.S. missionary, 466.

Allan, Rev. Wm., D.D., 69, 430, 431.
Alldridge, J. T., 62.
Allen, Archdeacon. 128, 351.
Allen, Miss, Universities Mission, 351.
Allen, Miss A. E., 102, 128, 351.
Allen, Miss A. L.. 97, 102.
Allen, Miss B. J., 128, 351, 358.
Allen, Rev.R., Minsionary Methods, 222.
Allepie Mission, 253.
Alley, Rev. J. A., 61.
Alii, Rev. Jani, 232.
Alliance, Anglo-Japanese, 330, 331; Anglo-

French, 579.
" Alligator " Societies, 41.
Allinson, Mr. H. W., 133, 593.
Allnutt.Rev. R.L.,433.
Allnutt, Rev. Canon S. S., 161, 215, -198.

.Mmora, London Missionary Society at, 162.
Alpha Church, Fiikuoka, 358.
Alvarez, Mr. T. F., Principal, Fourah Bay

College, 61 ; work in Sien'a Leone, 62
;

in N. Nigeria, 73 ; Lond. Sum. Sch., 507.
America, author's visit, 530 ; Laymen's
Movement, 512.

America, North-West, Mission, 366.
America, South, Pan-Angl. Thank-oifg., 551

;

Edin. Conf., 561 : the Gospel need, 561
;

Panama Confereme, 561.
American Baiitisi .Missions: India, 159, 101,

163, 166, 167, 2;i.«. 242 : .Japan, :J46.

American Bible Soijcty. 2S0. 285.
American Board of Commissioners of Foreign

Missions (Congregational), 119, 159, 163,
167. 218, 238. 286, 287, 346, 513, 557.

American Conference, " ]''aitli ynd Grder,"
564.

American Cont. Comm., members, 561.
American Dutch Reformed Church Missions,

India, 130, 163, 238.
.Vmerican Episcopal Methodist Missions, 163,

215, 218, 222, 229, 238, 285, 288, 346, 347.
American ((Jerman) Lutheran Missions,

53, 163, 167, 238.
American Presbyterians, 113, 116, 120, 135,

136, 207, 215, 229, 284, 347, 560.
American Protestant Episcopal Church

:

304, 316, 364; no Missions in India, 163 ;

its work at Shanghai, 316, 317; Central
Theol. Coll., Japan, 345; first modern mis-
sionaries, Japan, 346; its apportionment
scheme, 496 ; Church independency, 550.

American Young People's Missionary Move-
ment, 509, 522.

American Missions and Missionaries (general),
at Centenary, 9, 10 ; missionary agenciei^,
28; Nineveh, 129; Muscat, isO; Con-
ference, 193 ; missionary work in Africa,
52, 53, 54, 55; in Palestine during the war,
590; India, 158, 159, 161, 221; war aid
for German missionaries, 596 ; China, 288 ;

Foochow medical college, 315; Limchow,
303 ; Szechwan. 328 ; Japan, 335, 342,
345,346; the missions and the war, 573,
591.

Americans at Mildmav, 1877, at Exeter
Hall, 1888, 557.

" Amil " class, Sindh, 213.
Among the Wild Tribes of the Afghan Frontier,

211.
Amov, 291.
Arapthill, Lord, 138.
Amritsar. 202, 205 ; Rev. H. E. Perkins'

death, 196 ; schools, 203, 205 : ho.spital,
213; C.E.Z.M.S., 214; St.Catherine's Hos-
pital, 214 ; King Edward VII's visit, 128 ;

Golden Temple, 505.
Anantam, Rev. Canon, 198, 201, 241, 243.
Ancestral worship, 296, 303.
.\ndereya, Christian King of Bunyoro, 86,
92 ; coronation, 86.

Anderson, Bishop C. P. of Chicago, 564.
.\nderson. Bishop D., 367, 360, 370.
Anderson, Mr. E. M., Asst. Sec. Home Dept.,

440 ; Gleaners' Union, 442, 502 ; death,
430, 442. 443.

Ander.son, Mrs. Garrett, 454.
Anderson, Rev. H., 140, 190, 598.
Anderson, Bishop J. G., 24, 367, 368, 371,

374, 375, 380, 537.
.Vndrew, Rev. A., 245.
Andrews, Rev. C. F., The lievaissunce in

India, 140, 141, 143, 151, 233, 510.
.\ndrews, Mi.ss K., 308, 309. 312.
Andrews, Bishop Walter, 24, 314, 352, 359,

361.
.Vndrews, Mrs. W., 352.
Anglican and other Cluirclics: Revs. G.
Chapman, Wong Yiu-Kwong, Archdeacon
A. E. .Moule, Rev. Dr. Weitbrecht, 400.

Anglican, Communion : Dr. A. W. Robinson,
Dr. Frere, Chancellor P. V. Smith, 401 ;

the Anglican Communion, 549 ; Anglicans
at other Communions, 419 ; Anglican
Chinese Church. 294 ; Christian Conference,
Shangliai, 288, 294; Cluisl iaiis, India, 165,
166; Cliiucli and Union .Movements. India,
180—194; Church in Japan, 335, 336. See
also under different Missions.

.\ngIo-Chinese School, Hong Kong, 301.
Anglo-French a^jreement, Egypt, 50.

.Vnglo-(;ernian agreement. East Africa, 34.

.\n2lo-lud)aii and Emopean interest, 228.
•Vtiglo-lndians : Indian Chmch Aid Associa-

tion, 174. See Eurasians.
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AnglD-Japai.ese Alliaiue, :3:'.0, 331.

Vnglo- Persian Oil Company, 131.

Anglo-Vernacnlar Secondary Sciiools, Tinitt'il

I'rovinces, 160.
\nimisni, Islam and, 4:^; in Kast Indian

Vrchiiiehifio. 4:i ;
Aiiimislic poinilation,

India, 150, 101).

Anldng, Diocese, 203; Rishoi) ol, see Hun-
tington, \). T.

Ankole, 89, 97 ; Kahaya, Chnstnm King,

86, 92 ; early missionaries, 86.

Annie Walsh School, Sierra Leone, 61, 62.

Anniversary and other services, speakers and
meetings, 458—163, 544 ; clerical break-

fast, 500; G.U., 502 ; Med. Miss., 525.

Annual Letters from Missionaries, 19.

Anthropology in Uganda, 49.

.\.nti-Foot-t)inding Society, China, 18.

Antioch, Patriarch of, 255.

.Antarctic Expedition, 379.

.A.nuradhapiu-a, 263.
'• Anzac" force, and IVew Zealand, 001.

"Voki, Viscount, 338.
Apostasy, 112, 314.
•' Apostles of Keconciliation, 505.

\l)ost(ili(al Succession, A true, 435.

Appaswamy, Mr. P., 186, 187.

Apportionment system, 441, 490 ;
U.S.A. and

Canada, 490.
.Appropriated Contributions, 49u.

.A.pps, Dr. Kachel, 126.

AmbUi, the Cradle of Islam, Dr. Zwemer, 115.

Arabia, Scotch Mission, Aden, 120, 130.

Arabia, Turkish, C. M.S. Missions, 291—130;
should C.M.S. retire? 482; Col. Assoc,

missionaries, 536, 542. See also Turkish

Arabia. ,, . ,_
Arbuthnot, Mr. G., V.-P. C.M.S., 437.

\rbuthnot, Mr. H. R., V.-P. C.M.S., 437, 583 ;

L.W.U., 499.
Arbuthnot's Bank failure, 240.

Archbishop's Missionary Kxhibitions Fund,

470.
Vichbishop's Mission to the Assyrian Christ-

ians, 136.
Arclier, Dr., 234.

Archer, Miss A. L., 351, 3o7.

Vrchibald, Mr. K. T. (C.S.S.M.), Simla con-

vention, 194 ; Tinnevelly. 248.

Archidiaconal Associations, 29, 441, 489.

Arctic Mission, 19; first Arctic ordination,

377. See Canada.
Ardagh, Dr. Vernon, 385.

Arden,Kev.A.H., 186.

.Arden, Miss .Maud, 186.

Ar.lill, Kev. K. F., 246.

Arianism in .lapan, 337.

Arima, 342.
.Arkonam, 193.

^. t u
Armagh, Archbishop ot. .See Crozier, J. B.

Armenian, Archbisliop in Egypt. 114; Rev.

F. Baylis on the .Armenian Church, 119;

persecution, 591.

Arinitage, Mr. K., V.-P. C.M.S. ,
437.

Annitage, Mrs., 434.

.Vrmstrong's iXewcastle Works, Muroran,

359.
.Army Missionary Association, 514.

.Arnold, Matthew, 157.

Arnot, F. S., 53.

.Arrian Mission, 2;)3.

Arthur, Rev. Dr., Kikuyu conference, 412.

Arva Samai, 150 ; Rev. C. 1). Snell's census

article, 150; .T. N. Faniuhar in Int. I{ei\

Miss 1.50 ; effect on " mass movements,

151 ;' Hardwar college, 151; Uayanand,
151 ; opposition to the (iospel, 151 ; to

Mohammedanism, 151; an Arya tract,

169; the War, 595.

-Asahigawa, 359, 360.

Asano, Mr., 353.
.Ashauti : 53 ; war, 37 ; I rade, 45 ; King Prem-

peh's baptism, 268.
Ashiya, 354. *

Asia, Bishop .lacob on Missions, 10.

Asia, (ientral, Moliam. missions, 121.

Asia Minor, 590.
.Asia, West.,Pan-Angl. Thank OHg., 551.

Asirvatliam, Rev. M., 249.
Askwith, Rev. F. N., 252.
Askwith, Miss A. J., 249,468 ; Kaisar-i-Hind
medal, 197, 247.

Aspland, Dr., 296.
Asquith, Mr., at A.V. Centenary, 565; on
Reply to German manifesto, 580.

Asrapur, 207.
Assam, S.P.G., 161, 166, 236 ; Welsh Calvinists

163, 166 ; Amer. Baptists, 163 ; Pro-
testant Christians, 106 ; Representative
Council, 190 ; Bishoj) of, see Walsh, H. P.

Associated Evangelists, Bengal, 197.

Association Secretaries, 187, 488, 490.

Associations: Colonial, 491, 536, 537; Aus-
tralian. 536, 537, 539, 541; Canadian, 536;
New Zealand, 537.

Associations, County, Town, and Parochial,

487, 488 ; Diocesan, 29, 441, 191 ; Archi-

diaconal, 441, 491: Local. 490; income
advance, 494.

Assiian : Dam, 50; Chaiilain, 50
AssvriaiU^hristiaiis, .Arclibi)'s. iMission to, 130.

Athabasca, 371, 376 ; Bii.of, see Bompas, \V.

C. Holmes, G., Robins, E. F., Voung, R.
Athabasca Lake, 376.
Athabasca River, 376.
Athawale, Mr. B. N., 186, 187.

Athawale, Mr. S. N., 516.
Athletics, importance in missionary work,

227, 230, 262.
Atlas, The Church Missionary, 509, 533

;

Concise, 534 ; Edinhurnh Statistical, 52,

58 ; Gleaners', 534; Atlas Hierarchicus, 58,

159.
Auckland, 541 : Church census, 391 ; Mounted

Rifies, 002.
Auckland, Bishop of. See Neligan, Bp. M. R.
Auckland Castle. 317, 562.

Augsburg, 409.
Augustine, 175.
Aurangabad, 198, 216, 217.

Austinmer Summer Sdiooj, 540.

.Australasia: Missionary Societies, 158, 104.

.Australia: Bp. Kennion on Missions in

Australia 10; Church independence, 550;
Colonial Associations: 263; missionaries

16. 78, 82 109. 120. 125. 130, 220, 243,

286. :301, :507. 309, 311. 319, 343, 536, 537,

585; j:)eputational visit, 79, 530, 540;
missionarv translators, 82; Australian
graduates, C.M.S. missionaries, 466; >few

South Wales Assoc, 539; Federation of

N.S.W. and Victoria. 541; missionary

spirit fosteretl, 540. Board of Missions:
work among the aborigines, 539; Papuan
mission, New (iniiu'a.5:i9; Jubilee, .A.B.M..

Sydney, 539: and C.M. .Associations, 5:59,

540, 541 : missionarv contributii)ns raised,

540; mission to Japan, .540; Bishop Mont

-

gomcrv's work, 546.

.Australia: Commonwealth of, .388.

Austrian R.C. Mission, Uganda, 97; Upper
Nile, 108; missiouarios, 598.

.Author, at second .lnl)ilee meeting, 4 ; on
Zachary JIacaulay. 62 ; Moslem World,

article on C.M.S. .Mohammedan missions,

110; An Heroic liixhop, 120; meeting
with Mrs. Fagg. Tasmania, 211 ; on Bishop
Daniel Wilson, 235 ; visit to Trinity

College, Kandy, 261 ; lays church stone,

Asrapur, 267 ; Pan-Anglican Cong, papers,
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and ill Thr East and Tlir Wcfit, 401 ; Bisliop

Westcotfti prayer lor missions, 428

;

Joint Edit. Sec, 440 ; resigns, 44U

;

recollections of Hpuse meetings, 450 ; on
the anniversary sermons, 459 ; remi-
niscences, Assoc. Sees, meetings, 490

;

(iazettc article on diocesan returns, 404

;

lect\ues on missions, 512 ; as Editor,

C.M.S. publications, 530; opinion ol'

l)resent issues, 530, 531, 532, 533 ; author's
compilation CM. UM., 530; tours in

Australia, India, Canada, America, 530 ;

letters, 536 ; five Church Congress papers,

545 ; on S.P.d. Bicentenary, 545 ; a
question at Rhyl Church Congress, 548 ;

on Pan-Anglican Thank-ottering Com-
mittee, 551 ; at N.Y. Ecumenical Conf.,

557 ; Memb. Continuation Comm., 561

;

appointed V.-P. C.M.S., 437.
Authors' Club, 279.
Auxiliaries C.M.S., Medical, Educational,

Industrial, 524—529.
Awake, 599.
Awdry, Bishop, 19, 343 : on Dr. Mott's

camjiaign, 340 ; Pan-Anglican Congress,

550.
Axenfeld, Missions-Inspektor, 80, 116,586;

the (ierman manifesto, 580 ; on Christianity

and Islam, 581.
Azamgarh, 224.
Azaiidi tribe, mission, 100.

Azariah, Bisliop V. S., 24, 187, 243 ; Tinnevelly

College, 147, 249 ; Tinnevelly Miss. Soc,
164; Nat. Miss. Soc. Ind., 164, 165;
Consecration, 181, 182, 187, 255 ; his

career, 182 ; Dornakal, 182 ; suttragan to

Bishop Whitehead, 182 ; member, Madras
Conf., 186 ; Nat. Conf. All Ind., 187 ;

on tlie Indian Church, 188 ; member
Hep. CouiK^il, 190; lirst ordination, 244 ;

T'innevelly visit, 249 ; Scarborough Sum-
mer School, 506,

Azariah, Mrs., 244.
Aaiz-nd-din. Kev.,*204, 209.

BaBI movement, the, 135.

Babington, ]Jr. and Mrs. S. N., 321, 467.

Babus, Brahmos, Borderers, 150.

Babvlon, 273.
Bachlor, Miss II., 299.
Bacon, llev. and Mrs. .T. L., 304.

Baddegama, 257, 263.
Badef)o, Alake of Abeokuta, 06.

Baffin Land, 374.
Bagaiida. See p. 83 ; alxo Uganda.
Bagatida, The. by llev. J. Boscoe, 102.

Buiiaiida <it Home, The, 102; see also 97.

Baghdail, 535, 591 ; Mission at, 129 ; Moslem
World article. 129.

Bagley, MissE. J., 267, 268.

Baha, Abdul, 135.

Baha Ullah, 135.

Bahai movement, 13.).

Bailey, Miss E.M., Home Preparation lnuoii,

471.
Bailev, Mr. and Mrs. J. A., 49, 82, 316.

Baker, Archdeacon W. (J.. 542.

Baker. Miss A.M., 300.

Baker Family. Travancore, 19^ 2ol, 468.

Baker IMemoiial School, Kottayam, 2o3.

Baker-Wiibraliam, Sir P., V.-P. C.M.S., 437.

Bakcr-Wilbraliam, Lady P., memb. Home
Cominittee, 439. ^ ,^„ ^^_

Bakhsh, Canon Ali, 118. 187, 198, 206, 20/,

245.
Bakhsh. Sheikh Allah, 77.

Bakhtiari tribe. 135.

Bakkal, Samuel, Srinagar convert, 208.

Baldev, Pvcv. F., 433.
Baldev, Miss Edith, 81, 433.
Balding, Kev. .7. W., 203.
Baldwin, Kev. J. M, 356, 536.
Balfour of Burleigh, Lord, 513, 557, 559.
Balkan War, 116.
Ball, Bev. A.E., 212.
Ball, llev. W. H., 232 ; apptd. Canon, 198 ;

death, 197.
Ball, Mrs., on Indian Women, 179.
BalinuKaiiil. I'nndit : Hindi trans., 201.
Baliich .Mission, 212.
Baluchistan, 202, 213.
" Bands," Lay Workers'., 500.
Banerji, Mr. K. C, career and death, 233.
Bangalore, 184, 238, 596.
Banister, Bishop W., 24, 293, 295, 299, .300,

306 ; at Centenary, 6 ; appointed bishop,
Kwangsi and Hunan, 304.

Banks, Kev. K., 585.
Bannerjee, Kev. J. S. C, 225.
Bannister, Mrs., memb. Foreign Comm., 439,

471.
Bannu, 197, 203. 209, 210, 211; convert at
Mombasa, 77 ; Hospital, 211, 213.

Baiitisras and converts : average increase
.since, 1887, 569 ; inHausaland, 72; Uganda,
88 ; K.C., Uganda, 98 : Adherents, 98 ;

India: unauthorized, 170; uninstructed
people, 170 ; Salvation Army practice,

170 ; River Hooghlv, a notable scene, 187 ;

great increase, 199 ; Punjab, 199, 208

;

mass movements, 200; two distinguished
native clergymen, 201 ; a notable Moham-
medan, Narowal, 205 ; Afghans, 212

;

lialuchis, 212 ; Western Ind. Miss., 217 ;

by Kev. R. Nowroji, 217 : Brahman, 218 ;

Mohammedan, 218 ; Bhlls, 221 ; Meerut,
226 ; Unit. Prov., 229 ; Bengal and Bihar,
230 ; Nadiya district, 233 ; aboriginal hill-

tribes, 240 ; Summer School (River), 244 ;

Ceylon, 259; Mauritius, 268; Chma, 298,
314.324,327; .lupan, 364; N.-W. Canada,
371. 375. 387.

Bai)tist Missionary Society, 53, 140, 165

—

107 ; ('enteuary, 17 ; Congo atrocities,

38 ; statistics, India, 159 ; educational
statistics, 160; India, work, 162; co-

operation, 191 ; non-alliance, 191 ; B.M.S.
and S.P.G., Delhi, 215; Benares, 229;
(Jalcutta, 236 ; Missionary tutor, Chinese
President's son, 281; B.M.S. , Amer.
Prosliyf., S.P.C, Union, 284; in China,
286 ; medical missionaries, 526.

Baptist Missions, 52 ; at Centenary, 10 ;

China, 285, 287 ; Shanghai Nat. Conf.,

288.
Baptists, American, 53 ; in India, 238

;

China, 286 ; Japan, 346.

Baptists, objection to creeds, 284.

Barber, Rev. Dr., 118.
Barber, Mr. A. T., 497.
Bardslev, Bishop J. W., at Centenary, 5;

death', 420.
Bardslev, Mrs. James W., 434.
Bardsle'y, Rev. C. C. B., succeeds Prebendary
Fox as Hon. Secretary, 28 ; visit to the

East, 329, 337, 342. 364, 382,444: Inter-

cession paper, 457 ; influence, Swanwick
Conference, 483 ; an offering at St.

Helens. 496 : Hibernian Centenary. 498 ;

memorialized on " Joint Meetings," 555 ;

meml). Cont. Comm., 502; "Ready for

Advance." 578.
Bardslev. Miss J. B., 220.

Bargerv, Kev. C. P., 71.

Baring' High School, Batala, 204, 206, 213.

Baring. Bishop C, 206.
Baring, Rev. F. H., 206.
Baring-ftould, Rev. A., 433.
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Baniig-(ioiil(l, Kev. B., 439, 440, 4.'.3
;

Outlook in China, 270 ; retirement, 444 ;

IJebentiire Scheme, 479 ; Women's r)ei)t.,

:>19.

Baring-CJould, Miss E.M. E., 356, 472, r.20 ;

Hon.Asst. Foreign l)ei)t., 44(>; " Africa anil
the Kast." :.()4; Kdilur, Routid World, 532

;

('.M.S. books written, 534.
Barkhurdar Khan, 212.
Barlow, Dean W. H., of Peterborough : at tlie

Centenary, 10 ; Principal CM. College,
24; V.-P. C.M.S., 430; Sjjecial C.M.S.
Fund, 477 : death, 429.

Barnes' Commentary. 285. <

Barnes, Miss Irene H., Editor, (lleauer, 440,
531 ; description of new C..M.S. house,
450; Sheet Almanack, 533 ; ('.M.S. books
written, 534.

Barnes, Miss L. H., 319, 322.
Barnes-Lawrence, Rev. CJanon A. K., 402,

579; Committee member, 438,458 ; Anniv.
Preacher, 575.

Barnett, Archd. E. J.. 296, 301, 302, 303, 467,
537 ; at Far and Near Club, 514.

Barnett, Dr. W. IT., 203, 211.
Baronsfeather, Dr. C. (;. S.. 303.
Barotsoland, 54, 50.
Barr, Miss, 307.
Barrett, Rev. Dr., at Centenary, 10.
Barrow. Bishop of. See Ware, H.
Barrow-in-Furness ('lunch Congress, 544.
Barton, Rev. C. E., 203.
Barton, Rev. H., 322.
Barton. Rev. John, 191, 231, 248, 503, 510 :

Home Secretary, 440 ; work, 431 ; death
430 ; Life, 432.

Barton, Dr. J. L., Chairman Edin. Coinni.,
5.58.

Barton, Dr. S. P., 203.
Basden, Rev. ('. T., 70; Ijaw district, Ibo

country, 70.
Basel Mission, 52, 53, 580 ; Ashauti War, 37.

European, 584, 597 ; Persia, 120; statistics,

India, 159, 107 ; Kanarese Mission, 104,
238; China. 280, 287 ; industries, 529.

Bashford, Bishop. 288, 289.
Baskerville, Archdeacon C. O., 94, 102.
Basle Seminary, C.M.S. missionaries, 258.
Basl(iw Students' Confereiu'e, 517.
Bast! : paucity of missionaries, 190.
Basu.Mr. K. N.. 140, 232.
Basutolaiu), 55.
Batala baptisms, 208 ; Baring High School,

204,213; schools, 200.
Batchelor, Archdn. and Mrs. J., 351, 359,

300.
Bateman, Rev. R., 197, 203, 205 ; at Cen-

tenary, ; mass movements, 207 ; as mis-
sionary deputation, 473.

Batemanabad, 207.
Bath and Wells. Bishop of. See Kennion,

G. W.
Batoro, 83.
Battenberg, Prince Henry of, 37, 268 ; Khar-
toum Girls' School. 107, Cathedral, 108.

Batty, MissStauutdii, 243.
Bauchi highlands. 72.

Baumann, Rev. A. W., 197, 224.
Baxter, Dr. E. J., 79. 82.
Baxter, Mr. T. H., 474 ; Missionary Leaves

Assoc, 504 ; Sec, C.^LS. Laymen's Union,
446, 515.

Baylis, Rev. F., 51, 304, 453 ; at Centenary,
11 ; on Lagos Synod, 70 ; Pan-Anglican
paper on Islam and the Eastern Churclies,
116, 119 ; Far-Eastern tour, 337, 342, 382,
444 ; Sec. Africa Missions. 439 ; transfer
of work, 445, 440 ; Foreign Miss. Sec,
446 ; Report, women membership, 454 ; on
" The Church in the Mission Field," 558.

Baynes, Bi-shop A. Hamilton. 50.
Ba.vswater, St. Matthew's Church, contribu-

tion, 495.
" Bazimbi " bands, Uganda, 99.
Beach, Prof. Harlan, Scarborough Summer

School, 500.
Beach, Mr. J. G., 325, 328.
Beattie, .Mr. A., V.-P., C.M.S. , 437.
Beatty, Dr. C.J. P., 321.
Beauchamp, Rev. and Mis. E. B.. 299, 300.
Beaver Tribe, awaits a missionary, 370.
Bechnanalaiwl, 54, 56.
Bedells. Miss. 125.
Bedford, Bisliop of. See Billing, R. C.
Bedforil.Mi>-. E., 224.
Bedford, Africa and the East," 505.
Behind the. Veil, in Perxia and Arabin. 129.
Behring Straits, 378.
Beirut, 116, 591.
Belgian, Congo atrocities, 36; missions:

Africa, 90, India, 160,215, China, 287

;

Hiissionaries summoned to war, 598.
Belgium, 571, 593, 595; King Leoi)old, 30,

38; King Albert, 38; (Jerman invasion, 38,
578; missions to R.C.'s in, 561; assistance
from India and Japan, 590, 001.

Bell, Canon C. D., 427.
Bell, Sir H. llesketh, Uganda Commissioner,

84.
Bellerby, Rev. E., 252, 253.
Benares, 108, 222, 223, 224; Theosophist

College, 152 ; anti-Theoso])hist lecture,
152; L.M.S., 102; other missions, 229;
Miss Bull's work, .581.

Beiulelack, Miss G. L., 302.
Bengal, 140. 161, 168, 182, 188, 223, 225, 229,

233, 235 ; division of province, 140 ;

political unrest. 141 ; governors, 142 :

Hinduism, 148, 149 ; Brahnio Samaj, 150
;

S.P.G., 101 ; Oxf. Mission to Calcutta,
162 ; Amer. Baptists, 103 ; statistics, 166 ;

Representative Council, 190 ; associated
evangelists, 197; Brahman convert, 200;
C.M.S. mission, 230 ; Bengal and Bihar
mission statistics, 230.

Benin, 64, 69, 585.
Bennett, Rev. C, 299.
Bennett, Kev. F. A., 390.
Bennett. Rev. P. A.. 65.
Benson, Archbishop E. W., 63,128, 204, 251,

368, Rugby- Fox Sermon, 515.
Bentley, Kev. W. H., Baptist missionary, 53.
Berar, Christian and Missionary Alliance,

163.
Berega, 79.

Berkeley's philosophy, 178.
Berlin, 110, 104; Berlin Congre.ss, 33;

Berlin Societies, 53, 54, 55, 80.
Bermondsey Training Home, 471.
Bernard, Sir Charles. 430.
Bernard, Archbp. J. H., Pan-Anglican paper,

401 ; Hibernian Centenary, 498.
Bernard, Canon K. R., Loud. Sum. Sch., 507.
Bernard, Rev. Canon T. D., 433.
Bernard, Mr. J. H., Calcutta Corresponding

Committee, 233.
Bernau, Miss E. M., 358.
Bernhardi, 601.
Bernstorff , Count Andrew, 10.

Berry, Bp. T. S.. Hibernian Centenary, 498.
Besaiit. Mrs. Annie, 152.
Betldt'heni, Mission at. 126; Conference, 120.
Bethnal (Ireen, St. Jamesthe Less, missionary

interest, 492.
Beutel, Rev. H. F.. 197. 203.
Bevan, Mr. F. A., V.-p. C.M.S., 437.
Beverley, Bishop of. See Crosthwaite, R.J.
Beverley, Rev. J. E., 82, 542.
Bewlev, Miss. 520 ; Girls' Movement. 521.
Beyond the Pir Panjal, 209, 534.
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Bezwada Mass ]\[ovement, 242 : High Schocil,
243.

Bliagalpur mission, 230, 235.
Biiagavatl Gita, The, 142, 1.^)0. i:.7.

Bliakti, and Karma, 142; llic Hlinkti reli-

gion, 177.
Bhaiatpnr, 219, 220, 222.
Bhil Mission, 219, 221 ; missionary recipient

of Kaisar-i-Hind medal, 197 ;
pioneer

missionary, liev. C. S. Thompson, 197 ;

educational classes, 20O ; Bhils baptized,
221 ; BhTl Church, constitution, 222 ; Miss
Bull's work, 581.

Bhop."d, Begum of, 155.
Bhiitan, British, 235.
Bibb, Miss M. L. H., 308.
Bible and Prayer Union, 234.
Bible Lands, 128.
Bible Society, Japanese, 344.
Bible, Tercentenary, Authorized Version,

564.
Bible, translation, revision, circulation, 71,

72, 73, 82, 93, 136, 200, 201, 209, 243, 258,
280, 285, 290, 323, 361, 362, 363, 369, 385

;

the Union Ibo Bible, 74 ; individual testi-

monies, 168; Japanese Emperor's accept-
ance, 331. See also Translations.

Biblical criticism, and the C.M.S., 555.
Bibliograi)hy, African paganism, 41.
Bicentenary 8.P.C.K., 17; S.P.U., 17, 545,

546, 557.
Bickersteth, Bp. Edward, Cambridge Delhi

Mission, 215; the Nippon Sei-kokwai,
343.

Bickersteth, Mrs. Edward, 343, 348.
Bickersteth, Rev. Edward, 4.

Bickersteth, Bp. E. H., 224 ; preacher,
2nd Jubilee sermon, 3 ; speaker, 4 ;

centenary speaker, 5, 9 ; gift for Blitl

Mission, 221 ; influence, and death, 429.
Bickersteth, Rev. P. A., 60.

Blda, 37, 73.
Blddlecombe, Rev. S. H., 133, 135.
Biggs, Dr. C.R.i)., 116.
Biggs, Miss J., 133.
Bihar: Protestant Christians, 166, 234; Re-

presentative Council, 190; missions, 230,
234, 235, 236.

Billing, Bp. R. C, Assoc. Sec, 488.
Binns, Rev. H. K., 76 ; translational work, 82.

Binns, Mrs.H.K., 82.
Binue River, 38, 69, 73 ; railway to, 45.

Bird, Miss G. E., 86, 102, 461, 472, 5.50.

Bird, Miss Isabella. See Bishop, Airs.

Bird, Miss Mary, 132, 133.

Bird, Mr. R. M.,132.
Bird, Miss Thora, 111.
Birkett, Rev. and Mrs. A. I., 169, 222.

Birks, Rev. H. A., Bishop Erench's bio-

graphv, 120.
Birmingham, 516 ; Bp.of,s«eGore,C. ; diocese

13 : Univ. C.M.S. missionaries, 466
;

C.M.S. depot, 490 ;
" Africa and the

East," 505 ; Young People's Campaign,
523 ; interest in Medical Missions, 525.

Birnev, Rev. H. W. V., 224.

Birnev, Mrs., memb. Allahabad Conf., 187.

Bishop, Mr. F. S., Sec. Indust. Aux., 529 ;

death, 432.
Bishop, Rev. J. H., 197, 251, 252 ; and Rev.

L. C. Perfunii, 225.
Bishop, Mrs. Isabella, 132, 272, 321, 328,

360, 434. 544, 545.
Bishops : Indian, 24, 180, 181 ; Bishops in

Foreign Countries, Act. 101 ; Bishop's
College, Calcutta, 161, 235 ; Conference,
Calcutta, 168; Assistant, Native and
English, 404 ; Native Church : appoint-
ment, 404 ; Bishops and Nonconformists :

united meeting, 564. See also all Missions.

Bisset, Miss, 61.
Biswas, Rev. J. R. N., 232.
Bitton. Mr. N., 282.
" Black Peril" Commission, 56.
Blackburn, Rev. and Mrs. C. A., 267.
Blackett, Rev. A. R., 132, 536 ; Assoc. Sec,

488.
Blackfoot Indians, 372, 601.
Blackfriars, St. Andrew's Rectory, 447.
Blackheath, Preparatory Institution, 469;

Exhibition, 503.
Blacklead Island, 374, 375, 382.
Blackledge, Rev. and Mrs. G. R., 90, 97, 102,

588
Blaicli, Rev. J., 234.
Blakiston, Miss R., 390, 392.
Blanchett. Rev. C. I., 302, 303.
Bland, Rev. F. E., 310.
Bland, Miss S., 224, 226; Kaisar-i-Hind

medal, 197 ; death, 197, 167.
Blantyre, Presbyterian Church, 51, 55.
Blavatsky, Madame, 152.
Bleby, Rev. H. L., 351, 357, 358.
Blessed be Egypt, 111.
Blind, Work among the, 247, 311.
Bliss, Dr., 116.
'• Blonde " Eskhuo Tribe, 378.
Blood Indians, 601.
Blundy, Mr. J., 313 ; death, 308.
Blunt, Bishop F. A. L. : C.M.S. Centenary, 1 3.

Blyth, Bishop G. F. P., 108, 351, 583 ; Egypt
Mission, 113; Jerusalem and the East
Mission Council, 114 ; and the C.M.S., 128 ;

resignation, and death, 113, 127.
Blythswood, Rev. Lord, V.-P. C.M.S., 437.
Board of Missionary Study. 469, 470, 563.
Boards of Missions: In England, their in-

fluence and object, 17, 549 ; central, 26,
258, 513, 547; Pan-Ang. Cong, scheme,
549 ; Diocesan, 26, 547, 548 ; Sees, and
Chairmen, 181, 547 ; women members,
454 ; Canterbury and York united, 547 ;

an " Annual Budget," 548 ; and Missionary
Societies, 548 ; and C.M.S., 575 ; St. An-
drew's-tide, 553; Abroad, Questions, 20;
native churches, 397; Uganda, 99, 100:
United Provinces, 201 ; New Zealand, 389

;

Maori, 390; Australian, 539, American,
557, 562. See also Central, Diocesan.

Board School Teachers' Conferences, 522.
Boarding-schools, 111 160, 200. See also

Schools.
Boat JMission on the Min, 312.
Boer States, part of British Emi)ire, 37.
Boer War, 21, 22, 37, 140.
Bohea Hills, 313.
Boileau, Miss C, 232, 306, 300, 472,
Bolton, Miss A. A., 299, 303.
Bombay. 18, 159, 162, 164,168, 169,172,184,

197, 198, 202, 210, 218, 222, 529. 583, 594,
599; C.M.S. Jlohammedan Mission, 120;
vice, proclamation, 148: the Prarthana
Samaj.151; University, 151 ; S.P.G.work,
161,166; no C.E.Z.M'.S., 162; American
(!ong. Miss. Centenary, 163 ; Protestant
Christians, 166 ; Salvation Army, 166

;

Church Government, 183 ; Conferences,
183, 185, 186, 240; Canon Heywood's
views, 183 ; diocese. 184 ; Representative
Council, 190 : C.M.S. Mission, 216—218

;

S. B. Capen at, 513.
Bombay, Bishops of. See Mylne, L. (J.,

Mac.Arthur, J., Pym, W. R., Palmer, E. J.
Bomford Rev. T., 209 ; on Indian Christian

servants, 173.
Bompas, Bp. William C, 367, 369, 375, 376,
377,378: death, 429: Lije,368.

Bonar. 421.
Bond, Dr. and Mrs. A., 102, 103.
Bond, Miss E. M., 308.
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Bondfteld, Rev. O. H., 288, 289.
Bonetta, Sarah Forbes, 63.
Bonny, Kano railway, 45; Niger Delta

Pastorate, 69.
Books: Missionary, 69, 73, 97, 116, 119, 170,

191, 235, 260, 295, 296, 339, 347, 401, 450,
526, 529, 530—535, 539, 566, 567, 571

;

Biography, 12, 110, 118, 120, 132, 146,240,
351, 429, 432; Study Circle, 141, 143, 140,
147,151—155, 233,332,510; .l//i"ca, 41,45,
54, 55, 56, 81, 101; Nigeria, 43; Uganda,
40, 41. 48, 84, 85, 102, 103; Mohammedan
Lands. 115, 117, 118, ll9, 135; Egypt and
the Swlan, 106, 108, 111; Turkish Arabia,
129; Persia, 134, 135; India, 140, 141—
143, 145—147, 140, 151—155, 160, 164, 105,
167, 179, 196, 209, 233, 235, 248; China,
282, 294; Japan. 332—334, 336, 337, 343,
346, 3.55, 359, 360; N.-W. Canada, 370;
yew Zealand, 392; Miscellaneous, 98, 139,
142, 169, 170, 176, 192, 201, 246, 278, 323,
363, 414, 421, 489, 582, 594.

Bookshop, Lagos, 68 ; Turkish Arabia
mission, 130 ; Lahore, 206.

Booth, Rev. W., 264,
Booth-Tucker, Commissioner, 162, 194.
Bordon Camp, 514.
Borup, Mr. Kristen E., 49. 91, 92.
Bosauquet, Mr. Charles, 434.
Bosanquet, Miss A. C, 339, 352, 355, 362, 363,

434, 521, 601.
Boscombe, Bournemouth, 528.
Bose, Miss K. M., 146, 187. 207; Kaisar-i-
Hind medal, 207.

Botha, General, 37.
Bott, Rev. Sidney, 433, 437, 558.
Boulton, Miss E. B., 352,. 354, 467.
Bourdillon, Sir J. A., 138 ; on the political

state of India, 1909, 141 ; Indian Nation-
alism, 145 ; Indian religions, 174, 175 ;

" Africa and the East," 505 ; London
Summer School. 507, 509.

Bournemouth Summer School, 405 ; Far
and Near Club, 514.

Boutflower, Bp. Cecil H., 336, 344, 347, 348,
364, 365, 462.

Bowen, Bp. J., 497.
Bower, Rev. F., 251, 252.
Bowlby, Rev. A. E., 224. 583.
Bowman, Rev. A. H., 172,
Bowman, Miss X. F. .1., 353.
Boxer riots, 19, 320, 321, 328, 401, 546;
murder of S.P.G. missionaries, 269, 270 ;

massacres, 270, 271.
Boxes, Missionary, 493, 494, 515.
Boyd, Rev. J. R. S., .308, 309, 530.
Boyes, Rev. and Mrs. 1'. V., 130, 591.
Boyland, Rev. and Mrs. A. K., 132.
Boyle, Archdeacon J., 69.
Boy-martyrdom, Uganda; Site found, 87.
Boys" Bands, Australia, 540.
Boys' Brigade, Med. Miss. Aux., 523, 525

;

Mr. S. W. W. Witty, Hon. Sec. 526.
Boys' Homes. British Columbia, 385.
Boys' schools. See Schools.
Boys, Miss M. L., Home Uept. Asst., 440

;

Women's Department. 521.
Boyton, Miss C. C, 65. 67.
Bradburn, Rev. and Mrs. C. H., 233, 234.
Braddon, Mr. J. B., Committee memb.,

438.
Bradley, Dr. N.. 288, 303.
Brahmans: Kulin Brahmans, 149 ; Brahmans
and Theosophy, 152 ; independent testi-

mony to Christianity, 169; "Pundit"
Johnson's conversations, 175; conversions,
199, 200; baptisms, 229; converts. Noble
College, 241 ; Telugu ordained, 241 ; effect

of missionary effort, 247.
Brahmans, Theists, and Moslems of Tndin,

149; Rev. (1. T. Manlev's review, 149;
T)»jes allusion, 149.

Brahmo Samaj, 150, 151, 177 ; Indian
Messenger, independent testimony, 168.

Braine-Hartnell, Miss A. P. S., 132," 592.
Braine-Hartnell, Miss L. E. D., 111.
Brandram, Rev. .T. B., 351, 357.
Brass, Rev. Henry, 433.
Brass, district, 69 ; KJng Gckiya, Os).

Bray, Ireland, Summer School," 506.
Brazil, 561.
Breadfruit, St. Paul's Church, 66.
Breakfast, Centenary, at "Castle and

Falcon," 6; Hon. Secretary's, 462, 463,
Abp. Davidson's presence, 543; Y.C.U.,
500, 501 ; Canon Christopher's, 516.

Brechin, Bishop of. See Robberds, W. J. F.
Breed, Rev. F. W., 246.
Brent, Bp. C. H., EcUn. Conf., 559, 563

;

and " Faith and Order," 563.
"Bretliren": Missions, 53, 163, 254; in

National Conference, Calcutta, 185 ;

"Close," 191.
Brewer, Miss E. M., 102.
Brewer, Miss, M. C, 82.
Bridehead, 436.
Bridges, Mr., the Society's solicitor, 427.
Brief Survey, Sixteen Years of C.M.S., 21—30.
Briggs, Rev. and Mrs. J. H., 79, 82.
Brighton, Church Congress, 88, 544 ; St.

Margaret's, 490.
Brightv, Miss M. E., 133.
Brigstocke, Dr. P. W., 126, 129.
Bristol, Bishop of. See Browne, G. F., Nick-

son, G.
Bristol Church Congress, 544, 545 ; C.M.S.

Depot, 496 ; G.U. Anniversary, 502.
Bristow, Miss, 232.
British and Foreign Bible Society, 82, 93,

106, 220, 25.3, 280, 285, 318, 328, 348, 370,
429, 432, 504, 564 ; at C.M.S. Centenary, 10,
11 ; its own Centenary, 23 , Tinnevelly,
248; Shanghai, 317; Tercentenary of
Authorized Version, 565 ; at Constanti-
nople, 591.

British Columbia, 382 ; Bps. of, see Perrin.
W. W. ; Scriven, A. : JUssion, 383—388 ;

Col. Assoc, missionaries, 536 ; Canadian mis-
sionaries, 537. See also Columbia. British.

British East Africa Company, 17, 35 ; Dr.
Karl Peters, 34 ; difficulties, 34 ; in
Uganda, 35 ; Sir F. Lugard, agent, 44 ;

ransom of slaves, 76.
British Syrian Mission, 591.
Britton, Mrs. .1., 103.
Broadbent, Colonel, Comm, meinb., 438.
Brodie, Miss E. E., 125.
Brooke, Rev. Canon, 433.
Brooke, G. Wilmot, 64.
.Brooke, Rev. Hubert, 462, 501; at the

Centenary, 10, 11 ; .Vnniv. preacher, 458 ;

at Swanwick, 481, 482 ; an unique Mis-
sioner, 490 ; Summer Schools, 506, 507 ;

Gleaner contributor, 532 ; Edin. Conf., 558.
Brooks, Rev. S. P. (S.P.G. ), 269.
Brooks, Miss E. M. N., 313.
Broomhall, Benjamin, death, 435.
Broomhall, M., 282
Brophy, Miss, Sec, Women's Candidates

Committee, 440, 443.
Brotherhood, Dub. Univ., Chota Nagpur.

161; Camb. Delhi Mission, 161; Oxf. Mis-
sion to Calcutta. 161 ; Cowley Fathers, 161.

Brown, Rev. Dr., Japan, 346.
Brown, Dr. A. J., 296. 346.
Brown, Rev. Canon E. F., 187.
Brown, Rev. G. E.. 245, 537, 595.
Brown, Rev. J.. 197. 234.
Brown, Mrs. Percy. 502.
Brown, Miss M., 125. 126.
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Browne, Dr. A. H.. 2i!l ; death, 203, 20.j.
Browue, Bishop (J. F., O.M.S. Centenary, l:J;

Bd. 01 Missions Lecture, 547.
Browne, Rev. W., 322.
Browne, Miss C. E., 261.
Browne, Miss E. E., 102.
Browning, 523.
Brownlow, General, 351. 432.
Brownlow, Miss F. A. (Palestine), 125.
Brownlow, Miss M.,'(Japan), 351, 360, 362, 507.
Bruce, Archdeacon, V.-P., C.M.S., 437.
Bruce, Rev. R. 497 ; at Centenary, 6

;

Persia Mission, 120 ; Persian translations,
136: his work, 136; V.-P. C.M.S., 437; as
Missionary Deputation, 473; death, 136;
In Memoriam articles, 136.

Brussels Conference, 36 ; liquor traffic, 39.
Bryan, Mr., United States Minister, 336.
Bryan, Mr., 550.
Bryant, Miss E. M., 352, 360.
Bryce, Viscount, Laymen's Movement, 513.
Bryer, Miss, 307, 313.
Buchanan Institution, Pallam, 253.
Buckley, Archdeacon T. R., 102, 488.
Buddhism, Lord Curzon's encouragement of,

137 ; Buddliist population India, 156

;

Burma, 156 ; Ceylon, 259 ; China, 274,
281 ; Japan, 332, 333 ; Rev. H. (i. Grey
on, 507 ; Buddhism, moribund, 296 ;

prayer for British success, 600.
Budo, 47 ; King's School, 90 ; Mackay's
workshop church site, 90: Sudan Mission,
94.

Buganda, meaning of name, 46, 83 ; a
Christian country ? , 97. See Uganda.

Bukedi, 83, 88, 89, 97.
Bulandshahr, 225.
Bulemezi, The Kangao of, 94.
Bull, Miss, work, and death, 222.
Bullock, Miss, 321.
Bulstrode, Rev. R., 442, 445.
Bunburv, Rev. G. A., 229, 301, 302.
Buncombe, Rev. and Mrs. W. P., 348, 349,

352, 356.
Bunder Abbas, 593.
Bunter, Mr. P., memb. Bombay Conf., 186.
Bunyoro, 83, 88, 97 ; Kabarega, King of,

36, 268 ; Andereya, Christian king, 86,

92; progress, 88 ; translations, 93.
Burdon, Bp. J. S., 109, 293, 297, 298, 299,

301, 429.
Burdon, Mrs. J. S., 297.
Burdwan C.M.S. Mission, 230, 233.
Burge, Bp. H. M., 461 ; Kikuyu, Timea

letter, 414, 415.
15iirma, 173; Buddhists in, 156; statistics,

158, 166; S.P.G. work, 161; Amer.
Baptists, 163, 166 ; Anglioans, 160 ;

Representative Council, 190.
Birrness, Mr. J., 82.
Burns, Mr. and Mrs. G., 80, 536.
Burns, Robert, 144.
Burnside, Miss C. L., 358.

Burrows, Bishop L. H.. 582, .583.

Burrows, Rev. C. L., gift to Ladies' College,

Colombo, 261 : death, 433.
BiuTows, Lieut. R., 582, 583.

Burroughs Wellcome & Co., 92.

Burroughs, Rev. E. A., 516; Loud. Sum.
Sch, 508 ; on leadership, 513 ; at Oxford
Laymen's Conference, 572, 574.

Burroughs, Rev. Prebendary \V. E., Home
Secretary, 27, 439, 440 ; anniversary
breakfast, 462 ; Summer School speaker,

506.
Burroughs. Miss, 306.
Burt-, Mrs. F., 86.
Burton, Miss A. E. H., 308.
Bushell, Miss J., 306, 311, 467.
" Bushido." the Japanese, 331.

liushire, 245.
Busoga,40, 83, 94, 97 ;

" mass movement," 88.
Buswell, Archdn., Jubilee, Mauritius, 260;

ditliculties in administration, 267 ; inter-

view with King Prempeh, 268.
Buswell, Mrs. H.D., 267.
Buswell. H.H., 267.
Butcher, Rev. L. B., 218, 516; memb.
Bombay Conf., 186 ; Student Movement
Sec, 217; Study Circles' Sec, 445,510.

Butler, Rev. E. T., 201, 234, 590.
Butler, Major, 375.
Butliu, Miss E. G., 130, 591.
Buttertield, Rev. R. P.; 259, 264.
Buxton, Conference of laymen, 513.
Buxton, Mombasa, High School, 70.
Buxton family at Westminster Abbey, 59.
Buxton. Rev. Barclay F., 341. 350, 351, 355,

360, 134.
Buxton, Mr. John Henry, President, C.P.A.S.,

434.
Buxton, Sir T. F. (first baronet), 60.
Buxton, Sir T. F. (third baronet), at the

Centenary, 9 ; Treasurer, C.M.S., 436

;

apptd. V.-P. C.M.S., 437 ;
" Far and

Near " Club, 514 ; death, 430.
Buxton, Lady Victoria, at Warlies, 430.
Buxton, Dowager Lady, 434.
Bu.xton, Sir T. F. Victor (fourth baronet),

76, 77, 104, 434 ; East African Industries
Co., 49 ; Uganda Co., Ltd., 49 ; on the
Sudan, 51 ; at Sierra Leone, 60 ; member
C.M.S. Committee, 438; Hibernian Cen-
tenary, 498 ;

" Far and Near Club," 511

;

on Industrial Missions, 529; on the
European War, 579.

Buxton, Lady (Victor), member, Foreign
Committee, 439 ; President, Ladies'
Union, 531.

Buxton, Mr. T. Fowell Buxton, of EasneyC;
434.

By the Eoiiator's Snowy Peak ; Mrs. T, W.
W. Crawford, 81, 534.

Byrde, Archdeacon Louis, 274, 296, 299,
363 ; appointed Archdeacon, 304 ; on
(Christian Union, 284 ; Pan-Anglican Con-
gress, 549.

Byrde, Mrs. L., 299, 304.
Bywater, Mrs. E. B., 111.
Bvwater, Miss J. E. B., 111.

C.ESAK, Mr. C. E., L.W.U., 500.
Cain, Rev. J., 242,
Cain, Mrs. J., Kaisar-i-Hind medal, 197.
Cairns, Professor, 116, 117, 295, 333. 558 ;

Edin. Conf. paper on Indian Religions,

152, Report (iv.), 178, 559 ; on the
Church's task, 513.

Cairo, 110, 313 ; Cape Railway, 36 ; hospital,

110 ; Bishop of London's opinion, 112 ;

Conference, spiritual life, 112 ; Moham-
medanism, 113, 117, 118.

Calcutta, 140, 142, 144, 177, 183, 192, 198,

203, 211, 223, 262, 264, 431, 467,497, 596;
Bishopric established, 23 ; Bishops of, see

Middleton. T. F., Heber, R., James, J. T.,

Turner, J. M., Wilson, D., Cotton, G. E. L.,
Milman, R.. Johnson, E. R., AVelldon,
J. E. C, Copleston, R. S., Lefroy, G. A. ;

Mohammedan Mission, 120, 121 ; Con-
ferences: Missionary, 140, Bishops', 168,
187, All India, 173, National, 176, 187,
Dr. Mott's, 185, 187. 410, 572, Students',
at Serampore, 187, Syrian Church Unity,
187, Decennial, 240; Temple of Kali,
seditious meetings, 148 ; Bishop's Col-

lege, 150, 161 ; L.M.S., 162 ; Oxford
Mission, 180 ; diocese, 184 ; student con-
verts, 187 ; Diocesan Record, 196 ; edu-
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catioiial classes, 200 ; SI,. Paul's College,

200, 2:U ; U.JM.S. Mission, 230—230

;

S.l'.G. Mission 235; other missions, 23ri,

230; Dr. Coplestoii appointed Hislioj),

265; Girls' Boarding School, :i.'>;{
;

Cathedral Mission College, 408.
Caldwell, Rev. T., 61.
Caledonia, Bishop of. See Kidley, W.,

l>ii Vernet, F. H.
Calendrier Annuaire, 287.
Caley, Archdeacon, J., 197, 251.
Calgary, 371, 372, 380; Bishop of, mw I'ink-

ham, William C.
Callaway, Bp. H., 56.
Callum, Bev. D. A., 325.
Calvinists, Welsh : Assam and Khasia Hills,

163, 166 ; statistics, India, 167.
Cambridge, 318 ; C.M.S. Centenary, 13

;

Livingstone's speech, 54 ; Camb. Univ.
Mission Party, 72 ; Cambridge men.
Western China, 326 ; Rev. J. Barton,
Vicar- of Holy Trinity, 431 ; C.M.S.
missionary graduates, 466 ; the First
Exhibition, 503 ; Univ. CM. Assoc, 515

;

Church Congress, 544, 545.
Cambridge Delhi Mission, 121, 161, 166, 180,

191,215,433, 498.
Cambridge Nicholson Institution, 253, 433.
Cameron, Captain, 77.
Cameroon, 38, 53, 583 ; deportation of mis-

sionaries, 584; German prisoners, 584.
See also Kamernn.

Campbell, Sir Archibald, of Succoth, V.-P.
C.M.S., 437.

Campbell, Captain J. A., C.M.S. Committee
memb., 438.

Campbell, Mr. N. P., 202.
Campbell, Rev. W. Hume, Lond. Sum.

Sch., 507, 508 ; Gazette contributor, 533.
Canada, Author's visit, 530 ;

" the Dominion
of Canada," 388.

Canada, Church of: Colonial Assoc. 16; at
India and Japanese Conferences, 187, 347

;

missionaries, 356 357, 536, 537, 585;
India, 158, 162, 164, 204, 209, 214, 234,
465, 537; Cevlon, 261; China, 286, 293,

294, 308, 309;' Japan, 344, 348, 350, 351,

352, 353, 354, 364, 465; statistics, 537;
dioceses, 293, 342, 343, 350, 352, 357, 538.

539; church autonomous, 397, 550; lay-

men's movements, 512; the Church in

Canada, 550: Edin. Cont. Comm., 538,
561 ; Domestic and Foreign Missionary
Society, 537: "Foreign Miosions," 538;
women's au.xiliary, 538.

Canada, East : Immigrants, 372.
Canada, Xorth-West, 196; Mission. 366—

382, 465 ; missionaries, number and cost,

19 ; statistics, 11, 371, 381 ; C.M.S. with-
drawal, 381 ; transfer of work. 382 ; Rev.
B. Baring-Gould, Sec, 439; the war: slow-

news, 601.
Canada, Western, Archbishop's Fund, 372.

Canadian Baptist Jlissions. India, 167, 238.
Canadian Church Missionary Society, 3. 6,

203, 382, 512, 537, 538, 561; apportion-
ment scheme 496.

Canadian graduates, C.M.S. missionaries,

466.
Canadian Methodists, China. 286.

Canadian Pacific Railway. 37.S.

Canadian Presbyterian Missions, India, 167.

Candidates and IMissionaries, 460—471 ;

Secretaries: Rev. D. H. D. Wilkinson,
439; Assist. Sees. (]Men) : Rev. A. C.

Stratton, 440; Rev. R. Bulstrode, 442.

445 ; (Women), Mrs. Sandys, 434 ; Miss
Brophv, 440, 443 : Mrs. Thornton, 467 ;

Committee, 452 ; Women. 439 ; Depart-
ment : Revieif' recommendation. 453 ; a

record year, 40t; clinical, and V.C.r.,
501 ; Colonial, 5:iO 542.

Candidates in Waitinq, Miss G. A. (.'ollock.
534.

Canham, Archdn., 370, 378.
Cannibalism, 00.
Canon, new : Prot. J<:pis. Ch., IT.S.A., 505.
Canterbury, Arclibp. of. See Tait, AX'.,
Benson, E.W., Temple. F., J.)avidson, R.T.

Canterbury and York : United Boards of
Missions, 547.

Cantlie, Dr., Chairman Med. Miss. Aux., 525.
Canton, 278 : Dr. Mott's conference, 287 ;

training class, :301, 302; statistics, .•J02 ;

Union Theological College, 303.
Canton river, 304.
Cape to Cairo Railway, 30.
C'apen,Mr. S. B., 513.
Capetown, Holv Trinity, 542.
Carcross, 368, 378.
Garden, Miss W. M., 302.
Cardew, Sir F., V.-P. C.M.S., 34, 60. 437.
Cardiff, 493.
Carey, Canon Tupper, 501

.

Carey, William, 162, 187, 188, 214, 236.
Carey, Miss, 214.
Carless, Professor A., 462, 583 ; Surgeon,

C.M.S., 470 ; Lond. Sum. Sch., 507, 508 ;

Med. Miss. Aux., 525.
Carless, Rev. Henry, 132.
Carleton, Miss C. 384.
Carlisle, Bishop of. See Bardsley, J. Vf.
Carlisle, Missionary Van, 496.
Carlyle, 323.
Carmelite monk now C.M.S. missionarv. 225.
Carmichael, Lord, 182, 188, 231.
Carnegie Hall, 557.
Carpenter, Rev. F., 125.
Carpenter, Rev. J. N., 224, 228.
Carpenter, Bishop W. Boyd, 434, 401 : and

the Centenary, 13 ; Livingstone speech,
54 ; at united meeting, 504.

Carpenter, Mrs., 434.
Carr, Miss A. P., 356.
Carr, Rev. C. Lisle, 482.
Carr. Dr. and Mrs. D. W., 113, 132, 133,

135, 593.
Carr, Rev. E. S., 113, 240 ; memb. IMadras

Conf., 186 ; on Ch\irch Councils, 201.
Carr, Mrs. (nee Wigram), ]!17, -J46.

Carter, Rev. G. Foster, 24.'>.

Carter, Rev. J., 261.
Carter, Miss Rose, 222.
Cams, Rev. Canon, V.-P. C.M.S.. 436.
Carus-Wilson, Mrs. Ashley, 520 ; memb.

Foreign Comm., 439 ; Lond. Sum. Sch.,
507, 508 ; Bedemptor Mnndi. 510. .

Casalis, 56.
Cash, Rev. W. \V., 110.
Ca.ssels, Bp., 286, 293, 294, 327, 328, 351,

544 ; appointment, 326 ; on China's
request for prayer, 280 ; Pan-Anglican
Congress paper, 549, 550.

Casson, Rev. and Mrs. G. H., 102.
Caste ; High, and Low, 70 ; in India, 70, 148 ;

the Arya Samaj, 150 ; Hindus relaxing,
153; depressed classes, 154; Rabindra
Nath Tagore, 154 ; The " New Spirit

"

without caste, 155; among Englishmen,
173 ; nnsvinpathctic treatment of con-
verts, 173 ; Christ'-; attitude, 178 ; Bishop
H. P. Walsh, Tai]-.\nglican paper, 179

;

low-caste people. 70, 169, 225, 241, 259 ;

otitcaste, 225. 241 ; Sudras, 242 ; in
Travancore and Cohin, 250, 252. See De-
pressed Classes, Mass Movements, Outcaate.

" Castle and Falcon " Hotel, Aldersgate
Street, Centenarv breakfa.st, 6.

Castle, Mrs. H., 61.
Casswell, Miss E., 325, 327.
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Catechumens. Hee Baptisms, Statistirs.
Caterhani, Guards Depot, 54.
Cathedrals: Contributions, Centenary, 14;

St. Paul's, Pan-.\nglican Service, f).')!
;

Calcutta, 182; Chekiang diocese, 317;
East and Central Africa, 77 ; Jerusalem
(Collegiate Chiu'ch), 128 ; Khartum, 108,
403 ; Kilkenny, 498 ; Lahore, 205 ; Man-
chester, 512; Mombasa, 77 ; Paoning,328;
Shanghai, 293, 317 ; Riisso-Greek, Tokio,
347 ; Uganda, 91, 92, 99, 172.

Catholic Missions. 98.
Causton, Rev. T. L. N., 427.
Cavell, Bliss : St. Paul's Service, 599.
Cawnpore, 161, 221, 229.
Cay, Miss M., 110, 111, 117.
Caxton Hall, 549.
Cecil, Lord William 0., 321, 498, 583 ; visit to

China, 272 ; independent testimony, 272 ;

Changing China, 278 ; China Missions'
Committee, 278 ; Times, letters, 278

;

Scarborough Summer School, 506 ; China
Missions Centenary Meeting, 564.

Cecil, Lady Florence, 498 ; visit to China,
272 ; independent testimony, 272.

Census : Brahmo Samaj returns, 150 ; Arya
Saraaj. 150; Rev. C. D. Snell's articles,

150, 156, 165 : revelations on Hinduism,
154 ; population of India, four periods,

156 ; Mr. S. K. Datta's article. 156 ; Indian
Christendom, 165, 170; compiler's "in-
dependent testimony," 166 ; population,

Ceylon, 259 ; Indians in Canada, 381 ;

Maoris, N.Z., 391 ; Tokyo University,

333
Centenary, C.M.S., 3—15, 533, 534 ; outlook

after, 16—20 : in Africa, 33 ; first Uganda
hospital, 91 ; Madras, 239 ; Tinnevelly,

249 ; Queen Victoria a contributor, 427 ;

work of Rev. W. E. Burroughs and Rev.
W. J. L. Sheppard, 440 ; Centenary Year
Finances, 476 ; Centenary Volume, 5, 13,

15, 534.
A.B.C.F.M.. 163, 218; Agra, 226;

B.M.S., 17 ; Bible Society, 23 ; Centenary
Conference, 1888. .556 ; China, Protestant
Missions, 564; Hibernian C.M.S., 497,

498 ; India opened to the Gospel, 23 ;

Livingstone, 51 ; L.M.S., 17 ; Samuel
Marsden,392 ; Meerut,226; Bishop Middle-
ton's consecration, 181 ; R.T.S.,17 ; Sierra

Leone, 59 ; Slave-trade abolition, 23

;

S.P.G., bicentenary, 23.

Central Africa, 18, 54, 101. See Uganda.
Central A frica, U.M.C.A. magazine. 87.

Central Asia. See Asia, Central.

Central Board of Missions, 26, 513, 547 ;

Bishop Copleston, chairman. 258: a
"Budget" prepared, 548; declaration.

549 ; Pan-Anglican Congress, 549 ; and
St. Andrew's-tide, 553. See also Boards of

Missions.
Central Board Western Ind. Miss., 218.

(ientral Church Councils, 201.

Central Consultative Body. Lambeth Con-

ference : Kikuyu case, 415.

Central Districts, Ceylon, 263.
,

Central Missionary Council, Bp. Weston s

proposed, 416.
Central Provinces. India, 153. 168, 1/2, 219—

222, 223 ; statistics, 219.

Central Sudan. Sw Sudan.
Cevton, 182, 196, 208, 238. 251, 385, 430, 49,

,

o83 ; Cevlon, C.M.S. Mission. 2:)7—265 ;

C.M.S. Mohammedan Missions, 121 ;

statistics, 158, 258. 259, 265 ;
A.B.C.F.M.

Missions, 163 ; Ceylon diocese, 184;

deaths of older missionaries, 257 ; double

staff necessary. 257 ; converts, 257 :

Cevlon Legislative Council tesUmony, 262 ;

Church Constitution, 265 ; Rev. B. Baring-
Gould, C.M.S. Sec. for Ceylon, 439

;

Colonial Assoc, missionaries, 536, 542

;

Pan-Anglican thankoftering, 551 ; Church
in Ceylon, 560; war: lovalty and prayer,
600.

Ceyloii Observer, 260.
Chadwick, Bp. G. A., 23, 412, 547 ; at

Centenary, 6, 9 ; Anniv. preacher, 458.
Chadwick, A'^en. Archdeacon, 9, 95, 96, 467;
on Kikuyu, 412, 415.

Chadwick, Miss J. E., 9. 93, 102.
Chailak Dere, 602.
Challis, Rev. J. M., 224.
Chalmers, James, 539.
Chamberlain, Mr. Austen, 593.
Chamberlain. Mr. Joseph, 41, 48, 77.
Champion, Rev. G., 259.
Champneys, Sir F., 525.
Chand, Rev. Tara, 222.
Chanda, Scottish Episcopal Mission, 161,
C^handy. Archdn. Jacob, 198, 253.
t:hang Chiah Tung, Viceroy, 278.
" Changes, Modern," China, 269—282.
Changing Conditions and Unchanging Prin-

ciples, Rev. Preb. H.E. Fox, 555, 574.
Changing China, 278.
Changsha, 290, 291.
Chaplain-General, Bp. Taylor Smith, 24.
Chaplains, Government, 185; missionary,

581; army, 581, 582.
Chapman, Rev. Canon, 482.
Chapman, Rev. G., 347, 352 ; on Anglican
and other Churches, 400 ; on the Native
Episcopate, 401.

Chapman, Mrs. G., 352.
Chapman, Rev. T. C, 583.
Character-building, 226, 227, 231, 262.
Chardavarkar, Hon. Sir N. G., 169.
Charlton, Rev. and Mrs. I., 234.
Charrington Hall, valedictory mtg., 475.
Chase, Bp. F. H., 461; "Africa and the

East," 505 ; Loud. Sum. Sch., 507, 509, 535.
Chatterton, Bp. E., 186, 219, 222, 223.
Chatterton, Rev. F. W., 391.
Chan. Blr.K. L., 292.
Chau Kwan-Lam, Mr., 292.
Chavasse, Bp. F. J., 544 ; at Centenary, 11 ;

Anniv. Preacher, 458 ; Llandudno Sum.
Sch., 506 ; Convocation resolution, 553.

Cheech Jieng, Mission, 109.
Cheetham, Mr. J. N., 70.

Chekiang, 298, 299, 364 ; bishopric of, 293 ;

Bishop of. see Moule, (i. E., Molony,
H. J. ; diocese, 316 ; Cathedral, 317 ;

statistics, 318 ; Church organization, 324 ;

Mission, 324 ; Summer School, 324 ;

Story of the Chekiang Mission, 533.
Chelmsford, Lord, 138.
Chelmsford, Bp. of, see Watts-Ditch field,

J. W.; Diocese, 13.

Cheltenham College, Yuan's sons. 281

.

Cheltenham Training College, 111.

Chenab River, 207.
Cheng-Ting Wang. 289, 296, 328, 341.

Chengtu. 327.
Chentu, University, 279.
Chester, Bishop of. See Jayne. F. J.

Chesterfield Inlet, 373.
Chicago, Bp. C. P. Anderson of, 564.

Chicago, Parliament of Religions, 151, 204.

Chichester, Earl of, 4 : President, C.M.S., 437.

Chichester, The Rev. the Earl of, V.-P. C.M.S.
437.

Chichester, Bishop of. See Wilberforce, E..

R., Ridgeway, C. J.

Chihli, 277.
Child-marriage, Hindu, 154.

Child, Rev. F., 304.

Chllde, Rev. C. F., V.-P. C.M.S., 436, 468..
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Childe, Canon C. V., at second Jubilee, 4.

Childieu's Day at Centenary, 11.

Cliildren's Home, Church Missionaries', 224 ;

new nursery, 15; Committee, 430; " St.

Jlichael's," 474 ; extension paid for, 477.

Children's Missionary Boxes, 515.

Children's Services : Anniversary, 462 ; in

Japan, 339.
Children's Special Service Mission, 194, 248,

515, 518.
Children, Work among, 492.
V/tildren's U or/o', 522, 532.
China: 177, 180, 330, 347, 359, 443,539, .)78,

see Chaps, xxvir., modern changes, 269

—

282; .XXVIII., the Chi-istian Missions, 283

—

296; CM. S. Missions : xxix., Ihoceses, of

Victoiia, and Kwangsi and Hunan, 297

—

304, XXX., of Fukien, 305—315, XXXI., of

Chekiang. 316—324, xxxii., of Western
China, 325—329; nineteenth-century out-

look, 18; the P^mperor, 18; Anti-Foot-
biudiug Society, 18; Germany, annexation,
18; martyrdom, 19; our war with China,

22, 449; Mohammedans in, 118, 121; Re-
quest for prayer, 276, 280, 498; Books
on, 282; Tract Society, 285, 327, 328;
Deputational visit, 329; China's war
with Japan, 331, 361; United Church,
348; N.Z. Missions, 392; Church con-
stitution, 396 ; Diocesan organizations,
398; increase of missionaries, 465; Uni-
versity degrees, 460; the Swanwick call,

481 ;
' mecScal missionaries needed, 482,

483; Uplift of, 510; appeal for women,
518; Talks on, 523; Study Circle books,
535; Col. Assoc, missionaries, 536, 542;
C.C3I.A. missionaries, 538; Australian
missionaries, 530; Pan-Angl. Thank-offg.,
551; Dr. Mott's tour, 562; Unit. Cent.
Mtg.Prot. Miss., 564: Day of Opportunity,
571 ; Rev. J. R. Stewart's death. 326, 468,
582; European War, 600 ; Cliina, Mid., 271,

Bishop of, seeMoule, G. E., Molony, H. J.

China's Millions, 280.
China Inland Mission, 10, 121, 270, 283, 285,

286, 287, 290, 292, 294, 317, 325, 327, 328,
434, 530 ; Foreign Administration, 451 ;

Medical missionaries 526.
China, North, Bishop of. See Norris, F. L.,

Russell, W. A., Scott, C. P.

China, Western, Bp. of. See Cassels, W. W.
Chinese Centenary Commemoration, 561.
Chinese Christian Literature Society. 272. 273,

285, 323. See also Diffusion, Society for.

.Chinese Church Missionary Society. 322.
Chinese Church Synod, 204, 295.
Chinese Churchman's Year Book, 204.
Chinese converts in Tokyo, 364.
Chinese Empire, 282.
Chinese Episcopal Conferences, 294.
Chinese People, The, 318.

Chinese" slavery," 41.

Chinese students, Tokyo, 363.

Chinese translations, 285, 317, 318, 323.

Ching-Seng, Rev. Ting, 312.

Ch'ing-vi, Rev. Cheng. 288. 289, 292. 295, 206.

Chipewyans, The. 380.
Cholera, BhH Mission, 221 ; Cent. Prov., 210.

f'hirol, Sir Valentine. 142, 250.

Chorley, Rev. lyanar Frank, 267.

Chota Nagpm-, 597, 598, Bishop of, see

Westcott, F., Whitley. J. C. ; diocese, 184

;

Dublin University Mission, 181 ; S.P.G.,

161, 166, 387. 489 ; Gossner Mission, 164,

166, 424 ; Kol Mission, 161.

Choudhary, Mr. J. C. 187.
Ohristchurch, N.Z., 541.

•^hristianitv and Bushido, 332.
t 'hristian and Afissionary Alliance. 103, 286.

Christian female education, India, 160.

Cliristian Literature Society, 135, 240, 253,

323, 348.
•' Christian Missions in Many Lands," 163.
C'luristian Missions: the outlook at the New

Century, 16—20 ; Africa, Chap, v., 52—58

;

Egypt and the Sudan.ix. 105—114; Islam
and Mohammedan Missions, x. 115—123;
Palestine, Xi. 124—128; Tmkish Arabia,
XII. 120—130; Persia, XII. 131—136; India,

XV. 158—179; Ceylon, xxv. 257—265:
Mauritius, XXVI. 266—208 ; Cliina, xxviu.
283—296; Japan, XXXIV. 335—349; N.W.
Canada, xxxvi. 366—382; British Colum-
bia Mission, xxxvil. 383—388; New
Zealand, xxxviii. 389—392; the War and
the Missions, 577—602.

Christian Moccment in Japan, 343, 346, 359.

Christian Patriot, The, 239.
•' Christian Science " in Uganda Chiuch, 101.

Cliristian Vernacular Literature Society, 240.

Christian Year, 459.
Christopher, Canon, breakfasts, 143, 515

;

Assoc. Sec, 488 ; V.-P.C.M.S., 436 ; death,

429.
Christ's Message of the Kingdom, 566.

Chuhra class ; mass movement, 207, 208.

Chuki District, rioting, 271.
Chungan, 305, 313.
" Chung Hua Chi Tu Chiao Hui," 288.
" Chung Hua Sheng Kung Hui," 294, 296.

Chungking, 328.
Chunuk Bair, 602.
Church, R. W., 515.
Chiurch, The, and the Church iMissionary

Societv, Chap. Lll., 543—555.

Chmch, Anglican, abroad : in South Africa,

54; W. Af., 50,52, 63, 71; Nigeria, 67,

71; E. Af., 53, 75; Uganda, 53, 75, 83,

88, 95, 413 ; Egypt and Sudan, 105 ;
Pales-

tine, 124 : Persia, 131 ; India, 158, 180,

396, 397, also Chaps, xvi. to XXiV.,2)a.ssi7»;

Cevlon, 257, 205 ; Maiu-itius, 266 ;
China,

283, also Chaps. XXIX to xxxii., passim;
Japan, 19, 335, 350; N.-W. Canada,

366 ; Brit. Columbia, 383 ; New Zealand,

389 ; Ecclesiastical problems abroad, 393,

305, 396, 400; Colonial Churches and
Missions, 536 ; C.M.S. men as bishops, 24.

Church, Anglican, at home : Bishops at

C.M.S. Centenary, 5, 13 ; wakmg up as

regards Missions, 17 ; new bishops, etc.,

24 ; the Pan-Anglican Congress, 25, 400

;

the Edin. Conf., 26, 400, 401 ; the Church
and the Societies, 26, 543 ; the Society's

Evangelical position, 27, 553 ;
Churches

in Communion, 396 ; Bishops deceased,

428 ; Bishops as preachers and speakers,

for C.M.S., 458 ; C.M.S. Diocesan Associa-

tions, 491 ; Diocesan contributions to

C.M.S., 494 ; the Church and the Larger
Co-operation, 556. See also Bishops,

Boards of Missions, Church Congresses,

Convocation, Edinburgh Conference, Ki-

kuyu, Lambeth Conference, Pan-Anglican
Congress, S.P.G.

Church Army, 65, 234.
Church Building Society, 449.

Church Committee : Cairo, 112.

Church Congresses, 488, 502, 544, see

Brighton, Manchester, Middlesbrough,
Rhvl ; Chinese, at Taichow, 324 ;

papers
bv " Author on Native Churches 401 ;

Y.C.U. Breakfast, 501.

Church Constitution, see Constitution of a
Church.

Church Councils, and Arbuthnot's Bank, 240 ;

Bhil, 222 ; Chekiang, 324 ; development,
395 ; in C.M.S. Missio.ns, China, Fukien,

313 ; Indian, 190, 224, 229, 239, 253 ; the

Kikuyu scheme, 413 ; Native, 397, 398,
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408 ; Palestine, 12(5 ; Presbyterian polity,
J 01; Tinneveliy, 19'.>, 246, 248 ; Travan-
core, 199, 252; Uganda, 413. Sec also
Councils.

• :iiiirch House, 4('>i) ; C'.;\I.S. Meetings, 475.
( '/lurch in Nci" Zcaiund. History of the, 392.
" Ciuucli in the .Mission I'leld," 401, 558.
I'luucli Missionaries' Chiklreu's Home, see

t'liildren's Home.
Church Missionarii Atlas, 533.
Church Missionary Collogo, 29, 450 ; princi-

j)als, 24 ; llev. C. H. Druitt, tutor, 540 ;

its reputation, 468 ; closed, 469.
Cliurch Missionary House : .Sir- G. Livesey's

gilt, 434 ; Bp. Montgomery on, 547 ;

mortgage, 15, 477 ; proposed sites, 448,
547 ; a place of prayer, 456. Sec also
Salisbury Square.

dhurch Missionary Hymn-book, 534.
Church Missionary Society, administration,

450; Biblical criticism and inspiration,
555 ; Boards of Missions, 575, are they an-
tagonistic, 548; C.M.S. and C.C.M.S., 539 ;

The Centenary, 3—15; Chmch constitution
memorandum, 402 ; General Committee,
450 ; Women Committee membership, 455

;

co-operation, 73, 80, 556, 563, 564 ; Day of
Opportunity, 570 ; the C.M.S. environment,
543 ; as an evangelical society, 553; Evan-
gelicals and the Edin. Conf., 26 ; foreign
administration, 451 ; freehold property
secirrities, 479 ; geographical respon-
sibilities, 508 ; Hibernian Society, 497 ;

History of the C.M.S., 534 ; home agencies,
487, 488 ; increase of results since, 1887 .

.

569 ; and " Joint meetings," 554 ; what
C.M.S. owes to Keswick, 11 ; Kikuyu Con-
ference, 412, 4'14, 415, 422 ; A lay body,
395 ; medical missionaries, 626 ; stricter
definition of membership, 491 ; Native
Church Council System, 395 ; obligations
and limitations, 396'; Pan-Ang.Thank-oftg.,
2, 551 ; (!.M.S. iH'inciples, 27 ; Sinking
Fund, 480 ; Who are " The Society " ?

490 ; C.M.S. and other Societies, 556 ; The
Society System vindicated, 548 ; Swan-
wick, " advance !

" 29, 30 ; Work among
the Young, 522 ; C.M.S. Missions: Chaps.
I.—III. the Centenary; outlook after; and
brief survey of the sixteen years, 3—30;
V[.—-viii. Africa, 59—104: IX. Egypt and
the Sudan, 105—114; x. Islam and Moham.
Missions, 115—123; XT. Palestine, 124—
128; XII. Turkish Arabia, 129, 130; XIII.

Persia, 131—136; xvii.—xxiv. India,
195—256; XXV. Ceylon, 257—265; xxvi,
Mamitius, 266—268; xxix.—xxxii. China,
297—329; xxxv. Japan. 350—365 ; xxxvi.
N.-W. Canada, 366—382; XXXVII. Brit
Columbia, 383—388; XXXVIII. New Zea-
land, 389—392 : the European War, 577—
602; Napoleonic struggle, 579; assistance
to Government, 588 ; Gossner Miss., 598.

(/liurch Missionary Trust Association, 443.
Church Monthly, 533.
Church of England Men's Society, 513.
('hurch of England Temperance Society, 449.
Church of Enghnid Zenana Society, 61, 195,

207, 211, 220, 232, 233, 234, 240, 243,
246, 247, 251, 264, 306. 308. 309, 310,313,
321, 434, 440, 471, 539 ; C.E.Z.M.S. work
in Cliina, 19, 211, 304, 311, 312, statistics,

286; in India, 162, 186, 187, 214, 225,

statistics, 159, 161, educational, 160;
medical missionaries, 526 ; Miss Irene H.
Barnes, editor, 531 ; Victoria Assoc, mis-
si(jnaries, 541.

Church of Ireland. C.M.S. Hibernian Society,
497 ; President Yiian's request for prayer,
280, 498.

Church of New Zealand, census, 391 ;

Maori Mission, 392 ; Melauesian Mission,
390, 391, 392; transfer of work from
C.M.S., 389.

Church" of," or Clmrcli" in," 400.
" Church of St . Tliomas," 255.
Church organization. Sec Constitution of

a Chnrcli.
Cluiich I'asI oral Aid Soc, 432, 434, 440, 583.
Church (Quarterly lievieic, 192 ; on Kikuyu,

415,421.
Church, Relation of the Mission to the

397, 398, 399, 400.
Church Synods, their necessity, 20.
Churches, Colonial, and Assocs., 537.
Churches, Eastern, 111. Sec also Coptic.
Churchill, Dr. H.M., 311.
Churchill, Col. Setoii, Committee member,

438 ; L.W.U., 499 ; special preacher, 512.
Churchill, Col. Winston, on Uganda, 84 ; on

Exeter Hall, 460, 512.
Churchill, 373. 380.
Churchward, llev. M. W., Army C.M.S. Org.

Sec, 514.
Cicero, 157.
Cincinnati Convention, 563.
(Unema lectuies, 220

;
pictures, 28.

City of Marseilles, ss., missionaries' e.\pcri-

euce, 589.
Civilization, Effect of, 378.
Clapham Preparatory Institution, 469.
Clark, Rev. H= E., 207, 214.
Clark, Dr. H. Martyn, 121, 197, 203 ; Life of
Rev. R. Clark, 203.

Clark, Rev. Robert, 202, 206, 214, 232, 468;
death, 196, 203, 258 ; Life, 203.

Clark, Mrs. Robert, 196, 203.
Clark, Rev. S. H., 232.
Clark, Dr. Somerton, 209, 211, 212.
Clark, Misses (Melbourne;, 310, 321.
Clarkabad, 200, 206, 529.
Clarke,Rev. A.C., 206.
Clarke, Rev. C. B., 231, 233.
Clarke, Rev. C. W. A., 241, 243 ; at Centenary,

6 ; Principal, Noble College, 197.
Clarke, Archdeacon E. B., 390.
Clarke, George, 390.
Clarke, Miss I., 319, 322.
Clarke, Miss J. C, 288, 307.
Clarke, Miss J. E., 307.
Clarke, Rev. W. D., 165, 239 ; at Centenary,

5, 9, 11 ; on Native Church, India, 179 ;

Tamil Conference, 186; on Local Churches,
401.

Clarke, Mrs. W. D., 239.
Claydon.Rev.E., 542.
Clayton, Rev. G. A., 285.
Clayton, Rev. and Mrs. H., 88, 102.
Clayton, Rev. Walter, Assoc. Sec, 488.
Cleaver, Mr., Egypt General Mission, 111, 113.

Clergy, Stipends in Uganda, 95.

Clergy Union, 16, 28; founded, 487; anni-

versary meetings, 461; its work aud
functions. 500.

Cnifonl, Bishop A., 181, 229.
Cliffonl.^lr. E., 234.
Clifton C.M.S. depot, 496.
Clogher, Bp. of. See Day, M.
Clough, Dr., 163.
Cloiigh. A.IL, 157. 515.
Cobb, Rev. W.F.. 203.
Cochin, Travancore and. Diocese, C.M.S.

Mission, 250—256 ; Anglican Christians,

166. See Travancore.
(.'ochrane, Mr., Survey and Atlas of China,

282.
Cockram, Miss H. S.. 352, 358.
Cockran, Yen. Archdeacon W., 371.
Codrington, Miss, 306.
Cody, Mr. H. A., 368.
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(Joillard, Moiis. F., 56.
Colborne, Dr. and Mrs., 351 350, 300.
Cole, J )r. A. P., 321.
Cole, Rev. H., 82.
Cole, Canon, 234, 468 ; appointed canon, 197 ;

on Chiirch Councils, 201 ; Lend. Sum. Sch.,
5(17.

Coleman, Mr. F. D., 65.

Coleman, Miss F. L., 309.
Coles, llev. Stephen : Singhalese trans-

lations, 258 ; death, 257, 258.
" Collapse of Koot Hoomi," 152.
Collection qualifying membership, 491.
Collections, missionaries' private, 473.
College. See- Church Missionary College.
Colleges : Creating interest hi, 527,

528 ; Educational Committee and, 28

;

Koman Catholic, 98, 160 ; Mohammedan,
Agra, 144, 181, 197, 200, 214, 224, 226, 431,
468, 582 ; Aligarh, 154 ; Allahabad, 143 ;

Theosophist, Benares, 152 ; Syrian Pro-
testant, Beyrout, 116 ; Wilson. Bombay,
218; Calcutta, 231 ; Cathedral Mission, 431,
468; Central Anglican Theological, Calcutta,
23 {see also Bishop's College) : C.M.S.,
Syrians admitted, 256 ; Dr. Duff's, 236 ;

St. Paul's, 200, 231, 582 ; Canton, Union
Theological, 303 ; Ladies', Colombo, 261

;

Dayanand, 151 ; proposed forWomen, Delhi,
155; St. Stephen's, Delhi, 215,600; Trinity,
DubUn, 498 ; St. Marli's, Foochow, 310 ;

Fourah Bay, 61; Union Theological, Fukien,
310 ; Goraklipur, St. Andrew's, 200, 227 ;

Arya Samaj, Hardwar, 151 ; St. Paul's,
Hong Kong, 301 ; India : missioniiry, 160

;

Christian chosen, 147 ; French Jesuit, 160 ;

Scotch Presbyterian, 162 ;
" Short service

men," 196 ; Islington, see Church Mis-
sionary College ; St. John's, Jaffna, 262,
264 ; Theological, Central, Japan, 332,
345, 353 ; Jerusalem, 126, 583 ; Trinity,
Kandy, 48; Gordon, Khartoum, 50, 106;
Kottayam, 200, 253 ; Kwangtung, 303;
Doshisha, Kyoto, 333, 337; Lahore, 211,
213 ; Forman, 116 ; Oriental, 122 ; Amer.
Presbyterian, Lahore, 170, 215 ; Living-
stone, Leyton, 467, 470 ; Madras Christian,
162, 182, 191, 238; Presidency, Madras,
239 ; fot Women, Madras, 238 ; Noble,
Masulipatam, 197, 200, 241, 243, 515 ;

Trinity, Ningpo, 298, 318, 319, 322

;

Traming, Oyo, 68; Edwardes, Peshawar,
154, 200; Fergusson, Poonah, 151; Sarah
Tucker, 247, 468; Serampore, 162; St.
John's Shanghai, 317 ; Shantung Union,
292 ; Te Ante, 391 ; Telugu Mission, 243 ;

Tinnevelly, 147, 182, 247, 249, town, 200,
246 ; Tokio, 345 ; Wvcliffe, Toronto, 353,
356, 384, 538, 542; Trichinopoly, 237;
Uganda Roman Catholic, 98 ; St. John's,
Winnipeg, 369, 371, 382.

CoUett, Mr. T. C.,57.
Collingwood, General, 430.
Collins, Bp. W. E., 401, 550.
Collins, Rev. and Mrs. J. S., 321.
Collins, Rev. W. B., 109, 224.
Collins, Rev. W. H., 109.
ColUson, Rev. W. E., 385.
Collison, Archdeacon W. H., 384, 385^ 386, 497.
Colombo, 260 ; Bishop' of, see Copleston,

E. A., Copleston, R. S. ; Conference, 185 ;

Conventions, 265 ; Diocese, 184 ; Gallc
Face Church, 264 ; Harbour, 261 ; Ladies'
College, 261 ; double language staff, 257.

Colonial and Continental Church Society,
65, 80, 372, 440, 546 ; Rev. J. D. MulHns,
secretary. 531.

Colonial Associations, 16, 491 ; in 1890.. 536;
and Colonial Churches, 537 ; missionaries,
65, 78, 537.

Colonial Bishoprics Fund, 23.
Colonial Churches, 536 ; Pan-Ang. Thank-

offering, 551. See also Africa S., Australia,
Canada, New Zealand.

Colonial members, Gleaners' Union, 501.
Colonial Patronage Board, 70.
Colonies, the '" Unshepherded," 548.
"Coloured" missionaries from W. Indies,

542.
" Coloured Races," South Africa, 57.
Columbia, Bishop of. See I'errin, W. W.,

Scriven, A.
Columbia, British, Mission, 383—388 ; sta-

tistics, 384. See also British Columbia.
Comber, Rev. T. J., Baptist Jlissionary, 53.
Comity of Missions, 179, 410, 411 ; Leipzig

Mission, 164 ; East Africa districts, 78 ;

Bps. Cassels and Graves, 20(> ; India, 170,
279 ; Japan, 349. See Kikuyu, 409—424.

Commentaries, for Chinese, 285 ; by Bishop
J. C. Hoare, 285 ; Indian, by various
writers, 201, 246 ; Uganda, 93.

Commerce, Chamber of, Arnoy, 291 ; India,
146 ; San Francisco, 277.

" Commissioners" and "Residents," 73.
Commissions : Edin. Conf., 558 ; Govern-
ment, South Africa, 56 ; Government, on
liquor traffic, 39.

Committee on Faith and Order, 103.
Committees (Home): Review, 20; 'Ilirec

Years' Entierprise, 20 ; Native Churches,
394; Memorandum, 402; Committees and
Officers: personal, 436—446; The C.M.S.
Committees, 450, 451; General, 450;
Women's, 454 ; women apptd. on Comm.
Corr., 456 ; addressed by women, 472

;

General, after Swanwick, 484; country
delegates, 492; G.U. Comm.: women
memb., 502; Foreign, 524; Medical and
Medical Board, 524; Educational and In-
dustrial, 529; on Joint Meetings, 554;
Edin. Conf. C.M.S. Sub-, 558; Con-
tinuation Comm., 559, 561—563, 580.

Commonwealth, Australian, 388.
Commonweallh, on" Kikiiyv," ilG.
Companies, Commercial, Africa, 35 ;

British
East Africa, 35, 44, 76; Royal Niger, 36 :

East Africa Industries Company, 76, 77

;

East India, 226.
" Concentration," or" Extension," 480.
Concise Atlas, 534.
Conferences. See All India ; Allahabad ;

American ; Anglican, Shanghai ; Baslow ;

Bethlehem ; Bishops', Calcutta ; Board
School ; Bombay ; Brussels ; Cairo ; Cal-

cutta ; Changsha ; Chinese Episcopal,
Shanghai ; Colombo ; Congress ; Cont.
Comm.; Constantinople; Conventions
Coimcils School ; Decennial ; Diocesan ;

Ecumenical ; Edinburgh ; Far East ; Fort
McPherson ; Home Base ; Home Mis-
sions ; India ; Inter-Society ; Jabalpur ;

Japan ; Kikuyu ; Kilkenny ; Kottayam ;

Lahore ; Lambeth ; Lay Workers' Bands

;

Liverpool ; Local ; Lokoja ; London ;

Lucknow ; Madras ; Mengo ; Missionary ;

Mohammedan ; Mott's, Dr. ; Mothers' ;

National, Calcutta ; New York ; Organiz-
ing Secretaries ; Laymen's, Oxford :

Panama ; Shanghai Student ; Sunday
School ; Swanwick ; Syrian Church

;

Women ; Y.C.U. ; Y.M.C.A.
Confirmation Candidates, Persia, 136

;

and missionary decision, 508.
Confirmations: by Bp. Oluwole, 67; by

Bp. Tugwell, 70, 72 ; Uganda, 47, 86—88,
103; Uganda and Travancorc compared,
252; India, 233, 252; Christian Indian
Missionary Societies, 165 ; Telugu, 242.

Confucianism, 281, 296.
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Confucianism and Taoism: E. K. Douglas,

Confucius, 274.
Congo, The, 65 ; Belgian, 30, 38, 90, 109 ;

Missions, 53 ; French, slavery, 40.
Congregational Missions. See London Mis-

sionary Society ; at Centenary, 10 ; S.
Africa, 55, 56 ; China, 285, '287, 288 ;

(Amer.), India, 159, 163, 164 ; Japan,
346.

Congregationalism and" New Theology," 337.
Congregationalists, Union with, 191, 412.
Congress. See Church Congresses, India,
National (Calcutta) Indian, Christian, Pan-
Anglican.

Coniston Students' Conference, 517.
Connaught, Duke and Duchess of, 60.
Conscience Clause, Ceylon, 261.
Constantinople, 124 ; Student Movement

Conference, 118 ; C.M.S. Mission, 120.
Constitution, of a Church, 393—408 : C.M.S.
Memorandum, 402 ; W. Eq. Af., 70, 397

;

Uganda, 98, 99, 397 ; India, 182, 190, 397 ;

Ceylon, 265 ; China, 294, 303, 315, 324,
397; Japan, 331, 342, 397.

Constructive Quarterly, 565.
Contemporary Review : on the Liquor Traffic,
40 ; Polygamy, 43 ; the Arya SamaJ, 151 ;

Christianity in India, J. N. Farquhar, 176^
Continental Missions, 9, 55 ; Basel Miss. Soc,

37, 159, 167, 286 ; Paris Society, 56; Gossnev
Mission, 159, 167 : German Evan. Luth.,
159, 167; Schleswig-Holstein, 167; Con-
tinental Missionary Societies and the War,
579.

Continuation Committee, Edinburgh, 26, 185,
346, 559, 561—563 ; Women members, 454 ;

German members' war manifesto, 580.
Contribution List, Centenary, 14, 15 ; by

dioceses, 491 ; Eev. C. D. Snell's article,
494.

Conventions. See All India ; Buxton, Rev.
B.F. ; Cincinnati; Colombo; Haidarabad

;

Keswick ; Lagos ; Lay-Workers ; Masuli-
patam ; Secunderabad ; Sialkot ; Simla

;

Student Federation ; Travancore.
Converts: increase, 569; W. Af., 60, 66, 70,

73; Nigeria, 66; separate village, 73; East
Af., 78; Uganda, 7.i, 87, 95, 98; Egypt
and the Sudan, 109,112; Moham. Missions,
119—121; Palestine, 127 ; Turkish Arabia,
130; India, 18, 147, 171—174, 199, 200,
203, 208, 211, 212, 221, 241, 242, difficulties,

154, impressions, 167, 168, Anglican care-
fulness. 167, baptisms, 170, hereditary
Christianity, 171, unsympathetic treat-
ment, 173. testimony, 179, enthusiasm
difficult, 184, Calcutta Univ., 187, why no
detailed narratives, 199, instances, 200,
moulvies, 212, Pathans, 212, Parsi, 217,
218, Mohammedan, 218, home, Bombay,
218, Toda, 240, Wynaad, 240, 241 ; Ceylon,
257, 259, homes, 200, persecution, 260,
from schools, 261, 262; Mauritius, 268;
China, 297, 298, 324, S. China, 303, perse-
cution, Fukien, 314; Japan, 338, 362;
Canada, 369, 374; B. Columbia, 386, 387,
388. See also Statistics.

Convocation: on Missions, 552; on Edin.
Conf., 558.

Cook, Dr. A. K., 01, 102, 108, .587, 588.
Cook, Mrs. Albert, 90, 103.
Cook, Dr. J. H., 91, 102, 467 ; on the
Kabaka's investiture, 47 ; war work, 588.

Cook, Mrs., 386.
Cooke, Mr. W. R. C, Assistant to Hon. Cler.

Sec, 443.
Cooke, Miss Esther, 125.
Cooke, Deaconess Mary, 187.
Cookery-class, winning influence, 355.

Cooksley, Rev. R. H., 198.
Coolies, work in Mauritius, 266 ; Tamils in

Ceylon, 263 ; Chinese, Skeena River, 385.
Coonoor, 237.
Cooper, Miss A. B., 307.
Co-operation, The Larger: Edinburgh, and

After, 556; see also Kikuyu proposals, 409.
Coote, Sir Algernon, 110; V.-P. C.M.S.,

President, Hibernian C.M.S., 437 ; Hiber-
nian Centenary, 498.

Coote, Lady, 456.
Copleston, Bp. E. A., apptd. to Colombo,

265.
Copleston, Bp. R. S., 228, 231, 550; Presi-

dent Indian Church Aid Association,
174 ; on Hinduism, 177 ; Metropolitan of
Calcutta, 180, 265 ; memb. Calcutta Conf.,
187 ; Chairman, Central Board of Mission^,
258, 547 ; Ceylon difficulty, 258 ; on
Christian Truth and Buddhism, 260 ; Con-
sultative Body, Kikuyu, 415 ; Pan-Ang.
Cong., 550 ; retirement, 181.

Copper Mine River, 378.
Coptic Church, 51, 52, 105—114

; Rev. F.
Baylis on, 119.

Corea, Bishop of. See Corfe, C. J. ; Turner,
A. B.; Trollope, M. N. See Korea.

Corfe, Bishop C. J., 288, 347.
Corfield.Rev. E.,488.
Cork, Bishop of. See Dowse, C. B.
Corker, Rev. A. W,, 385.
Cornhill Magazine, 85.
Coronation: King Edward VII., 23, 504;
King George V., 23.

Correspondence Committee, 214, 451, 452,
456.

Correspondents, Women, 520.
Corrie, Rev. D., 226.
Cotta, Singhalese language, 257 ; Schools,

261.
Cotton, Bp.G.E.L., 181.
Cotton, Uganda, 47.
Coultas, Rev. and Mrs. G. W., 319, 322.
Coulthard, Rev. E. N., 438, 481.
Council for Missionary Education, 510

;

School Teachers' Conference, 522.
Councils, Church, etc. See Abeokuta ; Augs-

buig; Central; Ceylon Legislative; Chekiang
Federation ; Church ; Delta Pastorate ;

Diocesan ; Diocesan Central Indian Church ;

District ; Home Organization ; Ibadan ;

Jerusalem and the East Mission ; Keswick
Mission ; Lagos ; Mengo ; National
Missionary ; Native Church ; Nictea

;

Onitsha ; Parochial ; Punjab and Sindh ;

Protestant Christian ; Provincial ; Repre-
sentative ; Tinnevclly ; Trent ; Viceroy's ;

Yoruba.
" Country-born " clergy. 369, 370, 371.
County Associations, 487, 488.
Courtesy, Wanted—from English officials in

India, 143.
Coventry, Bishop of. See Knox, E. A.
Coverdale, Rev. T. E., 203.
Cowley, Archdn., 367, 370, 371.
Cowley, Rev. A. E., 370.
Cowley Fathers, St. John-the-Evangelist,

161. 218.
Cox, Rev. E. W., Sec, Med. Miss. Aux., 442,

525.
Cox, Mr. E. W., Committee member, 438.
Cox, Dr. H. J. H., 209, 217.
Cox, Colonel H. W., committee member, 438.
Cox, Miss A. M., 352, 354, 3.58.

Cox, Miss Gertrude, 372.
Crabtree, Rev. W. A., 93.
Craig, Miss, 311.
Cramer-Roberts, Bp. F. A. H., 13.
Cranborne, Lord. See Salisbury, Marquess

ot.
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Cranswick.Rev. G. H., 244.
Craveu, Rev. Henry, Baptist missionary, 53.
Crawford, Mr. i)., 53.
Crawford, Rev. E. W., 80, 82, 537, 585.
Crawford, Professor Stuart, 116.
Crawford, Dr. and Mrs. T. W., 41, 80, 81,

82, 534, 537.
Creighton, Bp. M., at Centenary, 5, 8 ; and

tlieC.M.S., 543 ; on Islington College, 4(58 ;

on Foreign Missions, 428 ; death, 428.
Creigliton, Mrs., Lond. Sum. Sell., 507 :

Pan-Ang. Cong., 550, 551 ; Continuation
Comni., 501.

Creoles, The, Mauritius, 260.
I'rete, 410.
Crimean War, 120.
Cromer, Lord, 112; in Egypt, 49, 51;
Cordon College, 100; proposal to C.M.S.
Upper jS'ile Mission, 108, 512; on reforms
ill India, 122.

Cromer Summer School, 505.
Crosby, Rev. L., 498.
Cross, Viscount, 462.
Crosthwaite, Rev. A., 187, 201.
Crosthwaite, Bp., R. J., and the Centenary

13.
Crown ofHinduism, J. N. Farqiihar, 170.
Crowther, Bp. S. A., 37, 00, 03, 05, 60,

09, 73, 431 ; reception by Queen, 427

:

as Missionary Deputation, 473.
Crowther, Archdn. D. C, 09.
Crowther, Miss L., Ill, 550.
Croydon, Bishop of. See Pereij-a, H. H.
Crozier, Archbp. J. B., 402 :

" Africa and the
East," 505; Anniv. Preacher, 459 ; Chinese
request for Prayer, 499 ; Hibernian
C'entenary, 498 ; Consultative Body,
Kikuyu, 415, on the war, 579.

Cruddas, Mr., death. 430.
Crusaders of the 20th Century : Rev. W. A.

Rice, 110.
Crusades, The, 118.
Cuddapah, 237.
Cullen, Rev. J. A., 235.
Cumberland Sound, 19, 374, 375.
Cimdy, Captain James, 432. 437, 438.
Cunningham, Canon B. K., Lond. Sum.

Sch., 507, 508.
Cnnningham, Sir F., 138.
Curtis, Rev. J., 311.
Curtis, Dr. Eda, 311.
Curzon, Lord,. Viceroy, of India, 137, 180,

209 ; Mr. Maconachie's " Review " article,

137 ; attitude to missions, 137, 138

;

encouragement of Hinduism, Moham-
medanism, and Buddhism, 127 ; on Dr.
Neve and Air. Holland, 138 ; on reforms,

142 ; on Secular Education, India, 140.

Cust, Dr. R. X., V.-P. C.M.S. , 437 ;
death,

432.
Cvcle, Prayer, 535.
Cyprus, 128.

Daeuble, Mrs., death by earthquake, 197,

208.
Dahomey, French, 63.

Daily Republic, Chinese newspaper, 279.

Daily Telegraph, 85.
Daintree, Rev. A., 541, 542.

Dale, Canon Godfrey, 116.
Dale, Dr., 421.
Damascus, 591.
Dane. Ladv, 194.
Daniel, Miss M. F., Hon. Asst., Women's
Work, 440, ,520, 521.

I i;niicli, convert, 79.
Daiiicll, Rev. B. S., 102.
Jianiels, A lion in a den of : Bp. Montgomery
and Dr. Lankestcr on, 559.

Danish members on Continuation Comm.,501.
Dante 523.
D'Arcy, Bp. C. F., 402, 497 ; Kikuyu tracts,

410 ; Hibernian Centenary, 498.
Dardanelles, New Zealand contingent at the,

391 ; Bp. Price, chaplain, 581 ; Dr. Jays,
surgeon, 582; Mr. J. E. Robinson, 583;
Indian soldiers, 590.

Darjeeling, Scotch mission work, 102, 230.
Darling, Rev. T. Y., at second Jubilee, 4 ;

Assoc. Sec, 488 ; death, 433.
Darlington Missionary zeal, 492.
Dathan, Rev. J. D.,301.
Datta, Dr. D. N. P., 9, 187, 214, 402.

Datta, Dr. S. K., 187, 19U, 200; Desire of
India, 141, 510 ; Christian an<l non-
Christian population, India, 156; Indian
women, 179.

Daudi,Kabakaof Uganda, 47, 83, 85, 94, 104;
confirmation, 87 : an " old boy," King's
School, 90 ; foundation stone-laying,
Uganda Cathedral, 92 ; the new CM.
House, 448.

David, Rev. Dr., 462, 527.
David, Rev. A. E., 251.
David, Rev. M., 241.
Davids, iVIrs. Rhys., 200.
Davidson, Archbishop R. T., 99, 113, 462,

535, 547, 549, 553 ;
" Africa and the

East," 505 ; Anniv. Preacher, 458 ; chair-

man, Anniv. Mtg., 461; Anniv. breakfast,

403; on Authorized Version, 565; at

Centenary C.M.S. 5, 6 ; and the Society,

543 ; Edin. Conf., 25, 558, 560 ; and
Educ. Auxiliary, 528 ;

" Faith and Order "

Committee, 564 ; opening of new C.M.S.
House, 448, 449 ; Kikuyu, 414—420,
422, 423 ; Pan-Ang. Congress, 25. 550,

551 ; interest in Missions, 24 ; new Persia

bishopric, 136 ; on Bishop Tucker, 103 ;

Livingstone speech, 54 ; at united meet-
ings, 564 ; reply to German manifesto, 580.

Davies, Rev. A. W., 220, 408, 510.
Davies, Rev. H. F., 109.
Davies, Mr. J. P. L., 63.
Davies, Miss, 243.
Davies-Colley, Miss E. C, 132.
Davis, Rev. B., 468.
Davis, Rev. G. B., 205.
Davis, Miss Anna B., 225.
Daws, Rev. E., 299.
Dawe, Miss, 232.
Dawson City, 378, 379.
Dawson, Miss, 214.
Day, Bp. M., Hibernian Centenary, 498.

Dav, Rev. A. E., 116, 209, 213.

Day, Rev. F., S.P.G., 280.

Dav of Intercession for Missions, 12, '-01,

368, 488, 553 ; Assoc. Sees, suggestion,

490.
Day of Opportunity, 333, 569, 570, ml.
Dayanand College, Lahore, 151.

Deacon, Mr. John, 434.
Deacons, Uganda, 98.

Deane, Sir H., 138, 210.
Dear, Mr. E. S., 65.
Debenture scheme, 480.
Decennial Missionary Conferences, 240, 006.

Decentralization of Missions, 17.

Decisive Hour of Christian Missions, 53o,

570.
"Declaration Day" of War, 578, 594.

Deed, Miss F. I.. 82.

Deekes, Rev. and Mrs. D., 79, 82, .585.

Deficits: How to deal with a deficit, 540;

deficit of men, 406 ; why continual, 29.

Sec Finance.
Dehra Dun, 225.
Deimler, Rev. J. 11., 77.

Deissman, Dr., 580.
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Delane, Mr., Editor, The Times, 12, 515.
HeLasalle, Miss B. B., Hon. Asst., Women's
Work, 446, 501, 521.

Delhi, 229 ; S.l'.G. Mission, 121, 161, 215
218 ; CambridKe-Dellii Mission, 121, 161
166, 215 ; Lord Hardinge wounded, 138
Imperial visit, 139 ; New capital, 130
B.M.S., 162, 215 ; St. Stephen's College
145, 157, 161, 215, 600 ; Sir Syed Ahmad
Kh an, 155 ; Women's College proposed,
155 ; district, 202.

Delta Pastorate, 70.
Dengdoi, 311.
Dening, Rev. W., 360.
Denmark, Missions, Madras Presidency, 164.
Dennis, Archdeacon T. J., 64, 70 ; on Ibo

Bible, 74 ; Pan-Ang. Cong., 550.
Dennis, Mrs. T. J., 65.
Dennis, Miss E., 65, 70.
Denton, Sir G. C, 45.
Denton, Mr. W., on Bishop Elwin, 60

;

Fourah Bay Coll., 61 ; Sierra Leone
Mission, 61.

Denton, Mrs. W., 64.
Denyer, Miss, A. M., 264.
Deolali, 599.
Departmental Secretaries, new officials, 453.
Depressed classes, Hindu, 154. See aZso Caste,

'

Mass-movements, Outcasts.
Depots, C.M.S., 487, 496, 540.
Deputations, 488, 489 ; distribution, 473 ;

Lambeth Conference on, 489 ; missionaries
as, 472 ; organization expenditure, 489.

Dera Ghazi Khan, 212.
Dera Ismail Khan, 209 ; medical work, 211 :

hospital, 213.
Derby, 235 ; C.M.S. depot, 496.
Derby, Earl of, 582.
Derby, Bishop of. See Were, E.A.
Derry, Bishop of. See Chadwick, G. A.
Devadoss, Mr. M. D., 186.
Dervishes defeated, 106.
De Selincourt, Miss, 117 ; on Indian woman-

hood, 146 ; memb. Foreign Coram., 439 ;

Lond. Sum. Sch., 508.
Desire of India, S. K. Datta, 141, 535.
Devolution proposed, 452.
Devonshire, Duke of, 513.
De Wet, General, 37.
Dhan Singh, Rev. L., 596.
Dharmsala, Upper, 594.
Dibben, Rev. A. E., 265.
Diffusion of Christian and General Know-

ledge, Society for, 272.
Digby. Mr. Wingfleld, death, 430.
\yia(i countrv, 76.
Dillistdue. Mrs. H. G., 102.
IMna Nath, Kev., 226.
Ding Ing-Ong, Rev., 310.
Dinka tribe, 109.
"Dinners," as a means of interest, 512 ;

how to reach late diners, 513; Far and
Near Club, 514.

Dioceses : Birmingham, 13 ; Chelmsford, 13 ;

St. Edmundsburv, 13 ; Sheffield, 1 3

;

Southwark. 13 ; abroad, W. Af., 59, 64

;

K. Eq. Africa, division, 75 ; Uganda, 75.

83; Jerusalem, 127; Persia, 136: Indian:
Lahore, 202—215; Bombay, 216—218;
Nagpur, 219—222; Lucknow, 22:3—229 :

Calcutta. 230—236; Madras, Dornakal.
Tinuevellev, 237—249; Travancore and
Cochin, 2.50—256; China, 293, 297—329;
Japan, 352, 354,3.56,357,358; N.-W.Can.,
367, 371, 272; Brit. Col., 384; N. Z., 391;
Canadian, 352. 538, 539.

Diocesan Associations, 441, 489, 491.
Diocesan Boards of Missions. 26. 99, 201, 513,

547. See also Boards of Missions.
Diocesan contributions : comparison, 494.

Diocesan Councils, 201 ; Uganda Church, 98,
100.

Diocesan Matjazine, W. Eq. Af., 74.
Diocesan Mission, Haidarabad, 245.
Diocesan organizations: Africa, 7o, 71, 98

—

101,398; Egpyt, 112; India,398; Ceylon,
265; China, 294, 314, 324, 328; Japan,
342—345, 398 ; B. Columbia, 384. See also
Native Churches.

Diocesan Synod West Ind. Miss., 218.
Ding, Dr., 311.
Diong, Mr., 315.
Dionysius, Mar, 255.
Disestablishment and disendowjnent. Church

of Ireland, 497 ; in Cevlon, 265.
Dispensaries, 16, 92, 160, 221, 525.
District Council, Lagos, 70 ; Uganda Churcli,

99; India, 201; Western China, 328;
Fukieu Church, 315.

District Secretaries, Honorary, 489.
Divinity Colleges and Schools : S. Leone, 61

;

Oyo, 68; Uganda, 91; Allahabad, 143,225,
227, 228, 268 ; Calcutta, 231 ; Lahore, 206

;

Madras, 197, 238 ; Poona, 217 ; Tinnevelly,
248; Travancore, 253; Foochow, 310;
Chekiang, 319; Japan, 345, 353 ; Winnipeg,
371; Vancouver, 384; Gisborne, N. Z., 39.

Dixey, Rev. A. D., 212, 213.
Dixon, Miss S. A., 82.
Doane, Bp., of Albany, U.S.A., 557.
Dr. Aire, Miss I. H. Barnes, 534.-

Doctors: W. Af., 65, 70, 71; German, E..\f.,

79; Uganda, 91, 101; Egypt, 107, 110;
Palestine, 126; Persia, 129, 132, 135, 136;
India, 160, 179, 195, 196, 205, 212, 213,
222, 247; Ciiina, 284, 296, 311, 320, 321;
Japan, 338, 359; N.-W. Canada, 373, 379;
B. Columbia, 385; women, 284, 471; St.

Luke's Day, 525. See also Medical Mission
Auxiliary, and Medical Missions.

Doctrine, Outlines of Christian, 363.
Dodanduwa, 262.
Dobinson, Archdn. H. H., 70.
Dodson, Dr. Eleanor, 206.
Dodson, Dr. G. E., 133.
Dodsworth, Sir Matthew Smith, V.-P. C.M.S.,

437 ; Lond. Sum. Sch., 507 : Laymen's
Movement, 513.

Dodsworth, Lady, memb. Home Comm., 439.
Domestic and Foreign Miss. Soc, Canada,

537.
Dominicans, Spanish, Missions, China, 287.

Dominion of Canada, 388 ; of New Zealand,
388

Donne, Mr. S. W., 234.
Dorchester, 318.
Dorking, Bishop of. See Boutflowcr, C
Dornakal, Bishop of. See Azariah, V. S. ;

flr.st Indian bishop, 243 ; bishopric
endowment, 244 ; C.M.S. Missions, 237,
243-245 ; Ind. Christ Miss. Soc, 164 ;

statistics, 244.
Doshisha College, Japan, 333, 337.
Douglas, Rev. E. A., 246.
Douglas, R. K., Confucianism and Taoism,

282.
]:)oulton. Rev. and Mrs. E. W., 79, 82, 536,

585.
Dover, Bishop of. See Walsh, W.
Dowbiggin, Rev. R. 'l'., 257, 258.
Down and Connor, Bishop of. See t'rozier,

J. B.
Downer, Miss B. B., 65.

Dowse, Bp. C. B., Hibernian Centenary, 498.
" Dragon, Order of the Double," 322.
Drew, Mr. V. B. C, 227.
Drink traffic, 39, 387.
Druitt, Bishop C. H., 540.
Druitt, Dr. A. E., Medical .Mis.siou, 70.

Drury, Rev. R. F., 493.
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Driiry, JBj). T. W., 24 ifil, o44 ; Piiiicipal
Fslingtou College, 468,

Diiala, 584.
lUiblin. Archbishop of. Sec I'eacocke, J. F.,

Beiuaid, J. H.
I'libliii, 'I'riuity College, 498.
I'lililiii University Missions, 498; Chota

Nagiiur, 161, 181, 307 ; Fukien Mission,
307, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 498.

I>u Bosc, Dr., 285.
huff. Dr., 146, 175, 204, 214, 236.
Diiderin, Lord. 141.
Diigdale, Miss E. E., 439, 445, 509, 520.
Huke, llev. M. O. M., 358.
I luniiuagiideni, 197,242; contributions, 172.
Duncan, llev. J. C, Sec. C.U., 442, 502.
Iiiincan. Mr. William, 383,386.
DiUK'um, Miss H. J., 65.
Hune^diii, ."i41.

Dunk, Miss G. E., 302.
Dujianloup, Bishop, 127.
Du Plessis, J., 55, 56.
Duppuy. Rev. C. R., Home Secretary, 443,

445, 446. 488 ; C.M.S. Gazette, 532.
l)m-aud, Sir H.M., 133.
Durham, 318 ; Bishop of. See Baring C,

Westcott, B. F., Moule, H. C. G.
Durham : University affiliation, 61 ; C.M.S.

missionaries, 326, 466 ; degrees for

Islington men, 469.
Durham : Missionary van, 496.
Diuing, Rev. S. F., 60.
Durrant, Bishop H. B., 24, 181, 197, 198, 204,

224, 462 ; on European attitude to Indian
Christians, 174; consecration, 182, 214;
memb. Allahabad Conf., 187 ; Simla Con-
vention, 194 ; first ordination, 214 ; at
Tarn Taran, 204 ; Lond. Sum. Sch., 508

;

in Mesopotamia, 592.
Duirant, Rev. G. B., 453, 475 ; Sec, India
and Persia Missions, 439 ; review. Walker
of TinnevcUy, 246 ; retirement, 444.

Durrant, Mrs. G. B.,memb. For.Comm., 439.
Durrant, Mrs. E.. 197, 224.
Durrant, Miss E. B., 197, 224.
Duta, Rev. Henry W., 84 ;

persecution, 94 ;

at Bunyoro King's coronation, 86 ; on
King Mwanga's death. 86 ; Mackay's
house. 87 ; translations, 93, 94 ; death, 94.

Dutch Church, memb. Cont. Comm., 562.
Dutch Church, South Africa, 54, 55, 56, 57.

Dutch Reformed Presbyterian. See Presby-
terian D.R.

Du Vernet, Bishop F. H., 384, 385, 387, 537.

Dyson. Rev. Dr. S., 231, 430, 468.
Dzaw Tsang-lae, Rev., 316.
Dzing Kyi-Doh, Rev., 316.

EALAND,Rev. A.F..231 ; Ind. education, 147.

Eales. Rev. H. W.. 197, 241, 242.
Early History of the C.M.S., Rev. C. Hole,

433, 534.
Earp, Miss A. L., 264.
Earp, Rev. W. A., 214.
Earthquake : Kangra, 203 ; missionaries'

death, 197.
Easneye, 434.
East African Industries Company, 49, 76, 77.

East and The West, The. 57, 147, 152, 153,

155, 157, 169, 170, 173, 186, 188, 192, 292,

296, 392, 421 ; on Native agency, Uganda,
95 ; on Uganda Church. 101 ; on Moham-
medanism, 116; Raymond Lull, 118;
Jerusalem bishopric, 128 : Bp. Stileman
on Persia. 131 : Mr. Rice and Dr. Wilson
on Bahaism, 135 ;

))aper by Author on
Native Churches, 401 ; why not suitable

for C.M.S.. 530.
East, Far-, and the War, 600.

East India Company, 142, 278.
"East, Unenlightened," 54S.
Eastbourne, liojue of Rest, 472 ; Summer

School; 506.
Easter, Rev. A. J., Lond. Sum. Sch., 507 ;

Gazette contributor, 532.
Eastern Churches, 26, 111, 119, 124—128;

Rev. F. Baylis, Jievieiv article, 119.
Eastern Equatorial Africa. See .\frica,East.
Eastern Missions from a Soldier's Standpoint,

154.
Eastern Sudan. Sec Sudan.
Eaton Chapel collections, 495.
Ebbs, Rev. A. R.., 506, 541, 542.
Ecclesia Anfjlirnna, Bp. Weston, 409.
Ecclesiastical Polity, Hooker, 392.
Ecclesiastical Problems of the Mission Field :

i. Native Church Organization, 393-400 ;

. ii. The Kikuyu Proposals. 400-424.
Ecumenical Missionary Conference, New

York, 557.
Eddy, Mr. S., 182, 186, 187, 192, 249, 265,

315,317 ; on an Indian Christian Missionary
Society, 164 ;

" Special Missions," 172 ;

meetings, Madras, 239 ; addresses. Noble
College, 243 ; Syrian Conference, 255 ;

special meetiugs, China, 290, 291, 324 ;

Evangelistic meetings, Japan, 348 ; Scar-
borough Sum. Sell., 506.

Eddy, Mrs. S., 186.
Eden, Bp. G. R., at Centenary, 5, 6.

Edgley, Miss A. J., 203.
Edinburgh Medical Mission, 591.

Edinburgh Missionary Conference. 25. 52, 177,

178, 182, 218, 282, 292, 295, 303, 315, 333,

334, 346, 347, 409, 557 ; Dr. Mott, 26 ;

Student Movement, 26 ; Church Societies,

26 ; Evangelicals, 26 ; on Mohammedanism,
42; spirit of, 56; Edinburgh, l<d\(). .Hi),

115, 560 : on Islam, 116 ; Indian Religion,

152 ; Continuation Committee, 185

;

unifying influence, 188 ; Permanent
Councils planned, 189: Report, on, 295;
University men, 326, 466; on Church and
Mission relationship, 398 ; on Native
Churches, 400 : on the Church in the

Mission field, 401 ; women members, 454 ;

candidates and degrees, 469 ; Missionary
studv, 470; Laymen's Movement, 513;
Students' Conf., 517; the Larger Co-
operation, 556 ; Commissions, 558 ; Reports,
558; Convocation Resolution, 558 ; C.M.S.
sub-Committee's views, 558 ; and The
Times. 558 : King George's message, 559 ;

Continuation Committee, 559, 562, 579

;

Roman Catholics not present, 560 ; statis-

tics, 560 ;Who and where are the heathen ?

561; expenses, 563 ;
Questions of " Faith

and Order," 563.
Editorial Secretaries, 453 ; the Author,

440; Rev. G. Furness Smith, 440 ; Rev.
C. Mollan Williams, 445, 446 ;

Assistant

Secretaries, Rev. J. D. MuUius, 440 ; Rev.
C. D. Snell, 440.

Edmonds, Rev. Canon W. J., 434.

Edmonton, Bishop of, see Gray, H. A.;
diocese, 372, 375 ; immigrants. 372.

Education : Educational Auxiliary, 526 -

528 ; Committee, 28. 439, 527. 529 ;

object, 528 :
" Education and Christiaii-

ization," 558 ; the " Circulating Library,'

as an agency, 510 ; Missionary Council,

510 ; Government situation, 95 ; testi-

monv, 67 ; importance of Hostels, 200 :

in Missions, 399. 400 ; the educational

Missionary, 508 ; Preb.Fox on Educational
Missions, '575 ; Mr. S. K. Rudra on, 179 ;

Mr. T. R. W. Lunt aiipointed Sec. for

Educ. Missions. 443 ;
" Some Educational

Projects," 528: Educational work, 16,
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492, 495 ; at Sierra Leoue, 59, 61 ; Yoruba,
()7 ; German E. Africa, -43 ; Uganda, 90,
91, 99 ; Egypt, 50 ; Persia, 136 ; India,
140, 140, 147, 148, 154, 155, 157, 159, ICO,
179, 200, 209, 211, 226, 240, 600 ; Ceylon,
259, 261, 262 ; Ciiiua, 273, 296, 310, 327,
399, 400 ; Japan, 334, 338, 352, 353 ; Red
Indian and Ksliimo, 527.

Edward VII., King, 341, 569 ; Accession,
22, 23 ; Coronation, 47 ; presents Bible
to West African chief, 66 ; donation,
Khartum Cathedral, 108 ; Indian tour,
139, 428 ; message to India, 1908, 142 ;

Coronation delay, 564 ; death, 23, 428.
Edwaraes, 8ir Herbert, 202.
Edwardes College, Peshawar, 154, 200, 209,

210, 596.
Edwards, Bishop A. C, aud the Centenary,

13 ; Llandudno Sum. Sch., 506.
Edwards, Dr. C. S., 82.
Edwards, Miss A. J ., 384.
Edwards, llev. M. B., 372.
Edwards, Miss R. L., 384.
Edwin, Rev. S. J., 187, 225, 228.
Eger, Dr. Annie W., 206, 467.
Egypt, 52, 109, 120, 127, 128, 210, 273, 351,

467 ; new plans, 18 ; hopeful outlook,
1899.. 36; Turkish rule, 38; Su: F. R.
Wingate, 49 ; Lord Cromer, 49, 51 ; Sir
E. Gorst, 49 ; Lord Kitchener, 49 ; Educa-
tion, 50 ; Modern Egypt, 51 ; American
Presbyterians, 52 ; Egypt General Mission,
52, 111, 113, 120 ; Roman Catholic Missions,
58; C.M.S. Missions, 105-114, 120; statis-
tics, 111 ; River, Sand, and Sun, 111

;

Islam re-established by Britain, 112 ; a
British Protectorate, 112 ; Moslem con-
verts, 112; "diocese," 113; Coptic
Churches, 111 ; Rev. D. M. Thornton's
visit, 111 ; Amer. Presbyterian Mission,
119 ; Rev. 1\ A. Klein in, 258 ; Mahdism
in, 449 ; Girls' O.O. Mission, 521 ; Col.
Assoc, missionaries, 536 ; Bp. Winnington-
Ingram's visit, 544; the War, 588, 589;
Bp. Price, chaplain, 581; the Jews in,

583 ; Indian soldiers for, 596.
Egypt General Mission, 52, 111, 113, 120.
El Azhar University, 110.
Elgie, Mr. A. H., Assistant Lay Sec, 443.
Elgon, Mount, 89.
Eliot, Dean P. F., 433.
Eliot, Rev. W., 433.
EUicott, Bp. C. J., and the Centenary, 13.
Elliott, Rev. A. B., 244.
Elliott, Sir Charles, 49, 138, 430, 544, 545.
Elliott, Rev. Dr. Robert, Santal, missionary,

524 ; at Gaza, 524, 525 ; Sec, Medical
Miss. Aux.,448, 441,524 ; death, 430, 442,
524.

Elliott Tuxford School, 182, 246.
Ellis, Mr. F. T., 125, 126.
Ellore : Mission High School, 171, 243;
Mass Movement, 242.

EUwood, Rev. J. P., 141, 197, 224.
Elmslie, Dr., Medical Mission, 526.
Elverson, Miss A. M., 125.
Elwin, Bishop E. H., 24 ; Bp.. Sierra Leone,

60, 61 ; Pan. Aug. Cong., 550 ; death, 60.
Elwiu, Rev. A., 319, 320, 509.
Elwin, Miss C. J., 61.
Elwin, Rev. and Mrs. W. H., 274, 292, 320,

322, 350, 363, .364.

Ely, Bishop of. See Chase, F. H.
Emery, Archdn., 548.
Emmanuel College, Saskatchewan, 370.
Emmanuel Suliool, Bombay, 217.
J'hnpire nf Chritit, The, 175.
" EurvclopcBdia Britanuica," C!liiucse edition

called for, 273.
Englanci,Rev. T. S., 82.

Ennis, Mr. G. R.,243.
Ensor, Rev. G., 6, 357, 468 ; as Missionary

Deputation, 473.
Entebbe, 46, 96.
Entwistle, Miss A., 325.
Ephesus, 410.
Epiphany, The, 236, 598.
Episcopal Ch. of Scotland. See Scotland.
Episcopal Protestant Church, U.S.A., 497;
new Canon, 465. See Amer. Prot. Epis.
Chm'ch.

Episcopal Methodists. See Amer. Epis. Meth.
Missions.

Episcopate : Extension abroad, C.M.S. views,
394, 395 ; the Historic, 192, 396, 404 ; and
Presbyterian polity, 101. See Bishops.

" Equipment aud Fellowship," 563.
Eritrea, Italy and, 37.
Ernest, Rev. John, 267.
Escot, 436.
Eskimo, 382 ; Missions, 19, Educational,

527 ; Christians, 373, statistics, 381

;

Rev. E.J. Peck's Mission, 374.
Etches, Miss, 519.
Etheridge, Rev. F., 234.
Ethiopian Movement, 56.
Eton College, 515, 517.
Euckeu, Dr., 580.
Eurasians, The, 188 ; population of India,

156 ; and Wesleyan Missionary Society,
162 ; Salvation Army, 162 ; Amer. Epis.
Ch. Missions, 163 ; Indian Church Aitl

Association, 174.
Europe, Evangelization of, 533 ; mission of
Mohammedans, 121.

European, and Anglo-Indian interest, 228

;

attitude to Christianity in India, 173

;

members, Continuation Committee, 561 ;

Missions to Mohammedans, 121 ; Wesleyan
Missionary Soc, 162 ; Amer. Meth. Epis.
Ch.. 163.

Evangelical Lutheran. See American Ger. L.
Evangelicals and C.M.S., 26; C.M.S. prin-

ciples, 27 ; C.M.S. as an Evangelical
Society, 553.

Evangelistic work : missionary education, 147

;

Africa, 93 ; India, 179, 232, 233 ; Ceylon,
261 ; China, 302, 327 ; Japan, 339, 340,
348,354; the War and evangelistic effort,

596. See under all Missions.
Evangelists, Native, Toro, 90; Uganda, 98;

Associated Bands, 234 ; Band, Tinnevelly,
246 ; Training College, Kandy, 262

;

.Japan, 355.
Evangelization : an object of Missions, 393.
" Evangelizing " or" Proselytizing," 175.
Evans, Miss., 232.
Evans, Miss A., 355, 360, 552.
Evans, Dr. and Mrs. G. J., 321.
Evans, Maurice S., 56.
Ever Westward, Miss Baring-Gould, 534.
Evil intliiences at work, 38, 575.
Evill, Rev. A., Gazette conivihniov, 533.
Evington, Bishop H., 342, 344, 350, 357 ;

Pan-Ang. Cong., 550 ; death, 429.
Ewart, Sir W. Q., V.-P. C.M.S., 437.
Ewell, Mr. S. L., 109.
Ewing, Dr., Lahore, 163, 215.
Excommunication, 220.
Exeter, Bishoji of. See Bickersteth, E. H.

;

Robertson, A.
Exeter, Challenge Fund, 480; Missionary

Van, 496.
Exeter Hall, 2nd Jubilee held, 4 ; Centenary

meetings, 5, 7; its Associations, 460;
first valedictory meeting, 474; Kinemato-
Krai)li at, 503 : Mr. Winston Churchill on,

512 ; Bp. Davidson at, 543 ; S.P.G. Bicen-
tenary, 545 ; 1888, " Centenary " Confer-

ence, 556.
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Exhibitions: Missionary, 28, 434, 470,48i ,488,

492, 503 ; Industrial, Uganda, 49, 91 ;

'• Africa and the East," 69, 504 ; National,

Osaka. 339, 340; Exhibitions, an aid to

finance, 504 ; Diocesan Boards of Missions,

504; L.J.S. and L.M.S. Agricultural Hall,

504 ; Missionary Service inspired, j04 ;

affected bv the War, 504.
" Extension " or " Concentration, 480.
" Extremist " policy in India, 144.

Eve-hospital, Shikarpur, 213.

Evrp. Archdeacon, 583; at Centenary, 9 ;

^^-P. C.M.S., 437 ; death, 433.

Eyre, Miss L. A., 297, 300, 407.

E.\iiER, Cuinmeutary on St. Mark, 285.

I'Mgtr Mrs., Mrs. A. Hole's conversion a plea to

(' K.Z.M.S., 211 ; meeting with author, 21i.

EaSK, iMissEUa, 2]1. ^ ^.

Eaith and Order, 103, 401, 409 ;
Questions,

J'klin. Conf., 503 ; and the Prot. Epis.

Church, U.S.A., 563, 564. „„„„,
Faith ofldam, Canon Sell, 115, 238, 332.

Falaba, ss., 62, 65, 581.

Ealaba, town, 62.

Faithfull, Kev. James, death, 433.

Fakfibad, 225 ; contribution, Uganila

Cathedral, 172.
Fallsoheer, llev. C, 125. „, . ^
Family prayers, N.-W. Canada Christians,

374,380; public meeting, 564.
.

Famine and plague. Missionaries' work during,

168 ; Cent. Prov., 219 ; Bhil Mission, 221.
" Far and Near " Club, 514, 528.

Far-East: Conferences, 26; Deputational

visit, 329; the War, 600; Missions: Sees.,

Kev. B. Baring-Gould, 439; Rev. J'.

Baylis, 440. See China, .Tapan.

Far-West and the War, 601.

Favies, Kev.fl.,373.
Farler, Miss K. M. W., 231.

Farthing, Mr. H.H., 103.

Farthing, Miss 51. E., 203, 20,

.

Farthing, Miss M. J., 203, 207.

Farquhar, J. N., on the Arya Samaj, IjA)
._

"Modern lleligious Movements m India,

151, 152 ; Croivn of Hinduism. 1,6.

Fashoda, 35, 108.
Fausset, Rev. Canon, 433.

Kawcett, Miss S. L., 352.

Fazl-ud-diii, Rev., 204.

Federation, scheme. Kikuyu. 413.
" Felldwsliip and iviuipmeiit,' 563.

Fellowship of Faith lor Moslems 111.

Female Education Society, 22, 125, 120, 13 ,

100 195, 197, 206. 211, 225, 226, 297, 300,

306,354,464,467.537.
" Females " and " Women, 517, olo.

Feiidt, Miss, 585.

Feng, Mai. Cen., 281.
.

Fenn Rev. C. C, 202, 4.51 ; in Ceylon. 2:.8

;

Sec , C.M.S., 258 ; death, 258, 430.

Fenn, Rev. David, 202.

Ferguson, Bishop, 53.

Ferguson-Davie, Bp. C. J ., .)0i.

F'erguson, Mr., Ceylon, 260.

Fergusson, Colonel, 513. _

Fergusson College, Poona, 1|>1.

Field, Rev. A., death, 65, .)81.

Field! llev. C. H. A., 203, 209, 212.

Field, Rev..T., 384.

Fiji, Church in. and comity, 41 1.

Finance, C.M.S., 476-486; fifteen years,

28 476; position, 1903.. 440; Fmance
Committee, 451 ; effect of increase, 4,

, :

financial resolution, Mr. S i'edge. 478 .

Conference at Swanwick, 29, 481-—480 . a

serious warning, 479; the 1912-13 crisis,

480 ; result, 484 ; Retrospect and Prospect

,

486 ; Native Church Finance, 407 ; Fukien
(;hurch, 315 ; Uganda, .399; the War. 578.

Findings, of Dr. Mott's Conferences, 287.

Finland Missions, China, 286; Japan, 346.
Finney, Miss H. E., 299, 300.
Finnemore. Rev. A. K., 259, 264.

Firth, Mr. John, 378.
Firth, Miss C, 520.
Fisher, Rev. and Mrs. A. B., 41, 58, 102, 467.

Fisher, Rev. B.H. P., 187.
Fitzpatrick, Rev. T. C, V.-P. C.M.S., 437.

Fitzpatrick, Rev. T. H.. 258. 497.

Fin' years in a Fersian Town, 134.

Fletcher, Jlr.T.B., 102.
Fletcher, Miss H. S., 300, 467.

Flint, Mr. C. A.. Comm. memb., 439 ; Lay-
men's movement , 513.

Flint, Mrs. C. A .. Circulating Library, .502, 510.

Flvnn, Rev. Canon. J. S., Home Secretary.

27, 440, 441.
Fok Ts'ing-Shan, Rev., 301

.

Folkestone, 514. 528.
Fong Yat Sau, Rev., 300.

.

Foocliow,211, 282, 291, 305. 309, 347 ; Blind

Schools, 311 ; Medical College, Foochow

:

union in practice, 315.

Foot-binding, Agitation against, 274, 277.

Forbes, Captain. 63.

Forbes, Miss H.M., 407.

F'ord, Mr. C. R., Comm. memb., 438.

Ford, Rev. F. S., 214.
Foreign administration, 4ol.

, ^ ,., ,.„
Foreign Committees, 439, 451, 452, 4y4, 4.)l>,

524.
Foreigncontributions, Centenary, 14.

Foreign Department, Miss E. Baring-Gould,

446.
Forest, Stanley's Great, 89, 90; pygmy

baptized, 89. .

Forester, Hon and Rev. St. M., 3,.l. 364.

Forester. Mrs. St. M., 351. 364.

Forge, Miss A. F., 308, 309.

Forge, Miss F. A., 308, 309.

Forman College, Lahore, 110, 163, 215.

Formosa, 343.
, /r. x. /> x n 1 ,.

Forrester, Rev. J. C.,memb.(S.P.G.) Calcutta

Conf., 187.
Forsythe, Miss E., 585.

i-'ort Alexander, 373.

Fort Chipevvyan, 370.

Fort Garry, 366.
Fort George, 374, 380.

Fort Hall, 81.

Fort Hope, 374.

Fort McPherson, 376, 377, 3,9, 381

.

Fort Munro, 203.
Fort Norman, 376.

Fort Pitt, 372.
Fort Resolution, 376.

Fort Simpson, 369, 370.

Fort Wrigley, 377.

l''ort Yukon, 378.
rortnighthj Review, Mr. P. A enkata Rao on

Hinduism, 153.

Foss, Bishop, H. J., 19, 342, 343, 34, ,
550.

Foster, Mrs. Latrobe, 430.
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;
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;
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Indian Church Aid Association, 174.
Indian t'hurcli DirectorN. 248.
• Indian Home Mission." 230.
fiidlan Mefit!enitei\ 168.
Indian Miasions. Year Book of, 145, 158.
Indian Sorinl Reformer, 108.
Indians, Mission : N.-W. Canada, 372

;

Settlement. Winnipeg, 374 ; in Canada,
Census. 381.

Iiuiians, Red, 13, 20. 538, 001. See. Canada,
.V.-W., Mission, 360—382; British
Colnnil)ia, 3s3—388.

Iiidorf Canadian Presbyt. Miss., 164.
Indus, The, and Dera Ghazi Khan, 212.
Industrial Auxiliary, 528—529; Committee,

28, 43 ; Missions, 179, 529 ; schools,
160, 164, 200, 206, 262, 263; training,
191 ; work, 16, 45, 49, 260.

Infanticide, 60, 277.
Influenza, 377 ; bv post, 374.
Ingham, Bp., 280, 301, 302, 311, 337, 353,

355, 357, 443. 544 ; Bishop of Sierra
Leone, GO ; Home Secretary, 27, 441 ;

visits Osaka, 354 ; at Sapporo, 358

;

Otaru, 300 ; Lectures, 303 ; Assoc. Sec, 488 ;

in Ireland, 497; Lond. Sum. Sch., 507,
508 ; army sermon, 514 ; C.M.S. Gazette,
532, 533 ; From Japan to .lerunalem, 534 ;

Sec, Canterbury Board of Missions, 547 ;

Pan-Ang. Cong., 549, 550, 551 ; on the
War, 579; work, and retirement from
C.M.S., 444.

Ingham, Mrs., 280.
Inglis, Mrs. F., 207.
Innes, Mr. W. G. S.. 102.
Inspiration, and the C.M.S., 555.
Institution for the Propagation of the Faith,

550.
Institution, Union, at Tokyo, 353.
Institutions. See Theological, Training.
Inskip, Mr. T. H. W., 474 ; Comm. memb.,

438 ; Lond. Sum. Sch., 507.
Intelligencer, CM., 530 ; articles. Rev. It.

Kno.x, 152; on " .Toint meetings," 554;
the CM. Intelligencer becomes the CM.
Revieir, 531.

Intercession for Missions, Dav of, 12, 204,
368, 488, 553.

Intercession paper. Rev. C. Bard.sley, 457.
Intercommunion, India, discussed, 191, 192.
" International" Missionary Societies, India,

159.
International Bevieiv of Missions, 26, 50. 55,

56, 97. 110. 118, 147, 1,50. 157, 159. 105.
170, 188, 191, 209. 277, 281, 282, 288, 289,
290, 290, 332, 333, 337, 348, 349, 455, 531,
503, 583.

Internment of missionaries, 536, 537, 581, 586,
596.

Inter-Society Conferences, 563.
Ireland and the Centenary, 13.

Ireland, Church of: Patronage Board, 70;
President Yuan Shih-Kai's message, 280,

499 ; missionary contingent larger than
th.at of the Church of England, 307; the
O.O.M.'s, 495, 506 ; an independent Church,
497 ; missions, 497 ; summer schools, 497,
498, 500; the Hibernian CM. Society,
497—499, history, 497, centen.ary, 498,
amounts raised, 497, the Dublin anniver-
saries, 497, valedictory mtgs., 497, Bp.
Ingham's visit, 497, missionaries from
Ireland, 498, Dub. Univ. Missions. 498, in-

terest in Fuhkieu, 309, 498, Prayer for

Missions in Ch. of Ireland Prayer-book, 499.
Ireland, Royal University of, 201

.

Irish Patronage Board, 70.
Irisli Presb\'terian Missions, India, (Uijerat,

103, 218 : China, 287.
Ironside. Dr. Catherine. 133, 135, 592.
Islam : a challoxic to Faith, 115.
Islam, and Mdhamnicdan Missions, 115

—

123; Failure 0/ Islam, 116; Rev. H. G.
<irey 011, 507; The Reproach of Islam.
510'; Islam. Unsubdued. 548; Dr. Axen-
feld on, 581. See also Koran, .Moham-
medanism. Moslem.

Islamabad Hospital. 209, 213.
Islands, the Great, Pan-Anglican Thank-

offering. 551.
Islington College, 430, 450 ; its reputation.

463, 468 ; appt. of Principal T. W. Drury,
Bishop of Ripon ; of Principal W. H.
Barlow, Dean of Peterborough. 24 ; Bev.
,T. A.. Lightfoot. Principal, 468; Rev.
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Dr. S. Dyson, tutor, 231, 430, 468; Kev.
C. H. Druitt, tutor, now Bishop, 540;
Medical Training, 469 ; men and degrees,
469; Bisliop Creigliton, 543; Bishop
Winnington-Ingram, 463, 543 ; college
closed, 469.

Ispahan, 133, 134, 593: entered, 18; hospitals,
133; Christian Church, 133; schools,
133 ; Persian congregation, 134 ; Ladies'
Missionary Union, 501 ; Persian opinion on
the War, 593.

Italy, Eritria and Somaliland, 37 ; annexa-
tion of Tripoli, 38 ; war with Turkey, 124 ;

Missions to Eniiiau Catholics in, 561.
Italian Jesuit Colleges, India, 160.
Ito. The Marquis, 330, 331, 333, 338, 341,

346.
Ito, Rev. M.. 360, 362.
Iveagh, Lord and Lady, Hibernian Centenary,

498.
Iwakura, Prince, 346,

Jabalpur, 220, 222 ; Conferences, 185, 186
;

Mission, 219 ; school, 219, 220.
Jackson, Rev. H. J., 234.
Jackson, Rev. Oliver, 325.
Jackson, Miss, 187.
Jackson, Miss, (C.E.Z.M.S.), 214. 585.
Jackson, Miss E. E., 82.
Jackson, Miss Eva, 107.
Jackson, Miss Helena, 385.
Jackson, Miss Hilda, 352, 354, 360.
Jackson. Miss P. A., 111.
Jacob, Bp. E., 461. 417, 546, 547, 552 ;

at Centenary, 5, 7, 9, 10 ; Consultative
Body, Kikuyu, 415 ; Anniv. preacher,
458 ; speaker, 461, 462 ;

" Africa and the
East," 505 ; London Summer School, 507

;

on Boards of Missions and Societies, 549
;

on Edin. Conf., 558 : on India's claims,
565.

Jacob, Miss A. A., 103.
Jacobite Church, Rev. F. Baylis on the, 119.

See Travancore, 250—256.
Jacomb, Miss, 125.
Jaflfa, Miss Newton's hospital, 125, 126

;

persecution of convert, 127.
Jaffna, Peninsula, 264; Tamil language,

257 : St. John's College, 262.
Jagannath, 175.
Jahangir, 119.
.fain population, India, 15C.
.famaica, missionaries from, 65 ; Bishop of,

see Nuftall, E. ; West Indies Assoc, 542.
Jamal, Rev. Chalil, 126, 127.
James, Rev. Herbert, Centenary preacher,

4 : death, 483.
James, Bishop J. T., 181.
Jammu, S.P.O. Mission, 215.
Jan, Rev. M. : Urdu translations, 201.
Japan, 118. 128, 177, 186, 196, 282, 305, 337,

341, 357, 445,538: Mission began, 476,
Nineteenth Century outlook, 19 : Christian

elected President of Diet, 19 ; The Nippon
Sei-kokwai, 19, 228, 336, 342, 34.5—347,
351, 354, 358, 360, 364, statistics, 343
Svnod, 344; Mohammedans in, 118: war
with Russia, 140, 273. 331, 347, 362;
Prot. Epis. Ch., U.S.A. Missions, 163

;

Japanese missioners, India. 229; Legation,
murders, Peking, 270 ; Japanese influence

in China, 274.
Tlie Nation and its Religions, see Chap,

xxxni., 330—334 ; 1899, a memorable
year, 330 ; Christianity oflicially recog-
nized, 330 : Anglo-Japanese Alhance,
330, 331 : Japanese BusMdo, 331 ; Books
on, 332 ; Laceddemon on American

praKijJes, 333 ; widespread religious in-
difference, 333 ; Government Conference,
334.
The Christian Missions, Chap, xxxiv.,

335—349
; statistics, 335, 343, 346, 350,

364 ; the Japanese and a non-mhaculous
Christianity, 337 ; officials. Christians,
338 ; first American Mission, 343 ; Mid-
Japan, Bp. of, see Hamilton, H. J.,
Diocese, 343 ; Northern Island, Diocese,
343 ; South Japan, Bishop of, ,sec Lea, A.

;

Diocese, 343; Russo-Greek Church, 346,
423 ; United Church, 348 ; Peeress's School,
Japan, 348.
The C.M.S. Missions, Chap, xxxv., 350

—

365 : Central Japan, 352—357 ; schools,
353; Diocese of Kiu-Shiu, 357, 358; of
Hokkaido, 358—361 ; Emperor of Japan,
360 ; Unbeaten Tracks in Japan, 360

;

China War, 361 ; Mission, leakage, 364 ;

the Rev. G. Ensor, the first English
missionary to Japan, 365.

See also New Zealand Missionaries in
Japan, 392 ; Church constitution, 396 ;

diocesan organizations. 398 ; Russian
Chirrch, Japan. 346, 423; Canadian Mis-
sions, 465 ; the Call at Swanwick, 481 :

Ladies' Union, O.O.M., 501 ; Spirit of
Japan, 510 ; call for women, 518; St 'ry of
the Japan Mission. 533 ; Col. Assoc, mis-
sionaries, 536, 542; C.C.M.A. missionaries,
538 ; Australian Board of Missions Mis-
sion, 540 ; autonomy in Japan, 550 ; Pan-
Anglican Thank-offering, 551 ; Methodist
Bishop, memb. Cont. Comm., 562 ; Dr.
Mott's missionary tour, 562 ; advance-
ment of Japan, 566 ; Japan, Bishop in,

see Poole, A. W.. Bickersteth. E.
The War: ss. Yasaka Maru, 581 ; Japan

and German philosophy, 600; the Anglo-
Japanese Alliance, 600; attack on Kiao-
chau, 600 ; service with Fleet, 600 ; Japanese
pastor's opinion on the M'ar, 601.

Japan Evangelist, 335,
Japan, Spirit of, 332.
Japan, Unbeaten Tracks in, 360.
Jarvis, Miss A. N., 125.
Jannpur School, 227.
Java, 121, 155.
Jawahir Masih, 207.
Jay Narayan School, 224.
Jayne, Bp. F. J., and the Centenary, 13.
.Jays, Dr. T., 65, 500 ; Laymen's Union, 442,

512 ; on War Service, 445, 582.
Jebu countrv, 18, 67.
.Tenkins, Rev. P., 302.
Jerusalem, 124, 591 : a notable convert, Cairo,

112; St. George's Collegiate Church,
Schools, and (Vjlleges, 126, 583; the
bisliopric, 23, 113, 128; "East and
West" article, 128; Jerusalem, Bishop in.

See Blyth, G. F. P., Maclnnes. K.
.Terusalem and the East jNIissiou. 127 ; Council,

114 ; Rev. Canon Parfit, Secretary, 129.
Jessop, Mr. S. J..234.
Jesuits, 'I'he : Missions, China, 287 ; as a

" Society." 548.
.Jet. Matthew A.. 301.
.Tews, The, Missions to, 128 ; Persian con-

verts confirmed, 136 ;
population, India,

156; teaching Jewes.ses, Ceylon, 261;
L.J.S. Palestine Exhibition. 504: Judaism
inisatisned, 548: ,Tews suffering through
the war, 583. See London Societ y for Pro-
moting Christianity among .Tews.

Tex-Blake. Miss M. R., 352, 360.
Jhang Bar, 207.
.Tieng tribe, Mi.ssion, 109; Cheedi Jieng,

109.
Jilore, 76,
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Tolin, Ur. fJrirtith (L.M.S.), 283.

Johnson, Canon D., 501.

Johnson, l)r. and ^Irs. F., V29, 591
ff-

Johnson, Bp. E. R., ISO ; Board of Mi»Mons,

181. „ ^^
Johnson, Archdn. H., 66.

r.o„to„a,.v
Johnson Bp. J., 24, 65, 69; at Centenaij,

5 6 9; h*ciuor traffic 39; Annual Sermon

preacher, 63, 458 ; Pan-Anglican l?apers,

69 • Keport on Benin, 69 ;
reception by

Queen Victoria, 428 ;
Pan-Anglican Con-

gress. 549, 550.
,, T T =>->'\ =;aii-

Jjhuson, Kev. " Pundit J. J., 2^3 .San
skrit language, 175 ; memb. AllahaD.ui

Conf., 187.
Jolinson, Rev. N., 6,..

Johnson, Dr. O., 66,

Johnson, Rev. S. J ., 60.

Johnson, Rev. T. B., 102,

Johnson, Rev. T. S., 26:^, ^04
Johnson, Miss, C.E.Z.,IiK.,.214.

.fohnson Miss F.,C.E.Z.,Chiua, 306, 312, 31.3.

J iistoi'i. Rev. A. E., on The •R«««^sf|"'": '!'.

India, 143, 150 ; on " the ne\y Vedanta,

151 ; death, In Memoriam, 224

Johnston. Sir H. H. 36 ; liquor ti'iflu- 40

in British Central Alrica, 44 : C omiius-

s?on1r Uganda, 44, 46, 47, 83, 84; on

missionary influence, 74 : book on ^igena

84; Uganda hospital. 91; Uganrta

Church estates, 99.

Johnston, Leslie, 296.

Johnstone, Miss M. E., 297, 300, 467.

Joint Meetings, C.M.S. and, 5o4, 564.

Jones, Rev. D.T., 371.
<,<• ««nn-

Jones, Archdn. Gresford, 501, 5<9, at Swan

wick 481, 482; the Swanwick message,

485 ;' Lond. Sum. Sch 507, 508.

Jones, Archdeacon Melville, 64, 68, .idf ,

Pan-Anglican Congi-ess, 69, 550 ; on ecclesi-

astical province, W. Africa, 71 ;
on local

Churches, 401.
Tntips "Mrs. Melville, 64. _^^ .

Tones Rev. J. Irelknd, 263, 467, 497; and

Bishop Copleston, 2.58 : Singhalese trans-

lations, 258 ; death, 2j( ,
2;>8.

tones' Rev ""r Ireland, 213, 258, 467 on

•^Thlkhig-s visit to Delhi, 139 ; a?.Sf^^«
f,:^,

203, 204, 439; " James Long j^ectuiei,

509
Jones,' Rev. R. Force. 206.

•Tones, Rev. W. H., 77.

Jones, Miss A. M.. 299, 302.

Jordan. Sir John. 277.

Joseph, Rev. T.K., 253.

Joshi, Rev. Canon D. L.. 198, -/. \~.; '

memb Bombay Coni., 186 ;
Marathi trans-

lations, 201.
Josolvne, Miss E.M., 264.

Jowett . Rev. W., 119.

j°^j;t S?i.^!'2^; Chinese translations.

323.364. „ , ,. .,0
" Judaism. Unsat isfleu, :i4».

•IlS' t^^J^^FiJ^'and second. 3; con-

•'"t'r^Titions. 14;^ '''^'''\l'':'^\,^,^^o\
Victoria, a Contributor, 427, Jubilee oi

C.M.S Medical Missions, Professor Carless

address, 526. , Mmriiins
Jubilees: S erra Leone, »9 ,

Mauritius
'

266; Fukien, 306: Hangchow 31 <

Mr Duncan's Mission, Brit. Col., .580.

\.B.M. Sydney, 539.

Jukes, Rev. W., 583.

.Tulfa! Pastorafand educational w.U'k, 1 33.

Julius, Miss, 356.

Junior Associations, .>•_-.

Junior Clergy Missionary -^«^;^f'"t'?"i.,^|;[|,-
Conferences with Younger Clergy v nu.n.

Juvenile Instructor, 522, 532.

Kabaka ot Uganda. See Daud .
.

Kabarega, Iving ot Bunyoro, 36 son. 8(.

,

exile, Seychelles Islands, 8.i, 86, i68.

Kabul, 155.

Kabwir, 72.

KatTraria, 56.

Kafir, clergy, 56.

Kagoshima, 336 3:.(. 3.j8^
,

Kagwa, Sir Apolo. bee I^/t ikiro

Kahaya, Chri.stian King ot Anko e, 86, 9-.

Kahn, Dr. Ida, of Nauchang, 284.

Kahuhia, 81.
. .

Ka'dzi. Yonathani. ordination, 94.

g^SSmfdkir^pients,197. 205.207.

Kiier,'^^ar^1^.fWilliam II. Oermnn

Emperor.

SlfTSpll^C%ta,148;cult^0;^
Kalimpong, Scotch Mission work, 16_, -3(..

Kalpage, Rev. J. 1'., 2o9.

Kanial-ud-Din, Khwaja, 12-_.

Kamcke, Rev. W.V.T,, 2:34

Kamerun, Germans in, 38, i>3 1?»P^'-^

mission, 53; German Annexation, o3. nee

Cameroon.

ISSa^'chriluanKingof^

Kanarese, L.M.S. work, 162 ; Basel Mission.

164, 238 ; Syrian Mission, 2o;.. „ . -x

sons, 48; boys in army. 600.

Kandyan itinerancy, 263.

Kaneko, Baron, 338.

Kangao of Buleniezi, 94. ^^g
Kanira, 594; Earthquake

^^^^^^^^f ^;^°,'.

Missionaries deaths, 208 '.^'"*"'^c '

ietv
ferred to Canadian Missionar> SoueU,

162, 203, 208, 214, 234 ;
M.h.C.C. Station,

irfno' ^tiken bv -British, 37; railway. to

^Ac;os 44; to Bonny, 45; Missionaries

deaths, 65, 72 ; Mission, 71, >'-.

Kanzo, IVIr. Uchimura, 33a.

Karachi, 213.
, iai

Karens, Burma, » r.G. wk, 161.

Karma, Doctrine ot,
1Va„;!j[H 'u"

Hogg-s book, 141 : and bahkt,,^i-.

Karnalo Kiishnamma, Mis>, ,.39.

Knrnev. Rev. Gilbert, 4.J.i. -.-,

Kasag'i^a, Christian King o^ Toro, 86 9-

•nS; DrVElmslie's medical mission, o26,

Maharajah's loyalty, 50;..

{^^SiK^KJ^r^i^i^l^il-^l-^-^ House Of

Representatives, Japan, 33-, ^.w.

r,o7- at a Church Counc I. 100, sons ar

Mr. Eraser's College, Kandy, 48.

Katni-Mur\vara,220.
Ivato, Mr., 338. „„ ,r., . ^^.^^

Kavirondo people, the, 46 »•'. /"-^ •

gift 587 ; Bp. NViUis, missionary, 411.

Kaw,a'ba,Mr..353.
K.awai, Rev. P- G-, 354.

Keay,Rev.F F.,18, 220.

Keen, Canon J- "••
j^f-^;

Keen, Miss E.M.. 352, 3.>8,
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" Keep Smiling," 322.
Keewat.in,371, 372,873; Bishop of, sf? Loft-

house, J. ; Diocese, 380 ; stretching to
the Pole, 372.

Kefr Yasif, 126.
Keith, Dr., 126.
Keith-Falconer, Hon. Ion, 120, 130.
Kellaway, Rev. A. C, 542.
Kelly, Rev. H., 348.
Kelly, Miss, 325.
Kelsey, MissH.. 130.
Kember, Dr. and Mrs. A. T., 319.
Kember, Rev. T., 197, 246.
Kemp, Mr. A. W., 103.
Kempthorne, Bp. J. A., 501.
Kerapthorne, Rev. J. P., 73, 542.
Kempthorne, Rev. L. S., 73.
Keneh, The Metran of, 114.
Kendall, Rev. A. C, 308.
Kenia mission, 80, 81.
Kennaway, Sir John H., at 2nd Jubilee, 4

;

Centenary, 5, 6 ; as President, C.M.S.,
27, election, 429, speeches, 461, long years
of oflice, 436 ;

' President L.J.S., 436

;

House of Laymen, Sudan resolution, 105
;

Anniv. meetings, 460, 461 ; on Exeter Hall,
460; Pan-Anglican Congress, 550; reply
to German manifesto, 580.

Kennaway, Lady, CM. S. interest, 436.
Kennaway, Mr. John, 599.
Kennaway, Miss, 430.
Kennedy, Rev. R. J., 227.
Kennion, Bp. G. W., at Centenary, 5, 10.
Kensington, Bp. of. See Ridgeway, F. E
Kent, Mr. John, 542.
Kenyon, Colonel, 48, 77, 90, 462 ; Comm.
memb., 438.

Kerbela, 129.
Keshub Chunder Sen, 150.
Krishnagar district, 233.
Kerak, Medical Mission, 120, 129, 130.
Keswick, 235 ; at the Centenary, 11 ; and
the C.M.S., 11 ; a memorable letter, 22

;

Convention at Lagos, 69 ; Dr. Zwemer on
Mohammedanism, 117 ; Mission Council,
292, 355 ; mission to Japan, 341 ; Summer
Schools, 405 ; Missionaries at, 473 •

Keswick Letter, 1890 . . 528.
Keyworth, Mr. E., 246.
Keziya, Christian Queen of Koki, 86.
Khairuddin, Dr.. 211.
Khaleel Effendi Tadrus, 114.
Khalif.a, The, 17, 35, 50, 10.5, 106.
Khammamett, Baptismal .service, 242

;

Summer School, 244.
Khandesh, Christian and Missionary Alliance

163.
Khartum, 17, 35, 581, 589 ; Bishop of, see
Gwynne, L. H. ; Mission. 105 ; Girls'
School, 107 ; Cathedral, 108, 463 ; statistics

. 111.
Khasia Hills, Welsh Calvinistic Mission, 1G3.
Khistey, Miss Krupabai, 239.
Khyber Pass, 503.
Kiangsi province, 305, 313.
Kiangsu province, 293, 316.
Kiaochow, German occupation, 270 ; Japane'^e

.attack, 600.
Kienning-fu, 305, 309, 311, 312, 313
Kienyang, 305, 309.
Kigogo language. 79.
Kikuyu, British E.ast Africa: mission. 80,

translations, 82 ; people, superior, 81 ; Con-
ference, .54, 80, 81. 412; anticipations a1
Calcutta, 182, 189 ;

" spiritual hospi-
lality," 189, 288; the Church in India.
193; " heresy and schism ? " 193,414,415 ;

Bishop AVillis's diocese, 100; Bishoj)
Whitehead's opinion, 193 ; An Ecclesias-
tical Problem of the Mission Field, 409—

424 ; validity of Lutheran communion,
424; the Lambeth Conference, 552; the
War: loyalty of natives, 587.

Kilimanjaro, Kaiser's request, 34 ; Reb-
mann's discovery, 34 ; mission station, 82.

Kilkenny Cathedral, 498 ; Conference, 498.
Killaloe, Bishop of, see Berry, T. S.
Kimberley, 37.
Kinahan, Rev. R., 61.
Kincolith, 385, 386.
Kindergartens, Japan, 339.
Kinematograph pictures, 168, 503.
King, Bp. E., and the C.M.S.. 13, 544.
King, Rev. A. G., 109.
King, Rev. Copland, 529.
King, Mr. G. A., Pan-Anglican Congress,

551 ; Lay Workers' Union, 499 500.
King, Rev. Percy J., 321

.

King, Rev. S. J., 585.
King, Dr., of Tientsin, 284.
King's Own Borderers, 221.
King's School, Budo, 90, 587; the Kabaka,

a pupil, 90; Sudan Mission, 94.
King-Wilkinson, Miss, 355.
Kingsley, Miss Mary, 41.
Kinnau-d, Lord, 414, 415, 461, 583.
Kinnaird, Lady, 518.
Kinsolving, Bishop, 462.
Kipling, Rudyard, 402.
Kirkby, Ven. Archdn. W. W., 376.
Kirkpatrick, Dean, V.-P. C.M.S., 437.
Kirman, 132, 134, 592, 593.
Kistna River, 241.
Kisumu, 46.
Kitchener, Lord, Nile advance. 17 ; Khalifa's

campaign, 35, C.M.S. request, 105 ; in
South Africa, 37, 44 ; the Upper Nile
Mission, 106; Old Cairo Hospital, 110;
in India, 138.

Kitching, Archdn. A. L., 41, 102, 467 ; the
Gang people, 89 ; translational work, 93.

Kitk.atla, 383.
Kitley, Rev. W., 328.
Kiushiu, 342, 343, 344, 357, 358 ; Bishop of,

see. Evington, H. ; diocese 343 ; statistics,
358.

Kivavu, Rev. Yosuwa. 94.
Kivebulaya, Rev. Apolo, 93.
Kizito, Zakaria, ordination, 94.
Klein, Rev. F. A., 125, 258.
Klondyke Country, 368, 378, 381.
Knight, Bp. H. J. C, Consultative Body,
Kikuyu, 415.

Knight, Rev. Oliver. 332, 333, 352, 355.
Knight, Rev. R. J., 427.
Knipe, Rev. W. L. L., 325, 328.
Knowledge, Soc. for Diffusion of Christian
and General, 272.

Knowles, Rev, J. H., 197, 203. 209 ; Kash-
miri translation, 200.

Knowles, Dr. Kate, 209.
Knox, Bp. E. A., 116, 228, 461, 544 ; ;it

Centenary, 5, 11 ; Anniv. preacher, 459.
Kno.K, Sir George, 228.
Knox, Rev. G., CM. InteUigencer, 152.
Knutsford.Lady, 62.
Ko Y'ashiro, Rev., 360.
Koba. Rev. S. M.. 342, 3.53.

Koelle. Rev. S. W„ 120.
Koi aborigines, 242.
Koki, 88 ; King of, a Christian, 86, 92.
Koknra. 857, 3.58.

Kols, S.P.G. Mission. 161, 236.
Konigsherg, The, 585.
Koran, in Nigeria, 06 ; Koran stndie'!, Bible

excluded, Omdurman (yollepe, IOC. See
Islam, Molu-immedan, Moslem.

Korathii.Rev K..23].
Korea, 347 : Mi.ssions, 347 ; Bishops of, see

Corte, C. J., Turner, A. B., Trollope, M.N.

;
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statistics. 367 ; Roman Catlmlic Jliasioii,

347.
Koshi Koshi, Archdn., 198, 251, 253.
Kotgiir, hill station, 208.
Kottayam, OoUege, 200 ; educational classes,

200 ; Mission, 253 ; Press. 253 ; Confer-
ence, 256; Ceylon men, 262; Cambridge-
Nicholson Institution, 433.

K()\vkK)n,300, .301.

JCiapf, J. L., 75 ; at Mombasa, 48.
Xrisliiia, 152, 177.
Krishiiamnia, Miss Karnalo, 239.
Jviisliuayya. llev. G.. 241.
Ivroonian, lirst ordained, 61
Ivnigor, President. 37.
Kucheng, 305. See Kutien.
Kulin Brahnians, 149.
Kumiai Kyokwaij Japan, 346.
Kumamoto, Leper Hospital, 357.
Kunaasi, 37.
Kunnankulara Mission, 253.
Kiire. 355.
Kurkn Mission, 220.
Kurnonl. 237.
Kuroki. Jlev.K., 363.
Kurukkal, M. Somaskanda, 600.
Kushiro, 359, 360.
Kutien. 211, 305, .306, 309. 311, 312, 327.
Kwangsi, 298, 299, 303, Bisliopric of

Kvvaugsi and Hunan, 293, 298, 299, 304 ;

Bishop of, see Banister, AV. ; the Mission,
303.

Kwangtung, 298, 299, 303; Union Theo-
logical College, 303.

Kwei river, 304.
Kweilin city, 304.
Kworra River, 69.
Kwun-hae-we, 322.
Kyagwe," Sekibobo," or chief of, 94, 101.
Kvoto, 343 ; Doshisha College, 333, 337.

L.4.BRAD0R, 375.
Lace industry, Ceylon, 260, 263.
Lacedtcmon, and American principles, 333.
Lacy, Rev. I'\ H., 71.
Ladbury, Rev. H. B., 102.
Ladies' Associations, 518, 519; Ladies'

Union, 10. 487, .501. 518.
Lado Enclave, 51 ; Mission, 109.
" Lady Associates," of the Dublin University

Brotherhood, 161.
Lady-members, Representative Council, 190.
Ladvsmith, 37.
Lagos, 5, 39. 63, 64 ; civiliz.ation, 36

;

Mohammedanism in, 42 r government,
44 ; railway to Kano, 44 ; an accessible
port, 45 ; Church Council. 66, 70 ; .Tebu
Mission, 67 ; bookshop 68 ; history, 08 ;

" Keswick " convention. 69 ; Synod, 70 ;

Diocesan .and Patronage Boards, District
Councils, 70; W.ar contributions, 585.

Lahore. 198. 201. 207. 214, 445; Bishoj) of,

see French, T. V.. INfatthew, H. ,r., Lefroy,
O. A., Dmrant, H. B. ; Forman College,

116; Oriental College. 122; Dayanand
(Arva Samaj) College. 151 ; Amer. Presby-
terians. 103, 170; Conferences. 18.5. 187,
556; educational classes. 20o ; C.M.S.
Missions. 202—215 ; Cathedral Inter-
cession Day, 204 ; Consecration of Cathe-
dral, 204 ; Capital and City, 200 ; College,

211, 213; S.P.C. Mission. 215; Presbyt.
College. 215 : St. Hilda's Socictv, 215.

Laidlaw. Sir R., 513.
Laird. Mr. P. J., 304.
Lajpat Rai, 151.
Larger Co-operalion : I'.cllnburgh. and after,

550, 565.
Laronde, Rev. Louis. 371.

Lakes : Nyasa, 24, 54, 77 ; Victoria Nyanza,
34, 586, 588 ; Tanganyika, 36 ; African La kes
Company, 55; Uganda, 88, 96; Superior,
372 : Harbour, 374. 375; Mohunk, 561.

Lambert, Mi.ss C. J ., 289, 300 311,467.
Lambeth. 409.
Lambeth Conference, 17, 25, 183, 450, 551

;

Kikuyu case, 415 ; authority quoted,
Kikuyu, 417 ; Reunion and inter-Com-
munion, 404, 421 , 422, 423 ; Conf ., 1908, and
Kikuyu. 552 ; Dean Armitage Robinson,
on Unity, 565 : the Conference on Mis-
sionary Deputations, 489.

Lambeth Palace, Chinese Commissioners'
reception, 274 ; Education Auxiliary, 528.

Lambeth Quadrilateral, basis, 192 ; Kikuyu,
417.

Lamingtou, Lord, 144 ; Laymen's Movement,
513 ; at'- Far and Near " Club, 514.

Land Question : New Zealand, 387 ; British
Columbia, 387.

Lander, Bp. G. H., 288, 293, 301, 302 ; ap-
pointed Bishop of Victoria, 298.

Lang, Archbishop C. C. 430, 461, 547, 553 ;

Consultative Body, Kikuyu, 415 : Edin-
burgh Sermon on Kikuyu. 416 ; Anniv.
Speech, 463 ; Scarborough Summer School,
506.

Lang, Mr. A.. V.-P. C.M.S., 437.
Lang, Rev. Dr. Marshall (Scottish Church),

at Centenary, 10.

Lang, Mr. D. M., Lay Secretary, 10, 440

;

0.0.M. sclieme, 495 ; resigns Lay Secretary-
ship 442: death. 4.30.

Lang, Rev. D. M., missionary, 352, 359, 362.
430.

Lang, Rev. R., 430,451.
Langton Miss H. G.. 356.
Lankester, Dr. A. C, 209, 210, .583 ; Medical

Missions, India, 179 ; memb. Lahore Conf.,
187 ; Nat. Conf. All Ind., 187 ; memb.
Representative Council, 190 ; Kaisar-i-
Hind medal, 197 ; Pan-Ang. Medical
Missions paper, 526, 549 : Nat. Miss. Counc.
India, war resolution, 597.

Lankester, Mrs. .\rthur, 407.
Lankester, Dr. Herbert, enters C.M.S., 524 ;

Sec. Med. Miss. Aiuc., 440, 524, 527 ; Sec,
-Medical Committee, 524 ; Physician, C.M.S.,
470, 524 : Ed., Mercy and TniiJi, 525, 532 ;

Home Secretary. 27, 440, 441, 524 ; Associa-
tions reform, 491 ; .apportionment scheme,
496 ; the Kinematograph, 503 : apptd.
Lay Sec, 303. 442, 443, 446 : Founder.
('.M.S. Gazette, 532 ; description, new
C.M. house, 450; on '

'.a lion in a den of
Daniels," 559.

Lankester.. Rev. R. F., at Yunnan, 303, 468.
Lansdowne, Lord, 38, 330 ; on Baganda
' slavery," 41 ; Gordon College Memo-
randum. 107.

Lantern Exhibitions, 362 ; Lectures, 487
Slides, 503

Lusbrev, Dr. F. 0. 110, 111.
I.asbrev, Mrs. F. O., 111.
I.ash, Rev. A. H., 197. 240, 247.
l-ath.am, Archdn., V.-P. C.M.S. , 437.
Latham. Rev. W.. 197, 224.
Latham. Miss, 186.
La Touche, Sir .T. Digges, 138.
Lau, Mission station, 109.
Laurence, Miss M.. 351, 359.
Law, Miss E. A.. 130.

l,.avV, Rev. E. E.. 130, 591.

Law. Rev. T., 536.
Lawes, Rev. W. G., 539.

Lawford Miss E. A., 125, 590.

Lawlev. Sir A.. 138, 402.
L.awrence. Sir Henry, 120, 202, 594.

Lawrence, .Tohn, Lord, 120, 202.
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Laws, Dr., 50.
Lawson, Dr. E. F., 311.
Lay Evangelistic Bauds, 432.
Lay Missionaries increased, 1887—99. .10.
Lay Readers, Uganda, 98.
Lay Secretaries: 430; Mr. D. Marshall

Lang, 440, 442 ; Mr. B. Maconachie, 44'i ;

Dr. H. Lankester, 442, 443, 446 ; Deputy,
Mr. S. F. Purday, 440; Assistant, Mr. k.
H. Elgie, 443.

Lay teachers, increase, India, 198 ; Rev.
E. F. E. Wigram on their work, 199.

Lay Workers' Bands, 78 ; Confereuces, 500.
Lay Workers' Convention. 512.
Lay Workers' Unions, 16, 84, 511, 548

;

founded, 487 ; Mr, Winston Churchill's
speech, 460 ; Anniv. Meetings, 461 :

Australia, 540.
Laymen, House of. Sir .T. Kennaway's Sudan

resolution, 105.
Laymen's BuUHin, 573.
Laymen's Conference, Oxford, 573.
Jiaymen's Movement in America, 512, 513 ;

in England, 513.
Laymen's Union, 28, 509, 511 ; Dr. Jays, Sec,
442 ; Mr. T. H. Baxter, Sec, 446, 515.

Laymen's Work, 488.
Lazarist Missions, China, 287.
Lea, Bishop A., 24. 347 351, 352, 357, 536.
Lea, Mrs. A.. 351,356.
Lea, Miss, 307.
Lee-Warner, Sir W., 462 ; V.-P. C.M.S., 437 ;

Lond. Sum. Sch., 507 ; preacher, 512.
Lea-Wilson, Rev. C. A.. 109.
Lea-Wi!son, Rev. H. W., memb. Bombav

Conf., 186.
Leakey, Rev. and Mrs. H., 80, 82.
Leakey, Rev. R. H., 102.
Lebombo Diocese, 53.
Lechler, Dr., 327.
Leeper, Rev. A. L., Yoiuig People's Union,

523.
Lees, Rev. Harrington C, 462, 501 ; Summer

Scliool speaker, 506, 507 ; St. Paul and
hif converts, 510,

Lees, Miss, 581.
Lefeiivre, Rev. A. 234.
Lefroy, Bp. Q. A., 18, 204, 210, 235, 462;

on Missions to Moslems, 116 ; Lucknow
Conference, 117 ; Sikh chief's gift, 139 ;

Renaissance in fndki, 143 ; B'shop of
Lahore, 180 ; Metropolitan of Calcutta,
144, 181, 184, 214: memb. Lahore Conf .

187; Memb. Nat. Conf., All India, 187;
on co-operation and unity, 189 ; Chairman
Hepresentative Council, 190; Simla Con-
vention, 194 ; Narowal Christians, 205 ;

Training School, 206, 208 : Cambridge
Delhi Mission, 215, in Nadiya district,

233: Nat. Miss. Counc. Ind. : War reso-
lution, 597 ; on removal of German mis-
sionaries from India, .598.

Lefroy. Dean, 9. 429, 460; " Africa and the
East," 505.

Legale, Sarah. 387.
Legacies 1908—09. .480.
Legge, Bp. A., and the Centenary, 13.
Lei Kau Yan, Rev., 301.
Leicester, 51 6.

Leipsic Lutherans, 53 : Mission, Tamil
country, 164, 238 ; missionary comity, 164.

Leitner, Dr., Mosque, Woking, 122.
Lelv, Sir F. P., 138, 462 ;

" Africa and the
E.ast,"505.

Leopold, King of tlie Belgians. 36, 38, 51,

109.
Leopoldville, 36.
Leper, Asylum, Goud Mission, 220; baptisms,
232; Pakhoi, 303; work, Foochow, 311;
Hospital, 352 ; Kumamoto, 357.

Leslie-Melville, Miss L. M., 26.
Lesser Slave Lake, 370.
Lewin, Rev. H. B., 102.
Lewis, Bishop Richard, and the Centenary,

13
Lewis, Rev. A., 212.
Lewis, Miss J., 110.
Lewis, Miss L. W., 125.
Leybourne. Miss A. L., 308 312.
Li, Dr.. 320.
Liberia, 52.
Library: Circulating, Gleaners' Union,

Study Circles, 502, 510.
Lichfield, Bishop of. See Legge, Hon. A.,
Kempthorne, J. A.

Liddell, Rev. H.B.,133.
Lienkong, 305, 309 311,312.
Liggins, Rev. Mr.. 343, 346.
Light of the World, The, 362.
Liffht on our Lessons, Miss G. A. GoUock, 534.
Lightfoot, Rev. J. A., Principal, Islington

College, 468.
Lightfoot, Mrs. J. A., 430.
Lighton, Sir C. R., V.-P. C.M.S., 207, 437,

468.
Lighton, Miss, 207.
Li Hung Chang, 277.
Likoraa Cathedral, 77.
Lillingston, Rev. Canon A. B. G., 65, 501 :

Lond. Sum. Sch., 507, 508.
Limchow, 303.
Limpsfield. See Children's Home.
Lincoln. Bishop of. See King, E.
Ling, Miss, Kaisar-i-Hind Medal, 240.
Linton, Rev. and Mrs. J. H., 65, 116, 133,

592.
Lions on Uganda railway, 46.
Liquor-traffic, West Africa, 38, 39, 40

;

British trade, effect of War, 40, 584 ;

Nigeria, 36, 66: Bimie River, 73; N.-W.
Canada. 379.

Lister. Lord, 341.
Litchfield, Rev. G. A., 341.
Literary work, promotion of, 16 ; Egypt

Mission, 110 ; National Missionary Society,

India, 165 ; Archdeacon Koshi, 198 : Rev.
S. Paul, 198 ; in India, 201 ; Dr. Weit-
brecht, 206 ; Rev. Dr. Hooper, 223 ; at

Trin. Coll., Kandy, 262; by Chinese
missionaries. 310; Chekiang, 323; Miss
Joynt in Chinese Women's magazine, 323

;

Commentaries (Archdeacon A. E. Moule);

323 ; Anti-Christian Literature, Japan,
336 : Japan mission. 363 ; Slavi Dictionar>-

(Bishop Lucas), 378; Prebendary Fox
on literary work, 575. See also Trans-
lations.

Literature, Missionary, 492.
Literature Society. Chinese Christian, 273,

Litlle.'MissE.L., 312.
Liverpool, Bishop of. See Eyle, J. C,

Chavasse. F. J.
Liverpool, Centenary in, 13 ; Mohammedan-

ism at, 121, 122 ; Liverpool University

men, W. China, 326; C.M.S. missionaries,

466 ; Liverpool Association, and Bp.
Rvle, 491 ; C.M.S. depot. 496 ; "Africa
and the East," 505 ; Students' Conference,

517, 557; Church Congress, 544; Mis-

sionary Conference, 1801. .556.
Livesev. Sir George, £20,000 gift, 448 ;

death,

434.
Livingstone, David, 23, 40, 56, 65, 568 ; first

landing in Africa. 22; on Mohammedan-
ism, 43 ; Centenary, 51 ; Universities

Mission, 54; Senate House speech, 54;

daughter, 61 ; Nasik boys, 529; death,

65, 450.
Livingstone College, 467; started, 470;
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Principals: Dr. C. F. HarfonI, 470, Ur.
Lottus E. Wigram, 203, 470.

LiviQgstonia. 55.
Llaudaff, Bishop of. See Lewis, 11,

Llaiuludno, Summer School, 500.
Lloyd, Bp. A. T., and the Centenary, 13.
Lloyd, Bp. J., and the Centenary, 13.

liloyd, Bishop (Amer.), nieinb. Cont. Comm.,
5(i2.

Lloyd, Dr. Arthur, 343.
IJoyd, Rev. A. B., 88, 102 ; at Centenary,
11; in Acholi district, 89 ; visits Mboga
Clu'istians, 90.

Lloyd, Dr. E., 110.
Movd, Principal G. E., of Lloydminster, 379.
Lloyd, Rev. LI., 282, 306, 309 ; on Archdn.

Wolfe. 306.
Lloyd, airs. LI., 309.
Lloyd, Miss Rosa, 325, 328.
Lloydminster, 380.
Lo Nguong, 305.
Loan Department, 487, 488; Mr. E. J.

Staples, Superintendent, 503 ; Missionary-
Leaves Associations, 504.

Local Associations, 490 ; O.O.M.'s., 495.
" Local Chm-ch," as a designation, 400.
Local Churches : Papers by Bishops Norris
and Willis ; Archdeacons Melville Jones
and A. E. Moule ; Revs. W. D. Clarke,
E. Millar, D. K. Shinde, and A. J. Walker,
401.

Local Conferences, 488.
" Local " Missionary Societies, India, 158,
Lockett, Rev. A.G., 231.
Lockett, Mi.ss E., 82.
Lofthouse, Bishop J., 24, 366, 368, 370, 373,

380.
Logsdail, Rev. A., memb. (S.P.G.), Calcutta

Conf., 187.
Lokoja, Mission, 73; Conference, 73; war

contribution, 584.
Lombe, Rev. E., Anniv. preacher, 430, 431,

490.
London, Asia, and Africa hospitals contrasted,

526.
London Associations, The, 492.
London, Bishops of. See Creigliton, ^[.,

Winnington-Ingram, A. F.
London, Centenary in, 13; population, a
comparison. 196 ; hospitals, cost compared,
213 ; School Board, women members, 454;
Lord Mayor of, at " Africa and the
East," 505; Conference of Laymen, 513;
Church Congress, 544 ; Diocesan Board of
Missions, 548.

London Missionary Society, 54, 283, 583 ;

Centpnarv, 17 ; and Baganda " slavery," 41

;

statistics and work. 159, 163, 165. 166.
167 ; educational, 160 ; India. 162 ; and
S.P.G. co-operation, Telugu, 193 ; Telugu
Mission, 238 ; Benares, 229 ; IMysore, 238 ;

Travancore and Cochin, 250 ; L.M.S., S.P.G.
and American Metliodists, at Pekin, 285 ;

statistics, Cliina, 280, 287 ; Agricultural
Hall Exhibition, 504 ; medical mission-
aries, 526 ; New Guinea Mission, 539

;

L.M.S. and C.M.S., 556; in Madagascar,
579.

London Socielv for Promoting Christianity
.among Jews, 120, 127, 128, 136, 220, 498

;

support from Tiunevelly. 248 ; Sir J.

Kenuaway, President. 436 ; Palestine
Exhibition. 504: missionaries withdrawn
through war, 583.

London Students' Conference, 517.
London Siinimer School, 506—509.
London TTniversity men, W. China, 326;

C.M.S. missionaries, 466.
Long, Archdn. P.. at Centenary, 6; .'\S30C.

Sec, 488; death, 430.

Long, Rev. F. C, 209, 537.
Long, Rev. J., Lecture Endowment, 509,
J.,ongridge, G., History of the Oxford Mission,

235.
" Looking Forward " at the Centenary, 10.
Lotus Biida, 247.
fyovedale, 50.
Low, Rev. W. P., 71.
Low, Hon. Seth, at Edin. Conf., 558.
Lowe, Miss, 61.
Lowestoft, Summer School, 506.
Loyalty: in Africa, 587; liberality, W. Af.,

584; of Mohammedans, 156.
Loyuan, 305, ;i09, 312. :!13.

Lu, Mr., 280.
Ijualaba river, 30.
Laba, Bishop Hannington's murderer, 80.
fjubari superstition, 97.
Lucas, Rev. Bernard, 'The Empire of Christ

175 ; Our Task in. India , 17!}.

Lucas, Bp. J. R., 24, 368, 370, 378.
Luce, Miss E. A., 224.
Lucey, Rev. F. E., 209.
Lucknow, 198, 430; Bishop of, nee Clifford,

A., Westcott, G.H. ; Diocese, 184 : C.M.S.
Mission, 223—229; Conferences, 117, 118,
206, -225; Presbyt. Mission, 206, 215;
Language School, 229 ; Mohammedan
work, 121, 225.

Luckock, Mr. E., 82.
Luganda, 83.
Lugard, Sir F., 71, 301, 585 ; his father, Hon.

Dist. Sec, 35 ; in Uganda, 35 ; and
slavery, 40 ; on African Mohamme-
danism, 42 ; Commissioner, Nigeria, 44,
46 ; B. E. A. Company, 44 ; at Onitsha,
70 ; on Emir of Zaria, 74 ; on Mr. E. D.
Morel, 74 • Uganda revolt, 98.

Lugard, Rev. F. G.. 35.
Lull, Raymund, 118, 120; Dr. Zwemer's

book, 118; Dr. Barber's, 118.
Lungan, 326.
Lunt, Rev. G. C, Sec, Work among Young,

443 ; ressignation, 445.
Lunt, Mr. T. R. W., 65, 292 ; Work among
Young, 442 ; Sec, Educational Missions,
443, 517, 523. 527. 528 ; London Summer
School, 506, 508, 535 : Young Peojile's

Union, 522, 523 ; Sec " Far and Near
Club," 514 ; resignation, 445 ; Sec, Lay-
men's Movement, 513, 528 ; joins the army,
513, 582.

Lunyoro, 82.
Luintania, ss., sunk, 581.
LiUtheran, Missions, 56 ; Continental Societies,

India, 164 ; statistics, 165, 166 ; Missions,
China, 285 ; Christians. China, 287 ;

validity of communion, 424. See Ameri-
can (German) Lutheran.

Lutherans and exclusiveness, 191.
Lutherans, Leipsic, 53.
Lutley, Mr., 328.
Lycaonia,410.
Lynn :

" Africa and the East," .505.

Lvons :
" Institution for the Propagation of

the Faith," 556.
Lvttelton, Bp. A. T.. and the Centenary, 13.

Lyttelton. Hon. and Rev. E., C.M.S. Educa-
tion Comm., 527.

M.\c.vi.iSTER, Professor, 278, 341.
MacAlpine, Sir G., memb. Cont. Comm.

561.
Macarthur, Bp. J., 18, 180, 548; West

Tnd. Miss., 218.
McArthur, Sergeant J. S., 221
Macartnev. Rev. H. B., 243, 539 : nt Cen-

tenary. 11 ; death. 433.

Macaulay, Zachary. 60 ; Life, «2.
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McBee, Mr. Silas, Editor, 512 ; Pan-Ang.
Cong., 550 ; memb. Cent. Comm., 561 ;

The Constructive Quarterly, 565.
McCall, Rev. A., Baptist missionary, 53.
McCaiilay, Ven. G. J., 60. 61.
McClelland. Miss A., 300.
McClelland, Kev. 'i'., Assoc. Sec, 488.
McConaghy, Miss M. B., 125, 467.
McCormick, Kev. Canon, 433.
McCormick, Miss; Wants Department, 525.
McCiillagh, Rev. .T. B., 384 ; visit, New

Metlakatla, 386 ; drink traffic, 387.
McCuUagh, Mrs. J. B., 384.
MacDonald, Sir Claude, 270, 336.
Macdonald, Rev. L>. D., 372.
Macdonald, Dr. Duncan, 116.
Macdonald, Rev. P. W., at Centenary, 10.
McDonald, Archdn. R., 369. 376, 377, 381.
Macdonald, Preb. T. M., 433.
McDougall, Miss Eleanor, 238, 520 ; on edu-

cation of women, 201.
Macedonia, 410.
McGill University, Montreal, 353, 368.
McGregor, Rev. A. W., 41, 80, 81, 82, 550.
Macgregor, Sir W., 45.
Machrav, Robert, Archbp. of Rupertsland,

367; death, 368, 429 ; Memoir, 367.
Maclnnes, Rev. John, Hon. Gen. Assistant,

113, 443.
Maclnnes, Mr. Miles, 113, 430, 443 ; death,

430.
Maclnnes, Bp. R.,.24, 430, 443, 467, 500;

Cairo Missionary, 110 ; Bishop in Jeru-
salem, 113, 128 ; Jerusalem and the East
Mission Council, 114 ; Coptic Christians,
114 ; Bp. Winnington-Ingram's testimony,
544 ; war-work, 589.

Maclnnes, Mrs. R., 113.
Mcintosh, Miss M. E., 319.
Macintyre, Archdn. J. L., 65, 73.
Mackay, A. M., 448, 450 ; church site of liis

house, Natete, 87 ; his workshop site, Budo,
90 ; early educational efforts, 527 ; indus-
trial mission, Uganda, 529; death, 78, 79.

Mackay, Archdn. J. A., 370, 372.
McKay, Rev. J., 64.
McKay. Mrs.. C4.
Mackenzie, Bp. 0. F., 54.
Mackenzie, Dr. D., ChairmaTi Edin. Conf,,

558.
McKenzie, Rev. D. J.. 204, 205.
Mackenzie, Rev. Dr. M., 308, 311.
Mackenzie, Mrs. M., 308.
Mackenzie, Mr. Norman, 303.
Mackenzie River, 371, 376, 377, 379.
Mackenzie River, Bp. of, xee Bompas, W. C,

Eeeve, W. D., Lucas, J. R. ; diocese, 376,
378

Mackie, Miss J., 352, 355.
McKim, Bishop J., 344, 347.
Mackinnon, Sir W., 35.

Macklin, Miss A. M., 130, 133.
Maclagan.Dr. P. J.,296.
Mnclagan, Archbp. W. D.. 9; Lambt'fli

Conference letter, 25.
IMaolaren. Rev. A. A., 539.
McLean, Bp. J.. 367,370.
\la(le,in,Rev. .I.H., 191.
Macleaii, Rev. Norman, 412; Africa in

Tranifori)Mtio>i, 101.
McLean, Rev. W., 224, 229.
McNeile, Rev. Hector, 217, 467, 468.

McNeile, Rev. Hugh, 217.
McNelle, Rev. R.V.. 125; Cairo missionary,
110; Eastern Churches, 111 ; Upper Egypt,
in ; Lnnd. Sum. Srh., 507.

McNeile, Miss E. R., on Theosophy, 152,
153 ; education of women, 157.

McNeile, Miss J. M., 111.
Alaiiiutt, Canon, 520.

Maconachie, Mr. R., " Indian Notes," 137,
143 ; Revieiv Article ou Lord Curzou's
Viceroyalty, 137 ; views on India, 142 ;

"Wanted—courtesy" from English
officials in India, 143 ; ou Mr. Gokhale,
151 ; English ideals for Indian peoples,
156 ; on Dr. Pennell's biography, 211 ;

Comm. memb., 438, 439; apptd. Lay
Secretary, 442 ; memb. Punjab Corr.
Comm., 442 ; Punjab and Sindh Mission,
534 ; V.-P. C.M.S., 437 ; on war outlook
and missionary enterprise, India, 598.

Macrorie, Bp. W. R., and the Centenarv, 13.
McWilliam, Rev. J., 390.
Madagascar, 579; Protestant and R.C.

statistics, 58.
Madden, Archdn., V.-P. C.M.S., 437.
Maddison, Miss A., 319, 321.
Maddox, Rev. H. E., 93, 102 ; Lond. Sum.

Sch., 507, 508.
Madigas movement, 242.
Madras, 5, 18, 151, 154, 176, 179, 182, 191,

197, 198, 199, 216, 262, 264, 431, 497;
Bishop of, see Gell, F., Whitehead, H.

;

(J.M.S. Moham. Mission, 121 ; Professor
Hogg, 142 ; Ganesha procession, 149,
150 ; S.P.G. work, 161 ; L.M.S., 162 ;

Christian College, 162, 238 ; Amer. Dutch
Ref. Miss., 163 ; Danish Missions, 164 ;

/iion Church, 165, 239 ; Anglican Christians,
166 ; Protestant Christians, 166 ; Indian
Christian Congress, 167 ; Christian College,

182, 191; Y.M.C.A., 182, 186; diocese,

184; Conference, 185, 186, 192, 240;
Governor. 1912.. 186; Representative
Council, 190 : Divinity School, 197

;

Revs. D. Anantam and M. Goldsmith
apptd. Canons, 198 : educational classes,

200 ; Bp. Cell's episcopate, 237 : C.M.S.
Missions, 238—243 ; Women's Chri.stiau

College, 238 ; University, 240, 255

;

statistics, 240; Diocesan Mission, Haidara-
bad, 245.

Madura, A.B.C.F.M. Missions, 163 ; Diocese,

237 ; S.P.G. statistics, 248.
Malegam District Mission, 216.
Magazines, C.M.S. , circulation, 533 ; Author's

opinion, 530, 531 ; U.M.C.A., 87 ; Maga-
zine for Chinese Christians in England, 292.

Mage, Mons., on ^Mohammedanism, 43.
" Magnetism." 152.
Mahdi, The, 35, 109.
Mahdism, 449, 508.
Mahe Mission, Seychelles Islands, 268.

Main, Dr. D., 277, 279, 289, 319, 321, 322 ;

atCentenarv, 6 ; Sh.anghai Nat. Conf., 288 ;

on Medical Educ, China, 321; Lond.
Sum. Sch., 507, 508.

Main, Mrs. Duncan, 319.
Major, Miss E. M. F., 225.
Makioka, Rev. T., 357.
Alala Clergy, 241.
Malabar coast, Basel Mission, 164.

Malaher, Mr. H. G., 474, 503 ; death, 434,

.'.04.

Mains, movement, 242.
Malay Islands, 121.
\l,il:n- Peninsula, 155.
.Malaya, 110.
Malavalam people, 250.
.Malcolm, Bev. and Mrs. Napier, 132, 134 ;

Fire Years in a Persian Town, 134.

.Malcolm, Mr. Ian, M.P., Archbishop David-
sou's letter, 414.

Maiek, Jieng Mission station, 109.

Malone, Lieut.-Col., 002.
Malvern School, 517.
Mamen, Archdn. Oomen, 198, 251, 2i>3.

Manchester, Bishops of, see Moorhouse, J.,

Knox, E. A.; Church Congress, 57,544,
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545, 576 ; Manchester Univ. C.M.S. Mis-
sionaries, 466 ; C.M.S. dep6t 496 ; Mis-
sionary van, 496 ; G.TJ. Anniversary,
502; Catliedial, Author's lectures, 545.

Manchu Dynasty, 273, 277.
Manchuria, 322, 362.
Manchuria Tract Society, 285.
Mandarin language, 30 i ; translations, 285.
Mandla, 219.
Manifesto, War, of German Cent. Comm.
members : Englisli reply, 580.

Manitoba, 366, 380, 497 ; University, 368,
370, 372.

Mankar, 233.
Manley, llev. C. A., 125.
Manley, Rev. G. T., 467, 545 ; on Moham-
medanism in Africa, 41 ; review, Bruh-
mnvs, Theists, and Modems of India, 149 ;

Truth and the Hindu Mind, 179 ; on
Richter's History of English Missions in
India, 179 ; Indian Lectures, 228 ; ad-
dress, Noble College, 243 ; Study Circles,

442, 509; Sec, Y.C.U., 500; Cuculating
Library, 502 ;

" Africa and the East,"
504 ; Summer School speaker, 506

;

Gospel in the Psalms, 510 ; Young People's
Campaign. 523; on " Xon - Cliristian

lleligions," 558 ; apptd. Foreign Sec, 445,
446, 610.

Manmad, 216, 217.
Maun, Rev. J. C, 355.
Mannett, Miss V. C, 327.
Mantle, Mr. E., 503.
Mantle, Rev. Gregory, 341.
Maori Revival, 19 ; Native Churches, 20 ;

Maori Christians, not a distinct Church,
389 ; their hrst Evangelists, 389

;

clergy, churches, and congregations,
390, 391 : Mission Board. 390 ; the
Maori War, 390 ; statistics, 391 ; Church
of N.Z. Mission, 392, 541 ; the Maori race,
by Rev. H. M. Ruarangi, 392; troops at
the War, 602.

Maples, Bp. C, 54.
Marathi, A.B.C.F.M. Mission, 163 ; trans-

lations, 201.
Marchand, Major, and Fashoda, 35.
Margate, 445.
Margoliouth, Prof. Y>. S., 116.
Marlborough School, .")17.

:\I,irling, Mr. A. E., 512.
Marrable, Dr. H. T., 133.
.Marsden. Samuel, 125, 308; Centenary.

392 ; his career and influence, 392.
-Marsh, Rev. T. J., 376, 381.
Marsh, Miss, 518.
Marshall, Miss N. O., 308, 309.
.Marston, Rev. H. J. R., 507, .508, 535.
Martin, Archdn., Assoc. Sec, 488.
Martin, Rev. J., 306, 310, 582.
IMartin, Lieut. C>Til, 310, 582.
IMarf in, Jliss E. E.. 130, 536, 591.
Martin, .Miss M. J., 70.
Martyn, Henry, 120, 132, 136, 187, 226;

Centenary, 119, 134; present at first

valedictory meeting, 474.
Martyrs, Afghan, 200; 30,000, China, 270;

in Shaiisi, 271.
Mary, Queen of England. Indian tours, 139 ;

at Benares, 139; visit. Clarence School,
Gampola, 264 ; New Zealand, 391.

Mary Bird in Persia, Mrs. W. \. Rice, 534.
Masai, tribe, The, 48. 81

.

IMasoii, Canon, Kikuyu, Times letter, 41-1,

41.-..

-Masterman, Dr. E. AV. G., 128.
Mass movements : in l.iaw district, 70 ;

Buso.ca,88; no:\roslpni, 112; effect of \r\;\

Sania.]. 151; Telugu Mission, 242; Amer.
Bap., 163 ; ^rohammcdans, Hindus, and

Out-castes. 169 ; in India, 169 ; Rev. C.
F. Hall on the difficulties, 170 ; Bp.
Whitehead on, 188 ; baptisms, 200

;

Chuhra class, 207 ; papers published, 207 ;

Frontier Province, 212 ; Travancore, 252 ;

India, missionaries needed, 482. 483. See
Caste, Depressed Classes, Outcaste.

Massey, Miss E. E., 308.
Master, Mr. J. H,, Comm. memb., 438.
Masulipatam : Noble College, 197, 200, 615 ;

Brahman convert, 200 ; educational
classes, 200 ; convention, 246.

Matheson, Archbp. S. P., 367, 461 ; Consulta-
tive Body, Kikuyu, 415.

Matheson, Major, 263.
Blatheson, Rev. and Mrs. J. R., 372.
Matsui, Rev. P. Y., 353, 356, 363.
Matsuoka, Rev. R., 358, 363.
Matsushima, Rev. A., 356.
Matsuye, 355.
Matthew, Bp. H. J., 180.
Matthews, Dr. H. D., 311, 313.
Maule, Rev. F. B., 241.
Maunsell, Archdn., 390.
Maunsell, Rev. G., 390.
Mauritius, 264 ; Bishop of, see Gregory, K. .\.,

Pym, W., Royston, P. S., Ryan, V. .).,

Walsh, W. ; C.M.S. Mission, 266-268.
Maxim, Sir Hiram, 279.
Maxwell, Dr. James, Med. Miss. Assoc, 520.
Maxwell, Miss L. M., 65, 70.
" Maya," theories, 178.
Mayanja, Nasanieri, 587.
Mavnard, Rev. R. A., 76, 82.
Mayor, Rev. J. E. B., 263.
Mayor, Rev. R., 263.
Mayor, The brothers, Cambridge, 263.
Mayor, Miss D., 76.
Mayor, Miss, E., 76.
Mead, Miss, 306.
Meadows, Rev. R. R., 201, 434.
Measles, 377 ; by post, 374.
Mecca, 71.
Medical rare of missionaries, 470.
Medical Committee, Dr. Harford apptd. Sec,

443.
Medical Hostel, Guilford St., 471.
Medical Mission Auxiliary, 16, 28, 126, 187,

488, 492, 524-526 ; Dr. H. Lankester, Sec,
440, 524 527 ; Dr. R. Elliott, Sec, 440,
441, 524; Rev. E. T. Goldsmith, 442;
Rev. E. W. Cox. 442 ; Rev. H. G. Harding,
442, 443, 624 ; Anniversaries, 462, 52.->

;

deficit, 1907. .478 ; Bov's Brigade Branch,
523, 525.: M.M. Auxiliary Fund, 525

;

missionaries, 466 ; British Societies, 626 ;

China, 279, 482, 483 ; effect of the war,
526 ; Prebendary Fox on, 575.

Medical Missionary Association, 626.
Medical Missions : Dr. Druitt's, 70; German

E. Af. Mission, 79 ; Uganda, 91, 101 ;

Omdurman, 107 ; Palestine, 126; Baghdad
and Mosul, 129. 130; Persia, 129, 132,
136; India, 160, 600; Dr. A. C. Lan-
kester, 179; Dr. E. F. Neve, 179; Staff
of doctors, 195 ; Amritsar. 205 : Quetta,
212 ; Punjab,. 213 : China, 296. 311, 321 :

Dr. Main on Medical Education, 321 ;

.Japan, 338 : N.-W. Canada, 373 ; British
Columbia, 385; Islington College, 469;
training women, 471 ; Bermondsey Training
Home, 471 ; statistics, 525. 526 ; Birming-
ham, interest, 525 ; S.P.G., 525 ; St.
Luke's Dav, 525 : Pan-Anglican papers,
526 : C.M.S. Jubilee, 526.

IMedhia, 123.
Mernhnrship, C.M.S.. 441, 491.
Mcerut , 225, 268 ; Mission Centenary, 226, -^WK
.Met'tings : Edinburgh, 25, 52, 177, 178, 182,

218, 282, 292; 295, 303, 315, 333, 334, 346,
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a47, 409, 657, 5t)0, 56a ; Women, 90, 126,
454, 461, 501, 520, 556; Kikuyu, 409—
424; CM. House, 447—457; Prayer, 456,
457 ; anniversary and others, 458—463

;

Gleaners', 460, 461, 462, 502; Lay, 460,
461, 500, 512, 540, 573 ; Valeiliutory, 474,
475 ; Younger Clergy, 500, 501 ; Summer
Schools, 505—509; Study Circles, 509,
510; medical, 525, 535; united, 564.

Melanesia: Mission, 546; Bishop of, see
Pattcson, J. C. ; Bp. Kennion on the
Mission, 10 ; New Zealand Mission, 392,
541 ; the A.B.M., 539.

Melbourne, 11, 132,541; Missionary Meet-
ings, 540.

Mellodey, Miss L., 327.
Mellows, Miss L. 1'., 585.
Memorandum : C.M.S., 1901, Native

Chm-ches, 394, 402 ; on the Church and
Mission relationship, 398 ; Bp. Tucker's
resolutions, 399.

.Mengnanapui'am, 198, 246.
-Meugo: Hospital, 91, 587, 588; Dispensary

92 ; Conference at, 99.
.Menouf, Mission at, 110.
Mercer, Rev. H. S., 490.
Merchant, Miss E. E., 308.
Mercy and Truth, 525, 532.

-Mesopotamia, 129, 130, 571, 582, 596.
" Messages for workers," Gazette series, 579.

Meston, Su' J., 138.
Methodist Missions, 53, 55, 412 ; India, 191,

Harvest Field, 192, statistics, 165 ; China,
283, 285—287, Shanghai National Con-
ference, 288 ; .Japan, 337 ; N.-W. Canada,
372, 381 ; Canadian, 216 ; United, 412

;

Kikuyu Conference, 412 ; Communion
valid, 422 ; American Mission, Hingh-wa,
312; Korea, 347; American Episcopal, 54,

India, 159, 163, 166, 215, 218, 222. See

Wesleyan.
Metluien, Lord, 514, 599.
Metlakahtla 383, 385, 386, 388.

Meyer, llev. F. B., at Centenary, 10 ; United
A.V. meeting, 565.

Mid-China, Missionaries' peril, 271; Bp.of, see

Moule, G. E.; Molony, H. J.

Middle Schools, India, 200 ; Japan, 334.
.Middlesbrough Chm-ch Congress, 99, 544,

545.
Middleton, Bp. T. F., 161, 181.
Midleton, Viscount, 429, 462.
Mienchovv, 327, 328; hospital, 327.

Mihr Khan, Dr., 211.
Milan Mission, China, 287.
Mildmay,225 : Institutions,47l ; Conference,

1877.. 536; women speakers, 556;
Decennial Conference, 556.

Mile End Road, Valedictory Meeting, 475.

Mill, Rev. Dr., Bishop's College, Calcutta,
1.50.

Mill Hill, R.C. Mission, Uganda. 97, 98.

Millar, Rev. E., 48, 102, 587 ; on Local
Churches, 401.

Miller, Rev. Norman, 245.
Miller, Dr. Walter R. S., 42, 65, 71—74,

508; on G.T.Fox, 65 ; Hausa translations,

71, 74 ; CM. Review article, 116 ; Luck-
now Conference, 117 ; Loud. Sum. School,

507, 508, 535.
Miller. Dr. Wm., 238 ; Madras Christian

College, 162.
Miller, Miss K., 82, 585.
Million ShUlings Fund, 441, 477.
Millnuui, Rev.R..M.. 357.
-Mills. -Mr. Arthur, 427.
Milman, Bishop R., 10, 164, 181.

Miu, River, 305, 310. 312.
Minnesota, Bishop of. See Whipple, H. B.
Minor rrophets, Missiorts in the, 510.

Minto, Lord, Viceroy, 138, 142 ; Indian
reforms, 156.

Miraculous Chi'istianity, A non-, and the
Japanese mind, 337.

aiission and the Chui'ch, The, 393—424.
" Mission Church," as a designation, 400.
Mission of Help to India, 432.
Mission-Field Problems, Ecclesiastical : I.

Native Church Organization, 393—408 ;

II. The Kikuyu Proposals, 409—424.
Mission World, Canada, 343.
Missionaries : in West Africa, 18, 34, 165 ; in

S.Africa, 55; Sierra Leone, 61; Yoruba,
68 ; in East Africa, 18, 37, 88 ; Egypt and
the Sudan, 108—111 ; in Moslem lields, 18 ;

Palestine, 125, 126; Turkish Arabia, 129,

130; Persia, 132, 133, 135: India, 159—
161, 178, 194—199, 203—225. 231—234,
238—246, 248,251; Cevlon, 257—259, 264,
265; Mauritius, 267,268; China, 283, 285—
288, 297—304, 306—313, 316—322, 32.5—
329; Japan, 343, 346, 350—360, 364;
N.-W. Canada, 367—379 ; Brit. Cohimbia,
383—385 ; N. Z., 389, 390 ; missionaries :

21, 22, increase of, 22, 29, 477, 478,
from foundation of C.M.S., 569, from
1887—99.. 61, 464; annual letters, 19;
C.M.S., becoming Bishops, 24 ; wives, 29,

195, 196, 464, 465, 472, 478; mission-
aries from Jamaica, 65 ; Col. Assoc, 65,

535, 537 ; work : hindrances, 72 ; inter-

national, 73 ; comity, German East Africa,

78; R.C. difficulties, 80; French, recalled

to the Great War, 98 ; missionaries and
other Englishmen, in India, 143, 173 ;

work in plague and famine, 168 ; Alla-
habad Missionary Association, 228;
miu-dered in China, 269, 270; Missionary
Society, Canadian Church, C.C.M.A., and
C.C.M.S., 382, 538; missionaries and
candidates, 464—475 ; some comparative
tigiures, 464, 465 ; some interesting
recruits, 467 ; training arrangements, 468

;

medical care of missionaries, 470 ; mission-
aries at home, 471 ; as deputations, 472

;

furlough, 472; private collections, 473;
at Keswick, 473 ; valedictory proceedings,
474 ; maintenance allowances, 480 ; from
the colonies, 537 ; preparation of, 558 ;

Bp. Palmer's appeal, 576; missionaries'
movements and the war, 581.

Missionary Exhibitions Fund, 470.
Missionary Ideals, 510.
Missionary Leaves Association, 443, 446,

474, 490, 503, 504.
Missionary Metliods, 222.
Missionarii Register, 556.
Missions, Special, and Missioncrs, 197, 265,

292, 339, 340, 487, 490.
Missions to Seamen, 299.
Missouri, Bishop of, at Pan-Ang. Cong.,

550.
Mitri Effendi, 117, 118.
Moab. Land of, 126, 1:30.

Moabite Stone, 125.
Modak, Mr. E. M., 187.
Modern Religious Thought : Canon X. E.

Barnes-Lawrence, 575.
Moffat, 56.
Mohammedanism, 571, 572, 575 ; slavery, 41,

42; Edinboro' Conference on, 42; animism,
42 : methods, 41, 42 ;

polygamy, 42, 66 ;

Livingstone on, 43; vices inherent, 43;
inmioralities, 43 ; contrasted with
Christianity, 43 ; with Paganism, 43

;

Gordon College, 50 ; missionary work of, 50 ;

population in Sierra Leone, 59 ; in Nigeria,

66; Christian opposition to missionary
effort, 70, 72, 73 ; at Kano, 71 • Mallams
baptized,72; Moslem trader-niissiouaries,80;
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Kikuyu Coiil'ereuce, 81 ; Moslem iuquireis
from Uganda, 85 ; Moslems in Uganda,
97, 100, 101 ; Schools, Lado KncUive, 109 ;

El Azhar University, 110 ; Fellowship ol

JFaith lor Moslems, 111 ; uo " mass move-
meuts," 112 ; Egypt, Islam re-established
by Britain, 112 ; Christian converts,
Egypt, 112 ; Cairo Conl'erence, 113 ;

Islam and Mohammedan Missions, 115^
12t>; books on Molianimedanism, 115,
no ; articles in periodicals, 11(5 ; work, a
cure tor theological umest, 117 ; mono-
theism, 117; Mohammed or Clirist, 117:
population statistics, 118 ; Mohammedan
world ot to-day, 118 ; Martyn, Henry,
lirst modern missionary, 119 ; early CM. 8.
plans, 119 ; Bishop French's efforts, 120 ;

India CI.M.S. Missions, 120, 121 ; Africa,
121; llhenish Missionary Society, 121;
value of hospitals, 121; "missionary"
work of Mohammedans, 121 ; Liverpool,
121, 122 ; Woking, 122 ; Lord Headley's
perversion, 122 ; Bp. Lefroy's argument,
122 ; legend of the vacant grave, 123 ;

ba])tisms in Palestine, 127 ; convert's
persecution, Palestine, 127 ; missionary
work, indirect results, 127 ; opposition to
progression, 131 ; converts most numerous
in Persia, 134 ; Bahaism, 135 ; Persia's
siiocking state, 135 ; Lord Curzou's en-
couragement of Mohammedanism, 137 ;

the Arya Samaj, 151 ; Moslem power,
India, 151 ; in N.-W. India, 154 ; false
reports, Peshawar, 154 ; spreading in
England! 154; Canon Sell's" conversion,"
154; a convert's difficulties, 154 ; Moslems
and Government education, 155 ; Sir
Syed Ahmad Khan's views, 155 ; the
" Xew Spirit " without caste, 155 ; loyalty
and liberality, 156, 585 ; the Great Eiuo-
pean War, 156 ; population, India, 156

;

Unit. Prov., female education, 160

;

outcaste population, India, 169 ; notable
baptism, Narowal, 205 ; Lahore Divinity
School, 206; Dr. Pennell's converts, 211;
fourteen converts baptized, 218 ; lectures,
218 ; baptisms. Unit. Prov., 229; Mission,
Calcutta, 232 ; Mission, Luckuow, 235

;

Canon Sell an authority, 235 ; Harris
School, 238 ; Haidarabad, 245

;
population,

Ceylon, 259 ; Missionaries needed, 482,
483; Mohammedans in prayer, 584, 594.
.S'ec also Islam, Koran, Moslem.

.Mohonk, Lake, U.S.A., 562.
Mohun, Mr. B., 187.
•' .^lok. Pastor" (Rev. Mok Shau-Tsaug),

302.
MoUoy, Miss M. E., 308.
Molony, Bp. H. J., 24, 220, 293, 300, 462 ;

Bp. of Cliekiang, 197, 219 ; consecration,
318 ; on Chinese clergy, 320.

Molony, Mrs. H. J., 300, 318.
Molony, Dr. Lucy, 133, 135.
Mombasa, 80, 155. 433, 586 ; Bishop of, sec

Peel, W. G. ; port, 48, 75 ; German ships, 48 ;

J. L. Krapf aiul J. Rebmann at, 18 ; Indian
traders, population, 48 ; Rev. G. W.
Wright on, 49 ; work at, 76 ; Indian
immigrants, 76, 77 ; Cathedral, 77 ;

Swahili translations, 81, 82 ; staff, 1899.

.

82; first medical missionary, 82 : Mwanga
at, 86 : diocese, boundary, 101 ; Dr.
Pennell's convert, 211 ; first woman
missionary, 316. See aho Africa, East. Eq.

Momoyania School, 353.
Moiirrieff. Sir G. K. Scott, 205, 437.
Moni\v, Canon, Assoc. Sec, 488.
.Vloney Roberl , School, Bombay, 217.
.Money. Redemption of," 521.

Monier-Williams, SirM., 150.

Mouod, M. Theodore, at Centenary, 10,
Monotheism, Moslem, 117.
Moore, Canon, 61.
Monro, Rev. Dr. C. G., 234.
Monro, Mr. J., 234.
Monroe Doctrine, 273.
Mons, 582.
Montagu, Mr. S., 276, 593.
Montgomery, Bp., 546, 547 ; and the Cen-

tenary, 14 ; S.P.G. call, 23 ; Pan-Anglican
Congress, 24 ; and '" Kikuyu," 422 ; on
Swanwick, 484 ;

" Africa and the East,"
505 ; Loud. Sum. Sch., 507, 508, 509, 535 ;

Sec. S.P.G., 539 ; on new CM. House, 547,
J'an-Anglican Congress, 549, 550,551 ;

" A
lion in a den of Daniels," 559.

Montgomery, Sir R., 202, 546.
Montgomery, Colonel, 207.
Montgomery, Miss L. G., 319.
Montreal, 353, 366, 368 ; University, 372.
Moore, Rev. E. A. L., 238.
Moore, Rev. H., 56.
Moore, Sir J., M.D., V.-P., C.M.S., 437.
Moore, Rev. Canon ()., at Centenary, 5, 11.
Moore, Sydney H., 179.
Moorhouse, Rev. H. A. D., 240, 241.
Moorhouse, Bp. J., at Centenary, 5, 10.
Moose Factory, 369, 373.
Moosehide, 379.
Moosonee, 37, 372, 373, 374, 384 ; Bishop of,

see Horden, J., Xewnhani, J. A., Holmes, G.,
Anderson, J. G. ; diocese, 380.

Moravian Missions, 53, 80 ; Himalayas. 164.
Morel, E. D., on Congo atrocities, 39 ;

liquor traffic, 39 ; Paganism, 43 ; Moham-
medanism, 43 ; West African trade, 45

:

economics, 45 : Nigeria, 74.
Morley, Viscount, views on opium tra<lc,

275.
Morley, Bp. S., 181, 249 ; Lond. Sum.

Sch., 507 508.
Morley, Mrs., 249.
Morning Pout, ou China massacres, 271 ; Sir

H. Maxim's charges, 279.
" Morning Watch," 516.
Morocco, Central, Mission, 52.
Morris, Mr. Henry, 438; at Cenlcnary, 10;

on Edin. Conf., 558 ; V.-P. C.M.S., 437 ;

death, 432, 437.
Morris, Miss J. C, 321.
Morris, Miss S., 321.
Morrison, Dr., Tirtje-v correspoudenl, 277, 279.

Morrison, Robert, 278.
Morse, Rev. S. R., 225, 235.
Jlort, Miss E., 308, 309.
Moscow, 273.
Moslem fields, nineteenth century outlook,

18; increa.se of missionaries, 18 ; convert
ordained, 214 ; Dr. W. R. Miller on Moslem
morality, 508 ; Dr. Stewart on Moslem
womanhood, 508. See Islam, Koran,
Mohammedanism.

Modem World. The, 116, 225, 245, 536. Sec
also Islam, Koran, Mohammedanism.

Mosques, in Yornba, 66 ; at Liverpool, and
at Woking, 1 22.

Mosquitoes, 377.
Mosul, 18, 129.
Motliers* Conference, 520.

Mothers' Union, Uganda, 96.

Motoda, Rev. Dr., Japanese missiouer, India,

228, 334. 348.
Mott, Dr. J. R., 218, 265, 283, 513, 528, 535,

566, 570, 574 ; at Edinburgh Conference,
26 ; Student Christian Conference, Cairo,

113 ; at .Migarh College, 155 ; Fruit not
expected not gathered, 175 ; Calcutta
I'onferencc, 176: Conferences, 180, 186,

186, 187, 189, 287, 329, 347. .520, 572 : not
content with Conferences, 290 ; Present
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World Situation, 191 ; meetings, Madras,
239 ; Syrian Cliurches, 255 ; Cliaiimau,
Syrian Conference, 255, 256 ; tour iu
China, 277 ; visit, Japan, 340, 341

;

missionary comity, 410 ;
"' Africa and the

East," 505 ; Chahman, Edinburgh Conf.,
557, 558 ; missionary tour, 562 ; united
meetings, 564, 565 ;

" The hour of setting
sun," 566 ; The Decisive Hour of Christian
Missions, 570 ; the Day of Opportunity,
571.

Moule, Bp. G. E., 202, 225, 293, 294, 320,
322, 323 : apptd. Bp. Mid-China, 316

;

at Haugchow, 317 ; Chinese translations,
317, 323; Pan-Ang. Cong., 550; death,
297,317,429.

Moule, Mrs. G. E., 297, 307, 318, 322.
Moule, Bp. H. C. G., 24, 363, 431, 461, 468,

535, 544, 561 ; Kikuyu, Times letter, 414,
415 ; Kikuyu Tracts, 416 ; V.-P. C.M.S.,
436 ; Anniv. preacher (twice), 459 ; at
Keswick, 473 ; Hibernian Centenary, 498 ;

" Africa and the East," 505 : Pan-Ang.
Cong., 549, 550; Convocation Resolution,
553; Edin. Conf., 560; at United meeting,
564 ; Studies in Revival, 574.

Moule, Mrs. H. C. G., 434.
Moule, Archdn. A. E., 271, 294, 296, 316,

317, 320, 322, 332, 468, 545 ; on Dr. Bruce,
136 ; on China's request for prayer, 280

;

on Cluistian Union, 284 ; on Archdn.
Wolfe, 306 ; Chinese translations, 318,
323 ; on Anglican and other Churches,
401 ; Local Chmches, 401 ; V.-P. C.M.S.,
437 ; as missionary deputation, 473 ; Pan-
Ang. Cong., 549.

Moule, j\Irs. A. E., 318, 322 ; Chinese trans-
lations, 323.

Moule, Archdn. and Mrs. Walter S., 318, 319,
322, 323, 549.

Moule, Mr. A. J. H., 319 ; Chinese trans-
lations, 323 ; Commentaries, 323.

Moule, Kev. G. H., 332, 336, 357, 358 ; on
Japan and " Bushido," 332 ; Spirit of
Japan, 510.

Moule, Hev. H. W., 317. 319, 320, 321, 322.
Moule, Mr. W. A. H., 316 : Shanghai school,

321.
Moule, Miss A. M., 297, 317, 318.
Moule, Miss J. F., 317, 319, 321.
Monies, The, their missionary service, 318.
Mount Elgon, 89.
Mount Kenia, 80.
Mount Kilimanjaro, 82. See Kilimanjaro.
Mount of Olives, 590.
Movements, Union, and the Anglican Church :

India, 180—194 ; iu India, and Kikuyu,
424.

" Movements " that lead to events, 566.
" Movements " in Missions, 575.
Mowbray, St. Peter's, 57, 541.
Mpapua. See Mpwapwa.
Mpwapwa, as a station, 77, 82 ; Lay-workers'

Band, 78, 500.
,

Mtesa, King, 47, 84, 86, 96.

Mufti, The Grand, disapproval of Turkey's
action, 588

Muir, Sir William, 430 ; Life of Mohammed,
115.

Muir, Lady, 518.
Mukand, Rev. J. IS'., 225.
aiukarji, S. N., 206.
Mukasa, Ham, 48. 101 ; literary work, 93.
Mukden, Battle of, 273.
Mukerji, S. C, 190.
Mules, Bp. C. O.. 541.
Mvdlens, Miss H.M., 308.
Muller, Max, 150.
Muller, Mr. and Mrs. W.. 308, 310.

Mullins, Rev. J. D., Assist. Edit. Sec, 440,

531 ; Editor, Gleaner, 531 ; author, Won-
derful Story of Uyanda, 531; Ed. CM.
Hymn-book, 635; Sec. Col. and Cout.
Church Society, 531, 534.

MuJtan, 200, 213, 467.
Munby, Rev. G. F. W., 430.
Mundakayam, 253.
Munn, Rev. W., 327.
Munro, Colonel, 250.
Murder of Missionaries, China, 209, 270

;

Shansi, 280 ; Limchow, 303.
Murdoch, Dr., 240.
Murorau, 359, 360.
Murray, Dr. Andrew, 56.
Muscat, Arabia, 115, 120, 130.
Music, Chinese : Rev. W. Munn, 327.
Muslim India and Islamic Review, 122.
Mussoorie, 223, 225.
Mutakyala, Yairo, ordination, 94.
Mutasa, Lieut. Ashe, 587.
Mutiny, the Indian, 198, 202, 215, 449.
Mutsuhito, Emperor, death, 331.
Muttra, 223, 224.
Mwanga, King, 47, 83, 84 96 ; suggested
German protection, 34 ; insurrection,
36 ; boy victims, 87 ; murderer of Bii.
Hannington, 86 ; prisoner at Seychelles
Islands, 86, 268 ; mother's confirmation,
86 ; his death, 86.

Mylrea, Rev. C. G., 225, 229, 235 ; Ahgarh
College, 155 ; memb. Allahabad Conf., 187.

Mylne, Bp. L. G., 180 ; and the Centenary, 13.
Mynors, Rev. A. B., Sec. Pan-Ang. Congress,

551.
Mysore, Wesleyan Missions, 162 ; Protestant

Christians, 166 ; Wesleyan and L.M.S.
iMission, 238.

Mzizima Hospital, 76.

Naas River, 383, 385
Nabliis, Dr. Gaskoin Wright at, 126.
Nadiya District Mission, 230, 233, 234.
Nagano, Rev. P. B., 355.
Nagasaki, 343, 357.
Nagoya, 338, 350, 357, 358.
Nagpm-, 198, 220, 222, 223 ; Bishop of, sec

Chatterton, E. ; Diocese, 184 ; C.M.S.
Mission, 219—222.

Naidi, Rev. Y., 348.
Nairobi, 48, 80.
Naish, Miss A. M., 247, 460.
Nakamura, Rev. K.; 358.
Nakanishi, Rev. Y., 354.
Namburi convert, persecution, 252.
Namirembe Hill, 98.
Nandi people, 89.
Nanking, 290, 291 ; University, 279.
Nantai Island, 310, 311.
Napier. N.Z., 541.
Napier-Claveriug, Rev. H. P., 201.
Napoleon, 579.
Narowal baptisms, 205, 208 ; Rev. R.
Bateman's work, 205 ; School convert,
214.

" Nascent C'hmch," as a designation, 400.
Nash, Miss E., 352, 355.
Nasik, 77, 217, 433, 529, 599.
Nasirullah Khan, Afghan martyr, 212.
Natal, Bishoji of. See Baynes, A. H.
Natarajan, Mr., 149.
Natete, church on site of Mackay's house, 87
Nation and Religions of Japan, 330—334.
National Church League, 460.
National Indian Missionary Society, 164, 165,

204. 214, 239, 255.
National Laymen's Missionary Movement,

445, 513, 528, 572.
National Liberal Club, 84.
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National, Movement in India, 143, 144 ;

Nationalism in India, 151, 172, no sym-
pathy witli'J'lieosophism, 152; Indian Con-
gress, 144, Calcurta, 1C8 ; Conference,
Calcutta, 170, 179, 185, 192, 255, 250,
All India, 187, Students, Serampore, 187,
Shanghai, 329 ; Christianity in India, Bp.
Whitehead on, 177, in England, 58U;
Customs, India, Bp. Waller on, I7i); Mis-
sionary Council, 190.

National Society, 449.
Native, Christian communities, 18, 239;

Christians, S. Af., largest aggregate, 55;
CIn-istian character, Ceylon, 259 ; Christian
servants, China, 271; statistics, China,
297 ; Christians, their position, 396.

Native Church: organization, 17, 20, 405;
Henry Venn's plans, 20; Livingstonia
Church, 55 ; Church life. Sierra Leone, 67 ;

Native Church, India, development, 179

;

C.M.S. Memorandum, 183, 394: Punjab,
201 ; an ecclesiastical problem of the
mission-field, 393—408; C.M.S. Kegula-
tions, 393 ;

" Native Churches," gradual
evolution, 394 : C.M.S. Committee, 1900,
394 ; Chui-ch Councils, India, 395, 397,
398 ; Native Church : its " coming of age,"
397 ; Native Churches and Boards of
Missions, 397 ; Pastorate Committees,
398 ;

" Native Church," the term. 400, 402 ;

Author's papers (Church Congress, Pan-
Anglican, and Bust and West), on the Native
Church, 401 ; its present and future, 402,
405; its function, 402; independence, 403,
407 ; Union : C.JI.S. Co-operation, 403 ;

racial and linguistic divisions, 405, 406 ; the
heathen, 407 ; finance, 407 ;

patronage,
407 ; spiritual and evangelical, 408

;

Swanwick Conference suggestion, 482

;

genesis of Native Churches. Preb. H. E.
Fox, 508 ; then- Constitution, Rev. F.
Baylis, 508.

Native clergy. West Africa, 05, 66, 431 ;

Uganda, 46, 88 ; character, clergy, 93 ;

native agency, 95 ; II. C. converts ordained,
98; Bp. Tucker's ordinations, 103; S.P.G.,
India, 161 ; pariali clergy, 170 ; increase of
Indian clergvmen, 196, 198; lav teachers,
198 ; Punjab and Sindh Mission, 203 ;

Unit. Prov., 229 ; Telugu, 241 ; dis-

tinguished native clergymen, 204 ; Indians
ordained, 214 ; W. Ind. Mtss., 216, 237 ;

Bengal and Bihar, 230 ; Calcutta Divinity
School, 231 ; varied work, 232 ; Santals,
235 ; Tinnevellv, 248 ; Trav. and Cochin,
251; Ceylon, 259, 260; Mauritius, 267,
268; China, 294; Fuhkien, 310; Chekiang
320; Japan. 343, 354, 357, 358, 360, 36],
364 ; N.-W. Amer., 371 ; Maori, 391 ; first

Arctic ordination, 377 ; Noble College. 241
;

support of mini-stry in Tamil Coolie
Mission, 259 ; self-support, 260; Bp. Morley,
on Native clergy, 508; members Cont.
Comm., 561.

Native Episcopate: its formation, 404 ; Pan-
Anglican i)apers, 401; Bishop S. A.
Crowther, 37, 60, 63, 65, 66, 72, 431, his
reception by Queen Victoria, 427, as
missionary dejiutation, 473, memorial, 69

;

Bishop Oluwole, 45, 63, 64, ordinations
and confirmations, 07, on Nigeria, 67,
liquor traffic, 39; Bishop C. PhilHps, 63;
Bishop J. Johnson, 24, 65. on liquor traflic,

39, Anniv. Sermon, t)3, 458, on native cus-
toms, 69, ordination of King Ockiya's son,
09, reception by Queen Victoria,428; Bisho})
Azariah, first native Indian bislioj), 24, 181,
ordination, 244, consecration, 181, 182,
187, 255; Japanes/^ native bishop desired,

345.

Native Races, Committee, 39 ; South Africa,
57.

Nazareth, 124 ; Orphanage, 126, 590.
Nazareth, Tinnevellv, S.P.tJ. work, 161,

245.
Nazir Ullah, Dr., 210.
Navy, The British, 571

.

Navy, The Japanese, 331, 363.
Near East, JNlissious in tlie, 1 15—130.
Neele, Miss, 231.
Neligan, Bp. .M. R., 392.
Nelson, N. Z., 391, 541.
Nelson, Bishop of. Hee Mules, C. O.
Neologian Teaching, Japan, 337.
Nepal, an unoccupied field, 229, 235.
Nero, 568.
Nettleship, Mr. and Mrs. C, 351, 359, 363.
Nettleton, Miss E., 313.
Neve, Dr. A., 138,209; Kaisar-i-Hind medal.

197 ; Pan-Ang. Cong., 549 ; and wounded
Indians, 599.

Neve, Kev. C. A., 197, 251, 468.
Neve, Dr. E. F., 179, 209; Pan-Ang. Med.

Miss, paper, 526 : Beyond the Pir runjul,
534.

Nevill, Jliss B. H.. 203.
New Brunswick, 308, 353, 537.
Neiv China and Old, 318.
Ne-w Era in Asia, 282.
New Guinea Missions, 10, 539.
New Metlakatla, 386.
New ^Mexico, Bishop of, 299.
New South Wales Association, 76, 79, 80, 82,

327, 536, 539, 595 ; Missionaries, 109, 244,
245. 308, 313, 537.

" New Spirit " in India, 143—140, 153, 155.
New Theology in Japan, 337.
New Westminster, 385.
New York, 25 ; Ecumenical Missy. Conf.,

383, 557
New Zealand, 133, 136, 306, 388 ; Story of

the New Zealand Mission, '392; the Mission,
10, 389—392, statistics 391 ; Colonial
Association, 16, 65, 73, 243, 390, 391, 470,
536, 537, 541, statistics, 537 ; Nineteenth
Century outlook, 19 ; missionaries, 209,
319, 352, 355, 358, 465, 466. 537, length
of service, 471 ; transfer of work, 382,
389 : land question. 387 ; Dominion of
New Zealand, 388 ; History of the Church in
New Zealand, 392; Synod, 392 ; Industrial
Missions 529 ; University, 537 : Melane-
sian Mission, 539 ; Church in, 550 ; Bishop
of, see Selwyn, G. A ; New Zealand and
the War, 601, 602 ; Anzac force in Gallipoli,

601.
Newbery, Eev. H. E. L., 246.
Newcastle. Bishops of, see Jacob, E., Straton,

N. D. J. ; Church Congress, 272, 544, 545,
C.M.S. depot, 196 ; missionary van, 490.

Newcoinbe, Jliss, 312.
Newey, Miss M. A. E., 125, 120, 467.
Newman, Francis, 515.
Newniian, John Henry, 515.
Newnham College, 262.
Newnham, Miss C. A., 209.
Newnham, Bp. J. A., 209, 367, 308, 373, 537.
Newport, 493.
Newspapers : opinions: Uganda factions, 98:

China, troubles, 270; Sir II. Maxim in the
Morning Post, 279; and Christianitv,

Japan, 349 ; Kikuyu, 415,416.
Newton, Rev. H., 497.
Newton, Miss C. A., Jaffa Hospital, 125, 126.
Newton, Miss F. E., 125.
Newton, Aliss S. S., 308, 309.
Newton, Dr., Amer. Presbyt. College, Lahore,

163, 215.
Ngoi Ngoing-Li, Dr.. 311.
Ngoi Tek-Ling, Dr., 313.
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Nicwa, 400.
Nicholson, ilev. J. U., 433.
Nicholson, Miss K. L., 308, 809.
Nickson, Bp. 0., 544.
Nicol, Rev. G., 60.
Nicolai, Archbishop, 347, 348.
Nietzsche. 601.
Nigeria, 52, 60, 62, 63, 583, 584; hopeful

outlook, 1889.. 36; Protectorates, 17, 18.
36 ; Royal Niger Company, 17, 35, 36 ;

Niger Expedition, 22; liquor traffic, 36;
insiurection, 37 ; slavery in, 40 ; infanti-
cide, -11 ; luiman sacrifices, -11 ; cannibalism,
41 ; Sir. F. Lugard, Commissioner, 44

;

Niger River, 62, 73, Delta, 63; IVIissions in,

66, R.C., 74 ; Mohammedanism in, 66

;

Paganism, 66 ; clergy and converts. 67 ;

Bp. Olnwole on tlie Mission, 67 ;' the
Pastorate, 69 ; Mid-Niger Mission 69, 70;
Mr. E. D. Morel. 74 ; British, created by
C.M.S., 74 ; Ladies' Union, O.O.M., 501

;

Nigerian Lands contingent, 584; loyalty
and liberality, 585; Northern, 42, 44, 71;
slavery in, 42 ; The MaJring of Northern
Nvjeria, 43 ;

" Two Outlooks," 73

;

Sonthern : government, 44 ; compared with
India, 44 ; population, 44 ; interdenomi-
national conferences, 74; Bishop of the
Niger District, see Crowther, S. A., Hill,
J. S., Tugwell, H.

Nigerian Pioneer, 68.
Nightingale, Florence, 51.
Nightingale, Rev. S. J., 308, 309, 312.
Nihon Kirisuto Kyok^ai (Presbyterian

Churches Federation), Japan, 345.
Niisima, Joseph, 337.
Nile, The, 145; Delta, 110; Nile Mission

Press, 52, 111, 117; province, 88, 89;
Nile, Upper, 35, 51 ; Lord Kitchener's
offer, 106 ; Lord Cromer's, 108 ; Nile
Valley and the Day of Opportunity, 571.

Nilgiri District Mission, 240; Hills Mission, 237.
Nineteenth Century, 106, 169, 170.
^1116vch 1*29

Ningpo, 289, 317, 318. 319, 322 : missionaries'
peri], 271 ; development, 316 ; Hospital,
321 ; Trinity College, 298, 319, 322.

Ning-taik, 305.
Ningteh, 305, 309, 311, 312.
Nippon Sei-kokwai, 19, 228, 336, 342, 346,

347, 351, 354, 358, 360, 364 ; statistics, 343 ;

Synod, 344.
Nippon Sei-kyokwai (Riisso-Cireek Church),

Japan, 346.
Nisbet, Miss, 306.
Nishka tribe, 384.
Nitobe, Dr., on Bushido, 332.
" Nivedita, Sister " (Miss M. Noble), 153.
Niven, Rev. p. C, 351, 359.
Nixon, Sir J., 592.
Nixon, Miss, 261.
Nizam of Haidarabad, 243, 245, 595.
Njootle, Rev. Amos., 377.
Njootli, Rev. W., 377.
Nkole. See Ankole.
Noakes, Rev. E. T., 234.
Noble, General Hatt, 432.
Noble, Miss Margaret, 153.
Noble, Robert, 22, 241.
Noble College, 147, 197, 200, 243, 2.50, 515.
Noble Eifihtfold Path. The, 333.
Nogi, General, 332.
Non-Christian Religions: See Africa: the

Powers and tin? ['copies, 33—51, (ioverii-

ment attitude, 40; Mohammedanism, 40

—

43, 71, 97, Christianity best for improve-
ment, 55, 66; Egypt and the Sudan, 10.5

—

107, 112; Islam and .Mulianimedan Mis-
sions, 115—123; Palestine, 124, 127;
Per.sia, 131 135; India, its rulers and its

religions, 137—157, Hinduism and its de-
velopments, 118—154, the Mohammedans,
154—157, the Rev. C. D. Snell's Review
article, 165, the Christian attitude, 174

—

179, an independent testimonv, 168;
Ceylon, 259, 260; China, 269—282, 296;
Japan, the Nation and its Religion, 330

—

334, 337 ; Edin. Conf. Commission, 558.
Nonconformists : at Centenary, 9, 13 ; see

Clu-istian Missions in Africa, 52—58, to
Mohammedans, 115—123, Turkish Arabia,
130, India, 158—179, China, 283—296,
Japan, 335—349; Native Chm-ch Organi-
zation, and the Kikuyu Proposals,
393—424; Nonconformist Societies and
Foreign Administration, 451 ; Nonconfor-
mists and bishops at united prayer-
meeting, 564.

Norfolk, 431, 491, 501.
Normal classes, India, 200 ; School, Uganda,

90.
Norman, Rev. H. V., 270.
Norris, Bp. F. L., 294, 296, 401 ; on R.C.

opposition to Anglicans, 287 ; Shanghai
National Conference, 288 ; Local Cliurches,
401.

North, Miss H. J., 267, 268.
North Africa Mission, 52, 120.
Nortli Atlantic Ocean, 378.
Northern Provinces, China, 270. See China.
North Cliina, Bishop of. See Scott, C. P.,

Norris, F. L.
North German Society, 52.
North India. See India.
North-West India. See India.
North-West Frontier Province, 202, 223.
North-West Canada Mission, 366—382 ;

statistics, 371, 381. See also Canada.
North Pacific (British Columbia), Mission,
383—388.

Northampton Chm'ch Congress, 544.
Northampton, Marquess of, China Centenary

Meeting, 564.
Northbrook, Earl of, 7, 429.
Northumberland, North, 434.
Norton, Miss E. L. B., 352, 360.
Norway, King of, 341.
Norwegian meml^ers. Continuation Comm.,

561 ; Missionary Societies, China, 286.
Norwich, Bishop of, .see Sheepshanks, J.,

Pollock, B. ; Diocese and the Centenary, 13.
Norwich, E.xhibition, 503.
Nott, JNliss (irace, 349, 352.
NottidKC MissB. M., 358.
Nottingliam 235: and Centenary, 13 : C.M.S.

depot, 496 ; Gleaners' Unicm Annlversar.v
502.

Nozu, General, 362.
Nubian mutin.v, 94.
Nugent, The Misses, 495.
Nundy, Dr. George, 174.
Nup^ Country, 73.
Nurses, C.M.S. and Medical Mission, 16,

525 ; in India, 161 ; China, 321 ; Union,
Australia, 540.

Nuttall, Arohbp. E., 65 ; Consultative Body,
Kikuyu, 415.

Nuttall, Miss F., 125.
Nuwa Kikwabanga, 94.
N.vam-nyam tribe, 109.
N.vanza, Lake Victoria, 34. 586 ; fighting on

the Lake, 587; hospital ships, 588. See
Africa. Uganda.

Nyasa, Lake, 24, 54, 77.
Nyasaland. 54, 55 ; Bishop of, sec Maples, C.
Nylander, Rev. E. H. O., 60.

Oates Rev. A., 437.
Oatway, Miss F. E.. 308, 309.
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Ockiya, King (it P.iass, CO ; son ortlaincil,

C9.
Oehler, Heir, 579.
Oflicers and Committee, C.M.l^.: Personal,
436—440.

Ott'ertories, Centenary, ITi ; A cathedral
otlertory, Uganda, 92; "Uttering,"—

a

ciuate, 496.
Ogawa, llev. T., 360.
Ogunbiyi, Hev. T. A. J., 06, 69.
Oi, Kev. A., 360.
Oilfields, in South Persia, 130, 131.
Oita, 357, 358.
Okabi, Viscount, 338.
Okuma, Count, 334, 336, 337, 346.
Olcott, Colonel, 15ii.
" Old Chmch," Calcutta, 232.
Old Testament. See Translations.
Oldfield, Canon, 50 ; Islam re-established by

Britain, 112.
Oldliam, J. H., 26 ; Lond. Sum. Sch., 507 ;

Ed. Int. Rev. Miss., 562 ; on Missions in
war-time, 579, 583.

Oliver, Mr, 117.
Olubi, Kev. Dauiel, 65.
Oluwole, Bishop I., 45, 63, 64, 542; liquor

traffic, 39; ordinations and contirmations,
67 ; on Nigeria, Colony and Mission, 67 ;

Pan-Anglican papers, 69, 549, 550.
Oman, Mr. Campl:)ell, 149.
Omdurman, 17, 35 ; Lord Kitchener's victory,

105 ; opened to work, 106 ; first Christian
service, 106 ; Gordon College, 106

;

open-air preaching forbidden, 107 ; medical
work, 107, 110 ; hospital, 107.

O'Malley, Mrs., 434.
O'Meara, Canon, 542.
Omuta, 357.
One Hundred Years of the C.M.S., 534.
Ongole district, Amer. Bap. Mission, 163.
Onitsha, Women-missionaries at, 65 ; first

occupied, 69 ; Dobinson and Hill memorial,
70 ; Church Council, 70.

Onslow Square, St. Paul's, 125, 495.
Onyon, Miss E., 319.
Onyon, Miss 31. A., 322.
Ootacaniund Mission, 240.
()l)en-air preaching, in Ger. E. Af., 77; for-

bidden in Omdurman, 107; bazaar-
preaching, 199 ; Buddhist, 260.

Open Brethren, Missions, India, 163; see

Brethren, Plymouth Brethren.
Opium, Agitation against, China, 274, 275 ;

England's attitude, 275 ; Archbp. Temple's
views, 275 ; House of Commons resolution,
275 ; China's action against, 275 ; Opium
dens, increase, Shanghai, 276 ; duty and
India, 276 ; the Opium War, 278 ; no
more from India, 281.

Opportunity, The Day of, 570, 571 ; the
word " opportunity " in the Bible, 570.

Order, Faith and 103, 401, 409, 564.
Order, of the Double Dragon, 322 ; of Orange-

Nassau, 375 ; of the Rising Sun, 346 ; of
The Sacred Treasure, 360.

Ordinal Preface, Anglican 417.
Ordination, 159 ; Ordained Missionaries,

increase, 1887—99, 16 ; ordinations by
Bishop Oluwole, 67 ; a son of King Ockiya,
69 ; other notables, 77, 9 1 ; Bishop Tucker.
94 ; C.M.S. Staff Ind., 195 ; first by Bp.
Azariah, 244; statistics uncertain, China,
285; by Bp. Cassels, 328; first within
.\rctic circle, 377. See also the various
Missions.

Organization and Deputation, Expenditure,
489.

Organization : Native Chiu-ch : an eccles-

iastical problem of the Mission-field, 393

—

408.

" Organizing Secretaries," 488; Secretary for
Londou, 440 ; Conference, 490.

Orient and Oecidevt, 110,
Oriental College, Lahore, 122.
Orissa, 190, 230.
Ormonde, Ivirl and Countess of. 498.
Orphanages: Na/.areth, 126, 590; AryaSamaj,

150 ; (iond Mission, 220 ; Bhil, 222

;

Sikandra, 224.
O'Korke, Bii^hop M. S., 04.
O'Rorke, llev. B. C, army chaplain, 514, 582.
Orr, Capt., on Mohammeilanism, 43.
Orr, Dr., on Our Task in Iniia, 176
Osaka, 342 343, 353, 355; Bishop of, see

Awdry, W., Foss, H. J. ; Diocese, 342, 343 ;

National Exhibition, 339, 340 ; Divinity
School, 345 ; C.M.S. Missions, 352

;

education, 352 ; Churches, 354 ; women's
work in, 354 ; Theological College, 359 ;

army eft'ort, 362.
0.ssory, Bishop of, see Bernard . .7 . H . ; Crozier,

J. B., D'Arcy, C. F., Walsh, W. P.
Ost, Rev. J. B., 300, 318, 319.
Ost, Mrs, .1. B., 300.
Otago Mounted Rifles, 002.
Otaru, 359, 300.
Otobe, Rev. K., 358.
Oudh, 163, 223, 229.
"Our Own Missionary," 14, 15 ; scheme, 495 ;

Ladies' Union, O.O.M., 501 ; G.U., 502

;

Summer Schools', 500; Schools, 517;
S. Africa Assoc, 542.

Our Sister Beatrice, 351.
Our Task in India, 175, 170.
Outcaste natives, India : Salvation Army,

162 ; Indian Christians, 169 ; Moham-
medanism and, 169 ; Rev. W. P. Hares on,
109 ; Travancore, 252 ; Study Circles and
the outcastes, 510. See also Caste^ De-
pressed classes, Jlass Movements.

Outlines of Christian Doctrine, 363.
Outlines of Islam, Canon Sell, 115.
Outram, Rev. A., Kaisar-i-Hind medal, 197

221.
Outram, Sir James, 221.
Owen, Bp. J., and the Centenary, 13.

Owen, Rev. J. S., 65.
Owen, Mrs. W E., 103.
Oxford, 145, 146 ; Bishops of, .fee Stiibbs, W.,

Gore, C. : Oxford breakfast 1909.. 143,
144 ; 1912 Conf., 187 ; WyclifTe Hall, 197

;

Univ. C.M.S. missionaries, 466 ; Confer-
ence of Laymen, 513, 572 ; CM. Assoc,
515 ; Vacation Study Course, 562.

Oxford Mission to Calcutta, 162, 180, 201,
235 ; Bengal, 166.

Oxiad, Miss M. J., 359.
Oxley, Miss A. J. (see Wilkinson, Mrs.), 308

309, 311.
Oyo, Training College, 68, 71.

Oyama, Marquis, 362.

Padfield, Rev. J. E., 241, 243, 468 ; on
doctrine of Karma, 142 ; review of Hioher
Hinduism, 144 : Association Secretary,
488 ; Org. Sec, Lond., 446 ;

" James Long "

Lecturer, 509 ; Advent and Lent Lectures,
512.

Padwick, Miss, Editor, Hound World, 532.
Paganism, African Bibliography, 41 ; Sierra

Leone, 59, 62 ; Niger, 66 ; Sudan, 109.
Paget, Bp. H. L., 402, 535, 548 : London
Sum. School, 507 ; Studies in Revival, 573.

Pain, Bp. A. W.. 110, 467 ; Memb. Cent.
Comm., 561.

Pain, Dr. E. M., 110, 313, 467, 537.
Pain, Mr. H. B., Assistant to Home Secretary.

443, 488 ; Summer Schools, 006 ; C.M.S.
Gazette, 532.
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Painter, Eev. A. F., 169, 251 ; Syrian Ch.
property, 254.

Painter, Rev. S., 352, 357.
Palienliam, Rev. E. T., 468.
Pakenham, Dr. H. R., 308, 311, 313.
Pakenliam-Walsli, Rev. and JIi's. W. S., 290,

303, 310, 429.
Pakeuliam Walsh, Bp. &ee Walsh.
Pakhoi, 298, 299, 303.
Palamcotta, educational classes, 200, 596

;

Preparandi Institution, 247 ; Sarah Tucker
Institution, 247 ; schools, 247.

Palestine 128, 130, 351 ; new plans, 18 ;

the Crusades, 118 ; London .Tews' Society,

120; German Emperor's visit, 124 ; C.M.S.
Missions, 123—128, 431; Rev. F. Baylis,

Sec, 439; statistics, 124; women mis-
sionaries, 125 ; Bishop of London's visit

126, 544 ; Bp. Ridley's visit, 127 ; pro-

posed withdrawal of Mission, 127, 482 ;

Rev. F. A. Klein in, 258 ; call for women,
518 ; Col. Assoc, missionaries, 536

;

C.C.M.A. missionaries, 538; the Great War,
577, 589—591, departure of missionaries;

581
;
plight of Jews, 583; financial ditti-

culties, 589 ; missionaries interned, 589 ;

the future of Palestine, 591 ; its temporary
help to India, 000.

Palestine Exhibition, Agricultural Hall, 504.

Pallam, Buchaiuui institution, 253 ; Mission,

253.
Palmer, Bp. E. J., 181 , 184. 222 ; at Mancliester

Church Congress, 57 ; on Indian respect for

other religions, 139; Church government,
183 ; member, Bombay Conference, 186 ;

on intercommunion, 191 ; member Repre-
sentative Council, 190 ; on Union, 193 ;

member. National Council, 194, War Reso-

lution, 597 ; West Ind. Miss., 218 ; Reply
to extremists. 423 : Church Congress

paper, 545 ; appeal to the Church, 576

;

on Lutheran sacraments, 598.

Palmer, Archdn. J. J. B., 252, 253, 255.

Pan-Anglican Congress, 24, 97.214, 260. 262,

296, 550 ; Thank-offerings, 25 ; on West
African questions, 69 ; Ger. E. Africa

Mission, 79 ; grants, Uganda, 99 ; India,

208, 228, 252 ; China, 302, 319, 321 ;

Japan, 339, 345.
Congress papers on Mohammedanism.

116 ; Missions in India, 179 ; on Native

Churches. 400 ; Archbp. J. H. Bernard's,

401 ; Author's, 401.

Congress Committee, women members,
454.

Congress Thank-offering, 5ol ; men as

well as money, 344; C.M.S., 480; the

apportionment scheme, 496 ;
Medical Mis-

sions papers, 526 ; Industrial, Missions.

529 ; Congress, the Papers instructive,

549 : the Cent. Bd. Miss., 549 ; St. Paul's

Service, 551 ; the Day of Opportunity,

Panama, Soutli American Conf.. 561.

Pan-Protestantism. 26 ; Edin. Conf., 560.

Panes, Rev. J. B., 241, 243, 583.

Panyam, 72. , , , , „-,o
Paoning, 326, 327 ; Cathedral, 328.

Papprill, Rev. F., 203.

Papuan Mission, A.B.M., 539.

Paranjpve. Jlr., 151.

Paras Nath, Rev., 204.
. .

Parftt Canon, 128, 130: first " missionary

bicvle " in Mesopotamia, 129 ; service to

Bri'tisii Admiralty, 130. 131 ; appointed

Sec, Jerusalem and the East Mission Fund,

i29.
Pargiter, Rev. R., at second Jubilee, 4.

" Pariah " clergy, India, 170.

Paris Missionary Society, 10, 54, -y.t, .>0, &»U.

Parker, Bishop H. P., 75 ; Memorial Cathe-
dral, 77.

Parker, Rev. J., 304.
Parliament of Religions, Chicago, 151.
Parmiter, Miss, Lond. Sum. Sch., 508.
Parochial Associations, 487, 488, 518.
Parochial Council, Uganda Church, 99

;

Western China, 328. See Native Church
Organization.

Parochial Organization and Missionary Work,
508.

Parry, Rev. A. A., Assoc. Sec, 488.
Parsis, The, 197; at Yezd, 134; population,

India, 156; Colonel Freeman, preacher,
197 ; a former Parsi, pastor, Aiirungabad,
198; converts, 217, 218; Rev.H.McNeile's
work, 467.

Parsons, Rev. G. H., 468 ; G.U. Sec, 502.
Parsons, Mr. R. G., 582.
Partridge, Bishop, 344.
Pasley, Miss M. L., 352, 355, 357, 537.
Pastorate : Niger Delta, 69 ; work, Uganda,

93; Committees, 201; Ceylon, 260; Native
Church, 398.

Paterson, Rev. J. M., 220.
Pathan converts, 212; religion, 212. Hee

Afghan.
Patriarch, Coptic Church, 114.
Patriots, League of United, 270.
" Patron " of the C.M.S. , 427.
Patronage : Board, Lagos, 70 ; Native Cliiirch,

407.
Patronage Committee, 450.
Patteson, Bp. J. C, 391.
Patteson, Rev. Canon and Mi's., 433.
Paul. Mr. K.T.,meinb. Representative Coun-

cil; 187, 190.
Paul, Rev. S., " Rao Sahib," literary work,

198 ; death, 198.
Pax Britannica, 568.
Payne, Miss E. C, 351, 360.
Payne, Miss L., 351, 360.
Peace, promotion of between England and
Germany, 580.

Peace River, 376.
Peace Scout, Miss I. H. Barnes, 534.
Peachey, Rev. R. W., 186, 242, 243.
Peacocke, Archbp., Assoc. Sec, 488.
Peacocke, Miss K. M., 339, 351, 356.
Pearce, Canon E. H., 520.
Pearce, Rev. R. F., 231 ; reply to Mr. Rao's

Fortniahthi Review article, 153 ; meinb.
Calcutta Conf., 187.

Pearson, Mr. C. W., 94.

Peasant life in India, 141.

Peck, Rev. E. J., 19, 366, 370; Eskimo
Mission, 374 ; isolation, 375 ; lent to
Canadian Church, 375 ; new Mission, 382,
395 ; as Missionary Deputation, 473.

Peel, Bp. W. G., 24, 462: at Centenary,
11 ; appointed Bishop of Mombasa, 18, 75,

216 ; at Mombasa, 75—79 ; visitation of

German E. Af ., 78 ; a self-sacrifice plan, 78

;

ordinations, 79 ; on Mohammedanism. 116 ;

addresses, " Quiet Days," 216 : Kikuyii
Conference. 412 ; Bishop Weston's ai))>eal,

414 ; C.M.S. Kikuyu Resolution, 415

;

Kikuvu Statement, 416 ; reply to extrem-
ists, 422.

Peel, Miss, map of German E. Africa, mis-
sions, 78, 79.

Pegams, H.M.S., 585.
Peigan Indians, 372.
PegK. Rev. Herbert, Gleaners' Union, 442,

445, 449, .502.

Peking, 279, 280, 288,290, 291,291, 298, 327,

Mission, 109 ; eccelsiastical and civil ranks,

269 ; murder of foreigners, 270 ; relief of city,

270; Dr. Mott's conference, 287 ; Japanese
expedition. 361 ; Legation Siege, 546.
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Pelham, Archdeacon, V.-P. C.M.S.. 437.
Pelham, Hon. T. U. W., at second Jubilee, 4.
Pelly, Rev. A. C, :i28.

Pemba, slavery, 40.
Pemberton, Rev. J. F., on Mohammedan

College, Aligarh, 155.
Pendry, Mr. J. E., Manager C.M.S. Pub-

lishing Department, 443.
Penley, Miss M. L., 267, 268.
Penn, Rev. William C, on Indian Kducation,

147, 243.
Pennefather, Sir R., Comm. memb., 439 :

V.-P. C.M.S., 437.
Pennell. Dr. T. L., 504 : his convert at Mom-

basa, 77 ; Kaisar-i-Hiiidni('(lal. 197 ; .4/«o«'/

the Wild Tribes off.hr Afn/niu Frontier, 138,
211 ; death, 197, 203, 210, 211 ; Life, 138,
211 ; In Memoriam, 211; Lord Roberts'
appreciation, 138.

I'cnnell, Mrs. T. L., 210, 211 ; eye ho.spitaI,
Shikarpur, 213.

Pennell. Mis. (Scnr.), death, 197.
Penri, Chief, 360.
Pentland. Lord, at Palamcotta, 249.
Peoples, The, and the Powers, of Africa, 33

—

51.
Perceval. Up. .T., and the Ceutenarv, 13, 461.
Pereira, Bp. H. H., 461.
Perfect, Rev. H., 235.
Perfumi, Rev. L. ('., 225, 468.
Perkins, Rev. and .Mrs. H. E., 196, 207.
Perowue, Rev. Dr. E. H., death, 433.
Perowne, Rev. J., 433.
Perowne, Bp. J. J. S., 433 ; and the Cen-

tenary. 13 ; Anniv. preacher, 458 ; death,
429, 433.

Perowne, Archdeacon T. T., 433.
Perriu, Bp. W. W., 385, 548.
Perry, Bp. C, 437, 438.
Persecution: of converts, 154, 155, 172;

>fboga Christians, 90 ; Toro, 03 ; by
Mwanga, 87, 94 ; in Egypt, 112; Palestine
converts, 127 ; and martyrdom of Afghans,
212 ; a Gurkha missionary, Nepal, 229 ;

Nambiu-i converts, 252 ; a Namburi Brah-
man, 252 ; Cevlon converts, 260; Cliina,
270—272, 312, 314.

Persia, 497 ; Bishop in, see Stuart, E. C,
Stileman, C. H.; mission begun, 476;
Ispahan entered, 18 ; Henry Martyn in,

119 ; early C.M.S. inriuiries, 119 ; Amer.
Presbvterian Mission, 119 ; C.M.S. mission,
120, i29; Rev. R. Bruce, founder, 136;
London Jews' Societv, 120 ; Basle Mission,
120; oilHelds, 129, 131 ; Russia in, 121;
C.M.S. .Missions, 131—136; a "storm
centre of the world," 131, 135 ; influence
of Russia, 131 ;

" the Charm of the East,"
132 : of Christian .Missions, 132 ; Bishop
Stuart, 132; statistics, 132; women in
Persia, 134; Bahaism, 135: recognised
sphere, Anglican bishopric, 136 ; Confh--
mation candidates, 136 ; as a Mission
Field, 136 ; effect of War, 133 ; Sees, of
Mission, 439 : Ladies' Union Persian Evan-
gelist, 501; Col. Assoc, missionaries, 536:
Persia and the war, 577, 502, dei)arture of
missionaries, 581, much imrest, 592, misery
caused, 503, missionaries temporarily in

India, 600,
Persia, South, Oilfields, 129, 131.
Persia, shij), torpedoed, 222, 581.
Persian Gulf, Rev. A. D. Dixey's visit, 213.
Personal : In Memoriam, 427—435 ; Officers,

Committee, 436—446.
Personal Reliqion, E. M. Goulbmn, 318.
Peru, 561.
Peshawar, 76, 197, 202, 209, 583 ; Moslem

falsehoods, ]54: Edwardes College, 200.
596 ; hospital, 213 ; C.E.Z.M.S., 214.

Peter, Rev. J. S., 238, 239.
Peter, Rev. K., 241.
Peter, Mr. Paul, 239.
Peterborough, BLshop of. Sec Glyn, Hou.

Peterhead, 374.
Peters, Dr. Karl, and Uganda, 34.
Pfander, Rev. C. G., 120
Phailbus, Miss R., 187.
Phair, Archdeacon R., 370 497.
Phair, Rev. H. R., 263.
Philcox, Miss E. S., 65.
Philip, Rev. C. D., 187.
Philippine Lslands. See Brent, Bishop C. H.
Phillips, Rev. A. A., 270, 288, 325, 328.
Phillips, Bp. C, 63.
Pliillip.s, Rev. H. S., 307, 308, 309, 312, 313.
Phillips, Mrs. H. S., 307, 308.
Pliillips, Miss Helen, 263.
Physician to the Society, office and work,

470 ; Dr. H. Laukester, 524 ; Dr. C. Har-
ford, 441; Dr. Leopold G.Hill 524.

Piccadilly, St. James' Church. 501 ; Piccadilly
Hotel, 460.

Pickard-Cambridge, Rev. C. O., 355.
Pickford, Rev. J. I., 264.
Pickthall, Mrs., 585.
Pickwood, Rev. IVIi-., 86.
Pidsley, Miss, 61.
Pierson, Dr. A. T., 435.
Pike, Miss E. C, 102.
I'ilkington, JMi'. G. L., " Three Years' Enter-

l)risc " for Uganda, 18, 88 ; translator,
93, 94 : death, 210.

Pilgrim, Miss E. L., 102, 461.
" Pilgrim's Progress," 355. 459.
Pillay, Mr. G. S. D., translations, 201.
Pilson, Rev. A. A., 258.
Pilter, Rev. W. T., 468.
Pinkham, Bp. William C, 367, 368.
Pi)) nisd Co.. Miss Irene H. Barnes, 534.
Piratori, 360.
Plague and famine, missionaries' work during,

168 ; Plague, Cent. Prov., 219, 220 ;

Manchuria, 322.
Plaisauce, Boys' Orphanage, 267.
Plato, 157.
Plummer, Canon F. B., 343.
Plummer, Rev. A., 572.
Plymo\ith Bretliren opposition, 254. See

Brethren, Open Brethren.
Poland, Jews in, 583.
Polar Sea, 377.
Pole, Rev. G. H., 332, 351, 352.
Policy of faith, 476, 477.
Pollock, Bp. Bertram, Lowestoft Summer

School, 506.
Polo, Marco, 321.
Polygamy : Moslem attitude, 42, 66 ; Binue

River, 73 ; East Africa, 42 ; Uganda, 101

;

Kikuvu proposals, 413.
Poole, Bp. A. W., 353, 467.
Poole, Miss E. M., 467.
Poona, 211, 217, 218; Fergusson College,

151 ; educational classes, 200 ; Divinity
School^ 217 ; St. Helen's School, 217 ;

Victoria High School, 217.
Pope, 469.
Population : Lagos, 45 ; Nigeria, 44,

Southern, 44 ; Brit. E. Af., 44 ; Mombasa,
48 ; Uganda, 44, 97 ; Nyassaland, 44

;

South .\frica. Union of, 44 : India, by re-

ligion, 156 ; Rev. C. D. Snell's article, 156,
Mr. S. K. Datta's, 156; Unit. Prov.,
Indian Christian education, 160 ; Ceylon,
259 ; Hongkong. 44.

Porcupine River. 378.
Port, Arthur, 18, 273, 332; Florence, 40;

Hnrcourt, 45 ; Louis, 266 ; Sudan, 50.
Portia, 452.
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rortniau, Visuoiint, V.-P. G.M.S.. 437..
I'urtiush .Summer Scliool, 497, 505.
rortiiguese territories, Africa, 37 ; East

Africa, 53 ; Soutli Africa, 57 ; Portuguese
slavery, 38, 40.

Post Office worlv, China, 273 ; Japan, 358.
Postal Union, China enters, 277.
Pott. Dr. Hawkes, 289, 296.
Poulter, Dr. Mabel, 308, 309, 311, 312.
Powell, Canon, Assoc. Sec, 488.
Power, Miss, 300. 306.
Powers, The, and the Peoples, of Africa, 33

—

51.
Pownall, Miss A. J., 308.
Poynder, Miss, Mercy and Truth, 525.
Prarthana Samaj, 151.
Pratt, Rev. Josiah, 437, 449, 556, 574.
Prayer : at the Centenary, 4 : for Missions,

12, 204, 368, 488, 553; the Alake's desire,

66; united meetings, 194, 564; in Londoii
—effect in Ceylon, 260; China requests
England's, 276, 280, 498; the CM. House,
a place of prayer, 456 ; at the Swanwick
Conference, 483 ; Assoc. Sees', suggestion
(1874), 490; women's prayer-meetmgs,
501; St. Matthew's Day, 526; King
Edward's illness, 563 ; family prayer.
564 ; we oiu'selves answers to prayers 01
others, 569; Committee's prayer on de-
claration of War, 578 ; African Cluistians,
85, 584; Mohammedan and Buddhist
prayers for British success, 594, 600;
Chinese prayers for peace, 600.

Prayer-Book : Yoruba sales, 68 ; E. Af.
trans., 82 ; Uganda revision, 93 ; in Persia,
136; a Bhll discussion, 222; Ceylon, 258;
Chinese Bishops' Conference on, 294; in
classical Chinese, 317 ; its adaptation. 328,
552 ; in Japan, 363 ; Mrs. Carus-Wilson
on, 508.

I'rayer-bdok DleUonanj, 192.
Prayer-Cycle, 457, 535.
Prayer-Matiual, 457, 535.
Preachers' Association, Zion Church, Madras,

239.
Preaching, Kikuyu C'onsultatives' opinion,

419.
Prempeh, King of Ashanti, baptism, 268.
Preparandi Institution, Tinneveliy, 206

;

Palamcotta, 247. See also Theological,
Training.

Presbyterian : Churches, Japan (Nihon Kiri-
suto Kyokwai), 345 ; reunion of Chiuxhes,
421 ; Presb5i;eriau polity and the Epis-
copate, 101 ; sacrament valid, 422.

Presbyterian Missions, 69, 207, 217 ; Africa :

51, 55 ; S. Af., 51—53, 55—56 ; Brit. E. Af.,

80; Egypt, 113, 119; Khartum, 108;
Upper Nile, 108 ; Syria, 119 ; Turkey, 119

;

Persia, 116, 119, 135, 136; India: 163.
164, 167, 191, statistics, 165, Canadian
missionaries, 104, 167; China: 283, 285,
286, 287, baptisms, Christians, 287, Chinese
official, 324, Shanghai Nat. Conf., 288

;

Japan, 337, 345 : N.-W. Canada, 381 ;

Presbyt. Ch. of Eug., missionariies, 286,
287 ; medical, 526 ; Presbyt. Ch. of Ireland,
218; American Presbvterians, Edin.Cbnf.,
560, missions, 50, 52, 53, 207, India,
I'unjab, 215, Korea, 317: Amer. K.:
India, 159, 161, 163, 164, 167, China, 286,
287 ; Amer. S., 287 ; China, 286 ; Amer.
Unit. Bd. : India, 159, 160, 161, 164. 167,
Ptmjab 215 ; Amer. and Scottish, 207

;

Dutch Ref. Ch., India, statistics, 167. See
also America.

Present World Situation, 176, 191, 571.
Preston, Miss E. D., 355, 581.
Pretoria, 37.
Prevost, Admiral, 383.

Price, Bp. H. McC. E., 24, 289, 290, 293,
294, 305, 342, 344, 350, 352, 434, 548,
on Opium, 275 ; Shanghai Coiifs., 278, 284,
288 ; on Christian Union, 284 ; Eukien
converts. 314 ; Church Organization,
314 ; chaplain at the Dardanelles, 581.

Price, Rev. A. E., 384.
Price. Rev. E. D., 220 ; Kaisar-i-Hind meihil,

197.
Price, Rev. L. G., 246.
Price, Rev. W. S., at .second Jubilee, 4;

Frere Town, 75 ; death, 433.
Prince Albert, 380.
Prince of Wales Fund, 585.
Printing Press, Lagos, 68.
Prisoners of war, Ger. E. Af., 586.
Pritchard, Mr. E. J., Secretary, Mpwapwas,

Holloway, 500.
Problems of the Mission-Field, Ecclesiastical

;

I. Native Church Organization, 393

—

408; II. The Kikuyu Proposals, 409—
424.

I'robyn, Sir Leslie, 60.
Proctor, Mrs. C. J., 504.
Proctor, Rev. H., 64, 70.
Proctor, Rev. W. G., 224.
Professor Woermann, German liner, 584.
" Proselytizing " or " Evangelizing," 175.
Protab Chunder Mozumdar,' 150, 177.
Protectorate: Sierra Leone, 34,62; Nigbria,

17, 63, 64; Central Sudan, 64; Brit. E.
Af., 34; Ger. E. Af., 34; Uganda, 34;
Zanzibar, 34.

Prot. Epis. Ch., U.S.A., 497 ; questions of
" Faith and Order," 563; hi China, 286,
287, 288, 293; Japan, 335, 342—346;
Board of Missions, 562 ; new Canon, 565.

Protestant: " Pan -Protestantism," 26,560;
Protestant and R.C. missions, 58 ; Pro-
testants in Uganda, 112 ; Missionary
Societies, India, 158, 159; Christians, N.
Ind., 166; Christian Council, Kwantung,
303 ; Protestants in Japan, 335 ; Protestant
Missionary Society, Paris, 580.

Proverbs, Uganda, 93.
Provincial, Councils for Church in India, 184
190 ; Organizations, Native Church, 405.

Psalms, Gospel in the, 510.
Public Schools. 488.
Publications, f.M.S., 28, 530—535 ; formerly

published by Seeley's, 487 ; Sub-Committee,
439 ; Manager, Publishing Department,
Mr. J. E. Pendry, 443.

Puck, M.P., Miss I. H. Barnes, 534.
PuUeine, Bp. J. J., 462.
Punch, 564.
Punjab, The, 9, 140, 161, 162, 197, 203,

207, 223, 232,430, 497, 596 ; Mohammedan
Missions, 120, 121 : Salvation Army, 162,
166; Amer. Presbyt., 163, 166; Moravian,
164 ; Tank, 164; Protestant Christians. 166

;

Anglicans, 166; kineniatograph piciures,

168; Mohammedans, Hindus, and out-
castfes, 169; Kci)rcsenl;iHvc CoumcI1,19():
death of Rev. 11. E. Perkins, 197: Medical
Mission, 197, 213 ; increase of ))ai)tisnis,

199 : Diocese of LahorQ, 202 ; and Sindli,

slatistics, 204; The C.M.S. Mission, 205;
Kashmir, 208. Frontier Province, 209,
Balucli mission, 212, Sindh, 213; Mr. K.
Maconachie, memb. Punjab Corr. Comm.,
442, on the Rev. R. Clark. 534 ; Sir B.
Montgomery, administrator, 546 ; Christ ian
soldiers, 596; mission temporarily helped,
599.

Purchas, Canon H. T., Hist. N.Z. Chv/rch,
392.

Purdah, system, 155; Schools, liidia, 20().

Purday, Mr. S. ¥., Deputy Lay Set-., 440;
retirement, 443.
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I'luiicll, Dr. Charlotte, 126.
Piu\ser, Kev. (J. A., Industrial Schools, 2(i:i.

Pvgniv : forest, ] 1 ; first baptism, 80.
Pvin, Up. W. K., 181, 267 ; West Iiid. Jliss.,

218.

Ci.XI.VNDAK, Rev. .T., 187, 225, 228.
Qasiiii Khan Nchomiah, Rev., 204.
••Quadrilateral, The Lainbeth,".192, 396, 404;

and Ivilvuyii, 417, 422.
Quaiigtung, 290.
Qii'Appelle, Bishop of. See G'risdale,

Bishop J.

Qua(iue, Philip, 64.
Quarterly Paper, 532.
quarterly Token, 522.
Queen Charlotte's Islands, 383, 384, 385,

388.
Queen, Keziva, of Koki, 88 ; Esther, of Toro,

95.
Queen Mary of England. See Mary, Queen.
Queen Victoria. See Victoria, Queeu.
Queen's Hall meetings, 5. 460, 565.
Quetta, 197, 203 ; Indian iiujuirers from

Uganda, 85 ; Medical Missions, 212

;

Hospital, 213; troops, 213; C.E.Z.M.b.,
214.

Queue, its abolitlGh, 277.
" Quiet Days," 216, 492.
Quilliam, Mr., Mosque at Liverpool, 122.

IIABAI, 75 ; Hev. J. Rebmauh, 76 ; Rev. ti:. K.
Biuns on, 76 ; missionary influence, 76.

RadcHfte, Ur. P. A. H., 129.
Radium, gift of, to Srinagar Hospital, 209.
Radstock, Lord, 209, 434.
Raghavapuram, mass movement, 242.
Raha, Babu R. R., 204.
Rahmat Ullah, baptism, 205.
Railways : Uganda, 17, 35, 46, 80, 83, 102,
humours, 49, Mrs. Fisher's description, 97,

the War, 586; Cape to Cairo, 36; Congo
Free State, 36 ; Lagos to Kano, 44 ; Bonny
to Kano, 45 : Khartum, 50 ; German, coast
to Tanganyika, 79 : in China, 273; Siberian,
273.

Rajahs and Ryots, Among Indian, 141.
Rajputana, 219, 221 ; Scotch Mission, 162,

176 : Protestant Christians, 166.
Rajput soldiers, 594 ; in Mengo hospital, 588.
Raju, Mr. J. B., on Ur. F. L. C. Drew, 227 ;

Laymen's Movement, 513 ; at Far tlnd
Near Club, 514.

Ram (Jharau Dass, 198, 235.
Ram Moliuh Roy, 150.
Rama, 177.
Ramayana, The, 146, 157, 177.
Ramsav. See Wardlaw-Rairlsay.
Ramsay, Jliss I. B., 309.
Ramscycr, Rev. K., 37.
Ranade. .1 ustiee, 151.
Ramifiliat Mission, '2.34.

Rand, mining, 40; Baganda " slavery" pro-
posed, 40.

Randall. Bp. J. L., and the Centenary, 13.

Randle, Mrs., 63.
Rangoon, Bishop of, see FyfTe, R. S. ; Diocese,

184; S.P.G. work, 161.
Ransford. Rev. Canon, 437, 474 ; on " Pre-

paration of Missionaries,'* 538; death,
432.

Kanyard. Mrs. L. N., 578.
Rationalist Press, 279.
Ravi River, 207.
Rawal Pindi, S.P.G. Mission, 215.
Rawlings, Dr. C. E.. 209.
Rawlings, Rev. G. W., 352.

Razu, Rev. 1. V., 198, 242.

Reading, 516.
Reading, Bishop of. See Randdll, J. L.
Rebmann, John. 75, 77 ; di.scovery of

Kilimanjaro, 34 ; at Mombasa, 48 ; at
Rabai, 76.

Riecrults, some interesting C.M.S., 467-468.
Red Cross, Society, 332 ; class, Mengo hospital,

587.
Red Indian Missions, 19, 366—382. 383—

388, 538; Native Churches, 20; loyalty,
601. See Canada, British Columbia.

Red Indians of the Plains, 370.
Red River, 366, 369, 376.
Red Sea, 50 ; railway, 50.
Redemptor Mundi, 510.
Redman, Rev. A. B., 213, 468.
Redman, Rev. J., 208, 468.
Reed, Miss F. K., 103.
Reeks, Rev. G. E., 70.
Rees, Archdeacon and Mrs. D. J., 79, 585.
Reeve, Bp. W. D., 368, 369, 376, 377, 380.
Reeve, Rev. W. E.. 359.
Reeve, Miss E. G., 125.
Reeves, Rev. and Mrs. C. W., 313.
Reformed, Old Jacobites, and New, Syrians,

254, 255.
Reforms, Hindu general, 153, 154; Lord

Minto's, 156.
Regeneration ofNew China, 282.
Regions Beyond, at the Centenary, 11.
' Regions Beyond " Mission, 53.

,

Regulations of C.M.S., Native Clim-cnes,
393.

Reid, Ms. Whitelaw, at Authorized Version
meeting, 565.

Reid, Miss G. A., 356.
Religion of the Crescent : Rev. Dr. W. St.

Clair-Tisdall, 115.
Religions. See Non-Cliristian Religions.
Religions Orders of Islam. Canon Sell. 115.
Religious Tract Society, 253, 433 ; Centenary

17 ; West China, 327, 328 ; Osaka, 340.
Renaissance, The : a Pan-Asiatic, 140

;

India, 143 : writers on the Renaissance,
143, 144.

Renaissance in India, The, 140, 141, 143, 147,
151—155, 173, 233, 514, 535.

Report: The Annual: how to use it, Rev. C.

D. Snell, 533, numbers of missionaries,

465 ; the Shorter Report, Miss G. A-
Gollock, 523; Far-East Deputation, 3-29

;

Sub-committees, on Women-Membership,
455 ; Edin. Conf. reports, 558.

Representative Councils in India, 190.
Reproach of Islam, 115, 119, 463, 533.
Repton School, 517.
Reserves, Indian, 371.
" Residents " and " Comtnissloners," 73.

Retrenchments, 29 ;
policy, 463 ; drastic,

479, 480.
Reunion, Kikuyu statement by Bishops Peel
and Willis, 416.

Renther, .Miss A.R.B., 214.
Review, The CM., formerly the CM. IfitelU-

geneer, 531, 5:j:i ; and Int. Rev. Mi.^s., 531

;

arti<-les on Mi)liauiniedanisni, 116.
Revi(^w of C.rM.S. Missions at the Centenary,

5 ; other Missions, 0.

Revision Connnittee, Yoruba translations,

68; India, 201.
Revival, Welsh, simultaneous movement,

India, 163 : Gond Mission, 220 ; Bhil
missioh, 222 ; Travancore, 254 ; W. China,
328 ; books on, 457.

Revolution, the Chinese, 277, 329 ; effect on
religion. 281 ; Bp. Huntington oh the
movement, 296; the Japanese, 330,
331.

Ithenish Missionary Society, 53, 55, 121.

Rhodes, Cecil, 36.
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llhodesia, 54.
Rhyl Church Cougress : Author's question,

548.
Rice, Rev. AV. A., 132, 134; Crusaders of

the 20th Centuri/, 116 ; Tlie Charm of tlie
East, 132 ; on Bahaism, 135 ; on Persia's
state, 135.

Rice, Mrs. W. A., 132,133 ; Mary Bird in
Persia, 132, 534; on Women in Persia,
134.

" Rice" Christians, Ceylon, 259.
Richard, Dr. Timothy, 273.
Richards, Rev. E., 374.
Richards, Rev. W. J., D.D., 61, 197, 251, 253,

468.
.....

Richards, Miss K. M., 61, 253.
Richardson, Bp. W. M., 54.
Richardson, Archdn. J., 5, 432.
Richardson, Rev. A. E., U.D., 65.
Richardson, Rev. T., 234.
Richardson, Miss C. M., 353.
Richmond, Bishop of. See Pulleiue, J.J.
Richter, Dr. Julius, 580; on Missions in the

Near East, 119 ; History of Missions in
India, 179 ; on Missionary statistics, 562.

Rickaid, Miss, Girls' Movement, 521.
Riddell, Miss H., 352.
Ridding, Bp. (}., and the Centenary, 13.
Ridgeway, Bp. C. J., Kikuyu, Times letters,

414, 415.
Ridgeway, Bp. E. E., 461 ; Kikuyu, Times

letters, 414, 415.
Ridgeway, Rev. Joseph, Eirst Ed. CM.

Intell., 388, 509.
Ridley, Bp. W., 19, 462,541; on Pales-

tine Mission, 127 ; at New York Ecumenical
Conference, 383, 384, 557 ; house burnt,
386 ; Sarah Legale, 387 ; as Missionary
Deputation, 473 ; Snapshots from the
North Pacific, 534 ; death, 383, 429.

Ridley, Mrs., death, 383.
Ridley Hall, Cambridge, 468.
Ridley Homes, Metlakatla, 385.
Rigg, Rev. J. E., 313.
Rigg, Dr., 312.
Ripley, Rev. Canon and Mrs., 433.
Ripon, Bishops of. See Carpenter, W. B.,

Drury, T. W.
Ritson, Rev. Dr., memb. Cont. Comm.,

561.
Ritson, Miss E., 357, 355.
River, Sand, and Sun : Miss M. C. Gollock.

111.
Rivaz, Sir C, 138.
Robberds, Bp. W. J. F., Consultative Body,
Kikuyu, 415.

Robbins, Rev. W., 319.
Robbins, Mrs. W., 318.
Robert Money School, 218.
Roberts, Lord, 7, 37, 211, 514, 594 ; missionary

interest, 138 ; Dr. Pennell's book and
biography, 138; independent testimony,
599.

Roberts, The Lord, Hospital, 211.
Roberts, Rev. A. W., 216 ; apptd. Canon,

198 ; death, 197.
Roberts, Mr. F. D. 0., 220.
Roberts, Mr. Clarence, 432.
Roberts, Miss A., 352, 356, 357.
Roberts, Miss F. L. A., 125,
Robertson, Bp. A., 572 ; Consultative Body,

Kikuyu, 415.
Robins, Bp. E. F., 24, 367, 368, 370

;

Assoc. Sec, 488.
Robinson, the brothers, Meth. Epis. bishops,

163.
Robinson, Dr. A. W., 501, 520, 550 ; Angli-

can Communion. 401 : on Kikuyu, 421

;

Lond. Sum. Scli., 507, 509, 535 ; Pan-
Ang. Cong., 550.

Robinson, Ceu. C. U., 429, 432.
Robinson, Rev. Canon C. H., 73, 347, 530,

539.
Robinson, Dean J. Armitage, London Summer

School speaker, 507, 508, 509, 535 ; on
Unity, 565.

Robinson, Rev. J. A., 64, 73.
Robinson, Rev. J. Cooper, 343, 347, 351,

356, 536, 538.
Robinson, Rev. C, S.P.G. missionary, China,

270.
Robinson, Mr. J. E., 126, 583.
Robinson, Miss A., 203.
Robinson, Miss A. H., 103.
Rochester, Bishop of. See Talbot, E. S.
Rockies, The, 376, 378.
Rodd, Miss, 313.
Rohilkand: Amer. Meth. Epis. Mission, 103.
Roman Catholics : Bishops in China, 19

;

Edinburgh Conference, 26, 560 ; mission-
aries murdered, German East Africa, 37 ;

Missions, Africa, 56, 57, 58 ; and Protestant
Missions, 58 ; exclusiveness, 74, 186, 191,
347 ; (ierman E. Africa, 78, 80 ; British
E. Africa, 80 ; Mboga, 90 : in Uganda,
97, 98 : estates, 99 ; Upi)er Nile Blissioiis,

108 ; India, Missions described in Year
Book, 159; statistics, 159, 165; Atlas
Hierarchicus, 159 ; Edinburyh Confrrevce
Atlas, 159 ; theological seminaries, 160

:

statistics. South India, 166 ; Archl)islK)])
of Madras, 186 ; rivalry of its Missioni^,

191; "sheep-stealing" at Jhang Bar, 207
;

Belgian Fathers' Mission, Punjab, 215;
at Nadiya, 233 ; Missions in the Punjab,
215; in Gujerat, 218; population, Ceylon,
259 ; Missions in China, 287 ; R.C.'s seek
place and power, 269 ; also cause trouble,
269 ; missionaries murdered, 270 ; op-
position to Anglican missionary worlv,
287 ; Japan, 335, 338. 346 ; Korea, 347 ;

North-West Canada, 372 ; Indians, 376,
381 ; New Zealand, 301 : and comity,
411; the Lyons Institution, 556; the
" Society" system, 548; Edin. Conf. on,
559, 560 ; questions of Missions to, 560,
561; in Togoland, 584; niissionadcs re-
called for war, 588; missimiaries interned,
596; India missions during War, 598;
German missionaries' murder, Kiaochau,
600.

Romilly, Rev. C. E. R., 251.
Romo-Syrians, 250.
Rooker, Rev. H., Jun., 251.
Roome, W. I. W., 116.
Roorkee, S.P.G. Mission, 229.
Roosevelt, Mr., 341 ; in Uganda, 85 ; hos-

pital block, 92.
Roots, Bishop L. H., 288, 289, 292, 295.
Roscoe, Rev. J., 90, 92; The Baganda, 41,

102 ; on native agency, 95 ; Vacation Study
lecturer. 563.

Rosebery, Lord : Uganda protectorate, 34.
Rosenhayn, Miss M., 125, 467.
Rossall School, 517.
Rotorua, 391.
Round, Mr. J., M.P., V.-P. C.M.S.. 437.
Bound World, 522, 532.
Rouse, Miss Ruth, 520 ; Lond. Sum. Sch.,

507 ; on Edin. Conf., 558.
Row, Miss, Ladies' Union, O.O.M.. 501.
Rowan, Rev. T., 61.
Rowlands. Rev. and Mrs. F. W., 350, 352,

357, 358, 537.
Rowlands. Rev. H. F., death by earthquake,

197, 203. 208.
Rowlands, Rev. W. E., Ccvlon, 208, 257,

259, 264, 3.'J0.

Rowling, Rev. F., 93, 95, 102.
Rowling, Mrs. F., 102.
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lloyal Geographical Society, 138, 209.
Jloyal Univ. Ireland, C.M.S. missionaries,

466.
Royston, Bishop, 4, 202, 266, 434, 429

;

death, and In Memoriam, 266.
Roxby, Miss E. M., 302.
Rviarangi, Kev. H. M., on the Maori llace, 392.
Rubaga Hill, 98.
Rubber tratHc, Congo, 36 ; Uganda. 47.
Rudra, Mr. S. K., 145, 157, 161. 215, 600;

Missionary education, India, 179 ; uienib.
(S.P.G.) Lahore Conf., 187.

Rugby School, 517 ; Rugby Fox master,
243, 51,').

Rulers and Religions of India, 137—157.
Rundall, J. W., 432, 437.
Rupert's Land, 366, 3()7, 309, 370, 371, 372,

415, 461; .Vrchbishops of, see Anderson,
I); Machray, R.; Matheson, S. P.

Russell, Pastor, followers' opposition (o
Rev. T. Walker's meethigs, 254.

Russell Sijuare, proposed site CM. IJiuiso,

448.
Russell, Bp. W. A., 497.
Russia: seizin-e of Pint Artiiur, IS; in

Persia, 121, 131 ; Central Asia, 121 ; War
with Japan, 140 . sphere of intluence,
China, 269; work among ))risoiiers, 362;
Church in Japan, 423; opened to the
Jews, 583 ; and Persia, 593 ; J apan, supply
of munitions, 609.

Russo-Greek Clim-(;li, 121, 346, 423.
Ru-ssn-Japan War, 273, 331, 347, 362.
Ruttonji Nowroji, Rev., death, 198; In
Memoriam, 217.

Ryan, Bp. V. J., of Mauritius, 266.
Ryde, Rev. R. W., 258, 261.
Ryder, Rev. J . C. J^udley, 65.
Ryle, Bp. H. E., 461, 520: Considlalivo

Body, Kikuyn, 415; "Africa and the
ICast," .505 ; C.Al.S. Kihic. Comni., 527.

Ryle, Bi). J.C, at Centenary, 5, 8; C.M.S.
supporter, 428; tlie Liverpool Association,
491 ; death, 428.

S.iBBARAYAPr, Rev. A., 241.
Sabo, J.R., 61.
Sacramental " wine " in certain countries.

552.
Sacraments, The two—Why should they I)e

treated differently? 422; Lutheran, validity
of, 424; Bp. Palmer's important utterance,
598.

Sacrifice, human, 34, 66.
Sadler, Colonel, 48, 83.
Safdar, Moulvie Ali, baptism, 204.
SagV)ua, Abeokutau chief, 66.
Sailer, Dr., 50, 500.
St. Albans, Bishop of. See Jacob, E.
St. Andrew's, Bishop of. See Wilkinson,

G. H.
St. Andrew's Mission, Tokyo, 342.
St. Asaph, Bishop of. See Edwards, A. G.
St. Bride's, Fleet Street : its spire's lesson,

456 ; Communions. 3, 4, 456, 475 ; special
services, 456 ; .Vimual Service, 458 ; Archbp.
Davidson at, 103, 459, 543.

St. Clair-Tisdall, Rev. Dr., 132, 537, 544,
582; Religion of the Creseent, 115; Pan-
Anglican paper, 116; Lucknow Conference,
117; Cairo Conference, 118 ; Noble Eight-
fold Path, 333 ; Lond. Sum. Sch., 507

;

James Long Lecturer. 509.
St. Clair-Tisdall, I'Mrs. i:U.

St. Clair-Tisdall, Lieut., 582.
St. David's. Bishop of. See Owen, J.
St. Edmnndsbury Diocese, 13.

St. Helen's, Lancashire: a" living offering,"

496.

St. Hilda's Mission, Tokyo, 342.
St. Hilda's Societ.\', Lahore, 215.
St. James' Hall, -iod, 461.
St. John and Hinduism, 178.
St. John's, Katfraria, Bishop of. See

Callaway, H.
St. Luke's Day and Medical Missions, 525.
St. Matthew's Day, prayer for Women's
Work, 520.

" St. Michael's." See Childrens' Home.
St. Paul, 568.
St. Paul and his Converts, 610.
St. ['aid's Cathedral: CJl.S. Centenary, 5;

Anniversary services, suggested, 458

;

children's, 462 ; intercessions, 5.53 ; S.P.G.
bi-centenary, 557.

St. Peter's Settlement, Red River, 371.
Saivites, The, 1 78.
Sajima, Mr., 550.
Saker, Alfred, 53.
Saklii Sarwar, 211.
Salaries, of clergy, readers, and teachfrs in

llgandn, 95; salaries of workers and
maintenance of comity, 410.

S;ile's Koran, 66.
Sales of work, 494 ; E.\hibition, an adjunct,

503.
Salisbiu'y, Marquess of (Robert A. T.

Gascoyne-Cecil), 7, 34 ; on Missions, 546.
Salisbury, Marquess of (James E. H. (Jas-

coyne-Cecil), 7, 8, 104 ; V.-P. C.M.S.,
437.

Salisbury, Bishop of. See Wordsworth, J.;
Ridgeway, K. E.

Salisbury Square, 447 -457
; .\rchbp. David-

son at, 543 ; Sir (ieorge Liv,.jey's gift,

448. See alxo CM. House.
Salmon, Rev. Dr., V.-P. C.M.S. , 437.
Salon, A Missionary, 520.
Salt, 127; Mission, 105; Hospital at, 126;

C.M.S. mission, 1:10.

Salvation Army, 186, 194; India, 159, 162,
165, 166, 167, 170 ; Mission, Punjab, 215

;

Travancore and Cochin, 250; Japan,
345; opposition, 254; " sheep-steahng,"
Jhang Bar, 267.

Samaria, Plain of, 590.
Sampson, Rev. C. E., 541.
Sampson, Rev. J. E., 231.
Sampson, Miss Alice, 231.
Samuel, Mr. Herbert, 84.
Samurai, The, 332.
Sandav, Rev. Dr., Kikuyu Times letter, 414,

415; Lond. Sum. Sch., 507, 509, 535.
Sander, Miss M., 352, 355, 356, 362.
Sandys, Sir John, 474.
Sandys, Rev. E. T., 434 ; menih. Calcutta

Coiif., 187 ; on Evangelization, 232.
S.indvs, Kev. Timothv. 232. 474.
San<lvs, Mrs. T.. 232, 434, 518.
Sandys, Miss E. (!., 187.
Sankey. Mr. I. D.. his last visit, 475.
Sanjioh Plain, 322.
Sanskrit language, Rev. J. J. Johnson, 175.

Santal, Mission, 198; educational classes,

200; baptisms, 230; Santal Parsanas
2:J4; statistics, 235; Rev Dr. Elliott,

524.
Santalia, Anglican Missions, 166.

Santalpur, 235.
Sapporo, 330 ; Agricultural University, 358,

359, 360.
Sarah Tucker College, 247, 253.
Saraswati, Dayanand, 150.

Sargent, Bishop, 246 ; as Missionary Deputa-
tion, 473.

Sarsee Indians, 372, 601.

Sasebo. 358.
Saskatchewan, 370, 371, 372, 375, 380:

Bishop of, see McLcaU; J ., Aewnham, J. A.,
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Pinkhain, W. ('. ; Indians, o7:i ; JSoiLli
Kiver, 376.

Sati, 148, 17o.
fiatiadasan, S., 251.
Sato, Dr., 358.
Sato<v, Sir K., 513.
SatthiaiKKlliaii, Mr. D., 241.
Satfhianadan, Prof. S., 198, 239.
Satthianadan, Hev. W. T., 239.
Saunders, Mr. K. J., 190, 262, 513.
Saunders, Mrs. E., 536; deatli, 307; In
Memoriam, 308.

Saunders, Miss E. M., 307, 536.
Saunders, Miss H. E., 307, 536.
Saunders, Miss U., 508.
Savile, Colonel, 49.
Savile, Mr. Hush, 49.
Scamell, Mr. and Mrs. W. H., 109.
Scandinavian Missions in Cliina, 284 ; Japan,

346.
Scarborough Summer School, 506.
Scatliff, Dr. A. W., 311.
Schaffter, Dr. C. M.. 133, 24S.
Schaffter, Rev. H. J., 147, 246, 247, 468.
Schieffelin, Dr., 512.
Schleswig-Holstein, Miss. Sou., 164, 167.
Schools :

Abroad: Sierra Leone, 61; Yoriiba, 67 ;

native teachers'importautwork, Cameroon,
584 ; BiLXton High, Mombasa, 76 ; Wagogo,
79 ; Uganda, 87, 90, 96 ; Gayaza, Board-
ing, 47 ; Schoolmasters, 91 ; School-
mistresses, 91 ; Roman Catholic, 97, 98 ;

Egypt, Boys' Boarding, 111 ; Khartum,
girls', 107, 108 ; Mohammedan at Lado
Enclave, 51, 109 ; Palestine, 126 ; Bishop
Gobat School, 126 ; Ispahan, 133 ; India :

missionary, 160 ; Cliristiau, chosen in

India, 147 ; outlay. Government insistence,

480 ; Primary, teachers wanted, India, 482 ;

lay schoolmasters, 227 ; High, Boys', 200 ;

High, Girls', 200 ; statistics, India, 160 ;

Agra, 226, 322, 595 ; Divinity, Allahabad,
224, 225 ; Amritsar. 203, 205 ; Batala, 204,
206, 213 ; Bezwada, 243 ; Bhil Mission, 221 ;

Bombay, Emmanuel, 217 ; Robert Money.
217, 218 ; Calcutta, St. Paul's, 231 ;

Ellore, 170, 243 ; Collegiate, Gorakpur,
227 ; Jabalpur, 219 ; JaUlipur, 227 ;

Jay Narain 224 ; Kotgur Valley,
208 ; Kottayam Baker Memorial, 253

;

Lucknow, High, 225 ; Divinity, Madras,
197 ; Mengnanapuram, Elliott Tuxford,
182 ; Multau, 206 ; Palamcotta, 247 ;

Peshawar, 209 ; Poona, Divinity, 217 ; St.

Helena's, 217 ; Union, High, 217; Victoria,
High, 217 ; Sindh, 213 ; Srinagar, Rev.
C. E. Tyiidale-Biscoe's Reports, 209

;

Telugu, 243; Middle, Tinnevelly, 200, 248;
Trav. and Cochin, 252 ; Girls', 197 : Unit.
Prov., Anglo-vernacular, Secomlary, 1(!() :

Western India. 217; Roman ('atlidlic Jdii

:

AryaSamaj,150 ; German, in India, diiriii!;

the war, 597; Cevloii. Elfenu'iitarv, 260;
Converts, 261 : Cotta, 261 ; .Taftna IVniii-

sula, 264 ; China, ancient, 273 ; Mission,
296; Foochow, 311: Fukien, 306, 310;
Women's. 311; Hangchow, 319, 321;
Hong Kong, 299, :W0, :302 ; Girls' High.
Ningpo, 321 ; Shanghai Anglo-Chhiesc,
321,316; Shaohing, :i21 ; Western China,
327 ; Japan, 334, 339 ; Peeress's, 348

;

Bishoji Poole Memorial, 353, 467 : Divinity,
Osaka. 345; Central Japan, 353; Ainu,
359. 360.

At home : English Public Schools, and
Educational Comm., C.M.S., 28 : Rev.
J. A. F. Warren's work, 445 ; the Uni-
\'ersities, 515; interest created, 517, 527,
528 ; School-boys' Union, 522 ; Sclibol-

girls. Appeal of Missions, 508; Girls'" Our
Own Mission," 521, a Missionar.y" Training
school," 521 ;

" Our Own Missionaries,"
517, 524.

Schools, Summer. See Summer Schools.
Schroder, Miss, 471.
Schwartz, Rev. C. F., 161, 175.
Schweinfnrth, G., 43, 109.
Science lectures. Rev. G. T. Manley's, 228.
Science of Missions, The, 574.
Score-Brown, Dr., 321, 322.
"Scotland" (Xepal), 235.
Scotland, Church of (Established): at C.M.S.

Centenary, 9, lOj and Baganda "slavery,"
41; Kikuyu: mission, 54, 411, and Arko-
nam, 193, conference, 412, resolutions,
415; Blautyre mission, 55; Dr. Duff's
address, 146; India, statistics, 159, ]()7,

educational, 160, work with United, 162,
236; Dr. JJuil's College at Calcutta, 236;
medical missionaries, 526 ; members Con-
tinuation Comm., 561.

Scotland, United Free Church of: 10, 54, 55,
56, 191, 238; at C.M.S. Centenary, 0, lO;
and Baganda "slavery," 41 ; Aden, 130;
India, statistics, 159, 167, educational,
160, work with Established, 162, 236, at
Jhang Bar, 207, Bombay, 218, Nagpur,
222; medical missionaries, 161, 526 ; Dr.
Duff's College at Calcutta, 236 ; China, 286,
287; members, Cont. Comm., 561.

Scotland, Episcopal Chinch of: 162, 497:
India work, 162; Jabalpur, 1912, Conf.,
187; Chanda, 222.

Scott, Bp. C. P. 288, 293, 294, 462 ; Shanghai
Nat. Conf., 288.

Scott, Rev. Dr. Henry, Kikuyu proposals,
411 ; death, 412.

Scott, Captain, 379.
Scott, Major, 591.
Scott, Miss H. M. E., 125.
Scott, Miss E. M., 309.
Scottish Bible Society, 280, 285.
Scott-Moncrieff, Sir G. K., 154 ; Comm.
memb. 438 ; V.-P. C.M.S., 437.

Scriptures, Immense circulation dnriim the
War, 583.

Scriven, Bp. A., 285, 386.
Scudder failiilv. The, Madras, 163.
Searle, Miss M., 308, 309.
Sears, Miss M. E., 308.
Sebwato, Nikodemo, 94.
Secretaries : Honorary, Clerical, incledse of

missionaries during their tenure, 569

;

" Foreign," their duties, 452 ;
" Organiz-

ing " or " Association," 487, 488

;

" Honoraty, District," 489 ; Review
Recommenclations concerning the Secre-
tariat, 452, 453.

Secular education, India, 146.
Seciiiideraliad Convention, 244.
Scdlii.rKli SrhcKil, 517.
Scilcv's, C.M.S. ])ublishers, 487.
Scctal, Rev. W., 5, 9, 198.
S.'ki, Rev. W., 356.
Sckibobo, Or chief of Kyagwe, 94,, lOl.
Selkirk. Bishop of, .^ee Bompas, W. C, Strin-

ger, I. O. ; Diocese, 377, 378 ; now Yukon,
Diocese, 378.

Sell, Rev. Canon K., 2:38; books on Moliam-
niedaiiisin, 115 ; sermon, Bishop Azariah's
consecration, 182; memb. Madras Conf.,

186; Kaisar-i-Hind medal, 197; apptd.
Canon, 198; " James Long" Lecturer, 509.

Sells, Miss E. A. P., 352, 358.
Sells. Miss F. M., 111.
Selwvn, Bp. G. A., 22, 389, 390, 391.
Selwvn, Rev. S. A., 11.

Semlcr. Rev. 1., 77.
Senegal, 52. •
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Senegalese, 35.
Senegambia, 43.
Senior, Rev. W. S., liOO, :i02.

Serainpoie, 162, 187.
Serbia, J71.
Sergius, Bisliop, 348.
Servants, Christian, in India, 173 i^ alive

Clnisti;iii, China, 27J.
" Servants oi India," Society, 14o.
Sesse Ishmds, sle('])iiig sicl^ness, 89.
Settee, James, 370.
Settee, Bev..I.E.,372.
Setnchinli, Rev. E., 377.
Sevier. Rev. and Mi's. F., 373.
Seyclielles Islands : Mwaiiga, prisoner, 86 ;

Kabarega, e.xile, 86 ; Malie Mission, 268.
Shangliai, 270, 272, 276, 293, 295, 328

;

oi)inni dens increase, 276 ; Sliavghai
Mercury, "independent testimony," 279;
Conferences, 278, 283, 287, 288, 289, 294

;

pnblisliing-house, 280 ; Catliedral, 293

;

American Bishopric of, 293 ; Bishop, see

Craves, F. R. ; China {Mission began, 316;
St. John's College, 317.

Shangti, 274.
Shaugtung, Bisiiopric of, 293 ; Bisliop,

aee Ilifl, U. D. : Union College, 292

;

University, 234, 279.
Shann, Rev. C. B., 302.
Shaun, Rev. R., 468.
Shann, Misses, 439. 471.
Shansi Province, 328 ; missionaries murdered,

270, 271. 2S0.
Siiaohing. 321, 322.
Sharanpur. 529, 599.
Sharkcv Jleniorial School, 243.
Sharp, 'Oranville, 60.
Sharp. Mr. H., 160.
Sharp. Miss F., 214.
Sharpe, Rev. E. N., 438.
Shari)e, Mrs. E. N., 439.
Sharpe, Rev. Henry, 432.
Shaul, Rev. P. H., 234 ; Associated Evange-

list, Bengal, 197 ; on Church Councils, 201.
Shaw, Archdeacon, 343.
Shaw, Rev. A., 94 : Uiuka mission, 109

;

Lado Enclave, 109.
Shaw. Rev. C, 306, 309, 312.
Shaw, Mrs. C, 306.
Shaw, Rev. V. G. H., 228.
Shaw, Mrs., (S.P.G.). 357.
Shaw, Miss L. L., 353.
Shfdd. Dr., 116.
Slicciislianks. Bp. J., and the Centenary, 13.
•' Sheep-stealing," in the Indian mission-

field, 170 : Edin. Conf. and, 560.
Shettield, Bishop of, see Burrows, I^.H. ; Dio-

cese. 13 ; (!.U. Anniversary, 502.
Sheldou, Rev. J., 434.
Shepherd, Dr.. 76.
Shepherd. Rev. A. J. P.," How to reach late

(Uners." 513.
Shepherd, Kev. .\. P., Young People's Union,

523.
Sheppard, Rev. W. J. L., Centenary hymn, 9;

Asst. Sec, Home Dept., 440; Ed. I'.M.
Hymn -hook. 535.

Shera, Captain, 602.
Sherborne. 488 ; School, 017.
Shcuksh, Chief, 387.
Shiahs, The. 155 ; Shiah Shrines, 129.

Shikarpur eye hospital, 213.
Shikoku, 355.
Shimonoseki. Treaty. 331.

Shinde, Rev. D. P. K.. Marathi translations,

201 : delegate Pan-.Vnglican Congress,
217; on Local Churches, 401.

Shintoism. 331-334.
Ships sunk, 581.
Shiraz, 132—134.

Shogimate, Japanese, abolishcil, 331.
Shops : in Uganda, 47; in Foochow, China,

282; "a tliousand miles otl," in N.-W.
Canada, 377.

Short. Rev. C. H., 348.
' Short-service men," 19(1. 226, 231.
Shorten, Rev. W. (i., 263.
SbortlaTid. Col.. Committee member, 438.
Slnewsbuix . I'.isliop of. See Stamer, Sir L. T.
Shrewsbur.N School, 517.
Sialkdt, Cdiiventioii. 194.
Slang Kiver, 304.
Siangtan. 304.
Siberian Railway, 273.
Sichuan. SecSzeChwan.
Sienvn, 312.
Sierra Leone. 5, 305, .584 ; Bishoj) of, sec

Bowen, J., Elwin, E. H., Ingham, E. C,
Smith. J. Taylor, Walmslcy, J.; Bishopric,

59; French agreement, 34 ; Hinterland, 41

,

59 ; C.M.S. in, 59—62 ; population, 59 ;

(Governors, 60; colonists, 60; Grammar
School, 61; Annie Walsh School. 61. 62;
Chri.stians in diocfese. 61 ;

" The white
man's grave," 61 ; a 1 lansfornied colony,
62; influence. 62; railway, 62; loyalty
and liberally. 585.

Sigra Orphanage, 529.
Sikandrn Oiplinnagc, 224, 529.
Sikh. piijinl^itioM. Indi;l, 15(5; converts

ordained. 198. 214.
Silver, Rev. A., 193.
Simeon, Rev. C. 12, 574.
Simeon, Rev. P. G., 198.

Simla, 182; church at. 138; Bishop Dur-
rant's consecration, 182, 214 : Conventibii,

194 ; hill station, 208 ; S.P.G. MissiOti,

215.
Simmons, Rev. J. D., Tamil Evangfelist,

257. 258, 263.
Simmons, Rev. S. M., 258. 263.
Simon, Pastor Gottfried, 116.

Simpson, Sir Alexander, 278, 341.

Simpson, Sir James T., 341.
Sinclair, .\rchdeacon, 5.

Sindh, 213; immigration, 213; Mission,

202 : Rev. R. Clark's book : Mr. R. Macon-
achie, 534 : statistics, 204 ; C.E.Z.M.S., 214.

Sindhi Gospels, 213.
Sing Eng-Teh, Rev., .320.

Sing Teh-Kwong. Rev., 320.

Sing Tsae-Ling, Rev., 320.
Sing Tsae-Seng, .A.rchdn., 271, 318.

Singapore. Bishop of. See Ferguson-Davie,
C.J.

Singareni Collieries ^Mission, 244.
Siiigli. Kaja Sir llMir.ani, 164, 174.

Singh. Capt. Indrajit. 174.

Singh. Rev. Kharak. 198.
Singh, Rev. Peter Buta. 214.
Singh. Rev. P. L.. 187.
Singh. Rev. Canon Nihal. 5, 11, 179, 198,

2i25. 228.
Singha. Babul., 204. _
Singhalese, language, 257 : Uev. E. J

.

Higgens' work, 258 ; translations: Revs.

S. Coles. J. Ireland Jones, 258 ; Ceylon,

259 ; Buddhists, 259 ; Evaugelization,

261 ; Itinerancv. 263, 264.
Sinker, Rev. R., 203.
Siiitu.327.
Sira.i-ud-Din, Professor, 116.
Sircar. B. C..341.
Siva teni)ile, Tinnevelly, 247.
Skipton, Mr. H.P. K., 174.

Skirrow. Miss E.. 133.
Skeena Kiver, 383.
Skcens. Rev. and Mrs. S. R., 102
Slater. Rev. T. TO., 144.

Slave River, 376.
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Slavery, -I'i ; trade, 34, 35, 36, 38 ; slavery,
Portuguese, 38, 40 ; in Africa, 40 ; Moham-
medan, 41 ; Sierra Leone, 59 ; East Coast,
Africa, 75.

Slavi Indians, 377.
Sleeping sickness, 89, 94.
Sloan, Mr. Walter, 292.
Small, Miss, 563.
Smit, Dr., 203.
Smith, Archbp. W. Saumarez, 433, 541,

547.
Smith, Bp. C, 301, 488.
Smith, Bp. J. Taylor, 456, 500; at Cen-

tenary, 5, 9, 11; and Prince Henry of
Battenbcrg, 37 ; as Bp. of Sierra Leone, 60

;

Chaplaiu-dciicral, 24, 60; Indian Lectures,
228; Ldud. Sum. School, 507 ; President,
Army Miss. Assoc, 514.

Smith, Dean Allan, 462 ; V.-P. C.M.S., 437 ;

Anniv. preacher. 458.
Smith, Dr. A. H., 282, 296 ; IJpUSt of China,

510.
Smith, Mr. A. H., V.-P. C.M.S., 437.
Smith, Kev. and Mrs. A. W., 42.
Smith, Mr. Abel, 427.
Smith, Dr. George, at Centenary, 10 ; Life of
Henry Martyn, 119 ; Alexander Duff, 146.

Smith, Sir George Adam, 10, 210.
Smith, Rev. G. Furness, Edit. Sec, 440, 530,

582, 583 ; the Government Liquor Com-
mission, 39 ; on Life of Bishop Bompas,
368 ; on tlie Debenture Scheme, 479 ; retire-
ment, 444.

Smith, Lieut. W. G. Furness, 582, 583.
Smith, Rev. Canon G. H., 186.
Smith, Lieut. G. Shergold, 448.
Smith, Mr. Haddon, C.M.G., 60.
Smith, Canon Linton, 482, 501.
Smith, Chancellor P. V., Anglican Com-
munion, 401 ; Kikuyu Tracts, 416 ; V.-P.
C.M.S., 437 ; Pan-Ang. Cong., 550.

Smith, Rev. R. Snowdon, 443.
Smith, Rev. S. R., 65. 70, 401.
Smith, Mr. T. »., L.W.U., 499.
Smith, Mrs. Stanley, 430.
Smith, Miss A., 299.
Smith Square, proposed new site, 448, 547.
Smuts, General, 586.
Smyth, Dr. R., 319, 321.
Smyth, Mrs., 321.
Smyth, Ur. Paterson, 323.
Smyth, Miss E. E., 267, 268.
Smythies, Bp. C. A., 54.
Snapshots from the North Pacific, 514.
Snell, Rev. C. I)., on the Arya Samaj, 150

;

statistics, Christianity, India, 165; non-
Christian populations, 156, 165; social
conditions, India, 165 ; The Empire of
Christ, 175 : Work among Young, 440,
.522 ; Asst. Edit. Sec, 440 ; C.M.S. Contri-
bution List, 494 ; Public School, interest,
517 ; compiler of the Annual Report,
533 ; how to use it, 533 ; on war difliculties,

579.
Snell, Miss A. A., 325.
Snow, Rev. and Mrs. F. Trevelyan, 69.
Snowden, Mr. Philip, Labour leader, 57.
Soal, Miss K. .T.. 385.
Sobo Cf'Untry, 70.
Social condition.s, India, Rev. C. D. Snell's

article, 165 ; reform : the Prahthana
Samaj, 151.

Societies : in .Africa, 52—58 ; largest aggre-
gates in S. Africa, 55 ; statistics, India,
158, of Indian Christians, 16.5—169 : mem-
bers forming one Church, India, 191 ; no
jiower to constitute Churches, 395; Societies *

and missionary work, Bishoj) Ingham, Sir

R. Williams, 508; the Church and the
C.M.S., 543—555; work, theory or not,

548 ; and Boards of Missions, 549 ; the
Church and Human Society, 549; Socie-
ties other than C.M.S., 556 ; inter-relation-
ship, 575.

Societies, " Alligator," 41 ;
" Human

Leopard," 41.
Society for Diffusion of Literature, 273.
" Society for the Prevention of Missionaries,"

313.
Society for Promoting Clu-istian Knowledge,

136, 237, 248, 449 ; support from Tinne-
velly, 248 ; Bicentenary, 17 ; Commen-
tary, Malayalam, 251 ; Foreign Missions
contributions, 548 ; 1888, Centenary Con-
ference, 556, 557 ; Inter-Society Confer-
ence, 562.

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel
in Foreign Parts, 109, 129, 145, 179, 181,
201, 203, 204, 294, 298, 345, 347, 352, 429,
449, 497, 548,582; at C.M.S. centenary,
10, 13 ; S.P.G. bi-centenary, 17, 23, 545,
546, sermon, 557 ; missionaries murdered,
(liina, 19, 269, 270, 280 ; C.M.S. historical
•sketch of S.P.G., 23 ; Edin. Conf., 26, 562

;

missions in Africa, 52—57, 64 ; Madagas-
car, 579; /Hrfia, statistics, 159. 167; edu-
cational, 160, 161 ; B.M.S., 162 ; Chota
Nagpur, 164, 598 ; Telugu and Tamil
Missions, 166; Bihar, 166; Punjab, 166;
Mission, Delhi, 121, 215, 600 ;— Conferences,
Allahabad, 187 ; Bombay, 186 ; Calcutta,
187; Lahore, 187; Madras, 186; Shanghai,
288; London Miss. Conf., 556: iiitcr-

Societv Conference, 502; — Co-operation,
191, 192; with L.M.S., Telugu, 193;
B.M.S., Delhi, 215; B.M.S. and Amer.
Presbyt. Union, 284: L.M.S. Amer.
Methd. Union, Pekin, 285; — Mission,
Lahore, 215 ; Punjab, 215 ; Bombay,
218 ; Ajmere, 222 ; Cawnpore, 229

;

Roorkee, 229 ; Calcutta, 235 : Chota
Xagpur, 236 ; Madras, 237 ; Telugu. 245 ;

Tiimevelly, 238, 245, 248, 249, statistics,

248 ; the Syrian Church, 254 ; Ceylon,
statistics, 259 ; Colombo, 265 ; Mauritius,
statistics, 268; China, 286,287; Bishopric
of Shantung, 293 ; Japan, 342, 343 ; N.-W.
Canada, 372. Kikuyu Reply to E.xtremists*
demand, 422; Foreign Administration,
451 ; system of membership, 491 ; Dublin
University Mission, 498 ; Clergy Union,
500: Women's Department, 519 ; Medical
Missions, 525, missionaries, 526 ; East
and West published, 530 ; Bishop Mont-
gomery, Secretar,y, 539, 546, on new C.M.S.
House, 547; new S.P.G. House, 547;
S.P.G. and C.JI.S., 556; missionaries on
Lusitania, 581.

Society of Faitli, Coptic, 114.
Society system vindicated, 548.
Sodor and Man, Bishop of. See Straton,

N. D. J., Drury, T. W., Thompson, J. D.
Sokoto, Emir's contribution, 585.
Soldiers, Work among, Japan, 339, 340.
Sdiiialil.iiid : Italy and, 37 ; wars, 38.
Song \'i-Sing, Rev., 320.
Songi)an, 328.
Sorabji Kliarsedji, Rev., 198, 217.
Sorabji, Mr. R. K., 187, 217, 462.
Sorabji, .Mis., 198, 217.
S(ii-uliji, Miss S., 186.
Sdraliji, Miss. See Pennell, Mrs.
Siiulli .Vfrica Association, 264.
Sdulli Africa (Iciieral Mission. 55.

South American .Missionary Society, 546.

South Cliina. C.M.S. statistics, 297-98, 300,
303.

South Indian Missions, 248.
South Metropolitan Gas Company, 434.
South Sea Islands, 97.
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South Wales, Plans for Advance, 493.
Southampton, Bishop of. See Lj'tteU.on,

A. T.
Soutliampton Church Congress, .'i44.

Southern Nigeria. See Nigeria, Southern.
Southern Seas Missions, Bp. Kennion on,

10.
Southern Sudan. See Sudan, Southern.
Southsea, St. Jude's, 444.
Southwark, Bishop of, see Talbot, K. S., Burge,

11. M.; Cathedral, 462 ; Diocese, 1:5.

Soiithwt-ll, Bisliop of. See Ridding, (i.

Sowers' Baud. :i22, 487, 502, .')22, .'i40.

Spanliroftk Muleu, .582.

Speaker, House of ilepresentatives, Japan,
338.

Spectator, The, " Independent testimony,"
China, 270.

Speechly, Bp. J. M., 202, 250.
Speer, Dr. Kobert, 560.
Speke. Capt., 448.
Spencer, Herbert, 273.
Spendlove, Rev. W., 370, 376, 377.
Spiecker, Dr., Berlin, 580.
Spirit of Japan, 332, 535.
"Spiritual hospitality," 189; Shanghai,

Conference on, 288 ; Kikuyu i)roposal, 413.
" Spiritual men for spiritual work," 572, 573.
The Splendour of a Great Hope, 318.
Split Lake, 380.
Spriggs, Miss E. R., 79, 585.
Spurgeon, C. H., 421.
Squibbs, Dr., 297, 327.
Squires, Rev. H. C, 434, 583.
Squires, Rev. R. A., 434, 583.
Squires, Miss A. H. C, 65.

Srinagar, 208 ; hospital, 213.
Stables, Mr. Ashley, Comm. memb., 438.
Stamer, Bp. Sir L. T., 13.

Staidev, Dean A. P., 515.
Staide.v, Dr. «. W., 129, 591, 592.
Stanley, Sir H. M., 11, 448 ; opposes Baganda

" slavery," 40 ; visit to Uganda, 85 ;

testimony, 85 ; first pygmy baptized, 189.
Stanley, Rev. W., 126.
Staidev, Miss, 321.
Stanton, Rev. V. H., 301.
Stanton, Rev. V. J., 301, 495.
Staples, Mr. E. J., Superintendent of Loan

Department, 443, 503.
Staples, Mr. H. E., .\ssistant to the Foreign

Secretaries, 443.
Star, Rev. L. H. F., 488.
Stark, Rev. A., 232.
Starr, Dr., 209.
Statistics : difficulties, 54 ; AtUta, 58 ; Moham-
medan, 118; missionaries and candidates,

464-466; linancial. 476 ; Med. Miss., 525,

526 ; C.M.S. publications, 535 ; Colonial

missionaries, 537 ; Tables, Edin. Conf.,

560 ; Ba.sis of, for Missions, 561 ; Dr.

Richter on, 562 ; increase of mission-

aries of C.M.S. , 569 ; Africa, 52—58

;

Sierra Leone, 59, 61 ; German East
Africa, 78 ; Uganda, 87—88, 97 ; Egypt,
111; Khartoum, 111; Southern Sudan,
111 ; Palestine, 124 ; Persia, 132

;

workers and work, 158, women's auxdia-
ries, 159, medical, 160, S.P.G., 161.

Societies and Christians, 165—168, Chris-

tendom, 165, Bengal and Bihar, 230,

Bhil, 222, Central Provinces, 219, Dorna-
kal, 244, Frontier province, 212, Gond
country, 220, 222, Madras, 240, Ma-
dura, 248, Punjab and Sindh, 203. 204,

Santal, 235, Telugu, 241, 242, Tinnevelly.

245 248, Travancore and Cochin, 250—

252, United Prov., 225, 229, Western India
Mission, 216, Australian, 164, Canadian,
164, Open Brethren, 163, Roman Catholic,
58, 160; Ceylon, 1.58, 2.58. 259, 265;
double staff necessitated, 257; Mauritius,
266, 268 ; China, Missionary Societies, 283,
285-287, 297-98, 300; Ch. of Eng. in
China, 294; Native Christians, 297;
Canton, 302: Chekiang, 318, 324 : Fuhkien,
:{07. 307, 313; South ('hina Mission, 297-
98, 300, 303 ; Western China, :i25, 327 ;

.Tapan, 335, 343, 346, 350, 364 : religions,
333 ; Mis.sions, 335, 336, 345, 340 ; C.M.S.,
343, 350 ; Canadian, 350 ; Osaka Diocese.
354 ; Kiu-Shiu, 3.58 ; Hokkaido, 360 ; The
Ainu, 360, 361 ; Korea, 347 ; North-West
Canada Mission, 371, 381 ; Eskimo, 381 ;

British Columbia Mission, 384, 387 ; New-
Zealand Mission, 391 ; .Maori, 391 ; Burma,
158 ; Papuan, 5:39.

Stead, Rev. E. D., 430, 547.
Stedman, Rev. W. D., Young Peoples' Dept.,

445, 523; war chaplain, 582.
Steele, Rev. Dr., 562.
Steere, Bp. E., 54.
Steggall, Rev. A. R., 80, 82.
StegKall, -Mrs. A. R., 80, 82.
Steiihciis, Kev. P., :304.

Stepney, Bishop of. See Paget, H. L.
Sterling, Dr. and Mrs., 126,127; war experi-

ence, 589, 590; the future of Palestine,
591.

Stern, Rev. H., 258.
Stevenson, Miss E. G. S., 360.
Stewart of Lovedale, Rev. Dr. James, 50.

Stewart, Rev. A. D., 301, 408.
Stewart, Rev, J. R., 327, .582; Shanghai

Nat. Conf., 288 ; death, 288, 326, 468, 582.

000.
Stewart, Rev. R. W., .301, 309, 326, 468, 495.

497, 498 ; death, 306 ; result, 307.
Stewart, Mrs. R. W., 306, 309, 408, 498.

Stewart, Miss Mildred, 327.
Stewart, Dr., 55.
Stewart, Colonel, 588.
Stewart Memorial School, 311.
Stikine River, 383.
Stileman, Bp. C. H., 24 ; Fellowship of

Faith for Moslems, 111 ; Henry Martyn
Centenary, 134: sermon, 119; East and
Went article on Persia, 131 ; appointment
as Bishop, 136 ; on Dr. Bruce, 130 ; Asso-
ciation Secretary, 488 ; London Summer
School, 507 ; retirement, 132, 130.

Stirling, Miss A., 132.
Stock, Dr. Eugene. See Author of tins

History.
Stock, Miss S. G., 535.
Stoke Church Congress, 544, 545.

Stocken. Canon and Mrs. H. W. G., 372.

Stocks, Rev. C. E., 469.
Stokes. Mr. S. E., 208.
Stone, Rev. J., 197, 241, 242.
Stone, Dr. Marv, 284, 288.
Stones, Dr. R. Y., 65 ; A/.andi Mission, 109 ;

Cairo Hospital, no.
Stories of C.M.S. Mission/i, 533.
Storr, Miss, 519.
Storrs, Rev. A. H., 203.
Storrs, Rev. A. N. C. 240, 246
Storrs, Rev. W. T. C, 542.
Stott,MissA.O., 322
Strand Palace Hotel, 460.

Strange, Dr. C. F., 317. 319. 321, 537.

Straton, Bp. N. D. J., 5, 10, 544.

Stratton, Rev. A. C, As-st. Sec, Candidates,
440,442.

Stratton, Miss M., 224.
Stringer, Bp. I. 0., 19,24. 360, 368,376, 380,

537.
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Stringer, Mrs., :}77, :!78.

Strong, Mr. Glwrles, O.M.S. Cashier, 443.
Strong, Mr. Vfilliani A., p.M.S. Accountant,

443.
Stuart, Bp. E. (!., 232, 390, 434, 497, 498 ;

of Waiajni, tlien in Persia, 132, r>37

;

dedicates first Ispalian cliurcli, J 33;
prayer with Persian Prince, 134; nu
intrepid traveller, 135 ; missionary career,
136; death, 130, 429.

Stuart, Rev. Canon E. A., at Centenary, 9;
Anniv. preacher, 458 ; China Centenary,
meeting, 504.

Stuart, Miss A. J., 132, 136.
Stuart, Dr. Emmeline, 116, 117, 133, 516, 593 ;

perilsby travel, 135 ; as medical missionary,
135; Lond. Sum. Sch. 507, 508 ; Pau-Ang.
Congress, 526, 550.

Stuart, Miss M. J., 593.
Stubbs, Bp. W., and Centenary, 13.
Stubbs, Ilev. S. D., 300.
Stubbs, Miss D., 311.
Stubbs, The Misses, 318.
Studd, Ml-. C. T., " Heart of Africa " Mission,

109.
Student Christian Movement, 113, 172, 206,

217, 511, 516,>564 ; Conferences : World's
Christian Student Federation, 341

;

Edinbmgh, 26; Constantinople, 118;
Liverpool, 517, 557.

Student Volunteer Missionary Union, 516.
Student Volunteer Movement, America, 115 :

China, 291.
Students, great gathering of Chinese, 290,

291 ; Chinese at Tokio, 263 ; Christian
Union of Chinese, Swanwick, 292 ; India,
Eev. N. Tubbs, 508.

Studies in Revival, 457, 573.
Study, Board of Missionary, 469, 562; Edin.

Conf., 470.
Study Circles, 28, 140, 509 ; Study Depart-

ment, 504 ; Circles and Summer Schools,
405 ; Rev. G. T. Manley, leader, 441 ;

Rev. W. H. M. Walton, 445 ; Rey. R.
Bulstrode, 445 ; Rev. L. B. Butcher,
445 ; Fruits of Summer Schools, 506

;

Circle books, 510, 535 ; practical results
510 ; Circle for officers, 5l4 ; Young
People's Campaign, 523 ; Australia, 540 ;

India, 565 ; The t>ecisive Hour. 570,
Study, Missionary, 488, 492, 532.'

Sturrock, Dr. P. S., 129.
Sturrock, Mr., 47.
Styx, Lieut., 79.
" Substitute for Service," Fund, 495.
Sudan, 17, 35, 52 ; Bishop in the, see Gwynne,

L. H. ;
" diocese," 113 : Sudanese mutiny,

36, 83 ;
possessions, 63 ; Mission, 94 ;

Egypt and the Sudan : C.M.S. Missions,
105—114; Gordon's country opened,
105 ; closed against Missions tq Moslems,
105 ; Islam re-established by Britain, 112 ;

" Pagan " Sudan, 109 ; the new Mission,
442 ; Lay Workers, meeting, 512 ; Rev.
F. B. Hadow, 522 ; Bp. Winnington-
Tngram's visit, 544 ; Anglo-Egyptian,
49, 50, 89, 232; Central, 34, 37, 45, 63,
64, 109; Eastern, 35, 105, 128; hopeful
outlook, 1899.. 36; Sir F. R. Wingate,
Sirdar, 44 ; the territory, 100 : Southern
Mission, 108, 109 ; statistics, 111 ; Upper,
34; Western, 34, 109; the Sudan and the
War, 588, 589 ; Sudanese loyalty, 588.

Sudan United Mission, 52, 73.
Sudras, N. and S. Ind., 242.
Suez Canal, 580.
Sukkur, 213.
Sully, Mrs. E. H.. 542.
Sumatra, 116, 121.
Summer Schools. 28, 441, 448, 4'<S, 492 ; and

Study Circles, 405 ;
" O.O.M.," 500

;

Australia, 54U ; llDunicnioiith, 505, 5U(i :

Bra.v, 505, 500 ; C'hekiang, 324 ; Cronier,
505, .506; Eastbourne, 505, 506; Fukien,
315 ; Greystones, 498 ; Ilfracombe, 493,
505, 506; Ilkley, 505, 500; Japan, 342;
Keswick, 505, 506 ; Khammamett, 244

;

Llandudno, 505, 506 ; London, 505, 500,
509,535; Lowestoft, 505, 506 ; Portrusli,
497, 505, 506 ; Scarborough, 505, 500.

Stimmerhayes, Rev. H., 474.
Summeriiayes, Dr. J. O., 203, 212.
Summerhayes, Miss, 474.
Sumner, Bp. G. H., and the Centenary, 13.
Sunday School Union, Fukien, 315.
Sunday Schools, Institute, 449 ; simultaneous

Addresses, 500 ; Teachers' Conference,
522 ; Rev. W. Hume Campbell, 508

;

children forbidden, Ceylon, 260 ; Japan.
339.

Sung-ki, 313.
Sunnis, The, 155.
Sustentation Fund, Church : W. China, 328.

.

Susunker, Rev. S., 267
Sutton, Mr. Arthur, 434.
Sutton, Rev. Claude, 434.
Sutton, Canon Hemy, 440 ; Assoc. Sec,,

488 ; at Centenary, 6.

Sutton, Dr. Henry JIartyn, 1 29.
Sutton, Mr. Leonard, 434.
Sutton, Mr. Martin .1 ., 434.
Sutton, Dr. S. W., 203, 212.
Suttons, The, of Reading, 129, 434.
Suttor, Miss I., 308, 309.
Suviseshapuram, 198.
Suzuki, Rev. P., 360.
Swadeshi movement, 140, 144, 147.
Swahili Seminary, 80 ; language, 80

;

traders, 80; translations, 81, 82; Moslems'
prayer for British success, 587.

Swainson, Miss, Kaisar-i-Hind medal, 247.
Swampy Cree Indians, 370.
Swansea, 493 ; Bishop of, see Lloyd, J. ;

Churcli Congress, 544, 545.
Swanwick Conference, 29, 409, 480, 578

;

funds 28 ; St. Paul's, York, 492 ; Chinese
Students' Christian Union, 292 ; and
Anniv. sermon, 459 ; Business Committee,
482; what followed? 483; spkit ol

Prayer, 483 ; Mr. Bardsley's influence,

483 ; promises fulfilled, 483, 484 ; General
Committee, 484 ; Far-reaching effect,

484 ; Thank-offering, 484 ; its message,
485 ; Y.C.U. and J.C.M.A., 501 ; Students'
Conference, 517 ; Contribution, Foreign
Missions, 548 ; Unity fostered, 557 ; Inter-
Society Conference. 562.

Swaziland, 55.
Sweatman, Archbishop A., 309.
Swedish Missions, 52, 121, 286 ; Canadian

missionary, 91, 92 ; Mission, Cent. Prov.
Ind, 164 ; Bhil, 222 ; Bihar, 236 : Swedish
members. Continuation Comm., 501.

Sweeney, Bishop J. F., 309.
Sweet First-fruits, 135.
Swiss members, Continuation Comm., 561.
" Switzerland of East Africa," 34.

Sydney, 125, 299, 541, 585 ; Archbishop of,

see Smith, W. Saumarez ; Wright, J. C.

;

University, 313 : University men, W. Clrina,

326 ; ,\.B.M. Jubilee, 539 ; Missionary
Meetings, 540.

Syed Ahmad Khan, Sir, on education, 155.

Svkes, Rev. H., 125; on Mr. J. E. Robinson,
583 ; interned, 589.

Sykes, Major, 134.
Symons, Rev. and Mrs. C. J. F., 316, 319.
Synge. Dr. Samuel, 311, 312.
Synge, Mrs. S., 312.
Synge, Dr. Mary, 311.
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Synods : Church, their necessity, 20 ; W. Eq.
Africa, 44 ; Lagos, 70 ; Uganda, 87. 90,
t)9, 100; on '• Kikuyii," 423; Synodical
action, India, 180 ; Canou Heyvvood's
views. 183 ; early attempts, 183 ; India
Church, 182, 184 ; Legal ditliculties, 184 ;

Synods for all India, 201 ; Diocesan, W.
Ind., 218; Chinese Church : 294, 295:
Victoria diocese, 303 ; Kwangsi and
Hunan diocese, 304 ; Fukien Church, 315

;

Chekiang, 324 ; Nippoii-ISei-kokwai, 344 ;

Synod, N.-W. Canada, 382 ; Bupert's Land
Province, 3(37 ; British Columbia, 384

;

Church of N. Z., 392.
SjTia, 590; Amer. Presbyt. Miss., 119,
Archdeacon, Bp. Gwynue, 128, Scottish
inissiouaries during war-time, 590; mis-
sionary suffering, 591.

Syrian Church in India: 254—256; Chris-
tians, 165, 251, ordination, 253; Confer-
ences, All Ind. Xat., Calc 186, 255, with
Dr. Mott, 255 ; Travancore and Cocliin, 186,
255, 256, the mission and the Syrian
Church, 250; Old Jacobite Church, 254,
255 ; Reformed Syrian Church, 254, 255

;

special missions, 254 ; Syrian Chinch pro-
perty and C.M.S., 254; Chinch questions
submitted to Anglican bishops, 256

;

Syrians in C.M.S. College, Calcutta, 256.
Syrian Protestant College, Beirut, 116.
Szechwan, 19, 286, 298, 325, 328, 364.

Tablet, on" Kikuyn," 415.
Tabora, internment at, 586.
Tacitus. 157.
Tai, JIatthew, Cliinese artist, 320.
Taichow, 320, 322 ; Hospital, 321 ; Cliurch

Congress, 324.
Taikyo Dendo, evangelistic effort, Japan,

339, 340.
Tait, Archbp., on Missions, 12 ; and the

C.M.S., 543.
Tait, Rev. Dr. A. J., 434.
Tait, Mr. G. Martin, 434.
Taita, Rev. J. A. Wray's work ; an officers's

testimonv, 76, 582 ; translations, 81. 82.
Takatsu, Rev. M., 360.
Talbot, Bp. E. S., at Centenary, 5,

583; U.M.C.A. Centenary, 54; Indian
Lectures, 228 ; Telugu baptism, 242

;

visits Tinnevelly, 249 ; Consultative
Body, " Kikuvu," 415 ;

"' Africa and the
Ea.st," 505 ; Lond. Sum. Sch., 507, 509,
535 ; Pan-Ang. Cong., 551 ; Urgency of
the Far East, 552 ; Edin. Conf., 559

;

memb. Continuation Committee, 561

;

United Meeting on Family Prayer, 564.
Talbot, Mr. GiUjcrt, 583.
Talks on Mission-fields, Miss Baring-Gould,

534.
Tamils, The: Xavier's work, 119 ; S.P.G., 161

237; other missions, 238: L.M.S., 162:
Madura, A.B.C.F.M., 163; L('ii)zig Mission
164 ; National Missionary Society, India,
165 ; Anglican Cliristian, 166 ; Tamil,
countries, 182; translations, 201; ftev.

J. A. Sharrock, 248 ; Tamil Christians,
Travancore and Cochin, 250 ; language,
Ceylon, 257 ; Tamil Coolie Mission, 259,
263, 264; evangelization, 261; population,
Ceylon, 259. See Madras, Tinnevelly.

Tang Kai Sun, 275.
Tanganyika Lake, 36.
taniore. S.P.C.K. Mis.^^ion, 237 : S.P.G., 161.
Tank, 164 ; Drs. J. and X. Williams, 212.
Tanner, Rev. E. S., 242, 244.
Tanner, Miss S. R., Village life in Uganda, 97.
Taoism 274 ; constitution of, 281 ; R. K.

Douglas on, 282; Taoism moribund, 296.

Tap.sQH, Miss A- M., 351, 359, 3ftU ; Ladies'
Union'' O.O.M.,"501.

Tarn Taran, 197 ; Bj). H. B. Durrant at,

204 ; Clnistians at J>ahore Cathedral, 2(J5 ;

baptisms, 208.
Tasmania, Bishop of. iiee- Montgomery,
H H

o '

Tatciiell', Miss C. E., 309.
Tatlow, Rev. T., 507, 535.
Tauler, John, 573.
Taveta, 80 ; Rev. A. R. Steggall, 82.
Tavlor, Rev. H.n.,327.
Taylor, Rev. Hudson, 519, 283; his un-

paralleled work, 573 ; <ieath, 434, 435.
Taylor, IMrs. Hudson, 434, 435.
Taylor, Rev. R. C, 327.
Taylor, Rev. S., 60.
Taylor, Rev. W. E., 76 ; translator, 82.
Taylor, Dr. B. Van S., 306, 309, 311, 315,

489, 497.
Tavlor, Mrs. B. Van S., 306.
Tavlor, Miss B., 102.
Tavlor, Mr. S. Earl, 509, 522.
Taylor-Smith, Bp. J. See Smith, Bj). J.

Taylor.
Te Ante College, 391.
Tegart, Rev. H. W.. 102.
Teheran, 593, American Mission, 136.
Telegraijh, to Uganda, 36 ; Indo-European,

131; Messengers' Union, 523; in Cliina,

273.
Telugu, 182, 197, 497, 583 ; mission founded,

22, 237, 241, 434 ; S.P.G. work, 161 ; L.M.S.,
162; Amer. Bap., 163; Ger. Luth., 163,
164; Canadian Bap., 164; Ind. Christ.
Miss Soc, 164, 165 ; Anglican Christians,
166; mission contributions, 172; Dum-
magudem converts' contributions, 172

;

Mission, extension, 181, 244; S.P.G. and
L.M.S. co-operation, 193 ; translations,
201 ; Madras Mission, 237 ; Amer. Bap.
Canadian Bap.,Amer. Lutheran, and L.M.S.
Missions, 238 ; statistics, 241, 242

;
growth

of Church, 242 ; see Doruakal.
Temple, Archbp. F., 63, 293, 543, 546 ; at

Centenary, 5, 7 ; missionary interest, 17,

24 ; Gordon College memorandum, 107 ;

Anti-opium views, 275 : Vice-Patron,
C.M.S.,428; Centenary speech, 428; and
the C.M.S., 453; Chairman Anniv. Mtg.,
461 ; Lay Workers' Convention, 512

;

Rugby-Fox sermon. 515 ; death. 24, 428.
Temple, Mrs.. President, Ladies' Union, 501.
Temple, Sir Richard, 105, 430.
Temple of Kali, Calcutta, 148; temiile vice,

148, 149.
Tempora mutantur, 575.
Tennant, Jlr. J., 499.
Tennent, Miss A. C, 358.
Tennvson Lectures, .Tapan, 355.
Terata, Rev. D. T., 361, 364.
Tercentenarv, Authorized Version, 564.
Territorials, and C.M.S. Work, India, 599.
Tertullian, 175.
Text-books, Study Circle, 510.

Texts, 4, 7, 23, 45, 101, 111, 140, 143, 169,
205, 210, 459, 478, 489, 500, 502, 550, 570,
571.

Thank-offering, Pan-Anglican, 551 ; Swan-
wick, 484 ; week, January, 494 ; at the
Centenary, 4.

Tharian, Rev. J., 251.

Tharyan, Mr. P. T., 186, 239.
The Way of Renewal, 573.

Then and now, in China, 282.
Theological : Boards, Uganda, 90, 91, 99

;

Classes, India. 200 ; China, Fiihchow, 310 ;

Colleges, Central Anglican. Calcutta, 235,
{nee also Bishop's College), Japan, Central,
332. 348. C.AI.S., Osaka, 350, Brit. Col..
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Vancouver, 384; Institutions: Brass, 69,
India, statistics, 160, R.C. seminaries,
160.

Theosophy: The Society, 152 ; Mrs.Besant's
teaching describeil and criticised, 152

;

Rev. G. Knox"s/«W/('/f/((vr articles, 152.
Tlietiurd, Bishop of. See Lloyd, A. T.
Thiol' caste, lii'ty baptized, 200.
Tldniia an t/iey are, 148, 249.
ThlHjj i'ears in Kash)nlf. 209.
Tliohurn, Dr., Amer. Metli. Epis. bishop,

163.
Thoma, Mar, Titus II., 255.
Thomas, Rev. A. Vedanayagam, 198.
Thomas, Rev. J., 246.
Thomas, Mrs. J., Senr., 197, 246.
Thomas, Rev. and Mrs. J. !>., ii04.

Thomas, Mr. G. P., 109.
Thomas, Miss B., 312.
T'iiomas, Miss E. A., 133.
Thomas, Miss E. M. K., 308.
Thomas, Miss F. E.,246.
Thomas, Miss J. J., 67.
Tliompson, Bp. J. Denton, 461, 544 ; Anniv.

preacher, 458 ; speaker, 462 ; Lend. Sum.
Sch., 507, 508.

Thompson, Rev. C. S., 197, 219, 221.
Thompson, Rev. E., 322, 324.
Tliompson, Dr. G., 303,
Thompson, Rev. Jacob, 262
Thompson, Rev. R. Wardlavv, at Centenary,

10, on Dr. Griflith John, 283, 561.
Thompson, Rev. W. A., 65.
Thompson, Miss F. L., 358.
Thompson, Miss M. A., 325.
Thomsett, Miss M. S., 102, 461.
Thorne, Rev. C. W., 186, 216, 488.
Thornhill, Rev. A. F., 474.
Thornton, Rev. Douglas M., 106, 467

;

biography, 110 ; Orient and Occident, 110;
visit to Upper Egypt., Ill; death. 111,
114.

Thornton, Mrs. Douglas M., Women Candi-
dates Departmental Secretary, 444, 446, 467.

Thornton, Mr. Henry, at Centenary, 9.

Thornton, John, 391.
Thorold, Miss V. H., Women's Department,

446, 521.
Thouqht and Discipleship, 509, 535.

Thought, The Church and Human, 549.

Three Years' Campaign, Japan, 340.

Three Years' Enterprise, Centenary, 14, 15,

16 ; its scope, 17 ; in Uganda, 18, 88 ;

Review Committees, 20.
" Through Eye-gate," 503.

Thursdav praver-meeting, 456.

Tiiwaites, Rev. Canon E. N., at Centenary,

11.
Thwaites, Rev. W., 203, 209.

Thwaites, Mrs. Clara, 566.

Tibet Mission : Moravian, 164; C.M.S., 323;
Mrs. Bishop, 328.

Tiffin, Miss M., 125.
" Tiger Year " in Japan, 349.

Tigris River, 129.
Times, The, 250; Mr. Delane, Editor,

12; on Missions, 12; on the Centenary,

12 • Mr. Arnold Ward's letter, 106 ; Sir

Vaientine Chirol, 142 ; education in India,

146; on Brahmans, Theists, rind Moslems

of India, 149 ; Dr. Horton's Indian letter,

188; on Japan and Christianity, 236;
Chinese Legations siege, 270 ; Lord W.
Cecil's letters, 278; Edin. Conf., 5.58; on
Palestine War suffering, 590; on Indian

iovaltv. .'^94.

Tinipson, ^fiss K., 102.

Tims, Arclidn. J. N., 370; Mission, 372.

Tindall, Miss G. F., 125.

Tinnevellv, 182, 197, 198, 203, 238, 246,

267, 327, 433, 468 ; Bishop of, see Morley,
S., Williams, A. A., Waller, E, H. M. ; the
Centenary, 14; College, 147 ; S.P.G., 161 ;

Indian Christian Miss. Soc, 164 ; Church
Council grant-in-aid, 173 ; Missionary
Society, 164, 165, 181, 183, 244, 248, 249

;

CM. S. College. 182; Town School, 200;
C.M.S. Missions, 237, 245—249; S.P.(i,
mission, 238 ; statistics, 245, 248 ; North
Tinnevelly, 246 ; Bp. Talbot's visit, 249 ;

case of a hypothetical Church, 396 ; Edward
VII.'s visit, 428; Canon Waller apptd.
Bishop, 445.

Tirard, Dr. N., Consulting Physician, C.M,S.

,

470.
Tiruwella Mission, 253.
Tisdall, Rev. Dr. St. C. See St. Clair-Tisdall.
Titus II., Mar Thoma, 255.
Toda tribe, baptisms, 240,
Togoland, 583 ; Germans in, 38, 52, 63 ; mis-

sionaries, 584.
Tokat, 132.
Tokushima, 355.
Tokyo, 274, 349, 351, 356; University Census,

333 ; Evangelistic effort, 339 ; Student Con-
vention, 341 ; College, 345 ; Russo-Greek
Cathedral, 347 ; Union Institution, 353

;

Chinese Students, 363, 364; North Tokvo,
343; South, 343,355; Bishopric of, 342;
Bishop of, see Poole, A. W., Bickersteth,
E., Awdry, W., Boutfiower, C.H. ; diocese,
314; C.M.S. Mi-ssion, 352.

Tomita, Rev. M., 356.
Toolsy, Rev. S., 268.
Toop, Rev. A. J., 111.
Topham, Rev. J., 492.
Toro, 88, 93, 97; King, a Chri.stian, 80,

92 ; baptisms, 88 ; pygmy convert, 89

;

almost independent Mission, 89 ; native
evangelists, 90 ; hospital, 91 ; translations,
93 ; Queen Esther, 93; boys helping in the
War, 587.

Toronto, 203, 538 ; Archbp. of, see Sweat-
man, A ; Wyclifle College, 353, 356

;

University, 368, 512 ; Students' Con-
ference, 517.

Torquay, 431.
Torrey, Dr.. 462.
Totty, Rev. B., 370, 378.
Tottenham, Capt., 225.
Tottenham, Miss A. M., 225.
Touch, General, 4.32, 4.33 ; V.-P. C.M.S., 437.
Townseud, Rev. H., 66.
Townsend, Miss S. H., 264.
T'oyohashi, 356.
Tozer, Bislio]) W. G., 54.

Tracv, Rev. W. B.. 430, 474.
Training : Class, Hong Kong, 301 ; Canton,

302 ; College for Evangelists, Kandy,
262 ; Home. Bermondsey, 471 ; Highbury,
471 ; The Olives, 471; The Willows, 471 ;

Institutions, Yoruba, 67 ; Oyo, 68, 71 ;

India, Missionary, 160 ; Masulipatam, 243 ;

Cambridge Nicholson, 253 ; Gisborne, 391 ;

Schools, for Mohammedan work, Cairo,

113 ; Colombo, 261 ; Teachers, Clarkabad,
206 ; Lefrov School, 206 ; for Women,
470,471.

Translations and Translators: Missionary
unity in translation, 73, 423 ; Prebendary
Fox" on, 575 ; Ainu (Batchelor), 360

;

Blackfoot (Tims), 372 ; Chinese, books, 279 ;

Miss Joynt, 323 ; Martin, 310 ; Morrison.
278 ; Moule, G. E., A. E., Mrs. A. E., W..
A. J. H., 318, 323 : Walsh. 323 ; Classical

(Bp. G. E. Moule), 317, 323; Mandarin
(Tract Societies), 285 : Vernacular, local,

285; Wenli (Llovd), 310, (Tract Societies),

285, (infidel), 274; Cree (Mackay), 370;
JJama, 72, (Miller), 71, 74: Iho (Dennis),
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74; llindi (Koslii), 198, (Ualimikaiul,
Hooper), 201 ; Matotftttem( Koslii, Koratlii),
251 ; Maratid (Paul), 198. (.loshi, Shindt'),
201; Japanese (Fysou). 3.J9; Hind, 36:5;
Hutcliiiison, 303 ; Kuroki, 363 ; Matsiii, 363

;

Malsuoka, 303 ; A'as/zw/ri (Knowles), 200;
Ki^uijo (Westgate), 586; Kikuyu, 82;
Kisas/alla (Wray), 82 ; Kwagutl (Hall),
385, (Mrs. Cook), 386 ; Luganda. 93 ;

(Pilkiiigton, Walker, Bowling;, Crablree,
Maddox, Baskerville, Kitching, Miss Cliad-
wlck. Data, Miisaka), 93 ; Lunyoro, 93 ;

Maori (Maimsell), 497; Persian (Bruce),
136 ; Singhalese (Coles, .Jones), 258 ; Slavi
(Lueas), 378 ; Sica/iiU (Biims, Hamshere,
Taylor), 82; Tamil (Walker, Pillav), 20 ;

Telugu, 243, (Aiiantaiii). 201 ; fukudh
(MclJonald), 369 ; Ugogo (Aust. and Cana-
dian), 82 ; Urdu (.Jan, Weitbrecht), 201

;

Yoruba (Revision Committee), 68.
Transmigration, Doctrine of, 141.
Transvaal, 37, 40, 143.
Travancore, 61, 197,198,200, 238; Travan-

core and Cochin : Anglican bishopric, 250
;

Bishop of, see Speechly, J. 51., Hodges, E.
N., Gill, C. H. ; diocese, 184 ; Syrian
Christians, 185, 187 ; Girls' School, 197

;

Kottayam College, 200 ; Mission, 237 ;

C.M.S. Missions, 250—256 ; statistics,
250—252 ; Mass Movement, 252 ; Con-
vention, 256 ; South, L.M.S. work, 162.

Treanor, Rev. W. V. K., 187.
Treaties, Japanese, 330 ; Zanzibar, 75.
Tremlett. Mr. J. D., Comm. memb., 438.
Trent, 409.
Trent, Miss E. M., 357.
Trevithick, Mrs., 439.
Tribunals, Uganda Church, 99.
Trichinopoly, S.P.G. work, 161, 237.
Trichur, Confirmations, 252 ; Mission, 253.
Trident, Crescent, and Cross, 142.
Trimmer, Rev. D., Young People's T^nion,

523.
Tripoli, 38, 52, 71, 595.
Tristram, Rev. Canon H. B., C.M.S. interest,

431, Assoc. Sec, 488, 490; V.-P. C.M.S.,
436 ; death, 430.

Tristram, Miss C. J..r.. 111.
Tristram, Miss K. A. S., 352, 353.
Tritton, Sir C. E., at Centenary, 8 ; V.-P.

C.M.S., 437.
Trollope, Bishop M. N., 347.
Trotter, Miss, 117.
Tsao, Dr., 284.
Tsao, Miss F. Y., 288.
Tsien-tang River, 322.
Tsimshean Indians, 383, 384.
Tsinan : Dr. Mott's Conference, 289.
Tsingtau, Indian soldiers for, 596 ; captured
bv .Japanese, 600.

Tsoiig Kying-Fu, Rev., 323.

Tsong Tsae-Seng, Rev., 320, 323.
Tssiettla, Rev. .1., 377.
Tsuda. Miss Ume, 348.
Tsunetaro Ko, Rev. .1., 358.

Tsung Yat Sung, Rev., 301.

Tuberculosis, India, 210.

Tubbs, Rev. N. H.. 200, 226, 468, 516. 595;
on educational missions, 157 ; Memb.
Allahabad Conf., 187: Sum. Sch., 507,508.

Tucker. Bp. A. R., 18, 75, 77, 83, 84, 85, 86,

93, 347, 348. 428, 544, 5 45, .546, .587 ; conse-

cration. 252 ; division of diocese, 18

;

against slavery, 40 ; Confirms Kabaka, 47,

87 ; Mvvanga's Boy-martyrs, 87 ; first

ordinations, 94 : conlirmations. 252 ; visit.

Mount Elgon, 89; Mboga, 90; Uganda
Cathedral, 92 : Times letters, 98, 414, 415

;

Uganda Church, 98, 99, 100. 101 ; Eighteen

Years in Uganda, 103 ; retirement, 103 ;

Canon 111 Uurliani, 103 ; Resolutions, 399 ;

Kikuyu piDposals, 411, 412; Anniv.
preacher, 458 ; as Missionary deputation,
473 ; Pan-Ang. Cong., 550 ;

" Faith and
Order," Conferences, 563 ; death, 103,
563 ; Memorial service, 103 ; Archbp.
Davidson's eulogium, Archdii. Walker's
Recollections, 103 ; the Kabaka's loss,
104.

Tucker, Bp. H. St. G., 344.
Tucker, Preb., S.P.G., 545.
Tucker, Rev. Canon L. N., Sec. M.S.C.C.,

538 ; memb. Continuation Comm., 561.
Tudor Street offices, 448.
Tiifton Street, S.P.(i. ottices, 547.
Tugwell, Bp. Herbert, 44, 63, 68, 70, 71,

73, 584 ; on liquor tratlic, 39 ; long
episcopate, 64 ; as Missionary dei)Utation,
473 ; Pan-Ang. Cong., 550.

Tugwell, Mrs. H., 64.
Tukudh Mission, 377 ; first clergyman, 377 ;

Prayer Meeting, 377 ; Christians, 381.
Tulsi Das, 177.
Tulsi Das Mansukhani, Rev., 213.
Tunbridge, Rev. J.. 203.
Tunbridge Wells, Trinity Churcli, Contribu-

tions, 495.
Turk Party, Young, 118, 124.
Turkestan, 121, 155.
Turkey, 118, 330: rule in Africa, 38;

suzerainty of Egypt, 112 ; Hindrance to
advance, 118 ; Amer. Presbyt. Mission.s,

119; Sultan's gift to Kaiser, 125 ; Kaiser's
influence. 124 ; revolution, 1908, war with
Italy. 124; Asiatic, 210,591; the Day of
Opportunity, 571 ; Moslem sympathy not
now with, 595; end of suzerainty in
Egypt, 588; authorities' action, 5S9 ;'dis-
like of the war, 591.

Turkish Arabia, Mosul occupation, 18 ; C.M.S.
Missions, 120, 129—130: Behind the Veil
in Persia and Turkish Arabia, 129; the
War, 591, 592: help to India, 000.

Turnbull. Miss M. E., 321, 322.
Turner, Bp. A. B., :U7.
Turner, Bishop J. M., 181.
Turner, Dr. A. J.. 211.
Tiuner. Miss E. F., 319, 322.
Turton, Col., 323.
Tuticorin, 245.
Tilting, Miss, 214.
" Twentv-flve per cent, more," 485.
Tyan.Mr.M. T.Z., 292.
Tyndale-Biscoe, Rev. C. E., 262, 517 ; memb.

Lahore Coiif., 187; Kaisar-i-Hind medal,
197 ; School, Srinagar, 208.

UO.\NDA, 109, 125. 206, 210, 217, 341, 497;
Uganda, King of, see Mtesa, Mwanga,
Daudi; Mission, 9, 78, 8:3—104, 470;
Bishop of, see Haiinington, .1.. Tucker,
A. R., Willis, .1. ,J.; diocese, 18, 75, 83;
boundary. 34; Lake. 34, 46, 88. 586, ,588;

Dr. Karl Peters, 34 ; British Protection,
34 ; British East Af. Co., 35 ; Sir F.
Lugard,35 ; railway, 17, 35, 46, 48, 49,80,
83, 97, 586 ; Sudanese mutiny. 35 ; tele-

araph, 36 ; hopeful outlook, 36 ; slavery, 40

;

Sir H. H. Johnston, Commissioner, 44

;

population, 44 ; meaning of, 46 ; kingdom
of Buganda. 40 : Protectorate, 46 ; civiliza-

tion, 40: trade, 47: Kabaka, 47, 87;
anthropology in, 49, 03 ; industries, 49 ;

Coinpanv, Ltd., 49 : cathedral, 49, 51, 77,
91, 92, 99 ; Protectorate,50: converts, 54;
clergy, 58: compared with .lebu country,
67 ; Kingdoni, organization, 75 ; Kenia,
81 ; translations, 82; name of Uganda,
83 ; people, 83 ; Commissioners, 84 ; Mr.

2 u
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Winston CliuichiH's visit., 84 ; independent
testimonies, 8a ; Indian inciuiieis, 85 ; boy-
martyrs' memorial, 87 ; baptisms, 87, 88 :

work and progress of Mission, 87

;

statistics, 87, 88 ; Bishop Tucker's
review, 88; self-support, 88 ; native clergy
and adherents, 88, 9.5 ; churches, 88 ; con-
firniations, 88 ; proposed " Three Years'
JCnterprise," 88 ; Buganda developments,
88 ; hel]), Sesse Islands, 89 ; education, 90

;

Uflitiuid Xotcs, 85, 100 ; King's school, 90 ;

Eiiihti'i-ii ii/'ai-.-t in (Uiuiula, 90 j lay readers,
V)l, Industrial training, 91 ; Sir T. F. V.
Buxton's visit, 91 ; Exliibition, 91

;

Medical Mission, 91 ; Mr. and Mrs. T.
Walker's visit, 91 ; translational work, 93

;

pastoral, evangelistic, 93 ; first ordinations,
94 ; Sudan mission, 94; native agency, 95 ;

clerical stipends, 95 ; character of Chris-
tians, 95, 96 ; Synod, 96 ; Mother's Union,
96 ;

police reports, 96 ; home life, 97, 102 ;

statistics, 97, 102; Uganda, a Christian
country, 97 ; K..C. Missions, 97, 98, clergy,
58 ; Uganda Church, lay readers and
deacons, 98 ; self-support, extension, govern-
ment, 98, 99, 100 ; Synods, Councils,
Tribunals, Boards, 99, 100; Book of Church
Laws, 100 ; Bishop Willis at Kikuyu, 100

;

advantage of united Church, 101 ; schism,
101 ;

" Cliristian Science," 101 ; diocese,
boundary, 101 ; Mission staff, 102 ; first

women missionaries, 102; deaths of mis-
sionaries, 102, 103 ; Bishop Tucker's death,
104 ; Upper Nile mission, 108 ; Southern
Sudan mission, 109 ; contributions, 172

;

offertory from Faizabad, 172 ; popu-
lation compared, 196 ; Mwanga, ex-
King, at the Seychelles, 268 ; Church
Constitution, 397 ; Chmch System of
Finance, 399; comity, 411; Anglican
services, 413 ; Church Councils, 413

;

Synod, on Kikuyu, 423 ; envoys, reception
by Queen Victoria, 427 ; Kabaka lays first

stone, new C.M.S. House, 448 ; Mr. Winston
Churchill's visit, 460 ; Primary education
efforts, 527 ; Industrial Missions, 529

;

use of Communion " %vine," 552; the War,
577 ; assistance rendered, 588 ; R.C. mis-
sionaries recalled, 588.

Ugogo, 77.
Ukaguru, 77.
Ukamba, Mission, 80.
Ulema, Board of, disapproval of Turkey,

588.
Unbeaten Tracks in Japan, 360.
Ungava Bay, 325.
" Union of South Africa," 37, 388.

Uni.in : Chengtu Univ., 127 ; Movements,
and An<;lican Church, India, 180—194 ;

and Kikuvu, 424
;

possibilities of future,

India, 190; Views of Bp. Palmer, 193;
S.P.G., B.M.S., Amer. Presbyt., 284

;

different Societies, Pekin, 285 ; Union
Theological College, Fuklen, 310; agencies,
Fukien, 315; Institution, Tokyo, 353.

Unions : The, at Centenary period, 16

;

Lay Workers', 78 ; Home Preparation, 471 ;

(UerKv, 500; Ladies', 501 ; Gleaners', 501.
Unitariaiiisni. 396 : Japan, 337.
United Council of Missionary Education,

532.
united Free Church, Scotland. See Scotland,

United Free Church of.

United meetings, C.M.S. and, 554 ; prayer-
meetings. 564.

United Methodist Mission, East Africa,

412.
United Provinces, India, 198, 219, 249, 268 ;

Bishop of, .sec Clifford, A., 229; female educa-
tion, 160 ; Cawnpore, S.P.G. Mission. 161

;

no C.E.Z.M.S. work, 102; Presbyt. Miss.,
103 ; Protestant Christians, 160 ; Amer.
Meth. Episcopal, 100; statistics, 166;
Representative Council, 17, 190 ;

pro-
vinces without one missionary, 196

;

Diocesan Council, 201 ; Mission, 223

;

Societies at work, 225 ; statistics, 225, 229 ;

woinen'.s work, 225 ; Church Council, 229 ;

other Missions, 229 ; statistics, 229.
United States. See America.
Unity, Dr. Mott's Conferences, India, 180;
Bp. Whitehead'.s strong appeal, 193

;

desires for larger, 204; spirit fostered liy

Student Movement, 557; and co-opera-
tion, 559, 560 ; Dean Armitage Robinson
on, 565. See Union.

Universities

:

At home: ' Short service ' men, 196; Royal,
of Ireland, 261 ; Dublin Univ. Fuhkien
Mission, 307, 309, 311, 312, 313; Univ.
men in W. China, 326 ; Edinburgh, 341

;

Wales, 466; C.M.S. graduates, 466; supply
of men, 469 ; appreciation of degrees in
India, 469; Missionary Exhibition Fund;
470; Appeal of Missions, 508: and work in
Public Schools, 515; Missionary Cam-
paigns, 515.

Abroad: Bombay, 151: Cairo, ElAzhar,
110; Chengtu Union, 327; China, 279;
Hongkong, 301 ; India, 160, Japan, Doshi-
sha, 337: Madras, 240; Manitoba, 370,
372; Montreal, 368, 372; New Zealand,
537; Sapporo (Agricultural), 358 ; Shaou-
liing, 284; Tokyo, 333; Toronto, 368, 512.

Universities Mission, 53, 54, 116, 128, 546, 586

;

Bp. Talbot on Central Africa, 10 ; Zanzibar
and Likoma, 77, 78 ; German East Africa,
78, 579 ; Magazine, 87 ; Baptism, H. W.
Duta, 94 ; Kikuyu and Bp. Weston, 414.

Uno, Rev. H. B., 357.
Unoccupied fields, Nepal, 229.
Unrest in India, 140.
Unyanyembe. 586.
Upanishads, The, 177.
Uplift of China, 282.
Upper Nigeria Protectorate, 44.
Upper Nile Mission, See Nile, The.
Uppingham School, 517.
Urdu, periodicals, National Missionary Society,

India, 165 ; translations, 201 ; language,
223.

Urm.ston, Colonel, 427.
Ussagara, 77, 82.
U.SU, 359, 360.
Usukuma, 78 ; Mackay's death, 78.

Vacation courses of study, 563.
Vale, Rev. A. J., 378.
Valedictory meetings, 462, 474 ; speech, Bp.

A. F. Winnington-Ingram, 463.
Valpy, Miss F. M., 130.
Vancouver Island, 383.
Van der Pant, Miss, 203.
Vans, Missionary, 496.
Van Sommer, IMiss A., Nile Mission Press,

111 ; Blexsed be Eoypt, 111 ; Fellowship of
Faith for the Moslems, 111; Lucknow
(.'onference, 117.

Vardon, Mr. E.B., 325.
Vaughan, Rev. J., Trident, Crescent, and Cross,

142, 319.
Vaughan, Miss, 297, 318, 319, 321, 322, 472.
V.C.'s gained, 583.
Vedanavagam, Rev. Thomas, 182.
Vedas. the, l.'.O, 153, 157 ; the Vedanta, 177;

the new Vedanta, 151 ; modern Vedantism,
152; Vedic sacrifices, 178.

Vellalas, movement, 242.
Vencato Rao, Rev. P., 153.
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Venioo of Cliina, The, :521.

Venn, Henry, :505, 449; Native Church
("ouncil.s, 20 ; appointineut as Secretary

U M S., 22 ; V.-P. C.M.S., 436 ; recol-

lections, Assoc. Soc. Mtgs, 490 ; complaints

to, 555 ; secretariat, increase of missionaries,

569 ; death, 476.

Venn, Canon Henry, 4, 6.

Venn. Rev. John, V.-P. C.M.S., 430.

Venus, The, 12.

Verbeck, Dr., 337, 346.

Verbi, Rev. V. V., 76, 82, 586, .587.

Vice. Hindu attitude, 148, 149 ;
Proclam.a-

tion, Bombay, 148; Mr. Campbell

Oman's opinion, 149 ; in China, Lord and

Ladv Wm. Cecil's opinion, 272 ; N.-W.
Canada, 380.

Vice-Patron : Office, 428.

Vice-Presidents, 436.
.

Viceroys of India, Imperial Council Repre-

sentatives, 146; see "Rulers and Reli-

gions," 137—157.

Victoria Ch. Miss. Association, 82, o02, 32/,

385, 506, 536 ; missionaries, 109, 234, 23o,

308 ; statistics, 537 ; and Anstrahan Bd.

Miss. Federation, 540. ."i + l ;
Annual

Mtg., 540 ; how to deal with a deficit,

540; assistance to C.E.Z.M.S., 541.

Victoria, China, Bishopric of, 437 ; Bishop of,

see Alford, C. R., Burdon, .7. S., Hoare, J.

C, Lander, G. H., Smith, G. ; Diocese of.

298 ; Synod, 303.
Victoria Institute, 529.

Victoria, Queen, 239, 375; and Bishop

Tavlor Smith, 37 : interviews with Sarah

Forbes Bonetta and descendants, 63, 428 :

and W. Af. chiefs, 66 ; a " Governor of

the C M S., 427 ; Jubilee and Centenary

contributor, 427 : reception of Samuel

Crowther, Jacob Wainwright, Uganda
envoys 427, Bp. James Johnson, and her

African god-daughter. 428 : death, 22, 42,

.

Victoria Nvanza, 34, 46, 586. 58S. See also

Africa, Lakes Nyanza, Uganda.
Villages : Nigeria, 70, Christian, 73 ;

Pales-

tine, schools. 126: India. 161, 246;

itineration. 179, 219; population, 179;

missionaries wanted, 196; converts, 241;

China, evangelistic work, Kwangtung, 302

;

Chekiang, 322; schools, Fuhkien, 311;

Western China, numerous, 326; Japan,

lantern meetings, 329.

rule de la Ciotat, ss.. torpedoed, 600.

Vincent, Archdn., 369.

Virgil, 157. ,„
Vital Forces of Christianity and Islam, lib.

Vivekananda, Swarai, 151.

Vladivostock, 273.
" Voices from Past Years, 459.

Vovsev, Rev. C, 515.

Vyse, Rev. G. C, 222.

\\KC¥., Dean, 462; Kikuyu, Times letter,

414, 415 ; V.-P. C.M.S., 437 ;
Pan-Ang.

WaSeA^ T. R., 203, 468 ; Dr. Weitbrecht's
" In Memoriam," 203 ; death, 197.

Wadhawa Mull, Rev., 207.

Wadsworth. Miss F. L., 206, 467.

Waganda. 83. S^,? Uganda. _,,,.^^ „,
Waiami 537 • Bishop of, xee WlUiams, W .,

StAiart, E. C., Williams, Bp. W. L. ;
Church

Wailmriglit. j'acob, 450 ; reception by Queen

Victoria, 427.
Wainwright, Dr. S. H., 348.
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Wycliffe College, Torouto, 538, 542.
Wylie, Sir Curzou, 148.
Wyiiaad Mission, 240, 241.
Wynberg, St. John's, 542.
Wyndham, Captain, 138.
Wynne-WUlson, Miss D. S., 351, 354, 356,

357, 364.

Xaviek, Frauds, 93, 119, 214, 357.

Yale Umversity, 239.
Yangtze River, 293, 304, 329.
Yamato damashii, 332.
Yambio Mission Station, 109.
Yasaka Maru, ss., 581.
Year Book of Indian Missions, 145, 149, 158,

159, 160, 167.
Yerriah, Rev. J. N., 268.
Yezd: 592,593; Parsis, 134; hospital, 134

;

Martyn Centenary, 134.
Yezo, 358. See Hokkaido.
Yola, 38.
York, Archbishop of. See Maclagan, W. D.,

Lang, C. G.
York, Canterbury, and United Boards of

Missions, 547.
York, Home Base Conference, 492 ; Inter-

Society Conference, 562 ; St. Paul's,

Church Missionary interest, 492.
Y'ork Factory, 366, 373, 380.
Yorkshire Associations, 492.
Yoruba, 18, 63, 64, 65, 73, 385; liinterland,

36 ; Paganism, 66 ; the Mission, 67, 69 ;

councils, 67 ; schools, 67 ; training insti-

tutions, 67 ; lack of missionaries, 68

;

Christians in " Africa and the East," 504.
Young, Bp. R., 367, 368, 376.
Y'oung, Sir W. Mackworth, 138, 202, 544 ; on

the national movement in India, 143, 144 ;

Indian unrest, 145 ; as preacher, 512

;

LajTiieu's Movement, 513; on Bds. of
Missions and Societies, 549 ; Missions and
Governments, 558.

Y''oung, Miss E. S., 264.
Young, Miss M. M., 357.
Young, China. 271, 290.
Young Men's Cliristian Association. 187, 208,

226, 291, 292, 363, 364, 518, 596 ; Inter-

national, 512: China, 279, 296; France,
208 : Japan, 340, 346, 348 : donation from
Emperor, 331; Madias, 182, 186, 239;
Shanghai, 317 ; Telugu Camp, 244 ; Indian
troops, 599.

Young People's Missionary Movement, 509.

Young People's Union, 488, 492, 502, 506,
522,523; Australia, 540 ; U.S.A., 522.

Young Women's Christian Association, 267,
360.

Young, The Church and the: Pan. Angl.
Cong., 549 ; C.M.S. and the, 28, 339, 522,
527 ; its work amongst the young, 232,
440, 442, 443, 445 ; C.M.S. books, 534.

Younger Clergy Union, 500 ; and Clerical
Candidates, 501 ; Conferences with
J.C.M.A., 501.

Younghushand, Sir F., 138.
Yu Hyien-Uing, Rev., 288, 320, 364.
Yii, Miss Dora, Shanghai Nat. Conf., 288.
Yuan Shih-Kai, President, Chinese Republic,

277, 290, 291, 295, 296; question of

Chinese tluone, 277 ; on religious liberty,

280 ; requests for prayer on, 280, 498. 600

;

cult of Confucius, 281, 282.
Yukon, 371 ; diocese formerly Selkirk, 376,

377, 378. 379.
Yukon, Bishop of. See Stringer, I. O.
Yungehow, occupation, 304.
Yunnan, 298 ; Rev. R. F. Lankester, uiis-

sionary, 303.

ZAMBESI River, 41.
Zanzibar, 116, 128, 155, 351, 409, 585 ; Sultan

of, 33 ; Anglo-German agieemeut, 34

;

slavery, 40 ; Sir Bartle Frere's treaty, 75 ;

cathedral, 77 ; Universities' Slission, 77,

78; translations, 81; War contribution,
587.

Zanzibar, Bishop of, see Hine, J. E., Mac-
kenzie, C. F., Richardson, W. M., Smythies,
C. A., Steere, E., Tozer, W. G., Weston,
F. ; cathedral. 54.

Zaria mission, 71 ; baptisms, 73 ; Emir,
friendly, 74.

Zeller, Rev. J., 125.
Zenana Bible and Medical Mission, 162, 195,

216, 217, 218, 224, 225.
Zenana Societies, 518, 519. See Church of

England Zenana Missionary Society;
Zenana Bible and Medical Mission; Female
Education Society.

Zenker. Rev. P. M., 223, 597.
Zion Church, Madras, 239, 240.
Zkyi, 322.
Zoroaster, 134.
Zwemer, Peter, 120.
Zwemer, Dr. Samuel, 536 ; Keswick address,

1915.. Ill, 117; Fellowship of Faith for

Moslems, 111 ; training school, Moham-
medan' work, Cairo, 113 ; Inlam : a
challewjc to Faith, 115 ; an authority on
Islam, 115, 120; Arabia, the Cradle of
Islaru, 115; Moslem World, 116; Int.

Rev. Miss., 116 ; Vital Forces ofChri.ftianity

and Islam, 116 : Lucknow Conference,

117 ; Mohammed or Christ, 117 ; Moham-
medan population, 118; on Raymund
Lull, 118; American (Dutch) Reformed
Chmch Mission, 120; Muscat Mission,

130.
Zwemer, Mrs. Samuel, 120.
Zululand, 56, 57.



CORRIGENDA IN VOLS. 1., IL, AND III.

During the six years follovviug the publication of the tliree volumes of the
History of the CM. 8., a careful record was kept of all corrections suggested
from various quarters. These were published in March, 1905, for the infor-

mation of the possessors of the three volumes. The majority are very slight

and unimportant, but the following seem to be worth noting in the present
volume :

—

VOL. I.

Page 20, Bishop Whipple, when in England for the C.M.S. Centenary, cor-

rected the account given of John Eliot. Eliot worlied, not among
the Iroquois Indians, but among an Algonquin tribe, probably the
Cherokees. The language, though not now spoken, is similar to

the Ojibbeway, and a missionary working among the Ojibbeway
tribe under the Bishop had found that he could make out Eliot's

Bible.

,, 204, line 1, Jar ' priest " read " doctor," as correctly stated on p. 223.

,, 372, line 19, for " Blackburn " read " Bolton."

,, 383, line 2, for " Chester " read " Gloucester."

VOL. II.

Page G2, 3rd line from bottom of footnote, oiidl " B.P.E. and ".

,, 65, line 30, for " Worcester " read " Wadham."
,, 76, The story of Mr. Ronaldson is quite incorrect, though taken almost

verbatim from a lecture by the Rev. C. F. Childe, then Principal
of the C.M.S. College.

,, 252, line 37, for " Captain Cuttle " read " Jack Bunsby."
,, 257, line 4, for " a graduate of Wadham " read " an Oxford graduate."

,, 447, line 25, for " Wanstead " read " Warminster."
,, 465, in Latin speech, line 9, omit comma ; line 12, read " fungaretur "

;

line 16, read " possit "
; line 17, read " barbaras " aiul " propa-

gctur "
; line 18, read " totam."

,, 471, lines 38-40, read " The Island also enjoyed at this time the rule of

Governors who showed favour to the IMissions, among them
Sir H. Barkley and Sir A. Gordon"; and omit corresponding
sentence.

,, 474, line 19, 07nit " who had just triumphed in the first Lambeth Con-
ference." (The first Lambeth Conference was after this.)

,, 540, 14th line from bottom, for " having been a medical man " read
" having studied medically."

,, 551, line 24, /or " nephew " read " cousin "
; and in line 26, for " niece "

read " connexion."

,, 564, line 32, /or " son of a Hindu convert of the Gorakhpur Mission"
read " a descendant of a native Roman Catholic family."

,, 607, 10th line from bottom, for " Aberdonian educated in Canada "

read " Scot, a high honour-man at Aberdeen."
,, 638, Tlierc are some inaccuracies in the story of Hipango's conversion,

which was taken from a book by the Rev. R. Taylor.



Corrigenda ix Vols. /., //., axd III. 6G5

VOL. III.

Page 307, alter the last few lines to show that the Baud was founded by two
young lajinen who, with others, met in I\Ir. Walker's rooms.

,, 321, line 8, fw " had founded " read " helped to found."

,, 355, line 16, after " 1889 " insert " H. J. Jackson in 1891 " ; and in the
footnote, for " ten " read " eleven."

,, 421, line 22, for " Usagara " read " Usambara." (The latter, not the
former, was, and is, the U.IM.O.A. field.)

,, 466, lines 33-36, omit three lines, fro7n " Sikh municipal" to " wife,

—

and " inclusive, and insert " a pandit, and lambardar of Uttoki "
;

and in footnote, 07nit references to CM. Reports, but retain refer-

ence to CM. Intelligencer. (As the passage stands, two men of the
same name are confused.)

„ 484, line 13, for " j\Iahratta " read " Gujarati."

„ 515, .3rd line from bottom of text, for " cousin " read " son-in-law."

,, 553, lines 29, 30, for "son" read "nephew," and for "nephew" read
" son."

FKINTl'.l) BY WILLIAJI CLOWES AND SONS, LIMITED, LONIKiN AND BECCIES,



Works by EUGENE STOCK.

Published by the Church Missionary Society.

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
;; vols, isit',), 1 8/= net.

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
Vol. IV. 1916. 7/6.

ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF THE C.M.S.

1899. Pp. 188. i/ = .

THE STORY OF THE NEW ZEALAND MISSION.

1914. Pp. 77. i/ = .

NOTES ON INDIA FOR MISSIONARY STUDENTS.
1905. Pp. 112. i/=.

NOTES ON AFRICA FOR MISSIONARY STUDENTS.
1900. Pp. 85. i/ = .

STORY OF THE FUKIEN MISSION.

1st and 2iid editions, 1877, 1882 (later editions revised by
others).

JAPAN AND THE JAPAN MISSION.

1st edition, 187!) (later editions revised by others).

CHURCH MISSIONARY ATLAS.
6th and 7th editions, 1879, 1891 (later editions^ revised by
others).

Published by the Church of England

Sunday School Institute.

LESSONS ON THE LIFE OF OUR LORD.
1S70-71.

LESSONS ON THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.
1872.

STEPS OF TRUTH. (Jointly with S. G. Stock.)

1879.



TALKS ON ST. LUKE'S GOSPEL.
(•2nd impression, lltl;]),

l!t07. Pp. 300. R.T.S. 2/ = .

"Practical, fresli, illuminative, suggestive, iiiterostiiig."

—

T/ife of Fa'dh.

THE SERVANT: A BIBLICAL STUDY OF SERVICE TO
GOD AND MAN.

V.n-2. Pp. I:.'?. S.P.C.K. 2/=.

A SHORT HANDBOOK OF MISSIONS.
19t»4. Pp. 214. Longmans. i/ = .

THE STORY OF THE BIBLE. For the Young.
]9()(;. Pp.214. Nisbet. 1/6.

THE STORY OF CHURCH MISSIONS. For the Young.
11)07. Pp. 21.S. Nisbet. 1/6.

GOOD NEWS FOR THE WORLD.
190s, Pp. ;;;2, Longmans, id.

A PLAIN MAN'S THOUGHTS ON BIBLE CRITICISM.
1911. Pp. ;52. Longmans. 3d.

" An excellent booklet to put into the hands of those who are afraid lest the recent
criticism of the Bible should weaken the force of its appeal."

—

The East and The M V.v/.

MY RECOLLECTIONS.
19U9. Pp. 421. Nisbet. 6/-.

"His early Victorian recollections, his wide acquaintance, and his travel at home
and abroad, bring the reader in close touch with the history of the Church during the
last half century."

—

Time:',

" Highly interesting from beginning to end. We warmly recommend it."

—

Spectator.

"A long and varied story, well told, and highly interesting."

—

duardidu.

" The temptation is strong to quote passage after passage of these interesting
pcages."

—

Church Timeii.

" Of surpassing interest. Enlivened by many a good story."

—

I'tvonl.

" Full of ' grace and roguishncss. *
"

—

Church Famili/ Xeu'x})apcr,

" Delightful glimpses of men and things."

—

Church of Ireland Gazette.

"We are brought into personal touch with all the great Church leaders of the later
Victorian period. Many good stories."

—

Hritish W'eelch/.

" A broad, generous, human, humorous, shrewd story, giving a vivid and authentic
view of the best side of the Evangelical movement.'

—

Chrhtian iro/-'(/.



PLAIN TALKS ON THE PASTORAL EPISTLES.

1914. Pp. r!;'.i^ Robert Scott. 5/ = .

•'A noble and animating piece of genuine Bible work."

—

Bishop of Ditrhniii.

" Dr. Stock has devoted liis increased leisure to much and varied literary' work of

value on Biblical and other subjects, and his present volume will be equally welcome
to the religious public."-

—

TimcK.

" He could not have chosen a happier subject than the Pastoral Epistles, for he

himself, though a layman, has for many years been recognized in all English-speaking

countries as a teacher."

—

British Wcekl//.

" Thoroughly scholarly. A welcome piece of work."

—

Scotsman,

" The pages are packed with most valuable information, put forth in a most
attractive style." —Becord.

" It is hard to put the book down, for there is a brightness and a freshness about

every page."

—

Church Fainili/ jVewspaper.

"An ideal book. We cordially welcome it."

—

Life of Faith.

" Will probably open to many readers quite a new conception of the value and

worth of intensive Bible study."

—

Student Movement.

" Common sense united with insight. We know of no better popular exposition

of the Epihtles."

—

Church of Ireland (lazette.

"A happy variation on the usual verse by verse exposition. The treatment is so

thorough that we get what is the equiv.alent of a commentary."—London Quarterli/ Reriew.

"The balanced utterance of a reflecting cultivated mind."

—

Enr/Ush Church Berie/r.

THE ENGLISH CHURCH IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

1910. Pp. 128. LoDgmans. i/-.

"A concise, instructive volume. Dr. Stock has succeeded in the difficult task of

compression. He manages to include a surprising amount of information."

—

Times.

"The book is indeed a quite admirable one in a very small compass. To what he

says of Maurice and Kingsley, of Tait, and Benson, and Temple, every one will turn,

and no one will be disappointed."

—

(luardian.

"Wo have read it with admiration."

—

Church of Ireland (lazette.

AN HEROIC BISHOP : THE LIFE STORY OF FRENCH OF

LAHORE.

19l;3. Pp.127. Hodder & Stoughton. 3/6.

" In a series of eleven brief chapters Dr. Stock gives, with wonderful vividness

and impressiveness, the leading facts of French's remarkable life."

—

Record.

"He has discharged a congenial task with great skill."

—

Church Times,
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